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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions
,
take this opportunity to acquaint the Public, that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society, as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions
,
that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till the

Forty-seventh Volume; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any further

in their publication, than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to some of

their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Transactions

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems principally to

have been done with a view to satisfy the Public, that their usual meetings were then

continued, for the improvement of knowledge, and benefit of mankind, the great ends

of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which they have ever since steadily

pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed, to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions; which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March 1752. And the grounds of their choice are, and

will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advantageous

manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the certainty of the facts,

or propriety of the reasonings, contained in the several papers so published, which must

still rest on the credit or judgement of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,

upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the
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thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report and even to certify in the public

newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. And

therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and public

notices ;
which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the dishonour of the

Society.

The Meteorological Journal hitherto kept by the Assistant Secretary at the Apart-

ments of the Royal Society, by order of the President and Council, and published in

the Philosophical Transactions, has been discontinued. The Government, on the recom-

mendation of the President and Council, has established at the Royal Observatory at

Greenwich, imder the superintendence of the Astronomer Royal, a Magnetical and

Meteorological Observatory, where observations are made on an extended scale, which

are regularly published. These, which correspond with the grand scheme of observations

now carrying out in different parts of the globe, supersede the necessity of a continuance

of the observations made at the Apartments of the Royal Society, which could not be

rendered so perfect as was desirable, on account of the imperfections of the locality and

the multiplied duties of the observer.
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Adjudication of the Medals of the Royal Society for the year 1864 by

the President and Council.

The Copley Medal to Charles Darwin, Esq., F.R.S., for his important Researches

in Geology, Zoology, and Botanical Physiology.

The Rumford Medal to Professor John Tyndall, F.R.S., for his Researches on the

Absorption and Radiation of Heat by Gases and Vapours.

A Royal Medal to Jacob Locehart Claree, Esq., F.R.S., for his Researches on the

Intimate Structure of the Spinal Cord and Brain, and on the Development of the Spinal

Cord, published in live Memoirs in the Philosophical Transactions and in other writings.

A Royal Medal to Warren De la Rue, Esq., F.R.S., for his Observations on the

Total Eclipse of the Sun of 1860, and for his improvements in Astronomical Photo-

graphy.

Professor J. Tyndall’s Paper, entitled “ Researches on Radiant Heat,—Fifth Me-

moir,” was appointed as the Baeerian Lecture.

The Croonian Lecture was delivered by Professor Hermann Helmholtz, For. Mem.
R.S. : it was entitled “ On the Normal Motions of the Human Eye in relation to Bino-

cular Vision.”
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.

I. Catalogue of Uebulae and Clusters of Stars.

By Sir John Frederick William Herschel, Bart., F.B.S.

Received October 16,—Read November 19, 1863.

Introduction.

The study of the Nebulae has, within the last quarter of a century, attracted much more

of the attention of observers than heretofore—as well on account of the singularity of

the phenomena presented by many of these objects, as in consequence of the increased

optical power of the telescopes which the skill and industry of modern inventors and artists

have placed within their reach. The brighter nebulae cannot be viewed to any advantage,

and the fainter cannot be seen at all, except by the aid of telescopes of large aperture

;

and, thanks to the exertions of Lord Rosse, Mr. Lassell, Messrs. Nasmyth and De la

Rue in England, and Messrs. Steinheil, Foucault, and Porro in Germany and France,

as regards reflecting telescopes, and to those of Fraunhofer, Merz, Cauchoix, Clarke,

Cook, Secretan, Ross, and Dallmeyer as regards refractors ; instruments of abundantly

sufficient optical capacity not only to repeat and verify the earlier observations, but to

disclose new and more interesting features in many cases, have now come into the hands

of many observers, both professional astronomers and amateurs, and may be had by any

one who is willing to incur a cost which may be considered moderate when it is remembered

that instruments of similar dimensions and goodness could not be obtained fifty years

ago at any price. In consequence we find a continually increasing attention directed to

this department of astronomy. Not to insist on the observations of the Earl of Rosse

and Mr. Lassell with their transcendent reflectors, we find a systematic examination and

review of them undertaken by M. D’Arrest in the year 1855, by the aid of a refractor

of 6-feet focal length and 4^ inches aperture in the Leipzig Observatory, whose results,

consisting in the carefully determined places, by repeated observations, of about 230

nebulse, were published in 1856, in a work entitled “ Resultate aus Beobachtungen der

Nebelflecken und Sternhaufen” (Erste Reihe, Leipzig). This review has since been

carried on by the same excellent astronomer, with the great refractor by Merz of

11 inches in aperture and 16-feet focus, erected in the year 1861 at the Royal Observa-
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2 SIR J. E. W. HERSCHEL’S CATALOGUE

tory of Copenhagen. Again, from the Observatory of the Collegio Romano, under the

direction of Signor Secchi, have emanated many valuable observations, and from that at

Harvard College, Cambridge, U.S., under the late and present Professors Bond, some of

the most striking pictorial representations of particular nebulae which we possess.

Neither ought a short but very valuable memoir by the late E. Mason, printed in the

7th volume of the Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, to be passed

in silence ; containing as it does a very elaborate and minute examination, and some

excellent delineations of several highly interesting nebulae, particularly those in the

great nebulous region of Cygnus. To M. Auwers also we owe many accurate and

valuable observations, besides a Catalogue comprising the whole series of Sir William

Herschel’s nebulae arranged in order of right ascension and reduced to a common epoch,

of which more hereafter. Should the efforts which are now making to procure for the

University of Melbourne in Australia a reflector of the first magnitude prove, as is to be

hoped, successful, it is understood that one of the principal uses to which it will be

devoted will be the examination and exact delineation of the numerous and wonderful

objects of this class which the southern hemisphere presents.

These circumstances, but more especially the last-mentioned, render it extremely

desirable to have presented in one work, without the necessity of turning over many

volumes, a general catalogue of all the nebulae and clusters of stars actually known, both

northern and southern, arranged in order of right ascension and reduced to a common

and sufficiently advanced epoch which may serve as a general index to them, and enable

an observer at once to turn his instrument on any one of them, as well as to put it in

his power immediately to ascertain whether any object of this nature which he may

encounter in his observations is new, or should be set down as one previously observed.

For want of such a general catalogue, in fact, a great many nebulae have been, from

time to time, in the ‘Astronomische Nachrichten’ and elsewhere, introduced to the world

as new discoveries, which have since been identified with nebulae already described and

well known. Many a supposed comet, too, would have been recognized at once as a

nebula, had such a general catalogue been at hand, and much valuable time been thus

saved to their observers in looking out for them again.

Besides these there are other considerations which have weighed with me in under-

taking the task of compiling such a general catalogue. Having, in the course of my
own observations, received the greatest possible assistance from the possession of a Manu-

script Catalogue of all the nebulae and clusters discovered by my Father, brought to the

common epoch 1800 -

0, and arranged in zones of 1° in breadth in polar distance, by his

sister the late Miss Carolina L. Herschel, it seemed to me nothing less than a debt of

gratitude, not merely to acknowledge that assistance, but to avail myself still further of

it to complete the list of his nebulae by supplying from that catalogue the places of all

those nebulae among them which had escaped my own observation (a very numerous

list), and by inserting from it all those places of nebulae observed by myself which were

deficient in either element (of R.A. or P.D.), or in which I had reason to apprehend
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greater errors than those which probably affected her results. This I have accordingly

done. But to do it effectually, and at the same time to effect a thoroughly correct

identification of the objects in my catalogues with those of the older series, involved,

as a necessary preliminary step, the reduction to 1830-0 of the whole of her catalogue,

an operation in which I received the assistance of my sons ; the computations being

executed for each nebula in duplicate and checked by myself, and which, taken

leisurely, zone by zone, as time and circumstance permitted, proved less onerous and

wearisome than might have been expected. The Catalogue thus reduced to the same

epoch as my own, afforded the means of detecting and rectifying a great many errors of

nomenclature in the latter. And it was in the course of this part of the inquiry, in

which many cases of considerable intricacy and difficulty occurred (as will be evident on

a perusal of the notes appended to this Catalogue), and in which it became necessary to

recur both to the original sweeps and to a series of registered extracts from them (the

nature of which will be more distinctly stated hereafter), that I learned fully to appre-

tiate the skill, diligence, and accuracy which that indefatigable lady brought to bear on

a task which only the most boundless devotion could have induced her to undertake or

enabled her to accomplish.

Arrived at this stage—that is to say, the mean results of all the observations in my
own Catalogues taken, and all the deficient or imperfectly observed nebulae in my
Father’s list supplied, as above stated, and the whole arranged, not in zones, but in

general order of right ascension,—it then became necessary, in order to produce a work

available for future observation, to bring the whole up to a still more advanced epoch.

The work required for this purpose, calling no longer for any discussion, or collation of

the original observations or registers, but being one of simple arithmetical computation

from a definite formula—the Royal Society, at my application, very liberally undertook

to supply, from the funds at their annual disposal, the amount necessary to procure its

execution by an experienced computer (Mr. Kerschner, one of the occasional computists

for the Royal Observatory of Greenwich). This work the Astronomer Royal most

obligingly offered to superintend, affording at the same time his advice as to the general

principle on which the computation should be conducted. The plan suggested by him

and adopted in effect was this. Each object in the Catalogue was first roughly brought

up to the year 1880 by the application of approximate precessions in R.A. and P.D.

The places so obtained were then employed to compute the exact precessions in both by

the usual formulae, with coefficients for the year 1880-0, viz.

Precession in R.A.= 3s-072-|-l s-337. sinR.A. cotan P.D.

Precession in P.D.=— 20"-06 cosR.A.

And the precessions, so calculated, were then used to bring up the places from 1830 to

1860, the epoch of the Catalogue
; so that, the places being given for 1860 and the pre-

cessions for twenty years in advance, the application of those precessions to those places

shall give dependable places for any year up to the year 1930, at which time the small

error in excess or defect of the true precession consequent on using the fifty years’
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antecedent place of the object will be exactly compensated by the further change of

place in the same direction in the subsequent fifty. Two cases of excessive proximity to

the poles, northern and southern, viz. those of the nebulae Nos. 2043 and 1652 of the

present Catalogue, are excepted, the precessions changing so rapidly, and with so much

deviation from uniformity, that a rigorous computation, at least in R.A., will always be

necessary. In the case of No. 2043, the effect of precession in the thirty years from

1830 to 1860 has been to change the R.A. from 2h 32m to 10h 8m .

This computation was completed, and a fair copy of the resulting places, arranged de

novo in their order of R.A. for 1860, forwarded to me on the 6th of February last (1863).

The nomenclature of the objects having in the interim been settled satisfactorily by

myself, and a description of each nebula, from a careful comparison of all the descriptions

given, prepared, it remained only to fill in the columns left blank for these and the other

necessary particulars, and to complete the Catalogue by the insertion in their proper

places of the places and descriptions of all such other nebulae, non-observed by either my
Father or myself, similarly reduced, of which I could gather any accounts. These will be

found enumerated further on in the “ Explanation and arrangement of the Catalogue.”

On the 23rd of February last, while engaged in this work, I received, by the kindness

of the Astronomer Royal, a copy of the important work of M. Auwers before alluded

to, entitled “ William Herschel’s Verzeichnissen von Nebelflecken und Sternhaufen,

bearbeitet von Arthur Auwers. Konigsberg, 1862,” of whose existence this was my first

notice. It contains a complete and most elaborate reduction to 1830, from the observed

differences in R.A. and P.D. with known stars, recorded in the Philosophical Transac-

tions, of all the nebulae and clusters in my Father’s three Catalogues ; together with a

separate catalogue of all those collected by Messier from his own observations, or those of

Mechain and others (101 in number), similarly reduced ;
another of Lacaille’s southern

nebulae, and one of 50 “ new nebulae,” comprising nearly all those observed by other astro-

nomers (Lord Rosse excepted) in this hemisphere—all brought up to the same epoch.

It may be readily supposed that I lost no time in comparing my own previous work

with this of M. Auwers ; the places of which having been obtained by the aid of far

better and more dependable catalogues of stars, to give the true positions of the zero-

points or determining stars in the differential observations, as well as of more exact pre-

cessions, and doubtless, a much more systematic process of treatment, would be entitled,

observationfor observation
,
to be considered as representing the original sweeps more

faithfully than could be expected from my own preparatory catalogue. On the other

hand, however, the Zone Catalogue from which that was derived possessed the advantage

of having been deduced, not from a single difference of R.A. and P.D. between each

nebula and a single determining star, but from all the observations of each nebula ;

often in many different sweeps, and in the same sweep often from more than one star

;

thus eliminating, no doubt, a great deal of casual error. In that catalogue, too, as in

my own catalogues of 1833 and that of the southern nebulae, the individual results of

each observation, or, to speak more exactly, of each differential comparison, is separately
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recorded, so that any suspiciously large deviation from the mean of all may be at once

noticed and traced to its origin in the sweeping books. My reduction was of course

based on the means of all these (rejecting such as were obviously and grossly faulty),

and might therefore, pro tanto, be regarded as of superior authority. This consideration,

joined to that before adduced, decided me to retain those places in the present Catalogue

which had been derived from this source, except in a few instances (specified in the

notes) when it proved, by careful examination of the causes of discordance, that actual

mistakes had been committed. And I must not omit to add that the comparison so

instituted with M. Auwers’s results has led me to the detection of several grave errors

in my own work which would certainly have otherwise escaped notice (and in some

cases have caused the loss of future observations by missetting the telescope), and whose

rectification has added materially to its value. On the other hand, as no human work

is perfect, I have been led to notice some errors in M. Auwers’s work itself, which are

set down in a list of errata and corrigenda at the end of this Catalogue ; and besides, a

good many cases in which, owing to mistakes in the printed catalogue in the volumes of

the Philosophical Transactions (many of which stood corrected in MS. in the margin of

the copy of those Transactions in my possession, and many more have been silently

detected and rectified by Miss C. H. in her subsequent computations), his calculations

have been founded on erroneous data, and have therefore led him to assign erroneous

places to the objects so affected. Thus on every account the result has been what may

be considered a complete expurgation of both our catalogues.

It remains for me to say a few words on the way in which the reduction to 1860 and

the calculation of the precessions have been performed by Mr. Kerschner, the com-

putist employed by the Astronomer Royal for that purpose. The whole work has been

executed on printed forms, which being preserved may at any time be referred to.

Since error in computation, however practised the computer, and however checked, is

always possible, and occasional error of copying, especially when the order of the entries

has to be rearranged, is absolutely unavoidable, I considered it incumbent on me to

recalculate, seriatim from my original MS. Catalogue for 1830, and taking for granted

the precessions set down in the fair copy, for 1880, the places both in R.A. and P.D. of

every object included in the Catalogue ; keeping an eye meanwhile to the precessions

themselves, and their signs, to seize the least indication of error in that quarter. It

would have been too laborious to recompute these. As for the precessions in P.D.,

their regular progression of itself ensures their correctness, as far at least as the integer

seconds and the first decimal place. A pretty considerable number of errors (most of

them of little moment) was thus detected and corrected—not more, however, than might

reasonably be expected in the work of the most expert computisk in so extensive a work,

consisting of between nine and ten thousand computed entries (taking both elements),

and traceable moreover in many instances to obvious misreading, and in some to actual

misentry on my part, of figures in the original MS., which but for this further examina-

tion would also have escaped notice altogether.

The correction of these and the other errors already spoken of necessitated, in a great
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many instances, a change in the order of R.A., and a consequent erasure and interlinea-

tion in the MS. The introduction, too, of the other nebulae (those of M. Auwers’s cata-

logue of “ novae,” those communicated to me for insertion by M. D’Arrest, and those

noticed by Lord Rosse in his memoir of 1861, amounting altogether to 433 objects)

necessitated many more interlineations, often occurring very inconveniently, two or three

together, in a way to disfigure the MS. considerably. Unfortunately, too, in the MS.

itself the column headed “ No. in the Catalogue,” which I had intended to have been

left blank till all the rest of the work was completed, had been filled in by the trans-

criber with a series of numbers in regular progression, from 1 to 4629, the actual num-

ber of lines of which it then consisted. This made it necessary to renumber the whole

ab initio in red ink, striking out the former numbers, and thus producing a still more

unsightly appearance. Under these circumstances, I debated whether or not to recopy

the whole. But, to say nothing of the sacrifice of time (since I could have entrusted it

to no other hand), I believe it impossible to copy so voluminous a mass of figures and

abbreviated writing without numerous errors. And being satisfied, from the repeated

and careful revision it has undergone, of its present correctness, and equally so that with

ordinary care on the part of the compositor (should the Council of the Royal Society

decide on printing it) no mistake can arise from any of the alterations and interlineations

it contains, I have decided in favour of presenting it as it stands, with the exception of

two sheets which it was absolutely necessary to recopy owing to the extreme closeness

of the interlineations, the smallness of the writing, and the transpositions needed.

These have each been twice carefully read with the original.

In presenting to the Royal Society this Catalogue, it will be accompanied by the

following series of records and documents which it may become desirable hereafter to

refer to in elucidation of any point which may arise respecting the history or reduction

of such of the objects as occur in my Father’s classes and numbers printed in the Philo-

sophical Transactions, viz.

—

1st. A series of “ register sheets,” in which are entered up all the observations of each

nebula or cluster copied verbatim from the sweeps, the nebulae, &c. being arranged in

the order of their dates of discovery. These are the “ register sheets ” referred to in

the notes on this Catalogue, and cited by their general (i. e. current) number
,
as H, 1 ;

H, 2 ; . .

.

H, 2508.

2nd. A similar set of register sheets of all the observations of each of Messier’s

nebulae, arranged according to Messier’s numbers.

3rd. A general index of the 2508 nebulae in classes and numbers, to find the “ general

number ” of each to facilitate reference to the register sheets. (This index was drawn

up by myself.)

4th. An index list of the same nebulae, &c. arranged according to the “general

number,” to find the class and number of each.

5th. A more complete ditto ditto, containing also the rough approximate R.A. and P.D.

of each object for 1800, and the determining stars as in the Philosophical Transactions.

6th. A catalogue in zones of P.D. of all the said nebulae and clusters arranged in each
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zone in order of II.A., and reduced to the year 1800 by Miss C. L. Herschel, exhibiting

the reduced result of each separate observation of each nebula ; together with the deter-

mining star or stars in each case, and the differences of R.A. and P.D. from such star, with

references to the current number of the sweep in which the observation is contained.

7th. The original sweeps with the 20-feet reflector at Slough in which the nebulae

were observed, contained in three small quarto and four folio volumes of MS.

All these manuscripts, with exception of the index No. 3, are in the original hand-

writings of my Father and his Sister, in most cases easily distinguishable, in some others

not so readily. The Zone Catalogue No. 6 is entirely the autograph of the latter.

Explanation and arrangement of the Catalogue.

The Catalogue is arranged in twelve columns, of which the first contains the general

or current number in order from 1 up to 5063, the total number of objects comprised,

including six supplementary ones, whose insertion in their proper order in R.A. would

have involved altering all the numbering both of the catalogue and the annotations, &c.,

and would have proved a source of confusion and unavoidable error. Nevertheless, to

prevent their being overlooked by any observer who may consult the catalogue for the

purpose of a general review of the nebulae, or for the verification of a new one, their

numbers are interpolated into the general series so as to catch the eye, and a reference

made to the supplementary catalogue in each case in the column of descriptions.

Column 2 contains the numbers of those nebulae of which observations are given in

my two former catalogues, and those of the two nubeculae ; the numbers from 1 to 2307

inclusive being from that in Philosophical Transactions 1833, and from 2308 to 4021 from

my Cape observations. Where a number in this column is enclosed in hooks thus
[ ], it

is taken from the Catalogue of Objects in the Nubecula minor in pp. 153 to 155 of that

work. Where in parentheses thus
( ), from those in the Nubecula major, pp. 156 to 163.

Column 3 contains the classes and numbers of nebulae as given by my Father in his

three Catalogues in the Philosophical Transactions for 1786, 1789, and 1802. One only

is omitted, viz. V. 35. It is an immense diffused nebulosity, extending from 5h 27m to

5h 42m in R.A., and from 98° 6' to 87° 43' in P.D. A special list of these great diffusions

of nebula is given by M. Auwers in p. 42 of the work above cited.

Column 4 contains references to other authorities, and gives either the name of the

first discoverer of the nebula, or a reference to the particular list or catalogue of nebulae

which has been taken as the authority for the place set down. The principal of these are

—1st. The list of “new nebulae” (Verzeichniss neuer Nebelflecke), in pp. 73 to 76 of the

work of M. Auwers already cited. These are referred to in the following form :—Auw.
N. 1, Auw. N. 2, &c. 2ndly. Under the form D’Arr. 1, 2, &c., are given a series of objects

contained in a MS. list of 125 nebulae, kindly communicated to me by their discoverer,

M. D’Arrest, Director of the Royal Observatory of Copenhagen, and reduced by him to

the epoch (186(H)) of this Catalogue, with their precessions for 1880. 3rdly. A great

number of nebulae cited under the form “ R. novae,” whose places have been approxi-
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mately obtained from the diagrams accompanied by micrometrical measures of position

and distance, or from more loose and general indications contained in Lord Rosse’s

paper in the Philosophical Transactions for 1861, the comparisons being in all cases

made with those nebulse in my Catalogue of 1833 whose numbers stand annexed to

them in column 2, with an italic letter appended, thus :

—

322, a R. nova; 319, a R. 3 novae.

In cases of which latter kind it is intended to express merely that nebulae to the num-

ber indicated, not otherwise identifiable, will be found on due search in the immediate

neighbourhood of the place approximately set down. Lastly. The names of Professor

G. P. Bond, Mr. S. Coolidge, and Mr. J. T. Safford in this column of the supple-

mentary list of nebulae refer to the places of nebulae and clusters in a list of objects of

that description discovered at the Observatory of Harvard College, obligingly commu-

nicated to me by Professor Bond, Director of that establishment, too late for their intro-

duction into the body of the Catalogue.

Besides these references, in which the places set down have been adopted from the

catalogues above mentioned, column 4 also contains synonyms or identifications of

objects observed by myself with those contained in Messier’s lists communicated to the

French Academy, or to the Connoissance des Temps for 1783 and 1784. These are

cited by the number they bear in Messier’s own list, thus, M. 1, M. 2, &c. They have,

with very few exceptions, been observed and described by myself or my Father, and their

places here set down are given as results from our observations. In the few excepted

cases they are taken from M. Auwers’s catalogue already spoken of. The nebulse also

whose identity has been (sometimes satisfactorily, but for the most part very doubtfully)

made out with objects in Mr. Dunlop’s Catalogue of Southern Nebulse, are indicated by

the letter A, thus, A. 169, &c. In a few cases, chiefly those of nebulous stars, planetary

nebulse, or very star-like objects, which have been set down as stars in catalogues of

authority ; these are also referred to by name and number in column 4.

Many of Mr. Dunlop’s nebulse are contained in Lacaille’s catalogue, as also some of

Messier’s, but of that catalogue two objects only, not so identifiable, viz. Nos. 38 and

40 of M. Auwers’s catalogue of Lacaille’s nebulse, have been considered as definitely

enough described (nebuleuses sans etoiles) by that astronomer to be inlcuded in the

present Catalogue.

Column 5 contains the Right Ascension in time for 186(H) of each object in the

Catalogue. When this is given to decimals of seconds, it is to be understood as having

been brought up from the mean of the observations given in my former Catalogues, or

from the mean of those (where not observed by myself) in Miss C. Herschel’s Zone

Catalogue above mentioned *. When the R.A. is given only to the nearest minute or

degree, it will of course be understood that the place is too loosely determined to render

* In some cases a careful subsequent revision of the catalogued observations seriatim has necessitated altering

these E.A.’s by a few decimals of a second (seldom more) after the process of reduction to 1860. In all such cases

the alteration has been applied as a correction to Mr. Rersckiver’s figures, so as not to disturb the amounts of pre-

cession allowed—a procedure perfectly legitimate and productive of no error. The same remark applies to col. 8.
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further precision of statement other than illusory. This is the case with the greater

part of those set down as “ R. novae.”

Column 6 contains the precession, in seconds and decimals, in R.A. for 1880 #

0.

Column 7 contains the number of observations in R.A. which have been actually used

in concluding the R.A. for 1830, from which that for 1860 has been computed. In all

cases (unless where the contrary is especially indicated in a note, or otherwise as by the

letters B.A.C. or A.S.C., Au., &c. inserted in place ofa number in the column itself—which

indicate that the R.A. is that of a star in one of those catalogues, or rests upon that

other authority), the observations used for all objects included in my former catalogues

are brought up from the data there registered, to the exclusion of all others ; and in

such cases (the vast majority) no parenthesis or other distinctive mark is applied. When,

however, no satisfactory R.A. is there recorded, or when the R.A. is there expressly

stated to have been set down from the “working list,” the R.A. adopted is that brought

up from the Zone Catalogue of C.H., and in such cases the number of observations

used is enclosed in parentheses
( ). Dots attached (:) indicate some uncertainty in the

R.A.
; (::) a very considerable doubt, extending, perhaps, to a whole minute; \ and T*

express still wider limits of uncertainty. In those nebulae of my Father’s catalogues

which have no number corresponding in column 2 (indicating the absence of any obser-

vations of my own), the places set down both in RA. and Declination are those brought

up from the Zone Catalogue of Miss C. H., and the numbers of observations on which

they rely are set down in the appropriate column without any parenthesis or distinctive

marks, the absence of any number in column 2 being a sufficient indication. In the

case of M. D’Arrest’s nebulae, the numbers in column 6 enclosed thus
[ ]

indicate the

number of his observations of the nebula employed by himself to give the place.

Columns 8, 9, and 10 contain, in like manner, the North Polar Distance for 1860, the

precessions for 1880, and the numbers of observations used for P.D. in the case of each

object; and the same remarks apply to these as to columns 5, 6, and 7.

In column II is given a short description of the nebula or cluster in abbreviated

words, made out from an assemblage and comparison of all the descriptions of each

object given in my Father’s and my own observations. As regards the former, recourse

was had, not to the printed account in the Philosophical Transactions (which gives only

a single description), but to a series of manuscript sheets in the nature of a Register

(and as such cited in the notes which follow this Catalogue), into which have been trans-

cribed, verbatim
,
from the original sweeps, all the descriptive parts of each and every

observation of each cluster or nebula in the order of their dates, and the data for com-

puting their places, derived from the sweeps by applying the index and clock correc-

tions pertaining to each. In this Register the nebulae are entered, each with its class

and number, and each on a separate sheet ; the whole series being arranged, however,

not in the order of their classes and numbers, but in the order of the dates of their

discovery, from No. 1, corresponding to October 28, 1783, to No. 2508, corresponding to

September 30, 1802. Of these, the first 2500 only are included in the catalogues com-

mdccclxiy. c
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municated to the Royal Society ; the other 8 are printed in the form ofan Appendix to my
Cape Catalogue, in p. 128 of the “ Results of Observations,” &c. A similar and separate

Register in sheets has been kept for my Father’s observations of Messier’s nebulae, and

these have in like manner been collated with my own observations of the same objects

in framing the ultimate, or, as it may be termed, the average description of each.

In making out these descriptions, it was found to a certain degree practicable, in the

particulars of brightness, size, and extension, to make a kind of arithmetical approxima-

tion to a mean conclusion, by arranging the degrees of brightness, &c. in a progressive

upward scale from 1 to 10, and taking a mean of these numbers in each case, as indi-

cating the designating words to be finally adopted. Thus, taking the extreme degree of

faintness when a nebula was declared to be “ excessively faint,” or “ barely visible,” or

“ hardly more than suspected ” for 1, and “ extremely ” or “ excessively bright ” for 10,

the intermediate degrees, such as very faint
,
faint,

considerably faint,
pretty faint,

pretty bright
,
considerably bright

,
Bright

,
very bright

,
were denoted by the intermediate

numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ; and similarly for the scale of sizes, exchanging the words

Small and Large for Faint and Bright. In the case of extension, the scale 1 to 10 was

supposed arranged in the order, Bownd, very little extended
,
elliptic or oval

,
considerably

extended
,
pretty much extended

,
much extended

,
very much extended,

extremely extended,

or a long ray. It is obvious that the qualifying words, such as “ pretty” and “ consider-

ably,” admit of a good deal of latitude of interpretation, and that, in reference to bright-

ness or faintness, greatness or smallness, their meaning is rather relative than absolute

;

and especially, that as between bright orfaint, and “ considerably bright” or “consider-

ably faint,” for instance, there is so little real distinction of an absolute kind, that it is

impossible to say which is to be accepted as indicating the superior degree. In the case

of extension there is the same indistinctness as to precedence between the qualifying

phrases “ considerably” and “ pretty much.” Nicety, however, in this respect would be

misplaced, when it is considered that when several descriptions of the same nebula,

observed at different times, come to be compared, they can hardly ever be reconciled

except by allowing to each qualification a latitude of meaning extending over several

degrees of our arbitrary scale. In many instances, indeed, the discordance, or rather

contradiction is so great, as to authorize a strong suspicion of variability in the object

itself. In a few cases where, from the low altitude of the object in England, coupled with

corresponding discordances of description, it was evident that it must have been seen to

much greater advantage from the Cape station (as, for example, in that of h. 3375 = 11.

III. 754), additional weight has been attributed to the Cape observations.

In the descriptions, I have found it absolutely necessary to abstain from any specifi-

cation of the estimated sizes of nebulae or clusters in angular measure. In comparing

estimations of this kind I find the discordance so great, and (to speak only of my own
practice) so little evidence of adherence to any definite standard of estimation, that

nothing but confusion would have arisen from introducing such estimates. Never-

theless, as in the use of such a catalogue as the present some guide is necessary for the
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observer, to advertise him of what sort of object he may expect to see, the following

scale may be taken as conveying a general idea of the magnitudes intended by the con-

ventional words used. Thus, a round nebula of 3" or 4" in diameter would be called

extremely small

;

one of 10" or 12", very small-,

20" or 30", small
,
or considerably small

;

50" or 60", pretty small
,
or pretty large;

3' or 4', considerably large
,
or large

;

8' or 10', very large;

20' and upwards, extremely large.

In estimating clusters of stars (that is to say, of well separated and scattered stars) a wider

acceptation must be understood, so that, for instance, a cluster of only 1' in extent would

be considered extremely or very small; one of 15' or 20' large
,
and one of 30' or 40' very

large. This amplification of scale, however, must not be held applicable to those

resolved or resolvable clusters of a “ globular ” character marked in the descriptions

as 0, which must be understood as belonging to “ nebulae ” and not to “ clusters,” so

far as the conventional terms used in the descriptions are concerned. I should observe

also, that when in making out the average appropriate phrase in size I have found any

extravagant discordance between the estimate in words and that in figures, as, for

instance, where a nebula has been described in words as very large
,
and the diameter

then set down as 2', a compromise has usually been made, and the word modified, as, for

instance, to large or considerably large.

The abbreviations employed in the column of descriptions and elsewhere, in the notes,

&c., are as follows :

—

ab. about. ch. chevelure.

aim. almost. com. cometic.

am. among. cont. in contact.

app. appended. C. Compressed.

att. attached. Cl. cluster.

Auw. Auwers. C.G.H. “ Results of observations, &c. at the Cape of

A.S.C. Astronomical Society’s Catalogue. Good Hope.”

b. brighter. C.H. Miss Carolina Herschel. When it occurs in

bet. between. column 4 it indicates that the object was

biff. binuclear. discovered by her.

bn. brightest towards the north side. d. diameter.

bs. brightest towards the south side. dist. distance.

bp. brightest towards the preceding side. distant.

bf. brightest towards the following side. dif. diffused.

B. Bright. diffic. difficult.

Br. Brisbane (Sir T.’s) Catalogue of Stars. D. double.

Bo. Bode. D’Arr. D’Arrest.

B.A.C. British Association Catalogue. A. Dunlop.

c. considerably. def. defined.

CO. coarse, coarsely. e. extremely.

c 2
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ee. excessively,

er. easily resolvable,

exc. excentric.

E. extended.

f. following.

F. faint.

g. gradually,

gr. group.

H. Sir William Herschel.

h. Sir John Herscbel.

b.o.n. list of omitted nebulae in C.G.H.

i. irregular,

inv. involved.

involving.

iF. irregular figure.

I. little (adv.).

long (adj.).

L. Large.

Lac. Lacaille.

Lai. Lalande.

Lass. Lassell.

m. much.

mm. mixed magnitudes.

mn. milky nebulosity,

mon. monograph.

M. Middle, or in the middle.

M. (in col. 3) Messier.

Mess. Messier.

n. north,

neb. nebula.

np. north preceding,

nf. north following,

nr. near.

N. nucleus, or to a nucleus.

o. omitted.

ON". omitted nebula.

p. preceding.

p. pretty (before F, B, L, S, &c.).

pg. pretty gradually,

pm. pretty much,

ps. pretty suddenly.

P. poor.

Pi. Piazzi.

P.T. Philosophical Transactions,

quad. quadrilateral,

quar. quartile.

r. resolvable, barely (mottled as if with stars).

rr. partially resolved—some stars visible.

rrr. well resolved—clearly seen to consist of stars.

R. round.

RR. exactly round.

R. nova. New nebula discovered by Lord Rosse.

R. MS. Manuscript notes furnished by His Lordship.

Ri. Rich.

R. The Earl of Rosse.

s. suddenly.

s. south.

sp. south preceding.

sf. south following.

sc. scattered.

st. stars.

sev. several

susp. suspected.

sh. shaped.

stell. stellar.

S. small.

sm. smaller.

sw. sweep.

2 . Struve.

tri-N. tri-nuclear.

trap. trapezium.

V. very.

w. an intensive of v.

var. variable.

W. H. Sir W. Herschel.

Besides these abbreviations of words, the following

arbitrary signs are used.

* a star; *10 a star of the 10th magnitude.

** a double star
; J* a triple star.

! a remarkable object ; ! ! very much so
; ! ! ! a magni-

ficent or otherwise exceedingly interesting object.

? doubtful; ?? very doubtful, either as to accuracy of

place or reality of existence, according to the column in

which it occurs.

: , : : ,
see explanations already given.

A a triangle. Forms a triangle with.

© a globular cluster of stars.

O a planetary nebula.

® an annular nebula.

st. 9 Stars from the ninth (or other) magnitude

downwards.

st. 9 .... 13 Stars from the ninth down to the 13th

magnitude.

As examples of the interpretation and expansion ofthese abbreviations some examples

are subjoined.
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Ex. 1. pB; vL; vg, vsmbMN15"; pmE1620,
3; “pretty Bright; very Large; at first

very gradually, then very suddenly much brighter in the middle to a nucleus 15" in dia-

meter
;
pretty much extended—the position of the longer dimension micrometrically

measured 162°*3 (i. e. reckoned from the north round to 162°-3 in the direction nfsp).”

The angles of position in all cases are to be understood as so reckoned. When deci-

mals of degrees are annexed (or if integer, written decimally thus 151°0), they have been

micrometrically measured. If thus, E 0° or E 45°, E 90°, they mean only in or near the

meridian, or parallel or oblique to the meridian from nf to sp, &c., as the case may be.

If with a + annexed, the position is from a more or less careful estimation.

Ex. 2. R; psbM ill def O; pB*10 125°-4, 70"; “Round, pretty suddenly brighter

in the middle to an ill-defined planetary disc; has a pretty Bright star of the 10th

magnitude, whose position measured from the centre of the nebula is 125°-4, and

whose distance also from the centre is 70" by estimation.”

The relative situations of neighbouring stars or nebulae are invariably to be understood

as thus reckoned, i. e. taking the centre of the nebula or other object described as a

starting-point or origin of angle or distance. Thus S#s will mean that a small star is

south of the nebula
,
#np nr that a star is near the nebula in a north preceding direction

from it ;
**4s

f, 3'n, that a double star follows the centre of the nebula 4 seconds of time,

and is 3f

to the north of it.

Ex. 3. Cl; pRi; pmC; L; st6, 10...15. “A cluster; pretty rich; pretty much
compressed ; Large

; consisting of stars one of which is of the 6th, and the rest from the

10th to the 15th magnitudes.”

Attached or vicinary stars or small nebulae are always placed at the ends of the descrip-

tions. Thus ©sf means that the nebula described “ has a globular cluster following

and to the southward of it.” When, however, the description of a cluster ends abruptly

thus, it is to be understood that “ the place taken is that of a conspicuous double

star.”

The 12th column of the Catalogue contains the number of times that each nebula has

been observed by both my Father and myself, whether its place were taken or not, com-

prising all the cases in which the object has been seen, and whether described or not.

Since attention has been drawn to the real or supposed variability of nebulae, and since

it can hardly be doubted that comets have occasionally been observed as nebulae, this

enumeration is not without its importance. In this column the abbreviation “ mon ”

occasionally occurs. In such cases the nebulae have been so often and diligently observed

for the purpose of exact delineation or “ monographing,” that a special enumeration of

the observations would be impossible or useless.

Finally, at the end of the line allotted to each nebula occur occasionally one or both

of the marks * and f. The former refers to the notes appended to the Catalogue, the

latter to the list of figured nebulae in which the publications wherein are contained

figures of the nebulae are referred to by plate and figure—those at least which seem

entitled, in the present state of astronomical instrument-making and pictorial representa-

tion, to be pointed out to the observer as conveying any idea of their appearance.
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Notes on the Catalogue.
No.

12 h. '6. D’Arrest says, “ h. II. positio certe erronea,” but gives no indication of the

correction required in R.A. or P.D.

29 h. 13; II. 241=11. 243. In P.T. the determining # is omitted, and in the state-

ment of the places of these nebulse, as well as of II. 239, 240, 242, and III. 199,

there is much confusion, for the correction of which see the list of errata sub-

joined. Auwers has threaded the intricacies of this maze with singular felicity,

but has been misled in the case of II. 243 into assigning to it a totally erro-

neous place (22h 48m R.A., 73° 37' P.D. 1830), and, in consequence, has not per-

ceived its identity with II. 241.

78 II. 3. Auwers makes the P.D. of this neb. (1830)= 99° 32', from P.T., which

places it 2°+ n of 17 Ceti. C.H. makes it 1° 51' n of the same star, or for 1830,

99° 42'. In fact H. has two observations of it, neither of them more than eye-

drafts with neighbouring stars, and the P.D. is concluded graphically by C.H.

from these diagrams.

88 III. 876. The P.D. of Auwers (81° 16') is 1° wrong. The place given in P.T. is

1° 43' n of 51 Piscium ; so also in Register (H. 2296).

119 Auw. N. 4=D’Arr. 6. The place given is that brought up from D’Arrest’s obser-

vations, the RA. being set down only roughly in Auw.

132 h. 57=V. 20. Once looked for by Lord Rosse and not seen. Having been

observed both by H. and h., there can be no doubt of its existence.

138 h. 61=h. 2345=Y. 1. In h.’s sweep 733 the position reading is set down as

3240,
5. This is in contradiction with a diagram made at the time, and is an

obvious mistake for 2340,
5, which =180°+ 54o,

5, agreeing well with the dia-

gram and with 2 obs. of W.H., in both of which it is described as “ nf to sp.”

There is also an erratum in the C.G.H. Catal., for 1430,8 read 144°-5, since

324-5—180=144-5.

145 h. 64=11. 621=11. 703. Auwers remarks that A Ceti, the determining star of

W.H., does not exist; but C.H. has perceived this, and by using another deter-

mining star (13 Ceti, sw. 756, W.H.), has fixed the place of the nebula II. 703

for 1800 at R.A. 0h 37m 47s
,
P.D. 93° 53' (=93° 43', 1830), thereby identifying

it with II. 621. Auwers, using a conjectural star, sets down the P.D. erro-

neously as 92° 52' (1830).

165 h. 2356. This*is the main body of the nubecula minor.

169 h. 2359. A complex object with several nuclei. There is an erratum in the R.A.

set down in C.G.H. as resulting from sw. 488, for 46m 12 ST read 47m 12 s, l.

177 79, «, h. In Lord Rosse’s diagram, a=h. 79, j3=h. 78, y=nova, accidentally

omitted in the body of the Catalogue, but inserted as No. 5058 at the end.

The whole Catalogue having been finally numbered before the omission was

detected, it could not be inserted in its place. S is a star; s=h. 79, a.
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No.

178]

179

196
J

202

203

205

206

207
’

208

209

210 ,

h. 4007, 4008, 4012. In the Catalogue of C.G.H. these nebulae are placed

• erroneously in the 23h of E.A., owing to a mistake of a whole hour in

reducing.

These constitute the group laid down by Lord Rosse as seen in and about the

places of h. 84, 85, 86, viz. his a, j3, y, y', s, £, 6. Of these, a is No. 202=h. 84

;

/3=No.203=h. 85; y=No.206=h.86
;
y'=No.205=86,a; S=No.209=86,6;

g=No. 208=D’ArrestNo.l0; £=No.207=D’Arr. 9, and 0=86, c. In the MS.

notes furnished me by Lord R. it is stated that a=h. 84, /3=h. 85, and 0=h. 86.

The latter identification, however, is incorrect.

214 h. 88=1. 54. This is not the I. 54 of the P.T., which proved to be one of

Messier’s nebulae, but another subsequently inserted by W.H., so as not to

break the order of the numbers, as appears from a MS. correction in P.T., and

from Register (H. 570).

These constitute Lord Rosse’s group seen in or near the place of h. 103, and

marked in his diagram as A, /3, s, and another unlettered (which call y).

These I identify as follows:—A=No. 276 =h. 103; /3=No. 277 = 103, b;

y=No. 275=103, a ; S=No. 280=103, c; and g=No. 290=103, d.

In reference to M. Auwers’s remark on the nebulae 170, 171, as also 167, 168

(H. class III.), after very careful examination of all the data, I can arrive at no

other conclusion than that embodied in the present Catalogue under these Nos,:

h. 118 is certainly not III. 171, neither is h. 120. Both places and descriptions

disagree.

h. 119 was taken for III. 556, but no R.A. was obtained, that set down being the

R.A. brought up from C.H. The descriptions differ so materially, especially in

the particular of extension, that they are most probably distinct nebulae.

330 h. 124=VII. 48. Auwers remarks in his ‘ Verbesserungen zu h,’ that this cluster,

h. 124, is not nova, but VII. 48. This is correct. Re-examining sweep 216, I

find an error of 1° committed in reducing the P.D.

358 This is not in M. D’Arrest’s final list, communicated to me in MS. ; but being set

down by M. Auwers as No. 15 in his ‘ Verzeichniss neuer Nebelflecke,’ I felt

bound to retain it.

418 h. 160=h. 2442=1. 62. This nebula, though set down by W.H. as of the 1st

class (i. e. as a bright nebula), could not be seen by D’Arrest with the Leipzig

Fraunhofer of 6-feet focus and 4^ inches aperture. It is marked in this Cata-

logue, however, by a mean of 4 observations, only as “ F.”

428 55 Andromedae. Although this star has been eight times examined by Lord Rosse

without perceiving any nebulous
,
atmosphere, yet as my observation is corrobo-

275'

276

277

280

290

297)

311

1

317-

319

325

313)

314)
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No.

442)

444J

442)

444

445

446

447

462

472

487

501

510

516

536

rative of Piazzi’s designation of it as “ Nebulosa,” it is retained for occasional

future examination.

h. 169, II. 221. The places agree almost exactly, but the descriptions are irre-

concilable. One makes the nebula round, the other much extended. They

are therefore almost certainly distinct nebulae, and there is therefore probably

some error in the R.A. of II. 221. The neighbourhood is rich in nebulae (see

the next note, however).

In Lord Posse’s diagram of the group about h. 169, assuming a to be h. 169

= No. 444, the others will be /3= No. 445= 169, a; y=No. 446=169, b ;

S=No. 447=169, c; and s=II. 221.

h. 179=50 Cassiopeiae. Retained in the Catalogue for future occasional obser-

vation. Nothing can be more difficult than to verify or disprove the nebulosity

of a considerable star under ordinary atmospheric circumstances.

h. 184=111. 583. Though Lord Rosse on one occasion did not find this nebula,

its existence cannot be doubted, having been found by h. nearly in the place

assigned by C.H.

h. 193=1. 152. M. D’Arrest found this nebula too faint for observation with the

Leipzig refractor, though placed by W.H. in Class I., and standing in this Cata-

logue (from a mean of 3 observations) as a “ bright ” nebula.

h. 204=111. 604. C.H. and Auwers make the R.A. lm less. Both H. and h. rely

on single observations. Sweep 188 h. examined and reduction found correct.

h. 206=111. 457. Not found by Lord Rosse; once looked for. See notes on

Nos. 472 and 132.

h. 210=11. 246. Singularly enough, h. and H. are at issue about the two adja-

cent stars, h. makes the stars south of the nebula; H., on the contrary, places

the nebula south of the stars, and says expressly that both this nebula and

III. 201, observed just previously, were similarly situated with regard to their

attendant stars. Now in h.’s obs. of III. 201 (No. 513) the attendant star is

stated to be sf the nebula, and in that of II. 246 the larger of the two stars is

south and only a very few degrees preceding. I believe the error to lie on the

side of the older observations, as I have a diagram of the small star nearer to

II. 246, sf, which shows that I made no mistake of n and s.

I. 153. Auwers makes the R.A. for 1830 l h 28m 45s
,
whereas C.H. makes it

2h 15m 13s
. The cause of the discordance lies in an erratum in P.T. (see list

of errata). In C.H.’s reductions the error is corrected, and I find the correc-

tion verified on reference both to the Register (H. 1488) and the original sweep

(sw. 596). The nebulafollows (not precedes) the determining star.

549 h. 226= 1. 154. Auwers makes the R.A. of this for 1830, 2h 23m 8s
; C.H.
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No.

2 h 20ra 57s
*8, by the observations in different sweeps differing only 18s in R.A.

The latter is the more correct ; so that M. Auwers’s remarks on this nebula

are not confirmed. The cause of the disagreement lies in a misprint in P.T.

(See List of Errata.)

557}

ggg
In Lord Rosse’s description of this group, a=No.557=h.231; /3=No.563=h.234;

ggg
y=No. 558=231, a; S=No. 559=231, l. The other nebula, “ about 12' south

following,” is probably No. 563=h. 234. No.561=h.233 seems to have escaped

notice.

571 h. 240=11. 238=111. 198. C.H. has overlooked or omitted an obs. of W.H. of

III. 198 in sw. 574, which, referred to, confirms Mr. Marth’s surmise that the

nebulae are identical.

573 II. 6. This was probably really a comet, as indicated by its description, having

been subsequently looked for and not found.

574 h. 244=1. 102. M. D’Arrest found this nebula, when observed with the Leipzig

refractor of inches aperture, inferior to a 1st class nebula. In this Cata-

logue, from a mean of 5 observations, it ranks as “ considerably bright.”

591 h. 258=1. 1. M. D’Arrest found this nebula, when examined with the Leipzig

refractor, not entitled to rank above the 2nd class. With this our present

Catalogue agrees, it being set down from a mean of 8 observations as “ pretty

faint.”

614 This nebula of Bessel was also looked for and not found by D’Arrest, who there-

fore supposes it to have been a comet.

636 h. 280= 11. 502. II. 502 is described by H. as eS; F; stellar. Either then the

identity is doubtful, or some change must be suspected. The place, however,

agrees well.

639 h. 281 =IV. 43. Once looked for by Lord Rosse, but not found. (See notes on

134, 472, 510.)

646 h. 284=111. 578. The same remark. Twice looked for unsuccessfully by Lord

Rosse. On one occasion clouds were passing.

654) In Lord Rosse’s diagram of this pair and the neighbouring stars y and S, the figure

655) is in contradiction with the measures. The position of ay, instead of 2°, should,

I presume, have been stated thus, yoj=178°, or, which comes to the same thing,

ay=— 2°. This has been assumed in deducing the place of No. 655= 289, a

from No. 654=h. 289.

656 h. 291=111. 591. H. makes this nebula to be the nf of two, but both those of

h. the sf.

674 h. 293=11. 603. H.’s description is pB; stellar; ape# with eS, vE chevelure.

The place, however, agrees well with that of h. 293.

684 III. 195. Auwers makes the R.A. (1830)=3h llm 50 s and C.H. 3h 10m 13s
; but

mdccclxiv. d

561

563
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No.

a misprint in P.T. (see List of Errata) accounts for the difference of the minute

at least.

708) III. 959 ; I. 60. The catalogued places contradict the described position sf and

709] np; but this is owing to the error in R.A. of I. 60, which D’Arrest makes less

by 40 s
,
which would place I. 60 at 3h 19m 35s (1860).

710 Au. N. 17. The discovery of this nebula is attributed by Au. to Schonfeld in

1858, but it seems to be identical with that described by Tuttle (Astronom.

Notices, xix. p. 224). Auwers’s place is preferred, Tuttle’s being only approxi-

mate.

768 Au. N. 18. The celebrated variable nebula of Tempel, discovered Oct. 19, 1859.

774 II. 594. Auwers considers this as identical with II. 548, with 1° mistaken in P.D.

778 h. 309=1. 155. Auwers makes the It.A. of I. 155 for 1839=

3

h 53ra 33s
,
destroy-

ing the identity of these two nebulae. But his place is deduced from an erro-

neous entry in P.T. (see List of Errata). C.H., by 2 observations in sweeps

608, 638 agreeing to 3s in R.A. and 2' in P.D., gives a place which, brought

up to 1830, gives R.A. 3h 37m 58s
;
P.D. 94° 29' 7".

810. h. 311 =IV. 69. M. D’Arrest found the nebulous atmosphere around the central

star of this nebula very conspicuous with the Leipzig 4^-inch refractor.

826 h. 2618 =IV. 26. D’Arrest’s R.A. is preferred, that of h. 2618 being clearly

shown to be erroneous.

836 II. 464. The P.D. is given by W.H. as the same with that of 44 Eridani.

C.H., using an erroneous place of this star, makes the P.D. 5' too small.

This is here corrected, and the result agrees with Auwers.

839 Auw. N. 20. This is the remarkable variable nebula discovered by Mr. Hind on

Oct. 11, 1852. M. D’Arrest testifies to its complete disappearance on the 3rd

and 4th of Oct. 1861, “ Hujus nebulae— ne umbram quidem detegere valeo.”

—“ Ccelo serenissimo regionem summa cura perlustravi adjuvante Dr. Schjel-

lerup. Nebula reverd deest.” (In 1855 and 1856 it was found by M. D’Arrest

within 2' of Mr. Hind’s original place.) On Dec. 29, 1861, it was seen by

M. Otto Struve with the great Pulkowa refractor, but so excessively faint as to

be barely within the power of that instrument. On March 22, 1862, with the

same telescope, it was again seen, but considerably brighter, so as to bear a

faint illumination of the wires.

851 h. 314=111. 587. Not seen by Lord Rosse, once looked for, clouds passing. See

notes on Nos. 639, 646, &c.

880 h. 322. The bright star preceding is v Eridani.

908 h. 333=11. 547. Not seen by Lord Rosse, once looked for. See notes 132,

472, &c.

926 h. 335. Erroneously identified in my Catalogue of 1833 with III. 453 (No. 981).

See the note on that nebula.
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No.

953 h. 341 =D’Arrest 48. Observed by him as “nova,” but since recognized as

unquestionably —h. 341.

970 VIII. 43. Auwers makes the P.D. of this cluster for 1830 =66° 25', which is

incorrect. The determining star is 109, n, Tauri, the cluster being 1° 29' north

of the star. This would give 66° 39' for the P.D. for 1800, agreeing with

C.H., and 66° 36' for 1830.

975 h. 343. A very large diffused nebulosity, distributed in zigzags. This has been

looked for seven times by Lord Kosse and not found. Its existence is therefore

very doubtful.

979 h. 2709. The place graphically determined by measurement of a diagram, as

compared with h. 2710.

981 III. 453. This was erroneously identified with h. 335 in my Catalogue of 1833.

By an unlucky coincidence, its place per working list, roughly brought up from

C.H., agreed so well with the latter nebula as taken in sw. 322 (h.), that it was

unhesitatingly assumed to be the same. It appears, however, that in C.H.’s

reduction an error of 10m in It.A. has been committed, the star of comparison

being 10 Orionis, and the nebulafollowing the star by 5m 7s (as ascertained by

reference both to the register sheet (H.1160) and the original sweep (sw. 462, H.)).

M. Auwers, misled by my erroneous identification, has assumed that the nebula

must have preceded the star, which would (nearly) account for the difference,

and in consequence, his It.A. of this nebula is 10m too small. C.H.’s error

probably arose from misapplying in like manner the sign of the A . E.A.

998 III. 268. Auwers’s It.A. (4
h 57m 23s

, 1830) is adopted in preference to 5h 0m 28s
,

that brought up from C.H. to the same epoch. In the sweep 367 (H.) three

stars of comparison are given, 58 Eridani, a Leporis, and 19 Leporis. The

A. It.A. of a and 19 comes out correct, but that of 58 from each is wrong by

3m 5s
,
so that the star must have been mistaken. C.H. has used 58 and a, and

has rightly brought out the place of the nebula by the former (the wrong star),

and wrongly by the right one ; and by an odd coincidence the two results agree

well, though both wrong.

1030 h. 349=VII. 4. Described by D’Arrest as “Ein Ausserordentlich reicher Hauf,”

an extraordinarily rich cluster.

1133 h. 356. Looked for four times by Lord Posse, in two of which the sky was

fancied to have a milky appearance.

1138) h. 2841. Double nebula. In my Cape Catalogue, sweep 538, for “first” and

1139/ “second” read “larger” and “smaller.” The smaller is sp. The position

260° is right. It is very remarkable that in sweeps 508, 522, 658, and 761 the

smaller of the two was not noticed. Is it variable \

1167 III. 747. Auwers makes the P.D. 8' 20" greater. It is difficult to identify the

determining star used by C.H.

d 2
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No.

1165

1168

1171

1174.

1179

1180

1183

h. 2866, 2867, 2868, 2869. 16 s-2 added to all the R.A.’s of these nebulae in the

Cape Catalogue to compensate an error detected in sw. 538. The correction is

deduced from a comparison of the diagram fig. 20, PI. VI. C.G.H. with the

place of No. 1171.

h. 360. 3S,3 added to h.’s P.D. to bring it to the place in B.A.C.

V. 30. The place of V. 30 corrected by + 3S*2 in R.A. and +25' 45"-4 in P.D.

to bring it to the place of d 42 Orionis in the B.A.C.

h. 361=V. 31. h.’s place corrected by +0 S*4 in R.A. and —0' 27"‘2 in P.D. to

bring it to that of ; 44 Orionis in B.A.C.

1185 III. 1. n There are two observations by H. of III. 1, but they differ enormously.

One agrees with M. 43. The place of M. 43 is corrected to agree with its

place in the Catalogue of Stars, &c. in the great nebula in Orion, C.G.H. p. 28.

1191 Chacornac’s recently discovered nebula. Place from Moigno’s “les Mondes,”

No. 9, p. 241.

1196 III. 269. Auwers gives as the R.A. of this nebula for 1830 6h 27m 57s
,
which is

mistaken by lh . The Philosophical Transactions says that it precedes 19 Leporis

by 32m 23s
,
and that this is no misprint appears from C.H.’s reductions.

1226 IV. 24. Annular according to Lord Rosse.

1287 III. 270. Auwers places this nebula in R.A. 6h 40m 20s
,
or an hour too late. Its

place is very distinctly settled by two determining stars, a Leporis and 19 Leporis,

the former of which it followed by 15m 4s
,
and preceded the latter by 20m 0s

.

1425 h. 393=IV. 3. Lord Rosse’s account of this nebula is extremely remarkable.

“This h. 393,” he says, “is an enormous nebulosity which I have traced f and

n of it to a great distance—some degrees. It narrows at times to a band across

the finding eyepiece about 6' or 8'.”

1440 h. 401=V. 27=VIII. 5. Retained as a cluster, though but a poor one. Nine

times examined by Lord Rosse for nebulosity, but none seen.

1452 III. 271. Auwers places this nebula in R.A. 8h 3m 35s
,
P.D. 76° 21' (1830). There

has been some mistake. III. 271 is stated to follow 8 (v3) Canis, 8m 0s
,
and to

be 4' n of that star, which gives a place agreeing with C.H. and with the present

Catalogue.

1454 h. 441=M. 41. This nebula was also observed by Flamsteed.

1455) In LordRosse’s diagram of this group, aisNo.l457=h. 410
;
/3=No. 1455=410, a\

1456 y=No. 1456=410, b ;
S=No. 1458=h. 409; and e=No. 1460=410, c. But

1457 - some suspicion seems to have arisen that the principal nebulae observed were

1458 not really h. 409, 410, but h. 406, 407. In that case the identification will

1460 stand as follows :

—

a=No. 1448=h. 406.

/3=h. 406—

5

s-2 in R.A., and -1' 25" in P.D.

y=No. 1449=h. 407.
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Compared with Lord Eosse’s two diagrams of the nebulae composing this group.

None of them are “novae.” a=h. 449; /3=h. 448; y=h. 447; £=/3; £=y;
£=h. 446.

No.

I =h. 406+1-6 in E.A., and -5' 6" in P.D.

g =h. 406+ 14s - 7 in E.A., and —5' 2" in P.D.

1480 h. 423. This nebula is entered by C.H. as VIII. 1. B, with a remark “ not in print.”

1508 h. 439 =VI. 6. The E.A. is nearly 2m in excess of C.H. and of Auwers.

Examined sweep (h.) 393 in which it was observed. Found all clear and

correctly reduced.

1527

1528

1530

1531

1533 VIII. 44. Auwers’s P.D. is 84°, instead of 82°, owing to an erratum in P.T. (See

List of Errata.)

1578 h. 468=111. 479. No nebulosity seen by Lord Eosse in 5 observations. In H.’s

single observation the nebula is “ suspected,” and in those of h. it is not posi-

tively ascertained. The object seems therefore to be merely a small resolved

cluster of vFst.

1594. M. 47. Auwers assigns a E.A. greater by 4m . The cluster has not since been

observed. It is probably a very loose and poor one.

1611 h. 480=VI. 37. h.’s P.D. corrected by —10' as the presumed error of reading

in the single observation obtained. Harding in 1827 (it appears) observed its

P.D.=100° 10' (for 1830), and W.H.’s place for that epoch is 100° 12', that of

h. being 100° 19' 4".

1615 In Lord Eosse’s diagram, a=No. 1617=h. 483; /3=No. 1616=D’Arr. 51;

1616 - y=No. 1615= 483, a. D’Arrest’s place for |3 is preferred to that which results

1617 from comparison with the diagram, h. 284 could not have been in the field,

being almost a degree distant.

1633 h. 493=11. 719. h.’s E.A. in P.T. diminished by lm for an error of lm detected

in the reduction of the observation. This brings it nearer to Auwers.

1652 h. 3176. Polarissima Australis. This nebula is so near the south pole that its

precession in E.A. varies from year to year with great rapidity, so that its E.A.

cannot be computed correctly by the ordinary approximate method.

The four nebulae h. 508, 510 ; 510, a; 510, b evidently include among them that

third nebula referred to by Lord Eosse as the accompanying “nova” “forming

1666

1667

1668 508—of the last degree of faintness.” h. 507, however,

is 30° distant in P.D., so that in the observation of Feb. 9, 1850, the P.D. of

h. 507 must doubtless have been read as 36° instead of 66°, giving rise to a

mistaken identity with one of the two really new nebulae at that time in view.

1696 III. 50. I find a memorandum to the effect that this nebula is lost, and was pro-

bably a comet; but I cannot recover my authority for the statement. It is

described by H. as “ of the last degree of faintness,” and it is therefore no way
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surprising that it should not have been again perceived without some time and

trouble bestowed, and in clear weather.

1707 h. 527=11. 48. M. Auwers, owing to an erratum in P.T. (see List of Errata),

makes the R.A. of II. 48 two minutes too great, and is thus led to doubt its

identity with h. 527. There still remains the rather considerable disagreement

of 5' in P.D. D’Arrest found neither of these nebulae; hut there can be no

doubt of the existence of one at least, in or near the place here given. This is

not the nebula seen by Lord Rosse “ nearly in contact with h. 526.” This latter

(described already by h. as “ bi-nuclear ”) was seen by R. as distinctly double.

1712 h. 531=M. 67. Discovered by Oriani.

1720 h. 535=11. 823. W.H. describes this nebula as “Round;” h. as “much ex-

tended,” while Lord Rosse saw it as bi-nuclear, or a double nebula joined by

faint nebulosity. Is it separating into two, like Biela’s comet %

1735) h. 542 and II. 557. The descriptions are irreconcileable, and they must be two

1736) distinct nebulae. The R.A. of h. 542 was not observed, and its P.D. is set down

as “hardly more than conjectural,” having been looked for by working list as

II. 557 and set down as such.

1742 h. 545=11. 834. Misprinted II. 844 by Auwers in the Catalogue, but the num-

ber is correct in his general list of the nebulae by numbers and classes.

1743 h. 546. Not seen by Lord Rosse in one observation. Examined sweep 21 (h.) and

found all right.

1756 III. 291=D’Arr. 60. These are assuredly one and the same nebula. Auwers’s

declination of III. 291 (+27° 7') should be +26° 7'.

1773 h. 565=111. 61. The P.D. according to H. is 70°.

1788 II. 708. Owing to an erratum in the determining star in Phil. Trans, (see List of

Errata), Auwers has given the place of this nebula for 1830 R.A. 9h 12m 39s
;

P.D. 39° 17', instead of 6“ 29 s
;
47° 20'.

1791)

1794
jh. 577 ;

h. 578. Not seen by Lord Rosse in one observation. (See next note.)

1792 D’Arrest 62. This nebula must surely be variable, as it is inconceivable else that

it should not have been seen by h., when h. 578, to which it is almost close,

was observed and its place taken. D’Arrest says, “ Fugerat Herschelium nec-

non me anno 1862.” Neither of the three (Nos. 1791, 1792, 1794) were seen

by Lord Rosse. Sweep 59 (h.) and the reductions re-examined. Found all clearly

written and all correct.

581, 582 ; 581, a,
b, c, d, 582, a, b

,
c, d

, e,f\ g ; D’Arr. 63. Of this very complex

group of 15 nebulae or “knots” (as they are called by Lord Rosse), six have

been determined from his diagram, and six more by the aid of notes subse-

quently furnished me from the records of the observatory at Birr Castle, con-

taining differences of R.A. and P.D. from one or other of the former. These

1804)

h

to

1815
1817
1818
1821
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are indicated by the letters MS. attached in the column of descriptions. The

others I identify as follows:

—

a (in Lord R.’s diagram) is No. 1813=582, c.

j3 „ „ 1812= 582, h.

y „ „ 1811=h. 582.

b „ „ 1806=h. 581.

g „ „ 1815=582, e.

£ „ „ 1821=582, g.

One of those for which no data are given must have been D’Arr. 63, and the

two remaining ones are included under the entries Nos. 1817, 1818 as 582, f.

1832 h. 590. Not seen by Lord Rosse; once looked for. Re-examined the sweep and

reductions. Found all correct.

1868 h. 3171. In the omitted observations of nebulse in the last page of the C.G.H.

observations, for h. 3170 read h. 3171; and this observation, combined with

the two in the body of the work, gives the mean result for 1830 employed to

deduce the place in the present Catalogue.

1911 h. 3185=111. 289. In consequence of a misprint in P.T. (see List of Errata), the

P.D. of Auwers is 5' too small. Corrected by this, his place agrees well with

my observation.

1953 M. 81'?'? A nebula observed by W.H. as described, but differing most materially

in place from M. 81. It would certainly be very extraordinary should three

nebulae so extremely remarkable as M. 81 and 82 and this be found to lie so near

together.

1959 1 h. 3198, 3202 are distinct nebulae, and were observed consecutively in one and

19621 the same sweep—sw. 561 (h.).

1960) h. 3199 and 3201 are also distinct nebulae, and were observed consecutively in

196l! sweep 562 (h.).

1974 III. 293. M. Auwers makes the place of this nebula 9h 24m 4s
;
66° 30' (1830),

instead of 9h 48m 48s
;
60° 13'. The cause of the error is an erratum (see List)

in P.T., where the determining star is set down as 23 Leonis instead of 23 Leonis

Minoris, another of the instances of confusion arising from the use of this silly

and barbarous nomenclature.

2014 h. 669=111. 65. Not seen by Lord Rosse in one observation. It was found by

h. in its place jper working list.

2019 h. 672. Not seen by Lord Rosse in one observation. Examined the sweep and

reductions, and found all correct.

2043 h. 250. This nebula is so very close to the North Pole, that its place cannot be

calculated by a precession proportional to the time in the usual approximate

mode, the R.A. changing from year to year with extreme rapidity.
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2054]

2055 jin Lord Eosse’s diagram, a=No. 2058=h. 692=11. 44; /3=No. 2061=h. 693

2057 j- =11.45; y=No. 2055=692, b; S=No. 2054=DArr. 61; s=No. 2057=692, c,

2058 1 not lettered in the diagram.

2061

J

20881 II. 28, 29. Both D’Arrest and Secchi agree in placing this double nebula more

2089 J to the south than W.H. by 15'+, and D’Arrest supposes the P.D. to have been

misread to that extent. As so great a proper motion is most improbable, and

the identity is indisputable, I have adopted this supposition and made the neces-

sary correction.

2094 h. 706. Not seen by Lord Eosse in 6 observations. Ee-examined the record of

the original obs. Sweep 115 (h.), No. 68, and the reductions. The entries are

all clear and perfectly legible. Seduction in P.D. correct; reduction in E.A.

erroneous by — 0m 26s, 6. This, however, could not have caused its non-obser-

vation by E. This then was a comet, or is a lost nebula. The error of reduction

is corrected in the present Catalogue.

2111 III. 316. C.H.’s reduction of this nebula being affected with a considerable error,

Auwers’s E.A. is adopted, after verification.

2144 h. 3276. Place approximate, by equatoreal zone review.

2189 h. 745=Y. 52. Not seen by Lord Eosse when once looked for (see note on

No. 132, See.).

2192 h. 3294. The minute in E.A. doubtful.

2197 h. 3295. The great nebula about 77 Argus. According to a letter from Mr. Eyre

B. Powell of Madras, a most extraordinary change has taken place in this nebula

since my figure of it was delineated. He states that the southern end of the

curious oval vacuity close to the great star, which was decidedly closed when I

depicted it, is now decidedly open. Should this be established, it will be the

most extraordinary fact that has yet appeared in the history of a nebula.

2201 h. 754=11. 99. M. D’Arrest found this nebula in the Leipzig refractor, bright

enough to be ranked in the first class. And it is marked as “very bright ” in

this Catalogue by a mean of 5 observations. It must have been ill seen in the

earlier observation when classed as II.

22311IY. 6=11. 131 and h. 777=111. 88. I adopt, on due consideration, the opinion

2234) of Auwers, that III. 88 and II. 131 are not the same. Their having been

successively observed in the same sweep is decisive. Also, that IV. 6 is not

III. 88, but in reality identical with II. 131. The descriptions are made out

in conformity with this.

2233|I. 118 and h. 779. The degree of P.D. is probably mistaken in I. 118. Marth,

2236) according to Auw., suggests that the determining star 46 Ursee (which though
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not so called in B.A.C., is doubtless No. 3741 of that catalogue) was mistaken,

and should have been called 46 Leonis minoris. Consulting the original sweep

(sw. 487, H.), I find this surmise not corroborated
;
for the nebula, when reduced

by the star next preceding it (37 Leonis minoris), gives the same Polar distance,

and, within a few seconds, the same R.A. But there is some faint indication of

the figure 6 in the reading of the Polar distance piece 56° 55' having been written

over a 7, which would have thrown the nebula somewhat below the southern

limit of the sweep, and might have caused a suspicion of error at the time. I

found no nebula in the catalogued place in my sweep No. 337 (h.), so that the

probability of an erroneous degree is strengthened. At the same time, it is not

impossible that this nebula may be identical with No. 2236=h. 779, the mis-

take in the degree lying the other way.

2238 h. 780=1. 172. h., in Ph.Tr., suggests that this nebula may have moved. There

is, however, no ground for this supposition, as its place agrees quite remarkably

with that brought up from C.H. But query if the double star have not moved,

since one of the observations places it “ in the middle,” and a subsequent one

makes the southern extremity of the nebula touch the large star of the double

star.

2276 h. 806=11. 101. Found to rank as a first-class nebula by M. D’Arrest with the

4^-in. Leipzig refractor. In this Catalogue it stands described as “ very Bright,”

by a mean*
-

of 4 observations. See remark in note 2201.

2310 h. 823=111. 111. There is a strange amount of discordance between the observed

and reduced places of this nebula. Auwers makes the P.D. for 1830= 84° 29'.

C.H. has reduced the single observation of W.H. by two stars 84, r Leonis

and 349 Bode Leonis, and her results differ by 10'; r, which gives the greater,

being stated to be “ too far distant in P.D.” The several results stand thus :

—

P.D. 1830, by Auwers 84 29

„ by r Leonis (C.H.) ... 84 20

„ by h. obs 84 15

„ by 349 B. Leonis (C.H.) . . 84 9|

My observed P.D. is nearly a mean between those of C.H.

2315 h. 828=11. 42. Not seen by Lord Rosse when once looked for (see notes on

No. 132, &c.).

2319 h. 829=111. 351. The observations of this nebula, which are numerous, disagree

so very remarkably in the particular of brightness, that a considerable suspicion

of variability exists.

2373 h. 854=M. 65. There is a misprint, 45° for 75° np to sf, in the position of

extension in my Catalogue of 1833. The diagram in the original sweep also

corroborates this, as does also the figure (fig. 53) accompanying that Catalogue.

mdccclxiv. e
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W.H. twice says mE in merid. (180°)—h.’s position 75° np to sf=165°; a mean

of those of Winnecke and Auwers =172°.

2377 h. 857, h. 875; M. 66. No doubt these are tho same. fig. 54 P.T. 1833 corro-

borates their identity. The accompanying stars and their positions agree

entirely. The R.A. of h. 875, however, requires to be corrected by —

3

m
,

allowing the seconds and the P.D. observed in that observation their weight.

2382 II. 30, Auwers deduces his RA. for 1830 (llh 12m 21s

)
from the statement in

P.T. “following 68, h Leonis, 6m 30 s.” C.H. from the same data concludes

RA. ll h llm 31 s (also for 1830). The latter is (within 2 s

)
the correct result.

2388 h. 867 =h. 861 1 These are very probably the same. But as, after all, the difference

of the observed RA.’s is sufficient to have allowed one to escape while observing

the other, so that they may be different, and as moreover one is described as

“Bound,” and the other as “extended,” both are retained.

2405 h. 882=1. 20. This nebula would seem to have decreased in brightness. The

bright * is 1341. A.S.C.

2411 h. 886=1. 131. Ranked by M. D’Arrest in the second class with the 4-|-inch

Leipzig telescope. In this Catalogue it stands as “ pretty Bright ” from a mean

of three observations.

2417 III. 112. Auwers has reduced this nebula by the star given in P.T. (p, 74 Leonis.

But I find a MS. note that this star was not dependable, and that Mayer’s

No. 510 is the proper determining star. The nebula was subsequently looked

for and found, not in the place given by <p, but 8' from the P.D. concluded

from Mayer 510. A mean of these two determinations is therefore used in this

Catalogue.

2440 h. 907=111. 353. Auwers doubts the identity of these nebulae. But this is in

consequence of a misprint in P.T. (see List of Errata), 53m for 43m . The error

is found also in the Register Sheet (H. 937), but C.H. has avoided it and used

43m in her reduction so as to give a RA. agreeing within 35s with that of h. 907.

2461 h. 918=11. 784. Lord Rosse, in his observation of this nebula, mentions

“ another brush-like, 20' np.” This was no doubt II. 783=No. 2454.

2501 h. 945=1. 94. W.H. makes this nebula by one observation extended, n to s,

by another nf to sp, while h. has two observations agreeing in making it extended

in the parallel. Surely it does not rotate 1

2540 h. 967. lm added to the R.A. It is evidently the first of the group of 4.

2577 III. 113. This nebula is reduced also in Auwers’s catalogue by <p Leonis, the star

set down in P.T. But C.H. remarks that <p was above the sweep, and otherwise

observed under unfavourable circumstances, and Mayer’s 510 zod. star. s. 0° 31

is preferred, which gives a result differing by +24' in P.D. and —48s in R.A.

The place adopted in the present Catalogue is in conformity with this remark.

(See note on No, 2417.)
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2591 h. 1000=111. 616. The star 6m, 5' n only noticed by W.H. The other 7m, f in

the parallel only by h. Are there really two stars % and are they both variable 1

2597 h. 1002=1. 203. Auwers, in consequence ofan erratum in P.T. (see List of Errata),

makes the R.A. of this nebula 7m too small. The error is corrected in the

Register (H. 1889) and in C.H.’s reduction.

2604 h. 1009=1. 202. The same misprint in P.T. mentioned in the last note on

h. 2597 has also vitiated M. Auwers’s R.A. of this nebula. It is corrected in

the Register Sheet (H. 1886) and in C.H.

2608 h. 1013=111. 381. I adopt Mr. Marth’s identification of these nebulae. The

place of III. 381 in the catalogue of C.H., from which my working lists were

made out, is vitiated by some great mistake. The P.D. is supposed to be

derived from 1 Comae, the neb. being 1° 12' south of the star. This, however,

would give 68° 9' 29" for 1830 instead of 65° 45' 0", that brought up from C.H.

2650 h. 1039. This cannot be identical with h. 1036, and its brightness precludes its

being accepted as III. 354. But there is extreme uncertainty as to its P.D.

The degree may even be wrong.

2652 h. 1041=11. 733. According to W.H. the position of extension is “near the

meridian.” If meridian be not a mistake foxparallel it has changed, h. has a

measure 62°-3, and an estimation 65° in another observation.

2653 h. 1042. This cannot be III. 3, as C.H. has reduced two obs. of this latter well

agreeing, and giving a R.A. 2m exceeding that of h. 1042, which also rests on

2 obs. of h.

2668 h. 1050= 1. 253. The difference of descriptions is extraordinary, so that they

seem hardly to pertain to the same object; but the places agree.

h. 1062, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 1070, 1, 3, 5, III. 391, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. The places set down

for the nebulae of this extensive group are made out by a most careful consider-

ation of all the observations and records in the sweeping books which seem

irreconcileable with a group of six nebulae only. The group, however, needs a

thorough re-examination.

2684

2685

2686

2689

2690

2693

2694

2697

2699

2701

2702.

2730 II. 14. Owing to an erratum in P.T. (see List of Errata) Auwers gives quite an

erroneous place for this nebula (llh 39m 27 s R.A., 81
Q

9' P.D. 1830).

2747 h. 1103=111. 814. Auwers suspects some error of the press, since his P.D. for

1830 comes out 36° 58', while that of h. 1103 is 35° 56'. There is, however,

e 2
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no error, either of printing, registry, or reduction in any part of the older work.

The determining star is rightly set down as 5 Canum, whose P.D. for 1800 (the

epoch of C.H.’s catalogue) is 37° 19' 42", and III. 814 is declared to be 1° 32'

north of it, so that 35° 48', the P.D. of C.H., is correct, and reduced to 1830

(=35° 58') agrees with my place within 2'. Neither is there any error of the

press or of reduction, or any apparent mistake of a clerical nature in all the

process of h. 1103, and the nebula observed is set down in the sweeping book

(of course from the working list) as III. 814. I consider their identity there-

fore as fully established.

2771) h. 1211=11. 372. II. says, the most northerly of the pair II. 372, III. 360 the

2773J largest: h., “by diagram,” makes the following nebula, III. 360=No. 2773,

the larger of the two.

2814 II. 109. The reductions of the sweep 187 (H.)in which this occurs are somewhat

precarious, and in C.H.’s revision of the sweep the A. P.D. from 6 Comae is set

down at 1° 50', that in the P.T. at 1° 54' (these changes are never made without

good reason), and this accounts for 4' out of the 5' difference between her P.D.

and that of M. Auwers.

2846 III. 535. In a sweep two years subsequent to the obs. of this nebula by H. it

was looked for again but not found. 1 if a comet.

2849 D’Arr. 89. M. D’Arrest makes mention in a letter which he has done me the

honour to address to me, of a nebula having the same R.A. as this, but a P.D,

(1860)=83° 46' 42". He does not include it in his final list. It should, how-

ever, be looked for.

2852 1 h. 1183, 7, 9,1190, 4; II. 568, 9, 570, 1, 2, 3. There cannot be a doubt that

2856 II. 568, 569, 570, 571, are in 82° P.D., and II. 572, 3, in 83°. It is equally

2857 certain that h. 1183, 1189, 1190, 1194 are in 83°. They were observed in two

2862 distinct sweeps (sw. Ill and 238); I observed also II. 572 in sw. 238, and III.

2865 573 in sw. 250. There must be a set of nebulae, at least 8 in number, hereabouts.

2869; N.B. W.H. makes II. 568, 569, 570, 571, 34' n. of 11 Virginis. If n. be a

mistake for s, these agree with h. 1187, 1189, 1190, 1194.

2855 h. 1186= 1. 90=11. 322. Marth’s conjecture is right (see Auwers’snote on I. 90)

as regards II. 322, but not so his conclusion that II. 322=11. 377.

2878 h. 1202=1. 139=M. 61. Discovered by Oriani. N.B. The first discoverers of

the nebulae in Messier’s list, when not Messier himself, are mentioned by

M. Auwers in his catalogue of those nebulae (pp. 66-71), except in the cases of

Oriani’s nebulae, M. 141, 181, 351, 61, 67.

2884 1202, a. Under h. 1196 and 1202, two nebulae, unidentifiable, are described as

companions, but there must be some great error in Lord Rosse’s account of

them, as the place of one is referred to a scarlet star “10' south of a scarlet

star 11.A. 12h 25'.” Now h. 1202 is in It.A. 12h 14m . To afford a fair chance
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of reobserving them, the companion 10' nf h. 1202 is entered here as 1202, a,

and that south of the scarlet star, under No. 3060 as 1196, a.

2892 D’Arr. 90. “ Reperta a me Mart. 4, 1862. Eandem reperit Schonfeldus, April 1,

1862. Vide Comptes Rendus, &c.”

2951 II. 87. This may be h. 1240, but 7' in P.D. is a large error.

2961 h. 1253=M. 86. The nebula of Lord Rosse 14' sp this is no doubt II. 168.

2976 h. 1261=111. 492. III. 492 was looked for April 11, 1787, by W.H. in the

place assigned to it, but was not seen. Auwers, however, makes it identical

with h. 1261. Yet the descriptions are radically different, and after all there

may be another nebula, the real III. 492, in the neighbourhood.

2992|R. novae. 1274, a-, 1275, a. Of the eleven “knots” seen by Lord Rosse in this

2995) place these two are the only really “novae.” The other 9 were h. 1237, 1244,

1250 (1 & 2), 1253, 1259, 1274, 1275, and Auw. N. 30, numbered in this

Catalogue 2931, 2949, 2955, 2956, 2961, 2965, 2974, 2991, 2994. h. 1203,

numbered by Lord Rosse as one of the group, seems too far remote in R.A. to

have been seen on that occasion.

2999 h. 1279=11. 156. H. says “F;” h. “vB.” The latter preferred, since F might

arise from fog or haze.

3003 h. 1282. II. 56 and II. 90. Both II. 56 and II. 90 were seen in one sweep,

March 1, 1784, at lm interval of time (by the same star, 25 Comae), II. 56

being 1' more north, and II. 90 3' more south than the star. This is a case of

positive disappearance, for in sweep 334 (h.) the neighbourhood was carefully

examined and only one nebula found.

3008 I. 23. By s Virginis, sw. 174 ; n. 1° 31'; .-. P.D. (1830) 77° 18' 29". By 34 Vir-

ginis in sw. 199, s. 0° 19', whence P.D.= 77° 25' 33", mean 77° 22'. Auwers

makes it 77° 16'. This nebula is placed in the 2nd class by M. D’Arrest as

seen with the Leipzig refractor. In this Catalogue it is set down from a mean

of two observations, as “ pretty bright.”

3011 h. 1289=11. 212=11. 750. The two nebulae so designated were not observed

by H. in one sweep, and are, no doubt, identical.

3013 h. 1290=11. 122=11. 174. These two nebulae of the 2nd class were also not

observed by H. in the same sweep, and are presumed to be identical, as the

places agree.

3021 h. 1294=M. 49. Discovered by Oriani in 1771.

3026 h. 1295=11. 117=11. 629. The same remark applies as in the notes on Nos.

3011, 3013.

3029 II. 116. Not seen by D’Arrest.

3043 h. 1307=1. 83. Not found by Lord Rosse when once looked for. There can be

no doubt, however, of its existence in or near this place.

3060 1196, «=R. nova. See note on No. 2884.
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3075 h. 1329=1. 31=1. 38. H. describes I. 31 as “between two bright stars.” The

places differ 15' in P.D. ;
h. describes I. 38 (the place well agreeing with that

of H.) in one observation as having a large star f, and in two others as having

a star 9m, p ; that is, in effect, as lying between two bright stars. N.B. The

star used for I. 31 is 31 d 1 Virginis, and for I. 38, 32 d 2 Yirginis. The decli-

nation of 31 d 1 is 30' wrong in A.S.C. (No. 1469). In B.A.C. it is right. The

P.D.’s of the two nebulae of H. differ, as already remarked, by 15'. The P.A.’s

agree. They must be identical with a mistake of 15' in I. 31. D’Arrest says

he is sure there are not two nebulae here.

3078 III. 26. Place as per C.H., 12 h 25m 32 s
,
68° 32' for 1830 ; as per Auwers,

12h 25m 40s
,
68° 47' (see List of Errata). The correction of the place in P.T.

is not, properly speaking, an erratum, but the substitution of a good observa-

tion for a bad one. In the obs. sw. 177 (H.), where 20 Comae was used as

the determining star, the place is given only by description. In a sweep long

subsequent (sw. 944) it was compared with 26 Comae in the regular form of

observation, and this is of course to be preferred. Auwers’s place is deduced

from the earlier, and that of C.H. from the later observation, rejecting the

other.

3079 h. 1322= 8 Canum. This very remarkable object occurs among the list of those

observed by Lord Posse in his paper in P.T. 1861, but without a word of

remark or description; and it does not occur among his list of nebulosities

looked for but not perceived. Surely it might be inferred from this that the

nebulosity surrounding the star was seen, or its absence would have been noticed,

as in the instance of 55 Andromedae. Yet Mr. Lassell saw no nebulosity about

8 Canum.

3097 h. 1348=M. 89. Lord Posse has h. 1343 and 1348, and in his account of them

says, “ two others, about 20' s. of 1348 one of these must have been h. 1343,

and the other h. 1349.

3103 h. 1353=1. 119. This nebula was barely perceptible, with straining the atten-

tion, by M. D’Arrest with the 4^-inch Leipzig refractor. It is described in this

Catalogue as “ considerably bright ” by two observations.

3108Vh. 1358, 1359, 1363=IV. 8, 9. The obs. of 1363 in my Catalogue of 1833, in

3109 J which the P.A. is uncertain, undoubtedly refers to the same very remarkable

double nebula, IY. 8, 9. D’Arrest is sure that there is no other double nebula

in this neighbourhood.

3111 M. 90. The place is from two observations by W.H., as also the description.

3127 h. 1374=1. 273. The descriptions of H. differ so much that it is not impossible

there may be another bright nebula near this place.

3138 h. 1379=11. 577. Two diagrams by h. in sweeps 141, 143, agreeing, represent

this nebula as making a considerably acute-angled, nearly isosceles triangle with
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two following stars. H. says, “ Between two Bright stars, making, a triangle

with them.” No one now, looking at those diagrams, would call the situation

of the nebula between the stars. A suspicion of proper motion arises in such

a case.

3148 h. 1884=11. 148. In my Catalogue of 1833 this nebula is identified with II. 20,

and in the Register Sheets (H. 320), under the head of II. 148, there is a memo-

randum, “ Probably the same as II. 20 (H. 47).” But on examining all the

observations of both nebulae, I arrive at the conclusion that they are different,

II. 20 being nearly 2m later in R.A.

3170 h. 1401. Query if not =11. 38, with one degree mistaken in P.D.

3174 See note on 3148, above.

3177) h. 1406,1407=11. 794 (1 & 2), III. 778; h. 1428, 1435=11. 795, 796. Auwers

3179 1 remarks, and justly, on the great apparent discordance of the observations of h.

3206 i- and his places of II. 794, 5, 6, and those of W.H. The fact is that the places

3216
J

of these in the P.T. all rest on comparisons with e Ursae in sweeps 921 and

3224
)

1001 (H.) ; and the observation of that star has been erroneous or mistaken in

sw. 921 by about 11' in P.D., as appears from an obs. of 73 Ursae in the same

sweep. The nebulae affected by this error are those here enumerated, and it

requires very careful consideration to disentangle all the observations of each

nebula by both stars, and to decide on their identities. My final conclusions

are,—1st, that in these sweeps two distinct nebulae, II. 794, 1 and II. 794, 2,

were observed, and confounded together under one number (=H. 2079 register).

These are my h. 1406, 1407. 2ndly, that h. 1407 and III. 778, II. 795, 796

are correctly determined in sw. 1001 (H.). Srdly, that in sw. 921 (H.) the

nebula set down as II. 794 was not the same as that called II. 794 in the

reduction of sw. 1001 ; i. e. that it was in fact h. 1406, and that in this obser-

vation there is also an error of 6' in P.D., or that, if not, there must be still

another nebula in P.D. 33° 54' (1860). Finally, that the plane of III. 778

given in Phil. Tr., which is affected by the same general cause of error, requires

a correction of +9' in P.D.

3180 h. 1405=111. 44. This is the companion of M. 60, and is placed by M. D’Arrest

in the first class, even with the 4^-inch Leipzig refractor. Perhaps the very

superior light of M. 60 may have led both H. and h. to under-estimate that of

its, anyhow, much fainter companion.

3189 )h. 1414, 1415=1. 176, 177. These two, according to Lord Posse, are connected

3190J by faint nebulosity.

3206 III. 778. See note on 3174.

3214 h. 1426=11. 181. Auwers points out a discordance of 19' in P.D. between my
observation and that of II. 181. This is owing mainly, however, to a misprint

in Phil. Trans. (See list of Errata.)
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3216)

3224j^' ^ee note 011

3228 I. 8= III. 6. The later of these nebulae is expressly stated in the register (H. 38)

to be of the 1st class, though set down (it does not appear why) in the 3rd.

3254 h. 1452=1. 41. The case of this nebula is a very odd one. H. has two obser-

vations of it. One on April 5, 1784, where it is described as a 44 L ; B ;
r neb ;

sbM; iRFig; Class I.” Another on March 3, 1789, calls it “pB; cL; iFig;

er. Many of the st. visible.” So that it may be called a cluster. Both the

places of H. and that of h. agree so well, that the object in all must have been

the same. Here seems evidence of change.

3256 h. 1453=11. 73. Contradictory descriptions, and possibly two nebulse differing

l ra in R.A.

3311 h. 1480=1. 141. Query if not changed, h.’s observations are positive as to the

clearness of the sky. But query as to the state of the speculum.

3319 h. 1485= 11. 384. Not seen by Lord Rosse in two observations (hazy).

u 1497=1. 68; II. 299; h. 1511=1. 69; h. 1536=11. 301; h. 1574=111. 382.

Auwers finds 5' A.P.D. between H. I. 68 and h. 1497. His place is from P.T.

53 Virginis n. 1° 4', whereas C.H. in her reductions uses n. 1° 11', and my
observations of this and the other nebulse in this list justify the departure. I

subjoin her note on this nebula (in zone 103° C.H.):

—

“ I. 68, I. 69, III. 282 are each 7' more north than they are given in the

“ printed Catalogue. The disagreement is the result of the recalculation, and
“ is probably owing to my attempting more accuracy in valuing the 4 numbers
44 ‘ to a degree,’ &c. &c.” (i. e. in the index reductions of the Polar distance

readings which were parts of an arbitrary scale). And in the next zone (104°

C.H.) occurs,

44 II. 299 and II. 301 require the same memorandum.” In point of fact, com-

paring my own observations with those reduced by M. Auwers, the differences,

as stated by him, run thus

:

I. 68 . . . A.P.D. H-h=+5'
I. 69 +7'

III. 282 +7'

II. 299

II. 301 +6'

so that in each case, where I have observed the object, the alteration is justified.

This is only one out of the innumerable instances of painstaking and laborious

scrutiny bestowed by her upon these reductions which have occurred to me in

the collation of her zone catalogue with the original observations and with my
own results.

3356 h. 1509=1. 143. Auwers places this nebula 1° 13' too much to the south in con-

sequence of an erratum in P.T. (see List of Errata).

3338

3358

3420

3483
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3358 See note on 3337.

3363 V. 3. Auwers makes the E.A. of this neb. for 1830 13h 2m 31 s
,
which is 10m too

great. The P.T., which in this instance is correct, makes it follow 75 Leonis

yii 44m.

3393 h. 1527. This is not impossibly III. 937, but as both E.A.’s and P.D.’s differ very

much, they may be different, and are therefore separately stated.

3415 h. 1535. Not seen by Lord Eosse in one observation ; clouds passing h. has two

observations, both agreeing well.

3420 See note on No. 3337.

3421 II. 185. Auwers, misled by an error in P.T. (see List of Errata), makes the E.A.

of this neb. too small by 10m .

3426 Auw. N. 31. Not visible in the Konigsberg Heliometer.

3483 See note on No. 3337.

3506 II. 22. P.D. extremely doubtful.

3512 II. 826. Place re-reduced by the star used by H. and A.S.C.

3527 h. 1597=11. 314. Auwers makes A.E.A. H.—h.=+ 107s
,
and remarks that

there is perhaps some error in P.T. This is the case (see List of Errata), and

with the correction there indicated the agreement is satisfactory.

3550 D’Arr. 94. D’Arrest says “ not found again, Feb. 19, 1863. Sky perfectly clear.

Perhaps a comet.”

3588 h. 1633=111. 926. II. says it is sp a considerable star. h. has “ a #9m with a

very dilute nebulous atmosphere.” Has the star or the nebula moved %

3650 III. 946. Auwers makes the declination +89° 17', a misprint for -f-80° 17'.

3662 h. 1674=1. 255. Evidently ill seen by h. The description of LI. preferred.

3664|h. 1676, 1679=111. 422, 423. Auwers makes the P.D. 12' too great by reason

3668) of an erratum in P.T. (see List of Errata).

3728 h. 1720=111. 666. Auwers finding A.E.A. LI.—h.=+ 52s
,
supposes a mistake of

lm . Examined sweep 146 (h.), and found all clearly written and right reduced.

3750jh. 1734, 1735= 11. 309, 310. IL. says the second is the larger, h. the smaller of

3751) the two.

3760

3762

3763

3764

3766

3767

3770

3771

3773

3774

h. 1744=M. 101, and its attendants in more or less intimate nebulous connexion.

Of those in Lord Eosse’s woodcut, P.T. 1861, p. 729, N, the principal nucleus,

is No. 3770=h. 1774; ni=No. 3774=1744, i; n2 No. 3773=1744, h. The
others are not lettered, and are made out from the joint evidence of this dia-

gram and the measures of position and distance of the stars compared with the

copper plate, fig. 35.—1744, a is not improbably= III. 787.

MDCCCLXIV. F
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3820 h. 1763=111. 804=111. 835. The identity of these nebulae rests on a memoran-

dum in MS. in my copy of Ph. Tr., supported by the reductions of all the obs.

by C.H. in 3 sweeps, each with two determining stars. Auwers makes them

differ by 14' in P.D.

3836 III. 551. Place concluded from h. 1772=111. 552 from H.’s description, viz.

that it precedes that nebula by 3' or 4' (3' 30")=14® of time.

3844 h. 1777=111. 347. Auwers makes A.P.D.= —59', but observes that there must

be some misprint. Examining all, I find that such is the case (see List of Errata),

which recognized, shows that 1° has been mistaken, and the identity is therefore

proved.

3846 h. 1779=1. 144. Auwers makes the P.D. (1830)=86° 30', and H.—h.=l° 14'.

The cause of the discordance is a misprint in P.T. (see List of Errata), in conse-

quence of which the nebula is 1° 13' north of its printed place,

h. 1789, 1788, 1791=111. 416, 417. Lord Posse says that of these three only

3859!- two were found. The obs. in sw. 28 re-examined—1789 and 1791 were both

observed. Moreover, in sw. 337, III. 417=h. 1791 and h. 1788 were both

observed, and 1791 is expressly stated to have been the sf of two seen in moon-

light. Now the np of these could not be h. 1789, which is eF and not north,

but south preceding, whereas h. 1788 by its place in sw. 338 is np. All three*

therefore, really existed at the date of these observations. It was h. 1789 (eF)

which escaped Lord Posse’s notice, though looked for with greater instrumental

power. Perhaps it may have changed.

3863 III. 135. Auwers’sP.D. for 1830 is 63° O'. C.H. reduced to 1830 gives 62° 50' 20".

Auwers has used (P.T.) 1° 5' n. of d
,
12 Bootis; C.H. 1° 16' n. of the same #.

C.H. is to be preferred on every account to P.T. Her A.P.D.’s are grounded

on a most complete and searching re-examination and recomputation
(
according

to the then existing star catalogues) of all the data (in the earlier sweeps most

obscure

—

-foliis sibyllinis obscuriora
)
for determining the degrees and minutes of

P.D. from the index numbers. In almost every case I find her corrections (or

rather interpretations) to be justified
;
and I have no doubt that in this parti-

cular instance such will prove the case, though here I confess myself, after con-

sulting the original sweep, unable to perceive the reason for the deviation.

3888 III. 319, Auwers, following P.T., which places the nebula 2° 26' north of /3 Ursee

min., makes the P.D. 1830 =12° 46', and so it stands in the Register sheet

(H. 864). But it should be 2° 26' south. So C.H. has used it, and so it proves

to be on reference to the original sweep, sw. 391 (H.), giving for the P.D.

17° 36' 12".

3920 h. 1832=11. 695. Not seen by Lord Posse in one observation. See note on

No. 132.

3922 h. 3573= A. 342. In Auwers’s list of Lacaille’s nebulse, he sets down for the
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declination of this —55° 58'’8. For 58'‘8 read 48'*8, if it be the same object,

but of that some doubt remains.

3967 VI. 8. Auwers, using % Yirginis, the determining star in P.T., places this cluster

in R.A. 14h 53m 37s
(1830), 99° 55' P.D. This, however, is declared by a sub-

sequent MS. note to be a mistake for Mayer’s 577 zod. star, whence the place

in this Catalogue is accordingly derived. But this star, too, must have been

mistaken, and on consulting the original sweep (sw. 209, H.) I find no star in

the sweep whose identity can be satisfactorily ascertained. All that can be

certainly affirmed is that, within a degree one way or the other in P.D., and

from 5 to 10 minutes of time in R.A. of the place set down, there exists a fine

cluster of the 6th class which should be looked for. Fortunately it is the only

nebula observed in the sweep, a very short one.

3977 h. 1866=1. 184. Some suspicion of variability, inasmuch as one description calls

it R, another E, and another mE, besides other indications in respect of bright-

ness.

3998 III. 373. C.H., by three distinct observations in three different sweeps (400,

730, 917, H.) from the same determining star 11 Librae (s. 0° 13', s. 0° 14',

and s. 0° 15'), deduces a P.D., which reduced to 1830=91° 49' 39". Auwers,

using the same star, s. 0° 12' as per P.T., places it in P.D. 91° 17', which, how-

ever, is probably a misprint for 91° 47'. Two of H.’s observations place the

small star south, and one north of the nebula.

3999 h. 1881=11. 576. The binuclear character verified by R, who says that it is a

close double nebula.

4016 h. 1892=111. 131. Query if not variable in brightness. H. in two observations

calls it F and cB; h., in two others, vF and eF.

4025)11. 756=h. 1898 k In the two observations by H. of II. 756 it is described as

4029) cF; pL; iF; r;

pB ; s ; E

;

and no mention is made of a double star near it, so that though the places agree

within the possible limits of discordance, they are most probably two distinct

nebulae.

4043) 1901, a. Two of six seen by Lord Rosse. The others must have been h. 1901,

4044/ h. 1902, II. 541 and III. 511.

4048)111. 886, 887. Auwers has made an error of— 12' in the declination, or +12' in

4049/ the P.D. of this double nebula as determined from P.T. (20' n. of 7 Serpentis).

The P.D. here set down is that correctly reduced, C.H. having on her part

committed an error of +2' in P.D.

4051 h. 1905=11. 751. In Auwers’s declination, for +20° 44' read +20° 14', an

evident misprint.

4065 II. 818. Owing to an erroneous designation of the determining star in P.T. (see

f 2
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List of Errata), Auwers has given the place of this nebula (1830) as It.A.

14h 41m 3s
;
Decl. +60° 5'.

h. 1934, &c. In Lord Rosse’s diagram of the group h. 1934, A, the most con-

spicuous, would naturally be selected as identical with that nebula, but in that

case II. 766 would not be included in the group. On the other hand, if B be

taken for h. 1934, the identifications will stand as follows:—A=No. 4131

=11. 766; B=No. 4128=h. 1934; C=No. 4127=1934, b; D=No. 4124

=1934, a. This, however, supposes an error of 45 s of B.A. in H.’s place of

II. 766, which is not probable, while on the other hand it is difficult to account

otherwise for its not having been noticed at all. All things considered, I have

thought it best to enter A as a new nebula, No. 4133=1934, c, leaving 766

untouched.

4167 h. 1948=111. 74. Not seen by Lord Rosse, once looked for (see note on No. 132).

4173 h. 3624=M. 80. This is Pogson’s globular cluster, with a variable star in the

centre, for whose most singular history see the Monthly Notices of the R. Ast.

Soc. xxi. pp. 32, 33, by Mr. Pogson. Mr. P. in that statement says that Sir J.

Herschel (among others mentioned) had described it as either “ cometary ” or

“ nebulous.” This is incorrect. In both my observations of this object it

stands described as a globular cluster, all completely resolved into stars. (See

C.G.PI. h. 3624.)

4234 h. 1970= 2. 5. D’Arrest calls this planetary nebula blue. The place used is a

mean of his observations, that of h. (Catal. of 1833) being only Struve’s roughly

brought up. M. D’Arrest makes the diameter =14" ,

6.

4247 III. 727. The comparison of the place here set down with that of Auwers is

curious for the great number of perfectly accidental errors which have heaped

themselves together. The place (C.H.) is rightly reduced by her from a Her-

culis, f 16m 11 s
; n O' 14", which is that given in P.T., and which, reduced to 1830,

gives for the R.A. 16h 44m 46 s,8 and for the P.D. 47° 58' 16", differing -f-

8

S*8

and -f 11" from the exact result. In M. Auwers’s catalogue it is entered thus:

III. 127; R.A. 16h 14m 47s
;
Decl. +43° P (corresponding to P.D. 46° 59').

That is to say, there is a misprint in each of the three particulars. This is not

to be taken as a specimen of M. Auwers’s work, which is an admirable example

of painstaking devotion, and far beyond any eulogy in my power to offer. But

it is a striking instance of the way in which, in the great run of chances,

unlucky coincidences will happen.

4259 h. 1974. Doubtful whether a nebula or a very faint double or triple star.

4294 M. 92 (= also Lalande No. 31544). Not observed by h., but 8 times by H.

Place from Wollaston’s catalogue, which is almost identical with Auwers

(A.R.A.=0 sT, A.P.D.=0' 3").

4302 h. 1981 =h. 3686=IV. 11. The annular form only perceived in the southern

4127

4128

4131

4133
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observations. Both H. and h., in their northern observations, describe it as of

equable light throughout. It appears from Lord Rosse’s observations that the

annular form is much more common among these “ planetary ” nebulae than H.

or h. had any idea of.

4364 h. 3723=11. 200. On a ground astonishingly rich.

4368 V. 13. P.D. by Auwers =113° 36' (1830), owing to an error in P.T. (see List of

Errata).

4372 h. 3726= A. 473. There is a singular statement respecting this cluster by Cac-

ciatore in No. 113 of the Astronomische Nachrichten. He observed it as a

nebula, he says, on the 19th of March, 1826 (of course, therefore, Dunlop has

the priority in point of date). But where he saw it Lacaille, he says, noted

his star 1483 (Ccelum Australe). Also, Piazzi in 1794 and 1801 in the same

place saw only a star. Cacciatore in 1809 and 1810 observed the same star,

but saw no nebula, only a star 9m following it (P. xvii. 341, 346). In looking

for the comet of 1826, however, “fui colpito,” he says, “ da questa bellanebu-

losa.” Unfortunately for this curious history, the place of Piazzi’s star referred

to (and which he identifies with 1483 C.A.) differs by no less than 18' in P.D.

from that of the nebula in question, which was therefore out of the field of

view, both of his own and of Piazzi’s telescope, when observing the star.

4390 h. 2000. 2. 6. Omitted by Auwers from his catalogue of new nebulge, which con-

tains many far less remarkable. Diameter, according to D’Arrest, =7" ,05.

Bessel’s place =h. +0 S,
8, —0' 22".

4397 h. 2Q04=M. 24. H.’s two observations hardly consist with this description, and

their deviation in R.A. of nearly 4m from Messier’s place makes it very doubt-

ful whether he really saw this object.

4411 M. 69. Piazzi, in a note on xviii. 122 of his catalogue, says that both M. 69 and

M. 70 are 1° more to the south. But he is wrong.

4415 Auwers, N. 40. This is the nebula discovered by Tuttle on Sept. 1, 1859, and it

would appear to be variable, for M. D’Arrest says (in a letter of May 8, 1863),

“ La nebuleuse de M. Tuttle (Astron. Nachr. No. 1337. p. 272) etait, le 24 Sept.

1862, si brillante et si remarquable dans le chercheur
(
grandis etprceclara, ovalis,

2' longa, 80" lata), que je suis persuade qu’elle n’a pas ete telle du temps de

Messier et de votre pere, et de vos propres observations. Voici la position que

j’ai obtenue. 1861-0 R.A. 275° 55'*6, N.P.D. =15° 30'T.” The place given in

the present Catalogue is that of M. Auwers, and differs somewhat, though not

considerably, from this determination.

4428 M. 70. See the note on No. 4411.

4462 III. 742. This agrees too well with M. D’Arrest’s place of his No. 113 not to

be the same. His description is F; S; R; #10p -12 r

*6, s 2' 30".

4473 Auwers, N. 44. This is the nebula discovered by Mr. Hind on March 30, 1845.
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It was observed in May 1852 as a nebula of the first class; subsequently as

“ pretty faint and diluted.” M. Auwers found it “ surprisingly faint,” and of

the 2nd class at the highest.

4487 h. 2037=111. 743. This was seen as a planetary nebula in the twilight by

M. D’Arrest with the 4^-inch refractor, and can therefore hardly be ranked so

low as Class III.

4536 h. 2062=111. 144. Not seen by Lord Rosse; once looked for. (See note on

No. 132, &c.)

4570 h. 2073. Not seen by Lord Rosse; twice looked for. h. has three observations

agreeing well. The object is an equivocal one.

45851 h. 2081=1. 103. According to an observation of Olbers, cited by Auwers, this

4586 J is identical with No. 4585=1. 103, the place of the latter nebula, as assigned

by H., being 20' wrong in P.D. This had escaped my notice until the nebulse

in this Catalogue had been finally numbered and much other work accumulated

on them ; and it was considered better to let No. 4585 stand, though erroneous,

than to hazard confusion by striking it out and altering all the subsequent num-

bering.

4618 h. 2093. In conformity with Mr. Mason’s remarks on my observations of this

nebula, and with his elaborate and excellent monograph of the great nebulous

system of which it forms a part, I have diminished the P.D. in my Catalogue of

1833 by 1°. It is evident that the index reading must have been mistaken, 1°

for 0°. Sweep 8 examined
;
the writing is clear and the reduction correct, but

the conclusion from Mr. Mason’s observations is irresistible.

4628 h. 2098=IV. 1. According to Lassell this is annular, an elliptic ring with a star

in the centre.

4654 h. 2113. Not seen by Lord Rosse; twice looked for. Examined sw. 86 (h.), in

which it was observed. All found apparently correct, the observation clearly

written and right reduced : and it is added, “ the double star ” (h. 934 in my
“ 3rd series of observations, &c. &c.,” Mem. Ast. Soc. vol. iii.) “ is a good guide.”

A diagram accompanying the observations, by indicating lines points out the

relative situation of the double star and nebula.

4710 h, 2133. Not seen by Lord Rosse in four observations.

4714 h. 3897. Not found by Mr. Lassell within 30' all round the place.

4723 h. 2137=111. 920. Not seen by Lord Rosse in one observation.

4756 h. 2148. Not seen by Lord Rosse in three observations. In one a cloud passing.

4775 h. 2156=111. 932. H. says, “just sf a S# to which it seems almost to be attached,

but is free from it.” h. says, “ has a * 13m at a distance from the edge = 1 dia-

'

meter by diagram.” Sw. 274 (h.). This sweep re-examined. The diagram makes '

the star north of the nebula. The description says, “Diagram certainly right.”

4816 2172, a. In this group Lord Rosse has given only measures of relative position,

'
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and none of distance ; so that it is impossible to assign specific places to the

individuals of which it consists. He speaks of five near to h. 2172. The dia-

gram exhibits only four. One may possibly be III. 166.

4848 2184, a. In Lord Rosse’s diagram of the group to which this belongs, a is h. 2183

= No. 4845; /3= D’Arr. 117= No. 4844; y= h. 2184= 111. 217=No. 4846;

&=D’Arr. 118=No. 4847. That marked as 2184, a is not lettered in the dia-

gram, and is “ nova.”

4892 h. 2205=1. 55. Placed in the second class only by M. D’Arrest with the 4^-inch

Leipzig refractor. In this Catalogue it is set down as only “ pretty Bright,”

from a mean of seven observations.

4894 h. 3971=h. 3972. These are assuredly identical; but the minute of R.A. being

doubtful, that of the earlier 3971 is preferred. The mean of the seconds and

the Polar distances is taken, blending the two, and also the descriptions.

4922 h. 2223=111. 222. Three times called by h. “pretty Bright,” and three times

by h. and H., eF ; vF
; eF. Is this a case of variability 1

4933 h. 2228=h. 3982=1. 104. Placed in the second class by M. D’Arrest. With

this the present Catalogue agrees
;
making it “ pretty Faint ” by a mean of three

observations.

4941 D’Arr. Not included by M. D’Arrest in his final list ; but there are four Obser-

vations of it recorded in his “ Besultate,” all agreeing well.

4964 h. 2241 =IV. 18. According to Mr. Lassell this superb “planetary nebula” is

bi-annular, consisting of a nucleus and two oval rings.

4966 h. 2242=111. 226. Called by h. in four observations, pB; pB; pB; pB, and in

two by H. eF; vF.

4980 h. 2250=111. 213. Not seen by Lord Rosse in 4 observations. In my observa-

tions of sweep 103, a very short sweep, using the quadrant instead of the index

arc, and with no good zero star, both R.A. and P.D. may be a good deal

wrong. My place, however, agrees pretty well with that of H. ( A.R.A.= 5S
,

A.P.D.= 4'), and the existence of a nebula as described, hereabouts ,
is certain,

but it should be looked for within somewhat wider limits.

4998 h. 2261=1. 110. H. has two observations in which this nebula is called cB;

h. has one where it is called eF ;
adding “ sky quite clear.”

50031 h. 2263=11. 208. These can hardly be the same. The R.A.’s differ by nearly

5004J 2m and the P.D.’s by 6'. The descriptions also disagree. 255°, the position of

the star 14m in h. 2263, is not np but sp, and the estimates of their magnitudes

differ materially.

5015 h. 2271= 111. 854. A very problematic object, and in which there is great dif-

ficulty in making out its nature. Stars and nebula oddly mixed.

50201 h. 2274=11. 230; 2274, a; h. 2275=11. 231. In Lord Rosse’s diagram of this

5021
1 group, a=h. 2274; /3=h. 2275; y=nova=2274, a. h. sweep 91 makes II.

5022J 230 the np of two, and II. 231 “ to have II. 230, 45° sp.” This is contradicted
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No.

by the diagram. There is some confusion among the observations as to whether

the two nebulae II. 230, 231 really lie np or sp from each other, and it might

be suspected that the P.D.’s had been read crossways, the R.A.’s being rightly

set down ; but Lord Itosse’s diagram and measures decide the point in favour

of the relative situation being here correctly given.

5051 h. 2302. Not seen by Lord Rosse in two observations. Examined the original

observation, all clear and apparently correct. The nebula certainly exists in or

very near the place here set down.

5061 2849, a. A nebula mentioned by M. D’Arrest, but not included in his MS. list of

well-determined nebulse. Should, however, be looked for.

References to Figures of Nebulae in various works.

In the following list of figured nebulae, the first column contains the current number

of the nebula or cluster in the present Catalogue ;
the second the number attached to

it in my Catalogues in P.T. 1833 and C.G.H. ; or if not found in either of these, the

class and number in my Father’s Catalogues or other sufficient designation. The third

contains an abbreviated reference to the publication in which the figure will be found,

viz.

—

P.T. 33. The volume of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society for

a.d. 1833.

P.T. 44. Ditto, Ditto, for 18441

P.T. 50. Ditto, Ditto, for 1850>Lord Rosse’s papers.

P.T. 61. Ditto, Ditto, for 186lJ

C.G.H. Results of astronomical observations at the Cape of Good Hope by J.F.W.H.
R. di. The woodcut diagrams in Lord Rosse’s paper, Philosophical Transactions,

1861 ;
such only being referred to as express some distinct peculiarity not

elsewhere figured.

B.A.A. Professor Bond’s Memoirs in vol. iii. N.S. of the Transactions of the Ame-

rican Academy of Arts and Sciences.

M.A.A. Mr. Mason’s Memoirs in vol. vii. of the Transactions of the American Aca-

demy.

D’Arr. M. D’Arrest’s Inaugural dissertation and description of the Copenhagen

Equatoreal, 1861.

Lam. Dr. Lamont’s “ OefFentliche Vorlesung iiber die Nebelflecken.” Miinchen 1837.

Lass. Mr. Lassell’s Memoirs in vol. xxiii. of the Transactions of the Royal Astrono-

mical Society.

Column 4 contains the number of the Plate in the volume referred to where the figure

will be found, and column 5 the number of the figure in that Plate.

The figures annexed to Mr. Dunlop’s catalogue are not included, as for the main part

they offer no resemblance to the objects figured (when identifiable), and would serve only
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to mislead. The same remark applies to most of the older figures of nebulae scattered

through the volumes of the Histoire de l’Academie Fran^aise, and other collections.

Of the older figures of the nebula in Orion, however, for curiosity’s sake, a list is sub-

joined. The figures accompanying my Father’s memoir in Philosophical Transactions,

1811, are also omitted. They do not profess to be resemblances, and are given rather

as types of certain classes of objects into which he there considers the nebulae to be dis-

tributable. At least they are made from very rude diagrams.

References to publishedfigures of Nebulae.

No. in

Cata-

logue.

h. &c.
Work
cited.

No. of

plate.

No. of

fig-

No. in

Cata-

logue.

h. &o.
Work
cited.

No. of

plate.

No. of

fig-

1157 357 P.T. 33 viii. 81

27 2315 C.G.H. iv. 8 P.T. 44 xix. 81
31 15 P.T. 61 XXV. 1 E. di.

52 2322 C.G.H. iii. 1 D’Arr. ii. 4
67 2327 C.G-.H. vi. 19 Lass. ii. 1

105 44 B.A.A. opp. p. 86 1163 2864 C.G.H. iv. 7
106 45 B.A.A. Ditto. 1164 2865 C.G.H. iv. 7
116 50 B.A.A. Ditto. 1165 2866 C.G.H. vi. 20
117 51 B.A.A. Ditto. 1168 2867 C.G.H. vi. 20
138 61 P.T. 33 vi. 52 1171 A. 136 C.G.H. vi. 20
169 2359 C.G-.H. V. 10 1171 2868 C.G.H. vi. 20
187 2370 C.G.H. iv. 6 1174 2872 C.G.H. iv. 7
298 112 P.T. 33 V. 38 1175 2869 C.G.H. vi. 20
303 116 E. di. 1176 2875 C.G.H. iv. 7
352 131 P.T. 50 xxxvi. 5 1177 2876 C.G.H. iv. 7

P.T. 61 xxvi. 10 1179 360 C.G.H. viii. 1

372 142 E. di. B.A.A. opp. p. 96
400 151 P.T. 33 vi. 58 Lass. 1

412 156 P.T. 61 XXV. 2 * see note
527 218 P.T. 33 ii. 28 1180 V. 30 C.G.H. ii. 3

E. di. 1183 361 C.G.H. ii. 3
544 223 D’Arr. ii. 7 P.T. 50 xxxviii. 6
560 232 P.T. 61 XXV. 3 Lass. ii. 3
567 2487 C.G.H. vi. 14 1185 M. 43 C.G.H. viii. 1

572 241 P.T. 61 XXV. 4 B.A.A. opp. p. 96
575 242 P.T. 33 vi. 56 Lass. i. 1

P.T. 61 XXV. 5 * see note
600 262 P.T. 61 XXV. 6 1225 365 D’Arr. ii. 2
705 2534 C.G.H. vi. 7 Lass. ii. 2
731 2552 C.G.H. iv. 1 1226 iv. 24 D’Arr. ii. 10
810 311 P.T. 33 ii. 31 1233 2910 C.G.H. iii. 5

P.T. 61 XXV. 17 1235 2913 C.G.H. iii. 5
822 2620 C.G.H. V. 11 1238 2916 C.G.H. iii. 5
823 2621 C.G.H. V. 11 1243 2918 C.G.H. iii. 5
826 2618 D’Arr. ii. 9 1248 2923 C.G.H. iv. 9

Lass. ii. 4 1249 2925 C.G.H. iv. 9
853 315 P.T. 61 XXV. 8 1258 2935 C.G.H. iv. 9
888 327 P.T. 61 XXV. 9 1259 2933 C.G.H. iv. 9
979 2709 C.G.H. iii. 3 1260 2936 C.G.H. iv. 9
980 2710 C.G.H. iii. 3 1265 2938 C.G.H. iv. 9
981 2711 C.G.H. iii. 3 1266 2939 C.G.H. iv. 9
987 2716 C.G.H. iii. 3 1267 368 P.T. 33 iv. 36
1057 2775 C.G.H. vi. 1 E. di.

1082 2802 C.G.H. iii. 6 1269 2941 C.G.H. ii. 4
1084 2803 C.G.H. iii. 6 1276 2948 C.G.H. iii. 4
1085 2804 C.G.H. iii. 6 1277 2949 C.G.H. iii. 4
1086 2805 C.G.H. iii. 6 1278 2950 C.G.H. iii. 4
1089 2808 C.G.H. iii. 6 1279 2951 C.G.H. iii. 4
1090 2810 C.G.H. iii. 6 1281 2952 C.G.H. iii. 4
1135 2840 C.G.H. iii. 2 1282 2953 C.G.H. iii. 4
1137 355 P.T. 33 V. 49 1283 2954 C.G.H. iii. 4
1140 2842 C.G.H. iii.' 2 1419 390 E. di.

1141 2843 C.G.H. iii. 2 1425 393 P.T. 61 xxvii. 11
1142 2844 C.G.H. iii. 2 1437 399 P.T. 33 vi. 64
1143 2845 C.G.H. iii. 2 P.T. 50 xxxvii. 10
1156 2859 C.G.H. iv. 7 Lass. ii. 8

MDCCCLXIV. G
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Table (continued).

No. in

Cata-

logue.

h. &c.
Work
cited.

No. of

plate.

No. of

fig.

No. in

Cata-

logue.

h. &c.
Work
cited.

No. of

plate.

No. of

fig.

1467 415 P.T. 33 viii. 91 2841 1175 P.T. 33 vi. 55
1477 421 P.T. 61 xxvii. 12 2870 1196 P.T. 61 xxvii. 21

1511 3075 C.G.H. iv. 4 2878 1202 P.T. 33 vii. 69
1519 444 P.T. 33 vii. 72 2884 1196,

«

P.T. 61 xxvii. 21
P.T. 50 xxxvii. 6 2910 1225 P.T. 33 vi. 57

1520

|
445 ii.

2950 1245 P.T. 61 xxvii. 22
1521

aS3 ‘

2958 1252 P.T. 33 vii. 68
1532 450 P.T. 50 xxxyiii. 15 2962 1252 P.T. 33 vii. 68

Lass. ii. 6 2972 1258 E. di.

1565 f 464 I

13093/
P.T. 50 xxxviii. 12

3041
3042

1306
1308

P.T. 61

P.T. 61

xxvii.

xxvii.

23
23

Lass. ii. 5 3085 1337 P.T. 33 iv. 37
1567 3095 Lass. ii. 7 P.T. 61 xxviii. 24
1677 3131 C.G.H. vi. 12 3101 1352 P.T. 33 viii. 83
1721 536 P.T. 33 yi. 61 3106 1357 P.T. 50 xxxvii. 9

1728 537
Lam.
P.T. 33 yi.

8

65
3108 f 1358 1

1 1363 /
P.T. 33 vii. 78

1745 3145 C.G.H. 12
3109 / 1359 1

P.T. 33 781801 3154 C.G.H. y. 8 1 1365 /
vii.

1

1861
1863 j

604 P.T. 33 vii. 70
3113
3132

1362
1376

P.T. 33
P.T. 33

vi.

vi.

66
50

1911 639
P.T. 50
P.T. 61

xxxvi.

xxvii.

3
13

3151
3152 }

1385 P.T. 61 xxviii. 25

2003 3221 C.G.H. y. 9 3165 1397 P.T. 33 vii. 76
2017 3228 C.G.H. yi. 9 P.T. 50 xxxvii. 9

Lass. ii. 10 3180 1405 P.T. 33 vii. 74
2058 692 P.T. 61 xxvii. 14 3182 1408 P.T. 33 vii. 74
2063 3241 C.G.H. yi. 2 3189 1414 1 P.T. 33 vii. 75
2067 3239 C.G.H. iv. 3 3190 1415 / P.T. 61 xxviii. 26
2102 3248 C.G.H. vi. 5 3240 1441 P.T. 61 xxviii. 27

Lass. ii. 11 3249 1451 E. di.

2158 731 P.T. 33 v. 40 3258 1456 P.T. 33 V. 41
2197 3295 C.G.H. ix. 1 n Argus. 3275 3435 C.G.H. i. 2
2216 765 P.T. 61 xxvii. 15 3278 1466 P.T. 33 viii. 84
2217 766 P.T. 61 xxvii. 15 3321 1486 P.T. 33 ii. 27
2333 3324 C.G.H. iv. 10 3340 1499 P.T. 33 vi. 62
2336 3325 C.G.H. iv. 10 3356 1509 P.T. 33 vi. 67
2337 3326 C.G.H. iv. 10 3511 1589 P.T. 61 xxviii. 28
2338 3327 C.G.H. iv. 10 3525 3501 C.G.H. iv. 2
2340 3329 C.G.H. iv. 10 3531 3504 C.G.H. V. 7
2342 3330 C.G.H. iv. 10 3570 3514 C.G.H. vi. 1

2343 838 P.T. 33 ii. 32 3572 1622 P.T. 33 ii. 25
P.T. 50 xxxvii. 11 P.T. 50 XXXV. 1

2373 854 P.T. 33 vi. 53 E. di.

P.T. 50 xxxvii. 7 3606 3523 C.G.H. iv. 5

f 857

1

1 875/

Lam. i. 6 3614 1649 P.T. 33 V. 39

2377 P.T. 33 vi. 54
3615 1650 P.T. 61 xxviii. 29

3651 3541 C.G.H. vi. 15
P.T. 61 xxvi. 16 3706 3548 C.G.H. vi. 10

2378 859 P.T. 33 vi. 51 3717 1713 P.T. 61 xxviii. 30
2379 85'8 E. di. 3750 1734 E di.

2445 910 E. di. 3766 III. 787 P.T. 61 xxix. 35

2486 / 934
i P.T. 33 vii. 79 3770 1744 P.T. 61 xxix. 35

1 3355 / 3778 III. 788 P.T. 61 xxix. 35

2488

2559

/ 9361
13356/

982

P.T. 33

E. di.

vii. 79
3779
40511
4052/

III. 789

1905

P.T. 61

P.T. 33

xxix.

vii.

35

77

2597 1002 E. di. P.T. 61 xxviii. 31
2606 1011 P.T. 61 xxvi. 17 4058 1909 P.T. 50 xxxvii. 8
2652 1041 P.T. 50 xxxvii. 7 4066 3594 C.G.H. vi. 8

. 2670 1052 P.T. 61 xxvi. 16 4083 1916 P.T. 33 viii. 87
2671 1053 P.T. 61 xxvi. 16 4087 1917 E. di.
2680 1061 P.T. 61 xxvii. 19 4118 1929 P.T. 33 viii. 89
2733 1092 E. di. 4125 3610 C.G.H. vi. 7
2756 1111

1113
P.T. 61 xxvii. 20 4160 1946 P.T. 61 xxviii. 32

2760 P.T. 61 xxvii. 20 4224 3641 C.G.H. V. 4
2804 1146 P.T. 33 vii. 71 4229 3644 C.G.H. y. 6
2806 1148 P.T. 33 vi. 59 4230 1968 P.T. 33 viii. 86
2807 1149 P.T. 50 xxxvii. 8 P.T. 61 xxviii. 33
2838 1173 P.T, 50 XXXV. 2 4234 1970 Lam. L 1
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Table (continued).

* No. 1179=h. 360. Other figures of the great nebula in Orion will he found in Huyghens’s Systema Satur-

nium, 1659; ditto, copied by Le Gentil in Mem. Acad. Sci. Par. 1759, pi. 21. fig. 1 ; Le Gentil’s own figure in

do. do. fig. 2 ; by Picard, do. do. fig. 5 ;
another by Le Gentil, do. do. fig. 6. See also :—

•

Mairan, “ Sur la Lumiere Zodiacale,” copied in Lalande’s ‘ Astronomy.’ These older representations, however,

are mere curiosities, and present no points of exact resemblance.

Messier, Hist, de l’Acad. Sci. Par. 1771, p. 435... 461. Plate 8 is a careful and (for the time) elaborate figure.

J. F. W. Herschel, Mem. Astron. Soc. ii. 1826.

De Yico, Memoria intorno ad alcune osservazioni fatte nel Collegio Eomano nel corrente anno 1838, nebulosa

d’Orione osservata al Telescopio di Cauchoix. 1839.

Bond. A very fine engraving—not yet published.

f No. 4447. P.T. 44. xix. fig. 29. There is an erratum in this figure. For Decl. 32° 49' n read 22° 49' n.
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The following nebulae have been indicated by Lord Rosse as being either “ of spiral

structure (S), having in them dark spaces (D), as knotted (K), or as in the form of rays

(i. e. much elongated forms) with splits or clefts (R).

No. in

Cata-

logue.

h. &c.

No. in

Cata-

logue.

h. &c.

No. in

Cata-

logue.

h. &c.

No. in

Cata-

logue.

h. &c.

202 84 E 2158 731 D 2717 1085 S 3249 1451 S
372 142 S 2194 749 S 2733 1092 s 3258 1456 S
594 257 E 2248 788 D 2749 1107 D 3474 1570 s
600 262 S 2373 854 S 2807 1149 E 3572 1622 s
604 264 D 2377 857 D 2870 1196 S 3750 1734 s
888 327 S 2379 858 S 2878 1202 s 3843 1776 s
895 329 E 2413 887 D 2890 1211 s 4045 1901 E
1267 368 D 2445 910 S 2910 1225 D 4058 1909 D
1458 409 E 2499 943 S 2991 1274 E 4087 1917 E
1527 446 E 2559 982 s 30491 4572 2075 S
1676 514 D 2597 1002 s 3050/

1312
4815 2172 s

1806 581 E 2652 1041 E 3106 1357 E 4964 2241 D
2058 692 D 2670 1052 s 3121 1368 S 4971 2245 s
2066 695 S 2680 1061 s

List of Errata and Corrigenda in Sir William HerscheVs Catalogue of 2500 Nebulas in

the Philosophical Transactions.

Class. No.
No. in

Cata-

logue.

Error and Correction.

I. 6 3702 for f. 3m 56s read f. 33m 563

54 214 for f. 12“ 443
;

s. 2° 50' read f. 18“ 36s
; s. 1° 26'

87 2274 for f. 9“ 30s read f. 10“ 30s

137 1837 for 42 Lyncis read 41 Lyncis
143 3356 for s. 2° 7' read s. 0° 54'

144 3846 for n. 0° 24' read n. 2° 7'

153 536 for p. 23“ 16s read f. 23m 16s

154 549 for f. 1“ 23s read p. 1“ 23s

155 778 for f. 7m 49s read p. 7“ 493

202 2604 for f. 0“ 473 read f. 7“ 47s

203 2597 for f. 7“ 423 read f. 14“ 423

II. 1 4738 for p. 15“::, s. i°: : read p. 11“ 45s
,
n. 0° 17'

11 2824 for f. 1“ 24s
,
n. 0° 24' read f. 1“ 13s

,
n. 0° 30'

14 2730 for 3 (v) Virginia f. 2“ 20s
,
n. 1° 22' read 59 e Virginis p. 69“ 0s

,
n. 0° 11'

48 1707 for f. 56“ 45s read f. 54“ 45s

181 3214 for s. 0° 48' read s. 1° 15'

185 3421 for p. 11“ 09 read p. 1“ 0s

239 634 for 27 (*) Persei p. 8“ 20s
,
n. 0° 2' read 30 Persei p. 14“ 41s

,
n. 0° 51'

240 5046 for read 39 Pise. p. 2“ 24s
, n. 1° 0'

241 29 for read 39 Pise. p. 14“ 24s
, s. 0° 11'

242 4973 for 48 (ft) Pegasi read 87 (u) Pegasi
264 1335 for 47 (?) Cancri read 25 (?) Cards
265 1384 for 1 % Can. read % 1 Can.
286 654 for p. read 13 (?) Eridani p.
314 3528 for f. 17“ 57s read f. 15“ 57s

372 2771 for p. 74“ 24s read p. 14“ 24s

658 1718 for 44 Lyncis read 43 Lyncis
708 1788 for 37 Lyncis read 36 Lyncis

794 f 3177 \
13179/ for s. 0° 49' read s. 1° 0' (see note on this No. in Catal.)

795 3216
J

for s. 1° 13' read s. 1° 24' (see note on this No. in Catal.)

796 3224 for s. 1° 25' read s. 1° 36' (see note on this No. in Catal.)

818 4056 for 12 Draconis read 12 Draconis Hevelii
853 14 for p. 25“ 38s read p. 25“ 48s

II . 6 3228 for 59 (e) Virginis p. 28“ 11 s read d Virginis f. 2“ 42s
,
n. 0° 57'. The obs. belongs to 1.

8

26 3078 for 20 Comae f. 4“ 30s
,

s. 0° 37' read 26 Comae p. 5“ 5s
,

s. 0° 32'

112 2417 for 74 <p Leonis f. 10“ 6s
, s. 1° 52' read Mayer 510. z. p. 61“ 48s

,
s. 1° 10'

113 2577 for <p Leonis f. 34“ 18s
,
s. 1° 3' read Mayer 510. z. p. 37“ 36s

,
s. 0° 31'

178 631 for 17 (y) Persei f. 9“ 6s read 17 (r) Persei f. 10“ 0s

192 419 for 72 Ceti read 62 Ceti
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Table (continued).

Class. No.
No. in

Cata-

logue.

Error and Correction.

III. 195
199
256
289
293
319
347
353
369
422
423
511

607
627
739
751
778

684
628

1641

1911

1974
3888
3844
2440
3618
3664 1

3668 /
4042
1645
1820
4149
1897
3206

for f. 42m 42s read f. 41m 6s

for 27 (k) Persei p. 8m 27s
,
n. 0° 2' read 30 Persei p. 14m 44s

,
n. 0° 55'

for s. 0° 48' read s. 0° 58'

for s. 0° 25' read s. 0° 31'

for 23 Leonis read 23 Leonis minoris

for n. 2° 26' read s. 2° 26'

for s. 1° 17' read s. 0° 17'

for f. 53m 4s read f. 43m 4s

for 25m 41s read f. 25m 41s

for n. 0° 44' read n. 0° 36'

for f. 3m 5s read f. 3m ll 3

for p. 12m 33s read p. 12m 23s

for 43 Lyncis read 42 Lyncis

for p. 32“ 30s read p. 32m 47s

for 39 Lyncis read 38 Lyncis

for s. 1° 4' read s. 1° 15' (see note on this No. in Catal.)

IV. 29 2255 for f. 3m 36s read f. 3m 46s

31 4802 for 0° 37' read s. 0° 37'

V. 13 4368 for n. 0° 39' read s. 0° 38' :

:

VI. 8 3967 for 26 x Virginia f. 23m 44s
,

s. 0° 6' read Mayer 577. z. f. lm 48s
,
n. 1° 26'

VII. 6 1509 for 50 Geminorum read 51 Geminorum

VIII. 11 1534 for 50 Geminorum read 51 Geminorum
28 1229 for (1 X) Orionis read (1st y) Orionis
44 1533 for 5 (ij) Can. min. read 4 (y) Can. min.

The following nebulae are declared in MS. notes to be identical.

II. 6—1. 1 ;
II. 119=11. 94; II. 148=11. 20; II. 176=11. 70; II. 243=11. 241 ; II. 703=11. 621

;

III. 6=1. 8 ;
III. 198=11. 238 ;

III. 835=111. 804.

jErrata and Corrigenda in M. Auwers s Catalogue.

Page. For Bead Page. For Bead

19 II. 844 II. 834 37 III 946 in Decl 89° 80°

20 III. 291 in Decl 27° 26° 39 Ill 347 in Decl 24° 25°

24 II. 30 in R.A IP 12“ 21 s IP 11“ 33s 40 II. 751 in Decl 20° 44' 20° 14'

25 IV. 59 under Aa —5 —31 40 I. 282 I. 182
26 III. 385 in R.A 16h IP 42 III. 127 III. 127 III. 727
26 III. 388 in R.A 10h IP 42 Do. in R.A 14“ 44“
26 II. 342 in R.A 10h IP 42 Do. in Decl 43° 42°

28 111. 814 in Decl 53° 54° 72 No. 27 Decl 58'-8 48'-8

32 III. 858 III. 850 77 List of Errata, II. 341... 16“ & 11“ 16’1 & IP
33 HI. 778 in R.A 13h 37“ 12h 37“ 77 Ditto, III. 680... 26“ & 16“ 26u & 16“

M. Auwers has given a list of errata and corrigenda required in my two previous Catalogues. They are very

numerous, hut relate almost exclusively to errors of identification with my Father’s classes and numbers. They

had been, with hardly an exception, detected and rectified during the process of preparing and arranging the

present Catalogue, which being therefore expurgated of them, it is unnecessary to annex a list of them here.

One very important erratum, however, must be noticed, not having been set down by M. Auwers. In

p. 494, explanation of plates, Phil. Trans. 1833, figs. 13... 18, for pmbM ;
vbM; vmbM read psbM; sbM;

vsbH.
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No.
References to

of

Cata- Sir J. H.’s SirW. H.’s Other
logue Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebulae. and Nos.

b. H.
1 D’Arrest, 1

2 4014
3 4015
4 1 III. 868
5 2 III. 866
6 2 , a R. nova
7 3 11.591
8 4

9 III. 147
10 2308 III.461
11 2309

512 IV. 15
13 2310
14 6 II. 853
15 2311
16 Auw. N. 1

17 2312
18 7 III. 861
19 III. 456
20 8 IV. 58

21 9
10

23 2313
24 Auw. N. 2

25 11 III. 183
26 2314
27 2315 A. 507
28 12

r II. 241 1
29 13

i
= >

l II. 243 J
30 14 III. 248
31 15 V. 16
32 15,o R. 6 novae
38 16

39 17

140

41 > i7,o R. 3? novae
42 J
43 2316
44 2317
45 2318
46 2319
47 19 II. 257
48 18

49 2320
50 2321
51 20

52 2322
{

A. 18= I

47 Toucani J
53 21 III. 148
54 D’Arrest, 2

55 22
56 2323
57 2324
58 2325
59 23 111.869
60 23,o R. nova

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

h m s s
,

0 0 5 + 3-07 [4] 63 4 0 -20*05
0 1 13-8 3*065 3 120 41 11*5 20*05

0 1 28-3 3*062 2 124 38 54*5 20*05

0 1 34-2 3*073 2 86 7 38*5 20*05

0 1 35-7 3*084 2 57 20 43*5 20*05

0 1 57 20

0 1 37-0 3*076 3 74 57 52*5 20*05

0 1 52-1 3*083 1 63 3 27*5 20*05

0 2 33*4 3*081 1 64 49 57*5 20*05

0 2 47*2 3*061 1 115 44 58*5 20*05

0 2 57-1 3*053 2 147 48 14*5 20*05

0 3 14-6 3*085 (1) 63 4 58*5 20*05

0 3 25-2 3*033 1 147 46 24*5 20*05

0 3 31-8 3*089 2 57 25 28*5 20*05

0 3 39-0 3*020 2 147 46 21*5 20 05
0 3 41-7 3*078 71 59 0*7 20*05

0 4 22-0 3*023 1 147 43 45*5 20 05

0 5 7-5 3*093 2 59 44 3*5 20*05

0 5 11-3 3*076 1 84 21 57*5 20*05

0 5 31-4 3*188 3 18 15 26*5 20*05

0 5 45-3 3*095 1 59 51 46*5 20*05

0 5 59-4 3*096 1 59 29 20*5 20*05

0 6 47*8 3*052 1 113 57 14*8 20*04

0 6 59-2 3*074 84 47 28*8 20*04

0 7 47-8 3*089 1 72 14 19*8 20*04

0 7 53-1 2*978 1 151 6 13*8 20*04

0 8 0-4 3*028 3 129 59 33*8 20*04

0 8 8*9 3*083 1 78 19 58*8 20*04

0 8 18-0 3*088 1 73 26 48*8 20*04

0 9 14-6 3*065 1 97 5 46*8 20*04

0 11 6-2 3*112 1 60 42 9-1 20*03

0 11 60 42

0 13 54-8 3*106 1 68 24 45*7 20*01

0 14 5-3 3*107 1 68 19 15*7 20*01

0 14 + 68 19±

0 14 18*5 2*968 2 139 24 41*7 20*01

0 14 28-2 2*967 2 139 25 13*7 20*01

0 14 30-0 2*967 2 139 26 36*7 20*01

0 14 36-9 2*966 2 139 24 21*7 20*01

0 15 9-8 3*088 1 80 17 48*7 20*01

0 15 10-5 3*124 1 61 1 29*7 20*01

0 15 55-7 2*970 1 136 3 13*0 20*00

0 16 56-0 3*004 2 123 19 22*3 19*99

0 17 38*2 3*266 1 29 26 39*3 19*99

0 17 47*4 2*721 4 162 51 33*3 19*99

0 18 39*6 3*134 2 61 33 49*6 19*98

0 18 49 3*117 [1] 68 58 20 19*98

0 19 18*9 3*411 1 19 23 2*6 19*98

0 19 51*3 2*989 2 124 27 21*9 19*97

0 20 17-3 2*877 2 147 45 22*9 19*97

0 20 25*1 2*685 1 162 18 23*9 19*97

0 21 41*4 3*123 2 87 56 3*2 19*96

0 22 0*7 + 3*123 87 57 38*5 -19*96

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

F; S; R; bet* 11 and *14
eF ; cL ; mE ; vgvlbM
F; cL; vlE; glbM
eF

;
plL; vglbM

vF; vS; Sst+ neb

vF
;
pS; R

;
glbM

pB; S; R; bM
3Sst+ neb
vF; cL; mE; gbM
vF; S; R
vF; vS; stell

eF; pof 2

pB; pL; E0°+
eeF; S ;

R; fof 2
F (Schmidt 1861, Oct. 10) ...

eF; S; R
v F; pS; R
vF;pS;iF
vF; vS; R; vsmbM*10; *12

241°*4; 25 s
.

eF; *12, 45", 325°

eF ; vS
eF; L; vgvlbM; L*cont, f ...

A nebula ( Markree Cat. 1 852
;

Oct. 22).

vF; S; E
eF; S; R; bM
vB; vL; vmiE; tri-N

eL; eF; diff

F; S; R; sbM ,

vF; S; iR; psvlbM ...

eF; L; 3or4st+ neb
Nos. 32... 37 incl

F; S; R; psbM
E ;

bi-N
;
3Bst near . .

,

f Several F, S (3 novae at

\ least presumed).

eF; S; R; gbM; 1st of 4 ...

eF; vS; R; 2nd of 4

vF; S; R; gbM; 3rd of 4 .

F; S; R; gbM; 4th of 4 ....

F
;
pL; R

;
gbM

F; vS; R; gbM
vF

;
pS ; R; bM; r

pB; pL; IE; *14, f

Cl; pS; pC; stl 1 ... 18

1 !; vB; vL; vmCM ....

pF; pL; R; pslbM
vF ; S ; 3 st near, making

quadr.

Cl; pR; 1C; st9...12

vF; pL; IE; D*2', np
pB; S; R; mbM
pB; pS; IE; vgbM
vF; S; bM; D*vnr; pof2...
No descr (MS)

4*

4t
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References to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

83

84

85

86

87
88

89

90

91

92

93
94

95

96

97
98

99
100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

no
111

112

113

114

5058

115

h.

23, b

25
24

23, c

2326
26

2327

SirW. IL’

Classes

and Nos.

[27='
[2328

28'

29
2329

/
30=

‘

[2330
2331

31

2332

33

2333
2334
2335

III. 223??
III. 871

34

36

37
38

39

40

40, a

41

42
43

44
45
46

46, a

2236
47

2337
49
48

2338

II. 854
VIII. 79

II. 855

VI. 35

11.471

II. 478

III. 467

II. 3

III. 476

III. 954

III. 223

III. 876
III. 870
11.707

II. 479
III. 872
II. 857
II. 856

III. 595
II. 860

III. 873

II. 858
V. 18
V. 36
II. 452

III. 200

II. 209

III. 244
II. 480

Other
Authorities.

R. nova

R. nova

R. nova

D’Arrest,

;

R. nova

D’Arrest, J

"
'CJEL

R. nova

D’Arrest, 4

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

h m S 8

0 22 0-7
!

+3*123 87 54 8*5 -19*95
0 22 4-7 3*077 2 87 54 38*5 19*95 2

0 22 6-2 3*302 1 30 33 4*5 19*95 1

0 22 8-7 3*123 87 54 8*5 19*95

0 22 42-6 2*979 2 124 2 2*5 19*95 2

0 23 0-2 3*076 3 88 41 12*5 19*95 3

0 23 27*6 2*976 2 124 1 45*8 19*94 2

0 23 48-3 3*332 1 29 16 1*8 19*94 1

0 24 3*5 3*096 1 80 34 1*8 19*94 1

0 24 38*0 3*057 2 95 55 33*1 19*93 2

0 25 12*7 3*367 1 27 29 19*4 19*92 1

0 25 30-6 3*243 1 42 16 32*4 19*92 1

0 26 22*3 2*971 1 122 33 57*7 19*91 1

0 26 57*8 3*042 2 100 28 30*7 19*91 2

0 27 3*7 2*513 1 163 53 11*0 19*90 1

0 27 14-0 3*033 1 103 25 59-0 19*90 1

0 28 2*9 2*818 2 146 33 23*3 19*89 2

0 28 32*5 3*044 2 99 32 4*3 19*89 2
0 28 43*0 3*147 1 66 48 49*3 19*89 1

0 28 66 48
0 29 20*1 3*039 1 100 51 4*6 19*88 1

0 29 33 3*15 [1] 66 46 18 19*87 [1]
0 29 41*2 3*008 1 109 44 5*6 19*88 1

0 30 1*5 3*076 2 88 48 44*9 19*87 2

0 30 2-4 2*968 3 120 14 30*9 19*87 3

0 30 20-6 3 004 1 110 42 9*9 19*87 1

0 30 21*5 2*446 2 163 56 28*9 19*87 2

0 30 46-6 3*098 1 82 6 6*2 19*86 1

0 31 0*5 3*079 1 88 1 7*2 19*86 1

0 31 11*4 3*278 1 42 26 0*2 19*86 1

0 31 15 3*08 [2] 87 36 6 19*85 [2]
0 31 40-6 5*151 1 5 26 27*6 19*84 1

0 31 40-7 3*407 1 29 42 31*5 19*85 1

0 31 49-4 3*081 1 :: 87 25 4*5 19*85 1

0 31 53-4 3*039 1 99 46 25*5 19*85 i
!

0 32 2*3 3*072 5 89 54 28*5 19*85 5

0 32 4*5 3*079 1 87 57 7*5 19*85 i

0 32 5*6 3*080 1 87 42 54*8 19*84 i

0 32 87 42
0 32 6*8 3*072 1 89 51 23*8 19*84 i

0 32 14-4 3*081 1:: 87 27 4*8 19*84 i

i

0 32 21-4 3*072 2 89 55 7*8 19*84 2 ’

0 32 22 3*08 [1] 87 37 24 19*84 [1]
0 32 22-5 3*079 1 87 52 7*8 19*84 1

1

0 32 45*4 3*243 1 49 4 49*8 19*84 1

0 32 47-8 3*237 1 50 1 34*8 19*84 1
'

0 33 32-4 3*020 3 104 38 20*1 19*83 3

0 33 32 104 38
0 33 48-8 3*129 2 74 17 8*4 19*82 2
0 33 49-9 2*763 2 146 56 14*4 19*82 2 ’

0 34 5*4 3*166 1 65 16 6*4 19*82 2 i

0 34 25*7 2*757 2 146 58 27*7 19*81 2 ]

0 34 28-9 2*990 1 111 48 597 19*81 1 (

0 34 30*2 3*033 1 100 47 1*7 19*81 1 1

0 35 1*0 89 50 6*6

0 35 2-1 + 2*344 3 164 9 52*7 - 19*81 3 I

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

No descr (MS)
pB; vS; IE, 0°+; bM; fof i

Cl; vL; pR; 1C; st9...13 ...

No descr (MS)
F

;
pL; pmE; vgbm

; p of'2..

pF; cL; R; vglbm; r

vB; L; vmE, 47°*5
;
psbM

f of'2; #10 327°‘9 45”.

©; vF; S; eC
F; IF; lbM

/
F; pL; vlE; vgbM;\

1 #8-9, 75°+; 5'. /
Cl; pL; 1C; st 1 1 . . . 1 2 ; D#..
vF; vL; iR; g, smbM#ll ..

vB; S; IE 90°; smbM#ll ..

pF; pL; IE 90°; vglbM

vF; L; R; VglbM
eF; vS; R
vF; pS; R; glbM; 3stf

F; L; mE; bet 2cBst
vF; vS; stellar; #7, 15°, 5' ..

Makes Dneb with h. 32
eeF; S
F; pL; R; #6, 3'J dist

vF; pL; IE; 2pBst sf

vF; S; R; vgbM; #11
225°+ ;

80”.

eF; S; vlE; amBst
pB; pL; E; gbM; r

eF; S; vlE; r; #8 near

vF; pL; iR; #np inv

vF
; S; iR ; vgbM

pB; vL; iR; vgmbM; r

F; S; R; lbM
Cl; vL; R; 150...200st 10..

18.

|Cl;pL; R ;
st 1 1 ... 1 5

vF; L; p of 2; st 15 close ...

F; S; vgbM
pB; S; R; vgbM
(?=h. 37 or II. 857)
F; pS; R; psmbM; f of 2 ..

pB; pS; R; vgbM; 2nd of 3

vF; cL; E; vglbM ; f of 3 ...

F; vS; #8, p 27 s
*7, Is

pB; S; vgbM
vB; vL; mE 165°; vgvmbM
vF; vL; mE 0°

B; pS; R; psbM; r; #90” +
E 0°+
F ; S ; bet 2 Sst

vF; S; R
; p of 2

pF; pS; gvlbM ; r
“ S; R; amst; f of 2

F; S; IE 90°+; glbM

Total
No. of
times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.
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References to

Sir J. H.’s Sb- W. H.’s Other
Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebulae. and Nos.

h. H.

50 M. 31

51

2339
M. 32

fD’Arrest,
"1

< 6=
[_Auw.N.4J

52
53

VIII. 78 C.H.

II. 444
2340 A. 2??

54 III. 149
11.245

2341

2342
2343

55 III. 485
II. 445

56 V. 25

57 V. 20
2344
2346 A. 19? 21?

58 III. 204?
59 11.609

59, a R. nova

\ 2345 /
V. 1 C.H.

60

2347
62 II. 472

2348
II. 863

63

r II. 703

64<j^
—

!>

It. 621 j
2349
2350

A. 3, 4, 21?

2351

65 III. 153

2352
66 III. 463

2353
68 III. 955
67 II. 446

III. 430

69 III. 429
70
71 I- 159

73 III. 439
72 III. 477
75

J 74=1
\ 2354 /

VI. 20

2355
2357
2356
2358

II. 214
A. 5, 6?

No.
of

Cata-

logue.

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in
N.P.D.

for

1880.

b m 3 s o / // //

0 35 3*9 + 3-252 1 49 29 45-7 -19*81

0 35 5-3 3-250 1 49 54 12-7 19*81

0 35 5-4 2-338 1 164 14 1-7 J9-81

0 35 6 3-07 [3] 89 55 0 19*81

0 35 19-2 3-457 1 28 58 43-0 19-80

0 35 24-0 3-204 1 58 10 55-0 19*80

0 35 33-8 3-064 1 92 18 11-0 19-80

0 35 50-6 2-329 1 164 7 16-6 19-78

0 36 5-2 3-196 2 60 10 58-3 19-79

0 36 10-9 3-124 4 76 27 54-3 19-79

0 36 53-3 2-803 1 140 56 42-6 19-78

0 38 13-4 2-278 1 164 11 39-2 19-76

0 38 18-6 2-275 3 164 12 17-2 19-76

0 38 45-1 3-005 1 106 20 58-5 19*75

0 39 3-7 3-063 1 92 29 13-5 19'75

0 40 1-4 3-019 2 102 38 24-1 19-73

0 40 4-2 2-979 1 111 30 57-1 19-73

0 40 13-4 2-240 2 164 8 36-1 19-73

0 40 17-9 2-255 3 163 51 1-1 19-73

0 40 22-9 3-154 (2) 71 9 48-1 19-73

0 40 32*9 3-195 5 63 8 35-1 19-73

0 40 63 8

0 40 37-6 2-954 3 116 3 40-4 1972

0 40 39-3 3-195 1 63 8 14-4 19-72

0 40 40-7 2-920 3 122 11 28-4 19*72

0 40 43-5 3-020 1 102 14 39-4 19-72

0 40 44-3 2-223 4 164 16 44-4 19-72

0 40 47-1 3-105 1 82 27 14-4 19-72

0 40 55-7 3-057 1 93 37 22-4 19-72

0 40 56*1 3-058 1 93 32 40-4 19*72

0 41 23-8 2-233 3 163 52 6-7 19-71

0 41 41-6 2-872 1 129 0 20-7 19-71

0 42 3-8 2-198 4 164 15 4-0 19-70

0 42 13*6 3-226 4 58 29 23-0 19-70

0 42 49*8 2-195 1 164 2 37-3 19-69

0 43 1-3 3-046 2 95 57 59-3 19-69

0 43 20-8 2-169 1 164 18 1-6 19-68

0 43 28-7 3-030 0) 99 25 39-6 19-68

0 43 34-3 3-061 1 92 39 59-6 19-68

0 43 47-0 3-038 1 97 39 17-9 19-67

0 43 56-8 3-037 1 97 49 22-9 19-67

0 43 59-1 3-037 1 97 49 2-9 19-67

0 44 10-2 3-352 1 43 12 15-9 19-67

0 44 59-5 3-059 2 92 59 10-5 19-65

0 45 0-3 3-189 1 66 25 23-5 19-65

0 45 52-1 3-241 1 58 16 59-8 19-64

0 45 52-1 2-932 2 117 20 41-8 19-64

0 45 57-6 2-903 3 121 57 53-1 19-63

0 46 16-9 2-135 1 163 54 48-1 19-63

0 46 33-5 2-115 2 164 6 33-1 19-63

0 47 14-8 2-102 1 164 8 28-7 19-61

0 47 51-9 + 3-242 1 59 11 21-0 -19-60

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs
by b.

and H

rnieeB; eL; vmE; (An-~)

drom. Gt. Neb.) Bifid }
l (Bond) J

! vvB; L; R; psmbMN ..

vF ; R ; 2nd of several

vF; pL; R (Bond, Jan. 1853)

Cl; L; 1C; st 9. ..10

eF; S; R; #13, 20" 180°

F; pL; lbM
i train of st and neb
F; vS; R; lbM
F; pS; HE; bM
eF; pi; R; gvlbM
vF; R
vF; S; bi-N
vF; S; iR; r; #10, 5' s ..

F
;
pS ; iF ; er

vF; L; 4st in diff n

F; vL; vmE 172°

F; S; E or bi-N; vglbM..

F; pL; vlE; r

vF; S; R; lbM; 2vSstf; #inv

pB; S; R; pmbM; r; | p
One of R.’s novas; the other

= h. 60.

I’ll; vvB; vvL; vmEl
I 54°-5 gbM ; 4st. J

pF; R; bM .

vB; pS; IE; smbM; #8, 5'nf

F; pS; R; gbM
F; S; R; gbM; #9, 40"nf .

pL; IE; gbM; r

vF ; A 2st & neb

F; S; E 135°+; lbM.

pL; R
;
gbM# 13

S; R; vsvmbM#13
pS; R
;
pS; IE; psbM; r; #8sf4'

;
F; pL ;

stvS

;
pS: ilE; r

; S; R
; vS; iR; pgbM
; S; IE; psbM; #8 f5 8-5..

; vS

;
pS; smbM; sp of Dneb

; S; R; nf of Dneb
;
pL; R; 2stl0nr

S; iR; bM; stellar

S; R; #15, f30"

S; R

; B; L; IE; stl2...l6

vB; L; pmE; glbM; #11 np
eF
Cl; F; eeL; R; stl2...18 ...

vF; pL; R; vglbM; r

F; E; aB#f, vnr

13+

8+
1

0*

3

1

1

1

3
4

1

1

3

3

1

3
2#
2

3

3
6

0

9*f

1

3

2
4

1

1

3*

3

1

4

5

1

4

1

3

3

1

3
2
4

4

3

1
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No.

of

References to

Cata Sir J. H.’s SirW. H.’s1 Other
[ogue Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebula. and Nos.

h. H.

168 2360

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

2359
76

2361

77
78

2363
2362

79

|
79, a, b

4007
4008

II. 210

R. 2 novae
177

5059

178

179

180 2365
181 2364

182 2366
183 2367 A. 23
184 2368
185 80 11.433

186 • 2369
187 2370 A. 25
188 2371

189 81 III. 191

190 82 II. 434
191 2372
192 2374 A. 55 ??

193 2375 A. 62

194 2373
195 83

196 4012
197 D’Arrest, 7
198 2376 A. 31 ??

199 D’Arrest, 8

200 2378 A. 36 ??

201 2377
202 84 II. 215
203 85 II. 216
204 VIII. 64 C.H.
205 86, a R. nova
206 86 II. 217
207 D’Arrest, 9

208 D’Arrest, 10

209 86,b R. nova
210 86, c R. nova
211 Auw. N. 9
212 87 11.218
213 87, a R. nova
214 88 I. 54
215 D’Arrest, 11

216 2379
217 D’Arrest, 12
218 89 II. 224
219 2380
220 2381
221 II. 219
222 IT. 220

Eight
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

0 48 23-0

0 48 24-5

0 48 59-6

0 49 15-8

0 49 25-0

0 49 55-7

0 50 3 5

0 50 10-7

0 50 11*5

0 50 22-3

0 50 29-3

0 50 36-2

0 50 36-7

0 50 40-4

0 50 51-5

0 51 27-2

0 52 10-5

0 52 46-1

53 13-3

54 19-9

54 45-4

55 5-2

56 16-4

57 26-8

0 57 28-7

0 57 28-8

0 57 44-3

0 57 45-8

0 57 57-6

0 58 53
0 58 56-4

0 59 21

0 59 27-3

0 59 31-7

0 59 32-3

0 59 34-3

0 59 37-4

0 59 39-6

0 59 40-5

0 59 42

0 59 42
0 59 46-3

0 2-3

0 15*1

0 39-6

0

0 43-4

0 45

0 45-8

1 29
1 39-0

2 5-5

2 39-6

2 44-2

2 44-2

Annual
Precession

Eight
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Nor^h Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

+ 2-151 4 162 57 22
,

-3 - 19-59 4

2-844 3 128 27 8-3 19-59 4

3-131 1 78 40 51-6 19-58 1

2-132 1 163 0 0-9 19-57 1

3-060 1 92 31 27-9 19-57 1

3-240 2
|

60 28 21-2 19-56 2
2-675 2 143 32 6-2 19-56 2

2-883 2 122 43 13-2 19-56 2
3-241 3 60 24 25*2 19-56 3

3-241 60 21 31-2 19-56

2-780 1 134 35 56-5 19-55 1

2-780 1 134 30 1-5 19-55 1

2-668 2 143 43 58-5 19-55 2
2-810 1 131 12 36-5 19-55 1

2-667 1 143 39 58-8 19-54 1

2-078 5 163 13 35-1 19-53 5

2-850 2 125 53 21-4 19-52 2
3-027 98 19 51-0 19-50

1-902 1 165 12 27-0 19-50 1

2-043 5 162 56 9-3 1 9^49 5

2-632 2 143 59 49-6 19-48 2
3-044 2 94 59 49-5 19-45 2
3-032 1 97 5 49-1 19-43 3
2-308 1 156 21 30-0 19-40 1

2-022 2 162 22 33-0 19-40 2
2-069 3 161 35 59-0 19'40 3

2-828 2 125 53 46-0 19-40 2
3-700 1 28 34 5-0 19-40 1

2-745 1 134 1 50-3 19-39 1 1

3-28 [1] 58 20 18 19-37 [1]
1-969 5 162 48 27*9 19-37 5

3-29 [1] 57 57 18 19-36

1-904 2 163 34 23-2 19-36 2 1

2-864 1 120 55 53-2 19-36 1

3-289 3 58 14 9*2 19-36 3
]

3-289 3 58 16 41-2 19-36 3
I

3-703 1 29 9 36-2 19-36 1 '

3-289 58 20 48-2 19-36

3-289 3 58 20 16-2 19-36 3
|

3-29 [3] 58 26 0 19-36 [3] 1

3-29 [3] 58 25 18 19-36 [3]
'

3-288 58 23 20-2 19-35

3-288 58 27 16-2 19-34

3 071 89 48 55-8 19-34

3-299 1 57 37 10-1 19-33 1

59 37 ... 1

3-361 2 51 5 25-1 19-33 2
3-30 [1] 57 36 18 19-33 [i-3 :

1-940 1 162 44 38-1 19-33 1

3-30 [1] 57 59 48 19*31 [i] '

3-326 2 55 2 13-7 19-31 2
1

2679 1 137 25 34-0 19-30 1 <

2-041 1 160 37 28-3 19-29 1

3-306 0) 57 34 0-3 19-29 (0 <

+ 3-306 (O 57 34 0-3 -19-29 (1)1

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

pB; vS; R; gvlbM
;
r

pB; vL; vmiE; vgpmbM ..

Cl; S; scst

F;vS
pF; S; E
pF; vS; R; gbM
F; S; R; *12 f 90°

eF; vS; R
;
pB* f 2'

pB
;
pL; R

;
gbM ; *9, 3' 135‘

fF; S; R (g of Lord R.).
(

(_
For b, see No. 5059. J

eF; vS; R; lbM
vF; vS; R; lbM; 3stp

pF; S ; R ;
bM

; p of 2
(?)F; S; stellar

vF; IE; VgbM; f of 2

©; vB; S; IE; st 13... 15 ...

vF;S; R; glbM; 2stlls

pF; L; E 0°+
;
glbM; *10

f 20 s-5.

F; L; R; vgbM
B; L; viF; mbMD*; r

eF; S; R
pF; S; iE; *8f97 s

F; S; iR; sbM; *14nf 20,"...

eF; vmEl45°-4; vlbM
vvF

;
pL ;

vlE ; vgbM
;
vB; vL; vC; vmbM; st

13... 14.

F; S; R; glbM
Cl; S

Cl ; F; L ; R; pC; st 14...16

F; S; bet 2 st 15

vF; S; R; gbM ..i...

pF; S; R; bM; 1st of 3 ,..

pF; S; R; sbM; 2nd of 3

Cl; pC

?bM; 3rd of 3.

f A.R.A.= 0 \
\A.P.D.= 93"/

vF; R; pS; f of D neb

>rd R.’s diagram

F nebula (Bond, Jan. 1853)
F; vS

; R; mbM; bet 2 st ..

makes a D neb with h. 87 ..

F; vS; vlE
;
gbM; 4Sstnr ..

F; S; pos from h. 87= 40°

dist 47".

F; pL; R; glbM
F; S; R; *10f l?-8, s 80" ...

•S ;
stellar; =*7m .

F; vL; R; vglbM
,

:S ; F; p of D neb

(1) pL; f of D neb ...

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

4

5*t
1

1

1

MDCCCLXIV. H
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance

for

I860,, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.
'

Total

No. of

times

uf Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s t

2382 1 3 Q*2 + 2*800 1 126 31 25*9 — 19*27 1 eF
;
S

;
R

;
vS* nr j

2384 1 3 27-6 1*908 1 162 30 42*9 19*27 1 eF
;
pL

;
R

;
svlbM 2

2383 1 3 37-2 2*801 2 126 14 35*2 19*26 2 vF; S; R; glbM 2
2386 1 3 39*2 1*861 4 163 6 23*2 19*26 4 F; pS; R; gbM 4

227 2385 1 3 57-5 2*849 3 120 57 48*5 19*25 3 F
;
pL; R; VglbM; p of 2 ... 3

2387 A. 36 ? 1 4 4-2 1*814 1 163 37 59*5 19*25 1 4

90 III. 15 il 4 25*7 3*303 1 58 37 12*8 19*24 1 F; pS; R; bM... 2
III. 154 1 4 26-1 3*303 1:: 58 36 22*8 19*24 1:: eF; vS 1

[162] 1 4 28*3 1*890 1 162 30 54*8 19*24 1 vF . 1

2388"
1

1 4 41*6 2*855 g 119 58 44*8 19*24 2 eF
;
S : E

:
glbM

;
f of 2 2

2389 1 4 57-6 2*768 1 128 4Q 3Q-1 19*23 1 vF; S; R; glbM 1

034 91 III. 592 1 5 41-2 3*066 1 91 3 7*7 19*21 1 vF; vS; R 2

235 91, a R. nova 1 5 91 3 Forms a A with h. 91 & 92... 0

236 2390 1 5 43*8 2*826 2 122 49 44*7 19*21 2 2 vSst+F neb 2
237 92 III. 593 1 5 46*4 3*065 1 91 4 22*7 19*21 1 eF; eS 2
238 II. 622 1 5 49*2 3*074 1 89 45 44*0 19*20 1 F; L; R; bM; er 1

230 93 II. 447 1 5 51-7 3*066 1 90 50 22*7 19*21 1 F; vS; R; vsbM* 3

95 1 6 16*1 3*324 1 57 1 50*0 19*20 1 F; S; vsbM 1

241 2391 1 6 16-3 2*340 1 152 20 39*0 19*20 1 F; S; R; gbM; *12 f 2
049 94 i, 1 6 27*6 3*732 1 30 36 52*3 19*19 1 Cl; S; 1C 1

943 2392 , 1 6 36-9 2*430 2 148 5Q 52*3 49*19 2 B; S; R; psbM 2
244 VII. 45 1 6 53*4 3*703 2 31 56 6*6 19*18 Cl; S; iF; pC 2
245 2393 1 7 7*0 2-761 2 128 38 59*9 19*17 % pF; S: R: glbM 2
246 2394 1 7 12*4 2*823 2 122 29 25*9 19-17 2 pB; S; R; gbM 2
247 2396 1 7 13*1 2*423 2 149 1 44*9 19*17 2 F; vS; R 2
248 2395 1 7 16*6 2*823 2 122 55*9 19*17 2 pF; S; R; gbM 2

249 D’Arrest, 13 1 7 21 3*32 [i] 57 31 18 19*16 [1] F; S; R; *15 p, 8S
*3, 270° ... 0

250 D’Arrest, 14 1 7 51 3*32 [2] 57 40 42 19*15 [2] F; pL; bM; *11 nr 0

251 96, a R. nova 1 8 59 43 vF; mEl35°+ ; lbM; nph.96 0

252 96 1 '8 29*3 3*306 1 59 42 41*8 19*14 1 vF: E: *9np: S*nf. vnr 1

253 2397 1 8 35*1 2*480 1 146 8 37*8 19*14 1 vF; S; R; bM 1

254 III. 440 1 8 48*8 3*061 1 91 35 19*1 19*13 1 vF ; vL 1

255 2399 A. 7, 10 ? 1 9 50-6 1*668 3 164 2 15*0 19*10 4 pF; pL; iR; r; 1st of sev, 3
neb and st.

256 97 VII. 42 1 10 24-8 3*722 1 32 24 35*3 19*09 1 Cl; B; L; pR; st 7, 3, 10 ... 3

257 2401 A. 60 ? 1 10 40*8 1*799 2 162 17 13*6 19*08 2 pF; L; R; vgbM 2
258 III. 205 1 10 41-4 3*198 1 73 4 51*6 19*08 1 eF 1

259 2402 A. 8, 10? 1 10 48*6 1*650 4 164 2 41*6 19*08 4 F; pL; iR; gbM; r; 2ndofsev. 4

260 2400 1 10 54*4 2*794 1 124 6 11*6 19*08 1 pB; R; glbM; ? 1° in P.D.... 1

261 2404 A. 9? 1 11 42-3 1*629 1 164 4 36*5 19*05 1 pB
;
pL; iF ; 3rd of sev 1

262 2403 1 11 43-3 2*365 1 149 38 46*5 19*05 1 vF; R; gbM; 30 1

263 99 III. 250 1 11 56-6 3*091
|

1 87 25 16*5 19*05 1 pB; pL; R; gmbM; p of 2... 4

264 I. 108 1 12 1*0 3*091 1 87 30 53*5 19*05 1 cB: vL: iR: pB*f 1

265 98 1 12 2*9 3*335 1 1 58 1 55*5 19*05 1 vF
;
eS

;
stellar 1

266 D’Arrest, 15 1 12 41 3*33 [2] 58 2 0 19*03 [2] eF; vS; *9pl4s
; vdiffic 0

267 III. 206 1 12 41*2 3*192 1 74 14 55*1 19*03 1 eF; S 1

268 100 III. 577 1 13 19*9 3*428 1 50 14 18*7 19*01 1 vF
;
pS; vlE; vglbM 2

269 III. 251 1 13 21*4 3 092 3: 87 22 9*7 19*01 3: pB; S; smbM; f of 2 3

270 101 1 13 47*2 3*119 1 ;; 83 43 2 19*00 1 cF; pL; R; red * 7*8, 225° ... 1

271 2405 1 14 3*5 2*691 1 131 42 52*3 18*99 1 1 eF; IE 1

272 102 III. 156 1 14 6*0 3*350 1 57 17 30*3 18*99 1:: vF: eS: 1st of:3 3

273 2406 1 14 7*3 2*353 2 149 1

5

33*3 13*99 2 vB: S; IE: psmbM 2
274 D’Arrest, 16 1 14 29 3*14

1

81 31 48 18*97 [1] pB; S; E 0

275 103, a R. nova 1 14 29 3*107 85 24 26*6 18*98 y in Lord R.’s diagram 0

276 103 III. 252 1 14 31*2 3*107 2 85 28 25*6 18*98 2 pB; L; R; svmbM; *7flm ... 3

277 103, l 1 R. nova 1 14 46*4 3*107 85 21 47*6 18*98 (3 in Lord R.’s diagram 0

278 III 157 J 14 51*3 3*351 2 57 15 28*9 18*97 2 vF : S : 2nd of 3 2
279 2407 1 14 53*5 2*772 2 124 48 1 5*0 18*97 2 B; S; vlE; bM; vS*nr 2

280 103, c R. nova 1 14 57*1 3*107 85 18 37*6 18*97 8 in Lord R.’s diagram 0

281 105 III. 594 1 14 59*5 3*075 1 89 47 7*2 18*96 1 vF; L; mE 60°+
; lbM ... 2

282 104 1 15 4*4 + 3*352 1 57 33 18*2 -18*96 1 vF; E; f s 1
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No.
References to

of
Sir J. H.’s SirW. H.’s Other

logue. Catalogues Classes
Authorities.

of Nebulas. and Nos.

b. H.

104, a R. 5 novae

288 106, a R. nova

289 106 III. 158

290 103, R. nova

291 D’Arrest, 17

092 107

293 D’Arrest, 18

294 108 III. 159

295 109 III. 160

2Qfi 110

297 111 III. 169

298 112 II. 252

299 113 III. 167

300 D’Arrest, 19
301 114 III. 168

302 114,

a

R. nova

303 116 III. 253

304 115 II. 461

305 D’Arrest, 20,

306 D’Arrest, 21

307 117 I. 151

308 D’Arrest, 22

309 2408

310 2409
311 118

312 118, a R. nova
313 III. 556
314 119

315 121 II. 462
316 2410

317 120

318 120, a R. nova

319 III. 170

320 2411

321 2412

322 II. 448,

323 II. 449

324 2413

325 III. 171

326 122 II. 463

327 123 III. 560

328 III. 172

329 III. 173

330 124 VII. 48

331 D’Arrest, 23

332 III. 441

333 III. 442

334 125

335 2414
336 2415

337 2416
338 2417
339 2418
340 127
341 126 2.131 =M.103
342 128 I. 100

343 128,o R. nova
344 III. 431

345 129
346 130

Right
Lscension

for

30, Jan. 0,

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

15
8

+ 57 33
" — 18-95

15 57 16 18-95

15 19’6 3*354 2 57 16 46-5 18-95

15 23-2 3-107 85 20 17-6 18-95

15 35 3-35 [3] 57 31 18 18-94

15 36*6 3-352 1: 57 36 31-8 18-94

15 38 3-13 [2] 81 41 6 18-94

15 48-0 3-354 2 57 28 37-8 18-94

15 49-0 3-354 1 57 26 52-8 18-94

16 7*8 3-362 1 56 49 53-1 18-93

16 34-4 3-362 1 56 56 28-4 18-92

16 35-8 3-169 2 77 49 io-7 18-91

16 45*3 3-360 1 57 16 37-7 18-91

16 48 3-14 [2] 81 10 6 18-91

16 48-8 3-360 1 57 18 37-7 18-91

16 57 18

17 19’4 3-097 1 86 55 16-3 18-89

17 19-8 3*078 2 89 0 21*3 18-89

17 22 3-14 [2] 80 44 24 18-89

17 25 3-37 [1] 56 42 18 18-89

17 26-8 3-142 1 81 11 50-3 18-89

17 31 3*14 [2] 81 1 12 18-88

17 35-1 2-750 3 125 48 8*3 18-89

17 37*5 2-748 3 125 51 0-3 18-89

17 44-5 3-377 1 56 1 31-3 18-89

17 56 1

17 51-6 3-140 1 81 28 43-6 18-88

17 51-6 3*140 (1)? 81 29 30-6 18-88

18 19’5 3-081 2 88 58 4-9 18-87

18 22-9 2-708 2 128 52 11-9 18-67

18 24-6 3-379 1 56 2 19 18*87

18 56 2
18 26-6 3-373 1 56 39 5-2 18-86

18 51-2 2-707 2 128 48 57*5 18-85

18 52*4 2-707 2 128 47 17-5 18-85

18 55-2 3-056 1 92 3 54-5 18*85

18 55*2 3-056 1 92 3 54-5 18-85

19 6-8 2-707 1 128 44 40-8 18-84

19 27*2 3-383 1 56 4 7*1 18-83

19 33-1 3-083 2 88 42 53-1 18-83

19 42*9 3-415 1 53 32 28-1 18-83

19 56-5 3-371 1 57 16 7.4 18-82

19 56-5 3*371 1 57 16 7.4 18-82

20 10*3 3-969 1 27 25 54-7 18-81

20 21 3-38 [1] 56 25 18 18-80

20 34-8 3-051 1 92 40 8-0 18-80

20 39*9 3 052 1 92 37 8-0 18-80

21 10-0 3-362 1 58 23 57-6 18-78

21 37’4 2-726 1 126 27 1-2 18-76

22 20-5 2-675 1 130 " 2 23-8 18-74

22 43*5 2-723 1 126 19 27-1 18-73

23 15-2 2-453 1 142 18 52-7 18*71

23 43-9 2-864 1 113 23 44-0 18-70

23 47-8 3-390 1 57 6 32-0 18-70

23 59’8 3-916 2 30 2 9*3 18-69

24 18-7 3-008 3 97 35 25-6 18-68

24 97 35
24 22-2 3-008 (i) 97 36 39-6 18-68

. 24 33-4 3-059 1 91 38 46-6 18-68

. 24 35-7 + 3-008 1 97 36 47*9 - 18-67

Summary Description from £

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

No descr Nos. 283. ..287 incl

No description

pB; pL; R; 3rd of 3

e in Lord R.’s diagram

vF; S; obs. with H.157, 158,

159, 160.

No description

cB; S; R; bMN
vF; pL; R; bM; p of 2
vF; S; f of 2
vF; vS
F

; S ; stellar

F; L; IE; vglbM; $f
Stellar; p of 2

eF; S; v diffic; I 151 f41 s
...

pB; R; stellar; f of 2
S;R;bM
F;cL; E135°+
F; pL; R; gbM
eF; pL; iF; ?Cl+ neb

D neb; vF ;
90° pos .'.

vB; pL; mbM; 4S st nr

vF; vS; * 11*12 p 5*

F; S; IE; p of 2

F; S ; IE ;
bM ; f of 2'

pB; vS; sbM
; p of 2

One of 4 neb nr h. 120

vF; pL; raE 15°-b
Not vF; L; RfbiVl
pB

;
pL : R

;
gmbM

eeF; S; R;vgbM; 1st of 4...

pB; pL; gbM; f of 2

One of 4, see h. 118, 120 ...

Stellar

eeF; S; R; vgbM; 2nd of 4...

eeF ; S ; R ; vgbM ; 3rd of 4 . .

.

Stellar; p of D neb

Stellar; f of D neb

eeF; S; R; vgbM; 4th of 4...

Stellar

F; S; E 90°
; bM; r

vF; S; E; vglbM; *13 nr ...

vS; stellar; p of 2
vS; stellar; fof2
Cl; B; pL; pRi; st mm
eF; pL; R
vF; vS; iE; pof2
vF; vS; iF; fof2
vF; S; R
vF; S; R
eF; S; att to S*; B*nr
vS; Jpos225°inv
F; S; R; bM; amstll
B; L; pmE; gpmbM
vF; pL; gbM
Cl; B; R; Ri; pL;,st 10... 11

vB; pL; R; mbM; p of 2 ...

No description

eF; S; f of 2

vF; S; R; bM
vF; vS; R
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References to

- Sir J. H.’s

;. Catalogues

of Nebula?

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

5 Other
Authorities.

h. H.*

D’Arrest, 24
D’Arrest, 25
D’Arrest, 26

2419
132 II. 4

131 v. 17 M. 33

11.473
III. 432

133 III. 150

2421 A. 17?
R. nova

f D’Arr. = 1

1 Auw.N.15 J

134
9493

f 1391
I. 281

[ 2422 J

135 III. 174

137 II. 282

136

2424
138 III. 454

2425
140 III. 471

2426 A. 479
2427
141

142 M. 74
Auw. N. 16

2428
143

242Q
144 II. 283

VII. 49
2430
2432
2431

2435
2433
2434

M. 76
I. 193

145 VII. 46

146

VIII. 65 C,H.
II. 253

147 11.610

VI. 31

148

II. 588
149 11.611

150 I. 157
II. 589

D’Arrest, 27
II. 228

151 IV. 42
III. 175

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

1 24 40 + 3*41 [ 1 ] 55 26 18 — 18*66 [1]
1 25 0 3*35 [2] 60 5 0 18*65 [2]
1 25 28 3*35 [2] 60 5 0 18*64 [2]
1 25 53’4 2*737 2 124 13 32*1 18*63 2

1 25 54*1 3*006 1 97 44 13*1 18*63 1

1 25 56*3 3*358 1 60 3 50*1 18*63 1

1 26 1*4 2*960 1 102 53 18*1 18*63 1

1 26 15*0 3*003 1 98 2 38*4 18*62 1

1 26 17*0 3*361 1 59 57 47*4 18*62 1

1 26 24*6 1*327 2 164 16 37*4 18*62 2

1 26 33*5 3*355 60 31 53*9 18*61

1 27 18*1 3*002 98 5 42*6 18*58

1 27 23*6 3*399 1 57 4 11*6 18*58 1

1 27 44*5 2*690 1 127 13 26*9 18*57 1

1 27 47*4 2*780 3 120 7 37*9 18*57 3

1 27 53*1 3*401 1 57 2 16*9 18*57 1

1 28 18*0 3*001 1 ; 98 2 43*5 18*55 1

1 28 19*5 3*399 1 57 19 26*5 18*55 1

1 28 37*9 2*687 1 127 12 19*8 18*54 1

1 28 48*9 3*072 1 90 2 25*1 18*53 2

1 28 50*4 2*686 1 127 12 40*1 18*53 1

1 28 55*4 2*976 1 100 43 34*1 18*53 1

1 28 57*2 2*612 1 132 9 23*1 18*53 2

1 29 2*6 2*647 1 129 51 50*1 18*53 1

1 29 9*2 3*405 1 ? 57 7 44.4 18*52 1

'

1 29 11‘1 3*211 2 74 55 46*4 18*52 2 i

1 29 14*4 4*681 17 49 45*0 18*50

1 29 27*8 2*642 1 130 3 42*7 18*51 i
1

1 29 59*6 3*119 1 84 50 14*0 18*50 1
1

1 30 9*9 2*669 2 128 2 13*0 18*50 2
1

1 32 7*6 2*997 2 98 13 12*4 18*42 2
1

1 32 8*2 4*132 1 26 40 32*4 18*42 1 1

1 32 32*0 2*759 3 120 38 10*7 18*41 3 -

1 32 38*7 2*575 2 133 14 25*0 1 8*40 3 ]

1 32 39-3 2*759 3 120 37 15*0 18*40 3 '

1 32 40*7 0*929 2 166 16 4*0 18*40 2 '

1 32 50*9 2*573 2 133 18 22*0 18*40 2 i

3 32 55*1 1*907 1 155 36 37*3 18*39 1 i

1 33 28*5 3*334 1 39 8 52*4 18*37 1 1

1 33 37*5 3*734 1 39 7 27*4 18*3.7 l '

1 34 28*0 4*062 2 28 49 19*8 18*34 2 (

1 34 41*6 3*856 1 34 49 52*1 18*33 1 <

1 34 45*0 4*018 1 30 0 37*1 18*33 1 <

1 35 35*6 3*199 1 77 4 36*0 18*30 1
1

1 36 23*8 3*366 1 62 0 24*9 18*27 1 ]

1 36 29'2 4*055 1 29 27 40*9 18*27 1 <

1 36 30*8 3*107 1 86 28 36*9 18*27 1 \

1 37 15*0 3*165 2 80 17 10*8 18*24 2 i

1 39 33*1 3*365 2 62 48 58*2 18*16 2 i

1 40 0-8 3*360 2 63 16 25*8 18*14 3 ]

1 40 35-6 3*183 2 79 10 46*7 18*11 2 ]

1 41 29 3*30 [1] 68 21 3 18*08 [i]
1

1 41 34*5 3*299 2 68 42 50*6 18*08 2
1

1 41 37*9 3*126 2 84 47 12*6 18*08 2 ’

1 41 51*1 + 3*482 1 54 53 51*9 -18*07 1 ]

357

358

359
360

361

362
363

364
365
366

367
368

369
370
371

372
373
374
375
376

377
378

379
380
381

382
383
384
385

386

387

388

389
390
391

392
393
394
395
396

397
398

399
400
401

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

vvF; S; ?rr

F
; M. 33, f65 s

;
another f28s

,

F; pL, f of 2
F; S; R; bM
pB; R; bM; r; *6 , f47

s*5 ..

I; eB; eL; R; vRi; vgbMN

F; S; iF; er

eeF
vS; R; vv!bM
B; S; R; psbM*; r

S, a neb or Cl with 3stinv...

f Nebulous -^11, m (D’Arr

\ Resultate).

vF; psbM; stellar

F; vS; R; *12, p

/ vB; vL; vmE, 118°-3;
"1

l sbM; *34°*5, 6 S*5. /

pF
;
psbM

; stellar

pB; pL; ilE; gmbM; r; *8
nplO'.

pB
;
pL; bM; *f, 2m 51 s

eeeF
; vS; R; p of2

eF; pL; not bM
F; S ; R ; f of 2
eF; S; am vSst

B; pL; m£; gpmbM
pF; S; R; bM
vF; R; f of 2

B; F; vL; R; vg.psmbM; rr

F; 3st+ neb (Struve, E. 2).

pF; S; R; bM..
pB; S; R; psbM

...14.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

0

0

0

2

7

14f

1

1

5

2
0

J>

0*

1

1
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No.
References to

of

Cata- Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’s Other
logue Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebulas. and Nos.

h. H.

402 II. 229

403 152 11.612

404 2436 11.481

405 153

406 154 II. 501

407 2438

f 1351
408 < = > TIL 459

L2437J
409 III. 561

410 11.617
411 2439
412 156 11.859

413 D’Arrest, 28
414 11.618

415 2440
416 III. 179
417 2441

f 1601
418 < = > I. 62

{ 2442 j

419 158 III. 192
420 III. 564
421 III. 565
422 157 III. 562
423 I
424 y 157, a R. 3 novse

j
425 J
426 161 II. 596
427 159 III. 563
428 162 55 Androm.

429 163
430 164 11.270

f 165^1

431 < = > I. 105

^2443J
432 D’Arrest, 29
433 D’Arrest, 30
434 D’Arrest, 31

r 1661
435

t
=

r III. 460

[_2444 j

436 167
437 2445
438 168

439 2446
440 III. 266

r i77i
441 x.=,\ III. 265

12447

J

442 II. 221
443 III. 176
444 169
445 169, a R. nova
446 169,6 R. nova
447 169, c R. nova
448 172 II. 271
449 173 II. 272
450 170
451 171

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No,
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

N.RD.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

h m s s

1 41 57*7 + 3-299 2 68 44 49-2 — 18-06 2
1 42 3-5 3-369 (1) 63 3 33-2 18-06 1

1 42 17-0 2-959 1 101 7 2-5 18-05 1

1 42 17-6 3-186 1 :: 79 0 17-5 18-05 1

1 42 18-3 2-910 1 105 39 54-5 18-05 1

1 42 20-7 2-290 1 143 29 3-5 18-05 1

1 42 21-3 2-808 1 114 29 31-5 18-05 1

1 42 25-7 3-492 1 54 21 52-8 18-04 1

1 42 55-7 3-299 1 68 56 54-1 18-03 1

1 43 2*1 2-393 2 139 19 59-1 18-03 2
1 43 10-9 3-129 1 84 33 6-4 18-02 1

1 43 13 3-30 [1] 68 42 18 18-01 [1]
1 43 29-0 3-309 1 68 7 54-7 18-01 1

1 43 32-7 2-652 1 125 38 52-7 18-01 1

1 43 39-3 3-307 2 68 20 25-0 18-00 2

1 43 42-0 2-653 1 125 34 5-0 18-00 1

1 44 8-0 2-964 1 100 23 45-6 17-98 2

1 44 17-0 3-024 2 94 44 57-9 17-97 3

1 44 25-9 3-496 1 54 35 56-9 17-97 1

1 44 25-9 3-496 1 54 35 56-9 17-97 1

1 44 27-3 3-497 1 54 31 58-9 17*97 1

1 44 54 32

1 44 30-7 3-131 1 84 24 17-9 17-97 1

1 44 34-3 3-497 1 54 33 1-9 17-97 1

1 44 55-9 3-575 1 49 57 41-5 17-95 1

1 44 56-2 3-509 1 53 52 9-5 17-95 1

1 45 56-9 3-110 2 86 29 23-7 17-91 2

1 46 12-4 2-918 2 104 25 39-0 17-90 2

1 46 19 3-28 Cl] 70 50 18 17-89 [1]
1 46 32 3-56 [1] 51 18 3 17-88 [1]
1 47 5 3-29 [3] 69 59 18 17-86 [3]

1 47 139 2-797 2 114 26 46-2 17-86 2

1 47 14-6 2-795 1 114 33 21-2 17-86 1

1 47 43-1 2-621 1 126 34 24-8 17-84 1

1 47 47-9 3-110 1 86 29 14-8 17-84 1

1 47 50-1 2-621 1 126 32 0-8 17-84 1

1 48 6-0 2-969 1 99 38 5-4 17-82 1

1 48 17-0 2-968 1 99 44 29-4 17-82 1

1 48 26-0 3-463 1 57 38 16-7 17-81 1

1 48 33-4 3-483 1 56 23 6-7 17-81 1

1 48 33-9 3-463 3 57 38 53-7 17-81 3
1 48 34*5 3-463 57 38 25-7 17-81

1 48 38-4 3-46.3 57 38 0-7 17-81
1 48 47-9 3-463 57 40 30-7 17-81 J
1 49 2-8 3-126 1 85 3 29-3 17-79 1

1 49 3*2 3-126 1 85 3 41-3 17-79 1

1 49 6-3 4-127 1 30 30 49-6 17-78 1

1 49 7-6 + 3-953 1 35 13 13-6 -17-78 1

Summary Description from i

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

pB; S; iR; mbM; 2nd of 2..

F; vlE, 90°; *15, nr

pF; cL; R; glbM; S*p, 90".

eF
cF; S; R; gvlbMN
F; vL; R; vgvlbM

vF; vS; R; gbM; er; 2stnr

,

vF
; stellar

F; cL; vglbM
B; S; R; gbM
pF; S; E90°; vglbM; *10, nf

F; S; R; bet2stl5
vS; stellar

F; S; R
F; cL; E; mbM
eF; S

F
;
pL ;

E ; vgvlbM ; r

.

eF; vlE 0°+ , *13, s, 90"

Stellar; 3rd of 4

Stellar; last of 4

vF; stellar; 1st of 4

Near h. 157, 159

F; S; bM; *13 1', n

F
;
pL; bM; 2nd of 4 .. ..

Fine nebulous * with strong

atm.

vF; R ; am pBst

pB; S; iR; psmbM

cB; pL; IE; psmbM

eF; R; *19, f

eF; pL
vF; vS ; R ; /3 Arietis in field

pF; vS; R; vgbM

vF; pL; R; gbM; S#195°
F; S; R; bM
Suspected neb
eeeF ; S ; R
eF ; stellar

vF; pS; vlE

F; pL; mE; r

eeeF; stellar

pB; R; bM; *13, np

(}, y, S of Lord R.’s diag.

£=11.221 H.

pF; S; R; p of 2; pos=102°-4
vF; vS; R; sbM; f of 2

Cl; not Ri
; £

Cl; pL; pRi; iF; st 11... 13..
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No. References to

of

Cata- Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’s Other
logue. Catalogues Classes Authorities.

of Nebulae. and Nos.

h. H.

452 2449
453 176 III. 193
454 2448

455 175 II. 222
456 175, a R. nova
457 174 VII. 32
458 2450

f
178 I

459 < = > III. 464
I 2451 |

460 180

461 D’Arrest, 32
462 179 50 Cassiop.

463 181 112
464 181,

a

R. nova
465 2452 III. 468

III. 214
467 2453
468 D’Arrest, 33
469 182 II. 223
470 183 I. 101

471 III. 215
472 184 III. 583
473 2454

474 185 II. 435
475 186 III. 433
476 D’Arrest, 34
477 187

478 188 III. 207
479 2455

480 2456
481 189 III. 566
482 2457
483 190 III. 208

484 191 III. 151

f 1921
485

<J
= }

[2458 J
486 2459
487 193 I. 152

488 194 II. 604
489 195

490 2461

f
196]

491

[2640 J
492 2462

493 198 III. 227
494 197 II. 605

f
199

1
495 < = > II. 482

[2463 J
496 III. 567

f 200

1

497 l = r
II. 483

[2464 J
r 2on

498
S = >

II. 484

[2465 J

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

h m s

1 49 12*4

1 49 20-4

1 49 21-5

1 49 23*6

1 49
1 49 25*8

1 49 27-7

1 49 57-4

1 51 17-8

1 51 35
1 51 36*4

1 51 39*0

1 51 39
1 52 0-8

1 52 2-0

1 52 3-7

1 52 5

1 52 10-0

1 52 40-6

1 52 43*3

1 52 52*3

1 52 57*3

I 54 2-1

1 54 20-6

1 54 25
1 54 39’4

1 54 49-2

1 54 55-4

1 55 1-3

1 55 8-5

1 55 46-1

1 56 8*7

1 56 54-9

1 57 28-5

1 58 26-4

1 59 51-2

2 0 19-0

2 0 49-6

2 0 55-4

2 0 56-9

2 0 58-2

2 1 34-0

2 1 40-3

2 2 30*1

2 2 32-5

2 2 32-8

2 2 47-1

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

+ 2-112 1 147 22 44-6 -17*78 1 pB; S; R; gbM j

3-017 2 95 9 13-6 17-78 2 eF; *9, 315°+ 3

2-707 3 120 36 23-6 17-78 3 pB; S; E; 1M 3

3-468 1 57 29 41-6 17-78 1 F; pL; mE; r; f of 2 3

57 29
1

nf h. 175 0

3-541 1 53 14*9 17*77 1 Cl; vvL; Ri; st L and sc ... 5

2-107 1 147 26 49-9 17-77 1 vF; S; R; bM 1

3-006 3 96 5 19*5 17*75 3 vF; S; IE; vglbM 4

3-158 1 82 20 13*3 17*69 1 vF; S; R; *10, 2' 285° 1

3-28 [2] 71 42 48 17*68 [2] vF; S; R; nr I. 112 H 0

5-005 1 18 15 36-6 17*68 1 Suspected nebulous * 1*

3-283 2 71 40 12-6 17*68 2 B; cL; R; gbM; r 3 I

3-283 71 as 4- 5 or 6' s of h. 181 0

2*936 1 102 10 50-9 17-67 1 cF; pL; E 0°+
;
glbM 2

3-223 1 76 41 15-9 17*67 1 vF ; stellar 1

2-751 2 116 58 27-9 17*67 2 PF; S; R; glbM 1

3-34 [1] 67 2 18 17*66 [1] F; PL 0

3-451 1 59 15 3-2 17*66 1 pB; pL; R; glbM 2

2-999 3 96 38 24-8 17*64 3 cB; L; raE l63°-0; mbM ... 6
3-209 1 77 59 17*8 17*64 1 eF ; stellar 1

3-406 1 62 26 29-1 17*63 1 vF; vS; E; 3 stp; *250° ... 2*

2-039 1 148 28 9-1 17*63 1 pB; pL; IE; *12 att 3

2*989 (1) 97 30 22-6 17*58 1 PF; pS; R; bM 2
3-005 1 96 3 38-9 17*57 1 cF; cS; R; bM 3 i

3-16 [1] 82 10 18 17*56 [1] vF; S; * 14 f'90°; ll s-65 ... 0

3-247 1 74 57 33-2 17*56 1 eF; S; R; * 11 75° 1

3-280 1 72 17 54*5 17*55 1 vF; cS; R; stellar 2
2-100 1 146 30 26-8 17*54 1 pF; S; R; 2 st 11, nr 1

0-699 3 164 54 18-8 17*54 3 eF; vS; R; *12,25" 315°.... 3

3-571 1 52 33 52*1 17*53 1 vF; S; iR; sbM; * nr 3

1-428 1 158 32 40-7 17*51 1 eeF; vS; li; *13 p 100" ... 1

3*253 1 74 38 1*3 17*49 1 vF; S; iR; glbM; *10 p 2
3s-5

3*428 1 61 40 47*2 17*46 1 vF; vS; iR; bet2stn and sp.. 3

2*780 2 113 58 18*1 17*43 2 vF; pS; vlE 2

1*343 1 159 7 19*3 17*39 1 pF; S; R; gbM 1

3-196 1 79 40 47*1 3 7*33 1 B; vS; vlE; svmbM; *10, 3*
55" 320°.

3*604 1 51 54 21*7 17*31 1 pB; cL; IE; mbM 2

3-238 1 76 18 58-6 17*28 1 F;R;vS;bM 1

2-468 2 131 49 14-6 17*28 2 cF; vS; R; sbM; r 2

2-741 2 116 7 18-6 17*28 2 vF; vF J inv 2

2*561 1 127 9 11-6 17*28 2 F; S; R; vsvmbM*13 2
3-161 1 82 41 44-2 1.7*26 1 vF; S; R ; bM; am st 2
3-617 1 51 28 53*5 17*25 1 pB; S; iR; J f 15 s 2

2-942 3 100 47 38-7 17*21 3 F; S; R; 1st of 4 4

3-591 1 53 0 41-7 17*21 1 vF;S;lE 1

2-942 3 100 47 50*7 17*21 3 F; S; R; 2nd of 4 4

+ 2-942 3 100 48 31-0 — 17*20 3 vF; vS; R; 3rd of 4 4
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No.
References to

of

Cata- Sir J. H.’s SirW. H.’s Other
logue Catalogues Classes Anthorities..

of Nebulas. and Nos.

h. H.

f 202]
499 < = > II. 405

] 2466 J

500 203

501 204 III. 604

502 2467
503 III. 259
504 II. 486
505 2468

506 II. 613
507 2469
508 2470
509 205 III. 260.

510 206 III. 457
511 III. 2
512 207 VI. 33
513 208 III. 201
514 208, a R. nova

f 209]
515

i

=
r

II. 474

[2471

J

516 210 II. 246

517 210, a R. nova
518 211 II. 436
519 213
520 215 II. 437
521 212 VI. 34

1 522 214
523 216 III. 486
524 2473
525 2472

526 217 II. 225
527 218 V. 19
528 2474
529 219 II. 438
530 219, a R. nova

531 III. 695
532 2475

533 III. 570

\
534 2476
535 2477 III. 224
536 I. 153
537 III. 571
538 221
539 220
540 2478 III. 239
541 III. 474
542 222 III. 177
543 II. 489
544 223 IV. 23
545 2479
546 224 III. 261

f 225 1

547 < = \
II. 487

[2480

J

548 2481

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

I860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

N.RD.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

h

2. 51-4 + 2-941 2 100 51 11-0 — 17*20 3 vF; pS; R; 4th of 4 4

2 2 55-0 2-971 1 98 25 7-3 17*19 1 vF; vS; R; psbM 1

2 3 56-7 3-593 1 53 10 55-5 17*15 1 vF; iF
;
stellar 2*

2 4 15-8 1-992 1 147 23 34-1 17*13 1 pF; pS; R; glbM; r 1

2. 4 27*5 3-047 1 92 9 47-4 17-12 1 eF; eS; iF 1

2 4 45-7 2-951 1 99 58 5-7 17-11 1 F; S; E 1

o 5 36-7 2-555 3 126 30 33-9 17-07 4 cF; pS; IE 0°; gbM 4

2 5 51-5 3-435 1 62 46 51-2 17*06 1 F; S, IE 90°; bM 1

2 6 30-8 2-623 2 122 36 11-1 17*03 2 cB; S; E; psmbM 2

2 7 24-0 2-420 2 132 41 12-3 16-99 2 F; vS; svmbM 2

2 7 24*4 3-056 1 91 24 41-3 16-99 1 vF; R; bM; stellar 2
2 8 6-4 3-140 1 84 39 32-5 16-95 1 eF; cL; R; gbM; *12 sf att. 2*

2 8 41*3 3-078 1 89 36 2-1 16-93 1 s: eF; vS; R; bM 1

2 9 15-3 4-166 2 33 29 55-0 16-90 2 !; Cl; vvL; vRi; st7...14 ... 5

2 9 33-1 3-252 i 76 5 52-3 16-89 1 vF; vS; E; *10 sf 4' 2
9, 9 76 5 + neb s of h. 208 0

2 9 43-2 2-920 5 101 59 58-6 16-88 5 F
;
pL

; R ; vglbM 7

2 10 22-6 3-253 1 76 6 11-5 16*85 1 pF; pL; IE; pgbM; 2*

f *9, 185°+ 5'

\ S* sf 1'

2 10 76 6 neb s of h. 210 0

2 11 14-5 2-980 1 97 17 24>7 16-81 i F; pS; E; 1>M; 2 or 3 st nr...

2 11 59-3 3-272 1 74 48 57*9. 16-77 i eF ;
R

;
gbM ; * 1 6 nr 1

2 12 8*7 2-978 2 97 25 44-2 16-75 2 pF; pS; vlE; bM; * nr 3
2 12 34-2 4-188 , 2 33 32 49-5 16*75 2 ! ; Cl; vL; vRi; ruby * M ... 5

2 12 46-6 4-536 1 26 52 20-1 16-73 1 Cl; L; 1C; sc st9...13 1

2 12 54-3 2-852 1 106 42 4-1 16-73 1 F; S; iR
;
pgbM 2

2 13 20-1 1-774 1 150 30 8-7 16-71 1 eF; S; R; 2 or 3 vSstnr ... 1

2 13 30-8 2-400 2 132 23 1-0 16-70 2 vF; vS; R; bM; *7 sf and 6 2
more.

2 13 41 ’2 3-548 4 57 22 48-3 16-69 4 B; S; R; bM; 3S st sp 5

2 13 50-4 3-737 1 48 16 47-6 16-68 1 !; B; vL; vmE 22°*3 5+
2 14 •21-4 2-404 2 132 2 58-2 16-66 2 pF; pS; R; lbM; *8 90°, 4' 2
o 14 35-7; 2-993 1 96 10 8-8 16-64 2 F; vL; iR; gbM 4

2 14 96 10 E ; F ; bM ; makes D neb with 0

h. 219; both E.
2 15 1-0 4-448 1 28 40 47-1 16-63 1 eF; pL; iF 1

2 15 9-4 2-563 1 124 21 30-4 16-62 1 pB; S; R;psbM; *10f90°*0
OE II

1

2 15 14-0 3-732 2 48 42 17'4 16-62 1 eF; vS; IE 1

2 15 26-4 2-779 1 111 27 12-0 16-60 1 pB; S; gbM; r; *p 1

2 16 34-0 2-778 1 111 20 33-5 16-55 1
>"Tj cn W o K3

jr 3
2 16 36-1 2-770 1 111 52 23-5 16-55 1 cB; vL; E 0°...90° 1*

2 16 44-2 3-736 1 48 49 21-5 16-55 1 eF; stellar 1

2 17 49-4 3-319 1 72 7 46-3 16-49 1 pF; L; R; *10 sf 3' 1

2 17 50-6 3-543 1 58 23 33-3 16-49 1 vF; S; R; 4 st nr 1

2 18 44-7 2-710 1 115 26 13-5 16-45 1 cF; pL; R; gpmbM 2
2 18 50-8 3-350 1 70 7 27-8 16-44 1 eF; vS; iR 1

2 18 55*7 3-571 2 57 3 25-1 16-43 2 cF; cL; E; vgbM; 2stl3np.. 3
2 19 58-5 3-350 1 70 15 30r6

.

16-38 1 F; S; IE; 3 st inv 1

2- 20 29-1 3-049 1 91 46 3 8*5 16-35 1 vB; vL; R; mbMN 2+
2 20 59-9 2-295 2 135 4 17*1 16-33 o vvF; S; R

;
gvlbM 2

2 21 21-5 3-049 1 91 47 36-7 16-31 1 vF; cL; R; f of 2 2

2 21 48-4 2-919 2 101 10 10-3 16-29 2 vF; L; iR; glbM 3

2 22 1-5 + 2-795 1 109 40 3-6 -16-28 1 pB; E; gbM 1
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Sir J. H.’

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

549 226 I. 154 2 22 18-6 + 3-654 1 53 29 51-2 -16-26 1

550 2482 p 23 20*3 2-366 4 132 1 30-7 16-21 4

551 229 II. 278 2 23 24-6 3-050 1 91 43 1-7 16-21 1

552 228 p 23 27-5 3-837 1 45 59 37-0 16-20 1

553 227 p 03 28-9 4-288 1 33 5 46-0 16-20 1

554 230 II. 237? 2 23 38-8 3-024 1 93 33 56-3 16-19 1

555 2483 p °5 21*5 2-482 2 126 39 0-0 16-10 4

2484 Q 05 38-1 2-817 2 107 49 36-8 16-09 2

557 231 O 25 44’2 3-580 1 57 40 44-3 16-09 1

558 231, a R. nova 2 25 47-7 3-580 57 38 59-3 16-09

559 231, b R. nova 2 25 52-0 3-580 57 38 50-3 16-09

560 232 II. 211 2 25 52‘4 3-512 (2) 61 17 57-6 16-08 (*)

561 233 p 26 0-7 3-580 1 57 40 14-9 16-07 1 :

562 2485 III. 472 2 26 16-8 2-912 1 101 22 37-5 16-05 1

563 234 p qQ 21-2 3-580 1 57 46 23-5 16-05 1

564 2486 p 26 26-9 2-270 2 135 8 21-8 16-04 2
565 235 III. 572 2 26 33-1 3-753 1 : 49 47 23-8 16-04 1:

566 236 III. 573 2 26 37-4 3-754 1 49 44 28-1 16-03 1

567 2487 A. 519?? 2 28 0-1 2-404 2 129 39 17-2 15-96 2
568 237 III. 161 p 28 23-1 3-595 2 57 17 16-5 15-95 2
569 238 III. 557 p 28 43-8 3-232 1 78 58 34-1 15-93 1

570 239 III. 434 2 28 46-2 2-963 1 97 46 30-4 15-92 1

r II. 238 1
571 240<; =

y 2 30 24-9 3-761 1 49 43 53-8 15-84 1

l III. 198 J
572 241 III. 152 2 30 56-6 3-540 1: 60 27 46-0 15-80 1

573 II. 6 2 31 35-3 3-077 1 89 44 6-9 15-77 1

574 244 I. 102 2 31 36-0 2-968 3 97 17 18-9 15-77 3

575 242 I. 156 2 31 38*3 3-731 1 51 32 45-9 15-77 1

576 243 II. 592 2 31 38-5 3*222 1 79 45 46-9 15-77 1

577 2488 2 31 43-4 1-877 1 145 28 45-9 15-77 1

578 VIII. 66 2 32 1*1 4-572 2 29 3 23-5 15-75 2
579 245 III. 581 2 32 2-2. 3-333 1: 72 34 8-5 15-75 1::

580 2490 2 32 8-3 1-874 1 145 28 1 6-8 15-74 1

581 246 II. 5 2 32 11-6 3-080 2 89 30 24-8 15-74 2

f 249^1

582 < = > II. 284 2 32 36-5 2-945 2 98 44 27-7 15-71 2

[_2489

J

583 .. 247 III. 475 2 32 42-1 3-354 (1) 71 19 38-7 15-71 1

584 248 M. 34 2 33 2-3 3-829 2 47 49 25-0 15-70 2
585 251 III. 228 2 33 36-3 3-193 1 81 52 7-2 15-66 1

f 2531
586 < = > II. 488 2 33 42-9 2-898 2 101 53 28-2 15-66 2

L2491

J

587 252 III. 229 2 33 43-8 3-192 1 81 53 22*2 15-66 1

588 2492 2 33 57-9 2-491 1 124 52 20-8 15-64 1

f 2541
589 < = > I. 63 2 34 12-1 2-943 •>

98 51 19-1 15-63 3

L2493J
590 256 III. 584 2 34 35-0 3-520 1: 62 1 17-0 15-60 1

591 258 I. 1 2 34 35-1 3-072 2 90 9 14-0 15-60 2
592 255 II. 633 2 34 39-9 3-701 1 53 16 21-0 15-60 1

593 259 2 34 44*5 3-337 1 72 35 27-0 15-60 ]

594 257 III. 162 2 34 49*1 3-596 2 58 10 18-3 15-59 2
595
596 > 257, a R. 3 novas 2 34 58 10
597 j
598 260 III. 163 2 35 23-6 3-598 1 58 7 34-9 15-57 1

599 261 2 35 26-2 + 3-599 1 58 4 35-2 — 15*56 1

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

cB; L; E; vgbM
vF; pL; IE

;
gbM; *8 sf 3'...

pB; S; E; psbM
Cl; pRi; st 9. ..15

Cl; pL; pRi; st 13... 15

pF; HE 0°+; bM
pB; pS; mE 215°-7

F; S; iR; gbM
S; R; psbM; 1 st of 3

and 8 of Lord R.’s diag.
J
7

pB; cL; IE 0...90
0

;
gmbM;

3s t s.

vF; R ; bM ; 2 nd of 3

eF; pS; R; vlbM; amscst..

pB; R; 3rd of 3
F ; S ;

R ; bet 2 st in par

vF; pS; p of 2 ; 210 "; 157°..

F; S'; f of 2; 210"; 337° ..

pB; L; pmE; smbM
; bi-N...

F; S; vlE; bM; r; 2 st 14 np
F; S; vlE; psbM; r

vF; cL; iF; vlbM

pF; L; E 90°+; mbM; r ..

F; pS; iR; bM; stinv

S; cometic

cB; pL; vR; mbM
vB; vL; vmE; vvmbM
pF; S; IE; bM; * 11 ,

25" 50

eF; S; R; p of 2
Cl; L; sc st, one 10

vF; iE

F; S; R; gbM; * 11
,

s 2 ' ..

pB; S; vlE 0...90
0

; bm; 3st

trap,

pF; L; mE; r; *17, attsf...

F; S; R; lbM.
Cl; B; vL; 1C; sc st 9
vF; vS; p of 2 ; *10 p

F; S; R; bM

1 eF; vS; f of 2

1 pB; S; R; stellar ...

B; pL; R; mbM*12

F; S; R; psbM
pF; cL; iE 80°; bM; pB*nr
pF; cL; R; glbM
eF;? ‘

F; pL; R; lbM; *7’8 p 43 s-5

f 6 seen (including h.'

\ 257,260,261).

vF; pL; R; lbM; sp of 2 .

eF; S; nf of 2
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No.

of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c. (

1

Total

No. of

times

)f Obs.

by h.

md H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

}f Nebulse.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s 8

600 262 M.77 2 35 30-2 + 3*065 1 90° 35 56*2 — 15*56 1 1
;
pL ; iR ; sbMrrN ; * 1 30°,

O/
13f

601 263 II. 273 2 36 0-3 3*138 1 85 37 19*1 15*53 1
|

.v •

eF; S; iR; gbM 2

602 III. 455 2 36 33*3 3*085 2 89 13 22*0 15*50 2 1vF: L: lbM : er 2
603 2494 2 37 43-7 2*589 1 119 35 49*8 15*44 1 !B; pL; pmE; sbM 1

604 264 I. 64 2 39 6-9 2*950 1 98 9 52*5 15*35 1 ’vB; pL; E; gpmbM 3
605 265 11.466 2 39 15*4 3*057 1 91 5 53*8 15*34 1

|

pB; cL; IE; mbM 4

606 266 2 39 21*1 3*061 1 90 49 5*8 15*34 1 vF; pL; iR; bM 4

607 III. 582 2 39 22-7 3*313 1 74 25 31*8 15*34 1 vF; S; iF 1

608 267 III. 462 2 40 1 8-4 3*061 1 90 50 57*3 15*29 1 vF; S; R; 2Sst p 2

609 2496 2 40 20-8 1*552 1 150 30 14*3 15*29 1 F; pS; R; glbM 1

610 2495 V. 48 2 40 21-5 2*557 2 120 51 30*3 15*29 2 vB; L; vmE 151°*1; vbMN 3

r 2691
611 <{

- > III. 449 2 42 35-2 2*796 2 107 34 23*5 15*15 2 pF; pL; pmE; glbM 3

l 2497J
612 268 2 42 39-0 3*839 1 48 55 4*5 15*15 1 neb or vSCl of vSst 1

613 270 11.601 2 43 44-5 3*858 1 48 22 21*3 15*09 1 cF; S; iR; vgbM; r 2
2 44 6-5 3*738 53 4 14*9 15*07 ? a comet 0*

615 272 III. 450 2 45 8-9 2*795 1 107 12 50*7 15*01 1 vF; S; IE; gbM 3
6 l 6 271 II. 602 2 45 25-7 3*847 1 49 0 2*3 14*99 1 cF; pS; iR

; vglbM 2
617

618 |
271, a R. 2 novae 2 45 49 1 . 271 is D; another near ... 0

619 273 2 45 44-4 3*044 1 91 51 24*6 14*98 1 eF: pL: gbM; *8f 1

620 II. 254 2 46 0*9 3*269 1 77 34 54*2 14*96 1 F; S; iR; r 1

621 2498 2 46 35-8 1*778 1 145 32 30*4 14*92 1 F; R; gbM 1

622 2499 2 46 44*5 1*772 1 145 38 31*4 14*92 1 F; R
;
gbM 1

623 274 III. 580 2 47 29*7 3*897 1 47 31 21*6 14*88 1 vF; vS; R; gbM; 2Sst A ... 2

f 2751
624

<[ = 5> II. 470 2 47 46*2 2*905 2 100 36 9-2 14*86 2 vF; S; R; stellar 4

1^2500J
625 2501 2 48 7-7 2*760 1 109 13 6*8 14*84 1 F: pL; vmE; 2Sst f 1

626 276 II. 274 2 50 52-8 3*118 1 87 11 7*6 14*68 1 F; vS; ilE; sbM; er 2
627 II. 619 2 51 35-0 3*493 1 65 21 16*1 14*63 1 pB; cL; pmE 0°; r; *n 1 '... 1

628 277 III. 199 2 51 54-7 3*949 1 45 40 24*7 14*61 1 F; pS; IE; SbM; *p6 s*5 ... 4
629 277,a R. nova 2 52 + 45 40 + R (nisi— H. II. 239) 0

630 2502 III. 469 2 52 16-6 2*863 1 102 57 33*3 14*59 1 F; R; glbM; stellar 2
631 III. 178 2 52 47-8 3*711 1 55 18 19*2 14*56 1 vF; pL; R; spmbM 1

632 278 2 52 51-3 3*908 1 47 58 42*2 14*56 1 eF; vS 1

633 2503 2 52 56*7 2*484 2 122 39 22*5 14*55 vF; pL; E; vlbM 2
634 II. 239? 2 53 0*1 3*977 2 45 35 20*5 14*55 2 pB; pL; iR; mbM 3
635 279 11.620 2 53 28*9 4*025

(2 )
44 10 52*4 14*52

(
2 ) pF

;
pS ; iF ; sbM 2

636 280 II. 502 2 55 0*2 2*818 1 105 23 8*1 14*43 1 pF
;
pL; R

;
psbM 2*

637 II. 607 2 55 21*2 3*906 1 48 13 26*7 14*41 1 F; cL; E 1

638 II. 704 2 55 44*9 8*608 1 9 42 40*3 14*39 1 F; pL; mE 90°.. .180° 2
639 281 IV. 43 2 56 20*1 3*925 1 47 43 32*5 14*35 1 F; mE; smbMS* 3*
640 2504 III. 245 2 56 25*0 2*669 1 113 25 4*8 14*34 1 pF; eL; pmE; gbM*l 6 ; r... 2
641 II. 608 2 56 32-2 3*975 1 46 10 29*0 14*40 1 F; cL; er 1

642 2505 2 56 55*1 2*864 1 102 38 19*0 14*30 1 vF : sp of 2 2
643 282 II. 503 2 57 5*8 2*802 1 106 8 59*3 1429 1 cB; pS; iR; smbM 2
644 2506 11. 475 2 57 14*1 2*865 1 102 33 6*3 14*29 1 pF; cL; iR; bM; nf of 2 ... 3
645 283 I. 109 2 58 3*7 2*603 1 116 35 45*8 14*24 1 cB; pS; vlE 0°; r; S*nr ... 4
646 284 III. 578 2 59 19*7 3*810 1 52 9 24*2 14*16 1 cF; vS: R: psbM 2*

r ^85"')

647 = > II. 285 2 59 25*2 2*905 3 100 5 8*5 14*15 3 pB; S; IE 80°+
; lbM 7

1.2507J
648 286 II. 504 2 59 30*2 2*799 1 106 8 39*5 14*15 1 R: S; cE; psbM 2
649 2508 3 0 48-0 2*288 1 129 34 26*9 14*07 1 pF

;
S; R

;
psbM... 2

650 287 3 1 29*2 4*337 1 37 11 56*1 14*03 1 Cl; vS of Sst 1

651 2509 II. 258 3 3 27*9 2*702 3 111 7 0*0 13*90 3 pB; cL; R; gbM; r 7
652 288 III. 262 3 4 20*1 3*022

( 1 ) 93 3 4*5 13*85 1 :. stellar: cliffie.ult 2
653

1

III. 164 3 4 23*3 + 3*634 1 59 57 41*8 — 13*84 1 eF; vS; ? vSst 1

MDCCCLXIV. I
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No.
of

Cata-

logue

References to
Eight

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

N.RD.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m S s o „

f 2891
654 < = > II. 286 3 4 26-8 + 2-912 3 99 27 28-8 -13-84 3 F; pL; R; vglbM; *9np ... 5

(J2510J
655 28Q. « 3 4 31-4 2-912 99 26 25-8 13-84 No description 0*

r 2911
III. 591 3 4 36-2 2-912 2 99 29 11-6 13-78 2 eF ; vS ;

I?
;

st.ell
;
sf of 2...

.

3*

657
j2511J
2512 A. 205?? 3 4 41-9 0-771 2 157 18 471 13-83 2 F; S; pmE; gbM 3

658 290 VI. 25 3 5 6-3 4-106 1 43 17 22-3 13-79 1 Cl; pL; Ri;C;iR;stl2...15 3
659 2513 3 5 18'2 0-747 2 157 29 13-6 13*78 2 pF; S; R; glbM 2
660 II. 900 3 5 38-6 2-884 1 101 0 7-2 13-76 1 F; pL; E 80°+ 1

661 292 III. 443 3 5 49*8 2-975 3 95 45 4-5 13-75 3 cF; S; IE; bM; *9, n 5' ... 4

662 2514 3 5 57*7 1-775 1 143 52 15-8 13-74 1 B; L; vmE 80°; vgbM 2
5060 3 6 55-2 89 4 27-5 See No. 5060.

663 2515 3 7 7-5 1-474 1 148 40 18-9 13-67 1 Cl of 18 or 20 st 1

664 IV. 17 3 7 7-6 3-016 1 93 27 10-9 13-67 1 * with neb att 90^ 1 1

665 2516 3 46-9 2-667 1 112 30 46-1 13-63 1 F; S; E; aim stell; *8, np... 1

666 2517 A. 337 3 8 25-7 1-635 145 44 50-6 13-58 2 ©; B; L; R; rr 2

667 III. 194 3 8 43-9 3-020 1 93 8 18-9 13-57 1 eF; eS 1

668 D’Arrest, 35 3 9 31 3-93 [2] 49 30 13-49 [2] F ; vS ; R ; stellar ; 1 st of 7 . .

.

0

669 D’Arrest, 36 3 9 31 3-93 [2] 49 1 42 13-49 [2] eF; S; IE; cometary; 2d of 7 0

670 2518 3 q 41-5 2-198 1 131 36 25-7 13-51 1 vB; R; gmbM 1

671 3 q 45 3-93 [2] 49 1 54 13-48 [2] vF; S; R; 3rd of 7 0

672 D’Arrest, 38 3 10 8 3-93 [2] 49 1 36 13-46
1

L J

[2] F; S; R; 4th of 7 0

673 D’Arrest, 39 3 10 11 3-94 [2J 48 58 30 13-45 [2] vF; vS; 5th of 7 0

674 293 II. 603 3 10 32-7 3-937 1 49 0 5-5 13-45 1 pB; pS; R; bM; 6th of 7 ... 2*

675 D’Arrest, 40 3 10 35 3-97 [2] 49 0 3 13-42 [2] F; S; *17; 7th of 7 0

676 2519 III. 956 3 11 2'0 2-884 1 100 48 41-4 13-42 1 eF; vS; 2 st 2' or 3' s 2

677
678
679
680

>293, a R. 6 novae 3 11 ± 49 + 6 of 15 (including probably 0

681
h. 294, 295)

682
683 2520 3 11 34-2 2-425 1 123 5 43-3 13-39 1 vF; L; R; vglbM 1

684 III. 195 3 11 43-7 3-017 1 93 14 30-6 13-38 1 eeF; eeS 1*

685 2521 A. 487 3 12 15-0 2-189 131 36 47-1 13-33 2 ©; vB; pL; R; mbM; er ... 2
686 294 III. 574 3 12 23-9 3-938 1 49 11 42-1 13-33 1 vF; R; bM; p & sm of 2 ... 2

687 295 III. 575 3 12 25-0 3-938 1 49 10 4-4 13-32 1 vF; R; bM; f of 2; 100", 2
352°-4.

688 296 II. 287 3 13 15-0 2*954 4 96 45 57-9 13-27 4 vF; S; vlE; gbM; er 7

689 2522 0 13 22-5 2-710 2 110 55 8-9 13-27 2 cB; vL; vmE; psvmbM 2
690 III. 444 3 14 7-5 2-983 1 95 8 11-7 13-21 1 eF ; vS 1

691 III. 568 3 15 25-7 3-016 I 93 15 44-1 13-13 1 eF; S; iF; am 3 or 4 st 1

692 2523 I. 106 3 15 36-2 2-786 1 105 53 51-7 13-11 1 pB; cL; iR; gbM; *7,f7 s
*5, 3

211°-0.

693 2524 3 15 41-5 2-295 3 127 38 38-7 13-11 3 ©; vF
;
pE; R; vgvlbM 3

694 2525 3 16 0-3 1-749 1 142 41 0-3 13-09 1 F; pL; mE 37°*3; gbm 1

5061 3 16 29-0 89 19 3-0 See No. 5061.

695 2528 A. 206 3 16 34-1 0-698 1 156 59 37-2 13-06 1 pB ; L; IE; vgbM; r 1

696 2526 3 16 54-8 2-666 1 111 52 19-1 13-03 1 pB; S; R; gbM 1

697 2527 A. 548 3 17 20*4 2-288 2 127 43 40-0 13-00 2 vB; cL; vlE; vsvmbMN ... 2

698 2529 A. 547 3 17 23-1 2-291 2 127 36 24-0 13-00 2 pB; pS; psbM 2

699 2533 3 17 45*6 2-662 1 112 1 0-9 12-97 1 F; S; R; bM; p of 2 1

f 2981
700 < = > III. 197 3 17 48*3 3-011 1 93 31 34-9 12-97 1 vF; S; R; bM; 1st of 3 3

L2530

J

701 {

t

97

)
III. 196 3 17 48-8 3-011 1 93 30 34-9 12-97 1 vF; vS; E; ? neb *; 2nd of 3 3

702
J

2532 3 17 50-9 + 3-012 1 93 25 54-9 -12-97 1 F; vS; R; bM; 3rd of 3 1
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Right
Annual

Precession No. North Polar

Annual
Precession No. Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

of

Obs.

used.

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

of

Obs.

used.

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

h
3

m s

17 53-6

18 4-9
+ 3-011

2-962
93
96

16 41-9

11-2

-12-97
12-96

0

3 2 14 2 vF; pS; pmE 3

3 18 18*0 2-661 2 112 1 49-8 12-94 2 F;niE; 239°-l; com; *9, 10

att.

O? pS; vsvmbMN

3f

3 18 37-6 2-305 1 126 58 12-7 12-91 1 1

3 19 39-5 2-739 1 108 4 59-5 12-85 1 F; pS; R; glbM 1

3 19 53-5 2-662 2 111 51 1-8 12-84 2 vF; vS; sf of 2 1*

3 20 15-0 2-662 2 111 50 36-0 12-80 2 vB; S; E90°...180°; smbMN;
np of 2.

2*

3 20 41-7 3-690 59 6 31-2 12-76 F; L; *10f4 s

; n2'‘5(Schon-
feld, 1858).

0*

3 20 47 3-98 ri] 48 39 6 12-72 [1] eF
;
pL; lbM 0

3 21 10-0 2-319 3 126 12 33-5 12-75 3 vF; S; vlE; gbM 3
3 22 29"8 2-407 2 122 46 15-5 12-65 2 cB; pS; R; psbM; Jp 2
3 22 38-1 2-437 (0 121 34 40-8 12-64 1 :: cB; pL; iR; vgbM 2
3 22 38-5 2-441 1 121 23 12-8 12-64 1 vB; pS; IF; psbM 1

3 22 39-6 2-275 1 127 38 11-8 12-64 1 F; S; R; *12, sf. 1

3 22 41-0 3-852 1 53 9 36-8 12-64 1 Cl; vL; ab 60 st 3

3 22 54-4 6-312 2 17 54 18-1 12-63 2 F; vS; iR; gbM; J vnr 3
3 23 10-3 2-732 1 108 16 10-7 12-61 1 vF; S; R; pslbM 1

3 23 42-3 4-361 1 39 3 16-6 12-58 1 Cl; IRi; stL 1

3 24 11-0 2-365 1? 124 12 43-8 12-54 1:: B; L; mE; vmbMRN 1

3 25 8*3 2-332 1 125 20 9-9 12-47 1 pB; pS; R; psbM 1

3 25 16-8 2-698 1 109 45 38-2 12-46 1 eF
;
pslbM ; v diff *8, sf 1

3 25 52-1 2-665 2 111 17 46-1 12-43 2 pB; cL; iE; mbM 5

3 26 2-0 2-778 1 105 41 32-4 12-42 1 vF; S; IE; glbM 2
3 26 44*0 2-808 2 104 9 24-9 12-37 2 pF; pL; R; lbM; pL*nf5'... 5

3 26 44-3 2-971 2 95 33 27-9 12-37 2 vF; S; bet 2st 3

3 26 30-7 1-789 2 140 45 56-6 12-38 2 vF; pL;.iR; gbM; *nr 2
3 27 28-6 2-690 1 109 58 38-4 12-32 1 F; L; R; vglbM 1

3 27 38*5 2-674 2 110 46 3-7 12-31 2 vF; S; R 3
3 28 18-0 2-289 2 126 36 31-9 12-27 2 !! vB; vL; mE; rN in vLE

Halo.
2+.

3 28 18-2 2-421 (!) 121 o CO
•<r

CD 12*27 (1) vF; S; iF; lbM 2
3 29 0-5 2-670 3 110 50 45-4 12-22 3 vF ; S ; R ;

bet 2st 1 4 4

3 29 1-6 2-570 1 115 24 21-4 12-22 .1 pB; pL; vlE; psbM 2
3 29 50-6 2-310 1 125 42 24-2 12-16 1 eF; vS; p of 3 1

3 30 0-6 2-311 1 125 41 4-5 12-15 1 vB; pL; IE; gmbM; 2nd of 3 1

3 30 0-6 2-309 1 125 43 44-5 12-15 1 B; S; IE; pmbM; 3rd of 3... 1

3 30 7*0 2-971 2 95 30 0-1 12-13 2 eF; PL; iR; bM; r 5

3 30 9-5 2-316 1? 125 28 56-8 12-14 1:: vB; L; R;psbM 1

3 30 28-7 2-657 2 111 21 44-4 12-12 2 F; S; R; gbM 3
3 30 42-7 2-307 1 125 55 1-7 12-11 1 ©; B; pL; R; gpmbM 2
3 31 19-8 2-710 1 108 48 18-5 12-05 1 pF; S; R; psmbM 1

3 31 26-9 2-576 1 114 58 4-5 12-05 1 pB; pS; R; gpmbM 2
3 31 34-7 2-298 1 125 58 33-5 12-05 1 ©; vB; pL; R; gmbM 2
3 32 19-8 2-706 1 108 53 34-6 11-98 1 F; S; R; glbM 2
3 32 24-1 2-608 2 113 28 55-6 11-98 2 B; pS; E; psmbM 4

3 33 11-0 2-700 1 109 9 29-4 11-92 1 cB; pS; R; psmbM 2
3 33 11-6 2-296 2 125 54 53-1 11-93 2 ©; vB; pL; psbM; rr 3
3 33 14-1 2-613 1 113 10 47-4 11-92 1 vF; vS; R 2
3 33 43-1 2-291 1 126 2 48-0 11-90 1 vB; pL; R; psmbM 2
3 33 49-8 2-407 1 121 46 25-6 11-88 1 F; cL; vmE; vglbM; *7np 1

3 33 55-4 2-702 1 109 2 21-9 11-87 1 vB; L; R; svmbMN 3
3 34 4-2 3-040 (2) 91 45 34-5 11-85 (2) eF ;

stellar or IE 2
3 34 91 45 makes D neb with h. 304 ... 0

3 34 5-2 2-014 2 134 33 18-9 11-87 2 B; pS; R; smbM 2
3 34 32-3 2-977 1 95 7 5-4 11-82 1:: eF; IE; er; 1st of 3 2
3 34 36-5 2-531 1 116 40 8-4 11-82 1 F; S; E; gbMbM; *sf2' ... 1

3 34 41-5 2-976 1 95 8 51-7 11-81 1 pF; pL; IE; lbM; *sf; 2dof3 3

3 34 51-1 + 2-615 3 113 0 43-7 — 11-81 3 pB; S; IE; pglbM; *sf2' ... 4

References to

01

Cata-

logue

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebul*.

Sir W. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

h. H.

703 297,o
704 299 III. 445
705 2534 IV. 77

706 2535

707 2536
708 III. 959
709 I. 60

710

711

712 2537
713 2538
714 2542 I. 257
715 2539
716 2540

717 301 VIII. 88
718 300 III. 694
719 2541

720 VIII. 84
721 2545
722 2544
723 2543
724 2546 III. 246
725 2547 III. 487
726 2548 II. 290
727 302 III. 446
728 2549
729 2550
730 2551 III. 960
731 2552

732 2553 III. 857
733 2554 III. 559
734 2555 II. 262
735 2556
736 2557
737 2558
738 303 II. 288
739 2559
740 2560 111.961
741 2561

742 2562
743 2563 II. 263
744 2564
745 2565 III. 451
746 2566 I. 58
747 2567 II. 593
748 2569
749 2568 III. 247
750 2571
751 2572
752 2570 1.107
753 304 III. 263
754 304, a
755 2573
756 305 III. 56

9

757 2574
758 306 II. 455
759 2575 II. 267

Other
Authorities.

R. nova

Auw. N. 17

D’Arrest, 41

A. 591

A. 574

R. nova

i 2
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860
,
Jan. 0 .

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880 .

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860
,
Jan. 0 .

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m 8 8

760 307 11.456 3 35 2-3 + 2-976 3 95 9 45-6 — 11-78 2 vF; S; E; B* 135°, 1'; 3d of 3 4

76l 2576 3 35 29^) 2-229 2 127 58 34-9 11-77 2 pF; pS; E; psbM 2

762 2577 11.291 3 35 56-9 2-804 2 103 56 56-1 11-73 2 F : cL: mE 0°+
;
r 4

763 307, a 3 35 58-6 2-976 95 9 45-6 11-73 No description 0

764 II. 852 3 36 30-1 2-438 1 120 21 11-3 11-69 1 F
:
pL : i It : p+M 1

2578 III. 248 3 36 42-1 2-622 2 112 33 21-6 11-68 2 pF; S; IE; bM 3

766 2579 3 37 0*0 2-288 1 125 50 50-2 11-66 1 pF: S: E: psmhM 1

767 2580 A. 426 3 37 37‘8 1-879 2 137 40 33-4 11-62 2 vB; L; pmE; vsvmbM*10 ... 2
768 Auw. N. 18 O 37 52'3 3-542 66 40 12-9 11-57 Ill B; vL;iF; VAR.(Tempel) 0*

769 2581 A. 562 3 38 7^ 2-264 1 ? 126 34 12-6 11-58 1? +): vB: pmE: pgbM 2

770 2582 3 38 20-0 1 126 18 1-9 1 1-57 1 F; vL; R; glbM 1

771 2584 III. 249 3 38 43-4 2-623 3 112 21 40-1 11-53 3 F: pS : e+mbM 5

772 II. 597 3 38 44.4 2-986 2 94 31 51-1 11-53 2 vF ; S
;
iE : *nr 1

7 73 2583 II. 458 3 38 44.4 2-703 2 108 43 32-1 11-53 2 pB: pS: R: smbM*13 3

774 11.594 3 38 46-3 2-682 2 109 41 52-1 11-53 2 pB : vS ; bM 1*

775 308 VIII. 80 3 38 52-0 4-490 2 37 46 18-6 11-48 2 Cl of ab 30st 12... 14 3

776 2585 3 39 4-9 1-977 1 135 5 20-4 11-52 1 pB: L: vmF, 221°-6 1

777 11.459 3 39 12*4 2-696 1 109 0 25-3 1 1-49 1 F; R; lbM 1

778 309 I. 155 3 39 32-4 2-989 1 94 24 37-9 11-47 1 pB; S; R; *17M 3*

779 2586 3 39 56-6 1-974 3 135 5 22-2 11-46 3 pF
;
pL; eE42°-3; vgpmbM 3

780 2587 3 40 59^ 2-241 1 127 7 51-9 11-37 1 F; S; R ; *att 1

781 2588 II. 460 3 42 24-8 2-739 1 106 49 22-2 11-26 1 pB; S; IE; mbMNJ 2
782 2589 3 43 32-5 + 1-139 2 150 14 27-4 11-22 2 cF; S; R

;
glbM ; am 7Bst ... 2

783 2590 3 45 15-1 — 0-360 1 162 6 36-1 11-13 1 pF; pS; iR; glbM; *7f“ 2
784 2592 3 46 48-5 + 0-224 2 158 38 24-7 11-01 2 cF; pL; R; gvlbM 2
785 2591 3 47 34-5 1-955 2 134 56 47-0 10-90 2 cF: S: E90°: p+M 2
786 2593 3 48 18*8 2-644 1 110 52 29-8 10-84 1 eF : S; R : 2Rst f ; p of 2

787 2594 III. 962 3 48 28-0 2-643 3 110 54 59-4 10-82 2 F; S; vlE; 2stl0nr; f of 2... 4

788 2595 A. 427? 428? 3 48 31-1 1-830 2 137 53 54-8 10-84 2 cF; pL; R; vglbM 2
789 2596 3 49 9*1 2-212 1 127 24 18-6 10-78 1 vF; L; E; vgvlbM 1

790 2597 A. 480 3 51 4-2 2-029 3 132 46 40-8 10-64 3 pb; pL; R; gbM; 2stA 3
791 Auw. N. 19 3 52 1-3 3-444 71 49 55-8 10-54 *12 inv in neb (Markree Cat. 0

Nov. 24, 1854).

792 2599 3 52 22-9 0-478 2 1 56 25 42-3 10-59 2 pR
;
S

;
vlE

•
pmbM 2

793 I. -258 3 52 32-8 4-482 1 39 1 19-4 10-52 1 vR- S; iF; bM
;
r; *inv

794 2598 3 52 59*7 2-251 1 125 51 46-3 10-49 1 vF; vS; R ]

795 2600 A. 438 3 53 5*8 1-870 2 136 36 53-0 10-50 F; cL; R; vglbM 2
796 2601 3 53 36-3 1-748 2 139 18 42-9 10-47 2 F; L; R; vgvlbM; 3st n 2

797 2602 3 53 47'2 1-721 3 134 52 57-5 10-45 3 eF
;
S; IF 90°; vpvlhM 3

798 310 3 53 47*4 4-551 1 37 45 45-6 10-38 1 Cl; segment of a ring ]

799 VII. 3 3 53 52*2 2-821 1 102 25 27-4 10-42 1 Cl; S; C 1

800 2603 A. 369? 3 54 33-6 1-573 1 142 43 35-3 10-39 1 F; vS; R; pmbM; *8 np ... 1

801 IV. 53 3 54 57-0 5-109 2 29 27 30-6 10-28 2 O; pB; pS; vlE; Fdiam ... 2
802 VII. 47 3 55 9-9 5-232 2 28 3 51*2 10-26 2 Cl- pRi- cC; iF
803 2604 3 55 25-3 0-456 1 156 25 44-2 10-36 1 eF; pS; R; *10np 1

804 2605 3 56 44 -

9 1-552 1 142 58 5-1 10-23 2 eeeF ; S ; R ; bet 2st 1 2 & 13.. 2
805 II. 279 3 57 19-5 3-021 2 92 35 1-5 10-15 2 vF

;
pT-- nnF; vlbM

;
er 2

806 2606 3 59 0-1 1-965 2 133 47 35-5 1005 2 F; pL; R; vprnbM 2
807 2608 3 59 3-1 0-218 3 158 1 23-7 10-09 3 pB; pS; mE 12l°*5; gbM ... 3
808 2607 A. 466 0 59 20-3 1-966 3 133 44 23-1 10-03 3 ®; B; cL; R; bM; rr 3
809 VII. 60 3 59 35*9 4-416 1 40 “51 49-5 9-95 1 Cl; T,: vRi; pC; stvL 1

810 311 IV. 69 4 0 28*6 3*755 2 KQ as 29-2 9-96 2 * 8m in neh 3 * rlia.m 3*t
811 2609 A. 348 4 0 39’4 1-448 2 144 9Q 25-8 9*94 2 B; L; vmE 10°; bM 2
812 2610 III. 499 4 1 24*0 2-884 2 99 12 21-5 9-85 eeF; S; E; psmbM; er 3
813 2611 4 1 44*0 + 2-613 1 111 33 0-1 9*83 1 B; L; pmE; gbM; *8 sp ... 1

814 2615 4 2 8*1 —2-026 1 167 13 0-4 9-92 1 Cl; pL; IRi ; st9...10 1

815 2612 4 2 10-3 + 2-616 1 ill 25 36-0 9-80 1 pB; R; bM... 1

816 2613 4 2 35*2 1-525 143 2 40-3 9*79 2 eF; vS; R; vlbM 2
817 2614 4 2 48-1 1-440 1 144 28 35-9 9*77 1 vF; R 1

818 2617 4 4 8*8 0-425 2 156 12 37-0 9-70 2 eF; vS; R; glbM 2
819 2616 4 4 17*7 + 1-761 2 138 15 52-5 - 9-65 2 pB; pS; E77°; vsmbMRN... 3
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No.

of

Cata-

logue,

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

Right
Ascension

for

860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

s

+ 4-520 1 39 7 14-2 -9'56 1 Cl; B; vRi; cC 1

0-746 1 153 16 3-3 9-59 1 vF; S; R; gbM 1

2-302 3 123 12 36-2 9-46 3 pB; pL; R; bM; np of 2 ... 3+
2-301 3 123 14 8-2 9-46 3 B; vL; vmE32°-2; psmbM... 3f
1-297 2 146 29 15-9 9-47 2 vB; vL; R; smbM; 2st*10nf 2
0-749 2 153 9 21-9 9-47 2 F; S; R; vS*fd sf 2

2-792 A 103 5 32-2 9-36 1 ©; vB; S; R; ps, vsbM; r... 5*f
1-267 1 146 50 24-6 9-38 1 vF; R; pL; vlbM 1

2-337 1 121 54 41-8 9-34 1 vB; pS; IE; psvmbM 1

2-420 2 118 50 16-1 9-23 2 vF; vS; E; gvlbM; r 2
1-170 1 148 5 33-1 9-23 1 B; pL; E; smbMN= *ll ... 1

4-489 1 40 5 39-7 9-11 1 Cl; pRi
; 1C ; stL 1

1-282 2 146 24 57-7 9-11 2 pB; IE; gbMEN; |p 2
3-959 1 53 25 50-1 9-03 1 Cl; vL; IRi

; 1C; stl0...12... 1

1-313 1:: 145 55 46*2 9-06 1 B;pS; R 1

3-11 [1] 87 56 12 8-99 [i] vF; S; R; *13nr 0

3-097 1 88 55 34-0 9-00 1 F; vS; R 1*

3-052 2 91 2 17-1 8-93 2 cF; pS; IE; vgbM; *llsf ... 3

1-295 1 146 7 50-6 8-98 2 vB; pS; R; gmbM; am3st... 2
3-488 70 48 46-0 8-87 !!!; vF; S; variable (Hind)... 0*

+ 1-622 2 140 30 9-7 8-91 2 cF; S; R; vglbM 2
-0-349 1 160 46 26-2 8-96 1 Cl; vlC; ab 20 scst 1

+ 1-858 1 135 21 58-1 8-83 1 pF; S; E; gbM 2
0-704 2 153 7 47-6 8-78 2 vB; vL; inE; vgpmbM; *14 2

att n.

1-337 2 145 16 34-3 8-69 2 B; vL; vg, svmbM; 15 s d 2
in R.A.

1-707 1 138 35 23-2 8-66 1 F; S; R; bM 2
1-916 1 133 47 30-7 8-61 1 F; S; R; gbM 1

5-621 1 25 27 13-7 8-51 1 pB; S; IE; bNM; pB*n ... 1

1-910 1 133 57 0-7 8-61 1 vF; S; R; gbM; *nf 1

2-026 1 130 55 4-6 8-58 1 pF; S; R ; *13 nf 1' 1

1-190 1 147 17 51-7 8-51 1 pB; S; R; pgbM; 2S stsf... 1

2-989 1 93 56 58-5 8-45 1 eF; bM; bet 2 st 2*

1-526 3 141 55 9-4 8-42 3 PF;S;R;bM 3

3-925 3 55 2 25-3 8-29 3 pB; vL; iR; mbM; *8, 6f
350°, 2'.

1-321 0 145 15 47*7 8-31 2 F; S; E; glbM 2
4-233 1 46 27 35-0 8-20 1 Cl; vL; pRi; 1C; stL 1

1-957 *
1 132 27 41-3 8-19 1 pF; S; R; gbm; *12, 287°*8 1

3-05 [i] 90 50 6 8-15 [i] vF; iF; vlbM; bet % & *14.. 0

3-081 1 89 39 14-4 8-12 1 F; pS; R; r; pofDneb 5

3-081 1 89 38 36-7 8-11 1 F; vS; R; r; fofD neb 5

3-085 1 89 26 33-7 8-11 1 F; pL; IE 132°; *42°, 80"... 5

2-450 3 117 0 49-0 8-10 3 PF;pS;R;gbM 3

2-443 1 117 15 57-0 8-10 1:: vF; vS 1

1-710 1 138 7 6-6 8-08 1 vF;S;R;bM 1

1-305 2 145 20 17-6 8-08 2 B; pL; mEl5°-0; smbM; p 2
of 2.

1-711 1 138 5 22*2 8-06 1 F; S; R; bM 1

2-958 4 95 23 3-4 8-02 4 pB; pL; R; gmbM 6

95 23 + 0

1-303 2 145 22 1-2 8-06 2 eF; pL; IE; fof2 2
4-298 i 45 3 48-9 7-97 1 Cl; vF; pS; C; steS 1

2-973 1 94 38 56-8 7-94 1 Susp in hazy weather 1

2-975 2 94 33 58-0 7-90 2 eF; S; E90b+ 2
1-883 3 134 0 32-2 7-76 3 F; S; E; vglbM 3

+ 1-321 2 144 54 14-2 -7-76 2 B; L; mEl05°-8; 1 O
vg, vsmbMN5". J

2619
2620
2621
2622
2623
2618
2625
2624
2626
2627

2628
312

2629

H.

VII. 61

IV. 26

VIII. 85

313
2630

2631
2633
2632
2634

2635

2636

2637

2638
2639
2640
314

2641

315

2642

2643

316
317
318

2644
2645
2646
2648

II. 464
III. 490

II. 768

III. 587

1.217

VIII. 70

II. 8

II. 9
II. 7

2647
319

> 319, a

2649

1. 158

2650
2651

VI. 26
III. 585
III. 586

A. 600

D’Arrest, 42

Auw. N. 20

A. 338? ?

D’Arrest, 43

R. 3 novae

A. 339 ? ?

4 37-1

5 33*4

6 34-6

6 39-6

6 51*0

6 59-8

7 50-8

8 4*3

8 17-9

9 32-7

9 58-6

10 25-3

11 37-5

11 45-8

12 9-4

12 21

12 22-5

13 10-4

13 1H
13 47-7

13 56-5

14 0-8

14 56-3

15 56-3

4 16 52-1

17 9-1

17 42-3

17 43-5

17 45*5

17 59-3

19 13-4

19 24-3

20 12-4

21 2-8

21 37-2

22 9-3

22 58-1

23 5

23 29-1

23 32-6

23 33*5

23 48-7

4 23 52-7

4 24 24-8

4 24 35-0

4 24 36-3

4 24 45-0

24 +

24 48-1

24 59-0

25 45-2

26 10-8

28 20-2

28 33-6
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No.
of

Cata-

logue

Eeferences to
Eight

Ascension
for

I860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs,
by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Isir W. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s g

320 II, 524 4 29 6-8 + 2-QQQ 1 03 96 37*Q 7-67 1 F; S; iF; lbM; 2stsf 2
877 321 II. 514 4 29 26*0 3*064 2 90 25 50-1 7-63 2 vF; pL; mE0°...90°; B fnf„. 3

878 320, a D’Arrest, 44 4 29 34 3*00 [2] 93 28 48 7-63 [2] vF; S; *20, 270°, 5 s
; II. 524 0

p(R).
879 V. 49 4 2Q 47-5 1 30 50 13-9 7*57 1 F; cL; iF; 6 or 7 st+ neb ... 1

880 322 4 30 7*9 9*995 1 03 35 45*6 7*58 1 vF; E90°...180°; sbM; B*p 1*

881 322, « 4 30 1 9"9 4- 9*905 90 30 45*6 7*58

40s
.

MS 0

882 2653 4 31 14-0 0*7-56 1 162 8 7*3 7-59 1 vF : pL : R ; glbM 1

883 2652 4 32 20-0 -f 9*508 1 110 55 34*4 7-42 1 Neb, No description 1

884 323 III. 952 4 32 36*3 3*227 2 82 56 7-6 7*38 2 eF; S; R; *8 sp; p of D neb 3
885 324 III. 953 4 32 36-5 3*226 ] 89 57 9*6 7*38 1 eF; vS; f ofD neb 2
886 325 II. 515 4 33 1-4 3*055 1 90 40 38*5 7-35 1 F; S; R; bM; *9 nf 12s*5 ... 2

f 326^|

887 < = > II. 522 4 33 57-4 2-878 2 98 52 48*9 7*27 2 vF; pS; R; vgbM; r; *nf l'. 4

l 2654 ]

888 327 I. 122 4 34 26*6 3*005 2 93 8 53-1 7*23 2 cB; L: R: vgbM: er 3f
889 2655 4 34 36-9 2*686 1 107 16 3-1 7-23 1 eF : vS : R : bet 2 st 1

890 II. 525 4 35 29*3 3*028 1 92 2 39*5 7-15 1 F; pL; IE 1

891 2656 4 35 300 0*266 1 156 4 46-4 7*22 1 Cl; pL; pRi; prnC; stll..,l6 1

892 D’Arrest, 45 4 35 45 3*08 [1] 89 39 1 7-12 [1] F; R; cometary; A with 2 st

18 f.

0

893 328 III. 588 4 36 51*6 . 2*950 1 95 35 42-8 7*04 1 eF; vS; iR; bM 2
894 2657 4 37 7*2 0-206 3 156 27 51*3 7*09 3 F; S; R: gbM 3
895 329 II. 523 4 37 41-4 2-879 1 98 47 13-9 6*97 1 F; vS; iR; bM ; *7 np 2
896 VIII. 8 4 37 54-5 + 3-500 2 71 11 21-8 6*94 '2 Cl; vL; stL,sc 2
897 2660 4 38 37.3 — 0-201 1 159 5 7*6 6*98 1 F; pS; R; gbM 1

898 2662 4 38 42*3 — 0-531 3 i6n 51 39*6 6*98 3 pF; L; vlE; vglbM 3
899 2661 4 38 43-9 — 0-177 3 158 56 96*0 6*97 3 vF; S; R; glbM 2
900 II. 526 4 38 49-7 + 3-015 1 92 38 59-9 6*87 1 F; cS; R; lbM 1

901 330 4 39 0*9 2-954 1 95 24 18-2 6-86 1 eF; iF; ? 1

902 2658 4 39 28*8 1*952 1 131 45 5*5 6-85 1 F
;
pS; pmE; glbM 1

903 331 III. 589 4 39 36*7 2-962 1 95 9 37*7 6-81 1 pF; pS; iE90°+ ; bM 2
904 2659 4 39 37 -6 1-950 1 131 46 55*1 6*83 1 vF; S; IE; glbM 1

905 332 VII. 1 4 40 44*9 3-310 1 79 19 18-7 6-71 1 Cl ofL & S sc st 3

906 VIII. 7 4 40 45-1 3-361 2 77 6 7*7 6*71 2 Cl; IRi; st L & S 3
907 VIII. 59 4 41 2*4 4*268 1 46 33 17-5 6-65 1 Cl; IRi; 1C; pL 1

908 333 II.547 4 41 23*7 2-947 1 95 41 12*2 6-66 1 eF; pL; R; lbM 3*

909 2663 4 41 59-7 1-811 1 135 2 6-8 6-64 1 eF; R; att to *14 1

910 2664 4 42 20*4 0-236 1 156 4 5-2 6*66 1 eF; S; R 1

911 III. 501 4 42 46*2 3-007 1 93 0 18*8 6-54 1 vF: vS 1

912 2665 A. 296 ? ? 4 43 32*0 + 0*930 2 149 30 3-8 6*54 2 B; L; smbMN 2
913 2667 4 43 34*7 — 0*404 1 160 4 2*6 6*58 1 vF: S: att to *10
914 2669 4 44 19-2 — 0*228 1 159 4 32-7 6*51 1 vF

:
pL: iR: r 1

915 III. 502 4 44 35*4 + 3*010 1 92 51 28*0 6-40 1 vF; S 1

916 2666 4 44 39*1 2-276 2 122 12 45*4 6*42 2 vB: L: iR: 4st.inv 2
917 2668 4 44 41-5 1-665 3 138 3 31-4 6-42 3 vF: S: R: rorstinv 3
918 334, a R. nova 4 45 16*3 2999 93 14 46-4 6*32 R, MS 0

919 D’Arrest, 46 4 45 22 3-00 [2] 93 21 0 6-33 [2] vF; vS; 11.527, f 12s+ 0

920 334 11.527 4 45 32*3 2-999 2 93 20 46*4 6*32 2 pF; S; R; bM; *7, 225°+ ... 4
921 334, b R. nova 4 45 44*3 2-999 93 20 46-4 6-32 S 1 VT 1* f 0
922 334, c R. nova 4 45 44-3 2-999 93 8 46*4 6*32 jyjg

> JNo description
|o

923 2670 4 46 9 1 2*212 2 124 10 25*0 6*30 2 vF; S; R; vglbM 2
924 II. 528 4 46 12*6 2-999 1 93 18 35-2 6-26 1 F; S; lbM 1

925 2671 4 46 18-6 0-875 3 150 2 6*7 6*31 3 pK; pT.; iR • pgmhlYT 3
926 335 4 47 6-7 + 3-104 1 88 35 49-3 6-19 1 vF: vS; am vSst; T,*sp . .

1*

927 2672 4 48 23*2 — 0-339 2 150 35 14*9 6*17 2 F; S; R . 2
928 2673 4 48 30-2 0*345 2 150 37 5-2 6-16 2 F; S; R 2
929 2674 4 48 47*0 0-146 1 158 27 26*8 6*14 1 vF; E; vlbM 1

930 2675 4 49 1*9 0*203 5 158 47 31*4 6-12 5 0;pB;L;R;rr 5

931 2677 4 49 42*0 -0*302 1 159 20 44*2 -6*06 1 pB; pS; R; glbM 1

1
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h. H. h m s s

93S 336 IV. 32 4 50 1*9 + 2-959 1 95 5 43-5 — 5-95 1 cB; S; mbM* 3

93C 2676 4 50 25-3 + 2-333 3 120 6 11-1 5-93 3 F; S; vlE; glbM; -* 10
,
75".,, 3

934 2680 A. 73? 4 50 27-0 -0-443 1 160 5 32-0 6-00 1 Cl; vF; S 1

935 2678 4 50 48-7 + 0-866 2 149 58 0-1 5-93 2 F: L: R; vp-lbM; * att, 2
'

936 2683 4 50 53-7 -0-427 2 159 59 14-9 5-97 2 F; pS; IE; r 2
Q37 2679 4 51 8-5 + 1-342 3 143 35 14-3 5-89 3 pF; S; E; pmbM 3

938 2682 4 51 15-3 0-544 1 153 13 27-7 5-91 1 F; pS; R; vglbM 1

939 338 4 51 15-6 3-253 1 81 58 39-1 5-83 1 S : R : rrr 1

940 337 4 51 32-4 + 4-753 1 37 19 51-9 5-77 1 Cl; vL; pRi; 1C; stL and S. 1

941 2684 A. 76? 4 51 44*5 -0-473 2 160 13 0-0 5-90 2 ©; B; S; iR ; rrr;stl4 2
942 2685 4 51 46-1 - 0-370 1 159 39 49-3 5-89 1 Cl; pB; S 1

943 339 II. 516 4 51 47-1 + 3-057 2 90 42 45-3 5-79 2 F; S; R; bM; p of 2 2
944 339, a 4 51 + 90 42+ No description 0

945 2686 4 52 0*4 0-043 5 157 8 55-2 5-86 5 vB; S; Eorbi-N; bM; spof'2! 5

946 2687 4 52 2-6 0-046 3 157 7 48-2 5-86 3 vF; S; R; sbM; 2stnr; nfof2’ 3
947 2681 4 52 16*4 2-592 i 110 34 42*9 5-77 1 pF; pL; R; glbM 1

948 340 4 52 18’9 + 3-063 1 :: 90 28 7-5 5-75 1 :: pF : S : iR
:
pslbM 2

949 340, a 4 52+ 90 28 + No description 1

950 2688 4 52 20-4 + 0-022 3 157 16 42-8 5-84 3 F; pS; R; vglbM 3
951 D’Arrest, 47 4 52 39 + 2-89 [2] 98 4 0 5-73 [2] pF; pL; lbM; h. 341 nr 0

952 2689 4 52 41-7 -0-366 3 159 37 11-4 5-82 3 Cl; pF; S; R; 2nd of 3 3
953 341 4 52 57*2 + 2-893 1 97 58 11-7 5-71 1 F; R; -*13, s 1 *

954 2690 4 53 0-9 — 0-358 3 159 34 7-3 5-79 3 Cl; pB; pS; pmE; stl2 3
955 III. 503 4 53 21-2 + 2-994 1 93 32 9-D 5-67 1 vF; pL; 2B st v nr 1

956 2691 4 53 22-6 + 0-038 3 157 8 36-5 5-75 3 Cl; pL; IRi; 1C; stl0...15... 3
957 2694 4 53 43-2 — 0-238 158 52 23-4 5-72 2 S; R; close J in M .. 2
958 2693 4 53 49*2 + 0-073 1 156 53 44-7 5-71 1 eF; pS; R; gbM 1

959 2695 4 54 8-4 — 0-259 1 158 59 17-0 5-70 1 pB; L; R; ginbM 1

960 2696 4 54 18-5 + 0-009 1 157 18 56-9 5-67 2 pF: pS: R: 2st att 2
961 2697 4 54 19-0 — 0-143 1 158 17 20-9 5-67 1 B; R; r 1

962 2698 4 54 31*9 — 0-335 1:: 159 24 10*2 5-66 1 :

:

vF; S; 1st of 4 .. 1

963 2699 A. 114 4 54 49-4 -0-339 2 159 25 17-8 5-64 2 B
;
pL ; R ;

gbM
;
r ; 2nd of 4 2

964 2692 4 54 51*1 + 2-440 1 ll 6 14 38*2 5-56 1 F; vL; vmE; vgvlbM 1

965 342 4 54 58*2 + 2-994 1 93 30 26-1 5-53 1 eF : vS: *12. sf 1

1966 2702 4 55 7*9 — 0-335 1 : : 159 23 11-7 5*61 1 :: F; S; 3rd of 4

967 2701 4 55 12-5 — 0-006 2 157 23 32-0 5-60 2 Cl; pS; IRi; stvS 2
968 2704 4 55 13*8 — 0-340 1 159 25 6-0 5-60 1 pB; vS; R; 4th of 4 1

969 2703 4 55 16*5 — 0-166 1 158 24 26-3 5-59 1 vF : R
: p of 2 1

970 VIII. 43 4 55 18*9 + 3-630 1 66 33 18-3 5-49 1 Cl : stL. vese 1
*

971 2705 4 55 19-4 — 0*456 1 160 l 59+ 5-60 1 eF; pL; iR 1

972 D’Arrest, 49 4 55 26 + 2-88 [2] .98 26 48 5-49 2 F; pL; pmE; 2 or 3stllnf... 0
973 2708 4 55 36-9 — 0-581 1 160 3Q 4Q.Q 5*57 1 F; S; R; *13att, 135° 1

974 2707 4 55 37-8 — 0-350 ] 159 27 21-9 5-57 1 vF; S; R 1

975 343 4 55 45-0 + 2-962 1 94 55 35*9 5.47 1 vLdiff neb in zigzags?? 1
*

976 2706 A. 167 4 55 49-5 0-266 1 155 25 43-1 5-53 1 vB; pL; R; gbM; f of 2 ... 1

977 VII. 21 4 55 55-7 3-634 1 66 25 21-1 5-43 1 Cl
:
pC : stL and S 1

978 2700 4 56 5-5 2-037 1 128 55 2-2 5-46 1 vF; pL; vglbM 1

979 2709 4 56 15-6 0-087 1:: 156 43 53-0 5-50 1:

:

vF ; S; 3vSst inv l*f
980 2710 4 56 19 0 0-093 3 156 41 5-0 5-50 3 Cl; L; mC; * 9 ... 3+
981 III. 453 4 56 24-5 3-104 1 88 34 31-3 5 39 1 vS; vF 1*
982 2711 4 56 31-9 + 0-102 5 156 37 13-3 5-49 5 vB; vL : vimE 5+
983 2713 4 56 42-0 — 0-092 1 157 54 38-9 5-47 1 vF; S; R 1

984 2712 4 56 51*7 + 0-631 2 152 14 11-8 5-44 2 cF; S; R; glbM
985 2717 4 57 15*1 — 0-543 2 160 26 16-8 5-44 2 'cF; S; gbM ., 2
5062 4 57 18*4 159 36 32-1 See No. 5062 .. 1

1986 2718 4 57 22*2 — 0-185 1 158 28 4-4 5-42 1 F- S; R- gbM
987 2716 4 57 29*6 + 0-091 5 156 39 56-0 5-40 5 R; T ,

• i R • vsmhM * 1 ft 5+
988 2715 A. 169 4 57 39-7 -0-213 2 158 37 42-3 5-39 2 Cl+ neb; pL; pRi; stl 1 ... 18 2
989 2720 4 57 48-0 + 0-509 1 153 20 44-2 5.36 l ^rpj mE* glbM; ^7j 8np 1

990 2722 4 57 48*9
,t
— 0-416 3 159 46 2-3 5*39 3 1pB; pS; iB

;
rr 3

991 2721 4 57 50-3
'

'+0-105 1 156 33 59-9 —5-37 1
1

pF; pL; iR; 2 or 3Bst nr ... 1
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b. H. h m 8

QQ 2 2723 4 58 11-0 — 0-027 3 157 27 6*5 — 5-35 3 B; S; E; smbM; *+ neb ... 3

qq3 4 58 18-6 — 0-590 1 160 38 26-5 5-35 1 eF; pL; iR 3

994 2724 4 58 23-2 + 0-093 1 156 38 1-4 5-32 1 vF; S; R; gbM 1

995 2728 4 58 28*2 — 1-562 1 164 29 44-2 5-36 1 eF; E; * 9att, f 2

996 344 VIII. 61 4 58 85-7 + 4-041 1 53 8 20-3 5-19 1 Cl; pC; lRi; iF; stL . .. 2 ;

f
345 1

997 J -
J>

III. 500 4 58 37*6 + 2-860 3 99 20 30-1 5-23 3 pB: S: R; gpmhM 4

1 2714

j

998 III. 268 4 58 42-9 + 2-643 1 108 22 53-0 5-31 1 eF : vS

:

stellar 1 *

999 2727 4 58 43-5 — 0-390 159 36 16-7 5-31 2 ®; pB; S; R; pmbM; rr ... 2
1000 2726 4 58 44-0 + 0-153 2 156 11 37-6 5-28 2 cB: L: R; vp+mbM; r 2
1001 2719 4 58 56-6 + 2-797 1 102 4 3-7 521 1 pB; pL; vlE; vgbM; am st .. 1

1002 (147) 4 59 1 9*9 —0-294 1 159 .9 .96-0 5-27 1 No description 1

1003 2729' 4 59 20-7 — 0-109 3 157 57 2*5 5-25 3 vB; pS; IE; vsvmbM*9 3 1

1004 2731 4 59 52-1 + 0-170 1 1 nfi 2 39*3 5-19 1 Cl
;
vL; pRi 1

1005 V. 32 4 59 55-9 + 2-993 2 93 32 59-7 5-11 2 B; cL; R; bM ** 15; *10, 4
318°.

1006 2733 4 59 57-5 — 0-926 1 162 5 37-4 5-22 1 vF: dS; R: velbM 1

1007 346 5 0 12-6 + 4-723 1 38 7 8-8 5-04 1 Cl group of 8 or 9 stlO 1

1008 2734 5 0 20-2 -0-542 1 160 21 49-6 5-18 1 eF; S; R 1

1009 2730 A. 531? 5 0 23-9 + 2-056 2 128 11 33-0 5-10 3 vB; vL; mE314°; glbM; rr. 3

1010 2736 5 0 36-4 — 0-426 2 159 45 22-5 5-15 2 F; S; R; glbM 2
1011 2738 A. 81 5 0 58*7 — 0-472 1 159 59 38-4 5-12 1 F; pL; IE 1

10121 2735 5 1 1-0 + 0-710 2 151 19 31-6 5-08 2 pF; pS; pmE; vglbM 2
1013 2732 5 1 10-9 + 2-260 1 122 8 40-1 5-03 1 pB; pmE; gpmbM; *13f ... 1

1014 2739 5 1 34-1 — 0-440 4 159 48 27-9 5*07 4 F; pL; R; vglbM; p of 2 ... 4

1015 VIII. 41 5 1 44.4 + 3-647 1 66 4 49-8 4-94 1 Cl: st e sc 1

1016 2737 5 1 51 '5 + 1-544 1 139 45 48-3 4-99 1 F; S; R; vglbM; *llsf;? neb 1
j

1017 2742 5 1 51-9 — 0-344 2 159 16 55-8 5-04 2 F; S; R; bM 2
1018 2741 A. 233? 5 2 1*9 + 0-128 5 156 18 4.4 5-02 5 B; vS; vsmbM;st+neb 5

1019 2745 5 2 31-5 -0-159 1 158 11 17-6 4-98 1 1

1020 348 5 2 37*5 + 3-453 1 73 39 38-9 4-87 1 Cl; pRifstL and S 1

1021 2740 : A. 549 5 2 50-1 + 2-071 2 127 41 47-0 4-90 2 B; L; E; psbM
1022 2747 5 3 4*7 — 0-448 1 159 49 11-8 4-94 1 pF; S; R; gbM; 2nd of 2 ... 1

1023 2746 A. 235 5 3 9*1 + 0-086 5 156 34 15-4 4-92 5 cF; S; R; lbM; ©f 5 !

1024 2743 5 3 16-9 + 2-340 2 119 27 56-5 4-85 2 cF; S; IE; p of 2 2
1025 2744 5 3 27-3 + 2-341 2 119 26 7’1 4-83 2 F; S; R; glbM; f of 2 2

;

1026 2752 5 3 54*8 — 0-586 1 160 30 43-6 4-88 1 vF; S; R; r 1

1027 2748 5 3 55*4 — 0-054 157 29 41-2 4-86 2 vF; R; s of 2 in Cl 2 !

1028 2753 5 3 56-0 — 0-648 2 160 48 33-6 4-88 2 F; vS; R; vlbM; am st 2
1029 2750 5 3 58-7 — 0-048 1 157 27 2-5 4-85 1 vF; R; 2nd neb in Cl 1

1030 349 VII. 4 5 3 59-1 + 3-458 2 73 28 42-5 4-75 2 Cl; L; Ri; 1C; stll...l4 ... 5*

1031 2749 A. 236 5 4 2-0 + 0-076 6 156 37 35 4-85 6 ©; vB; pL; R; vmC; rr ... 6

1032 2754 5 4 22’

1

— 0-049 1 157 26 48-4 4-82 1 Cl; pL; Ri; C; iF 1

1033 2756 5 4 47-9 + 0-104 1 156 23 46-6 4-78 1 vF; S; p of 2 1

1034 2758 5 4 51*8 — 0-595 1 1 60 .Si 53-0 4-80 1 Cl; pF; L; iF; stl2...15 ... 1

1035 2755 5 4 53-3 + 0-834 2 140 54 12-5 4-75 2 vF; pL; vmEl62°-0 2
1036

(
1 99) 5 5 2*2 — 0-328 1:: 159 jj 51-0 4-80 1:: No description 1

1037 2757 5 5 10-7 + 0-101 1 156 24 57-5 4-75 1 vF; S; f of 2 1

1038 2751 5 5 1 2*8 + 2-088 1 127 9 17-3 4-69 1 vF; vmE; long ray; *llinv. 1
j

1039 2761 5 5 1 6 -q — 0-411 4 159 34 33-2 4-76 4 F; S; R; 1st of 3 4

1040 2760 5 5 22*7 — 0-177 1 158 14 14-8 4-74 1 F; pL; R; r 1

1041 2762 5 5 33-Q — 0-403 4 159 31 45-1 4-73 4 F; pS; R; 2nd of 3 4
1042 2759 A. 246 5 5 35-8 + 0-275 2 155 6 40-7 4-71 2 B; L; R; glbM; r 2
1043 II. 292 5 5 52-Q + 2-702 1 105 53 13-4 4-62 1 pB; iR; mbM; cSnfl f 1

1044 2765 5 5 56-2 — 0-679 1 160 55 5-7 4-71 1 vF; pL; 1st of sev 1
j

1045 2764 5 6 3-3 0-381 1 159 23 56-5 4-68 1 O ? B; eS; IE 1

1046 2763 5 6 3‘7 0-415 4 159 35 14-6 4-68 4 cB; S; R; gmbM; 3rd of 3.. 4

1047 2766 5 6 12'5 0-278 2 158 48 409 4-67 2 st+ neb; 1st of sev 2
1048 2769 5 6 28*0 0-677 2 160 53 56*2 4-66 2 Cl; L; Ri; st sc 2
1049 2767 Br. 895 5 6 32*8 -0-246 1 158 37 28-8 — 4-64 1 Cl; L; vlC

|

1
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h
5 6

S

38*4
8

-0-278 2 158 48 37-5 — 4-65 2 !st+ neb; pB; iF; 2nd of sev 2
5 6 46-2 0-909 i l6l 56 6-8 4-64 1 F; E; bM; r(?min. of B.A.) 1

5 7 1-6 9-684 i 174 12 38-6 4-88 1 pF; L; iE ;
vsbM; r 1

5 7 20-8 0-060 2 157 27 15-9 4-57 2 vvF; E; p of 2 2

5 7 36-6 0-068 4 157 29 56-8 4-54 5 pF; pL; E; gbM; fof2 5

5 7 38-3 0-651 2 160 44 41-2 4-56 2 Cl; vlCM; st 9, 11. ..16 2

5 7 45-1 0-089 3 157 37 57-8 4-54 4 pB; cL; R; vglbM; r 4

5 7 56-4 0-343 2 159 8 54-1 4-53 2 B; S; IE; *in M 2f
5 8 5-8 — 0-785 1 l6l 21 52-1 4-53 1 Cl; vlC;st9, 1

5 9 20-8 + 0-078 1 156 28 44-3 4-39 1 vF; S; IE; glbM 1

5 9 25-2 -0-309 6 158 55 47-0 4-40 6 0! vB; L; IE; vmCM; rr... 6

5 9 29-8 + 1-970 2 130 12 20-1 4-33 2 ©!vB; vL; R; vsvvbM; 3

5 9 41-5 -0-145 4 157 56 58-9 4-37 4 F; pL; R; vglbM 4

5 9 51-6 + 1-019 3 147 33 40-1 4-33 3 F; S; mE 45°; vgvlbM; *11
nf.

0 ; cB ; S ; R ;
gbm ; 2d of 3

3

5 10 2-3 —0-327 5 159 1 12-5 4-35 5 5

5 10 8-1 0-326 1 159 0 38-8 4-34 1 Cl; vB; L; R ;
stl2 1

5 10 20-3 -0-379 3 159 17 59-1 4-33 3 B; pL; R; gbM; 12s diam
R.A.

3

5 10 26-0 + 4-138 1 50 48 30-6 4-18 1 Cl; pRi; pC; st 7, 2

5 10 37-2 — 0-337 7 159 3 44-0 4-30 7 B; L; iE; biN; Cl+ neb ... 7
5 10 59-4 + 0-220 l 155 24 46-2 4-26 1 F; S; R ; vgbM; * 7 nf 6' ... l

5 11 21-6 -0-316 l 158 55 38-1 4-23 1 F; pL; R; vgbM l

5 12 2-3 —0-708 l 160 56 56-6 4-18 1 eF; pL; R; gvlbM l

5 12 6-1 + 0-094 l 156 18 45-2 4-16 l pF; L; iR; vgbM; r l

5 12 19*1 — 0-312 5 158 53 22-5 4-15 5 vB; vS; R; r or stellar 5

5 12 56-3 0-130 2 157 47 15-6 4-08 2 F; pS; iR; bM; r or stellar... 2

5 13 6-0 —0-321 3 158 55 37-6 4-08 3 vF; pL; R; vglbM 3

5 13 11-3 + 0-185 1 155 37 35-2 4-06 1 vB; L; R; vgmbM; r 1

5 13 27-1 + 0-071 1 156 27 4-8 4-04 1 eF; pL; R 1

5 13 41-5 + 0-376 2 154 6 36-7 4-01 2 pB; pL; R; vglbM 2

5 13 58-4 — 0-092 3 157 32 7-0 4-00 2 Cl; L; pRi; stsc 2

5 13 59-0 0-386 2 159 16 29-7 4-01 2 B; S; R; glbM 2

5 14 5-5 0-105 2 157 36 46-0 4-00 2 Cl; IRi; 2nd of sev 2

5 14 7-8 0-423 4 159 28 12-0 4-00 4 pB; R; gbM; 1st of group... 4f
5 14 8-8 0-086 1 157 29 23-3 3-99 1 Cl; 3rd of sev 1

5 14 9-6 0-434 1 159 31 55-0 4-00 1 neb & Cl; biN If

5 14 16-2 0-432 4 159 31 1-6 3-98 4 pB; iR; biN; 2nd in group... 4f
5 14 19-0 0-434 1 159 31 50-6 3-98 1 vF

; 3rd of group in Cl It
5 14 26-2 — 0-651 1 160 37 52-6 3-98 1 vF; IE; gvlbM; r 1

5 14 37-2 + 2-244 1 122 17 45-6 3-88 1 vF; L; R; vgvlbM; *12p ... 1

5 14 37*9 -0-435 1 159 31 47-2 3-96 1 4th N, of neb in Cl If
5 15 3-1 — 0-421 1 159 27 2-4 3-92 1 vF; *p If
5 15 15-7 + 0-091 1 156 16 34-6 3-88 1 pF; R; vgvlbM; r 1

5 15 28-7 4-452 1 43 35 54-8 3-74 1 Cl; vF; pRi; pC; iF 1

5 15 45-0 0-084 1 156 18 45 8 3-84 1 eF; pL 1

5 15 47*4 0-362 1 159 7 24-2 3-86 1 pB; vS; R; bM 1

5 15 53-7 0-061 1 156 28 16-1 3-83 1 vF; vS; R; *p25" 1

5 16 3-7 + 2-802 2 101 38 3-8 3-74 2 pB; pL; R; r 2

5 16 101 38 Makes a close D neb with

h. 352.

0

5 16 5-8 -1-017 1 162 13 55-5 3-85 1 vF; S; R; glbM 1

5 16 20-8 + 2-124 1 125 51 33-8 3-74 1 Cl; L; Sc; % taken 1

5 16 31-9 + 0-245 2 155 6 43-9 3-77 2 cF; pL; E 90°+
; vglbM ... 2

5 16 32-3 + 3-935 1 56 44 33-9 3-67 1 Cl; L; Ri; 1C 1

5 16 56-7 -0-457 1 159 36 42-2 3-76 1 F; pL; R; sbM; r; st inv ... 1

5 17 3-0 -0-092 4 157 28 36-8 3-74 4 pF; pL; R; gvlbM 4

5 17 8-1 + 3-802 1:;: 69 58 11-1 —3-63 1:: Cl; vlRi
; vlC; st 9...12 3

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1055

1056

1057

1058

1059

1060

1061

1062

1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1075

1076

1077

1078

1079

1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

1086

1087

1088

1089

1090

1091

1092

1093

1094

1095

1096

1097

1098

1099

1100

1101

1102

1103

1104

h.

2768
2771
2788
2772
2773
2770
2774
2775
2776
2778
2780

2777

2781

2779

2782
2783
2784

350
2785
2786

2787
2790
2789
2791
2792
2794
2793
2795
2796
2798
2799
2800
2802
2801
2803
2804
2805
2807
2797
2808
2810
2809

A. 170?

A. 170?
A. 508

VII. 33

A. 172?

A. 1731

A. 173??
A. 247? 248?

VII. 34
2812
2814
2813

‘ 352~1

2806

J

'352, a

2816
2811

2815
351

2818
2817
353

II. 289

VIII. 4

E. nova

MDCCCLXIV,
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References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

ir J. H.’s

atalogues
' Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s

2820 5 17 44-0

2822 5 17 51*1

2821 5 17 58-4

2819 5 18 1*2

2824 5 18 7-8

2823 5 18 14-1

2825 5 18 22-1

M. 79 5 18 25-6

4016 5 18 36-3

354 VII. 39 5 18 42-6

V. 33 5 18 52*3

V. 38 5 19 10-4

2827 A. 129 5 19 10*4

2826 5 19 13-2

M. 38 5 19 17-0

(356) 5 19 33-6

2830 5 19 35-7

2828 5 19 36-7

2829 5 19 39*1

2831 5 19 53-3

(369) 5 20 10*1

2832' 5 20 15-1

2833 5 20 33-0

2834 5 20 33-9

5 20 52-9

2835 5 21 6-5

III. 447 5 21 8*1

2837 5 21 22*2
2838 5 21 40*7

356 5 22 0*7

2839 A. 131 5 22 1*5

2840 5 22 1*9

2836 5 22 3*0

355 I. 261 5 22 10*0

2841 5 22 14*9

2842 5 22 21*3

2843 5 22 24*9

2844 A. 175 5 22 41*6

2845 5 22 43*6

2848 A. 89? 5 22 45-6

2847 5 22 54*5

2846 5 22 55*3

2849 5 23 51*4

2850
.

A. 90 5 23 53*2

2852 5 24 26*6

2851 5 24 48*3

2854 A. 237? 5 25 8*5

2855 5 25 37*5

2856 5 25 40*3

2857 5 25 47*4

2859 5 25 50*5

357 M. 1 5 26 3*9

2858 5 26 4*1

2862 5 26 16*7

2853 III. 590 5 26 24*5

2863 A. 211 5 26 31*0

2874 5 26 39*9

No.
of

Cata-

log!

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

— 0*112 1 157 35 20*6 —3*68 1

— 0*495 1 159 47 44*6 3*68 1

— 0*180 1 158 1 7*2 3*66 1

+ 0*475 2 153 10 14*8 3*64 2
-0*302 1 158 44 6*2 3*66 1

+ 0*013 5 156 46 1*1 3*63 5

— 0*436 5 159 28 39*8 3*64 5

+ 2*469 A 114 39 39*5 3*55 A
-0*087 1 157 25 24*7 3*61 1

+ 4*001 3 54 48 28*6 3*48 3
3*011 1 92 39 22*0 3*30 1

+ 2*881 1 98 15 15*9 3*47 1::

-0*416 4 159 21 30*9 3*57 4

— 0*010 1 156 54 4*5 3*55 1

+ 4*020 (2) 54 17 36*1 3*43 (2)
— 0*480 1:: 159 41 31*8 3*54 1::

0*833 2 l6l 23 42*8 3*54 2
0*016 1 156 56 22*4 3*52 1

0*453 3 159 32 47*1 3*53 3

0*379 1 159 8 15*0 3*50 1

0*496 1:: 159 46 33*6 3*48 1::

0*030 1 157 0 57*2 3*46 1

0*014 7 156 54 44*8 3*44 7
0*527 l 159 55 8*5 3*45 l

-0*469 1:: 159 36 35*4 3*42 1::

+ 0*168 1 155 36 58*6 3*38 1

2*947 2 95 26 56*0 3*30 2

+ 0*113 1 156 0 17*2 3*36 1

— 0*480 3 159 39 51*5 3*35 3

+ 2*875 1 98 29 41*4 3*22 1

-0*473 2 159 36 55*4 3*32 2
-0*198 1 158 3 33*7 3*31 1

+ 1*666 2 136 51 6*2 3*26 2
3*968 3 55 52 3*6 3*18 3

+ 0*074 5 156 16 28*3 3*29 5

-0*197 1 158 2 52*6 3*28 1

0*204 4 158 5 19-6 3*28 4

0*207 6 158 6 22*5 3*25 6

0*195 1 158 1 49*5 3*25 1

0*564 4 160 4 39*2 3*26 4

— 0*082 2 157 18 47*1 3*23 2

+ 0*039 1 156 30 33*4 3*22 1

+ 0*358 2 154 4 25*8 3*14

-0*608 3 160 16 48*9 3*17 3

— 1*138 1 162 36 15*8 3*14 1

+ 0*025 1 156 34 43*9 3*07 1

0*034 1 156 30 29*8 3*04 1

0*255 1 154 52 39*3 2*99 1

+ 0*051 1 156 23 6*3 2*99 1

-0*296 1 158 35 32*3 2*99 1

-0*561 2 160 1 23*3 2*99 2

+ 3*605 1 68 5 10*5 2*85 1

+ 0*003 2 156 42 31*2 2*96 2
—0*362 2 158 57 2*5 2*95 2,

+2*738 1 104 9 58*5 2*85 1

— 0*137 1 157 37 22*4 2*92 1

—3*085 2 167 51 34*3 -2*99 2

Summary Description from i

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of
times

of Obs.

by b.

1105

1106

1107
1108

1109
1110
mi
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116

1117
1118
1119
1120
1121

1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
5063
1129
1130
1131

1132
1133
1134
1135
1136

1137
1138
1139
1140
1141

1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148

1149

1150
1151

1152
1153
1154
1155
1156

1157
1158

1159
1160
1161

1162

eF; S; R
F; pS; R
F; pS; R; vglbM; 3stl0p ..

F; pL; IE; vgvlbM; *7np...

Cl; BM; IRi; st7

©; pB; pL; R; pmbM; rr...

vB; S; R; gmbM
©; pL; eRi; eC; rrr

F; S; R; r

Cl; pRi; pC; R; st9...12 ...

v diffused neb susp

eL; strongly susp (2° in

P.D.).

Cl; L; pRi; iR; stll...l6 ...

F; R; gbM; am st

Cl; B; vL; vRi; iF; stL&S
No description...

F; L; iE

eF; pL
B; S; R; vgvmbM; r

vF; L; R; vglbM
No description

Cl; eF; L; iR; mC; rr

pB; pL; R; vgbM
vF; pS; IE; r

(See No. 5063)
vF; pS; R
vF

;
pL ; iR ; st nr

Cl; vlRi; 1C; stlO

pB; pL; iR; r; in diff n

Diffused nebulosity

pF; pL; R; gbM
F; p of group
pF; S; R; bM; 4B st p
vB; L; R; b ** in M
JpB; S; R; smbMl Dneb
1 eF;R; stellar J26°, 80"

2nd neb of group
pF ; S ;

R ; 3rd of group

!; pB; S; R; 4th of group ...

vF; pL; follows a group

JpB;pS;R;glbM\D neb

1 F;S,;R;glbM/339°-l,50"
pB; vS; R; bM; 2st9&10 f

vS; neb+ st

eF; stell; *14+ neb
pF; pS; iR; vglbM; *15,

190°-6, 60"

pB; pL; R; bM
eeeF; vvL; irr diff

pF; R; gbM; r

pB; L; R; glbM; *9np
Cl; cL; Ri; st 13

pB; S; R; psbM
The 1st of a group of 7!

vB; vL; E135°+ ;
vglbM; r

B;lE;sbM| 10 & 11

pB; S; R; glbM
vF; S; R; smbM
Cl; Ri; 2nd of sev
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No.

of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Eight

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

used.

Obs.
Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s
1

1163 2864 5 26 46-8 — 0*550 3 159 57 22-7 — 2*91 3

1164 2865 5 26 50*2 —0-569 1 160 2 51-7 2-91 1

1165 2866 A. 136? 5 27 15-3 -0-363 1:: 158 57 7-3 2-89 1

1166 358 M. 36 5 27 3*1 + 3-966 3 55 57 28-2 2-76 3 '

1167 III. 747 5 27 11-2 + 6-681 1 20 35 59-9 2-67 1 i

1168 2867 A. 136? 5 27 32-7 -0-358 158 55 26-2 2-86 2 :

:

1160 2861 5 27 17-2 + 2-094 1 126 28 48-3 2-79 1

1170 2860 IV. 21 5 27 26-0 + 2-536 1 112 2 39-9 2-77 1

1171 2868 A. 136 5 27 37-6 -0-361 4 158 56 0-7 2-84 4

1172 (456) 5 27 43-2 0-411 2: 159 12 33-1 2-83 2:

1173 2870" 5 27 44*2 0-132 1 157 34 9-4 2-82 1

1174 2872 5 27 46-7 0-553 1 159 57 36-7 2*82 1

1175 2869 5 27 50-4 0-361 1 :: 158 56 34-5 2-84 1 ::

1176 2875 5 28 1*0 0-556 1 159 58 24-7 2-81 1

1177 2876 5 28 2*0 0-555 1 159 57 34-7 2-81 1

1178 2877 A. 213 5 28 16*4 — 0-129 1 157 32 34-9 2-77 1

1179 360
f M. 42= 1

5 28 24-0 + 2-945 B.A.C. 95 29 10-9 2-68 B.A.C.

1180 V. 30 42, c
1 Orionis 5 28 29-2 + 2-958 B.A.C. 94 56 2-3 2-67 B.A.C

1181 2878 A. 238?? 5 28 32-1 -0-019 3 156 20 18-8 2-74 3
1182 III. 240 5 28 32*9 + 2-498 1 113 26 9-6 2-68 1

1183 361 V. 31 44, i Orionis 5 28 35-3 2-933 B.A.C. 96 0 21-0 2-66 B.A.C.

1184 362 5 28 36-5 2-969 1 94 26 50-5 2-65 1

f M. 43= i
1185 III. 1?? 144 Bo. S 5 28 38*4 + 2-948 95 21 48-7 2-65

Orionis J
1186 2881 5 28 39*5 — 0-393 1 159 5 49-5 2*75 1

1187 2882 5 28 39-8 —0-419 1 159 14 12-5 2-75 1

1188 359 III. 865 5 28 41-1 + 3-897 1 58 6 38-4 2-62 1

1189 2883 5 28 57*6 — 0-581 4 160 4 57-4 2*72 4
1190 2885 5 28 59*3 —0-739 2 160 50 53-1 2-73 2
1191 Chacornac 5 29 4-0 + 3-581 68 52 20-4

1192 2871 5 29 5-5 2-279 3 120 53 59-1 2-63 3
1193 363 V. 34 s Orionis 5 29 6-6 + 3-042 1 91 17 44-7 2-61 1

1194 2884 5 29 12-9 — 0-130 1 157 32 21*3 2-69 1

1195 2873 5 29 13-9 + 2-276 1 120 59 31-4 2-62 1

1196 III. 269 5 29 20*4 + 2-644 1 107 55 16-0 2-60 1

1197 2887 5 29 21*2 — 0-423 2 159 15 1*3 2-69 2
1198 2879 5 29 24-4 + 1-559 1 138 46 56-4 2-62 1

1199 VIII. 42 5 29 32-9 3-711 2 64 15 45-5 2-55 2
1200 2886 5 29 35-3 0-437 1 153 18 40-5 2-65 1

1201 2880 5 29 37*1 1-559 2 138 47 3l-0 2-60 2
1202 IV. 33 5 29 37*6 +2-914 3 96 48 42-9 2-57 4
1203 2889 5 29 45-0 -0-997 1 161 58 34-9 2-67 1

1204 2888 A. 178?? 5 29 51*1 0-350 2 158 50 55-5 2-65 2
1205 2890 A. 214? 5 30 25-2 — 0-048 2 156 59 13-3 2-59 2 -

1206 2981 5 30 49-7 + 0-014 1 156 34 8-5 2-55 1

1207 2893 A. 215 5 30 54-5 -0-110 6 157 23 18-5 2-55 6
1208 (509) 5 31 22*8 0-541 1 :: 159 51 17-4 2*52 1 ::

1209 2895 5 31 26-5 —0-061 2 157 4 8-3 2-49 2
1210 2892 5 31 36*8 + 1-433 1 141 1 12-1 2*43 1

1211 2894 5 31 44-8 + 1-431 1 141 2 52-1 2*43 1

1212 2897 5 31 59*0 —0-434 4 159 16 53-2 2-46 4
1213 2898 5 32 15-9 0-764 1 160 55 58-8 2-44 1

1214 2899 5 32 40-9 0-149 1 157 37 1*3 2-39 1

1215 2907 5 32 41-8 —4-411 1 169 57 24-4 —2*52 1

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

F; pL; iB; vgbM; 2nd of

group

!

F; vL; vgbM; 3rd of group!
vF

;
pL; B; 1st of 4 !

Cl ; B ; vL ;
vEi

; 1C ; st9—l lsc

cF; pL; iF; mbM; er; * inv

(? P.D.).

F; S; 2nd of 4!

Cl; st 8...1 1

F; vS; B; vsvmbM*12; 3st

inv.

fCl; pL; iF; 1st 9

<( + group of4nnebpB;
(_E; pslbM

; 3rd of 4

No description

Cl; Bi; 3rd of sev ...

F; S; 4th of gr of 7
4th of 4

5th of gr of 7
6 th of gr of 7 ! D ; a vS neb np
Cl; L; irr

3f

It

l*f
9
1

h
l

it
i*t
it
it
l

III; ^Orionis & the great neb Mon. j

! t; c
1 42 Orionis & neb 2

vB; vL; IE; vgpmbM 3
vF; vS; stellar

!
1

vF; vvL; i 44 Orionis inv ... 3
Cl; vB; lEi; stL, sc 1

/ 1 vB ;
vL

; B, with tail ;

"1

1 mbM*8-9 /
Mon-

Cl; vL; pEi; iF 1

Cl; place of % 2
cF ; S ; B ;

psbM 2
B; pL; B; gbM 4
F; L; iB; 3stp

I 2
! ! ! ; variable (Chaicornac) .

.

vF
; S ; E ; lbM ; ^t nr

! !!; eL ; s Orionis inv

Cl; 4th of sev

eeF; vS
eF; vS; stellar....

Cl; eS; st 11...16

eeF; B; bM; diffic; p of 2..

Cl; L; 1C; lEi

eF ; cS ; B
vF; B; gbM; st s; f of 2 ..

B* inv in N
F; pL; B; vlbM
Cl; stl3m ...

vB ; S ; B ; J + neb in vLCl.
B; S; stellar; r

©; B; pL; pBi; C; st 12 ..

No description

Cl; eL; vEi; vBvSNM
eF; pL; B
eF; pL; B; vlbM
pF; pS; B; glbM; in Cl

F; cL; B; vglbM
vB; S; B; psmbM
vF; S; IE; bM; 2st9nf
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebula;.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

1 21 fi 364 5 32 43-1 + 6-02 1 24 16 50*7 — 2*21 1 Cl; vlEi; stll 1

1217 2900 5 32 48-0 — 0*177 3 157 47 24*3 2*39 3 Cl; pL; pC; iF; st9...15 ... 3

1218 2901 5 32 52*0 0*448 1 159 21 16*3 2*39 1 Cl; vL; Ri; vlC 1

1 21 Q 2902 5 32 57*5 0*583 1 160 3 5*6 2*38 1 F; vL; iR; <+M 1

1220 2896 5 33 7*7 + 2*643 1 107 55 45*9 2*27 1 ClofLst
1221 2904 5 33 16*8 -0*819 1 161 10 19*2 2*36 1 pB; pL; R; pglbM; *10pinv 1

1222 2905 A. 98 5 33 29-3 0*624 2 160 15 3*1 2*33 2 B; pL; gbM 2
1223 2903 A. 218 5 33 31*3 0*180 2 157 48 16*7 2*31 F; vL; vlE; vglbM 2

‘

1224 2906 5 33 46-9 — 0*139 1 157 32 58*0 2*30 1 vF; S ; R; in pLCl 1

1225 365 IV. 34 5 34 26-4 + 3*283 80 59 3*8 2*14 2 O; pB; vS; vlE; r? 4f
1226 IV. 24 5 34 40-0 3*019 1 92 18 43*1 2*13 1 B* in M of L, IE neb 1*+

1227 V. 28 5 34 47-2 + 3*028 0 91 55 43*7 2*11 2 !irr; B; vvL; black spinel ... 2

1228 2909 5 34 47-8 — 0*964 1 161 47 23*1 2*23 1 vB; vS; IE; gmbM; r 1

1229 VIII. 28 5 34 48*5 + 3*557 1 69 57 43*0 2*10 1 Cl; IRi; 1C; stpL 1

1230 2908 A. 241 5 35 4*3 0*058 3 157 0 29*6 2*18 3 Cl; vL; Ri; st9...11 3

1231 2912 A. 100? 5 35 11-2 1 160 2 26*6 2*18 1 vF 1

1232 2911 A. 240 5 35 20-3 — 0*158 2 157 38 43*5 2*15 2 pB; pL; R; gbM; incLCl... 2
1233 2910 5 35 26-6 + 0*073 2 156 6 50*8 2*14 2 pB; L; iR; gbM; lstof3 ... 2+
1234 2915 5 35 33-9 — 0*804 2 161 5 22*5 2*15 2 ©; B; pL; R; gbM; rr

1

2
1235 2913 A. 219? 5 35 39*8 0*162 5 157 39 47+ 2*13 5 B; L; E; 2nd of 3 5f
1236 (579) 5 35 45-4 0*553 1 :: 159 52 28*8 2*14 1: Cl; no description 1

1237 2914 5 35 51-8 0*055 1 156 58 42*7 2*11 1 Cl; vL; Ri 1

1238 2916 A. 220 5 35 52-8 0*163 3 157 40 20*7 2*11 3 B; L; R; bM; 3rd of 3 3f
1239 2917 5 35 58-0 0*4 16 1 159 8 38*7 2*11 1 vF; pL; R; gbM 1

1240 (593) 5 36 18-4 0*553 1 :: 159 51 30*6 2*08 1 :; Cl; no description 1

1241 2920^ 5 36 23-5 — 0*710 3 160 38 22*6 2*08 3 pB; S; R; gbM; *9,np 5'... 3
1242 366 5 36 25-7 + 3*273 1 81 25 37*9 1*97 1 Cl; vL; IRi; 1C 1

1243 2918 5 36 27*9 — 0*160 5 157 39 3*2 2*06 5 F; L; iR; glbM; r 5+
1244 2919 5 36 35*9 0*070 4 157 4 23*8 2*04 4 B; S; R; vglbM 4

1245 2922 5 37 1*6 0*391 1 159 0 17-4 2*02 1 Cl; vL; Ri; stl2...15 1

1246 (608) 5 37 7-7 — 0*444 1 :: 159 17 32*7 2*01 1 :: jCl ; no description 1

1247 367^ Lai. 10842 5 37 8*3 + 3*375 1 77 10 43*0 1*90 1 *8. 9. with Fneb 1

1248 2923 5 37 11*1 — 0*644 1 160 18 59*7 2*01 1 vF; R; gbM; 1st of 7 If
1249 2925 5 37 27*0 0*635 1 160 16 15*3 1*99 1 F; S; IE; 2nd of 7 1 +

1250 2926 5 37 35*8 — 0*522 1 159 41 40*9 1*97 1 vF ; L; pmE
1

1

1251 2921 5 37 53-2 + 2*300 2 120 8 42*2 1*86 2 vF; S; R; bM 2
1252 2928 5 37 54-6 — 0*479 1 159 28 11*8 1*94 1 Cl+ neb; mC; iF'; stvS 1

1253 2930 5 38 2-8 0*810 1 161 5 21*8 1*94 1 pB; S; R; gbM 1

1254 2929 5 38 3*3 0*557 ] : 159 52 11*8 1*94 1 eF : vvS: vfflbM 1

1255 2927 5 38 3*9 0*139 1 157 30 8*4 1*92 1 F; pL; IE; gbM 1

1256 2931 5 38 14*7 0*485 1 159 29 59*7 1*91 1 Cl; vL; Ri; st 10... 15 1

1257 2932 5 38 17*9 0*755 1 160 45 15*4 1*92 1 pB ; R ; bM ; p of 2 ; *9 bet... 1

1258 2935 5 38 24*3 0*652 1 160 20 40*7 1*91 2 pF; S; R; gbM; 4th of 7 ... 2f
1259 2933 A. 102 5 38 24-6 0*631 2 160 14 33*7 1*91 2 vB; PL; li; gbM; 3rd of 7... 2f
1260 2936 5 38 27-3 0*624 1 :: 160 12 26*7 1*91 1 vF

;
5th of 7 2f

1261 (642) 5 38 42*9 — 0*438 1 :: 159 14 36*6 1*88 1;: neb; no description 1

1262 2924 5 38 49-3 + 2*174 1 124 1 5*3 1*79 1 Cl; L; 1C; stl3 1

1263 2937 5 38 57*3 — 0*055 1 156 56 50*8 1*84 1 vF; pS; E; glbM; 2st 10, s... 1

1264 VIII. 2 5 39 6-6 + 3*276 1 81 l6 35*1 1*73 2 Cl; poor; S sc st 3
1265 2938 A. 103? 5 39 10*9 — 0*646 2 160 18 26*8 1*84 2 B; R; 6th of7 2f
1266 2939 5 39 21-0 — 0*634 1 :: 160 15 5*4 1*82 1:: vF; vS; E; 7th of 7 If
1267 368 M. 78 5 39 34-1 + 3*072 2 90 0 15*7 1*61 2 B; L; wisp-sh; vgmbN; 3st 8f

1268 2940 A. 143 5 39 37-8 — 0*409 1 159 4 43*3 1*79 1 F;L;E 1

1269 2941 A. 142 5 39 40*7 — 0*423 8 159 10 18*3 1*79 8 !HvB; vL; looped 8f
1270 IV. 36 5 39 49*8 + 3*077 3 89 46 49*6 1*68 3 * with vF, T.chev 3
1271 2934 III. 241 5 39 59-5 + 2*532 112 3 59*6 1*68 1 eF; vS; R; gbM 0

1272 2942 5 40 1-0 — 0*499 j 159 33 35*2 1*76 1 pB; pL; mE; 5st inv 1

1273 2943 5 40 9-0 — 0*740 1 160 45 20*2 1*76 1 B; R; bM; rr; fof2 1

1274 III. 267 5 40 35*0 + 2*670 1 106 48 12*4 1*62 vF; pS; iE; bM .. 1

127«• 2947 5 40 49-6 -0*534 1 159 43 48*3 -1*69 1 |F; R; p ofD neb 1
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No.
Reference

of

Sir J. H.’s
!

Sir W. H.’s

Catalogues Classes

of Nebulas. and Nos.

h. H.

1276 2948

1277 2949

1278 2950

1279 2951

1280 2945

1281 2952

1282 2953

1283 2954

1284 2956

1285 2946

1286 2955

1287 III. 270
1288 2944

1289 2957
1290 2962

1291 2963

1292 2959

1293 2961

1294 (725)
1295 369

1296 2960

1297 2965

1298 2966

1299 2958
1300 (730)
1301 2968
1302 2964
1303 2969
1304 2967
1305 2971
1306 2970
1307 2972

r III. 448
1308 37o<; =

L III. 510
1309 2973
1310 371 VII. 24
1311 2975
1312 2974
1313 2976
1314 2977
1315 2978
1316 2979
1317 2980
1318 2982
1319 2981
1320 2983
1321 III. 225
1322 2985
1323 VIII. 68
1324 2986
1325 372 VIII. 26
1326 2987
1327 2984
1328 2988
1329 2989
1330 2991
1331 2990
1332 2992

Other
Authorities.

Right
Ascension

for

I860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

s

— 0-550 1 159 48 52-3 -1-69 1 neb; np of gr of 4 If
0-556 1 159 50 42-3 1-69 1 neb; sp of gr of 4 If
0-532 1 159 43 22-6 1-68 1 B ; R ; f ofD neb If

— 0-484 1 159 28 20-2 1-66 1 Cl; vF; mC; st+ neb It

+ 0-297 3 154 21 38-1 1-63 3 pF; L; R; glbM 3

-0-549 1 : 159 48 24-2 1-66 1 : neb; nf of gr of 7 If
0-554 1 : 159 49 51-5 1-65 1 : neb; sf of gr of 7 H
0-537 1 : 159 44 57-5 1-65 1 : vF; R; #10vnr It

— 0-536 1 : 159 44 30-1 1-63 1 : B; pS; R; lbM; #10, p 1

+ 1-127 1 145 35 32-9 1-57 1 eF; pS; R; vlbM 1

— 0-314 2 158 31 43-4 1-62 0 vF; S; R 2

+ 2-648 1 107 39 20-4 1-52 1 vF; eS; stellar 1*

+ 2-163 2 124 18 21-4 1-52 2 ©; B; pL; iR; gbM 2

-0-495 1 159 31 7-6 1-58 1 vF; S; mE; glbM; ?D 1

0-450 1 159 16 34-1 1-53 1 vF; pL; R; rr 1

0-397 1 158 59 18-4 1-52 1 vF; S; R 1

0-298 1 158 25 39-4 1-52 2 vF; S; R 1

0-128 2 157 23 26-7 1-51 2 Cl; F; cS; irr 2

-0-319 1:: 158 32 44-3 1-49 1:: neb; no description 1

+ 3-922 3 57 29 38-3 1-49 3 Cl; Ri; pCM; stL&S 8

+ 0-474 3 152 50 34-2 1-46 3 vF; pS; iR; pslbM#l6 3

— 0-282 1 158 20 10-3 1-49 2 ©;B;S;rr 2

-0-450 5 159 16 26-3 1-49 5 0 ; B; pL; irrR; rr 5

+ 1-358 1 142 8 17-1 1-43 1 eF; pS; R; 3stl0sf 1

-0-503 1:: 159 33 29-2 1-46 1 :: neb; no description 1

-0-888 1 161 23 47-8 1-44 1 pB; L; pmE; gbM#13 1

+ 1-390 1 141 36 16-9 1-37 1 pB; pS; R; glbM 1

— 0-064 1 156 58 0-9 1-37 2 F; pS; R; gbM 2

+ 2-544 1 111 36 16*5 1-25 1 vF; S; vlE; gbM 1

-0-736 2 160 42 13-8 1-34 2 pB; pS; R; gbM 2

0-444 1 159 14 0-1 1-33 1 eF; pL; IE 1

— 0-331 3 158 35 56-7 1-31 3 F; pS; R; vglbM 3

+ 2-897 (4) 97 30 3-2 1-16 1 eF; cS; IE; pslbM; er 5

-0-817 2 161 2 46-7 1-21 2 vF; S; R; gbM 2

+ 3-080 1 89 38 56-6 1-08 1 Cl; pL; IRi; pC; stS 3

— 0-560 4 159 49 44-6 1-18 5 Cl; F; S; iF; vlC; rr 5

—0-246 1 158 5 35-9 1-17 1 eF; pL; iR 1

+ 1-446 1 140 37 4-7 1-01 1 eeF ; vS ;
3stl 0 sp 1

-0-326 1 158 33 11-2 1-06 1 F;S;R;#llp 1

0-149 5 157 29 33-8 1-04 5 F; pL; iR; vlbM; rrr 5

— 0-438 2 159 10 22-7 1-01 2 0 ;
vB ;

vS
;
vsmbM ; rr 2

+ 0-369 2 153 42 41-3 0-89 2 cF; pL; R; vglbM 2

— 0-922 1 161 30 44-6 0-88 1 vF; cL; vgbM 1

-0-619 5 160 6 17-6 0-88 5 Cl; pB; iF; gvmCM; stl5 ... 5

+ 0-162 3 155 20 50-2 0-76 3 pB; vS; R; gbM 3

+ 2-584 1 no 3 13-8 0-64 1 eeF; pS; E; r 1

-0*505 1 159 31 16-4 0-72 1 vF; pS; R; gbM 1

+ 4-659 1 40 6 11-5 0-55 1 Cl, not Ri; l*7m 1

-0-481 3 159 23 33-9 0-67 3 pB; vS; R; gmbM 3

+ 3-647 1 66 42 23-8 0-54 1 Cl; pL; 40 or50st8...15 ... 2

-0-131 7 157 21 35-8 0-64 7 F; pS; R; glbM 7

+ 2-401 1 116 39 52-1 0-53 1 vF; pS; R
;
gbM 1

+ 0-765 1 149 55 53-5 0-55 l Cl; vlC; stL& S 1

-0-854 2 161 12 17-0 0-60 2 F; pL; R; gpmbM 2

0-837 4 161 7 52-5 0-55 4 0; B; pL; R; gmbM; r ... 4

0-146 5 157 27 0-8 0-54 5 F; pS; R; r; amst 5

-0-504 4 159 30 51-1 — 0-53 4 0; pB; R; gmbM; rr;

st 14. ,.l6.

4

A. 152??

A. 594

A. 184??

” M.37

A. 185?'?

f A. 147? 1

\151 ? 154?,

A. 153?

S'

A. 106

40 53-3

40 54-2

40 56-7

41 10-5

41 11-3

41 11-8

41 15-6

41 18-8

5 41 33-6

5 41 38-9

5 41 39*6

5 41 43-7

5 41 56-8

5 42 5-1

5 42 38-5

5 42 43-0

5 42 45-6

5 42 47-9

5 43 2-4

5 43 7*5

5 43 6-1

5 43 7'3

5 43 9-6

43 9-8

43 24-9

43 44-7

43 49-9

44 23-6

44 49-2

44 54-6

44 58-2

45 6-7

A. 160

5 45 30-3

5 46 27*5

5 46 37'1

5 46 40-1

5 46 44-7

5 47 56-7

5 47 57-0

48 7-4

48 39-2

49 41-3

50 15-5

50 16*8

51 17-8

51 46-8

5 51 59-6

5 52 7‘3

52 28-5

52 34-6

52 41*1

53 11-9

53 22-1

53 26-1

53 53-9

53 54-3

54 7’4
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No.
of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
'of

Obs.

used.

Sir J. H.’s

^Catalogues

of Nebulas

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s a

1333 2994 5 54 23-3 — 0-503 2 159 30 24-0 — 0-50 2
1334 2993 5 54 34-6 + 0-090 1 155 51 30-9 0-47 1

1 335 II. 264 5 54 55-9 + 2-482 1 113 49 28*9 0-37 ]

1 3.36 2995 5 55 1*4 — 0-342 3 158 37 0-8 0-44 3

1337 373 5 55 15*5 + 2-822 1 100 36 14-8 0-34 1

1 338 374 5 55 39*0 + 3-206 1 84 16 44-3 0*29 1

1339 3009 5 56 0-0 —6-638 2 172 9 27-8 0-54 2
1340 2998 5 56 13*4 0-798 1 160 56 36-5 0-35 1

1341 2997 5 56 22-5 — 0-274 2 158 13 12-4 0-32 2

J

1 342 2996 5 56 50*7 + 0-836 1 149 7 34-5 0-25 1

1343 3000 5 57 0-8 —0-519 1 159 34 54-6 0-28 1

1344 3001 5 57 13-7 — 0-416 1 159 2 0-5 0-25 1

1345 2999 5 .57 34-0 + 1-437 2 140 44 5-6 0-18 2

1346 3002 5 57 46*1 + 0-010 1 156 24 55*3 0-19 1

1347 3003 R9 -

K

— 0-119 4 157 16 2*3 0-19 4

1348 3004 5 58 9‘8 + 0-141 3 155 28 41*2 0-16 3

1349 3005 A. 196 5 58 32-0 -0-316 5 158 28 3-8 0-14 5

1350 3006 A. 161? 5 58 35-9 —0-447 4 159 11 59-1 —0-13 4

1351 375 VI. 17 5 58 49-3 + 3-670 1 65 53 46-0 0-00 1

1352 3007 A. 193 5 58 50-0 — 0-345 4 158 38 5-4 — 0-12 4

1353 3008 5 58 50-7 0-287 1 158 17 48-7 0-11 1

1354 3013 5 .59 33-7 — 1-702 1 164 21 22-3 0-09 1

1355 3010 5 59 36-3 + 0-365 3 153 43 19-4 0-02 3

1356 3011 A 194 5 59 39-1 -0-525 5 158 31 0-8 -0-04 5

1357 376 5 59 59*5 + 4-765 1 38 17 55*2 + 0-14 ! 1

13581 3012 A. 223 ? 6 0 4-7 — 0-229 1 157 56 54-0 0-00 1

1359 378 IV. 44 6 0 8-7 + 2-927 1 96 11 46-0 + 0-10
1

1

1360 377 M. 35 6 0 12*5 3-677 1 65 39 16-9 0-13 1

1361 379 VIII. 24 6 0 33-4 3-405 1 76 1 38-5 0-15 1 .

1362 IV. 19 6 0 44-0 + 2-923 3 96 22 39*5 0-15 3
1363 3016 6 0 44-6 — 0-750 1 160 43 11-2 0-04 1

1364 3015 6 0 52-1 0-348 2 158 38 48-1 0-07 2
1365 3018 6 0 56-3 — 1-295 1 162 58 41-2 0-04 1

1366 Auw. N. 21 6 1 19*1 + 3-569 69 29 42-5 0-01

1367 3017 6 1 27*2 — 0-056 1 156 51 19*9 0-13 1

1368 3020 6 1 42-0 — 0-192 2 157 43 40-5 0-15 2
1369 3019 6 1 56-1 + 0-359 1 153 45 54-4 0-18 1

1370 3014 6 2 6-2 2-539 1 111 43 53-8 0-26 1

1371 380 VIII. 6 6 2 12-0 3-182 1 85 15 56-7 0-29 1

1372 3021 6 2 28-9 0-171 1 155 15 14-6 0-22 1

1373 381 IV. 38 6 2 41-6 2-924 1 96 18 57-6 0-32 1

1374 382 6 3 59*9 2-990 1 93 30 5-2 0-44 1

1375 383 IV. 20 6 4 17-9 2-927 2 96 12 6-1 0-47 2
1376 384 VII. 25 6 4 39-8 + 3-200 1 84 31 53-0 0-50 1

1377 3025 6 5 3-8 —0-516 3 15Q 33 4Q*6 0-42 3

1378 3022 6 5 5*6 + 2-168 1

a uj 00 u

124 4 30-3 0-51 1

5064 6 5 7 88 50 39
1379 3027 6 5 7-1 — 1-817 1 164 42 26*7 0-39 1

1380 3023 6 5 16-5 + 1-331 1 142 29 20-0 0-50 1

1381 VII. 57 6 5 25*2 4-189 1 50 6 21-0 0-60 1

1382 3026 6 5 47*6 0-196 1 155 4 9-3 0-51 1

1383 VI. 5 6 6 2*3 3-377 2 77 9 55-9 0-63 2
1384 3024 II. 265 6 6 14-4 +2-539 4 111 46 26-6 0-62 4

1385 3028 6 6 21*3 —0-087 2 157 4 22-5 + 0-55 2
5065 6 6 40-9 88 58 11-2
1386 3031 6 7 57*9 — 1-404 1 163 22 10-8 + 0*66 1

1387 3029 6 9 5*0 + 1-799 2 133 37 23-5 0-85 2
1388 3030 6 9 1 8*6 1*798 2 133 39 27*1 0-87 2
1389 385 2. 885 6 9 23-0 + 3-213 1 83 58 10-6 0-92 1

1390 3035 6 9 26-6 —2-061 1 165 24 21-8 + 0-76 1
!

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

vF; S;R; f of 2
eF;S;R
F; S...

pF; pS; iR; bM
* (3 Monoc) inv in pL, F, n ,

Cl; L; pRi; vlC; stlO,

F;pS;iR;bM
F; IE; r

eF; S; R; bM
eF; S; R; *12 vnr

F; vS; R; vsmbM; stellar ...

F;pS;R;bM
eeF; R; *15 att

eeF; IE; *16 att

F; pL; R; vglbM
F; pL; R; vglbM
pB; S; R; gbM; lstof3 ...

©; vB; S; R; vgvmbM; rr„

Cl; pS; raC; vRi; nrA; steS,

pF; S; R
;
gbM; *15 att nf.,

pF; pS; R; gbM
F; pL; R; gpmbM
F; pL; R; vglbM
©; vB; R; mCM; rr

Cl; pL; poor; stll

F'; S; R; gbM
Nebulous *7; am 3 st

Cl; vL; cRi; pC; st9...l6...

Cl; S; IRi; prnC;, | S. 848...

*9invF, pLneb; E170° ...

eF; L; R; glbM
F; cL; R; lbM
pF; pL; R; gmbM
*8m in neb (Bruhns)
eeF; pL; R; gbM
F; vS; iR; lbM; r

eF ; vS ;. R
F; pS; vmE; glbM
Cl; pRi ; 1C ;

st L & S
vF; S; R
pB { ; L*neb; E 90°+ ..

Cl; L; vlC
*11&4 S st in vF, L neb .

Cl; pL; pRi; pC; stL& S ...

JpB; pS; R; gbMID neb;

lvF;R;glbM / 12°-5

pF; pL; vmE; gvlbM
See No. 5064.

vF
;
pL; R; glbM

pB; vS; E; vsbM; *9 p 5s
...

Cl; cL; C; iF; st vS
F; iF; glbM; 2 or 3 stinv ...

Cl; L; Ri; gvmCM
pF; pS; vlE; pmbM; stnr...

vF; pS; R; gbM
See 5065.

F;vS;R;bM
eF; pS; R; vlbM; ?134°PD.
eF; S; R; pslbM; ?134° PD.

Chief of Cl

pB
;
pL ;

iR ;
vgpmbM ; r ...j
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No.

of

Cata-

logue

References to
Eight

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Eight
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan, 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used,

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarhs, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.
by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

1 3Q1 VII. 13 6 q 33-3 + 2-622 1 108 36 47*3 + 0*91 1 Cl; L; pRi; 1C 1

1 392 3034 6 10 13-2 0*506 1 :: 152 29 50*0 0*90 1 pF; S; R; bM 1

1393 3032 6 10 22-8 2*551 1 111 19 46*4 0*98 1 pB; pL; mE, 87°; pslbMRN 1

1394 3033 6 10 23*9 + 2*399 2 116 43 35*4 0*98 2 F: pS: vlE; pslbM 3

1395 3037 6 12 5*6 — 1*526 1 163 47 55*3 1*01 1 vF; cL; R; gvlbM 1

1396 3036 6 12 33-1 0*423 3 159 5 2*4 1*08 3 vB; pL; R; mbM; r 3

1397 3038 6 12 45-1 0*917 1 161 29 30*7 1*09 1 vF; S; R
;
glbM ; ** p 1

1398 3039 A. 201 6 13 34-4 — 0*270 2 158 13 12*4 1*18 2 B
:
pS : IE

:
gbM : rrr 2

1399 386 VII. 20 6 14 5-0 + 2*902 2 97 14 22*3 1*31 2 Cl; cL; pRi; pC; st 11. ..15 . 5

1400 3040 6 15 36-9 2*532 1 112 0 58*2 1*44 1 vF
;
pL ; R ; vglbM 1

1401 3041 6 16 4-8 2*387 2 117 10 38*1 1*47 2 vB; S; R; psmbM; r 2
1402 Auw. N. 22 6 16 25-2 3*539 70 35 28*2 1*54 F Cl (Markree Obs. Jan. 13, 0

1853).

1403 387 6 16 28-9 2*964 1 94 37 19*9 1*53 1 Cl; P; vlC; st 6, 11...12 ... 1

1404 3042 6 17 5-4 1*753 1 134 41 54*5 1*55 1 Cl; B; P; st 8, 1

1405 3044 6 18 1*5 0*980 1 147 29 35-ft 1*60 1 vF; IE; vgbM; p of 2 1

1406 3045 6 18 1-9 0*983 1 147 27 30*0 1*60 1 vF; IE; vgvlbM; f of 2 1

1407 3043 6 18 43-9 2*513 3 112 46 8*0 1*70 3 F; pL; R) vglbM; 2st inv... 3

1408 VII. 35 6 19 44-5 3*372 1 77 16 45*6 1*82 1 Cl; pC; with neb? 1

1409 388 VII. 26 6 19 57-6 2*847 1 99 34 30*9 1*83 1 Cl; P; 1CM; st 12... 15 2
1410 3046 6 20 1-4 2*536 1 111 55 24*9 1*83 1 eF; R; * p 270°, 90" 1

1411 3047 6 20 33-0 0*293 1 154 23 21*3 1*81 1 F; S; R; glbM 1

1412 3048 6 20 49-4 0*231 1 154 52 49*6 1*82 2 eF; vS; R; 1st of 3 2

1413 3049 6 20 55-3 + 0*226 1 154 55 25*2 1*84 1 eF; S; IE; 2nd of 3 1

1414 3050 6 21 0-8 — 0*136 3 157 27 7*2 1*84 3 F; pL; R; gvlbM; *f 3
1415 VIII. 25 6 21 1-6 + 2*963 1 94 40 44*6 1*92 1 B# (10 Monoe)+ Cl 1

1416 3051 6 21 110 0*220 1 154 58 9*5 1*85 1 eF ; S ; 3rd of 3 1

1417 389 VIII. 9 6 21 13-5 3*473 (1) 73 13 33*5 1*95 1 Cl; eL; pRi; 1C; st L & S... 2
1418 3052 6 21 49-5 0*235 1 154 51 45*3 1*91 1 vF; S; R; #12 nr 1

1419 390 VII. 5 6 22 11-0 3*233 1 83 4 232 [2*04 l Cl; pRi; pC; st 10, 12. ..15... «t
1420 392 6 23 28-8 3*189 1 84 57 32*2 2*14 1 #8 in L; P; BC1 4
1421 391 VIII. 49 6 23 31-7 + 4*013 2 54 42 17*1 2*17 Cl; pL; P; vlC; st 7, 10... 15 3
1422 3054 6 23 42*4 — 0*366 3 158 50 33*8 2*06 3 vF; pL; R; glbM 3
1423 3053 A. 616? 6 24 13-8 + 2*267 2 121 11 28*4 2*18 2 pB ; cL ; R ;

vlgbM ;
4' 2

1424 VII. 2 12 Monoc. B.A.C. 6 24 53*4 3*189 B.A.C. 85 2 14*5 2*27 B.A.C. Cl; beautiful; st.se

1425 393 IV. 3 6 24 58-0 3*312 2 79 44 43*1 2*27 2 pL; com; mbNsfalm#; 7*t
#7-8 nf.

1426 Auw. N. 23 6 25 51-9 + 3*729 63 35 16*9 2*36 Small cluster fMarkree Obs. 0

Dec. 23, 1853).
1427 3055 6 26 38-1 — 0*360 4 158 50 0*3 2*31 4 pB; pL; R; vgbM; *p 4
1428 394 6 27 5*0 + 2*956 1 94 57 53*2 2*44 1 Cl; pRi; 1C; iF; st 8, 12... 14 1

1429 395 VIII. 3 6 27 8-4 3*269 (2) 81 32 16*8 2*46 (2) Cl; vL; E; Ri; 1C 4
1430 396 VIII. 50 6 27 23-7 3*199 (1)

1

84 32 14*7 2*49 1:: Cl; vL; pRi; 1C; st S 3
1431 VII. 54 6 27 56*0 6*043 24 2 1 5-6 2*62 1 vE

;
st eS 1

1432 397 VII. 22 6 28 25-1 3*253 1 82 13 44.4 2*58 1 Cl; S; pC; iF; st 11... 15 ... 2
1433 3056 6 28 59*1 2*153 2 124 42 52*7 2*59 2 eF; S; lE;vlbM 2
1434 3057 6 29 25'9 0*325 3 154 13 23*4 2*58 3 F; cL; R; vglbM; r; 17 s*0d 3
1435 VI. 28 6 30 47*9 3*329 1 79 n 33*4 2*78 1 Cl; cRi; eC; iF; st eS 1

1436 398 VIII. 48 6 31 2-3 3*041 1 91 20 42*7 2*79 1 Cl; vL; P; vlC; stL & S ... 2
1437 399 IV. 2 6 31 31-4 3*278 3 81 8 20*5 2*85 3 B; vmE 330°; Ncom=#ll 7+
1438 400 VII. 37 6 32 24-0 3*101 1 88 43 47*6 2*92 1 Cl; vC; iR; bM; st eS 2
1439 3058 6 32 41*8 2*462 1 114 43 55*6 2*92 1 pF ; IE; bet 2 vS st; pslbM... 1

1440 401
|

V. 27
VIII. 5

1 15 Monoc. 6 33 16-0 3*305 1 79 59 24*7 2*99 1 15 Monoc ; Cl; f ; ? neb 6*

1441 402 6 33 40'5 3*354 1 77 57 3*2 3*04 1 Cl; P; 30 or 40 st 12. ..13 ... 1

1442 403 VI. 21 6 34 32-6 3*748 1 62 53 35*6 3*12 1 Cl; pS; eC; Ri; stll.,.15... 2
1443 3059 6 35 31-5 2*236 1 122 2ft 49*8 3*16 1 pB; S; R; 2or3stvnr ...... 1

1444! 404 VI. 3 6 36 26-7 3*180 (1) 85 17 41*1 3*27 1 Cl ;
vmC ; not Ri ; st vS 2

1445 405 Vlf. 36 6 36 35*5 3*154 1 86 24 51*4 3*28 1 Cl; 1C; notRi 2
1446 3060 6 37 3-1 2*503 3 113 2ft 15-ft 3*30 3 pF • S

;
R

;
gbM

;
am st. 3

1447 3061 6 37 7-0 + 2*390 3 117 19 37*3 + 3*31 3 pF; pS; vlE; bM; r 3
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.
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Right
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for
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,
Jan. 0.
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,
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and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

1448 406 11.615 6 38 2-9 + 3-950 2 56 17 42-9 + 3-43 2

1449 407 11.614 6 38 2-9 3-951 2 56 15 56-9 3-43 2

1450 3062 6 39 16-6 2-386 1 117 30 7-7 3-49 1

1451 VIII. 71 6 39 30*5 4-223 1 48 47 17-8 3-56 1

1452 III. 271 6 39 46-2 2-642 1 108 3 23-8 3-56 1

1453 408 VIII. 31 6 40 39-4 3-002 1 93 1 23-9 3-63

1454 411 M. 41 6 41 0-3 2-578 1: 110 36 2-2 3-64 1

1455 410,o R. nova 6 41 34-1 3-944 56 23 51-2 3-74

1456 410, 6 R. nova 6 41 35-9 3-944 56 22 58-2 3-74

1457 410 III. 898 6 41 39-3 3-944 1 : 56 25 16-2 3-74 1

1458 409 III. 897 6 41 39-4 3-946 1: 56 21 16-2 3-74 1

1459 3063 6 41 44*2 2*414 1 116 35 49-0 3-70 1

1460 410, c R. nova 6 41 54-0 3-944 56 19 55-2 3-74

1461 3064 6 42 3*3 2-414 1 116 34 19-9 3-73 1

1462 3066 6 43 23'6 0-428 1 153 34 16-4 3-78 1

1463 3065 A. 578 6 44 1*7 2-124 4 125 50 56-4 3-88 4

1464 412 6 44 17*3 2-915 1 96 40 35-2 3-94 1

1465 413 VI. 27 6 44 35-1 3-086 2 89 22 44-1 3-97 3
1466 414 VIII. 39 6 45 3-1 2-912 3 96 55 13-0 4-00 3

1467 415 VI. 2 6 46 55-4 3-501 2 71 49 12-7 4-09 2
1468 3067 6 47 45-6 0-375 1 154 6 43-8 4-16 1

1469 416 VIII. 51 6 47 47-1 2-910 1 97 1 26-2 4-24 1

1470 3068 6 47 58*3 0-369 a 154 9 52-4 4-18 2
1471 417 VI. 18 6 49 15-4 .2-911 3 97 1 24-8 4-36 3
1472 3069 6 49 23*0 1’949 2 130 41 29-2 4-34 2
1473 418 VIII. 60 6 50 51-9 2-971 1 94 24 15-0 4-50 1

1474 419 6 51 6*4 3-311 1 79 33 25-9 4-53 1

1475 D’Arrest, 50 6 51 23 2-89 [3] 97 45 24 4-51
[ 3 ]

1476 420 6 51 49-9 4*665 2 39 12 51-9 4-63 2
1477 421 11.304 6 52 55*6 2-898 3 97 35 39-1 4-67 3
1478 421,o R. nova 6 52 97 35

1479 < = H VII. 14 6 53 4-4 2-759 2 103 30 44.4 4-68 2

1^3070

J

1480 423 VIII. IB 6 53 48*2 3-145 2 86 44 53-5 4-75 2
1481 III. 874 6 54 46*7 4-658 1 39 15 39*4 4-88 1

1482 424 II. 861 6 54 57-4 4-661 1 39 13 10-3 4-81 1

1483 425 M. 50 6 56 12-5 2-886 4 98 8 46-5 4-95 4
1484 427 VII. 38 6 56 57-0 3-100 2 88 44 31-6 5-02 3
1485 3071 6 57 7*4 2-368 1 118 30 13-3 5-01 1

1486 426 II. 734 6 57 28-6 4-663 1 39 5 50-6 5-02 1

1487 428 IV. 25 6 57 33-2 2-817 1 101 6 47-8 5-06 1

1488 3072 6 58 6-8 1-912 2 131 51 55-4 5-08 2

r II. 735
1489 429 = 6 58 33-7 4-547 1 41 10 42-0 5-20 1

L III. 875
1490 432 VIII. 40 6 58 47*5 3-741 2 62 35 40-7 5-19 2
1491 430 II. 862 6 58 49*2 4-631 1 39 36 2-6 5-22 1

1492 430,o R. nova 6 58 ± ... 39 36 +

1493 431 III. 899 6 58 54-3 3-986
; (1) 54 39 36-3 5-21 1 ::

1494 VIII. 32 6 59 54*6 1 00 52 4*8 5*26 1

]
1495 435 7 0 6-6

^ Ot/
|

2-949 1

JJ
95 24 37.7 5-29

1496 434 II. 769 7 0 9-7 3-515
1

1 71 0 17*0 5-30 1

1497 433 II. 736 7 0 27*9 4-627 2 39 36 26-8 5-36 2
1498 VIII. 33 7 1 35*7 2-834 1 100 26 14-0 5-40 1

1499 3073 7 1 52*0 °*77^ j 102 57 4-0 5*43 \

1500 IV. 65 7 2 14-0

** i 4 u

3-055 2 90 30
1 X)

8*1 5*47 1

1501 III. 746 7 2 47-5 + 5-827 1 24 57 49-7 + 5-59 1

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

F; S;bM
eF

; vS
pF

;
pL ; IE ;

gbM
Cl; pRi; vlC

; st pL
3 or 4 S st + neb
Cl; L; C; ab 100 st 9... 15...

vL; B; 1C; st 8,

No desc.
; (3 of Lord R.’s diag,

No desc.
; y of Lord R ,’s diag

eF; vS

{eF;
;

E!|bM}D “eb!amsl

No descr.; s ofLord R.’s diag,

eF ; S ; R ; bet st ; D neb p ...

vF
; S; R ; vglbM

©; B; pL; iR; gbM; rr

Cl of 30 or 40 st

Cl; Ri; L; iF; st L & S
Cl; L; P; 1C
Cl; pL; Ri; mC; st vS
vF; vS; R; 2 st A
Cl; P; vlC
vF;pS; vlE 90°

Cl; pL; pRi; raC; stl3

pB; pL; vmE 44°-8: pslbM.
Cl; 1C; not Ri
Cl; P
F; vS; R
eF
pF; S; R ; r ; S st inv

Makes a close D neb with h

421.

Cl; L; Sc; st 8.. .9

Cl of sc st; st 8, 9>

vF; vS; IE

pB; S; iR; gbM; *8, 120'

! Cl; vl; Ri; pC; E; st 12...16

Cl; L; Ri; cC; st 12... 16 ...

pB; pL; IE; gbM
vF; pL; iR; psinbM; st p ...

pB .* inv in S, vF, neb
vF; S; vlE; bM; am st

vF; vS; stellar

Cl; L; vlC; Scl inv

F; S ; R ;
psbM

Several near h. 430 (? 426,

433 & 1 nov).

vF; S;R;bM
Cl; L; 1C

Cl; vlC
pB; pL; R; glbM
pF; S; R; glbM; r

Cl; cL; P; 1C

Cl; pL; pRi; gbM; st 10... 14

*9 aff with S, vF, neb
vF; S; R; lbM

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.
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Wo.
References to

of

Cata- Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’s Othe
logue. Catalogues Classes

Authorities
of Nebulae. and Nos.

h. H.

1502 3074
1503 436 VII. 27 C.H.
1504 437
1505 VII. 15

1506 VIII. 34
1507 438 VII. 16

1508 439 VI. 6

1509 VII. 6

1510 VIII. 45
1511 3075 y. 21

f 4401
1512 < = VII. 12 C.H.

l 3076

f 441
1

1513 = VII. 17 A.S.C. 905
1 3077^

1514 442
1515 III. 748

1516 VIII. 27
1517 443
1518 3078
1519 444 11.316

1520 445 II. 317
1521 3080 VIII. 35
1522 3079
1523 3084
1524 3082
1525 3081
1526 3083
1527 446
1528 447 III. 703
1529 II. 820
1530 448 III. 900
1531 449 III. 901
1532 450 IV. 45
1533 VIII. 44
1534 VIII. 11

1535 451 VIII. 36
1536 3085
1537 Auw. N. 24
1538 Auw. N. 25
1539 454 VII. 65
1540 453 III. 19
1541 V. 44
1542 452
1543 3086
1544 VIII. 52
1545 455 VIII. 37
1546 456 II. 821
1547 3087
1548 457 1.218

1549 458 VI. 1

1550 3089 VII. 67

f 459")

1551 VIII. 38

[_3088

J

1552 3090 VII. 28
1553 VIII. 87

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

h m s s , u
7 3 7-1 + 0-009 1 157 11 8-8 + 5-46

7 3 16-3 2-881 1 98 23 59-5 5-55

7 6 55*9 2-817 1 101 15 9-5 5-85

7 7 48-2 2-506 1 113 51 10-6 5-92

7 7 50-5 2-845 1 100 3 44-9 5-93

7 8 28-2 2-463 1 115 29 29-4 5-98

7 9 3-8 3-390 1 75 58 53-5 6-05

7 9 12*4 3-394 1 75 46 51-8 6-06

7 10 31-8 2-687 2 106 47 59-8 6-16

7 11 3-0 2-778 1 102 57 54-0 6-20

7 11 23-4 2-721 2 105 23 19-9 6-23

7 12 54-6 2-488 2 114 42 14-2 6-34

7 13 59*7 2-908 1 97 18 9-5 6-05

7 14 2*3 6-410 1 20 42 16-2 6-54

7 14 8-9 2-568 1 111 40 18-5 6-45

7 14 20-5 2-845 1 100 7 38-4 6-48

7 15 0-5 0-679 2 152 5 45-1 6-47

7 16 42-9 3-792 1 60 14 41-0 6-70

7 16 44-7 3-792 1 60 14 21-0 6-70

7 17 31-6 2-781 1 102 59 33-2 6-74

7 18 18-9 2-423 1 157 15 54-7 6*79

7 18 27-0 0-617 1 112 48 48-5 6-75

7 18 32-8 2-427 1? 117 6 24-0 6-80

7 18 39-7 2-597 1 110 39 57-6 6-82

7 18 59-7 2-595 2 110 44 57-5 6-85

7 19 17-6 3-920 1? 55 54 27-3 6*91

7 19 23-1 3-921 1 55 53 27-3 6-91

7 19 44*8 4-017 1 52 58 44-5 6-95

7 19 45-1 3-920 1 55 55 8-2 6-95

7 19 57-6 3-921 1 55 51 47-1 6-97

7 20 54*4 3-557 1 68 48 33-2 7-04

7 21 2-5 3-232 1 82 41 1-2 7-04

7 21 11-7 3-384 1 75 56 51-5 7-05

7 21 38-5 + 2-818 1? 101 27 32-1 7-07

7 21 42-1 -0-151 2 158 43 56-0 7-oo

7 22 32*1 + 3-070 89 55 49*5 7-15

7 22 32-1 3-070 89 55 49-5 7-15

7 22 57*2 2-767 1 103 41 23-1 7-17

7 23 6-9 3-2S0 2 80 3 25-0 7-20

7 23 18-6 5-864 1 24 0 3-0 7-30

7 24 35-7 6-898 1 18 1 37-9 7*43

7 25 21-7 2-693 1 106 54 16-1 7-37

7 26 49-5 2-789 1 102 47 49-7 7-49

7 26 49-5 2-735 1 105 8 46-7 7-49

7 27 43-4 3-954 1 54 28 22-7 7*59

7 28 25-2 0-743 1 151 57 47-1 7-57

7 28 37-8 4-077 1 50 48 47-4 7-68

7 30 5-7 3-566 1 68 7 10-4 7-78

7 30 10-0 2-615 1 110 18 0-8 7-76

7 30 10-8 2-760 2 104 10 31-8 7-76

7 30 38-0 2-774 1 103 32 55-0 7-80

7 31 51-7 + 2-751 1 104 35 14-0 + 7-90

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

Wo. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Cl; P; 1C ; 30 st + ...

Cl; cL; P; cC
Cl

; 1C ; J taken

Cl;pRi;pC
Cl; L; 1C; one vB*
Cl; cRi; 1C

Cl; pS; pRi; mC; stl5...l6

Cl; 1C
Cl; P; 1C

! I; vF; wL ; viF

Cl; vL; Ri; pC; st9...12 ...

Cl; pL; Ri ...

Cl; pC; st pL; bifid

vB; pL; R; mbM ; r; vS#
inv.

Cl; S; P; 1C

Cl; S; pRi; st 15.

pB; pL; iE; glbM
B; S; R; bMN; p of D neb,

45°, 60".

pB; S; R; bMN; f of D neb

Cl; vL; pRi; 1C; stL
pF; pS; R; vsmbM; am st...

vF; vS; R; am st

pF; S; R; bM
Cl; pS; pmC ;

stl2

Cl; 1C; bifid; *

neb; 1st of 4

vF; vS; R; bM
pB; S; stellar

vF; S; R; bM
vF; S; R; psbM
B; S; R; *8 M
Cl; L; P; vlC; stL
Cl; pRi; C
Cl; vL; vlC

pB; cL; cE 117°, lbM
1 Two B neb (Bond, Feb. /
/ 1853). 1
Cl; S; cRi; cC; st vS
eF; S; R; lbM; * inv

!! ; cB ; eL ;
vmE ;

vgmbMN 7
1

Cl; vlC

Cl; S but B; st 8. ..10

Cl; vL; P
;
vlC

Cl; P; 1C; st 9, &c
pB; cS; R; vgvlbM; r; almO
vF; L; R; gbM; r

PB;pL;lE90°;vgbM;*7, 8,

19°.

Cl; cL; Ri; C; stll...l8 ...

Cl; L; cRi; stU...13

Cl; B; vL; pRi; st L & S ...

Cl ; vL ; Ri ;
pC ; st vS

Cl; P; S; st vS

1

1

1

1

2

3t

3t
5

1

1

1

2
2
1*
3*

1

2*

2*

4+
1 *

1

2
2

0

0

2
4

2
1

1

1

3

3

1

3

10

3

MDCCCLXIV.
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

1554
1555
1556
1557
1558

1559
1560
1561

1562
1563
1564

1565

1566

1567
1568

1569
1570
1571

1572
1573
1574
1575
1576

1577
1578

1579
1580
1581

1582
1583
1584
1585
1586

1587
1588

1589
1590
1591

1592
1593
1594
1595
1596

1597

1598

1599
1600

1601

1602
1603
1604

1605
1606
1607

References to
Right

Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

H. h m s s

II. 822 7 32 26-8 +4*676 1 37 20 50*0 + 8*00 1

7 32 31-5 1*739 1 137 18 28*9 7*93 1

VIII. 47 7 32 55*5 2*715 1 106 11 49.4 7*98 1

VIII. 46 7 33 4-6 2*719 1 106 1 50*0 8*00 1

III. 829 7 34 26-7 4*715 1 36 34 59*8 8*16 1

VI. 36 7 34 41-6 2*656 1 108 45 38*6 8*12 1

7 35 4-7 + 3*277 1 80 24 50*1 8*17 1

7 35 9.9 — 0*117 5 158 58 3*7 809 5

11.616 7 35 11-2 + 3*833 1 57 59 59*0 8*20 1

35 19-3 4*653 1 37 35 56*6 8*22 1

M. 46 7 35 24-3 2*755 1 104 29 50*4 8*18 1

IV. 39 7 35 25-4 2*757 2 104 24 39*4 8*18 3

7 35 26-2 2*328 1 121 19 45*1 8*17 1

IV. 64 7 35 41*2 + 2*677 1 107 53 22*3 8*21 1

7 36 43-9 — 0*149 4 159 12 49*3 8*21 4

7 37 36*4 + 4*803 1 35 3 14*3 8*41

M.93 7 38 39*2 2*542 1 113 32 43*2 8*44 1

Lai. 15134 7 38 41*4 2*522 1 114 21 12*2 8*44 1

7 40 19*2 2*138 1 127 38 15*8 8*56 1

7 41 47*4 2*457 2 117 0 6*7 8*69 2

7 41 56-8 2*459 1 :: 116 54 21*0 8*70 1::

7 42 52*2 2*611 1 110 57 4*1 8*77 1

7 42 56*7 4*838 1 34 9 26*9 8*83 1

III. 479 7 44 24-4 3*280 2 80 5 29*5 8*91 2
ij 45 47-6 + 4*908 1 32 57 44*1 9*07 1

7 46 20*9 — 0*423 1 161 3 33*8 8*96 1

R. 8 novae 7 47 ± 32 57 +

IV. 22 7 46 40-1 + 2*488 1 116 2 1*1 9*07 1

III. 836 7 46 42-0 4*905 2 32 57 5*9 9*13 2
III. 830 7 47 11-2 4*660 1 36 46 9*8 9*16 1

R. nova 7 47 36 46
A. 535 7 47 18-9 2*133

'2
128 11 8*3 911 2

M. 47 7 48 20*5 2*751 W. 105 3 19*3 9*21 W.
VII. 58 7 48 39-8 2*700 1 107 21 4*6 9*22 1

11. 302 7 48 50-3 3*602 1 65 52 5*8 9-26 1

R. nova 7 48 ± 65 52 +

VII. 10 7 49 0-6 2*544 2 113 56 10*5 9*25 2

7 49 1-8 2*453 1 117 29 59*5 9*25 1

III."837 7 50 26-3 4*881 1 33 3 54*6 9*42 1

VII. 23 A. 626 7 50 36-9 2*396 3 119 41 58*1 9*37 3

7 50 53-9 3*682 1 62 35 59*9 9*43 1

R. nova 7 50 62 35
III. 750 7 50 55-0 4*067 (i) 49 47 50*2 9*44 6)

R. nova 7 50 + 49 47 +
III. 838 7 51 11-3 4*903 i 32 42 17*4 9*48 1

III. 709 7 51 25-4 + 4*530 1 38 52 4*7 + 9*49 1

Sir J. H,
Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

of Obs.

by h.

h.

460
3091

3092
462

3096

461

463
4641

(.3093

J

3094

r 46^

3095

3097

465
3098
466

3099
3100
3101
3102
467
468
469

3104

469, a

472
470
471

471, a
5103

473
473, a

4741

3106J
3105
475m

13107J
477
477,a
476
476, a

478

cF ; R ; vgbM ; r ; 8 p ..

eF; L; pmE; grabM; 2stinv
Cl; vL; vlC
Cl; vL; vlC
eF; vS; R; bM
Cl; pL

;
pC; E0°;stL&S...

eF; *15, 300°*0, 90"
pB ; S ; R ;

pmbM ; 3 st 1 1 n..

F; S; lbM
vF;vS;R;bM
!; Cl; vB; vRi; vL; inv Q...

0;pB;pS;elE;r;39’75d

Cl; B; pRi; pL; 1C;
st 9, 12. ..14.

O ; cB ; not v well def ....

fcL;vF;R"lD neb; 40°;

lpL;vF;R/ f inv M ...

F
; am 4 st

Cl; L; pRi; 1C; st8...13 .

Cl of 18 or 20 st 11. ..13 .

Cl; vvL; vlC; 1* 4*5 m....

O ; F; S; IE; am 60 st ....

Cl; S; pRi; pC
Cl; cL; pRi; 1C; st 12 ....

vF; R; vgbM
vF ; S ;

rr group + neb ....

eF; R; p of 2
vF; S ; R ; lbM

8 of 1 0 neb, in line with h. 469
470.

pB; vL; R; er; *8 M
F; vS ; R ; *9 sf ; f of 2 ..

F; pS; E?; bM vS*? L* nf

Makes D neb with h. 871 ...

! ; Cl; B; Ri; L; 1C; st 12 ...

Place from Wollaston’s Cat.

Cl; pL; pRi; pC; stS
F; S; IE; bM; er

vF; E; * inv near N

Cl; L; cRi; vlC

Cl; L; 1C
vF; vS; R; glbM

Cl; pL; cRi; pC; stll...l3

vF; S; R; bM
F ; S
cB; S; R; sbM
Follows III. 750 (h. 476) ...

eF; vS
F; L; R; vgbM; r; am st ...
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No.

of

Cata-

logue.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

1609

1610

1611

1612

1613

1614

1615

1616

1617

1618

5066

1619

1620

1621

1622

1623

1624

1625

1626

1627

1628

1629

1630

1631

1632

1633

1634

1635

1636

1637

1638

1639

1640

1641

1642

1643

1644

1645

1646

1647

1648

1649

1650

1651

1652

1653

1654

1655

1656

1657

1658

1659

1660

1661

1662

SirW. H.’:

Classes

and Nos.

h.

3108
3109

480
481

482
483,

483
484

3111

3110
3112
485
486
488
487
489

3113
490
491

3114
492

3115
493
494

3116
3117
496
495

497
498
499
3118

500
501

3119

f 5031

[3120J

502
3176

3121

3122

3123
504

3124
3125
505
506

507

III. 839
VI. 37
11.544

VIII. 1

III. 605

III. 512
III. 7

III. 877
VIII. 30

III. 752
II. 726

III. 840
IV. 55
VII. 11

III. 710

11.719
II. 627

VI.

III. 711
II. 303

III. 256
III. 606

III. 607
II. 634

III. 288

VII. 64

VI. 39

II. 259
III. 902

III. 753

11.315

III. 599
III. 234

Other
Authorities.

E. nova
D’Arrest, 51

B.A.C. 3073

A. 563
A. 411

C. H.

D’Arrest, 52

D’Arrest, 53

h

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7
7

7

7 59

7 59
8 1

8 1

8 1

8 3

8 4

8 4

8 4

8 4

8 6

8 6

8 6

8 6

8 7

59

8 14

8 17

tit

sion

an. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

s

3-2 + 2-778 2 103 59 2-7 + 9-49 2 cF; S; vlE90°; glbM; amst. 2

12-0 1-565 i 141 55 10-1 9-47 1 pF; S; E; vgpmbM 1

15-3 4-672 i 36 10 28-9 9-63 1 eF; vS 1

15-8 2-858 i 100 14 21-4 9-58 1 Cl; pL; vEi; C; st 1 1 ...20... 2*

39-5 3-409 i 73 54 23-9 9-63 1 pB; pL; 5B; vgbM ; er; 3

*225°-5, 60".

31-8 2-675 3 108 41 12-4 9-68 3 Cl; B; pRi; 1C; stS 4

45-3 3-586 1 66 13 22-6 9-72 1 vF;S;iE 2

32-6 3-273 80 7 43-3 9-71 y in Lord Eosse’s diagram .. 0*

40-8 3-27 [23 80 12 48 9-70 [2] eF; III. 512 flO s-5; n50" ... 0

47*2 3-273 2 80 11 58-3 9-71 2 F; S; E; psmbM; r 3

48-7 3-255 1 81 4 16-3 9-71 1 F; vS; vlE; 2stp 3

12-5 65 25 19-4 See No. 5066.

1-4 1-004 6 150 29 10-5 9-75
6*

Cl; vB; vL; pEi
;
st 7... 13 ... 6

17-4 2-825 1 101 54 45-3 9-81 1 F; vS; E; bet 3 st 13, 14 ... 1

48-9 2-457 1 117 47 40-5 9-85 1 Cl; B; pEi; pC 1

22-1 4-938 1 31 49 50-5 9-95 1 pF; pL; E; psbM; *9, np 3'. 1

0-5 2-845 1 101 2 6-9 10-03 1 cF; pL; E; vgvlbM; amst... 2

28-2 2-461 (2) 117 46 23-5 10-05 1 Cl; vL; pEi; 1C; stlO.,,15... 3

54-2 3-451 1 71 46 29-0 10-10 1 eF; IE; vS*n 2

15-2 3-857 2 55 38 18-6 10-22 2 pB; pL; E; vglbM; r; 2stnf 4

22-2 2-419 2 119 29 53-7 10-19 2 Cl; pL; Ei; C; st9, 13... 14.. 2

50-7 4-775 1 33 55 30-7 10-29 1 pF; pL; E; psbM; *8, l64°'3 2

18-1 4-271 1 43 35 28-4 10-38 1 ®; pB; pL; E; rrrst20 3

7-8 2-819 2 102 24 59-0 10-40 2 Cl; vL; Ei; 1C; st 11. ..13 ... 3

26-2 4-404 1 40 30 20-4 10-48 1 F; L; E; vgbM 2

42-2 2-817 1 102 30 54-5 10-45 1 Nebulous ijs 6-7 1

51-0 3-919 1 53 19 26-7 10-49 1 F; pL; iE ; vgbM ; % nr 3*

2-9 3-524 1 68 13 36-1 10-57 1 F; S; IE 45°; *8, np 4' 4

26-4 2-215 3 126 58 24-1 10-57 3 Cl; B; L;lC;iE;st9...12... 3

31-6 1-769 2 138 51 3-1 10-57 2 Cl;B;L;lC;st7...l6 2

50-1 2-964 2 95 22 30-6 10-62 3 Cl; vL; pEi; pmC; st9...13. 7

37-5 4-892 1 31 46 48-9 10-73 1 pB; S; inE 0°; psmbM l

46-0 4-438 1 39 32 33-9 10-73 1 eF ; cL; IE 45°+ l

33-7 3-568 1 66 6 1-0 10-90 1 F; S; R; mbM; r 4

43-9 3-094 1 88 48 46-3 10-91 1 vF; cS; iF; 3Sstinv? 3

6-8 3-500 1 69 3 9-5 10-95 1 vF; S; R; sbM; stellar 3

21-1 2-499 1 117 2 10-9 10-93 1 F
;
pL

;
gmbM ;

am 60 st 1

42 3-51 [3] 68 34 36 10-98 [3] F; pL 0

13-6 3-512 1 68 26 14-6 11-02 1 vF;cS;R 2

26-5 3-510 1 68 30 37-2 11-04 1 cF; S; E; bM 2

27-9 2*633 1 111 22 33-6 11-02 1 vF; S; R; gbM; am 60+ st.. 1

48-8 2-549 1 115 1 53-2 11-04 1 vF; cL
;
er 1

11-06
r Cl; pL; pRi; 1C; iR;V

58-1 2-421 3 120 12 19-8 3
[ st 1 1 ... 1 4. j

4

10 3-50 [2] 68 41 48 10-98 [2] vF; cE; 3vSstf 0

15*1 + 2-444 1 119 18 33-1 11-07 1 Cl; vL; cRi; 1C; st9, 3

25-4 - 140-624 1 179 41 7-5 7-74 1 F; S; R; glbM; Polariss. 1*

Austr.

16-8 + 3-543 1 66 57 59*4 11-18 1 F;S;iF;r 1

49*0 2-818 2 102 52 35-0 11-20 2 F; vlE; gbM ; r; am 50 st ... 3

35-1 2-272 4 125 46 36-2 11-24 4 | = h. 4083 in pS neb; am 4

70 st.

44*3 2-435 1 119 52 8-5 11-25 1 Cl; cL; pRi; pC; R; st 12... 1

30 3-488 2 69 13 21-1 11-37 3 vF;pS; R;glbM; *p75"... 4

39-0 2-461 1 119 2 32-8 11-46 1 Cl; pmCM; iF; st9, 10... 13. 1

39-2 2-369 1 122 31 10-1 11-47 1 Cl; F; S; R; gbM; st 15 ... 1

41-2 3-615 1 63 35 7-7 11-49 1 pF;S;R;vsbM* 2

34-0 3-511 1 68 3 46-8 11-56 1 vF; pL; iF; r; |sp2' 2

58-8 + 3-529 1 66 58 8-1 + 11-87 1 vF; S; stellar 2

L 2
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance
for

I860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarts, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m S s

1663 31 9.

6

8 24 27^7 + 0*438 1 157 39 23*2 + 11*84 1 F; pS; R; gbM 1

508 8 24 32-8 4-510 2 36 41 28*9 11*93 2 eF ; S ; R ; *95° ; p of 2 2

1665 509 III. 292 8 24 48*6 3-691 1 59 59 13*9 11*93 2 vF; pL; R; lbM; r; | nr ... 4

1666 510 8 25 8-2 4*500 2 36 44 52*5 12*05 2 eF; S; R; fof 2; *310° 2

1667 510,o R. nova 8 25 8-2 4*500 36 40 52*5 12*05 Place from 510 h. by MS. ... 0*

1668 510, 5 R. nova 8 25 + 36 44 + No description or place 0

1669 511 8 25 27-2 3*628 1 62 32 51*4 11*98 1 eF 1

1670 512 II. 318 8 26 43-8 3*661 2 61 3 35*1 12*07 2 F; vlE; mbM; r 3

1671 3130 8 26 48-7 1*170 150 38 29*3 12*01 2 Cl; pS; IRi; 1C 2

f
513^1

1672 < = > IV. 35 8 26 57-1 2*771 2 105 39 51*8 12*06 2 F; S; att to *13; *7nf, 10 s
... 3

L3127J
1673 3128 8 07 10*4 2*830 1 102 41 44.4 12*08 1 B

; S ; E ;
psbM ; bet 2 st 1

1674 3129 II. 266 8 27 14-9 2*628 3 112 29 47*4 12*08 3 cB; L; vmE 110°*3 5

1675 515 III. 257 8 28 48*7 3*093 1 88 48 50*0 12*20 1 eF; pL
;
iF 2

1676 514 11.319 8 oq 0*5 3*662 3 60 49 18*6 12*22 3 F* pS; R; bM; r 4

1677 3131 8 30 27*5 2*178 3 130 11 3*7 12*29 3 *9 inv in pB, pL, R, neb ... 3+

1678m VII. 63 8 31 28-3 2*476 2 119 28 1*1 12*37 2 Cl; cL; pRi; pC; stll...l3.. 4

1679 III. 982 H. O. N. 8 31 32*3 1 16 45 45*1 12'47 1 vF; S; stellar 1

1680 III. 235 8 31 51*1 3*539 1 65 57 15*6 12*42 1 eF; S 1

1681 517 M. 44 8 32 9*0 3*462 1 69 32 36*2 12*44 1 Praesepe Cancri 3

1682 III. 983 H. O. N. 8 32 33-3 6*501 1 16 51 47*2 12*54 1 vF; S; stellar 1

1683 3133 8 32 58-2 2*357 1 124 16 9*1 12*47 1 Cl
;
pmC; irr A ; st 13 1

1684 518 I. 204 8 33 37-9 4*342 4 39 17 45*8 12*56 4 cB; S; E130°+ ;
psmbM*?.. 5

1683 3134 8 33 41*5 1*596 2 144 37 47*0 12*50 2 pB ; S ; R ; 3 or 4 vS st p nr ... 2
1686 519 8 34 20*5 3*005 1 93 37 53*4 12*50 1 vF

;
pL; gbM ; r ; 2 pB st s, sf 1

1687 3136 8 34 20*5 2*000 1 135 43 55*5 12*55 1 Cl S ; st L & S 1

f 521-1

1688 < = r III. 49 8 34 51-4 3*345 3 75 13 2*6 12*62 3 F* S; vlE 135°+; psbM 5

(3135J
1689 522 II. 727 8 35 17*8 3*802 2 54 47 16*5 12*65 3 F; L; R; r 4

1690 II. 908 8 35 58*9 6*024 1 19 1

1

53*8 12*76 1 pR
;
pL

;
iF ; f»r 1

1691 520 I. 288 8 37 4-6 8*188 1 :: 11 15 26*7 12*89 1 vB; cL; IE 90°+; g, svmbM. 2
1692 523 8 37 28*1 4*503 1 35 36 46*6 12*82 1 eF ; psbM 1

1693 4017 A. 609 8 37 45-6 2*423 1 122 9 4.7 12*79 1 Cl; pS; IRi; 1C; viF; stl2,13 1

1694 3137 8 37 50-2 2*060 2 134 27 15*7 12*79 2 Cl; L; Ri; pmE; st 11. ..14... 2
1693 3138 8 38 1*3 1*977 2 136 42 16*0 12*80 2 Cl; pS; mC; iR; gbM; 2

st 13... 15.

1696 III. 50 8 38 43-9 3*309 1 76 54 43*4 12*88 1 eF; cL; R; lbM 1*

1697 3139 8 38 59-6 2*800 1 104 47 19*7 12*89 1 vF; vS ; R; bM; ^15m nr 1

1698 524 8 39 29-7 3*309 1 76 53 9*2 12*94 1 Cl; st9...10 ...

1699 D’Arrest, 54 8 40 20 3*43 m 70 27 48 12*99 [1] eF .. 0

1700 525 8 40 20*3 4*183
L ' J
1 42 25 39*3 13*01 1 Cl* 1C 1

1701 3140 8 40 50*8 1*694 1.*: 143 27 29*7 12*99 1 :: Cl* L* P* 1C* st 10 13 1

1702 3142 8 41 3-4 1*928 1 138 16 31*0 13*00 1 Cl* pL- P- 1C* st 13 1

1703 3141 A. 489? 490? 8 41 7-1 2*174 1 131 22 30*3 13*01 1 Cl; pRi; 1CM; st 12.. .13 ... 1

1704 526 II. 80 8 41 23-5 3*432 3 70 24 45*8 13*06 3 B; pL; lE10°orbiN; mbM* 5

1705 526 a R. nova 8 41 23+ 70 24 + Nearly in contact with h. 526 ?

(see description of h. 526).
1706 D’Arrest, 55 8 41 52 4*46 [1] 35 58 48 13*11 [1] vF; R; *15 p 12s

,
270° 0

1707 527 II. 48 8 42 1-3 3*430 1 70 28 19*0 13*10 1 eeF; pL; lbM; r 2*

1708 528 VIII. 10 8 42 32-9 3*283 3 78 g 45*2 13*14 4 Cl* vlC* P 5

1709 529 III. 294 8 42 59-4 3*685 1 58 36 38*1 13*17 1 pF; vS; R.; bM 2
1710 529,o R. nova 8 43 ± 58 36 ± Makes e close D neb with 0

h.529.
1711 530 I. 242 8 43 26-1 4*348 2 38 9 35*3 13*21 2 vR • T.- ver vsmhlYT$kl0 3

1712 531 M. 67 8 43 34-3 3*291 4 77 40 36*0 13*20 5 I; Cl; vB; vL; eRi ; 1C; 8*

st 10...15.

1713 532 I. 200 8 43 58-0 + 3*746 3 56 3 38*9 + 13*23 3 vB ;
vL ; vmE 40°*9

;
gmbM .. 5
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North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and EL

40 18 38-6 + 13-32 2 :F; pL; R; gbM; 4 S stnr ... 3

40 18 + 4 (incl h. 533) nearly in a line 0

49 55 12-8 13-36 1 pF; vS; mbM 1

37 23 56-2 13-44 1 vF; S; R
;
psbM 2

38 7 1'2 13-44 1 pB; mE0°+
;
psmbM 2*

92 32 2-2 13-44 1 pF; cS; E90°+ ; bet2st ... 2+

92 32 + 13-48 No description 0

92 28 2-2

92 39 34-6 13-52 1

MS. No description

vF; pS; R; r; *9p
0

1

92 34 48 13-53 [2] vF; S; R; *15 p, 44" n; 0

35 41 54-1 13-57 1

h. 538 nr.

pB; fan-shaped; *11 att 2+
50 7 22-8 13-56 1 vF ; vS 1

92 50 24-5 13-55 1 vF;pS,R 2

33 46 55-0 13-60 1 vF; S 1

44 33 26-5 13-65 1 pB; L; E; vgbM*18 1

148 41 21-4 13-58 1 eF; S; R; pslbM 1

114 8 0-1 13-67 2 pF; S; R; vgpmbM 2

83 7 51-0 13-70 1 :: F
;
pL; R 1*

83 9 32-0 13-70 1 F; pL; mE 1*

53 44 3-6 13-72 1 vF; S; E 110°+; 2 vF stinv.. 4

10 14 54-9 13-83 1:: pB; S; E45°+; *nf 1

94 21 30-2 13-74 2 cF; pL; R; vgbM 3

93 11 6-1 13-77 2 vF; vS; stellar 2

53 42 41-9 13-83 1 eF; S; stellar 1

29 30 44-0 13-90 1 cF; pS; iR; er 2*

92 50 15-1 13-87 1 vF;L;R;bM 1*

: 93 10 51-9 13-93 1 eF; R 1

135 20 55-2 13-94 1 ! ; eeF ; vL ; vvmE 19° If

67 28 48 14-00 [2] Dneb; pB; S, notR; comes
c 4.'

0

67 32 48 14-00 1

1

1
1

St:.

vF; vS 0

37 41 23-9 14-03 1 4S st in neb 1

37 41 Makes D neb with h. 549 ... 0

28 58 21-8 14-06 1 cB; cL; E90°+; er 3

64 26 53-5 14-05 1 eF; S; R; vlbM 1

70 59 30-5 14-05 2 vF; S; R; r; * nr 3

12 56 4-8 14-16 1:: pB; pL; E; vglbM 1

54 3 51-7 14-09 4 eF; S; R; vglbM; #12 5

71 7 5 14-09 [4]

•J4.CO r/Wf

pF; S;R; bMN~*15 0

64 0 27-3 14-11 3 vF; cL; R; bMN; 2 cst p ... 3*

64 0 24 14-10 [2] *15*16 inv in pB; pL neb 40" 0*

64 6 12 14-12 [4]

diara.

vF; vS 0

47 44 29*7 14-19 2 vF; S; iF; lbM; r 2

35 35 23-3 14-21 1 pB; pS; E; vgbM 2

51 48 43-9 14-23 1 vF; cS; R 3

104 56 21-5 14-25 1 vF; pS; bM; S* 30"n 2

67 59 30-1 14-27 1 cF; vS; R; er; bet 2 pBst ... 3

86 2 37-8 14-26 1 vF; pL; E; gbM; er 3

39 2 40-0 14-30 1 eF; sbM*15; 1st of 3 1

29 23 40-6 14-32 1 cB; cL; IE; psmbMLBN ... 2

39 0 48-6 14-32 2 pF; S; E; pslbM; 2nd of 3... 2

39 + One of 4 (h. 556, 559, 561); 0

56 18 26-3 + 14-31 3
one vF ; one E.

F; L; mE!50°; r; 2stn 4

No.

of

Cata-

logue.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

717 J

1714

1715

1716

171

1718

1719

1720

1721

722 ^|

1723

1724

1725

1726

1727

1728

1729

1730

1731

1732

1733

1734

1735

1736

1737

1738

1739

1740

1741

1742

1743

1744

1745

1746

1747

1748

1749

1750

1751

175

1753

1754

1755

1756

1757

1758

1759

1760

1761

1762

1763

1764

1765

1766

1767

h.

533

533, cl

H.

III. 712

1768

534
535
536

536, a

536, b

538

II. 658
III. 831

II. 823
II. 280

537

540
3143
3144
542

541

539
543

544
545
546
547

3145

IV. 66
III. 625
II. 281

III. 841

II. 557
III. 540

II. 529
III. 264

II. 834

549
549, a
550

551

548
552

I. 249
III. 608
III. 60

III. 825

III. 291

553
554
560

557
558
556
555

559

559, a

562

III. 626
II. 828

III. 647
III. 275
III. 236
11.520

I. 250

11.490

R. 3 novae

R. 3 novae

R. nova

D’Arrest, 56

D’Arrest, 57

D’Arrest, 58

R. nova

D’Arrest, 59

D’Arrest, 60

D’Arrest, 6l

R. nova

h m s

8 45 2-1

8 45 +

8 45 42-6

8 46 48-6

8 46 53-6

8 47 20-4

8 47 ±

8 48 0*0

8 48 33-4

8 48 43

8 48 46-5

8 48 54-1

8 48 58-2

8 49 15-0

8 50 3-8

8 50 5-7

8 50 52-5

8 51 19-6

8 51 19-6

8 51 25-7

8 51 28-6

8 51 59-2

8 52 29-4

8 53 6-7

8 53 51-4

8 54 2-0

8 55 0-5

8 55 30-8

8 55 58

8 55 59
8 56 5-6

8 56

8 56 26-3

8 56 34-0

8 56 43*6

8 57 9*1

8 57 15-0

8 57 28
8 57 34-4

8 57 35

8 57 55
8 58 51-7

8 58 52-0

8 59 32-7

9 0 13-6

0 16-2

0 16-9

0 29-6

0 41-1

0 51-3

0 +

+ 4-247

3-

909

4-

366
4-333

3-027

3-025

3-025

3-

025

4-

438
3-892

3-

022

4-

536
4-065

1-

451

2-

632

3-

189
3-189

3-785

8-388

2-

997

3-

017

3-

781

4-

769
3-023

3-018

2-

097

3-

47

3-

46

4-

305

4-788

3-527

3-399

7-170

3-760

3-39

3-514

3-53

3-53

3-

928

4-

387
3-811

2-820

3-450

3-

136

4-

225
4-728

4-224

9 0 56-7 +3-694
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Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

h m s 8 0 / //

9 1 0*0 + 4*226 2 39 4 21*1

9 1 27-6 2*671 1 113 5 19*6

9 2 52*2 3*195 2 82 23 38*9

9 2 55*9 4*014 1 44 28 15*5

9 3 1*4 3*377 1 71 44 55*2

9 3 44*1 3*732 4 54 24 3*7

9 3 54 24

9 4 3*5 3*728 1 54 29 46*3

9 4 50*4 2*837 2 104 14 58*2

9 5 16*1 3*858 (1) 49 21 24*4

9 5 21*2 3*613 1 59 23 25*4

9 6 5*8 2*670 3 113 36 36*3

9 6 25*9 5*535 1 20 12 11*7

9 6 36*0 0*866 1:: 157 21 50*0

9 7 10*6 2*253 3 131 51 37*1

9 8 11*6
j

3*705 2 54 59 4*8

9 8 17*0 3*624 1 58 31 50*8

9 8 21*5 3*392 0) 70 27 55*8

9 8 21*8 3*392 0)* 70 28 25*8

9 8 31*6 3*899 1 47 27 36*4

9 8 39*8 4*271 1 36 54 12*0

9 8 45*5 4*971 2 25 18 38*6

9 8 54*8 3*413 1 69 13 19*7

9 9 5 3*34 1
1

CO 69 22 9

9 9 9*9 1*185 4 154 17 18*8

9 9 12*3 3*410 1: 69 21 43*3

9 9 35*0 5*953 1 17 34 40*4

9 9 37*1 2*817 2 105 43 14*6

9 9 39*0 4*975 0) 25 9 42*1

9 9 41*2 4*974 1 25 10 11*1

9 10 3*6 2*688 1 113 2 16*5

9 10 17*0 4*684 1 28 57 59*7

9 10 21*5 2*417 2 126 1 53*8

9 10 39*7 2*628 1 116 14 46*4

9 10 41*4 0*713 1;: 159 3 42*5

9 10 43*8 3*680 55 49 34*9

9 10 43*8 3*680 55 19 34*9

9 10 50*9 3*680 1 55 40 39*3

9 10 52 3*68 [2] 55 47 48
9 10 53*4 3*680 55 29 4*9

9 10 58*4 3*680 55 47 34*9

9 11 3*1 3*680 55 28 34*9

9 11 12*9 3*680 2 55 39 34*9

9 11 14*5 3*680 55 40 20*3

9 11 16*0 3*680 55 27 34*9

9 11 17*6 3*680 55 27 34*9

9 11 32*6 3*680 55 42 29*3

9 11 41*7 + 0*760 1 158 45 49*0

No.
of

Cata-

logue.

1769

1770
1771

1772
1773

1774
1775

1776

1777

1778
1779

1780

1781

1782
1783

1 784
^

1785
1786
1787
1788

1789
1790
1791

1792

1793

1794
1795

1796

1797
1798

1799
1800
1801

1802
1803
1804
1805
1806

1807
1808

1809
1810
1811

1812
1813
1814
1815
1816

References to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

h.

561

3146
564
563
565

566

566, a

567

C 569

1.
3147

.

568m
(.3148J

570

3150
3149

572
573
575
575

577

578

r 580^1

\3151 /

H.

i'.'

’2

III.*
*61

II. 564

III. 826

I. 66

I. 167
III. 295

I. 59

1.216

III. 296
III. 62
III. 63
II. 708

III. 832
III. 878

576
3153

579
3154

3155
3156
581,

581, b

581

581

581, d
582, a
582

582, b

582, c

582, d
582, e

3157

III. 749

II. 505

II. 868
II. 869

III. 242

I. 113

Other
Authorities.

R. nova

D’Arrest, 62

A. 265

A. 564

R. nova
R. nova

D’Arrest, 63
R. nova
R. nova
R. nova

R. nova
R. nova
R. nova
R. nova

Annual
Precession

N.P.D.
for

+ 14*27

14*32

14*43

14*45

14*44

14*49

14*54

14*58

14*58

14*61

14*69

14*60

14*67

14*76

14*76

14*76

14*76

14*78

14*80

14*82

14*79

14*80

14*76

14*81

14*88

14*82

14*87

14*87

14*85

14*89

14*86

14*88

14*85

14*88

14*88

14*91

14*91

14*92

14*93

14*93

14*93

14*92

14*92

14*92

14*92

+ 14*90

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

vF; vS; IE; 3rd of 3
eF; IE; lbM ?

cB; cL; R; vg, vsmbM; r? ..

pB; L; R; vgbM; r

vF; S; R; am5Sst;
(?PD 70°)

pB; S; R; psmbM
eF; companion of h. 566,

56 7.

vF; S; R; S % 7*5 p

B; S; pmE 90°+; psmbM...

cB; R; mbMBN
vF; vS; R; 2pB stsp .

B; L; mE63°*7; gmbM

R

B; pL; 1E90°+; mbM;
vS*sf inv.

vF; vS; mEl05°
!; O; pB=*9; vS
am st.

vF; S; R; % pl s
, n5

f

eF; S; R; IbM
F; S; R; r

vF; S; R; r

pB, S; stellar

vF; S; IE; *att; #inv
vF; L; R; mbM
vF; S; R; np of 2

vF; vS; h.578f7s*5; A.P.D.

118".

©; vL; eRi; vgeCM;
45 s d; st 13. ..15.

vF; S; R; sf of 2 ,

F; cS; bM

pB; pS; E 45°+
;
psmbM ...

F; S; IF ; 1st of 2
F; S; E; 2nd of 2
F ; S ; IE ;

gbM
F; pmE
OpB; pL; R; vglbM; in

L, C, Cl.

eF; *11 att

pF; vS; R; glbM
R.MS. No description

R.MS. No description

vF ; E; I. 113 f

vF; vS; R; h. 581, 6' n

R.MS. No description

R.MS. No description

R.MS. No description

cB; cL; IE; mbf; 3 sts

j3 in Lord R.’s diag. I v nr I.

a. in Lord R.’s diag. J 113.

R.MS. No description

e of Lord R.’s diagram

F
;
pS; R; glbM

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H
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No.

of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension

for

1860, Jan, 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

andH.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s 0 / 0 //

1817

1818 j
582,/ R. 2 novae 9 11 + 55 40 + 2 of 15 seen 0*

1819 585 9 11 45*3 + 2*817 1 105 53 11*2 + 14*94 1 eF: R; hlVT* *f8s*5 1

1820 583 III. 627 9 11 50-3 3*813 1 50 7 15*1 14*97 1 vF;vS;R 3

1821 582, ff R. nova 9 12 6-0 3*680 55 46 35*3 14*98 £ of Lord R.’s diagram 0*

1822 586 III. 827 Q 13 13*5 3*714 1 54 2 26*7 14*99 1 p.F
;
S • F *

*3fcl 0 Tip 3
1823 584 1.205 9 12 19-6 4*187 1 38 25 33*3 15*01 1 vB; L; vmE 150°*8; vsmbM 3

= *10.
1824 3158 9 12 29*8 1*357 1 152 28 51*8 14*96 1 F ; vS ;

bet 2 1

1825 III. 64 9 12 41*2 3*385 1 70 28 52*3 15*01 1 S^fe and neb 1

1826 III. 628 9 12 53*2 3*832 1 49 15 51*9 15*03 1 cF; cS 1

1827 3159 9 13 2*9 2*392 1 127 25 37*3 15*01 1 vF* S- F* ^12affsf 1

1828 587, a R. nova 9 13 30 105 55 np 587 h. : close 0

1829 587 III. 488 9 13 30*4 2*819 1 105 55 14*5 15*05 1 vF; cL; E 45°+; glbM; 2
*11 sf 9

s
.

1830 3160 9 13 52*9 ] 129 57 21*8 15*06 1 pF • pT,* F • vP'lbM rr 1

1831 588 III. 629 9 14 20*7 3*826 1 49 16 29*6 15*12 1 vF; cS; R; *10 p2'; 1st of 2 2
1832 590 III. 630 9 14 24-2 1 49 14 39*6 15*12 1 vF • S • vghlYT • 2nd of 2 2*
1833 589 III. 714 9 14 30*9 4*108 2 40 11 39*9 15*13 2 cF; cS; vlE

;
pglbM; 1st of 2 3

1834 589, a R. nova 9 14+ 40 11 + Seen with h. 589, 591 0

1835 592 I. 132 9 14 41*5 2*8Q5 1 101 18 57*6 15*12 1 pR- pT,- F • ornhiVTlM 4
1836 591 III. 713 9 14 44*2 4*108 2 40 9 20*2 15*14 2 cF; cS; IE; bM; 2nd of 2 ... 3
1837 593 1. 137 9 15 45*1 3*684 3 54 53 13*7 15*19 3 yR* pT,* R * smhM 4
1838 594 III. 520 9 16 48*2 2*920 1 99 50 3*2 15*24 1 cF; S; E; bet 2 st, 12, 16 ... 2
1839 II. 57 9 17 8*3 3*259 1 77 46 1*8 15*26 1 F* vS, p of 2 1

1840 II. 58 9 17 11*2 3*258 1 77 46 16*1 15*27 1 pF* S, f of 2 1

1841 3161 9 17 11*3 2*710 2 112 34 33*8 15*26 2 R.’s. R • J+M 2
1842 3162 9 17 21*9 2*016 1 140 30 21*5 15*25 1 Cl* 1C

.’

1

1843 3163 9 17 28*1 1*694 7 147 42 57-5 15*25 7 !!; O = *8 ; vS; R; *15, 8

59°*13, 13".

1844 595 III. 846 9 17 37*9 4*454 l 32 1 44*8 15*26 1 cF; S* E: vplhM 2
1845 597 II. 546 9 18 8*2 3*255 5 77 57 53*6 15*32 6 pF; pS; R; bM; p of 2, 109° 7
1846 597, a R. nova 9 18 77 58 Forms A with 2 E neb 0
1847 598 II. 547 9 18 13*1 3*255 6 77 58 34*9 15*33 6 vF* pL • R • bM • f of 2 7
1848 596 I. 260 9 18 33*5 4*758 2 26 54 27*1 I5.37 2 R • pS • F • mhlVI • am st. 3
1849 3164 9 19 30*4 2*502 1 12S 20 *tfi*4 j up1

• S • vo*lKTVT • rrr • st 1 1 m 1

1850 599 9 19 42*4 3*445 1::

1 ,4-0 OU T

66 22 59*3

1 0 00
15*41 1 eF * vS* E90°+

1

1

1851 3165 9 20 8*5 2*740 1 111 8 37*6 15*42 1 eeF * pL 1

1852 3168 9 20 11*4 1*370 2 153 12 29*0 15*40 3 F • S* F • pmhM • R^nr 3
1853 3166 9 20 12*5 2*627 2 117 25 24*9 15*43 2 cF * S * R * gmbM 2
1854 600 II. 555 9 20 24*7 2*904 1 101 2 12*2 15*44 1 pF* pS* vlF,« valhAf • f 2
1855 3167 9 20 41*0 2*688 1 114 11 43*5 15*45 1 F*S*R*bM

°
1

1856 602 III. 297 9 21 59*9 3*562 2 59 49 57'2 15*54 2 vF* S* R* v«bM*12 3
1857 603 III. 8 9 22 2*3 3*195 1 81 39 42*2 15*54 1 vF* F • pr • 2 or 3 st inv 4
1858 601 9 22 12*0 4*421

1 *83Q

1 31 54 24*1 1 v "F • • F • veil 1Y/T • ^ 7^ s 1

1859 3169 9 22 42*2 1 145 30 15*5

100/ 1

1

vr , VO) it, vy u ivi
, i / a ...

F • dT • F • emliM • nm ftO cl 2
I860 III. 276 9 24 5*4

± ooy

2*86l 1 104 6 31*2
1 if U*J

15*64 1

I , U1j , It
,
gill UiU , Clin OO &L •

vF* vS * 1

1861 604*1 I. 56 9 24 14*6 3*409 2 67 53 46*8 15*66 3 cB; vL; E; gmbM; r; sp of2 4f
1862 3170 9 24 15*4 2*592 1 119 46 47*5 15*65 1 F-S-IF.-psbM 1

1863 604*2 I. 57 9 24 16*3 3*410 2: 67 52 50*1 15*67 2: vF; cL; R; psbM; r; nf of 2 4f
1864 606 II. 495 9 24 37*6 3*203 2 80 57 11*4 15*68 2 F* pS* IE* o-bM 3
1865 607 IT. 506 9 25 2*9 2*830 1 106 7 27*0 15*70 1 pF; S; IE 90... 180; mbsf ... 2
1866 HI. 977 9 25 15*9 7*880 1 9 37 30*0 15*80 1 eF* vS 1

1867 605 9 25 26*7 4*972 1 23 26 15*8 15*76
1 <;*'7n

1 eF • S * psblVJ ]

1868 3171 9 25 37*0 1 *QQ2 3 142 17 26*0 3 PI . pT . 1 • 10 14 3*
1869 608 II. 40 9 26 15-3 3*228 1 79 13 53*1

1 0 / u

15*77 1

v^i ; cl ;
piti

,
pv^ , si •

F • pT . • F • gb IVT * p of* 2 4
1870 609 III. 513 9 26 33*1 + 3*227 1 79 16 23*4 15*78 1 vF; S;R; bMN, fof2 2
1871 3174 9 26 54*2 — 0*275 1 166 0 46*2 15.74 1 pF* pL* R* gbM 1

1872 6 l Q II. 260 9 26 57*2 + 3*408 2 67 40 32*3 15*81 2 F* S* vlE 3
1873 611 III. 298 9 27 24*1 3*589 1 57 40 57*2 15*84 1 vF* cS* R* sbMN 3
1874 3172 9 27 49*1 + 2*769 1:: 110 13 55*2 + 15*84 1 :: eF ; S ;

R
; p of 2 1
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

1875 3173 III. 597 9 28 2-3 + 2-768 2 110 17 59*8 + 15-86 2 vF; pS; IE; vglbM; f of 2... 3

1876 3175 9 28 32-8 2-840 1 105 46 48-4 15-88 1 pB; S; E 1

1877 3177 9 28 57*4 1*993 1 142 49 22-7 15-89 1 Cl: pRi: pC; * taken . 1

1878 D’Arrest, 64 9 29 32 3-43 [ 1 ] 66 10 24 15-94 [ 1 ] eF; vS; IE; vlbM
; 1st of 3... 0

1879 D’Arrest, 65 9 29 34 3-43 [i] :

:

66 12 12 15-94 [ 1 ] eF : S: 2nd of 3 0

1880 D’Arrest, 66 9 99 42 3-43 [ 1 ]

1 ::

66 8 18 15-95 [ 1 ] eF; vS; 3rd of 3 0

1881 3179 9 30 6-6 2-221 136 18 58-8 15-96 1 :: Cl; eL ; vEi ; st L & S 1

1882 3178 II. 556 9 30 13*5 2-768 2 110 30 23-1 15-97 2 pB; pS; vlE; gmbM 5

1883 612 III. 963 9 30 28*4 6-574 1 12 47 47-8 16-06 1 eF; S; iFig; * f 3' 2

1884 614 III. 4 9 30 39*3 3-215 2 79 51 27-0 16-00 3 vF: S: vlE: bM; A st. nf 5

1885 613 9 30 42-6 3-626 2 55 21 52-3 16-01 2 F; pL: vlE0°; vglhM 2

1886 3180 9 31 15*5 2-756 2 111 24 53-9 16-03 2 F ; S; R; glbM
; 2 or 3 S st nr 2

1887 615 III. 519 9 31 34*7 3-178 (i) 82 24 1-5 16-05 1 :: vF ; pL; vgbM 2
1888 616 IV. 68 9 32 17-7 4-410 2 30 31 15-3 16-11 2 cF; vS; R; vgvmbMN ... 3

1889 3182 9 32 38-7 3-291 74 32 3-3 16-11 1 :: eeF ; susp 1

1890 3181 9 32 44*3 3-292 1 74 26 8-3 16-11 1 vF : S : E : n of 2 1

1891 620 III. 541 9 32 45-9 3-659 1 53 29 0-6 16-12 1 cF; pS; iR; glbM; r ... 4

1892 617 9 33 7-8 5-746 1 16 22 12-4 16-18 1 eF ; *13 nr 1

1893 618 9 33 12-5 5-149 1 20 45 24-1 16-17 1 F
;
pL ; R ; vglbM ; * n 1

1894 621 9 33 24-7 3.131 1 85 46 2-7 16-19 1 vF : R
;
gbM 1

1895 619 III. 315 9 33 39-4 5.734 1 16 23 43-3 16-21 1 vF; vS; R; bM 2
1896 622 I. 114 9 34 34-3 3-571 4 57 31 54-6 16-22 3 B; vL; IE; vgbM; p of 2 ... 5

1897 623 III. 751 9 34 46-9 3-660 1 53 6 33-9 16-23 1 eF; vS; R; bM; r 3

1898 626 II. 275 9 34 49*3 3-084 1 89 1 56-6 16-22 2 pF
;
pL : R : vfflbM . .

.

4

1899 624 II. 491 9 34 51-5 3-572 4 57 25 34-9 16-23 4 pB; pL; IE; vglbM; f of 2... 5

1900 628 III. 527 9 34 59-1 2-961 1 97 57 26-9 16-23 1 vF: nS: iR; vedbM 3

1901 627 9 35 7-4 3-573 1 57 21 1-2 16-24 1 F: nf of 3 1

1902 3183 A. 397 9 35 16-9 2-143 1 139 41 32-9 16-23 1 Cl; S; IRi
;
pC; st 13 1

1903 4018 9 35 22*9 2*628 1 H9 24 42-2 16-24 1 eF
;
pS; B*8m f 1

1904 630 I. 61 9 35 27-7 3-029 1 93 4 16-5 16-25 1 B : cS : i R : bM : *9 sp 3s
. .

.

3

1905 625 I. 285 9 35 35-6 5-048 1 21 26 21-7 16-29 1 B; vL; mE 152°-4; stinv ... 2
1906 I. 282 9 35 47-6 6-111 1 14 15 5-9 16-33 1 cB; pL; iF 1

1907 631 III. 521 9 36 17-2 2-937 1 99 44 57-7 16-29 1 pF; pS; vlE; psbM 2

1908 632 III. 528 9 36 18-4 2*948 1 98 58 2-7 16-29 1 vF; pS; IE 0°+
;
vplhM 3

1909 629 I. 78 9 36 41-2 5-576 1 17 4 29-8 16-36 1 vB
; cL ; R ;

psmbM
; * inv f.. 3

1910 3184 9 36 52-2 2-330 1 133 33 40-3 16-31 1 Cl; P; E; st 10. ..11 1

1911 3185 III. 289 9 37 7-5 2-791 1 109 49 54-9 16-33 1 F;pS;R;bM;r; stellar ... 4*

1912 633 III. 34 9 37 23-0 3-231 (i) 78 20 10-5 16-35 2:: eF; vS; R; bM f? P.D. 15').. 3

1913 II. 311 9 38 10*3 2-780 3 1 10 37 58'7 16-39 3 pB; pS; iR; mbM 3

1914 II. 624 9 38 39-5 3-156 1 83 41 19-3 16-41 1 F; pS; IE 90°+ 1

1915 3186 9 38 52-0 2-825 1 107 44 26-6 16-42 1 F; R; gbM; *f ... 1

1916 634, a E. nova 9 38 67 20 Makes a D neb with h. 634

;

0

which follows it.

1917 634 9 38 55-9 3-391 1 67 20 5-9 16-43 1 F ; vS ; bM sp of 2 1

1918 635 III. 277 9 38 58-1 2-884 1 103 41 8-9 16-43 1 cF; S; R; bM; stellar; p of 2 2

1919 637 III. 278 9 39 4-6 2-884 1 103 43 23-9 16-43 1 cF; S; R; bM; stellar; f of 2 2
1920 636 9 39 18*1 3-391 1 67 16 32-5 16-45 1 F; S; R; bM; nf of 2 1

1921 3189 9 39 21-6 2-008 1 144 8 1*9 16-43 1 Cl : P: 1C
;
st mm 1

1922 3187 9 39 28-0 2-778 1 110 56 47*5 16-45 1 vF; S; #20 f 1
'

1

1923 3188 V. 50 9 39 32-5 2-619 2 120 32 50-5 16-45 2 !; vF; vL; vg, vsbMN 4"; 3

19
s*5 d.

1924 638 11.717 9 40 2-0 3-823 1 45 15 27-0 16-50 1 pF
;
pL

;
i R

;
bM

;
r 2

1925 638, a E. nova 9 40 4-8 3-823 45 16 27-0 16-48 RMS .. 0

1926 638,6 E. nova 9 40 4-8 3-823 45 16 57-0 16-48 Snspep.tpd • MS 0

1927 3191 A. 397 9 40 5-0 2-167 T? 139 47 14-1 16-47 i? Cl; S; IRi; iF; stl2...15 ... 1

1928 638, c E. nova 9 40 7-6 2-823 45 12 27-0 16-48 MS 0

1929 3190 9 40 10-4 2-634 1 119 48 2-4 16-48 1 F- S- R- #12 att 320° 1

1930 638, d E. nova 9 40 13-3 3-823 45 21 27-0 16-49 MS .....’ 0

1931 639 V. 26 9 40 15 0 3-584 1 55 56 14-0 16-50 1 !
• • L • vimE 90° •< 3f

1932 638, e E. nova 9 40 30-2 3-823 45 13 27-0 16-52 MS 0

1933 640 9 41 1*2 + 3-825 1 45 1 50-5 + 16-55 1 pF; R; bM; r; p of 2 1
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References to

Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’s Other
Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebula. and Nos.

h. H.

638,/ R. nova
641

1 641, a R. novae

D’Arrest, 67
642

642, a R. nova

644
646 III. 51

647
645 1. 115

648 III. 52
3192
643 V. 23

3193
649 M. 81

f IV. 79 1
< = > M. 82

L 4H. ON j
650

3194 B. 2686
W. H. nova? M. 81??

3197
3195
3196 II. 98

651 II. 835
652 III. 254

3198
3199
3201
3202 III. 272
3200 III. 600
656 VI. 4

3203

III. 978
3205
3204 III. 601
654 II. 333
653 II. 903
655 II. 334

11.909 H. ON 5
657 II. 492

III. 293
659 II. 59

1 3206 III. 273
III. 853

660 III. 542
i 3207
i 3208

3209 II. 268
! 658 1.286

V. 47
III. 934
III. 596

i 3210
' 3211

Right
Ascension

for

I860
,
Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880 .

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

I860,
Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &e.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

h

9 41 4-0

s

+ 3-823 45 15 27*0 + 16*55 MS 0

9 41 7*2 3*825 1 45 0 16*5 16*55 1 F; psbM; rr; f of 2 1

q 41 + 45 0 + Several near 0

9 41 32 3*49 [1] 54 38 7 16*56 [1] vF; pL; R; cometary 0

9 41 32-1 3*251 1 76 32 0*8 16*56 1 F; pL; R; glbM 1

9 41 76 32 3 “ novae,” with 642 (Vide 0

h. 646, 648).

9 42 3-2 3*011 1 94 33 38*4 16*58 1 eF; L; p of 2 1

9 42 31-0 3*250 3 76 31 58*3 16*61 3 eF; pS; IE 0°+
; r 4

9 42 38-9 3*012 1 94 31 9*3 16*61 1 F ; R ; vglbM ; f of 2 1

9 42 39-6 3*579 2 55 47 35*6 16*62 2 pB; pS; vlE; mbM; *10 sf 4
100°.

9 42 54-1 3*249 1 76 36 18*9 16*63 1 eF; pL; E; r 2

9 42 58-1 2*782 1 111 5 19*6 16*62 1 eF; vS; R; *9s 1

9 43 9-9 5*466 1 17 8 23*4 16*68 1 vF; vL; IE; r 3

9 43 17-7 2*821 1 108 31 38*2 16*64 1 F; S; R; lbM 1

9 43 48-9 5*066 1 20 16 10*0 16*70 1 !; eB; eL; El56°*0; 4

g, svmbMBrN.

9 43 52-3 5*142 1 19 34 16*3 16*71 1 vB; vL; vmE “a beautiful 2*

ray.”

9 44 0*3 3*497 2 60 7 7*4 16*68 2 F; S; sbM *12; bet 2Bst ... 2

9 44 1*8 1-975 2 145 45 42*8 16*66 2 Cl; pL; pRi; iF; st 11... 12... 2

9 44 38*0 5*064 1 20 12 18*9 16*73 1 vB
; cL ; mE ;

5 or 6 st (?) inv 1*

9 45 5-8 1*674 1 152 2 12*3 16*71 1 Cl; cL
; 1C 1

9 45 6-2 2*705 1 116 22 6*6 16*72 1 F; pS; R; lbM 1

9 45 25-6 3*300 1 72 39 56*5 16*75 1 ©; F; L; R; vglbM; rr; 4

2B st sp.

9 46 19-3 4*327 2 30 2 40*3 16*81 2 cF; pS; IE; vgbM; *10 n 7' 4

9 46 26-5 3*097 1 87 55 58*0 16*80 1 vF; vL
; vmE 1 1 1°*5 3

9 46 38-8 2*834 1 107 59 3*0 16*80 1 vF; pS; R; lbM 1*

9 47 1-9 2*704 1 116 40 25*6 16*82 1 pF; R 1*

9 47 41-3 2*707 1 116 37 56*5 16*85 1 pF; S; R; gbM 1*

9 47 50-8 2*836 1 107 58 44*8 16*86 1 F; pL; R; glbM 2*

9 47 53-6 3*293 1 72 54 4*1 16*87 1 vF; S; vlE
;
gbM 2

9 47 59-1 3*133 2 85 4 19*1 16*87 2 F;pL;vlE; vgbM;rr;*7f90 s
. 4

9 48 15-8 2*692 2 117 38 37*4 16*88 2 pB; S; R; vgmbM; *11 att 2
203°*8.

9 48 24-1 7*497 1 9 3 41*8 16*96 1 eF; pL; vlbM; 2 S sts 1

9 48 31-2 0*647 1 163 16 15*5 16*85 1 F; L; iR
;
glbM; S * inv ... 1

9 48 39-8 3*297 1 72 30 4*3 16*91 1 vF; cS; vlE ; er 2

9 48 42-7 5*376 1 17 9 25*2 16*94 1 pF; vS; R; bM; *11 nr 3

9 48 44.4 6*102 1 13 10 9*5 16*95 1 vF; pL; r 2

9 48 57-4 5*366 1 17 12 16*5 16*95 1 vF; vS; vglbM 3

9 49 50-5 5*382 1 17 12 24*7 16*99 1 F; pL; R; 3rd of 3 1

9 50 7-9 3*533 3 56 37 50*4 16*98 3 pB; pL; E 90+ ; gbM; *9 nf 4

9 50 32-8 3*474 1 60 21 51*7 16*99 1 eeF ; eS; stellar (?) 1*

9 50 39-1 3*209 1 78 58 42*7 16*99 1 pB; pS; R; gmbMN; 3 st nr 2

9 50 47-0 2*831 2 108 40 49*7 16*99 2 vF; pS; IE; glbM 3

9 51 10-7 4*126 1 33 42 23*9 17*03 1 vF; S; vglbM 1

9 51 18-7 3*585 1 53 55 47*9 17*03 1 vF; pL; iR; vgvlbM 4

9 51 19-5 3*261 1 74 53 56*9 17*03 1 vvF ; *14 att; *11 f 1

9 51 32-2 2*848 1 107 30 25*9 17*03 1 eF; S; R 1

9 52 4*6 2*731 1 116 15 22*5 17*05 1 pB; S; R; mbM 2

9 52 7-4 4*925 (2) 20 35 17*7 17*09 1 cB; cL; mbM; R with ray... 3

9 52 24-3 4*119 1 33 38 27*7 17*09 1 vB; L; mE 135°+ 1

9 52 34-6 3*241 1 76 19 59*7 17*09 1 vF i

9 52 37*0 2*786 2 112 7 58*4 17*08 2 vF; cS; lbM; AS st np 2

9 52 40-5 2*671 1 119 41 50*4 17*08 1 vF; S; R; $ att 1

9 52 45-4 + 2*722 1 116 28 7*7 + 17*09 1 vF; S; R; *13 att sf 1

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1964

1965

1967

1971

MDCCCLXIV.
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No.
of

Referenc

Cata- Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’

logue Catalogues; Classes

of Nebulae. and Nos.

h. H.

1988 3212
1989 3213
1990 661 III. 24

1991 3214

1992 3215 II. 293
1993 3216

1994 3217
1995 663
1996 664 III. 478

1997 3218
1998 662 III. 916

1999 665 IV. 48
2000 3219
2001 666 11.320

2002 3220
2003 3221

2004 II. 898
2005 667
2006 3222
2007 3224

f 6681
2008

l

=
f

1.163

(^3223

J

2009 3225
2010
2011 11.305

5067
2012 3226
2013 3227
2014 669 III. 65
2015 670
2016 671
2017 3228
2018 3229
2019 672
2020 3231

2021 3230
2022 3232
2023 673 III. 518
2024 674 I. 79
2025 675
2026 677 III. 53
2027 3234
2028 680 III. 255
2029 3233
2030 678 II. 639
2031
2032

00

2033 676
2034 682 II. 43
2035 681 11.640

2036 679
2037 684, a

2038 684 I. 3

2039
2040 683
2041 685 I. 4

2042 686
2043 250

Other
Authorities.

A. 297

Auw. N. 26

R. 2 novae

R. nova

D’Arrest, 68

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0-

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

h m s 8

9 52 50-7 + 2-832 1 108 50 56-7 + 17-09 1

9 53 4-5 2-607 1 123 33 46-0 17-10 1

9 53 17*7 3-367 1 66 55 52-6 17-12 1

9 53 19*7 2-705 1 117 38 50-3 17-11 1

9 53 38*9 2-831 1 108 57 52-9 17-13 1

9 53 53-3 2-655 1 120 52 53-2 17-14 1

9 54 2-5 2-832 1 108 57 58-5 17-15 1

9 54 22-3 3-398 2 64 37 15-1 17-17 2

9 54 25-4 3-525 1 56 37 10-4 17-18 1

9 54 27*6 2-655 1 120 59 37-8 17-16 1

9 54 36-7 4-298 1 29 13 26-7 17-19 1

9 55 19-4 3-675 1 : 48 35 27-3 17-21 1 :

9 55 46-4 2-120 2 144 6 16-3 17-21 2

9 55 58-4 3-504 1 58 8 19-2 17-24 1

9 56 17*6 2-660 2 121 0 33-2 17-24 2

9 56 40-1 2-746 2 115 29 25-8 17*26 2

9 56 54-3 3-242 1 75 49 0-4 17-28 1

9 57 14-8 3-818 3 42 3 28-0 17-30 3

9 58 3-2 2-716 1 117 46 13-6 17*32 1

9 58 11-2 1-934 3 149 26 46-6 17-32 3

9 58 14-3 2-988 2 97 2 32-9 17-33 2

9 59 14-8 2-627 1 123 32 36-4 17*38 1

9 59 18-4 3-247 74 55 35-7 17-39

9 59 26-0 3-003 1 95 51 17-9 17-43 1

9 59 51*1 89 15 7-3

10 0 2-2 2-848 1 108 33 36-3 17-41 1

10 0 14-8 2-700 2 119 15 12-6 17-42 2

10 0 40-4 3-299 ( 1 ) 70 53 43-5 17-45 1 ;:

10 0 45*2 3-195 1 79 20 43-5 17-45 1

10 0 54-9 3-296 1 71 4 49-8 17-46 1

10 1 8*2 2-523 4 129 45 5-5 17-45 4

10 1 46-2 1-540 1 ? 156 41 44-1 17-47 1 ?

10 2 9-8 3-759 1 43 21 12-6 17-52 1

10 2 9-9 1-545 2 156 41 30-4 17-48 2
10 2 30-4 2-719 1 118 22 22-3 17-51 1

10 3 9-9 2-982 1 97 47 52-5 17-55 1

10 3 17-7 2-936 1 101 44 15-8 17-56 1

10 4 47-5 5-285 1 15 54 35-5 17*65 1

10 4 48-3 3-861 1 38 49 21-9 17*63 1

10 5 8-4 + 3-222 1 76 38 47-9 17‘63 1

10 5 10-7 — 0-511 1 169 43 54-4 17*58 1

10 5 25-3 + 3-113 1 86 10 27-2 17-64 1

10 5 27-7 2-700 1 120 16 4-2 17-64 1

10 5 31-3 3-592 1 : 50 33 28-5 17-65 1 :

10 5 + 50 33 ±
10 5 42-7 5-424 1 ? 14 53 50-7 17-69 1 ::

10 5 43*5 3-345 2 66 34 30-8 17-66 3

10 5 48-2 3-589 1 : 50 40 11-1 17-67 1 :

10 5 49*2 4-054 1 32 38 47-1 17-67 1

10 6 15-4 3-116 85 56 15-7 17-69

10 6 29*6 3-116 3 85 52 53-7 17-69 4

10 6 36 3-34 ri] 59 42 7 17-69 [ 1 ]
10 6 45-3 4-194 1 29 4 36-3 17-71 1

10 6 58-5 3-116 3 85 50 20-3 17-71 4

10 7 32-0 3-745 1 42 42 39-2 17-74 1

10 8 7*9 + 87-502 1 :: 0 6 46-2 + 19-47 1 ::

vF; S; R .....

pB; S; R; pmbM; bet 2 st...

vF; S
pF

;
pS ; R ; vS st inv

pB; pS; iR; bM; p of 2..

F; L; E; vgvlbM
eF; R; lbM; fof 2
pB; S; mE90°+; psbMN...
eF; S ~
pB; pS; R; gpmbM
vF; vS; R; bM; *11, 142°-2

eF; pL; E 45° + ; vF *inv...

Cl; C; IE; stl3...l6

F; S; R; sbM
F; S; R; glbM
cF; vL; vmE 82°-3; lbM
F; L red * n 3'

pB; S; R; SmbM *12 ..

eF; L; A 2 st 8m
Cl;eL;lC;B;st9...14..

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

vB; L; vmE45°;
vg, vsmbMEN.

F; pS; R; gbM
F; (Lassell, Mar. 31, 1848)..,

F ; S ; IE ; er

See No. 5067-

F; pL; R; lbM; * s .. 4 .„,..

cF; S; R; vgbM
eF; cS; vlE; r

eF; S; psbM; 31 Leon sf 100'

pB
;
pS; pmE; gbM

!!;O 5
vB; vL; IE; #9M; 4S*0 d

B; R; bM .......

F ; S ; R ;
gbM

pB; pS; R; gbM; * 13 n ...

vF; S; IE
F; R
F; pL; R; vg, slbM; f of 2..

vB
; L ; R ; vg, vsvmbM

* 7 m in photosphere 2' or 3'

d

eF; pL; vlE; r; st inv

F; S; IE; vlbM; * 15 inv ..

F; cS; R; psbM; A B st f ..

vF; pS; E; * 8’9sp ........

cB; cS; R; psbM; r

3 seen; one(? which)=h.678

vF; S; R
pF; cL; R; vglbM; r; S*inv
F; S; R

;
gbM

eF;S;R; vglbM
vvF; mE 0°+
B; pS; R; psmbM; p of 2 ...

F; S; ?? Cl ofvSst
F; psbM; stellar; *7*8 np5'
B; pL; vlE; pgmbM; * 11,

78°% 80".

F; S; R
vF; R; gbM; *11, 2' s; Po-

larissima Borealis.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

1 !

5

f I

0

8

0

1
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No.

of

Cata-

logue.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

Right
Annual

Precession No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession No.

of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

h m s

10 8 9*4 + 2*754 1 116 59 43-5 + 17*75 1 eF; S; R; 2B st f 1

10 8 16*1 5-415 1 14 38 38-0 17-80 1 cF; S; stellar; S * f nr 1

10 8 18*9 2-738 2 118 11 3-8 17-76 2 cB; L; mE50°-5; vglbM ... 2

10 8 51-5 3-318 3 68 10 42-7 17-79 3 cF; S; R; psBM 4

10 9 23-5 2-905 1 105 5 56-0 17-80 1 pB; pL; gpmbM 1

10 9 44-5 3-623 47 53 13-9 17-83 MS; no description 0

10 9 47-2 3-623 47 54 1-9 17-83 MS; no description 0

10 9 47*5 4-082 1 31 5 44-2 17-84 i cB; cL; iR; vgbM 1

10 9 49-9 3-623 1 47 53 1-9 17-83 1 pB; vL; R; vgbM
pF; vL; R; vgbM; 125-5d;

4

10 9 53-3 3-627 1 47 41 6-2 17-84 1 1

10 9 57 3-32 [2] 67 35 48 17-83 [2]

* 11 n 2'.

pF
;
pL

;
gmbM (S in Lord R.’s 0

10 10 4-7 3-324 67 25 19-5 17-85

diagram).

Marked y in Lord R.’s diagr. 0

10 10 17*0 4-047 1 31 53 7-8 17-86 1 vF; pL; r 2
10 10 67 28 mE, parallel to h. 692, with 0

10 10 23-3 3-324 3 67 28 10-5 17'85 3

which it forms D neb.

B; pS; E; psbMN; sp of 2 4f
10 10 25*8 3-726 1 42 51 47-8 17-86 1 F; S; R; bM 1

10 10 27-6 3-728 1 42 43 44-8 17-86 1 eF; vS; (?) 1

10 10 41*6 3-324 3 67 24 24-8 17-86 3 B; S; vIE; pslbM; r; *9, 4

10 10 46-8 + 5-391 1 14 29 43-0 17-90 !

352°-0, 75" nf of 2.

vF; vS 1

10 10 51*5 -0-506 2 170 10 11-6 17-82 2 !; O; pB; S; IE; 13 fi

-0 d; 2f

10 10 53-6 + 3-398 1: 61 38 27-1 17-87 1:

3S st nr.

eeF; pS; IE 2
10 10 57*9 6-114 1 1 1 4 53-6 17*92 1 vF; vS 1

10 11 14-4 3-702 1 43 44 15-7 17-89 1 pB; vL; mE 45°+
;
vgbM... 3

10 11 46-1 2-128 4 147 15 39-7 17-89 4 !; vB; vL; falcate; £ N 4+
10 11 52-8 2-452 2 135 42 6-0 17-90 2 ©; vL; iR; 1CM; gbM; 2

10 12 5-3 3-643 1:: 46 18 42-6 17-92 1

:

st 13... 16.

cF; S; R; vgbM; 1st of 3... 2
10 12 5-5 2-777 2 116 0 17-3 17-91 2 pB; S; eE; gbM 2
10 12 12-9 3-396 1 61 28 54-6 17-92 1 eF; pL; gbM 1

10 12 21*7 3-641 1 46 20 50-2 17-94 1 cF; S; R; vgbM; 2nd of 3... 2
10 12 30-9 4-011 1 32 22 5-2 17-94 1 pB; cL; E; vglbM 2
10 12 33-3 3-641 1 46 18 50-2 17-94 1 cF; S; R; stellar; 3rd of 3... 2
10 12 47-0 3-365 1 63 47 46-5 17-95 1 F; S; R; has a * 1

10 13 17*6 1-946 2 151 58 35-5 17-95 2 O J
=* 10 m; R; am 150 st 2

10 13 34*0 6-559 1 9 27 5-6 18-02 1 Stellar; 1st of 3 1

10 13 34-2 6-565 1 9 26 5-6 18-02 1 vF; S; 2nd of 3 1

10 13 34-3 6-571 1 9 25 5-9 18-03 1 vF; S; 3rd of 3 1

10 13 55-0 3-342 1 65 21 53-7 17-99 1 vF; pS; R; bM 2
10 14 23-0 5-297 1 14 37 52-9 18-03 1 cB; cL; eR 1

10 14 26-4 3-998 1 32 15 55-6 18-02 1 vF; cL; iF 1

10 14 39 3.-3

1

[2] 67 42 12 18-01 [2] eF; mE; a ray 0
10 14 55*0 3-288 69 24 42-6 18-02 F; lbMr (Winnecke, June 0

10 15 20-5 2-683 1 123 32 59-9 18-03 1

1855).

pB; vL; vIE; pslbMN 1

10 15 27*7 2-677 1 123 59 28-2 18-04 1 vF; pS; R; vgmbM 1

10 15 43-0 4-028 1 31 9 19-1 18-07 1 cF; pL; IE; vgbM 2
10 15 55-1 3-289 1 69 23 27-8 18-06 1

vF;oL;R} Dneb;45°’ 2,

{

1*

10 15 58-5 3-289 1 69 22 28-1 18-07 1 1*
10 16 10-6 2-352 1:: 141 1 1-8 18-06 1:: Cl; 9 L & a few S st 1

10 16 14-1 89 13 46-0 See No. 5068.
10 16 15*7 3-207 3 76 44 21-4 18-08 3 !; | or J* in neb 3
10 16 25-6 4-456 1 22 29 6-0 18-10 1 Cl; cL; P; 1C; st 10. ..12 ... 1

10 16 33 3-39 [1] 61 16 42 18-09 [1] eeF; *11 p, Is, 150" p of 2... 0
10 17 5*1 3-374 1 62 16 5-0 18-10 1 pB; pS; R; psbM 1*

10 17 7 3-38 [2] 61 16 12 18-11 [2] F; S; f of 2 0
10 17 16-6 + 4-142 28 1 16-9 + 18-13 1 eF; vS; psbM; 2 st 11, 12, f 1

2044

2045

2046

2047

2048

2049

2050

2051

2052

2053

2054

2055

2056

2057

2058

2059

2060

2061

2062

2063

2064

2065

2066

2067

2068

2069

2070

2071

2072

2073

2074

2075

2076

2077

2078

2079

2080

2081

2087

2088

2089

2090

5068

2091

2092

2093

2094

2095

2096

h.

3235

3236
687

3237
688, a

688, b

H.

111.964

E#

688
689

692, a

692,5
690
692, c

692
691

I. 265
I. 168

693

3241

694

695
3239
3238

696
3240
698
699
697
700
701

3242

702

3243
3244

703

3245

705

704

706

707

III. 910

II. 44

III. 704
II. 45

III. 695

III. 348
III. 966

I. 199

II. 720

II. 721
I. 266

II. 722

HI. 979
III. 980
III. 981
III. 330

I. 283
III. 911

II. 882
II. 28
II. 29

R. nova
R. nova

D’Arrest, 69

R. nova

R. nova

H. ON
H. ON
H. ON

D’Arrest, 70
Auw. N. 27

A. 386

D’Arrest, 71

D’Arrest, 72

M 2
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No.
References to

ol

Cata-

logue.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

2097
h.

709
H.

III. 631

2098 708 III. 883

2099m IV. 10

2100
^3246

J

3247
2101 3249
2102 3248 IV. 27

2103 4019
2104 711 I. 86

2105 712
2106 3250

2107 713 11.347

2108 3251

2109 3252

2110
2111 III. 316
2112 714 I. 72
2113 3253
2114 3254
2115 3255
2116 3256
2117 715 II. 870
2118 3257
2119 3258
2120 3260
2121 3259
2122 3261

2123 718 III. 349
2124 716
2125 717 II. 871
2126 3262
2127 3263
2128 3264

2129 719 III. 331
2130 3265
2131 720 II. 358
2132 3266
2133 3267
2134 721 11.359
2135 3268
2136 3269
2137 3271
2138 III. 912
2139 3270
2140 722 III. 917
2141

2142 723 III. 91

8

2143 3272
2144 3276
2145 724 1. 164
2146 725 III. 767
2147 726 III. 54

2148 (

=

7

) III. 55

2149
t_3273J

II. 46
2150 728 II. 46??
2151 3274

Other
Authorities.

Lai. 20204

D’Arrest, 73

D’Arrest, 74

Eight
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

I860; Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

h m s s

10 17 27-7 + 3*556 1; 49° 39 49*9 + 18*13

10 17 28*5 3*980 1 32 4 25*9 18*13

10 17 31-0 3*255 3 72 8 opZD 18*13

10 17 53-2 2*851 2 111 4 56*9 18*13

10 17 56-8 2*717 1 121 45 28*9 18*13

10 18 2-2 2*886 4 107 55 50*2 18*14

10 19 20-9 2*612 1 129 6 23*4 18*18

10 19 24-9 3*385 4 60 47 1*7 18*19

10 19 26-0 3*116 1 85 26 24*7 18*19

10 19 37*9 2*196 1:: 147 10 35*7 18*19

10 20 2-0 3*314 1 66 26 28*6 18*22

10 20 6-9 2*690 1 124 14 38*3 18*21

10 20 25*6 2*625 4 129 13 45*9 18*23

10 20 29 3*35 [1] 63 11 42 18*23

10 20 51*1 5*054 1 15 27 11*9 18*27

10 21 27-2 3*392 2 59 47 27*1 18*27

10 21 32*2 2*111 1 149 57 49*8 18*26

10 21 53*0 2*553 1 133 11 7*1 18*27

10 22 29-8 2*689 3 124 56 49*0 18*30

10 22 36*9 2*689 4 124 53 9*0 18*30

10 22 42*9 4*272 1 24 14 50*9 18*33

10 22 52*7 2*689 4 124 52 39*0 18*32

10 23 3*0 2*546 1 133 56 12*6 18*32

10 23 8*2 2*554 1 133 29 7*6 18*32

10 23 11*4 2*692 2 124 53 48*9 18*33

10 23 13*8 2*556 1 133 24 32*9 18*33

10 23 15-9 3*377 1 60 29 34*9 18*33

10 23 18*3 3*895 1 33 11 37*5 18*35

10 23 29*5 4*246 1 24 32 16*8 18*36

10 23 33*9 2*696 1:: 124 38 10*2 18*34

10 23 37-9 2*697 2? 124 39 10*2 18*34

10 23 41*1 2*699 1 124 30 10*5 18*35

10 23 44*1 3*329 1 64 24 28*5 18*35

10 23 45*9 2*697 1 124 39 3*5 18*35

10 24 27*7 3*360 4 61 36 59*4 18*38

10 24 34*0 2*681 2 126 l 22*1 18*37

10 24 57*7 2*635 1 129 13 51*7 18*39

10 25 4*1 3*369 3 60 46 20*7 18*39

10 25 26*1 2*637 3 129 13 52*0 18*40

10 •25 34*3 2*711 1 124 8 4*3 18*41

10 26 51*1 2*536 1 135 22 3*5 18*45

10 26 58*6 3*944 1 30 44 23*1 18*47

10 27 1*3 2*808 4 116 44 11*8 18*46

10 27 9*3 3*945 1 30 40 11*4 18*45

10 27 11 3*28 [2] 67 37 18 18*47

10 27 12*7 3*942 1 30 43 31*4 18*48

10 27 47*4 2*713 1 124 34 31*4 18*48

10 28 7-7 2*258 1:: 147 28 14*7 18*49

10 28 12*8 3*474 1 51 57 17*3 18*51

10 28 44*6 3*698 1 39 9 51*9 18*53

10 28 57-8 3*193 1 76 34 38*9 18*53

10 29 10*6 3*206 3 75 6 29*2 18*54

10 29 13*4 3*285 1 67 15 27*2 18*54

10 29 18*1 3*283 2 67 23 45*2 18*54

10 29 20*3 + 2*757 1 121 37 4*2 + 18*54

vF ; vS ; R ;
pgbM

F; S; R; pslbM ...

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

vF; * 9 inv nr M

eF; S; R; * nr

F; pmE; glbM; * 11 np
! ;O ; vB;lE, 135°;32"d+;

blue.

vF;#llm90"n
vB; pL; E; smbMEN
eF; S; R; 2st A; *6,300°, 8

st inv in neb
pB; S; R; psbM
eF; pL; R; vgvlbM
pB; pL; R; vg, psbM; *13,

45°.

vF; pL; 3 B st sp

eF; pS; mE; r

cB; L; E45°+
;
psmbMN...

Cl; pS; vC; st 15

cB; S; R; gmbM
vF; vS; R; psbM; 1st of 4...

cF; S; R; pslbM; 2ndof4...

F; S; R
;
gbM

wF ; vS; R; pslbM; 3rd of 4

F; S; R; am st

eF; S; R
vF; vS; R; pslbM; 4th of 4

F; S; mE 280°+
;
psbM ...

pF; S; R; psbM; *sfnr ...

eF; bet 2 S st

cF; vS; R; psmbM#
eF; vS; R; 1st of 4

F; S; R; 2nd of 4

F; S; R; bM; 3rd of 4

cF ;
vS ; E ;

glbM
pF; S; E; pmbM; 4th of 4..

F; pL; R; glbM; * f.

F;L;vlE; pslbM
F; S; * 8 p
cB; cS; R; pgmbM
F; S; R; * nf.

eF; pL; E; glbM
pF; S; R; gbM
eF; vS
pB; S; IE; gbM; 1st of 9 ..

vF; pS; R; pslbM
F; pL; * p 24s

,
225" s

eF; cS; R; vglbM
eF; vS; R
Cl; B; Ri; pL
cB; L; mE 135°+

;
glbM ...

vF
;
pS; iE

eF; cL; R; vgbM; r ....

cF; cS; R; pmbM; r; amBst

pF; S; r; ApBstn..
cB; S; IE; psbM; r

eF; S; R
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No.

of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

Sir J. fl.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

2152 3275 10 29 22-6 + 2-756 1

2153 730 III. 66 10 29 27-1 3-245 2

2154 729 111.615 10 29 33 9 3-470 2
2155 3277 10 29 38-5 2-818 1

2156 3278 10 29 41*3 2-813 1

2157 3279 10 29 48-4 2-816 4

2158 731 IV. 60 10 29 59-7 3-770 1

01 e>q 3280 10 30 1*1 2-815 2
2160 3281 10 30 9*5 2-815 1::

2161 3282 10 30 28 -

7 2-815 2
2162 3283 10 30 39*9 2-815 1

2163 3284 10 30 59-8 2*817 3
2164 3285 10 31 6-1 2-636 2
2165 III. 700 10 31 7-4 3-526 1

2166 732 II. 745 10 31 12-8 3-626 2
2167 3286 A. 322? 10 32 2-9 2-277 1

2168 734 II. 348 10 32 17-5 3-299 2
2169 733 10 32 34-7 5-264 3
2170 I. 272 10 32 34*7 3-158 1 ::

2171 3287 A. 355 10 33 1-6 2-409 1

2172 3288 10 33 26*3 2*729 1

2173 735 II. 641 10 33 28-5 3-451 1

2174 3289 10 33 43-6 2*823 1

2175 737 II. 77 10 34 42-7 3-195 2
2176 736 III. 317 10 35 17*6 4-724 1

2177 III. 5 10 35 25*5 3*157 1

2178 739 I. 81 10 35 49*5 3-298 1

2179 740 I. 26 10 36 8-6 3-178 1

2180 3290 V. 7 10 36 10-9 3-203 1

2181 3291 10 36 23*8 2-732 4

2182 738 I. 80 10 36 29-0 4-648 1

2183 742 10 36 33-7 3-358 1

2184 743 M. 95 10 36 36-7 3-175 2
2185 741 III. 842 10 36 39-2 3-782 1

2186 3292 10 36 41-4 2*734 4
2187 744 III. 107 10 36 53-2 3-133 2
2188 3293 10 37 11-7 2-735
2189 745 V. 52 10 37 21*0 4-018 1

2190 746 III. 318 10 37 57-1 4-583 1

2191 747 10 38 59*5 3*091 1

2192 3294 10 39 4*1 2*644 1 ?
2193 748 II. 78 10 39 10-5 3-189 2
2194 749 M. 96 10 39 20-4 3-173 4
2195 750 II. 81 10 39 34-8 3-219 2
2196 751 10 39 37.3 3-188 1

2197 3295 A. 309 10 39 36-8 2-313 3
2198 753 10 39 49-3 3-187 l

2199 752 III. 701 10 39 49-4 3-506 1

2200 D’Arrest, 75 10 40 12 3-12 [1]
2201 754 II. 99 10 40 16-7 3-189 2
2202 3296 10 40 22*4 2*702 3
2203 757 I. 17 Mechain. 10 40 25-7 3-177 3
2204 755 II. 360 10 40 27-4 3-323 5
2205 756 II. 565 10 40 33-2 3-390 2
2206 3297 10 40 39*5 2*874 2
2207 758 I. 18 10 40 52 2 3-177 3
2208 759 10 40 54*9 3-1 16 1
2209 760 10 40 55-7 + 3-116 2

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

121 38 41-2 + 18-54 1 vF; S; R 1

71 8 48-2 18-54 2 vF; vS; vlE; glbM; r 3
51 49 25-5 18-55 2 vF; cS; psbM; er 4

116 26 17-5 18-55 1 vF
; S ; R ; 2nd of 9 1

116 52 38-5 18-55 1 eeF
; 3rd of 9 1

116 42 50-5 18-55 4 F ; S ; R ; 4th of 9 4

35 45 49-1 18-55 1 O? cB; pL; R;
vg, vsrabMN 15".

3+

116 48 5-8 18-56 2 B; L; R; p ofD neb; 5th of

9

3
116 49 17-1 18-57 1:: B ; L ; R ; f ofD neb ;

6th of 9 1

116 53 42-1 18-57 2 cF; E; gbM; 7th of 9 2
116 56 48-4 18-58 1 8th of 9 1

116 52 45-7 18-59 3 F; S; R; bM; 9th of 9 3
130 54 24-7 18-59 2 cF; pL; praE; lbM 2

47 36 30-3 18-61 1 cF; L; iE; mb, s of M 1

41 51 29-3 18-61 2 F; pS; raE 0...90
0

; * 10 nf. 4

147 53 48-6 18-62 1 pB; vvL; iF; | inv 1

65 11 2-2 18-64 2 vF; S; R; gbM; vS # att ... 3
12 26 32-4 18-68 3 pB; S; IE; psmbM 3

79 59 19-5 18-65 1:: B; S; iR; mbMBN 2
143 24 4-5 18-65 1 Cl; P; st 9 1

125 19 17-0 18-70 1 eF; vS; mE; * 15 att 1

51 58 1 6-4 18-68 1 cF; vS; R; bM 4

117 1 41-4 18-68 1 vF
;
pL; IE; glbM 1

75 31 44-6 18-72 2 F; cL; E; vgbM; r; *7pl0 s 4

15 54 50-5 18-75 1 pF; S; R; gbM 2

79 49 40-2 18-74 1 eF ; eS 1

64 20 20-5 18-75 1 cB; L; gbM; *inv; 2st f ... 3

77 16 41-8 18-76 1 cB; pL; E; mbM 2
74 23 11-8 18-76 1 cF; vL; R; vgvlbM; er 2
125 37 46-8 18-76 3 pF; S; mE0°+; vsvmbM;

1st of 3.

4

16 25 22-7 18-79 1 B; S; ilE; psbM;
*ll,281°-8, 20s-0.

2

58 32 21-1 18-77 1 eF; vS; 2st 9*10, s 1

77 34 22*1 18-77 4 B; L; R; pgmbMrN 8

33 18 30-6 18-78 1 F; cS; R; pgbM; *s 90" ... 2

125 38 53-1 18-77 3 F; S; vlE; psbM; 2ndof3... 4

82 30 48-4 18-78 2 vF; pS; R; bM; *9, 150" ... 4

125 38 59‘7 18-79 cF; vS; vlE; vS*att; 3rdof3 2
26 2 25-3 18-81 1 pB; L; E0°; glbM 2*

16 49 37-9 18-83 1 vF; L; R; vgbM; r; Jsf ... 2

87 28 32-5 18-85 1 eF; L; eE; vgvlbM; a ray... 1

132 58 43-5 18-85 1 F; E; gbM; *6, 7 vnr 1*

75 31 1-5 18-85 2 pB; cL; iR; vglbM; r; lstof3 5

77 26 55-8 18-86 4 vB; vL; IE; vsvmbM; r 8

71 59 40-1 18-87 2 cB; pL; vlE; gbM; r 3

75 28 25-1 18-87 1 F; R; 2nd of 3 1

148 56 44-8 18-86 3 rj Argus. The great neb ... Mon.f

75 35 15-1 18-87 1 F; R; 3rd of 3 1

46 4 18-4 18-88 1 vF; cS; iR 2
83 12 24 18-88 [1] vF; S 0

75 16 24-7 18-89 2 vB; cL; R ; svmbMBN 5*

129 17 2-7 18-89 3 cF; S; R; glbM 4

76 41 10-7 18-89 3 vB; cL; R; psbM; r 8

60 39 47-7 18-89 5 pB; pS; R; sbM 6

54 33 18-7 18-89 2 pF; cL; iR; vglbM; 1st of 3 3

113 41 36-7 18-89 2 F; pL; iR; glbM 2
76 38 27-0 18-90 3 vB; L; R; psmbM; 2nd of 3 8

84 15 58-0 18-90 1 vF; R 1

84 20 22-0 + 18*90 2 F; S; IE; bM 2
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No.
of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s 0

221C 762 10 41 2*5 + 3-116 1 84 18 1-3 + 18-91

2211 76l II. 41 10 41 3*8 3-176 2 76 43 38-3 18-91

2212 3298 10 41 32*5 2-807 1 120 48 44-6 18-92

2213 763 III. 881 10 41 36-0 4-082 1 23 28 40-9 18-93

2214 3299 10 41 41-8 2-870 3 114 25 38-6 18-92

2215 764 II. 872 10 41 59-8 4-075 1 23 30 51-2 18-94

2216 765 I. 116 10 42 2-4 3-364 2 56 16 38-2 18-94

2217 766 1.117 10 42 7*5 3-364 2 56 15 59*2 18-94

2218 I. 284 10 42 34’7 5-103 1 11 57 49-1 18-97

2219 III. 792 10 42 57*4 3-717 1 33 49 54-1 18-97

2220 768 II. 361 10 43 2-3 3-314 3 60 47 45-1 18-97

2221 767 II. 335 10 43 15-4 4-609 1 15 34 35-7 18-97

2222 771 10 43 17*6 3-619 1 38 13 52-4 18-98

2223 769 III. 919 10 43 20-3 3-884 1 27 53 7*4 18-98

2224 770 III. 913 10 43 21-3 3-792 1 30 49 46-4 18-98

2225 772 II. 718 10 43 33*3 3-496 1 45 32 51-4 18-98

2226 772, a R. nova 10 43 + 45 +
2227 773 II. 362 10 43 33-5 3-307 4 6 l 17 10-4 18-98

2228 776 III. 522 10 43 28*5 2-982 (3) 102 6 30-0 19*00

2229 774 I. 27 10 43 29-8 3-180 2 75 50 51-4 18-98

2230 775 II. 363 10 43 41-7 3-308 2 61 9 14-7 18-99

r IV. 6
1

2231 1
— L 10 43 49*0 3-117 4 83 26 44-4 18*99

l II. 131 J
2232 II. 493 10 43 52-8 3-355 1 56 29 54-7 18-99

2233 I. 118 10 43 54*7 3-327 1 57 16 54-7 18-99

2234 777 III. 88 10 43 57*2 3-121 3 83 25 0-7 18-99

2235 778 II. 494 10 44 1-8 3-356 1 56 21 52-0 19*00

2236 779 I. 118? 10 44 27*8 3-355 1 56 18 10-3 19*01

2237 III. 108 10 44 33‘7 3-141 1 80 44 57-3 19*01

2238 780 I. 172 10 44 35*5 3-395 2 52 38 29-3 19-01

2239 782 10 44 40*7 3.356 1 :: 56 10 30-3 19-01

2240 783 III. 20 10 44 40*7 3-156 1 79 6 47-3 19-01

2241 784 III. 497 10 44 43-3 3-105 1 85 28 16-3 19-01

2242 781 II. 887 10 44 54-9 3-865 1 27 58 21-6 19*02

2243 786 II. 47 10 44 59*2 3-257 2 66 19 33-6 19*02

2244 785 III. 914 10 45 10-9 3-740 1 32 8 27-9 19*03

2245 787 I. 267 10 45 58-4 3-730 1 32 16 18-5 19*05

2246 3301 10 45 58*5 2*660 2 134 24 21-2 19*04

2247 3300 10 45 59*6 3-203 1 72 29 30*5 19*05

2248 788 I. 233 10 46 5*2 3-666 1 34 56 48-5 19-05

2249 3302 10 46 20*2 2*809 1 122 10 58-5 19-05

2250 3303 10 46 25*7 2-919 1 110 6 14-5 19-05

2251 789 II. 364 10 46 40-2 3-291 4 62 1 7-1 19-07

2252 3304 10 46 52-3 2*912 1 111 2 13*1 19-07

2253 790 10 47 1-0 3-206 1 71 54 33-4 19-08

2254 791 II. 82 10 47 3-0 3-205 1 71 58 7*4 19-08

2255 792 IV. 29 10 47 11*5 2-958 1 105 16 57-4 19*08

2256 793 10 47 21*7 3-207 1 71 38 54’7 19-09

2257 I. 268 10 47 23*7 3-721 1 32 8 1-7 19-09

2258 794 II. 16 10 48 2-0 3-132 1 81 33 42-0 19-10

2259 3305 10 48 29*5 2-879 1 115 23 58-3 19-11

2260 795 10 48 57*1 4-652 2 14 3 47-2 19-14

2261 796 10 48 57*6 3-146 1 79 30 48*9 19*13

2262 798 10 49 26*2 3-145 1 79 29 49-2 19*14

2263 797 III. 632 10 49 33-9 3-425 2 48 18 8-2 19-14

2264 3306 10 49 58*9 2-976 1 103 33 21*5 19-15
2265 799 II. 888 10 50 5*6 3-759 1 29 44 47*8 19*16
2266 III. 972 10 50 15*1 3-819 1 27 39 6-1 19*17

2267 III. 67 10 50 35-3 + 3-197 1 72 9 7*1 + 19*17

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Suspected; *nr
F; L; E 90°+ ; vglbM;

3rd of 3.

F; S; pmE 0°

vF; S; psbM; stnr

F; S; R; psbM; 2stl0f

cF; S; IE; vgbM
cB; pS; ilE; 1st of 2
pB; pS; ilE; 2nd of 2
cB;vS;iF
vF; S; E; er

pF;S;R;bM
pF;L;iE;vgbM
pB; R; pgbM
vF; vS; R; vS# nr

vF; cS; R; 2pB st s

pB; S; vlE; stellar; 3S stnr
3' dist. from h. 772
B; pL; R; mbM
F; S; R; lbM
B; S; IE 135°+; smbMN..,
cF;S;R;bM

B; vL; R; bM; r

F; S
cB; cL;iR; mbM (?58°P.D.).

F; vL; R; vgbM; rr

pF; pL; IE; sp of 3
pB; L; iE; gbM; 2nd of 3...

eF; eS; R
pB; pL; vmE 42°*5; Jinv?
pB; nf of 3 in a line

vF; vL; R; vgbM
F; pS; R; vglbM
cF; pS; IE; vgbM
pB; pL; IE 120°; gbM
vF; S; IE
cB;pL;iR; vglbM; *10nf2'
Cl; pL; P; 1C; iF; st9...13

eF; vL; vgvlbM; B *sp ...

B; pL; mE 67°*0; gbM
F; S; R; *6*7 sf

vF; L; R; vglbM; r

F; pL; vlE; vlbM
F; S; R; bM
pF; IE; np of 2
pF; S; E; gbM; r; sf of 2...

eF;attto*12f
2 or 3 S st & neb
vB; vS; R; stellar

vF; vS; vlE; psbM
F; S; R; glbM
eF; pL; R; vglbM; * nf ...

vF; *9,90°; p of 2

vF; R; vsmbM*12; f of 2 ...

F; eS; R; bM
eeF; S
vF; S; R; vgbM
vF; S; R; bM
vF; E; bet 2 st



OF NEBULAE AND OLDSTERS OF STARS. 87

No.

of

Cata-

logue.

References to

Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’s Other
Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebulaj. and Nos.

b. H.

800 III. 332

801 III. 705
3308
3307
802

f
804

)

< = > II. 100 -

(.3309 J
805 I. 87 ,.

803 I. 269

806 II. 101

807 III. 21

808

809 III. 498
3310

III. 824
III. 75
III. 793

1 hi. { HI 1\9o8
j

3311

810 I. 88
3312
811 III. 22
812 IV. 7

814 II. 507

III. 598
813 II. 365

V. 39
815 II. 366

V. 40

3313
816 II. 336

817 II. 884
3314
818 I. 13

II. 904
819 III. 23

820 III. 350
3316
3317
821 III. 915

3315 A. 323
3318
823 III. Ill

822
825
824
826 III. 920
828 II. 42

827
I. 220

831 V. 46

829 III. 351
f

832 III. 352

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

i860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

h m s s 0 , „ „

10 50 49-8 + 3-253 1 65 1 18-4 + 19-18

10 51 18-6 3-485 1 43 8 17‘7 19-19

10 52 16-3 2-675 1 135 49 22-3 19-21

10 52 17*7 2-869 1 117 43 48-3 19-21

10 52 29-0 4-670 1 13 25 47*9
:

19-23

10 52 37*6 3-178 4 74 24 56-6 19-22

10 52 44*4 3-288 10 60 16 20-6 19-22

10 52 50-3 3-686 1 31 34 53-9 19-23

10 52 56-1 3-170 2 75 20 58-9 19-23

10 53 14-5 3-158 1 77 5 16-2 19-24

10 53 49*7 3-274 2 61 32 11-5 19-25

10 54 0-3 3-100 3 85 37 30-5 19-25

10 54 n-7 2-432 1 149 34 46-5 19-25

10 54 29*4 2-945 1 108 43 14-1 19-27

10 54 30-4 3-171 1 74 52 13-1 19-27

10 54 45-6 3-636 1 33 2 13-4 19-28

10 55 9-9 4-582 1 13 27 12-0 19-30

10 55 32*8 2-457 1 149 5 48-7 19-29
10 55 33-8 3-271 5 61 16 22-7 19-29
10 55 50-2 2-976 1 104 44 26-0 19-30

10 55 53-7 3-147 3 78 10 23-0 19-30

10 55 59-3 3-195 2 71 6 42-0 19-30

10 56 3-9 2-970 1 105 32 3-0 19*30

10 56 5-4 3-106 1 84 28 16-3 19-31

10 56 6-3 3-277 2 60 21 55-3 19-31

10 56 27-4 2-923 2 112 21 17-3 19-31

10 56 28-0 3-269 1 61 11 48-3 19-31

10 56 43-8 2-923 2 112 29 17-6 1932
10 56 50-2 2-955 1 108 1 41-6 19-32
10 57 1-2 4-248 1 16 40 22-2 19-34

10 57 13-1 3-622 1 32 43 27-2 19-34

10 58 19-3 2-446 1 150 36 38-5 19-35

10 58 38-7 3-076 1 89 16 57-8 19-36
10 59 4-5 4-481 1 13 33 18-7 19-39
10 59 13-5 3-145 2 77 51 22-4 19-38

10 59 41-3 3-263 3 60 43 33-7 19-39
11 0 17-4 2-956 1 108 43 4-0 19-40
11 0 19-9 2-956 1 108 47 19+ 19-40
11 0 20-6 3-609 1 32 1 29-0 19-40

11 0 33-8 2-530 2 147 55 1-0 19-40
11 0 45-4 2-823 1 126 25 0-3 19-41

11 1 17-1 3-104 1 84 24 45-6 19-42
11 1 18-9 3-260 1 60 47 14-0 19-40

11 1 31-1 3-258 1 60 34 29*9 19+3
11 1 32-2 3-319 1 53 12 44-9 19-43
11 2 29-3 3-683 1 27 54 1-5 19+5
11 2 38-9 3-137 1 78 30 58-5 19*45

11 2 40-8 3-314 1 53 12 35-5 19-45
11 2 44-9 3-518 2 35 51 45-8 19-46
11 3 3-0 3-554 1 33 34 44-1 19-47
11 3 3-7 3-254 5 60 28 50-8 19-46

11 3 9-6 + 3-253 3 60 33 4-1 + 19-47

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by b.

and H.

2268

2271

2273

2274

2275

2276

2277

2278

2279

2280

2281

2284

2285

2286

2287

2288

2289

2290

2291

2292

2293

2294

2295

2296

2297

2298

2299

2300

2301

2302

2303

2304

2305

2306

2307

2308

2311

2320

vF;R;gbM; *13 {£&}
cF; S; R
eF; S; R; gbM
pF; S; R; bM; am st

Very doubtful object

F; L; R; glbM; r

cB; cL; R; gmbM

{r'cb!} v1E >ps ; *13satt

vB; pL;lE 80°+; smbMN.
eF; cS; R; bMN
vF; R; bM; *sp
vF; pL; mE
Cl; pL; pRi; 1C; stl3

vF; vS; iR; glbM
eF; pL
vF; vS; stellar

{eF }
; D neb; v near

3S stlO m in vF neb
B; L; E; mbMN; rr; p of 2

pF; S; R; glbM; *14 nr

vF; cS; R; vgvlbM
cF; pL; R; sbMS*;

*9 att 25°.

F; {?’vl}; bM; *nf inv...

eF; S; IE; ?

F; L; cE; *7, 310° 8' .

vF; vL; mE
F; pS; R; pgbM, fof2.
vF; vL; mE
vF; pL; R; vgvlbM ....

pB; vS; iR; psmbM* .

cF; S; R; vgbM
Cl; pRi; PC
cB; cL;mE 140°+;vsmbMN
F; pL; lbM
F; S; IE; psbM; 2st np in

line.

eF; S; *10 p 60''

F; S; R; pslbM; p of 2..

eF; S; R; vlbM ; f of 2 ..

vF; S; R; pgbM
II; Cl; eL; R; 1C; st8...12...

eeF; vS*att

cF; vS; R; bM; r ........

F; S; R; bM
eF
vF; R; psbM; *7p7' ..

eF;vS;E0°+;r
F; S ; IE; vlbM
eF; S; *8, p
cB; cL; cE 160°

eB; vL; vmE 79°-0; pbM; r.

1 ; F(? var) ; S ; R ; bM ; *9 f 1

1st of 4.

eF; vS; 2nd of 4

13
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

2321 833 11 3 12*0 + 3'253 1 60 36 21*1 + 19*47 2

2322 3319 11 3 19*8 2*830 2 126 46 48*1 19*47 2
2323 III. 79 1 1 3 25*7 3*144 1 77 19 26*1 19*47 1

2324 834 11 3 26-1 3*139 1 78 3 34*1 19-47 1

2325 830 ir. 337 11 3 30-4 4*167 1 16 22 0*4 19*48 1

2326 835 11 3 36*1 3*252 3 60 32 50*1 19*47 3

2327 3320 11 3 56*5 2*832 2 126 46 43*4 19*48 2
2328 836 III. 89 11 4 2-4 3*108 2 83 25 3*4 19*48 2
2329 3321 11 4 9-7 2*835 1 126 42 10*4 19*48 2

2330 11.819 11 4 32*1 2*972 1 107 31 27*7 19*49 1

2331 3323 1 1 4 32-5 2*534 1 149 28 52*7 19*49 1

2332 3322 11 4 39-9 2*842 1 126 5 31*7 19*49 1

2333 3324 11 5 52*5 2*522 1 150 36 57*3 19*51 1

2334 III. 723 11 5 53-4 3*424 1 40 53 27*6 19*52 1

2335 837 11 5 54-4 2*988 1 105 11 45*6 19*52 1;:

2336 3325 11 5 56-2 2*526 2 150 28 3*6 19*52 2
2337 3326 11 6 3-2 2*526 2 150 32 58*6 19*52 2

2338 3327 11 6 14-4 2*528 2 150 30 34*6 19*52 2
2339, II. 728 11 6 18*3 3*422 2 40 51 28*9 19*53 2
2340 3329 11 6 21-4 2*541 2 150 26 42*6 19*52 2
2341 3328 II. 269 11 6 28-1 2*923 2 115 59 51*9 19*53 2
2342 3330 11 6 31-0 2*540 2 150 35 29*9 19*53 2
2343 838 M. 97 11 6 34-8 3*514 1 34 13 38*2 19*54 1

2344 839 III. 921 11 6 51-9 3*621 1 28 32 29*2 19*54 1

2345 3332 11 6 59-1 2*546 1 150 2 19*2 19*54 1

2346 3331 III. 529 11 7 4-5 3*000 1 103 19 48*2 19*54 1

2347 840 I. 29 11 7 16-1 3*144 3 76 25 29*5 19*55 3
2348 III. 770 11 7 26-0 3*520 1 33 29 29*5 19*55 1

2349 III. 706 11 7 30-1 3*404 2 41 45 30*5 19*55 2
2350 841 II. 102 11 7 43-8 3*154 1 74 26 53*8 19*56 2
2351 3333 11 7 49*1 2*946 1 112 57 42*8 19*56 1

2352 843 II. 49 11 8 4*2 3*172 1 71 7 42*8 19*56 1

2353 842 II. 709 11 8 6-6 3*339 1 47 38 28*8 19*56 1

2354 3334 ll 9 7-0 2*558 1 150 29 39*4 19*58 1

2355 II. 626 ll 9 7-9 3*098 1 84 42 34*4 19*58 1

2356 844 III. 27 11 9 21-8 3*169 2 71 14 8*7 19*59 2

2357 3335 11 9 29-9 2*885 1 123 3 54*7 19*59 1

2358 845 II. 50 11 9 30-6 3*169 2 71 11 38*7 19*59 2
2359 846 II. 51 11 9 35-3 3*169 2 71 5 49*7 19*59 2
2360 847 1.270 11 10 11-5 3*548 3 30 27 29*0 19*60 3

2361 849 11.521 11 10 16-1 3*098 2 84 40 50*0 19*60 2

2362 848 I. 271 11 10 20-9 3*533 1 31 14 40*3 19*61 1

2363 850 II. 729 11 10 29-9 3*366 1 43 29 5*3 19*61 1

2364 851 III. 333 11 10 39-5 3*197 1 65 49 46*3 19-61 1

2365 851,

a

R. nova 11 10 + 65 49 +
2366 III. 76 11 10 53-0 3*149 1 74 29 36*6 19*62 2
2367 3336 11 10 59*5 2*939

Q.i Q7
1 1 1 K 01 FjE.fi 19*62 1

2368 III. 334 11 11 0-0 1

lid utl O
fit; AO 34.fi 19*62 1

2369 852 I. 244 11 11 9-6 3-520 1

IM rr At dl O

31 30 10*6 19*62 1

2370 3338 11 11 21*4 1 *QQ2 1 ifit; 27 17*6 19*62 1

2371 3337 1.241 A. 617 11 11 29-6 2-899 1

lud -v 4 X J

122 2 45*9 19-63 1

2372 853 II. 879 11 11 32-8 3-745 1 21 59 31*9 19*63 1

2373 854 M. 65 11 11 36*7 3-139 3 76 8 46*9 19*63 3
2374 855 11 11 40-5 3*1 1

1

1 81 42 52*9 19*63 1

2375 II. 885 11 12 17*2 3.512 l 31 00 3fi>2 19*64 1

2376 856 II. 52 11 12 43-1 + 3-164 1

Ol AAt At

70 52 55*5 + 19*65 1

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

vF;pS; R;bM; 3rd of 4 ...

B; S; R; pgmbM; 1st of 3...

eF; pS; IE; r

F; S; R; gbM
pF; pS; IE; gbM;

*15, 22°*1,70".

vF; pL; 4th of 4

pF; S; R; bM; 2nd of 3

eF; R; sbM; r

vF; pL ; R ; * inv
; 3B st nr.,

pF; pL; iF; bM
Cl; pRi; 1C

eF ; S ; R ;
glbM

; 3 st 1 1 f ...

F; IE; 1st of 6

eF; vS; p of 2
Neb (?)
F; IE ; sbM ; 2nd of 6

#12 with fan-shaped neb att;

3rd of 6.

B; bM*; 4th of 6

pB; pL; R; vgrabM
F; L; E0°; bM; 5th of 6 ...

B; pL; E; vsmbMN; 2BstA
eF; S; E I60°+ ; 6th of 6 ...

!!; 0;vB;vL; R; vvg.vsbMO
19 s*0 d.

vF; L; E; vgbM; in A of Lst
Cl; pRi; C; E
vF; S; iR; lbM
B; cL; E90°+; psmbM
vF; vS; stellar

vF; vS; vlE; stellar; cB* n..

pF; L; R; glbM
vF; pS; R; bM
B; pS; R

;
pgmbM

pF; S;1E0°+; vgbM
© and neb; st 15. ..18

pB; S; IE; mbM
F; S; R; sp of 3

eF; S; R; gbM
vB; L; R; vmbM; 2nd of 3.,

B; pL; R; psbM; 3rd of 3...

vB; pS; IE 90°+;
vsvmbMSN.

pF; cS; iR; psmbM;
*10, 330°, 3'.

vB; cL; mE305°*0; smbMN
F; pL;lE90°+; glbM; r ...

cF; vS; smbM; stellar; pof2
F; S; bM; place from MS
eF; pL
F; S; R; gbM
vF

; S ; f of 2
cB; cL; R; vgmbM
F; pS; pmE; gbM
cB ; vL; E l60°+ ; am 4 st ...

pB; S; R; gbM
B; vL; mEl65°+;gbMBN
eF
F; S; IE; 135°+
B; S ;

vlE ; sbM
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of
Obs.

used.

Sir J.H.’s
Catalogues

of Nebula;.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s 8

r 857

2377 = > M. 66 11 12 48-3 + 3*137 2 76 15 17*5 + 19*65 3

L 875? J
2378 859 V. 8 11 12 57-4 3*140 4 75 38 28*5 19*65 4

2379 858 I. 226 11 13 1-7 3*435 1 36 4 6*5 19*65 1

2380 860 II. 338 11 13 3-3 3*211 7 62 16 12*5 19*65 7
2381 861 1 1 13 5*2 3*089 2 86 16 11*5 19*65 2
2382 II. 30 11 13 6-1 3*163 1 71 4 37*5 19*65 1

2383 862 II. 550 11 13 21-8 3*027 2 99 30 44*8 19*66 2
2384 863 II. 551 11 13 36-0 3*028 2 99 28 56*8 19*66 2

2385 856, a R. nova 11 13 46-1 3*164 70 52 55*5 19*66

2386 864 II. 33 11 13 53-9 3*090 1 85 59 53*1 19*67 1

2387 865 I. 245 11 14 10-0 3*515 4 30 9 43*1 19*67 4

f
867

1
2388 = In. 32 11 14 20-6 3*088 1? 86 16 50*1 19*67 1?

L 861 ? I

2389 86.6, III. 15 11 14 20-9 3*170 2 69 4 20*4 19*68 2
2390 868 1

1

14 51*7 3*290 1 49 22 36*7 19*69 1

2391 869 III. 16 11 14 52-5 3*169 2 69 1 43*7 19*69 2
2392 870 III, 335 11 15 1*4 3*190 1 64 56 3*7 19*69 1

2393 872 III. 336 11 15 6-1 3*190 1 64 57 48*7 19*69 1

2394 871 II. 775 11 15 6-6 3*274 1 51 27 49*7 19*69 1

2395 II. 880 11 15 24-0 3*766 2 19 47 39*0 19*70 2
2396 873 I. 5 11 15 33-5 3*150 3 72 38 30*0 19*70 3

2397 874 II. 782 11 15 40-7 3*423 1 35 23 23*0 19*70 1

2398 876 111.768 11 15 58-6 3*409 1 36 18 44*3 19*71 1

2399 878 II. 53 11 16 22-1 3*154 1 71 25 28*3 19*71 1

2400 877 IV. 59 11 16 23-3 3*273 1 : 50 42 2*3 19*71 1 :

2401 II. 635 11 16 27*0 3*037 1 97 52 41*3 19*71 1

2402 3339 III. 530 11 16 37*0 3*014 1 103 3 31*3 19*71 1

2403 879 IV. 4 11 16 39*9 3*070 1 90 19 53*3 19*71 1

2404 881 1.219 11 17 10*2 3*271 2 50 28 40*6 19*72 2
2405 882 I. 20 11 17 11*3 3*123 3 77 53 21*6 19*72 3
2406 3340 III. 531 11 17 11*8 3*015 2 103 4 29*6 19*72 1

2407 880 II. 845 11 17 14*0 3*569 1 25 47 2*9 19*73 1

2408 883 II. 829 11 17 24*4 3*462 1 31 30 53*9 19*73 1

2409 884 III. 337 11 17 25*2 3*182 1 65 16 34*9 19*73 1

2410 885 III. 922 11 17 54*2 3*503 1 28 45 10*2 19*74 1

2411 886 I. 131 11 17 58*3 3*034 1 99 1 48*9 19*73 2
2412 3341 1

1

18 20*4 2*956 1 115 58 29*2 19*74 1

2413 887 I. 194 11 18 26*4 3*301 2 45 38 32*2 19*74 2

2414 888 11 18 34*5 3*328 2 42 14 27*2 19*74 2
2415 II. 886 1

1

18 36-9 3*442 1 32 6 42*5 19*75 1

2416 889 1

1

18 47*7 3*199 1 61 21 44*5 19*75 1

2417 III. 112 11 18 51*5 3*051 2 ? 95 4 52*5 19*75 2 ?
2418 3342 A. 481 11 18 56*6 2*858 2 132 27 50*5 19*75 2

f 89U|
2419 < = > II. 159 11 19 10*3 3*145 4 72 22 2*5 19*75 4

1 3343

j

2420 890 I. 262 11 19 19*3 3*618 1 22 38 33*8 19*76 1

2421 892 I. 246 11 19 32*8 3*431 1 32 20 57*8 19*76 1

2422 893 11 19 52*5 3*144 2 72 12 19*8 19*76 3

2423 894<r

11.160

> 11 20 23*8 3*144 2 72 0 27*1 19*77 2

L III. 28 J
2424 895 II. 770 11 20 32*3 3*202 5 59 42 52*1 19*77 5
2425 896 1.247 11 20 44*8 + 3*441 1 30 40 47*4 + 19*78 2

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.
byb.
and H.

B; vL; mEl50°; mbM; 2stnp

pB; vL; vmEl02°*0
pB; L; R; svmbMrN
cF ; L ; R ; vgvIbM
pB; S; R; smbMN
pB; *inv
F; vS; R; lbM ; *7 f; pof2.
F; vS; R; psbM; *7p; fof2
pF; S; R; vlbM; foil h. 356,

15'.

B; pL; R; psbM
pB; pL; R; vgbM

PB;S;E;bM

cF; cL; IE; gbM; sp of 2 ...

pB; S; pmE; bMN=close*?
vF; pS; R; gbM; nfof2 ...

cF; vS; R; bM; npof2
vF

;
vS; sf of 2

pF; cL; IE; vgbM
F;S;1E15°+
pB; pS; iR; bM; r

pB; S; R; vgbM; *12p ...

cF; vS; R; stellar

cF; S; IE; r

f H. cB; S; R; svmbMNl
1 h. F; R; #17 M. J
F; pL; iR; vgbM
F; S; R; stellar; p of 2

vF; S; att to #13 m
cB; cL; iR; pginbM
F; E90°+; B# f 34s

pF; pL; iR; vlbM
F; pS; iR; gbM; *9 np
vF; pL; pmE 135°+

; er ...

vF; vS; R
vF; vS; 2 vS st inv

pB; L; E0°+; gbM
F; vL; gvlbM; *7 s 6'

vB; cL; vmE0°+; vsinbMN:
st p.

eF ; S ;
R ; vsbM*; 2 st 1 1 nf

,

pF; iF

vF; S; R; psbM; *12 nf ...

eF; cL; R; r (v near vB*)...

Cl; cL; pRi; 1C; st 10... 14...

B;pS;R;bM

cB; S; iR; spmbMN
cB; pL; E
pB; pL; E; vgbM

pB; L; vlE; vgbM; r

pB; pS; R; lbM; r

pB; pS; vlE80°+; pgbM;
Sst sf nr.

9*+

8+
2f
9
3
1 *

4

MDCCCLXIV.
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

Eight

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

I860; Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of
Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs'.

by h.

and H.

+ 3-182 1 63 34 36-4 + 19-78 1 PB;pL;lE;bM 2

3-142 . 2 72 18 40-4 19-78 : 2 F; pS; IE; r 4

3-111 1 79 41 44-4 19*78 l F; mE; r 1

3-023 1 102 24 55-4 19-78 l cF; S; E; gbM 2

3-231 1 53 48 40-7 19-79 ! 1 cF; S; R; sbM*? I

3-158 1 68 25 51-7 19-79 1 eF;. vS; E90° 1

2-706 1 149 11 3-7 19-79 ! 1 B; pL; iR; pgpmbM 1

3-171 1 65 7
: 52-0 19-80 1 pF; pL; IE 2

3-109 1 79 5-7 4-3 19-81 1 pF; pL; R; vsmbM; r 4

2-920 3 125 37 34-3 19-81 ! 3 pB; gS; R; psmbM 3

3-109 1:: 79 52 19-3 19 81 1 pB; cS; E90° 1

3-161 1 66 27 39-6 19-82 1 F; S; *7’8 nf 5' 2

3-185 1 60 44 5-6 19-82 1 F;vS;R;smbM 2

3-183 3 61 4 23-6 19-82 3 F; cS; R; sbMN 4

3-183 3 60 52 0-9 19-83 3 F; S; R; psbM 5*

3-024 2 103 27 38-9 19-83 ! 2 pF; S; R; vgvlbM 5

2-958 2 119 29 4-9 19-83 2 pB; S; mE; * 13 att 2

3-342 2 36 9 21-9 19-83 ! 2 pB; vL; R; vglbM 4

3-442 2 27 21 32-2 19-84 1 2 cF; S; R; gvlbM; r 3 !

3-284 2 42 10 57-2 !

19-84 i 2 pB; vL; 1E0°; vsmbM#15; 3t
|*11 n.

3-162 1 64 46 58-5 19-85 1 F; S; R; bM 2'
!

3-333 1 36 5 47-5 19*85 1 pB; pL; 1E0°+ ;
gbM; *12nr 3 i

3-115 1 76 43 50-8 19-86 1 vF; vS; R i
!

3-042 2 99 3 46-8 19-86 2 F; S; R; psbM; *14 sp 225° ' 3
;

3-340 1 34 23 50-8 19-86 1 eF; S; iR; L * in field 1

3-038 1 103 19 8-1 19-87 1 eF; S; R; gbM 2
3-602 1 18 41 33-1 19-87 1 pB; L; niE130°-4; mbM ... 2 .:

3-340 1 34 15 51-1 19-87 1 vF; stellar 1
:

3-331 1 34 41 52-1 19-87 1 pB; pL; bM I

3-387 1 29 15 14-4 19-88 1 vF; vS; R; vgbM 2

3-255 1 43 56 23-4 19*88 1 vF; S; R ;
vgbM 1

2-938 2 127 10 35-4 19-88 i 2 pF; pL; vlE; glbM 2

3-748 1 14 14 50-7 19-89 1 eF; S 11

2-939 2 127 12 45-4 19-88 2 F; cS; IE; gvlbM 2

3-784 1 13 56 57-4 19-88 1 pB; pL 2 •

3-319 1 34 55 43-7 19-89 1 pF; L; IE 2*

3-203 1 52 49 3-7 19-89 1 eF
;
pL

;
pmE

;
gbM 1

3-360 1 30 49 18-7 19-89 1 vF; R; stellar; vS* 1 d sf ...
1

3-14 [1] 67 24 12 19-88 [1] B; pS; mbMN=*13; 0

*11 p43
, sl75".

3-398 1 27 29 1-7 19-89 1 F; vlE; gbM 2

3-13 [2]
1

71 20 42 19-89 [2] F; S; R 0

3-150 65 7 26-7 19-89 1 vF; S; R 1

2-764 2 150 49 29-7 19-89 2 Cl; pL; pRi; pC; st8...13 ..
2

3-128 1 71 23 48-7 19-89 1 vF; eS; stellar 2 1

3-125 1 72 20 37-7 19-89 1 vF; S; bM 1

3-262 ' 2 41 19 6-0 19-90 2 pB; S; pmE 4

3-364 : 2 29 36 37*0 19-90 2 pF; S; R; gbM; r 3

3-143 2 66 32 34-0 19-90 2 vF; S; E; r 4

3-109 1 77 6 36-3 19-91 1 cF; cS; R
;
psbM 4

2-881 1 139 55 51-3 19-91 1 eF; S; R; am 50 Sst 1

3-315 : 2, 32 57 27-3 19-91 2 pF; L; vlE
;
vgbM; r 4

3-241 1 42 45 34-6 19-92 1 F; S; att to *15 ;
another * 2

;

cont.

2-954 1 126 57 46-6 19’92 2 cB; R ; sbMN*; *9 sf 2 \

3-171 3 57 18 46-6 19-92 3 pB; pL; pmE; gbM; p of 2... 3

3-171 3 57 17 20-6 19-92 3 cB; pL; pmE 0°; pgbM 3

3-123 2 71 31 5-6 19-92 2 cF; v-S-; pmE; sbM; 2Sstf; 3

1st of 3.

+ 3-048 1 98 35 14-6 + 19-92 1 vF; vS; R;gbM; *8 s 6' ... *1

2426
2427
2428
2429
2430
2431

2432
2433
2434
2435
2436
2437
2438
2439
2440
2441
2442
2443
2444
2445

2446
2447
2448
2449
2450
2451
2452
2453
2454
2455
2456
2457
2458
2459
2460
2461
2462
2463
2464

2465
2466
2467
2468
2469
2470
2471
247

2

2473
2474
,2475

2476
2477

2478
2479
2480
2481

2482

h.

897
898

3334

899
900

3345
901

902
3346
903
904
905
906
907

3347
3348
908
909
910

912
911

913

3349
914

915
916

3350

3351

917
918
920
919

921

922
3352
923
924
925
926
927
928

3353
929
930

3354
931
932
933

935

H.
II. 339
II. 54
II. 152

III. 332

II. 349
II. 13

II. 350

II. 367
III. 353
II. 562

I. 221
11.836
II. 730

II. 351
I. 222

III. 80
II. 552

III. 771
III 935

I. 287
III 772
II. 783

III. 847

111.969

II. 905
II. 784

III. 843

II, 837

III. 29

II. 731
II, 838
II. 352

III. 81

I, 227
II. 732

III. 109

III. 609

B’Arrest,, 78

D’Arrest, 79

A. 289

11 20 45-7

11 20 49*6

11 20 59-6

11 21 9*0

11 21 22-8

11 21 30*0

11 21 33-5

11 22 5*3

11 22 53-7

11 22 53-9

11 23 0-3

11 23 43-7

11 24 15-2

11 24 17-1

11 24 28-7

11 24 29-0

11 24 36-6

11 24 46-4

11 25 43-2

1 25 44-5

1 26 2'1

1 26 2-3

1 27 5-9

1 27 8-0

1 27 10-4

1 27 37-1

1 27 44-4

1 27 44-9

1 28 6-8

1 28 23-8

1 28 33-7

1 28 37-1

1 28 56-6

1 28 59-4

1 29 3-2

1 29 4-5

1 29 4-7

1 29 8-5

1 29 16

1 29 29*6

1 29 39
1 29 41-9

1 29 42-0

1 29 54-8

1 29 55-8

1 30 10-0

1 30 13-1

1 30 27-9

1 30 58-4

1 31 34-0

1 31 41-7

1 32 1-9

1 32 6*8

1 32 18-7

1 32 21-7

11 32 29-4

1 32 35-2



Jffo.
.

of

Cata-

I 2483

I
2484

2485

2486

2487

2488

2489

2490

!
2491

j

2492
5069

2493

:
2494

- 2495

!
2496

j

2497
' 2498

2499
2500

2501

j

2502

I 2503

I 2504

|

2505

j

2^06

;

2507

2508

I
2509

j

2510

(

2511

|

2512

j

2513

2514

!

2515

2516

2517

2518

2519
2520

2521

2522
2523

2524

2525

2526

2527

!
2528

2529
2530

2531

2532
2533

2534

2535

2536

2537
2538
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Sir J. H.’s

patalogues

bfNebulas.

h.

\ 939,

a

f 939, b
J

940

941

942
943
944
945
946
947
948
950
949
951

3357
952
953
954

955
956
957

958
959
960

\ 960, a

961
962
963
964
965

966

970

971

References to
Right

Ascension
for

I860, Jan. 0-

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

SirW. H.’s
Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

H. h m s s

III. 773 11 32 45-1 + 3-305 1

III. 844 11 32 47-4 3-327 1

II. 839 11 32 47'9 ; 3-345 2

11 32 54*0 3-116 2

11,340 11 32 54-5 3-144 1

II. 103 11 32 57*8 3-116 4

R. nova 11 33 +
II. 161 11 33 0-4 3122 3

R. 3 novae 11 33 +

III 30 11 33 5-0 3-122 3
II. 830 11 33 23*7 3-300 1

III. 375 11 33 26*1 3-129 1

D’Arrest, 80 11 33 29 3-12 [1]
III. 338 11 33 35-4 3-135 1

II. 737 11 33 45*6 3-237 2
I. 21 11 33 45-7 3-104 3

III. 320 11 33 48-3 3-142 1

I. 94 11 33 53-4 3-183 3
III. 339 11 34 20-2 3-140 1

11 34 40*4 3-099 1

III. 284 11 34 47-6 3-058 1

11 34 51*9 3-099 1

III. 376 11 34 52*5 3-126 2
II. 153 11 34 58-4 3-099 1

11 35 9’4 3-039 1

III. 774 11 35 10*2 3-258 1

II. 154 11 35 11-4 3-099 1

II. 341 11 35 14-4 3-143 3
D’Arrest, 81 11 35 21 3-12 [1]

HI. 775 11 35 51-3 3-253 1

11 35 56*5 3-141 1

11 36 11*6 3-043 1

III. 340 11 36 15-0 3-130 1

III. 102 11 36 15-9 3-097 1

D’Arrest, 82 11 36 21 3-12 [1]
11 36 24*4 3-306 2

II. 831 11 36 29*2 3-286 2
11 36 32-6 3-121 2

R. 4 novae 11 36 +

11 36 39*1 3*120 2
III, 377 11 36 44-2 3-120 3

11 36 46-7 3-120 1

]11 36 53*3 3-264

11 36 53*6 3-159 1

III. 35 11 36 57-9 3-098 1

III. 776 11 37 2-1 3-265 1

III. 378 11 37 6-3 3-120 1

III. 36 11 37 11-9 3-098 1

III. 386 11 37 37-2 3-118 1

11 37 45*7 3-118 ]

III. 385 11 ’37 53*2 3-117 1

11 38 30-2 + 3-096 2

North Polar

Distance
for

I860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of
Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

32 59 54-6 + 19-92
|

1 cF; pS; vS^vnr 1

30 36 24-9 19-93
1

1 vF; S; niE 1

28 56 14-9 19-93
]

2 F; cS; R; rabM 3

73 53 41-9 : 19-93
|

3 cF; R; p of 2 3f

64 31 35-9 19-93 1 F; cS; IE; stellar; r 3

73 52 36-9 19-93 6 F; pS; E; pglbM; r; f of 2... 8+

73 52 + Smaller than h. 936 0

71 29 46-9 1*9-93 3 pF; pL; R; bM; r; 2nd of 3 4

71 29 ± ,

No description (for 939, c, 0

see No. 5069).

71 27 36-9 19*93 2 vF; pS; r; 2 vBstp; 3rd of 3 4

32 58 24-9‘ 19-93 1 pB; E 1

68 53 9-9 19-93 1 cB; cS; R; bM; r 3

71 25 42 19-93 , [1] F; pL; *9-10, s 5' 0

66 46 41-9 19-93 1 vF; vS 1

41 30 46-9 19-93 2 F; S; vlE; glbM 4

77 45 10-9 19-93 4 B; L; vlE 8

64 24 10-9 19-93 1 cF; vS; R; p of 2; * 6 sf 3' .. 3

52 40 24-2 19-94 3 cB; pL; pmE90°+; bM ... 5*

64 25 31-2 19-94 1 cF; S; f of 2 2

78 55 43-2 19-94 , 1 F; 1st of 4 1

95 23 14-2 19-94 1 F; pS; R; psbM 3

78 54 43-2 19-94 1 vF; 2nd of 4 1

68 54 26-5 19-95 2 vF; cS; R; bM; bet2st 5

78 57 13-5 19-95 1 pF; pS; 3rd of 4 2
103 4 35-5 19-95 1 F; cS; IE; pslbM 1

36 26 51-5 19-95 1 vF; cS; pmE 3

78 58 3-5 19-95 ; 1 pF; pS; 4th of 4 2

62 44 1-5 19-95 3 pF; S; R; psbM; stellar ... 4

70 22 42 19-94 [1] F; S; lbM 0
36 29 51-5 19-95 1 : vF; vS 2

62 43 32-5 19-95 1 eF 1

102 5 22-8 19-96 1 F; vS; R; bM 1

66 24 56-8 19-96 1 vF
;
pL ; 2 suspected neb nf .. 1

79 6 56-8 19-96 1 eF; pS 1

70 7 42 19-95 [1] vF; vS; slbMN*13 m 0

29 6 47-8 :
19-96 2 pB; E; gbM; |8 nf5' 1

31 16 21-8 19-96 2 pB; cS; E; psbM-*12 3

69 15 52-8 19-96 2 cF; S; R; 1st of 5 1

69 15 + '

8 “knots” (vide h. 960, 1,2,3) 0

69 20 12-8
'

19-96 1 2 cF; S; R; 2nd of 5 1

69 17 13-8 19-96 3 F; S; R; vglbM; 3rd of 5 ... 5

69 14 9-8 19-96 1 vF; pS ; 4th of 5 1

33 34 40-8 19-96 1 F; pL; R; vgbM 1

55 42 18-8 19-96 1 F; S; R; psbM 1

78 55 57-8 19-96 1 eF; vS 1

33 19 56-8 19-96 1 eF; pL; IE 1

69 15 33-8 19-96 1 eF; vS; R; 5th of 5 3

78 55 57-8 19-96 1 eF; vS 1

69 27 57-1 19-97 1 vF; vS; r 1

69 14 20-1 19-97 1 F; S; R; bM(?) 1

69 35 57-1 19-97 1 vF; vS; r 1

78 23 56-4 + 19-98 2 F; S; iR; psbM 1
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

N.RD.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

2539 972 III. 833 11 38 34*3 + 3*218 3 39 1 19*4 + 19*98 3 cF: oS; R; psbM 4

2540 967 1 1 38 34-6 3*152 1? 56 6 59*4 19*98 1? eF; R; p-bM; 1st of 4 1*

2541 973 II. 104 38 35*6 3*102 3 75 27 32*4 19*98 3 B; S; R; smbM* 5

2542 HI. 104 38 .36-0 3*091 1 80 40 29*4 19*98 1 vF : vS; suspected 1

2543 III. 387 37 -?! 3*116 1 69 27 58*4 19*98 1 vF : vS; r 1

2544 HI. 103 37-6 3*093 1 80 1 58*4 19*98 1 vF; r 1

2545 I. 201 1 1 38 55*Q 3*202 2 41 43 58*4 19*98 2 B; L; mE 25°+ 2
2546 974 38 56*4 3*150 1 56 1 20*4 19*98 1 vF; R; 2nd of 4 1

2547 II. 881 0*8 3*391 1 19 49 57*4 19*98 1 F; pL; mE 105°+ 1

2548 f L
68

!
11 39 1*4 3*150 2 56 3 20*4 19*98 2 vF; R

;
gbM ; 3rd of 4 2

f 969 1

2549 < = ? 39 14-9 3*149 2 56 7 5*4 19*98 2 vF; R; gbM; 4th of 4 2

2550
1 976 J
3358

1 1 39 16-6 2*903 2 145 36 20*4 19*98 2 vF; IE; 2 stinv 1

2551 III. 372 39 3*112 1 68 35 58*4 19*98 1 vF; cL 1

2552 977 III. 388 11 39 30-9 3*116 1 68 49 39*4 19*98 1 cF; S; iR; gbM; r; *7sp6' 4

2553 3359 III. 828 11 39 45*1 3*014 2 117 8 33*7 19*99 2 cF; vS; vlE; bM; vF*sf ... 2

f 979]
2554 J -

} I. 120 11 39 56-8 3*040 2 106 4 52*7 19*99 2 pB; L; iR; vgpmbM 3

[3360 J
2555 978 II. 785 11 40 6-3 3*238 2 33 15 24*7 19*99 2 pB; S; IE; pgbM 3

2556 980 II. 723 11 40 45-5 3*136 3 58 51 30*7 19*99 3 pB; S; bM 4

f 981]
2557 1 =

^ II. 553 11 40 53-3 3*053 2 100 10 27*7 19*99 2 pB; pL; R; gbM; r 4

[3361 J
2558 III. 940 1

1

40 54*2 3-462 1 14 52 59*0 20*00 1 vF;S;R;bM 1

2559 982 II. 738 1

1

41 12*9 3*192 1 40 30 26*0 20*00 1 B; pL; R; mbM 2+
2560 983 I. 248 11 41 187 3*250 2 29 48 43*0 20*00 2 B; pL; iR; pgmbM; p of 2 .. 4

2561 984 II. 832 11 41 29*7 3*248 1 29 47 51*0 20*00 1 pF; pL; vlE; gbM; f of 2 ... 3

2562 II. 739 1

1

41 36*1 3*189 1 40 30 59*0 20*00 1 F; vS 1

2563 986 II. 408 1

1

41 41 .5 3*144 3 54 11 35*0 20*00 3 F; S; R; bM 5

2564 985 I. 228 1 j 41 45*6 3*224 4 33 8 26*0 20*00 4 B; pL; IE; svmbM 6

2565 987 1 ] 41 51*5 3*123 1 62 46 31*0 20*00 1 pB; R; smbM 1

2566 988 I. 82 1

1

41 53*3 3*124 5 62 11 43*0 20*00 5 B; pL; vlE0°+; bMN 8

2567 III. 970 1

1

41 58*8 3*564 1 11 7 57*0 20*00 1 pF
;
pL : r 1

2568 989 HI. 321 11 42 1*2 3*122 2 63 5 50*0 20*00 2 F: pS: IE: vglbM 3

2569 3362 11 42 1*4 2*998 126 44 21*0 20*00 2 pB; cS; vlE; lbM 2
2570 3363 II. 864 1

1

42 3*019 1 118 32 27*0 20*00 1 pB; S; R; mbM 2

2571 III. 715 ] i 42
J **

1 1*9 3*185 1 40 48 0*0 20*00 1 eF; pL 1

2572 990 11 42 19-8 3*065 1 90 19 7*o 20*00 1 eF; S; psbM 1

2573 3364 11 42 34*3 2*967 1 137 29 23*0 20*00 1 Cl; vL; 1C; st9...14 2

2574 991 III. 341 11 42 42-2 3*117 (1) 64 17 48*0 20*00 1 : vF
; S

; p of 2 2

2575 992 II. 342 1

1

42 49-0 3*120 3 62 44 0*3 20*01 3 F; pL; R; pgbM 4

2576 II. 786 1

1

43 0*7 3*209 1 33 53 0*3 20*01 1 F; E 1

2577 III. 113 11 43 4*8 3*066 1 94 21 0*3 20*01 1 eF; eS; bet 2 st 1*

2578 993 II. 787 11 43 20-3 3*206 1 34 4 32*3 20*01 1 eF; R; gbM 2

2579 994 11 43 20*4 3*190 ] 37 23 43*3 20*01 1 F; L; vmE; vgbM 1

2580 995 III. 90 11 43 20*5 3*084 2 82 38 55*3 20*01 3 F; vS; R; lbM; *13nP 80”. 4

2581 3365 11 43 23*9 2*934 4 146 24 8*3 20*01 5 O; 1; S; R; blue; =*7m; 6

l
s*5=d.

2582 996 11 43 33*5 3*115 1:: 64 17 48*3 20*01 1 Neb; f of 2 1

2583 II. 824 11 43 36*9 3*193 1 36 21 30*3 20*01 1 pB; L; mE 1

2584 997 II. 788 11 43 37*1 3*203 1 34 8 32*3 20*01 1 pF; S; R; pspmbM 2
2585 III. 716 11 43 47*7 3*180 1 39 1 0*3 20*01 1 vF

;
vS 1

2586 3366 I. 259 11 43 57*8 3*025 2 118 3 5*3 20*01 2 B; pL; IE; gmbM; r; vS*sp 3

2587 II. 825 11 43 59*4 3*189 1 39 8 0*3 20*01 1 pB; S; iF; bM 1

2588 D’Arrest, 83 11 44 6 3*1

1

r 11 67 19 48 20*01 rn vF ; vS 0

2589 998 III. 379 11 44 11*2 + 3*108
L 1 J

1 67 12 20*3 + 20*01
L * J
1 eF; eS; vlE; er; st nr 4
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

ofNebula.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H.

2590 999 II. 740

2591 1000 III. 616
III. 769

2593 D’Arrest, 84

25Q4 1001

2595 3367

2596 1003 III. 389

2597 1002 I. 203
2598 III. 971

2599 1004 III. 380

2600 1005 I. 173

2601 1007 III. 322
2602 1006 I. 251

2603 1008 II. 403

2604 1009 I. 202
2605 1010 III. 342
2606 1011 V. 45

2607 1012 III. 612
2608 1013 III. 381

2609 II. 623
2610 3368 III. 290
2611 II. 294
2612 1014 II. 833
2613 1015 IV. 67
2614 3369 A. 349
2615 III. 905
2616 3370 I. 67
2617 1016

2618 II. 789
2619 II. 790
2620 1017 IV. 62
2621 1018 II. 162
2622 1018,

a

R. nova
2623 1020
2624 1019 II. 724
2625 1021

2626 1022 II. 132

2627 1023 II. 840
2628 III. 274
2629 1024 III. 343
2630 1026
2631 1025 III. 707
2632 1027
2633 1028
2634 1029 II. 791
2635 1030 IV. 61

2636 1032
2637 1031 I. 229
2638

1
2639 > 1033, a R. 3 novae
2640 J
2641 1033 III. 323
2642 1040, a R. nova
2643 1034 III. 344
2644 1035 III. 345
2645 1036 III. 354?
2646 III. 324
2647 1037
2648 III. 325
2649 1038 II. 368
2650 1039

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Ohs.
used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &e.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.
by h.

and H.

h m S s

11 44 24-7 + 3-170 1 40 31 56-6 + 2V02 1 PF;;
S; R; pspmbM 2

11 44 29*7 3-139 2 51 13 20-6 20-02 2 eF; cL; iF; glbM; *6n5';*7f 4*

11 44 39*8 3-182 1 37 16 0-6 20-02 1 eF; S 1

11 44 49 3-17 [1] 40 35 48 20-01 [1] vF;
:
v diffic; H. II. 740 np ... 0

11 45 8-9 3-124 3 56 48 50-6 20-02 3 pF:
;
S; IE; psbM 3

11 45 19-8 3-033 1 116 7 21-6 20-02 1 vF; cL ; vmE 59°-3 1

11 45 28-9 3-103 1 68 35 6-6 20-02 1 vF; cS ; R 2

11 45 30-5 3-150 2 45 5 35-6 20-02 2 R; vL; R; bMpBN; er 3+
*

11 45 31*1 3-378 1 14 7 0-6 20-02 1 eF; vS;R 1

11 45 34-2 3-103 1 68 14 0-6 20-02 1 vF; cS; R 3

11 45 38-3 3-132 3 52 13 50-6 20-02 3 vB
;
pL; R; smbM*9 ... 4

11 45 50-3 3-111 3 63 0 39-6 20-02 3 pF:
;
pS; R

;
psbM 4

11 45 50*5 3-211 2 28 33 14-6 20-02 2 B; pL; R; gmbM; r; *f 3

11 46 7-9 3-101 1 68 28 0-6 20-02 2 F; pS; iE; lbM ; *p 5

11 46 21-7 3-155 2 41 21 59-9 20-03 2 cB:
;
pL; pmE; vgbM 4*

11 46 22*4 3-105 1 65 49 28-6 20-02 1 vF:
; cS; vlE 2

11 46 27*4 3-169 1 36 53 3-9 20-03 1 cB ; L; E 0°+; vsbMLrN ... 3+
11 46 28-1 3-068 2 93 13 23-9 20-03 2 cF:

;
cS; IE 90°+ ; bM; r ... 4

11 46 30-0 3-101 1 68 20 44-9 20-03 1 eF:
;
R 2*

11 46 53-7 3-043 2 112 24 0-9 20-03 2 cF:
;
S; E 170°+ ; lbs 2

11 46 56-8 3-047 1 109 47 29-9 20-03 1 cF:
;
pL; pmE 56°-8 2

11 46 58-4 3-048 1 108 47 0-9 20-03 1 F; S; E; r 1

11 47 1*8 3-188 2 30 51 20-9 20 03 2 PF ;
pS; pmE; vgbM 3

11 47 27-9 3-184 2 30 43 51-9 20-03 2 PF ; cL ; R : vg, sbM 3

11 47 29-3 2-976 1:: 144 56 21-9 20-03 1 Cl; pL
;
pRi

;
gplmbM ; st 1

3

3

11 47 31-4 3-254 1 19 54 0-9 20-03 1 eF:
;
vS 1

11 47 32-4 3-056 2 103 11 30-9 20-03 2 cB
;
pL; iR; gmbM; A 2 st... 6

11 47 39-1 3-108 2 60 57 8-9 20-03 2 vF ; S; E; *10nf att 3

11 48 4-2 3-166 1 33 54 0-9 20-03 1 pB ; E 1

11 48 4-2 3-166 1 33 54 0-9 20-03 1 F; S 1

11 48 6-5 3-165 1 34 6 0-9 20-03 1 B; pL; R
; g, sbM disc 2

11 48 16-5 3-086 2 77 15 16-9 20-03 2 pB ; L; iR: bM; *10,25°, 5' 4
11 48 + 77 15 nf 11 . 1018 0

11 48 189 3-060 1 101 15 54-9 20-03 1 F; S; R; psbM
; p of 2 1

11 48 20-0 3-109 1 59 13 39-9 20-03 l PF ; vS; R ;
bM 2

11 48 32-4 3-060 1 101 12 44-9 20-03 1 vF
; S; R; bM; f of 2 1

11 48 45*9 3-079 3 82 28 4-2 20-04 3 B; pL; cE 30°; vsmbMN ... 4

11 48 54-9 3-178 2 28 42 30-2 20-04 2 cF ; S; IE; bM; *8, 90°, 6'... 3
11 49 3-7 3-052 1 109 7 1-2 20-04 1 vF ;pL;iF 1

11 49 10-1 3-098 1 65 20 55-2 20-04 1 cF
; cS; R; psbM 2

11 49 23*3 3-104 1 60 13 26-2 20-04 1 eF:
;
S; R; bM 1

11 49 23*7 3-136 1 40 52 57-2 20-04 1 vF ; cS; another suspected ... 3

11 49 30*3 3-107 3 57 11 59*2 20-04 3 PF ; S;pmE90°+ ; *11 nr... 1

11 50 9-6 3-100 1 61 20 43-2 20 04 1 vF ; S; R; bM* ; p of 2 2
11 50 14-3 3-147 1 33 46 31-2 20-04 1 pF ; S; IE; pslbM 2
11 50 15-6 3-142 1 35 50 34-2 20-04 1 cB

;
vL; pmE; sbMBrN 3

11 50 34*2 3-085 3 74 55 29-2 20-04 2 vF;
;
pL ; R ; 2 st f 3

11 50 34*3 3-145 1 33 46 21-2 20-04 1 cB
;
pS; R; vg, smbM 2

11 50 ± 63 57 ± one! S, R; the other two E ... 0

11 50 36-1 3 095 1 63 57 34-2 20-04 1 pF:;
vS ; E 25° bet 2 st 2

11 50 44-7 3-121 41 54 13-2 20-04 S; R; 7'nph. 1Q40 0

11 50 45-6 3-093 1 66 0 39-2 20-04 1 vF:
;
vS; R; n of 2 2

11 50 45-6 3-093 1 66 4 59-2 20-04 1 vF:; vS; R ; s of 2 2
11 50 52-9 3-097 2 61 20 22-2 20-04 2 F; vS; R ; *12 near 3
11 50 53-4 3-095 1 63 53 51-2 20-04 1 eF;

;
suspected 1

11 50 56-3 3-070 1 91 21 8-2 20-04 1 F; S; R; bM; *11 nf 1

11 50 57-6 3-087 1 66 6 2-2 20-04 1 eF; vS 1

11 51 3-0 3-097 4 61 1 33-2 20-04 3 pB:
;

pS; R; psbM; r 5

11 51 4-6 + 3-097 1 61 10 + ? + 20-04 0 vB:
;
mE; mbM(?P.D.) 1*
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No.
of

Cata-
logue

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860
, Jan. ()•

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880 .

No,
of

Obs.
used.

North Polar
Distance

for

I860, Jan. 0,

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total;

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H
f

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

2651 1040 11 51 14-4 + 3-121 1 41 59 10-2 + 20-04 1 F; pL; mE; vglbM 1

2652 1041 II. 733
'

11 51 19*2 3-116 2 45 17 9-2 20-04 2 B; cL; mE62°*3; vsvmbM*10 3*+

2653 1042 11 51 24*9 3-086 2 73 2 32-2 20-04 2 pB; pS; R; psbM 2*

2654 1043, a 11 51 33 3-095 61 39 50 20-04 vF 0

2655 1043 II. 369 11 51 33-0 3-095 0)
1

61 44 50-2 20-04 2 F; L; E; gbfM 4

1044 11 51 42*8 3-083 75 0 46-2 20-04 1

’ * *0 *

eF;*9sf5' 1

2657 1045 II. 725 11 51 43-9 3-097 1 58 47 57-5 20-05 1 pB; pL; E 19°‘5; biN 2

2658 II. 295 11 51 56-2 3-059 I 107 35 2-5 20-05 1 F; vS; iF; bM 1

2659 1046 III. 617 1 1 51 57*7 3- 104 1 51 24 39-5 20-05 1 eF; pL; R 3

2660 1047 1.223 11 52 6-8 3-122 1 38 15 44-5 20-05 1 vB; cL; mE l60°+

;

3

vsvmbMBN.
2661 3371 II. 296 11 52 23-1 3-059 ] 108 29 25-5 20-05 1 ©; pF; pL; R; rr; st 16 ... 2

2662 III. 3 1 1 52 45-0 3-083 2 73 b 1-5 20-05 2 vF; vS; vlE; j- 2
2663 1048 I. 121 11 53 12*3 3-072 90 19 7*5 20-05 cB; L; vlE; psmbM; B st nr 4
2664 1049 II. 404 11 53 21-0 3-084 6 69 ;8 34-5 20-05 6 pF; pL; R; gbM; * 12 nf... 7

II. 508 11 53 21-4 3-062 1 107 3 2-5 20-05 1 pB; S; IE; bM 1

2666 III. 903 11 53 45*4 3-155 1 19 52 1-5 20-05 1 eF: S: iF: gvlbM 1

2667 3372 III. 279 11 53 50*5 3-064 1 105 10 13-5 20-05 1 eF; pL; *945°+ j? ;

2668 1050 I. 253 11 54 12-4 3-125 1 27 19 59-5 20-05 1
r H. vb; vL; E l 2*

2669 1051 III. 77 11 54 13*1 3-079 2 75 49 13-5 20-05 2
\h. pB; 25"; R J
eF; pL; R; r 3

2670 1052 IV. 28-1 11 54 43-7 3-064 1 108 5 11-5 20-05 1 pB; cL; R; vgbM 2f
2671 1053 IV. 28-2 11 54 43*7 3-064 1 108 7 11-5 20-05 1 pF; pL 2f ;

2672 1054 J. 252 11 54 58-6 3*117 2 27 5 10-5 20-05 2 B; cL; R; g, psvmbMrN ... 3

2673 1055 11 55 10-9 3-074 1 84 52 38-5 20-05 2 pF; S; R; psbM; | f 30 s
... 2

2674 1056 III. 491 11 55 18-9 3-072 1 89 25 53-5 20-05 1 cF; cS; R; bM 3

2675 1057 II. 276 11 55 32-9 3-072 1 87 14 48-5 20-05 • 1 pF; L; R; sbM; * sf 4

2676 1058 II. 741 11 55 36*5 3-095 1 40 35 7-5 20-05 1 pB; pS; R 2

2677 1059 11 55 38^9 3-079 2 71 12 12-5 20-05 2 vF; vS; R; psbM 2 :

2678 1060 III. 390 11 55 41-8 3-079 1 70 28 21-5 20-05 3 eF; pS; R; glbM 4

2679 II. 509 11 55 47-7 3-066 1 105 36 2-5 20-05 1 F; cL; iR; lbM 1 !

2680 1061 IV. 56 11 55 58*3 3-089 4 44 41 3-5 20-05 4 B
;
vL

; E ; vg, vsmbM *11 ... 5f
2681 3373 11 55 59*6 3-039 1 152 24 13-5 20-05 1 Cl; pRi; 1C 1

2682 III. 794 11 56 8-6 3-099 1 31 18 2-5 20-05 1 eF; S 1

2683 1062 11 56 32-1 3-078 1 68 10 1-5 20-05 1? pB. P.D. very doubtful ... If

2684 1063 11 56 36-6 3-078 1 :: 68 8 1-5 20-05 1? pB. P.D. very doubtful ... If

2685 1064 11 56 40-6 3-078 1 :: 67 55 1-5 20-05 1? pB. P.D. very doubtful ... 1*

2686 1065 11 56 51-4 3-077 3 68 59 39-5 20-05 3 vF; S; R; D neb pos 70° ... 3*
i

2687 1066 I. 174 11 56 53-2 3-080 4 57 19 32-5 20-05 4 pB; vL; mE 97°; vgbM 5 ,

2688 D’Arrest, 85 11 56 57 3-07 [1] 70 46 42 20-06 [1] B; E; gbM * 17 p, 82" dist.. 0

2689 1067 11 56 57-5 3-077 2 68 59 58-5 20-05 2 pF; R 2*

2690 1068 11 56 59*7 3-076 4 68 51 54-5 20-05 4 pB 4*

2691 1069 III. 37 11 57 1*0 3-074 5 78 21 53-5 20-05 5 F; pS; R; gbM 6

2692 II. 781 11 57 1-6 3-087 2 36 40 2-5 20-05 2 p F : S ; stellar 2

2693 1070 III. 392 11 57 1-7 3-076 1 68 53 38-5 20-05 1 vF; vS 2*

2694 1071 III. 391 11 57 2*0 3-076 2 68 49 13-5 20-05 2 F; vS 2*;

2695 3374 11 57 4.9 3-046 1 156 31 32-5 20-05 1 vF
; vS; R; bM*; am st 1

2696 1072 II. 277 11 57 17-2 3-072 4 87 19 26-5 20-05 4 F; pS; R; pgbM; np of 2 ... 7

2697 1073 III. 393 11 57 20-8 3-076 1 68 54 1-5 20-05 1 eF : vS 2*

2698 1074 11 57 20*9 3-072 1 87 9 8-5 20-05 1 F; S; R 1

2699 1075 III. 394 11 57 24-7 3-076 1 69 3 31-8 20-06 1 vF; vS 2*

2700 1076 III. 258 11 57 29-5 3-072 1 87 26 4-8 20-06 1 cF; cS; vlE; bM; sf of 2 ... 3
2701 III. 395 11 57 32-3 3-075 2? 69 7 1-8

.
20-06 2? vF

;
vS 1*

2702 III. 396 11 57 32-3 3-075 2? 69 7 1-8 20-06 2? vF
;
vS 1*

2703 1077 11 57 38-1 3-072 1 91 36 8-8 20-06 1 F; L; R; *10 n 60" 1

2704 1078 III. 355 11 57 42-0 3-076 4 62 13 27-8 20-06 4 cF; pS; E; gbM 5

2705 D’Arrest, 86 11 58 13 3-08 [i] 38 54 7 20-06 [1] F; IE; I. 206 nr 0

2706 3375 III. 754 11 58 24-4 3-070 1 115 44 43-8 20-06 1 pB; S; R; bM 2

2707 I. 224 11 58 40-3 3-074 2 38 56 2-8 20-06 2 B: pL; pmE; vsbM ?
2708 I. 206 11 58 42-2 3-074 3 38 42 22-8 20-06 3 B; cL; pmE 135°+

; lbM ... 3

2709 3376 11 58 44-2 + 3-072 1 103 45 28-8 + 20-06 1 eF; L
;
pmE ; vgbM ; 2 st 1 1 nr 1
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

i No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for
1 1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.
by h.

and H.

Sir J. Et.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m 8 8

1 070 III. 382 1 1 58 45*3 -1-3-079 1 68 38 1*8 + 20*06 2 vF; vS 4

971

1

1081 I. 207 11 58 51*9 3*072 1 41 44 34*8 20*06 1 pB; vL; mE 32°*0 4

2712 1080 III. 400 11 58 53*1 3*072 52 21 4*8 20*06 2 eF; vS; R; stellar; *10sp2' 6
971.1 1082 III. 383: 1 1 58 54-0 3*072 2 68 36 5*8 20*06 3 eF; eS; R; bM 5

9714 III. 384 111 58 57*0 3*072 1 68 35 2*8 20*06 1 eF; eS 2

2715 1084 III. 717 11 58 59-8 3*072 1 39 38 47*8 20*06 1 pB; vL; vmE 166°*5; vgvlbM 3

2716 1083 1 ] 59 0-1 3*072 2 63 39 44*8 20*06 2 eF; vS; B; vgbM 3

2717 1085 1.225 11 59 15-4 3*070 1 36 30 34*8
1 20*06 1 B;pS;R; bMBrN; #12sp,v,nr 3

2718 3377 A. 291 11 59 28*0 3*077 3 150 27 56*8 20*06 3 Cl; pL; pC; iR; stl0...14... 3

271 q 1086 II 370 111 59 28-8 3*070 6 61 2 37*8 20*06 6 pB; pS; IE; bM .... 7

2720 3378 II. 865. 11 59 29-4 3*074 2 119 0 26*8 20*06 2 . pF;. pS; R; psbM
; r; p of 2 3

2721 3379 II. 866 11 59 34-4 3*074 2 119 0 41*8 20*06 2 pF; pS; R; pgbM; f of 2 ... 3

2722 1087 11 59 39-8 3*062 i 22 3 42*8 20*06 1 B; S; R; gbM 1*

2723 1088 I. 195 11 59 52-9 3*067 2 46 9 26*8 20*06 2 vB; pS; mE 151°*0.... 4

2724 3380 11 59 55-8 3*077 2 129 25 18*8 20*06 : 2 F; S; vlE; glbM; 3Bstnr... 2

2725 1089 12 0 0-5 3*068 1 55 13 46*8 20*06 1 eF 1

2726 3381 III. 533 12 0 0-9 3*074 1 103 24 23*8 20*06 1 cF; £> ; iR ;
gbM 2

2727 1090 12 0 1*7 3*070 1 74 49 13*8 20*06 1 eF : suspected 1

2728 1092, a R. nova 12 0 19*8 3*072 86 30 33*5 20*06 Hook-shaped; h. 1092 is 0

nf 45°; 14' dist.

2729 1091 III. 708 12 0 26*9 3*064 1:: 46 12 1*8 20*06 i 1 vF; vS 2
2730 II. 14 12 0 42-1 3*070 1 79 41 2*5 20*05 1 IE 1*

2731 III 904 12 0 56-3 3*040 1 19 38 2*5 20*05 1 eF : vS
;
E 1

2732 1093 12 0 59-2 3*064 1 56 13 7*5 20*05 i 1 eF: vS: R; mhM 1

2733 1092 V. 4 12 0 59-4 3*072 ; ^ ,
86 20 39*5 20*05 1 2 cF; vL; E 90°+ ; bM * 16... 4+

fl. 331
2734 1094 < = > 12 1 1-2 3*070 2 78 50 36*5 20*05 ! 3 pB; pL; mE 120°; bM; r ... 5

(JL60J
2735 Auw. N. 28 12 1 3-1 3*045 24 2 50*6 20*05 pB; pL; cE; mbMN (Hind, 0

Jan. 5, 1850).
2736 1095 III. 68 12 1 28-2 3*067 1 73 5 11-5 20*05 1 vF

; S ; R ;
pslbM ; bet 2 vS st 2

2737 1096 I. 279 12 1 29*2 3*005 2 12 25 10*5 20*05 ; 2 F; pL; vlE; glbM 4

2738 1.263 12 1 33-2 3*032 1 20 25 2*5 20*05 1 cB; IE; bM. 1

!

2739
|'10971

II. 548 12 I 42*3 3*074 3 98 15 19*5 20*05 3 F; pL; pmE 95°+ ; vglbM 4

[_3382j

>

2740 1098 III. 356 12 1 47-9 3*063 2 59 56 7*5 20*05 2 cF: S: R: 1st of 3 3
2741 1099 III. 357 12 1 52*9 3*063 3 59 58 57*5 20*05 i 3 cF : S ; iR ; 2nd of 3 4

2742 1100 . 1. 278 12 1 59-4 3*003 2 14 19 20*5 20*05 ; 2 pB; cL; II: gmbM 3
2743 1101 II. 371 12 2 1-4 3*062 2 60 3 7*5 20*05 2 pF : pL ; IE ; 3rd of 3 4
2744 1108 II. 321 12 2 6-7 3*061 1 59 18 5*5 20*05 1 F: vL: vffmbM 3
2745 I. 196 12 2 232 3*053 45 32 32*5 20*05 ; 2 B: pE; IE; vp+M; * np 2
2746 1102 III. 795 12 2 29-8 3*037 1 30 22 0*5 20*05 1 vF; pS; IE; gbM; r 3
2747 1103 Hit 814 12 2 31*4 3*044 1 36 6 6*5 20*05 1 vF ; S; iF; vsdbM; er 2*
2748 1104 IV. 5.4 12 2 43-5 3*051 1:: 46 44 3*5 20*05 1 cB: R; vg. vsbMN 2
2749 11 07 II. 747 12 2 54-1 3*047 2 42 46 19*5 20*05 2 pF; cL; vmE109°*0; vgbM.. 3
2750 1105 I. 169 12 2 54-5 3*053 1 49 20 37*5 20*05 1 B; vL; vglbM 2
2751 1106,0 R. nova 12 2 + 70 40 + S: pree h. 1 106 0

2752 1106 I- 19 12 2 55-5 3*064 3 70 40 17-5 20*05 3 ©; vB; pL; R; gbM; rrr ... 4
2753 III. 327 12 2 56-8 3*060 1 62 48 2*5 20*05 1 vF; pS 1

2754 1109 II. 802 12 3 22*6 3*030 1 30 56 13*5 20*05 1 F; S; E
2755 1110 I. 73 12 3 26*7 3*057 1 58 49 5*5 20*05 1 B; S; R; pgmbM 3
2756 1111 I. 165 12 3 27-0 3*050 2 49 49 31*5 20*05 2 vB; S; R; vsmbMBN; p of 2 4f
2757 1112 II. 83 12 3 28-7 3*064 3 73 11 28*5 20*05 3 pB

;
pL; R; pp-mbM; r ... 4

2758 I. 11 12 3 36-9 3*063 i 1 70 52 2*5 20*05 1 B;pL;E;bM 1

2759 III. 845 12 3 42-6 3*026 1 30 53 2*5 20*05 1 vF; S; E 90°+ ... 1

2760 1113 II. 642 12 3 46-5 3*049 2 : 49 45 45*5 20*05 2: pF; S; E; vgbM; f of 2 4f
2761 1114 I. 208 12 4 0*9 3*036 1 : 38 43 54*5 20*05 1 pF ; cL ;

vmE 60°+ 4
2762 1115 II. 405 12 4 4-2 3*061 1 69 2 58*5 20*05 1 F* pS; IF.; bM* pR-& nf 3
2763 1116 III. 941 12 4 4.7 2*945 1 13 5 48*5 20*05 1 eF

;
pS; R

;
A 2 st

2764 II. 803 12 4 39-4 + 3*018 2 31 27 2*5 + 20*05 2 F; S; R
1

2'
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No.
of

Cata-
logue.

References to
Eight

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Sir J. H.'s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

b. H. h m S

2765 1117 II. 353 12 4 46-9

i III. 399 12 4 56-4

2767 1118 12 5 4-5

2768 1119 II. 105 12 5 8-6

2769 1120 III. 358 12 5 14-5

2770 1123 II. 792 12 5 16-6

2771 1121 11.372 12 5 17*2

2772 1122 III. 359 12 5 18*7

2773 1124 III. 360 12 5 27*2

2774 3383 III. 534 12 5 30-9

2775 1125 12 5 35-2

2776 1126 I. 9 12 5 42-9

2777 1127 11. 133 12 5 53-0

2778 HI. 777 12 6 4-8

2779 1128 III. 697 12 6 13-1

2780 3384 12 6 14-4

2781 1129 II. 373 12 6 15-1

2782 II. 813 12 6 28-8

2783 1131 11. 106 12 6 38-7

2784 1133 II. 409 12 6 39‘4

2785 1130 12 6 39-6

2786 1132 M. 98 12 6 40-0

2787 1134 11. 163 12 6 44-6

2788 1135 II. 867 12 7 6-6

2789 III. 796 12 7 8-8

2790 1136 II. 374 12 7 26*4

2791 1137 II. 134 12 7 28-5

2792 1139 II. 793 12 7 297
2793 III. 797 12 7 32-0

2794 1138 II. 164 12 7 32-7

2795 II. 165 12 7 44*7

2796 1140 1. 175 12 8 1*5

2797 1141 III. 397 12 8 8-0

2798 D’Arrest, 87 12 8 9
2799 1142 II. 107 12 .8 19-4

2800 II. 375 12 8 21-7

2801 1143 III. 850 12 8 23-4

2802 1144 II. 108 12 8 31*3

2803 1145 II. 354 12 8 31*6

2804 1146 I. 95 12 8 36-0

2805 1147 II. 135 12 8 44-8

2806 1148 I. 35 12 8 46-7

2807 1149 II. 748 12 8 49-1

2808 III. 718 12 8 55*0

2809 3385 12 9 7*3

2810 1150 12 9 9-1

2811 1151 I. 209 12 9 12-9

2812 1152 II. 137 12 9 17*5

2813 1153 II. 136 12 9 21-7
2814 II. 109 12 9 23-0

2815 1154 12 9 25-1

2816 1155 12 9 28-9

2817 1156 II. 518 12 9 31*4

28181 1157 12 9 32*3

28191 1158 11.519 12 9 36-9
28201 3386 12 9 41-0

2821 1159 II. 17 12 9 58-6

2822: 1160 12 9 59-5
28231 1161 II. 496 12 9 59-5
2824 1162 II. 11 12 10 3-8

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

+ 3-057 1 65° 5 49-5 + 20-05 1 B; L; iE; bM 2
3-046 2 53 2 2-5 20-05 2 vF; pL; vlE; er 2
3-045 1 52 43 3-5 20-05 1 F; pL; R; vgbM; f sp 10 f

... 1

3-063 1 76 1 5-5 20-05 1 pB; pL; iF
;
psbM; r; * inv 3

3-051 2 60 3 17-5 20-05 2 F; S; 1 st of 4 4

3-016 1 33 2 58-5 20-05 1 F; S; IE; gbM 2
3-051 2 60 0 1-5 20-05 1 :: F; S; 2nd of 4 4*

3 051 2 60 5 31-5 20-05 2 F; S; 3rd of 4 4

3-050 2 60 3 31-5 20-05 2 F; eS; 4th of 4 4*

3-081 1 103 14 38-5 20-05 1 vF; pL; R; vgbM 2

2-993 1 78 22 7-5 20-05 2 vF; vL; E 45°+
; *7 f 2

3-070 1 87 55 28-5 20-05 1 pB; f)S; pmE 135°+
; bMN 5

3-067 3 82 11 3-5 20-05 3 pF; S; IE 0°+
; r 5

3-016 1 36 20 2-5 20-05 1 eF; S; stellar 1

3-031 2 45 32 36-5 20-05 2 vF; cL; mE 170°+ 5

3-152 1 151 56 12-2 20-04 1 Cl; mC; st eS 1

3-048 3 60 42 57-2 20-04 3 cF; L; R; gbM 5

3-018 1 38 30 2-2 20-04 1 pB; S; IE 1

3-061 1 75 48 11-2 20-04 1 F; L; IE; vglbM; r 3

3-038 1 52 35 28-2 20-04 1 eF; pS; R; vglbM; r 3

3*066 4 82 1 3-2 20-04 4 cF; R; bM; near S* 4

3-060 3 74 19 1-2 20-04 4 B; vL; vmE 152°-1
; vsvmbM 7

3-06

1

1 76 3 5-2 20-04 1 vF; pL; E; vgbM 2

3-004 1 34 40 46-2 20-04 1 pB; vS; vsbM *12 2
2-988 1 29 34 2-2 20-04 1 eF 1

3-045 4 60 48 15-2 20-04 4 pB; S; R; vsmbM * 5

3-066 1 83 24 54-2 20-04 1 pF; pmE; vgbM 2

2-997 1 33 12 18-2 20-04 1 pF; pS; IE; gbM 3

2-983 2 29 16 2-2 20-04 2 vF; S 2

3-061 2 77 3 13-2 20-04 2 - 3

3-060 1 76 4 2-2 20-04 1 F; vmE 1

3-037 2 56 1 26-2 20-04 2 vB; S ; R ;
psmbM 3

3-051 1 68 33 36-2 20-04 2 vF ; cL; iR; vgbM 4

2-96 [i] 25 25 42 20-04 [1] pB; pS; R; *12 f; In 0

3-058 1 73 19 25-2 20-04 1 vF; pL; R; gbM 2

3-041 1 60 43 22-2 20-04 1 F; pS 1

2-945 1 23 14 29-2 20-04 1 pF; pS; R; vgbM 2

3-057 2 75 19 1-2 20-04 2 B; L; E 90°+
; g, sbM; r ... 3

3-047 1 65 13 59-2 20-04 1 cF; vS; R 2

3-030 1 52 54 3-2 20-04 1 cB; cL; iE; biN 3+
3-065 3 82 49 9-2 20-04 3 B; pS; E; sbM *11 4

3-058 2 76 4 2-2 20-04 3 vB; vL; vmE 17°+
; sbMN 5f

3-009 4 42 8 55-2 20-04 5 pF; L; mE 45°-0; t n, p of 2 6+
3-006 1 41 5 2*2 20-04 1 vF; vS 1

3-126 4 132 32 44-2 20-04 4 pF; pL; pmE; vglbM 4

2-931 1 22 59 24-2 20-04 1 pB; S; R; psbM 1

3-005 1 41 20 34-2 20-04 1 cB; pL; pmE 134°-4; psbM.. 3

3-065 1:: 82 31 31-9 20-03 1 pF; pL; R; r (? R.A. 10m)... 3

3-063 2 81 45 38-9 20-03 2 pB; pS; IE; gb, not M; r ... 4

3-057 1 76 8 1-9 20-03 1 1*

3-084 1 101 31 49-9 20-03 1 F; eS; R; *170°, 60" 1

3-005 1 42 12 32-9 20-03 1 F; S; IE; f of 2 1 I

3-030 2 55 42 6-9 20-03 2 F; vS; vlE
;
psbM; sp of 2... 4

3-026 1 52 53 41-9 20-03 1 vF; L; R
;
gbM 1

3-030 2 55 39 37-9 20-03 2 cF; vS; IE; psbM; nf of 2 ... 4

3-160 1 144 31 20-9 20-03 1 Cl; F; pL; iF; st 13. ..15 ... 1

3-063 2 82 1 40-9 20-03 2 pB; pL; pmE; 1M; p of 2 ... 5

3-067 1 85 32 30 -9 20-03 1 pB; L; R; gbM 1

3-063 1 81 35 59-9 20-03 1 pF; R; vsbMSN 2

+ 3-054 2 73 54 23-9 + 20-03 2 pB; pL; IE; vgbM; r 5
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1830, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. HV
Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m 8 s

2825 1163 V. 51 12 10 4-1 + 2-894 1 19 48 0-9 + 20*03 1

2826 1164 III. 851 12 10 5-7 2-939 1 25 48 56-9 20-03 1

2827 III. 719 12 10 13*6 2-999 ] 41 44 31'9 20-03 1

2828 III. 720 12 10 13-6 2-999 1 41 45 31-9 20-03 1

2829 1165 III. 480 12 10 17-5 3-063 82 32 50-9 20-03 2
2830 1166 III. 725 12 10 20-5 3-003 2 43 35 49-9 20-03 2
2831 1167 V. 41 12 10 27-9 3-019 2 51 24 39-9 20-03 2
2832 1168 I. 74 12 10 32-5 3-033 3 59 36 54-9 20-03 3
2833 III. 91 12 in 43.'7 3 063 1 82 6 1‘9 20-03 1

2834 1169 II. 742 12 10 48-8 2-995 2 41 49 7-9 20-03 2
2835 1170 I. 264 12 10 57*2 2-864 1 18 25 17-9 20-03 1

2836 1171 I. 89 12 11 3-5 3-034 2 61 2 42-9 20-03 3

2837 1172 III. 702 12 11 30-9 3-029 1:: 59 23 0-9 20-03 1 ::

2838 1173 M. 99 12 11 41*8 3-052 3 74 48 7-6 20-02 4

2839 1174 II. 846 12 11 56-0 2-898 1 23 19 23-6 20-02 1

2840 D’Arrest, 88 12 12 1 3-06 [1] 83 29 42 20-02 [1]
2841 1175 V. 43 12 12 1*7 2-988 3 41 55 40-6 20-02 4

2842 1176 II. 139 12 12 4-6 3 063 1 83 23 51-6 20-02 1

2843 1177 II. 138 12 12 12-9 3-063 2 83 9 22-6 20-02 2
2844 1178 12 1

® 13*0 3-064 1 83 53 0-6 20-02 1

2845 1179 II. 110 12 12 22-0 3-051 1 74 20 51-6 20-02
2846 III. 535 12 12 26-0 3-090 1 101 28 31-6 20*02 1

2847 1180 II. 140 12 12 26-3 3-063 1 83 22 30-6 20-02 1

2848 1181 II. 166 12 12 38-0 3 053 2 76 26 0-6 20-02 2
2849 D’Arrest, 89 12 12 41 3-06 [2] 83 12 42 20-02 [2]
5070 12 12 41 83 46 42
2850 1182 III. 299 12 12 45-0 3-024 1 58 52 49-6 20-02 1

2851 1185 I. 75 12 12 47-4 3-025 1 59 36 15-6 20-02 1

2852 1183 II. 568? 12 12 48*2 3-064 1 83 53 1-6 20-02 1

2853 II. 804 12 12 48*3 2-946 1 32 29 1-6 20-02 1

2854 1184 II. 376 12 12 49-1 3-029 1 61 36 0-6 20-02 2

r I. 90 1
2855 1186-4 = > 12 13 3-4 3-025 2 59 56 25-6 20-02 2

l II. 322 J
2856 II. 571?? 12 13 8-7 3-062 1 82 51 1-6 20-02 1

r II. 573 1
2857 1187< = > 12 13 12-5 3-063 1 83 50 34-6 20-02 1

l II. 569? J
2858 1188 II. 323 12 13 18-6 3-024 2 59 54 20-6 20-02 2
2859 II. 377 12 13 23-0 3-025 1 60 0 39-6 20-02 1

2860 III. 798 12 13 25*7 2*933 \ 31 6 1-6 20‘02 \

2861 III. 300 12 13 35-7 3-023 2 Q 51 31-3 20-01 2

1 ::
2862 1189 11.570? 12 13 35-9 3-063 1:: 83 54 0-6 20-02
2863 1188, a R. nova? 12 13 38-6 3-024 59 51 20-6 20-02
2864 1191 III. 726 12 13 410 2-980 3 42 56 17-3 20-01 3
2865 1190 11.571? 12 13 46-0 3-063 1 83 52 34-3 20-01 1

2866 1193 II. 805 12 13 48-1 2-930 1 31 7 37-3 20-01 1

2867 1195 V. 5 12 14 4-2 3-042 2 70 50 1-7-3 20-01 2
2868 1192 I. 275 12 14 4-8 2-720 3 13 51 7-3 20-01 4
2869 1194 12 14 6-1 3-063 a 83 49 57-3 20-01 2
2870 1196 12 14 6-1 3-064 1 84 38 4-3 20-01 2
2871 1197 II. 6l 12 14 8*4 3-053 4 77 42 56-3 20-01 4
2872 III. 92 12 14 23-6 3-06l 2 82 34 1*3 20-01 2
2873 III. 93 12 14 23-6 3-061 2 82 34 1-3 20*01 2
2874 1198 II. Ill 12 14 24-9 3-048 2 74 36 52-3 20-01 2
2875 1200 II. 62 12 14 32-7 3-053 77 43 1-3 20-01 2
2876 1201 II. 572 12 14 33-1 3-063 1 83 50 23-3 20-01 1

2877 1199 II. 112 12 14 33-2 + 3-047 2 74 36 53-3 + 20-01 2

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

vF; eL; mE 160°+
; vgbM,

vF; pS; iR; vglbM
vF; vS; n of D neb
vF; vS; s of D neb
vF; L

;
vgbM

; * 7 s

vF; cL; iR; vgbM; r

pB; vL; eE 43°-2; vgbM ..

cB; pL; vlE; smbM; r

eF
vF; S; pmE; psbM
pB; S; R; pgbM
vB; S; E; vsvmbMN;

*6-7 f 90 s
.

vF; vS; R
jj.

?(H.h.)B;L;R;gbM;r]
’ 1(L) 3-branched spiral

J

pB; L; cE 38°-2; bMBN ..

vF pS; R; *18 s 2'

vB; vL; vmE 0°; sbMBN..
F; pS; R; gbM
pB; E; psbM
neb; “ 1st of 5”

B; S; R; r

vF; pL; iF

F; pS; R; gbM
pB; vS; R; vsmbM
pF; S; R; *9 f l

s
-7, n 85"..

See No. 5070
cF; S; iR; gmbM
vB; vL; E 90°+ ; mbMN ..

B; L; E; gbM
pB; pL; iF

F; S; vlE; gbM; * 15 nr ...

vB; pL; R; mbM; r; p of 2

4 neb sc about. Place of the

last (see note)-.

vB; vL; R; pgbM; “3 more
seen.”

B; S; R; bM; 2nd of 3 ..

cF; IE; p of 2 ,

vF
vF; S
Most probably =H. III. 300
vF; pS; R; vgbM ; r

vB; R; central of 4

pB; L; R; gmbM
F; vL; E; lbM; r

pB; vS; R; lbM; 3 st f

B; pL; IE; bM; 4th of 4

F ; S ; R ;
vSlbM ; B*340°, 60"

F ; L ;
mE 135°+

; bi-N ;
pof2

vF; vS
eF ; eS
F; L; E 0°+ ; vgbM, p of 2

F; L; IE; vgbM; f of 2

F; IE; vgbM
L; vmE 0°+ ; f of 2

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

MDCCCLXIV. 0
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Aseension
for 1880.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

2878 1202 I. 139 M. 61 12 14 45-1 + 3-064

2879 3387 12 14 51-8 3-132

2880 1203 12 14 56*7 3-050

2881 1204 I. 76 12 15 23-5 3-016

2882 1205 II. 378 12 15 24-5 3-017
2883 1206 12 15 24*5 3-017
2884 1202, r/ R. nova? 12 15 30 3-06

2885 1207 II. 63 12 15 30-2 3-051

2886 1209 II. 628 12 15 31-6 3-044

2887 II. 324 12 15 3+9 3-011

2888 1210 I. 276 12 15 36-3 2-686
2889 1208 12 15 37-4 3-057

2890 1211 M. 100 12 15 50-6 3-043

2891 1212 II. 85 12 16 1*2 3-041

2892 D’Arrest, 90 12 16 2 3-06

2893 1213 II. 141 12 16 2-0 3-060
2894 II. 84 12 16 4-6 3-043

2895 1216 II. 847 12 16 6-6 2-843
2896 1214 12 16 8*6 3-093

2897 1217 II. 806 12 16 8-9 2-905
2898 1220 III. 942 12 16 11-2 2-637

2899 1215 II. 142 12 16 12-5 3060
2900 1218 12 16 16*0 3-058
2901 1219 II. 406 12 16 2M 3-035
2902 3388 12 16 23*3 3*231
2903 1221 II. 86 12 16 23-7 3-040
2904 1222 II. 143 12 16 26-6 3-059
2905 III. 95 12 16 29*8 3-058
2906 III. 96 12 16 29-8 3*058
2907 1223 III. 94 12 16 30-1 3-060
2908 1224 III. 31 12 16 32-7 3-038
2909 1200, a R. nova 12 16 34-7 3-053
2910 1225 1.210 12 16 34*8 2-960
2911 1226 II. 625 12 16 43-1 3-077
2912 3389 A. 292 12 16 49*2 3-262
2913 III. 481 12 17 3*3 3-055
2914 1230 HI. 799 12 17 9-0 2-896
2915 1228' I. 123 12 17 9-3 3-061
2916 1229 III. 648 12 17 10-3 3-006
2917 1231 I. 65 12 17 16-6 3-107
2918 1233 III. 800 12 17 17-0 2-895
2919 III. 938 12 1 7 1 7-6 2-659
2920 III. 801 12

1 /

1 7

1 / U

18*5 2*894
2921 1232 I. 30 12

1 i

17 21-3 3-057
2922 III. 97 12 17 23-3 3-057
|2923 III. 38 12 17 35*0 3-050
2924 1234 1. 166 12 17 40-3 2-981
2925 1235 I. 22 12 17 45*8 3-048
2926 1236 II. 144 12 17 46-2 3-057
2927 3390 A. 67?? 12 17 50-1 3-412
2928 3391 12 1

7

Pi K»Q O. 1 f\£»>

2929 1227 II. 64 12
j- /

17

00 y
56-9

O 1 \JX>

3-050
2930 1237 M. 84 12 17 57*6 3-045
2931 1238 II. 379 12 17 59-0 2-994
2932
2933

I

2934 >123 7, a R. 9 novae 12 18 + + 3-045
2935
2936 J

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

2 84 44 55-3 + 20-01 2 vB; vL; vsbM*; biN
1 122 41 54-3 20-01 1 vF; vL; R; vgvlbM; r

1 76 29 35-3 20-01 1 vF; R
1 59 19 46-0 20-00 1 cB; L; E 150°+

; sbM ; * np
1 :: 60 0 34-0 20-00 2 B ; cL ; IE ; np of 2

1 60 1 8-0 20-00 1 F; sf of 2

84 35 40 20-00 F;E; 10'nf h. 1202

2 77 26 25-0 20-00 2 vF; L; E 135°+
; r

(1) 73 40 57-0 20-00 1 pB; cL; E; gbM
1 58 11 0-0 20-00 ] F; S

3 13 53 59-0 20-00 3 pB; pS; vlE; sbM
1 81 1 20-0 20-00 1 eF; #8 n 5'

f(H,h) pF; vL; R; 1
3 73 23 54-0 20-00 4 ! ! ;< vg, psbMrN >

(_ (L)2-branched spiralJ
1 72 30 5-0 20-00 1 pB; S; R; psbM

[4] 83 58 42 19-99 [4] pB; R or IE; bM
1 83 8 51-0 20-00 1 vF; S; R; bM; 1st of 3

1 73 25 0-0 20-00 1 F; S;R;r
1 23 22 43-0 20-00 1 pF; S; vlE; vgbM
1 101 45 29-0 20-00 1 vF ; vS ; R ; bMN
2 30 47 2-0 20-00 2 pB; S; E; gbM
1 13 3 7-0 20-00 1 eF: E 0°+
1 83 11 1-0 20-00 1 F; pS; R; bM; 2nd of 3

1 81 45 7-0 20-00 1 pF; S; R; #v nr

2 69 48 9*0 20-00 2 vF; pL; iR; biN?
1 147 20 30-0 20-00 1 Cl; pRi; 1C; st 12... 14

1 72 31 5-0 20-00 1 cB; vS; raE; vsbM
3 83 8 10-0 20-00 3 B; pL; R; bM; 3rd of 3

2 82 14 31-0 20-00 2 eF; vS; R
2 82 14 31-0 20-00 2 eF; vS; R
1 82 16 59-0 20-00 1 pF; S; E ; ? D
1 71 41 1-0 20-00 1 vF; pS; R; vglbM; A 2 st ...

77 43 1-3 20-00 vF ; vmE
5 42 14 8-0 20-00 6 vF; S ;

mEl 00°+; vsmbMBN
1 92 40 18-0 20-00 1 F; pL; E70°+; vlbM
3 151 7 11-0 20-00 3 Cl; vB; vL; 1C; st 12... 14...

1 80 42 0-7 19-99 1 vF
1 30 50 31-7 19-99 1 cF; cS; lE(?18m R.A.)

1 84 17 31-7 19-99 1 B; S; *8-9 sf3'

1 57 42 34-7 19-99 1 cF; pmE 90°; vlbM
1 108 0 3-7 19-99 1 vB; L; R; vsmbMn; r

1 30 51 31-7 19-99 1 vF; cS; R; r

1 14 17 0-7 19-99 1 eF; pL; iF

1 30 48 59-7 19-99 1 cF;cS;R
2 81 54 17-7 19-99 3 cB; pL; vlE; gl, smbM ......

1 81 50 0-7 19-99 eF
1 78 37 59-7 19-99 1 vF; vS

2 49 51 4-7 19-99 2 cB; S; R; mbMN; r

3 77 31 34-7 19-99 3 B; pS; R; gbM
2 81 46 52-7 19-99 2 pF; pS; IE; bM
1 161 53 19-7 19-99 1 ©; pF; L; R; st 12...16 ...

1 128 58 12*7 19-99 1 pB; S; R; pgvmbM
1 77 59 51-7 19-99 2 cF; cS; IE

1 76 20 8-7 19-99 1 vB; pL; R; psbM; r

2 60 40 3-7 19-99 2 F; S; R; bM; *nf90"

76 20 ± + 19-99 “ Twelve knots exam.” (see

h. 1237, 1244, 1250).,

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

5*f
1

1

3

3

1

Of*
4

2

1

5

1

5

2
0*

1

2
1

3

2

2

k

4

1

2
4

2
3

2

0

8f
4

3

1

2

3

2

2
1

1

5

2
1

4

6

3

2

1

3

2
3

0
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References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

n.p!d.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulee.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m 8 8 0 , - "

tl237, n R. 9 novas 12 18 + + 3-045 76 20 + + 19-99

(continued)

II. 530 12 1 8 2-6 3-060 1 83 29 59*7 19-99 1

1239 I. 12 12 18 7-3 3-041 1 74 27 43-7 19-99 1

1240 11,87?? 12 18 13-0 3-039 1 73 35 30-7 19-99 1

1241 1
0

1 8 17-0 3-051 1 79 13 0-4 19-98 1

II. 743 1 0 1 8 19-0 2-940 1 40 23 59-4 19-98 1

1242 M. 85 12 18 19-5 3-033 2 71 2 10-4 19-98 2
1243 III. 879 12 18 22*3 2-910 2 34 43 1-4 19-98 2

1247 I. 277 12 18 36-7 2-609 ' 2 13 42 3-4 19-98 2
1244 1° 18 41‘2 3-045 1 76 34 33-4 19-98 1

1245 II. 749 12 18 41-2 2-950 3 43 32 16-4 1998 3

II. 87 1
°>

1

8

43.3 3-039 1 73 41 59-4 19*98 1

1248 III. 852 12 18 44*3 2-819 2 24 17 14-4 19-98 2

1249 III. 729 12 18 48-4 2-951 1 43 25 20-4 19-98 1

1246 III. 361 12 18 48*5 3-010 1

:

61 39 49-4 19-98 1

1250 II. 167 12 18 51-3 3-044 1:: 76 29 1-4 19-98 1

1250 II. 168 12 18 51-3 3-044 1:: 76 29 1-4 19-98 1

1251 II. 55 12 18 52-0 3-032 2 71 0 52-4 19-98 2
1252 V. 29-1 12 18 52-0 2-993 1 55 40 35-4 19-98 1

|
1252,

0

R. 2 novse 12 18 + 2-993 55 40 ± 19-98

1253 M. 86 12 19 0-2 3-044 1 76 17 9-4 19-98 1

1252 V. 29*2 12 19 1-1 2-993 2 55 42 28-4 19-98 2
III. 755 12 19 2*5 3-086 1 96 54 29-4 19-98 1

III. 756 12 19 2-5 3-086 1 96 54 29-4 19-98 1

Auw. N. 30 12 19 2-6 3-041 A 76 6 32-4 19-98 A

1254 II. 88 12 19 3-4 3-037 1 73 3 10-4 19-98 1

III. 39 12 19 5-0 3-050 1 78 42 59-7 19-98 1

1255 12 19 1 1*1 3-044 1 76 34 59*4 19-98 1 ::

1256 12 19 1 4-6 3-052 1 80 12 44.4 19-98 1

III. 17 12 19 17*0 3-065 1 86 43 59-4 19-98 1

1257 II. 34 12 19 26-2 3-063 2 85 15 53-4 19-98 2
1258 1. 77 12 19 29-4 2-997 1 57 30 19-4 19-98 2

III. 482 12 19 30*i 3-053 1 an d? n-4. 19.98 1

1259 II. 169 12 19 32-4 3-044 1 76 39 31-4 19-98 1

1260 12 1 Q 3-054 1 81 18 20-1 19-97 1

1261 III. 492 12 19 44-6 3-072 1 90 6 39-1 19-97 2

1262 II. 113 12 19 49*3 3038 1 74 10 51-1 19-97 1

1263 II. 23 12 19 50-7 3-065 2 86 43 44-1 19-97 2
II. 155 12 19 5-6* 1 3-052 1 79 37 0-7 19-97 1

1265 III. 114 12 19 59-7 3-083 2 95 3 10-1 19-97 2
1264 II. 89 12 19 59-8 3-037 2 73 45 10-1 19-97 2
1266 II. 145 12 20 1-6 3-058 1 83 20 42-1 19-97 1

1267 II. 170 12 20 5-0 3-043 2 76 30 10-1 19*97 2
1 1268 II. 171 12 20 8-2 3-044 1 76 55 44-1 19-97 1

i 1269 12 20 16*0 3-088 1 97 24 14-1 19-97 1

5 1270 II. 146 12 20 19*4 3-057 2 82 58 0-1 19-97
1 1271 II. 65 12 20 20-7 3-046 2 78 7 49*1 19-97 2
3 1272 II. 172 12 20 22-2 3-043 1 76 53 54-1 19-97 1

j II. 497 12 20 25-0 3-053 1 81 0 59-1 19*97 1

1 1273 12 20 26-1 3-089 j 97 30 49*1 19.97 1

1 1274 I. 28, 1 12 20 33-7 3-041 2 76 9 14-1 19-97 3
2 1274 ,

a

R. nova 12 20 + 3-041 76 9 + 19-97
3 1276 II. 173 12 20 35-2 3-043 1 76 55 49-1 19-97 1

4 1275 I. 28, 2 12 20 36*7 3-041 3 76 13 17-1 19-97 3
5 1275,0 R. nova 12 20 ± + 3-041 76 13 + + 19-97

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all tlie

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

2937

2938

2939
2940

2941

2942

2943

2944

2945

2946

2947

2948

2949

2950

2951

2952

2961

297S

98 :

“ Twelve knots exam.” (see

h. 1237, 1244, 1250).

F; S
B; S; R; smbM
pS; R; psbMN
vF; pL; R; IbM
F; S
vB; pL; R; bM; * np
cF; S;iR
B ; cL ; 1C ;

psmbM
vF; E; p of 2
pB; pL; iE ; vglbM
S;bM; r

cF; S; R; sbM; sp

cF; S; R; vgbM
vF;vL;iF;B*p
Northern of 2; no description

Southern of 2 ;
E

pB; IE; bM
eF; vL; np of D neb

vB ; L ; R ;
gbMN ; r

vF; vL; pvlbM ; sf of D neb
vF ; vS ; E
vF; vS; E
F; L; mE 90° (Auwers,

Mar. 5, 1862).

pF; S; R; vsbM; r

vF; B * nr

f of 2 neb
eF; vL; R; gbM
vF; pS; r

F; pL; R; gbM; r

vB; L; E; g, vsmbM*
eF
cF; S; gbM; 2st n, np
vF; L; R; * sp 5'

/ H. vF; cL; mE 1

\h. F; S; R; * nr J

B; pmE 135°+; sbM
F; pL; IE; r: (?=III. 17)...

F; pL; E; Ibp

F; vS; R; psbM; 2S st nr ...

pB; pL; pgbM; B* np ..

vF; vS; E
pF; S; R; bM
vF; vS; cE; gbM
vF; pL
cF; L; R; gbM
B; L; cE; psbM; * 10 nf

cF ; S; gbM
pF; vS
pF

;
pL; IE

vB; cL; R; p of 2

See note

B;pS;R;bM;r
B; cL; vlE; r; f of 2

See note

0 2
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

2996 1277 12 20 39-3 + 3-070 1 89 5 41-1 + 3 9*97 1 F; eE 75°; #10nf; place... 1

that of #).

29.97 3392 A. 300 ? 12 20 45*1 3-287 - 1 149 19 6-8 19-96 1 Cl; S; st 11... 12 1

2998 II. 848 12 20 48-0 2-795 1 24 25 19-8 19-96 1 F; S; iR; bM 2

2999 1279 II. 156 12 20 58'0 3-048 1 79 24 53-8 19-96 1 vb; pL; R; smbM 2*

3000 3393 12 21 3-191 1 132 29 6-8- 19-96 1 eF : L; R; vp+M 1

3001 1280 I. 91 12 21 15-0 2-999 3 60 36 32-8 19-96 4 B; L; E 90°; sbM 6

3002 1281 1.213 12 21 17-5 2-944 4 45 8 8-8 19-96 4 vB; cL; mE 15°; rrr; * 9,5' 5

fll. 56

3003 1282 > 12 21 24-9 3-030 6 n 8 33-8 19-96 7 B; L; R; gvmbM*; r; B# nr 10*

[II. 90 J
3004 1283 II. 26 12 21 39-0 3-055 1 82 42 49-8 19-96 1 F; pS; bM; r 2

3005 1284 II. 180 12 21 40-2 3-075 1 91 10 10-8 19-96 1 F; L; R
;
gbM; er 5

3006 1285 II. 355 12 21 41-6 3014 66 24 25-8 19-96 F; L; E; gbM; 2Bstnf 3

3007 3394 12 21 43-2 3-147 1 119 19 41-8 19-96 1 eeF; vS; 13 att 1

3008 I. 23 12 21 49*1 3-043 2 77 32 29-8 19-96 2 pB; S; vinE 2*

3009 1286 II. 35 12 21 50-2 3-063 3 85 39 10-8 19-96 3 cB: pS ; R ;
smbMN 5

3010 1287 II. 121 12 21 51-6 3-039 1 75 59 6-8 19-C6 1 pB; S; R; bM; p of 2 2

f 1.212 ~)

3011 1289 < - > 12 21 52-8 2-936 1 44 20 29-8 19-96 1 B; pL; E 45°+
;
psbM 4*

LII.750 J
3012 1288 I. 161 12 21 54-1 3-037 2 75 14 55-5 19-95 2 pB; pL; iR; bM; r; * 8 sf 2' 3

!

r 11. 122
3013 1290 = l 12 21 57-1 3-039 1 76 1 41-5 19-95 2 pF; S; R; bM; f of 2 4*

Lie 174 J
3014 3396 III. 764 12 22 2-0 3-128 2 112 23 40-5 19-95 2 pB; pS; E 130°; vbM 3

3015 3395 12 22 3-2 3-350 1 154 1 1-5 19-95 1 Cl; P; vlC 1

3016 1291 12 22 4*3 2-778 1 24 25 41-5 19-95 1 pB: R
;
gbM 1

3017 II. 630 12 22 15-1 3-037 1 75 15 58*5 19-95 1 cL 1
1

3018 1292 III. 483 12 22 15-4 3-051 1 81 4 3-5 19-95 1 F; vS ; R ;
pgbM 2

3019 II. 157 12 22 25-8 3-049 1 80 23 58-5 19-95 1 pF; pL; mE; bM; r 1

f
II. 18

3020 1293 V 12 22 30*4 3-049 2 81 24 5-5 19-95 2 F; pL; iR; bM 6

Lie 498 J

3021 1294 M. 49 12 22 39-3 3-051 4 81 13 44-5 19-95 5 'B > L <
6*

3022
3023 >1294, a E. 3 novae 12 22 + 3-051 81 13 + 19-95 “ Four found ” (one being 0

3024 J h. 1294).

3025 II. 115 12 22 43-3 3-016 2 75 36 0-5 19-95 2 vB; cL 2

flE 117
3026 1295 K = V 12 22 48-2 3-036 1 75 9 20-5 19-95 1 pF; R; r 3*

l II. 629 J
3027 1297 III. 362 12 22 48-7 2-998 1 61 58 28-5 19-95 2 eF

;
pL ; R 5

3028 1296 II. 123 12 22 51-8 3-040 2 76 54 3-5 19-95 2 F; S; R; bM; 1st of 3 3

3029 11. 116 12 22 58-9 3 037 2 75 39 0-5 19-95 2 pB; pL 2*

3030 II. 114 12 23 1-6 3-037 2 75 48 33-5 19-95 2 vF : r 2

3031 1298 11. 124 12 23 1M 3-040 4 76 54 41-2 19-94 5 pB; S; R; psbM; 2nd of 3... 7

3032 1299 II. 531 12 23 17*7 3-060 1 84 58 43-2 19*94 1 pF
:
pS: E : bs 3

3033 III. 40 12 23 33-4 3-043 3 78 28 58-2 19-94 3 eF: pE 1

3034 1300 12 23 37-1 3-100 1 100 51 52-2 19-94 1 pF; S; R; gbM 1

3035 1301 M. 87 12 23 44-0 3-039 4 76 50 39*2 19-94 4 vB; vL; R; inbM 7 i

3036 IE 776 12 23 44-2 3-091 1 97 18 28-2 19-94 1 F: vL: er 1

3037 1302 111. 484 12 23 44-6 3-049 1 80 51 38-2 19-94 1 vF; vS; IE 2

3038 1303 IE 91 12 23 48-1 3-027 3 72 27 55-2 19-94 3 pF; cS; R; gbM 4

3039 1304 III. 41 12 23 50-0 3-041 1 77 45 3-2 19*94 1 F; L; R ...~ 2

3040 1305 IE 499 12 23 53*2 3-050 1 81 9 14-2 19-94 1 pF
:
pL : vfflbM : 2 sf. nr 2

3041 1306 I. 197 12 24 17-8 2-938 1 47 36 37-9 19-93 1 B
;
pS : iR : p of 2 21

3042 1308 I. 198 12 24 23*6 2-938 1 47 39 25-9 19-93 1 vB; vL; mE 130°: rr 21

3043 1307 I. 83 12 24 24-3 2-998 1 63 26 55-9 19-93 1 vB; pL; R; vsrnbMN 2*1

3044 1310 III. 301 12 24 26-4 + 2-987 1 60 5 7-9 + 19*93 2 pF; cS; R; pslbM 3
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs,
used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. of
times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

I h. H. h m s s

1309 II. 36 1
0 0/\ 20-8 + .8-060 3 85 17 47*9 + 19*93 3 F : cL : biN or D neb 6

III. 42 1
0 o\ 33-4 3-040 1 77 37 57*9 19*93 1 vF 1

3397 1
0 24 40-2 3*105 O 129 12 18*9 19*93 2 vF: L: R: vglbM 2

'3048 1311 I. 234 12 24 41-5 2*827 1 31 16 14*9 19*93 1 B; cS; E; pgbM; *9f30".. 3

3049 1312 M. 88 12 24 54-5 3*031 3 74 48 26*9 19*93 3 B; vL; vinE; p ofD neb

J1050 II. 118 12 24 + 3*031 74 48 19*93 F; S; f of D neb (not ob> )>8

by h.). J
305

1

HI. 69 1
° 24 57-5 3-024 1 72 25 57*9 19*93 1 vF : vS 1

3052 1313 II. 66 12 24 3*040 2 78 3 15*9 19*93 2 pB; S; R; gbM 3

3053 1314 II. 92 12 24 59*4 3*025 1 72 32 23*9 19*93 1 vF; S 2
i3054 3398 II. 771 12 25 4*1 3*090 1 96 46 40*6 19*92 1 pB: cL: iE: evlbM: er 3

1315 III. 18 12 25 6-8 3*060 1 :: 85 14 53*6 19*92 1

r 9^9 ‘-‘9 &'* K' i-*9 ^

vF ; cL; r; f of 2 2
3056 1316 II. 631 12 25 6-8 3*034 1 75 48 23*6 19*92 1 cF; pmE 90°+ ;

gbM; *9 f8 s 2

3057 3399 12 25 9D 3*197 Q 129 8 6*6 19*92 2 pB; S; R; psmbM#l 6 2
3058 1317 12 25 <+9 3*055 1 83 24 1*6 19*92 1 vS ;

R ; sbM #13 1

3059 1318 25 14-6 2*974 1 57 7 59*6 19*92 1 vF;S;R;lbM 1

3060 1196,o R. nova 12 25 30 3*058 ??? 84 47 19*92 Query R.A.; vF; 1 0' s of scar- 0

let *.

3061 1319 III. 834 12 25 33-9 2*833 1 32 45 54*6 19*92 1 pF: vS: iR: vffbM 2

3062 1321 12 25 45-5 2*748 1 25 29 50*6 19*92 1 pB; S; R; psbM 1

3063 1320 III. 302 12 25 50-1 2*Q80 O 59 30 52*6 19*92 2 eF; vS; R; bM 3

3064 1322 12 26 3-1 3*049 l 81 22 31*6 19*92 1 F; S; R; bM '... 1

3065 1323 III. 78 12 26 3-1 3-02Q i 74 38 42*6 19*92 1 F; pS; R; r 3

3066 IV. 5 12 26 3-3 3*070 3 89 3 56*6 19*92 3 cB ; vL ;
vmE95°+; B * in 3

cont.

3067 1324 II. 93 12 26 4-0 3*024 1 72 56 23*6 19*92 1 F* vS; bM# 2
3068 II. 158 12 26 20-2 3*046 3 80 33 36*3 19*91 3 F* pL; R- bM; r . 3

3069 II. 849 12 26 23*0 2*732 1 25 12 55*5 19*91 1 pB* vS* IE; sbMSN ... 1

3070 11.757 12 26 24 -2 3*091 96 36 57*3 19*91 2 vF* S • 2 vS st inv 2
3071 1326 12 26 26*9 2*741 1 25 37 18*3 19*91 1 pB ; S ;

pmE
;
p^bM ; -sfc 9 inv 1

3072 1325 12 26 32-9 3*044 1 80 2 47*3 19*91 1 eF; pL; IE; vlbM . . 1

3073 1327 12 26 38-0 3*104 1 101 14 26*3 19*91 1 vF; iF; bM 1

3074 1328 II. 325 12 26 53-3 2*975 1 :: 58 57 57*3 19*91 1 :: F;pL;iR;bM 3

r I. 31

3075 1329<I =: > 12 26 56*3 3*048 3 81 31 57*3 19*91 3 vB; vL; mE 120°+ ;
psmbM; 5*

l I. 38 J L*f; #9p*
3076 1330 II. 37 12 27 0*4 3*063 2 86 34 26*3 19*91 2 pB; L; pmE60°+; mbM ... 4

3077 1331 II. 67 12 27 2*1 3*037 3 77 54 52*3 19*91 4 pF; cS; R; bM; *9f30 s
... 5

3078 III. 26 12 27 2*2 3*009 1 68 41 56*3 19*91 1 eF; L ...
a*

3079 1332 8 Canum 12 27 7-7 2*925 4 47 52 34*0 19*90 4 Nebulous * 4*

3080 II. 500 12 27 8*5 3*047 ] 81 1 56*0 19*90 1 vL
; er ... 1

3081 1333 II. 175 12 27 10*6 3*032 2 76 9 20*0 19*90 2 F; pi.; R.
;
VgbM 3

3082
(

1334 II. 147 12 27 11*7 3*051 1 82 46 13*0 19*90 1 pB
;
pL

;
pmE ;

vgbM ; r 2
3083 1336 II. 410 12 27 13*1 2*952 2 53 42 9*0 19*90 2 eF

;
T.

;
IF.

;
vglbM

;
r 4

r II. 94 I
3084 1335< — 12 27 14*9 3*024 2 73 40 25*0 19*90 2 F* pS* bM* r 5

l II. 119 J
3085 1337 V. 2 12 27 19*6 3*064 1 87 2 47*0 19*90 1 B; vL; mE 110°; sbM; er ... 5t
3086. 1338 12 27 32*8 3*015 1 71 1 23*0 19*90 1 pB • pmE 1

3087 1341 12 28 6*8 2*860 1 38 25 19*7 19*89 1 eF; pL; R 1

3088 1340 12 28 12*2 3*052 1 83 6 37*7 19*89 1 pF* cS* R* bM 1

3089 1346 II. 850 12 28 13*8 2*721 1 25 42 2*7 19*89 1 F* L* iR* vgbM* S * nf 2
3090 1342 III. 493 12 28 15*1 3-071 1 :: 89 28 3*7 19*89 1 : pF • S R

;
ghM 3

3091 1344 III. 802 12 28 15*7 2*783 2 30 19 21*7 19*89 2 vF; pS; E; vgbM; # 9 f 2'

:

4

p of 2 .

3092 1339 1.160 12 28 17-8 3*081 4 93 1 7*7 19*89 4 vB ;
cL

;
pmE 63°+

;
6

vsmbMN. 1

3093 1345 II. 120 12 28 22*7 3*026 3 74 43 45*7 19*89 3 B* L* IE; lbM 5
3094 1347 III. 807 12 28 23*5 2*781 2 30 17 43*7 19*89 2 eF* pS; E; f of 2 3
3095 1343 I. 36 12 28 24*2 3*033 2 77 0 46*7 19*89 3 pR • S- vlF.

;
sp of 2 4

3096 1349 I. 37 12 28 32*3 + 3*033 2 76 58 38*7 + 19*89 2 pB ; S ;
R ; bM ; nf of 2 3

I
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No.
References to

of

Cata- Sir J. H. s SirW. H.’s Other
logue Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebulas. and Nos.

b. H.

3097 1348 M. 89
3098 3400
3099 1350 II. 343
3100 1351 11.380

3101 1352 I. 92
3102 1354
3103 1353 I. 119
3104 1355 II. 407
3105 1356 II. 68
3106 1357 V. 24

3107 1360 III. 880

f1358^
3108 < i IV. 8

1363
r 1359?]

3109 < IV. 9
1363

3110 1361 I. 32
3111 M. 90
3112 1364 III. 939
3113 1362 III. 602
3114 3401

3115 3402
3116 3403
3117 III. 13
3118 1365 II. 15

3119 1366
3120 1367 M. 91 ??

3121 1368 M. 58
3122 1369 I. 124

5071
3123 1370 III. 495
3124 D’Arrest, 91
3125 1371 I. 125
3126 III. 98
3127 1374 I. 273
3128 3404 M. 68

3129 1372 III. 504
3130 1373 II. 31

3131 1375 II. 183
3132 1376 I. 43
3133 1377 II 632
3134 1378 I. 24
3135 II. 636
3136 III. 105

3137 III. 509
3138 1379 II 577
3139 3405
3140 1380 II. 184
3141 3406
3142 1381 1.254
3143 1382 III. 43
3144 1383 II. 69

3145 3407 A. 272
3146 I- 7
3147 II. 19
3148 1384 II. 148

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

b m s s

12 28 35*2 + 3-032 1 76° 40 32-7 + 19-89

12 28 36-9 3-211 l 128 39 49-7 19-89

12 28 44-3 2-983 2 62 42 18-7 19-89

12 28 50-3 2-981 1 62 18 47-7 19-89

12 28 59-6 2-980 3 61 16 7-4 19-88

12 29 0*3 2-980 1 62 16 6-4 19-88

12 29 0-4 3-046 1:: 81 33 21-4 19-88

12 29 5-7 3-008 2 69 54 20-4 19-88

12 29 21-6 3-034 2 77 47 21-4 19-88

12 29 22-9 2-993 4 63 14 30-4 19-88

12 29 26-1 2-821 1 35 0 1-4 19*88

12 29 26-5 3-035 4 77 59 26-4 19-88

12 29 28-0 3-035 2 78 0 26-4 19-88

12 29 45-6 3-047 5 81 59 3-1 19-87

12 29 52-8 3-028 2 76 4 18-1 19-87

12 29 55-6 2-392 1 14 59 52-8 19-86

12 29 59*1 3-024 1 74 58 8-1 19-87

12 30 6-6 3-241 1 132 51 14-1 19-87

12 30 17*6 3-199 1 124 44 31 19-87

12 30 19*4 3-224 1 129 45 59-1 19-87

12 30 23-9 3-051 1 83 9 55-8 19-86

12 30 26-2 3-039 1 79 40 5-8 19-86

12 30 26*7 3-039 1 79 45 21-8 19-86

12 30 30-8 3-025 1? 75 26 55-8 19-86

12 30 36-6 3-031 3 77 24 52-8 19-86

12 30 40-5 3-053 1 83 51 55*8 19-86

12 31 0-5 89 2 46-5

12 31 14-1 2-945 2 55 46 15-8 19-86

12 31 17 3-02 [3] 76 7 12 19-85

12 31 18*5 3-056 2 84 54 40-5 19-85

12 31 45-7 3-047 1 :: 82 25 53-5 19-85

12 31 53-3 2-369 3 15 2 24-5 19-85

12 32 5-1 3-166 1 115 58 45-2 19-84

12 32 6-7 3-050 1 83 12 29*2 19-84

12 32 8-0 3-072 1 89 16 17-2 19-84

12 32 26-6 3-088 2 94 34 23-2 19-84

12 32 44-2 3-110 1 100 50 14-2 19-84

12 32 49-6 3-016 3 73 56 8-2 19-84

12 32 50-8 3-034 5 79 2 56-2 19-84

12 32 53-7 3-089 1 95 2 22-9 19-83

12 33 11-7 3-040 2 80 51 21-9 19-83

12 33 13-9 3-065 1 88 0 51-9 19-83

12 33 14-1 3-059 2 86 6 33-9 19-83

12 33 23-5 3-242 1 130 8 57-9 19-83

12 33 26-5 3-088 1 94 21 50-9 19-83

12 33 31-0 3-242 1 130 12 2-6 19'82

12 33 42-8 2-689 1 27 36 49-6 19-82

12 33 53-3 3-027 2 77 20 9-6 19-82

12 34 10-3 3-033 2 79 3 58-6 19-82

12 34 13-2 3-463 1 152 12 8-6 19-82

12 34 16-3 3-042 1 :: 81 24 51-6 19-82

12 34 20-3 3-042 1 81 30 51-6 19-82

12
1

34 23*9 + 3-043 3 81 55 10-3 + 19-81

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by b.

and H.

pB; pS; R; gmbM
F ; vlE; glbM
B; pS; iR; vsmbM * 12 ..

F
;
pL

vB; vL; mE150°; gbM; 3stf
vF; nf of 2 or ?3
cB; pL; R; gbM
pB;pL; vlE; lbM; r

pB; S; IE; psbM
B; eL; eEl36°-l; vsbMN
= * 10 , 11 .

pF; S; iR; gbM

vF; L; np ofD nebl

vF; L; sf of D neb J

pos
,’ 160° +

cB; pS; mE0°+; sbMrN ...

pL; bMN
eF; S
vF; L; E; vgbM; cB * att..

vF; S; * 10 n30"
vF; L; IE; vglbM
F; S; ptnE

; 2 st p
vF ; vS
pF; pS; R; sbMN; * np ..

F; R; bM (?=II.15+5 ,

P.D.)

np this place is a F neb ; not

M. 9L whose existence?.

B; L; iR; vmbM; r

pB; L; vgbM
See No. 5071.

cF;S;lE;bM
vF; S; R
pB ; L; E; psbM
vF; eS
cB; L; IE; pgmbM

; L; eRi; vC; iR; rrr

st 12, red.

vF ; eS
F; L; E90°+; vgbM
pB; cL; E; sbMN=#
!; vB; vD; eE92°; vsmbMN.
pF; pL; R; gbM
B; pS; R; gmbM; r; 3 st f...

F; vL; bM
eF; L; R; vlbM
vF; vS
F; S; R; 2 st 8 f

eF; L; R; pslbM; p of 2

F; L; E; vglbM
F; L; R; vgbM; r

B; L; vmEll8°-6; glbM ...

vF; pS; E; 2 or 3 vS st inv ..

pB; pL; R; psbM; r;

# 12 np 1'.

Cl; pL; pC; cE; st 10

vB; vL (no doubt a comet) ..

F; vL
pB; S; R; psmbM

6*t

6*t
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No.

of

Cata-

logue.

References to

Sir J. H.’s SirW. H.’s
Catalogues Classes

of Nebulae, and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

Eight
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Bemarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

1 129 54 10-3 + 19-81 1 eF; vS; R; *attnf; pof2... 1

2 38 48 50-3 19-81 2 pF; S; iB; er

/B; L; B; mbM\ D neb;

2

4 48 4 47-3 19-81 4
| pb J posl60° 5f

1 76 17 9-3 19-81 1 vF; S; R ;
vgbM 1

3 54 9 54-3 19-81 3 F; pS; R ; IbM; * 8*9 f 5

3 77 34 1-3 19-81 3 B
;
pL ; IE ;

vsvmbM ; 2 st p .. 5

1 129 58 30-3 19-81 1 pF; S; R; pslbM; fof2 1

1 81 33 55 3 19-81 1 cF; pL; E; pslbM; r 5

1 86 10 20-3 19-81 1 B; E 1

1 56 39 40-3 19-81 1 F; S; R; np of 2 2

2 47 56 36-3 19-81 2 pF; S; R 3

2 96 16 10-3 19-81 2 vF; cS; IE; glbM 4

2 96 11 25-3 19-81 2 cF; S; E; gbM 4

[1] 91 2 12 19-80 [1] pB; pL; E; lbM;?biN 0

1 85 16 24-0 19-80 1 cF; S; R; IbM 3
2 56 41 21-0 19-80 2 ! ;

vB; vL; eE70°+; bMN;
B*nr.

3t

1 89 18 56-0 19-80 1 pB; L; E45°+ 4

2 74 55 47-0 19-80 2 vF; L; mEl35°+ ; vgbM ... 3

2 69 17 27-0 19-80 2 vF; L; vglbM 2

2 86 32 30-0 19-80 2 B; L; iR; vgvmbM; r 4

1 85 32 15-0 19*80 1 vB; cS; R; smbM 1*

1:: 77 49 6-0 19-80 1 F; R; gbM 3

77 49 + Makes a D or biN neb with

h. 1402.

1 75 58 44-0 19-80 1 pB; S; E; r; *12sfl' 2

1 81 53 10-3 19-79 1 vS 1*

2 89 53 20-7 19-79 2 vF; cS; E 2

1 87 14 46-7 19-79 1 cB; pS; IE; mbM 5

1 34 4 23-7 19-79 1 vF; S; R; gbM 1*

1 130 58 46-7 19-79 1 pB; S; psbM 1

1 34 22 23-7 19-79 1 F; S; 4 vS st sp 2*

4 77 39 25-7 19-79 3 vF; pL; IE 1 15°±; npofDneb 6*f
4 14 48 37-7 19-79 5 pB; cS; R; gbM; % p 8

5 77 40 38-4 19-78 6 vB; pL; R; fofDneb 8f
1 129 57 35-4 19-78 1 vF; R; bM; r 1

3 72 50 28-4 19-78 4 cB; L; E90°; gbM; r 6

1 30 16 19-4 19-78 1 pF; pL; gbM; 2Bstf 1

1 89 47 49-4 19-78 1 vF; pL 1

2 76 7 8-4 19-78 2 F; vL; pmE; ?D; 3 st nr ... 4

2 48 12 25-4 19-78 3 vF; vS; stellar; * 15, 16 f ... 3

4 57 3 48-4 19-78 5 !; pB; L; vmE34°-3; sp of 2 6*f
3 57 1 24-1 19-77 3 I; pF; L; E90° + ;

nfof2... 6*f
1 99 18 53-1 19-77 1 vF; L; E; * 16 att; * 9 p ... 2

1 75 43 35-1 19-77 1 F;cS;R;bM;r 3

1 78 2 34-1 19-77 1 vB; S; vsvmbMN 2

1 :: 130 19 53-1 19-77 1 :: F; pL; R; gbM 1

1 52 5 58-1 19-77 1 pF; pL; R; gbM; r 2

1 86 0 49-1 19-77 1 pB; 2 S st in M; S * p 1

2 86 11 14-8 19-76 2 B; pL; iR; mbM; * 10 sp ... 3

1 89 41 29-8 19-76 1 B; vL; mE45°+; psbM ... 4

1 77 47 31-8 + 19-76 1 B; S; R; psbM 1

3149
3150

3151

3152

3153

3154

3155

3156

3157

3158

3159

3160

3161

3162

3163

3164

3165
]|

I 3166

3167

|

3168

I
3169

|

3170

!

3171

3172

3173

3174

3175

3176

3177

3178

3179

3180

3181

3182

3183

3184

3185

3186

3187

3188

3189

3190

3191

3192

3193

3194

3195

3196

3197

1198

3199

h.

3408

| 1385
|

1387
1388
1386

3409
1389
1390

1391

1392

f 1393^1

t_3410}
f 1 394 D

1.341 IJ

1395
1-397

1396
1398
1400

1399
1401

1402<f

1402, a

1402

1406

1407 <

1405
1410

1408
3413
1409
1413

1411

1412
1414

1415

3414
1416

1417

3415
1418

1419
1420

1421

H.

II. 744
I. 178
I- 179

11.411

II. 149

11.659

II. 660

II. 772

II. 773

II. 532
V. 42

I. 14

III. 603

II. 38

II.” 70

II. 176

II. 125
II. 20

III. 494
I. 10

II. 794
No. 1

II. 794
No. 2

III. 44
I. 274

II. 12

III. 662
II. 126
II. 661

1.176
1.177

II. 558
II. 127
II. 71

11.643
II. 39
I. 142
I. 15

M. 59

D’Arrest, 92

B. nova

M. 60

12 34 44-6

12 34 46-0

12 34 48-0

12 34 56-3

12 34 56-5

12 34 56-9

12 35 3-9

12 35 3-9

12 35 7*3

12 35 8-7

12 35 9-8

12 35 10-4

12 35 21

12 35 21-7

12 35 22-0

12 35 23*8

12 35 38-1

12 35 39-8

12 35 41*1

12 35 41-9

12 35 43-8

12 35 43+

12 35 49-4

12 35 56*9

12 36 3-7

12 36 12-1

12 36 15-9

12 36 21-6

12 36 23-0

12 36 25-5

12 36 33-0

12 36 34-8

12 36 41-2

12 36 42-3

12 36 48*8

12 36 50-2

12 36 54-0

12 36 54*5

12 37 7*8

12 37 16-6

12 37 23*1

12 37 27-8

12 37 29*4

12 37 37-9

12 37 42*5

12 37 46-2

12 37 58-3

12 37 59*0

12 38 12-3

+ 3-247

2-

815

2-886

3-

021
2-922
3-026

3-249

3-041

3-059

2-935

2-

883

3-

095

3-095

3-07

3-055

2-

934

3-

070
3-015

2-

992

3-

060
3-055

3 026

3-019

3-043

3-072

3-062

2-

754

3-

262

2-

756

3-

025

2-

258

3-

025
3-256

3-005

2-698

3-072
3-018

2-876

2-929

2-

929

3-

109
3-016

3-025

3-264

2-898

3-057

3-057

3-072

+ 3-023
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1

No.
of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

n.p!d.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

'SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos

Other
Authorities.

3200
h. H.

III. 663
h
12

m
38

S

15*2
s

+ 3*072 1 89 46 47*8 + 19-76 1 vF; S; iF 1

3201 1422 III. 328 12 38 23-9 2*952 3 62 6 37*8 19*76 4 pF; cS; R; bM; r; p of 2 ... 6

3202 1423 11. 774 12 38 32-4 3*098 1 96 18 3*8 19*76 1 pF : S: R: psmbM 3

3203 3416 12 38 36-0 3*273 1 130 56 55*5 19*75 1 eF; S; R; vgbM 1

3204 1424 III. 329 12 38 43-7 2*951 1 62 10 24*5 19'75 2 F; vS; R; sbM+10; f of 2 ... 4

3205 3417 12 38 47-3 3*104 1 97 52 44*5 19*75 1 vF; cS; R; glbM 1

13206 III. 778 12 39 1 1*1 2*733 2 34 28 43*5 19-75 2 cF; S; IE 2*

320/ 1425 li. 326 12 39 I7i7 2*928 1 58 30 6*2 19*74 1 vF; pmE; ?biN 3

13208 3418 12 39 18*0 3*274 1 130 49 5.5*2 19*74 1 eF; IE; vgbM 1

13209 3419 12 39 36*0 3*263 1 128 48 5*2 19*74 1 eeF
:
pL; R 1

3210 3420 12 39 36*4 3*118 1 100 52 34*2 19-74 1 eF; S; 1 or 2 st mv . . .

.

1

3211 3421 12 39 45*5 3*291 1 132 34 50-2 39*74 1 dF : S : R : gbM 1

3212 3423 III. 523 12 39 58-2 3*111 1 99 17 29*9 19*73 1 cF; L; E 45°+ ;
gvlbM 2

13213 3422 12 40 2*9 3*279 1 130 47 24*9 19*73 1 eF
;
pS ; R ; vgbM ; S * sp . .. 1

(3214 1426 II. 181 12 40 6*3 3*081 1 91 58 8*9 19*73 1 B; pL; pmE 25° 5*

3215 1427 III. 398 12 40 13*3 2*984 3 69 46 52*9 19*73 3 F: S: R; sbM*; rr 4

3216 1428 II. 795 12 40 16*6 2*728 1 34 41 11*9 19*73 1 pF : vS : vmE: vsmbM 3*

3217 1430 12 40 39*3 2*897 1 53 52 53*6 19*72 1 vF; vS; R; psbM .. 1

3218 1429 III. 543 12 40 43*4 3*051 1 84 53 57*6 19*72 2 eF; pL; *9*10 p 10 s 3

3219 1431 II. 128 12 40 44*5 3*010 3 75 28 34*6 19*72 3 pB; vL; E; vglbM; r 5

(3220 III. 664 12 40 48*3 3*076 1 90 55 44*6 19*72 1 vF; S :.. 1

3221 1432 II. 182 12 40 58*2 3*081 1 92 33 48*6 19*72 1 pB: pL: E 90°+ ml)M 5

13222 1433 11.381 12 41 2*8 2*943 2 62 0 41*6 19*72 3 F; cS; R; bM ~ 4

3223 III. 906 12 41 5*5 2*332 1 18 3 44*6 19*72 1 vF; pL; E 1

3224 1435 11.796 12 41 9*5 2*731 1 34 51 21*6 19*72 1 eF; pS; vlE; mbMN 3*

3225 1434 II. 72 12 41 11*2 3*021 6 78 14 47 6 19*72 6 pF : S : vlE 7
3226 3424 A. 510 ? 12 41 12*2 3*282 1 130 32 29*3 19*71 1 pB; L; R; gbM; r 1

3227 1436
r

I. 39
I. 8

12 41 21*8 3*094 2 95 2 2*3 19*71 2 vB; L; IE 45°+
;
smbMrN 5

3228 / X 12 41 28*1 3*032 6 80 44 53*3 19*71 6 cB; pL; iR* bM- r 6*

l III. 6 J

r 14371 ,

3229 < = } I. 129 12 41 46*4 3*107 2 97 54 3*3 19*71 2 vB; R: vmbMrN; r 3

[ 3425 J
14381

3230
1 3426 J

III. 524 12 41 49*6 3*119 2 100 38 16*3 19*71 2 F; L; mE40°; vlbM; B*p ... 4

3231 II. 578 12 42 2*1 3*054 1 85 50 43*0 19*70 1 F; S 1

'

3232 III. 514 12 42 5*8 3*109 % 98 21 44*0 19*70 2 eF ; cS ;
pmE 2

3233 1439 11.662 12 42 8*9 2*842 2 47 18 39*0 19*70 2 cF ; S; R
;
gbM 3

3234 3427 12 42 15-5 3*288 1 130 31 49*0 19*70 1 vF; vS; R
;
p$bM 1

3235 III. 815 12 42 19*7 2*753 1 38 2 43 0 19*70 1 S : stellar 1

3236 III. 722 12 42 22*8 3*118 1 100 20 43*7 19*69 2 eF; S 1

3237 3428 A. 511 12 42 26*6 3*289 1 130 36 13*7 19*69 1 pB; nS; R; gbM.,. 1

3238 1440 III. 610 12 42 29*3 3*092 1 94 26 6*7 19-69 1 cF; pL; IE ... 2
|

3239 1451,

a

R. nova 12 42 35*9 2*95 63 45 13*4 19*69 E 0

3240 1441 II. 95 12 42 39*1 3*000 2 74 4 17*7 19*69 2 cB; pL; vmE 28°*5; sbMN .. 4f
3241 1442 12 42 39*4 2*948 1 63 45 43*7 19*69 1 vF; pL 1

3242 1443 II. 412 12 42 40*1 2*888 1 53 54 17*7 19*69 1 F; S; E; glbM; er 4
3243 1444 1. 140 12 42 51*5 3*045 4 83 55 22*7 19*69 4 pB; L; vlE; glbM 6
3244 1445 III. 536 12 43 1*6 3*130 2 102 33 51-7 19*69 2 F

;
pS ; R ;

gbM 3
3245 1446 12 43 19-9 3*093 1 94 30 56*4 19*68 1 eF ; vS ; bet 2 st 1

3246 1448 III. 424 12 43 22*9 2*900 1 56 4 35*4 19-68 1 vF : stellar 2
3247 1475, a R. nova 12 43 26 2*92 60 23 + 19*68 E; bMN 0
3248 1447 III. 611 12 43 26*4 3*088 1 93 23 9*4 19*68 1 eF; S; bM 2
3249 1451 I. 84 12 43 32*0 2*945 1 63 44 13*4 19*68 1 vB; vL; E; vg, vsvmbMeBN 2f
3250 1449 III. 280 12 43 34*1 3*135 1 103 34 27*1 19*67 1 F; vS; R ; stellar; np of 2 ... 2
3251 1450 II. 298 12 43 37*5 3*135 1 103 34 57*1 19*67 1 F; pL; R; lbM; sfo; 2 2
3252 3430 12 43 38*8 3*293 1:: 130 19 50*1 19*67 1:: neb ; 1st of 3 1

3253 3431 12 43 38*8 3*293 1 :: 130 19 50*1 19*67 1:: 2nd of 3 .. 1

3254 1452 I. 41 12 43 45*4 + 3*098 1 95 38 6- + 19*67 1 vF* pL; E 3
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’i

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

Annual Annual Total

Right
Ascension

for

Precession

in

Right

No.
of

Obs.

North Polar

Distance
for

Precession

in

N.P.D.

No.
of

Obs.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

No. of

times

of Obs.

1860, Jan. 0. Ascension used. 1860, Jan. 0. for used. by h.

for 1880. 1880. and H.

h

12
m
43 53-8

s

+ 2*720

3-019

1 3$ 20 41*1 + 19-67

19-67

1 F; S; vsmbM 1

12 44 3*4 4 78 19 45-1 5 cFi PL: {mE90»} r; » 12P' 6*

12 44 5*1 3*047 1 84 23 15-1 19*67 1 vF;vS;R 1

12 44 17-2 2*838 5 48 6 31*8 19-66 5 vB; L; iR; vsvmbMBN; r... 10+
12 44 18-7 2-890 1 :: 55 5 14-8 19-66 1 eF; vS; pmE 2
12 44 20-7 3-108 1 97 39 9-8 19-66 1 F; pL; IE; pglbM 2
12 44 30-1 2-776 1 41 33 55*8 19-66 1 vF; S; R; psbM 2

12 44 30-5 3-118 1 99 41 33-8 19-66 1 cB; vS; vbMN=*9; *10 sf 2
12 44 31-3 3-300 1 130 37 52-8 19-66 1 F; R; gbM 1 1

12

1
9

44

44

37-2 3*297 1 130 18
n

42-8

54-5

19*66

19-65

1

1

1

F ; L ; E ;
gbM

;
3rd of 3 1

1

112 44 54-5 2-940 1

/ /

63
y

28 40-5 19-65 F
;
pL ; IE

12 44 55-1 3-132 1 102 38 47-5 19-65 1 F; vS; iR; gbM 1 2
12 44 55-5 Q.044 1 17

63
36 39*8

0-4

19*66 1 vF; cL; E 135°+ 1

12 45 0-0 2-95 23 19-65 E 0° “
0

12 45 0-2 2-175 1 16 21 38-5 19-65 1 pB; L; II; vg, vsbM 9
12 45 6-7 3-313 1 131 54 27*5 19-65 1 B

;
pS; R ; vg, vsmbM 1

12 45 1 0-5! l
h r 44 40*5 19*65 1

1

vF • S • F • r 1

512 45 11-6 3-075 1

/ J

90 26 26-5 19-65 cB; L; vlE; vglbM

12 45 15*0 3-015 5 77 55 36*5 19*65 5 B; pL; R; psbM
; p of 2

1

7

12 45 22-2 3-533 2 149 35 20-2 19*64 3 Cl; vL; stvB (c Crucis) 3+
12 45 35-3 3-143 1 :: 104 38 49-2 19*64 1 :: vF; pS; r ! 2
12 45 46-1 2-992

3*015

3 73 23 18-2 19-64

19-64

3 vF: pL: E? ! 4

12 45 53-4 78 0 38-2 4 pB; vmE 34°-0
; 3B st s; f of 2 6+

12 45 55-7 3-152 1 106 13 39*9 19-63 1 vF; S; IbM 1

12 46 6-4 3-048 1 84 46 58-9

3-9

39-9

25-9

38-9

50-9

5-9

34*9

38-6

19*63

19-63

19-63

19*63

19-63

19-63

19-63

19-63

19-62

1 F; cS; R; gbM 2
12 46 11-3 3*295

3*115
2 128 58 2 B; pS; IE; mbM 3

12 46 12-7 1 98
87

97
87
52

45 1 vF: vS 1

12 46 13-2 3-063 1 58 1 F; pL; mE; *9 p 90° 2
12 46 22-4 3-111 1 54 1 vF; S 1

12 46 22*4 3-058 2 3 2 pF
;
pS; R ; mbM 5

12 46 26-5 2-862 1 25 1 eF;cS;R;bM 2
12 46 29-7 3-101 1 95

98

51 1 F; cL; R; vglbM; r 3

12 46 46*5 3-114 1 26 1 F; S; R; vlbM; p ofD neb... 2
12 46 47*5 3*112 1 98

98

1 38-6 19-62

19*62

1 vF; S 1

12 46 47-5 3-114 1 26 17*6 1 vF; S; R; vlbM; fofDneb I

12 46 48-1 3-020 2 79
99

31 37*0

38*3

19-60

19-61

2 vF; pL; R; r 3
12 47 4-9 3-120 1 46 1 cB; vL; mE 1

12 47 15-1 3-131 2 101 49 8*3 19-61 2 pF; pS; R; mbM; pofDneb
pF; pS; R; mbM; fofDneb

2
12 47 16-1 3-131 2 101 50 8*3 19-61 2 2
12 47 16-9 3-121 1 99 51 38-3 19*61 1 eF; eS 1

12 47 17-2 3*384 1 137 58 54*3 19-61 1 vF; S; R; glbM 1

12 47 21-4 3-102 2 96 6 8-3 19-61 2 pB; pS; mbM; r 2
12 47 29-9 2-925 3 62 9 58*3 19-61 2 F; R; *9 att l'n

i

4
12 47 31-8 3-120 1 99 28 38-3 19-61 1 pF; pS; iR

|

1

12 47 54-0 2*911 2 60 17 53-0 19-60 2 pB; pS; IE; * 8nf 1 '
1

4

12 47 55-2 3*132 2 101 52 8-0 19-60 2 vF; S; 2 or 3 st near 2
12 47 39-1 3-029 3 81 10 55*0 19-60 3 pF; pL; R; bM; r 7

312 48 6-7 2-921 2 61 49 20-0 19-60 2 pF; pS; gbM ...’

12 48 7-8 3*054 1 86 20 18*0 19-60 1 cF; S; vS* att 2
12 48 9-1 2*765 1 42 43 7*0 I960 1 pB; cS; R; psbM; *14 p ...

eF; S; IE
5

12 48 26-6 2-683 1 36 8 27*7 19*59 1 2
12 48 33-9 3-136 1 102 17 37*7 19-59 1 S;atttopB* 1

12 48 39-2 3*230 1 118 45 0*7 19-59 1 F; cS; R; gvlbM 1

12 48 45 3-05 86 42 ± 19-58 / F; Dneb; E at right angles

\ to each other.

0

12 48 53-4 + 3-047 1 :: 84 56 47*4 19-58 1 ::

j

{^ pf} '
cfj; E135°± ... 3

3255

3256

3257
3258

3259
3260

3261

3262

3263

3264

3265

3266

3267

3268

3269

3270

3271

3272

3273

3274

3275

3276

13277

3278

!

3279

3280

3281

3282

3283

3284

;3285

I 3286

3287

»
!
3288

j

3289

J
|

3290

I 13292

1 3293
I

! 3294
i

1

13295

I

j
13297

!

I
1 13299

3300

3301

3302

1453

1454
1456

1457
1455
1458
3432
3429
3433
1460

1459

1451, b

1463
3434

H.
11.814

II. 73

III. 496
III. 515
III. 721

I. 133

II. 344
III. 537
III. 907

IV. 78

3303

3304

3305

3306

3307

3308

3309

3310

3311

1461

1462<

3435
1464
1465
1466

1467
3436

1468

1469
1471

1470
3437

3438
1472

3439

1473

1475

1474

1477
1476
1478
1479

3440

1509 ,

a

1480

III. 82
I. 16

I. 25

II. 74

IIL281
III. 70
II. 75

III. 489
III. 544

III. 525
II. 535

III. 516
II. 24

III. 618
II. 186
II. 559

III. 517

III. 106
I. 134
I. 135
I. 136

III. 526

II. 187
II. 345
II. 560
I. 93

II. 538
II. 21

II. 382
III. 548
1.211

III. 816
IV. 40

I. 141

M. 94

II. nova

A. 301

MDOCCLXIV.

R. 2 novae
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No.
of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in
N.P.D.

for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No* of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

3312 3441 12 49 6-0 + 3*326 1 131 2 20*4 + 19*58 1 eF: cS: R: gbM; p of 2 1

3313 3442 12 49 6-1 3*326 1 131 3 50*4 19*58 1 eF; S; R; gbM; f of 2 3
3314 1481 II. 383 12 49 9*7 2*915 1 61 29 48*4 19*58 1 vF; pL 2
3315 1483 L 243 12 49 10-9 2*590 2 30 54 17*4 19*58 2 B; pS; vlE; vgbM 2
3316 1482 II. 777 12 49 20-6 3*104 1 96 3 28*1 19*57 1 F; S; R; bM 2
3317 3443 12 49 23-7 3*680 3 154 11 48*1 19*57 3 Cl; pL; pRi ; iF ; st 10 ...18 3

f14841
3318 J — y II. 549 12 49 33-0 3*112 2 97 46 5*1 19*57 2 pR; L; pmE 0°; gbM 3

} 3445 J

3319 1485 II. 384 12 49 48*9 2*917 1 62 3 50*8 19*56 1 F; cL 2*

3320 II. 563 12 49 51*1 3*140 1 102 54 35*8 19*56 1 pB; iF; bM 1

3321 1486 M. 64 12 49 51*8 2*951 3 67 33 15*8 19*56 3 !; vB; vL; vrnE 120°+; 10+
bMSBN=| ?.

3322 3447 12 50 3*220 1 116 32 13*8 19*56 1 F; S; R; gbM 1

3323 3446 12 50 6-4 3*321 1 129 59 36*8 19*56 1 pF; vS; R;sbM*17;'*l 0, 70°*3 1

3324 1487 II. 346 12 50 6-5 2*917 1 62 14 32*8 19*56 1 vF; pL; iF 3

3325 3444 A. 164 12 50 7-9 3*899 2 160 6 53*5 19*55 2 ©; B; L; R; g, vsbM; st 12 2
3326 1488 111.817 12 50 11-1 2*680 1 36 56 44*8 19*56 1 vF; S; iR; bM 2

3327 3448 12 50 15-0 3*375 2 135 30 1*5 19*55 3 F
;
pL ; mE ;

vgbM 3

3328 1489 12 50 23*4 2*725 1 40 26 12*5 19*55 Neb; ? 1

3329 1490 12 50 42-3 3*138 1 102 17 56*2 19*54 1 vF; 3Sstsp 1

3330 1491 II. 536 12 50 42-5 3*060 1 87 40 23*5 19*55 1 pF; pL; pmE; vgbM; *nf30° 2
3331 1493 11. 387 12 50 45*5 2*906 2 60 46 1*2 19*54 2 pF; pL; R; vS# att 3

3332 1492 III. 613 12 50 47-5 3*087 1 92 51 26*2 19*54 1 cF : E: er; *sf 30^ 2
3333 1494 II. 386 12 50 55-4 2*912 I:: 6l 49 52*2 19*54 1 F; pL; R 2

3334 1495 12 51 9-4 2*837 1 51 52 3*2 19*54 1 eF 1

3335 3449 A. 311 12 51 45-5 3*571 2 148 50 34*2 19*54 2 Cl; L; pRi; iR; st 10 2

3336 1496 II. 385 12 51 48-6 2*908 2 61 38 24*6 19*52 2 F; S; R; pslbM 3

3337 1497 I. 68 12 51 59-8 3*151 1 104 17 25*6 19*52 2 B; R; psmbM; #13 np 3*

3338 II. 299 12 52 1*7 3*152 1 104 31 34*6 19*52 1 pB: pL: mbM 1*

3339 III. 908 12 52 1-7 2*172 1 19 1 32*6 19*52 1 eF;. vS; iR; vlbM 1

3340 1499 IV. 30 12 52 22-9 2*852 2 54 23 0*3 19*51 2 vF; pL; vmE 30p+; bet 2 st 5+
3341 II. 644 12 52 24-2 2*832 1 51 56 32*3 19*51 1 pB; S; R; mbM 1

3342 1498 I. 162 12 52 28-6 2*990 6 75 4 23*3 19*51 6 B; pL; mE 90°; sbMN; 7
S#inv.

3343 1500 12 52 41*1 2*903 I:: 61 16 45*3 19*51 1:: 1st of 5; -*7 n l

3344 1501 II. 388 12 52 49*6 2*903 2 61 17 56*0 19*50 3 cF; S; R; #7 n; 2nd o£5> ... 4

3345 III. 758 12 52 58*9 3*102 1 95 20 33*0 19*50 1 vF; vS; p of 2 1

3346 III. 759 12 52 58*9 3*102 1 95 20 33*0 19*50 1 vF ; vS ;
F of 2 1

3347 1502 II. 389 12 53 0*1 2*902 - 1:: 61 16 45*0 19*50 1:: 3rd of 5 2
3348 1503 III. 83 12 53 9*2 2*999 2 76 46 17*0 19*50 2 cF; pL; R;vglbM;r 3

3349 1504 12 53 17*4 3*106 1 96 5 50*7 19*49 1 vF; S; E 1

3350 1505 II. 778 12 53 20*0 3*102 1 95 19 0*7 19*49 1 pF; cS; E; psbM; ^np 2
3351 1507 II. 391 12 53 24*0 2*901 2 61 15 23*7 19*49 2 pB; pmE; bM; *7 0 ; 4th of

5

3

3352 1506 III. 614 12 53 24*1 3*094 1 93 50 3*7 19*49 1 cF;S;.iR;bM 2
3353 1508 II. 390 12 53 28*3 2*908 1 62 21 3*7 19*49 1 vF 2
3354 1510 III. 363 12 53 29*7 2*900 1 61 17 14*7 19*49 2 pF; S j R; #7 n; 5th of 5 ... 3
3355 II. 300 12 53 33*9 3*147 2 103 11 32*7 19*49 2 2
3356 1509 I. 143 12 53 33*9 3*055 2 86 45 0*7 19*49 3 cB; cE: * 10 att 135° 4- 4*f
3357 1512 12 53 35*2 2*724 1 42 1 50*7 19*49 1 pF; S; R; gbM 77.

3358 1511 I. 69 12 53 37*9 3*150 1 103 45 56*7 19*49 1 pB; pL; iR; strar 2*

3359 3450 12 53 44*3 3*257 1 120 12 2*4 19*48 1 vF ; cS ;
R ; * att

; p of 2 1

3360 3451 12 53 51*3 3*257 I 120 10 2*4 19*48 1 vF; vS; R; slbM; fof 2, 1

3361 11.517 12 53 51-5 3*069 2 89 18 31*4 19*48 2 pB; pS; R.
;
bM 2

3362 3452 12 54 9*0 3*361 1 132 0 55*1 19*47 1 eF; 3 or 4 st 11, 12, f I

3363 V. 3 12 54 9*5 3*060 1 87 35 32*4 19*48 1 eF; vL; it 1*

3364 II. 392 12 54 10*0 2*899 I:: 61 23 44*4 19*48 1:: 1st of 3 1

3365 1514 II. 645 12 54 10*5 2*823 2 51 54 16*4 19*48 2 pB; cS; R; smbM; # 17 np .. 3
3366

[

1513 IV. 47 12 54 12*7 3*094 1 93 47 23*4 19*48 1 pB; S; R; bM; stellar? 3

3367 1515 12 54 26*8 2*719 1 42 1 52*1 19*47 1 eF; S; E; bM 1

3368 1516 II. 393 12 54 39*4 + 2*897
j

1 61 21 47*1 + 19*47 2 F; pL; 2nd of 3 3
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Eeferences to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s
Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H.
1518 II. 394
1517
1519 II. 779

III. 364
3453 IL 190

IIL 760
3454

III. 818
IL 191

3456
3455
1521

3458 II. 561

3457
1520 I. 40

III. 761

1522 11. 395
3459 A. 411
3460
3461

3462
1523 II. 188
1524 II. 396
3463
1527
3464
1525 II. 413
1526 II. 397
3465 I. 130

1528
1529 II. 398

III. 303
1530 II. 663
1532 III. 779
3466
1531 III. 304
1533 III. 783
3467

III. 765
III. 937
IIL 781
IIL 782

1534

3468
III. 780

1535
III. 346

3469
1537 II. 189

IIL 365
1536 II. 301

II. 185

1539 IIL 654
1538 IIL 401

: 1542 II. 815

;

3470

Auw. N. 31

1541

III. 766
i 3471

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

Total
;

No. of
times

of Obs.
by h.

and H.

61 24 48-1 + 19-47 1 vF; 3rd of 3 2
104 13 10-8 19-46 2 cF; L; vlE 45°+ 4

96 57 43-8 19-46 1 cF; S 2
61 12 29-8 19-46 1 vF 1

97 19 31-2 19*44 1 F; pS; vlE; glbM 4

97 22 30-2 19-44 1 cF; vS; R 1

130 39 45-9 19-43 1 vF; R; A2st 8, 9, f 1

38 47 27-9 19-43 1 cF; S; R; vglbM 1

100 44 59-9 19-43 1 pB; pL; iR 2
119 46 26-6 19+2 2 pB; S; R; bM; *f6 s 1

136 28 2-6 19*42 1 eeF; S; R
; p of 2 1

37 55 20-6 19-42 1 eF; R; psbM 1

99 35 40-6 19-42 1 pB; L; R

;

gmbM 2
136 29 22-3 19*41 1 F; S; R; fof2 1

94 48 23-6 19*42 2 pF; L; E; gbMBN; r 3
96 55 28-6 19-42 1 vF; S 1

61 3 42-6 19*42 1 F; S; R; bM; *9nfl' 2
138 32 6-3 19-41 1 B; vL; vmE 38°-7 1

132 50 51-0 19-40 2 B; pS; R; gpmbM; p of 2... 2

124 35 6-0 19*40 1 F
;
pL ; R ;

vglbM 1

132 45 46-0 19-40 2 eF; S; R; pslbM; f of 2 2

95 45 18-0 19-40 2 F; pL; IE; r 3

60 7 28-7 19-39 5 F; S; R; psbM*ll 6

126 48 31-4 19*38 2 vF; pS; am 3S st 2

13 50 36-4 19*38 2 vF; S; R; vgbM 2*

119 0 14-4 19*38 1 F; cS; R; gbM 1

54 4 20-7 19*39 2 pB; cS; R; smbM 4

61 40 48-4 19*38 1 F; S; R 2
'

97 15 49-4 19-38 1 vB; pS; E 0°+; bMBN 3

56 4 6-1 19*37 2 eF; S; R 2

61 30 58-1 19-37 1 F; S; IF 2

60 10 26-1 19-37 1 eF; vS 1

47 31 10-8 19-36 2 F; vS; R; stellar; vS&s...... 3

32 55 57-8 19-36 1 eF; S; IE 3

117 28 37-8 19-36 2 vF; vL; cE; vgbM 2
60 12 10-8 19-36 3 vF; vS; vlE; vglbM; f sp... 4

35 40 40-8 19*36 1 vF ; S ; E ; * att 2

|

112 55 45-8 19*36 1 F; pL; R; glbM 1

113 15 24-5 19*35 1 vF; pL; iF 1

13 57 22-5 19*35 1 vF; S; iR; bM 1

35 38 40-2 19*34 1 vF; S 1

35 36 40-2 19*34 1 vF; S 1

94 16 0-9 19*33 1 vF; vS; R; psbM 1

138 45 23-9 19-33 1 B; pL; R; gmbM 1

33 34 22*2 19-34 1 cF; S 1

70 50 8-9 19-33 2 F; vS; R; sbM; stellar 2*
64 29 21-6 19-32 1 eF; pL; IE 1

117 53 57-3 19*31 1 eF; cS; R 1

96 1 35-3 19*31 1 B; pL; R; *9 sf 4

60 56 21-3 19*31 1 vF 1

104 45 42-3 19*31 2 B; pL; R; psmbM 3*

94 36 21-3 19*31 1 F; S; iF; pB*nr 1*

47 34 57*3 19-31 1 vF; vS; R; lbM 2
54 3 8-3 19-31 2 vF ; S ; R ; stellar 3

37 18 52-3 19-31 1 vF; vS; stellar 2
132 21 15-0 19-30 1 vF; S; E; r 1

94 38 51-0 19-30 A neb (Markree Obs. Apr. 9> 0*

1852).

77 37 1-0 19*30 1 vF; S; IE; 2Ssts 1

112 38 21-7 19*29 1 vF; vS 1

111 48 8-7 + 19-29 1 pF; cS; R; slbM; am st 1

No.
of

Cata-

logue.

Higlit

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension
for 1880.

3369

3370
3371

3372

3373
3374

3375

3376

3377
3378

3379
3380

3381

3382

3383
3384

3385

3386

3387

3388

3389

3390

3391

3392

3393

3394

3395

3396

3397

3399
3400

3401

3402

3403

3404

3405

3406

3407

3408

3409

3410

3411

3421

54 42-9

54 50-7

54 51-3

55 1-9

55 43-0

55 51-7

56 14-8

56 20-2

56 27-9

56 38-5

56 42-6

56 48*3

56 56-5

56 58-2

56 59-1

56 59-5

57 6-0

57 14-1

57 32-1

57 34-1

57 40-2

57 43-2

58 15-4

58 18-4

58 23-9

58 26-1

58 26-5

58 27*1

58 31-6

59 2-4

59 4-5

59 9-8

59 27-3

59 28-4

59 33-6

59 35*3

59 35-4

59 37-3

59 57*7

0 17-3

18-4

32-3

36-8

40-

4

41-

9
57*8

8*2

1 29-8

1 32-2

1 32-5

1 33-1

1 40-9

1 50-4

1 51-4

1 54-5

1 54-7

2 1-0

13 2 6-3

13 2 11-9

13 2 15-9
|

+3-219

+ 2-897
3-154
3-112

.2-895

3-115

3-115

3-358

2-

663

3-

136
3-263
3-425

2*646

3-129

3-426

3-101

3-113

2-

887

3-

455
3-388

3-306

3-387

3-107

2-

877

3-

329

1-

656
3-263

2-

825
2-888

3-

116
2-840

2-885

2-874

2-754

2-

537

3-

255
2-873

2-

588

3-

221
3-224

1-670

2-582

2-

580

3-

099
3-480

2-540

2-948

2-

902

3-

264
3-111

2-

873

3-

168
3-102

2-743

2-811

2-

599

3-

404
3-099

2-

993

3-

225
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860
,
Jan. 0 .

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880 .

No.
of

Obs.

-used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860
,
Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880 .

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

f 1540")

3430 < = > I. 42 13 2 23-2 + 3-118 2 97 5 2-7 + 19*29 2 pB; pL; R; vgpmbM; # 8 np 6

L3472J
3431 III. 819 13 2 29-4 2-616 1 38 34 19*7 19-29 1 vF 1

3432 1543 11.537 13 2 32-9 3-057 1 87 35 35-7 19-29 1 cF; pL
;
R; lbM; er 2

3433 1544 III. 366 13 3 5-6 2-863 1 60 20 39-4 19-28 1 cF; pS; IE 2

3434 1545 13 3 37-6 2-558 1 35 44 28-1 19-27 1 pF; S; iR; gbM 1

3435 III. 655 13 4P15-2 2-704 1 47 27 18-5 19*25 1 vF; pS; lbM 1

3436 1546 III. 305 13 4 20-5 2-852 1 59 36 40-5 19-25 2 vF; vS; vlE 3

3437 1547 I. 96 13 4 28-5 2-781 2 52 11 9-2 19*24 2 vB; vL; vmE 25°; vsbMN... 4

3438 III. 848 13 4 34-7 2-340 1 27 7 16-5 19*25 1 vF ; vS i
1

3439 D’Arrest, 93 13 4 37 3-05 [i] 63 51 42 19-24 [1] pF; pL; R 0

3440 1550 III. 820 13 4 45*5 2-610 1 39 9 53-2 19-24 1 vF : R
;
bet 2 vS st 2

3441 1549 I. 85 13 4 48-8 2-907 2 66 20 21-9 19-23 2 pF ;
cL; E 17°-0

;
biN ; * 9 f 3

3442 1548 13 4 50-5 3-175 1 105 3 9-9 19-23 1 vF; R ; bM ; * 1 0 np 5' 1

3443 3473 13 4 51*7 3-419 3 132 21 4.9 19*23 3 pB
;
cS : R.

;
am 4 st, 3

3444 1551 11.414 13 5 2-2 2-787 1 52 58 43-9 19-23 1 pF ; S; E; psbM 2

3445 1552 II. 637 13 5 7-5 3-097 (]) 93 36 2-6 19-22 1 F; cL; iR; lbM 2

3446 II. 356 13 5 7*9 2-897 1
' 65 12 1 5*6 19-22 1 pB; S 1

3447 1553 III. 669 13 5 28-3 3-183 1 106 0 52-6 19*22 1 vF; Ii; bM 2

3448 1554 11.746 13 5 30-7 3-203 1 108 46 4-3 19-21 1 cB; S; R; mbMpBN 2

3449 1555 III. 545 13 5 36-5 3-036 1 84 31 7-3 19-21 1 eF
;
vS

;
R. : er 2

3450 1556 II. 129 13 5 42-5 2-982 3 76 39 28-3 19-21 3 cF; cL; vlE; lbM 4

3451

1

1557 13 5 46-2
I

2-663 1 43 4 i-3 19-21 1 pF; cS; R; *12 nf 90" 1

3452 1559 11.664 13 2-692 2 45 12 45-3 19-21 2 pF; L; mE 20°; vlbM .,
4

3453 1558 M. 53 13 6

J

2-0 2-941 71 5 3-0 19-20 5 ! ; ©; B; vC; ir; vvmbM; 12

st 12...

3454 1560 111.649 13 6 10-1 2-826 3 57 26 40-0 19-20 2 vF ; S ; IE ; * 13 n ... 4

3455 3474 13 6 13-8 3-425 3 132 12 57-0 19-20 3 nB
;
pL ; R ;

gbM
; * 7 nf ... 3

3456 1561 13 6 16-8 3-027 2 83 1] 34-0 19-20 2 vF; S: R
;
pp+M 2

3457 1562 13 6 27*1 2-646 1 42 10 39-0 19-20 1 F; vS; R; gbM 1

3458 1563 III. 367 13 6 45-9 2-861 2 61 27 30-7 19*19 2 vF; pL; iR 3

3459 1564 I. 97 13 6 59-7 2-775 2 52 39 40-4 19-18 2 vB; pi; El66°-8; 3

smbMvBN
; * np.

3460 III. 909 13 7 19*4 1*918 1 18 36 12*4 19-18 1 vF; vS; R 1

3461 1565 11. 510 13 7 33-0 3-185 2 105 51 1-8 19-16 2 cF; pS ; vlE ; bM 3

3462 II. 816 13 7 49-8 2*568 1 37 58 10-8 19-16 ] F; S; ir; vgmbM 1

3463 3477 13 7 55*8 3-243 1 113 14 29-5 19*15 1 F; L; R; vgvlbM; * 9p 1

3464 3476 13 7 56*4 3-744 1 149 19 9*5 19-15 1 Cl; P; E; sc st 1 1 1

3465 1566 11.511 13 7 56-9 3-184 1 105 38 49-5 19-15 1 pB; pL; R; bM 3

3466 3475 13 7 59-4 3-845 1 152 40 25*2 19-14 1 Cl* vL ; vRi; st 11 1

3467 3478 13 8 26*1 3-283 1 117 40 52-2 19-14 1 pF; R; sp of 2 1

3468 III. 670 13 8 26-7 3-185 1 105 43 13-2 19-14 1 vF 1

3469 11.512 13 8 31-7 3-185 2 105 37 43-2 19-14 2 cF; S 2

3470 3479 13 8 46-5 3-283 1 :: 117 35 33-9 19-13 1 :: Neb; nf of 2 1

3471 1567 13 9 0-0 2-837 1 59 33 42-9 19*13 1 vF 1

3472 1569 VI. 7 13 9 30-5 2-938 1 71 35 10-3 19*11 2 Cl; vF; pL; iR; vgbM; 3

st 15...

3473 1568 II. 513 13 9 31-1 3-188 1 105 53 46-3 19-11 1 F;pS;iR 3

3474 1570 M. 63 13 9 31-9 2-699 1 47 13 45-3 19-11 1 vB; L; pmE 120°+
;

3

vsmbMBN.
3475 1571 III. 306 13 9 38*0 2-823 1 58 18 9-3 19-11 1 cF : cS : R

: p of 2 2

3476 1572 III. 307 13 9 52*3 2-821 1 58 13 1 6-0 19-10 1 cF
;
cS : R

;
t‘ of 2 2

3477 3480 I. 138 13 10 27*4 3-274 1 116 6 47-7 19-09 1 vB; S; R; vsmbM; * 10 f... 4

3478 3482 13 10 33*7 3-358 1 :: 124 41 30-4 19-08 ] eF ; vS ; E ; r 1

3470 3481 13 10 33-9 3-357 1 124 35 15-4 19-08 1 p.F; vS; R
;
* nr 1

348C1 3483 13 10 46-3 3-519 1 137 10 22-1 19*07 1 B; S; R; pslbM 1

3481 1573 III. 308 13 10 57-3 2-817 1 58 10 2-4 19-08 1 vF; cS 3

3485> III. 312 13 11 14-2 3-227 1 110 22 7-8 19-06 1 F; L; ill ; bM 1

3485S 1574 III. 282 13 11 54-7 3-178 1 104 6 53-5 19-05 1 vF; pT.; pniF. 135°

4

- 2?

3484| 1575 III. 309 13 11 55-9 + 2-810 1 57 47 16-5 + 19-05 1 eF
;
vS .7 3
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &e.

Total I

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s 8 0 - » U

3485

1570
— y nr. 117 13 12 6-9 + 3-162 2 102 0 4-2 + 19-04 2 vF; cS : R ; 1st of 3 5

l 3489

J

[
15771

3486 i = > 11.193 13 12 9-0 3-161 2 101 55 11-2 19-04 2 pB; S; vlE; sbM; 2nd of 3... 5

L3490J
3487 3484 II. 566 13 12 9-6 3-285 1 116 50 8-2 19-04 1 pB; pS; cE; psbM; *7*8 f... 3

fl578l
3488 J V III. 118 13 12 14-9 3-162 2 101 57 46-0 19*04 2 cF; pS; vlE

; 3rd of 3... 5

1 3491 J

3489 1578 ,

a

R. nova 13 12 ± 3-162 101 57 + 19-04 No description, one ofa group 0

offour.

.149ft 3485 13 12 26-3 3-285 1 116 40 17-9 19-03 1 vF : S : R : 1st of 4 1

14Q1 1579 II. 313 13 12 42-4 3-236 1 111 4 37-6 19-02 1 cB; cS; vlE 90°+
; bf ..

0

149 “> II. 780 13 12 44-0 3-258 1 113 40 5-6 19-02 1 F; L; R ; vglbM 1

3493 3486 13 12 55*4 3-469 1 132 59 25-6 19-02 1 eF: vS: R: 2nd of 4 1

14Q4 III. 724 13 12 3-226 1 109 52 4-6 19-02 1 cF; vS ; iF 1

1580 II. 327 13 13 3-1 2-818 2 59 1 33'6 19-02 2 pF
;
pL

; gbM 3

3496 3487 13 13 4*2 3-470 132 58 39-3 19-01 pB
:
pL : R : 3rd of 4 2

1497 3488 13 13 8-5 3-470 2 132 59 51-3 19-01 2 cF: S: vlE: 4th of 4 ... 2

34Q8 1583 III. 633 13 13 20-1 2-702 1 48 51 23-3 19-01 1 vF; S; II; lbM 2

3499 1581 III. 539 13 13 22-1 3-174 1 103 20 52-0 19*00 1 cF; vS; R; gl)M 2

3500 1582 13 13 24-5 3-085 1 91 34 7-0 19-00 1 vF: iR ; * 1 1 sp 1

3501 1584 III. 650 13 13 39-1 2-787 I 1 ! 56 11 1-0 19-00 1 vF; cS; R; bM; sp of 2 3

3502 1 585 13 13 46-8 2-786 1 56 7 15-0 19-00 0 vF: S: bet 2 st: nf of 2 2

3503 3493 II. 567 13 14 3-7 3-289 2 116 41 36-7 18-99 2 cB: pS: IE: psbM 4

3504 3492 13 14 4-5 3-385 1 125 54 9-7 18-99
1

1 vB
:
pS : R : svmbM 1

3505 II. 665 13 14 9-9 2-660 1 46 10 1-7 18-99 1
!pB; cS; E 1

3506 II. 22 13 14 34-0 3-002 1 80 46 29-4 18*98 V? vF; vS 1*

:3507 15B6 III. 619 13 1

5

6-1 2-717 1 50 42 22-8 18-96 1 vF: S: cE 0°+ 2

3508 3494 13 15 12*3 3-342 1 :: 121 36 35-5 18-95 1 eeF
: p of 2 1

3509 1588 III. 808 13 15 14-4 2-367 1 31 37 0-8 18*96 1 cF; S; cE 2

3510 1587 III. 119 13 15 32-9 3-168 2 102 14 3-2 18-94 2 cF; cS; iR
;
glbM 2

3511 1589 II. 646 13 15 38-3 2-712 1 50 31 29-5 18-95 1 F;L;iR; vglbM 2f
3512 II. 826 13 16 2-4 2-359 1 31 34 28-2 18*94 1 F; S; E 1*

3513 3495 13 16 12-7 3-345 1 121 36 34-6 18*92 1 F; IE; psbM; f of 2 1

3514 1590 III. 368 13 16 19*0 2-841 2 62 17 27-6 18-92 2 pF; pS; pmE; glbM; r 3

3515 1592 13 16 19-0 2-827 1 60 56 38-6 18*92 1 vF : L: A 2 st 1 1 np 1

3516 1591 III. 925 13 16 24-5 3-018 1 82 52 33-6 18-92 1 vF : S: R
:
gbM 3

3517 3497 13 16 35-7 3-164 ] 101 33 30-3 18-91 1 pB; S; IE 1

3518 3496 13 16 37-7 3-939 1 152 40 50-0 18*90 1 Cl: eR: mC; st 12.. .16 1

3519 3498 13 16 46*4 3-409 2 126 57 18-3 18-gi 2 cB: P: R; psmbM; r

3520 1594 II. 666 13 16 59-8 2-646 1 46 10 43-3 18-91 1 pF; S; R; gmbM 2

3521 3499 13 17 1-9 3-327 2 119 34 56-0 18-90 2 vF; S; vlE 2
3522 1593 13 17 2-8 2-990 1 79 33 7-0 18*90 1 pF; S; R; gbM 1

3523 3500 13 17 5*0 3-333 1 119 36 57-0 18-90 1 vF ; vS
3524 1596 II. 328 13 17 15-0 2-790 2 57 42 15-0 18*90 3 pB; pL; R; gmbM; f p 5

3525 3501 A. 482 13 17 15-1 3-481 4 132 17 10-7 18-89 4 !!; vB; vL; vmE122°*5; bifid 4f
3526 1595 11.653 13 17 15*9 2-955 3 75 17 16-7 18-89 3 dB: vS: R: gmbM: $ f 4

3527 1597 II. 314 13 17 43-5 3-240 1 110 23 21-4 18-88 1

\r > 9 J b ’ ^
F; pS; IE; vgbM 2*

3528 3502 13 17 56-3 3-325 1 119 6 14-4 18-88 1 pB; S; E 1

3529 1598 III. 84 13 17 59-6 2-953 1 75 31 20-4 18-88 1 eF
;
vS; R; psbM 3

3530 3503 A. 312? 13 18 19-5 3-811 2 148 16 44-8 18-86 Cl; Ri; 1C; st 11 a

3531 3504 A. 440 13 18 24-0 3-554 136 34 49-8 18-86 2 !!; ££); w Centauri 2f
3532 3505 13 18 27-3 3-370 2 123 9 1-8 18-86 2 vF; S; R; glbM 2

3533 1599 III. 402 13 18 29-8 2-730 2 52 53 5-8 18-86 2 cF; cS; R; vsmbM#; *12sp; 3

sp of 2.

3534 1600 III. 403 13 18 39-8 2-729 2 52 50 44-8 18-86 2 F; cS; R; vsmbM *; n of 2 3
3535 1600, a R. nova 13 18 39-8 2-729 52 49 + 18-86 vF 0

3536 IV. 70 13 18 48-6 1-743 2 18 45 22-8 18-86 2 O?; cB; S; R; g, slbM 2
3537

j

1602 11.667
1

,3 19 4-9 + 2-632 1 46 0 37-5
j

+18*85
j

1 pB; vS; vlE; glbM 2
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in
N.P.D.

for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.
Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir ~W. H.’s

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

III. 115 13 19 8-3 + 3*167 2 101 35 25*2 + 18-84 2

1601 II. 25 13 19 11-5 3-050 2 87 9 53-2 18-84 2

1604 III. 404 13 19 47-8 2-730 2 53 19 49-9 18-83 2

16ns 13 19 49*1 2-926 2 72 23 55*6 18-82 2

3507 13 19 51-7 3-328 118 50 27-6 18*82 2

.shns 13 20 2*9 3-329 1:: 118 54 24-3 18*81 1::

3509 13 20 4*1 3-329 1 118 53 52-3 18*81 1

1605 III. 405 13 20 7-4 2-728 2 53 16 40-6 18*82 2

3506 13 20 8-6 3-977 1 152 41 27-0 18*80 1

3510 13 20 17-7 3-594 2 138 10 46-0 18*80 2

1606 III. 651 13 20 49-5 2-773 3 57 17 26*7 18*79 3

1607 13 20 59-9
.
2-916 1 71 29 31*4 18-78 1

D’Arrest, 94 13 21 13 3-02 1
1

1

Q* 83 16 42 18*78 [2]
3511 13 21 19-2 3*373 1 122 26 25*1 18*77 1

III. 821 13 21 34*6 2-438 1 36 28 48*1 18-77 1

1609 III. 784 13 21 38-4 2-371 1 33 47 3-1 18*77 1

1608 13 21 47-4 2*770 3 57 14 35-8 18*76 3

3512 13 22 3*3 3*898 150 12 3-1 18-77 2

1611 13 22 8-6 2*560 1 42 38 21-5 18-75 1

1610 V. 22 13 22 17*6 3*221 2 107 14 29*2 18-74 2

l6l3 13 22 28*5 2-920 2 72 13 18-2 18-74 2

1614 III. 672 13 22 28*5 2-558 2 42 41 26-2 18-74 2

J
1612 "'{8 } 13 22 29-1 2*974 2 78 16 4*2 18*74 2

1615 III. 71 13 22 37*1 2-922 1 72 26 57*9 18*73 2

1616
!

13 22 49-1 2*953 2 75 58 15*9 18-73 2

3513 13 22 51-6 3*321 2 117 25 21-6 • 18-72 2

1617 II. 679 13 22 54*8 3-081 1 90 59 58*6 18*72 1

1618 II. 680 13 22 59-8 3-081 1 90 56 3-6 18-72 1

1619 III. 642 13 23 9*3 2*952 1 75 54 40-6 18*72 1

1620 III. 652 13 23 21-2 2-774 1 58 8 37*3 18-71 2

3515 13 23 31*3 3-400 2 124 3 45-0 18*70 2

3514 A. 252 ? 13 23 41-0 4-129 1 155 15 11*7 18*69 1

1621 13 23 50*0 2*908 2 71 8 20-0 18*70 2

1622 M. 51 13 23 55-4 2-539 5 42 5 4-0 18*70 4

3516 13 23 57-1 3-382 1 122 30 27*7 18-69 1

1623 I. 186 13 24 4-4 2-536 4 42 0 50-7 18*69 3

1625 IV. 63 13 24 12-2 2*264 1 30 51 32-7 18*69 1

II. 689 13 24 14*0 2-546 3 42 35 13-7 ls-^g 2

1624 III. 406 13 24 21-5 2-726 2 54 26 31-4 18-68 2

13 24 32*0 89 18 29*7

II. 797 13 24 39*9 2-409 2 36 12 12-4 18*68 2

3517 III. 507 13 24 52*2 3-142 1 98 3 15*8 18*66 1

3518 13 25 18*7 3*610 1 137 24 41*2 18*64 1

1626 III. 643 13 25 21-9 2*945 1 75 22 53*5 18-65 1

1627 III. 9 13 25 26*6 3-003 3 81 57 44-2 18-64 4

1628 III. 10 13 25 42*8 3*003 2 81 57 21-2 18*64 2

1629 HI. 99 13 25 48*2 3-004 1 82 6 15-9 18*63 1

1630 13 25 54*1 3*076 1 90 18 50-9 18*63 1

1631 13 26 21*9 3-003 1 81 59 5-6 18*62 1

1632 III. 656 13 26 44*5 2-615 1 47 24 36-3 18-61 1

1633 III. 926 13 27 7*3 3-009 1 82 47 49-7 18*59 1

3519 13 27 10*2 5*397 1 122 45 39-4 18-58 1

1635 II. 841 13 27 14-9 2-075 1 26 33 53-7 18-59 1

1634 13 27 18*2 2-904 1 71 25 25-4 18*58 1

1636 II. 842 13 27 21-3 2-072 1 26 30 43-7 18-59 1

3520 13 27 47*5 3*583 1? 135 11 1 6*8 18*56 1::

3521 13 27 59*8 3-399 1 122 44 13*8 18*56 1

1637 III. 86 13 28 4-5 2*942 2 75 27 49-8 18-56 2
I 1638
1

III. 85 13 28 4*9 + 2-943 3 75 32 20-8 + 18-56 3

Summary Description from i

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

ofObs.
by h.

and H.

3538
3539
3540
3541
3542
3543
3544
3545
3546
3547
3548
3549
3550
3551
3552
3553
3554
3555
3556
3557
3558
3559
3560

3562
3563
3564

3567
3568
3569
3570;

3572
3573
3574
3575
3576
3577
5072
3578
3579
3580
3581
3582
3583

3585
3586

3587
3588
3589
3590
3591

3592
3593
3594
3595
3596

vF; vS; stellar .....

pB; pL; vlE; vsmbM* 12...

cF; pS; E; bM; sp of 2...-„.

vF; S; R ; * nf
cF; S; R; pslbM; *f2'
vF; S; R; p of D neb
pF; S; f of D neb
vF; pL; R; nf of 2 .....

Cl; vRi
pB; cS; iE; glbM; r

F; pS; vlE; bM
vF; R
pF- See note

pF; L; vmE; pgbM; rr

cF; stellar

cF; S; iR

pF; pL; IE; lbM; fof2
Cl; vF; S; vRi; st 15

vF; pS; R
cF; L; mE 128°*8; pgbM ...

F; pL; R; gbM
F; vS; R ; stellar

vF; S; R; am 3 st; 7 nf...

vF; S; R
vF; pL; vlE; * 7 nf 10'..

F; cS; IE; gbM; p of 2...

pF; pL; iR; bM; f of 2..

vF; S; iR ......*.

vF; vS; R; glbM
F; pL; vlE; vglbM
!; B; pL; cE; bM curved

axis; 4 st inv.

cF; S; R; bM; ** f

! ! !; nucl&ring(h); spiral (R)
pB; S; R; g, psbM
B; pS; R; vgbM; f of 2..

pB; cL; iR; gmbM; r ..

pB; pL; R ; mbM
vF; vS; IE
See No. 5072.

pF; cS; R; vglbM
vF; cS; R; gbM; r .....

F; pL; R; vgbM
F; S; cE; * 11 att np
F; vS; R; psbM; p of 2..

F; vS; R; stellar; f of 2..

F ; S ; R ;
psbMN

pB; S; R
;
psmbM

eF
vF; S; R; lbM
vF; S;#9nfinv? (?28

mR.A.)
eF ; eS ; # S and « p
pB; S; vlE
vF; S; R; bM
pB; pL; R; gbM
vF; S; R; # n, nr

vF; S ; R ; # 1 0 f

vF; S; vlE; 1st of 3

cF; S; R; bM; 2nd of3..

2

10+
1

6

2

3

3
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860r Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H. r
s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities;

h. H. h m S a

3597 1639 III. 87 13 28 5-2 + 2-943 1 75° 37 21-8 + 18-56 2 cF; pL; R; glbM; 3rd of 3.. 4

3598 1640 III. 407 13 28 6-2 2-713 3 54 34 50-8 18-56 3 F; cS; R; # 10 p; p of 2 ... 5

I II. 822 13 28 9-6 2-422 I; 37 46 37-8 18-56 1 cF; pS; iR; IbM. ... 1

sfino 1641 III. 928 13 28 L5-0 3-054 (IS) 87 53 1 6-5 1 8-55 1 :: vF; S; R 2

afioi 1642 III. 408 13 28 16*7 2*711 2
i
54 29 21-8 18-56 2 vF; vS; R; f of % 4

3602 1643 13 28 31*7 2-941 li 75 35 24-2 18-54 1 F; L; E; vgbM 1

3603 1645 III. 425 13 28 51*6 2-711 1! 54 36 47-9 18-53 1 F ; S; R; vS * nr 2

3604 3522 13 28 52*3 3-666 l! 139 6 59-6 18*52 1 eeF;S;lE 1

3605 1644 III. 100 13 28 58*3 3-008 3 82 41 27-9 18-53 3 vF: pS: vlE- * q sp> 4

f m. 83 y f(H,h) vB; vL;.E55°-l;1
3606 3523 < = > 13 29 9-0 3-360 4 119 9 31-6 18-52 4 !•!;< esbMN >6f

I A. 628 J (L) 3-branched spiral. J
3607 3524 13 oq 20*8 3-539 4 132 8 2-3 18-51 4 F

:
pL : cE : vglbM 4

3608 1646 III. 101 13 oq 27-9 3-000 1 81 54 44-3 18-51 1 vF: pL: R: er 4

3609 III. 823* 13 2q 26-9 2410 1 37 39 33-6 18-52 1 eF
:
pL : R : vlbM 1

3610 III. 409 13 9q 29-9 2-696 1 53 43 3-3 18*51 1 vF
:
pL: R : IbM 1

3611 1647 13 30 0-9 3-041 1 86 30 48-0 1 8-50 1 eF; eL 1

3612 1648 III. 620 13 30 4*6 2-654 2 50 55 41-0 18-50 2 cF; pL; E65°; biN? 3

3613 3525 13 30 17*1 3-591 2 135 9 0-4 18-48 2 vF; S; R; vglbM; *13att... 2

f(H,b)cF; vL; 1
3614 1649 II. 297 13 30 30-2 3-234 2 107 10 3-1 18-47 2 !•!;<( vg, psmbMLN

(_ (L) 2-branched spiral.J
3615 1650 I. 34 13 30 35-1 1 80 23 32-1 18-47 1 B: L: E 150°: psbMrN 3

3616 1651 III. 72 13 30 48-6 2-916 3 73 18 27-1 18-47 3 vF; S; R;bM 4

3617 II. 817 13 30 49’8 2-409 1 38 1 30-1 18-47 1 pB; S; R.
;
vghM 1

3618 1652 III. 369 13 30 53-0 2*795 1 61 51 45-1 18-47 1 vF; S; vlE 2

3619 1653 III. 505 13 31 11-6 3-025 ( 1 ) 84 46 14-8 18-46 1 vF; S; R;bM 4

3620 3526 II. 638 A. 623 13 31 59-9 3-390
K 1 J

1 120 55 34-6 18-42 1 B; pL; E 45°+
;
psmbM ... 2

3621 3527 13 32 12-4 3-174 1 100 46 55*6 18-42 1 pB
;
T,; pmE; pdbM 1

3622 III. 803 13 32 21*9 2-236 2 : 32 10 56"6 18-42 2 vF ; vS 2
3623 1656 III. 673 13 32 32*9 2*465 1 40 59 35-6 18-42 1 eF,- vS

;
Tf!

- p-hM 2
'

13624 1654 II. 895 13 32 45-5 3-059 1 88 26 55-0 18-40 1 vF
; S; R;. bM

; p of D neb... 2
3625 1655 11.896 13 32 49-9 3-058 1 88 27 15-0 18*40 1 F : S : iR

;
f of D neb 2-

3626 1657 13 33 13-6 3-019 2 84 13 5-7 18-39 2 vF : R : am pB st 2
3627 1660 13 33 14-4 0*995 1 14 14 14-0 1 8*40 1 eF; S
3628 1658 III. 370 13 33 26*7 2-775 1 60 53 12-4 1 8-38 1 eF: S: mE 0°+ : * Q sp 2
3629 3528 13 33 43-5 3.374 1 119 12 28-8 1 8-36 1 ,vF; pT.; R; vlbM I

3630 1659 III. 410 13 33 58-5 2-660 2 52 25 18-36 2 F; cS ; vlE; er. 3
3631 3529 .. 13 34 27*7 3-665 2 137 27 41-9 18-33 2 B; pL; vlE; vglbM; 3 st nr..

3632 1661 13 34 32*8 2-628 4 50 30 0-2 18-34 4 F; S; R; gbM; S * np 4
3633 Auw. N. 32 13 34 43-9 3-196 103 9 3-6 18-31 Anebula (MarkreeObs.1855) 0
3634 3530i 13 35 3-6 4-112 2 152 11 47-3 18-31 2 Cl; P; L; iF; st 12 2
3635 1662 13 35 5-5 3-026 1 85 I 44*6 18-32 1 eF ; S; bet 2 st 1
3636 1663 M. 3 13 35 40*8 2-769 5 60 55 6-0 18-30 5 ! ! ; ©; eB; vL; vsmbM; st 1

1

.. 14
3637 1664 I. 98 13 35 56-1 2-670 3 53 37 45-7 1 8-29' 3 e,B- pT.; R.: v. psmbM 4
3638 1664, a R. nova 13 36 8-6 2-670 53 37 45-7 18*29 F; S 0

3639 1665 II. 798 13 36 24-8 2-248 2 33 37 25-4 18-28 2 F; E73°-0; Dor biN; B*nf 3
3640 3531 A. 273 13 36 54-7 4-131 2 152 11 45-2 18-24 2 Cl; B; S; pC; iR; st 10... 12 2
3641 3532 13 37 15*3 3-985 ] 148 29 24-2 18-24. 1 Cl; L; vRi; st 7...16 1

3642 3533 A. 388 13 37 37-5 3-757 2 140 40 6-6 18-22 2 ®; vB; pL; R; rrr; st 15... 2
3643 3534 13 38 48-2 4-237 2 153 59 16-1 18*17 2 Cl; S; C; iR; st 14 2
3644 1666 11.668 13 39 9*3 2-561 1 47 47 33-4 1 8*1

8

1 vF; vS; IE 90°+; sbM 2
3645 1. 170 13 39 17.9 2-556 2 47 33 53-1 1 8*1

7

2 cB - pL - E 90°+ ; bMN.... 2
3646 3535 13 39 25*8 3-397 1 ] 19 41 12-8 18-16 1 vF ; R; vlbM; ^ p ..... 1
3647 3536 13 39 41*2 3-405 1 120 13 12-2 1 8-1

4

1 pF
;
S

;
R.

;
2 st nr ]

3648 y. 6 13 39 55*7 2-899 1 72 59 14-2 1 8*1

4

1 eF; vL; r 1

3649 1667 III. 785 13 39 57.

1

+2-232 1 34 0 24-5 18-15 1 eF • 2 st att or inv 2
3650 III. 946 13 40 20*5 — 0-151 1 9 6-7 18-09 1 vF; vS; R 1 *

3651 1668
, a R. nova 13 40 + + 2-511 45 28 + 18-13 R- bM; is sp h. 1668 0

3652 1668 I. 180 13 40 31-6 2-511 1 45 27 31-9 18-13 1 eB; L; pmE 142°; gbM 2
3653 3538 13 40 39-5 + 3-401 1 119 44 SI-3 + 18-11 1 F; S; R; gbM ! 1
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’lit

asion

>r

Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

! Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

51-7
s

+ 4-064 1 149 14 42-0 + 18-10 1 Cl; vL; vRi 1

9-9 3-026 2 85 21 35-0 18-10 2 vF
;
vL; IE; vgbM 4

13-7 2-456 1 :: 43 9 25-1 18-07 1 cF; L; vmE 3

22-7 3-405 1 119 47 20-4 18-08 1 F; S; R; gbM 1

40-0 2-605 1 51 0 17-4 18-08 1 pF; cS; IE; F J inv 2
51-2 2-612 2 51 28 9'4 18-08 1 eF; S ; R 3

51-7 3-139 2 96 31 46-8 18-06 2 vF; vS; R; r 3

11-8 3-782 1 140 30 34-2 18-04 1 O, or vF; eS; D neb If
19-9 1-999 1 28 18 58-8 18-06 1 B; pL; mE57°-4; psbMBEN 2*

38-3 89 14 2-4 See No. 5073.

57-5 2-571 1 49 19 5-9 18-03 1 cF ; cS ;
R ; sbM ; p of 2 3

37-6 2-671 2 55 41 13-3 18-01 2 vF; R; stellar; 1st of 3 3*

45-0 2-567 2 49 19 42-0 18-00 2 pB; pS; vlE
;
glbM; fof2... 3

7*0 4-155 1 151 9 39-1 17-97 1 Cl; pL; pC; st 1 1 1

8-2 3-014 1 84 18 29-4 17-98 1 vF; vL; R; vgbM 1

22‘4 2-667 1 55 36 31-1 17-97 2 F; S; R; psbM; 2nd of 3 ... 3*

27-1 2-539 1 47 56 13-1 17-97 1 eF;pL;R;gbM 2
28-9 2-668 1 55 39 38-1 17-97 1 eF; pL; R; svmbM* 2
33-4 2-012 1 29 6 16-1 17-97 1 vB; pL; iR

; psmbM 2
38-6 0-426 1 12 28 21-7 17-99 1 vF; pS; 1E0°+ 2
43-6 3-129 1 95 21 14-5 17-95 1 cF;L;iR;bM 3
51-4 2-570 2 49 44 8-8 17-96 3 cF ; S; vlE; sbM 4

52-1 3-089 1 91 30 32-5 17-95 1 F
;
pS ; R ; 2 st p 3

56-4 3-388 2 117 46 54-5 17-95 2 pB; S; R; slbM 3

5-2 3-042 1 86 58 26-2 17-94 1 F; vS; R
;
psbM 2

8-1 3-044 1 87 12 15-2 17-94 1 vF;S;E0°;rr 3

39-7 3-737 1 137 48 33-6 17-92 1 vF; vS; 11; *8 f 1

44-8 3-078 2 90 25 29-6 17-92 2 cF; vL; R ; lbM; r 2

49*7 3-036 1 86 28 58-6 17-92 1 F; iR 1

20-2 2-494 1 46 3 51-0 17-90 1 eF; pL; R; psbM 2
26*0 2-561 1 49 37 37-0 17-90 1 vF; S; iR; B # p 3

43-8 2-006 1 29 25 55-7 17-89 1 eF; vS 2
50*5 3-147 1 96 54 11-4 17-88 1 vF

; S ; R ; lbM 3

2-3 3-081 1 90 44 38-1 17-87 1 F; S; R; bM 3
6-9 2-661 1 55 49 32-1 17-87 1 pF; cL; R; lbM 2

25-5 2-544 2 48 56 20-8 17-86 2 cF; pL; bM; B # p; 1st of 4. 5

26-3 2-588 2 51 23 43-8 17-86 2 eF; L; 1E90°; vgbM
f 2 neb in a line with 1

3

+ 51 23 +
\ h. 1697 ;bM. /

0

32-2 2-617 2 53 10 5-5 17-85 2 cF; S; R; lbM; *nf90" ... 3

32*9 2-545 3: 49 2 24-5 17-85 1 pB; S; R; 2nd of 4 5
33-2 2-545 3 : 49 1 24-8 17-86 1 pF; S; R; 3rd of 4 5

45*1 2-543 2 48 57 33-2 17-84 3 vF; pS; 4th of 4 3

56-1 3-008 5 83 58 28-9 17-83 5 F; pL; vmE 15°; r 7
58*1 3-422 1 119 38 52-6 17-82 1 pF ; S ;

R
;
glbM ; bet 2 st 1 0

.

1

4-7 3-009 84 2 32-4 17-81 F; S; E(nisi= III.506) 0

30-8 4-752 2 159 43 18-7 17-79 2 Cl; vL; IRi; 1C; st 11 2
38-9 2-574 1 50 52 52-3 17-81 1 eF ; cS; E 1

58-8 2-520 1 48 3 22-0 17-80 1 pB; pL; E 1

5-3 3-009 4 84 3 32-4 17-78 4 B; pL; R; psbM; *8 nf 8

5*3 3-009 84 17 32-4 17-78 vF; L 0

12-0 3-011 (i) 84 18 20-4 17-78 2 cF; L; R
;
gbM 4

15-5 3-657 2 133 14 39-1 17-77 2 pB; cS; R; pgbM; am st ... 2
18-6 89 31 9-0 See 5074.
20-9 3-581 3 129 17 44-1 17-77 4 !; vB; vL; vl, vsmbM | 6f
24-0 2-192 2 34 58 35*4 17-78 2 F; cS; R; stellar; *16 nf ... 3

33-3 3-125 1 94 48 28-8 17-76 1 vF; vS; R 2 1

38-6 1-943 1 28 37 31-4 17-78 1 F; S 2
46-8 + 2-531 1 48 49 39*8 + 17-76 1 pB; L; R; bMFN 3

No.
of

Cata-

logue

References to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

3654 3537
3655 1669
3656 1670

3657 3539
3658 1672

3659 1673

fwn
3660+ = >

^3540

J

3661 3541

3662 1674
5073
3663 1675
3664 1676
3665 1677
3666 3542
3667 1678
3668 1679

1682
1680
1684

1689
1681

1685
1683
3543
1686
1687
3544

3669
3670
3671

3672
3673
3674
3675
3676

3677
3678
3679
3680
3681

3682
3683
3684
3685
3686
3687
3688

1688

1690
1691

1694
1692
1693
1695
1696

3689 1697

3690 \
3691
3692
3693
3694
3695
3696
3697
3698
3699
3700
3701
3702 1703
3703 1703, b

1705
3547

1697; a

1700
1698
1699
1702
1701
3546
1703, a

3545

3704
3705
5074
3706
3707
3708
3709
3710

3548
1706
1704
1708

1707

II. 533
II. 688

III. 681

III. 621

II. 306

I. 255

11.710
III. 422
11.711

III. 423
11.669

I. 256
II. 899
11.307

II. 712
II. 685

III. 923
III. 549
III. 929

III. 665

11.670
III. 698
III. 849
11.308
11.686

II. 424
11.713

11.697

II. 415
11.714
II. 715

III. 699
III. 506

III. 682
II. 671
I. 6

II. 534

III. 786
III. 285
II. 843
11.716

R.2

R. nova

R. nova

13 42
13 42
13 42
13 42
13 43
13 43

13 44
13 44

13 44

13 44

13 44
13 44

13 44
13 44

13 44

13 44
13 44
13 45
13 45
13 45

13 45

13 45
13 46

13 46

13 46

13 46

13 47
13 47

13 47

13 47

13 47

13 49
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I

No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &d.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h.

1709
H.

III. 809
h

1 3 49 48-6
s

+ 2*031 1 30 3Q 35-1 + 1 7*77 1 cF; S; E;:?f inv

3712 1710 II. 889 13 50 29-0 2-999 4 83 12 55-9 17-73 4 cF; pL; R; vgbM
;
*11 np... 5

1711 1

3

10 36-8 2-715 3 60 8 59-9 17-73 3 pB
;
pL

;
R ; lbM 3

3714 II. 844 13 50 38*7 1-987 1 29 47 45-9 17-73 1 pB ; cL 1

371.1 I. 238 13 50 40*4 1-986 3 29 48 15-9 17-73 3 cB; pL; vIE; vgmbM 3

3716 1712 I. 187 13 50 41-1 2-382 4 42 4 55-9 17-73 4 B; L; mE40°-4; smbMN ... 5

3717 1713 13 50 47*4 2-576 1 51 31 33-6 17-72 1 pB ; IE; vglbM If

371

8

1714 II. 698 13 50 2-579 3 51 42 17-3 17-71 3 F; cS; R; smbM 4

3719 3549 13 50 57*8 4-119 2 148 54 29-7 17-69 2 Cl; Ri; vC; pL; st 11. ..12... 2

3720 I. 239 13 51 6-5 1-973 1 29 35 14-3 17-71 1 pB; pS ; E; mbM 3

3721 1715 III. 546 13 51 15*6 2-996 1 83 3 41-7 17-69 2 vF : vS: r: stellar 3

3722 I7I0, a 13 51 + 83 0 + F; S; R 0

3723 1717 I. 181 13 51 17-9 2-496 1 47 28 10-0 17-70 1 cB : cL: R
:
gbM o

3724 1721 13 51 19-2 0-414 1 13 7 58-9 17-73 1 Cl; P; S 1

3725 1716 III. 547 13 51 2-996 1 82 58 36-7 17-69 2 vF ; vS: biN; r; stellar 3

3726 1719 I. 240 13 51 30*0 1-968 1 20 33 27-0 17-70 1 pB: pL: E: mbMN 3

3727 1718 13 51 31-1 2-524 1 48 52 36-7 17-69 1 F : L : vtrbM : *0 n f. 1

3728 1720 III. 666 13 52 1 0-9 3-101 1 92 31 21*8 17-66 1 vF
;
eS : R : r+M 2*--

3729 3550 13 52 33-0 3-414 1 118 11 17-2 17-64 1 vF; S; R; glbM 1

3730 1722 I. 191 13 52 34*9 2-575 2 51 52' 3-5 17-65 2 eF
;
S : np of 2 3

3731 1723 1. 190 13 52 38*2 2-575 3 51 53 52-5 17-65 3 cF; cL; E 15°-0
; lbM ; sf of 2 4

3732 III. 125 13 52 39-4 2-709 1 60 11 32-5 17-65 1 vF; S; iR; sbM* 1

3733 3551 13 52 55-7 3-492 1 123 16 22-6 17-62 1 vF; S; R; gbM 1

3734 3552 13 53 10*9 3-479 1 122 23 20-3 17-61 1 pB: pL; R: VP+M 1

3735 1724 III. 411 13 53 24*5 2-618 2 54 32 37-3 17-61 2 eF: vS: pmEQ0° 3

i 3736 III. 667 13 53 31-9 3-097 2 92 10 41-0 17-60 2 vF; cS 2'

3737 1725 III. 412 13 53 39*8 2-592 1 53 4 6-0 17-60 1 cF; cS; E 2'

3738 1727 III. 810 13 53 41-9 1-944 1 29 28 38-3 17*61 1 vF; vS; R 2'

! 3739 1726 III. 683 13 53 51-9 2-557 1 51 8 1-0 17-60 2 vF
;
pL; iF 4

5075 13 53 580 89 13 53 See No. 5075.
3740 1728 II. 699 13 54 24’3 2-541 2 50 24 2-1 17-57 2 F; pS; R; lbM 5

3741 1732 III. 684 13 54 50-2 2-535 (1) 50 9 17-8 17-56 1 vF; vS; R; bM; in Cl 2-

3742 3553 13 54 50-7 3-632 1 130 44 6-2 17-54 1 eF; E bet 2 vS st 1

3743 1729 11.672 13 55 0-0 2-498 1 48 19 36-5 17-55 1 pF; pS; bM 2>

3744 III. 56 13 55 0*2 2-958 1 79 54 37-2 17-54 1 eF : vS : E : r 1

3745 1733 13 55 10-5 1-647 1 24 24 32-5 17-55 1 pF; pS; R; pslbM 1

3746 1730 III. 11 13 55 17-4 2-974 4 81 17 11-9 17-53 4 eF
;
S

;
R : psbM

; *p 5

3747 1731 13 55 20-0 2-978 1 81 38 22-9 17-53 1 vF; R; bM 1

3748 3554 13 55 24-3 3-501 3 123 17 44-6 17-52 3 pR; pT.
;
R

;
gpmhM 3

3749 1736 1.230 13 55 44.4 2-117 2 34 9 20-6 17-52 2 pB; S; pmE 45 3+

;

4

vsvmbMN.
3750 1734 II. 309 13 55 59*7 3-134 1 95 18 37-0 17-50 1 pF ;

cL ; R ;
gmbM ; np of 2 .. 3f*

3751 1735 11.310 13 56 3*7 3-134 1 95 21 25-7' 17-49 1 pF; cL; R; sfof 2 3*

3752 1738 II. 827 13 56 1 4*1 1*945 1 20 .18 35-3 17-51 1 pB; S; iE- mbM 2
3753 1737 III. 653 13 56 26*8 2-646 2 56 40 5-4 17-48 2 vF- cS; 1E0°- bM .. 3

3754 1739 11.416 13 56 57-7 2-606 1 54 33 31-8 17-46 1 pK • IK; bM
;
^11 sp 3

3755 1740 13 57 18-2 2-607 1 :: 54 40 40-5 17-45 1 vF; S 3

3756 1741 11.417 13 57 19-7 2-598 3 54 11 30-5 17*45 3 pB
;
pL • ivlE; vsmbM 4

3757 1742 III. 413 13 57 25-7 2-599 1 54 18 33-2 17-44 1 F
;
* ] 3 p 2

3758 11. 799 H. O.N. 13 57 26-0 2-080 1 33 30 33-5 17-45 1 pF; L; E 2
3759 III. 57 13 57 30*0 2-953 ] 70' 4 2 30-9 17-43 1 eF • eS 1

3760 1744, a 111.787? R. nova ? 13 57 30-5 2-137 35 5 18-3 17-44 B; S; R; gmbM; conn with 0

M. 101.
3761 1743 11.691 13 57 30-6 2-293 1 40 9 16-2 17-44 1 pB; cL; vmE90°+; smbMN 2
3762 1744, b R. nova 13 57 32-8 2-134 35 0 28-3 17-44 vF; pL; gvlbM "') all coim ro*
3763 1744,

c

R. nova 13 57 33-0 2-1 37 35 5 51-3 17-44 F; pS; iR; glbM V- with 0*
'3764 1744, d R. nova 13 57 41-7 + 2-131 34 57 41-3 17*44 vF; pL; iR; vlbMJ M.101. 10*
3765 1747 III. 947 13 57 43*7 — 0-245 1 :

:

11 .1 .11-1 17-47 1 vK* pT* • iR • vgvlbM 2
3766 III. 7S7 13 57 50-1 +2-133 1 35 3 26-0 17-43 1 vF • vS . * l*f
3767 1744. e R. nova 13 57 59'7 2-131 35 2 3-3 17-43 F; pL; IE; vlbMl conn with JO*
3768 1744,f R. nova 13 58 2-8 + 2-134 35 8 16-3 + 17-43 pB; pS; R; psbM J M. 101. \0*

MDCCCLXIY. Q
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H.

3769 D’Arrest, 95

3770 1744 M. 101

3771 1744, £ R. nova

3772 3555 A. 431

3773 1744, h III. 788? R.nova?
3774 1744, i III. 789? R. nova?

3775 3556

3776 1746 VI. 9

3777 1745 III. 286

3778 III. 788

3779 III. 789
|

3780 III. 58

3781 1745,a R. nova

3782 1748 I. 231

3783 I. 214

3784 1750 II. 800

3785 1749

3786 1751 III. 287
3787 III. 790
3788 III. 762
3789 11.692

3790 II. 693
3791 III. 59
3792 3557

3793 III. 791
3794 I. 232
3795 II. 801

3796 3558

3797 3559
3798 1752 III. 32

3799 1753 II. 890
3800 1754 II. 876
3801 1755 IV. 46

3802 3560
3803 3561 1

3804 .111.674

3805 1756
3806 1757 11.687

3807 1757, a R. nova
3808 1758 IV. 49
3809 1759 II. 877
3810 1760 III. 685
3811 3562
3812 III. 676
3813 1761
3814 III. 644
3815 I
3816 >l762,a R. 3 novae

3817 J
3818 1762 III. 134
3819 1764,a R. nova

r III. 804 1
3320 1763< = >

1 III. 835 J
3821 1764, b R. nova
3822 1764 III. 414

3823 3563
3824 D’Arrest, 96
3825 1765 III. 47

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan, 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

h m S s

13 58 8 + 2*92 [2] 77 27 4 + 17-40

13 58 12*9 2-127 1 34 57 22-3 17-41

13 58 14*1 2-131 35 2 42-3 17-41

13 58 39-9 3-807 3 137 38 52-1 17-37

13 58 49"8 2-125 34 59 40-3 17-39

13 58 53-9 2-122 34 56 57-3 17-38

13 59 1-0 3-449 1 119 20 28-8 17*36

13 59 8-7 2-700 2 60 48 11-1 17-37

13 59 14-1 3-129 1 94 46 56-5 17*35

13 59 19-3 2-120 1 34 59 23-1 17-37

13 59 26-2 2-118 1 34 57 22-8 17-36

13 59 30-1 2-955 1 79 57 25-5 17-35

13 59 30*2 3-129 94 46 56-5 17-36

13 59 50-7 2-096 1 34 25 50-5 17-35

13 59 59-3 2-149 2 35 40 25-5 17-35

14 0 20-7 2-061 1 33 35 24-6 17-32

14 0 34-6 2-994 1 83 17 26-0 17'30

14 0 49-1 3-138
( 2 ) 95 25 38-7 17-29

14 0 54*3 2-104 1 34 52 19-0 17-30

14 0 55-8 3-085 1 91 1 21-4 17-28

14 1 24-6 2-225 1 38 37 18-1 17-27

14 1 42-5 2-223 1 38 37 47-8 17-26

14 1 43-2 2-958 1 80 24 17-5 17-25

14 1 46-3 3-704 1 132 39 20-2 17-24

14 2 26-5 2-073 1 34 19 14-9 17-23

14 2 26-5 2-073 1 34 19 14-9 17-23

14 2 34-8 2-071 2 34 16 45-6 17-22

14 2 45-6 3-520 1 :: 122 58 35-7 17-19

14 3 10-0 3-775 2 135 25 33-1 17-17

14 3 17-4 2-846 1 71 47 18-4 17-18

14 3 59-6 2-988 3 82 58 10-5 17-15

14 4 1-8 2-817 1 69 43 45-5 17-15

14 4 12-2 3-126 1 94 22 49-9 17-13

14 4 16-2 3-475 1 119 59 46-6 17*12

14 4 23*5 3-419 1 116 26 51-6 17-12

14 5 5-6 2-265 2 40 46 9-3 17-11

14 5 13-3 3-050 1 i 88 5 4-7 17-09

14 5 59-1
.

3-105 1 92 32 43-5 17-05

14 6 + 3-105 92 33 + 17-05

14 6 5-9 3-104 1 92 29 28-5 17-05

1 4 6 36-4 2-801 1 68 54 40-9 17-03

14 6 51-3 2-482 3 50 1 53-6 17-02

1 4 6 54-8 3-848 2 1 137 27 28-0 17-00

1 4 7 49-9 2-196 2 38 59 31-4 16-98

14 8 20-7 3-010 1 84 56 4-5 16*95

14 8 23-6 2-871 1 74 13 59-5 16-95

14 8 + 2-725 64 0 ± 16-94

14 8 31-0 2-725. 3 64 0 55-2 16-94

14 8 47-0 2-53 52 56 57-7 16-93

14 9 17'5 1-899 1 31 34 24-3 16-91

14 9 18:9 2-53 53 6 33-7 16-89

14 9 40-1 2-533 1 53 7 33-7 16-89

14 9 41-8 3-742 1 132 43 31-1 16-87

14 9 53 2-92 £ 78 28 0 16-87

14 10 2-1 + 2-926 1 78 32 18-1 + 16-87

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a*
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

F
;
pS

pB; vL; iR; g, vsmbMBSN..
vF; pL; R; vlbM; conn with

M. 101.

Cl; vL; vlC ; st 8

B; pS; R; psbM "1 conn with

pB;pL;iR;gbMj M.101.
pF

; S ;
R

;
pslbM

Cl; L; vRi; vmC; stll

F ; L ;
R ; vgbM ..

vF; vS; 2nd of 31 inv in f

vF; vS; 3rd of 3 J M. 101. \
eF; S; IE
pB; S; E
pB; S; R; gbM
pB; L; bM
pB;S;pmE;bM
F ; mE ; vglbM
F;pS;iR ,.

vF
;
pL

vF
;
vS

F; pS; vgbM; np of 2
F; vS; smbM; stellar; sf of 2

eF; S
pF; vL; R; vgbM ........

vF; S ; R ; p of 2

cB; R; vgbM; f of 2 ....

F;pL
F; R; *8 s nr

vF; S; R; bM
cF; cS; R; sbMF %
pB; pS; R; gbM; r .....

pB; vS; E
pB; vS; R; psmbM*; *18inv.

pB; L; R; gbM; rr

vF; S; R; bM; *sf
cF; cS; iR
vF; S; rr

pB; L; E20°±; lbM
3' dist from h. 1757
cF; S; R; stellar

pB; pL; iR , ...

vF; S; vlE
pF; S; R; psbM; S J nf ...

F; S; IE; stellar

F; S; R; bM
vF; vS; E; aD neb

3 “ knots” near h. 1762 ......

F; pL; pmE90°; *10 np ...

eeF

vF; S; E; r

vF ...

cF; pL; vmE 110°-3

;

vgvmbM.
I; vF; pmE; esvmbM*12 ....

F; S; R; III. 47 f 10 s-4

vF; vS; R; gbM; r

0

5*
t

0*

3
0*
0*

1

4

3

G
If
1

0

3

2

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2
4

5

3

2

1

1

1

1

3

0

3
2-

5

2

2

1

1
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

I
3826

I 3827

j

3828

I

3829

I 3830

3831

3832

3833

|

3834

j

3835

j

3836

3837

I
3838

I

3839

3840

3841

N3842

[3843
I 3844

3845

3846

3847

3848

3849

3850

385]

3852

3853

3854

3855

3856

3857

3858

3859

3860

3861

3862

3863

3864

3865

3866

3867

3868

3869

3870

3871

3872

3873

3874

3875

3876

3877

3878

1879

3880

1881

'882

1883

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

I No.
of

Obs.

used.

jsir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

H. h m S s

11.418 14 10 10-3 + 2-549 3 53 59 51-1 + 16-87 3

III. 731 14 10 40-3 2-462 1 49 51 34-2 16-84 1

14 10 43-5 2-960 1 81 10 1 16-84 1

III. 805 14 10 44-8 1-789 3 29 20 6-5 16-85 3

E. nova 14 10 45-3 2-968 81 39 52-2 16-85

III. 732 14 10 48-4 2-459 3 49 45 41-2 16-84 4

E. nova 14 10 53-9 2-968 81 46 46-3 16-83

11.419 14 11 8-5 2-521 2 52 46 41-6 16-82 3

E. nova 14 11 ± 2-521 52 46 ± 16-82 "

14 1

1

13*9 2-968 2 81 46 56-3 16-81 2

III. 551 14 11 29-6 + 2-970 2 81 59 + 16-80 2
III. 948 14 11 36-1 -0-747 1 10 44 46-7 16-79 1

II. 194 14 11 38-1 + 2-720 2 64 12 39-0 16-80 2
III. 552 14 H 43-6 2-970 1 81 58 40-7 16-79 1

14 11 43*8 2-897 1 76 27 52-7 16-79 1

1 4 12 12-9 2-701 1 63 4 49*8 16-76 1

1

4

12 24-5 3-475 1 118 36 20-5 1 6*75 1

I. 99 14 12 32-5 2-517 2 52 51 11-8 16-76 2
III. 347 14 12 50-8 2-723 1 64 32 41-9 16-73 1

II. 579 14 13 1-0 3-013 2 85 21 16-6 16-72 2
I. 144 14 13 16-5 3-014 3 85 25 7-3 16-71 3

14 13 20*8 2-541 1 54 13 56-6 16-72 1

E. nova 14 13 28-5 3-014 85 24 7-3 16-72

III. 12 14 13 31-7 2-967 (i) 81 50 21-0 16-70 2

I. 145 14 13 52-1 3-023 1 86 6 53-4 16-68 1

I. 146 14 14 1-1 3-022 1 86 5 8-4 16-68 1

III. 415 14 14 31-5 2-536 2 54 9 46-8 16-66 2

14 14 45*4 2-535 1 54 g 52*2 l6"64 1

II. 754 14 15 1-5 2-440 0 49 39 28-2 16-64 3

E. nova 14 15 5-4 3-02 85 53 50 16-64

I. 235 14 15 18-1 1-909 i 32 38 5-9 16-63 1

III. 110 14 15 30-3 2-879 1 75 26 38-0 16-60 1

14 15 30*7 2-534 1 54 1

3

57-3 16-61 1

III. 416 14 15 30-8 2-531 54 5 13-3 16-61 2
III. 417 14 15 43-3 2-532 3 54 9 17-0 16-60 3
III. 924 14 15 47*9 3-474 1 118 1 55-4 16-58

A. o57 14 16 13-4 4-121 1 144 9 51-1 16-55 1

III. 135 14 16 25-3 2-689 1 62 58 37-8 16-56 1

III. 121 14 16 32-5 3-291 1 106 5 6-5 16-55 2
III. 418 14 16 41-3 2-489 1 52 14 23-5 16-55 1

III. 122 14 16 46-6 3-292 1 106 7 34-2 16-54 2
III. 733 14 16 49-7 £-419 1 49 2 30-5 16-55 I

III. 927 14 16 53-9 2-978 4 82 46 50-2 16-54 4

11.177 14 17 7-8 2-866 1 75 43 22-6 16-52 1

11.694 14 17 17-0 2-134 1 38 49 32-9 16-53 1

III. 734 14 17 24-4 2-414 2 48 58 44-6 16-52 2
III. 668 14 17 28-1 3-107 1 92 34 12-0 16-50 1

III. 120 14 17 32-1 3-243 2 102 32 27-0 16-50 2

A. 313 14 17 36*5 4-345 1 148 59 58-4 16-48 1

II. 331 14 17 43-9 0-726 : 2 17 47 31-9 16-53 2
II. 673 14 17 48-1 2-380 1 47 35 13-0 16-50 1

III. 136 14 18 3-6 2-714 1 64 45 34-4 16-48 1

14 18 6-3 2-566 1 56 18 59-4 16-48 1

14 18 9‘9 6-643 1 167 46 0-3 16-41 1

II. 420 14 18 12-4 2-530 2 54 29 56-4 16-48 2

E. 3 novas 14 18 ± + 2-530 54 30 + + 16-48

Summary Description from
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &e.

Total

No. of

time3

of Obs.

by b.

and H.

h.

1766
1768

1767

1769

1771

1771,

a

1770

1773
1772
1774
1775
3564

1776

1777
1778

1779
1780

1779,

«

1781

1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1783,0

1790
1787
1789
1788
1791
3565
3566

1792
1795
1793
1796
1794

1797

1800

1799

f1798^

L3569

J

3568

1801

1802
1803

3567
1804

>1804,

pB
; E ;

vsmbM
; 2 or 3 st inv

cF; vS; E; p of 2
F; pL; iF; gbM
eF; vS; E; stellar

vF
cF; S; E; gbM
vF
F; pS; E80°; Dor biN
Makes D or biN neb witl

h. 1771.

pB; cS; gbM

eF;vS;E0°+
cF; pS; E; vsvmbM-*
vF;vS;E
vF; cS; pmE
vF; S; IE
eF; L; S * inv

cB; S; E; vsbM#
vF; S; vlE; bM
pF; cL; E; gbM
B; pL; E; psbM; r; -*12 nf

pF; E
Place from MS.
F; S; iE
pF; pS; IE; p of 2

B ; S ; E ; vsmbM ; f of 2

vF; cL; p of 2
pB;S;fof2
pB; pS; E; bMFN; sp ..

L; F; vmE
pF; L; iE; vgmbM; r

F; cS; vlE; *8 sf

vF; E; gbM; #8 sf

vF; S; E; np of 2
cF;S;E;bM*;sfcf2
F; S; EjgvlbM; r

Cl; vlEi; vlC; st 10 ........

eF; vS; stellar

F; pL; E; vgbM; p of 2 ...

eF; S; E; stellar

vF; L; vlE; vglbM; f of 2 ...

F;vS;E;bM
F; S; IE

pB; pS; gbM ...

pF; pS; IE; mbM
cF; pS; E; gbM
F; pS; E; vgbM*; r

vF; pL; E; vgbM

Cl; S; pC; stL&S ....

PF;cS;iR;bM;er ..

F;pL; IE; vglbM
vF; S; pmE0°+; *9 f

F; S; E; bM
vF; E; gbM; r

pB; S; E; smbM

h. 1804 is D; 2 others near

Q 1
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No.
References to

of

Cata- Sir J. H.’s SirW. H.’s Other
logue. Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebulae. and Nos.

h. H.

3884 1805 III. 419
3885 3570 A. 302
3886 III. 763
3887 1806

3888 III. 319
3889 1807 III. 14

3890 1809 III. 677
3891 1808 II. 329
3892 1810

3893, 3571
3894 1811

3895 1812

3896 1814 II. 674
3897 1820 I. 236
3898 Auw. N. 33

3899 1818 I. 185

3900 1813 I. 70

3901 1815 III. 132
3902 1816 II. 580
3903 1819 II. 357
3904 1817 II. 581

3905 1817, a R. nova
3906 1821

3907 III. 949
3908 1822 III. 126
3909 3572 A. 469
3910 1823 II. 150
391l! 1824 III. 645
3912 Auw. N. 34
3913 1825 II. 891
3914 1826 II. 330
3915 1828 III. 420
3916 1827
3917 1829 II. 421
3918 Auw. N. 35
3919 1831

3920 1832 II. 695
3921 1830 II. 892
3922 3573 A. 342
3923 1833 II. 27
3924 1834
3925 II. 807
3926 1 835 TI. 574
3927 II. 79
3928 3574
3929 III. 882
3930 1836 III. 310
3931 1838 II. 696
3932 1837 II. 893
3933 1839 II. 422
3934 1843 I. 237
3935 1842 I. 189
3936 1840 III. 283
3937 1841 II. 894
3938 1844 III. 421
3939 1845
3940 1849 II. 808
3941 3575
3942 1848 I. 188

Right
Ascension

for

I860, Jan. 0.

h m s

14 18 31-3

14 19 23-2

14 20 1‘3

14 20 15-9

14 20 17*6

14 20 54-8

14 21 3-9

14 21 12-5

14 21 25-6

14 21 35-0

14 21 47-6

14 21 59-6

14 22 4-2

14 22 10-2

14 22 12-0

14 22 14-2

14 22 14-9

22

20-8

22 34-6

22 35-7

22 36-8

23 +
22 41*4

23 2-9

23 11-4

23 40-3

23 43-8

23 54-1

24 3-0

24 4-0

24 7-8

24 14-9

24 17*5

24 34 5

24 48-0

24 52-7

24 53-3

24 59-9

25 7-9

25 31-6

26 19-7

26 22-6

26 22*9

26 28-2

26 28*4

26 35-4

26 39*7

26 42*1

26 53-5

26 53-6

27 51-2

27 51-3

27 55-2

28 8-6

30 6-5

30 18-9

30 26-8

30 28-4

30 29-8

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

+ 2-496

4-417

3-095

3-000

0-680

2-952

2-177

2-552

2-

408

3-

508
2-907
2-685

2-

374

1-

865

3-

068

2-

243

3-

146

2-

657

3-

020
2-728

3-020

3-020

+ 2-602

-1-635

+ 2-608

3-826

2-964

2-

867

3-

066
2-982

2-583

2-478

2-868

2-

499

3-

067
2-686

2-122

2-977

4-

256
2-951

2-

916
1-686

3-

002

2-

924

3-

887

0-

855
2-563

2-100

2-988

2-470

1-

758
2

-

110
2-678

2-988

2-454

2-

454
1-902

3-

880

+ 2-120

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Ohs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.
by h.

and H.

1 52 54 5-8 + 16*46 1 vF; S; cE; vgbM; er 2

3 150 5 16-7 16-39 3 Cl; L; pRi; pCM; st8 3

1 91 37 28-4 16-38 1 eF; S 1

1 84 33 53-8 16-36 1 vF; S; R; vgbM 1

1 17 44 24-0 16-40 1 eF; vS 1*

1 81 7 26-2 16-34 1 eeF; L; r.. 2

1 40 48 47-2 16-34 1 vF; pS; vlE; vglbM 2

1 56 7 10-9 16-33 1 cF; S; R; vsrabM; r 4

1 49 24 57-6 16-32 1 vF; S; R; gbM 1

1 119 7 31-7 16-29 1 eF; S; R 1

1 77 59 10-7 16-29 1 vF; vS; R; *9sp 1

2 63 31 30-7 16-29 2 pF; S; R; gbM 2

4 48 6 50-7 16-29 4 F; S; E 90°+; gbM 5

2 32 47 47-7 16-29 2 B; S; R; psbMrN 5

89 49 7*8 16-26 Neb *llf 150s (Bond, May,
1853).

0

2 43 13 13-4 16-28 2 cB; pS; R; pglbM 4

1 95 20 26-8 16-26 1 0; vB; cL; R; gbM; rrr;

st 19; *17 sf.

3

1 61 57 59-1 16-27 1 F; S; E; sbM 2

1 86 5 58-2 16-24 1 eF; cL; R; np of 2 2

2 66 11 4-5 16-25 2 vF; S; R; vgbM 3

2 86 8 14-2 16-24 2 cB; pL; R; sfof 2 3

86 8 + 16*24 Makes a BD neb with h. 1817 0

1 58 58 19*5 16-25 1 vF; R; #7 p; *lls... 1

1 9 18 14-0 16-30 1 eF; S; IE 1

2 59 21 35-9 16-23 2 cF; S; * inv; *12 nf 3

2 133 34 30-1 16-17 2 pB; L; R ; vglbM; st inv ... 2

2 82 5 56-7 16-19 2 cF; pL; iR ;
gbM 5

1 75 22 18-4 - 16-18 1 eF; vS; np of 2 2

89 42 5-1 16-17 Neb R (Bond, May, 1853)... 0

2 83 23 45-1 16-17 2 pB; pL; vlE; bM 3

1 58 9 43-1 16-17 1 pF; pS; R; bM 2

1 53 0 46-8 16-16 1 F; S; E?; |inv? 2

1 75 27 56-8 16-16 1 eeF ; sf of 2 1

3 54 2 59-5 16-15 4 pF; pL; R; mbM; r 5

89 45 4-8 16-16 Neb; F; E(Bond, May, 1853) 0

1 63 59 8-9 16-13 1 eF 1

1 39 45 49-2 16-14 1 pB; L; iR ; vgbM 2*

2 83 7 346 16-12 2 vF; pS; iE 3

2 145 56 31-0 16-10 2 Cl; L; pRi; 1C; st 9 2*

2 81 18 15-0 16-10 2 pB; pL; R; gbM; r 5

1 78 51 33-5 16-05 1 vF; vS; R; stellar 1

1 29 54 6-1 16-07 1 PB; pS; E 0° 1

2 84 55 54-5 16-05 g F; pS; vlE; *14 inv 3

1 79 28 9-2 16-04 1 F; L; R; lbM; r 1

2 135 20 29-9 16-03 2 vF; S; cE; bet2st 2

1 19 44 5-4 16-08 1 vF; pL; R; bM 1

1 57 43 21-2 16-04 1 vF; vL; iR; lbM; |p 3

1 39 26 14-5 16-05 1 F; S; cE; *15 np 2

4 83 55 1-9 16-03 4 cF; pS; R; gbM 5

1 53 4 35-9 16-03 1 F; pS; E; bM 2

1 31 27 43-7 15-99 1 B; L; IE 0°; vgmbM 3

1 39 55 14-7 15-99 1 B; L; E45°+; pgbM; r ... 2

1 63 54 56-1 15*97 1 vF; vS; R; r; 3st9, 10 np... 2

2 84 1 3-8 15-96 4 vF; S; R; *12 att 6

4 52 50 57-8 15-86 4 F; cS; R; bM; P of2 5

1 52 53 2-5 15-85 1 vF; S; R; fof 2 2

1 34 53 55-5 15-85 1 pF; S; iF; r; *10 f 2

1 134 25 46-3 15-81 1 F; S; vgbM; am st 1

1 40 38 43-5 + 15-85 1 cB; S; E 90°+; psmbM ... 3

|
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession No.

of

Obs.
used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

h. H. h m s 8 0 " //

3943
S> 1 848, 17 14 30 4- + 2-120 40 38 + + 15-85 3 novae, one mottled 0

3945

3946 1846 II. 582 14 30 39*7 3-032 1 87 6 6-6 15-82 3 vF; mE orhiNl40°+;*6*7p 4

1847 II. 681 1 4 30 42’5 3-070 1 89 46 46-6 15-82 1 pB; pS; IE; gbM 3

1851 II. 423 1 4 31 38-1 2-448 2 52 49 33-4 15-78 3 pB; cS; E; bM; r 4

3949

3950 |
1851,o E. 2 novae 14 32 + 2-488 52 50 + 15-78 No description 0

1850 II. 648 ] 4 31 38-2 2-321 (2)
1::

47 36 0-4 15-78 1 cF; cS; E; lbM; r .... 3

1853 II. 675 1 4 31 38-8 2-325 47 45 53-4 15-78 1:: F; vS; R ; bM; 4Bstp ... 2
1852 II. 700 14 31 38‘Q 2-404 2 50 55 57-4 15-78 3 cF : cS : IE ; in A of st 4

3954 3576 II. 196 14 32 4-2 3-477 1 115 55 37-2 15-74 1 cB; cS; R; psbM; r; * nr ... 3
III. 127 14 32 12*5 2-594 ] 59 53 49-2 15-74 1 eF : vS 1

3956 1854 II. 575 14 32 12-8 2-986 4 84 1 23-2 15-74 4 cB; pS; R; mbM; *15 p ... 5

III. 894 14 32 20*6 2-754 2 68 53 19-9 15-73 2 vF : vS 1

III. 128 1 4 32 26-5 2-593 1 59 53 48-9 15-73 1 vF: vS: iR 1

1 855 II. 649 ] 4 26-6 2-351 1 48 52 33-2 15-74 1 F; cS; IE 0°+ 4

3960 185Q 1 4 30 46*2 2-351 2 48 56 49-6 15-72 2 F; pL; E 0°+
;
gbM 2

396

1

1856 III. 895 14 32 50-2 2-760 1 69 21 2-0 15-70 1 vF; S; vgbM
; J f; p of 2 ... 2

1858 1 4 30 55-7 + 2-761 1 69 24 52-0 15-70 1 eF : vS
: ^ att : f of 2 1

3963 III. 950 1 4 3° 57-Q — 1-318 1 10 33 44.4 15-78 1 vF; S; R; S Cl p 1

3Qfi4 1857 I. 182 14 32 5Q-Q + 3-068 1 89 40 43-0 15-70 1 cB; pL; R; psmbM; r „ 3

3965 1861 III. 675 14 33 2-8 2-175 1 42 44 300 15-70 1 vF; pS; iE; | n; 1st of3 ... 2

3966 3577 A. 333 14 33 15*1 4-353 1 146 56 49-8 15-66 1 Cl; L; pRi; CM; st 11... 13... 1

3967 VI. 8 14 33 1 6*5 3-198 1?? 98 30 48-4 15-68 1?? Cl; pE: pRi; vmC 1*

3968 I860 III. 671 14 33 19-0 3-326 2 106 52 1-1 15-67 2 vF; pL; R 3

3969 1864 14 33 29*2 2-172 2 42 42 29-7 15-69 1 vF; S; R; * nr; 2nd of 3 ... 2

3970 1862 III. 550 14 33 39-6 3-014 1 85 56 1-8 1 5-66 2 vF; S; R; vglbM; *8-9nf... 3

3971 1863 II. 682 14 33 44-9 3-069 1 89 42 24-5 15-65 1 pF; S; IE; bM 3

3972
]

3973 >1865,0 E. 3 novae 14 34 ± 2-170 42 41 + 15-67 h. 1865 is quadruple; ?F neb 0

3974 I connecting.

3975 1865 14 33 49-6 2-170 1 42 40 59-1 15-67 1 vF ; S ; R ;
psbM ; 3rd of 3 . .. 1

3976 D’Arrest, 97 14 33 53 3-03 [1] 87 12 42 15-64 [1] O?; vF; S; disc; *15n95"... 0

3977 1866 I. 184 14 34 38-1 3-325 2 106 38 34-0 15-60 2 pF; pL; prnE 45°+ ; mbM; 3*

*10s.

3978 3578 III. 508 14 34 40*0 3-197 2 98 24 7-0 15-60 2 F; pL; E; r 3

3979 1867 III. 657 14 34 41-8 2-281 1 46 36 11-3 15-61 1 vF; cS; E 90°+ 2

3980 1868 III. 658 14 34 51-9 2-281 1 46 37 41-0 15-60 1 vF; eS; IE 2

3981 1869 III. 686 14 35 2-8 2-387 2 50 45 12-7 15-59 2 vF; S; R; lbM 3

3982 1870 III. 133 14 36 29-1 2-598 1 60 40 46-3 15-51 1 vF; E; iR; lbM 2

3983 1871 III. 896 14 36 42-8 2*773 1 70 31 5-7 15-49 1 vF ; eS; R,
;
VglbM 2

3984 1873 I. 171 14 37 12-6 2-297 1 47 34 26-1 15-47 1 pB; S; R; smbM; r; * nr ... 3

3985 1872 II. 538 14 37 17-6 3 039 1 87 43 15-8 15-46 1 pB; L; iR; gbM; r 2
3986 3579 14 37 23*1 3-276 ] 103 20 50-5 15-45 1 vF ; S ; E; pslbM 1

3987 1874 I. 126 14 37 48-7 3-035 1 87 26 59*9 15-43 1 B; L; vmE; bMBN . 2
3988 III. 48 14 38 25-5 2-880 1 77 18 32-0 15-40 1 eF ; S 1

3989 3580 A. 356 14 38 57*4 4-258 1 143 56 9-2 15-34 1 Cl; pL; pRi; 1C; silO.,,11... 1

3990 1875 I. 183 14 39 9-0 3-068 1:: 89 38 40-5 15-35 1:: pF; pS; vlE; r 3

3991 1877 II. 809 14 39 24-3 1-892 1 35 59 5-8 15-36 1 F; S; vlE; A2 st 1 0.1 1 ... 2
3992 1878 !

III. 687 14 39 47-5 2-368 3 50 40 19-9 15-33 3 cF; cS; R; bM 4

3993 3581 14 39 54-0 3-293 1 104 15 56-3 15-31 1 pR; pE; pmE; p-pmhM . . 1

3994 1876 III. 690 14 39 54-2 3-362 1 108 29 45-3 15-31 1 vF; S; iR; lbM
3995 1879 III. 885 14 41 13-2 2-773 1 70 54 33-2 15-24 1 vF; vS; cE Q0°; VglhM .

.

2
3996 3582 14 43 44*7 4-208 1 142 5 25-1 15-07 1 Cl

;
vF

;
vS • vC 1

3997 1880 14 43 52*3 2-985 1 84 17 597 15-09 1 n neb; both eF .... 1

3998 III. 373 14 44 58-6 3-104 3 91 57 9-6 15-02 3 F;R;bMFN;S*s .. 3*

3999 1881 II. 576 14 46 13*3 3-003 1 85 27 35-5 14-95 1 cF; S; vlE; bM; ?biN .. 4*
4000 1882 III. 129 14 46 16-8 2-551 1 59 35 3-5 14-95 1 vF; S; R; pgbM 2
4001 1883 14 46 17-5 2-295 3 48 49 8-8 14-96 3 pB

;
pL ; IE

;
pslbM ; *8 np... 3

4002 1884 III. 130 14 46 34-3 + 2-551 1 59 37 52-9 + 14-93 1 vF; S; R; pgbM 2
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No.
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Cata-

logue
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for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
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No.
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by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and N os.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m S s

4003 1885,

o

14 46 50*9 + 3-009 85 53 7*0 + 14*91 eF
; 2'p h. 1885 . 0

4004 1885’ III. 554 14 46 58-9 3*009 1 85 53 7*0 14*90 1 F; pS; vmE 148°*4; gvlbM... 4

4005 D’ Arrest, 98 14 47 33 3*02 [1] 86 27 8 14*87 [1] vF; pL; vlbM; -*8*9p; 225" s 0

4006 III. 806 14 47 33*0 1*555 1 30 26 56*7 14*89 1 vF; vS; IE 1

4007 1886 14 48 52*2 3*344 1 106 40 4*7 14*79 1 F; S; R; bM; *16 sp...., 1

[4008 1887 II. 676 14 49 5*8 2*229 2 46 52 39*0 14*80 2 pB; S; R; smbM; stellar ... 3

4000 3583 14 49 57*8 3-877 1 131 27 21*3 14*71 1:: F ; mE; L-^ sf 1

4010 1888 II. 677 14 50 2*4 2*227 1 46 56 4*2 14*74 1 F ; cS ; R ;
pslbM 2

4011 1890 III. 976 14 50 41*1 2*532 1 59 12 55*0 14*70 1 eF; pS; iF 2
4012 1889 III. 691 14 50 51*7 3*382 1 108 42 27*1 14*67 1 pF; S; R; stellar 2
14013 II. 683 14 51 1 2*5 3*081 1 90 31 47*8 14*66 1 pB

;
pL ; R ;

mbM
; cB^npatt 1

4014 1891 14 51 21*5 1*979 1 39 44 42*1 14*67 1 pF; S; vsbM+13; lstof3 ... 1

4015 1893 III. 678 14 51 46*4 1*977 1 39 44 55*2 14*64 1 F; S; vsbM*13; 2nd of 3 ... 2

4016 1892 III. 131 14 51 48*3 2*534 1 59 28 16*9 14*6.3 2 F; S; R; vgbM; *nf (? var) 4*

4017 3584 14 51 49*4 5*894 1 161 52 27*1 14*57 1 eF; S; R; bM 1

4018 3585 14 52 4*224 1 141 21 29*4 14*58 1 Cl; pL; pRi; 1C 1

4019 1895 III. 679 14 52 31*1 1*973 1 39 45 19*0 14*60 1 vF; vS; vsmbM*13; *6 nr; 2
|

3rd of 3.

4020 1895,

a

14 52 + 1*973 39 45 + 14*60 S 0

4021 1894 II. 539 14 52 53*9 + 3*034 1 87 32 48*8 14*56 1 cB; cL; E 165°+ ; sbMN ... 2 1

4022 III. 311 1 4 53 0*6 — 0*023 1 16 24 35*3 14*61 1 vF; S; iR.
;
bet 2 st . 1

4023 3586 14 53 11*2 + 3*296 1 103 36 47*9 14*53 1 vF; S; E; glbM 1
(

4024 3587 I. 71 14 53 28*2 3*185 2 96 53 29*6 14*52 2 cB; S; R; svmbM 4

4025 II. 756 14 53 51*4 1*781 2 35 37 32*1 14*48 2 pF; pS ; iE; r ... 2*

4026 1896 I. 127 14 54 5*4 3*037 ] 87 44 16*7 14*49 1 B: pS: R: psmbM 2 I

4027 1897 14 54 15*4 3*038 1 87 49 46*1 14*47 l vF; vS; R 1

‘

4028 III. 811 14 54 22*9 1*784 1 35 35 32*7 14*49 1 vF; S; E 1

4029 1898 II. 756? 14 54 29*9 1*781 1 35 32 4*1 14*47 1 B; R; sbM; splendid f f ,.. 1*
;

4030 1898, a R. nova 14 54 50*6 1*781 35 32 4*1 14*47 vF 0
:

4031 3588 14 55 2*0 4*347 1 143 47 24*0 14*40 1 Cl; vL; Ri; 1C; st9...12 1

4032 3589 14 55 20*2 4*409 1 145 2 1 7*4 14*38 1 Cl; cL; Ri; 1CM; st 13... 14 1

4033 1899 II. 540 14 57 2*4 3*045 (!) 88 14 41*0 14*30 1 pB; S; mbM ....’. 2 f

j

4034 II. 332 14 57 32-3 0*165 2 17 45 19*6 14*32 ] pB« r.L; iR* hp* r 2
4035 3590 14 57 32*5 6*045 3 162 19 4*3 14*21 3 F* r.S* 11L • glhTYT* am sf. 3

4036 1900 14 ,57 46'9 + 3*675 1 122 34 35*2 14*24 1 eeF(?) i

4037 III. 312 14 57 54-8 — 0*262 1 15 36 18*3 14*31 1 eF; vS; IE; 2 st inv • 1

4038 II. 542 14 58 21*5 + 3*030 1 87 21 21*6 14*22 1 pB 1

4039 II. 541 14 58 21-9 3*037 1 87 49 21*6 14*22 1 F 1

4040 3592 14 58 41*7 3*755 2 125 47 8*4 14*18 vF; S; IE: vlbM; r 2
4041 3591 14 58 51*0 5*033 2 154 g 9*5 14*15 2 pB

;
pT,; R.

;
vgvlhM 2

j

4042 III. 511 14 59 1*9 3*036 1 87 46 20*4 14*18 1 vF
;
R

; p of 2 . 1

4043
1 1901,o R. 2 novae? 14 59 + 3*038 87 51 + 14*16 2 of 6 *

4044
4045

J

1901 I. 128 14 59 23-5 3*038 1 87 50 41*8 14*16 1 vB; pL; R; psbMN; f of 2... 2
I

4046 D’Arrest, 99 1

4

59 29 3*03 [J] 87 26 48 14*15 rn eF ; S ;
v close * f 7* 0

4047 1902 II. 543 15 0 2*6 3*039 1 87 54 47-6 14*12
L J J
1 cF; S; IE; psbM 2

4048 III. 886 15 0 16*5 2*848 1 76 36 4*3 14*11 1 eF; vS; np of 2 1*

4049 III. 887 15 0 16*5 2*848 1 76 36 4*3 14*11 1 eF ; vS; sf of 2...

.

1*

4050 1903 II. 544 15 o 44*0 3*021 3 86 53 20*4 14*08 3 pB* S* vlFi* lhTVT • am sf 5
4051 1905 II. 751 15 1 1*8 2*725 (3) 69 54 1*8 14*06 1: ; cF* cS; E* p of D neb 4*f
4052 1905 II. 752 15 1 9*2 2*725 (3) 69 56 1*8 14*06 ];; pF; pS* E* f ofD neb 4+
4053 1904 IV. 71 15 1 14*4 2*746 1 :: 7i 1 0*5 14*05 1 #6 in vL neb 2
4054 1906 15 1 29*3 2*179 2 46 49 50*5 14*05 2 F; S; R; psbM
4055 II. 192 15 1 37*4 3*255 2 100 46 50*6 14*02 2 F; L; E; r 2
4056 1907 II. 585 15 2 30*8 3*013 3 86 24 19*8 13*96 3 pF; cS; ilE; gbM; *14f ... 4

4057 II. 684 15 2 36-1 3*057 1 89 0 5*5 13*95 1 pR; S; iF, 1

4058 1909 I. 215 15 2 36*3 1*639 1 33 41 39*4 13*98 1 vB; cL; pmE 146°*0; gbM... 3+
4059 1909,o R. nova 15 2 + 1*639 33 42 + 13*98 vS ...w 0 1

4060 D’Arrest, 100 15 2 41 3*05 [i] 88 55 48 13*95 [i] eF; H. II. 545, s S' 15" 0

4061 1908 II. 545 15 2 41*0 3*057 i 88 59 25*5 13*95 1 pF
;
S

;
F,

;
psbM

,
5

4062 II. 755 15 5 10*7 + 1*792 l 36 55 21*6 + 13*82 1 pB; pL; IE 1
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No.
Reference:

of
Sir J. H.'s SirW. H.’s

logue. Catalogues Classes

of Nebuhe. and Nos.

h. H.

4063 3593 III. 736

4064 1910 11.757

4065 11.818

4066 3594

4067 3595 III. 116,

4068 1911

4069

4070

1912 III. 659
1912, a

4071 1913 11.678

4072

J
1913, a

4073

4074 II. 763

4075 3596 VI. 19

4076 3597 III. 138

4077 1914 11.650

4078 1915 III. 660

4079 1915,0

4080 III. 737
4081 3598 III. 139

4082 II. 758
4083 1916

4084

4085 II. 760
4086; 1917,0

4087 1917 II. 759

4088

4089 III. 943
4090 II. 400

4091 III. 944

4092m III. 374

4093

13599J
3600

4094 3601

4095 3602

4096 1920

4097 1919 I. 148
4098 1922 III. 661

4099 1921

4100 3603
4101 3604
4102 1923 II. 874
4103 1924
4104 1925 II. 651
4105 II. 13Q

4106
f1926^

II. 401

4107

\3606J
3605

4108 3607 .......

‘

4109 II. 906
4110 II. 654
4111 1927 II. 178
4112 1927 II. 179
4113 II. 399
4114 11.761
4115 1.931 11. 762
4116 1928 II. 96
4117 1931,«

Other
Authorities.

E. nova

E. 2 nova

E. nova

M. 5

E. nova

E. nova

E. nova

A. 357
A. 389

E. nova

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0,

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. of
times

of Obs.
by h.

and H.

h
15 6 3*3 + 3-312 1 103 44 18-9 + 13-73 1 pB; pL; pmE0°; psmbM; * inv 2
15 6 9-4 1-548 1 32 27 30-8 13-76 1 oB; S; E; mbMEN; r 4

15 6 27-0 1-128 1 26 30 47-5 13-75 1 pF; cS; E; vgbM 1*

15 7 19*4 4-059 2 135 7 30-2 13-64 2 O; vS; E; quite sharp 2f
15 7 30-1 3-238 1 99 33 7-2 13-64 1 F; cL; E; vgbM 2
15 7 38-4 2-199 1 48 14 58-2 13-64 1 F; vS; E; bM 1

15 7 58-6 2-198 1 48 12 57*2 13-64 1 cF; vS; E; bM; r 2
15 8 18-6 2-198 . 48 8 27*2 13-62 vF

;
place from MS 0

15 8 29-8 2-175 1 47 31 15-0 13-60 1 F; S; E; r; 3 st nr 2

15 8 ± 2-175 47 31 + 13-60 2 nova apparently connected.. 0

15 8 37-8 1-353 2 29 40 9-0 13-60 2 pF; pS; E 0°+ 2

15 9 22*4 3-443 1 110 29 44-6 13-52 1 ®; pF; L; viE; vgbM; rrr 2

15 9 53-3 3-504 1 113 31 44-7 13-49 1 :: F; S; E; gbM 4

15 10 0-6 2-167 2 47 26 25-3 13-51 2 cB; pL; pmE; smbMN 5

15 10 2-9 2-162 2 47 16 49-0 13-50 2 vF; S; vlE; gbM 3

15 10 2-9 2-162 47 17 + 13-50 Close to 1915 pos 0° 0

15 10 15-1 1-863 1 39 12 3-0 13-50 1 vF; vS; stellar 1

15 10 24-3 3-505 2 113 31 3-5 13-45 2 cF; S ; E ;
gpmbM 5

15 10 56-2 1-606 1:: 34 0 29-5 13-45 1 :: pF; pS; iE 1

15 11 27-2 3-028 1 87 23 8-7 13-39 1 ! ! ! ©! vB ; L; eCM ; st 1 1...15 Ilf
15 11 39 1-568 33 51 55 13-39 One of 2, 1

5’ apart np & sf... 0

15 11 57-2 1-606 1 :: 34 6 25-7 13-39 1 :: pF; pS; E 1

15 12 + 15-52 32 10 + 13-38 A ray, vmE, par. to h. 1917 0

15 12 11-7 1-552 2 33 10 5-4 13-38 2 cB; vL; vmE 155°-0;

vg, psbMN.
3f

15 12 53 + 1-568 34 2 31 13-39 One of 2, 15' apart np & sf... 0

15 13 10-9 — 0-870 1 14 7 6-1 13-37 1 vF; vS 1

15 13 15-7 + 2-681 2 68 36 53-4 13-28 2 vF
; S ; er 2

15 13 35*7 -0-876 1 14 7 4-9 13-33 1 vF; vS 1

15 13 38-5 + 3-109 2 92 4 2-5 13-25 2 vF; pL; vlE; r 3

15 13 51-6 3-297 1 102 34 48-6 13-22 1 B; S; E; glbM; p of 2 1

15 13 56-2 3-299 1 102 39 13-6 13-22 1 F; S; IE; glbM; f of 2 1 I

15 14 3-2 3-194 1 96 51 8-3 13-21 1 eF; vS; psbM 1

15 14 36-6 2-018 2 43 36 42-0 13-20 2 cF; L; pmE; glbM; f s 2
15 14 59-9 2-975 4 84 25 34-8 13-16 4 cB; cL; iE; vsbM * 12; amst 5

15 16 12-3 2-158 (2) 47 50 32-7 13-09 1:: eF ; S 2
15 16 13-2 2-156 4 47 46 29-7 13-09 4 vF; pL; vlE; vgbM 4

15 17 15-2 4-480 3 144 1 39-4 12-98 3 Cl; vL; vEi; 1C; st 11... 14.. 3

15 17 55-5 4-300 2 140 10 47-2 12-94 2 ©; cB; L; E; vgbM; rrr;st 15 2

15 19 40-8 2-729 1 71 25 32-5 12-85 1 pB; cS; E; psbM; *7n 2
15 21 5-7 2-141 1 47 50 27-1 12-77 : 1 vF ; vS; sp of D neb 1

15 21 8-7 2-141 4 47 50 15-1 12-77 4 pF; pS; E; nf of D neb 6

15 23 5-1 2-825 2 76 33 15-6 12-62 2 F; pL; iE; vgbM
;
r 2

15 23 29-0 3-116 2 92 20 47-7 12-59 2 pB
;
pS ; E ; vgbM ; 3 st f. 3

15 23 30-4 5-466 1 156 22 34-9 12-53 1 F ; S ;
am st 1

15 25 20-2 4-334 2 140 11 14-9 12-43 2 ©; cB; pL; E; vglbM; rrr;

st 16.

2

15 26 3-2 0-808 1 24 45 29*8 12-46 1 F; S; IE 45°+; vglbM 1

15 27 17*7 2-782 1 74 32 25-2 12-34 1 F; pS; E 150°+ 1

15 28 2*2 2-777 1 74 20 50-4 12-28 1 pB; cS; p of D neb 4
15 28 2-2 2-777 1 74 20 50-4 12-28 1 pB; cS; f of D neb 4.

15 28 57-7 2-483 1 60 51 21-6 12*22 1 pF; pL; iE; bM; r 1

15 29 26-4 1-445 1 33 1 16-3 12*21 1 pF; pS; iF 1

15 29 57-4 1-431 (1):: 32 50 58-1 12-17 1 cF; cL; IE 2
15 30 6-8 2-746 1 72 55 36-2 12-14 1 pF; pL; ilE; gbM 2

15 30 31-4 + 1-431 32 46 22-1 + 12-14 No description 0
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. oi

times
i

of Obd
by h.

and B

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m g 8

4118 1929 15 30 38*0 + 2-953 1 83 33 9-7 + 12-09 1 ©; vF; vL; R; vgbM; rrr... If
4119 1930 III. 634 15 30 48*4 2*172 2 49 46 12-3 12*11 2 vF; S; R; gbM; 2 st 8 f 3

4120 3608 15 31 1 2-7 7-159 1 165 13 11-1 11-97 1 F
:
pL : R : vgbM 1

4121 3609 15 31 HI 3-694 1 120 5 47-2 12-04 1 vF; L; R; gbM; r 1

4122 II. 76 15 32 10-2 2-834 1 77 24 9-7 11-99 1 pF; pL; R; rr 2 :

4123 1932 15 33 25\5 2-3Q6 1 57 46 40-6 11-92 1 vF; vS; R; bM 1

4124 1934, a R. nova? 15 34 29*2 1-214 30 6 57-2 11-76 R; psbM (by diagram) 0

4125 3610 15 34 53-7 5-014 2 150 46 24-5 11-75 3 ! ; O >
pE ; vS; R ; r ? am 150 st 3f

4126 1933 II. 655 15 35 0-3 2-759 1 73 45 35-7 11-79 1 F; pS; E 0° 2

4127 1934, & 15 35 33-7 30 s 46-2 1 1*77 F; mE 0

4128 1934 II. 764 15 36 18-6 1 30 11 55-2 11-74 1 cB; S; R; psbM; r 2

4129 II. 656 15 36 21*3 2-790 1 75 20 47-7 11-69 1 pB; S; E 135°+; bM 1

4130 II. 765 15 36 24-1 1-306 1 31 29 46-9 11-73 1 pF; cS 1

4131 II. 766 15 36 32*5 1 30 13 46-6 11-72 1 pB: cL: iE: r 1 *

4132 3611 A. 552 15 36 53-4 3-904 2 127 19 24-9 11-63 2 !; ©; vB; L; R; vgbM; 2

st 13. ..15.

4133 1934, c 15 37 1 8-3 1-214 30 14 28-0 11-62 (? if not = 11 . 766) 0

4134 III. 378 15 38 47*1 1 -1 69 1 29 47 35-8 11-56 1 vF : vS 1

4135 1935 II. 425 15 39 16*4 3-019 87 8 54-4 11-48 2 vF; vS; R; gbM 5

4136 1936 III. 635 15 39 20-9 2-103 2 48 26 39-7 11*49 2 vF; vS; R; bM; sp of 2.. 3

4137 1937 III. 636 15 39 33*0 2102 1 48 26 5-4 11-48 1 cF; vS; R; bM; nf of 2.. 2

4138 3613 15 40 38*9 3-334 1 103 19 13-4 11-38 1 eF : S : R : vS * p 1

4139 1938 II. 97 1 5 40 39.7 2 71 40 24-0 11-40 2 pF; oS: R: r; bet 2D st 4

4140 VII. 29 15 40 56-1 3*664 1 118 10 31*5 11-35 1 Cl; pL; pRi; st vS 1

4141 3612 A. 343 15 41 7.4 4-716 1 146 2 39-3 11-31 1 Cl; L; pRi; st 12... 14 1

4142 3614 15 41 11*3 3-684 1 118 57 17-9 11-33 1 vF; S; R; sbM 1

4143 III. 371 15 42 3*8 2*459 ] 60 54 51-7 11-29 1 vF; S; R 1

4144 3615 A. 334 15 44 34-9 4-795 3 147 0 57-8 11-06 3 Cl; pS; pRi; mC; stl 6 3

4145 1939 II. 583 15 47 11-0 + 3-054 1 89 1 54-3 10-91 1 pF; S; E 90° + ;
gbM; r ... 3

4146 III. 313 15 47 35.7 — 0-483 2 17 24 55-8 10-96 2 vF; S; E 90°+ ; vS * f 2

4147 II. 657 15 47 49*1 + 2-772 1 74 59 59-1 10-87 1 F; bet 2 B st~ 1

4148 1940 15 49 3.7 2*948 1 83 39 30-4 10-78 1 pB: pL: E 1

4149 III. 739 15 49 24-0 0-892 1 27 15 50-0 10-80 1 vF; pL; R; vgbM 1

4150 1941 15 50 1 9-6 2-946 2 83 35 40-4 10*68 2 !: vF: vS: R: s. smbM 2
4151 1942 III. 646 15 51 5-5 2*742 1 73 42 40-9 10-63 1 vF: S: IE: p of 2 2
4152 1943 III. 73 15 51 8*4 2-741 1 73 37 40-9 10-63 1 eF; vS; IE; f of 2 3
4153 3516 A. 304 15 51 50-9 5-056 4 150 6 0-6 10-52 4 Cl; B; vL; pRi; 1C; st 7 ... 4

4154 3617 15 52 18-5 3-846 1 124 8 38-0 10-50 1 F; S; R
;
gpmbM

; A of st np 1

4155 3618 A. 359 15 56 43-3 4-641 1 143 38 28-8 10-16 1 Cl; S; mC; stll.,.14 1

4156 1944 III. 622 15 57 35*3 2-182 2 52 15 33-5 10-15 2 vF; S; R; ^ 10 sf 4

4157 III. 33 15 58 43*2 + 2-658 1 70 16 11-9 10-14 1 eF; (?) 1

4158 II. 873 15 58 43-5 — 0-284 1 18 55 6-9 10-13 1 F; R; bM 1

4159 1945 15 58 49-9 + 2-901 1 81 31 23-2 10-04 1 * 7 in photosphere 1

4160 1946 III. 637 15 59 36*9 2-065 2 48 55 52-0 10-00 2 pF; vS; R; stellar 3f
4 1 6

1

III. 140 16 0 51*0 2-629 1 69 4 1-0 9-90 1 vF; vS; r; pB+sf 1

4162 3619 A. 360 16 2 19-2 + 4-675 2 143 50 42*2 9-74 3 Cl; vB; vL; vRi; 1C; stlO... 3
4163 III. 973 16 2 40-3 — 3-081 ] 10 38 44-0 9-90 1 vF; vS; IE 0°; r 1

4164 1'947 III. 553 16 2 48'9 + 3-051 1 88 55 4-2 9-74 1 F; L; pmE; vgbM; r 2
4165 III. 883 16 3 32‘5 — 0-266 ] 19 13 44-8 9-76 1 eF; vS 1

4166 3620 16 3 44-7 + 3-922 ] 125 52 42-5 9-65 1
.
pF: R: vgvlbM; r 1

|

4167 1948 III. 74 16 4 5*4 + 2-713 1 :: 72 55 51-5 9-65 1 vF; S; r 2*

4168 III. 884 16 5 50‘0 — 0-147 1 19 59 34-4 9-58 1 vF : vS 1

4169 3621 16 6 33-5 +3-866 1 123 53 2*9 9-43 1 eF; S; E ; lbM 1

4170 3622 A. 326 16 7 16-0 4-936 2 147 32 42-5 9-35 2 Cl; B; L; 1 C; st7...10 ... 2
4171 III. 812 16 18*1 1-199 1 32 8 30-2 9-44 l vF; vS; IE 1

4172 1949 III. 889 16 7 18*4 2-293 1 56 35 35-9 9-33 1 vF; S; R; bM 2

417„ 3624 M. 80 16 8 41-9 + 3-567 2 112 37 34-1 9-27 2 !!!; ©; vB; L; vmbM(var*); 2*

rrr; st 14.

4174 III. 314 16 8 49-3 —0*740 2 17 10 21-4 9-38 2 vF; vS; IE 2
4175 3623 A. 68 16 9 54-3 + 6-720 .3 161 51 51-0 + 9-10 3 ©; pF; L; ill; vgbM; rrr; 3

st 14 ...
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No.

of

Cata-

logue.

t

4176

4177

4178

4179

4180

4181

4182

4183

4184

4185

4186

4187

4188

4189

4190

4191

4192

4193

4194

4195

4196

4197

4198

4199

4200

4201

4202

4203

4204

4205

4206

4207

4208

4209

4210

4211

4212

4213

4214

i4215

S

4216

|

4217
i4218

4219

4220

4221

4222

4223

4224

4225

4226

422!

4228

4229

4230

4231

4232

4233

Eeferenees to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

h.

1950

1951

1952
3625
1953
1954
1955

3626

3627
1956
3628

3629
1957
1958

1958,o

1959
3630
3631

3632
1960

3633
3634
1961

3635
3636
3637
1962
1962.0
1963
1964
3638

1964.0

3639
1965

3640
3641

3642

1966

1967
3643
3644

1968

1969
3646
3645

H.
III. 888
III. 688
II. 151

II. 402

III. 623

11.810

III. 891

III. 624

III. 740
III. 892
II. 811

VI. 10

III. 638

III. 639

III. 680
II. 690

II. 652
II. 647

II. 875

VI. 40
III. 640

III. 641

III. 890

II. 753
III. 813

III. 730

III. 893

II. 701

Other
Authorities.

M. 4— }

B.A.C.5455 /
A. 514

A. 412

A. 536

Eight
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

16 10 18-4

16 11 21*9

16 11 58-8

16 13 42-5

16 14 31-8

16 14 43-9

16 14 50-5

16 15 3-6

16 16 1-3

16 16 4-4

16 16 46-1

16 17 20-5

16 18 3-7

16 18 14-8

[l6 18 19-3

16 18 23-5

16 18 42-4

16 18 43-0

16 20 20*8

16 20 27*2

R. 2 novae 16 20 +

Mechain

R. nova

R. nova

A. 483
A. 413

A. 442
M. 13, Halley

A. 364

21 10-4

21 41-1

21 49*9

22 6-9

22 34-5

22 36-1

23 0*8

23 2-7

23 22*7

23 39*8

23 50-4

23 50-9

24 7'3

24 43-0

24 58-0

25 +
25 18-7

25 34-0

25 36-3

25 47*9

26 37-0

26 50-0

26 50-4

28 15-0

28 18-6

29 14-5

30 29-3

30 52-1

16 31 43-6

16 32 19-0

16 33 50-3

16 36 6-6

16 36 41-2

16 38 12-4

16 38 18-4

16 38 23-8

Annual
Precession

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

4- 2*322 2 57 41 3*1 + 9-17 2

2*206 2 53 56 19-0 9*10 2
2*911 1 82 15 5*9 9*03 1

4*589 1 141 36 46*8 8*86 1

3*114 1 91 56 56*9 8*83 1

2*132 1 51 52 57-9 8*83 1

2*133 2 51 54 7-9 8*83 2

3*665 116 11 11*1 8*77

4*097 1 130 20 6*7 8*69 1

1*154 1 32 2 48*5 8*75 1

2*121 1 51 40 47*1 8*67 1

4*456 2 138 49 29*1 8*57 2
2*121 2 51 44 50*1 8*57 2

4 037 3 128 30 59*3 8*51 4

0*401 1 24 17 36*7 8*59 1

2*144 1 52 26 49*2 8*54 1

1*320 1 34 34 35*2 8*54 1

3*657 1 115 43 5*4 8*48 1

2*009 ] 48 44 41*0 8*40 1

2*010 2 48 47 10*4 8*38 2

2*010 48 47 ± 8*38

2*025 1 49 13 2*9 8*33 1

7*067 1 162 57 2*8 8*16 1

4*654 1 142 18 59*3 8*21 1

1*623 2 39 48 49*8 8*26 2
1*687 2 41 17 48*6 8*22 2
5*219 2 150 18 1-9 8*13 2
2*004 2 48 45 15*4 8*18 2
2*057 2 50 13 17*4 8*18 2
4*423 1 it 137 48 2*7 8*09 1::

4*426 1 137 51 20*8 8*06 1

2*053 1 50 8 9*6 8*12 1

4*506 1 139 27 48*5 8*05 1

4*246 1 133 44 18*2 8*04 1

3*350 1 102 44 17-3 8*01 1

2*004 1 48 52 16*6 8*02 2
2*004 48 52 + 8*02

2*010 1 49 3 57-0 8*00 1

2*203 1 54 38 1*1 7-97 2
4*316 2 135 19 19*6 7*92 2
2*203 54 35 11*1 7-91

2*624 2 69 55 19*4 7*88
3*

1*264 1 34 9 56*7 7-89 1

6*305 1 159 4 52*8 7-76 1

2*190 1 54 21 40*8 7*76 1

2*579 1 68 9 52*2 7*74 1

4*483 1:: 138 43 48*6 7*62 1::

4*233 2 133 5 18*9 7*53 2
4*475 1 138 29 3*7 7-49 1

2*058 2 50 41 28*4 7*48 2
2*155 1 53 31 20*9 7-43 1

4*420 1 137 11 50*2 7-24 1

4*404 2 136 45 36*8 7*06
. 2

2*140 3 53 16 19*4 7-08 3

2*125 (1) 52 54 7-5 6*95 1

4*776 3 143 33 29*1 6*87 3

+ 7-032 1 162 20 32*0 + 6*80 1

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

vF;S;R; vglbM
vF;S;iR
F; pL; IE; vgbM; r

Cl; eL; eRi
vF; cL; cE 45°+ ; r

vF; eS; R
vF; vS; R; * nf

/ Cl; 8 or 10 L st in line,

I

\ with 5 st; rrr.
|

Cl;B;L;pRi;lCM;st9...11
pF; pS; IE
eF; vS; R; lbM
Cl; cL; pRi; 1CM; stl3...15

F; S; iR; bM
B; pL; R; psbM; rr

cF; pL; iR
eF; S; bM
pB; iR; vgvlbM
Cl; cL; mC; gbM; rrr

F;R;bM
cF; vS; R; bM
2 novae, one eF; one S

vF; vS; R
vF; vS; *9 nr

Cl; L; 1C; st L
vF; S; R; lbM; er

F; pS; iF; gbM
pF; pL; vlE; gbM
cF; pL; R; gbM; r

F; S; iF

eF; (?); * f nr

F; cS; IE; vglbM; *p
pF; S; vlE; vgmbM
Cl; L; 1C; iF

Cl
; p Norma inv

©; L; vRi; vmC; R; rrr ...

cF; vS; R; bM
No description; near h. 1962
vF; vS; R
vF; pL; iE; rr; * nr

Cl; B; S; st pL
No description; 4 f nf 1964..,

pB; pL; vlE; pgmbM
vF ; vS; iR
vF; eS; R; gbM
F; S; R; gbM; * 11 np
eF; vS; E
!; F; vL; viE; B * inv

Cl; cL; pRi; iR; st 11. ..14.

Cl; vL; IRi ; 1C; rrr;

F neb inv.

vF; S; R; gbM; bet 2 st ...

vF;vS;sbM*12
Cl; (in M. Way)
Cl; pRi; eiCM; st 11. ..12..

!!; ®; eB; vRi; vgeCM
st 11. ..20.

pB; pL; E 45°+
;
vgmbM..

Cl; L; Ri; 1CM; st 9... 12 ..

vF; pL; vgvlbM

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

1

1

2
2
3

2
1

1

1

1

3

0
0

3

2
0

2
1

1

1

1

1

2+
1

4

1

1

2+
14f

MDCCCLXIV.
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No.
References to

Right
Ascension

for

I860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension 1

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

N.P.D.
for 1

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

of

Cata-

logue.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

>ir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H.‘ h m s s O // /(

4234 1970 { Lai. 3051o}
16 38 36-0 + 2-513 1 65 56 10-0 + 6-90 1

\

4235 3647 6 3Q 3*5 + 5-147 1 148 44 47-7 6-79 1 p
4236 I. 280 6 30 160 —3-036 3 11 33 21-3 7-01 3 B

4237 3648 A. 454 16 39 19-8 + 4-308 3 134 28 15-7 6-79 3 C

4238 1971 M. 12 16 39 58-1 3-110 1 91 41 47*4 6-78 2 !!

4230 3649 16 40 30-6 5-171 2 148 58 2-1 6-67 2 6

4240 3650 A. 456 ? 16 40 41-4 4-311 1 134 28 33-4 6-68 1 C

4241 D’Arrest, 101 16 41 24 0-72 [2] 28 9 18 6-72 [2] F

4242 D’Arrest, 102 16 41 47 0-68 27 46 0 6-69 ... F

4243 3651 16 41 51 -0 4-170 1 130 58 41-7 6-59 1 C

4244 IV 50 16 43 6-4 1-678 1 42 8 38-8 6-56 1 V

4245 3652 A. 499 16 44 14-5 4-197 1 131 33 37-7 6-39 1 C

4246 3653 II. 584 16 45 1-0 3-584 1 111 55 47-5 6-35 1 P
4247 III. 727 16 45 54-8 1-932 1 48 1 25-6 6-32 1 c

4248 III. 735 16 46 0*4 1-775 1 44 20 25-3 6-31 1 e

4249 3654 A. 520 16 46 3-5 4-112 2 129 16 12-2 6-24 2 C

4250 D’Arrest, 103 16 47 1 0-56 26 47 5 6-26 ... F

4251 3655 16 47 3.3-Q 4-327 2 134 33 17-6 6-12 2 C

4252 3656 16 47 40*8 + 4-378 2 135 42 21-0 6-10 2 C

4253 III. 974 16 47 55*2 — 6-988 1 7 9 0-3 6-41 1 c

4254 III. 975 16 47 58*3 —7-058 1 7 5 59-7 6-39 1 V

4255 3657 A. 374? 16 48 3-0 + 4-734 1 142 28 51-8 6-06 1 C

P9781
4256 < = >

1 1

M. 10 16 49 47-6 3-159 3 93 52 6-8 5-96 3 I

4257

^oooyj
1973 III. 689 16 49 47-6 • 2-121 1 53 16 46-7 5-99 1 e

4258 3658 16 50 8*6 4*032 2 126 53 32-3 5-91 2 i

4259 1974 16 50 11*5 2-008 1 50 9 37-8 5-96 1 V

4260 3660 A. 456 16 50 37-1 4-326 3 134 26 53-8 5-86 3 !

r m. 62 "1

4261 3661 < = !> 16 52 18-7 3-810 5 119 53 42-9 5-73 5 !

A. 627 J
4262 III. 123; 16 52 22*2 2-523 1 66 46 53-8 5-76 1 \

4263 3662 A. 521 16 52 26-0 4-130 2 129 30 46-3 5-71 2 (

fl975l
4264 < = > M. 19 16 53 59-2 3-701 3 116 3 13-0 5-60 2 (

4265
1 0OO0 J

3664 A. 556 16 55 16-3 4-067 1 127 40 56-4 5-48 1 <

4266 III. 124 16 55 22*1 2-521 1 66 46 39-3 5-51 1 <

4267 III. 728 16 55 52*8 1-534 1 39 51 36-0 5-50 1 -

4268
~

A

—

\

30

II

<£>

50.

I*

—

J

n

<y>

VI. 11 16 55 55*3 3-661 114 33 37-9 5-43 2

426S1 3666 II. 195 16 56 43-5 3-606 1 112 30 9-8 5-36 1

fl9771
427()< = >• VI. 12 17 1 28-2 3-716 2 116 23 13-1 4-97 2

L3667

J

4271L 1978 17 1 34-2 3-715 1 116 22 33-5 4-95 1

4275 D’Arrest, 104 17 3 40 0-57 [1] 27 21 54 4-86 [1]
427:3 3668 17 3 51*8 5-588 2 152 39 3-3 4-71 2

427'1 IV. 57 A 7 4 10-8 1-883 2 47 29 24-4 4-78 2

427J1 3670 1.147 17 5 40-2 3-803 2 119 17 18-0 4-60 2

4271S 3669

7

17 5 46*4 5-242 1 149 0 21-5 4-55 1

427' D’ Arrest, 105 17 6 3 0-73 [1] 29 3 54 4-59 [1]
427:8 D’Arrest, 106 17 6 15 + 0-71 [1] 28 49 54 + 4-58 [1]

Summary Description from s

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs
by h

and. I

R ;
disc and

border.

; ©; vB; vL; iR; gmbM
rrr; st 10...

); pB; cL; R; glbM; rr ...

st 12 and 14 m.

L; Ri; st8...11

pRi; vlC; iF; stL&S...
L; IRi; 1C; st8...12 .....

vS; f of 2

®; B; vL; R; gvmbM;
rrr; st 10. ..15.

st 20.

; © ;
vB; L; gmbM; rrr;

st 14... 16.

U; PL; R; lbM

5; vB; L; R; vCM; rrr

st 16... red.

©; B; L; R; gCM; rrr

st 16.

©; cB; L; R; gpmCM; rrr

st 16 .

©; vB; L; R; psbM; rrr

st 16; F neb f.

F; S; vgbM; ©p
vF; vS; R
F; vL; vlE; am st; 2 st inv...

F; stellar

© ; B; cL; R; s,vglbM; rrr

st 16...17.

vF; vS; R; glbM
pF ; vS ; R ;

*13 nr

F; pL; IE
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Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0-

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

h
17

m
7 49*0

S

+ 3-765 2 117 58 27*9 + 4-43 2 ©; cB; pS; R; gvmbM; rrr; 4

17 8 4-2 4-140 1:: 129 17 11-4 4-38 1::

st 16... 17-

Cl; pL; Ri; R; gbM; 1

17 8 45-0 + 4-279 2 132 43 29-9 4-33 2
st 12.. .14.

Cl; vL; pRi; 1C (* nf taken) 2

17 9 14-5 -2*000 1 14 23 21-1 4-47 1 vF; S; E; S * s 1

17 9 30-9 + 3-643 1 113 35 51-4 4-28 1 pF ; L ; R ; rr 1

17 9 41-0 4-722 2 141 35 30-9 4-23 2 ,!!!; 0;pB; vS; R 3f
17 9 57-7 5*86

1

2 154 51 25-4 4-18 2 vF; vS; vlE; glbM 2

17 10 45-4 -3-497 11 12 41-4 4-38 1 eF; S 1

17 10 57-6 + 3-507 2 108 22 59-8 4-16 2 ©; B; L; R; eCM; rrr; stl4 6

17 11 31-9 4-021 2 125 54 52-0 4-10 2 cF; vL; icE; vglbf; 8 iuv . 2

17 11 35*8 3-828 1:: 120 0 3-0 4-10 1:: Diffused neb in patches 1

17 12 40-1 4-109 3 128 20 0-0 4-00 3 Ill; © ; eF; S; am St' 3f
17 12 40-7 + 1-011 1 32 24 7-4 4-08 1 F; S; R; vglbM '

1

17 12 44-1 -1-062 1 17 32 6-2 4-14 1 cF; pL; R; vgmbM 2
17 12 47-8 + 3-535 1 109 25 12-0 4-00 1 cB; pS; IE; er 1

17 12 56*9 1-840 46 43 31-2 4-04 ©; vB; vL; eCM; rrr; st S.. 8*

17 15 16-2 3-719 1 116 12 43-4 3-78 1 cF; L; R; gbM; rrr 2
17 15 23-2 3-491 1 107 40 23-4 3-78 1 ©; vB; cL; vgvmbM; rrr; 3

17 15 28*0 3-960 1 124 3 6-8 3-76 1

st 20.

F; L; E; vglbM; f inv 1

17 16 23 0-61 [1] 28 4 54 3-77 [1] pB; S; R; bMN= *12 0
17 16 28-0 3-827 1 119 51 37-1 3-67 1 Neb in patches (M. Way) ... 1

17 17 23-3 6-165 2 156 55 4?9 3-53 2 ©; cB; L; vgpnbM; rrr; 2

17 20 19*2 3*184 94 57 2-0 3-37

st 14... 17.

F ; L ; vlbM (Winnecke, 0

17 20 50-4 3-650 2 113 37 47-3 3-21 3

April 12, I860).

II; © ;
pB ; S ; R 5*f

17 22 2-6 2-412 1 63 25 22-2 3-24 1 vF; pL; iF 1

17 22 58-1 3-913 1 122 28 48-3 3-11 1 Cl; S; P; B*inv 1

17 24 47-4 4-142 1 128 58 1-5 2-95 1 eF; pS; IE; *9att 2+
17 25 34-1 3-915 3 122 28 38-7 2-89 3 Cl; st 6-7, 13 2
17 26 3-2 4-380 2 134 38 32-2 2-84

i 2 ©; vB; L; R; pg, psvmbM; 2

17 26 3*6 2-680 1 73 29 2-4 2-88 1

rrr ; st 17...

F; S; iF; er 1

17 27 57-9 6-657 2 159 41 19*0 2-60
.
2 cF; S; R; glbM; *13sp ... 2

17 28 51-0 3-998 1 124 54 49-0 2-60 1 Cl; pL; IRi; 1C 1

17 29 17-3 4-871 2 143 35 5-2 2-54 2 ®; B; vL; Ri; stl3 3
17 29 48*6 5-527 1 151 36 5-1 2-47 1 eF; S; R; p of 2 1

17 30 1-9 4-067 1 126 51 8-0 2-50 1 Cl; pL; pRi; iR; st9...!0... 1

17 30 6*9 3-658 4 113 48 55-0 2-50 4 pB; pL; R; * 12 f inv 6

17 30 16-0 3-146 2' 93 9 25-0 2-50 2 !; ©; B; vL; R; eRi; 7

17 30 18*8 5-528 1:: 151 36 3-9 2-43 1

vgmbM; rrr; stl5...l6.

eeF; f of 2 1

17 30 26-3 3-939 1 123 9 16-8 2-46 1 Cl; F; L; pRi; 1C; stl3...15 1

17 30 55-8 3-905 1 122 7 4-9 2-43 1 Cl; L; iR; 1C; st7, 10 4
17 32 15*0 5-436 1 150 39 39*1 2-27 1 eF; S; R ; 3 st nr 2
17 33 56 + 0-69 [2] 29 6 12 2-26 [?] vS

;
gbM 0

17 34 7-6 -2-177 1 14 11 11-9 2-33 1 ©; cL; R; vgbM; rr 1

17 35 0*1 + 4-002 1:: 124 56 32-1 2-07 1 Nebulous portion of M. Wav 1

17 35 9*3 3-912 2 122 17 0-5 2-05 2 Cl; vL; Ri; 1C *
2

17 36 30-1 3-957 1 123 37 33-2 1-94 1 Cl; vL; pRi; st 8...12 1

17 37 53*6 +2-997 1 86 44 25-5 + 1-85 1 F;cL;iF 1

References to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebula.

Sir W. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

4279

4280

4281

4282

4283

4284

4285

4286

4287

4288

4289

4290

,
4291

J

4292

4293

4294

4295

4296

4297

4298

4299

4300

4302

4303

4304

4305

4306

4307

n4309
4310

! 4311

4312

4313

4314

4315

4316

4317

4318

4319

4320

4321

4322

4323

4324

4325

h.

3671

3672

3673

3676
3675
3674

f19791

^3677

J

3678

3679
3680

45

A. 522

III. 945

III. 951

1980

3681

3683

3685
3684

II. 812
11.767
I. 149

I. 46
I. 48

M. 9

M. 92

D’Arrest, 107

A. 225

Auw. N. 36

IV. 11

III. 137

3691

3693
3692
3694
3696

f1982^

13697J

f19831

< =
S>

L3698

J

3695
4020
3699
37Q0

11.901

I. 44

h. o. n.

3701'

3702
3702'

VI. 41

A. 457

a!

'

366
"

A. 568

M. 14

’’’m.Y”

D’Arrest, 108

A. 612
'

II. 587

R 2
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Eight
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarts, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

h
17

m
37 56-4 + 3-887 1 121 27 58-6 + 1-82 1 Cl; pS; IRi; 1C; stl0...12 .. 1

17 38 46-0 + 3-689 1 114 49 51-5 1-75 1 Cl; st vS 1

17 39 11-8 -1-069 1 17 49 22-7 1-69 1 vF; vS; R; stellar; *8s 2

17 39 39-5 + 4-019 1 :: 125 22 49-8 1-66 1:: Cl; F; eL; vSst+ neb 1

17 39 43-4 19-744 1 175 24 24-0 1-20 1 pB; R; vgbM 1

17 40 32-5 3-565 1 110 18 21-0 1-60 1 pB; pL; R; bM 3

17 40 41-6 4-077 2 127 0 0-1 1-57 2 ©; vB; pL; R; vgmbM; 2

rrr; stl8...20.

17 40 54-7 3-557 2 109 58 3-8 1-56 2 pB; pS; R; gbM; r; *15 np 3

17 40 55-0 3-999 1 :: 124 48 46-5 1-55 1 :: Cl; vL; vRi; stl2...13 1

17 41 40-5 3-847 2 120 10 12-7 1-49 2 Cl; pL; pRi; bifid; stl2... 3f
17 41 59-7 3-991 1 :: 124 34 43-8 1-46 1 :: cL; iR; pmbM; r 1

17 42 37-5 4-018 1 :: 125 20 42-0 1-40 1:: Cl; rr; st eS+ neb 1

17 44 16-8 3-705 1 115 21 32-1 1-27 1 eF; S; (?) 1

17 44 29-7 3-620 1 112 18 23-5 1-25 1 Cl; pRi (in M. Way) 1

17 44 39*6 3-999 1 124 46 37-9 1-23 1 Cl; vB; pRi; 1C; st7...12 ... 3

17 44 54-5 3-815 1 119 5 36-3 1-21 1 :: Neb or nebulous patch of M. 1

17 45 36*6 3-855 1 120 23 56-5 1-15 1

vv ay.

Neb or nebulous patch of M. 1 +
Way.

17 45 57*6 2-502 1 66 53 15-5 1-15 1 !; vF; S; R; vsvmbMvSRN. 1 +
17 46 1-3 5-767 1 153 38 2-5 1-05 1 F; S; E; bM; bet2stl0 ... 1

17 48 31-2 6-132 1 156 24 42-9 0-83 1 pF; S;pmE90°; *12 f, att... 1

17 48 40-9 3-532 3 108 59 43-7 0-89 3 Cl; B; vL; pRi; 1C; 6

st 9-10, 11. ..13.

17 48 51-4 4-372 2 134 13 52-2 0-84 2 Neb + Cl; pL; mE; gvlbM... 2

17 49 25-1 2-631 1 71 42 59-5 0-85 1 vF; vS; p of 2 1

17 49 31*1 2-629 1 71 38 58-5 0-85 1 vF; vS; f of 2 1

17 50 20-0 + 5-991 2 155 23 58-1 0-67 2 vF; vS; f * of | inv 2

17 50 54*1 — 0-638 19 49 12-3 0-81 pF; L; mE(Auwers, July 22, 0

0-67
1854).

17 51 10-6 + 3-685 1 114 38 24-1 1 Cl; Ri; eL; vlC 1

17 51 30-0 3-491 1 107 23 18-2 0-64 1 Cl; pS; IRi; 1C 1

17 53 43 0-49 [2] 27 20 24 0-53 [2] vF; R; 1st of 3 0

17 53 51-8 3-640 3 113 1 39-9 0-43 3 !!!; vB; vL; trifid
; % inv ... 8 Mon.'

17 54 9 0-48 [2] 27 18 30 0-50 [2] vF; vS; 2nd of 3 0

17 54 13-9 3-282 2 98 56 37-3 0-41 2 pB
;
pL ;

R
;
rr 3

17 54 36-4 3-779 1 117 53 32-8 0-36 1 Cl; pS; Ri; 1C; st9...13 ... 3

17 54 37-2 3-845 2 120 1 29-8 0-36 2 © ; B; pL; R; gvmbM; rrr; 3

st 16... 17-

17 54 38 0-49 [2] 27 22 0 0-46 2 F; pL; 3rd of 3 0

17 55 17-9 3-677 3 114 21 15-3 0-31 3 !!! ;
vB; eL; eiF; with LC1... 8 Mon.'

17 55 27*9 2-811 1 78 57 6-6 0-32 1 1

17 55 39-8 3-652 1 113 27 28-4 0-28 1 F; L; cE 1

17 55 51-7 3-846 2 120 3 24-5 0-25 2 0; pF; cS; R; gbM; 3*

rrr; st 16...17*

17 56 1-6 4-054 1 :: 126 18 6-9 0-23 1:: Cl (in M. Way) 1

17 56 6-0 3-677 2 114 19 58-9 0-23 2 Cl; B; L; pRi; vL neb p ... 2
1

17 56 13-8 3-626 1 : 112 30 8-6 0-22 1 Cl; pRi; 1C; st9...12 2

17 56 32-3 3-692 1 114 53 23-7 0-19 1 eL ; eiF ; st f 1*

17 56 38-5 3-076 90 17 44-9 0-20 pF; vS; vSneb*p (Hind, 0

Ap. 1852).

17 57 15-0 3-247 97 34 58-4 0-15 (Brorsen, 1856.) No descrip- 0

tion.

17 57 27-3 3-778 1 117 49 20-6 0-12 1 pF; S; iE; er or Cl 1

17 57 50-9 + 4-350 2 133 43 25-8 0-06 2 0; B; R; eC; gbM; rrr; 2*

st 15. ..16.

17 58 20-0 — 0-023 1 23 22 9-5 + 0-15 1 O ;
vB; pS; sbMvSN.... 1

17 58 42-4 + 3-696 1 115 0 52-0 0-00 1 cF ;
pL; iR; r 2

No.
of

Cata-

logue.

Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’

Catalogues Classes

of Nebulae, and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

4326
4327
4328
4329
4330
4331

4332

4333
4334
4335
4336
4337
4338
4339
4340
4341

4342

4343
4344
4345
4346

4347
4348
4349
4350
4351

4352
4353
4354

4355

4356
4357
4358
4359

4360
4361
4362
4363
4364

4365
4366
4367
4368
4369

4370

4371
4372

4373
4374

h.

3703
1984
1987
3704
3701
1985
3705

1986
3706
3707
3708
3709
1988
3711

3710
3712

3713'

1989
3713
3714
1990

3715

H.

III.’ 741

I. 150

II. 586

VL "is

3716

3717

I"
1991^

L3718J

3719
3721
3720

3722
1992

3723

3724
3725
1993

III. 957
III. 958

A. 557

A. 597 ?

M.7 (Laeaille)

M. 23

A. 460?

Auw. N. 37

VIII. 53

f IV. 41

<;
v. 10,

L 11,12

u .

}
M. 20

II. 199
VII. 7

I. 49

V. 9
11.200

3726

1994

V. 13

II. 198

D’Arrest, 110

D’Arrest, 111

M. 8

A. 569

M. 21

Auw. N. 38

Auw. N. 39

A. 473

IV. 37
II. 197
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No.

of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

N.RD.
for

1880.

N
of

Obs.

used.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebul®.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

4375 3727 17 58 45*8 + 5*788 1 153 47 28*2 — 0*06 1

4376 3729 17 58 47-5 3*646 1 :: 113 14 0*0 0*00 1 ::

4377 III. 555 1 7 59 39T 2-624 1 71 27 7*8 — 0*04 1

4378 3730 IV. 12 18 0 44-2 3*722 1 115 56 17*6 0*18 1

4379 1995 18 0 50-8 3*518 1 108 26 46*6 0*18 1

4380 3732 18 1 9*8 3*769 1 117 32 31*7 0*21 1

4381 3728 18 1 11-4 8*690 1 166 36 39*2 0*36 1

4382 3731 18 1 12-2 3*900 3 121 46 50*4 0*22 3

4383 II. 902 18 1 18*7 2*649 1 72 25 54-3 0*19 1

4384
f1996"^

18 1 23-9 3*671 2 114 7 30-1 0*23 2

4385 1997 VIII. 54 18 2 24-7 3-476 1 106 48 57*7 0*31 1

1
4386 3734 18 2 47-5 3*970 1 123 53 29*2 0*36 2

4387 D’Arrest, 112 18 3 51 1-34 [ 1 ] 37 44 0 0*38 [ 1 ]

fl998'|
4388 « = > VII. 30 18 4 20-6 3*602 2 111 37 33-6 0*48 2

i L3735

J

4389 3736 II. 201 A. 619 18 4 33-3 3*902 3 121 51 0*7 0*51 3
1 4390 2000 2.6 18 5 17*8 2*912 1 83 10 53*5 0*55 2

1 4391 1999 18 5 23-5 3*617 1 ; 112 10 47*6 0*58 1

ll 4392
f20on

1 I

VII. 31 18 7 24-1 3*616 2 112 10 21*5 0*75 2

4393 3737 A. 376 18 7 24-6 4*797 2 142 15 13*3 0*79 2
1

j 4394 3738 18 7 56’9 5*793 1 153 51 18*2 0*86 1

1 4395 2002 18 8 47-2 3*529 1 109 55 8*6 0*88 3
i

!
4396 2003 VIII. 55 18 9 28-2 3-473 1 106 41 22*1 0*93 1

i

]
4397 2004 M. 24 18 10 13-7 3*518 2 108 28 7*3 0*99 2

4398 3740 VIII. 15 18 10 14-2 3*363 1 102 17 10*3 099 1

4399 2005 18 10 20*9 3*429 1 104 59 37*7 1*01 1

1

r
4400 2006 M. 16 18 10 57-0 3*401 1 :: 103 50 2*2 1*06 1

4401 2007 M. 18 18 11 44-6 3*485 1 :: 107 11 8*1 1*13 1

i 4402 3741 18 11 45*3 5*724 2 153 17 47*0 1*20 2
4403 2008 M. 17 18 12 33-1 3*460 2 106 13 36*0 1*20 2

1 4404 3742 I. 50 18 14 41-9 3*855 3 120 25 26-0 1*40 3
; 4405 2009 18 15 20-7 3*358 1 :; 102 5 58*8 1*44 1

i f2010~]

‘ 4406

L3743}
M. 28 18 15 55-4 3*692 2 114 56 30*0 1*50 2

4407 3744 II. 204 18 17 13-4 3*645 1 113 16 30*4 1*62 1

l 1 4408 3745 18 19 12'0 5.726 1 153 22 22*5 1*85 1

i 4409 3746 18 19 23‘4 3*358 1 102 6 42*3 1 7Q j

4410 VIII. 72 C. H. 18 20 43-1 2*921 1 83 31 15*3
1 / y
1*89 1

! 5076 18 20 44*6 123 30 27*3

;

4411 M. 69=A.6l3 18 22 13-2 3*917 3 122 26 33*5 2*05 3
4412 3748 I. 51 18 22 16-6 3*708 1 115 34 55*5 2*05 1

i 4413 2011 18 23 4-6 3*385 1 103 15 12*7 2*11 1

j r2012^1
4414 < = > II. 205 18 23 24-2 + 3-651 3 113 33 57*5 2*15 3

L3749J
4415 Auw. N. 40 18 23 35-4 -1*719 15 29 47*7 2*01

4416 2013 VI. 23 18 24 31-5 + 3*477 1 106 59 3*8 2*24 1

4417 II. 907 18 24 55‘8 1*967 1 50 1

4

52*8 2*24 j

!

4418 2014 VIII. 14 18 25 4-6 3-488 1 107 26 2*3 2*29 1

4419 Auw. N. 41 18 25 4-9 0*230 25 5 44*2 2*20
4420 3751 18 25 44-1 3*317 1 100 29 32*8 2*34 l
4421 3752 A. 607 18 26 32-0 + 3*936 4 123 5 5*1 — 2*43 4

Cl; L; 1C; stcL

O; F; L; cE;hazy border.

eF; vS; R; * 16 nr

Cl; vL; 1C

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

eeF; eeS; R
Cl; vL; vRi
cF; S; IE; r

0; F; L; IE; vglbM; rr;

st 20.

Cl; pRi; vlC; st L & S
F; vL; cE; lbM; rr

vF; vS; R; glbM
;
pB; pL; R; glbM; rrr; st 1

6

F; L; R; vglbM

vF; vL; IE; *

0; cB; L; R; rrr; st 15.

O; VB; vS; R; 1 hazy .

Cl; st vS

Cl
;
pRi

;
pC ; cE ; st 1

3

0; cB; cL; R; gmbM; rrr; st 1

5

eF; S; *6, sp

F; pL; cE; * inv

Cl; 1C

Cl; vRi; vmC; R; st 15

I'M. Way).
Cl; IRi; 1C
Cl; IRi; 1C; st 10... 12
Cl; at least 100 st L & S ...

Cl; P; vlC
vF; S; R; gvlbM; *9p
Ill; B; eL; eiF; 2-hooked...

; vB; pL; R; rrr; st 16 ...

1C; IRi; 1C; st 11. ..12

0; vB; L; R
;
geCM; rrr;

st 14... 16.

O or 0; pB; eeS; R
pF; S; R; gbM

See No. 5076

0; B; L; R; rrr; st 14... 16

©; B; S; R; rr

Cl (in M. Way)

0; pB; pL; iR; gpmbM; rrr;

st 16.

!! ;
pB

;
pL ; E 50°; 2 st p Var.

(Tuttle.)

Cl; pL; vRi; pC; st 11... 15

F; S; iF

Cl; L; Ri; 1C; st vS
S; pmE; J inv (S.nebNo.7)
Cl; P; 1C; pS;st 9*10,12. ..13
B; S; IE; rrr; st 15

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.
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No.
of

Cata-
logue.

4422
4423

4424

4425
4426
4427
4428
4429
4430
4431

4432
4433
4434
4435

4436
4437
4438
4439
4440
4441
4442

4443

4444 <

4445
4446

4447

4448
4449
4450

4451
4452
4453
4454
4455
4456
4457
4458
4459
4460
4461

4462
4463
4464
4465
4466
4467
4468
4469
4470
4471

4472
4473

Eight
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

Total

No. of.

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

h
18

m
27 8-1 + 7-511 1 163 22 49-3 -2-59 1 vF; S; IE; glbM 1

18 27 19-3 3-210 96 4 46-7 2-45 pF; vS; E (Winnecke, June 0

1855).

18 27 52-1 3-662 4 114 0 25-8 2-54 4 !!; ®; vB; vL; R; vRi; vmC; 10

st 11. ..15.

18 28 5-5 2-496 1 66 32 22-1 2-53 1 Cl; P; 1C 1

18 29 5-1 3-266 1 98 20 0-1 2-63 1 Cl; L; pRi; vlC 2

18 32 2-0 5-603 2 152 25 36-5 2-95 2 pF; S; R; psbM; r 2

18 34 4-9 3-910 3 122 25 12-6 3-08 3 ©;B;pL;R;gbM;stl4...17 4*

18 34 9-9 3-185 1 94 53 29-9 3-07 1 Cl; L; Ri; st 10... 18 1

18 34 41-1 3-219 1 96 21 12-4 3-12 1 Cl; vRi; vlC (in M. Way)... 1

18 35 9-5 5-941 2 155 19 18-8 3-24 2 vB; pL; R; vg,psvmbM; *7p 2

18 37 32-6 3-293 1 99 31 57-9 3-37 1 Cl; cL; pRi; pC; stl2...15.. 6

18 39 37-8 3-715 1 116 3 40-2 3-56 1 Cl (?); vF
; cL 1

18 40 6-8 5-131 1 147 27 46-8 3-64 1 pF; pS; IE 90°; pslbM 1

18 43 18-8 3-192 95 22 6-4 3-86 Cl; B; 60 st 13 (Winnecke, 0

1854).

18 43 36*6 5-679 1 153 19 39-2 3-96 1 Neb. No description 1

18 43 37-2 3-219 2 96 26 7-6 3-88 2 I; Cl; vB; L; iR ; Ri; stlL,ll.. st
i

18 44 2-1 4-873 2 143 58 46-9 3-97 2 F; S; vlE; gbM 3

18 44 18*1 4-866 2 143 53 19-3 3-99 2 pF; S; R; glMbM; last of gr 2 j;

18 44 52-5 2-836 1 79 49 0-6 3-98 1 Cl; pRi; 1C; iF 1

18 45 29*2 3-276 1 98 52 8-5 4-05 1 ©; pB; vL; ir; vglbM; rrr 2

18 46 6-2 3-846 3 120 38 29-7 4-11 3 ©; vB; L; R; g, smbM; rrr; 6 1

st 15.

18 46 17'5 3-549 1 110 4 8-1 4-13 1 Cl; pRi; st 9... 13 1

18 46 39'8 3-623 2 112 52 17-2 4-16 2 F; S; rr Cl + neb 3

18 47 25-9 6-042 2 156 17 14-0 4-30 2 vF; S; R; glbM; *9sp 2

18 48 2-6 6-430 1 158 47 1-2 4-36 2 vF; pL; R; vgvlbM 2

18 48 20-1 2-228 2 57 8 57-2 4-26 3 J !!!; ©; B; pL; cE (ini

\ Lyra).
J

14+

18 48 51-4 5-153 1 147 56 49-3 4-39 1 pF; cS ; R; vmbM 1 i

18 49 59*0 5-874 1 155 5 21-7 4-51 1 pF; S; E; glbM; 2st 8 p ... 1

18 50 5-5 4-047 1 126 48 45-9 4-47 1 ©; vL; vlE; vgbM; rrr; 1

st 14... 16.

18 50 25-1 2-838 1 : 79 49 16-2 4-46 1 Cluster 1

18 50 26-1 4-871 1

:

144 7 32-7 4-51 1 eF; pL; R 1

18 52 20-9 3-281 1 99 7 33-8 4-64 1 Cl; vL; P 1

18 52 32-0 6-472 1 159 6 45-8 4-74 1 vF; S; R; pmbM; * 7, 8 nf 1

18 53 15-0 5-552 1 152 23 37-6 4-78 1 eeF; vglbM; v difficult 1 1

18 53 29-2 5-938 1 155 39 40-7 4-81 1 vF; S; R; glbM; p of 2 1

18 53 33-1 3-086 1 90 39 5-1 4-73 1 Cl; vL; P; st 12 1

18 53 44-6 5-934 1 155 38 10-4 4-82 1 eF; S; R; glbM; f of 2 1

18 53 59-2 3-512 1 108 44 8-6 4-78 1 Cl; pL; pRi; R; st 12. ..15... 1

18 54 50-0 2-810 1 78 35 18-1 4-83 1 Cl; P; 1C 1

18 55 7-2 5-463 2 151 34 23*8 4-94 2 cF; vS; cE; psbM; 3 st p ... 2 i

18 55 32-0 1-618 1 41 45 14-2 4-86 1 vF ; stellar 1*

18 55 58-2 2-351 1 60 55 35-4 4-92 1 Cl; pL; P; st 11. ..12 1

18 56 26-8 5-730 2 154 3 58-5 5-05 2 cB; cL; R; vg, svmbM; r... 2

18 57 31-7 5-518 1 152 10 36-1 5-13 1 eF; cS; R; glbM 1

18 57 56-6 3-035 1 88 25 11-0 5-10 1 Cl; L; 1C; st L & S 1

18 58 28-0 5-324 5 150 11 49-7 5-21 5 ©; B; vL; iR; rrr; st 11...16 5

18 59 37*5 5-085 1 147 15 30-0 5-30 1 pB; pL; R; gbM 1

19 0 33-6 4-653 2 140 51 32-9 5-37 2 pF; pL; mE 63°; vglbM 2

19 0 50-5 2-981 3 85 59 17*5 5-35 3 Cl; vL; vRi; pC; st 12.. .14.. 5

19 1 46-5 2-971 2 85 32 43-1 5-43 1 Cl; S; Ri; 1C; stll...l2 ... 5

19 2 15-9 5-014 1 146 32 24-1 5-53 1 pB; S; R 1

19 4 4-8 + 3-051 Au 89 11 51 -5-62 Au :!!
;
pB; pL; gbM; Far.? mind) 0*

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h.

3750

2015"]

3753

J

2016
3754
3755
3756
2017
2018
3757
3758

3759

Auw. N, 42

M. 22

3760
2019
3761
4021
2020
3762
3763

2021

y2022 )

L3766j
3764
3765

2023

3767
3768
3770

2024
3769

3771
3772
3773
2025
3774
2026
2027
3775

2028
3776
3777
2029
3778
3779
3780
2030
2031

3781

VIII. 12

M. 70 =

VI. 15

h. o. n.

L*47

III. 143

VIII. 13

III. 742

VII. 19
VII. 62

M. 26

Auw. N. 43

M. 11

M. 57 I

D’Arquier /

A. 573

D’Arrest, 113

A. 262

A, 295

Auw. N. 44
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No.
References to

of

Cata- Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’s Other
logue. Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebula;. and Nos.

h. H.

4474 3782
4475 3786
4476 3783

4477j 3784

4478 3785

4479 2032 IV. 14

4480 2033

4481 2034
4482 2035

4483 3787
4484 Lae. I. 13

4485 2036 M. 56

4486 3788
4487 2037 III. 743
4488 3789

j 4489 3790
4490 2038
4491 3791
4492 Auw. N. 45

4493 2039 VIII. 81

4494 3792
4495 2040

!
4496 3793
4497 2041 VIII. 21

4498 2042 VI. 14

4499 2043 VI. 38
! 4500 3796

4501 3795
i 4502 3794

4503 3798 M. 55= A. 620

4504 3797
!

4505 2044

!

4506 3799

j

4507 2045 III. 744

1

4508 2046
4509 3800
4510 2047 IV. 51
4511 2048 Harding

4512 2049 VII. 18
4513 II. 878
4514 2050 IV. 73
4515 2051 VIII. 73
4516 2052 VII. 9
4517 2053
4518 2054 VIII. 16
45-19 2055 VIII. 18
4520 2056 M. 71
4521 2057 VI. 16?
4522 2058 VIII. 19
4523 3802
4524 2059
4525 3801
4526 3803
4527 II. 202
4528 3804
4529 3805
4530 3806
4531 3807

Right
Ascension

for

860, Jan. 0.

Annual

Precession

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

+ 4*647 2 140 53 11*6 -5*68 2
4*160 1 130 25* 44*6 5*88 1

5*349 1 150 44 16*4 5*92 1

5*349 1 150 44 46*1 5*93 1

5*351 1 150 46 25*8 5*94 1

3*137 2 92 57 5*3 5*89 2
2*968 1 85 22 9*5 5*95 1

3*449 1 106 30 34*4 6*02 1

3*097 1 91 9 48*3 6*09 1

5*690 1 154 8 23*1 6*23 1

6*917 161 45 35*7 6*21

2*339 4 60 3 41*6 6*18
*6

4*954 1 146 1 45*6 6*28 1

2*931 1 83 42 46*5 6*25 1

5*283 3 150 10 43*4 6*32 3

5*896 2 155 52 59*1 6*43 2
3*102 1: 91 21 22*0 6*40 1

4*890 2 145 13 36*8 6*54 2
2*098 52 28 32*1 6*53

2*565 3 68 6 5*0 6*70 3

4*094 1 129 9 44*8 6*84 1

3*000 1 86 44 46*9 6*87 1

4*941 2 146 11 39*2 7*06 2
2*491 1 65 8 23*8 7*04 1

2*628 3 70 1 4*0 7*30 3

2*875 4 81 3 37*8 7*34 4

4*068 1 128 51 32*9 7*57 1

4*209 1 132 36 18*9 7-57 1

6*638 2 160 57 27*8 7.74 2

3*817 2 121 15 44*2 7-86 2

5*109 2 148 58 44*5 7*95 2
1*790 2 43 44 48*8 8*04 2
4*858 1 145 40 17-8 8*14 1

3*300 100 38 29*9 8*17

2*462 1

:

63 30 55*5 8*15 1;

3*744 1 118 52 41*0 8*20 1

3*386 3 104 28 52*5 8*25 3

2 053 1 50 7 59*5 8*25 1

2*555 1 67 1 48*4 8*32 1

1*298 1 34 18 29*2 8*56 1

1*622 1 39 49 41*7 8*61 1

2*912 1 82 26 25*1 8*83 2
2*569 ,1 67 15 45*5 8*95 1

1*072 1 30 55 55*2 8*96 1

2*408 1 60 57 6*5 9*05 1

2*832 1: 78 40 27*3 9*09 1:

2*674 3 71 34 55*1 9*13 3

2*696 1: 72 28 24*0 9*20 1;

2*824 1 78 15 35*1 9*23 1

3*818 1 122 11 30*6 9*28 1

2*823 1 78 12 33*0 9*30 1

5*672 1 155 36 45*6 9*38 1

4*355 1 137 27 28*8 9*44 1

2*417 1 61 1 41*1 9*43 1

4*845 2 146 28 18*7 9*51 2
4*079 1 130 35 26*7 9*51 1

4*760 1 145 13 47*9 9*57 1

+ 4*402 1 138 39 10*1 -9*63 1

Summary Description from e

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

! I

4 14-3

6 50*4

6 53"8

7 6*3

7 7-3

7 14*8

8 3*7

8 38*7

9 37*9

19 10 22*9

19 10 45*5

19 11 7-2

19 11

19 11

19 11

19 12

19 13

19 14

19 15

19 17

19 18

19 19

19 20

19 21

19 24

19 24

19 27
19 27
19 28

17*6

37-3

39*2

48*3

23*1

30*8

55*9

13*9

23*8

6*7

47*4

22*5

29*7

53*0

18*0

18*9

30*3

19 31 7-9

19 31 43*0

19 33 58*6

19 34 7*2

19 35 0*0

19 35 6*9

19 35 16*0

19 36 3*0

19 36 24*3

19 37
19 40
19 41

19 43

19 45

19 45

19 46

19 46

19 47
19 48

19 48

19 48
19 49
19 49
19 50

19 51

19 51

19 51

19 52

19 53

13*6

47*3

7-5

30*0

4*3

43*7

33*8

53*0

28*8

13*9

41*7

57-9

31*7

42*9

49*6

22*Q

33*2

47*6

27*6

19*4

vF;pS; iR
vF; S; R

;
pslbM

vF; S; R; lbM; 1st of 3..

eF; vS; 2nd of 3

eF; S; 3rd of 3

vF; L; R; vvlbM; r

Cl; P; 1C.

Cl; vL; 1C
Cl; P; 1C; st 10. ..11

pB; S; R; pgbM
Neb without st (Lac. Auw.40)
©; B; L; iR; gvmCM; rrr;

st 11. ..14.

vF ; L ; R ; vglbM

O; F; L; R; vsbMdisc;'S* nf

cF; cS; R; lbM; *9s
eeeF; pS; am S st

eS; stellar

pB; S; mE; pslbM
vF. (Winnecke, Dec. 1853)
Cl; P; 1C

eF; pS; R; vgvlbM
Cl; Ri; bet 2 st 9
eF; vS; R; lbM; 3 vS st nr

Cl; vL; pRi; vlC; st 10...

Cl; L; vC; E 0°; st 14... 18

cB; S; iR; rrr

eF; R; vgbM
eF; vS; ^14 att

pB; E; biN ; *8 f

f ©; pB; L; R; vRi

l vgbM; st 12... 15.

pS; R; vgbM
Cl; L; pRi; 1C; st 11. ..14...

pB; pS; pmE; gibM
pF; pL; R; bM; r

Cl; vL; pRi; 1C; st 10... 15

eF; pS; R; vlbM; * np....

O; B; vS; R
Cl; vL; vRi; st 11. ..15

(Harding, 1827).

Cl; cRi; E; st 11. ..12

pB; iF; bM
O; B; pL; R; * 11 M
Cl; P ; 1C
Cl; L; pRi; pC; st 11. ..12 .

Cl; vL; 1C; St 7,

Cl; P; 1C; st 11. ..12

Cl; S; P
Cl ; vL ; vRi ;

pmC ; st 1 1 . . . 1

6

Cl; vS; vC
Cl; P; 1C
vF; S; R; psbM
Cl; S; P
eF ; vS ; R ;

psbM ; * 1 1 np
vF; S; vlE; gibM
Neb; r

cF; cL; R; vglbM; 2 st f

pB; S; R; vS * np
vF; S; R; bM
pF; S; vlE; psbM

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

2
1

1

0

14

1

3*+
3

3

1

2

0

4

1

1

2
3

5

5

1

1

1

1

8f
1

2
1

2+
3

2
1

2
2

13
3

3

1

1

1

2
1

2
1

1

1
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No.
of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

4532 2060 M. 27 19 53 29-3 + 2-588 4 67 39 43-0 - 9-60 3 !!!; vB;vL;BiN;iE (Dumb- 13+
%• bell N).

4533 3808 19 54 40-9 4-723 2 144 45 44-5 9-75 2 F; S; vlE; glbM 2
4534 3809 19 55 31-7 4-849 1 146 47 1-7 9-81 1 pF; S; R 1

4535 2063 19 56 8*8 1-354 1 34 15 9*9 9-77 1 Cl; pS; pmC; iR; st 12... 16 1

4536 2062 III. 144 19 56 23'1 2-309 3 56 50 48-7 9-81 3 F:amM. Way st 4*

4537 2061 19 23-6 2-847 1 79 7 24-4 9-82 1 Cl; cL; E; pRi; st 13 1

4538 Auw. N. 46 19 56 39-0 3-068 89 56 49-0 9-85 F; *10 p I s
, s 1' 29" (Bond, 0

Nov. 1852).

4539 3810 19 56 41-0 5-207 1 151 29 30-7 9-91 1 F; pS; gbM 1

4540 3811 A. 425 19 57 5*0 4-395 2 138 46 5*7 9-91 2 B; S; cE; gpmbM 2

4541 3812 19 57 39-9 4-849 1 146 47 18-2 9-96 1 F; S; IE; glbM 1

4542 2065 19 57 46-5 3-151 1 93 57 0-8 9-94 1 Cl; S; vmC; st 19 1

4543 2064 M. 75 19 57 49-1 3-547 3 112 18 47-5 9-95 3 ©; B; pL; R; vmbMBN; rr 10

4544 2066 VII. 59 19 59 11-2 1-967 1 46 23 49-7 10-01 1 Cl; L; vRi; cC 2

3813 19 59 31-7 4-733 1 145 11 4.4 10-12 1 eeF
; X; pmE 1

4546 3814 19 59 40-6 4-387 2 138 46 26-4 10-12 2 vB; S; R: pgvmbM 2

4547 3815 19 59 4-382 2 138 41 20-8 10-14 2 cF; eS; E 90°; gbM 2

4548 2067 2. 2630 20 0 38-3 2-258 1 54 37 13-1 10-13 1 Cl; stX& S; J inv 1

4549 3816 20 2 2-9 6-426 2 161 11 51-8 10-34 2 F; pS; IE; glbM; *9 p 1

0

s-5

;

2 i

1st of 4.

4550 2068 2. 2631 20 2 4-8 2-636 1 69 17 54-5 10-25 1 Cl; 1C; st 10. ..13; J inv 1

4551 2069 VIII. 86 s>0 2 44.4 2-179 1 52 9 34-3 10-29 1 Cl; P; 1C 2
'

4552 3819 20 3 15-0 4-278 1 136 34 21-6 10-38 1 F; vS; R; vgmbM; *7 nf ... 1

4553 3817 20 3 27-6 6-429 2 161 17 6-5 10-45 2 pB; S; R; eS*sf; 2nd of 4... 2 i

4554 3818 20 3 44*5 6-428 2 161 17 10-6 10-48 2 vF; vS; R; 3rd of 4 2

4555 3821 20 4 2-8 4-209 1 134 56 31-8 10-44 1 vF
;
pL; R; glbM 1

4556 3820 20 4 40-6 6-419 2 161 17 3-8 10*54 2 F; S; R; r; vS*att; 4th of 4 2 1

4557 VIII. 22 20 5 58‘2 2-509 1 63 42 34-8 10-54 1 Cl; P; 1C 1

4558 2070 20 5 59*3 2-261 1 54 34 198 10-54 1 Cl; pRi; J inv 1

4559 2071 VIII. 20 20 6 7*1 2-514 1 63 55 43-5 10-55 1 Cl; vB; vL; Ri; 1C; st6...11

4560 3822 20 6 4-584 1 143 12 32-8 10-64 1 pF; cL; pmE; glbM 1

4561 IV. 72 20 7 2-185 1 52 1 28-8 10-64 1 F ; vL ; vmE ; J att 1 !

4562 3823 20 g 5-5 4-644 1 144 23 0-5 10*75 1 vF ; L; IE 1 1

4563 3824 20 8 29‘7 4-206 2 135 13 51-9 10-77 2 pF; S; R; vglbM 2
1

4564 3825 20 10 43-4 4-344 2 138 40 53-1 10-93 2 pF; S; R; svbM*12 2 1

4565 2072 IV. 13 20 10 45’8 2-419 2 59 51 33-3 10-89 2 !!; ©; F; S; vvlE 7f
;

4566 VIII. 83 20 12 23*7 1-746 1 40 12 6-0 11-00 1 Cl; pRi; 1C 1

4567 D’Arrest, 114 20 12 26 2"42 [2] 59 47 42 11-01 [2]
1

Cl+ neb: S; st vS 0

4568 3826 20 14 4*0 4-433 1 140 52 0-6 11-18 F ; S ; R ;
glbM

; am st 1

4569 3827 20 14 52*7 4-143 1 134 5 51-8 11-24 1 F; cS; R; bM 1 i

4570 2073 20 15 40*2 3-468 3 109 45 13-6 11-28 3 cL; E; bM*l7; *10 att 3*

4571 2074 20 15 46*1 2-547 1 64 41 32-2 11-26 1 Cl; S; vlC; stl0...11 1

4572 2075 IV. 16 20 16 7-9 2-676 3 70 20 19-3 11-29 3 !!; O; B; pS; R; 4Sstnr ... 6f
|

4573 2076 III. 141 20 16 44*2 3-590 1 115 14 51-2 11-36 1 cF; cL; vlE; vglbM; r; 3stp 3

4574 3828 20 17 43-6 4-267 1 137 28 57-8 11-44 1 pB; pL; gbM; 2stl0 nr 1

4575 2077 VIII. 56 20 18 5-5 2-137 2 49 40 14-4 11-42 2 Cl; pB; pS; P; pC; stlO... 12 5

4576 2078 M. 29 20 18 5

1

-9 2-212 1 51 56 3-6 1 1-48 1 Cl; P; 1C; st L & S 6

4577 3830 20 20 50*3 4-274 1 137 56 31-9 11-67 1 vF; *12 att sp 1

4578 3831 20 22 0*0 4-141 1 134 40 55*8 11*74 1 eF; pS; R; vgvlbM 1
;

4579 3829 20 22 36*0 9-441 1 170 28 50-4 1 1-92 1 pB; cS; R; psmbM 1 !

4580 3832 20 23 2-0 3-727 4 121 17 38-7 11-81 4 pF ; cS ; R ; gbM ; bet 2 st ... 4

4581 3834 20 25 35*6 3-752 3 122 26 56-3 11*99 3 cB; L; mE6°-0; pslbM 3

4582 2079 III. 142 20 25 52*1 3-118 2 92 29 44-3 11-99 2 vF; pL; E 0° or biN
; p of 2 5

4583 2080 20 26 8-3 3-118 2 92 30 28-7 12-01 2 vF
;
vS

;
sf of 2 2

4584 3833 20 26 29-1 6-798 1 164 6 50-1 12-13 1 F; S ; R; gbM ; 5 st p 1

4585 I. 103 20 26 43*0 2-935 1 82 44 5-5 12-05 1 vB: L: gnibM: er 1

4586 2081 20 27 19-8 2-941 3 83 3 41-3 12-09 3 ©; B; L; R; rrr; st 16...; *9p 3*

4587 3835 20 27 59*4 4-457 2 142 35 10-9 12-17 2 pB ; cL ; R ; glbM ; r 2 1

4588 3836 20 28 25-0 4-458 2 142 38 11-7 12-21 2 vF; cS ; R; slbM; fof2 2

4589 2082 VIII. 17 20 28 35-0 + 2-646 1

1

68 13 54-9 — 12-17 1:: Cl; vL; P; vlC 4
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Sir J. II. ’e

Catalogues
of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

Eight
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
. of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.
used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

h

20 28 36-4
s

+ 1-211 3 29 49 56-8 — 12-14 3 Cl; pL; eBi; pCM; stll ...16 5

20 28 42-5 2-510 5 62 9 51-9 12-17 5 Cl; vB; vL; vlli; cC; st pL.. 5

20 30 3-7 4-563 1 144 4-7 44.4 12-32 1 p B ;
pL ;

B
;
pslbM 1

20 31 3-8 5-831 1 159 14 17-4 12"42 1 pF; L; mE; vglbMvS* 1

20 31 57-3 1-269 3 30 20 17-9 12-37 3 vF; vL; vg, vsbM; rr 4+
20 32 30-6 3-750 1 122 58 55-9 12-47 1 vF; L; B; gbM 1

20 33 4*6 4-497 2 143 51 23-1 12-53 2 vF; pS; cE; lbM 2
20 34 40-7 2-769 1 73 50 36-0 12-60 1 Cl; P; vlC 2
20 37 14-2 2-852 1

1
77 59 34-9 12-77 1 vF; S; stellar; % att 2

20 39 39-2 3-882 1 128 30 26-2 12-96 1 B; cS; B; pgmbM; 4 st p ... 1

20 39 53-0 2-478 3 59 47 14-8 12-94 0
!!; pB; cL; eiF; k Cygni inv 6f

20 40 7-8 3-074 2 90 11 12-9 12-97 2 cF; S; B; bM 4

20 40 ± 3-074 90 11 ± 12-97 Group of 5 with manyst ... 0

20 40 13-6 3-074 2 90 12 34-6 12-98 2 If

;

vS; B ; bM 4

20 42 15-1 4-243 1 139 17 41-8 13-14 1 pB; S; IE; gbM 1

20 45 16-1 2-454 1 '58 23 48-0 13-30 1 F; S; iE; r 1

20 45 44-9 3-302 3 103 3 35-8 13-34 3 ©; pB; pL; R; gmCM; rrr.. 10

20 47 8-1 4-356 2 142 24 21 "2 13-46 2 vF ; S ;
E

; p of 2 2
20 47 18-9 4-043 1 134 30 30-2 13-46 1 eF; cS ; B 1

20 47 48-0 4-353 3 142 24 12-7 13-51 3 F; pL; vlE ; vgbM ; f of 2 ... 3

20 48 20-9 4-211 2 139 10 13-8 13-54 2 pF; S; vlE
;
gpmbM ; vB*p 2

20 49 13-4 2-092 1 45 15 32-5 13-55 1 Cl; cL; st pS 1

20 49 27-4 4-529 2 146 6 24-7 13-61 2 eeF; vS; vmE0°; *13 att, 11 2
20 49 51-7

j

2-024 1 43 15 22-6 13-58 1 Cl; L; P; vlC 3

,20 50 35-2 2-478 2 58 50 11-8 13-64 1 !! ; eF ; eL ; eE ;
eiF ; bifurcate 4t

20 51 16-0 3-299 ... 103 10 31-0 13-70 Cl??; eP; vlC ; no neb 3
20 51 19-8 2-490

|

1 59 19 15-3 13-69 1 F; eL; neb & st If*
20 51 30’9 2-095

l

1 45 3 59-3 13 69 jCl ;
P ; 1C 2

20 51 33-5 2-123 3 45 53 24-0 13-70 3 Cl ; P; 1C ;
st L 3

20 53 48-2 2-142 (0 46 13 4-8 13-84 F; eeL; diff nebulosity 3

20 53 54-5 3-083 1 90 44 34-9 13-87 1 eF; S; E 0° 1

20 53 57-1 4-201 2 139 35 0-3 13-89 2 cF.; cS; B; bM 2
20 54 13-9 4-203 1 139 40 27-7 13-91 1 eF; R; lbM; *11 f 1

20 54 43-8 2-801 (3) 74 21 51-7 13-91 1 B; pL; R;gbM 4

20 55 23-1
j

4-345 3 143 6 3-6 13-98 3 pB; S; R; psbM; am st 3

20 56 17-5 1-749 1 35 59 39-6 13-98 2 cB; L; E 45°+ ; r; J att ...

20 56 31-2 3-273 4 101 55 4-8 14-04 4 !!!; O; vB; S; elliptic 23*f
20 57 5-8 3-291 1 103 3 8-9 14-07 1 eF; pL; R; r 1

20 57 8-1 2-054 1 43 13 48-5 14-05 1 Cluster; no description 1

20 57 21-1 4-033 2 135 22 12-0 14-10 2 F; pL; E; vgvlbM; *p 2
20 57 38-9 2-535 2 60 39 30-3 14-09 2 pB; cS; R; psbM; pB*np... 4

20 58 18-4 4-111 1 137 44 44-2 14-16 1 pF; S; R; bM; 2stl2n ... 1

20 59 22-9 0-771 1 22 26 51-2 14-16 1 eF; *7 min neb (?) 1

20 59 38-5 5-136 1 154 35 45-2 14-26 1 pB; cS; IE; pgbM 1

20 59 39-2 5-000 1 154 5 34-2 14-26 1 pF; cS; R; psbM; *7*8 p ... 1

20 59 45-4 4-185 1 139 52 10-5 14-25 1 eeF; S; R; B %* sf 1

21 0 46-2 2-255 2 49 3 58-9 14-27 2 Cl; P; 1C; st 1 6 3
21 0 7-3 4-173 1 139 51 26-0 14-40 1 B; cS; R; pgmbM 1

21 2 45-7 1-948 0) 39 43 13-3 14-39 1 Cl of triple st; 1C 2
21 2 47-1 5-457 1 158 51 57-9 14-47 1 vF; cS; R; glbM 1

21 3 36-5 2-825 1 75 7 5*2 14-46 1 Cl; 1C 1

21 5 3-4 2-471 1 56 50 48-0 14-60 1 Cl; pRi; iF; st 11. ..15 1

21 5 39-3 4-079 2 137 47 45-7 14-61 2 pB; pL; IE; gbM 2
21 6 14-3 2-150 1 44 53 32-7 14-61 1 Cl; vL; pRi; E; st 10 1

21 6 52*3 2-860 1 76 58 16-2 14-66 1 vF; S; R 1
1

21 6 55-9 4-114 2 138 56 41-3 14-69 2 B; cS; cE; psmbM; *10f... 2
j

21 7 45-4 2-253 2 48 4 44-0 14-70 2 Cl; vF; pL; vRi; vC;stl5...18
:

4
!

21 7 48*6 3-008 1 86 3 33-4 14-72 1 eF 1

21 7 52-9 + 3-035 0 87 44 17-4 -14-72 2 eF; pL; R; lbM M

4590

4591

4592

4593

4594

h.

2083
H.

VI. 42
VII. 8

3837
3838

2084
4595 3839

4596 3840

4597 2085

4598 2086

4599 3841

4600 2088

4601; 2087

4602 )
4603 >2087,
4604' J
4605 2089

IV. 76

4606

4607

4608

4609

3842

2090
3843

4610; 3844
4611

4612

4613

4614

4615

4616

4617

4618

4619

4620

4621

3845
3846

3847
2091
2092

2093
2094

2096
4622 2095
4623 3848

VIII. 76
V. 14

3849
2097
3850

2099
2098
2100
2101

3851

2102
3852

4624

4625

4626

4627

4628

4629

4630

4631

4632

4633

4634

4635 3853
4636 3854
4637 3855
4638 2103
4639 3856

4640j 2105
4641

1

3857
4642j 2104
4643 2106
4644 3858
14645 2107
14646

4647; 3859
4648 2110
4649 2108
4650] 2109

VIII. 23
III. 219

V. 15

II. 426

II. 427

II. 206

VIII. 82

VIII. 58
V. 37 i

I. 52

I. 192
IV. 1

VIII. 57

Vi’il.74

III. 209

VI.” 24

III. 858

B. 3 novas

M. 72

M.73

11.203

IV. 74

Lai. 40765

MDCL'CLXIV.
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No.
of

Cata- Sir J. H.’s

logue. Catalogues

of Nebulas.

References to

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos

Other
Authorities.

Right
|

Annual
Precession No.

of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

in

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

h
21 9 26*5

s

+ 4*109 2 139 8 52*8 - 14*84

21 9 33*0 2*424 1 54 23 16*7 14*81

21 12 36*6 2*640 1 64 9 17*3 14*99

21 14 20*1 3*216 1 99 22 29-7 15*11

21 15 26*3 1*717 1 32 59 50*8 15*14

21 15 58*1 3*884 1 133 3 41*7 15*21

21 16 166 2*021 1 39 47 4*3 15*19

21 16 41*6 4*607 1 150 37 16*9 15*27

21 16 53*5 3*879 1 133 0 26*2 15*26

21 17 58*9 4*085 1 139 40 10*1 15*33

21 18 12*1 2*181 3 44 13 3*7 15*31

21 18 44*9 2*447 1 54 5 44*1 15*33

21 19 9-1 4*222 1 143 23 17*3 15*39

21 19 37*1 2*135 1 42 34 45*6 15*38

21 21 26*5 3*879 2 133 41 50*4 15*52

21 21 31*0 2*148 1 42 40 21*6 15*48

21 21 37*5 3*880 2 133 45 57*1 15*53

21 22 49*4 3*757 1 129 14 1*3 15*59

21 22 51*7 1*459 1 27 43 29*5 15*55

21 23 9-9 2*895 1 78 27 22*3 15*59

21 23 31*9 3*898 1 134 40 55*1 15*63

21 24 18*3 3*043 1 88 7 23*2 15*66

21 24 22*5 2*188 1 43 31 7*5 15*65

21 24 38*7 4*809
j

2 154 31 n-7 15*71

21 25 11*3 2*819 ! 1 73 11 28*0 15*70

21 25 42*8 2*044 2 39 1 55*7 15*71

21 25 44*2 3*800 2 131 26 32*5 15*75

21 26 12*5 3*091 2 91 26 37-2 15*76

21 26 36*3 4*251 1 145 10 46*0 15*80

21 26 51*0 3*699 1 :: 127 24 5*7 15*81

21 27 12*6 2*160 1 42 10 58*0 15*80

21 29 5*1 2*244 1 44 37 6*0 15*90

21 30 3*9 3*827 2 133 10 21*6 15*98

21 30 20*1 4*755 1 154 32 2*4 16*02

21 31 24*1 3*821 2 133 10 19*5 16*05

21 31 59*5 6*179 1 165 44 25*1 16*13

21 32 26*0 3-422 2 113 47 59-0 16*10

21 32 59*7 4*134 1 143 20 29-8 16*14

21 33 22*2 3*873 1 135 25 37*2 16*16

21 33 31*6 3*626 1 125 4 56*2 16*16

21 33 48*4 3*620 1 124 48 14*9 16-17

21 36 32-5 3*965 2 139 3 59*4 16*32

21 36 57*1 3*961 2 138 59 48*8 16*34

21 37 10*8 3*904 1 137 9 38*5 16*35

21 38 22*8 3*296 99 28 19-2 16*36

21 38 39*8 5*278 1 160 58 43*5 16*45

21 38 45*1 4*022 3 141 12 49*8 16*44

21 38 56*2 4*466 1 151 21 18*5 16*45

21 38 58*8 4*460 1 151 15 13*5 16*45

21 39 8*8 2*013 1 36 1 22*4 16*42

21 39 21*8 2*049 1 36 56 49*1 16*43

21 39 45*0 1*387 2 24 32 15*8 16*44

21 39 51*6 3*605 1 125 5 43*6 16*48

21 41 22-0 3*609 2 125 31 43*2 16-56

21 41 44-2 2*773 2 68 29 7*2 16*56

21 42 15*3 + 1*576 4 26 49 29-9 -16*57

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

4651
4652
4653
4654;

4655
4656
4657
4658
46591

4660
4661

4662
4663
4664
4665
4666
4667
4668
4669

h.

3860
2111

2112
2113
2114
3861
2115
3862
3863
3864
211

6

2117
3865
2118
3866
2119
3867
3868

A. 406

III. 145

VII. 51

VIL50

4670 2120

4671 3869
4672 2121
4673 2122
4674 3870
4675 2123
4676 2124
14677

4678

III. 936

III. 859
IVII. 52

3871

2125

4679 3872
4680 3873
4681 2126
4682 2127
4683 3875
4684 3874
4685 3877
14686 3876

f
2128

|4687|<J
-

13878
4688 3879
4689 3880
4690 3881
469l| 3882
4692 3883
4693
4694
4695

4696
4697
4698
4699
4700
4701

4702
4703
4704
4705
4706

3884
3885

3886
3888
3887
3889
2129
2130
2131
3890
3891
2132

VI.- 32

M. 15= I

Lai. 40815 f

M. 30

VII. 40

IV. 75

II. 261
III. 696

A. 263 ?

f| M.2= 1

XI Lai. 41928]

M. 39

Auw. N. 47

vB; pS; E; mbM
1 Cl; no description

1 F; S; vlE; r

1 vF; R
;
gbM; | nr

1 Cl; F; pS; P
1 eF; vS; R; p of 2
1 Cl; P; 1C
1 B; pL; 1C; gpmbM
1 vF; pS; R; fof2
1 eeF; vS; R
3 Cl; pS; pRi; pC; st 13...

1 Cl; P; st 10

1 eF; pL; vmE 90°*8; *s ..

1 Cl; P;? neb
2 F; cL; IE; gvlbM; pof2 ...

1 Cl; S; C; cE
2 F; S; R; vglbM; f of 2

2 cF; cS; R; pgbM
1 vB; er

2 /!; ©; vB; vL; iR;I

j
|_

vsmbM; rrr; stvS. J

1 B; R; cS; psbM
1 F; S; R; mbM; *14s
1 Cl; L; cRi; 1C; stl0...13 ...

2 pF; cL; vlE; vgpmbM; r ...

1 Cl; 1C

2 Cl; cL; vRi; pC; at 11...16

2 cF; S; R; gbM
3

fII;®;B;vL;g,pmbM;'l

\ rrr;steS. J

1 pB; PL; vmEl27°'l;g,pslbM
1 :

:
|eF

;
pL; vgbM; *6 f 40 s

1 Cl; vL; vP; vlC; st7...10...

1 Cl; P; 1C
1 F; pL; R; vglbM; *13inv...

1 vF; S; 11; vS * nf

B; S; vlE; mbM
pF; R; g, psmbM; am st ...

!; ©; B; L; IE; gpmbM;
st 12... 16.

1 eF; cS; IE; vglbM
1 vF; cL; R; vglbM
1 eF; vS; am st

2 F; S; R; bM
F; S; R; glbM; pof2
F; S; R; glbM; f of 2

F; S; R; gbM
Nebulous *10*11 or vSCl

(Cooper).

1 pB; S; R; vgbM; *9 f

3 pB; L; pmE; vgbM
1 eF

;
pL; R; p of 2

1 pB; pS; IE; gbM; fof2 ...

1 Cl; S; P; 1C

1 Cl; S; plti; has a ruby * ...

!;cF; pL; gbM **

pB; S; R; glbM
pB; oL; R; vgbM; *14attp

F; pS; R; vglbM; r

vF; cS; II; r

1

3

1 *

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

2

2

1

2
2

1

16

1

2

2

2

1

3

2

19t

1

1

3

1

2

1

2
1

3f

1
|

1

1

2

2

2

1

0

1

3

1

1

1

2

4

1
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Cata-

4711

4712

5077

4713

4714

4715

4716

4717

4718

4719

4720

4721

4722

4723

4724

4725

4726

4727

4728

4729

4730

4731

4734

4735

4736

4737

4738

4739

4740

4741

4751

4761

Beferences to

Sir J. EC’s Sir W. H.’s Other
Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebulas. and Nos.

h. H.
3892
3893
2134 VII. 66
2133
3894
3895

3896

3897
3898
3900
3899
2135 III. 452
2136 VIII. 67

D’ Arrest, 115
3901

3902
2137 III. 930
3903
3905
3904
3906
2138 III. 692
3908

3909
3910
2141

3911
2139 II. 247
3912
3907
2140 III. 693
2142 II. 595
2143 II. 1

2144

III. 165
3913
3914
2145
3915
2146 ii. 599
3916
3917
3918
3920
3921
3922
3919
3923
2147 VII. 53
2148
3924
3926
3925
2149 11. 207
2150 II. 897
3927
3928
2151 III. 862
3929
3930

Annual Annual
Eight Precession No. North Polar Precession No.

Ascension in of Distance in of

for Bight Obs. for N.P.D. Obs.

1860, Jan. 0. Ascension used. 1860, Jan. 0. for used.

for 1880. 1880.

h

21 42 28-6
s

+ 4*229 1 147 12 6*1 -16*63 1

21 42 30-4 4*187 1 146 13 34*1 16*63 1

21 42 34-2 1*441 1 24 50 39*6 16*58 1

21 42 41-2 2*650 1 60 41 28*0 16 60 1

21 43 34-1 3*921 2 138 54 28*9 16*67 2

21 44 13-2 3*907 1 138 32 26*0 16*70 1

21 45 12*5 40 53 46*4

21 45 46-0 3*984 3 141 19 11*6 16*78 3

21 45 50-0 3*493 119 56 36*9 16*77 1

21 46 30-0 3*486 1 119 41 30*0 16*80 1

21 46 58-7 3*588 2 125 28 21*1 16*83 2

21 46 59-2 3*940 2 140 10 49*8 16*84 2

21 47 29-0 3 042 3 87 42 49*8 16*84 3

21 49 48*4 1*722 1 28 3 3*1 16*93 1

21 49 53 3*04 [2] 87 42 42 1 6*95 [2]

21 50 58-1 3*752 1 133 58 28*4 17*02 1

21 51 10-5 3*521 3 122 33 8*4 17*02 3

21 51 49-3 3*289 1 107 10 39*5 17*05 1

21 51 53-6 3*750 1 134 3 32*2 17*06 1

21 52 37-2 3*401 1 115 18 18*3 17*09 1

21 52 54-3 3-975 3 142 25 3*4 17*12 3

21 53 6-8 3*852 1 138 21 46*4 17*12 1

21 53 29*4 3*243 1 103 57 3*1 17*13 3

21 53 52-3 3*513 4 122 32 38*5 17*15 4

21 53 53-1 3*514 4 122 38 8*5 17*15 4

21 53 55-3 3*515 2 122 39 58*5 17*15 2

21 53 55-9 2*106 1 35 50 51*1 17-13 1

21 53 59-0 3*514 6 122 39 31*5 17*15 6

21 54 0-1 2*858 1 72 56 7*5 17-15 3

21 54 6-3 3*582 1 126 28 45*2 17*16 1

21 54 21-4 4*525 2 154 43 13*6 17*18 2

21 54 26-8 3*339 1 111 13 26*9 17*17 1

21 54 38-9 3*316 1 109 35 22*6 17*18 2

21 54 51*2 3*341 1 111 28 50*3 17*19 1

21 55 8*7 3*337 1 111 8 59*7 17*21 1

21 55 13*6 2*599 1 55 33 55*0 17*20 1

21 56 20*4 4*543 1 155 19 8*9 17*27 1

21 56 24*7 4*521 2 154 59 23*6 17*28 2

21 56 42*8 2*949 1 79 51 21*9 17*27 1

21 56 50*6 3*900 3 140 47 57*3 17*29 4

21 57 7-6 2*493 1 49 37 29*6 17*28 1

21 58 4*3 4*529 2 155 22 59'5 17*35 2
21 58 7*9 3*889 1 140 40 49*5 17*35 1

21 58 27*0 3*488 3 121 55 30*5 17*35 3

21 58 39*2 3*486 1 121 51 49*2 17*36 1

21 58 40-2 3*488 3 121 49 42*2 17*36 3

21 58 47*8 3*484 1 121 43 31*9 17*37 1

21 58 53-7 4140 1 148 6 29*6 17*38 1

21 59 24-6 3*451 1 119 43 57-3 17*39 1

21 59 42*2 2*384 2 44 11 36*3 17-39 2

21 59 57-7 2*741 1 63 34 17-7 17*41 1

22 0 29-0 3*798 1 137 50 36*5 17*45 1

22 1 8-3 3*427 1 118 29 42*9 17*47 1

22 1 30*8 4*794 1 159 20 46*7 17*51 1

22 1 37*4 2*682 1 59 20 35*6 17-48 1

22 2 34-9 3*273 1 107 19 55*1 17*53 1

22 2 47*3 4*487 2 155 32 6*2 17*56 2
22 3 13-8 3*462 4 121 14 22*2 17-56 4
2<? 4 16-2 2*525 1 49 40 48*3 17-59 1 ,

22 5 15*4 3*392 1 116 50 37*8 17*64 1

22 6 4*9 + 3*436 4 120 4 3*9 -17*67 4

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Bemarks, &e.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

; E; bM
F; L; R; g, psmbM .

Cl; cL; cRi; pC; st 11

vF; ? a * inv in neb .

vB;pS;R;mbMN .

B; S; B; in A of st 13.

See No. 5077-
vF; pL; IE; vgbM; r.

S; E towards eF *
B; pL; iR; glbM; r

pB; S; IE; mbM
F; pL; R; bM; r

Cl; P; vlC
Cl; vS; st 19 m; bet 2 st 16..

cF; cL; cE; glbM
F; pL; vlE; vglbM
eF
cB; S; vlE; svbMN
F; pS; R; vglbM; *10 f ..

pB; S; R; psbM
eF; S; R; *8 np
vF; cL; E 135°+ ; vgbM ...I

pB; pL; IE; gbM; 1st of 4...

cB; cS; R; sbM*; 2nd of 4

cF; S ; R ; p ofD neb ; 3rd of 4

Cl; vL; pRi; 1C

B
;
pL ; R ; f ofD neb

;
4th of 4

pB; pS; R; bMN; r; *sp...

eF; S; R; *8 s 2 '

cF; pS; vgbM
vF; S; R; IbM; p of 2
vF; pS; vlE90°; IbM
pB

;
pL ; mE 64°*3 bet 3 st : er

vF; pL; iR; vglbM; fof2...
vF; am 5 or 6st

vF; S ; IE ; vgbM
pB; S; R; pmbM
Cl; IRi ; 1C; st9...10

cB; S; R; am st

F ; cS ; cE ;
vglbM

; er

vF; S; R
;
pslbM; *1

1 p 3'...|

pF ; S; R; smbM
F; R; gbM; 1st of 4

eF; S; stellar; 2nd of 4 ..

cF; R ; stellar; 3rd of 4 ..

pB; L; IE; gbM; 4th of 4 ...

pB; L; cE; gpslbM
vF'; vS; R ; almost a O ••

Cl; L; cRi; pC; st9...12 ...

eF; R; bM; vF g np
vB; pS; R; gbM

pL; iR; rr

pF; S; R; gbM
B; pL; gbM; er

pB; IE; r

pB; S; R; 2stnr
F; S; R; gbM; r; 2vSstnr...

eF; pS; IE; r; am3st
pF; S; IE; bM
F;pL;E; vglbM

s 2
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulas.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and N os.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

4767 2152 III. 931 22 6 37-7 + 3-272 1 107 45 40-3

4768 2153 11. 60

6

22 6 43*4 2-447 1 45 20 52-3

3931 22 6 57-4 3-731 1 136 32 31-7

4770 3932 22 7 7'9 3-730 1 136 32 1 6-4

4771 VIII. 63 OO 7 8-2 2*127 1 33 42 56-0

4772 2154 22 7 34-6 2-119 33 25 12-4

4773 2155 VIII. 75 22 9 41*1 2-358 1 40 48 55-7

4774 2157 VI. 29 OO 10 2*5 2-236 1 36 22 2-4

4775 2156 III. 932 22 10 8*7 3-249 1 106 16 47-8

4776 III. 863 22 11 0-4 2-563 1 50 10 13-2

4777 3933 11 26-0 3-957 1 145 48 53-0

4778 III. 864 22 12 28*8 2-569 1 50 8 9-4

4779 2158 III. 933 12 53-8 3-247 2 106 28 21-5

4780 3934 III. 458 22 12 57‘6 3-353 1 115 22 44-5

4781 3935 22 15 6*5 3-395 1 119 3 25*8

4782 3936 22 15 10-0 3-403 1 119 39 16-8

4783 2159 22 15 23-6 2-153 ] 32 36 51-1

4784 3937 22 15 26-0 3-450 1 123 3 31-5

4785 3938 22 16 21-1 3-466 0 124 24 1-6

4786 3939 22 16 44-2 3-429 3 121 53 45-0

4787 3940 22 18 15*5 3-424 4 121 51 23-5

4788 3941 22 18 57-4 4-079 1 150 52 54-3

4789 3942 22 19 7-4 3-478 2 125 51 19-3

4790 2160 II. 248 22 19 38-1 2-916 2 74 33 55-0

4791 2161 22 1 Q 3Q-4 2-198 1 32 52 26-3

4792 3943 II. 469 22 20 50-7 3-336 115 34 20-5

5078 22 20 50 + 115 34 +
4793 2162 22 20 52-2

! 2*770 1 61 36 48-8

4794 3944 22 21 12-0 3-474 1 126 10 21*2

4795 Auw. N. 48 22 22 5-6 3-285 111 32 59-8

4796 2163 22 22 21*2 2-365 1 37 53 26-3

4797 VII. 41 22 22 37*4 2-380 2 38 24 45-0

4798 3945 22 00 59*4 3-503 1 128 33 0-1

4799 2165, a R. nova 22 23 13-6 3-213 104 40 30-3

4800 3946 22 23 23-8 3*501 1 ioq 32 9-8

4801 2164 22 23 28-3 3-213 2 104 44 11-8

4802 2165 IV. 31 22 24 53-0 3-213 4 104 50 30-3

4803 D’Arrest, 1 16 22 24 57 2-76 [1] 59 45 18
4804 2166 nc) 24 58’6 2-760 2 59 45 25-3

4805 3948 22 25 28*5 3-352 1 117 58 4-4

4806 3947 22 25 32-6 3-541 1 131 39 53-4

4807 2167 II. 476 22 26 55 -
7 3-173 5 101 4 53-2

4808 2168 II. 428 22 27 3-9 3-027 O 85 9 17-9

4809 2169 III. 180 22 27 40-9 2-886 1 :: 70 23 45-6

4810 3949 OG) 28 2-3 3-331 O 116 45 55-0
4811 2170 III.’ 237 00 29 46-2 2-877 1 69 5 50-5

4812 3950 22 29 46*2 3-466 O 127 57 13-5

4813 2171 00 30 32-5 2*984 3 80 1 1 4-6

4814 3951 1
00 30 37-2 4-257 \ 157 12 4 6-0

4815 2172 I. 53 22 30 39-5 2*736 1 56 20 5-6

4816 1
14817

1

4818 >217 2, a R. 5 novae 22 30 + 2-736
I 56 20 +

4819
I

4820 J
i

4821 2173 II. 233 22 30 44-0 2*857 0 66 55 34-6

4822: 3950 (No. 2?) 22 30 50-5 3-466 1 127 55 48-4

4822: 2174 III. 166 22 30 54-0 2-736 1 56 17 51-3
4824: 2175 II. 234 22 31 5-7 + 2-858 G) 66 55 58-3

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.
(

;

— 17*69 1 vF; S; R; bM
17-69 1 eF; S; er

17-71 1 pB; S; pmE
;
psbM

;
pof'2...

17-72 1 F; vS; R;'*8f; fof2
17-70 1 Cl; S; P; 1C
17-72 2 Cl; pC; has a ruby *10
17-81 1 Cl; L; P; 1C; st vL
17-82 1 Cl; C; steS
17-84 1 vF; S; vlE; vgbM; *13n ...

17-86 1 vF ; vS; nibM
17-90 1 eeF; R; (?)
17-92 1 vF

; S ; rriE 165°+
17-95 2 F; pS; R; gpmbM
17*95 1 F; S; R; er

18-04 i vF; S; E; glbM; ?biN
18-04 1 eF; pL; R; vlbM
18-03 1 Cl; L; pRi; 1C
18-05 1 eF; S; R; lbM
18-08 1 cB; pS; vlE; glbM; B J* sp

18-10 3 F; cS; vlE; p of 2
18-15 3 F; cS; vlE; f of 2
18-19 1 eeF; IE; vgvlbM; 3 st sf ...

18-19 2 vF; pS; R; vgvlbM
18-20 2 F; cS; R; gbMS*; 3stnr...

18-19 1 Cl; L; pRi; 1C; stl0...l6...

18-25 2 cF; cS; IE; r; * inv

( See No. 5078)...

18-24 1 vF; S; R; am st

18-26 1 vF; S; R; gbM
18-29 !; pF; vL; E or biN (Harding)
18-29 1 Cl; P; 1C; st 12... 13
18-30 2 Cl; iR ; 1C; st vS
18-33 1 eF; S; R; p of 2
18-34 vF; E np to sf (nisi= h.2l64)
18-34 1 eF; S; R; fof2
18-34 2 vF; cS; vglbM
18-39 4 F; pS; R; vsbMFSRN
18-38 [ i] vF; pL; vlbM; h.2166 dist2'

18-39 IvF ; S; R
;
gvlbM

18-42 1 vF; S; IE; *11 p
18-42 1 F; pL; pmE
18-46 5 vF; pL; R; glbM; r

18-47 2 pF; S; R; psbM; r

18-48 1 :: eF; vS; R; *9 s

18-50 3 cB; L; mE0°; vlbM
18-55, 1 F; S; iR; vgvlbM
18-55 2 vF; S; vlE; gbM
18-58 4 eF; pS; 1E90°; vglbM
18-60 1 pB; pS; mE90°
18-58 3 B; pL; pmEl60°; smbM ...

18-58 5 near; positions measured;

no distances.

18-58 2 cB; S; mEl63°-0;
vsmbM^ll

; p of 2.

18-62 1 eF;?? 1

18-59 1 eF; vS; E
-18-59 2 F; pS; mE 90°+; vglbM;|

f of 2.

Total

No. of i

by h.

3
,

2 I!

0*

1 ?
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Eeferences to

Sir J. H.’s Sir W. H.’s
Other

of Nebula; and Nos. Authorities.

h. H.

2177
2178 11.705

3952
3953 A. 255 ?

3954
2179 II. 442
3955
2180 11.477
2181

1

II. 598

v GO R. 7 novas !

2182 VIII. 77 C.H. :

3956

f DArrestA

< n7= y.

[_
R. nova J

2183 111.216

2184 III. 217
D’Arrest, 1 18 i

2184,o R. nova ;

2185 II. 443
2186 II. 702
2187 11. 453
2188
2189

j>2189,o R. 3 novae :

3957
3958
3959
3960 A. 518 :

3961
3962
3963
2190 VII. 43
3964
2191 III. 745
3965
2192 III. 576
2193
2194 III. 465
2195 III. 243

J
2195,a R. 2 novae

2196

DArrest, 119 1

1 2197 II. 450
2198 11.451

Auw. N.49
:

1 2199 11.251
i II. 249

3966

Summary Description from a

Comparison of all the

Observations, Eemarks, &c.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

eF; pL; E 2
Cl; vL; pRi; vlC 1

B; S; R; pgvlbM; er 2

eeF ; S; R; Sf90°,40 s
1

F; S; R; bM 1

F; pL; vrnEO0
; vgvibM 1

F; S; R; psbM 5

F; cS; IE; glbM 1

vF; pL; R; lbM 6

pB ; S ; vlE ;
vginbM

; S * nr 4

No descriptions 0

Cl; pL; pRi; 1C; st9...13 .. 3

eF; vS; R; * 12 att np 1

vF; vS; R; III. 216 nf 0

cF; S; R; glbM; *11 np ... 5

cF; S; R; pgbM; fof2 5

eF; vS; R; 2stll,s 0

One of 5. See h. 2183, 2184, 0*

DArrest, 117, 1 18.

cF; cS; R; sbM# 13; * np .. 4

pB; pS; IE 120°+ ; mbM ... 4

vF; pL; IE; vgblVJ
; r 3

Cl; vP 1

pF; pS; R; gbM 2

“A group of 4,” incl h. 2189 0

pF; IE; glbM; vS*inv 1

vF; S; R 1

pB; pS; R; vglbM 1

cB; L; vmE43°-3; mbM ... 2

eF; vL; *7 nf 1

pB ; cS ; R ;
gpmbM 2

cB; vL; vlE; vglbM 3

Cl; pRi; cC 3

cB; L; vlE; gpmbM; rr 4

vF;pL;iF;er 2

F; cL; vlE; vgmbM 2

vF; cS; R; stellar; f p 3

Cl; P; pC; st 9...11 1

eF; S- R 4

F; pS; E90°; gbM; er 3

f 2 of a group of 3; inv in
lo

1 F neb. J

Cl; vL; E
1

1

pF+ R; bet 2 st 16; *13 nr...l 0

F; vS; vlE; smbM; er; pof2 4+
F; vS; vlE; smbM; er; fofS 5f
*11-12 in neb (MarkreeObs, 0

Oct. 8, 1855).

pB; L; E175°; vgbM 3

F; cS; IE; lbM; pB * p 2

F;L;mE33°-8; vglbM 1
*

1

I !

4825

4831

4836

4837

4838

4839

4840

4841

4842
1

,

2 i

4843

i !

,
14844

» 4845

4846

4847

4848

,
4849

j

4850

[4851

4852

4853

4855

4856

4857

4858

4859

4860

4861

4862

486:3

4864

4865

4866

4867

4868

4869

4870

4871

I

Eight
Ascension

for

I860. Jan. 0.

22 32 57-9

22 34 15*4

22 35 6-6

22 35 26-3

22 36 9-6

22 36 30-8

22 37 14-0

22 37 30-5

38 40*4

40 12-8

22 40 +

22 41 23-2

42 23-0

22 42 30

43 22-5

22 43 25-0

44 15-4

22 44 21*1

22 44 36-2

22 45 12-8

45 +

22 45 42'2

22 46 23-9

22 46 49-9

22 47 2-8

22 47 45-7

22 48 42-2

22 48 42-4

48 46-6

22 49 1-9

22 49 18'9

22 49 21-4

49 28-5

50 18-4

22 51 3-9

22 51 12-3

22 51 +
22 51 36-5

22 52 32
22 52 46*6

22 52 46-9

53 6-3

53 8-0

22 54 3-1

54 13-6

Annual
Precession

in

Eight
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

s

+ 2-982 1 79° 42 40-2 — 18-66 1

2-333 1 33 20 2-3 18-69 1

2-218 1 29 27 5-4 18-72 1

3-451 1 128' 36 27-8 18-74 1

4-117 1 155 51 19*9 18-77 1

3-351 1 120 47 3-9 18-77 1

3-079 2 90 53 42-0 18-80 2
3-475 1 130 4 35-7 18-81 1

3-166 4 101 44 29-8 18-84 5

3-262 3 113 2 10-3 18-89 3

3-262 113 2 + 18-89

2-374 2 32 39 8-7 18-91 2
3-408 1 127 34 56-5 18-95 1

2-99 [2]:: 79 10 30 18-94 [2]

2-988 1 79 7 46-2 18-96 2

2-987 1 79 2 36-2 18-96 2
2*99 [2] 79 6 0 18-97 [2]
2-99 79 8 2-2 18-96

3-088 2 92 16 54-6 18-98 O

3-238 3 ill 21 1-0 19-00 3

3-118 2 96 18 6-0 19-00 2
2-534 1 38 33 54-0 19-00 1

3-069 2 89 38 56-4 19-02 2

3-069 89 39 + 19-02

3-506 1 136 5 36-8 19-04 1

3-420 1 130 3 30-2 19-06 1

3-930 1 154 26 29-6 19-08 2
3-421 2 130 24 35-6 19-08 2

3-456 1 133 23 49-0 19-10 1

3-940 1 155 46 26-1 19-13 1

3-383 3 127 46 23-4 19-12 3

2-356 0 29 55 6-3 19-09 2
3-385 3 128 5 31-1 19-13 4

2-466 1 33 38 14-1 19-13 1

3-428 2 131 49 4-8 19-14 2

2-784 1 54 22 38-8 19-14 1

2-404 1 30 45 23-2 19-16 1

2-986 1 77 37 14-6 19-18 1

2-886 1 64 37 4-6 19-18 9

2-886 64 37 + 19-18

2-543 1 36 23 55-3 19-19 1

2-97 [2] 75 12 12 19-21 [2]
3-163 103 33 10-4 19-22
3-163 2 103 34 46-4 19-22 3
3-144 101 16 41-1 19-23

2-968 2 74 46 10-1 19-23 2

2-967 2 74 21 17-2 19-26

+ 3-387 1 130 19 19-2 -19-26
1

|
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No.
of

Cata-

logue.

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

SirW. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m B s

4882 3967 22 54* 1 6-6 + 3-387 1

4883 2201 11.212 22 54 17*6 2*861 1

4884 2200 II. 590 22 54 20-5 3-065 2

4885 3968 22 54 55-7 3-397 2
4886 2202 III. 210 22 54 56-3 2-971

1

1

4887 2203 III. 211 22 55 5-3 2-971
j

1

4888 2204 III. 230 22 56 12*2 3-020 1

4889 3969 22 56 13-3 3*514 1

4890 III. 202 22 56 22-3 2-969 1

4891 3970 22 57 19-6 3-411 2

4892 2205 I. 55 22 57 56-4 2-999 4

4893 2206 22 58 40-4 3-055 1

f3970
4894 J - l 22 59 21*2 3-330 4

13972

J

4895 2207 22 59 23-7 2-845 1

4896 2208 III. 558 23 1 2-4 3-169 1

4897 3973 23 1 56*3 3-379 2
4898 2209 III. 203 23 5-5 2-971 2
4899 2210 III. 184 23 4 29-6 3-087 2

4900m „. , 23 4 33-6 3-247 2

4901 2212 23 4 45-0 3-004 2
4902 2213 VII. 44 23 5 26-7 2-536 1

4903 2214 III. 220 23 5 46-8 3-006 2
4904 III. 470 23 6 36-7 3-125 1

4905 3975 23 7 0-8 3-364 1

4906 2215 II. 429 23 7 28*8 3-052 2
4907 II. 706 23 7 34-3 2-537 2
4908 2217 23 7 36-2 2-945 1

4909 2216 II. 430 23 7 37-8 3-052 2

4910 3976 23 7 49-1 3-313 1

4911 2218 23 8 5-0 2-975 1

4912
4913 |

2218, a R. 2 novas 23 8 ± 2-975

4914 D’Arrest, 120 23 8 17 2-94
j

[2]
4915 2219 III. 181 23 8 17-5 2-975 1

4916 3977 A. 475? 23 8 25-2 3-346 1

4917 2224, a R. nova 23 8 27'0 3-041
|

4918 2221 23 8 30*3 3-010 1:

:

4919 2220 II. 235 23 8 32-3 3-087 1

4920 2222 III. 221 23 8 44-8 3-007
I

3
4921 2224 11.467 23 8 51-2 3-041 1

4922 2223 III. 222 23 8 53-6 3-008 2
4923 III. 185 23 9 8*7 3-087 2
4924 III. 238 23 9 43-0 3-007 1

4925 :::::: II. 454 23 10 14-0 3-099 1

4926 2225 III. 182 23 10 14-2 2-980 1

4927 3978 A. 476 ? 23 10 39-7 3-330 1

f2226"')
4928 < = II. 236 23 10 47-0 3-098 2

1.3979

J

4929 3980 A. 477, 1 23 11 9*4 3-329 1

4930 III. 186 23 11 21*9 3*097 1

4931 3981 A. 477,2 23 11 36-8 3-326 1

4932 2°27 II. 431 23 11 38-9 3-112 1

f
2228"!

4933
i = r

I. 104 23 11 49’7 + 3-116 2
[3982 J

North Polar

Distance

for

I860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total

No.ol

times

of Ob:
by h.

and B

130 20 14-9 -19-27 1 eF; vL; vlbM 1

60 36 32-2 19-26 1 cB; cL; IE: gmbM; r; 2Sstn 2
88 59 35-2 19-26 2

'

cF; cS; psbM 3

131 34 57 6 19-28 2 cF; pS; vmE5°+; *11 np... 2

74 46 22-6 19-28 1 vF; S; IE; p of 2 2
74 46 59-6 19-28 1 vF; vS; f of 2 2
81 52 19-7 19-31 1 vF; vS; vsmbM * 12 2

140 52 10-7 19-31 1 eF
;
pL; R; glbM; *11 np ... 1

74 8 43-7 19-31 1 eF ; vS 1

133 51 40-8 19-34 2 F; S; R; A with 2 st 7 2
j

:

78 25 53-5 19-35 4 pB; cL; mEll°-9; bet2st... 7*'

87 12. 42-2 19-36 1 vF; S; E; psbM 1

127 1 37-6 19-38 4 pB; S; R ;
lbM; *8*9atts... 4*

56 39 4-6 19*38 1 vF; S; R; bM; *10 p 1

106 22 33-4 19-42 1 eF; L; bet 2 D st 2
134 10 34-8 19-44 2 pB; cL; IE; vgbM#13 2

72 35 4-8 19-44 2 vF; L; pmE 45°; lbM 3

92 54 44-3 19-48 2 cF; vS; R ; sbM * 15 4

119 17 53-3 19-49 2 pB; cS; R; psvmbM; *10np 5

77 49 34-0 19-50 2 eF; bM*; (?) 2

30 11 23-7 19-51 2 Cl; pRi
;
pC; fan-sh; st pB... 4

78 4 51-4 19-52 3 F; cS; R; vglbM; r 7

99 57 29-1 19-53 1 eF; vS l

134 21 49-8 .19-54 1 pB; S; IE; pgbM 1

86 15 44-5 19-55 2 vF
; cS ; R ; bM ; sp of 2 3

29 14 59-5 19-55 2 vF; L; 2 pB st inv 2

67 4 19-5 19-55 1 F; S; R; psbM 1

86 13 35-5 19-55 2 B; L; mE97°-5 (2est);

mbM; nf of 2.

3

129 17 54-2 19-56 2 F; S; vlE ; vgvlbM ; #10 att

.

2

71 46 56-2 19*56 1 np of 2 neb 1

71 47 + 19-56 2 of 4 incl h. 2218, 2219 ... 0

65 29 18 19*57 [2] vF; vS; (d’Arrest) *16 p 11 s 0

71 47 55-9 19-57 1 cF
; S; R ; sf of 2 2

133 21 29-9 19-57 1 1 B; S; mE90°+ ; vsbM#13... 1

84 3 21-6 19-57 :: No description 0

78 11 12-9 19-57 1 1:: F;R;bM 1

93 9 4-9 19-57 1 cF
;
pL; R; B * f 3

77 27 35-6 19-58 3 F ; cS ; R ;
bM*6

; p of 2 6

84 4 21-6 19-58 1 cB; pS; iR; psbM 2

77 34 16-6 19-58 4 eF; cS; R ;
sbM*l6 6*

93 6 55-6 19-58 2 vF; pS ; E; er; 3S st inv 2
'

77 17 25-3 19-59 1 eF; eS 1

95 30 25-0 19-60 1 F; S; smbM 1

72 4 20-0 19-60 1 vF;amvSst 3

132 52 58-7 19-61 1 pB; L; pmE; gbM 1

95 24 42-7 19-61 2 pB;pS;iR;gbM 6

132 59 53-4 19-62 1 pB; pL; pmE; gbM; p of 2 .. 1

95 12 23-4 19-62 1 eF; vS 1

133 1 8-1 19-63 1 F; pL; pmE; gbM; fof2 ... 1

.98 19 42-1 19-63 2 cF; S; R; pspmbM 4

99 15 31-1 -19-63 2 pF; cL; pmE0°+ 3*
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References to

Sir J. H.’s SirW. H.’s
1 Other

.
Catalogues Classes

Authorities.
of Nebulse and Nos.

h. H.
D’Arrest, 121

2229

; 2230 II. 439

J\ 3983

*1 2231 III. 435

)
2232 11.250
2233 11.440

...... D’Arrest

2231,o R. nova
D’Arrest, 122

3985
3986 ::::::

2234 11.441

2235 IV. 52

3987
3984
2236 11.600

3988
III. 473
III. 218

3989
3990

1 2237
’ 2238 M. 52
i 3991
i 3992

i 3994

2239 III. 212
! 2240

3993
2241 TV. 18

III. 438

I 2242 III. 226

2242, a R. nova
i 2243
i 2244
i 3995

2245 II. 226
! 2246 III. 860
! 2247 11.242
l D’Arrest, 123 :

i 2248 III. 426
i 2249 VIII. 69

D’Arrest, 124 !

! 3996 A. 347 ? :

1 3997
1 2250
1

III. 213

III. 187
>

D’Arrest, 125 !

t 3998

III. 188
’ 3999
! 2251
' 2252
! 2253

2254 III. 579 C

2255 VIII. 62 C

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

h
23 12 30

s

+ 3-04 [2] 82 42 24 -19-64
23 12 51-0 3-036 1 82 21 19-5 19-65

23 13 9-5 3-037 2 82 33 59-5 19-65

23 13 21-1 3-584 1 152 53 32-2 19-66

23 13 25-2 3-036 1 82 21 49-2 19-66

23 13 27 -2 2-994 2 73 32 34-2 19-66

23 13 38-0 3-037 o 82 32 58-2 19-66

23 14 5-8 2-998 [4] 74 12 23-9 19-67

23 14 13-7 3-036 82 21 49 19-67

23 14 22 3-04 [2] 82 33 6 19-67

23 14 21-5 3-314 2 133 14 52-6 19-68

23 14 30-5 3-717 2 158 25 49-6 19-68

23 14 36-4 3-035 1 81 52 38-6 19-68

23 14 38-8 2-616 1 29 35 10-6 19-68

23 15 3-6 3-219 1 120 2 41-3 19-69

23 15 6-0 4-986 1 172 40 19-0 19-70

23 15 23-6 2-858 2 49 54 46-3 19-69

23 16 17-5 3-215 1 120 8 51-7 19-71

23 16 47-9 3-002 1 74 0 18-4 19-72

23 16 48-7 3-032 1 80 50 18-4 19-72

23 17 17-8 3-464 2 148 33 48-1 19-73

23 17 37-9 3-462 1 148 39 59-1 19-73

23 17 51°8 3-010 1 75 29 12-1 19-73

23 18 3*2 2-643 1 29 10 20-1 19-73

23 18 14-6 3-674 1 158 47 39-8 19-74
23 18 40-6 3-452 1 148 34 57-5 19-75

23 18 48-0 3-266 1 129 59 55-5 19-75

23 18 52-9 3-016 1 76 33 33-5 19-75

23 18 52-9 2-956 1 63 44 7-5 19-75

23 18 56-4 3-590 1 156 2 49-5 19-75

23 19 9‘9 2-864 5 48 13 57"5 19-75

23 20 0-9 3-112 1 100 11 16-2 19-76

23 20 15-0 3-025 4 78 18 33-9 19-77

23 20 15-0 3-025 • •

78 24 33-9 19-77
23 20 49-8 3-040 1 81 59 10-6 19-78
23 20 59-8 3-041 1 81 59 55-6 19-78
23 21 2-6 3-457 1 150 29 2-6 19-78
23 21 28-0 2-985 2 68 20 38-3 17-79
23 21 36-7 2-938 (1) 58 25 6-3 19-79
23 21 52-1 3-008 2 73 28 4-3 19-79
23 21 55 3-06 [111 87 19 4 19-79
23 23 21*9 3-061 1 86 52 7-7 19 81
23 23 29-0 2-839 2

'

41 38 50-7 19-81
23 23 47 3-06 [2] 87 12 42 19-81

23 24 48-4 3-352 1 144 52 22-1 19-83
23 25 20-0 3-325 2 142 28 11-8 19-84
23 25 20-6 3-019 1 74 55 35-8 19-84
23 25 33-1 96 22 12-0

23 25 56-9 3-084 2 93 31 10-5 19-85
23 26 4 3-09 [1] 93 39 12 19-85
23 26 48-5 3-494 1 156 19 38-2 19-86
23 27 3-0 3-084 1 93 41 10-2 19-86
23 27 43-9 3-347 2 146 47 2-9 19-87
23 27 44-2 3-022 1 74 42 26-9 19-87
23 27 53-0 3-059 2 85 52 26-9 19-87
23 28 2-0 3-058 1 85 49 1-9 19-87
23 28 2-6 2-900 2 46 27 42-9 19-87
23 28 15-5 + 2-510 2 17 51 23-9 -19-87

4936

14960

1 4961

4966

079

987

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

F; S; R; A with 2 st 19, n ...

eF; eS
cB; pS; R; psbM
eF; eS; am 5 st; (?)
F; vS; R; psbM
pB; cS; R; smbM
cB; pS; R

;
psbM

cB
;

pS ; bM* (D’Arrest
Resultate).

E p and f

vF; vS
F; S; R; !bM
F; vS; E90°; psbM
F; S; F | att ,

vF; *9 inv a 1 excentrie

eF; S; R ; sbM
vF

;
pL ; R ; vlbM ; * nr

cF; L; mE 0°+
; vlbM ;

r ...

vF; S; R
;
glbM

eF; cL; sc st f; (?)
eF; pS; IE
pF

;
pS ; R ;

glbM
; p of 2 ...

eF; S; R ; f of 2
vF; pS; R; gbM
Cl; L; Ri; mCM; R; st9...13

eF; vS; R; pslbM; *10 p 22
;

{eF; S; R }
D neb

’
^ st P*

vF; vS; R; psbM
F; vS; psmbM; #10 p
eF; cL; R; vgvlbM
!!!; O; vB;pS; R; blue

eF; S; stellar

J(H.) vFl S; R; vsmbM;

t (h.) pB J *9 p (? var)

vF; S; 6' s of h. 2242
F; cS; gbM; p of 2..

vF; S; R; gbM; f of 2 ....

B; S; IE; vsvmbM*ll
vF; pL; vlE; lbM; am 4 st...

vF; S; R; lbM; r

vF; S; iR; r; * f

eF; *14pl3 5-7, In

eF;cL;R;gbM; J nr

Cl; P; 1C; st7...11 ........

vF; vS; *11 f I
s
, n 85"

pF; L; R; vgbM
cB; S; IE; psbM; #8 f

eF; pL; A with 2 st 10

See No. 5079.

eF; pL; stellar

eF; pL; 3 st 1 1 & 12 f.

eeF; pL (certain)

eF; stellar

B; cS; E; g, sbM; *8-9 p ..

vF; vS; gbM; * nf 1
1

eF; *12 p; sp of 2

vF ; nf of 2

eF; S; R; *9'10 p, v nr

Cl; L; P; 1C; st 8, 10. ..15..

Total

No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

2
1

2

2
1

1

l6*f
1

J>6*
0

1

1

1

3+
2

4

0

3

4

0

1

2
2*

1

0

1

1

2
1

2
1

3

5
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No.
of

Cata-

4991

4992
4993
4994
4995
4996
4997

4998

4999
5000
5001

5002
5003
5004
5005
5006
5007
5008
5009
5010
5011

5012
5013
5014
5015
5016

5017!

5018

5019
5020
5021

5022
5023
5024
5025

5026

5027
5028
5029
5030
5031

5032
5033
5034
5035
5036
5037
5038
5039
5040
5041

5042
5043
15044

15045

5046
5047

References to

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebula;.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H.

2256 II. 244

4000
2257

2257, a R. nova
2258

2259 III. 146

2260 II. 432

2261 I. 110

III. 189

2262 I. Ill

4001
4002
2263 II. 208?

II. 208
2264 11.255

2265 II. 256
4003
2266
4004
2267 III. 427
2268 11.213

4005
2269 III. 437
2270
2271 III. 854

2272 VII. 55

4006

2273, a R. nova
2273
2274 II. 230 1

2274 a R. nova

2275 II. 231

2276
2277 II. 851

j

2278 III. 231

2279 III. 232

2280
2281 III. 233
2282 II. 468

2283
2284 VI. 30 C. H.
2285 VII. 56

2286
2287
4009
2288 III. 466

2289 III. 867
2290 II. 232
2291 II. 10

2292
2293
2294 III. 855
2295 III. 856
2296 III. 984
4010

2297 11.240

2298 III. 436

Right
Ascension

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

Right
Ascension

for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar
Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

h
23

m
28 35-2 + 3-026 1 75 27 48-6 -19-88 J

23 28 56-7 3-209 1 128 13 2-6 19-88 1

23 29 2-6 3-067 1 88 36 51-3 19-89 1

23 29 10-6 3-067 88 36 51-3 19-89 ::

23 29 20-0 3-073 1 90 28 43-3 19-89 1

23 31 28*2 2-992 1 63 45 34*7 19-91 1

23 31 35-5 3-092 3 97 17 32-7 19-91 3

23 31 41-7 3-111 2 103 43 56"7 19-91 2

23 32 21*2 3-087 1 95 24 5 :4 19-92 1

23 32 38-8 3-107 2 103 4 12-4 19-92 2

23 34 41-4 3-397 1 156 45 1-5 19-95 1

23 34 49-4 3-396 1 156 44 21-5 19-95 1

23 35 17-3 3-006 1 64 32 13-5 19-95 1

23 36 45*2 3-010 1 64 38 3-2 19-96 1

23 37 8-5 3-049 3 80 0 26-2 19-96 5

23 37 13-4 3-051 1 80 50 20-2 19-96 3

23 37 35-5 3-190 3 133 41 27-9 19-97 3

23 38 26-1 2-757 1 21 1 30-9 19-97 1

23 38 29-5 3-141 0 120 17 4-6 19-98 2

23 39 27’3 3-066 2 86 58 39-6 19-98 2

23 40 2-3 3-011 1 61 17 42-3 19-99 1

23 40 35-8 3-137 2 121 17 45-3 19-99 2

23 40 50-1 3-064 1 83 54 46-3 19-99 2

23 41 35‘4 3-066 1 86 36 8-0 20-00 2

23 42 7-7 3015 5 59 47 45-0 20-00 5

23 43 4-8 2-849 1 22 45 49-7 20-01 1

23 43 34-1 3-151 1 131 31 2-7 20-01 1

23 43 + 3-028 63 37 + 20-01

23 43 52-2 3-028 1 63 37 55-7 20-01 1

23 43 55-7 3-041 2 70 37 26-7 20-01 2

23 44 13-9 3-04 70 40 43-7 20-01

23 44 17-1 3-042 2 70 39 16-7 20-01 2

23 44 38-0 3-049 1 74 31 22-4 20-02 1

23 45 4-8 3-024 2 59 31 ~6-4 20-02 3

23 46 11-5 3-063 0 82 54 5-4 20-02 2

23 46 19-0 3-063 2 82 53 50-4 20-02 0

23 46 38-2 3-063 1 82 54 18-1 20-03 1

23 46 45-2 3-063 2 82 48 10-1 20-03 2

23 48 10*1 3-066 4 84 51 58-1 20 03 4

23 49 42-8 2-973 2 29 23 16-8 20-04 2

23 49 58-5 2‘994 1 34 3 46-8 20-04 1
T

23 50 0-7 2-979 1 29 33 50-8 20*04 1

23 50 47*4 3-063 1 80 0 18-8 20-04 1

23 51 34*3 2-999 1 30 45 41-8 20-04 i

23 51 45-2 3-136 1 146 14 16-8 20-04 1

23 51 47-0 3-065 1: 80 2 53-5 20-05 1

23 51 50-3 3-070 1 87 8 41-5 20-05
i

1

23 52 17’4 3-058 1 70 0 13-5 20-05

33 52 28-1 3-063 1 75 58 24-5 20-05 1

23 53 17-8 3-033 1 40 3 38-5 20-05 1

23 53 4.9-6 3-069 1 84 32 7-3 20-05 1

23 54 14-4 3-056 2 59 20 47-5 20-05 3

23 54 17-0 3-056 3 59 20 0-5 20-05 3

23 55 10-4 3-067 2 77 48 0-5 20-05 3

23 55 43-1 3-085 1 125 1 3S-5 20-05 1

23 56 4-5 3-067 1 74 37 31-5 20-05 1

23 56 32-1 + 3-070 ]«' 83 25 16-5 -20-05 1

Summary Description from :

Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &e.

Total

No. of

times

of Obs
by h.

andH

F; S; R; psbM; stellar ..

pB; L; E; vgbM
|pB; S; R; psbM; *12 sp

F; S; IE; bM; am st

pF; cL; El2°+; vgbM
; cL; E; gmbM

r (? var.)(h.) eF
eeF
pB; pL; iR ; mbM
eF; S; R; p of 2
eF; cS; R; f of 2
vF; *14 att 255°

cL; R; *10-1 1 np
cB ; cS ;

gmbM
; r ; B * f

pF; S; R; *15 sf

cB; S; vlE
;
svmbM*14

vL; surrounds *8
vF; S; R; gmbM; *12 f ...

cF; pL; vlE 0°; lbM; 2Bstnr
cF; cL; vlE ; vglbM; r

B; cL; R; psmbM
F ; S ; R ;

gbM ; er

vF; cL; R; vglbM; #13 n ...

cB; vS;R; psbM; rr

Cl; pRi; pC; st 1 1 ...15

B; pL; R; gbM
vvF

; a little np h. 2273
vF; S; iF; vF J inv

pF; pS; R; mbM; sp of 2 ...

Seen and meas. with h. 2274,
-2275.

pB; pL; E 9 O
0

; bM; nf of 2
Cl of sc st 10 m
vF; cS; R; * nf

cF; S; R; psbM; stellar; 1st

of 4.

pF; S ; R ; nsbM ; stellar ;
2nd

of 4.

F; S; R; 3rd of 4

pF; pL; IE; glbM; 4th of 4

pB
;
pS ;

iR
;
psbM

; r ; * 7 p 30
s

Cl; S; pRi; vC; st 10, 13...

Cl; vL; vRi; vmC; st 1 1 ... 18

Cl; pRi; pC
vF; vS

; (?)

Cl; vL; P; 1C; st 7, 10...

pB; cS; R; gmbM
vF; pS; ill

eF; pS; iR; lbM
pF; S; R; sbM; * 10 sp....

F; pS; iEl5°+
Cl; pRi; pC; st 9

vF; S; R; psbM
eF ; S ;

R ;
sbM ; stellar sp of

eF ; S ;
R ;

stellar
;
nf of 2 .

eF; stellar; A with 2 st ....

vF; S; R; am st

cB; cL; ir; vgbM
vF; pL; R; lbM
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No.

of

Cata-

logue

References to
Right

Ascension
for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

Right
Ascension
for 1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

North Polar

Distance

for

1860, Jan. 0.

Annual
Precession

in

N.P.D.
for

1880.

No.
of

Obs.

used.

Summary Description from a
Comparison of all the

Observations, Remarks, &c.

Total
No. of

times

of Obs.

by h.

and H.

Sir J. H.’s

Catalogues

of Nebulae.

Sir W. H.’s

Classes

and Nos.

Other
Authorities.

h. H. h m s s

5048 2299 23 56 39*9 + 3-070 1 83 17 43-5 — 20-05 1 vF; pL; R; gbM 1

5049 2300 11.227 23 56 48-7 3-067 1 70 0 3-5 20-05 1 pF; cL; mE 45°+
; lbM 4

5050 2301 23 57 19-7 3-072 1 85 34 38-5 20-05 1 pB: vS: mE: vsmbM 2

5051 2302 23 57 32-6 3-051 1 22 6 18-2 20-06 1 ! ; eeF ; eeL 1*

5052 4011 23 57 35-2 3-087 2 152 50 42-2 20-06 2 F; S; R; gbM 2

5053 2303 23 57 55*7 3-072 1 83 51 42-2 20-06 1 pF
; S ; R ; * 9 np .. 1

5054 2304 23 57 56-2 3-072 1 85 34 12-2 20-06 1 vF; S; gbM 1

5055 2305 VIII. 29 23 58 1-9 3-070 1 111 29 37-2 20-06 1 Cl; vP; vlC 2
5056 2306 23 58 17-7 3-072 1 85 33 47-2 20-06 1 vF; S; R ; * nf 1

5057 4013 III. 190 23 59 17-4 + 3-072 1 94 29 48-2 -20-06 1 vF; vS; R; vg, psmbM; 2
2 st 9 sf.

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF NEBULAE AND CLUSTERS.

5058 G. P. Bond 0 35 1-0 + 3-073 89 50 6-6 -19-80 F; S; R; * 11 sp 1'; disc 0
Sept. 16

, 1862.

5059 79,b R. nova 0 50 7-9 3-241 60 23 27 19-56 No description
; y in Lord R.’s 0

diagram.

5060 S. Coolidge 3 6 55-2 3-089 89 4 27-5 13-67 F: disc .Tan 25. I860 . . 0
5061 S. Coolidge 3 16 29-0 + 3-086 89 19 3-0 13-07 F; disc Dec. 1 6, 1859 0
5062 (i23) 4 57 18-4 — 0-385 1 159 36 32-1 — 5-43 1 No description.... 1

15063 (374) 5 20 52-9 — 0-469 1 :: 159 36 35-4 — 3-42 1:: No description....

5064 J. H. Safford 6 5 7 : + 3-093 88 50 39: + 0-43 2 CIs; near 2 st9.10 & 10.1 1

;

0
disc Mar. 19, 1863.

5065 J. H. Safford 6 6 40-9 3-093 88 58 11-2 0-44 Cl; bet 2 st 9-10 & 10.11; 0

disc Mar. 19, 1863.
5066 G. P. Bond 7 55 12-5 3-509 65 25 19-4 9-73 vF; cometic; disc Sept. 1, 0

1852.
5067 S. Coolidge 9 59 51-1 3-079 89 15 7-3 17-38 Neb ; no description

; disc 0
Mar. 31, 1859.

5068 S. Coolidge 10 16 14-1 3-079 89 13 46-0 18-05 F; disc Mar. 31, 1859 0
5069 939, c R. nova 11 33 + 3-122 71 29 + 19-93 No description 0
5070 2849 ,

a

D’Arrest 12 12 41 3-06 83 46 42 20-02 A nebula; no description ... 0*
5071 S. Coolidge 12 31 0-5 3-069 89 2 46-5 19-87 *12, in F neb; disc May 3, 0

1859
5072 S. Coolidge 13 24 32-0 3-067 89 18 29-7 18-67 * 12, in F neb; disc Apr. 30, 0

1859.
5073 S. Coolidge 13 42 38-3 3-065 89 14 2-4 18-03 * 12, in F neb; disc Apr. 30 0

1859-
5074 G. P. Bond 13 49 18-6 3-068 89 31 9-0 17-77 S; R; * 92'; disc June 8, 1855 0
5075 S. Coolidge 13 53 58-0 3-065 89 13 53-3 + 17-60 *12, in neb; disc Apr. 29 . 0

1859.
5076 Lac. I. 1

1

18 20 44-6 3-952 123 30 27-3 — 1-89 Neb. without stars 0
5077 G. P. Bond 21 45 12-5 2-217 40 53 46-4 16-67 Neb; no description; disc 0

Feb. 10, 1848.
5078 3943 ,

a

Lassell 22 20 50 : 3-336 115 34 + 18-25 Neb9 * P dist from h. 3943 .. 0
5079 G. P. Bond 23 25 33-1 + 3-093 96 22 12-0 -19-83 Neb; * 9*10 sf; disc Oct. 23 0

1848.

Of this supplementary list, the objects Nos. 5058, 5060, 5061, 5064, 5065, 5066, 5067, 5068, 5071,
5072, 5073, 5074, 5075, 5077, and 5079 were communicated to me by Professor Bond, Director of the

Observatory of Harvard College, U.S., too late for insertion in the body of the Catalogue.

ERRATA.

In page 7, lines 13, 14, for 5063 read 5079, and for six read 22.

TMDCCCLXIV.
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II. On the Spectra of some of the Chemical Elements.

By William Huggins, Esq., F.R.A.S. Communicated by Dr. W. A. Miller, Treas. B.S.

Received November 5,—Read December 10, 1863.

1. I have been engaged for some time, in association with Professor W. A. Miller, in

observing the spectra of the fixed stars. For the purpose of accurately determining the

position of the stellar lines, and their possible coincidence with some of the bright lines

of the terrestrial elements, I constructed an apparatus in which the spectrum of a star

can be observed directly with any desired spectrum. To carry out this comparison, we

found no maps of the spectra of the chemical elements that were conveniently available.

The minutely detailed and most accurate maps and tables of Kirchhoff were confined

to a portion of the spectrum, and to some only of the elementary bodies
;
and in the

maps of both the first and the second part of his investigations, the elements which are

described are not all given with equal completeness in different parts of the spectrum.

But these maps were the less available for our purpose because, since the bright lines

of the metals are laid down relatively to the dark lines of the solar spectrum, there is

some uncertainty in determining their position at night, and also in circumstances

when the solar spectrum cannot be conveniently compared simultaneously with them.

Moreover, in consequence of the difference in the dispersive power of prisms, and the

uncertainty of their being placed exactly at the same angle relatively to the incident

rays, tables of numbers obtained with one instrument are not alone sufficient to deter-

mine lines from their position with any other instrument.

It appeared to me that a standard scale of comparison such as was required, and

which, unlike the solar spectrum, would be always at hand, is to be found in the lines of

the spectrum of common air. Since in this spectrum about a hundred lines are visible

in the interval between a and H, they are sufficiently numerous to become the fiducial

points of a standard scale to which the bright lines of the elements can be referred.

The air-spectrum has also the great advantage of being visible, together with the spectra

of the bodies under observation, without any increased complication of apparatus.

2. The optical part of the apparatus employed in these observations consists of a

spectroscope of six prisms of heavy glass. The prisms were purchased of Mr. Browning,

optician, of the Minories, and are similar in size and in quality of glass to those

furnished by him with the Gassiot spectroscope. They all have a refracting angle

of 45°. They increase in size from the collimator; their faces vary from 1*7 inch by
1*7 inch to 1*7 inch by 2 inches.

The six dispersing prisms and one reflecting prism were carefully levelled, and the

mdccclxiv. u
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former adjusted at the position of minimum deviation for the sodium line D. The train

of prisms was then enclosed in a case of mahogany, marked a in the diagram, having two

openings, one for the rays from the collimator b, and the other for their emergence

after having been refracted by the prisms. These openings are closed with shutters

when the apparatus is not in use. By this arrangement the prisms have not required

cleansing from dust, and their adjustments are less liable to derangement. The colli-

mator l has an achromatic object-glass by Boss of 1-75 inch diameter, and of 10-5 inches

focal length. The object-glass of the telescope, which is of the same diameter, has a

focal length of 16-5 inches. The telescope moves along a divided arc of brass, marked

in the diagram c. The centre of motion of the telescope is nearly under the centre of

the last face of the last prism. The eyepiece was removed from the telescope, and the

centre of motion was so adjusted that the image of the illuminated lens of the colli-
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mator, seen through the train of prisms, remained approximative^ concentric with the

object-glass of the telescope whilst the latter was moved through an extent of arc equal

to the visible spectrum. All the pencils emerging from the last prism, therefore, with

the exception of those of the extreme refrangible portion of the spectrum, are received

nearly centrically on the object-glass of the telescope. The total deviation of the light

in passing through the train of prisms is, for the ray D, about 198°. The interval from

A to H corresponds to about 21° 14' of arc upon the brass scale.

3. The measuring-part of the apparatus consists of an arc of brass, marked c in the

figure, divided to intervals of 15". The distance traversed by the telescope in passing

from one to the other of the components of the double sodium line D, is measured by

five divisions of 15" each. These are read by a vernier.

Attached to the telescope is a wire micrometer by Dollond. This records 60 parts

of one revolution of the screw for the interval of the double sodium line. Twelve of

these divisions of the micrometer, therefore, are equal to one division of the scale upon

the arc of brass. The micrometer has a cross of strong wires placed at an angle of 45°

nearly with the lines of the spectrum. The point of intersection of these wires may be

brought upon the line to be measured by the micrometer screw, or by a screw attached

to the arm carrying the telescope. For the most part the observations were read off

from the scale, and the micrometer has been only occasionally employed in the verifica-

tion of the measures of small intervals. The sexagesimal readings of the scale, giving

five divisions to the interval of the double line D, have been reduced to a decimal form,

the units of which are intervals of 15", and these are the numbers given in the Tables.

An attempt was made to reduce the measures to the scale of Kirchhoff’s Tables, but

the spectra are not found to be superposable on his. This is due, in great part, pro-

bably to the prisms in his observations having been varied in their adjustment for

different parts of the spectrum. The eyepieces are of the positive form of construction.

One, giving the power of 15, is by Dollond ; the other, of about 35, is by Cook.

4. The excellent performance of the apparatus is shown by the great distinctness and

separation of the finer lines of the solar spectrum. All those mapped by Kirchhoff

are easily seen, and many others in addition to these. The whole spectrum is very

distinct. The numerous fine lines between a and A are well defined. So also are the

groups of lines about and beyond G. H is seen, but with less distinctness.

As, with the exception of the double potassium line near A, no lines have been

observed less refrangible than a, the Maps and Tables commence with the line a of the

solar spectrum and extend to H.

The observations are probably a little less accurate and complete near the most

refrangible limit. Owing to the feebleness of the illumination of this part of the

spectrum, the slit has to be widened, and moreover, the cross wires being seen with

difficulty, the bisection of a line exactly is less certain.

5. For all the observations the spark of an induction coil has been employed. This

coil has about fifteen miles of secondary wire, and was excited by a battery of Grove’s

u 2
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construction, sometimes two, at others four cells having been employed. Each of these

cells has 33 square inches of acting surface of platinum. With two such cells the

induction spark is 3 inches in length. A condenser is connected with the primary

circuit, and in the secondary a battery of Leyden jars is introduced. Nine Leyden jars,

each surface of each of which exposes 140 square inches of metallic coating, were

employed. These are arranged in three batteries of three jars each, and the batteries

are connected in polar series.

The metals were held in the usual way with forceps. The nearness of the electrodes

to each other, their distance from the slit, and the breadth of the latter were varied to

obtain in each case the greatest distinctness. The amount of separation of the elec-

trodes was always such that the metallic lines under observation extended across the

spectrum. The two sets of discharging-points were arranged in the circuit in series.

6. Some delay was occasioned by the want of accordance of the earlier measures,

though the apparatus had remained in one place and could have suffered no derange-

ment. These differences are supposed to arise from the effect of changes of tempera-

ture upon the prisms and other parts of the apparatus. This source of error could not

be met by a correction applied to the zero-point of measurement, as the discordances

observed corresponded, for the most part, to an irregular shortening and elongation of

the whole spectrum.

The principal air lines were measured at one time of observing, during which there

was satisfactory evidence that the values of the measures had not sensibly altered
;
and

these numbers have been preserved as the fiducial points of the scale of measures. The

lines of the spectra of the metals have been referred to the nearest standard air line, so

that only this comparatively small interval has been liable to be affected by differences

of temperature. Upon these intervals the effect of such changes of temperature as

the apparatus is liable to be subjected to is not, I believe, of sensible amount with

the scale of measurement adopted. Ordinarily, for the brighter portion of the spectrum,

the width of the slit seldom exceeded inch
; when this width had to be increased

in consequence of the feebler illumination towards the ends of the spectrum, the measure

of the nearest air line as seen in the compound spectrum was again taken, and the places

of the lines of the metal under observation were reckoned relatively to this known line.

By this method of frequent reference to the principal air lines the measures are not

sensibly affected by the errors which might have been introduced from the shifting of

the lines in absolute position in consequence of alterations either in the width of the

slit, in the place and direction of the discharge before the slit, or in the apparatus from

variations of temperature, flexure or other causes.

The usual place of the electrodes was about ’7 inch from the slit, though occasionally

they were brought nearer to the slit. When they are placed in such close proximity,

the sparks charge the spectroscope by induction, but the inconvenience of sparks striking

from the eyepiece to the observer may be prevented by placing the hand upon the

apparatus, or putting, the latter into metallic communication with the earth.
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The spectrum of comparison was received by reflexion from a prism placed in the

usual manner over one-half of the slit. As the spectrum of the discharge between

points of platinum, when these are not too close, is, with the exception of two or

three easily recognized lines, a pure air-spectrum, this was usually employed as a con-

venient spectrum of comparison for distinguishing those lines in the compound spectrum

which were due to the particular metal employed as electrodes. The measures, however,

of all the lines, including those of the air-spectrum itself, were invariably taken from

the light received into the instrument directly, and in no case has the position of a line

been obtained by measures of it taken in the spectrum of the light reflected into the slit

by the prism.

The measures of all the lines were taken more than once ; and when any discordance

was observed between the different sets, the lines were again observed. The spectra of

most of the metals were re-measured at different times of observing. In the measure-

ment of the solar lines for their coordination with the standard air-spectrum, the

observations were repeated on several different occasions during the progress of the

experiments. The line G of the solar Table is the one so marked by Kirchhoff*.

When no change in the instrument could be detected, the measures came out very closely

accordant, for the most part identical. The discordances due to small alterations in the

instrument itself were never greater than 5 or 6 of the units of measurement in the

whole arc of 4955 units. As the apparatus remained in one place free from all appa-

rent derangement, these alterations are probably due to changes of temperature. The

method employed to eliminate these discordances has been described.

Throughout the whole of the bright portion of the spectrum the probable error of

the measures of the narrow and well-defined lines does not, I believe, exceed one unit

of the scale.

In the case of lines of sensible breadth and of nebulous bands, the point of intersection

of the wires of the micrometer was brought as nearly as possible upon the centre of the

lines.

7. It is well known that the lines of different metals as a whole, as well as the lines

of the same metal amongst themselves, differ greatly in their characters. For example,

the narrow sharply-defined lines of cobalt and iron contrast strikingly with the broader

and nebulously edged lines of antimony and arsenic. The spectrum of zinc affords a

good example of the differences in this respect between lines of the same metal. In

general, it may be that the less volatile a metal is, the narrower and more sharp are

the lines, though indeed in the case of the metals barium, calcium, and strontium

many of the lines are of hair-like narrowness and sharply defined.

In the spectra of many of the metals bands of light also exist, generally rather broad

and faint, which are not resolvable with my instrument into lines. Many of these have

the appearance of being true nebulous bands, whilst others under careful scrutiny

present indications of being probably composed of lines.

* Untersuchungen ii. d. Sonnenspectrum, 2 Theil, Taf. iii. Berlin, 1863.
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These characteristic differences of the lines deserve more careful scrutiny than it was

needful, in accordance with my present purpose, to bestow upon them. As approxi-

mative indications of their character, the following abbreviations are placed against the

numbers in the Tables :

—

A line sharply defined at the edges, and narrow when the slit is narrow . . . s

A band of light, defined as a line
,
but remaining even with a narrow slit, nebulous

at the edges n

A haze of light irresolvable into lines h

Double, too close for measurement d

The comparative intensity of the lines is indicated by the smaller figures, which are

placed in the position of exponents against the numbers in the Tables. I purposed to

limit these estimations to the first ten figures, but so many faint lines were seen that

the scale has been extended by adding fractional parts of unity. These figures may be

accepted as approximative estimations of the relative intensity of the lines of each spec-

trum. But as the spectra were not, for this purpose, compared one with another, and

so many circumstances affect eye-estimations of brightness, these figures must not be

taken otherwise than as roughly indicating the values in intensity of the lines of

different spectra.

In many cases some of the lines of one metal will be seen to be very closely approxi-

mated in position to those of another metal, though they do not actually coincide. In

the Tables there are lines of different metals having the same numbers, these may with

a greater dispersive power be found to be only very near each other. In the case of

some, there may be small errors of observation ; for to have compared each spectrum

with all the others would have involved very great labour.

8. I am indebted to the kindness of Professor W. A. Miller for the loan of specimens

of gold, silver, thallium, cadmium, lead, tin, bismuth, antimony, arsenic, and palladium.

Dr. Matthiessen has furnished me with lithium, calcium, and strontium* and purified

tin, cadmium, lead, bismuth, antimony, and iron. I have procured from Messrs. John-

son and Matthey tellurium, palladium, osmium, rhodium, iridium, and pure platinum.

I have electro-deposited upon platinum, from the solutions of their salts, silver, man-

ganese, chromium, lead, tin, cadmium, cobalt, bismuth, nickel, antimony, and iron. I

have also prepared by the voltaic method, amalgams of sodium, potassium, barium, and

strontium.

9. The air-spectrum.—The lines given in this spectrum are present with all electrodes

when the spark is taken in air at the common pressure. To distinguish the lines which

belong to air, the spectrum between electrodes of platinum was observed simultaneously

with that between points of gold. The lines common to both these spectra were measured

as those due to the components of air. The spectrum thus obtained remains invariably

* Dr. Matthiessen- informs me that “the calcium, strontium, and lithium were prepared from the pure

chlorides as described in the Quart. Journt. Chem. Soc., vol. viii. pp. 107, 143.”
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constant, with reference to the position and relative characteristics of its lines, with all

the metals which have been employed. The air-spectrum as a whole
,
however, varies

considerably in intensity and distinctness with electrodes of different metals. As the lines

are due to the stratum of air separating the points of the electrodes, it is to be expected

that these lines will appear strongest and most distinct when those metals are employed

which, being less volatile, will therefore in a less degree displace the air between the

electrodes with their own special vapour. This consideration appears to be confirmed by

observation. The air-spectrum is especially intense and distinct when the spark is taken

between points of platinum, gold, iridium, and rhodium ; whilst, of all the metals which

I have employed, mercury and sodium, perhaps, are those with which the intensity of

the air-spectrum is most diminished. With these comparatively very volatile metals,

the air between and about the electrodes must be, to a very considerable extent, replaced

by the metals themselves in a state of vapour. It accords with this suggested explana-

tion of the differences in brightness of the air lines with different metals, that, if the

electrodes be mercury or sodium and a platinum wire, the air-spectrum is observed to

be weaker when the current is so directed that the greater heating effect of the dis-

charge shall be at the mercury or sodium electrode, and to become perceptibly stronger

when the current is reversed. It is known that, within certain limits, the air-spectrum

is rendered more intense by the separation of the electrodes.

The following experiments have been made to refer the lines of this compound spec-

trum to the components of common air to which they severally belong :

—

a. Hydrogen .—The strong line of the air-spectrum at 589*5 is coincident with Fraun-

hofer’s C, and with the red line of hydrogen.

When the spark is taken in air that has passed over sulphuric acid, this line becomes

very faint. A larger surface of acid being employed, the line faded out so completely

that no trace of it could be perceived. Steam was then mixed with air, when this line

became much brighter and the other lines of hydrogen appeared.

The presence and comparative brightness of this line form a delicate test for aqueous

vapour.

b. Carbonic add.—Air that had passed through a solution of caustic potash was

examined, but its spectrum was not observed to differ from that of ordinary air. When
carbonic acid is added to air, several prominent lines make then* appearance. These

are due to carbon, since they coincide with lines in the spectrum of graphite. One of

the strongest and most characteristic of these lines, and a test for carbonic acid, is a red

line a little less refrangible than the hydrogen line. Its number is 580*5.

[Though a good indication of the oxygen and nitrogen compounds of carbon, the

absence of this line must not always be accepted as a proof that no carbon is present.

I have recently found that, when carbon is subjected to the induction spark in the pre-

sence of hydrogen, this line in the red is not seen. Further details of these experiments

will be given when the spectrum of carbon is described.—February 7, 1864.]

c. Nitrogen .—In the spectrum of the electric spark when taken in a current of pure
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nitrogen, a few of the lines of common air are wanting, but no new lines appear. The

lines of the air-spectrum which remain in nitrogen preserve unaltered their relative

brightness and their distinctive characters. In the Tables these lines are distinguished

by the letter N.

The nitrogen was prepared by causing air freed from carbonic acid by potash, to pass

over red-hot finely divided copper which had been previously reduced from the oxide

by hydrogen. The nitrogen was then dried by sulphuric acid. The freeness of the

nitrogen from oxygen and from moisture was shown by the total extinction of all the

lines which did not retain their usual brightness, and the absence of any trace of the

strong hydrogen line. Subsequently a fresh portion of nitrogen was prepared by the

same method, and a portion of it sealed up at the common pressure in a glass tube of

suitable form, pierced with platinum electrodes. This tube continues to give results

identical with those obtained in the current of nitrogen.

d. Oxygen—When a current of oxygen from fused chlorate of potash was substituted

for nitrogen, the numerous lines of the nitrogen spectrum faded out, and those which

were extinguished by nitrogen reappeared with an intensity greater than they possess

when the spark passes in air. These are distinguished in the Tables with the

letter O.

No new lines were added to the spectrum, but an unexpected result was observed.

Two (it may be, three) of the lines visible in nitrogen remained also in oxygen. The

most noticeable of these is the double line 2642. This in the air-spectrum is not quite

so strong as the line next in greater refrangibility. This brighter line became extinct

in oxygen at the same time that the double line remained fully as brilliant as in air, if

not a little exalted in intensity. This result, therefore, could not be due to any oxygen

remaining in the nitrogen, or of nitrogen in the oxygen. The other line, which behaves

similarly in oxygen and nitrogen, is theTiazy one in the red, 807. The line in the Tables

marked with the symbols of nitrogen and oxygen, at 3456, is in the air-spectrum a

double line. The narrow defined line of nitrogen is superposed upon the broader nebu-

lous line of oxygen. Oxygen and nitrogen from other sources were then examined.

Nitrogen was evolved from a mixture of nitrite of potash and chloride of ammonium.

Oxygen was obtained from peroxide of manganese and sulphuric acid, also from bichro-

mate of potash and sulphuric acid, and also from oxide of mercury. The gases thus

prepared were identical in their action upon the spectrum with those previously

examined. I have not at present carried this inquiry further.

[I have carefully re-examined the lines which are apparently common to nitrogen and

to oxygen. I now regard them as due to the superposition in the air-spectrum of lines of

oxygen and of nitrogen. When the most remarkable of these, the double line 2642, is

closely observed with the eyepiece of a power of 35 times, the double line, as a whole,

appears to become in a slight degree more refrangible when the air is replaced by oxygen.

As the oxygen lines of the air-spectrum become more brilliant in oxygen, the phenome-

non observed may be explained by supposing a pair of unequally bright oxygen lines to
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be closely approximated in position to, but a little more refrangible than, a similar

pair of nitrogen lines.

In air these four lines would form an ill-defined double line, while in oxygen the

exaltation in brilliancy of the lines due to oxygen would make up for the extinction of

those of nitrogen, thus leaving a pair similar to that seen in air, but now a little more

refrangible, from the loss of the less refrangible line of nitrogen, and the greater bright-

ness of the faint and more refrangible of the oxygen lines. This explanation exactly

corresponds with the changes in appearance and position of the double line. The obser-

vations have been repeated several times with oxygen from chlorate of potash, and also

with oxygen from bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid. The change in position as

observed relatively to the corresponding air line in the spectrum of comparison was not

relied upon. The fixed cross of the micrometer was made to coincide with the oxygen

line next in less refrangibility, 2626, the moveable cross was then brought upon the

centre of the brighter of the pair 2642. When a current of pure oxygen was made to

pass through the glass tube in which the platinum electrodes were sealed, the double

line was seen to have moved from the point of intersection of the wires towards the

more refrangible end of the spectrum. To restore the cross to a position similar to that

which it before occupied, namely, upon the centre nearly of the brighter of the pair of

lines, required that the screw skould be turned through a part of a revolution corre-

sponding to a little more than two units of the scale. This measure is greater than

the apparent change in position would have suggested, for in oxygen the lines are rather

broader and more nebulous. The distance between the components of the double line

is greater in oxygen. The alterations of position and of character are much better seen

when the spectra of oxygen and nitrogen are viewed simultaneously.

A similar explanation is to be given of the nebulous band in the red at 807. In

oxygen the position of greatest brightness is more refrangible than it is in air and in

nitrogen, though the band itself does not advance beyond the more refrangible limit of

the corresponding band in air. The line at 629-5 is a pure nitrogen one and fades out

completely in oxygen, but then a nebulous line appears at a little distance, about 638.

Of this, in the air-spectrum, a faint trace only can be perceived.—Feb. 1864.]

10. Sodium,.—When the spark was passed between electrodes of sodium, in addition

to the well-known double line, three other pairs of lines and a nebulous band made
then- appearance in the spectrum. The two more prominent of these are not far from

air lines, and with an instrument of insufficient dispersive power might easily be con-

founded with them. As these lines might be occasioned by impurities in the com-

mercial sodium employed, I prepared an amalgam of sodium, by making mercury the

negative electrode in a solution of pure chloride of sodium. The mercury had been

examined, and its spectrum was known. When the spark passed between this amalgam
and a platinum wire, the same lines were seen, with their peculiar characteristics of

relative position and intensity. Cotton moistened with solutions of chloride of sodium

and of nitrate of soda was then used as one electrode, the other being a platinum wire.

mdccclxiv. x
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With both these salts the pairs at 820 and 1170 were satisfactorily observed, though it

was with some difficulty, and only by occasional glimpses.

I then compared the sodium-spectrum directly with that of the sun. So numerous

are the fine lines of the solar spectrum, and so difficult is it to be certain of absolute

coincidence, that I hesitate to say more than that the pair of lines 818 and 821 appeared

to agree in position with Kirchhoff’s lines 864-4 and 867T ; and of the pair 1169 and

1174, one appears to coincide with a line sharply seen in the solar spectrum, but not

marked in Kirchhoff’s Map, which would be about 1150-2 of his scale, and the other

with Kirchhoff’s line 1154-2. The other pair and the nebulous band are too faint to

admit of satisfactory comparison with solar lines.

11. Potassium.—When commercial potassium is employed as an electrode, about 16

lines are seen in addition to the pair near A of the solar spectrum. Four quite distinct

specimens of potassium gave identical results, the same lines being visible in all, and no

other lines. I then prepared by electricity an amalgam of potassium, but, with the

exception of the line 840 occasionally visible, the lines were not seen. As the potas-

sium lines are fainter than those of sodium, this negative result does not appear to be

conclusive, since the great intensity of the mercury-spectrum might overpower the feebler

lines of potassium, especially when this was present only in small quantity and not in

the concentrated metallic form. One electrode was then surrounded with cotton con-

taining concentrated solution of chloride of potassium, and afterwards with cotton con-

taining that of caustic potash. With both these, rather more easily with the latter,

the lines 840, 1049, 1065, and 1073 were occasionally and faintly perceived.

[This great diminution in the brilliancy and number of the lines when, in the place

of metallic potassium, solutions of its salts are substituted, may be due to the unfavour-

able condition of the latter for the production of potassium vapour. The large volume

of the gases formed by the decomposition of the water must disperse and attenuate the

comparatively small volume of vapour of the element forming the base of the salt, and

also the great expansion in the gaseous state of the constituents of the water would

lower the temperature of the vapour of potassium mingled with them. The salts should

be subjected to the discharge free from water, and in a condition in which they conduct

the current. If dry, or fused upon the wires, they are disrupted and scattered.

A platinum wire was coiled at one extremity into a little cup-like cage. Chloride of

potassium was placed in this and fused. This wire, with the fused bead of chloride, was

placed above the platinum wire forming the other electrode. A spirit-lamp is placed

beneath the wires ; as soon as the bead is in a state of fusion, the lamp is withdrawn

and contact immediately made. During the few seconds that the chloride remains

fused, most of the lines of metallic potassium are seen. Of the lines 1328 and 840 the

observation is less certain, and is very doubtful of 763 and of 727.

Protochloride of tin similarly employed gives a brilliant spectrum of tin.—Feb. 1864.]

12. Calcium .—The spectrum was obtained from electrodes of metallic calcium, sup-

plied to me by Dr. Matthiessen. The colour of the spark, as seen by the eye, is bril-
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liant red purple. The contrast is exceedingly beautiful between this and the intense

green light of thallium. Two or three nebulous bands in the red present indications of

resolvability. There is also a diffused green light from 1297 to 1375. The line 1506 is

in a small degree more refrangible than the strong thallium line. The strong line 1260

is very near a tin line, but the contrast between the sharp calcium line and the nebulous

tin line is very marked. A pair of strong lines is seen near the extreme refrangible end

of the spectrum, which may coincide with those of Fraunhofer’s H. This specimen of

calcium produced also the lines of magnesium ; these were of course omitted, as on the

chemical analysis of this specimen of calcium it was found to contain magnesium.

13. Barium .—As I could not obtain barium in the metallic state, I prepared an

amalgam of barium by the electrolysis of chloride of barium. The mercury was a

portion of the same used in the other experiments, and which had been examined in

the spectroscope. The spectrum is one of great beauty, and the lines are for the most

part sharp, narrow, and intense. There is a very strong line in the indigo, near a line

of platinum
;
the latter is furnished also by my specimens of iridium and rhodium.

The line next in greater refrangibility appears to agree very nearly in position with

one of tin.

14. Strontium.—Metallic strontium prepared by Dr. Matthiessen was employed.

The spectrum is exceedingly brilliant, the lines being numerous, narrow, and intense.

It is remarkable for several bright nebulous columns in the red and orange
; these pre-

sent indications of containing numerous fine lines.

This metallic strontium contains calcium, the lines of which have been eliminated.

An amalgam of strontium was prepared, and with this all the principal lines of the

spectrum from the metal were confirmed. As might be expected, many of the fainter

lines were not recognized in the spectrum of the amalgam.

15. Manganese .—The lines were obtained from an electro-deposit of manganese from

a solution of the chloride of manganese. Upon comparing this with a specimen of

manganese which I was informed had been reduced by charcoal, all the lines of the

electro-deposited manganese were seen in the other
;
but this contained, in addition, the

numerous lines of the iron-spectrum. The most characteristic groups are a triple line

from 909 to 915*5, the five lines from 2267 to 2401, and the close group extending

from 3097 to 3133.

There are two remarkable broad nebulous bands, one at 840 and the other at 1565

;

the former, I suspect, is double. As the deposited manganese is brittle, the lines were

fitful in consequence of the disruption of portions of the deposit by the spark. This

may be the reason that some of the finer lines were not observed.

16. Thallium .—The specimen of thallium was lent me by Professor W. A. Miller,

who received it as pure thallium from Mr. Crookes. With the exception of a few faint

lines, one in the red rather strong, and a distinct line near the most refrangible end, the

spectrum agreed with the description in Professor Miller’s “ Note ” on Thallium*.

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, January 1863, vol. xii. p. 407.

x 2
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17. Silver.—The spectrum is that of electrotype silver, obtained from pure nitrate of

silver in cyanide of potassium.

18. Tellurium.—This metal was supplied to me as pure by Messrs. Johnson and

Matthey. It contains many strong and characteristic lines. The strong line in the red

is very near the strong line in cadmium, but the latter is in a small degree less refran-

gible.

19. Tin.—The spectrum was obtained from purified tin, and confirmed by compa-

rison with electrotype tin ; one line, not observed in the spectrum of the latter, has

been omitted.

20. Iron.—Electrotype iron was employed. This spectrum agreed exactly with a

specimen received from Dr. Matthiessen as very nearly, if not quite, pure iron.

21. Cadmium.—The spectrum of purified cadmium was confirmed by comparison with

cadmium electro-deposited.

22. Antimony.—The numerous and strong lines of this spectrum are, for the most

part, nebulous at their boundaries. The spectrum is that of electro-deposited antimony.

23. Gold.—The specimen of which the spectrum is given was received from Pro-

fessor Miller. It was reduced by him from the pure chloride, and fused under bisul-

phate of potash.

24. Bismuth.—Electro-deposited from the nitrate of bismuth.

25. Mercury.—Commercially pure mercury was washed with nitric acid, and then

distilled. A portion of this was placed in a small cup made from glass tube, into which

a platinum wire was sealed. The other electrode was a platinum wire.

26. Cobalt.—Electrotype cobalt from the chloride was employed. The lines are

numerous, sharp, and narrow, and in their groupings there is considerable resemblance

to the spectrum of iron.

27. Arsenic.—From a specimen of carefully re-sublimed arsenic received from Pro-

fessor Miller. The strong line 1814 is very near, but not quite so refrangible as, one

of the strong lines of copper. The strong line in the red, 812, is near the hazy band of

the air-spectrum.

28. Lead.—The lead was obtained by electrolysis from the nitrate of lead.

29. Zinc.—Electrotype zinc was used. This spectrum is remarkable for the strong

contrast between the nebulous lines, and others near them sharply defined.

30. Chromium.—The chromium was electro-deposited. The triple nebulous band

from 1081 to 1090 is remarkable. The groups of lines in the blue and indigo, which

for the most part fall between air lines, are very beautiful, and in a marked manner

characteristic of this metal.

31. Osmium.—Received as pure from Messrs. Johnson and Matthey. Iridium and

rhodium have also been measured, but, as these have lines in common, their spectra are

deferred.

32. Palladium.—A specimen prepared by Dr. Wollaston was observed simulta-

neously with palladium received as pure from Messrs. Johnson and Matthey. The
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latter contained several lines which were not in the Wollaston specimen. The lines

only which were common to both spectra were measured, and are given in the Tables.

Nebulous bands, probably resolvable, are seen at 1000, and from 1219 to 1233.

33. Platinum.—The lines of platinum are not easily observed, as several of them are

fainter than the air lines near which they occur. The points of platinum must be

brought near each other. The spectrum was mapped from electrodes of platinum wire

specially prepared by Messrs. Johnson and Matthey as “ pure” platinum.

There are two bands of fine lines at 913 and 939.

34. The spectrum of Lithium was observed from electrodes of metallic lithium. Only

one line of moderate intensity was seen in addition to the three strong lines which are

known. The numbers are 52T56
s, 856 8

s, 20 1 32
s, 2732 s

n.

35. Several other spectra have been measured, or are in progress
;
these are reserved

until the remaining metals and elements, as far as may be practicable, have been investi-

gated.

Note to the Tables.

Upon a, re-examination of the Tables I found that it frequently occurred that lines of

two or more metals were denoted by the same number. It appeared probable that these

lines having a common number were not coincident, but only approximated in position

within the limits of one unit of the scale employed ; and besides, there might be small

errors of observation. I therefore selected about fifty of these groups of lines denoted

by common numbers, and compared the lines of each group the one with the other, by

a simultaneous observation of the different metals to which they belong. Some of the

lines were found to be too faint and ill-defined to admit of being more accurately deter-

mined in position relatively to each other.

The following lines appear with my instrument to be coincident.

Zn, As 909 Na, Ba 1005 O, As 1737

Na, Pb 1000 Te, N 1366 Cr, N 2336

Of a much larger number of groups, the lines were, by careful scrutiny, observed to

differ in position by very small quantities, corresponding for the most part to fractional

parts of the unit of measurement adopted in the Tables. These are

—

Sn 459 Ba 621-5 Te 657 Bi 837-3 Co 937 Sb 1081 Te 1485 Zn 1797
Sb 458-8 Bi 621 Cd 656 Sb 837 Sb 937-5 An 1081-5 Fe 1485-3 Pd 1798

Ca 515 Ca 622 Fe 696-2 Cd 889 Au 981 Ca 1256 T1 1505 T1 1851
An 516 Fe 623 Zn 696 Sb 889-5 Sb 981-5 Co 1257 Mn 1505-5 Bi 1851-3

Te 545-5 An 643 Sb 765 As 908-8 Ca 1031 Fe 1276 Pd 1548 Sb 1900
Sb 545 Ca 642 Te 765-3 Mn 909 Pd 1031-5 Ag 1276-3 Fe 1548-2 Pb 1900-3

Fe 641-5 Ag 1031-2 N 1900
Pb 1031-1

Sn 581 Ca 649 Na 818-3 Ca 921-2 Te 1030-3 Fe 1438 Pb 1593-3

Bi 581-5 Sn 648 Ca 818 T1 921 Te 1438-3 Fe 1593
Co 921
Sb 921-1
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Table I.

Solar. Air. Na. K. Ca. Ba. Sr. Mn. Tl. Ag. Te. Sn. Fe.

a 322

4182
s

365 2
8

B 449

4262
s

44 1-7
s 4442 S

4593
s

486-7 s 4802 S

491' 8

515-7 8 523-7 s

532-T s

549-6
8 545 -3

4n
N 565*52

573' s

563' S

581' g

C 589-5 H 589-54
li

608' s

595 2
S 5964

s

6192
8

N 629-52 622- 5
s 621-57

s 623' s

625'-6
s

637-7 S 655 h 641-5- 5
8

6422 s 645' s 6487
8 667-5

8

649-7
8

669' s

657’37
s

673' s

727- 5
s 6553 s 681' s 674- 5

11

699-2 s 684’ 8 683- 5
8

709 -2
s 704' s 692-5

8 690-2
s 693' s 696-2-'1

8

763- 5
s 723-2

s 703-2
s 704-2 s

705-5-'f

8 703-5 n 709-7 S

813' 8 723 h 719-5 8

8184
s 745 -2

8 735 2
s 726 -5 8

NO 80

7

2
h, d 760 h 762-2 s 765-33 n 758- 5 8

8433
8 8472

s 777 hi 7681 h 7743
s 763-5 s

818 1 -6
s 8792

s 807- 5
s 8371 , 7721

8

821' s 859- 2
8 856' 8 843/

h
795' s

863-2
s 8292

8

840'-5
s 852-5 s

882 h 894 2
s 869-5- :

‘ 8

92l-2-2
s 909- 5

8

908'-5
s 9093 -5

s 899- 5
s 917' s 937 -5 s

N 959' 934 h 925'- 6
s 924 h 9132 -5

s 927-5 n 953 - 5
8

N 967 6 943 '

-

5 s 941' h 915 2 -5 s 92

1

2
s 943 -5

s 945 -3
6
s 995 -2

8

N 9754 993 -5
s 9453

8 971'-5 s

N 978' 9606
s

D' 1000 10008
8

D2 1005 1005s
s 1005' n

Solar. Air. Na. K. Ca. Ba. Sr. Mn. Tl. Ag- Te. Sn. Fe.
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From a to D.

ca. Sb. Au. Bi. Hg. Co. As. pb. Zn. Cr. Os. Pd. pt.

3963 n

458-51 n

4753
„ 4734

s

5024 s 4873
S 4803

s

501- 5 n
516- 5 s

5I7 1
s 542-57 s

535- 5 s

545 1 n 541- 5
S 5723

s 541 1
8

614 1 n 581 -5
l h 577 -5 n

6201 n
6392 n 621 4

s 645 1
n. 62 1

5 n
6401 n

6568
s 643-5 s 6967

s 640- 5 n 641 1
s

672 1 n
659-5 8 654 1 n

6792 h 6851 n 701-5
s

707 1 n 685-5
8

697 1 n 73 1-2 8 689-5
8

759 1 n
719 1 n 745-6 S 7821 s 741-7

s

7292 n 727- 5
s 762-2 S

7392 n 734-5 s 763-2 s

7653 n 812e n 898 1
s 8171 n

7473 s 8267 n 844 h 833 1 n 855 3 n 837‘ 2
8

787 1 h 837'S5 n 8503 n 8431-s n
796-5 h 884 5 n 86‘3- ; n 865-7

s

8192 n 891-7 s 8702 n 856-7 n
889-5- 15 n 8377 n 887-5

s 895 1
8

9181 n 871 7 n
953 1

s 8893 n 8991
s 908-83 n 9095 n 913 h

9861
b 9211 8 n 95 1-5

S 9391 h 921 1
s 9242 U

937-5 2 n 95 6-5
s 9431 h 923-2 s 929-7

s

981-5 1 n 981-7 s 93 1-*
8 939 h

988-53 n 937‘ 5
8 950-5

s

9852
S 995 1 958- 5

8

1000-53 n 1000 1 n 1001 2
s h

1005 J

Cd. Sb. Au. Bi. Hg- Co. As

1

Pb. Zn. Cr. Os. Pd. Pt.
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Table II.

Solar. Air. Na. K. Ca. Ba. Sr. Mn. Tl. Ag. Te. Sn. Ee.

D 2 1005

1031 3,5
s

1011-2
s

1049 1 n 1034s
s 1055 2

s 1031-2 -2
s 1030-3-5

s 1030-2
s

1065-5 n 1057 1
s 1061- 5

s 1035 2
s

1073 1 -5 n 1096 1
s 1090-5

£

N 1100-5

N 11181 1102-5 n
1099- 5 n

llll 7 n
1076 10 n

IS 1135-2 11692
s 1119 1

8 1122 1
s

IS 11502

IS 1171 1

IS 11 77s

IS 1180]

N11877

1174 1
s

1151 7 n

1225'3
b

12046 n 1236 ; -5
e

IS 1294- 5 1203 1 n 1207’5 n 1247- 5
s

IS 1302- 5 1247-5
s 12192

s 1251-2
s

IS 13101 - 5 1249- 5
s 1227 1 - 5

s,t 1223-2 n 1261 2
s

N 1314-5-5 I252 1 -5
s 1227-7 n 1230 1

s 1274-7
s

IS 1319' 2 12562 -5
s 1240-3

s 12608 n I276-2 s

IS 1349 1,2 1258-5-5
s 1268- 2

s 1289 1
s 1257-7 s 12704

s 1338-7s, d
1260-4 s 1276-3-5

s 1383-5
s

IS 13661

1328 1 n
L265-7 s

1271 4 s 1286-53
s 1284s n

1391-7
s

1400-7 s

IS 1383- 5 1413-5
a

N 1394- 1 1307 1
s 1301 2

s 1419-7
s

1335 7
s 13052 -6

s 13291,5 n 1421-5 -7
s

131 l
3

8 1434-5
s

13243
s 1438- 6

s

135 1-5
s

1341 3
s

1445-

7
s

1446-

7
s

1349-7 h 1456-7
s

13593
s I3561

s I3574 s 1459-5- 2
s

13654
s I3761

s 13722 s 13664
s 1467- 7

s

13972,5
s 1413-7 s 13807

s 13964 s 1481 1
s, d

I428 1
s 1421-3

s 1485-3- 5
s

1425-2
s I438-7 s 1435-3

s 1438-34 s I486-2
s

14671-5 b 1443-7 s 1446 h 1484 1
s 1486-5-2

s

N 1502-2 1506 1
s 14522

s 1488- 2
s

N 1516-2 1456-2
s 15322

s

1473-5 3
s 14854

s 1537-7
s

N 1537-2 1505-5- 5
s 15059

s 15062 n 154 1-5
s

15154
s 1548-23

s 15201 h 1545 -5
s

15244 n 1560- 2
s

1559
1 h 1576 1 n 1574- 2

s

1571/
h

15622
s 1582-T s,d

p, f 1590
j

1599-54
s 1593- 5

sK
{ 1600

1599-

7
s

1600-

7
s

Solar. Air. Na. K. Ca. Ba. Sr. Mn. Tl. Ag. T, Sn. Fe.
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From D to E.

Cd. Sb. Au. Bi. Hg. Co. As. Pb. Zn. Or. Os. Pd. Pt.

1011 1 n 1008 1 - 5 n 1015 3 n
1025 2

s 10262 n 1019- 5 n 1029 1
s 1023-3

s

1031Ps 103P5 h
1041- 5

s 1045 1
s 1059’ n 1042 1 n 104 I

s
s

1057-5
s 1060-3 n 1045-5

s

1056- 7 s

1081 1 n 1081-5 -5
s 1074 h 1055

-

5 n
1062 -5

s 1081 1 h 1068 h
1145- 5 n 11091

s 1083-5* n 1090-" n 10941 n 1087 1 h 1073-7 d
!

1100-5 s n mo -5
si 1090 1 h 1093-5

s 1084 h
1143“ n

j

1158 1 n 11772 n 1122-5 n
1189 -5 n 11973 n 11411

s 1127-3 s

1199-5
s 11291

s

12037 n 1212 1
s 1185- 5

s

12071 h
12144 n 12421 - 5

s 11 99- 5
s

12201 n 12521 n
1266- 5 n

1279 4 n
1293 1

s 1039'2
s

13833 n 1043- 2
s 1212- 5 s

1305-5
s 1207’ 5

s 1231 • ’ n 12409

1217-5
s 1257-3 n 1264 1

s 1219 1 ,

1257-7
s 1279 5 n 1269- 3 n 1233/

h

1240-5- 5
s

1283 1 n 1248-5
s

1361 1
s 1291 s n 1259-5-7 s, d

1401 1 - 5
s

1470 5
s 13222

s 1281 1 - 5
s

1483 1
s 1299 1

s

1385 10 n 1491 1
s 1348s n 1303 1,5 n

1496- 2
s 1331 1 -5 n 1367’7

s

1395 1 h 1 405- 5
s 13801 -5

s

1457 h 1500-5'- s

142li ;3 n 1501-5 2
s 1439 1 - 5

s 1432 1 -5
s 1412- 3 s

147310 n 1471s n 1453 1 h 1508- 2
s 1443 1 n 14562

s 1459- 5
s

1487* 5 "

n 1 5 1

4

1
s 1507-5- 7

s 1492- 5
s 1484- 5

s

1525-’n,d 1465 1 n 1510 1
s

1495 1 h 1534- 5
s 14797 n

1 1511 s

1501 1539-3
s 1548- 5

s

1517 10 n 1543 2
s 1532 1

s 1561 2
s

1549 5
s 1519-5 n 15693 s

1556 1 n 1573- 2
s 1529s n 1567 1

s, d
1579-2

s

1583' 3 n 1584-2
s 1577 7 n 1594-7

s

15987 n 1586 1,5
s

159P5
s 1593-3- 5n

Cd. Sb. Au. Bi. Hg. Co. As. Pb. Zn. Cr. Os. Pd.
l

Pt
1

N.B. In the column Ba the line 1271* should be 13084 and the line 1307 1

,
1327 1

.

MDCCCLXIY. Y
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Table III.

Solar. Air. Na. K Ca. Ba. Sr. Mn. Tl. Ag- Te. Sn. Fe.

pi f 1599
^ 1 1600

1605 3
s 1603 s

s

1609-5
s 161

7

3
b 1617-5

s 1608 s
s

16127,5
s 16382

s 1658 s n 1613-3
s

O 1678-5 I651 ] -S
s 16572 n 162 1-3

s

1656 7 - 5
s 1675 s n 1632-3

s

O 1699 5 1659 1 - 5 s 1645 1
s

N 1713h 1702 1
s 1665 1

s 1653 1
s

f 1708 N 1718 h* 1745 1
s 1662- 5 s,d

b 1 1723 N 1721

h

17474 n 1691-3
s

[1731-5

O 1737-3

1746 1 n
17731 n

1696-3
s

1698 s
s

1713-7
s

1 753-5 n

1817 s 1851 *n

1728 1
s

1731- 5
s

1753-3
s

1767-7 s

N I860- 5 1821 3 n 1775-5 s

1821 h
N 19003

N 1929-7
1907-7 s 1885 1

s 1909- 5 n

N1941-5

N 195 1- 5

N 1956-5

N 1960-5W
N 1967 10

N 1978- 5

N 1990-3

1991 h

1935-3
s

1999-

h

1940 7 -5 s

O 2043-5 2021 1
s 2036'- 5

s

O 2060-7 20292
s

N2079- 5 2060 h 21462
s

O 2089- 5

0'2119- 5

2075”

n

2145 1
s

N2140-5 21761-5
s 2092 1

s

O 2145- 5

N 2168-5

2133*

n

2098-7 s,d

2147 1
s

2172-7
s

0 2181- 5 21801,5
s

21851
s

N2192-3

2191 1 h
F 2200

Solar. Air. Na. K. Ca. Ba. Sr. Mn. Tl. Ag- Te. Sn. Fe.

* When the induction spark is taken in oxygen, a faint line is seen nearly in the position of the nitrogen line

1718. Since the lines of oxygen have a diminished intensity when the spark passes in air, this line would he

too faint to he distinctly observed in the air-spectrum, in which it occurs in a position of close proximity to

brighter lines of nitrogen.
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From E to F.

Cd. Sb. Au. Bi. Hg. Co. As. Pb. Zn. Cr. Os. Pd. Pt.

1602-3
s looses

1604s
s 1607 1

s 1617" s

16363 h 1617 s
s 1648* n 1619- 5

s 1622- 5
s

16475
s 1619-3 s 16261 n 1626- 5

s 1 6421 *® s 1653* s

1 66 l
x

s 1662-3 h 1622- 5
s 1640-5

s 1674-7
s

1675 10 n 1626-3
s 1645-5 n 1683-5

s

1685 1 n 1642-5
s 1685 1

s 1657-7 s

17153 h 1650-5
s 1677 1

s

1747 1
s 17597 n 1670 1 -5

s 1737 1 n 1698 1 n 16803
s 1 689‘3 s

1765 3 h 1777- 5 h 1685-5
s 1681-53

s

1787° n 1699- 5
s 1743 -5 n 17352

s

1707-5
s 1735 5 n 17492

ji

1803s h 1743- 5
s 1790- 5 n

1834 1 n 1756- 5
s 1797'5 n 17981,3

s

184310
s 1781 n

18491 s 1851-35 n 1813 b 1814s n 1815-7 n 1807 1
s

1869-5
s 1845-5 n

1857-5 h 1859 1 n 1859"5
s

19002 h 1876-3
s 1900-32 n 1893 -5 n 1 873 ® s 1879 1 s

1887-3
s

19192 h
1925-5

s

1979 1 h

19932 n
2015 1 h 2021- 5

s

2033 1 h 2016- 5 n

2051 3 n 2091 s n 2097 1
s

2101*® h 2110s n
2105

-

5 n
21191 D

2153 1 n 21561
s 21751 - 5

s

21713 n 2175-7 s

21863 s 2181-3 s

2191- 5 n 2198-5
s

Cd. Sb. Au. Bi. Hg. Co. As. Pb. Zn. Cr. Os. Pd. Pt.

2
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Table IV.

Solar. Air. Na. K. Ca. Ba. Sr. Mn. TL Ag Te. Sn. Fe.

F 2200 N 2205- 5 22 131
s

O 2213-3

N 2221 3

N 23052 2254 1 - 5
s 2267s s 2245 1 h 22053 n

N 23361 229

1

1 -7 s 2343s
g 234 1- 5

li

N 2350-7 22G02 n 2343 1 -5 s 2379s
s 2497 li

O 2502-7 n 24 10- 5
s 2385 s

s 23792 n
O 2512-7 n 2427 1

s 2401 g 2595 1 n
0 2563 5 n 2459-

s

24691
s 2433 1

s 24374 n 26131 n
0 2597’ 5 n 2726s n 2456 1 s

0 2626- 2492 h 27772 n 278 l-
s

s

1ST, 0 2G422 d 2535'" s 27.301 n
N 2669 :i 2739 1 n
N 2689 1

N 2707 1

1

N 2722 1,3

N 2738 1-5

0 27481 2777-5
s

O 2766 1 2784-3
11

N 2856 li 2792-2
s 2856s

s

N 2904 1 , 2875 h

N 2978 J

n 2987’7 s

N 3009 1 2931 3 n 2999- 7
s

N 301

1

1 3021 1 3272 1 - 5
s

N 3056 h
1 0 3086 h 3054 1 2931 1 n

N 3144 d 31243
S 3097 1 g 305

1

1 h 3341 2
s

j N 3174 1 h 3181’ S 3169 1
s 3102- s 3532 1 -5

s

i
N 3219 J

h 3114 1
s 3435- 5 n

0 3238 1 n 32122 s 31201
s

0 3241’ n 3389 s n 3131 -5- :J

s

N 3292 h 33282 n 3561 3
s 3409-5 n 31332

s

! 0 3395 1 n 3602-5 2 -5 g 3141 1 s

0. N 345

6

2 n 3617 4
s 3489 1 n 31801

s

Cr 3597 O 35601 n.d 3591 1 -5 n 36282 -5
s 3553 1

li 3242 1
s 3597 1-5

s

0 3710 h 3GG53
s 3604s n 3691 1

s 36101-5 s

N '

3863 h 37622 n 36922 -5
s 3749 1

s 3619- n 3623-s
s

If 3991 li 3952 s n 3782 1
s 3645-5

s
1 0 40591 3909s

s 372

8

2
s

f 0 4087 1 40823 n 4181 3 n 38703
s 3773 1 - 5

s

| N 4145 h 41672 n 3779 h 3S12 1 -3 s

l O 4232
» N 4263 1 n 4009 1

s

; N 4330 h 4332s n 4019 1
s

0 43952 4221 1
s

N 4473 1 n 44433 n 4267 1
s

1

N 4505 1 n 47033 h 4323 1
s

1
1 U 4«J 5 1 n 45993 n 4633 1

s

o 4639 1 n 4791 3 n 4671 1
s

[N 4821 li
4781 1

s

1

N 5077-7

H 5277
I

5277s nL

Solar. Air. Na. K. Ca. Ba. Sr. Mn. TL M- Te. Sn. Fe.
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From F. to H.

1

Cd. Sb. Au. Bi. Hg. Co. As. Pb. Zn. Cr. Os. Pd. Pt.

2251 2 225

7

-5
s

2315s
s 23392 h 2266 1,£s

s

237 72 h 2291- 3
s 22363

S 2279-5 2
s

23972 n 2263- 5 n 22947
s 2336-7

s

25626
s 24402 n 23264

s 23 17 1 n 2286 J
s

24883 n 2325 1
s 23843 n

2408 1 n 2409- 5
S 2400 1

s

25293 n 2467’ n 2438- 5
s 2450 1 n 2406-5

s

2687 1 h 2453 1 n 2471- s 2469° s 2435

-

7
8

2740' l 2502 1 n 2550
r

2452-7
g

27632 n 2474 1
8

2559 1
s

2785 2 n
2619 1

s

2837 5 n 2627-7 s

2977 2 n 2823 1 n 2859 1 h 2632 1 - 5 s,d 2857 1
s

3060 1 n 2897 1 h 2663- 5
S

2862 1
s 2701 7

s

2936- 5
s

30262 - 5
s 29 103

s 2740-7 s

31151 n 2768-7 s 2999-7 s

3065

•

7
s

32394
s 3006’ -5 h 2840-7 S 2861-7 s

3359 1 h 2871- 7 S

2887-7
S 3225 2

s 3156 1
s

33152 n 30972,3 h 2899-7 8 342

l

l
s

2914 1
s

3446 1 n 3481 3 n 3121 s n 29271
8 3583 1

s

33297 n 3007 1 S

35 192 n 3444 2
s 364 5 1

s 3525 1
s

37563 n 3381 1 n 3465 1 s

3819 1 n 3619 5 n 34 73 1
s

4043 1 - 1

n 3497 1 n 3489 1
s

37785 n 37302 n 36633
s 37733

s

3719 3
s .

3797s
s 39634

s

3831 e n 3905 1
8

395

1

1 n

43883 n
43784 n 47754 n 43943 n

4437 1 Q

46033 n
4523' n 47137 n

5 1 583 n

Cd. Sb. Au. Bi. Hg- Co. As. Pb. Zn. Cr. Os. Pd.

1

r,.
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Note to Plates I. and II.

spectra have been laid down limits the intensity that can

to the stronger lines. From this cause the spectra, as

If greater force had been given to the lines, by making

them broader, they would, in several spectra, have occupied singly the space in which

two or more lines have to be laid down. This deficiency in strength of some of the

lines is more appreciated by the eye, in consequence of the shortness of the lines of the

spectra, with the exception of those of the air-spectrum. The narrowness of the spectra

of the metals is unavoidable, if the great advantage of having all the spectra upon one

Plate is retained.

In some of the spectra bands of unresolved light occur ; these, in the Plates, are crossed

with lines that they may be distinguished from groups of fine lines.

The scale upon which the

be given, in the engraving,

engraved, appear too faint.
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III. Account ofMagnetic Observations made in the years 1858-61 inclusive
,
in British

Columbia
,
Washington Territory

,
and Vancouver Island. By Captain R. W. Haig,

JR.A. Communicated by General Sabine, P.B.S.

Received November 4,—Read November 26
,
1863.

In 1858 a Commission was appointed for the purpose of determining and marking the

forty-ninth parallel of north latitude from the Pacific to the Rocky Mountains. At the

suggestion of General Sabine, this Commission was provided with a set of portable

magnetic instruments adapted for the determination of the three magnetic elements,

Dip, Declination, and Total Force. These instruments were similar in kind to those

which had been used on the Magnetic Survey of the United Kingdom. Before delivery

to the Boundary Commission they were examined at the Kew Observatory, and several

constants and tables for facilitating the computations were determined and prepared

there.

The method of transporting the instruments from place to place, and indeed every-

thing appertaining to the Boundary Commission, was by means of packet mules. Two

boxes (a very light load for one mule) contained all the magnetic instruments, which

throughout four years of such rough usage retained their original efficiency. Some of

the needles became somewhat rusted ; but I can suggest no alteration in the construction

of such instruments, such as would increase their portability. The declinometer was, I

think, unsatisfactory as regarded its capability of determining azimuths of the sun

:

when at an astronomical station, I necessarily had a meridian mark for the transit

instrument, and I referred the direction of the magnet to such meridian

.

In assembling the results and deducing from them the directions and positions of the

lines of equal dip, force, and declination, no notice has been taken of secular change.

The only station at which we have data for judging of the extent of secular change is

Fort Vancouver on the Columbia River. As regards dip, we find there

1830. Dip 69 39-7 Douglas.

1839. Dip 69 22-2 Sir E. Belcher.

1860. Dip 69 17*4 Present observations.

These figures show an annual diminution of dip of less than 1' per annum. The mean

results of the present observations may he assumed to belong to the year 1860. The

method of assembling the results and determining from them the position and direction

of the lines of equal dip, force, and declination, is the same as that adopted in the

Survey of the United Kingdom.
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It consists in referring all the results to the point of mean longitude and latitude

among all the stations, and assuming the differences of longitude and latitude expressed

in geographical miles to he plane rectangular coordinates of distance from the origin.

It is also assumed that the three magnetic elements vary uniformly over the whole

district surveyed.

Dip.

Table I. gives the individual results at each station, as well as the partial results from

the needle when magnetized in opposite directions. Table II. shows the mean results,

along with the most probable dip at each station computed by the method of minimum

squares. By the method of minimum squares the variation of dip for one mile of

longitude x = -J-
0'*272, and the variation for one mile of latitude ?/=+ 0

f*776
;
from

these values we get u= 70° 42' for the angle which an isoclinal line makes with the

meridian measured from the north round by west, and - or . } =1-216 mile for

the distance between isoclinals whose difference of dip is 1'. Column 5 contains the

most probable dip at each station (^), obtained from equations ii=^-\-ax-\-hy . The

probable error of the computed dip at each station is nearly equal to +5'.

Intensity of the Magnetic Force.

The stations where these observations were made are the same as the dip stations.

At ten of them observations of deflection and vibration for the horizontal component

were made with the unifilar, and observations by Lloyd’s statical method for variation of

the total force
; at the remaining eleven stations the statical method only was employed.

Observations at the first ten stations furnish values of the constant log A, of which a

mean value might be adopted for use at the other eleven ; but from an examination of

these values of log A, it appears that those belonging to 1861 are generally larger than

preceding values, owing, I believe, to the weighted needle having become rusted. I

have therefore adopted the mean of all values of log A previous to 1861 for statical

observations up to that period, and the mean of those in 1861 for observations in that

year. The first value is log A= 0-91931, and that for 1861 is log A= 0-92032.

Table III. shows the unifilar observations, and the values of X, the horizontal com-

ponent of the magnetic intensity, derived from them. Column 12 of this Table con-

tains the dips at the several stations, and column 13 the total force <p=Xsec0.

Panama, the first station in this Table, is not included in the general assemblage of

results in Table IV., its distance from the other stations being too great. Table IY.

shows the combination of all observations for force to determine the direction and

distance apart of the isodynamic lines. Column 3 in this Table corresponds to column

13 in Table III. We find (x) the variation in total force for one mile of longitude

= +0-000925, and
(y

)

the variation for one mile of latitude =+0-000896;
^

the

distance between the isodynamic lines a unit of force apart=776-6 miles, or for a tenth
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part of a unit= 77*66 miles ; w, the angle which isodynamic lines make with the meridian

measured from the north round by west, is 44° 6'. Column 11 of Table IV. contains

the most probable value of the total force at each station, and the probable error of

one such value is +0*044.

Declination.

Table V. is similar in character to Tables II. and IV. ; by it we find (x) the increase

of declination for one mile oflongitude = + 0'*230, and (y) the increase of declination for

one mile of latitude = +0'*423
;

* the distance between lines of equal variation 1' apart

=2*0756 miles; therefore, for 1° of difference in the declination, the distance is 124*54

miles ; u
,
the angle which lines of equal declination make with the meridian measured

from the north round by west, is 61° 27'. The most probable decimations are shown in

column 5 of Table V., and the probable error of one such result is +27 /

.

The results contained in Tables II., IV. and V. are represented graphicaly in

Plate III., which exhibits a map of the country surveyed, with the lines of equal incli-

nation, declination, and intensity drawn upon it.

Table I.—Dip.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Date. Needle. Station. Poles direct.
Poles

reversed.
Dip. Mean dip.

1858. August 19 ... 1 Esquimalt 71 18-94 71 42-06 71 30-5
1

1859. March 18 ... 4 „ 71 31-55 71 42-78 71 37-2 L 71 34-2

1860. March 22 ... 1 „ 71 23 00 71 46-20 71 34 9 J
1858. Oct. 4 ... 1 Sumass Prairie

1 72 12-08 72 29 15 72 20 6
1 70 Q9.A

5 ... 4 72 16-66 72 29-88 72 23-3 J
1859. Jan. 31 ... 4 Nisqually 70 29-62 70 49-56 70 40-0

July 4 ... 1 Schweltza Lake 71 57-31 72 13-68 72 05-8
l 79 03*Q

5 ... 1 71 50-44 72 13-25 72 01-9

Sept. 7 ... 1 Chilukweyuk Lake 72 19-60 72 42-40 72 310
1860. May 3 ... 1 Port Vancouver, W. T 69 02-83 69 31-88 69 17-4

21 ... 1 Dalles, W. T., 3-mile camp 69 29-90 69 53-80 69 41-8

June 1 ... 1 „ 8-mile camp 69 55-12 70 13-66 70 04-5

July 9 ... 4 On Ashtnolou River 72 29 09 72 44-79 72 36-9

August 18 ... 1 Ashtnolou Station 72 16-80 72 37-20 72 27 0
Nov. 13 ... 4 Inshwointum 72 34-75 73 02-90 72 48-8

1861. March 26 ... 4 Fort Colville 72 51-81 73 33-93 72 42-9

April 2 ... 4 „ 72 44-60 72 56-50 72 50-6 1
12 ... 4 „ 72 32-40 72 44-70 72 38-5

23 ... 4
Chemikane River

72 34-20 72 36-70 72 35-5
iJ

May 19 ... 1 71 45-40 72 24-60 72 04-2

31 ... 4 Sinyakwateen 72 29-60 72 42-00 72 35-8
1 79 Q+Q

31 ... 1 72 17-31 72 50-61 72 34-0 > ( O'* it

June 19 ... 1 Pack River 72 31-62 72 59-44 72 45-5

23 ... 1 Chelemta 72 54-56 73 21-50 73 08-0

July 6 ... 1 South Crossing (Kootenay) 72 37-50 72 59-00 72 48-1

12 ... 1 On Kootenay River 72 57-31 73 17-06 73 07-2

August 19 ... 1 Tobacco Plains (Kootenay) 73 16-06 73 29-44 73 22-9

14 ... 1 Wigwam River Station 73 27-06 73 34-62 73 31 0
2 ... Akamina Station ... 73 34-12 73 51-31 73 42-7

MDCCCLXIV.
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Table II.—Dip.

]. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Station.
W. Longitude.

/*•

N. Latitude.

X.

Observed dip.

9.

Computed dip.

9'.

Esquimalt 123 27 48 26 71 34 71 30
Sumass Prairie 122 12 49 01 72 22 72 11

Nisqually 122 25 47 07 70 40 70 39
Sehweltza Lake Station 122 00 49 02 72 04 72 14

Chilukweyuk Lake 121 23 49 02 72 31 72 21

Port Vancouver 122 28 45 38 69 17 69 28
Dalles, 3-mile camp 120 49 45 35 69 42 69 45

Dalles, 8-mile camp 120 49 45 40 70 05 69 49
On Ashtnolou River 120 00 49 10 72 37 72 42
Ashtnolou Station 120 00 49 00 72 27 72 34
Inshwointum Station 118 28 49 00 72 49 72 50
Colville B. B. C. Barracks Station ... 118 05 48 40 72 42 72 39
Chemikane River 117 45 48 00 72 04 72 12

Sinyakwateen 116 44 48 09 72 35 72 30
Pack River 116 28 48 22 72 46 72 43
Chelemta 116 19 48 41 73 08 72 59
South Crossing (Kootenay) 115 21 48 22 72 48 72 55
On Kootenay River 115 17 48 40 73 07 73 09

Tobacco Plains (Kootenay) 115 08 48 57 73 23 73 24
Wigwam River Station 114 45 49 00 73 31 73 30
Akamina Station 114 04 49 01 73 43 73 38

393 57 172 33 45 55

/ii,\i ,
and 0

1
respectively 118 45 48 13 72 11

Probable error of a, single observation=+4'93*.

* This of course includes the effects of local irregularities in terrestrial magnetism as well as actual errors of

observation. A similar remark applies to Tables IY. and Y.
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Table IV.—Total Force.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11.

Year. Station.
pby

unifilar.
log <p. w /—308 51

. log A.
Mean
log A.

log
Statical Adopted

f-
<?'S

\/ sin u sin u'

1859-60 Esquimalt 131097 1-11759 0-19781 0-91978 0-91931 1 11712 130955 13-103 13148
1858 Sumass Prairie 13-3727 1T2622 0-20647 0-91975 0-91931 1-12578 13-3591 13366 13-226

1859 Nisqually 0-19848- 0-91931 1-11779 131158 13-116 13111
do. Schweltza Lake Station . .

.

0-20406 091931 1-12337 132853 13-285 13-234

do. Chillikwevnk Lake 0-20062 0-91931 1T1993 13-1803 13-180 13-257

1860 Port Vancouver 130585 1-11589 019614 0-91975 0 91931 1-11545 13 0451 13052 13026
do. Dalles, 3-mile camp 0 19964 0-91931 1T1895 13T506 13-151 13-087

do. Dalles, 8-mile camp 019472 0-91931 1-11403 13-0026 13003 13-091

do. On Ashtnolou River 0 20210 0-91931 1-12141 13-2255 13-226 13-315

do. Ashtnolou Station .. 13-3003 1-12386 0-20589 0-91797 0-91931 1-12520 13-3412 13-321 13-306

do. Inshwointum Station 0-20364 0-91931 1-12295 13-2724 13-272 13-361

1861 Colville B. B. C. Barracks 13-4239 1-12788 0-20584 0-92204 0-92032 1-12616 13-3709 13-397 13-357

do. Chemikane Hi vr-r 0 20493 0-92032 1T2525 13-3428 13-343 13-334

do. Sinyakwateen 13-4045 1-12725 0-20471 0-92254 0-92032 112503 13-3361 13-370 13-238

do. Pack Biver 133881 1-12672 0-20660 0-92012 0-92032 1T2692 13-3944 13-391 13-401

do. Chelemta 13-4816 1-12974 0-20863 0-92111 0-92032 1-12895 13-4570 13-469 13-423

do. SouthCrossing(Kootenay) 13-4384 1-12835 0-20779 0-92056 0-92032 1T2811 13-4309 13-435 13-443

do. On Kootenay Biver 0-20816 0-92032 1-12848 13-4425 13-443 13-460

do. Tobacco Plains(Kootenay) 0-20927 092032 1-12959 13-4769 13-477 13-481

do. Wigwam Biver Station . .

.

13-4850 1-12985 0-21029 0-91956 0-92032 1-13061 13-5085 13-497 13-496

do. Akamina Station 0-21281 0-92032 1T3313 13-5872 13-587 13-522

6484

<p 1
= 13-309

Probable error of a single observation=+0-044

Table V.—Declination.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Station.
W. Longitude.

p.

N. Latitude.

X.

Declination.

V.
v\

Esquimalt 123 27 4§ 26 21 58 21 20
Sumass Prairie 122 12 49 01 21 30 21 42
Nisqually 122 25 47 07 21 23 20 51
Schweltza Lake 122 00 49 02 21 37 21 44
Fort Vancouver 122 28 45 38 20 05 20 13
Dalles, 3-mile camp 120 49 45 35 20 37 20 27
On Ashtnolou Biver 120 00 49 10 22 10 22 06
On Ashtnolou Biver 120 00 49 07 21 50 22 04
Ashtnolou Station 120 00 49 00 22 44 22 12

Osoyoos Station 119 24 49 00 22 14 22 07
Inshwointum 118 28 49 00 20 17 22 15

Colville B. B. C. Barracks . . 118 05 48 40 21 40 22 11

Chemikane Biver 117 45 48 00 21 28 21 57
Sinyakwateen 116 44 48 09 21 16 22 10
Pack Biver 116 28 48 22 22 51 22 19

Chelemta , 116 19 48 41 22 11 22 27
South Crossing (Kootenay) 115 21 48 22 22 16 22 28
On Kootenay Biver 115 17 48 40 23 24 22 36
Wigwam Station 114 45 49 00 23 52 22 50
Akamina Station 114 04 49 01 23 12 22 56

376 01 167 01 38 35

118 48 48 21 21 56

Dalles, 8-mile camp 120 49 45 40 18 44 Bejected.

Probable error of a single result == ±2706.
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IV. On the Influence of Temperature on the Electric Conducting-Power of Alloys. By

Augustus Matthiessen, F.B.S., Lecturer on Chemistry in St. Marys Hospital
,
and

Carl Vogt, Ph.D.

Beceived June 11,—Bead June 18, 1863.

The influence of temperature on the electric conducting-power of the pure metals in a

solid state has been proved to be very great*, and as very little is as yet known with

regard to the influence of temperature on the electric conducting-power of alloys, we

undertook this research in order, if possible, to discover the law which regulates this

property.

For the sake of clearness, we have thought it advisable to divide this subject into four

parts, and they will be treated of in the following order :

—

1. Experiments on the influence of temperature on the electric conducting-power of

alloys composed of two metals.

2. Experiments on the influence of temperature on the electric conducting-power of

some alloys composed of three metals.

3. On a method by which the conducting-power of a pure metal may be deduced

from that of the impure one.

4. Miscellaneous and general remarks.

I. Experiments on the Influence of Temperature on the Electric Conducting-power ofAlloys

composed of two Metals.

It will be as well to mention that, from the few experiments already published on the

influence of temperature on the conducting-power of alloys, we had at the commence-

ment of the research some idea of the law which regulates this property, and having

found after a few experiments our supposition confirmed, we were able to shape the

course we intended to pursue, in such a manner as to curtail the number of alloys to

be experimented with. Thus, with the alloys made of the metals lead, tin, cadmium,

and zinc with one another, instead of using the alloys

Pb
6
Sn, Pb4 Sn, Pb

2
Sn, Pb Sn, Pb Sn

2 ,
Pb Sn

4 ,
Pb Sn

6,

and testing in the same manner the tin-cadmium, tin-zinc, cadmium-zinc alloys, we only

used the following,

Sn
6
Pb, Sn

4
Cd, Sn

2
Zn, Pb Sn, ZnCd

2 ,
SnCd4 ,

CdPb
6 ,

thus forming a mixed but complete series. Other groups of alloys have been treated in

* Philosophical Transactions, 1862, p. 1.

MDCCCLXIV. 2 A
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a similar manner. The reason for grouping alloys made of different metals under

different heads has already been elsewhere discussed*. It has also been only considered

necessary to experiment on one wire of each alloy, as the results obtained agree, in most

cases, very closely with those calculated, and as it has been proved by a few determina-

tions, which are given in Table I., that the same values were obtained for the percent-

age decrement in the conducting-power of the alloy between 0° and 100°, when series of

determinations were made with two wires of the same alloy.

. Table I.

Alloy. Volumes per cent.

Percentage decre-

ment observed be-

tween 0° and 100°.

Gold-copper (hard drawn) . .

.

98-63 of Au 21-87 1

Gold-copper (hard drawn) . .

.

98-38 „ 21-75

Gold-silver + (hard drawn)... 52-08 „ 6-50 y
Gold-silver (hard drawn) . .

.

52-08 „ 6-48

Gold-silver (annealed) 52-08 „ 6-72 J
Gold-silver (annealed) 52-08 „ 6-70 1

Gold-silver (annealed) 52-08 „ 6-71 1

Gold-silver (annealed) 79-86 „ 10-15 f
Gold-silver (annealed) 79-86 „ 10-21 J

Tin-cadmium 23-50 of Sn 28-89 1

Tin-cadmium 23-50 „ 29-08 J

Remarks.

Series made with wires of different

specimens of the alloy.

Two series of determinations made
with the same wire.

Series made with different wires of

the same specimen of the alloy.

The method and apparatus employed for the determination of the conducting-power

at different temperatures was the same as that described and used for the experiments

on the pure metalsf. We have, however, in many cases only taken observations at

three intervals, as we found that almost the same formula was deduced from observations

made at three different temperatures as from seven, especially when the temperature of

the second observation was the mean of the other two ; now as three or more observa-

tions were made at each interval, it was easy to obtain the wished-for temperature as

the mean of several determinations. Thus the formulae deduced for correction of con-

ducting-power for temperature of the alloy Cd Pb
6
were

—

From seven observations . . . X=9-287— 0-03250l£+0-00006743f.
From three observations . . . X=9‘286— 0-032450^+ 0-00006683^.

Again, those deduced for the alloy Sn
2
Zn were

—

From seven observations . . . X=16 ,876— 0 -065544£+(H)00147l£2
,

From three observations . . . x=16 -899—

0

,

065790£-f-0
,0001454£2

,

where A represents the conducting-power at t° C.

We have here taken, as in former papers, the conducting-power of a hard-drawn

silver wire at 0°=100 as defining our unit. The normal wires were made of german

silver, the resistances of which were determined by comparing them with the gold-silver

alloy J, the conducting-power of a hard-drawn wire of which is equal to 15-03 at 0
G

.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1860, p. 162. f Ibid. 1862, p. 1.

t Philosophical Magazine for February 1861.
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Table II. contains the conducting-powers, specific gravities, and equivalents of the

metals used for making the alloys. These values are those which have been used in

calculating the results given in this paper.

Table II.

Metal.
Conducting-power

at 0s.

Specific gravity. Equivalent.

Silver (hard drawn) 100-00 10-468 108-0

Silver (annealed)

Copper (hard drawn)
108-57
99-95 8-950 31-7

Gold (hard drawn) 77-96 19-265 1970
Gold (annealed)

Zinc

79-33

29-02 7-148 32-6

Cadmium 23-72 8-655 56-0

Palladium (hard drawn) . .

.

18-45 11-500

Platinum (hard drawn) . .

.

17-99 21-400

Iron (hard drawn) .'.

Nickel

16-81

1311

7-

790

8-

50

Tin 12-36 7-294 580
Thallium 9-16 11-900

Lead 8-32 11-376 103-7

Bismuth 1-245 9-822 208-0

Tables III., IV., V., and VI. contain the results obtained with the alloys belonging

to the different groups. The alloys marked thus (f) are those which were made and

used for former experiments; in all cases, however, fresh wires were made. All the

rest have been re-made and analyzed. In Table III. the results are given which were

obtained with some alloys made of those metals which, when alloyed with ope another,

conduct electricity in the ratio of their relative volumes ; in Table V. those with some

alloys of those metals which, when alloyed with one another, do not conduct electricity

in the ratio of their relative volumes, but always in a lower degree than the mean of

their volumes ;
in Table IV. those with some alloys made with the metals belonging to

the alloys given in Table III. with those in Table V. ; and in Table VI. those with some

alloys whose places in the foregoing Tables we have not yet been able to assign.

Table III.

1.

fSn 6 Pb, containing 16-04 volumes per cent, of lead.

Length 435-5 millims.
; diameter O'793 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°'*.

heating the wire 11*782 at 13*7 12-423

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 12-052 at 9-3 12-494

Ditto, for 2 days 12-088 at 9-1 12-522

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

1003 12043 12 033 +0-010
24-56 11-371 11-381 -0-010
39-27 10-760 10-768 -0 008
55-00 10-168 10-165 +0-003
67-73 9-720 9-716 +0-004
84-93 9-175 9-165 +0-010
98-87 8-757 8-766 -0009

X= 12-5 10- 0 048619*;+0-0001087t2.

2 .

fSn4 Cd, containing 83-10 volumes per cent, of tin.

Length 285 millims.
; diameter 0-417 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 14-259 at 6-8 14-658

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 14-207 at 6-2 14-569

Ditto, for 2 days 14-072 at 7‘7 14-517

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

8-72 13-986 13-985 +0-001
25-52 13-089 13092 -0-003
39-50 12-419 12-423 -0004
54-96 11-770 11-761 +0009
69-40 11-218 11-217 +0001
84-02 10-733 10-740 -0-007
98-85 10-333 10-330 +0-003

X= 1 4-487— 0-059047if+0-0001720t2
.

* These and all similar values were reduced to 0° as described in the paper “ On the Influence of Tempe-

rature on the Electric Conducting-power of the Pure Metals,” Philosophical Transactions, 1862, p. 10.

2 a 2
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Table III. (continued).

3.

fSn2
Zn, containing 77*71 volumes per cent, of tin.

Length 276 -5 millims. ;
diameter 0-555 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Eeduced to 0°.

heating the wire 16-289 at 10-9 16-991

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 15-862 at 15-1 16-815

Ditto, for 2 days 16-201 at 10-9 16-899

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

11-08 16-188 16-168 4-0-020

24-42 15-339 15-363 -0024
39-27 14-516 14-529 -0013
54-23 13-759 13-754 4-0005
69-40 13-055 13 037 4-0-018

84-11 12-414 12-404 4-0-010

96-65 11-899 11-915 -0016

X= 16-876—0-065544^4-00001471^2
.

4.

-j-Pb Sn, containing 53*41 volumes per cent, of lead.

Length 359 millims.
;
diameter 0-844 millim.’*'

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

9-12 10-073 10071 4-0-002

24-45 9-510 9-511 -0-001
39-73 8-992 8-995 -0-003
55-26 8-509 8-512 -0-003
69-61 8-108 8-103 4-0-005

84-36 7-724 7-721 4-0-003

98-73 7-382 7-385 -0-003

X= 10-423- 0-039433;+0-00008775i;2
.

Table III. (continued).

6 .

•fSn Cd4, containing 23*50 volumes per cent, of tin.

Length 512-5 millims. ; diameter 0-670 millim.

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

12-57 21-096 21-086 4-0-010
25-55 20-068 20-084 -0016
4020 19-033 19037 -0-004
54-30 18-127 18-113 4-0-014
69-33 17-219 17*220 -0-001
80-96 16-589 16-594 -0-005
91-30 16-086 16*084 4-0-002

X=22-123- 0-085 1 59^+0-0002082i;2
.

7.

-j*Cd Pb6, containing 10*57 vols. per cent, of cadmium.

Length 224 millims.
;
diameter 0-644 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Eeduced to 0°.

heating the wire 9-068 at 6-1 9-264

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 9-490 at 2-5 9-57

4

Ditto, for 2 days 9-039 at 7*7 9-285

Ditto, for 3 days 8 -964 at 10-1 9‘285

T.

• Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

11-50 8-922 8-922 0-000

25*03 8-516 8-516 0-000

40-35 8-083 8-085 -0 002
54-75 7-710 7-710 0000
7000 7-342 7-342 0-000

85-55 7-001 7000 4-0-001

98-57 6-737 6-738 -0-001

X=9-287- 0-032501 !f+0-00006743#2
.

Table IY.

5.

-j-Zn Cd
2 , containing 26*06 volumes per cent, of zinc.

Length 577 millims.
;
diameter 0 629 millim.

Conducting-power found before „ Eeduced to 0°.

heating the wire 24-774 at 11-1 25-834

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 25-101 at 10*1 26077
Ditto, for 2 days • 24-916 at 10 5 25-924

fPb20 Ag, containing 94*64 volumes per cent, of lead.

Length 372 millims. ; diameter 0-704 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Eeduced to 0°.

heating the wire 8-508 at 13'7 8 938
Ditto, after being kept at 1 00°

for 1 day 8-578 at 15-2 9-060

Ditto, for 2 days 8-640 at 14-3 9-096

Ditto, for 3 days 8-731 at 15-7 9'238

Ditto, for 4 days 8-760 at 14-7 9-236

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

11-60 24-817 24-796 4-0-021
24-28 23-600 23-647 -0-047
39-86 22-322 22-324 -0002
54-00 21-232 21-215 4-0-017
68-90 20-164 20133 +0-031
83-41 19-167 19168 -0001
98-23 18-255 18-272 -0017

X=25-906—0-098065;;4-0-0002072^.

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

10-47 8-900 8-901 -0-001
24-93 8-459 8-455 +0-004
39-70 8026 8-031 -0-005
55-03 7-625 7-625 0-000

70-26 7-256 7-256 0000
85-16 6-933 6-927 +0-006
98-47 6-658 6-662 -0004

X=9-244-0-033467^4-0-00007360^2
.

* The reason why here and in some cases in the following Tables no determinations of the effect of heating

the wire on its conducting-power are given, is that the wire unfortunately, from some cause or another, became

unsoldered after it had been heated to 100° for one or more days.
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Table IV. (continued). Table IV. (continued).

fPb Ag, containing 46-9C

Length 267 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

I volumes per cent, of lead,

diameter 0-584 millim.

0 Reduced to 0°.

13 009 at 14-9 13 391

13 072 at 15 9 13 482
13 087 at 15 1 13-477

T.

Conducting-power.
Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

14-10 18099 13100 -0001
24-70 12-841 12-837 +0-004
39-88 12-478 12-477 +0001
54-61 12141 12-146 -0-005

7005 11-818 11-818 0000
83-88 11-546 11-542 +0-004
99-37 11-250 11-251 -0-001

X= 13-464- 0-26424*;+ 0 000041 74*!
2
.

3.

Pb Ag
2,

containing 30-64 volumes per cent, of lead.

Length 373 millims.
;
diameter 0-634 millim.

Conducting-power found after Reduced to

heating the wire for 2 days. .

.

21-186 at 16-1 21-874

Ditto, for 3 days .

.

21-160 at 16-5 21-863

Conducting-power.

T. Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

15-82 2M91 21190 +0-001
24-96 20 811 20-813 -0-002
39-48 20-236 20-232 +0004
5417 19-669 19-669 0000
69-78 19089 19-098 -0-009
84-27 18-602 18-593 +0-009
10000 18-069 18071 -0002

X=21-866-0-043636*;+0-00005636*‘ :i

.

4.

•j*Sn
12
Au, containing 90-32 volumes per cent, of tin.

Conducting-power found before
0

Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 7‘9495 at 11-8 8-2418
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 79479 at 13-0 8-2702

T. Conducting-power.

14-0 7-9224
57-0 6-9935
1000 6-2676

X =8-2687- 0 02550 D+000005490*'2
.

fSn5 Au, containing 79 -5

Length 222 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

4 volumes per cent, of tin.

diameter 0-599 millim.

Reduced to 0°.

4 8386 at 14-3 5-0427

4-8432 at 14-6 5-0518

4-8741 at 13 0 5 0608

T. Conducting-power.

14-0 4-8593

570 4-3212

1000 3-9009

X=5-0599 — 0014776i4-0-00003186*;2
.

6 .

Tin-copper alloy, containing 93-57 volumes per cent,

of tin.

Length 274-5 millims
;
diameter 0-667 millim.

Conducting-power found before Reduced to 0C

heating the wire 11-264 at 181 12034
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 11-498 at 16-9 12-231

Ditto, for 2 days 11-445 at 18-3 12-237

Ditto, for 3 days 11-549 at 16-3 12-259

Ditto, for 4 days 11-571 at 16 3 12-282

Ditto, for 5 days 11-558 at 171 12-304

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

15-58 11-622 11-618 +0004
24-70 11-242 11 242 0-000

38-91 10-679 10-688 -0-009
54 96 10109 10-111 -0002
70-29 9-615 9-609 +0006
85-68 9-160 9152 -1-0-008

99-40 8-777 8-784 -0-007

X= 12-299- 0-045304*;+ 000009997*12
.

7-

Tin-copper alloy, containing 83-60 volumes per cent,

of tin.

Length 201 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before
heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

Ditto, for 4 days

diameter 0-581 millim.

12-119 at 15-7

12-264 at 15-3

12-389 at 15-3

12-420 at 14-7

12-384 at 15-7

Reduced to 0°.

12-764

12-

900

13-

031
13-038

13 043

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed Calculated.

8-27 12-688 12-689 -0-001
25-28 12-009 12-002 +0-007
39-43 11-460 11-470 -0010
54-31 10-943 10-949 -0006
70-13 10-444 10-437 +0-007
84-18 10 032 10-022 +0-010
99-28 9-607 9614 -0007

X= 13C42-0043382i,+0-00008924+.
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Table IV. (continued).

Tin-copper alloy, containing 14*91 vols. per cent, of tin.

Length 141 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

diameter 0-501 millim .

8-7481 at 15-5

8-8372 at 16-5

8-8451 at 17-3

8-8441 at 17-0

Reduced to 0°.

8-8223

8-9170
8-9288

8-9264

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

16-58 8-8565 8-8560 +0-0005
34-85 8-7687 8-7692 -0-0005
56-33 8-6684 8-6693 -0-0009
77-40 8-5753 8-5737 +0-0016
99-48 8-4754 8-4760 -0-0006

X =8-9364- 0-0048890t+ 0-000002626*:2.

Table IV. (continued).

Tin-copper alloy, containinj

Length 210 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

z 6*02 vols. per cent, of tin.

diameter 0-456 millim.

0 Reduced to 0°.

19-382 at 15-5 19-682

19-517 at 15-5 19-819

19-496 at 16-4 19 816

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

17-23 19-484 19-484 0-000
24-03 19-355 19-354 +0-001
40-03 19-050 19-052 -0002
55-47 18-771 18-769 +0-002
69-70 18-511 18-513 -0002
83-16 18-279 18-276 +0-003
98-87 18-004 18-006 - 0-002

X=19-820-0-019729*f+000001397*:2
.

9.

Tin-copper alloy, containinj

Length 429 millims.

;

Conducting-power foundbefore
heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

1
12*35 vols. per cent, of tin.

diameter 0-627 millim.

Reduced to 0°.

10 037 at 17-9 10154

10-076 at 18-2 10-196

10 084 at 17-2 10197
10-084 at 16-6 10-193

T. Conducting-power.

11-0 10-1386
55-5 9-8710

100 0 9-6526

X= 10-2 1 2 -0-0068043*I

+0-00001210*:2
.

12 .

Tin-copper alloy, containing 1*41 vol. per cent, of tin.

Length 599 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Ditto, for 3 days

Ditto, for 4 days

diameter 0-449 millim .

60-105 at 14-5

60-827 at 12-5

60-687 at 141
60-579 at 15-1

60-690 at 14-3

Reduced to 0°

62-

463

62-881

63-

001
63-055

63-038

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

15-53 60-470 60-455 +0-015
24-68 59-011 59-029 -0018
3903 56-897 56-900 -0*003
54-98 54-681 54-686 -0-005
68-73 52 924 52-906 +0-018
84-25 51*036 51-041 -0-005
99-70 49-334 49-336 -0-002

X= 62-997- 0-16856t+0-0003163t2
.

10 .

Tin-copper alloy, containing ll*6l vols. per cent, of tin.

Length 322-5 millims.
; diameter 0-524 millim.

Conducting-power found before
o Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 12-003 at 12-1 12-102
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 12-069 at 11*5 12-165
Ditto, for 2 days 12-083 at 12-5 12-188
Ditto, for 3 days 12-070 at 14-3 12-190

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.
Observed. Calculated.

15-43 12-058 12-057 +0-001
i 23-40 11-990 11-991 -0-001
I 40-35 11-852 11-853 -0-001
1 54-75 11-737 11-736 +0-001
1

69-78 11-619 11-617 +0-002
84-66 11-499 11-500 -0-001
98-70 11-391 11-391 0-000

13.

Tin-silver alloy, containing 96*52 vols. per cent, of tin.

Length 304 millims. ; diameter 0-478 millim.

Conducting-power found before
0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 11-646 at 16‘3 12-390

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 11 686 at 16-3 12-433

Ditto, for 2 days 11-685 at 17'0 12-464

Ditto, for 3 days 11668 at 17-6 12-475

T.

Conducting-power.
j

1
Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

11-12 11-983 11-971 +0-012
24-90 11-353 11-364 -0-011
39-40 10-751 10-768 -0017
54-60 10-193 10-189 +0-004
69-81 9-676 9-657 +0019
84-88 9178 9-177 +0-001
99-68 8-743 8-751 -0-008

X= 12-186— 0-008468*:-f-0-000003700*;
2
. X= 12-488— 0 047691*54-0 0001023*:2.
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Table IV. (continued). Table IV. (continued).

14.

Tin-silver alloy, containing 75*51 vols. per cent, of tin.

Length 273 millims.
; diameter 0-467 miUim.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

Ditto, for 4 days

12-

982 at 17-6

13054 at 171

13-

334 at 16-5

13-415 at 15-5

13-402 at 16-5

Eeduced to 0°.

13-866

13-

917
14184

14-

217
14-256

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

li-53 13-651 13-646 +0-005
25-51 12-955 12-958 -0-003
40-26 12-283 12-283 0000
53-86 11-700 11708 -0008
69-58 11-099 11-099 0000
84-98 10-572 10561 +0-011
99-48 10-103 10-108 -0005

\= 14-250—0-053772^-|-0-0001219i!2.

17-

Zinc-copper alloy, containing 23-61 vols. per cent, of zinc.

Length 365 millims.
;
diameter 0-379 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0
heating the wire 27784 at 13-0

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 27754 at 14-9

Ditto, for 2 days 27738 at 15-3

Reduced to 0°.

28-298

28-343
28-342

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

15-97 27719 27714 +0-005
23-80 27-408 27-412 -0004
39-28 26-828 26-829 -0-001
54-82 26-259 26-262 -0-003
68-66 25-777 25772 +0005
8375 25-258 25-256 +0 002
98-22 24-774 24776 -0 002

X= 28-345-0040104^+000003839^.

15.

Zinc-copper alloy, containing 42-06 vols. per eent.of zinc.

Length 296-6 millims.
; diameter 0-516 millim.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

,

Ditto, for 3 days

0 Eeduced to 0°.

21-356 at 14-8 21-793

21-701 at 12-9 22088
21-873 at 13-1 22-269
21-824 at 14-9 22-273

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

1572 21-807 21-801 +0-006
2375 21-562 21-564 -0 002
39-28 21-116 21-118 -0-002

' 54-38 20-693 20-698 -0-005
69-31 20-300 20-297 +0-003
84-63 19-897 19-898 -0-001
99-43 19-527 19-526 +0-001

X=22-274— 0-03060D+0-00002980!'2
.

18.

Zinc-copper alloy, containing 10*88 vols. per cent, ofzinc.

Length 449 millims. ; diameter 0-448 millim.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

0 Reduced to 0°.

45-545 at 14-8 46-934

45-807 at 14-0 47 128
45-896 at 14-6 47276
45-971 at 137 47-268

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

14-33 45-912 45-912 0000
2371 45059 45-056 +0-003
39-80 43-638 43-648 -0-010
54-33 42-442 42-440 +0002
69-48 41-246 41-245 +0001
84-38 40-145 40-134 +0011
98-95 39100 39109 -0-009

X =47267—0096627^+00001 4331\

16 .

Zinc-copper alloy, containing 29*45 vols. per eent.ofzinc.

Length 190 millim s.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days
Ditto, for 4 days

diameter 0-381 millim.

0 Eeduced to 0°.

21-235 at 17-4 21-708

21-424 at 15-9 21-859
21-597 at 15-9 22 036
21-625 at 15-9 22-065
21-720 at 12-8 22 075

19.

Zinc-copper alloy, containing 5-03 vols. per cent, of zinc

Length 642 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

diameter 0-479 millim.

0 Eeduced to O'.

58-152 at 15-3 60-376

58-546 at 14-3 60-637
58-665 at 140 60-716
58-598 at 14-3 60-691

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

13-47 21-704 21-702 +0-002
24-07 21-413 21-416 -0 003
39-21 21-020 21-017 +0-003
53-65 20-647 20-647 0-000
69-03 20-268 20-269 -0-001
8371 19-915 19-916 -0001
98-97 19-565

,
19-564 +0-001

X =22-076- 0-028100;+0-00002745^2
.

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference. '

:

1

Observed. Calculated.

15-17 58-522 58-494 1+0-028
23-57 57-277 57-301 -0 024
4003 55071 55 093 -0022
54-91 53-211 53-213 —0-002
67-88 51-679 51-664 +0015
84-15 49-856 49-839 +0-017
99-45 48-228 48-243 -0-015

X= 60-697- 0 14995z
t+0-0002486«;2

.
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Table V.

l.

Gold-copper alloy, containing 98*63 volumes per cent,

of gold (hard drawn).

Length 1121-5 millims. ;
diameter 0-582 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Seduced to 0°,

heating the wire 53'694atl6-8 56-122

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 53796 at 16-5 56-184

Ditto, for 2 days 53 835 at 16*7 56-268

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

15-52 53-972 53-980 -0-008
25-10 52-676 52-653 -f 0-023

39-74 50-684 50-715 -0-031
55-66 48-739 48-740 -0-001
69-83 47106 47-092 +0-014
85-00 45-451 45-443 +0-008
95-35 43-986 43-994 -0008

X= 56-232— 0-14916;!+00002616!!2
.

Gold-copper alloy, containing 81*66 volumes per cent,

of gold (hard drawn).

Length 450 millims.
; diameter 0-501 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Eeduced to 0°,

heating the wire 15-919 at 13-6 16-083

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

fori day 15935 at 111 16068
Ditto, for 2 davs 15-895 at 12-2 16-041

Ditto, for 3 days 15-894 at 11 0 16 026
Ditto, for 4 days 15-887 at 11*4 16-024

T. Conducting-power.

120 15-880
56-0 15-356

1000 14-837

Table Y. (continued).

4.

Gold-silver alloy, containing 79*86 volumes per cent,

of gold (annealed*).

Length 596 millims.
;
diameter 0-704 millim.

X= 16024-0011997<-|-000000129n2
.

3.

Gold-silver alloy, containing 79*86 volumes per cent,

of gold (hard drawn).

Length 605 -

7 millims.
;
diameter 0-704 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Eeduced to 0°

heating the wire 21-010 at 11-7 21-279

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 21-038 at 10-8 21-286

Ditto, for 2 days 21072 at 10-4 21-311

Ditto, for 3 days 21-086 at 10-2 21-301

T.

Condueting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

7-64 21-342 21-341 +0001
25-27 20-920 20-924 -0001
40-71 20-570 20572 -0-002
54-61 20-265 20264 +0-001
70-35 19-930 19-928 +0002
85-25 19-622 19-622 0000
99-50 19-338 19-339 -0001

X= 21-527-0024475^+000002500t 2
.

5.

Gold-silver alloy, containing 19*86 volumes per cent,

of gold (hard drawn).

Length 161-5 millims.
;
diameter 0-351 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Eeduced to 0°

heating the wire 21-835 at 11*7 22 062
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 21-872 at 1 1-8 22-101

Ditto, for 2 days 21-841 at 12 5 22-083

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed.
|

Calculated.

11-45 21-013 21-030 +0-001
2604 20-698 20-701 -0-003
4004 20-391 20392 -0-001
55-26 20065 20-064 +0001
67-73 19-806 19-802 +0-004
84 13 19 463 19-464 -0-001
98-45 19 175 19-176 -0001

X =21-293—0023166^-f00000169D2
.

T.

Condueting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

1302 21-838 21-833 +0-005
23-90 21-620 21-625 -0005
38-03 21-355 21-359 -0-004
54-42 21158 21-056 +0-002
68-95 20-795 20-794 +0-001
82-37 20-557 20-555 +0 002
98-15 20-279 20-280 -0001

X= 22-085 - 0-019538^+000001 1 7313.

6 .

Gold-silver alloy, containing 19*86 volumes per cent,

of gold (annealed*).

Length 161-5 millims.
;
diameter 0-351 millim.

T.

Condueting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

1495 21-829 21-827 +0-002
24-56 21-637 21-640 -0003
40-33 21-335 21-337 -0-002

55-38 21059 21-055 +0 004

69-06 20-806 20-805 +0001
84-48 20-527 20-528 -0001
97 53 20-299 20-300 -0001

X= 22-125— 0-020097t+000001419;!2.

* The conducting-power of these wires did not alter after being kept oi 100° for one day.
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Table V. (continued).

7.

Gold-copper alloy, containing 19-17 volumes per cent,

of gold (hard drawn).

Length 534 millims.

;

diameter 0 550 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0

heating the wire 20-300 at 12-2

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 20 295 at 12 0

Ditto, for 2 days 20 287 at 12-4

Reduced to 0°.

20-504

20-517
20-505

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

13-40 20-272 20-278 -0 006
24-38 20-088' 20-088 0000
4001 19-838' 19-824 +0014
5503 19-569 19-573 -0004
70-11 19-325 19-328 -0-003
84-98 19088 19092 -0-004
99-87 18-865 18-861 +0-004

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

17-27 79709 79-670 +0-039
23-98 77-952 77-962 -0-010
39 55 74-154 74-212 -0 058
54-26 70-294 70-913 -0-019
69-29 67-920 67-879 +0-041
83-86 65-213 65-175 +0 038
98-78 62-645 62-677 -0-032

X=84-322-0-27999;:+0 0006162;+

9.

Platinum-silver alloy, containing 19*65 volumes per
cent, of platinum (hard drawn)-

Length 169 millims.
;
diameter 0-518 millim.

Conducting-power found before D Reduced to 0°

heating the wire 6 6565 at 18 0 6 6960
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 6 0616 at 17'9 67008
Ditto, for 2 days 6-6654 at 17 2 67031

X=20 513— 0 017718^+0 00091170^.

Gold-copper alloy, containing 0*71 volume per cent,

of gold (hard drawn).

Length 1049 millims.
; diameter 0-366 millim.

Conducting-power found before e Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 79"884 at 15-3 84 008
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 80-389 at 14-3 84-264

Ditto, for 2 days 80-01 4 at 15-5 84-200

Ditto, for 3 days 79‘844atl6-6 84 322

T. 1 Conducting-power.

8-27 6-6850
54-00 6-5876
99-90 6*4957

Table V. (continued).

10 .

Platinum-silver alloy, containing 5*05 volumes per

cent, of platinum (hard drawn).

Length 708 millims. ; diameter 0 626 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0
Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 17"812 at 15-9 18-031

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

fori day 17-801 at 171 18-036

X-67032-0 00221672f+0 000001394el3.

MDCCCLXIV.

T. Conducting-power.

9*0 17-920
54-5 17-319
100-0 16767

X= 18 045 - 0-013960#+0-00001 183i2.

11 .

Platinum-silver alloy, containing 2*51 volumes per

cent, of platinum (hard drawn).

Length 381-5 millims. ; diameter 0-451 millim.

T. Conducting-power.

12-0 31173
560 29-550

100-0 28-068

X= 31-640- 0039363i!+0 00003642;+

12 .

Palladium-silver alloy, containing 23*28 volumes

per cent, of palladium (hard drawn).

Length 520 millims. ;
diameter 0-802 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°,

heating the wire 8-4936 at 100 8-5214

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 8 5147 at 10 0 8 5426

Ditto, for 2 days 8-5052 at 9-1 8-5305

Ditto, for 3 days 8-4918 at 8 6 8-5157

Ditto, for 4 days 8-4868 at 10 0 8-5146

T. Conducting-power.

lf-0 8-4846
55-5 8-3577

100-0 8-2256

X=8-5152-00027644^-0000001313^.

13.

Copper-silver alloy, containing 98*35 volumes per cent,

of copper (hard drawn).

Length 1198 millims.
;
diameter 0-572 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 86-674 at 9-5 89-544

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 88-210 at 6-5 90-202

Ditto, for 2 days 87'336 at 9 3 90165

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

10-48 86-919 86-846 +0073
25-27 82-583 82-634 -0 051
39-57 78-763 78-861 -0-098
53-96 75-317 75-361 - 0 044
69-73 72-007 71-868 +0-139
85-12 68-875 68-802 +0073
98-35 66-348 66-442 -0094

X=90-021-0-31050i+0 0007193^.

2 B
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Table V. (continued). Table V. (continued).

14. 17.

Copper-silver alloy, containing 95*17 volumes per cent,

of copper (hard drawn).

Length 929 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Ditto, for 3 days

diameter 0'489 millim.

78' 165 at 16-0

78-286 at 14-3

78-102 at 15-9

77-666 at 17-8

Reduced to 0°.

82-300

81-

981

82-

207
82-245

,
Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

15-43 78-226 78-219 +0-007
24-26 76-066 76-059 +0-001
39-16 72-601 72-616 -0-015
54-62 69-301 69 312 -0-011
69-48 66-406 66-393 +0-013
83-53 63-885 63-866 +0-019
99-00 61-319 61-343 -0-014

X= 82-207- 0-26728#+0-000571

1

1\

Copper-silver alloy, containing 8*25 volumes per cent,

of copper (hard drawn).

Length 2328 millims. ; diameter 0-525 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 78-323 at 9-0 80-284

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

fori day 78-855 at 8-5 80-718

Ditto, for 2 days 78-398 at 10-2 80-626

T. Conducting-power.

120 87-015

56-0 69-301

100-0 61*949

X= 80-628- 0-22196*;-t-0-00035 1

8

18.

15.

Copper-silver alloy, containing 77*64 volumes per cent,

of copper (hard drawn).

Length 623 millims.

;

Conducting-poWer found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

Ditto, for 4 days

diameter 0-374 millim.

Reduced to 0°,

66-807 at 14-6 69-811

66-601 at 17-3 70-158
66-550 at 17-2 70-084
66-707 at 17-0 70-208
66-694 at 17-6 70-319

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

15-15 67-155 67-192 -0-037
24-21 65-433 65-410 +0023
39-48 62-583 62-565 +0-018
54-90 59-873 59-894 -0-021
69-48 57-557 57-556 +0-001
84-28 55-375 55-365 +0-001
99-90 53-259 53-262 -0-003

X= 70-328 -0-2135 1#+0-0004271*:2
.

16 .

Copper-silver alloy, containing 1*53 volume per cent,

of copper (hard drawn).

Length 2139 millims. ; diameter 0-542 millim.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

0 Reduced to 0°.

94-

554 at 9-8 97-708

95-

314 at 9-0 98-231

94-968 at 9*9 98-168

T. Conducting-power.

J

10-0 94-940

55-0 82-126

100-0 72-146

X= 98- 172- 0-033024^+0-0006998*:2.

19.

Iron-gold alloy, containing 27*93 volumes per cent,

of iron (hard drawn).

Length 145 millims. ; diameter 0-758 millim.

Copper-silver alloy, containing 46*67 volumes per cent,

of copper (hard drawn).

Length 1256 millims.
;
diameter 0-437 millim.

Conducting-power foundbefore 0
heating the wire 72-036 at 14-2

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

fori day 73-170 at 14-6

Ditto, for 2 days. 73-653 at 12-6

Reduced to 0°.

74*940

76-204
76-284

T. Conducting-power.

130 73-529
56-5 65-449
100-0 58-894

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Ditto, for 3 days

Reduced to 0°.

2-5815 at 14-6 2-7160

2-6193 at 14-4 27539
2-6309 at 14-2 2 7641
2-6286 at 144 2-7636

T. Conducting-power.

lS-0 2-6239
57-5 2-2732
100-0 1-9926

X= 2-7645—0-0096586*;-j-0-00001940^2.

The conducting-power of a se-

cond wire was found
Reduced to 0°.

2-7451X=76-240-0-21375*;+0-0004030if2
. 2-6177 at 14-6
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Table V. (continued).

20.

Iron-gold alloy, containing 21 -18 volumes per cent, of
iron (bard drawn).

Length 184 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before
heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days.

diameter 0-943 millim.

0 Reduced to 0°.

1-9299 at 14-6 2 0121

1-9981 at 10-8 2-0614
1-9866 at 13-2 2-0621

T. Conducting-power.

14-0 1-9822
57-0 1-7951

100-7 1-7010

X=2-0632— 0-0061367#+0-000025 15

#

2
.

The conducting-power of a se- 0 Reduced to 0°.

cond wire was found 1-8745 at 17"2 1-9681

Table VI.

i.

-('Phosphorus-copper, containing 2’5 per cent, by
weight of phosphorus (hard drawn).

Length 124 millims. ; diameter 0-355 millim.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Reduced to 0°.

7-2993 at 12-6 7 3432

7-3287 at 12-3 7-3717

7-3424 at 13-6 7-3901

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

14-52 7-3395 7-3391 +0-0004
34-22 7-2696 7-2708 -0-0012
56-25 7-1963 7-1954 +0-0009
77-35 71243 7-1241 +0-0002
99-08 70515 7-0517 -00002

X=7-3900- 0-0035 1 94#+0-000001062#2
.

21 .

Iron-gold alloy, containing 10-96 volumes per cent,

of iron (hard drawn).

Length 226 millims. ; diameter 0-470 millim.

Conducting-power found before
0

heating the wire 2-3450 at 15-6
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

fori day 23549 at 13-8

Ditto, for 2 days 2-3585 at 10-4

Reduced to 0°.

.
2-3624

2-3704

2-3703

T. Conducting-power.

12-0 2-3573
560 2-3138

100-0 2-2798

X= 2-3708- 0-001 1555#+00000002454#2
.

2 .

fPhosphorus-copper, containing 0-95 per cent, by
weight of phosphorus (hard drawn).

Length 265-5 millims. ; diameter 0-396 millim.

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

11-05 23-028 23 032 -0004
24-50 22-637 22-635 +0-002
39-72 22-209 22-203 +0-006
54-96 21-785 21-787 -0-002
69-48 21-407 21-408 -0-001
84-92 21-017 21-023 —0-006
99-83 20-673 20-668 +0-005

j

The conducting-power of a se- 0 Reduced to 0°.

cond wire was found 2-2397 at 17-2 2-2580

X=23-368- 0-030873#+0-00003836#2.

22 .

Iron-copper alloy, containing 0-46 volume per cent, of
iron (hard drawn).

Length 573-5 millims.
; diameter 0-358 millim.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days
Ditto, for 4 days
Ditto, for 5 days

38-

315 at 9-0

39-

055 at 9-4

39-124 at 10-4

39-241 at 10-0

39-313 at 11-0

39-384 at 8-8

Reduced to 0°.

38-

852

39-

626
39-758
39-852
39-986
39-887

T. Conducting-power.

10-0 39-283
55-0 36-739

100-0 34-533

3.

fArsenic-copper, containing 5*4 per cent, by weight

of arsenic (hard drawn).

Length 225 millims. ; diameter 0-289 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0
Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 6-3518 at 9-3 6-3739

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 6-3780 at 8-4 6-3980

Ditto, for 2 days 6-3800 at 7"9 6-3988

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

'

10-52 6-3742 6-3738 +0-0004
31-80 6-3230 6-3235 -0-0005
54-20 6-2707 6-2713 -0-0006
75-58 6-2232 6-2220 +0-0012
98-05 6-1703 6-1708 -0-0005

X=39-894- 0-06 1958#+0-00008346#2.

2 B 2

X=6-3989-0-0023880#+0-0000006331#2
.
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Table VI. (continued).

4. 5 .

*(•Arsenic-copper, containing 2*8 per cent, by weight of

arsenic (hard drawn).

Length 547 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100“

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

diameter 0-431 millim.

12-2980 at 8-9

12-2648 at 9-5

12-2369 at 119

Eedueed to 0°.

12-3787

12-3507

12-3443

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

13-60

24-75
39-78

54-72
69-11

84-72

100-28

12-1933

12-0937
11-9648

11-8364

11-7152
11-5837

11-4631

12-1930
12-0945

11-9635

11-8358

11-7151

11-5867
11-4614

+0-0003
-0-0008
+0-0013
+0-0006
+0-0001
-0-0030
+0-0017

X- 1 2-3 156- 0-0090694*:+0-000005496*:2.

(•Arsenic-copper, containing traces of arsenic

(hard drawn).

Length 381 millims.
;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Ditto, for 3 days

diameter 0-364 millim.

58-680 at 16-4

58-

924 at 14-5

59-

286 at 12-7

59 013 at 14-1

Deduced to 0°.

61-255

61-207
61-295
61-236

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

14-65 58-948 58-931 +0-017
23-85 57-533 57-546 -0-013
39-95 55-226 55-244 -0018
54-48 53-298 53-299 -0-001
69-26 51-464 51-448 +0-016
83-47 49-801 49-790 +0011
98-62 48-141 48-154 -0-013

X=61-238-0-16183*+000002957rf2
.

Tables VII., VIII., IX., and X. contain (1) the values found in a former research*,

reduced to 0° with the help of the formula given in the above Tables for some of the

alloys (column A.), (2) the values taken from the above Tables, namely, the first

observed conducting-power reduced to 0° (column B.), and (3) the formulae for the

correction of the conducting-power for temperature, taking the mean of the values in

the columns A. and B. as the conducting-power at 0°.

Table VII.

Alloy.
Volumes

Conducting-power.
Formula for the correction of the conducting-

per cent.
A. B.

power for temperature.

Sn
c
Pb 83-96 of Sn 11-582 12-423 X= 1 2002- 0-046645#+0 0001 042*f2

Sn
4 Cd 83-10 of Sn 14-459 14-658 X=14-558— 0-059337*+ 0-0001728*:3

Sn
2 Zn 77-71 of Sn 16-504 16991 X=16747 — 0-065044+0 0001460*:3

Pb Sn 53-41 of Pb 9-855 10-423 X=l0-139-0-038358+000008536*:3

Zn Cd , 26 06 of Zn 25-405 25-834 X =25-6 1 9-0096978+00002049*:2

Sn Cd) 23-50 of Sn 21-194 22123 X=21 -658 -008336S+0-0002038*:2

Cd Pb
c 10-57 of Cd 9047 9-264 X= 9T55- 0-032041+0-00006647*:2

Table VIII.

Alloy.
Volumes

Conducting-power.
Formal* for the correction of the conducting-

per cent.
A. B.

power for temperature.

Lead-silver 94-64 of Pb 8-823 8-938 X= 8-880 — 0032149*: +000007070*:3

Lead-silver 46-90 of Pb 12-071 13391 X=12-731 -0-024986*: +0 0000394 7*!
2

Lead-silver 30-64 of Pb 21-874 \=21-874 -0043652*: +000005687*:2

Tin-gold 90-32 of Sn 8-2418

4-5500
X= 8-2418-0025418*: +000005472*:2

X= 4-7963-0-014006*: +000003020*:2Tin-gold 79-54 of Sn 5 0427
Tin-copper (hard drawn) 93-57 of Sn 12034 X=12034 -0-044328*: +000009781*:2

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 83-60 of Sn 12-764 X=12-764 -0-042457*: +000008734*:2

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 14-91 of Sn 8-823 X= 8-8223— 00048266*+0000002593*:2

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 12-35 of Sn 10-154 X=10154 — 0-0067656+0-00001 203*:2

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 11-61 of Sn 12-102 X= 12T02 - 00083587+0000003674*!3

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 6-02 of Sn 19-750 19-682 X=19'716 -0-019626*: +0-00001390^
Tin-copper (hard drawn) 1-41 of Sn 62-463 X= 62-463 -0-16713*: +00003136*:2

X= 12-384 -0 047293*: +0-0001014*:2

X=13-706 -0-051720*: +0-00011 72t2Tin-silver 75-51 of Sn
1 2*378

13*547

12.390
13-866

Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 42 06 of Zn 21-793 X=21-793 -0-029939*: +0-0000291 6*:
3

Zinc-copper (hard drawn! 29-45 of Zn 21-708 X=21-708 -0-027632*: +0 00002698*:2

X=28-29S -0040039*: +0-00003832*:3Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 23-61 of Zn 28-298
Zinc-copper (hard drawn! ... 10-88 of Zn 46-934 X=:46-934 -0095947*: +00001423*:2

Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 5-03 of Zn 60-376 X=60-376 —0-14916*: +0 0002473*!2

* Philosophical Transactions, I860, p. 166.
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Table IX.

Volumes
Conducting-power.

per cent.
A. B.

98*63 of A i7 56122
1608381-66 of Au

79-86 of Au 21-393 21-279

79-86 of An 21-527

52-08 of Au 15-030

52-08 of Au 15-080

19-86 of Au 21-305 22-062

19-86 of Au 22125
19-17 of Au 20-514

0-71 of Au 84-008

19-65 of Pt 6-6960

5 05 of Pt 18031
2-51 ofPt 31-640

23-28 of Pd 8-5214

98-35 of Cu 89-544

95-17 of Cu 82-300

77-64 of Cu 69-311

46-67 of Cu 74-940

8-25 of Cu 80-284

1-53 of Cu 97-708

27-93 of Fe 2-7350

21-18 of Fe 1-9901

10-96 of Fe 2-3102

0-46 of Fe 38-852

Formulae for the correction of the conducting-

power for temperature.

Gold-copper (hard drawn)
Gold-copper (hard drawn)
Gold-silver (hard drawn)
Gold-silver (annealed)

Gold-silver (hard drawn)
Gold-silver (annealed)

Gold-silver (hard drawn)
Gold-silver (annealed)

Gold-copper (hard drawn)
Gold-copper (hard drawn)
Platinum-silver (hard drawn)
Platinum-silver (hard drawn)
Platinum-silver (hard drawn)
Palladium-silver (hard drawn)
Copper-silver (hard drawn)t ..

Copper-silver (hard drawn)! .

.

Copper-silver (hard drawn)! .

.

Copper-silver (hard drawn)! ..

Copper-silver (hard drawn)! ..

Copper-silver (hard drawn)! ..

Iron-gold (hard drawn)
Iron-gold (hard drawn)
Iron-gold (hard drawn)
Iron-copper (hard drawn)

X=56-122 -

X= 16083 -

X=21-335 -

X=21'584*-
X= 15030 -

X= 15-080 -

X=21-684 -

X=21-746*-
X=20-514 -

X= 84-008 -

X= 6-6960-

X= 18-031 -

X=31-640 -

X= 8-5214-

X=89-544 -

X= 82-300 -

X= 69-8 11 -

X=74-940 -

X= 80-284 -

X =97-708 -

X= 2-7350-

X= 1-9901-

X= 2-3102-

X=38-852 -

0-14887# +0-000261 1#2

0012041# +0-000001296#2

0-023212# +0-00001694#2

0 024539# +0 00002506#2

0010120# +0-000003697#2

0010864# +0000007457#2

0019185# +000001 152#2

0019753# +0 00001395#2

0-017718# +0-00001 170#2

0-27895# +0 0006139#2

0 0022 143#+0 000001393#2

0013949# +000001 182#2

0039363# +0-00003642#2

0-002764# — 0-000001314#2

0-30886# +0-0007155#2

0-26758# -I-0-0005717#2

0-21194# +0-0004240#2

0 21011# +0-0003961#2

0-22101# +0-0003503#2

0-32868# +0-0006965

#

2

0-0095555#+000001919#2

0-0059 194#+0-00002426#2

0-001 1260#+0 000000239 1#
2

0060341# +000008128#2

Table X.

Alloy.
Weight

Conducting-power.
Formulae for the correction of the conducting-

per cent.
A. B.

power for temperature.

Phosphorus-copper (hard drawn)..

Phosphorus-copper (hard drawn)..

Arsenic-copper (hard drawn)
Arsenic-copper (hard drawn)
Arsenic-copper (hard drawn)

2-5 ofP
0-95 of P
5-4 of As
2-8 of As

traces of As

7-301

23-920
6-219

13-356

60-854

7-343

23-368
6-374

12-379

61-255

X= 7-322- 0-0034870#+0000001 052#2

X= 23-644- 0-031 238# +000003882#2

X= 6-296 —0-0023492#+00000006230#2

X=12-867-00094757#+0 000005743#2

X=61-055 -016134# +00002948#2

The values in columns A. and B. do not agree in all cases as well as might have been

expected. Part of these differences are undoubtedly due to the fact that, the length of all

wires made of alloys melting at a low temperature was measured after the determination

had been made, as we found very great difficulty in soldering them to the thick copper

wires in thetrough, for, owing to their low fusing-points, the ends of the wires melted in

with the solder. Now they had to be wound round a glass rod, as their length would

not permit of their being experimented with in the trough without it
;

it is therefore

probable that, on account of their softness, in unwinding and straightening them they

became somewhat lengthened, which will account in a great measure for the differences.

The value given for the conducting-power of one alloy (lead-silver, containing 30-64 per

‘cent, of lead, and corresponding to Pb Ag2)
in the paper already referred to is wrong.

* These values have been altered to the same extent as those given in column B. for the hard-drawn wires,

in order that the effect of annealing may remain the same.

f The alloys of these metals formerly tested do not quite correspond in composition to those here given, and

therefore the values then found for their conducting-powers are not quoted above. They agree, however, very

closely with those in column B.
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We not only used part of the same alloy employed for the former determinations, but

also made and analysed a fresh quantity, and found the values for the conducting-power

in both cases the same ; the present value is therefore the correct one for the conducting-

power of the alloy. The error made in the former determinations must have been that

a wrong normal wire was noted down as the one with which the resistances of the wires

were compared ; for according to the data from which the conducting-powers were then

deduced, those there given are correct.

In order to show in a clear manner the results obtained, and to explain the law which

we have arrived at, we will give in the first place the following Tables :

—

Table XI.

Alloy.
Volumes
per cent.

Conducting-power at 100°. Percentage decre&ent.

Observed. Calculated. Observed. Calculated.

Sn
e Pb 83-96 of Sn 8-38 8-28 30-18 29-67

Sn, Cd 83-10 of Sn 10-35 1010 28-89 30-03

Sn„ Zn 77-71 of Sn 11-70 11-37 30-12 30-16

Pb' Sn 53-41 of Pb 7 16 7-21 29-41 2910
Zn Cd , 26 06 of Zn 17-97 17-75 29-86 29-67

Sn Cdj 23-50 of Sn 15-36 14-88 29-08 30-25

Cd Pb
G

10-57 of Cd 6-62 703 27-74 27-60

Table XII.

Alloy.
Volumes
per cent.

Conducting-power at 100°. Percentage decrement.

Observed. Calculated. Observed. Calculated.

Lead-silver 94-64 of Pb 6-37 9-35 28-24 19-96

Lead-silver. 46-90 of Pb 10-63 40-30 16-53 7-73
Lead-silver 30-64 ofPb 18-08 50-83 17-36 10-42
Tin-gold 90-32 of Sn 6-25 13-23 24-20 13-84

Tin-gold 79-54 of Sn 3-70 18-23 22-90 5-95

Tin-copper (bard drawn) 93-57 of Sn 8-58 12-72 28-71 19-76

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 83-60 of Sn 9-39 18-90 26-24 14-57

Tin-copper (hard drawn)....'. 14-91 of Sn 8-37 61-42 5-18 3-99

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 12-35 of Sn 9-60 63-02 5-48 4-46

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 11-61 of Sn 11-30 63-47 6-60 5-22

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 6-02 of Sn 17-89 66-93 9-25 7-83

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 1-41 of Sn 48-89 69-78 21-74 20-53

Tin-silver 96-52 of Sn 8-67 10-90 30-00 23-31

Tin-silver 75-51 of Sn 9-71 23-91 2918 11-89

Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 42-06 of Zn 19-09 49-57 12-40 11-29

Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 29-45 of Zn 19-21 55-89 11-49 10-08

Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 23-61 of Zn 24-68 58-82 12-79 12-30

Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 10-88 of Zn 38-76 65-20 17-41 17-42

Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 5-03 of Zn 47-93 68-13 20-61 20-62
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Table XIII.

Alloy.
Volumes
per cent.

Conducting-power at 100°. Percentage decrement.

Observed. Calculated. Observed. Calculated.

Gold-copper (hard drawn)
Gold-copper (hard drawn)
Gold-silver (hard drawn)

Gold-silver (annealed)

Gold-silver (hard drawn)

Gold-silver (annealed)

Gold-silver (hard drawn)

Gold-silver (annealed)

Gold-copper (hard drawn)
Gold-copper (hard drawn)
Platinum-silver (hard drawn) . .

Platinum-silver (hard drawn)
Platinum-silver (hard drawn)
Platinum-silver (hard drawn)
Copper- silver (hard drawn)
Copper-silver (hard drawn)
Copper-silver (hard drawn)
Copper-silver (hard drawn)
Copper-silver (hard drawn)
Copper-silver (hard drawn)
Iron-gold (hard drawn)
Iron-gold (hard drawn)
Iron-gold (hard drawn)
Iron-copper (hard drawn)

98-63 of Au
81-66 of Au
79-86 of Au

79-86 of Au

52-08 of Au

52-08 of Au

19-86 of Au

19-86 of Au

19-17 of Au

0-

71 of Au
19-65 of Pt
5-05 of Pt
2-51 of Pt

23-28 of Pd
98-35 of Cu
95-17 of Cu
77-64 of Cu
46-67 of Cu
8-25 of Cu

1-

53 of Cu
27-93 of Fe
21-18 of Fe
10-96 ofFe
0-46 of Fe

43-85

14-89

19-18

19-38

14-05

1407

19-88

19-91

18-86

62-25

6-49

16-75

28-07
8-23

65-81

61-26
- 52-86

57-89

61-69

71-81

1-97

1-

64

2-

20
33-63

55-33

57-

96

58-

25

fa 58-25]

[
5 60-24 J
62-58

fa 62-581

15 65-99/
67-60

fa 67-60

1

15 72-68/
67-68

70-54

59-

31
67-77

69-

24
57-27

70-

66
70-66

70-66

70-68

70-69

70-69
42-62

45-64

49-68

70-34

21-

87

7-

41

10-

09

10-21

6-49

6-

71

8-

32

8-44

8-07

25-

90
3-10

7-

08

11-

29
3-40

26-

50

25-

57
24-29

22-

75

23-

17

26-

51

27-

92
17-55

3-84

13-44

2222

2-

53
9-65

fa 9-75

1 5 9-43

6-

58

fa 6-59

1 5 6-25

8-62

fa 8-63

1 5 8-03

8-18

25-86

3-

21

7-

25
11-88

4-

21
27-30
25-41

21-92

24-

00

25-

57
29-77
1-47

M2
1-34

14-03

These Tables will require some explanation. Calculated conducting-power means the

deduced conducting-power of an alloy, it being assumed that the conducting-power of a

wire of any alloy is equal to the sum of the conducting-powers of parallel wires of the

metals composing the alloy.

Under the term “ calculated percentage decrement between 0° and 100°,” we do not

mean, as might be supposed, the mean of the percentage decrements which the com-

ponent metals would suffer in their conducting-powers between 0° and 100°, and which

would be, for nearly all the alloys experimented with, 29-307 per cent., inasmuch as it

has been shown* that the conducting-power of most of the pure metals decreases between

0° and 100° by 29-307 per cent, (the exceptions to this law, being thallium andiron, the

conducting-powers of which decrease between 0° and 100° 31*420 and 38*260 per cent,

respectively f). It is therefore clear that the calculated percentage decrement in the

conducting-powers between 0° and 100° of most alloys, from the above assumption, must

be also 29-307 per cent. It is, however, obvious, on looking at the observed percentage

decrements, that the conducting-powers of the alloys, with the exception of those given

in Table XI., decrease less than 29-307 per cent, between 0° and 100°. In order to avoid

repetitions, instead of the above value (29-307), we have inserted under the heading

“ calculated percentage decrement ” that deduced from the following law :

—

The observed percentage decrement in the conducting-power of an alloy between 0° and
100° is to that calculated between 0° and 100° (viz. 29-307) as the observed conducting-

power at 100° is to that calculated at 100°.

* Loc. cit. t Philosophical Transactions for 1863.
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Or writing the above in symbols,

Po : Pc : : X100» : X'100° ,
.... (1)

where Po and Pc represent the observed and calculated percentage decrements in the

conducting-power of the alloy between 0° and 100°, and X,00o and X'100„ its observed and

calculated conducting-power at 100°, Pc is, as just stated, equal to 29'307 in nearly all

cases, the exceptions being with the thallium and iron alloys.

If the values so deduced be examined, it will be seen that those given in Table XI.

for the observed and calculated percentage decrement agree very closely with each

other as well as with the mean value found for the percentage decrement in the con-

ducting-power between 0° and 100° of the pure metals, viz. 29-307. This is just what

we expected
;
for these alloys conduct electricity, as will be seen from the Table, in the

ratio of their relative volumes, and therefore their conducting-powers ought to decrease

between 0° and 100° in the same percentage amount as that of the mean of their com-

ponents.

On looking at Table XII., which contains the alloys made of the metals belonging to

the two classes, we find that, as long as there is no change in the conducting-power of

the metals lead and tin by the addition of another metal, the conducting-power of the

alloy decreases between 0° and 100° 29-307 per cent., but the moment the alloys show a

greater or smaller conducting-power than that of pure lead or tin, then the percentage

decrement is less than 29-307. Again, the alloys of tin or zinc with copper containing

small amounts of those metals follow approximatively the above law ; and on referring

to the curves'* which represent the conducting-powers of these alloys, it would appear

that, starting with the metal whose conducting-power is greatly altered by a small addi-

tion of a foreign metal, the above law, as just stated, is approximatively true for all alloys

as far as the turning-point of the curve, and from this point there is no agreement

between the observed and calculated values. The difference between these values begins

to show itself in some cases much sooner than in others
;
thus, with tin and copper after

the addition of one per cent, of the former
;
with zinc and copper only after more than

ten per cent, of zinc has been added, and from these points it gradually increases with

each addition of metal. What the exact law is which these alloys follow with regard

to the property under consideration we are unable at present to state, but some of them

at least show that the law we have put forth will hold good in their cases. Unfortu-

nately the alloys of this class, containing large percentages of each metal, are exceed-

ingly brittle and unworkable, so that no complete series of determinations with any set

of alloys could be made ; had we been able to do this with one or two series, we should,

in all probability, have found the law which regulates the influence of temperature on

the conducting-power of this group of alloys. With regard to those in Table XIII.

very little need be said, for the deduced percentage decrements prove that our law holds

good for most of the alloys of this group. There are nevertheless a few remarks to be

* Loc. cit.
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made respecting some of the values given in this Table, namely, on those of the annealed

wires. Elsewhere it has been shown that the conducting-power of hard-drawn wires of

some metals is greatly altered by annealing them ; with the alloys this does not seem to

be the case, for the differences here are very small. On account of their smallness we

have not thought it worth while to investigate this matter any further at present ;
for

to arrive at such results as might show the connexion between the effect of annealing

on the conducting-power of alloys and on that of the metals composing them, would

require a long series of experiments. Although the percentage decrements in the con-

ducting-power of these annealed wires are all somewhat higher than those of the hard

drawn, yet they may be considered the same, as the percentage decrements in the

conducting-power of hard-drawn and annealed wires of the pure metals vary also in a

small degree, but not always in the same direction. Thus those found for silver were

—

Hard drawn. Annealed.

28-67 28-82

28-44 28-67

27-82 ..... 28-21

We have calculated, as will be seen in the Table, the percentage decrements in two

ways :—1st (a), using for the calculations the conducting-powers of the hard-drawn, and

2ndly (b), those of the annealed metals. The values so obtained for the percentage

decrement do not differ very much from one another.

In calculating the results for the iron alloys, Pc has not been taken equal to 29-307,

but for each alloy Pc has had to be calculated. Thus for the 1st, iron-gold, which

contains 27'93 volumes per cent, iron,

The conducting-power of 1 volume of iron may be said to lose between 0° and

100° 38-260 per cent. ; therefore 0-2793 volume will lose 10-686

That of 1 volume of gold may be said to lose between 0° and 100° 29-307 per

cent. ;
therefore 0-7207 volume will lose 21-122

1 volume of iron-gold alloy, containing 27*93 per cent, iron, will therefore lose 31-808

On comparing the values obtained for the conducting-powers, &c. of the iron-gold

alloys, the following facts are worth mentioning,—their very low and almost identical

conducting-powers, and the high percentage decrements found for the first two and the

low one for the third. That there was no error in this value we convinced ourselves by

remaking the alloy, which contained, according to analysis, the same percentage amount

of iron as that given in the Table, and the percentage decrement in its conducting-power

was found equal to 4 -04. Again, an alloy, made by a well-known firm*, which gave on

analysis 11*94 volumes per cent, iron, conducted at 0° 2-097, and lost between 0° and

100° 4-30 per cent, of conducting-power. Unfortunately experiments with alloys richer

* We are indebted to Messrs. Johnson, Matthey and Co., of Hatton Garden, for many of tbe alloys experi-

mented with. These were the first two, iron-gold, the platinum-silver, palladium-silver, and aluminium-nickel.

MDCCCLXIV. 2 C
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in iron could not be made, owing to the brittleness of the alloys ; the high percentage

decrement in the conducting-power of the first two indicating something abnormal,

which it would have been interesting to have followed out.

On account of the probability of the arsenic and phosphorus being chemically com-

bined with the copper, we have not considered it worth while to calculate the percentage

decrements, and therefore no Table corresponding to the last has been made for these

alloys.

If the above proportion,

Po . Pc . : X100o X100o, (1)

be converted into terms of resistance, the following formula is obtained,

ru* __ /y* —— n/J
. . _ nJ /9 ]7 100° 7 0° 7 100° 7 0° ? \^J

where rm

a

,
r0o, and Pl00O ,

0°; for

but

and

r'0o represent the observed and calculated resistances at 100° and

Po ^100° .

•Pc a'100o

Po=100-^°- 100=^2(Xr-XMr),

Pc= 100 100=
XqO X0

O

And substituting these values in the above, we have

a„° A0
o—

A

10o° ^ioo0

A0° Aa
°— ^ioo° ^100°

°r
, ,

A0
° A| 00q A0

°— Ai00°

^0° • ^100° V • ^100°

or

1_J_ 1
1

Aioo° ^o° ^ioo° V
which is equal to

y’l00o
— ^

,

0
c’ ::=: ^100o K°, (2)

for the reciprocal values of the conducting-powers of bodies are their resistances. The

formula (2) expresses the fact that the absolute difference between 0° C. and 100° C. in

the resistance of an alloy is equal to the absolute difference between 0° C. and 100° C. in

the calculated resistance of the alloy.

The formula (2) may be written

^*ioo° ^ioo*

—

r0° 'dfp , (3)

which is equal to saying that the absolute difference in the observed and calculated resist-

ances at 100° C. is equal to the absolute difference between the observed and calculated

resistances at 0°C. Tables XIV., XV., and XVI. contain examples of these deductions

taken from the three groups of alloys, taking the resistance of silver at 0° equal to 100.
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Table XIV.

Alloy.
Volumes
per cent.

r
ioo°- V- r

'ioo°-
r'

o°-
r
ioo°

—

r

o°-
r'ioo°~ r'o°- r

ioo°—

r

ioo°-
jv-’VI

Sn
e
Pb 83-96 of Sn 1193-3 833-3 12077 853-2 360-0 354-5 19-9 14-4

Sn4
Cd 83-10 of Sn 966-2 686-8 990-1 699-8 279-4 290-3 23-9 13 0

Sn
2
Zn 77-71 of Sn 854-7 5970 879-5 621-9 257-7 257-6 24-8 24-9

Pb Sn 53-41 of Pb 1396-6 986-2 13870 980-4 410-4 406-6 9-6 5-8

Zn Cd, 26 06 of Zn 556-5 390-3 563-4 398-4 166-2 165-0 6-9 8-1

Sn Cd4
23-50 of Sn 651-0 461-7 672-0 474-8 189-3 197-2 21-0 13-1

1

Cd Pb
G

10-57 of Cd 1510-6 1092-9 1422-2 10050 4177 417-4 88-4 87-9
|

Table XV.

Alloy.
Volumes
per cent.

r
ioo°- V- r 100°* r

'o°*
rioo°- ro°- r'ioo°

—

5

o°-
r100°’~r ioo°-

r
o° r

'o°-

Lead-silver 94-64 of Pb 1569-9 11261 1069-5 755-9 443-8 313-6 500-4 370-2

Lead-silver 46-90 of Pb 940-7 785-5 248-1 175-4 155-2 72-7 692-6 610-1

Lead-silver 30-64 of Pb 553 1 457-2 196-7 139-1 95-9 576 356-4 318-1

Tin-copper 93-57 of Sn 1165-5 831-3 786-2 555-6 334-2 230-6 379-3 275-7

Tin-copper 83 60 of Sn * 1065-0 783-7 529 1 374 1 281 3 155-0 535-9 409-6

Tin-copper 14-91 of Sn 1196-2 1133-8 162-8 115-1 62-4 47-7 1033-4 1018-7

Tin-copper 12-35 of Sn 1041-6 985-2 158-7 112-2 56-4 46-5 882-9 8730
Tin-copper 11-61 of Sn 885-0 826-4 157-6 111-4 58-6 46-2 727-4 715-0

Tin-copper 6 02 of Sn 559-0 507 1 149-4 105-6 519 43-8 409>6 401-5

Tin-copper 1-41 of Sn 204-5 1601 143-3 101-3 44-4 42-0 61-2 58-8

Zinc-copper 42 06 of Zn 523-8 458-9 201-7 124-6 64-9 59-1 322-1 316-3

Zinc-copper 29-45 of Zn 520-6 4606 178-9 126-5 60-0 52-4 341-7 334-1

Zinc-copper 23-61 of Zn 405-2 353-4 170-0 120-2 51-8 49-8 235-2 233-2

Zinc-copper 10-88 of Zn 258-0 2151 153-4 108-4 44-9 45 0 104-6 104-7

Zinc-copper 5 03 of Zn 208-6 1 165-6 146-8 103-8 430 43-0 61-8 61-8

Table XVI.

Alloy.
Volumes
per cent.

r
ioo°- V- r

ioo°-
r
'o°-

rl00°~ r0°- Fioo0- r
'o°-

rioo°~ r
ioo°-

V-r'o°.

Gold-copper (hard drawn) . .

.

98-63 of Au 2281 198-2 180-7 127-8 49-9 52-9 47-4 50-4

Gold-copper (hard drawn) . .

.

81-66 of Au 671-5 6219 172-5 1220 49-6 50-5 4990 499-9

Gold-silver (hard drawn) . .

.

79-86 of Au 521-4 468-8 171-7 121-4 52-6 503 349-7 347-4

Gold-silver (hard drawn) . .

.

52-08 of Au 7117 665-3 159-8 1130 46-4 46-8 551-9 552-3

Gold-silver (hard drawn) ... 19-86 of Au 5030 461-2 147-9 104-6 418 43-3 355-1 356-6

Gold-copper (hard drawn) . .

.

19 -17 of Au 530-2 487-6 147-8 104-5 42-6 43-3 382-4 3831
Gold-copper (hard drawn) . .

.

0-71 of Au 160-6 119 0 141-8 100-2 41-6 41-6 18-8 18-8

Platinum-silver (hard drawn) 19-65 of Pt 1540-8 1492-5 168-6 119 2 48-3 49-4 13722 1373-3

Platinum-silver (hard drawn) 5-05 of Pt 5970 554-6 1476 104-3 42-4 43-3 449-4 450-3

Platinum-silver (hard drawn) 2-51 ofPt 356-3 3161 144-4 102-1 40-2 42-3 211-9 214-0

What has’ already been said when speaking of the results contained in Tables XI.,

XII., and XIII., will of course apply here. In Table XIV., the values in the columns

headed r100°—

r

1^ and r0°— do not agree in all cases ; and at the first glance we should

be inclined to suppose that the law was not as correct for these alloys as for those given

in Table XVI. ;
but this is only due to slight errors in the determination of the resist-

ances, &c., for a small percentage difference in these numbers will cause a very marked

one in those under the headings rIOO°
—

/

100o and r0

0

— r[o . If, on the contrary, the values

in the columns r, ou°
— r0° and r'100°— in Tables XIV. and XVI. be compared with each

other, it will be seen that those in Table XIV. agree together quite as well as those in

2 c 2
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Table XVI. ;
and therefore, if the values in Table XIV. were smaller, those in the

columns headed r100o—
r'
100o and r0o— would agree much better together.

If
^100° ^ioo0==^V 4 (^)

be correct, we may suppose that
rt Tt~rQo— r„o

;

that is, the absolute difference between the observed and calculated resistances of an alloy

at any temperature is equal to the absolute difference between the observed and calculated

resistances at 0° C. ; or, in other words,

r
t
—/^constant. (4)

Table XVII. contains some examples which show this to be the case.

Table XVII.

Alloy. T. r. r'. Difference,

0° 1092-9 10050 879
20 11710 1083 0 880

CdPbe

40 1253-1 1164-9 88-2

60 13387 1249-8 88-9

80 1424-5 1335-8 88-7

100 15106 1422 2 88-4

( 0 11904 10021 18-83

20 12711 107-98 1913
Gold-copper, containing 0 7

1 j
volume per cent, of gold . .

. j

40 135-44 11616 19-28

60 143-92 124-63 19-29

80 152-39 133 21 1918

l 100 160-64 141-76 18-88

( 0 468-71 121-36 349-35

:

20 479-00 13077 348-23

Gold-silver, containing 79-86) 40 489-38 140-67 348-71

volumes per cent, of gold...

j

60 499-93 150-92 34901
80 510-57 161-31 349-26

l
100 521-30 171-67 349-63

The values given in the column r were calculated with the help of the formulae from

Tables VII. and IX., those in the column r' with that deduced for the correction of

conducting-power for temperature of most of the pure metals, namely,

If, now.
A=100-0-37647£+0-0008340f.

r
t
-r!

t
— constant, . . ,

(
4
)

it is clear that we may deduce the formula for the correction of resistance or conducting-

power for temperature of an alloy as soon as we know its composition and its resistance

at any temperature ; for, as /100. , ,
and r\ may be calculated by means of the formula

given for the correction of conducting-power for temperature for most of the pure

metals, viz.

A=100— 0-376472+0-0008340*2 *

Loc. cit.
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if the constant r
t
— r’t

be determined, then

r 100c=r,

100° + constant,

rt =iJ
t + constant,

r0o =r'a. -f- constant;

and from these terms a formula for the correction of resistance or conducting-power for

temperature may be calculated, which in most cases will be found very near the truth.

Thus, take, for instance, the gold-silver alloy containing 79‘86 volumes per cent, gold

(hard drawn), and we find

the first observed conducting-power . . . 2T010 at 11°;7,

that calculated . 78-866 at ll°-7,

hence the resistance observed is ... . 475-96 at ll°-7,

that calculated 126-80 at ll°-7 ;

therefore 7*
f— r'

if
=349T6.

But the calculated resistance at 0°=12T36,

50°=145-75,

„ „ „ ..... 100°=171-67,

therefore r, the -true resistance, will be at 0°=121-36 + 349-16= 470-52,

99 99 99 99

99 99 99 99

or the conducting-powers will be at .

99 99 99 99

50°=145-75 + 349-16=494-91,

100°=171-67 + 349-16=521-83

;

0°=21-253,

50°=20-206,

99 99 99 99
100°=19-200.

The formula deduced from these numbers is

*=21-253-0-021350£+0-000008200f.

The conducting-power, according to this formula, of the alloy at ll°-45 will be 21-010
;

but after having kept the alloys at 100° for three days it altered, and was found at that

21-031
temperature to conduct 21-031. If the above formula be multiplied by ^-——=1-001.

we arrive at

*=21-274— 0-0213722+ 0-000008208*2
;

and if the conducting-powers be calculated for the different temperatures in the following

series, the difference between the observed and calculated values will be found to be

very small.

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

11-45 21-031 21-031 0-000

26 04 20-698 20-723 -0 025
4004 20-391 20-421 -0 030
55-26 20-065 20118 -0 053
6773 19-806 19-864 -0 058
8413 19-463 19-534 -0-071
98-45 19175 19-250 -0-075
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Another example: the gold-copper alloy containing 0 -71 volume per cent, gold (hard

drawn) conducts 79-884 at 150,
3 ; the formula deduced in exactly the same manner as

the above was
*=83-843— 0-26810*+0-0005152F

;

and the formula deduced from this, with the help of which the following calculated

values were obtained, was

*=84-204— 0-26926£+ 0-0005174f.

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

17-27 79-709 79-708 0-000

28-98 77-952 78045 -0093
39-55 74-154 74-364 -0-210
54-26 70-924 71118 -0-194
69-26 67-920 68037 -0-117
83-86 65-213 65-263 -0-050
98-78 62-645 62-656 -0011

Again, let us take another example, the alloy Sn
4
Cd, for which the values (Table

XIV.) obtained for r100o— /, 00o and r0o— agree worse than any other in that Table;

and if the results agree, it will show that the differences in these values are, as before

stated, due to errors of observation.

The first observed conducting-power was 14-259 at 6°-8.

The formula deduced, as above, was

*=14-641-0-055250£+0-0001158f.

That deduced to calculate the conducting-powers for comparison with those observed, was

*=14-455— 0-054673£+0-0001141f.

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

8-72 13-986 13-968 0-000

25-52 13-086 13134 -0-045
39-50 12-419 1-2-473 -0-054
54-96 11-770 11-795 -0-025
69-40 11-218 10-211 -1- 0-007
84-02 10-933 10-666 +0-067
98-85 10-333 10-166 +0-167

These examples are sufficient to prove that the law we have put forth is correct for

most of the two metal alloys ; we might have experimented with many more alloys whose

conducting-power would have followed the above law, but we thought determinations

with a few members of each group of alloys would suffice to prove its correctness for

most of them. We have endeavoured rather to find the exemptions to the law than to

obtain a large number of results which will agree with it.
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II. Experiments on the Influence of Temperature on the Electric Conducting-power of

some Alloys composed of three Metals.

In the course of the foregoing experiments we were induced to try whether the

influence of temperature on the conducting-power of the three metal alloys would be

regulated by the above law, and Tables XVIII. and XIX. contain the results.

Table XVIII.

Gold-copper-silver alloy, containing 50 volumes per cent, gold, 25 copper, and 25 silver (hard drawn).

Length 341-5 millims. ;
diameter 0-618 millim.

Conducting-power found before heating the wire 10-6186 at 13-7

Ditto, after being kept at 100° for 1 day 10-6367 at 6-0

Ditto, for 2 days 10-5855 at 6 -

7

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

10-75 10-5637 10-5617 +0 0020
33-52 10-4341 10-4346 -0-0005
55-15 10-3130 10-3148 -00018
78-35 10-1846 10-1873 -0-0027
97-52 10-0857 10-0828 +0-0029

Reduced to 0°.

10-6960

10-6681

10-6232

\=10-6220—0 0056248*;+00000009863!!2
.

2.

Gold-copper-silver alloy, containing 40*67 vols. per cent,

gold, 39*81 copper, and 19*52 silver (hard drawn).

Length 532 millims.
; diameter 0-625 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 12-007 at 15-1 12-109

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 11-978 at 15-5 12-083

Ditto, for 2 days 11-915 at 16-5 12 026
Ditto, for 3 days 11-914 at 15-9 12-020

T. Conducting-power.

90 11-956
54-5 11-647
100-0 11-438

X= 12017- 0-0069033^+0-00001 lilt2
.

3.

Gold-copper-silver alloy, containing 3*67 vols. per cent,

gold, 83*32 copper, and 13*01 silver (hard drawn).

Length 764 millims. ; diameter 0-553 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 44-820 at 18-4 44-272
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 42-994 at 17-1 44-348

Ditto, for 2 days 42-983 at 18-2 44-424

Ditto, for 3 days 43-047 at 17-0 44-395

T. Conducting-power.

110 43-591
55-5 40-300
100-0 37-560

X =44-472— 0-081525^+0-0001 240^2
.

Table XIX.

Alloy. Volumes per cent.

Conducting-power at 100°. Percentage decrement.

Observed. Calculated. Observed. Calculated.

Gold-copper-silver 1

(hard drawn).
)

50 Au
25 Cu
25 Ag j

10-14 62-89 5-20 4-72

Ditto

|

40-67 Au
39-81 Cu
19-52 Ag |

11-52 64-34 4-82 5-25

Ditto

|

3-67 Au
83-32 Cu
13-01 Ag |

37-39 7009 15-54 15-63

Argentan
|

12-84 Ni*
36-57 Zn
50-59 Cu |

7-46 44-44 4-39 4-93

* Values found by analysis. Of this wire all our normal wires were made. According to former experi-

ments (Philosophical Transactions, 1862, p. 5), the formula for the correction of conducting-power for tempe-

rature of this alloy was
^Ysoa-o-ot^eige+o-oooooososi*2

.
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The values in Table XIX. indicate that the law will probably hold good for most of

the three metal alloys.

There is, however, one of the three metal alloys which we cannot pass over unnoticed,

namely, that of copper-nickel-zinc or argentan (german silver). This alloy has long

been used, on account of the small effect which temperature has on its conducting-power,

for making resistance coils, &c. It is a somewhat curious fact, that the conducting-

power of this commercial alloy decreases less between 0° and 100° than almost any other

alloy yet known, for in the course of this investigation we have only found the following

which show a smaller percentage decrement in their conducting-power than argentan.

The conducting-power of the platinum-silver alloy, containing 19-65 volumes per cent,

platinum, decreases between 0° and 100° 3T0 per cent.

The conducting-power of the palladium-silver alloy, containing 23-38 volumes per cent,

palladium, decreases between 0° and 100° 3 "40 per cent.

The conducting-power of the iron-gold alloy, containing 10-96 volumes per cent, iron,

decreases between 0° and 100° 3-84 per cent.

The conducting-power of the argentan decreases between 0° and 100° 4-39 per cent.

III. On a Method by which the Conducting-power of a Pure Metal may be deduced from
that of the Impure one.

This part of our subject is an important deduction from the law

Po . Pc : : >M00o : x100° ; (1)

for if we consider the two last terms of the proportion, and bear in mind that a small

amount of another metal has very little or no effect on x'100O
,
when it represents the con-

ducting-power of an alloy containing a very small percentage of the one metal, whereas

it has a very considerable one on X100o, we may write the proportion

P : P' :

:

M100° : M'100., (5)

where P and P' represent the observed and calculated percentage decrements in the con-

ducting-power of the impure and pure metals between 0° and 100°, and M 100° and M'100c

their conducting-powers at 100°. P' is for most metals 29-307, or we may express it

as follows :

—

The percentage decrement in the conducting-power of an impure metal between 0° C.

and 100° C., is to that of the pure one between 0° C. and 100° C. as the conducting-power

of the impure metal at 100° C. is to that of the pure one at 100° C.

From the results given in Tables XII. and XIII., we have chosen the following alloys

to show that a small amount of foreign metal has no influence on the value X'100o, which

may therefore be looked upon as equal to M'100..
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Table XX.

Alloy.
Volumes

Conducting-power at 100°.

per cent.
Observed. Calculated.

Tin-copper (hard drawn) 1-41 of Sn 48-89 69-78 1
Pure copper conducts at 100° 70-27.

Zinc-copper (hard drawn) 5-03 of Zn 47-93 68-13 J

Gold-copper (hard drawn) 1-37 of Cu 43-85 55-33
J

Pure gold conducts at 100° 55-90.

Pure copper conducts at 100° 70-27.

Pure silver conducts at 100° 71 "53.

Pure copper conducts at 100° 70-27.

Gold-copper (hard drawn) 0-71 of Au 62-25 70-54

Platinum-silver (hard drawn) . .

.

Copper-silver (hard drawn)

2-51 ofPt
1-65 of Ag

2807
65-81

69-

24

70-

66

If now, as in the case of most commercial metals, the amount of impurity be much

smaller than that in the Table, then of course its influence on the value A',00 is so small

that it may be entirely disregarded.

In Tables XXI., XXII., and XXIII., we give some results obtained with impure

metals, the conducting-power of the same metal in a pure state having been previously

determined.

Table XXI.

1.

Gold, containing traces of silver (hard drawn).

Length 1564 millims. ;
diameter 0-525 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 69-612 at 10-2 72-056

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 70-069 at 10-4 72-578

Ditto, for 2 days 69-274 at 13-8 72-578

T. Conducting-power.

15-0 68-969

57-5 60-179
100-0 53-387

\=72-54S—0-24692<-f0-000553U
2
.

Copper, containing traces of tin (hard drawn).

Length 2008 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before
heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

diameter 0-518 millim.

Reduced to 0°.

88-357 at 12-8 92-503

88-

690 at 12-6 92-786

89-

589 at 10-1 92-894

T. Conducting-power.

11-0 89-319

55-5 76-619

100-0 66-863

\=92-912—0-33482*f+0-0007433*‘2
.

Table XXI. (continued).

3.

Copper, containing traces of zinc (hard drawn).

Length 1992 millims.
;
diameter 0-577 m illim .

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°,

heating the wire 81-306 at 18-2 86-490

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 83-185 at 12-8 86-896

Ditto, for 2 days 83-021 at 12-8 86-725

T. Conducting-power.

13-0 82-960
56-5 72071
100-0

.

63-786

\=86-719-0-29814if+0-000688l!!2
.

4.

Copper, commercial, containing traces of iron, nickel,

lead, and suboxide of copper (hard drawn).

Length 2091 millims.
;
diameter 0-546 millim.

Reduced to 0°.

78023
Conducting-power found before „

heating the wire 74-209 at 16-6

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 74-610 at 16-2

Ditto, for 2 days 74-563 at 16-8

Ditto, for 3 days 74-283 at 18-0

78-350
78-441

78-427

T. Conducting-power.

12-0 75-668
56-0 66-584

1000 59-351

\= 78-467 -0-23896if+0-0004780i;2
.

2 DMDCCCLXIV,
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Table XXL (continued). TablI: XXI. (continued).

5.

Copper, commercial, containing same impurities as

No. 3 (hard drawn).

Length 2246 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Ditto, for 3 days

diameter 0549 millim.

. Reduced to 0°.

74-660 at 16-8 78705

74-958 at 16-4 78-921

74-946 at 16-6 78-958

74-576 at 18-2 78-958

T. Conducting-power.

13-0 75-979
56-5 76-738

100-0 59-633

8 .

Silver, containing traces of tin (hard drawn).

Length 2025 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

diameter 0-579 millim.

„ Reduced to 0°.

71-

427 at 13-6 73-964

72-

668 at 13-8 75-287

72735 at 13-7 75-338

T. Conducting-power.

14-0 72-696

570 65-305

1000 59085

X=75-355- 0-19437*+0 0003167*2
.

X= 79-1 55 - 0-25 1 66t+0-0005644*2
.

6 .

Copper, commercial, containing traces of lead, iron,

antimony, and suboxide

Length 3010 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for l day
Ditto, for 2 days

of copper (hard drawn),

diameter 0-606 millim.

„ Reduced to 0°.

89-258 at 16-7 94-896

89-241 at 17-4 95-118
89-524 at 16-5 95-109

T. Conducting-power.

100 91-849
55-0 78-402
100-0 68-324

X= 95-294- 0-35289*+0-0008309*2
.

9 .

Silver, containing traces of gold (hard drawn).

Length 1780 millims. ; diameter 0-648 millim.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

70-

847 at 10-4

71-

205 at 11 -3

70-951 at 13-5

70-929 at 13-5

Reduced to 0°.

72717

73-249

73-366

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

14-37 70763 70-746 +0-017
24-21 69-036 69044 -0-008
39-25 66-531 66-555 -0-024
54-43 64-172 64179 -0-007
69-51 61-977 61-954 +0023
84-30 59-923 59-905 +0-018
98-60 58-028 58047 -0-019

X= 73-336- 0- 18447*+0-0002982*2
.

7 . 10 .

Silver, containing traces of lead (hard drawn).

Length 1473 millims.
;
diameter 0-513 millim.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Ditto, for 3 days

64-

909 at 13-6

65-

957 at 14-6

66-

404 at 13-6

66-801 at 11-4

Reduced to 0°.

66-997

68-235

68-539
68-599

Silver, containing minute traces of arsenic (hard drawn).

Length 1298 millims. ; diameter 0-376 millim.

Conducting-power found before
heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Ditto, for 3 days

0 Reduced to 0°.

85-

119 at 14-0 88-931

86-

795 at 9-0 89-285

87-

881 at 7-4 89-949
87-091 at 10-0 89-869

T. Conducting-power.

1^-0 66-543
56-0 60-264

100 0 54-987

X= 68-429- 0- 16030*+0-00025 88t2.

T. Conducting-power.

110 87029
55-5 76-185

1000 67-767

X= 90 084- 0-28442*+0-0006125*2.
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Table XXII.

Observed per-

centage decre-

ment in the con-

ducting-power
between

0° and 100°.

Conducting-power.

Metal. Impurity.

Observed at 0°.

Calculated for 1

the pure metal
|

at 0°.

Lead Bismuth 27-66* 7-86 8-53

Tin Copper 28-71

1

12-03 12-39

Tin .. Silver 30-00

1

12-39 11-98

Gold (hard drawn) Copper 21-871 56-12 83-11

Gold (hard drawn) Silver 26-41 7206 83-24

Copper (hard drawn) 28-04 92-50 98-42

Copper (hard drawn) Zinc 26-44 86-49 99-75

Copper (hard drawn) Gold 25-90}: 84 01 99-64

Copper (hard drawn) Silver 26-50} 89-54 102-95

Copper (hard drawn) Iron, nickel, lead, and suboxide of copper 24-36 78-02 100-43

Copper (hard drawn) Ditto 24-66 78-70 99-67

Copper (hard drawn) Lead, iron, antimony, and suboxide of copper... 28-30 94-90 99-67

Silver (hard drawn) Lead 19-64 6700 113-64

Silver (hard drawn) Tin 21-59 73-69 111-33

Silver (hard drawn) Gold 2109 72-72 112-79

Silver (hard drawn) Copper 23-17} 80-28 110 39
Silver (hard drawn) Copper 26-51} 97-71 112-28

Silver (hard drawn) Minute traces of arsenic 24-77 88-93 111-95

On comparing the values in Table XXII. for the observed and calculated conducting-

powers, it will be seen that those calculated for the same metal agree very closely with

each other, whereas those observed vary in some cases more than 20 per cent. From

Table XXIII. it is evident that the deduced value for the conducting-power of gold and

silver is much higher than that found by experiment ; on referring, however, to the paper

on the influence of temperature on the conducting-power of metals (Table XVI.), it will

be found that the percentage decrement in the conducting-power between 0° and 100° of

Silver is . 28-44

Copper is ... ,. 29-69

Gold is ... . . 21-30

Tin is ... . . 29-89

Lead is ... . 29-61

Let us now recalculate the deduced conducting-powers, using these values instead of

the mean of those found for the pure metals (viz. 29-307), and we arrive at much
better results. These are shown in Table XXIII.

Table XXIII.

Deduced from the

impure metals.

Conducting-power at 0°. Deduced from the
impure metals, using
the observed per-
centage decrements.

Observed for

hard-drawn wires.

Observed for

annealed wires.

Lead 8-53 8-32

Tin 12-19 12-36
O DO
1254

Gold (hard drawn) 83-17 77-96 79-33 79-20
Copper (hard drawn) . .

.

100-06 99-95 102-21 101-91
Silver (hard drawn) 112-06 100-00 108-57 107-43

t From Table XII.

2 D 2

* From Table XXVII. From Table XIII.
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The values in the last column were obtained as follows : take for instance that of

gold. The mean deduced value (column 1) for its conducting-power at 0° was 83T7,

under the supposition that the percentage decrement in its conducting-power between 0°

and 100° was 29-307
; the percentage decrement, however, found for pure gold was 28-30

;

we must therefore recalculate the deduced value to obtain a more concordant one, and

this may be done with the help of the proportion

First,

then

ence

P:F::M100o:M;00»

83-17x70-693
JM-ioo0— 10Q

=58-80,

29-307:28-30 :: 58-80 : M'100,

;

M'100O= 56-77,

and therefore the deduced value at 0°

(
5
)

56-77x100
71-7

= 79-20.

Reducing the others in the same manner, we are struck with the coincidence of these

values with those really found for the annealed wires by experiment ; in fact we must

assume that the values deduced for the conducting-power of metals are those of the

annealed wires, even when hard-drawn ones are experimented with. What the deduced

values for the conducting-power would be when using annealed wires of impure metals

we are unable at present to say, for no determinations have been made in this direction.

It must be remembered that the effect of annealing on the conducting-power of alloys

is very small, so that the deduced values from those found for the annealed wires would

not be very different from those deduced from the hard drawn, assuming, as we have

done in the former part of this investigation, that the percentage decrement in the con-

ducting-power between 0° and 100° of hard drawn and annealed is the same.

Having thus -proved that, by using the expression

P:F::M100o:M'100O , (5)

we may deduce the conducting-power of the pure metal from the impure one, when the

observed values do not differ from those calculated by more than 20 to 30 per cent,

we will now proceed to give the results of some experiments with impure metals where

the conducting-power of the same metals in a pure state has not yet been determined.

Tables XXIV. and XXV. contain the results.
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Table XXIV.
1.

Platinum, commercial (hard drawn).

Length 371 millims.

;

Conducting-power found .before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

Ditto, for 3 days

diameter 0-614 millim.

11-209 at 16-6

11-212 at 15 6
11 -174 at 16-7

11-159 at 16-8

Reduced to 0°.

11-720

11-692

11-687

11 647

T. Conducting-power.

9-0 11-427
54-5 10-172
100-0 9-197

X= 1 1-708- 0-031 875if+0-00006762i!2.

2.

Platinum, commercial (hard drawn).

Length 209 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire
Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

diameter 0-243 millirn.

11-039 at 17-0

11-038 at 17-3

11-022 at 17-6

Reduced to 0°.

11-527

11-535

11527

T. Conducting-power.

lf-0 11-239
55-0 , 10 072
100-0 9-141

X= 1 1 -530- 0-02972 1 0-00005827^.

Palladium, commercial (hard drawn).

Length 167"5 millims.; diameter 0‘379 millirn.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

„ Reduced to 0°.

13-230 at 18-4 13-991

13-295 at 17-5 14 022
13-322 at 16-9 14025

T. Conducting-power.

9-0 13-645

54-5 11-954

1000 10-658

X= 14-026- 0 043225;+0 00009540t2
.

4.

Palladium, commercial (hard drawn).

Length 218 millims.
;
diameter 0-409 millirn.

Conducting-power found before „ Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 12-091 at 1 7*2 12-678

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 12087 at 176 12-684

T. Conducting-power.

10-0 12357
55-0 10-978
100-0 9-818

X= 1 2-704- 0-035443^+0-00007383i!2
.

Table XXIV. (continued).

5.

Magnesium, commercial.

Length 717 millims. ;
diameter 0-497 millirn.

T. Conducting-power.

150 34-912
57-5 30-312

1000 26-922

X=36-825 - 0 13252zf-|-0-0003349^2
.

6 .

Magnesiun (from Mr. E. Sonstadt).

Length 628 millims.
;
diameter 0-436 millirn.

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

38-062 at l°l-0

37-963 at 12-2

37-918 at 12-6

Reduced to 0°.

39-662

39-735

39-747

T.
j

Conducting-power.

13-0 37-881

565 32-442

1000 28-347

X=39-765-0 1497n+0-000335l!;2
.

7.

Aluminium, commercial (hard drawn).

Length 1351 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire ,

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days
Ditto, for 3 days

diameter 0-5 1 1 millirn.

0 Reduoed to 0°.

50-804 at 17-2 54-073

51 079 at 16-4 54-210

51 146 at 15 7 54 145

51 035 at 16-4 54-163

T. Conducting-power.

120 51910
560 44-542

1000 38-938

X=54-225 - 0- 19843^-H 0-0004556<
2
.

8 .

Aluminium, alloyed with 0*5 per cent, nickel

(hard drawn).

Length 745 millims.

;

Conducting-power found before

heating the wire

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day
Ditto, for 2 days

diameter 0-415 millirn,

„ Reduced to 0°.

44-597 at 15-9 46-950

44-

786 at 15-2 47-043

45-

044 at 13-6 47-071

T. Conducting-power.

14-0 44-986

570 39-325

100-0 34-785

X = 47-07 1 —015321 <+0-0003037i!2
.
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Table XXV.

Metal.

Observed percentage
decrement in the

conducting-power
between 0° and 100°.

Conducting-power at 0°.

Mean.
Observed.

Calculated

for the pure metal.

Platinum (1) 21*45 11*72 17*79

Platinum (2) 20*73 11*53 18*28
j

18*03

Palladium (3) 24*01 13*99 18*35

Palladium (4) 2209 1268 18*54 > lo*44

Magnesium (5) 26*89 36*82 41*50
l 4447

Magnesium (6) 28*72 39*66 40*85 r 1/

Aluminium (7) 28*19 54*07 57*01
1 5606

Aluminium (8) 26*10 46 95 55*12 >

[It is scarcely necessary to add, that in the same manner as the formulae for the cor-

rection of conducting-power for temperature may in most cases be deduced where the

composition and conducting-power of an alloy at any temperature are known, that for

the correction of the conducting-power for temperature of an impure metal may also be

calculated, using the conducting-power of the annealed metal for X'0 ,
Xj, X'100. This is of

practical importance ;
for in testing copper wire for telegraphic purposes, the formula for

the correction of its conducting-power for temperature may be easily deduced, of course

only in cases where the conducting-power is within the limits above stated. It has

already been elsewhere shown that the conducting-power of commercial metals, copper

for instance, varies considerably according to the state of its purity. Thus a specimen

of Rio Tinto copper was found to conduct as follows :

—

Length 398 millims.
;
diameter 0*331 millim.

Conducting-power found before „ Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 13*480 at 16*6 13*622

Ditto, after heating to 100° for

1 day 13*473 at 16*9 13*586

Ditto, for 2 days 13*442 at 14*9 13*573

Ditto, for 3 days 13*420 at 15*7 13*558

Ditto, for 4 days 13*418 at 16*0 13*558

T. Conducting-power.

14*67 13*429

57*33 13*064

100*00 12*713

X= 13*558- 00088326^-f0 000003844?;-

which corresponds to a percentage decrement of only 6-23, whereas the conducting-power

of pure copper decreases between 0° and 100° C. 29*69 per cent.—Feb. 1864.]

Table XXVI. contains a list of the conducting-powers of metals in a pure state.

Those marked with a f are those deduced from the impure metals, and they may be

called the probable valuesfor the conducting-powers of annealed wires of the metals.
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Table XXVI.

Metal.

Conducting-power at 0°.

Hard drawn. Pressed. Annealed.

100-00 108-57

Copper 99-95 102-21

Gold 7796 79-33

Aluminium 56-06t
Magnesium 41-17+
Zinc 29-02

Cadmium 23-72

Palladium 18-44t
Platinum 1803t
Cobalt 17-221*

16-81+ *
Nickel !!!!

! .! 13-11+ *
Tin 12-36

Thallium 976
Lead 8-23

Arsenic 476
Antimony 4-62

Bismuth 1245
Gold-silver alloy 1503

IV. Miscellaneous and general remarks.

Having thus described the results obtained in this investigation, it only remains for

us to make a few general remarks on them.

1. The percentage decrement in the conducting-power of alloys between 0° and 100°

is never greater than that of the pure metals composing them; for on looking at

Tables XI., XII., and XIII., we only find a few cases where the observed percentage

decrement is greater than that of the pure metals composing the alloy, and in these the

differences are so small that they are undoubtedly due to small errors in the observa-

tions, for the differences between the percentage decrements are not greater than those

obtained for different wires of the same metal.

2. The conducting-power of alloys decreases with an increase of temperature. This,

however, is not strictly true for all alloys, for we already know of some where this is

not the case, viz. a few of the bismuth alloys. The results of our observations are given

in the following Table :

—

Table XXVII.
l.

+Bi Pb
lft0 , containing 2*27 volumes per cent, bismuth.

Length 243 millims. ; diameter 0-512 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 7'697 at 14-5 8-090

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 7715 at 14-1 8-099

T. Conducting-power.

150 7-693
57-5 6-675
100-0 5-860

\=8-101— 0-02802 W+0-00005619!!2
.

The conducting-power found in 0 Reduced to 0°.

a former research \ was 7 -03 at 24-0 7-633

* Philosophical Transactions, 1863.

t Ibid. 1860, p. 161.

2 .

fBiPb10 , containing 18*85 volumes per cent, bismuth.

Length 122-5 millims. ;
diameter 0-673 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°*

heating the wire 4-4167 at 15-6 4-5799

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 4-4479 at 10-6 4-5586

Ditto, for 2 days 4-4378 at 11 -5 4-5577

Ditto, for 3 days 4-4285 at 12-5 4-5587

T.

Conducting-power.

Difference.

Observed. Calculated.

12-97 4-4240 4-4226 +00014
24-57 4-3042 4-3064 -0-0022
37-95 41769 47776 -00007
54-40 4-0278 4-0268 +00010
69-48 3-8973 3-8961 +00012
82-88 37864 3-7859 +0-0005
94-43 3-6942 3-6954 -0-0012

X=4-5576— 0-0106071-\-0-0000

1

563t2
.

The conducting-power found in a 0 Reduced to 0°.

former research was 4-35 at 20-9 4-565
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Table XXVII. (continued).

3.

*j*BiPb
2 , containing 53*74 volumes per cent, bismuth.

Length 224 millims. ;
diameter 0*643 millim.

T. Cone

966 1*8543

16*5 2*0385

12*5 2*0346.

125 2*0296.

93*8 1*8539;

97*0 1*8708!

12*8 2*0683'

10*5 2*0277.

97*8 1-8617!

93*8 1*8848!

11-7 2*0831'

Conducting-power.

h m
>1 10

1

.1st day.

>4 15 1 3rd day.

> 30 J

>1 30

1

>5 10 [4th day.

> 25 J

The conducting-power found in a former research was

2-09 at 22°*2.

4.

fBi Sn8 , containing 25*04 volumes per cent, bismuth.

Length 194 millims.
;
diameter 0*713 millim.

T. Conducting-power.

94*8
h m

5*3564 -

5*4696
J ”

1st day.

6*7776
> 30 J

88*4

11*6

7*5

89*5

92*9

7*6698
j 3Q

5*6474 . , ,

5*3921
>4 « 2nd day.

6*7511
> 30

12*3

10*3 7*6086 3rd day.

The conducting-power found in a former research was

7*82 at 24°*9.

5.

*j*Bi
4
Pb, containing 90*28 volumes per cent, bismuth.

Length 90*5 millims .

;

diameter 0*689 millim.

T. Conducting-power.

10*3 0*5299

94*4 0*5615

94*1 0*5654

13*3 0*5439

10*0 0*5402

94*6 0*5682

13*6 05437
6*0 0*5413

93*8 0*5686

94 0 0*5682

9*6 0*5430

h m
>1 50]
>3 0

[

>1 oJ

>2 0
\

>0 30 J

>1 0

>4 0

>0 30

1st day.

2nd day.

3rd day.

The conducting-power found in a former research was

0*521 at 20’*0.

These results need a little explanation ; on the first two series no remarks are neces-

sary, but on the three last we will say a few words. On experimenting with a wire of

Bi Pb2 we observed nothing remarkable at first, but after making a series of observations

at different temperatures up to 100°, on cooling the wire the same conducting-power

was not observed for the same temperature as when heating ; at first we thought this

was due to the wire being badly soldered, but on resoldering it the same results were

obtained. In the Table the third series will read thus : at 960,6 the conducting-power

was found T8543 ; on cooling rapidly to 160,5 it was found equal to 2*0386
; on testing

it the next morning at 12°*5 it was 2*0346, showing a loss in conducting-power, for it

ought to have conducted better, as the temperature is lower ;
on the third morning we

find it still lower ; and on the same day, after being kept at 100° for about 44 hours,
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it, on being rapidly cooled, was 2*0683 at 12°*8, showing again an increment. On the

fourth morning, at 10°*5, it was 2*0275, and after being kept for 5 hours at 100° and

rapidly cooled, it was 2*0837 at 11°*7. There must be, therefore, with some of the

bismuth alloys, some disturbing cause, which may act either in the one direction or the

other, for on investigating the Bi Sn8 series the opposite effect is produced. This dis-

turbing cause may be so great that, as in the case of Bi4 Pb, it appears as if the conduct-

ing-power increases with an increase of temperature. Other alloys of bismuth and lead,

rich in bismuth, give the same results. As yet, we have not had time to investigate

thoroughly this curious property of the bismuth alloys
;
we hope, however, to be able

shortly to do so, as well as explain the reason of these remarkable exceptions to the law,

that the conducting-power of alloys decreases with an increase of temperature.

3. Respecting the parts the metals take in the conducting-power of their alloys, we

are at present unable to give any definite data
; we did hope at one time to have deduced

them with the help of the results in this memoir. It is scarcely necessary to point out

that in many cases the composition of the alloy may be deduced from its conducting-

power in the same manner as it may be from its specific gravity
;
for as

Po : Pc : : X 100o : X100o ,
(
1

)

then if Po and X100o be determined, Pc being known (=29*307), X'100O can be calculated,

and from it the relative amounts of the component metals for

,
a?c+ (100—x)d

Aoo°— 100

where # represents the volumes per cent, of the one metal, (100 —#) those of the other,

and c and d their conducting-power at 100°.

Thus the observed conducting-power of the gold-silver alloy at 100° is 14*05, and its

percentage decrement 6*49,

,, 14*05x29*307 fl0 iC
* 100

°=
6^9

=63*45,

therefore

co AC. 7 l*56*a?+ 55*90*(100— ar)

bd*40—
100

755=15*66#,

48*20=#.

The amount of silver in the alloy was 47*92 volumes per cent. Again, the platinum-

silver alloy, containing 19*65 volumes per cent, platinum, conducts at 100° 6*49, and

loses in conducting-power between 0° and 100° 3*10 per cent. ; calculating in the same

manner the percentage amount of silver, we find it equal to 82*67 instead of 80*35.

The values deduced for the percentage amounts only agree in a few cases well with

those found by analysis, as slight errors in the determinations materially affect them

;

for instance, if the conducting-power of the gold-silver alloy were equal to 14*20 at 100
°

* Observed conducting-power of silver and gold at 100° (Philosophical Transactions, 1862, p. 24).

2 EMDCCCLXIV.
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instead of 14-05, the volumes per cent, of silver deduced from that value would be

52-62 instead of 48-20, the value calculated from the latter number.

4. It may be as well to state in a few words how we determine to which class a metal

belongs, whether to the lead, tin, &c., or to the gold-silver, &c. class
; to do this it is only

necessary to alloy the metal with traces of lead, tin, &c., and if the conducting-power

be equal to that of the mean of the components, we say it belongs to the lead class ; if,

on the contrary, the alloy has a lower conducting-power than the mean of the compo-

nents, we say it belongs to the gold-silver, &c. class. These are only some of one series

of alloys which have a higher conducting-power than the mean of their components,

and these are the amalgams.

Table XXVIII. shows that the new metal thallium belongs to the gold-silver, &c.

class.

Table XXVIII.

l.

Thallium, containing 5 per cent., by weight, tin.

Length 188 millims.
;
diameter (M43 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°.

heating the wire 8-196 at 12-6 8-522

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 8-131 at 12 -6 8-455

Ditto, for 2 days 8-097 at 9-8 8-347

Ditto, for 3 days 8-111 at 9-6 8-356

1

T’ Conducting-power.

10-0 8-100

55-0 7093
100-0 6-313

A= 8-355 - 0-02607

5

1+0-00005654!;-.

Table XXVIII. (continued).

2.

Thallium, containing 5 per cent., by weight, cadmium.

Length 163 millims.
;
diameter 0-431 millim.

Conducting-power found before 0 Reduced to 0°,

heating the wire 8-670 at 14-4 9-141

Ditto, after being kept at 100°

for 1 day 8744 at 12-8 9-168

T. Conducting-power.

13-0 8-737
56-5 7-454

1000 6-398

A= 9- 165 - 0033663^4-0-00005998?12
.

These alloys were not analyzed, the 5 per cent, of foreign metal being added to the

thallium fused under cyanide of potassium. From the results it will be seen that they

both conduct in a lower degree than the mean of their components ; for both cadmium

and tin conduct better than thallium, the conducting-power at 0° of cadmium being

23*72, and that of tin being 12*36.

5. In conclusion, we would point out that the law which we have deduced from our

experiments only holds good in cases where the alloy may be considered a solution of one

metal in the other, the metals belonging to the same class
;
when the alloy is composed

of metals of the two classes, then the law no longer holds good (except for a few of the

alloys), even if the alloy be a solution of the one metal in the other. The results which

we have obtained and described in this memoir fully bear out the views put forward in

a former one regarding the chemical nature of the alloys*.

Philosophical Transactions, 1860, p. 161.
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§ 1 -

The Royal Society has already done me the honour of publishing in the Philoso-

phical Transactions three memoirs on the relations of radiant heat to the gaseous form of

matter. In the first of these memoirs* it was shown that for heat emanating from the

blackened surface of a cube filled with boiling water, a class of bodies which had been

previously regarded as equally, and indeed, as far as laboratory experiments went, per-

fectly diathermic, exhibited vast differences both as regards radiation and absorption.

At the common tension of one atmosphere the absorptive energy of olefiant gas, for

example, was found to be 290 times that of air, while when lower pressures were

employed the ratio was still greater. The reciprocity of absorption and radiation on

the part of gases was also experimentally established in this first investigation.

In the second inquiryf I employed a different and more powerful source of heat, my
desire being to bring out with still greater decision the differences which revealed them-

selves in the first investigation. By carefully purifying the transparent elementary

gases, and thus reducing the action upon radiant heat, the difference between them

and the more strongly acting compound gases was greatly augmented. In this second

inquiry, for example, olefiant gas at a pressure of one atmosphere was shown to possess

970 times the absorptive energy of atmospheric air, while it was shown to be probable

that when pressures of -g^th of an atmosphere were compared, the absorption of olefiant

gas was nearly 8000 times that of air. A column of ammoniacal gas, moreover, 3 feet

long, was found sensibly impervious to the heat employed in the inquiry, while the

vapours of many of the volatile liquids were proved to be still more opaque to radiant

heat than even the most powerfully acting permanent gases. In this second investigation,

the discovery of dynamic radiation and absorption is also announced and illustrated, and

the action of odours and of ozone on radiant heat is made the subject of experiment.

* Philosophical Transactions, February 1861 ;
and Philosophical Magazine, September 1861.

f Philosophical Transactions, January 1862 ;
and Philosophical Magazine, October 1862.

2 e 2
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The third paper* of the series to which I have referred was devoted to the exami-

nation of one particular vapour, which on account of its universal diffusion possesses

an interest of its own—I mean of course the vapour of water. In this paper I con-

sidered all the objections which had been urged against my results up to the time when

the paper was written ; I replied to each of them by definite experiments, removing

them one by one, and finally placing, as I believe, beyond the pale of reasonable doubt

the action of the aqueous vapour of our atmosphere. In this third paper, moreover,

the facts established by experiment are applied to the explanation of various atmo-

spheric phenomena.

I have now the honour to lay before the Royal Society a fourth memoir, containing

an account of further researches. Hitherto I have confined myself to experiments on

radiation through gases and vapours which were introduced in succession into the same

experimental tube, the heat being thus permitted to pass through the same thickness of

different gases. A portion of the present inquiry is devoted to the examination of the

transmission of radiant heat through different thicknesses of the same gaseous body.

The brass tube with which my former experiments were conducted is composed of

several pieces, which are screwed together when the tube is to be used as a whole ;

but the pieces may be dismounted and used separately, a series of lengths being thus

attainable, varying from 2-8 inches to 49-4 inches. I wished, however, to operate upon

gaseous strata much thinner than the thinnest of these, and for this purpose a special

apparatus was devised, and with much time and trouble rendered at length practically

effective.

Eig. 1.

The apparatus is sketched in fig. 1. C is the source of heat, which consists of a plate

of copper against the back of which a steady sheet of flame is caused to play. The

plate of copper forms one end of the chamber F (the “ front chamber ” of my former

memoirs). This chamber, as in my previous investigations, passes through the vessel

* Philosophical Transactions, December 1862 ;
and Philosophical Magazine, July 1863.
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V, through which cold water continually circulates, entering at the bottom and escaping

at the top. The heat is thus prevented from passing by conduction from the source C

to the first plate of rock-salt S. This plate forms the end of the hollow cylinder A B,

dividing it from the front chamber F, with which the cylinder A B is connected by

suitable screws and washers. Within the cylinder AB moves a second one, II, as an

air-tight piston, and the bottom of the second cylinder is stopped by the plate of rock-

salt S'. This plate projects a little beyond the end of its cylinder, and thus can be

brought into flat contact with the plate S. Fixed firmly to A B is a graduated strip of

brass, while fixed to the piston is a second strip, the two strips forming a vernier, v v.

By means of the pinion B, which works in a rack, the two plates of salt may be separated,

their exact distance apart being given by the vernier. P is the thermo-electric pile with

its two conical reflectors ; C' is the compensating cube, employed to neutralize the radia-

tion from the source C. H is an adjusting screen, by the motion of which the neu-

tralization may be rendered perfect, and the needle brought to zero under the influence

of the two opposing radiations. The graduation of the vernier was so arranged as to

permit of the employment of plates of gas varying from 0 -01 to 2 -8 inches in thickness.

They were afterwards continued with the pieces of the experimental tube, already re-

ferred to, and in this way layers of gas were examined which varied in thickness in the

ratio of 1 : 4900.

In my former experiments the chamber F was always kept exhausted, so that the rays

of heat passed immediately from the source through a vacuum ; but in the present

instance I feared the strain upon the plate S, and I also feared the possible intrusion of a

small quantity of the gas under examination into the front chamber F, if the latter were

kept exhausted. Having established the fact that a length of 8 inches of dry air exerts

no sensible action on the rays of heat, I had no scruple in filling the chamber F with dry

air. Its absorption was nil, and it merely had the effect of lowering in an infinitesimal

degree the temperature of the source. The two stopcocks c and c' stand exactly opposite

the junction of the two plates of salt S, S' when they are in contact, and when they are

drawn apart these cocks are in communication with the space between the plates.

After many trials, the following mode of experiment was adopted :—The gas-holder

containing the gas to be examined was connected by an india-rubber tube with the

cock c', the other cock c being at the same time left open. The piston was then moved

by the screw R until the requisite distance between the plates was obtained. This

space being filled with dry air, the radiations on the two faces of the pile were equalized,

and the needle brought to zero. The gas-holder was now opened, and by gentle pressure

the gas from the holder was forced first through a drying apparatus, and then into the

space between the plates of salt. The air was quickly displaced, and a plate of the gas

substituted for it. If the layer of gas possessed any sensible absorbing power, the equi-

librium of the two sources of heat would be destroyed ;
the source C' would triumph, and

from the deflection due to its preponderance the exact amount of heat intercepted by

the gas could be calculated.
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When oxygen, hydrogen, or nitrogen was substituted for atmospheric air, no change

in the position of the galvanometer-needle occurred
; but when any one of the com-

pound gases was allowed to occupy the space between the plates, a measurable

deflection ensued. The plates of rock-salt were not so smooth, nor was their parallelism

so perfect as entirely to exclude the gas when they were in contact. The contact was

but partial, and hence a stratum of gas sufficient to effect a sensible absorption could

find its way between the plates even when they touched each other. On this account

the first thickness in the following Tables was really a little more than 0-01 of an inch.

The first column in each contains the thickness of the gaseous layer, while the second

column contains the absorption expressed in hundredths of the total radiation. The

first layer of carbonic oxide, for example, absorbed 0*2, and the second layer 05 per

cent, of the entire heat.

Table I.—Carbonic Oxide.

Thickness of gas.

Absorption in

hundredths of the

total radiation.

Thickness of gas.

Absorption in

hundredths of the

total radiation.

0-01 of an inch o to 0-4 of an inch ... 3-5

0-02
99

... 0-5 0-5 opcb

0-03
99 ... 0-7 0-6

99 ... 4-0

0-04 ... 0-9 1-0
99 ... 5-1

0-06
99 7™H 1-5

99 ... 6-1

0-1 ... 1-6 2-0
99 ... 6-8

0-3 ... 3-0

Table II.—Carbonic Acid.

Absorption in Absorption in

Thickness of gas. hundredths of the Thickness of gas. hundredths of the

total radiation. total radiation.

0-01 of an inch . . . 0-86 0-4 of an inch . . . 5 -3

0-02
99 ... 1-2 0-5

99 ... 5-7

0-03
99 ... 1-5 0-6

99 ... 5-9

0-04
99 ... 1-9 0-7

99 ... 6-0

0-05
99 ... 2-1 0-8

99 ... 6-1

0-06 ... 2-3 0-9
99 ... 6-2

0-1
99 ... 3*3 1-0

99 ... 6-3

0*2
99 ... 4-1 1-5

99 ... 7-0

0-3
99 ... 4-8 2-0

99 ... 7-6
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Table III.—Nitrous Oxide.

Thickness of gas.

Absorption in

hundredths of the

total radiation.

Thickness of gas.

Absorption in

hundredths of the

total radiation.

0-01 of an inch . . . 1-48 0-4 of an inch . . . 10-20

0-02
55 . . . 2-33 0-5

55 . . . 11-00

0-03
55 . . . 3-80 0-6

5? . . . 11-70

0-04
55 . . . 4-00 0-8 . . . 12-17

0-05
55 . . . 4-20 1-0

55 . . . 12-80

0-1
55 . . . 6-00 1-5

55 . . . 14-20

0-2 » . . . 7*77 2-0
. . . 15-7

Table IV.—

<

Olefiant Gas.

Thickness of gas.

Absorption in

hundredths of the

total radiation.

Thickness of gas.

Absorption in

hundredths of the

total radiation.

0-01 of an inch . . . 1-80 0-5 of an inch . . . 23-30

0-02
55 . . . 3-08 10 „ . . . 26-33

0-05
55 . . . 5-37 2-0

95 . . . 32-80

0-1
55

. . . 9-14

We here find that a layer of olefiant gas only 2 inches in thickness intercepts nearly

33 per cent, of the radiation from our source. Supposing our globe to be encircled by

a shell of olefiant gas only 2 inches in thickness, this shell would offer a scarcely

sensible obstacle to the passage of the solar rays earthward, but it would cut off at least

33 per cent, of the terrestrial radiation and in great part return it. Under such a canopy,

trifling as it may appear, the surface of the earth would be kept at a stifling temperature.

The possible influence of an atmospheric envelope on the temperature of a planet is

here forcibly illustrated.

The only vapour which I have examined with the piston apparatus is that of sulphuric

ether. Glass fragments were placed in a U-tube and wetted with the ether. Through

this tube dry air was gently forced, whence it passed, vapour-laden, into the space

between the rock-salt plates S S'. The following Table contains the results.

Table V.—Air saturated with the Vapour of Sulphuric Ether.

Absorption in

Thickness of vapour. hundredths of the

total radiation.

005 of an inch . . . 2-07

0-1 „ ... 4-6

0-2 „ ... 8-7

0-4 „ ... 14-3

Absorption in

Thickness of vapour. hundredths of the
total radiation.

0-

8 of an inch . . . 21-0

1-

5 „ ... 34*6

20 „ ... 35-1
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Comparing these results with those obtained with olefiant gas, we find for thick-

nesses of 0‘05 of an inch and 2 inches respectively the following absorptions :

—

Olefiant gas. Sulphuric ether.

Thickness of 0'05 . . . 5’37 Thickness of 0 -05 . . . 2'07

Thickness of 2 inches . .
32 ’80 Thickness of 2 inches . . 35

T

Sulphuric ether vapour, therefore, commences with an absorption much lower than

that of olefiant gas, and ends with a higher absorption. This is quite in accordance

with the result established in my second memoir*, that in a short tube the absorption

effected by the sparsely scattered molecules of a vapour may be less than that of a gas at

a tension of an atmosphere, while in a long tube the gas may be exceeded by the

vapour. The deportment of sulphuric ether indicates what mighty changes of climate

might be brought about by the introduction into the earth’s atmosphere of an almost

infinitesimal amount of a powerful vapour. And if aqueous vapour can be shown to be

thus powerful, the effect of its withdrawal from our atmosphere may be inferred.

§2-

The experiments with the piston apparatus being completed, greater thicknesses of

gas were obtained by means of the composite brass experimental tube already referred

to. The arrangement adopted was, however, peculiar, being expressly intended to check

the experiments, which were for the most part made by my assistants. The source of

heat and the front chamber remained as usual ; a plate of rock-salt dividing, as in my
previous investigations, the front chamber from the experimental tube. The distant end

of the tube was also stopped by a plate of salt
; but instead of permitting the tube to

remain continuous from beginning to end, it was divided, by a third plate of rock-salt,

into two air-tight compartments. Thus the rays of heat from the source had to pass

through three distinct chambers, and through three plates of salt. The first chamber

* Philosophical Transactions, Part I. 1862 ; and Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxiv. p. 343.
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was always kept filled with perfectly dry air, while either or both of the other chambers

could be filled at pleasure with the gas or vapour to he examined. For the sake of

convenience I will call the compartment of the tube nearest to the front chamber the

first chamber, the compartment nearest to the pile the second chamber; the term

‘ front chamber’ being, as before, restricted to that nearest to the source. The arrange-

ment is sketched in outline in fig. 2.

The entire length of the tube was 49-4 inches, and this was maintained throughout the

whole of the experiments. The only change consisted in the shifting of the plate of salt

S' which formed the partition between the first and second chambers. Commencing with

a first chamber of 2*8 inches long, and a second chamber 46 -4 inches long, the former was

gradually augmented, and the latter equally diminished. The experiments were executed

in the following manner :—The first and second chambers were thoroughly cleansed and

exhausted, and the needle brought to zero by the equalization of the radiations falling

upon the opposite faces of the pile. Into the first chamber the gas or vapour to be

examined was introduced, and its absorption determined. The first chamber was then

cleansed, and the gas or vapour was introduced into the second chamber, its absorption

there being also determined. Finally, the absorption exerted by the two chambers

acting together was determined, both of them being occupied by the gas or vapour.

The combination here described enabled me to check the experiments, and also to trace

the influence of the first chamber on the quality of the radiation. In it the heat was

more or less sifted, and it entered the second chamber deprived of certain constituents

which it possessed on its entrance into the first. On this account the quantity absorbed

in the second chamber when the first chamber is full of gas, must always be less than it

would be if the rays had entered without first traversing the gas of the first chamber.

From this it follows that the sum of the absorptions of the two chambers, taken sepa-

rately, must always exceed the absorption of the tube taken as a whole. This may be

briefly and conveniently expressed by saying that the sum of the absorptions exceeds the

absorption of the sum.

Table VI.—Carbonic Oxide.

Leng
A

th. Absorption per 100.
vV

r

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
r
1st Chamber.

v
2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2-8 46-6 6-8 12-9 12-9

8-0 41-4 9-6 12-2 12*9

12-2 37-2 10-7 12-2 12-9

15*4 34-0 10-9 12-2 13*4

17-8 31-6 111 12-0 13-3

36-3 13-1 12-6 10-3 13-4

mdccclxiv. 2 F
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Table VII.—Carbonic Acid.

Length. Absorption per 100.
-A.

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2-8 46-6 8-6 13-8 13-3

8-0 41-4 9-9 12-7 13-0

12-2 37-2 110 11-4 13-0

15*4 34-0 11*8 121 13-9

28*8 25-6 11-7 11-4 13-1

23-8 25*6 11-2 11-2 12-6

23-8 25-6 10-4 10-5 12-0

36*3 13*1 11-6 10-0 12-3

Various causes have rendered these experiments exceedingly laborious. Could I have

procured a sufficiently large quantity of gas in a single holder for an entire series of

experiments it would not have been difficult to obtain concurrent results, but the slight

variations in quality of the same gas generated at different times tell upon the results and

render perfect uniformity extremely difficult to obtain. The approximate constancy of

the numbers in the third column is, however, a guarantee that the determinations are

not very wide of the truth. Irregularities, however, are revealed. Some remarkable ones

occur in the case of carbonic acid, with the chambers 28-8 and 25-6
;
the absorptions in

the first chamber varying in this instance from 11*7 to KM, and in the second chamber

from 11*4 to 10'5, and in both chambers from 13T to 12'0. The gas which gave the

largest of these results was generated from marble and hydrochloric acid ; the next was

obtained from chalk and sulphuric acid, and the gas which gave the smallest result was

obtained from bicarbonate of soda and sulphuric acid. The slight differences accom-

panying these different modes of generation made themselves felt in the manner recorded

in the Table.

Table VIII.—Nitrous Oxide.

Length. Absorption per 100.

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
r

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2-8 46-6 16-1 32*9 33-9

12-2 37-2 23-1 30-0 32-0

15-4 34-0 23-6 29-6 32*0

17-8 31-6 26-2 29-6 32-7

The differences arising from different modes of generation are most strikingly illus-

trated by the powerful gases. My friend Dr. Frankland, for example, was kind enough

to superintend for me the formation of a large holder of olefiant gas by the so-called

“ continuous process,” in which the vapour of alcohol is led through sulphuric acid

diluted with its own volume of water ; the following results were obtained :

—
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Table IX.—Olefiant Gas.

Length. Absorption per 100.

1st Chamber.
A

2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
\

Both Chambers.

2*8 46*6 34*6 66*1 67*7

8*0 41*4 44*2 65*3 67*5

15*4 34*0 53*6 62*3 67*0

Considering the difficulty of the experiments, the agreement of the absorption of

both chambers, the sum of which was the constant quantity 49-4 inches, must be re-

garded as satisfactory. This is the general character of the results as long as we adhere

to the same gas. Olefiant gas generated by mixing the liquid alcohol with sulphuric acid

and applying heat to the mixture, gave the results recorded in the following Table :

—

Table X.—Olefiant Gas.

Leng
yV

th. Absorption per 100.

r~
1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.

r~
1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

12*2 37*2 54*8 70*0 76*3

15*4 34*0 59*1 72*7 77*1

19*8 29*6 67*8 70*4 77*0

23*8 25*6 69*2 70*2 77*6

36*3 13*1 72*8 60*3 78*8

The absorptions of both chambers in this Table are almost exactly 10 per cent, higher

than those found with the gas generated under Dr. Frankland’s superintendence.

A few remarks on these results may be introduced here. In the case of carbonic oxide

(Table VI.), we see that while a length of 2-8 inches of gas is competent, when acting

alone, to intercept 6*8 per cent, of the radiant heat, the cutting off of this length from

a tube 49*4 inches long, or, what is the same, the addition of this length to a tube 46*6

inches long, makes no sensible change in its absorption. The second chamber absorbs as

much as both. The same remark applies to carbonic acid, and it is also true within the

limits of error for nitrous oxide and olefiant gas. Indeed it is only when 8 inches or

more of the column have been cut away that the difference begins to make itself felt.

Thus, in carbonic oxide, the absorption of a length of 41 '4 being 12 ‘2, that of a chamber

49*4, or 8 inches longer, is only 12-9, making a difference of only 0*7 per cent., while

the same 8 inches acting singly on the gas produces an absorption of 9*6 per cent. So

also with regard to carbonic acid; a tube 41*4 absorbing 12*7 per cent., a tube 49*4

absorbs only 13*0 per cent.—making a difference of only 0*3 per cent. As regards olefiant

gas (Table IX.), while a distance of 8 inches acting singly effects an absorption of 44 per

cent., the addition of 8 inches to a tube already 41*4 inches in length raises the absorp-

tion only frQm 65*3 to 67*5, or 2*2 per cent. The reason is plain. In a length of 41*4

the rays capable of being absorbed by the gas are so much diminished, so few in fact

remain to be attacked, that an additional 8 inches of gas produces a scarcely sensible

effect. Similar considerations explain the fact, that while by augmenting the length of

2 f 2
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the first chamber from 2-8 inches to 15-4 inches we increase the absorption of olefiant gas

nearly 20 per cent., the shortening of the second chamber by precisely the same amount

effects a diminution of barely 4 per cent, of the absorption. All these results conspire to

prove the heterogeneous character of the radiation from a source heated to about 250° C.

The sum of the absorptions placed side by side with the absorption of the sum ex-

hibits the influence of sifting in an instructive manner. Tables VI., VII., VIII., IX.,

and X., thus treated, give the following comparative numbers :

—

Table XI.—Carbonic Oxide.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46-6 19-7 12-9

8-0 41*1 21-8 12-9

12-2 37-2 22-9 12-9

15*4 34-0 rHCOCM 13-4

17-8 31*6 23*1 13-3

36'3 13-1 22-9 13-4

Means 22 •3 13-1

Table XII.—Carbonic Acid.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46-6 22-4 13-3

8-0 41-4 22-6 13-0

12-2 37-2 22-4 13-0

15-4 34-0 23-9 13-9

23-8 25-6 23-1 13-1

36-3 13-1 21-6 12-3

Means 22-6 13-1

Table XIII.—Nitrous Oxide.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2 8 46-6 49*0 33-9

12-2 37-2 53-1 32-0

15-4 34-0 53-2 32-0

17-8 31-6 55-8 32-7

Means 52-8 32-7

Table XIV.—Olefiant Gas.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46-6 100-7 67-7

8-0 41-4 109-5 67-5

12-2 37-2 109-4 65-0

15-4 34-0 115-9 67-0

Means 108-9 66-8
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Table XV.—Olefiant Gas.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

12-2 37-2 124-8 76-3

15-4 34*0 131-8 77-1

108 29-6 138-2 77-0

23-8 25-6 139-4 77-6

36-3 13-1 133-1 78-8

Means 133-4 77-3

The conclusion that the sum of the absorptions is greater than the absorption of the

sum is here amply verified. The Tables also show that the ratio of the sum of the

absorptions to the absorption of the sum is practically constant for all the gases.

Dividing the first mean by the second in the respective cases, we have the following

quotients :

—

Carbonic oxide T70
Carbonic acid 1-72

Nitrous oxide 1*61

Olefiant gas (mean of both) T68

The sum of the absorptions ought to be a maximum when the two chambers are of

equal length. Supposing them to be unequal, one being in excess of half the length of

the tube, let us consider the action of this excess singly. Placed after the half-length, it

receives the rays which have already traversed that half
;
placed after the shorter length,

it receives the rays which have traversed the shorter length. In the former case, there-

fore, the excess will absorb less than in the latter, because the rays in the former case

have been more thoroughly sifted before the heat reaches the excess. From this it

is clear that, as regards absorption, more is gained by attaching the excess to the short

length of the tube than to the half-length ; in other words, the sum of the absorptions,

when the tube is divided into two equal parts, is a maximum. This reasoning is approxi-

mately verified by the experiments. Supposing, moreover, one of the lengths constantly

to diminish, we thus constantly approach the limit when the sum of the absorptions and

the absorption of the sum are equal to each other, the former being then a minimum.

The effect of proximity to this limit is exhibited in the first experiment in each of the

series ; here the lengths of the compartments are very unequal, and the sum of the

absorptions is, in general, a minimum.

After the absorption by the permanent gases had been in this way examined, I passed

on to the examination of vapours. They were all used at a common pressure of 05 of

an inch of mercury, or about ^th of an atmosphere. The liquid which yielded the

vapour was enclosed in the flasks described in my previous memoirs, and the pure

vapour was allowed to enter the respective compartments of the experimental tube

without the slightest ebullition. The following series of Tables contains the results thus

obtained.
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Table XVI.—Bisulphide of Carbon. Pressure 0-5 of an inch.

Length.A Absorption per 100.
\

^lst Chamber. 2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2-8 46-6 3-6 7-6 7-6

8-0 41*4 4-4 7-3 7-6

15-4 340 5-7 6-0 7*5

17-8 31-6 5*8 6-4 7*5

23-8 25-6 6-7 6-0 7*8

Table XVII.--Chloroform. Pressure 0-5 of an inch.

Length. Absorption per 100.
A

r \

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber.
\

2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2-8 46-6 5-5 15-9 16-3

8-0 41-4 9-2 15-6 16-8

12-2 37-2 10*5 14-8 171
15*4 34-0 11-6 14-1 16-9

23-8 25-6 15-0 14-0 18*4

36-3 13-1 15-6 10*9 17-2

Table XVIII.—Benzol. Pressure 0-5 of an inch.

Length.
_ A

Absorption per 100.
A

r \

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2*8 • 46-6 4-0 20-0 20-6

8-0 41-4 8-4 17-3 20*4

12-2 37-2 9*8 16-5 190
17-8 31-6 11*9 15-7 20-1

23-8 25-6 14*3 15-1 21-0

Table XIX.—Iodide of Ethyl. Pressure 0-5 of an inch.

Length.
A

Absorption per 100.
.... A

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2-8 46-6 7T 23-5 25-4

8-0 41-4 9-1 21-1 23-3

12-2 37-2 12-8 20-5 25-2

15-4 34-0 14-6 20-8 25-2

17-8 31-6 15-8 20-0 25-5

Table XX.-—Alcohol. Pressure 0-5 of an inch.

Length.
A Absorption per 100.

r \

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2*8 46-6 11-7 46T 46-1

8-0 41-4 18-5 43-6 47*0

12*2 37*2 26-0 44-1 47*5

15-4 34-0 321 41-1 47*0

17-8 31-6 32-4 40-0 47*6
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Table XXI.—Alcohol. Pressure OT of an inch.

213

Length. Absorption per 100.

r~
1st Chamber.

A

2nd Chamber.
r

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

8-0 41-4 8-0 22*2 24*9

15-4 34-0 12-1 200 24-7

17-8 31-6 13-1 19-7 25-7

23-8 25-6 14-8 18-4 25-2

36*3 13-1 19-1 13-8 25*1

Table XXII.—Sulphuric Ether. Pressure 0'5 of an inch.

Length.
A.

Absorption per 100.
A

1st Chamber.
\

2nd Chamber.
r '

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2-8 46-6 14-8 50-0 51-6

8-0 41-4 23-9 51-0 53-9

12-2 37-2 30-9 48-8 53-6

15-4 34-0 34-0 47-8 53-1

Table XXIII.--Acetic Ether. Pressure 0-5 of an inch.

Length.
A

Absorption per 100.
A

1st Chamber.
\

2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
"N

Both Chambers.

2"8 46-6 17-0 60-2 62-9

8-0 41-4 30-7 58-1 64-6

12-2 37-2 41-6 55*1 64-2

15-4 34-0 44-4 55-5 62-4

23-8 25-6 50-9 52-7 64-7

36-3 131 58*1 42-6 64-8

Table XXIV.—Formic Ether. Pressure 0'5 of an inch.

Length. Absorption per 100.

A
1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. 1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber. Both Chambers.

2-8 46-6 17-4 63-0 64-4

8-0 41-4 33-3 59-1 63-4

17*8 31-6 40-0 48-4 60-3

23-8 25-6 45-6 47-2 60-2

I have already compared the sum of the absorptions for gases with the absorption of

the sum ; in the following Tables the same comparison is made for the vapours.
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Table XXV.—Bisulphide of Carbon, 0*5 inch.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46*6 11*2 7-6

8-0 41-4 11*7 7-6

15-4 34-0 11-7 7-5

17-8 31*6 12-2 7-5

23-8 25-6 12-7 7-8

Means IT 9 7-6

Table XXYI.—Chloroform, 0-5 inch.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46-6 21-4 16-3

8-0 41-4 24-8 16-8

12-2 37-2 25-3 17-1

15-4 34-0 25*2 16-9

23-8 25-6 29-0 18-4

36*3 13T 26-5 17-2

Means 25-36 17-1

Table XXVII.—Benzol, 0-5 inch.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46-6 24-0 20-6

8-0 41-4 25-7 20-4

12-2 37-2 26-3 19-0

17-8 31-6 27-6 20-1

23-8 25-6 29-4 21-0

Means 26-6 20-2

Table XXVIII.—Iodide of Ethyl, 0'5 inch.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46-6 30-6 25-4

8-0 41-4 30*2 23-3

12-2 37-2 33-3 25-2

15-4 34*0 35-4 25-2

17-8 31-6 35-8 25-2

Means 33-1 24-9
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Table XXIX.—•Alcohol, 0*5 inch.

Length, of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46-6 57*8 46T
8-0 41-4 62*1 47*0

12-2 37-2 70*1 47*5

15-4 34-0 73*2 47*0

17-8 31-6 72*4 47*6

Means 67*1 474)

Table XXX.—Alcohol, 0*1 inch.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

8-0 41-4 30*2 24*9

15-4 34-0 32*1 24*7

17-8 31-6 32*8 25*7

23*8 25-6 33*2 25*2

36-3 13-1 32*9 25*1

Means 32*2 25T

Table XXXI.—Sulphuric Ether, 0*5 inch.

Length <of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46*6 64*8 51*6

8-0 41*4 74*9 53*9

12-2 37*2 79*7 53*6

15*4 34*0 81*8 53*1

Means 75*3 53*05

Table XXXII.—Formic Ether, 0*5 inch.

Length of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46*6 80*4 64*4

8-0 41*4 82*4 63*4

17-8 31*6 88*4 60*3

23-8 25*6 92*8 60*2

Means 86*0 624)7

2 GMDCCCLXIV.
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Table XXXIII.—Acetic Ether, 0-5 inch.

Length <of Chambers. Sum of Absorptions. ^Absorption of Sum.

2-8 46-6 77-2 62-9

8-0 41-4 88-8 64-6

12*2 37-2 96-7 64-2

15*4 34-0 99-9 62-4

23'8 25*6 103-6 64-7

36*3 13-1 100-7 64-8

Means 94-5

An inspection of the foregoing Tables discloses the fact that, in the case of vapours,

the difference between the sum of the absorptions and the absorption of the sum is, in

general, less than in the case of gases. This resolves itself into the proposition that for

equal lengths, within the limits of these experiments, the sifting power of the gas is

greater than that of the vapour. The reason of this is that the vapours are examined

in a state of tenuity which is only g^th of that possessed by the gases. Thus, no matter

how powerful the individual molecules may be, their distance asunder renders a thin

layer of them a comparatively open screen.

§3.

The entrance of a gas into an exhausted vessel is accompanied by the generation

of heat ;
and the gas thus warmed, if a radiator, will emit the heat generated. Con-

versely, on exhausting a vessel containing any gas, the gas is chilled, and thus an

external body, which prior to the act of exhaustion possessed the same temperature as

the gas within the vessel, becomes, on the first stroke of the pump, a warm body with

reference to the gas remaining in the vessel ; and if the external body be separated from

the cooled gas by a diathermic partition, it will radiate into the gas and become chilled

by this radiation. It was shown in my second memoir* that this mode of warming

and of chilling a gas or vapour furnished a practical means of determining, without any

source of heat external to the gaseous body itself, both its radiative and absorptive

energy. For the sake of convenience I have called the radiation and absorption of a

gas or vapour thus dynamically heated and cooled, dynamic radiation and dynamic

absorption.

In illustration of the manner in which dynamic radiation may be applied in researches

on radiant heat, I have had made, during the last half-year, a considerable number of

experiments, some of which I will here describe. In the first place, the experimental

tube was divided into two compartments, as in the experiments described in the fore-

going section. The source of heat was abolished, and one end of the experimental tube

was stopped by a plate of polished metal ; the other end was stopped by a transparent

plate of rock-salt, while the space between the ends was divided into two compartments

* Philosophical Transactions, Part I. 1862 ;
and Philosophical Magazine, vol. sxiv. p. 337.
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by a second plate of rock-salt. The thermo-electric pile occupied its usual position at

the end of the tube, the compensating cube, however, being abandoned. For the sake

of convenient reference, I will call the compartment of the tube most distant from the

pile, the first chamber, and that adjacent to the pile, the second chamber. An outline

sketch of the arrangement is given in fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

The experiments were conducted in the following manner:—Both compartments

being exhausted and the needle at zero, the gas was allowed to enter the first chamber

through a gauge-cock which made its time of entry 40 seconds. The second chamber

was preserved a vacuum ;
the gas on entering the first chamber was dynamically heated,

and radiated its heat to the pile through the vacuous second chamber
; the needle

moved and the limit of its excursion was noted. The first chamber was then exhausted

and carefully cleansed with dry air. The second chamber was filled with the same

gas, not with a view to determine its dynamic radiation, but to examine its effect

upon the heat radiated from the first chamber. The needle being at zero, the gas was

again permitted to enter the first chamber exactly as in the first experiment, the only

difference between the two experiments being, that in the first the heat passed through

a vacuum to the pile, while in the second it had to pass through a column of the same

kind of gas as that from which it emanated. In this way the absorption exerted by

any gas upon heat, radiated from the same gas, or from any other gas, may be accu-

rately determined. Finally, the apparatus being cleansed and the needle at zero, the

gas was permitted to enter the second chamber, and its dynamic radiation from this

chamber was determined. The intermediate plate of salt S' was shifted, as in the former

experiments, so as to alter the lengths of the two chambers, but the sum of both

lengths remained constant as before.

In the following Tables the three columns bracketed under the head of “ Deflection,”

contain the arcs through which the needle moved in the three cases mentioned
;

1°,

when the radiation from the gas in the first chamber passed through the empty second

chamber ; 2°, when the radiation from the first chamber passed through the occupied

second chamber
;
and 3°, when the radiation proceeded from the second chamber.

2 G 2
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Dynamic Radiation of Gases .

Table XXXIV.—Carbonic Oxide.

Length. Deflection.
a

r~ \

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Gas in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

2-8 46-6 10
O
0-0 28*0

15-4 34-0 3-8 2-1 24*4

36*3 13-1 13-7 6-3 16-6

Table XXXV.—Carbonic Acid.

Length.
a

Deflection.
X

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.

By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Gas in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

2-8 46-6
O

1-0 0-0 33-6

15-4 34-0 3-7 1-25 23-3

36-3 13T 16-8 6-6 17-5

Table XXXVI.—Nitrous Oxide.

Length.
A

Deflection.
A

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Gas in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

2-8 46-6 1-0 6*2 44-5

15-4 34-0 4-3 1-2 31*7

36-3 13-1 19-5 6-2 22-0

Table XXXVII.—Olefiant Gas.

Length.A Deflection.
A

r N

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Gas in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0
O

11-9
O

1-0 68-0

23-8 25-6 22-8 3-0

36-3 13*1 59-0 10*4 65-0

The gases, it will be observed, exhibit a gradually increasing power of dynamic radia-

tion from carbonic oxide up to olefiant gas. This is most clearly illustrated by refer-

ence to the results obtained in the respective cases with the first length of the second

chamber. They are as follows
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Carbonic oxide .
® 28’0

Carbonic acid 33-6

Nitrous oxide 44 '5

Olefiant gas 68-0

Its proximity to the pile, and the fact of its having to cross but one plate of salt,

makes the action of the second chamber much greater than that of the first.

Each of the Tables exhibits the fact that as the length of the chamber increases the

dynamic radiation of the gas contained in it increases, and as the length diminishes the

radiation diminishes. We also see how powerfully the gas in the second chamber

acts upon the radiation from the first. With carbonic oxide, the presence of the gas in

the second chamber reduces the deflection from 130,
7 to 6°‘3

; with carbonic acid it is

reduced from 16-8 to 6‘6
; with nitrous oxide it is reduced from 19-5 to 6’2. Now this

residual deflection, 6
0,
2, is not entirely due to the transparency of the gas, to heat emitted

by the gas. No matter how well polished the experimental tube may be, there is always

a certain radiation from its interior surface when the gas enters it. With perfectly

dry air this radiation amounts to 8 or 9 degrees. Thus the radiation is composite, in

part emanating from the molecules in the first chamber, and in part emanating from

the surface of the tube. To these latter, the gas in the second chamber would be

much more permeable than to the former ; and to these latter, I believe, the residual

deflection of 6 degrees, or thereabouts, is mainly due. That this number turns up so

often, although the radiations from the various gases differ considerably, is in harmony

with the supposition just made. In the case of carbonic oxide, for example, the deflec-

tion is reduced from 130,
7 to 6°*3, while in the case of nitrous oxide it is reduced from

19°*5 to 6°-2
; in the case of olefiant gas it is reduced from 59° to 10°*4, while in other

experiments (not here recorded) the deflection by olefiant gas was reduced from 44°

to 6°.

As may be expected, this radiation from the interior surface augments with the

tarnish of the surface, but the extent to which it may be increased is hardly sufficiently

known. Indeed the gravest errors are possible in experiments of this nature if the

influence of the interior be overlooked or misunderstood. An experiment or two will

illustrate this more forcibly than any words of mine.

A brass tube 3 feet long, and very slightly tarnished within, was used for dynamic

radiation. Dry air on entering the tube produced a deflection of 12 degrees. The

tube was then polished within, and the experiment repeated ; the action of dry air was

instantly reduced to 7-5 degrees.

The rock-salt plate at the end of the tube was then removed, and a lining of black

paper 2 feet long was introduced within it. The tube was again closed, and the experi-

ment of allowing dry air to enter it repeated. The deflections observed in three successive

experiments were

80°, 81°, 80°.

This result might be obtained as long as the lining continued within the tube.
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The plate of rock-salt was again removed, and the length of the lining was reduced

to a foot; the dynamic radiation on the entrance of dry air in three successive

experiments gave the deflections

76°, 74°, 75°.

The plate was again removed and the lining reduced to 3 inches; the deflections

obtained in two successive experiments were

66°, 65°.

Finally, the lining was reduced to a ring only 1^- inch in width
; the dynamic radia-

tion from this small surface gave in two successive trials the deflections

56°, 56°-5.

The lining was then entirely removed, and the deflection instantly fell to

7°-5.

A coating of lampblack within the tube produced the same effect as the paper lining

;

common writing-paper was almost equally effective ; a coating of varnish also produced

large deflections, and the mere oxidation of the interior surface of the tube is also very

effective.

In the above experiments the lining was first heated, and it then radiated its heat

through a thick plate of rock-salt against the pile. The effect of the heat was enfeebled

by distance, by reflexion from the surfaces of the salt, and by partial absorption.

Still we see that the radiation thus weakened was competent to drive the needle almost

through the quadrant of a circle. If instead of being thus separated from the lining

theface of the pile itself had formed part of the interior surface of the tube, receiving

there the direct impact of the particles of air, of course the deflections would be far

greater than the highest of those above recorded. Indeed I do not doubt my ability to

cause the needle of my galvanometer to whirl, by the dynamic heating of the surface of

my pile, through an arc of 1000 degrees. Assuredly an arrangement subject to disturb-

ances of this character cannot be suitable in experiments in which the greatest delicacy

is necessary.

Experiments on dynamic radiation, similar to those executed with gases, were made

with vapours. The tube was divided into two compartments as before. Both compart-

ments being exhausted, vapour was permitted to enter the first chamber. Dry air was

afterwards permitted to enter the same chamber; the air was heated, it warmed the

vapour, and the vapour radiated its heat against the pile. The heat passed in the first

experiment through a vacuous second chamber, and in the second experiment through

the same chamber when it contained 0’5 of an inch of the same vapour as that from

which the rays issued. A third experiment was made to determine the dynamic radia-

tion from the second chamber. The following Tables contain the results *

—
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Dynamic Radiation of Vapours.

Table XXXVIII.-—Bisulphide of Carbon, 05 inch.

Length. Deflection.
A

r

1st Chamber,. 2nd Chamber.

r

By 1st Chamber.

2nd Chamber
empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Vapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0
O

2-4
O
1-6 14-2

36*3 13-1 9-75 5-5 9-0

Table XXXIX.—Benzol, 0-5 inch.

Length. Deflection.
Vv

1st Chamber.

h

2nd Chamber.

By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

• By 1st Chamber.
Vapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0 3°0
O

1-1 34-0

36-3 13-1 21-6 11-9 15-1

Table XL.-—Iodide of Ethyl, 05 inch.

Length.
vV

Deflection.
A

r

1st Chamber.

r”\

2nd Chamber.

r

By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Vapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0 3-4 2-7 38-8

36-3 131 25-4 13-8 19-0

Table XLI.—Chloroform, 0-5 inch.

Length.
-A.

Deflection.

1st Chamber.

a

2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Vapour in

2nd Chamber.

.
Nj

By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0 4*5
O
2-1 4i-o

36-3 13-1 22-3 10-0 19-0

Table XLII.—Alcohol, 0 •5 inch.

Length.
A

Deflection.

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Vapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15*4 34-0
O
4-9 2-0 53-8

36-3 13-1 33-8 16-9 34-9
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Table XLIII.—Alcohol, OT inch.

Length. Deflection.

r ^

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

A

By 1st Chamber.
Yapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0
O
2-0 i-3 35-7

36-3 13T 21-8 16*2 11-5

Table XLIV.-—Boracic Ether, 0T inch.

Length. Deflection.
A

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Yapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0
O

6-3
O

2-1 61-0

36-3 13-1 29T 15-7 31-6

Table XLV-—Formic Ether, 0‘5 inch.

Leng'th. Deflection.
A

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.

t

By 1st Chamber.

2nd Chamber
empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Vapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0
’ O

6-3 2-5 68-0

36-3 13-1 46-0 23-8 41*0

Table XLVL--Sulphuric Ether, 0 -5 inch.

Leng
a

th. Deflection.
vV

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Yapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 34-0
O

5-6 2-5 68*0

36-3 13-1 45*3 22-4 36*5

Table XLVII.—Acetic Ether, 0'5 inch.

Length.
A

Deflection.
.A

r

1st Chamber. 2nd Chamber.
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Chamber

empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Yapour in

2nd Chamber.
By 2nd Chamber.

15-4 340
O
5-7

O
1-0 73-9

36-3 13-1 49-1 22-0 41-0
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Collecting the radiations from the second chamber for the lengths 34 inches and

131 inches together in a single Table, we see at a glance how the radiation is affected

by varying the length.

Table XLVIII.

Dynamic radiation of various vapours at 05
inch pressure and a common thickness of

34 inches. 13 -1 inches.

Bisulphide of carbon . . . . 14-2
O

9-0

Benzol . 34-0 15-1

Iodide of ethyl ..... . 38-8 19-0

Chloroform . 41-0 19-0

Alcohol . 53-8 34-9

Sulphuric ether ..... . 68-0 36-5

Formic ether . 68-0 41-0

Acetic ether . ..... . 73-9 41-0

At a pressure of 0-1 of an inch.

Alcohol . 35-7 1T5

Boracic ether . 61-0 31-6

The extraordinary energy of boracic ether as a radiant may be inferred from the last

experiment. Although attenuated to 3-jjoth of an atmosphere, its thinly scattered mole-

cules are able to urge the needle through an arc of 61 degrees, and this merely by the

warmth generated on the entrance of dry air into a vacuum.

Arranging the gases in the same manner, we have the following results :

—

Table XLIX.

Dynamic radiation of gases at 1 at.

pressure and a common thickness of

~\

34 inches. 13-1 inches.

Carbonic oxide . . . . . . 24-4 16°*6

Carbonic acid . . . . . . 23-3 17-5

Nitrous oxide . . . . . . 31-7 22-0

Olefiant gas .... . . . 68-0 65-0

The influence of tenuity which renders the vapour at 0‘5 of an inch a more open

screen than the gas at 30 inches is here exhibited. In the case of the vapour, a greater

length is available for radiation than in the case of the gas, because the radiation from

the hinder portion of the column of vapour is less interfered with by the molecules in

front of it than is the case with the gas. By shortening the column we therefore do

more injury to the vapour than to the gas ; by lengthening it we promote the radiation

from the vapour more than that from the gas. Thus while a shortening of the gaseous

mdccclxiv. 2 H
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column from 34 inches to 13-1 causes a fall in the case of nitrous oxide only from 230,
3

to 170,
5, the same amount of shortening causes benzol vapour to fall from 34° to 15°*1

—

a much greater diminution. So also as regards olefiant gas, a shortening of the radiating

column from 34 inches to 13-1 inches causes a fall in the deflection only from 68° to

65°; the same diminution produces with sulphuric ether a fall from 68° to 36°-5; and

with acetic ether from 73° - 9 to 41°. In the long column acetic ether vapour beats

olefiant gas, but in the short column the gas beats the vapour.

One of the earliest series of experiments of this nature which were executed last

autumn, though not free from irregularities, is nevertheless worth recording. The expe-

riments were made with a brass tube, slightly tarnished within, the tube being 49-4

inches long, and divided into two equal compartments, each 24*7 inches in length, by a

partition of rock-salt placed at the centre of the tube.

Table L.—-Dynamic radiation of Vapours.

Deflection.
A.

r
By 1st Chamber.
2nd Cham, empty.

By 1st Chamber.
Vapour in 2nd Cham.

By 2nd Chamber.

Bisulphide of carbon . 8-2 5-8 21-2

Benzol . 20-0 12-4 45-9

Chloroform . . . . 24-3 10-9 55-2

Iodide of ethyl . . . 27*5 14-7 55-3

Alcohol .... . 42-7 22*3 69-0

Sulphuric ether . . 46-3 21-7 80-5

Formic ether . . . . 47-5 19-8 79-5

Propionate of ethyl . . 49-8 25-0 82*3

Acetic ether . . . . 53-3 30*0 82-1

To ascertain whether the absorption by the vapours bears any significant relation to

the absorption by the liquids from which these vapours were derived, the transmission of

radiant heat through those liquids was examined. The open flame of an oil-lamp was

used, and the liquids were enclosed in rock-salt cells. Thus the total radiation from

the lamp, with the exception of the minute fraction absorbed by the rock-salt, was

brought to bear upon the liquid.

In the following Table the liquids are arranged in the order of their powers of

transmission.
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Table LI.

Name of liquid.

Bisulphide of carbon

„ „ saturated with sulphur

„ „ „ with iodine .

Bromine

Chloroform .

Iodide of methyl

Benzole

Iodide of ethyl

Amylene

Sulphuric ether

Acetic ether

Formic ether

Alcohol

Water saturated with rock-salt

Transmission in hundredths

of the radiation.

... 83

... 82

... 81

... 77

... 73

... 69

... 60

... 57

... 50

... 41

... 34

... 33

. . . 30

... 26

These results are but approximate, but they are not very far from the truth ; and it

is impossible to regard them without feeling how purely the act of absorption is a

molecular act, and that when a liquid is a powerful absorber the vapour of that liquid

is sure also to be a powerful absorber.

To experiment with water, it was necessary to saturate it with the salt of which the

cell was formed, but the absorptive energy is due solely to the water. We might infer

from this alone, were no experiments made on the aqueous vapour of the atmosphere,

that that vapour must exert a powerful action upon terrestrial radiation. In fact, in all

the statements that I have hitherto made I have underrated its action.

The deportment of the elements sulphur and iodine, dissolved in bisulphide of carbon,

is in striking harmony with all that we have hitherto discovered regarding the action of

elementary bodies. The saturation of the bisulphide by sulphur scarcely affects the

transmission, while a quantity of iodine sufficient to convert the liquid from one of

perfect transparency to one of almost perfect opacity to light, produces a diminution of

only two per cent, of the radiation. This shows that the heat really used in these expe-

riments consists almost wholly of the obscure rays of the lamp. It is worth remarking

that the obscure rays of a luminous source have a much greater power of penetration in

the case of the liquids here examined than the rays from an obscure source, however

close to incandescence. The deportment of bromine is also very instructive. The liquid

is very dense, and so opaque as to cut off the luminous rays of the lamps, till it transmits

77 per cent, of the total radiation. It stands in point of diathermancy above every com-

pound liquid in the list except bisulphide of carbon. This latter substance is the rock-

salt of liquids.

Before a strict comparison can be made between vapours and liquids, they must be

examined by heat of the same quality, and I have already made arrangements with

which I hope to obtain more complete and accurate results than those above recorded.
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VI. A Comparison of the most notable Disturbances of the Magnetic Declination in 1858

and 1859 at Kew and at Nertschinsk
;
preceded by a brief Retrospective View of the

Progress of the Investigation into the Laws and Causes of the Magnetic Disturbances.

By Mayor-General Edward Sabine, R.A., President of the Royal Society.

Received April 28,—Read May 26, 1864.

Before I proceed to the particular subject of this paper as noticed in its title, it may

perhaps be desirable to take a brief retrospective view of the advances which have been

made from time to time in our knowledge of the phenomena of the magnetic disturb-

ances since they became the subjects of systematic investigation ; and more especially

since the publication of the Report of the Royal Society in 1840, and the establishment

of magnetic observatories adopting and pursuing the methods of inquiry founded upon

the instructions contained in that Report.

The observations of the German Magnetical Association, conducted by MM. Gauss

and Weber, which was the immediate precursor of the British observatories, commenced

in 1834 and terminated in 1841, the first year of the British Observatories. It was

itself preceded by an earlier German Association, formed in 1828 under the auspices of

Baron Alexander von Humboldt, having for its object to make a series of strictly

synchronous observations of the magnetic declination at concerted times at widely sepa-

rated localities, for the purpose of inquiring into the nature and investigating the laws,

if laws should be found to reveal themselves, of the apparently casual and irregular

fluctuations of the magnetic needle which had then recently begun to attract the notice

of scientific men, as natural phenomena proceeding from and indicating some hitherto

unknown agency, and as such well meriting systematic investigation.

Berlin was the centre of the first German Association, as Gottingen was of the second.

In 1829 and 1830 the Berlin Association had correspondents in very distant parts of the

European continent, such, for example, as St. Petersburg, Kasan, and Nicolaieff, by

whom the direction of the declination magnet was observed with great care and pre-

cision at hourly intervals of absolute time for forty-four successive hours at eight con-

certed periods of the year ; and to the continuance of these term-observations, as they

were called, there were added in March 1834 similar observations at . Gottingen, but

made with greater frequency, viz. at intervals of ten minutes. The intercomparison of

the hourly observations revealed the general fact that very considerable fluctuations, still

happening however on days that were apparently casual and irregular, were synchronous

at all the stations of observation; whilst the ten-minutely observations at Gottingen,

which had no parallels elsewhere, showed numerous intermediate fluctuations of similar
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character. In order to bring to the test of positive evidence the question whether these

intermediate fluctuations were also general, or were of merely local origin, five-minutely

observations were now appointed at all the stations ; and the result of four such term-

days, in May, June, August, and September 1834, was to establish conclusively, that

almost all the numerous and apparently irregular movements observed at Gottingen

occurred also at the other places ; and although with varied relative magnitudes, yet

with an agreement which did not admit of mistake. The Gottingen Association now

took the lead in the inquiry, the number of terms in the year being fixed at six, each of

twenty-four hours’ duration, with intervals of five minutes between the observations.

The number of associated stations appears to have been about twenty, distributed gene-

rally over the continent of Europe. Besides the increased frequency of the observations,

improvements were introduced in the apparatus used in the observations of the declina-

tion ; and the bifilar magnetometer, devised by M. Gauss for a corresponding record of

the variations in the intensity of the horizontal component of the magnetic force, was

employed at a few stations where the activity was greatest. The Gottingen Association

continued its terms with regularity until 1841, stimulated by the great advantage which

it possessed in the discussion of the results from time to time by MM. Gauss and Webek
in the well-known publication entitled “ Besultate aus der Beobachtungen des magne-

tischen Vereins.” The conclusions already noticed as having been obtained in 1834

were confirmed by the careful examination and discussion to which the observations of

each recurring term-day were subjected. The disturbing action was found to be

frequently so considerable in amount, that partial and even total obliteration of the

regular diurnal movements was a very common occurrence ; and to be of such general

prevalence, not only in the larger but also in most of the smaller oscillations, over the

greater part of Europe, as to cause it to be viewed as in a very high degree improbable

that the disturbances could have either a local or an atmospherical origin. No con-

nexion or correspondence whatsoever was discoverable between the indications of the

magnetical and meteorological instruments ; nor had the state of the weather any per-

ceptible influence. It happened very frequently that either an extremely quiescent

state of the needle or a very regular and uniform progress was preserved during the

prevalence of the most violent atmospherical storm ; and as with wind-storms, so with

thunder-storms, even when close at hand they exercised no perceptible influence on the

magnetic instruments *.

* As a magnetical question, the supposition of an atmospherical origin of the disturbances may be considered

to have been disposed of by the conclusions of the Gottingen Association. There remained, however, a problem

which might be interesting to meteorologists. It was possible to suppose that, although the magnetic disturbances

did not originate in the atmosphere, their presence, or possibly that of their producing cause, might occasion some

atmospherical condition (which might be indicated either by the meteorological instruments or by some peculiar

state of the weather), affecting simultaneously all parts of the globe on the particular days when the magnetic

instruments were disturbed. The simultaneous observations of both classes of phenomena at the widely distri-

buted stations of the British Colonial Observatories were well calculated to bring into view any such general

atmospheric condition or affection if it existed
;
but the most careful collation of the simultaneous records of

many years has failed to reveal any such correspondence.
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The variations in the proportional magnitude of the disturbances in different localities,

even when the similarity was otherwise unequivocal, had in one respect the appearance

of a systematic indication, a decrease being shown in the energy of the disturbing force

as its action was traced and followed from north to south. Hence the probability was

inferred (so far as it might be safe to draw such conclusions from experiments which

embraced comparatively but a small portion of the earth’s surface) that the great focus or

foci from whence the most powerful disturbances in the northern hemisphere emanated

might be situated, and might possibly be sought with success, in parts of the globe to

the north, or to the north-west, of the European continent. But even admitting this

supposition to be well founded, so many of the phenomena still remained unexplained,

that in the ‘Besultate’ for 1836, p. 99, M. Gauss took occasion to express his matured

conviction that “we are compelled to admit that on the same day and at the same

hour various forces are contemporaneously in action, which are probably quite inde-

pendent of one another and have very different sources, and that the effects of these

various forces are intermixed in very dissimilar proportions at various places of observa-

tion relatively to the position and distance of these latter ; or these effects may pass one

into the other, one beginning to act before the other has ceased. The disentanglement

of the complications which thus occur in the phenomena at every individual station will

undoubtedly prove very difficult. Nevertheless we may confidently hope that these diffi-

culties will not always remain insuperable, when the simultaneous observations shall be

much more widely extended. It will be a triumph of science should we at some future

time succeed in arranging the manifold intricacies of the phenomena, in separating the

individual forces of which they are the compound result, and in assigning the source

and measure of each.”

The term-days of the Gottingen Association were limited to the observation of a single

element, viz. the declination, with the exception of a few stations at which the bifilar

magnetometer was occasionally employed. Instrumental means had not as yet been

devised for observing the disturbances of the inclination and the total magnetic force,

either directly, or by means of their theoretical equivalents, the horizontal and vertical

components of the force. We find it indeed expressly admitted by M. Gauss that it

could not be doubted that the Inclination and Force are subject to disturbances similar

to those observed in the Declination, but that the time had not yet arrived for including

the three elements in the circle of combined inquiry : adding, “ that as soon as the

means of observation should be so far perfected that we could recognize with certainty,

follow with ease, and measure with accuracy the variations, and especially the rapidly

varying changes of the dip and total force, these variations would have the same claim

on the united activity of inquirers, as the variations of the declination possessed during

the period of the Gottingen Association.”

We come now to the epoch when the inquiry was taken up and its further prosecu-

tion carried on by our own country. The two German Associations had prepared the

way for the more extended and more complete organization which, on the recommenda-

2 i 2
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tion of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, assembled at Newcastle

in September 1838, and concurred in by the President and Council of the Royal Society

in the spring of 1839, the inquiry subsequently received under the sanction and with the

warm support of the Ministry of which Lord Melbourne was the principal member,

and the succeeding Administration of which Sir Robert Peel was the first minister.

The field of research was no longer limited to a single continent, but included the most

widely separated localities on the globe. Stations were selected in both hemispheres, and

in the tropics, on continents and on islands, the selection being guided either by diversity

of geographical circumstances, or by magnetical relations of prominent interest. The

objects of investigation were also enlarged, so as to include not alone the transient and

irregular fluctuations which had occupied the chief attention of the German Associations,

but also “ the actual distribution of the magnetic influence over the globe at the present

epoch in its mean or average state, together with all that is not permanent in the phe-

nomena, whether it appear in the form of momentary, daily, monthly, semiannual or

annual change and restoration, or in progressive changes, possibly not compensated by

counter-changes, or possibly receiving compensation, either in whole or in part, in cycles

of unknown relation and unknown period.” Suitable instruments, which in many

respects were novel in construction, were provided for the observation of each of the

three magnetic elements in this scheme of comprehensive research
;
and a report, pre-

pared with much deliberation and care by a special committee of the Royal Society, was

printed for the instruction and guidance of those who should be employed in conducting

the magnetic surveys by sea and land, and of those who should direct or superintend

the investigations to be carried out at the stationary magnetic establishments.

The present communication having reference to one branch only of one department

of this extensive inquiry, viz. to that which relates to the magnetic disturbances
,

its

notices are strictly limited to what may be necessary for placing before the Society as

briefly as possible the successive steps which have advanced our knowledge of these

phenomena, in respect to their diversities and mutual relations, their connexion with

the general phenomena of terrestrial magnetism, and their probable cosmical origin.

The simultaneity of the days on which magnetic disturbances take place had already

been shown by the term-days of the Gottingen Association to be coextensive with its

sphere of operation, viz. the greater part of the continent of Europe. The wider exten-

sion of the British system, embracing stations in all quarters of the globe, now caused

the fact of the simultaneity of disturbance to be recognized as a general feature common

to the whole of our planet ; whilst the evidence of diversity in the action of individual

forces, even in the most clear cases of synchronous disturbance, was even more distinctly

manifested than in the previous more limited experience. Thus the comparison of the

term-days in 1840, 1841, and 1842 observed at different stations on the continents of

Europe and America, and collated in the first volume of the Observations at the Toronto

Observatory, published in 1845, gave occasion to the following general conclusion:

—

“The correspondence so strikingly manifested in the fluctuations in America, and which
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has its counterpart in the correspondence shown by the term-observations at the different

stations in Europe, is not found to prevail in anything like the same degree between the

curves of the two continents when they are exhibited in comparison. Nevertheless indi-

cations are not wanting of participation in disturbances having a common cause The

character of the term-day, in respect to the degree of disturbance by which the mag-

netometers are affected, may always be derived alike, whether we view the European or

the American curves; and instances are not infrequent of individual perturbations

common to both continents, having their culminating points at the same individual

instant. There are sometimes disturbances in the same direction in both continents and

sometimes in opposite directions. On the other hand, there are perturbations, and

occasionally of considerable magnitude, on the one continent, of which no trace is

visible in the observations on the other.”

These facts were in full accordance with the conclusions which had been derived by

the eminent geometrician of Gottingen from the observations of the Association formed

under his auspices. They were further confirmed by a still more extensive and search-

ing comparison, the means for which were furnished by a practice adopted at the British

Colonial Magnetic Observatories shortly after their operations had commenced, of sum-

moning the whole observing staff of the Observatory whenever in the course of the

hourly observations of the magnetometers (maintained without intermission except on

Sundays) they were perceived to be under the influence of an unusual disturbance ; and

thus the movements of each of the magnetometers were recorded at as short intervals as

circumstances would permit, until the disturbance appeared to have subsided. These

records were received at the Headquarter Office at Woolwich from Toronto, St. Helena,

the Cape of Good Hope, and Van Diemen Island, as well as from the Expedition

employed under Sir James Boss in the Magnetic Survey of the Antarctic regions, when-

ever the ships were sufficiently long in port to admit of the magnetometers being esta-

blished and observed. The comparison of the records showed that magnetic disturb-

ances prevailed, almost invariably, on the same days and at the same hours, in all these

very various parts of the globe. The observations themselves were subsequently

published in two parts; Part I. in 1843, containing the observations in 1840 and 1841,

and Part II. in 1851, containing those in 1842, 1843, and 1844; together with the

corresponding values of the declination and of the horizontal force in Part I., and of the

declination, horizontal and vertical forces, and of their theoretical equivalents, the

Inclination and the Total Force, in Part II.
; accompanied by the normal values of the

elements at the different stations in the months in which the disturbances occurred, and

their absolute values at each of the stations. Abundant evidence is to be found in these

publications that fluctuations of the most marked character are strictly synchronous in

the northern and southern hemispheres, as well as in Europe and America ;
whilst at

stations remote from each other the disturbance of the one element may differ widely

in amount, and occasionally may be even reversed in direction. Not unfrequently also

a disturbance showing itself at the same instant at distant stations is found to affect one
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element at one station and another element at another station,—all confirmatory of the

conclusions arrived at by M. Gauss, and of the opinions of those who, antecedently to

the establishment of the British Colonial Observatories, had anticipated that the distinctive

characters of the disturbances at individual stations would require to be studied
,
as the

first step in a systematic inquiry into their causes
,
sources

,
and mutual relations.

The hourly observations made at the Colonial observatories were received at Wool-

wich in the form of monthly tables, in which the days of the month were arranged in

successive horizontal lines, and the hourly observations in twenty-four vertical columns;

an additional column at the side showed the mean of each day, and an additional line

at the bottom of the Table the mean of each hour in the month. Even a very super-

ficial examination of these Tables at any one station sufficed to show that certain hours

were more affected by disturbance than others. These hours were not the same at

different stations ; and no distinct relation could be traced at any station between the

hours of principal disturbance and those of the well-recognized horary fluctuation due

to the regular solar-diurnal variation. It was obvious therefore that the horizontal line

at the bottom of each monthly table, which showed the mean values at the several hours

(or what might be termed the diurnal inequality), did in fact represent two variations,

viz. 1st, the regular solar-diurnal variation, and 2nd, a diurnal variation due to the dis-

turbances
;
the two having every appearance of proceeding either from distinct causes or

from distinct actions of the same original cause. The means of separating them per-

fectly from each other did not readily present themselves, but to do so approximately,

and with an approximation quite sufficient for many practical purposes, was merely a

work of labour. The very feature which marked certain of the observations as disturbed,

viz. the magnitude of their discordance with the other records standing in the same

column with themselves, or (as more readily seen) the magnitude of their differences from

the mean value at the same month and hour at the foot of the page, appeared to supply

a ready means (in the absence of any more exact criterion) of distinguishing the observa-

tions which were most affected by disturbance. It was soon found that by assuming for

each element and for each station a certain amount of difference from the monthly mean

at the same hour as the indication of disturbance
,
the records in each month might be

separated into two portions, of which the smaller, containing the disturbed observations,

might be set apart for an examination of the laws of disturbance; whilst the larger

portion, from which the disturbances had been thus eliminated, would become more

available for obtaining a correct knowledge and analysis of the progressive and regular

variations than when they were mixed up with the casual and transitory affections.

By maintaining these assumed discriminating or separating values (forming the cri-

teria whereby each observation was assigned either to the disturbed or to the undisturbed

category), constant at each station
,
the laws of disturbance in different months and

different years, if such laws existed, might be studied with convenience and security

;

and by so adjusting the values adopted at the different stations as to cause the number

of the disturbed observations at each station to bear nearly an equal proportion to the
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whole body, an advance might be made towards an approximate estimate of the degree

in which the disturbing action prevailed in different parts of the globe. In the prac-

tical application of this scheme of first or primary analysis it was found that, provided

the selected separating value at each station were such as to place in the category of

disturbed observations a proportion equivalent to between one and two tenths of the

whole body of the observations, small alterations within these limits occasioned no

significant alterations in the derived diurnal progression either of the disturbed or of

the (for the most part) undisturbed observations.

The monthly records of a single year at any one of the observatories sufficed to mani-

fest an order and sequence in the ratios of the aggregate amounts of disturbance in each

of the twenty-four hours to the mean amount in the twenty-four hours taken as unity,

which placed beyond a doubt the fact that, casual and irregular as the disturbances

might appear in respect to the particular times of their occurrence when viewed in single

days, they were in their mean effects strictly periodical phenomena ; exhibiting, by the

character of their periodical variations, a dependence on the sun as their primary source.

To this important fact the disturbances of each of the magnetic elements, the Declina-

tion, the Inclination, and the Intensity of the magnetic force, bore concurrent testimony,

although the hours of maximum and minimum of their respective diurnal progressions

were dissimilar
;
confirming in that particular the inference of the existence of distinct

periodical laws in the disturbances of each of the elements.

The bearing of this result upon the methods by which magnetical investigations could

most successfully be prosecuted was important. It had been remarked at a very early

date, viz. in the 1st volume of the Toronto Observations, published in 1845, p. xv, that

“ if the disturbances took place without any systematic prevalence at certain hours

rather than at others, and with no systematic inequality in regard to direction and

amount, their influence would be limited to a lengthening of the time required for

obtaining accurate mean values of the solar-diurnal variation ;
but that if systematic

inequalities were found to prevail in those respects, it was obvious that no duration of

the observations would eliminate their influence; and the diurnal inequality obtained

from the whole body of the observations, whatever might be the duration it repre-

sented, must include the effects of two distinct phenomena, viz. of the disturbances,

and of the diurnal variation properly so called ; these two phenomena having possibly

distinct causes, or at least distinct laws.” The conclusion could no longer be doubted,

therefore, that the first step in the systematic treatment of a body of observations,

whether for the purpose of studying the laws of the disturbances, or for obtaining a

correct knowledge of the more regular periodical variations, must be to separate the

observations into two portions, one of which should include the more significant disturb-

ances, and the other should contain the remainder of the observations, from which the

disturbances had been for the most part eliminated. Our present concern is with the

treatment of the disturbed portion only ; the periodical variations ofmore regular occur-

rence are discussed elsewhere.
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And here it becomes proper to recall the instructions regarding the casual and trans-

itory variations contained in the Report of the Royal Society referred to in page 230,

in which we find this conclusion to have been in great measure anticipated,—the

importance of treating the laws and mutual relations of the disturbances as a distinct

subject of investigation clearly recognized,—and the probable results of such investi-

gation not obscurely indicated. In pages 2 and 3 of that Report it is stated that “ the

investigation of the laws, extent, and mutual relations of the casual and transitory

variations is become essential to the successful prosecution of magnetic discovery

because the theory of those transitory changes is in itself one of the most interesting

and important points to which the attention of magnetic observers can be turned, as

they are no doubt intimately connected with the general causes of terrestrial magnetism
,

and will probably lead us to a much more perfect knowledge of those causes than we

now possess” In the opinion thus expressed, being myself one of the Committee by

whom the Report was drawn up, I fully concurred ; and having been appointed by

Her Majesty’s Government to superintend the observations made at the British Colo-

nial Observatories, and to coordinate and publish the results, it is alike my duty and my
desire to show that the methods pursued have been in strict conformity with the spirit

of those instructions, whilst the conclusions derived will be seen to be in full accord-

ance with the anticipations expressed therein*.

* The importance which M. Gauss attached to the further and full investigation of the magnetic disturb-

ances was not less than that expressed in the Report of the Royal Society. Having had occasion, at the request

of the President and Council of the Royal Society, to visit Berlin and Gottingen in conjunction with Dr. Lloyd

in the autumn of 1839, when the British Colonial Observatories were in contemplation, I transcribe the following

notice of M. Gauss’s opinions from a copy which I have retained of a letter to Baron Alexandek von Humboldt,

written from Elberfeld on the 24th of October 1839, since it is more to the purpose than anything which I could

now write from recollection :
—

“

The conferences with M. Gauss did not close till late on Monday night : we left

Gottingen early on Tuesday morning, and this is our first stoppage. "We found M. Gauss’s attention resting prin-

cipally on that part of our proposed system of observation which is directed to the determination of the laws of

the periodical fluctuations, and of the mode of action of the causes which produce them. Fully satisfied with the

hourly observations as an almost certain means of attaining these objects, he was only desirous, for the full solution

of the problem, that the number of stations should he increased so as to comprise the greatest practicable extent

of latitude ; care being also taken that there should he one or two parallels in which there should be stations in

meridians widely apart. The relative importance of different localities in reference to the secular changes does

not yet appear to have received M. Gauss’s attention. The hearing of the stations on the periodical fluctua-

tions was the chief and almost the only consideration on which he dwelt. We may hope that, in respect to the

secular changes, the results obtained at the nineteen contemplated stations, so extensively distributed on the

surface of the globe, will at least serve to test the validity of physical theories, though they may not include

those points which a more advanced knowledge might indicate as most suitable for suggesting the true theory.

Barnaoul and Yakutsk appear well situated to throw light on the easterly progression of the maximum of force

in the Siberian quarter, which is by some believed to he more rapid than the progression, also easterly, of the

maximum in the American quarter
;
forming in their combined effect a double system of translation in the lines

to which the changes of Declination and Inclination in the northern hemisphere, ever since they were observed,

appear to have been conformable. Our solicitude was strongly expressed to learn from M. Gauss if there were

any stations, exclusive of those chosen for the fixed observatories, at which a new determination of the three
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The Report anticipates, as the probable result of the researches then about to be

instituted, the establishment of an intimate connexion between the casual and transitory

variations and the “ general causes of terrestrial magnetism.” Whatever these may be,

our best inferences in regard to them must be based upon the knowledge we possess of

the actual distribution of the magnetic influence upon the surface of the globe. In

regard to this distribution, the Report refers throughout to two works as containing the

embodiment of the totality of the known phenomena, viz. 1, a memoir, published two

years antecedently (1838) in the Transactions of the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, entitled “ On the Variations of the Magnetic Intensity in different

parts of the Earth’s Surface,” in which the results of recent researches in almost all the

accessible parts of the globe were brought together and coordinated, and their bearing

on earlier systematic views discussed; and 2, M. Gauss’s ‘ Allgemeine Theorie des

Erdmagnetismus,’ published in 1839, being the year preceding that in which the Report

of the Royal Society was published*. These two works are referred to throughout the

Report as supplying, the first the observational, and the second the theoretical bases of

the Instructions drawn up for the guidance of those who were to conduct, and of those

who were willing to take part in the proposed magnetic researches by sea and by land.

In both works, the facts which had been ascertained were found to be in accordance

with (and so far confirmatory of) the theory which we owe to the combined industry

and sagacity of our illustrious countryman and Fellow, Halley, of the existence of a

double system of magnetic attraction on the surface of the globe, the direction and

intensity of the magnetic force being at all points the resultant effects of the two separate

systems. In both works, the localities to which the resultant Poles, or Points of

greatest force (in the northern hemisphere), were traced, were nearly the same, viz.

one in the northern part of the American continent, and the other in the northern part

of the Europseo-Asiatic continent. To have determined their precise geographical

positions, it would have been requisite that the observations from which they were

derived should have corresponded, or nearly so, to one and the same epoch, inasmuch

as one of the magnetic systems is regarded as subject to a movement of translation

in a geographical sense, giving rise to the phenomena of secular change. But the

approximation in the conclusions from two such extensive and laborious coordina-

tions as those which have been named, was fully sufficient to establish that the general

causes of terrestrial magnetism referred to must be such as would produce the pheno-

mena of a double system. Now, combining the expectation expressed in the Report,

magnetic elements was particularly desirable towards a revision of his theory. It appears that of the seven

parallels of latitude which he has employed to give the basis of his numerical calculation, the most southern is

in 20° S. latitude. Observations carried round a parallel in a high southern latitude are consequently the

principal desideratum. This is precisely what we have reason to hope will be accomplished by the Antarctic

Expedition.”

* An English translation by Mrs. Sabine of M. Gauss’s “Allgemeine Theorie” was published in 1839 in

Taylor’s Scientific Memoirs, vol. ii. Art. V.

2 KMDCCCLXIV.
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of the probability of a connexion subsisting between the magnetic disturbances and the

more general phenomena of the earth’s magnetism, with M. Gauss’s inference from

the Gottingen researches, that the source or sources (“ point or points of apparent

origin ”) from whence the disturbing action in the northern hemisphere proceeds must

necessarily be sought in the north, or in the north-west, of the European continent, it

seemed reasonable to infer hypothetically that a connexion might be found between

the “points of origin” of the disturbances,—if these could be more precisely ascer-

tained and their separate effects distinguished apart,—and the poles or points of the two

magnetic systems, of which we have the resultants in the centres of the two isody-

namic lemniscate-loops. The first analysis of the disturbances had shown the disturb-

ances to be strictly periodical phenomena in their mean effects, and had traced them

directly to the sun as their primary source, inasmuch as they were found to be governed

everywhere by laws depending upon the solar hours. Those who are familiar with the

theory by which the transmission of light from the sun to the earth is explained, will

have little difficulty in admitting a similar explanation of the mode by which magnetic

influences may be conveyed from the sun to the earth. The analogy has been directly

recognized and reasoned upon in the explanation of magnetic phenomena by Professor

Challis in recent papers. It is when the influences reach the earth that the modes of

their reception, distribution, and transmission may be less clearly apprehended; but

these are within our own proper terrestrial domain and sphere of research, and are

therefore more particularly the subjects to which our investigations maybe most usefully

directed. We have here to guide us the simple analogy of a magnetic impulse imparted

to a bar already magnetized ; the impulse is at once distributed throughout the bar

;

the poles or points of greatest force being affected in the greatest degree, and the effects

diminishing as the middle of the bar is approached. We may conceive that in like

manner a magnetic impulse communicated from without might, in either hemisphere or

in both simultaneously, be received by and produce its principal effect on the poles or

points of greatest force belonging to the hemisphere, either augmenting or diminishing,

as the case maybe, the mean or ordinary magnetism of each, and thenceforward acting

generally and conjointly throughout the hemisphere according to laws which are or may

be capable of determination by suitable means. The possibility of tracing a certain

locality, or localities, on the globe as a “point or points of origin” where the magnetic

influences being received might thenceforward distribute themselves according to the

laws of magnetic propagation, had already been entertained by M. Gauss. In the

first analysis of the disturbances at the British Colonial Observatories, referred to in

p. 233, those of each element were treated simply in their aggregate effects, as might

be conceived to be suitable on the supposition of their proceeding from a single source

only. The result was sufficient to manifest their strictly periodical character, and to

refer them to the sun as their primary source
;
but it was at the same time obvious that

this first analysis could by no means be regarded as a final one, inasmuch as in every

case there was exhibited a plurality of maxima and minima in the diurnal progression

;
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giving reason to infer that, by subjecting the disturbances to a more searching analysis,

systematic progressions indicative of two or more distinct sources of disturbance in each

hemisphere might be made to disclose themselves.

It had been found, moreover, that at every station where the examination had been

made the disturbances of the declination were occasionally deflections to the East, and

occasionally deflections to the West, from the mean position of the magnet; and those of

the Dip, and of the total Force, occasionally increasing and occasionally decreasing the

mean values. The aggregate amounts of disturbance in each element were now there-

fore separated into distinct categories, and the ratios of disturbance at the several hours

in each category to the mean hourly ratios were determined by a process similar to that

adopted in the analysis of the aggregate values. The results fully justified the labour

expended in this proceeding
;
each category presented progressions still more systematic

and of much greater simplicity than had appeared in the preceding investigation pre-

vious to which the categories had not been separated
;
giving great probability to the

inference that at every station a similar process would manifest that there were at least

two, and probably only two, distinct sources in each hemisphere, to which disturbances

occurring simultaneously might be ascribed
; and that by an increase in the number of

stations, particularly ifthey were judiciously selected, the geographical localities in which

the greater part at least of the disturbances originated, might be approximately traced.

Confining ourselves, for brevity, to the illustration afforded by a single element, viz. the

Declination, it was found that at all stations, in all parts of the globe, the disturbances

of the declination resolved themselves into two distinct and dissimilar categories ;
the same

two distinct and dissimilar forms of diurnal progression being everywhere reproduced

with little other variation than that of the particular hours of maxima and minima
;
but

having this additional important peculiarity, that the particular form of the curve of

the diurnal progression which characterized the Easterly Deflection at certain stations

marked the Westerly Deflection at certain other stations, and vice versd. It was also

found that at some stations the Easterly Deflections greatly preponderated over the

Westerly, whilst at other stations the Westerly were predominant. An attentive con-

sideration of the facts elicited by this extensive though somewhat laborious investiga-

tion strengthened the previously prevailing impression, that the progressive increase of

our knowledge of these remarkable phenomena would lead, in both hemispheres, to

the establishment of a connexion—if not to the identification—of the terrestrial sources

of the casual and transitory disturbances with the foci, as they are sometimes called, of

the two magnetic systems of the globe.

Proceeding from these premises, it appeared desirable to examine whether, if two

stations were taken in a suitable and nearly similar latitude,
vone of which might be on

the eastern and the other on the western side of one of the supposed points of terrestrial

origin, and if a sufficient comparison were made of the disturbances simultaneously

observed at the two stations, the category of easterly deflections at the one station might

not be found to correspond in the form of the curve, and possibly also in the hours of

2x2
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maxima and minima taken in absolute time, with the category of westerly disturbances

at the other station. To test this by experiment, it was desirable to select stations, in

suitable localities, where trustworthy observations could be relied on, inasmuch as the

experiment would be somewhat of a crucial nature. The Eussian stations on the eastern

side of Siberia and at Pekin, where hourly observations of the declination had been

made for some years, seemed the most favourably situated for supplying a station on

the eastern side of the Europseo-Asiatic focus, whilst Kew might furnish a correspond-

ing station on the western side, as soon as its photographic records should be sufficiently

advanced. For the Asiatic station Pekin was selected in the first instance, although its

latitude being about 12° south of Kew, might seem to render it a rather less eligible

station of comparison than one of the eastern-Siberian stations
; but there was at that

time an idea, originated by Sir Charles Trevelyan at the Treasury, that Pekin might

become a station of a British magnetic observatory, and in that view it was desirable to

know what had already been accomplished there. The first thing to be done was to

ascertain by a careful scrutiny the degree of reliance to be placed on the observations,

these having been made, under the Eussian superintendent of the Pekin Observatory, by

Chinese observers ; and a decisive test was at once adopted. It consisted in rewriting

in lunar hours the monthly Tables which record the observations taken at solar hours,

and deriving from the Tables so rewritten the lunar-diurnal variation. If this very small

variation be shown consistently in different years by the observations thus transposed

from the original record, the observations are entitled to be regarded as good. The

Pekin hourly observations, from 1852 to 1855 inclusive, as printed in the volumes of the

‘Observatoire Physique Central de Eussie,’ having been thus tested, were found to be quite

trustworthy. The lunar-diurnal variation derived from them in each of the four years is

shown in Table CXX., p. cxiv of the second volume of the St. Helena Observations, having

been included in that volume for reasons stated in page cxxxvi. The aggregate values

of the easterly and of the westerly portions of the disturbance-diurnal variation at Pekin,

as well as the ratios of disturbance at the several hours, are printed in Table CXVIII.

(p. cxi) of the same volume. The corresponding results obtained by the Kew photo-

grams between January 1858 and December 1862 are given in a paper in the Philo-

sophical Transactions for 1863, Art. XII., Table II., and in the same paper (Philosophical

Transactions, 1863, Art. XII., p. 282) the comparison is made of the Kew and Pekin

disturbance-deflections, showing that the conical form and single maximum which

characterize the easterly deflections at Kew, characterize the westerly deflections at Pekin

at approximately the same hours of absolute time.

In confirmation of this result a second comparison was made between the results at

Kew and those obtained from the hourly observations at Nertschinsk in Eastern Siberia

from 1851 to 1857, printed also in the ‘Annales de l’Observatoire Physique Central

de Eussie.’ Nertschinsk is almost identically in the same latitude as Kew, whilst in

longitude it scarcely differs from Pekin. Here also the observations, having been sub-

mitted to the same test in respect of accuracy, were found to be equally trustworthy ;
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and the comparison of the disturbance-deflections showed a still more perfect accord

between the curve representing the easterly deflections at Kew and the westerly at

Nertschinsk at approximately the same absolute hours.

To this it should be added that at each of these stations, as at all others, the forms of

the easterly and westerly deflection-curves are so distinct that they cannot be mistaken

for one another : the difference is well shown in figs. 1 and 2 of plate 1 in the “ Reade

Lecture delivered in the Senate House of the University of Cambridge in May 1862 :

”

the curves there represented are those of the east and of the west deflections at Kew and

at Hobarton (in Tasmania); and on the same page the westerly curve at Nertschinsk,

shown in fig. 3, is seen to accord with the easterly curve at Kew, fig. 1. In Plate XIII.

accompanying the discussion of the Kew observations (Phil. Trans. 1863, Art. XII.), the

easterly curve at Kew and the westerly at Nertschinsk are also shown in figs. 1 and 5;

these figures represent the ratios derived from the aggregate values of the respective

disturbance-deflections at Kew from 1858 to 1862, five years, and at Nertschinsk from

1851 to 1857, seven years. My purpose on the present occasion is to show the corre-

spondence between these deflections (the easterly at Kew and the westerly at Nerts-

chinsk) in what may appear to some a more impressive manner, viz. a direct comparison

of nearly synchronous disturbances in absolute time in the easterly and westerly disturb-

ances at the two stations, Kew and Nertschinsk, on the most notable occasions of dis-

turbance in the years 1858 and 1859. I am limited to these two years because the

photographic record at Kew did not commence until January 1858, whilst the hourly

observations at Nertschinsk for 1860 and the succeeding years have not yet reached

England.

I have adopted the same characteristic at both stations for the days of most notable

disturbance, viz. all those days in which twelve at least of the twenty-four equidistant

epochs were disturbed to an amount equalling or exceeding “ the separating value,” viz.

3'-3 at Kew, and 3'-5 at Nertschinsk; the differences from the normals of the same

month and hour at Nertschinsk being entered in the Table at the close of this paper,

as those at Kew were in the Table in the Philosophical Transactions for 1863, Art. XII.,

p. 27 4, with which it may be compared. The number of days so characterized in 1858 and

1859 are at Kew forty-two, and at Nertschinsk forty-four ; a great part of the disturbances

being on the same days at both stations, but not invariably so, since, as is known,

“ a disturbance affecting one element at one station does not always affect the same

element at another station.” In inspecting the Summary at the close of the Table, it

must be borne in mind, on the one hand, that a very regular progression can scarcely be

looked for from disturbances occurring in the very limited space of two years
;
but, on

the other hand, that 1858 and 1859 were years of maximum disturbance in the decen-

nial period, and are therefore years of peculiar suitability in the case of a very limited

comparison. The aggregate value of the disturbances at Nertschinsk in 1854 was 3497

minutes of arc, and in 1859 5602 minutes*.

* An inquiry into the years corresponding to the epochs of minimum of the decennial variation from 1823-
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The comparison of the contemporaneous disturbances at Kew and Nertschinsk in 1858

and 1859, which are given in detail in the Table at the close, may perhaps be facilitated

by the subjoined Tables I. and II., in both of which the hours are those of absolute

solar time at Kew, whilst the deflections are easterly at Kew and loesterly at Nertschinsk.

Table I.

Stations.

Kew Astronomical Hours.

e. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. i2. 13. 14. 15. 16
-j

1

17.

Kew
Nertschinsk

I

,

87
36

93
47

75
40

/

144
;

69

GO

O

214

93

183

146
232
204

206
198

131

159 !

77
103

25

75

Table II.

Stations.

Kew Astronomical Hours.
|

!8.
|

10. 20. 21. 22. 23. 1 0. 1 . 2.

1

3 ' 4. 5.

Kew
Nertschinsk

27
75

34

79

\

33 8

154 88

13

72

12

63
]

59
32

40

46
46

54
j

33

20

46

25
27
16

It is seen that much the larger proportion of the disturbances at both stations occur

between the hours of 6 and 17, Kew time. They exhibit a generally progressive

increase of disturbance, easterly at Kew and westerly at Nertschinsk, from 6 to 13

hours, and a progressive decrease from 13 to 17 hours, also easterly at Kew and westerly

at Nertschinsk. It is at these hours, viz. the hours contained in Table I., that the dis-

turbances which produce opposite deflections at the two stations, and may therefore be

supposed to proceed from a source intermediate between the stations, have their prin-

cipal preponderance. In Table II. containing the hours, also of Kew time, from 18 to

5, and the deflections still easterly at Kew and westerly at Nertschinsk, we find the

disturbances at both stations generally lessened in their aggregate amount, as we may
suppose might be occasioned by the interference of disturbances of an opposite character

proceeding from another and a more distant source. Admitting this supposition, the

principal operation of the interfering cause does not take effect at the same hours of

absolute time at the two stations; it appears to be chiefly influential at Kew from 18 to

23 hours, and at Nertschinsk from 0 to 5 hours.

I have thus endeavoured to trace consecutively the steps by which the probability of

1824 to 1853-1854 is to be found in tbe second volume of the St. Helena Observations, published in 1860,

pages cxxi-cxxxvi. Assuming the period to be approximately decennial, we should now (1863-1864) be arrived

at the fourth recurrence of an epoch of minimum in forty years. Appearances, as yet, seem to favour the

recurrence of the minimum at the expected epoch. In 1865 and 1866 and succeeding years the disturbances

should be expected to be on the increase.
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a connexion subsisting between the points of terrestrial origin of the disturbances, and

the Poles or Points of maximum force of the two systems which conjointly determine

the distribution of the magnetic influence on the globe, has been examined, and to some

extent strengthened. We have now to await the concurrent evidence which may result

from a similar examination of the disturbances of the Dip and of the Total Force, which

it is hoped may appear in a continuation of the papers on the results obtained at the

Kew Observatory. But for the completion of the retrospective view of the progress

which has been made in developing the theory of the magnetic disturbances, and in

conducting us possibly to a more perfect knowledge of the general causes of terrestrial

magnetism than we previously possessed, I must revert to the remark occurring in the

earlier part of this paper (page 232), that the value adopted for each element and at

each station to characterize what should be regarded as a disturbed observation, was

purposely made a 'constant amount,
with a view to an examination of the relative amount

of disturbance in different months and in different years. It was in this way learnt, as is

stated in the second volume of the Toronto Observations, pp. xxii and xxiii, that “1843,

1844, and 1845 were years in which the proportion of observations affected by a certain

constant amount of disturbance was much smaller than the preceding years 1841 and

1842, or the following years, 1846, 1847, and 1848;” presenting thus the aspect of a

periodical variation of which the epoch of minimum might be assigned to the years

1843 and 1844, but of which the period or cycle had yet to be learnt. The phenomena

were not peculiar to a single station, but were found to correspond in localities most

distant from each other : nor were they confined to one only of the magnetic elements,

but were exhibited by all, each element having its own distinct instrumental means of

measurement. They were therefore recognized as the indication of a magnetic affection

common to the whole of our globe, constituting a periodical variation in the amount of

disturbance in different years. In 1851 and 1852 the annual ratios of disturbance were

found to be everywhere decidedly on the decrease
,
the epoch of maximum appearing to

have taken place in 1848-1849. The evidence of the existence of a decennial variation

appearing to be thus complete, its announcement, as a fact of which the knowledge was

acquired by a process of investigation specially designed for the discovery of any such

periodical variation, if one should exist, was on the. point of taking place, when a fortu-

nate incident (the receipt from M. de Humboldt of a proof-sheet of his ‘ Kosmos,’ con-

taining the first publication of Hofrath Schwabe’s Table of the variations of the solar

spots from 1826 to 1850) brought to my knowledge the existence of a corresponding

variation in the physical aspect of the sun, precisely similar in period and epochs to

the terrestrial magnetic variation. The importance of a revelation which gave a present

apparent connexion, and presented the promise of establishing a permanent connexion,

between the previously isolated terrestrial magnetic phenomena and the physical affec-

tions of the central body of our system, could not well be overrated. It was not alone

the cosmical character which it imparted to a single terrestrial magnetic variation other-

wise unconnected and inexplicable,—but there could scarcely fail to be impressed on the
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mind of every reflecting magnetician the possibility, almost amounting to probability,

that the second system of the terrestrial magnetism, which by the change in its rela-

tions to geographical space seemed to be distinct and dissevered from the magnetism of

the earth properly so called (i. e. the collective action ,
of all the permanent magnetic

particles of the earth’s mass, having its seat in the earth itself), might, like the decen-

nial variation, be in truth assignable to a cosmical origin. The movement of translation

on the earth’s surface of the second system, and with it the whole phenomena of the

secular change, would thus be regarded as belonging to, or being part of, a cosmical

variation. It has, indeed, all the characters befitting such a relation, besides appearing

inexplicable on any other hypothesis : we do not, indeed, yet know the duration of this

far longer period, nor are we able to trace its course by visible signs on any of the

heavenly bodies, as we trace the decennial period by the changes in the magnitude

and frequency of the sun-spots. We infer its existence only from the terrestrial mani-

festation afforded by the secular change in the magnetic elements.

The “ Terrella,” by which Halley figured to himself a cause capable of producing

phenomena of the order and regularity of those which his laborious and extensive

generalization had disclosed to him, has never, I imagine, found favour as a probable

physical reality. Viewed simply as an illustration of the systematic arrangement, sym-

metrical progression, and exceeding regularity of the effects,
and the consequent neces-

sity for the admission of qualities of the same order in the causes
,
of the terrestrial

magnetism and its secular changes, Halley’s Terrella had its proper value ; and it

would have been well if the lesson which it inculcated had received more considera-

tion than it has done from those who, more than a century after his publications, have

attempted to explain the phenomena of the progressive magnetic change by accidental

or adventitious variations in the superficial temperature of the globe or of its atmo-

sphere, or in the occasional development or protrusion of magnetically attractive or

repulsive rocks beneath its surface. The order and harmony of the facts manifested by

the researches of a much earlier date had already effectually removed them from the

category of partial or accidental occurrences. The symmetry of their general distribu-

tion, the counterpart to each other presented by the phenomena of the northern and

southern terrestrial hemispheres, and the regularity with which the periodical changes

take place, indicated a systematic causation which, obscure as it might be, was obviously

anything but fortuitous. And when to the increased knowledge of the general pheno-

mena acquired in the last and present centuries, confirming and extending the previous

conclusions, was added the evidence obtained by the observations of the British Colonial

Observatories, that the secular change is progressive in the extremest sense
,
that each

week shows (and that if the means of observation were sufficiently refined it is more

than probable that each day would show) an exact aliquot part of the annual change,

the conviction became almost irresistible, that the causes which produce such remark-

able effects can only have a cosmical origin.

The objections that might have impeded the reception of such an hypothesis before
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we had learnt to recognize in the sun itself a source of magnetic energy,—before we had

been informed by the sun-spots of the existence of periodical variations in the physical

aspect, and consequently in the physical condition of that luminary,—and before we had

succeeded in connecting these by their identity in period and epoch with the magnetic

variations of our terrestrial sphere,—are no longer tenable. The solar origin of the

variations in the magnetic phenomena of the earth’s surface is indeed legitimately infer-

rible from their correspondence to solar hours ; but in the decennial cycle, discovered

in the solar spots and in the terrestrial magnetic disturbances, we have the absolute

evidence and the ocular demonstration of a periodical variation common to the sun and

to the earth, which in the sun is cognizable by our visual organs, and which, in the case

of the earth, we know to be a magnetic variation.

We do not, as yet at least, possess a similar ocular demonstration of a connexion

between the sun and the earth in the cycle of longer duration corresponding to the

earth’s secular magnetic change. But careful observations of the variable phenomena

of the solar disk can only be said to be in their commencement ; and it would be prema-

ture to assume that no visible phenomena will ever be discovered in the sun which will

render the evidence of connexion as complete in the one case as in the other. But such

evidence is not a necessary condition of an existing connexion; the decennial period

would have been equally true (though not so readily perceived by us) if the sun-spots

had been less conspicuous.

In the cosmical hypothesis here imagined, the north “ pole or point of greatest

attraction” (adopting Halley’s phraseology) of the induced terrestrial system at this

epoch is in the north of the Europgeo-Asiatic continent, whilst that of the magnetism

proper of the globe is in the north of the American continent ; the direction of the

magnet “ in those parts which lie adjacent to either being governed thereby, the nearest

pole being always predominant over the more remote”*.

In the references made in this paper to the existence of a Theory of Terrestrial Mag-

netism, and to the advantage which I have myself endeavoured to derive from it in

guiding experimental inquiry, I wish it to be understood that I employ the term

“Theory,” and regard its office in the work of inductive research, in the same light in

which both were viewed by the late Professor Playfaie. “In physical inquiries the

work of theory and observation must go hand in hand, and ought to be carried on at

the same time
;
more especially if the matter is very complicated, for then the clue of

* I have recalled these words of Halley in the text, because they show that he already recognized what has

since been dwelt on by other magneticians, viz., that we must discriminate between the true poles or points of

greatest force of the terrestrial and induced systems, and the apparent poles or centres of the isodynamic loops,

which are the resultants of the double system. It is not improbable that the further observation and study of

the magnetic disturbances, when those of the three elements are brought to bear together on the question, may
guide us directly to a knowledge of the geographical positions of the true foci, as distinguished from the resultant

foci. We have now learnt experimentally, i. e. by the observations of Captains Maguire and M'Clixtock

(Phil. Trans. 1863, p. 657), that the resultant foci are not themselves the points of origin of the disturbances.

MDCCCLXIV. 2 L
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theory is necessary to direct the

observer. Though a man may

begin to observe without any

hypothesis, he cannot continue

long without seeing some gene-

ral conclusion arise
;
and to the

nascent theory it is his business

to attend, because by seeking

either to verify or to disprove

it, he is led to new experiments

and new observations. He is

led also to the very experiments

and observations that are of the

greatest importance
;

namely,

to those ‘ Instantice Crucis ’ that

naturally present themselves for

the test of every hypothesis.

By the correction of his first

opinion a new approximation is

made to the truth, and by the

repetition of the same process

certainty is finally obtained.

Thus Theory and Observation

mutually assist one another

;

and the spirit of system, against

which there are so many and so

just complaints, appears never-

theless as the animating prin-

ciple of inductive investigation.

The business of sound Philo-

sophy is, not to extinguish this

spirit, but to restrain and direct

its efforts.”
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VII. Theoretical Considerations on the Conditions under which the (Drift)* Deposits

containing the Bemains of Extinct Mammalia and Flint Implements were accumu-

lated
,,
and on their Geological Age. By Joseph Prestwich, Esq., F.B.S., F.G.S.

Received March 20,—Read March 27, 1862.

On the Loess of the Valleys of the South of England, and of the Somme and the

Seine. By Joseph Prestwich, Esq., F.B.S., F.G.S.

Received May 15,—Read June 19, 1862.

[Note.—By permission of the Council of the Royal Society these two papers have been incorporated. At the

time of reading the first paper, the author felt difficulties respecting the origin of the Loess, which led him

to defer the consideration of the subject. When he afterwards brought forward the second paper,

it proved so clearly complemental to the first, that the rearrangement of the two became desirable and

almost necessary. This has also enabled the author to shorten both papers. The main portion of the

second now appears in § 4. The bracketed remarks in the Introduction are inserted in consequence of

a suggestion made to the author that it would be desirable to state in what respect the views advocated

by him differ from those previously brought forward. Returned May 21, 1863.]

§ 1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

In the paper I had the honour to lay before the Royal Society in May 1859 f, on the

occurrence of Flint Implements in France and in England associated with the remains

of extinct mammalia, I postponed the consideration of the theoretical questions involved,

to allow time for a more complete investigation of the physical phenomena. The facts

I sought on that occasion to establish were,—1, the artificial nature of the Flint-

implements ; 2, their occurrence in undisturbed ground ; 3, their contemporaneity with

the extinct animals ; and 4, their postglacial origin. Subsequent researches by myselfJ
and other geologists have confirmed my views upon these several points §.

When I first visited Amiens in 1859, the opinion I formed was that the St. Acheul

gravel-beds were deposited before those of St. Roch, and that the excavation of the

* The term “ Drift ” has been hitherto used as a convenient expression for the superficial beds generally

;

but as the relative positions of these beds are becoming better determined, we shall now be able to drop this

term and introduce others of greater precision.

t Philosophical Transactions, vol. cl. p. 277. See also Mr. Evans’s paper, Archaeologia, vol. xxxviii. p. 280.

+ Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xvii. p. 362, where the various localities are mentioned.

§ Flower, Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. vol. xvi. p. 190, June 1859. Gaudry, Comptes Rendus, Oct. 1859, p. 465.

G. Pottchet, Actes du Mus. d’Hist. Nat. de Rouen, 1860, p. -33. L’Abbe Cochet, Mem. de la Soc. d’Emulation

d’Abbeville, 1858—61, p. 607. Evans, Archaeologia, vol. xxxix. p. 5, 1861. See also Sir Charles Lyell’s

Address at the Aberdeen Meeting of the British Association, Sept. 1859
; Mr. Leonard Horner’s Anniversary

Address to the Geol. Soc. Feb. 1861 ;
Sir Roderick Murchison’s Address, Brit. Assoc. Sept. 1861.

MDCCCLXIV. 2 M
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Somme valley was of intermediate date
;
but I hesitated to adopt this view until facts

could be obtained for a surer decision. The upper section at Montiers, however, which

I discovered in 1861, was conclusive as to the relative ages of the two gravels. I

had further considered that, supposing even this relation to be established, it was possible

for the excavation of the valley to have been partly the result of some exceptional

agencies, by which the interval of time between the formation of the beds of St. Acheul

and those of St. Koch might have been shortened. But after repeated visits to the

several districts during the last three years, and looking at the question from every

point of view, I find myself unable to discover a sufficient explanation in the direction

in which I first sought for one, and have been led to form conclusions respecting the

causes in operation differing considerably on some points from those I at one time

thought to be the more probable.

[A few very brief remarks on the opinions hitherto held respecting the position and

age of the deposits of this class may here not be out of place. In my former paper

I showed that the flint-implement-bearing beds were of later date than the Boulder

Clay, and that at Abbeville the latest of them passed directly under the recent alluvium

of the valley of the Somme. They thus occupy a definite geological period, which yet

remained to be studied as a whole. The quaternary deposits in general, of which these

beds form part, had long been the subject of my special investigation. The various

drift-gravels had been regarded,—1, as being of marine origin
; 2, as due to cataclysmic

action; and 3, as of fluviatile origin. In one place we had marine shells, at others

freshwater shells. But as the greater number of the gravel-beds were without fossils

and occurred at very different levels, it was a long-debated question how they should

be correlated. Palaeontologists too were of opinion that the fossils indicated different

ages, so that the freshwater deposits in a single valley, like that of the Thames, were

held to be of independent and not synchronous formation*. On the palaeontological

evidence, the beds of Grays were generally supposed to be pliocene or preglacial, a view

maintained by Sir Charles Lyellf until 1857, when he expressed uncertainty as to

their age. Other beds in the same valley, as those at Brentford, were considered by Sir

Charles to be newer than those of Grays. On physical grounds I had long been

satisfied of the contemporaneity of these deposits, and contended for their posteriority to

the Boulder Clay. Professor Morris and Mr. Trimmer had also arrived at very similar

conclusions, and were both in advance of me in attributing the phenomena to old river-

action, but neither they, nor, as far as I am aware, any other geologists had attempted

to make the rule general ; nor had they taken in the high-level gravels, or the Loess, as

belonging to the same series and as part of the same phenomena. When, further, I found

similar land and freshwater shells at Hurley Bottom and other places in the Thames

valley, the different deposits, showing the same conditions, became readily correlated.

* Forbes, Mem. Geol. Survey, vol. i. pp. 393, 395; Searles Wood, Trans. Palseont. Soc. for 1848, p. vi.

and 1856, p. 304 ;
Woodward, Manual of the Mollusca, p. 298 ; and others.

t Manual of Elementary Geology, 5th edit. 1855, pp. 153, 154, and Supplement, 1857, p. 5.
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But although it was evident that there were old land surfaces and possibly old rivers,

there was no evidence that any supply of water could have existed to fill such large

valleys
;
and the present streams seemed totally inadequate to have spread out such vast

beds of gravel and sand, by far the greater part of which are also without organic

remains to indicate their origin. Sir Charles Lyell, who advocated the fluviatile origin

of these lower valley-gravels, considered that it would be “ a rash inference” to conclude

“ that rivers in general have grown smaller, or become less liable to be flooded than

formerly” *. This view, more or less modified, was held also by many other distinguished

geologists. I could not accept it, because it seemed to me that to form such beds of

gravel some greater water force must have been in operation than that which now

obtains ; at the same time, the hydrographical basins and the watersheds being the same

as they were at that Quaternary period, I did not see whence the larger supply of water,

which seemed to me indispensable, could have been obtained.

That valleys have been excavated by rivers was the hypothesis brought forward by

Hutton and Playfair f. It has been frequently advocated since; but the opinion has

made little progress, owing to the absence of proof of how such an operation could have

been effected, and to the insufficient physical and palaeontological evidence. The subject,

as far as regards Auvergne, was ably touched upon by Mr. Poulett ScropeJ in 1827,

and discussed and argued more fully by Croizet and Jobert§ in 1828. Some remark-

able cases were described by these geologists, to show, from the position of old shingle-

beds preserved under masses of basalt, high above the present rivers, that the rivers

in that part of France had excavated the valleys in which they now flow ; but the

cause of such phenomena remained unexplained, and the date undetermined.

Mr. Godwin-Austen showed, so early as 1837 ||,
that in Devonshire there were ter-

races of gravel fringing the valleys; and in 1851 and 1855 ^j*, in correlating these and

other quaternary deposits, he considered that the ancient low-level alluvia of the Thames

and Seine valleys, and the old beach and the Elephant-beds of Brighton, were anterior

to the Boulder Clay, and he was further of opinion that river- and ice-action had played

an important part in producing these valley deposits. Sir Charles Lyell also discussed

with his usual ability the question of the origin of valleys, and of ancient river-alluvia

and river-terraces, both in his ‘Principles’ and in his ‘Elements’**, but without

attaching to the phenomena the importance I would show them to possess in such

valleys as those of the Thames and the Seine. He was rather disposed to attribute the

erosion of some lower parts of the valley of the Seine to sea-actionff. Mr. Trimmer

* Op. cit. pp. 70 & 84. f Theory of the Earth, vol. ii. p. 401.

+ Memoir on the Geology of Central France, 1st edit. pp. 163-4.

§ Ossemens Fossiles du dept, du Puy-de-Dome, pp. 66-88.

||
Trans. Geol. Soc. 2nd series, vol. vi. p. 439.

if Q- Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. vii. p. 136, and vol. xiii. p. 40.
** Op. cit. p. 85, and Principles of Geology, 9th edit. pp. 219 & 484.

tt Op. cit. p. 269 & 271. ++ Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. ix. p. 286.
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noticed the existence of terrace-gravels in the Thames valley, but explained them by

alternate movements of depression and elevation'*.

Sir ft. Murchison also described at length some of the Drift phenomena of the

South-east of England, more especially of the Wealden area. This distinguished geolo-

gist arrived at the conclusion that the heaps of detritus and angular debris following

certain lines on the borders of the Wealden area, and found also in the Thames valley,

result from the action of waves of translation passing from west to eastf, and that the

fossil mammalia (at Folkestone) were destroyed “by violent oscillations of the land, and

were swept by currents of water from their feeding-places into the hollows where we

now find them”J. Mr. Hopkins, in reviewing the question of the Drift, agreed with

Sir Roderick in supposing that the Wealden area has been traversed by waves of trans-

lation §, and in attributing to such agencies much of the Drift phenomena.

The observations of the distinguished naturalist the late Professor E. Forbes,

recorded in his Anniversary Address, in 1854, to the Geological Society, express the

then unsettled state of the question relating to the Drift
|[ ;

whilst the opinion hitherto

commonly held with regard to the range in time of the large mammalia is manifested by

Professor Phillips^]" and so many other eminent writers on the subject having restricted

them to the preglacial period.

In France similar differences of opinion have prevailed respecting these particular

quaternary deposits. The views generally adopted, however, with regard to the valley-

gravels have been that they are the result of diluvial action, caused by waves of transla-

tion, or by cataclysms arising from the bursting of lakes, or by the sudden melting of

the snow on mountain-chains. The deposits of this age in the valley of the Seine and

other rivers in the North of France are usually classed under four divisions, viz. Loess
,

Diluvium rouge (part), Sables lacustres, and Diluvium gris, each being regarded as of

separate and distinct origin, and the two diluviums referred to cataclysmic origin**.

Thus there were two extremes ; I have been led to adopt an intermediate course.

I could not admit the possibility of river-action, as it now exists, having in any length

of time excavated the present valleys and spread out the old alluvia ; neither was it pos-

sible to admit purely cataclysmic action in cases where the evidences of contempo-

raneous old land-surfaces and of fluviatile beds were so common. But with river-action

of greater intensity, and periodical floods imparting a torrential character to the rivers,

the consequences of the joint operation are obtained, and the phenomena admit of

* The occurrence of old river-terraces along narrow valleys is one of the features earliest noticed by geolo-

gists, hut these are quite distinct from the great and isolated beds of gravel capping the adjacent hills.

t Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. vii. p. 361. i Ibid. p. 386. § Ibid. vol. viii. p. li.
||
Ibid. vol. x. p. xliii.

IT Manual of Geology, edit. 1855, p. 408. This opinion held good till 1859 and 1860.

** An excellent resume of this subject is given in M. b’Archiac’s ‘ Progres de la Geologic,’ vol. ii. pp. 1-4,

154-221, 421-433. See also Axsted’s ‘Elem. Course of Geol.’ 2nd edit. 1856, p. 416 et seq .; D’Omaeitts

D’Hallot’s ‘Abrege de Geol.’ 7th edit. 1862, pp. 228-38, 449, 478; and a paper by M. Ch. d’Orbigny (fol-

lowed by one by M. Leymerie) in Bull. Soc. Geol. 2e ser. vol. xii. p. 1297-1304, with observations by

M, Hebert and others
;
and another by M. Butetjx in vol. xvii. p. 72.
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more ready explanation. I long since had proposed the separation of the gravels into

the high-level gravels and low-level gravels, and shown that the former were older

than the latter. I was, however, at one time disposed to adopt in part some of the

views of M. Elie de Beaumont with respect to the operation of cataclysmic action in

preference to the slower action of rivers ; but further research, and the discovery of

land and freshwater shells in so great a number of low-level gravels, and in some of

the high-level gravels, and especially the striking evidence eventually afforded by the

beds of St. Acheul, and by the higher-level gravels around Paris*, satisfied me that

river-action peculiar to each valley commenced with the high-level gravels, while the

mass of debris and the large blocks present in the beds indicate the action of a large

volume of water and of ice-transport. Further, I was ultimately led to connect the

Loess with both series of valley-gravels, and the frequent independence of the former,

which at first seemed an irreconcileable difficulty, finally proved an important auxiliary

fact ; for the separate range of this deposit now serves as a measure of the old flood

waters, and of the extent of the river inundations during this quaternary period.

I conceive that the hypothesis brought forward in this paper gives consistency to the

whole subject. It brings down the large mammalia to a period subsequent to that when

the extreme glacial conditions prevailed, and closer to our own times ; it places all the

old river alluvia in the same period, and groups together the previously isolated fluvia-

tile beds of Grays, Brentford, and other places in England, together with the Loess

and various “ Sables lacustres ” and “ diluviums ” (part) of the French authors ; it con-

nects the great platform terraces of gravel skirting so many of our river-valleys with

the same period, and makes the connexion between these, and the excavation of the

valleys themselves and the formation of the Loess, dependent upon one prolonged and

uniform set of operations, in accordance with the climatal conditions and necessarily

resulting from them.—May 1863.

J

§ 2. GEOLOGICAL POSITION OF THE FLINT-IMPLEMENT-BEAKING BEDS.

In almost every instance the flint implements have been found in beds of sand and

gravel along the line of existing river-valleys,—in some cases but little above the level

of the rivers, in others on adjacent hills at heights of from 30 to 100 feet above the

river. In these valleys one series of gravel-beds is spread over more or less of their

breadth, rising occasionally on their flanks to a height of 10 to 30 feet, and ranging

throughout their length, though constantly obscured and hidden by recent alluvial

deposits. The lower ranges of hills which flank these valleys on either side are occa-

sionally capped by other similar gravels, but which, so far from being continuous like

the lower-level beds, occur only at intervals, and there are long tracts without any such

drift. The higher gravels are also generally separated from the lower gravels by a bare

sloping surface, whilst they rarely extend far from the valley and never reach the tops

* This evidence is, with a few rare exceptions, wanting in the high-level gravels of England.
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of the higher hills. The two series bear nevertheless a definite relation one to the

other. They both consist of debris derived from rocks in the valleys through which

the present rivers or their tributaries flow, and they both occasionally contain organic

remains, of which the greater number of species are common to the two. Both series

may be considered as “valley-gravels;” but for the sake of distinction I purpose calling

that which occupies the bottom of the valleys, and reaches to a comparatively small

height above the river-level, the “ low-level valley-gravels,” whilst to that found on the

adjacent hills, I would apply the term “ high-level valley-gravels.” The height of the

latter above the valley is variable ; and though generally limited to one main platform,

it is not always on the same level, and there are cases of minor intermediate terraces

between the extreme levels. The heights are of course relative one to the other, and

not directly to the sea-level.

Valley of the Waveney .—The levels recorded in my former paper establish the fact

that the flint-implement-bearing deposit of Hoxne is at a height of 40 feet above the

Gold Stream, and 50 feet above the Waveney, of which the Gold Stream is a tributary.

Mr. Evans and I found a very similar deposit, also overlying the Boulder Clay, at Athe-

lington, a few miles higher up the valley of the former stream. In following the course

of the Waveney, from above Diss to the sea at Lowestoft, terraces of gravel are found at

distant intervals on the adjacent hills. They never extend far from the valley, and the

intermediate higher but flat ground between the river-valleys invariably presents bare

tracts of Boulder Clay. It is particularly between Diss and Harleston that these terrace-

gravels are best exposed, and where I have determined with some care their extent and

development (Plate V. fig. 3). I have found them on the right bank of the Waveney,

at Stutston Common, Oakley, and Shotford Heath, lying upon the Boulder Clay ;
and

on the left bank at Scole, Billingford, Thorpe Abbots, and Needham. Thence to the sea

they may be traced at intervals on both sides of the valley
;
but they seem gradually to

fall to a lower relative level. At the places above mentioned, on the contrary, they occupy

a tolerably regular level of from 40 to 60 feet above the valley, are from 5 to 12 feet thick,

and rarely exceed a quarter of a mile in length, or more than 200 to 400 feet in width.

They consist chiefly of a mass of subangular flints, with pebbles of siliceous sandstones

and of the older rocks, in a matrix of ochreous sand and clay. No organic remains have

been found in them. The low-level gravel is not often exposed, being generally covered

by alluvial deposits. It may, however, be seen at Oakley and at Needham, and has

been reached at various places under the recent alluvium of silt and peat. Care must

be taken to distinguish these gravels from those which underlie the Boulder Clay in this

district. The latter are more sandy and far more distinctly stratified*. They may be

seen in superposition in a pit on the hill above Oakley Street ; in contact with the high-

level gravel at Needham near Harleston, and at Moor Bridge near Hoxne ; and lying on

the Boulder Clay at Thorpe Abbots. The following section, taken across the valley

* The great number of pebbles of white quartz is one of the chief features which serves to distinguish the

gravel under the Boulder Clay from the valley-gravels.
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of the Waveney between Scole and Hoxne, shows the relation of these gravels to each

other, to the Boulder Clay, and to the surrounding district*.

Fig. 1.—Section across the Valley of the Waveney, near Hoxne.

a. Alluvial deposits. c. Low-level valley-gravel. d. High-level valley-gravel.

Traces, but somewhat indistinct, of Loess exist on the gravel d, and on the slopes of the valley.

1. Boulder Clay. 2. Sands and gravels under the Boulder Clay. 3. Chalk.

The dotted lines here and in the other sections show the presumed old surfaces.

The higher valley deposits assume in the tributary valley of the Gold Stream at

Hoxne a more lacustrine character. The lower-level gravels may be seen in the field

opposite the Swan Inn, overlying the sand and gravel of the Boulder Clay series.

Valleys of the Ouse and Larkf .—In the main valley of the Ouse at Bedford eight

flint implements have been found under circumstances which admit of no doubt of their

geological position ;
and at Icklingham in the valley of the Lark, a tributary of the same

river, two specimens have been met with, which, although not discovered in situ
,
there

is good reason to believe came from the high-level gravel J. In descending the valley

of the Lark, from Bury St. Edmunds to Icklingham, Mr. Evans and I found it flanked

by low ridges of gravel rising from 20 to 30 feet above the valley, and these again com-

manded by higher ground formed of the Boulder Clay. In a pit at Flempton I found

in the gravel a fragment of bone, and remains of the Elephant have been met with at

various places near Bury St. Edmunds ; but we saw no traces of shells in any of the drift-

gravels or sands of this district. The section of the valley is as follows :

—

a. Becent alluvial deposits. c. Low-level gravel. d. High-level gravel. (Only traces of Loess.)

1. Boulder Clay. 2. Sands and gravel under the Boulder Clay. 3. Chalk.

In the valley of the Ouse at Bedford (see fig. 3) I have been unable to detect at

* The scale of height in these and all the following river-valley sections is 1 inch to 400 feet. In the hori-

zontal scale 1 inch equals about | a mile (except figs. 4 & 5). The base-line gives the sea-level approximately.

t I originally made a section of the valley of the Ouse at Bedford in 1854, and then determined the relation

which the well-known mammaliferous gravel of this valley bore to the adjacent Boulder Clay. The number

of fossil hones subsequently discovered in the cutting of the Great Northern Hallway, led Mr. Evans and my-

self at once to direct our attention to this valley on our return from the valley of the Somme in 1859. The

discovery, by Mr. Evans, of fluviatile shells in the Biddenham gravel confirmed the analogy we suspected, and

we directed Mr. Wyatt’s attention to it and to the probable occurrence of flint implements, in the search for

which this gentleman has since been so successful. 27 specimens are now recorded by Mr. Wyatt.

—

Feb. 1864.

J The author in Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. vol. xvii. p. 363. A number more have been since found (1864).
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present any distinct high-level gravel. I am rather disposed,

however, to consider it possible that the gravel at the Bidden-

ham pit, where flint implements have been discovered, may

belong to that series, although not to the highest level; for

although the ground slopes very gently towards Bedford, and I

could not mark any break in the continuity or much change

in the character of the gravel, still, in the distance of \\ mile,

there is a difference of level of some 20 to 30 feet between

the Biddenham pit and the gravel adjoining the railway and

under the town*. There are also apparently certain slight

differences in the fauna. At Biddenham the remains of the

Hippopotamus have not yet been met with, whereas in the J
railway-cutting near the town they were very abundant. The ^
profusion also of the other mammalian remains at the latter |

place is in marked contrast to their rarity at the former. §

I have traced the gravels with similar conditions of structure °

above Bedford, as far as Olney and Wolverton, and in descend- ~

ing the river I have followed them at intervals as far as Lynn. ^
At Offord, 3 miles S. of Huntingdon, there is a well-marked low *§

terrace of gravel, in which a large number of mammalian re- s

mains were found during the making of the Great Northern «

Kailway ; and at Hemingford, 2^ miles E. of Huntingdon, a |

freshwater deposit with mammalian remains has been de- .§

scribed by the Rev. Mr. De la Coedamine f, which I consider ^
belongs to the low-level valley series.

Jj

Herne Bay .—I am unable to offer a sufficiently satisfactory

account and explanation of the position of the flint implements

found on the shore near Herne Bay. Whether derived from

a clay drift or from the gravel which caps the cliffs is uncer-

tain. With respect to that at Swalecliffe, between Herne Bay

and Whitstable, it would seem to have been derived from a

freshwater and mammaliferous clay and gravelly sand, belonging

to a low-level valley deposit and abutting against a cliff 54 feet

high, on the top of which is a bed of high-level gravel. The

same gravel may be traced on the other side of the valley at

* A recent visit to Bedford, and fresh levels taken with the aneroid baro-

meter, have confirmed this distinction. By taking another line of section, I

traced the Biddenham gravel to a height of 60 feet above the river, and found

it separated from the gravel at Bedford by a bare tract of oolitic strata. The section given above (fig. 3)

embodies these last observations. Mr. Wyatt and Mr. Evans have lately found two flint implements of the

ovoid or Menchecourt type in the low-level gravel of Summerhouse Hill.—Eeb. 1864.

t Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. ix. p. 271 (1853).
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Studhill, and in it Mr. Evans found part of an Elephant’s tooth. I am inclined to

believe that the features observable at Swalecliffe are partly dependent upon the small

lateral valley which runs a few miles up the country, and are only indirectly connected

with the more general phenomena of the main valley of the Thames (fig. 4).

SWALECLIFFE
54 FT

Pig. 4 .—Section along the coast east of Whitstable—1 ^ mile in length .

b. Loess with shells and bones. c. Low-level gravel. d. High-level gravel.

With regard to the valley of the Thames* the structure is far more complicated,

from the circumstance of there being in this district, in addition to the high- and

low-level valley-gravels, a wide-spread set of higher or hill-gravels, of marine origin,

presenting a very close similarity to some of the valley-gravels, and covering large tracts

of country. As this district will form the subject of a separate communication from me
elsewhere, I here merely allude to it for the purpose of remarking that, after elimi-

nating the foreign element, there remains a set of valley- and terrace-gravels which,

though not so marked or well characterized as in the Seine valley, are nevertheless of

nearly similar order and age. The same remarks apply to most of the valleys of the

South of England, including the valley of the Severn. In the latter there are fossili-

ferous terrace-gravels skirting the Severn and the tributary Avon j’, with valley deposits

corresponding to those at Grays and Menchecourt, whilst, as in the Thames district,

there is a set of higher-level hill-gravels more wide-spread, and probably of marine

formation.

These cases all point to some common origin, and concur in showing that the flint

implements hitherto met with have been found in beds holding like positions. The

only exceptions are the discovery by Mr. Evans of a flint implement of the Amiens

type upon the chalk hills of Hertfordshire, 200 feet above the valley, and of one of the

Abbeville type on the chalk hills three miles from Dartford in Kent, by Mr. Whitaker.

Both these are considerably above the valley and the valley-gravels, and the conditions

are such as do not admit of exact correlation with any of the other cases.

The confusion just alluded to arising from the occurrence, on levels often not far apart,

of gravels and drifts of different ages and different origin, is common through a great part

of England, while also questions connected with the direction of the transporting currents

are obscured in consequence of the materials of the high- and low-level gravels having

been formed in large part out of higher-level hill- and marine gravels. Owing to the

* The flint implement found so many years since in the Gray’s Inn Hoad still remains, with respect to the

London district, a unique and remarkable case. Several specimens, however, have been found by Mr. Hughes

near Sittingbourne and Faversham, lower down the Thames valley and its tributaries.—Feb. 1864.

t There are also in the valley of the Severn low-level gravels of marine origin. See Strickland’s paper in

Geol. Trans. 2nd ser. vol. vi. p. 552-5, and various papers by the Eev. W. S. Symonds.

MDCCCLXIV. 2 N
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absence of the marine pliocene and post-pliocene beds in the North of France, we

there obtain clearer evidence relating to the valley-gravels, as they are free from rock-

fragments and boulders foreign to their own origin and area. From causes to which

we shall presently allude, the whole class of these phenomena is also more marked

and on a larger scale in France than in England, and has attracted more attention

and been more fully investigated. It is sometimes not easy to determine the high-

level gravels in our valleys, whereas in France they are generally on a scale of height

and extent which prevents any doubtful interpretation of their relative position.

Valley of the Somme.—M. Buteux * gives a number of localities at which the beds

he terms Diluvium occur in the valley of the Somme, between Amiens and St. Quentin,

but without going into structural details and levels. On my first visit to St. Acheul and

St. Boch I suggested the possibility of the beds at the former place f being a stage

older than the latter. The distance between them being 1^ mile, it seemed quite possible

that the difference of level might have arisen from other causes than a further excava-

tion of the valley subsequent to the deposition of the St. Acheul beds, and anterior to

that of the St. Boch beds, but the difficulty of proof was considerable ; the existence of

faults, the slope of the ground, or an unequal extent of elevation might have been the

cause of the difference. The point being one of importance in its bearing on the ques-

tion of the age and antiquity of the St. Acheul beds J, I reserved my opinion in the hope

of finding better evidence elsewhere in this valley.

At a distance of from one to two miles N.W. from Amiens, and parallel with the river,

is a series of large pits extending past Montiers along the road to Abbeville. The gravel

is on the same level and of the same character as that of St. Boch. Few mammalian

remains, and no shells or flint implements, had been found there up to the period of my
first visit in 1859. As at St. Boch, the gravel abuts against a low chalk hill, and no

fossiliferous gravel had been met with on the hill above. The railway runs just at the

back of the pits, and at a height of some 30 feet above them. In the spring of 1860 I

found a pit just opened immediately above the slope of chalk through which the line

passed, and in such a position that the gravel could be wheeled on a level from this

new pit into the railway trucks in the cutting. In position and level this last deposit is

related to the beds of St. Acheul as the beds in the old pits are to that of St. Boch

;

but here the two beds were in close and determinable proximity. The section from

one to the other is fortunately perfectly clear, and I could detect no fault in the

separating chalk ledge cut through by the railway.

* Esquisse Geologique du departement de la Somme, Paris, 1849, and two supplements
;
and 1862 ;

also a

paper by the same author in Mem. de la Soc. d’Emul. d’Abbeville for 1857, p. 561.

f Phil. Trans. 1860, p. 303.

t I have since been enabled to trace, by means of some trial pits near the Amiens railway station, the low-

level gravel with remains of Rhinoceros tichorhinus close up to the base of the hill on the top of which the

St. Acheul gravels extend, forming a section therefore very analogous to that at Montiers, and establishing

directly the relation of the St. Acheul beds to the lower-level gravels, which continue uninterruptedly from the

railway station to St. Eoch.—Feb. 1864.
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Fig. 5.—Section on the side of the valley of the Somme at Montiers.
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Elephant, &c. Flint implements of the flake type not rare
;
one discovered at >5 20 to 25 feet.

d. Rude mass of coarse gravel (high-level valley-gravel) . A few fossil bones
;
numerous shells 10 to 12 feet.

1. Chalk. (The height at the railway cutting is only approximate.)

The gravel at the new ballast-pit is much mixed with chalk debris, and is less regular

in its structure than the gravel at St. Acheul. It contains similar boulders of sand-

stone, and the identity of the two deposits was further confirmed by the discovery in

the upper and more sandy part of the gravel bed of an abundance of land and fresh-

water shells, more numerous as to individuals than at St. Acheul, but of fewer species.

Helix concinna.

—— pulchella.

hispida.

Shells from the new ballast-pit south of the railway at Montiers.

Pupa marginata. Ancylus jluviatilis.

Succinea elegans. Limncea palustris.

—*— putris. truncatula.

Pisidium fontinale.

Planorbis spirorbis.

Valvata piscinalis.

I also found a few fragments of bone, but not determinable. Of flint implements I

could discover none, nor have any been yet found by the men. In the lower pits on the

other side of the line the gravel is spread out in great horizontal beds, or rather lenti-

cular masses, and is interstratified with some very sandy beds ; the beds vary more in

colour, and no shells have been found. Their thickness amounts to about 25 feet,

whereas the higher gravel (d

)

is only about 12 to 15 feet thick. In all respects the lower

gravel
(c) resembles that of St. Roch. On the occasion of a former visit I had

shown the men a flint implement from St. Acheul, and requested them to look for and

keep any specimens. On my second visit, accompanied by Sir Charles Lyell, to whom
I had mentioned the interest of the section, the men showed us a flint implement which

they had just discovered at a depth of 17 feet from the surface, and at a point marked

^ in the section*. This specimen is quite white, has dendritic markings, and is of the

simple broad flake type common in the low-level gravel at Mautortf . On my last visit

I obtained five more specimens, all of the narrow flake type known as flint knives, except

* Whilst in the pit we employed a man to work at a heap of the weathered gravel. A small flint knife

was the result of an hour’s search. f See fig. 2, Plate XII. Phil. Trans. 1860.

2 n 2
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one, which more resembles the St. Acheul spear-head type.

The deep discoloration and curious dendritic markings on these

flints, their form (not upon the neighbouring St. Acheul type,

but upon one before unknown to the men), and their small

number preclude the idea of any collusion or deception, and

substantiates the statement of Dr. Rigollot, that such imple-

ments have been found in the like gravel at St. Roch*. On
the hill rather higher than the new ballast-pit is another pit,

where the gravel is shallower, contains no organic remains, and

is probably of rather older date.

The more general examination I have made of the Somme
valley, from about six miles above Amiens, to the sea at St.

Valery, a distance of forty-seven miles, has been sufficient to

show the persistence of the same structural features. (PI. V.

fig. 2.) In descending the valley below Amiens, after passing

the gravel-pits of Montiers and Breilly, the chalk hills rise

abruptly from the valley, covered only with more or less loam

or brick-earth, except near Picquigny, where a few gravel pipes

in the escarpment attest the former presence of a high-level

gravel apparently 60 or 80 feet above the valley. On the hill

which projects into the valley between Le Gard and Crouy is

a capping of flint gravel.

At Conde the valley-gravel again occurs, but thence by Fon-

taine and Liercourt the hills present a bare surface of chalk, or

else a capping and skirting of brick-earth only. At Mareuil,

three miles south from Abbeville, and still on the left bank of

the river, we find the gravel, capping, to a thickness of 6 to 8

feet, the hills which rise behind the village to a height of 110

to 130 feet. I could not discover any organic remains or flint

implements f. From this spot to Mautort the chalk hills rise

abruptly from the valley, either bare or more or less covered

by brick-earth, but still showing here and there traces of gravel

pipes, indicating the former existence of gravel beds at about the

level of 80 to 100 feet above the river. Here also, as at other

spots where the hills advance upon the valley, the depth of the

latter seems to be greater, so that all the valley-gravel and Loess

is covered up and hidden by the recent alluvial deposits which

come close to the foot of the chalk escarpment. (PI. V. fig. 1.)

* I have since had the opportunity of confirming the statement of Dr. Eigoilot, the men havin«- found four

rude but undoubted flint-flakes at this spot (April 1863).

f M. Boucher de Perthes has two specimens in his collection labelled as from this locality.

Fig.
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Four miles lower down, and immediately opposite Menchecourt, are the pits of

Mautort, described in my former paper. A bed of gravel there occurs on the slope of

the hill at a height of 80 feet* above the river, and lower down another bed forms a

bank on which the village stands. At a pit belonging to M. Ducastel, these lower

gravels are very sandy and distinctly bedded, and there is good evidence for believing

that marine shells (Cardium edule and Littorina littorea) occur at their base. I found

no flint implements, but Sir Charles Lyell obtained, in the gravel-pit at the further

end of the village, two indisputable specimens of the low-level ovoid form. There is a

patch of high-level gravel near Saigneville, whilst at the mouth of the Somme a con-

siderable width of ochreous flint gravel caps the hills near St. Valery, at a height of

about 100 feet above the sea. I could discover no organic remains in any of the pitsf.

The right bank of the Somme, between Amiens and Abbeville, shows a much greater

amount of denudation. The hills are steeper and present generally bare surfaces of

chalk, with more or less brick-earth on their summits and flanks.

Fig. 7 .—Section across the valley of the Somme near Amiens.

Near Amiens I found nothing to correspond with the opposite St. Acheul high-level

valley-gravel, except some scattered sandstone boulders at Longpre. From this point

to Pont RemyJ, the ground requires further examination. Thence to Abbeville the

hills, at a height of from 100 to 150 feet, are capped occasionally by flint gravel, in

which no remains of any sort are met with until we reach the gravel-pits of St. Gilles

and Moulin Quignon, described in my former paper.

In all the foregoing cases the sandy and ochreous subangular flint gravel nowhere

occurs on hills higher than about 150 feet above the level of the Somme, and flint imple-

ments have not been found in beds more than 100 feet above that level ; these gravel beds

range parallel to the Somme, and in no case, except at the embouchure of the river,

extend more than half a mile from the side of the valley.

* There was a discrepancy between my estimated height of the upper pits on the road to Moyenville, near

Mautort, and the measurement obtained for me by M. Boucher de Perthes, for which I could not account in

1860. A well has been since sunk adjoining the old pit (now filled up), and the water-level in the chalk

reached at a depth of 81 feet. Allowing 5 feet for the fall to the river, the height of the ground at that spot

would be 86 feet.

t A raised beach containing Cardium edule has been stated to occur at the top of the hill near the old

castle
; but after a careful search I could not find a trace of any such bed. Sir Charles Lyell came independently

to the same conclusion. On a more recent visit there with Mr. Evans and Mr. Lubbock, we merely found

numbers of weathered valves of recent Cardium edule &c., and fragments of pottery in a black soil—a sort of

Kjbkkenmodding.

+ M.be Perthes has a tooth of the Elephasprimigenius from this place, but the exact position is not recorded.
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The same features are repeated on a smaller scale in some of the lateral valleys.

Near Amiens, for example, in the tributary valley of the Arve at Boves, four miles from

its junction with the Somme, are large beds of gravel like those of St. Koch, abutting

against the side of the chalk hills on the right bank of the stream. Bemains of the

Elephas primigenius, Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Horse, and Deer have been found there,

together, it is reported, with a few flint implements.

At Abbeville the Escardon joins the Somme. At Oneux, eight miles up the valley of

this tributary, a bed of flint gravel was formerly worked, in which, it is said, mammalian

remains and flint implements were met with ; whilst at Drucat, on another branch of

this stream, a singular isolated patch of gravel has been found high up on the hills, at

an elevation of about 100 feet above the valley, and 150 feet above the Somme at Ab-

beville. The sand and gravel are of great thickness, owing to their being in a depres-

sion of the chalk, from which they further descend in huge cylindrical holes or pipes to

a depth of more than 100 feet. On the top of the light-coloured sands and gravels are

other beds of reddish gravel and thin brick-earth. In M. Boucher de Perthes’s collec-

tion there are two flint implements which are said to have come from these upper beds.

The Valley of the Seine.—Another important discovery of flint implements was made

early in 1860, in the valley of the Seine at Paris, by M. Gosse

*

. The specimens are

ruder and less abundant than those of the Somme valley. They were found in the

pits of the Allee de la Motte Piquet f, near the Ecole Militaire, at a depth of 16 feet

in a gravel composed chiefly of subangular tertiary and cretaceous debris about 20 feet

thick, roughly bedded, and containing remains of extinct mammalia. No shells are

recorded. Large blocks of Meuliere
,
little worn, are dispersed through the gravel. At

this spot, the height of which above the Seine is 36 feet, the relation of the beds to any

of the “ higher-level ” quaternary deposits of the neighbourhood of Paris is not seen,

but at the Gare d’lvry, on the other side of Paris, and at a similar level with regard to

the river, the same bed of gravel, only more sandy and containing more large granite

boulders, is again largely worked. It here abuts against the calcaire grossier, which

forms, immediately behind, the heights of Gentilly, where these tertiary strata come

to the surface and are extensively quarried. Following the plain in a direction at

right angles to the river, some coarse gravels of moderate thickness set in, and are

worked near the Barriere de Vitry, at a height of about 130 feet above the Seine.

Further on a cutting, on the side of the road leading from the Barriere d’ltalie to

Gentilly, exposes a section described in 1840 by M. Duval$ and singularly like that

at St. Acheul§. The lower bed is a white sandy gravel of subangular chalk flints

* Comptes Rendus, 1860, vol. 1. p. 812.

t M. Boucher de Perthes had in 1847 expressed an opinion that flint implements would be found in these

pits : ‘Antiquites Celtiques et Antediluviennes,’ vol. ii. pp. 123, 494, and 501.

+ Bull, de la Soc. Geol. vol. xi. p. 302, and vol. xiii. p. 297.

§ It is, however, not improbable that the deposits both of Gentilly and Charonne may be older than that of

St. Aeheul, although belonging to the series of the high-level valley-gravels.
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11

:

mixed with much-worn tertiary debris with a few older rock pebbles, and above which

is a sandy marl. In these beds a considerable number of

land and freshwater shells and mammalian remains were

found. The whole is capped by a variable thickness
^

of Loess. The slopes of the adjoining higher ground of §

Bicetre are bare, with the exception of occasional patches
^ £

of Loess.
|

No freshwater shells have hitherto been recorded from S' |

the low-level valley-gravels of the Seine; but in April 1862 I B

found at Sotteville * near Rouen, intercalated in the middle & <>

of thick beds of gravel, about 10 to 20 feet above the S.

river-level, a seam of marly sand, in which I obtained a |’ P

few specimens of the Limnoea jperegra and opercula of the S'

Bythinia tentaculata

;

and at Paris I discovered in the hard * *
~

concreted gravel of the Petite Rue de Reuilly, and about § §
O3 CQ

30 to 40 feet above the Seine, 8 o

Limncea peregra, L. truncatula, Valvata piscinalis, Zualubrica;

whilst at Clichy I found, low down in the gravel contain-

ing, I am informed by M. Lartet, the Elephas jprimigenius

and' E. antiguus, three specimens of the Limncea jperegra.

All these specimens are entire and uninjured. In this

latter locality M. Lartet had also recently found a very

perfect ovoid flint implement of the Abbeville type.

In the high-level gravel of Gentilly have been foundf

—

Pisiclium amnicum.

Valvata piscinalis.

Bulimus.

Limnoea.

Hydrohia.

Helix.

On the north side of the Seine, thick gravel-beds extend

from the river to the base of the hills, and some distance

up their slopes, as shown at the canal de l’Ourcq and in

the pit in the Petite Rue de Reuilly. As the tertiary

strata again come to the surface a short distance further

on, it is probable that this bed of gravel, like that on the

south of the Seine, abuts or slopes rapidly up against their

escarped edges. At Charonne, about a mile beyond the

last-named pit, and near the Barriere du Trone, there are

several pits of sand and gravel, containing numerous land
in n;

* M. l’Abbe Cochet states that there are in the Museum at Rouen two flint implements of the St Acheul
type said to have been found in these pits, op. cit. p. 8.

f Op. cit. p. 297. M. Duval does not give the specific names in his list. Few specimens are now to be found.
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and freshwater shells together with the remains of mammalia. This deposit is iden-

tical with that at Gentilly

*

. The section of this part of the valley of the Seine may

therefore be represented as in fig. 8f.

M. Charles d’Orbigny has traced the high-level gravel of Charonne, with few inter-

ruptions, as far as Joinville five miles east of Paris. It there caps a hill rising abruptly

80 to 100 feet above the river, and contains a large and interesting series of land and

freshwater shells associated with the remains of the Elephas primigenius and Rhinoceros

tichorhinus. No flint implements are recorded from these gravels.

The same features hold good throughout the course of the Seine and its tributaries.

Brongniart, in his description of the Paris basin, observes that the drift (Terrain de

transport) occupies two positions—one in the valleys, and another on plains considerably

raised above the actual rivers. He seems to suggest for them different origins §.

Higher up the course of the Seine this structure has been more specially noticed.

M. Leymerie, in describing the country traversed by the upper part of this river and its

tributaries, remarks that at the commencement of the valleys there is but little drift

(Diluvium), but that some way down them “ the beds of drift (Terrain diluvien) exhibit

a great extension, both horizontally (maximum four leagues), and also in a vertical

direction (maximum sixty metres) above the ordinary level of the valley-waters” |j. In

the neighbourhood of Troyes they form a plain eight miles in length and of five miles

average breadth, and attain in places a height of from 120 to 180 feet or even more

above the river, with a thickness of 10 to 12 feet, and contain teeth of Elephant, Deer,

Horse, &c. At Nogent there is another expanse of gravel 10 feet thick, and 200 feet

above the river. In the tributary valley of the Aube, M. Leymerie describes at Brienne

a similar expanse of gravel five leagues long by three broad, and 130 feet above the

river

Of the lower part of the valley of the Seine we possess but few details**. The plain

through which the river winds is covered irregularly with a coarse sandy gravel, abound-

ing especially in large blocks of Meuliere, Calcaire grossier, and of other tertiary rocks

;

* M. Charles d’Orbigxy in Bull, de la Soc. Geol. 2e
ser. vol. xii. p. 1295 (1855). The pit he described is

now filled up, but several others are open beyond the outer Boulevards. My sections are taken from these.

t One of the best plans of valley-gravels, well and carefully worked out, that I have seen, is the one

executed by M. Trigeb for the Department of the Sarthe. The river Sarthe, which flows through palaeozoic

rocks, has a gravel abounding with blocks of granite &c., whilst the Huisne, which joins the former river at Le

Mans, contains nothing but tertiary debris. The extent of these old alluvia are well shown on this fine

map.

t For a list of these and a description of the section, see Bull, de la Soc. Geol. 2e ser. vol. xvii. p. 66 (1859).

(I have recently had reason to believe that these fossils may be from old pits on a lower level than those now
worked. Owing to this uncertainty I omit the list of fossils I had at first given.—March 1864.)

§ Description Geol. des Environs de Paris, edit. 1835, pp. 118 & 569.

||
Statistique Geol. et Miner, du dep. de l’Aube, p. 99 (1846). M. Clement Mullet had also remarked that

at Fresnoy a gravel from 22 to 26 feet thick occurred at a height of 100 to 130 feet above the river
; and a like

arrangement exists at Pougy in the valley of the Aube. Bull, de la Soc. Ge'ol. de France, vol. xii. p. 116.

IT Ibid. pp. 88, 90 to 92, 94. ** See De Senarmont’s ‘ Descrip. Geol. du dept, de Seine et Oise.’
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and I found gravel rising to a height of about 100 feet at Mantes, of 140 feet at Pont

de l’Arche, and of above 100 feet near Rouen.

In the valley of the Yonne the gravel attains a height of 66 feet at Pontaubert* ; but

exact particulars are wanting of the terrace-gravels in this valley. Of the valley of the

Marne, M. MiCHELixf observes that “on the heights around St.-Menehould there is

a gravel containing the remains of the Elephant, Horse, and some other mammalia.”

M. Corhuel states that the same valley higher up and that of the Blaise are covered

with an oolitic gravel containing some remains of the Elephant, and names two small

hills (buttes) near St. Dizier, and two near Vassy, which are capped by a similar gravel J.

Valley of the Oise.—In this large tributary valley of the Seine, M. de Verneuil § has

reported the discovery, at Precy near Creil, of a flint implement in beds of gravel contain-

ing the remains of the Elephant, Deer, &c. In this instance the specimen was not

found in situ
,
but was picked up amongst the gravel thrown on the adjacent line of

railway. In April 1861 Sir Charles Lyell and I visited the ballast-pit whence the

gravel was extracted. It is situated half a mile north from the Precy station, is about

25 feet above the river, and presents a fine section of light-coloured subangular gravel,

roughly stratified, 12 to 15 feet thick, and overlain by 5 to 10 feet of Loess. Some

beds of the gravel are very coarse, and amongst the flint and tertiary debris are frag-

ments from the oolitic strata and older rocks. The valley at this spot is about half a

mile wide, and the hills on either side rise to a height of from 150 to 250 feet above

the valley. In going over this ground some years since with the deeply lamented

Edward Forbes, we found the rocks almost everywhere bare of drift, but I have a

recollection of having met with traces of gravel with old-rock pebbles on a hill about

80 feet high on the right bank of the river between Auvers and Beaumont. M. Graves,

in speaking of the drift (Diluvium des vallees) of the Oise, observes that “ it ascends the

slope of the hills to some height ” — “ some incontestable traces of it are sometimes

found on surfaces of high platforms ”
||,

but he gives no exact position or levels.

M. d’Archiac, in describing the valley of the Aisne, the upper portions of the valley

of the Oise, and their tributaries, states that the gravel (depot de cailloux roules,

avec des blocs erratiques et des ossements nombreux des grands mammiferes) “ occu-

pies the floor of the principal valleys, rises sometimes up their sides to a certain height,

but very rarely extends over the adjacent high-ground plateau”^. Further on he

mentions that between Menneville and Neufchatel (valley of the Aisne) the gravel rises

65 feet afrove the river, and is about 16 feet thick, that between Voyenne and Marie

(valley of the Serre) it is more than 130 feet** above the river—whilst at Guise (valley

of the Oise) it rises 184 feet above the river, is 16 feet thick, and extends 1^ mile

* Bull, de la Soc. Geol. 2e ser. vol. ii. p. 683 (1845). + Ibid. vol. vii. p. 83 (1836).

X Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de France, vol. iv. p. 270 (1841).

§ Bull, de la Soc. Geol. de France, 2e ser. vol. xvii. p. 555.

||
Topographie Geognostique du dept, de l’Oise, pp. 529, 530 (1847).

If Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de France, vol. v. p. 188 (1842). ** English feet are always given.

MDCCCLXIV. 2 O
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from the river*. Kespecting the upper part of these valleys, MM. Sauvage and Buvig-

nier remark that beds of sand and gravel cover the hills which border the valleys, at

levels far above the present riversf ;
and M. Buvignier has described beds of gravel 4 to

6 feet thick, with remains of Elephants and other animals, at heights of from 100 to 130

feet above the Aire, and 160 to 200 feet above the Chee, the Ornain, and the Saulx J.

It is therefore certain that at points more or less distant along the course of all the

rivers in the South of England and the North of France §, detached and isolated beds of

sand and gravel occur on terraces, or on the top or shoulders of the low hills or plat-

forms bordering the valleys, at various and often considerable heights above the present

river-levels. Another and more continuous stream of gravel stretches along the bottom

of the valleys. Beds of Loess cover both gravels irrespectively, and extend beyond them.

It is in these deposits only (caves excepted) that the flint implements have hitherto been

found.

§ 3. HIGH- AND LOW-LEVEL VALLEY-GRAVELS.

From the constancy of the phenomena described, we may arrive at a general pro-

position which can be expressed by the following diagram (fig. 9) and terms :

—

Fig. 9.

M. General section of the ground.

D. Major valley of denudation anterior to the

excavation of the valley C.

C. Minor valley of river-excavation.

A. Present river-channel.

e. Non-fossiliferous drift on the slopes and base of

the major valley D.

d. High-level valley deposits 1

t , . „ , l with or without fossils.
c. Low-level valley deposits

J

a. Recent alluvium.

This diagram represents the conditions of the case on the supposition that all the parts

are complete. But this rarely happens. The gravel along the base of the major valley (D)

is spread out or contracted according to the width, depth, and shape of its channel. If

the secondary valley C should extend on either side beyond the limit of the beds e or d

deposited along that first depression, the section would be represented by diagram fig. 10,

where, as at Amiens, the hills on one side are completely denuded, whilst on the other

side a portion of d remains. Or it might happen, as is the case in many parts of the

valley between Amiens and Abbeville, also in the valley of the Oise near Creil, again in

the valley of the Seine near Paris, and commonly elsewhere, that the width of C exceeds

that of the first-formed channel characterized by the drift e and d, in which case the

river-valley would pass through bare hills denuded of all traces of e and d, as in the

* Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de France, vol. v. pp. 190, 193 (1842).

f Statistique Miner, et Geol. du dept, des Ardennes, p. 58 (1842).

t Geologie du dept, de la Meuse, pp. 95, 96 (1852).

§ I restrict my remarks to this area ; but the fact has a much wider application.
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Fig. 10.

diagram fig. 11. Or the various gravels may also have been wanting originally, as there

must have been parts of the old river-bed always left bare.

Fig. 11.

It is therefore not essential to the case that the high-level valley-gravels d should be

permanent or continuous in the direction of their length. We have seen that they are

generally found at heights above the river of from 50 to 150 feet, though occasionally

more or less. The low-level gravels, on the contrary, often have even their upper ter-

races so little above the level of present inundations that they might be attributed to

such recent causes. The coincidence, however, arises from merely local conditions, and

we can hardly apply to them a different rule, the more especially as, although the level

of the terraces may be at places so low as to merge in the gravel at the bottom of the

valley, still they even then form a breadth and mass of deposit which indicate a very

different power to that now in operation in the existing rivers.

That the formation of the higher terraces can be owing to the action of the present

rivers is clearly impossible under existing conditions
;
for they are far above the level

reached by the rivers at the highest floods.

Taking the mean depth of the Waveney near Hoxne at 3 feet and its width at 33 feet,

whilst the depth of the valley between the two gravel terraces is about 40 feet and the

width 2000 feet, the sectional area of the former will be 100 square feet nearly, whereas

the latter will be represented by about 80,000 feet—in round numbers as 1 : 800. The

Ouse at Bedford has an average depth of 5 feet and a width of 200 feet, or a sectional

area of 1000 feet. The valley at the same point gives us about 12,000 feet—or as

1 : 600. The rise of these rivers above their ordinary level never exceeds a few feet.

Very little is known of the discharge of either river during floods*.

If we take the Somme at Amiens at 4 X 200, the sectional area is 800 feet, whereas

the valley at the level of the St. Acheul gravel gives 80 X 5000, equal to a sectional area

of 400,000, or as 1 : 500. The floods of the Somme rarely exceed 5 feet above its mean
level. Taking the Seine at Paris at a mean width of 600 feet and a depth of 4 feet, the

sectional area is 2400 feet. The valley between the heights of Gentilly and of Charonne

The numbers in this and the next paragraph are only approximately correct
;
exact data are wanting.

2 o 2
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has a depth of 120 feet ;
and taking as a mean a width of 8000 feet, we have a sectional

area of 960,000 feet, or as 1 : 400. The greatest flood of the Seine on record is that of

the year 1658, when it rose to a height of 29 feet. Even in this case a flood of nearly

60 times that magnitude would be required merely to fill the valley to the level of the

high-level gravels, without taking into consideration the more rapid discharge. But

neither in this nor in the other cases of modern times, are we aware of an increase

in the volume of water, during floods in these regions, to many times the ordinary

mean average, whereas we see that in a case such as is presented at Amiens a flood

having a volume five hundred times that mean would be required to reach the beds of

St. Acheul.

This I conceive is sufficient to prove that the high-level valley gravels cannot be

ascribed to floods of the present rivers, as has been, even of late, suggested. The only

means adequate to fill, under existing conditions, the river-valleys of the Waveney, the

Ouse, the Somme, and still more of the Seine, would be the ingress of the sea ; but such a

supposition is at once refuted by the fact of the prevalence of land and freshwater

shells in both the high- and low-level gravels, and the absence of marine remains unless

immediately adjacent to the present coast. If therefore neither the supposition of river-

floods, nor of a different relative level of land and sea allowing the latter to penetrate

up the valleys, be admissible, how far are the facts in accordance with the hypothesis

of these deposits being the alluvia of old rivers, and the valleys their excavated channels \

Let us in the first instance trace the direction whence the materials have come.

The valley of the Waveney traverses a district formed of Boulder Clay, with under-

lying sands and shingle, reposing on Chalk, which latter comes to the surface in

the upper part of the river’s course, and is just visible at Scole. There is little in

the valley-gravels to indicate a distant origin, as most of the debris composing them

might generally have been derived from the surrounding hills. The only material in

excess is the mass of subangular flint-fragments, derived probably in part from the

more distant chalk area. Although not quite conclusive, still the evidence affords fair

presumptive proof of the transport of the gravel from the watershed of the Waveney to

the sea along the breadth of surface indicated by the valley-gravels (see Map, Plate IV.).

A nearly similar uniformity exists in the case of the valley of the Ouse, which traverses

a district of Boulder Clay overlying various members of the oolitic series. It is not,

however, easy to determine in what proportion and to what distances the different

materials composing the gravel of the valley of the Ouse have been transported from

their parent rocks. They exhibit, as in the case of the Waveney, a local origin in con-

nexion with the existing valley. All the materials found in the gravels can be referred

to rocks or to older drift deposits traversed by these valleys and their tributaries, and

in no instance do we find the introduction directly of any foreign element. Thus,

besides the flint debris derived from the chalk in the valley of the Waveney, and the

oolitic limestone and sandstone debris derived from the Oolitic series in the valley of

the Ouse, all the superadded pebbles and boulders of the older rocks, as well as a
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certain proportion of the chalk-flints found in the gravels of both valleys, can be traced

to the adjacent Boulder Clay.

I have noticed the same facts in almost all the river-valleys of the South-east of

England where the valley passes through belts of different formations, as, for example,

the occurrence of Wealden and Greensand debris on the chalk hills in the valley of the

Medway, between Maidstone and Rochester ; and in the same manner the occurrence of

Purbeck and Greensand debris on terraces in the valley of the Wiley between Wilton

and Salisbury. Traces of Greensand and Oolitic debris are to be detected in the valley

of the Thames, also mixed with debris of the Boulder Clay.

With reference to the French area, the phenomena have been well studied by many

French geologists*, to whose works, before cited, I beg leave to refer for fuller parti-

culars than I can here introduce. I will say a few words, however, of the valleys of the

Somme, the Oise, and the Seine,—more especially of such parts as I have myself visited.

The Somme flows through a chalk district with a few tertiary outliers, while the

tributary valley of the Arve penetrates to the main body of the tertiaries. At St. Acheul

the quantity of sandstone blocks and pebbles, and of flint pebbles, derived from tertiary

strata, is very considerable, and the presence of specimens of Nummularia laevigata and

of the Venericardia planicosta shows the upland direction of their origin, as no beds

containing these fossils exist below Amiens. In the several patches of high-level

gravels (chiefly of subangular chalk-flints) between Amiens and Abbeville, tertiary debris

continue to be found, and at Moulin Quignon sandstone-fragments of a large size are

still numerous, although they are fewer and smaller than at St. Acheul f.

The occurrence of rolled fragments and boulders of granite and other old rocks in the

valley of the Seine at Paris, is a fact which has long been well known. The presence

of similar materials of distant origin has also been proved to hold good in the higher-

level gravels of Gentilly and Charonne. M. Duval described the section at the first-

named place (which applies to the other), as consisting of sands passing downwards into

a gravel composed of pebbles and fragments of cretaceous and tertiary rocks, together with

others of porphyry, and “ a prodigious quantity of grains and pebbles of red granite ”
J,

some of which weighed from eleven to thirty-four pounds. Land and freshwater shells

and small reptilian bones were common, with some bones of the large mammalia.

The valley-gravels at Frenoy, Nogent-sur-Seine, and Troyes consist chiefly of oolitic

* The case is very clearly put by M. d’Aechiac in his admirable work the ‘ Histoire du Progres de la Geo-

logic/ vol. ii. p. 139, where he observes, “ On reconnaitra que les materiaux des depots meubles sont distribues

ou repartis exclusivement soit sur les flanes de certaines gibbosites principales et dans les vallees qui y pren-

nent naissance, soit dans de larges depressions on bassins hydrographiques qui ne sont limites a leur pourtour

par aucun relief bien prononce. Dans l’un ni dans l’autre cas il n’y a melange des materiaux transportes.” . .

.

. . .
“ Cette distribution nous demontrera que l’orographie generate etait au commencement de la periode diluvienne

a tres peu pres ce qu’elle est aujourd’hui, et nous reconnaitrons que les lignes de partage entre certains bassins

hydrographiques et dont Felevation devait etre bien faible alors ont pu cependant restreindre les effets du phe-

nomene erratique aux memes limites que les eaux qui se rendent actuellement dans chacun d’eux.” He excepts

Great Britain and the North of Europe from the exhibition of these conditions.

t See sect. figs. 3, 5, 6 in Phil. Trans, for 1860, pp. 287-290. + Op. at. p. 304.
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pebbles*. At none of these places is there any admixture of old-rock pebbles. These

latter all come into the valley of the Seine through its tributary valley of the Yonne,

which, with that of the Cure, originate in the Morvan—a district consisting of granitic,

porphyritic, and slate rocks, forming ranges of hills from 800 to 1200 feet high.

The valley of the Aube, which joins that of the Seine between Nogent and Troyes,

contains only oolitic and cretaceous debris
; so also, judging from the incidental notices

of M. Coknuel, the upper parts of the valley of the Marne and its tributaries. These

valleys traverse Cretaceous and Jurassic formations only (see Map, Plate IV.).

Speaking of the gravel of the valley of the Oise, M. d’Archiac remarks that it “is

composed of the debris of tertiary, secondary, and transition rocks, always rolled, and

that the characters of the deposit vary according to the region from which its con-

stituent elements have been brought, and consequently according to the valleys where

these are found” f. The slate rocks of the Ardennes, from which the Oise flows, form a

range of hills on the frontiers of Belgium, from 1400 to 1600 feet high.

The next feature we have to notice in the high-level valley-gravels is the presence of

large boulders, and the irregularity, confusion, and general want of stratification of the

beds, which are, further, frequently contorted.

In the valley of the Waveney there are no hard rocks to furnish boulders; the few

therefore that are found are derived from the Boulder Clay ; but very large masses o£

flint with sharp and intact angles are common. In the valley of the Lark the features

are precisely analogous. At Flempton we found, mixed up in the flint gravel, large

blocks of half a ton weight of basalt and hard sandstones derived from the Boulder Clay.

At Biddenham in the valley of the Ouse the lower part of the gravel is full of small

blocks of oolitic limestones and sandstones very little worn, and there are none of a

large size. In the valley of the Thames, boulders of large size are rare ; I have not met

with ten in the course of as many years.

In the valley of the Aire, M. Sauvage and Buvignier remark that the gravel capping

the hills has an irregular surface and is waved (ondule). In the valleys of the Seine

and Aube, M. Leymerie describes the base of the gravel capping the hills at Frenoy as

irregular, and at Troyes as containing blocks and angular pieces of shelly neocomian

strata, together with a few unworn flints. At Brienne the gravel also wants regularity.

In the valley of the Oise at Guise, M. d’Archiac states that this gravel contains some

fragments of quartz “ the size of the fist,” and that it is “ without distinct stratifica-

tion” In the valley of the Seine, M. Charles d’Orbigny, in speaking of the lower

bed of the gravel at Joinville, remarks that it forms “ a tumultuous deposit, at the base

of which are found large erratic blocks §. One mass of tertiary sandstone (B, fig. 12)

measured by us was 8^ feet long by 8 feet 4 inches thick, and was on the top of

the light-coloured lower gravel (diluvium gris), or rather at the base of the red gravel

(diluvium rouge).

* Leymerie, op. cit. p. 92.

f Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de France, vol. v. p. 188 ;
and Graves, op. cit. pp. 535, 542.

$ Ibid. p. 193. § Op. cit. p. 68.
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A pit near the Barriere de Vincennes (fig. 13)

afforded me an excellent example of contorted

bedding.

In the valley of the Somme this class of phe-

nomena is particularly well marked and decisive.

I know of no place where they are better shown

than in the pits at St. Acheul (figs. 14, 15). The

two following sections taken from my former

paper will illustrate these peculiarities. There

are two points to be noted,—the one the pre-

cis. Surface soil and reddish loam.

b. Eed argillaceous gravel (diluvium rouge).

c. Light-coloured sandy fossiliferous gravel.

Fig. 13.

cis. Surface soil and made ground. cl. Sand and fine gravel with a few shells, 3 to 4 feet.

b, c. Loam and red gravel, 2\ feet. e. Coarse light-coloured gravel, with mammalian remains, 5 to 8 feet.

Sections in the gravel-pits of St. Acheul.

^g- 14. '

pig. is.

a, b. Soil and brick-earth and subordinate beds of gravel—with Gallo-Roman graves, a',

c'. Whitish marly sands with land and freshwater shells, containing here and there a few patches of gravel

and blocks of sandstone, and showing in places fine lamination.

c. Subangular gravel, in places level, and in other places disturbed, containing numerous blocks of sandstone,

and large flints not worn
: flint implements, mammalian remains, and a few shells.

sence of large blocks of sandstone, some weighing as much as four to five tons, dispersed

irregularly through the lower bed of gravel,—and the other the disturbed and con-

torted condition of the surface of that gravel, and of the bed of sand overlying it.

These two features are perfectly independent. It is not the presence of the blocks which
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gives rise to the heaping of the gravel, nor are the depressions in its surface marked by

the presence of any such interfering masses
;
yet the disturbance has been from above,

and sometimes before the deposition of the brick-earth ; for the upper part of the gravel

(c) and the overlying sand-bed (d) are often affected independently, without there being

any corresponding disturbances in the lower gravel or overlying brick-earth. The irre-

gularities in the bedding of the gravel do not depend upon the presence of blocks, which

occur in all levels through it ;
and the lamination of the marly sand (d) is continued

through the curved planes of contortion in a manner and at angles which such a sedi-

mentary bed could never have assumed in process of deposition by the mere action of

water. The tertiary blocks come from a distance of twenty to forty miles above Amiens.

Low-level Valley-Gravels.—It may not be possible to draw an exact line of demarca-

tion between those gravels which I have designated as the high-level valley-gravels and

these low-level gravels. They are the extremes of a series, marking a long period of

time and probably formed under analogous but not identical conditions. The higher-

level terraces are generally, however, so distinct, so broad, and so clearly separated from

the low-level gravels, by bare slopes of the underlying rock formations, that, although

they may differ amongst themselves to the extent of several feet, the space between the

two groups is usually sufficiently distinct to make it not difficult to refer each bed to its

right relative position. In places there are passage beds following the more gentle

slopes, and at other places there are intermediate terraces, though commonly of little

importance and trifling width. The broad distinction consists in the one being on hills

of various heights flanking the valley, while the other occupies the immediate river-

valley, always following its main channel and constantly rising on its sides to the height

of several feet, and, where the valley is broad, forming low terrace platforms on its sides.

Unlike the high-level gravels, of which the interrupted and local occurrence, compa-

rative isolation, and unequal levels render the course and connexion indistinct, these

low-level gravels, from their general continuity and their slight difference in level, leave

us in no doubt as to their relation to the existing valleys.

The main points of difference to note are the greater thickness of the low-level gravels,

their more uniform bedding, the more common presence of beds of sand and fine gravel

with oblique lamination, and the absence generally of contorted strata. When we speak

of bedding or stratification in these deposits, it is not continuous and persistent seams

that we refer to, but to the greater or lesser extension of lenticular masses of sands and

gravel ofvarious thickness, which gives to a small section the appearance of bedding ; but

none of the beds are persistent. Large blocks are often common in these lower gravels.

They are generally more worn than in the upper gravels, and the question arises to what

extent they may be derived from the former. A great number occur in the lower

gravels of the valley of the Somme, though they are not so numerous as in the upper

gravels. In the valley of the Seine, on the contrary, they are extremely numerous in

the lower gravels at the Gare d’lvry, at Grenelle, and in various pits between Paris and

Rouen. In the valley of the Thames I know of but very few. On the whole these
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lower gravels have a more washed, sorted, and worn character than the upper gravels,

although there is in these also a certain proportion of angular materials.

As the various Eocene, Miocene, or Pliocene strata spread over the South of England

and North of France prove that, at some comparatively late geological period, the sea or

large lakes extended over that area, it follows as an almost necessary consequence, that,

when the land rose from beneath those seas or those lakes, a mass of debris, in quantity

and length of transport proportionate to the greater or less rate of elevation and the

depth of the superincumbent waters, must have been spread over the bottom of the

channels along which the water flowed off; and assuming the rise to have been tolerably

uniform over considerable districts, the course of the currents would be influenced by the

form the land assumed during its emergence, or in fact by the present watersheds, which

either result from or else bore part in that operation. In either case the ultimate effect,

so far as our position is concerned, would be the same. That this must have been a

vera causa to a certain extent is manifest, inasmuch as that which was sea or lake is

now dry land ; and although it will not explain the origin of all the high-level gravels,

there is a certain proportion of these beds which may nevertheless have this older and

independent origin* : it is to be distinguished by rising higher up the hills, and not

being restricted to so definite a level as some of the other beds. I have reason to believe

that some of the gravels in the South of England and the higher levels of the Somme
valley may be of this age,—such as those above Epagnette, and the higher levels of

those above Breilly and Montiers. In proof of the existence of some gravels older than

those of St. Acheul and yet belonging to the Somme valley, I would mention the not

uncommon occurrence at that place of subangular flints, with a deep brown staining,

imbedded in layers of perfectly white gravel. As this discoloration can only arise from

the flint having been imbedded at some time in an ochreous or ferruginous matrix, I

infer that such specimens are derived from beds of gravel of that character, and older at

all events than the St. Acheul gravels. As a proof of their staining being clearly

unconnected with any colouring-matter of the existing matrix and being of older origin,

I noticed that they have all had a second rolling, and that where their first angles have

been worn off and the outer brown coat removed, the eroded surfaces often show, first

an original white crust, and then the black core of the flint, without any change of

colour on these fresher surfaces due to their present position.

The theories that have been formed to account for the entire series of these valley-

gravels by the bursting of lakes, by the sudden melting of the glaciers and snow of

mountain-regions, or by the transitory passage of any body of water over the land, are

open to objection, because the debris would have been swept along in fewer and more

definite directions, or would have held its course more irrespective of the existing water-

sheds, and would have shown an amount of wear in all cases proportionate to the dis-

tance travelled. Not only is this not the case, but the condition of the fragile shells

* Another portion of the high-level gravels must have been formed before the country became inhabited,

and would therefore also be unfossiliferous.

MDCCCLXIV.
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shows the Testacea to have generally lived on the spot; and the sharp and entire state of the

greater part of the fossil bones shows that they have rarely been rolled far or subjected

to much violence*. The deposits we have noticed might be, it is true, lake deposits so

far as these organic remains are concerned ; but the continuity and the distant transport

of the gravel, and its uniform relative wear, point to water with a course, in each case, in

one direction of commensurate length ;
while the absence of the remains of any inde-

pendent basins, depressions, or barriers in the high-level valley, referable to old lakes,

indicate that even the oldest beds are due rather to early river-action—the rivers, how-

ever, having been necessarily broader at some places than at others.

§ 4. THE BEIGE-EARTH OR LOESS.

All the valleys of the South-east of England contain brick-earth forming banks on

their sides and often beds at various heights on their slopes. This is particularly appa-

rent in the valleys of the Stour, the Medway, and the Thames. In France it is seen on a

larger scale in the valleys of the Somme and the Seine and of their tributaries. This

deposit contains occasionally some land-, and rarely a few freshwater shells, and it is in

almost every respect identical with the Loess of the valley of the Rhine. This well-known

formation has been described as an independent deposit by various geologists, amongst

others by Sir Charles Lyell f, who concluded that it was a fluviatile silt deposited by

that river after its hydrographical basin had acquired very nearly its present outline of

hill and valley; and he explained the height (near Basle 1200 feet above the sea) to

which it rises above the valley by supposing a filling up of the main and lateral valleys

by river silt during a period of subsidence, and a re-excavation in part during a subse-

quent upheaval. In many respects the analogy established by this distinguished authority

between this ancient river-deposit and that of the plain of the Mississippi, and his argu-

ment in favour of its fluviatile character, are satisfactory and conclusive.

The difficulty I have felt in applying this hypothesis in its entirety to certain valleys

in the South of England, and more especially to the valleys of the Somme and the

Seine, has been the great height to which the Loess rises above the levels of these

rivers, and the impossibility, for reasons assigned at p. 265, of admitting such a deposition

of silt to have taken place since their present basins had been formed
; nor would it be

easy to conceive pre-existing depressions, of the depth we shall have to speak of, to have

been filled up without an influx of the sea further inland than at present, and a conversion

of the river-valleys into narrow estuaries far beyond existing tidal influences. But the

evidence is rather in a contrary direction. The quaternary deposits adjoining the

estuary of the Thames show conditions more purely freshwater than those which now
obtain in the adjoining waters. The Loess at Menchecourt contains no trace of Qiarine

organisms
; and in the valley of the Seine we have recently found freshwater shells in the

low-level valley-gravels of Rouen. At the same time a subsidence so regulated as to be

* There are, however, a sufficient number of rolled fragments to show wear in river-shingle.

t Manual of Elem. Geol., 5th edit. p. 122-5. By some it has been considered a glacier mud.
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exactly proportioned to the accumulation of river sediment and to keep out the sea is

very difficult to imagine, and is certainly not supported by the facts.

What I propose to show is, on the contrary, that the brick-earth is intimately associ-

ated with all the valley-gravels and is contemporaneous with and dependent upon them

from the beginning to the end of the series, the higher deposits having been formed

before the excavation of the valleys, and those on the lower terraces being of later date.

I have said that in the valley of the Somme the high-level gravels rise to the height

of 100 feet above the river; and from some recent observations I conclude that there are

some beds which attain a height of 150 feet. Now, if we take this latter level as having

been the floor of the valley through which the river flowed at the period when these

gravels were deposited, we shall find the Loess still extending to about 60 or 80 feet

above such a plane. At the same time we know that the greater portion of it is accu-

mulated in irregular masses on the slopes of the hills at a still lower level, where it

either reposes immediately upon the chalk substratum or else covers the low-level

gravels. In the adjoining valley of La Bresle I found traces of the higher gravels 40 feet

above the river, and the Loess, with Pupa &c., rising to 110 feet above this level.

In the valley of the Oise, near Creil, I noticed traces of gravel on hills 65 feet above

the river, whilst the Loess rises to a height of 115 feet. In the valley of the Seine I

observed the high-level gravel at the Pont de 1’Arche rising 140 feet above that river,

and again the Loess 50 feet higher. In the neighbourhood of Mantes and of Rouen

we found analogous phenomena. The great height to which the Loess rises in the

neighbourhood of Paris has often been remarked upon by the French geologists, and

its occurrence on the hills above Meudon has long presented a difficulty*. Its height

there is about 320 feet measured by an aneroid barometer. It is perfectly well

developed, is several feet thick, contains a few land shells, and presents all the cha-

racters of the same material on the lower levels. M. Charles d’Orbigny has shown

me the Loess rising up to the top of the hill above Ivry, and between the fort and

Villejuif. It there attains a height of 305 feet above the river. These levels give a

height above the high-level gravels of 150 to 200 feet, for at the Butte-aux-Cailles these

are not more than 130 feet above the river
; but some gravels I observed on a hill-terrace

near Mont Valerien may be as much as 150 to 160 feet above the Seine. Further search

may also show the existence of higher beds
;
or such beds may have been denuded.

However much, in fact, the Loess may extend beyond the limits of the present river-

valleys, it is always bounded by higher hills flanking the plains and the lower ranges.

Thus, though it spreads over the low plains and hills of Belgium, it does not rise more

than two-thirds up the flanks of Mont St. Pierre at Maestricht. In Kent it extends

far up the slopes of the hills flanking the river-valleys, but it is in all cases bounded

* This outlier of Loess has been represented as capping those hills. This would greatly increase the

difficulty of connecting it with any old river-action, as it would extend the river boundaries to a compara-

tively indefinite distance. Such, however, is not the case. High as it is, it is still at least 100 feet below the

summit of the hill.

2 p 2
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by the higher chalk hills*. So again in the valley of the Somme, both the flanks of

the valleys and the lower hills adjoining the valley are covered, but the higher water-

sheds between the different valleys are free from it. A general section across the

Somme valley may be represented thus (fig. 16).

Pig. 16 .—Theoretical section across the valley of the Somme.

The Loess is therefore, like the high- and low-level valley-gravels, connected with

existing river-valleys, although the connexion is, owing to its irregularity and wider

extension, not so apparent ; and it becomes a question whether they may be related to

the same common cause, presenting two phases connected with temporary changed condi-

tions. In the first place, such organic remains as are found in the Loess are all common

to the fluviatile gravels ; but in the latter they are coordinate with a fauna of a more

freshwater character. Thus there exists in the lower marl, gravels, and sands at Men-

checourt the same species of Helix
,
Pupa, and Clausilia as occur in the overlying Loess.

In the former, however, they are intermingled with Limnaza, Bythinia, Planorbis
,
and

other freshwater shells, whereas in the Loess these shells are the exception (see p. 285).

With the shells in the Loess are also associated the remains of the same species of

Elephant, Horse, Deer, &c. as are found in the underlying series.

It is well known that in all rivers subject to floods and carrying down much sediment,

as, for example, the Severn in its lower course, three forms of sediment will be de-

posited: 1st, coarse gravel and shingle in the more direct channel through which

the waters flow with the greatest velocity ; 2nd, sand and fine gravel in those portions

of the more direct channel where the velocity of the stream is checked from any cause

;

and 3rd, fine silt and sediment in those parts where the flood-waters out of the direct

channel remain for a time in a state of comparative repose ; such places are the lee-

side of the hills, lateral valleys, and plains, and any local depressions or hollows : none

or little would accumulate in the main channel, as the scour of the retiring waters

would there prevent its deposition.

In like maimer I conceive the Loess to be the result of river-floods commencing

at the period of the highest valley-gravelsf, and continued down to the end of that

* In the valley of the Thames the Loess covers the low-level gravels in thick masses, hut is very scantily

spread over any part of the high-level gravels, and is rarely to he traced much above them.—March 1864.

f The Loess may have begun to form even before the fossiliferous high-level gravels, and therefore pro-

bably when the floor of the original valley was yet higher than these beds indicate.
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of the lowest valley-gravel ; that the higher beds
(b) were formed at the time the higher-

level gravels were being accumulated in the bed of the old river ; the beds (b
1

)
after

the gravel
(
d
)
was left dry ; whilst the lower beds

(
b") result from inundations of the

river after the excavation of the valley C, and when the higher levels were beyond the

reach of floods. The same characters prevail throughout all the levels, except that the

lower masses usually contain more shells, and show more distinct traces of bedding and

lamination. That the deposit of Loess was out of the reach of the ordinary current of

the river is evident from the circumstance of its containing no rolled pebbles or fluviatile

shells—except a few of either sometimes swept in from the ordinary river-channel, and

serving to show the connexion of the two deposits,—from the uniformity of its compo-

sition, and from the local nature and angularity of its debris. It presents precisely

those characters which would result from fine deposition from turbid waters, with the

occasional presence of a few angular fragments of the adjacent rocks. As the waters

subsided, this silt would be left in sheltered positions, would be added to from year to

year, until, as the river wore a deeper channel, the first-formed sediment would be left

permanently dry, only to be disturbed by meteorological agencies, which would from

time to time carry down portions of it into the river, now at a lower level, there to be

re-deposited at such lower levels.

Another proof of its limited extent and of its not having at any time filled the valleys,

is that in the lower levels, when it abuts against the hill-sides, it always slopes up

towards the hill, following in fact nearly the present shape of the ground, and does

not form horizontal beds cut off and truncated in the way which so generally occurs

with the higher-level gravels, or when sedimentary strata have been excavated.

On this view of the subject the difficulty otherwise experienced in conceiving floods

of a magnitude such that the waters would rise to the brim of these deep valleys, or in

supposing these valleys to be filled up with silt and afterwards re-excavated, is avoided,

for it would reduce the rise to be accounted for to limits more compatible with our

experience of certain existing rivers. It is possible also that variations in the extent of

elevation of the land may even cause the difference often to appear greater than it is.

There is one seeming difficulty to this hypothesis, which must occur to every field

geologist: it is, the apparently distinct separation of the Loess and the underlying

gravels wherever they occur in association. But a close examination will sometimes

show thin seams of loam, not to be distinguished from the Loess, intercalated in the

gravels, especially in the higher levels, though as a rule the masses of this material

invariably overlie the gravels. The explanation of this fact is, I apprehend, to be found

in the circumstance that it is only when the shingle or gravel ceased to be deposited,

owing to the changes in the level or course of the river, that the Loess could accumulate.

So long as the place was in the direct line and on the level of the stream, and subject

to its scouring action, no such deposit could take place. Consequently, so long as the

bed of the old river was on the level of d, diag. fig. 17, so long would the accumulation

of the Loess from the rise of the flood-waters to o be restricted to b. When the valley
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became deepened to c, the gravels d, though raised above the river-channel, would still

be subject to be covered on the occasion of the flood-waters rising to n, and the Loess

would accumulate at b', covering the gravel d and sloping up against the side of the hill

to the level of the line n. So again when further deepened to d, the Loess would be

deposited at b" so long as the flood-waters rose to m, or to any point between c and m.

Pig. 17 .—Diagram representing one side of a valley with a series of gravel and Loess beds.

The Loess occasionally contains thin seams of gravel, derived sometimes from the

underlying gravels d and c, but more frequently from the adjacent land-surface. The

extreme sharpness, as a rule, of the debris from the latter, leads me to believe that the

transport of such angular fragments, and the common irregularity of their bedding, arose

from drifting shore-ice. The usually small size of the fragments and the general absence

of subangular gravel is also compatible only with the thin ice that might be formed at

night during the spring floods, and away from the shingle-strewed river-channel.

The valley-gravels by themselves give no direct evidence of the extent of the floods.

They merely show, in the quantity of debris, the coarse shingle, and the worn blocks, the

results of torrential action. If, however, we admit the flood-water origin of the Loess, it

necessarily follows that, as we find this deposit on ground 50 (if not 100) feet above

the highest beds of the valley-gravels (which fix approximately the position of the main

channels of the old rivers), it gives a measure of the floods of that period, and shows them

to have exceeded even those of arctic rivers at the present day, for the waters of these

rivers rarely rise more than 40 to 50 feet above their low summer level. This fact fur-

nishes, therefore, strong corroborative evidence of the scouring and erosive energy of

these old rivers, and tends to strengthen the opinion, before expressed, of their power to

excavate, when taken in conjunction with the other agencies before described, the large

valleys through which the rivers now flow in such dwarfed volumes. I would observe

that in each valley the height to which the Loess rises above the high-level valley-

gravels is proportionate to the length of the valley and the area drained, showing

therefore its dependence upon them, and that it is not referable to any uniform level or

to any general cause.

Another character common to the Loess, and pointing, I conceive, to the same flood-

water origin, is the presence of numerous small worm-like cavities penetrating the mass.

These appear to me to be likely to have arisen in most instances from the presence of

the vegetable and animal matter with which flood-waters are always more or less charged,

and which, deposited with the mud, decomposed and gave rise to gases that, as they
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escaped through the soft and pasty silt, leavened, as it were, the mass, and produced

these innumerable tubular cavities.

Sometimes the Loess puts on a local character, derived from either adjacent chalk,

sand, or clay beds. It then becomes so modified as to render its true character not

easily distinguishable. In some cases it becomes very argillaceous, in others very sandy

or very chalky. Occasionally it is so full of angular rock- or flint-fragments as to pass

into an angular gravel. It is the presence of a local bed of this nature, made up in part

of the angular fragments so peculiar to the Loess, and partly from the subangular gravel

taken up from the underlying white gravel (Diluvium gris), and generally deeply coloured,

which has given rise, in a number of cases, to the Diluvium rouge (part) of the French

geologists, as exhibited in the sections at Charonne, Gentilly and Joinville, as well as at

Abbeville and Amiens. Therefore, so far from being a separate deposit, this bed at these

places is, I consider, merely an accident of the Loess, which again is merely a condition

of a river-deposit of the period of the valley-gravels ; so that, instead of the four separate

deposits of ‘ Loess,’ ‘ Diluvium rouge,’ 4 Sable lacustre,’ and ‘ Diluvium gris,’ into which

some able French geologists would divide the deposits at Gentilly, Joinville, St.

Acheul, &c. *, I would divide them, on lithological characters alone, into two groups

—

the Loess and the Valley-gravels; whilst so far as age is concerned I should consider

them as one, representing phases of like causes under different conditions.

§ 5. ORGANIC REMAINS OF THE YALLEY-GRAYELS.

As it is very desirable to determine whether any changes in the fauna occurred during

the period which elapsed between our earliest fossiliferous high-level valley-gravels and

the latest low-level gravels, I have attempted to form separate lists of the organic re-

mains of each series. I feel, however, that we are not yet in a position to do so with cer-

tainty or completeness. The difficulties in the way are, 1st, the uncertainty as to which

series the beds may in some cases belong to ; 2nd, the frequent absence ofrecord as to the

level at which the organic remains have been found ; 3rd, the incompleteness of the search.

I therefore submit these results merely as an approximation and a commencement.

I am indebted to Dr. Falconer and M. Lartet for much valuable information respecting

the mammalian remains, and to Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys for the correction of my former

lists of the Mollusca, and for his kind assistance in determining additional species.

As a term of comparison for the Mollusca, I have taken the group of land- and

freshwater shells now inhabiting the districts^ where the fossil species are found,

adopting, generally, Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys’s nomenclature and distribution for England,

and taking for their range in France M. Picard’s “ shells of the department of the

Somme M. Bouchard-Chanteroux for those of the “Pas de Calais,” and M. Baudon§

* Bull, de la Soc. Geol. de France, 2e ser. vol. xii. pp. 1277, 1297, 1298 ; vo! xvii. pp. 18, 19, 67-78, 103.

(With reference to M. Hubert’s observations, 2e
ser. vol. xvii. p. 18, see his “ rectification,” vol. xii. p. 255.) It

was not until towards the end of 1859 that this able geologist expressed belief in the discoveries at St. Acheul.

t Forbes and Hanley’s * British Mollusca,’ and Mr. Gwyn Jeefreys’s ‘ British Conchology,’ vol. i.

+ Journ. de la Soc. Linneenne du Nord de la France, vol. i. p. 149. § Soc. Acad, de l’Oise, 1855.
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for those of the Oise. I have given in the Appendix the results of this examination of

the range of the quaternary species of the beds under review.

High Levels.—The high-level gravel of St. Acheul has furnished a distinct and toler-

ably complete list of Mollusca; but in England the evidence is more imperfect., Hoxne

supplies but few species, and some uncertainty attaches to the level of Biddenham*.

Out of a total of 109 land- and freshwater shells now inhabiting the South of England

and North of France, 36 species have been found in the flint-implement-bearing high-

level gravels
;
and of the 12 freshwater genera 8 are represented in these old alluvia.

There is a singular scarcity of Unionidse and Paludinidse. The Neritinidse are not

present at all. The Limnseadse, of species inhabiting marshes and pools, on the contrary,

abound, together with, in places, the fluviatile species of Ancylus

;

the Helicidae are,

Succinea excepted, poorly represented, compared to their numbers in the low-level gravels.

A variety of species are common at St. Acheul, while at Montiers one species of Pupa

(P. marginata
)
occurs in thousands with but few other shells, and in the various other

isolated patches of high-level gravels between Amiens and Abbeville, including the

beds at Moulin Quignon, I have not been able to discover any traces of shells. They

are equally rare in the high-level gravels of other valleys, except at a very few places.

Combined with this scarcity, there is also an absence of such shells as would mark full

deep rivers or lakes, whilst such as might be found in broad and shallow rivers, that,

like many of those of Northern America at the present day, are flooded at one period

of the year and nearly dry at others, occur at long intervals. In most of these northern

rivers shells are also extremely scarce. Mr. Bell mentions an instance where he

travelled along the banks of the river Magdalen for four weeks, during which the

only shell he met with was a species of Limncea f. This scarcity of shells is common in

most of the rivers in these high latitudes. Along such rivers, however, there are often

quiet pools, where shells are more numerous. If to the limited fauna found under these

circumstances we add the land-testacea carried down by freshets and by small tributary

streams, the shells so brought together would form a collection very similar in character

to that which we find in these post-pliocene deposits.

At St. Acheul Mr. Godwin-Austeh called my attention to a large sandstone block

having on its surface numerous rudely worm-shaped lines of concreted sand, bearing

a very close resemblance to those made by the sand-covered gelatinous attached polyzoa so

common in our clear stony-bedded streams, as a proof that it had lain in a running stream.

Such specimens are not rare, and taken with the absence of mud or clay beds in these

gravels, and the general character of the shells, lead also to the inference that the old

rivers were usually clear and limpid.

With respect to the species of Mollusca, they show, with few exceptions, a near

* I give the list of shells I have found at Biddenham, together with the list of those found by Mr. Wyatt

at Summer-house Hill in beds which certainly belong to the low-level series. I do not, however, feel sure that

both Biddenham and Joinville, though distinctly above the low-levels, should not he placed on an intermediate

level.—Feb. 1864.

t Geological Survey of Canada, 1857 & 1858.
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identity with those now living in the same area. There are rarely sufficient modifica-

tions in size or form to lead us a priori to infer any material differences in the conditions

under which they lived. Certain species of Pisidium, Cyclas, Limncea
,
Succinea

,
Planor-

bis, Helix
,
&c., were then, as now, among the most abundant shells. Some varieties,

such as one of Pisidium fontinale,
and that of Helix pulchella

,
are, I am informed by

Mr. Jeffkeys, forms more peculiar to the north of Europe. The Hydrobia marginata
,

though not known in northern Europe, ranges high in the subalpine tracts of the Jura

and Alps.

But though there is nothing sufficiently specific in the individual species to indicate a

climate different from that of the present day, there is at the same time nothing to

require restriction to an identical climate. If, further, we look at the group as a whole,

we shall find it to have not only a very wide range, but one more in a northern than in

a southern direction. Of the 36 species found in these high-level gravels, 29 are found

in the plains or on the hills of Lombardy*, whereas 34 of them range to Sweden and 31

to Finland; amongst these are the common Succinea putris, S. elegans,
Helix hispida

,

H. nemoralis
,
H. pulchella, Zonites radiatulus, Pupa marginata

,
Limncea peregra

,
L. pa-

lustris, L. truncatula, Planorbis vortex
,
P. complanatus,

P. albus, P. spirorbis
,
Bytkinia

tentaculata
,
Ancylusfluviatilis, Valvata piscinalis, Cyclas cornea,

Pisidium amnicum, and

P. fontinale. Many range further north in Europe, but there is no list of the land and

freshwater shells of any more northern district so complete as that of Finland f. It is

known, however, that a great number of these same species are found in Siberia. The

annual freezing of the rivers, even in less northern latitudes, proves at all events the

power of these mollusks to endure a great winter cold J. This capability of enduring

severe cold, and their northern range, show that they could readily have adapted them-

selves to great changes of climate in the region where they are now found. The general

absence of southern species is also not without its significance
;
for while out of a total

of 77 Finland species 31 have been found at the few places named in our list (see Ap-

pendix), only 29 out of the 193 Lombardy species have been met with in these beds.

Our knowledge of the fossil Mammalia of the high-level gravel-beds is very incom-

plete. I might, it is true, include those I have reason to believe are of the same age

and which would furnish us with more complete and positive data—such, for instance,

as a great number of the cave-deposits
; but, from the circumstances I have before alluded

to, I deem it best to confine myself to these particular beds and to the localities where

flint implements have been found. Few of our own high-level gravels contain any

organic remains at all : in the greater part they are entirely absent.

* Catalogo dei Molluschi della Lombardia, by A. & G. B. Villa. Milan, 1844 & 1853.

t Finland Mollusker, af Nordenskiold och Hylander, Helsingfors, 1856.

+ Picard mentions an instance where some specimens of Limncea auricularia he had placed in a vase, froze

in the ice, which was exposed to a temperature of —2°Fahr. When the thaw came and they were released

they soon recovered and became as active as ever.

—

Op. cit. p. 278.

MDCCCLXIV. 2q
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The mammalian remains at present recorded from the High-level Flint-implement-

bearing Gravels are :

—

Hoxne.
Bedford.

Biddenham.

Amiens.

St. Acheul.

Elephas primigenius * (sp.?) * *

antiquus * *
Rhinoceros tichorhinus *
Equus (the common fossil species) .

.

* *

Bos
(primigenius ?) * * *

Cervus * * *

tarandus * ?

This list is very small, and would not of itself suffice to prove the character of the

climate. We know only that the Elejphas 'primigenius and Rhinoceros tichorhinus are

considered, from their association and their structure, to have inhabited countries pos-

sessing cold climates
;
and that their remains are found chiefly in the subarctic and north

temperate zone, and are not known south of the temperate zone. We know also that the

Horse and the Ox brave the winters of Siberia and Northern America. The Reindeer

is essentially a northern animal.

Of the flora of this period we have very limited means of judging. Generally the

high-level gravels contain no vegetable remains, with the rare exceptions of mere

fragments of decayed wood. Occasionally, where lodgements have been effected out of

the direct course of the main stream, plant-remains are more abundant, and the wood

larger and more perfect—so much so as to lead to a hope that ultimately we may find

a favoured spot containing the requisite evidence respecting the vegetation of the period.

In the mean time there have been found at Hoxne large pieces of the stem and branches

of the Oak, Yew, and Fir, and traces also of leaves and seeds*. These trees, common

in our latitudes, have at the same time a considerable northern range : and, as with the

Testacea, there is thus far an absence of southern forms. If we may consider the Oak as

defining an extreme of climate, we shall find ourselves restricted in a northern direction

to some moderate degree of cold, for the Oak in Europe does not extend beyond 58° to

63° lat., with a winter temperature of from 15° to 20°. In America it reaches, and that

only in a stunted form, no further north than the basin of the Saskatchewan, within a

short distance of Cumberland House, in 54° lat., where, however, the winter tempera-

ture is — 3
0,

7 f . It may be a question whether in those latitudes where the sun would

have more power than in the higher latitudes first named, and where consequently the

ground in the summer would thaw to a greater depth, the Oak may not have thriven

under a winter temperature more nearly like that of the American region.

* I since found, in the autumn of 1863, a few impressions of a leaf, apparently of a Bilberry, in bed d, at

Hoxne. "With these there were also numerous valves of Cyprides and some calcareous grains of Avion ater.

—

Feb. 1864.

t Arctic Searching Expedition, by Sir John Eichardson, London, 1851
;
The Yegetation of Europe, by

A. Henerey, London, 1852
; Geographie Botanique, par A. De Candolle, Paris, 1855.
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It is evident that if we had to depend only upon the organic remains for decisive

evidence of the nature of the climate of the period under inquiry, we might fail to

arrive, on the present data, at any exact or positive conclusion. All the recent species

are such as are now to be found within the limits of the temperate zone, but they

appear to agree better with the fauna and flora of its northern than of its southern

provinces; the Fossil Mammalia may also, from their general association and distri-

bution, be considered to have inhabited cold countries ; so that there is a balance in

favour of the probability of a severer, but not of an extreme climate. On the one

hand, we are restricted in the degree of mean winter cold by the presence of trees, and

more especially of the Oak ; on the other, we are restricted in the degree of heat by

the range of the Reindeer and the absence of southern forms.

If, further, we take these indications in conjunction with the physical features before

described, the conjoint evidence has more weight and preciseness. Limited as the evi-

dence of the organic remains is, it is at all events in accordance with the physical

evidence in favour of a considerable winter cold. It is possible even to attempt some

approximate limitation. Thus a climate where the Oak, the Yew, and the Fir (and

the Bilberry) throve, where Reindeer lived, where Deer, Horse, and Ox abounded, and

where the rivers were subject to periodical floods, and froze so as to transport large

boulders for considerable distances, presents conditions which would probably accord

with a mean winter cold of not less than 20°, while it may have been as low as 10° or

even lower. This would he from 19° to 29° under that which now obtains in these

regions, taking the winter temperature of the S.E. of England and N.W. of France at 89°

—a difference, under normal conditions, equal to that of from 10° to 20° of latitude on

one meridian.

Low Levels.—The organic remains of this series are more numerous and afford better

evidence of climatal conditions.

Mollusca.—Of the 36 species of shells enumerated in the high-level gravels, 31 occur

also in our lower gravels, together with 20 species which have not yet been found in the

higher series of these districts, making a total of 51 species belonging to the beds now

in question*. In the present state of the inquiry I attach little weight to the pre-

sumed absence of 5 high-level gravel species ; while it remains to be seen how many of

the additional 20 species may be found in higher beds elsewhere. Amongst the addi-

tional species are the Carychium minimum and Helix fruticum. The former has a wide

range in England and over every part of the Continent ; the latter, on the contrary, is

a temperate and north European species, but does not live in England. The Helix

arbustorum is also of the small variety characteristic of cold or alpine regions, while

the H jgygmea is likewise a northern species. On the other hand, several other species

of Helix (see Appendix) found in these beds range through central and southern Europe

only. The other species to be noticed in these newer beds, are the Pomatias obscurus,

* The lists from the low levels of Abbeville and Bedford are given in the Appendix. The latter are from

Mr. Wyatt’s descriptions of the sections at Harrowden and Summerhouse Hill.

2 Q 2
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Clansilia plicatula, and Vitrina diaphana
,

shells now living in France but not in

England, and all of which Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys has recognized in my collection from

Menchecourt*. The last-named shell is more especially alpine
; whereas the Cyclostoma

elegans, which abounds at this place, and has not been found at either St. Acheul or

Biddenham, has a range essentially southern, not being now found north of central

Germany f.

Besides the land and freshwater shells, the following species of marine and estuarine

shells have been met with at Menchecourt :

—

Buccinwm undatum. Littorina squalida. Cardium edule.

Fusus. Nassa reticulata. Ostrea edulis.

Littorina littorea. Purpura lapillus. Tellina Balthica.

These, like the freshwater shells, present, with two exceptions, no differences from the

recent species. These exceptions are, according to Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, L. squalida
,

which is now absent from our shores, but lives on the coast of Norway
; and the

T. Balthica
,
which is of the northern variety. Both these shells are found in other

postpliocene deposits of this country, and range back as far as the Crag.

But the most important shell at Menchecourt is the Cyrena ftwminalis
,
of which 1

have found three specimens^. This mollusk, as is well known, now lives in the Nile and

in mountainous streams of central Asia—a range presenting great extremes of climate.

It is evident that at Menchecourt the waters were saline or brackish. As in the

estuary of the Thames at present, the Cardium edule and the Littorina littorea were then

common shells. The Buccinum undatum was far from rare. Of the Ostrea I have only

found one dwarfed specimen. Associated with these are numbers of Limncea
,
Helix

,

and other freshwater and land shells, washed down into the estuary by freshets of the

old streams or rivers. On some of the large flints in bed e (former paper, p. 284), which

are as fresh and perfect as though just taken from the chalk, I have found attached the

opercula of Bythinia. These flints were probably carried down undisturbed with the

Bythinia itself attached, from the bed of some small tributary stream, by the agency of ice.

That shells should be found at Menchecourt and Mautort and not at Montiers and

St. Roch, arises, I imagine, from the overwhelming floods, and from the large mass of

constantly shifting shingle along the bed of the old river, which would be influenced

thereby throughout the length of its main channel above tidal influence. But where

the tide met the current, near Abbeville, the force of the latter being much checked

—

especially where any projecting land sheltered portions of the river from its full effect,

* A curious feature of the period is the abundance of two species of slugs. In some of these beds, and more

especially in the Loess, at Menchecourt I had found numbers of small oval calcareous bodies, for the origin of

which I was at a loss to account until Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys recognized them as the calcareous grains found in

the Arion ater. The small shelly shield of the Limax agrestis is also found, but less abundantly.—April 1864.

f Gwyn Jeffreys, ‘ British Conchology,’ vol. i. p. 805.

X It is singular that in the greater number of places where the Cyrena fluminalis occurs in a fossil state

the waters have been brackish or estuarine, as at Grays, Chislet, Abbeville, and in Norfolk (the Crag) &c.
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as the hill of St. Gilles with respect to Menchecourt—there we might expect a quieter

deposition of sedimentary matter
;
and this we find to be the case at the latter place.

These causes, as in all rivers of the present day subject to heavy periodical floods,

must have operated very generally during this quaternary period, and have rendered

the remains of freshwater mollusca in these fluviatile deposits the exception and not the

rule. As a proof of this, I may remark that I am not aware that land and freshwater

shells had been noticed in the lower gravels of the Seine valley until I discovered the

few species mentioned at page 261*. Neither the valley of the Lark nor the valley of

the Waveney have yet yielded any. In the valley of the Ouse they are more common,

though still comparatively scarce.

As with the pulmoniferous Testacea of the high-level gravels, although there is

nothing in the individual species found in the low-level series to give a definite clue to

the character of the climate of the period, still the group maintains its northern ten-

dencies, there being, out of a total of 52 species, 42 now living in Sweden and 37 in

Finland (or nearly one-half of the Finnish species), whereas only one-fifth, or 38, of the

Lombardy species occur in these quaternary beds. The marine shells are also common
temperate and cold-climate species. The Littorina squalida alone slightly weighs the

balance in a more northern direction
; but, on the other side, we have to notice the

introduction of a few more southern land and freshwater species, such as the TJnio

littoralis, of the Helix cajperata
,
Pomatias obscurus, and the abundance of Cyclostoma

elegans
,
which may be taken as some evidence of a more genial climate than that of the

period preceding it. The profusion also of the land and freshwater testacea, and the

greater abundance and variety of animal life, support this latter view. The great bulk

of the species, both of Mollusca and Mammalia, being common to both levels of gravel,

we may presume that no very important change in the mean temperature then took

place, and that any transition was gradual, although it is possible that the winter

climate of the one period may have differed to some extent from that of the other.

The following species of Mammalia have been found in these low-level gravels. I

am indebted to Dr. Falconer for the determination of all the Bedford specimens, and

to M. Lartet for the Paris list. The species from the Somme valley are the same as

given in my former paper.

This list, although more complete than that of the other series, must be taken only as

a very partial representation of the fossil Mammalia of the period. There are other

localities beyond our inquiry which, as with the Mollusca, would afford a larger and

more varied list, like, for example, the valley of the Thames f; but, as I purpose to

show their synchronism at length, I consider it better in this more special inquiry to

confine myself to the above species. There are enough, independently of other loca-

lities, for the general argument, which, so far as regards the Elephant and Rhinoceros,

follows the same line as that relating to the high-level gravels.

* Besides these (ante, p. 261) I found in a marl in a higher level and corresponding with the Loess, Helix

hispida, H. pulchella, H. nemoralis, Pvpa marginata, Succinea putris, Avion ater, and Bythinia tentaculata.

f And the valley of the Wiley at Salisbury (Dr. Blackmobe’s remarkable collection).—March 1864.
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Bedford,

Great Northern
Railway

,
or

Summer-house Hill.

Abbeville,

Menchecourt.

Amiens,

St. Rock.

Paris,

Grenelle, Ivry
,

Clichy, or the

RuedeReuilly.

Elephas primigenius, Blum.

.

* * * *
—— antiquus, Falc * * * =X= e

Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Cm. *• r *
—— megarhinus, Christol. * ' *?G
Ursus spelseus, Blum * « *
Hyaena spelsea, Gold * * ? g

Pelis spelsea. Gold * *
Bos primigenius,Boj * ? * * *
Bison priscus, Boj * r * * c

Equus (possibly two species) * * *
Cervus 2 euryceros, Aldr. . .—— elaphus, Linn. ......

* r

* *
tarandus, Linn

Hippopotamus major, Nesti.

* # <•

* *
Sus * V *

1 This determination is by Dr. Falconer, but rests upon a single fragment of a tooth I found in the pit at

the Eue de Eeuilly. I have a molar tooth of probably another species of Rhinoceros (R. hemitoechus, Pale.)

from Bedford, but it is too low worn for a confident determination. 2 I omit the Cervus Somonensis, as

Dr. Falconer and M. Lartet consider its specific distinctness very doubtful. The specimens from the railway

cutting are in my collection
;
those from Summerhouse Hill are in Mr. Wyatt’s. Where, in columns 1 and 4,

the specimens are known to me only from one of the localities, that place is designated by its initial letter.

There is no doubt that the Reindeer lived during the period of formation of the

St. Acheul beds, although not found at that spot ;
in the lower valley series it is a com-

mon species. We know that this creature now ranges from the shores of the Arctic Sea

to about 46° N. lat. in Asia, to 47° in America, and 60° in Europe *. This corresponds,

in the first instance, with a winter temperature of about 19°; in the second with one of

16°; and in the third with 23°Fahr. These parallels, however, give only the line of

winter migration of the Reindeer. Their chief home is in the more arctic districts, of

which these latitudes are merely the southern boundaries. The Aurochs is now

restricted to a region of which the winter climate is 25°.

The Musk Ox, which is found fossil in the low-level gravels of the valley of the Oisef

(as well as in the Thames valley), is more essentially an animal of cold countries,

ranging now only from the extreme polar regions to lat. 64° N. in arctic America.

On the other hand, there are two animals which might be considered to militate against

this northern tendency. The one is a large Felis. It is, however, well known that a

species of Tiger is common on the Lower Amoor, where the river is frozen for five

months in the year. A Tiger also lives constantly in the severe climate of the district

around the sea of Aral, where the shore-waters and rivers freeze every winter. In his

survey of that district, Commander Butakoff$ remarks that “ Tigers roam constantly in

* Richardson, ‘ Fauna Boreali-Americana Desmarest, in D’Orbigny’s ‘ Dictionnaire d’Histoire Naturelle,’

art. “ Renne Logan, ‘ Geological Survey of Canada for 1857,’ Appendix, pp. 227, 244.

f Plint implements have been found in these gravels.

i Journal of the Geographical Society, vol. xxiii. p. 95 (1852).
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the vicinity of Aralsk, and particularly in the winter, notwithstanding the frost.” The

January temperature of this part of Asia falls as low as between 14° and 10°Fahr.

The other is the Hippopotamus. Remains of this latter creature are met with at

St. Roch, but none are yet recorded from Menchecourt. It is found also in abundance

at Bedford. In the various flint-implement-bearing localities it is confined to the low-

level gravels. Should this prove to be the rule, which I am not prepared yet to assert,

it will be one of some interest. The difficulty felt about the possibility of the Hippo-

potamus living in a severe climate, arises from the habits of this creature leading it to

pass so much of its time in the water. But if the possibility, so far as regards the supply

of food and protection by special covering against the cold, of the other large pachy-

derms living in such a climate be admitted, then why should not the Hippopotamus

also have been fitted for a cold climate, provided it partook of the same special con-

ditions. Like its congeners the Elephant and Rhinoceros, this Hippopotamus belongs

to an extinct species, and it becomes a question whether, like them, it may not have

been adapted to endure the rigours of a severer climate than the living species of these

genera can now endure.

Plants.—On this point our ground is almost barren. A few traces of decomposed

wood, and one solitary small specimen, apparently of a branch of the common Chara
,
from

Menchecourt, are all we possess from the places under review. This plant is found in

almost all the rivers of Europe, extending as far as the Volga in lat. 56° and 60° N.

After examining the Fauna and Flora of the low-level gravels, we cannot but feel that

the premises from which we have to draw our conclusions respecting the climate of the

period are still limited. The physical features show an absence of those marked

indications of ice-action we detect in the high-level gravels, but point to the presence

of ice in quantity sufficient to transport large boulders. The shells throw a little

more light on the question, showing the continued prevalence of a northern group, into

which, however, several southern forms have been introduced. The Mammalia continue,

with few exceptions, to give evidence of the persistence of a rigorous climate. On the

whole, although the climate may have been less severe than that of the previous period,

it is probable that the winter temperature was not higher than some point between 15°

and 25°. The circumstance that the old valleys differ from the excavations made by

existing rivers—which cut deep gorges rather than broad valleys with sloping sides

—

rather confirms the opinion that the winter cold and spring floods may have diminished

from year to year throughout the period of the valley-gravels, the result having been to

cause the channels made by these old rivers to be of gradually contracting dimensions

:

hence possibly the difference in width between the top and the base of C (fig. 19, p. 298),

and hence in part the sloping sides of the valleys.

Loess, low-level.—I have found in this deposit at Menchecourt, besides the remains of Mammalia common
to the underlying sands and gravel,

—

Avion ater. hispida. Pupa vnarginata. Pisidium amnicum.

Limax agrestis. nemoralis. Vitrina diaphana. fontinale.

Clausilia (rugosa ?). Helix arbustorwm, var. Zonites radiatulus. Pupa, Helix, and Arion are abun-

Suceinea elegans. pulchella Zua lubrica. dant; Pisidium rare.
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Loess, high-level.—There is a portion of the horns of Cervus elaphus in M. Boucher de Perthes’ collection,

from a bed of high-level clay near St. Biquier ;
exact level not known. Mammalian remains are reported to

have been found in a clay-pit on the plateau between Treport and Abbeville, but I have myself never found

either shells or bones in such positions.

Note.

—

In the original paper read in March 1862, I had introduced a discussion on the uses of the flint

implements, treating them as fossils of this period. The subject, however, is too long and too hypothetical to enter

upon here. I would merely remark that these rude implements may almost all be referred to flint-flakes for

cutting and flaying, and to pointed weapons of offence and defence. There are ovoid forms to which it is difficult

to assign a use. Some of the more spatula-shaped implements I suggested might have been used as ice-chisels

:

in arctic regions the inhabitants never travel in winter without some such instrument attached to a stick, for

the purpose of obtaining water when required, or for making holes in the ice for fishing. I may also remark

that in the high-level gravels the lance- or spear-headed instruments predominate, whilst in the lower-level

gravels the simple flakes of various shapes are the commoner forms.

§ 6. CLIMATAL CONDITIONS. EXCAVATION OF THE VALLEYS.

I have shown, on the authority both of Continental and English geologists, as well as

by the evidence brought forward by myself in this or in my former paper,

—

1. That certain beds of gravel, at various levels, follow the course of the present

valleys, and have a direction of transport coincident with that of the present rivers.

2. That these beds contain, in places, land and freshwater shells in a perfect and un-

injured condition, and also the remains, sometimes entire, of land animals of various ages.

3. That the extent and situation of some of these beds of gravel so much above the

existing valleys and river-channels, combined with their organic remains, point to a

former condition of things when such levels constituted the lowest ground over which

the waters passed.

4. That the size and quantity of the debris afford evidence of great transporting power

;

whilst the presence of fine silt, with land shells, covering all the different gravel beds,

and running up the combes and capping the summits of some of the adjacent hills to

far above the level of the highest of these beds, points to floods of extraordinary

magnitude.

These conditions, taken as a whole, are compatible only with the action of rivers

flowing in the direction of the present rivers, and in operation before the existing valleys

were excavated through the higher plains, of power and volume far greater than the

present rivers, and dependent upon climatal causes distinct from those now prevailing

in these latitudes. The size, power, and width of the old rivers is clearly evinced by

the breadth of their channel, and the coarseness and mass of their shingle beds
; whilst

the volume and power of the periodical inundations are proved by the great height

to which the flood-silt has been carried above the ordinary old river-levels—floods which

swept down the land and marsh shells, together with the remains of animals of the

adjacent shores, and entombed them either in the coarser shingle of the main channel,

or else in the finer sediment deposited by the subsiding waters in the more sheltered

positions. As the main channel was deepened from year to year by the scouring action

of the rivers, the older shingle banks were after a time left dry, except during floods,
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when they became covered np with the flood-silt, which, extending also over the

adjacent land and shores, was there deposited directly upon the rocky substratum. As

the channel became deeper, and the tributary valleys partook of the same erosion, they,

being out of the main river-current, tended especially to receive thick deposits of the

flood-silt (Loess), while the higher grounds were left permanently dry.

Rivers subject to periodical floods are extremely variable in their course and direction,

flowing first on one side and then on the other side of the valley, shifting the shoals and

gravel banks, and distributing them in a very irregular manner. Consequently it is by

no means necessary to suppose that a bed of gravel like that at Oakley and Abbots

Thorpe extended across the valley of the Waveney, or that the gravel bed of St. Acheul

extended the whole width of the valley of the Somme, but we may rather infer that

local conditions led to the great accumulations of gravel at certain spots, especially on

the sides, whilst others would be left more or less bare. The subsequent denudation

may therefore have been comparatively slight, and the present outliers of high-level gravels

may yet represent a not inconsiderable portion of the alluvium of the old rivers. That

these rivers had at times a torrential character, is evident from the nature of their

transporting power, as indicated by the prevalence and coarseness of the gravels, by the

absence of mud-sediment, and by the rough and irregular lines of bedding. But not

only have we these exhibitions of the power of the old rivers ;
it is further evident,

from the presence in the terrace-gravels of large blocks, often but little worn and

transported from considerable distances, together with much sharp and angular smaller

debris, that there was some other power in operation besides the ordinary transporting

power of water, great though that be. For the blocks in the one case would have shown

an amount of wear in proportion to the length of transport, and the smaller debris

would have been separated from the larger ; whereas the blocks are always more or less

angular, they are scattered indiscriminately through the gravel, are often associated with

the most delicate and fragile shells, and with bones of Mammalia but little or not at all

worn. The only cause adequate to produce these results is, I conceive, the action of

river-ice, whereby these blocks and a portion of the debris were carried down and

deposited along the river-channel, more especially in those parts where the currents

may have been checked either by a widening of the river or by the influx of a tributary

stream. The recent phenomena, with reference to the transport of blocks by ice on the

St. Lawrence at its breaking up in the spring, have been so well proved by Captain

Bayfield* and Sir W. Logan f, and illustrated by Sir Charles Lyell and other geolo-

gists, that it is unnecessary to enlarge upon them here. I may, however, mention that

more lately in sinking the caissons for the Victoria Bridge at Montreal, the bed of the

river, through its width of about two miles, was found to be strewed with large rock

boulders.

The remarkable contortions in the clay cliffs of Norfolk have been attributed by

* Proe. Geol. Soc., vol. ii. p. 223 (1836).

t Ibid. vol. iii. p. 766, and Canadian Journal.

2 RMDCCCLXIV.
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Sir Charles Lyell to the grounding of icebergs on the soft sea-bed, and I am disposed

to attribute to a somewhat like action, on a small scale, of the river-ice, the analogous

structure exhibited in the St. Acheul and other high-level gravels (figs. 13, 14, 15, p. 269).

Mr. A. Murray, in exploring the shores of the Mississagui river, noticed instances of

similar recent effects of ice, “ where the coarse shingle was loosely piled up in great

conical heaps. The accumulations were usually at a turn in the river where there was

a strong current above. The ice, brought down with violence and impinging on the

side at the turn, appeared to have ploughed up the shingle and pushed it forward on

to the bank. One of the heaps was estimated to be 10 feet high at the apex, with a

diameter at the base of 40 to 50 feet ; it rested on closer packed materials of the same

kind, which also formed the bed and the margin of the stream in the neighbourhood ” *.

These results agree with and confirm the indications furnished by the organic remains,

viz. that at the period of the high-level gravels the winter cold, which so froze large rivers

as to furnish ice-rafts capable of transporting innumerable boulders, many of 5 to 10

tons weight or more, for great distances, was not less than that of Moscow or Quebec at

the present day, and that it may have been even lower. It is generally admitted that

previous to this time, in the pliocene or early post-pliocene period, the cold was still

more severe. Then the greater part of England was under the sea, whereas Switzerland

and the greater part of France had emerged from the sea at an earlier, or Miocene period,

and there is no proof of their having been subsequently submerged.

It was during this previous period of intense cold that the wonderful extension of

the Alpine glaciers took place, and that many minor chains, such as the Jura and the

Vosges, had also their glaciers. On the north of the Alps these old glaciers descended

to within 1200 to 1000 feet of the present sea-level, whilst those now existing in Swit-

zerland do not come lower than within 3400 feet of that level. M. Leblancf has

calculated that such a difference of level might be accounted for by a reduction in

the mean annual temperature of 12^° Fahr. But although that might give the limits

to which glaciers could descend in these latitudes under ordinary circumstances and

like conditions, it by no means proves that a greatly lower temperature may not have

accompanied and hastened their enormous growth ;
nor, when we look at the length and

extent of the valleys, of which the fall is but small, over which the old glaciers passed, can

their progress along surfaces so slightly inclined be compared with that where the inclina-

tion, as usually in their present beds, is steeper and the channel narrower J. I do not

believe, therefore, that this estimate of M. Leblanc furnishes us with even an approxi-

mation to the extreme cold of that glacial period. If, however, we were to assume that,

* Geological Survey of Canada, for 1858, by Sir W. Logan, p. 103.

f Bull, de la Soc. Geol. de France, vol. xii. p. 132 (1841).

J Tbus in the valley of the Aar, where the inclination of the surface is about 2\°, the glacier of the Aar does

not come down lower than within 6000 feet of the sea-line ; whereas the glaciers Du Bois and des Bossons, with

beds inclined at 8° to 10°, descend to within 3500 feet of the sea. On the Italian side of the Alps the old

glaciers descended lower and nearer to the sea-level than those on the Swiss side.
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at a certain time towards the end of the glacial period, a temperature of 12-|° below that

of the present day had supervened, the further extension of the glaciers may have been

thereby checked; and as the present mean annual temperature of the S.E. of England

and N.W. of France may be taken at 50°, this would have made it equal to 37^°—the

mean annual temperature of the two stations before named, Moscow and Quebec, being

respectively 40
o,
02 and 41°-85*, and that of Cumberland House (Northern America)

being 80°. This mean annual temperature would agree with the conclusions at which

we had arrived with respect to a mean winter temperature below 20° and above 5°, or

possibly between 10° and 15°, having prevailed during our high-level gravel period.

If there had been no amelioration in the climate at the period of the high-level

gravels, the permanent ice and snow accumulated during the preceding long-continued

and severe cold on the hills and mountain-chains of Europe would have remained with-

out change, and the discharge of the rivers would only have been in proportion to the

annual rainfall, whatever that was; and if that fall were not excessive, we should

have no extraordinary agents in operation beyond the winter frosts and snow and the

attendant spring floods. But if we suppose that (as must necessarily have happened at

some time between the glacial period and the recent period), owing to a further improve-

ment in the climate, the winter temperature became permanently and most probably

gradually higher, then it would follow that during each recurring spring the rivers

would have had their former ordinary discharge increased by the addition to the

annual rainfall of a certain proportion of the snow and ice stored up during the

former cold period. This quantity might have been equal to the accumulation of one,

two, or more winters, according as the rate of elevation of the mean annual temperature

was slow or rapid. In all valleys connected with mountain-chains the result of these

climatal changes must have greatly increased the power of the annual floods—whence

the greater excavation of the valleys connected with such regions. In our case, however,

the extreme conditions do not generally apply, though I believe the foregoing general

cause influenced the results. Most of the valleys we have to investigate are not

connected with areas of old glaciers. The Waveney, Ouse, and Somme are not so

connected. No traces of old glaciers are recorded even in the Ardennes, and those of

the Morvan have been contestedf, although I think without sufficient reason. Never-

theless with the degree of cold we suppose to have existed at this subglacial time, the

mere winter accumulation of ice and snow on the higher ranges of hills must have

been large. The effects of the greater water-power observable in the valley of the Oise,

and of the Seine more especially, may be due not only to the height of the ranges of

hills in which they take their source, but also to the larger areas of drainage.

Starting from the point that the high-level gravels of our district are of an age sub-

sequent to the maximum period of cold, that they mark a period during which the

winter temperature was gradually becoming less rigorous, and that the excavation of

* The various mean temperatures are from Dove’s valuable Tables, Eeports of Brit. Assoc, for 1847.

t Bull, de la Soc. Geol. 2nd series, vol. ii. p. 683 (1845).

2 e 2
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the valleys proceeded with greater energy in consequence of successive increments in

the mean annual temperature of each succeeding year, let us consider what other

effects might have resulted from the operation of these causes.

The mean annual rainfall of the South-east of England and the North of France is

24 inches. The chief fall is in autumn, and the greater portion of it is carried off as it

falls ;
and there is rarely any large accumulation of winter snow. This fall is so small

that it requires but a moderate excess in the fall of any one period of the year to

produce floods which cover the whole breadth of the present valley-channels. It

was a fall of only 3f inches* in the twenty-four hours that caused the disastrous floods

of Morayshire and Aberdeenshire in 1829. Amongst the other remarkable facts con-

nected with that event, Sir T. Dick LAUDEKf states that at Invercauld the small river

Dee rose 14^ feet above the usual level, and spread 400 yards wide. A tributary stream

cut away 6000 square yards of gravel, and spread the debris over thirty acres of land.

Lower down, at Maryfield, the Dee rose 25 feet above its ordinary level. At Park the

rise was 13 feet, and the breadth of the inundation not less than half a milej. At

Murtle the river changed its channel from one side of the valley to the other, and acres

of land were covered with gravel brought down from the upper parts of the river. The

Findhorn rose in one place 50 feet, and in another place cut “ a new channel for itself

for at least a quarter of a mile” §. Although, owing to the difference in the geological

nature of the ground, the effects of such an exceptional rainfall in the south of England

would be less than in Morayshire, it would not require any extravagant addition to the

small rainfall of the present day to increase both the permanent volume and the floods

of our rivers to the extent even of producing inundations more of the character of those

indicated (at page 276) by the position of the brick-earth, or of those of arctic regions.

Such a result might have been formerly obtained, 1st, by a direct increase in the

rainfall ; 2ndly, by the accumulation and rapid melting of the winter snow ; or by the

two causes combined
;
and 3rdly, by the fall of rain in the spring while the ground was

in a frozen state
||.

The line of 35 inches rainfall now touches the north-western point of France, the

western point of England, and the south-western part of Ireland. An advance inland

of this line, arising from the greater precipitation determined by the low temperature

of the land surface, would result from a general winter covering of snow—the accom-

paniment of a climate of the character we have inferred. It may be objected that,

judging from the fact of the decrease generally observed in the rainfall in proceeding

Sir Dick Lauder considers, however, that the fall may have been greater amongst the hills at a distance

of twenty to fifty miles, hut we are without information on this point. The rain for the month was 7’36 inches

at Huntley, and inches at Inverness.

t An Account of the great floods of August 1829, in the province of Moray, &c., 2nd edit. p. 372.

Z Ibid. pp. 390, 391. § Ibid. pp. 38 and 104.

||
This is of rare occurrence in this country, but when it does happen it leads to disastrous floods. Mr.

EVAN'S informs me that the only occasion on which the valley of the Gade is flooded is when rain falls after a

evere winter before the ground is thawed.
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from the tropics to the Arctic zone (it being but 17 inches at St. Petersburg*, and 76

inches at the tropics), we might expect the rainfall to have been less, rather than

greater than at present, in the subglacial period. But in cases, whatever the latitude,

where we have cold surfaces presented to vapour-laden sea-winds, as in the mountainous

districts of the north-west of Spain, in our own lake districts, and in Scandinavia, we

find a very heavy rainfall, it being 82 inches at Bergen and 104 inches .in Westmoreland.

At Sitka also, in lat. 57° N., the rainfall is almost constant.

But even if a greater rainfall be problematical, a greater concentration of it cannot

he so considered : it would follow as a necessary consequence of the low winter tem-

perature. Sir 11, Murchison f, speaking of the appearance of part of Russia in the

spring time, makes the following apposite remark :
“ The enormous volume of water,

by which large portions of the surface are still covered at every annual melting of the

snows, can scarcely be imagined except by those who have travelled (we may say sailed)

over some of the central and southern countries in the spring season, when to the eye

of the geologist the lands seem to be emerging like isles and promontories on all sides

from beneath the waters. It is then that each broad valley is, for six weeks or more,

in a condition similar to that which we can imagine to have been the state of England,

France, and other countries, when their streams, instead of occupying their present

beds, were lake rivers or estuaries of great width, wherein many of the old gravel and

sand banks of geologists were accumulated, and in which the bones of extinct mammals

are found. The height of the waters during this annual inundation can indeed be

exactly read off wherever any great stream has rocky banks. In gorges we have

occasionally noted the spring high-water mark as having been 40 feet above the dry

summer level.”

A very similar observation is made by Baron WrangellJ, who says, “ the overflowing

of many of the rivers on either side of the Ural Chain impeded our journey, but made

us amends by the variety which was thus given to the landscape—the valleys being all

changed into lakes, and the rising grounds forming green islands.” This happens in a

country where the rainfall is very small. It is still less in Siberia. Many cases in point

are mentioned by the same author in speaking of the rivers of the latter country,

and he remarks that the “ overflowings of the rivers take place more or less every

year;” that “on the 22nd of May the ice, which had covered the river for 259 days,

broke up. On the 26th the usual inundation followed, forcing us to take refuge with

all our goods on the flat roofs of the houses, there to await the termination of the

flood.”

Travellers in the Arctic regions of America make the same remarks
; but I need not

here multiply cases, as the fact is well known, and can be readily observed in most

* The Scandinavian range of mountains diminish the rainfall over a considerable part of north-western

Europe by freeing the warm and damp westerly winds of their moisture.

t The Geology of Eussia in Europe and the Ural Mountains : London, 1846, p. 572.

t Narrative of an Expedition to the Polar Sea ; edited by General Sabine : 2nd edit. pp. 5, 63, & 258.
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mountain districts. What I wish to point out is the probability of the continuance of

severe cold during the period when the high-level gravels were in course of formation,

with, at the same time, a concurrent gradual amelioration of the climate, accompanied

possibly by a greater rainfall, and certainly by great spring floods.

I have before shown how impossible it would be for the present rivers, even during

their greatest floods, to attain a height at all approaching to the level of the high-level

gravels ;
but, taking the additional discharge resulting only from this melting of the snow,

independently of any larger rainfall, the floods must formerly have been far greater

than those of the same districts in the present day, and have given to the rivers for a

portion of the year a torrential character. That the water-supply was adequate to fill

at times the broad and shallow bid channels is evident from the facts and is borne out

by calculation. The Waveney waters may, even now, when the valley is flooded, give a

sectional area of, say 1400 square feet. To fill the channel of the old river, supposing

it to be on the level and of the width of the high-level gravels, would have only

required a volume of water of a sectional area not exceeding 7000 feet, or five times

as large. So with the Ouse, the measure, with the valley flooded, may be 4000 feet

for the present river, and 20,000 feet for the old postpliocene river; for the Somme of

to-day 3000 feet, and for the old river 16,000 feet; and for the Seine 8000 feet now,

and 36,000 feet formerly. These are merely rough approximate estimates. They will

serve, however, to show that to fill the old channels, before the excavation of the exist-

ing valleys, to their entire breadth, would not have required more than, if so much as,

four or five times as much water as now flows during floods ; but it must be remem-

bered that the normal condition of these quaternary rivers would be like that of rivers

of the present day that are subject to heavy periodical floods and have large and wide

channels, small portions only of which are filled by the river during a great part of the

year,—dry sand and shingle banks then occupying the larger portion of the area. A
supply in fact very little if any larger than that drained off by the existing rivers might

have occupied the comparatively dry channels during the dry season, whilst these old

channels would be filled to overflowing during the melting of the snow in spring, inde-

pendently of any excess of rainfall, and be subject to periodical floods and inundations,

such as now are of annual occurrence in Arctic countries, when the waters rise 40 to

50 feet or more above their ordinary level*.

Although I can conceive that, granting an indefinite length of time, the wearing

power of torrential rivers might effect considerable erosions, we shall find that other

causes have assisted to produce the immense valley-excavations we are now contem-

plating. For, if the period is assumed to have been one of severe winter cold, we must

follow out the consequences of that assumption, not only with regard to the floods

following upon the winter snows, but in all its collateral bearings.

The effect of the freezing of the rivers and the transport by ice of the boulders,

gravel, and organic remains lying on the shores, has already been discussed. In addi-

* The periodical rains of tropical countries produce a somewhat similar but smaller result.
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tion, however, to the ice so formed, observations of late years have shown that a very

considerable formation of ice takes place along the beds of certain rivers, especially

when those beds are stony and gravelly. In these climates we rarely have the opportunity

of observing this phenomenon on a large scale, although, from a few facts noticed, it

appears even here to be far more common than has been supposed.

That this agent is one of considerable power in producing changes of the character

we are referring to, is evident from the facts recorded by Arago *, and the experiments

made by M. Leclercqf at Liege, and by Colonel Jackson in Russia. These observers

show that most running streams give rise, under certain conditions, on the setting in of

winter, to the formation of ground-ice. In the first place the whole body of water be-

comes reduced, by intermixture caused by the flow of the river, to a uniform temperature

of 32°. Any pointed surfaces in the bed of the river then determine, as is the case with

a saturated saline solution, a sort of crystallization, needles of ice being formed, which

gradually extend from point to point and envelope the substances with which they are

in contact. By this means the whole surface of a gravelly river-bed may become coated

with ice, which on a change of temperature, or of atmospheric pressure, or on acquiring

certain dimensions, rises to the surface, bringing with it all the loose materials to

which it adhered.

According to M. Leclercq, whose observations were made in the winters of 1840 and

1841, when the mean temperature of the end of December was 12° Fahr., ground-ice is

formed in a current of 3 -60 feet per second on the fifth day; and with a current of 9 '52

feet to 11*58 feet, on the ninth to the eleventh day. The greatest depth at which he

observed the formation of ground-ice was not quite 4 feet, and the greatest thickness the

ice attained was 2 '63 feet. At one time he found the river-bed, for a length of a mile,

covered with lumps of ice, “ which became detached from time to time, in angular

masses of a metre square, and carried away pebbles and stones, which after a time

became detached and fell on the beds over which they were carried.” The conclusions

at which M. Leclercq arrived were

—

“ 1st. That the ice is formed under water so much the more as the cold is the more

intense and the sky is the clearer.” “ 2nd. That the ice under water gains in thickness

so much the more as the current is less swift.”

He also observed that a bed of fine clay and gravel gave rise to no ice, and that “ the

bed best suited to produce it was one formed of pebbles of considerable size.”

Colonel Jackson% experimented on the Neva, which at St. Petersburg is about 1500

feet broad and in places 50 feet deep, and moves with a velocity of about 2-g- miles per

hour. It is frozen during five months in the winter, and the surface-ice attains a thick-

* “ Sur les glagons que les rivieres charrient en hiver,” Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes pour 1833, p. 244.

t “ Sur la formation de la glace dans les eaux courantes,” Mem. couronnes par l’Acad. de Bruxelles, t. xviii.

1845.

+
“ On the Congelation of the Neva at St. Petersburg, and Temperature of its waters when covered by ice,”

Journal of the Boyal Geographical Society, pp. 2, 7 13, vol. v. 1835.
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ness of 3| feet. He found the temperature at top and bottom not to vary one-sixth of

a degree*, and that a “flaky congelation” forms in immediate contact with the bed of

the river and “ becomes gradually transformed into solid ice, which, if not thawed in

the spring at the bottom itself, gets detached and rises to the surface.” In noticing a

paper by Dr. Plott, he observes “ that the flakes of ice which rise from the bottom of

the Angara (in Siberia) often bring up in like manner large stones.”

In a subsequent memoirf Colonel Jackson translates some interesting observations

made in Siberia by M. Weitz, superior officer of the Mining Corps. They are not so

exact as the observations of M. Leclercq, but they are so important, as showing the

effects of such an agent under more favourable conditions of temperature, that I give

the greater part of the extract. M. Weitz remarks that “ the great transparency of these

rivers (of the North of Siberia) enables us to see clearly what is at the bottom. At a

depth of 14 feet and more one might see the ice formed at the bottom, whose greenish

tinge gave it an appearance somewhat similar to that of patches of the confervoidese

It frequently happens that these pieces in rising from the bottom bring up with them

sand and stones, which are thus transported by the current When the thaw sets

in, the ice becoming rotten, lets fall the gravel and stones in places far distant from those

whence they came So long as the congealed masses continue small with regard to

the volume of the water immediately above them, they adhere as if rooted to the bottom

;

but when by degrees they increase in bulk, the difference in their specific gravity

operates to overcome their adhesion to the bottom, and they rise, bringing with them,

as we have said, such gravel and stones as we find attached to them, whence we may

conclude that not only does the current occasion a change in the bed of the river by its

erosion of the looser soil which it carries from one place to depose in another, but that

the ice which forms at the bottom of rapid rivers in very cold countries, tends also to

effect a change in the beds of those rivers.”

Colonel Jackson, it is true, thinks thatM. Weitz attributes too much influence to the

bottom-ice in effecting changes in the beds of the rivers
;
but the Neva, where Colonel

Jackson’s own observations were made, is a deep muddy-bedded river, offering precisely

the least favourable conditions for the formation of ground-ice.

The interesting narrative of Baron Wrangell contains amongst much important

scientific observation the following remarks:—“In theAnini, as well as in all the more

rapid and rocky streams of this district, the formation of ice takes place in two different

manners : a thin crust spreads itself along the banks and over the smaller bays where

the current is least rapid
;
but the greater part is formed in the bed of the river, in the

hollows amongst the stones, where the weeds give it the appearance of a greenish mud.

* Colonel Jackson found that the water at the bottom of the river was generally a fraction of a degree (!)

above freezing-point when congelation commenced, an observation since confirmed by Mr. Adie in a recent

communication to the Chemical Society (Proc. vol. xv. p. 90).

f
“ On Ground-ice in the Siberian Rivers,” Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, p. 417-18, vol. vi.

1836.
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As soon as a piece of ice of this kind attains a certain size, it is detached from the

ground and raised to the surface by the greater specific gravity of the water ; these

masses, containing a quantity of gravel and weeds, unite and consolidate, and in a few

hours the river becomes passable in sledges instead of in boats” (p. 202).

These, and similar observations made in northern America, establish the efficacy of ice

in transporting no inconsiderable quantity of shingle along the beds of rivers, and show

that it tends both to shift the shoals and to deepen the channels. The conditions of the

old postpliocene rivers were precisely such as to favour this formation of ground-ice ; for,

without exception, the old alluviums are composed of coarse subangular shingle with

but little sand, and very rarely with any subordinate seams of clay.

These two agents, floods and ground-ice, would affect chiefly the river-channel.

There is another agency which would co-operate in that direction, but would affect more

especially the banks and shores of the river
;
that is, the freezing of the ground and the

rending of rocks by great cold. The power of this agent is well known ;
I will there-

fore confine myself to a few observations bearing upon our particular case. Crantz

speaks of the talus of debris at the foot of the hills in Greenland as looking “ like a

demolished city,” and says that some of “ the lesser hills or ledges of rock are still more

subject to breaking, and many of them grow so rotten and brittle with age that they are

pulverized by the air”* . Sir John

B

iCHARDSONf says that near Cape Krusenstern “ the

whole surface is covered with thin pieces of limestone.” “ I should infer that the

frost splits off the layers and breaks them up more effectively than any agent to

which rocks are exposed in warmer climates.” The same thing occurs at Point Keats

;

whilst of the limestone cliffs on Lake Winipeg he says, “ Under the action of frost

the thin horizontal beds of this stone split up, crevices are formed, perpendicularly, large

blocks are detached, and the cliff is rapidly overthrown, soon becoming masked by its own

ruins. In a season or two the slabs break into small fragments,” which go to form the

beach.

Dr. Sutherland $, in describing the effects of a still colder climate, with reference to

the great talus generally found at the base of the cliffs in the Arctic regions says,

“ Strong and bold as this coast may appear to be, and bidding defiance to assault in all

directions, time, with its invisible agent, heat alternating with cold, assisted only by

water, saps its foundations, and runs mines into its lofty citadels ; and the result of this

action is an increasing heap of rubbish, upon which the same agents are still exerting

their irresistible power, reducing to splinters and small fragments, and ultimately to a

fine powder, liable to be washed or blown into the sea, what had been set free in masses

of more than a ton weight.”

In Siberia the same phenomenon is often alluded to by Baron Wrangell §.

* History of Greenland, vol. i. p. 53 : London, 1767.

t Searching Expedition, vol. i. pp. 295, 281, & 65.

£ Journal of a Yoyage in Baffin’s Bay and Barrow Straits, vol. i. p. 286 : London, 1852.

§ Op. tit. pp. 193, 374.

2 sMDCCCLXIV.
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In our country the effect of frost on freshly exposed perpendicular surfaces of chalk,

sandstone, and oolites is very marked. The former especially disintegrates very rapidly.

I have seen a low cliff of chalk 15 feet high form a talus at its foot, in the course of one

ordinary winter, 6 feet broad by 5 feet high. The wetter the ground the greater, neces-

sarily, are the effects of the frost ; so, as we assume in our hypothesis that the excavation

of C (fig. 18, p. 298) was effected by the removal of successive layers (c
1
-*?

4

), commencing

with the one at the base of D, each layer, when first uncovered, having been at or near

the level occupied by the river, must have been at or near the line of general water-level

or of springs, and therefore more largely and constantly charged with moisture than

the same strata on higher ground, and such surfaces consequently presented conditions

the most favourable for the operation of frost.

Sir R. Murchison gives some very illustrative instances of what he appropriately terms

recent “ fluvio-glacial action.” Amongst others, in speaking of the Dwina, about sixty-

four miles above Archangel, where it flows over a white limestone in horizontal layers,

he remarks, “ About 30 feet above the summer level of the stream, the terrace on the

river-side is covered for two or three versts by a band of irregularly piled loose and large

angular blocks of the same limestone, arranged in a long uniform ledge In other

words, these materials (all purely local) constitute a broken ridge of stones between the

road and high-water mark When the Dwina is at its maximum height, the water,

which then covers the edges of the thin beds of horizontal limestone, penetrates into

its chinks, and when frozen and expanded, causes considerable disruptions of the rock,

and the consequent entanglement of stony fragments in the ice. In the spring the

fresh swollen stream inundates its banks (here very shelving), and upon occasions of

remarkable floods so expands that in bursting it throws up its icy fragments 15 or 20

feet above the highest level of the stream. The waters subsiding, these lateral ice-heaps

melt away and leave upon the bank the rifted and angular blocks as evidence of the

highest ice-mark Dr. Bigsby also gives a section in illustration of a like case on the

banks of the Ottawa river f.

Besides the ordinary eroding power of running water, we have had therefore three

main causes in operation in those regions at the period under consideration: viz., 1. the

taking-up of the shingle and boulders along the sides of the rivers by the shore-ice,

and its transport thereby to points lower down the river ;
2. the action of the ice forming

on the bottom of the rivers, and lifting, as it rose to the surface, shingle and boulders

from the river-bed and carrying them also to a distance down the stream ;
and 3. the

rending and disintegration of the rocks by frost. The districts traversed by the rivers

whose courses have been described are peculiarly favourable for the operation of these

causes, being formed essentially of sands, chalk, soft sandstones, and fissile limestones

;

not that the harder rocks do not yield to the influence of the same causes, but that

the others are more readily and quickly affected.

The combined operation of these causes is visible in many of the rivers of Russia at

* The Geology of Russia, &c., pp. 566, 567. t Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. vii. p. 235.
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the present day ;
but it is proceeding on a grander and larger scale in the vast regions

of Northern America, where the streams, flowing through extensive champaign countries,

have furrowed the land with deep and precipitous channels, generally much below the

level of the great plains they traverse* . In Europe, however, the connexion of cause

and effect is by no means so apparent. The regularity so common in the former case is

generally wanting in the latter, where the weathering is more excessive.

I doubt also whether, without a change in the general level of the land, the full

effects of the changes we are contemplating could have been produced. The excavating

power of the rivers would, in a measure, depend upon the adjustment to be made

between the inclination of the valley along which they flowed and the sea-level.

The coasts of these opposite shores of England and France are fringed at places by a

raised beach. Of this we have evidence at Sangatte near Calais f, Brighton J, the Sussex

coast §, and possibly at Havre ||. In all these places it is about 5 to 10 feet above the

level of high water. With this beach I would correlate the estuarine bed connected

with the low-level valley-gravels at Menchecourt. But besides this zone we have in each

district the higher-level gravels fringing the river-estuaries, and sometimes the coast, at

an elevation of from 40 to 100 feet above the raised beaches. These mark the relative

difference of water-level at our two valley-gravel periods. It is immaterial to our inquiry

whether that difference resulted solely from an elevation of the land or partly from the

encroachment of the sea on the coast. Probably both have contributed to the result.

A slow elevation of the land may have commenced at the high-level gravel period,

leading to an increase in the velocity and erosive power of the rivers until a state of

repose again obtained in the low-level gravel period. During such a change of level the

causes which we have above alluded to, acting upon the portions of the substrata suc-

cessively subjected to the action of the maintained water- and ice-power, gradually

effected the excavation of those deep and broad channels forming the valleys through

which the present comparatively insignificant rivers of these districts now find their way.

The sharper angles produced on the river-banks by the erosion of the stream have been

rounded off and in great measure obliterated by the action of the severe cold combined

with the periodical floods,—operations by which the exposed rock-surfaces were alter-

nately disintegrated and denuded
; while at the same time the flood-waters in retreating

from the higher platforms, before falling in with the main current, further grooved and

furrowed the sides of the valleys, and, breaking the continuity of the river-terraces, helped

to give our valley-sides their peculiar and varied outlines.

The following diagram will serve to illustrate my meaning :

—

* The geological structure in both instances often greatly facilitates the operation, the country being con-

stantly thickly covered by loose sands and gravels, offering little resistance to the erosive power of the rivers.

t The author in Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. vol. vii. p. 274.

t Mantell, ‘ Fossils of the South Downs,’ p. 277.

§ Godwin-Atjsten in Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. vol. xiii. p. 61.

||
Pass?, Desc. Geol. de la Seine Inferieure, p. 84.
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Fig. 18.

M. Original level of the country at the time of the formation of the high-level gravel d! d'.

M'. Present level of the country, with the remaining portions of the high-level gravel d d.

M M'. Supposed extent of elevation between the two periods. The dotted lines mark portions of the substrata

successively raised to the level c
1
<? c

3
c
4
,
and consecutively removed by the denuding action, the total amount

of denudation being represented by C (or the space embraced between d and c
4
). c

1
to c

4 may represent

any thickness of strata ; the rate of elevation from M to M' may have been continuous or interrupted or

partial, and the extent of elevation variable in different districts. According to any variability in the rate of

elevation, to intervals of repose, or to deflections in the flow and velocity of the river, so there may exist

intermediate terraces or levels, sudden variations in the slopes, and gravels lodged on different levels. As

these not unfrequently occur, they often add much to the complexity of the problem.

§ 7. THE QUESTION OF TIME AND SUCCESSION.

In looking back at the subjects we have discussed, we are forcibly reminded of our

dependence on the value of probabilities. On various points geology has not at present,

and probably never will have, any other means of inference. All that can be done to

give weight to our argument is to multiply probabilities, and by attending to the general

concordance to reduce to the minimum the chances of error. The difficulty of one

branch of the inquiry is considerably increased by the circumstance that the recent

researches of naturalists tend for the present to give less security to any argument

founded upon analogy of past with recent life. The case of the adaptation of the large

extinct Pachyderms to a rigorous northern climate has long since deprived the remains

of such genera of any weight with reference to the climatal conditions of past periods.

It has now further become a question with some distinguished naturalists whether even

the distribution of recent species is originally dependent on the influence of climate

—

whether the existence of certain kinds of food, the presence or absence of certain other

animals, may not have been amongst the causes regulating the range of the animals.

It is certain that the experience gained of late years of the facility of acclimatization

indicates the necessity of caution. Nevertheless, in the absence at present of sufficient

data with regard to this power of adaptation, we can only in the mean time rely on the

evidence furnished by recent life so far as it regards species of known habits and range,

provided especially it be supported by independent collateral proof.

I will now proceed to make a few remarks on the question of time. We have to look

at it both with reference to geological time, or the order of succession, which is merely

relative, and to that which in the present instance more concerns this particular

inquiry—the actual date of the existences and changes under consideration. With

regard to geological time, I have before shown that the period is subsequent to that of

the Boulder Clay—consequently to that of the great extension of the European glaciers
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—and that it may be brought down to the time when our valleys and plains began to

receive their tranquil and inequality-levelling deposits of silt and peat, and the modern

order of things commenced.

To estimate the time to which we have to carry back the high-level gravels, we have

to consider what may have been the duration of their accumulation, and that of the

subsequent excavation of the valleys with the resulting low-level gravels*. A difficulty

here meets us at the onset. The accumulation of sand, gravel, and shingle along the

course of rivers is so irregular (sometimes very rapid, at other times slow, what is done

one year being undone another) that we are entirely without even the few data by which

we are approximately guided in ordinary sedimentary strata. The thickness of the

deposits affords no criterion of the time required for their accumulation. They rarely

exceed 20 feet, and are more frequently not above 10 to 12 feet thick. It is well known

that recent inundations have covered valleys with sand and gravel to the depth in places

of 4, 6, or even 10 feet in the course of a few days ;
and therefore there are no high-level

gravels which, so far as thickness is concerned, might not have been deposited in the

course of a few weeks or even a few days. But the evidence of time lies in their length,

breadth, and extent,—in the life existences of the period,—and in the physical changes

in progress, such, for example, as the subsequent valley-excavation, and the wide

distribution of the resulting debris. There is also another phenomenon connected

with this period which I would point out as containing some elements for an approxi-

mate estimate of the duration of time. We have as yet no data to judge of the rate

of progress of the operation
; but it is one which admits, to a certain extent, of time-

measurement, and may hereafter, perhaps, be employed with some chance of success.

At present it will merely serve to give us some idea of the time employed
; but that even

is a step gained. I allude to those cylindrical perforations in calcareous strata filled by

the sand and gravel beds overlying or formerly overlying them. These are of various

dates, but a large proportion of them commenced, 1 believe, with the high-level

gravel period, or with that of the gravel which immediately preceded it.

These cylindrical and funnel-shaped holes, or gravel and sand pipes as they are

termed, vary usually from 5 to 50 feet in depth and 1 to 10 feet in width, though they

are sometimes much larger. I have seen traces of them in the chalk skirting the S.E.

side of the hill of St. Acheul. Near Picquigny, on the road from Amiens to Abbeville,

there is an escarpment of the chalk in which there are the remains of several gravel

(high-level) pipes from 10 to 20 feet in depth. Others are to be seen near Mareuil, and

again near Yonval
; the gravel itself in most of these cases has been denuded from the

surface, and remnants only preserved in these natural funnels. The outlier of high-level

gravel on the hill above Mautort presents a section of one measuring 15 feet in diameter,

but the depth is not shown. The most remarkable instance that has come under my

* I am speaking now of the postpliocene valleys. Where the land, as in Auvergne, was earlier raised above

the sea, we may have valley gravels going hack to pliocene, or miocene periods, and continued in uninterrupted

succession to the recent period.
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notice is at Drucat, near Abbeville, and which I take to belong to the high-level gravel

period. This outlying mass of sand and gravel is in a depression of the chalk, which

probably accounts for its preservation; at the bottom of the depression there was

exposed on the occasion of my first visit a deep circular shaft in the underlying chalk 22

feet in diameter at the top and 18 feet at the depth of 30 feet, to which extent the sand

and gravel had been cleared out. The prolongation of this great natural excavation in

the chalk probably reaches a depth of at least 100 feet. A number of these sand pipes

underlie this quaternary outlier, but I saw no others of the dimensions of this one.

These pipes are not filled up indiscriminately, as if they had been formed first and

subsequently filled up, but they show, as usual, a succession of concentric and conti-

nuous vertical layers, following the encircling surface of chalk and enclosing a core

distinct from the outer coats. Further, where the beds of sand and gravel are undis-

turbed and in their horizontal position, it is found that the core of the pipe always

subtends from the uppermost bed or seam of gravel or sand, or not unfrequently from

the superincumbent Loess, which proves that the superincumbent beds were deposited

before the excavation of the pipes, and that they were lowered into them by the gradual

removal of the chalk. These excavations have been referred to various causes, of which

I consider the action of carbonic acid held in water as the only one possible*. It is

evident that to have an excavation of this sort we must have the slow and constant

passage of water. If the line of water-level in the chalk had remained permanently

near the level of the high-level gravels, this prolonged downward action could not have

occurred. The water-line, although at first necessarily on that level, must, as the exca-

vation of the valley proceeded, have gradually been lowered 50 to 100 feet or more; so

that the surface-water collected in these beds of sand and gravel, left standing above

the base of the gradually deepening valleys, would, in draining off, have to pass down,

along the lines of least resistance, through a successively increasing depth of chalk,

before it met with the line of permanent water-level into which it would merge. The

gradual and constant operation of this percolation of water through definite lines in the

chalk, from the first emergence of the high-level gravels above the old river-bed and

continued in the same channels down to the time of the lower valley-gravel, resulted in

eroding these perpendicular shafts or funnels, into which, as the excavation proceeded,

the overlying gravel and sand coordinately subsided, while the Loess of the periodical

floods continuously tended to level the resulting inequalities of surface. The process

must necessarily have been extremely slow. That these pipes are connected with a

former state of things and not with the present, is shown by there being now no indi-

cation of their presence on the surface of the ground f

.

* See a paper by Sir Charles Lyell in Phil. Mag. 3rd ser. vol. xv. p. 257, and another by the author in

Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. vol. xi. p. 64.

f This in some cases may arise from the cultivation of the surface. In a few favourable localities a slight

action of this sort would still, however, appear to be going on, if we may judge from an occasional sinking or

giving way of the ground.
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The next possible standard of measure is the time required for the excavation of the

valleys themselves. I have already described the agents which probably cooperated in

this gigantic operation. That it must have been one of great time there can be no

doubt ;
but the like operations at present in progress by no means furnish us with the

gauge of the rate of the denuding action. In considering this point there is, besides

the greater floods and severer cold, another element which must not be overlooked.

This is the varying solvent power of spring- and river-waters. This there is reason to

suppose may be greater in cold than in temperate climates, for Agassiz has shown

that fallen snow holds excessive proportions of air in combination ; so that, during

inundations resulting from the melting of snow in spring, the flood-waters becoming

loaded with soil and vegetable matter must necessarily have presented conditions

favourable for generating carbonic acid in large quantities, with which the ice-cold

waters would become highly charged. Thus the solution, both of the calcareous beds

forming the river-channel and of the strata perforated by the gravel and sand pipes

just alluded to, may have been accelerated much beyond any effects now observable in

these districts from the present action of ordinary spring- and river-waters.

An indication of time-measurement, which has been often referred to in relation

both to the lapse of time and its late date, is the formation or excavation of the

British Channel between the South-east of England and the opposite coast of France.

The grounds on which it has been inferred are, the identity of the strata on the two

sides of the channel, and the community of the fauna and flora. This to a certain

and great extent is true, and there can be no doubt that the severance of the two

countries took place at a comparatively late geological period ; but that it was the last

change of all I am not prepared to admit. In fact the question has been treated in its

immediate application in a manner purely hypothetical. The geological evidence of the

substrata has been constantly had in view, whilst that of the superficial postpliocene

beds, which relate directly to the period under consideration, has not been attended to.

Whether or not there may have been a break between the two countries at the high-

level valley-gravel period I could not say with certainty. We have evidence of these

beds occupying, on or near the coast-line, a level of from 50 to 100 feet above the sea

on both sides of the channel. This may arise from the sea encroaching on the land

and so intersecting, at varying distances from the old line of coast, the planes of the

old river-channels—which, like the present river-beds, necessarily slope from certain

heights inland to the sea-level,—or from an elevation of the land. The evidence, pro-

bably, is in favour of the operation of both causes. The difference of height between

the fossiliferous high-level gravels at Amiens and at Abbeville is 60 feet. This is in a

distance of 28 miles. If we prolonged these beds at Abbeville, where they are 96 feet

above the sea, on the same plane sea-ward, they would reach the level of the sea at a

distance of 45 miles below Abbeville, or 29 miles beyond the present coast-line. The
same measurements applied to the high-level gravels of our own coast give nearly similar

results. If this be correct, a sea-channel, although very contracted, may then possibly
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have existed between the two countries
;
but as the raised beaches of later date prove

an elevation of the land subsequent to the period of the high-level gravels, the old

channel must have been larger in the proportion of the ditference of level so produced

to the difference which would have resulted from the wear of the land alone. That

the elevation of the Wealden area had taken place before this period is proved by the

occurrence of high-level gravels within its limits (see Map, Plate IV.), whilst the hydro-

graphical conditions of the whole area show that those deposits hold the same relative

position to the adjacent coast in one part as in another
; whence I should infer both

a widening of the sea-channel, and a former somewhat greater extent of land.

With reference to the condition of things at the time of the low-level gravels the

evidence is more positive. We have old cliffs running nearly parallel with the present

line of coast, and estuarine deposits in position nearly coincident with the like

modern deposits. There are the old cliffs and raised beach at Brighton on the one side

of the channel, and those at Sangatte, near Calais, on the other, while the deposits

near Havre, Abbeville, and on the Stour, near Canterbury, furnish us with examples of

estuarine beds of this late postpliocene age. On a coast so exposed to the action of the

sea, and with cliffs constantly though slowly yielding to its incessant action, it is not to be

expected that traces of old raised beaches should be preserved, except at a few sheltered

spots. These we have at places so closely allied to the present contour of coast

—

showing, too, old cliffs forming, like the present range of cliffs, bold escarpments to an

old sea—that although I conceive the channel to have been considerably widened since

then, I am satisfied that it existed at the time of the low-level gravels, whatever doubt

there maybe of its prior existence. There is no palaeontological objection to this view,

inasmuch as the land and freshwater Mollusca had spread over this country at an anterior

period; the greater bulk of them had in fact made their appearance in this country

previous to the Boulder Clay, and many at the period of the Crag. A nearly similar

observation applies, with few exceptions, to the Mammalia. With a climate, however,

such as we have inferred, and with a channel of less breadth than the present one, the

sea between the two lands might have been frozen every winter and have allowed of the

passage of man and large animals, as happens at this day in latitude 52° at the island

of Saghaleen, where the strait between it and the adjacent mainland is frozen every

winter for a period of some months*.

Nor are we entirely without evidence, although very slight, derived from the land

Mollusca, of the existence at this latter period of a barrier impassable to them. There

are two species, the Pomatias obscurus and Clausilia pliccttula
,
Drap., living French

shells, both of which I have found fossil at Menchecourt, but which are not known

either living or fossil in England.

All these phenomena indicate long periods of time. I do not, however, feel that we

are yet in a position to measure that time, or even to make an approximate estimate

* On the east coast of Saghaleen the sea freezes every winter as far as the eye can reach. Occasionally the

Tiger crosses over to that island.—Ravenstbin’s ‘ Amur,’ pp. 284 & 320.
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respecting it. That we must greatly extend our present chronology with respect to the

first existence of man appears inevitable
;
but that we should count by hundreds of

thousands of years is, I am convinced, in the present state of the inquiry, unsafe and

premature.

Nevertheless, just as, though ignorant of the precise height and size of a mountain-

range seen in the distance, we need not wait for trigonometrical measurements to feel

satisfied in our own minds of the magnitude of the distant peaks, so with this geological

epoch, we see and know enough of it to feel how distant it is from our time, and yet

we are not in a position at present to solve with accuracy the curious and interesting

problem of its precise age.

Before leaving this subject I would direct attention to one other condition connected

with this later division of the glacial period, which possibly may eventually afford an

additional clue towards the solution of this important time-question. Here, again, we

have not at present all the data we require, but we have enough to show the possibility

of obtaining from this source some elements for more exact calculations.

In conducting experiments upon the temperature of the crust of the earth, it is well

known that, after passing the limits of the line of mean annual temperature, there is a

gradual increase of l°Fahr. for every 60 feet, nearly, of additional depth. But the rule

is by no means constant, the rate of increase being subject to fluctuations and variations

for which no sufficient reason has been assigned. Is it not possible that these dis-

turbances may arise from differences between the former (glacial) and the present (tem-

perate) temperature of the place, combined with the variable conductivity of the strata \

Let us, for example, take a place like Yakutsk in Siberia, where the ground is per-

petually frozen to a depth of 382 feet—the depth, therefore, at that place of the line

of 32°. To reach a heat of 53°, the invariable constant under the Observatory of Paris

at a depth of 90 feet, we should have to sink at Yakutsk (taking, as a mean, an increase

of 1° for every 60 feet) to a depth of 382+ (21 X 60), or 1642 feet, before reaching the

same isothermal plane. If, from any circumstances connected with geological changes,

we could suppose the mean temperature of Yakutsk to be raised to that of this part of

Europe, the isothermal plane of 53° would tend to take a vertical range upwards of

1642— 90= 1552 feet. In a perfectly homogeneous mass, and all conditions equal, this

plane would travel at all parts in equal times, or would move in lines parallel with the

original position it held
; but as such uniformity over large areas never obtains, and the

strata which it would have to pass through must differ materially in conductivity of

heat, it follows that the isothermal planes would, in different places, travel with different

velocities, and, until adjusted by lapse of time, aberrations in the increment of heat at

different depths must exist. I apprehend that a very long period of time would also

elapse before an equilibrium in accordance with the changed mean temperature of the

place could be established in each successive zone of depth.

Now if we apply this hypothetical case to these parts of Europe, the question I would

suggest is if it might not be possible to determine, by calculations founded upon suffi-

mdccclxiv. 2 T
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cient data, whether any of the perturbations in the increment of heat at different places

and depths within this area may not be due to the circumstance of a very much lower

temperature having prevailed here at an antecedent period*'; and whether, if so, the

date of that period (taking that of the extreme glacial cold) could not be fixed within

a certain limit, by the application to this investigation of the known laws regulating

the transmission of heat through solid bodies.

The uninterrupted succession of life from this postpliocene period to our own time

cannot fail to have been noticed in the course of this inquiry—a succession so large and

so important, that it is not possible to contemplate the occurrence of any intervening

catastrophe of such a nature as to destroy the life of the period, and seek for an expla-

nation of its return by immigration from adjoining districts. Apparent even as the

connexion is in the limited ground we have studied, it is infinitely stronger when the

whole series of pliocene and postpliocene deposits comes under review. Even in the

aspect here presented the conclusion is inevitable, that no general cause has led to the

extinction of life over this part of Europe at any recent geological period. There have

been great river-floods and great changes, but no interruption in the succession of life

from the time of the great extinct mammals to our own times. There are still serious

difficulties in the way of explaining the cause of the disappearance of so many of these

large Mammalia ; but a sufficient number remain to attest the direct descent of a portion

of the old fauna to our day. The Reindeer, the Bos primigenius
,
the Aurochs, are

amongst those which survived all the successive changes f. Why the larger Pachyderms

should not also have survived we cannot explain, we can only admit the fact, which is

the more remarkable from the non-extinction of other classes. The change of climatal

conditions could scarcely have been the sole cause, as that would affect one class equally

with the other ; and besides, as the climate at this time presented no extreme character,

they could, as the changes progressed, have found, by migration or limitation, as with

the other animals, places still adapted to their former condition. But by far the most

remarkable and convincing feature in the case is the transmission from the quaternary

period of so large a proportion of the small and delicate land and freshwater shells. Not

only are they found inhabiting the same land as formerly, but their distribution follows

very much the same law. More than two-thirds of our recent species are found in a

fossil state ; and when we consider that the list of living species is the result of close

examination of numerous observers for a series of years over a large extent of country,

whereas that of the fossils is the result of a necessarily limited search at very few

places, where they are buried in the ground and rendered fragile by age, it is rather

a matter of surprise that the collection should be already so large. Many of these

mollusks will no doubt live for a time out of their element, and they might survive

* I apprehend that some of the calculations that have been made on the earth’s temperature and refrigeration

may also be affected by this disturbing cause.

+ On this subject M. Pictet of Geneva has made some interesting observations in a paper published in the

‘ Archives des Sciences de la Bibliotheque Universelle’ for August 1860.
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floods and inundations which would destroy their large contemporaries, but there is

a limit to this power. Some land mollusks are not destroyed by immersion in water for

days, and freshwater mollusks will revive after immersion in salt water
;
but this applies

to some species only, and with these, even, their mode of protection, although it might

suffice for days, would not avail for a lengthened period.

Although I may be quitting the strict limits of induction, I cannot conclude this

paper without mentioning one impression which a review of the circumstances connected

with the subject has made upon my mind. There is no doubt that great vicissitudes in

the climate of any particular region may be caused by fluctuations in the isothermal

lines resulting from changes in the relative distribution of land and water. But these

fluctuations have a limit, which limit seems to me to have been greatly exceeded during

the height of the glacial period. Looking at the special nature of such a remarkable

reduction of temperature, closing as it were a vast cycle of anterior geological changes,

and seeing its exceptional nature with reference to the general indications of higher

temperatures which previously prevailed, I confess I feel deeply and strongly impressed

with the probability that in this unexpected succession of changes we may trace evi-

dence of great and all-wise design. If the cause were general (and there are strong

reasons to believe that such was the case), the fact of the earth having been subjected

to the severe and rigorous temperature of the glacial period must have led to a more

rapid abstraction of heat from the surface than would have occurred without the inter-

vention of a cold period, establishing, as it were in anticipation, a state of equilibrium

which might otherwise have been indefinitely deferred had the refrigeration been gra-

dual and uninterrupted; for on the removal or cessation of the refrigerating cause,

the surface would be left in a condition to suffer for a certain period little or no further

loss by radiation and no further contraction. The state of repose thus effected may

have helped to impart to the earth’s crust that stability and immobility which render

it fit and suitable for the habitation of civilized man.

2 t 2
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Appendix.—List of the Testaceous Mollusca now living in the South of England and

North of France, showing those which are found fossil in the High- and Low-level

Valley-gravels, and their range to certain points northwards and southwards in Europe.

Species living in the South of Eng-
land (excepting those marked in

italics, which are found in France but

not in England). This list (of 110
species) embraces nearly all the fresh-

water species and the greater part of

the land shells of theNorthof France.

Species occurring in the Valley-gravels. Species living inFinland and
Lombardy (the Alpine dis-

tricts excepted). In the for-

mer country there are 77 spe-

cies of Testaceous Mollusca,

and in the latter 193 species.

England. France.

High-level ? Low-level. Low-level. High-level.

Bedford,

Biddenham.
Bedford,

Harrowden &c.

Abbeville,

Menchecourt.

Amiens,
St. Acheul.

Finland. Lombardy.

Freshwater Bivalves.

Anodonta anatina, Linn
1.

*2
2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Cyclas (Sphcerium) cornea,Linn. * * *
*

*

Pisidium anmicum, Mull *
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

pusillum, Gmel *

*
margaritifer, Linn

Freshwater Univalves.

Ancylus lacustris, Linn
fluviatilis J\Lull

*
* * *

Bythinia Leachii, Shep
tentaculata, Linn

Ilydrobia marginata, Mich. . .

Limnaea auricularia, Linn.
1 glabra, MuTl,

*

*

*
*
*

*

*
*

glutinosa, Mull
painstris Dvcijp #

*
*
*

*
-x-

*
*

-*

*

*

- peregra J\Liill

*
stfl°n fills TAnn

. trim ^ fi fi 1

1

fi mu
Noritin a fluviatilis, TAnn. . .

Paindina oontenta, Mull. . . .

vivipara, Linn.

Planorbis albus, Mull
carinatxis, Mull.

# *
*
*

*

complanatus, Linn
contortus, Linn.

*

corneus, I/inn. . . *
glaber, Jvffv, * * 9

lineatus. Walk—*—- Nantilens, Linn *

*
*

*
nitidus. Mull *

*
*

spirorhis TAnn * *
*vortex, Linn

I Physa fontinahs, Linn. .

.

hypnornm, TAnn.

i Yalvata cristata, Mull.

*
*
*piseinalis, Mull * -*

Land Shells.

Acbatina acicula, Mull
Acme lineata, Drap
Azeca,(Cochlicopa)tvidens,Pult.

Balea perversa, TAnn

Biilimus aeutus, Mull
montanus, Drap

——— obscurus. Mull.
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Appendix (continued).
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Species living in the South of Eng-
land (excepting those marked in

italics, which are found in Prance but
not in England). This list (of 110
species) embraces nearly all the fresh-

water species and the greater part of

the land shells of theNorth ofFrance.

Species occurring in the Valley-gravels.

England. France.

High-level ? Low-level. Low-level. High-level.

Species living inFinland and
Lombardy (the Alpine dis-

tricts excepted). In the for-

mer country there are 77 spe-

cies of Testaceous Mollusca,

and in the latter 193 species.

Bedford,

Biddenham.
Bedford,

Harrowden &c.

Abbeville,

Menchecourt.

Amiens,
St. Acheul.

Finland. Lombardy.

Laitd Shells (continued).

Carychium minimum, Mull. .

.

Clausilia biplicata, Mont
laminata, Mont
plicatula, Drap
Rolphii, Gray
rugosa, Drap

Cyclostoma elegans, Mull
Helix aculeata, Mull

1 . 2 . 3 .

. . . . *

*
*
*

4 . 5 . 6 .

apicma,

arbustorum, Linn
aspersa, Mull
Cantiana, Mont

. caperata, Mont
Carthusiana, Mull
concinna, Jeffr

ericetorum, Mull
fruticum, Mull
fulva, Mull
fusca, Mont
hispida, Linn
lapicida, Linn
nemoralis, Linn
obvoluta, Mull
pomatia, Linn
pulchella, Mull
pygmaea, Drap
revelata, Mich
rotundata, Mull
rufescens, Pennant
rupestris, Stud.

sericea, Mull
virgata, Da Costa

Pomatias obscurus

Pupa marginata, Drap
ringens, Jeffr

secale, Drap
umbilicata, Drap

Succinea elegans, Bis

oblonga, Drap
putris, Linn

Vertigo angustior, Jeffr

antivertigo, Drap
edentula, Drap
minutissima, Hartm. .

.

pusilla, Mull
pygmsea, Drap
substriata, Jeffr

Vitrina pellucida, Mull
diaphana, Drap

Zonites alliarius, Mull
cellarius, Mull

— crystallinus, Mull
excavatus, Bean
nitidulus, Drap
nitidus, Mull.

purus, Aid
radiatulus, Aid

Zua lubrica, Mull

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*
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Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE IV.

The uncoloured ground-plan shows the chief geological divisions of the country.

The coloured lines indicate the course of the debris derived from the several principal

formations. The lines are carried through from the parent rocks to the sea; but

it is to be observed that the debris of each of these lines becomes less and less abun-

dant as they recede from their source, so that all traces of some of them sometimes

nearly disappear before the end of the river-valley is reached. In places, also, the gravels

formed by these debris meet with long interruptions, those on the higher levels especially;

the lower-level gravels are more continuous, though they are constantly hidden by recent

alluvia. They also vary materially in width. These more minute details are repre-

sented for small portions of two river-valleys in Plate V. The scale of the Map
does not admit of the delineation of the lines of debris of each valley. The chief river-

valleys and their principal tributaries are therefore selected, but the same law of

the occurrence of high- and low-level gravels, and of the local limitation of the various

rock debris to the several river-basins, is applicable to all the river-valleys in the area

comprised in the Map. The authorities for France are the several authors mentioned

in the text, with a few observations of my own. The English part of the Map is given

from my own personal observations. The commencement of some lines of debris is

not unfrequently higher up the valleys than marked on the Map, or from rocks beyond

the present range of the river. This arises from the presence of outliers of certain

formations more or less beyond the limits of the main mass, which outliers are not

represented on the Map : in other cases the debris are derived from secondary sources,

like the ‘ palaeozoic, oolitic, and cretaceous debris of the Boulder Clay; and in a few

cases, especially in the Wealden area, they arise from the originally greater length of

the rivers.

PLATE V.

Figs. 1 & 2 show the distribution of the high- and low-level valley-gravels, and of the

Loess in parts of the valley of the Somme adjacent to Abbeville and Amiens.

The relative position of the high-level gravels and of the plateau Loess

is not always quite clear. In many cases I consider the latter to be newer

than some of the former
; but, at the same time, there is a quaternary argil-

laceous deposit on parts of the chalk hills which I believe to be older than

any of the valley-gravels. This is generally more removed from the river-

valleys than shown in these plans.

The valley-gravels are here divided into two stages only. Each stage,

however, must be considered to represent not one exact level, but the several

nearly allied terraces formed during a particular time. It may be assumed,

for example, that the high-level gravels include all the terraces at heights
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of from 90 to 150 feet above the river, and the low-level gravels those up

to 30 or 40 feet above the river. In fact, no definite line can properly be

drawn, as all the terraces are members of one series : nevertheless it is not

only for the sake of convenience that this division is adopted ; it is to a

great extent conformable to the phenomena as they exist ; for the great bulk

of these quaternary gravels occur, one portion on terraces at or near 100

feet above the Somme, and another portion at or near 30 feet. The gravels

on both levels, especially the lower one, are often covered by Loess—the low-

level gravel being constantly buried under it and hidden, whilst both Loess

and gravel disappear under the recent alluvium. The heights are taken in

part from the French Ordnance Maps ; the others are from observations I

have taken with the aneroid barometer. The general topographical outlines

of the districts are also taken from the French Ordnance Maps.

Fig. 3 shows the valley-gravels along part of the valley of the Waveney. The scale is

that of the Ordnance Map, from which the topographical outlines are taken.

The same observations apply to these gravels as to those of the Somme
; only

the series is more limited, and the heights to which they rise is not so great

;

50 feet is about the extreme height. The Loess is here in so rudimentary a

state that I have not laid it down. The heights at Floxne are from the

levellings given in my former paper, or are taken with an aneroid.

Not to interfere with the details, the roads, and all except a few chief places, are

omitted, but it is easy to find any particular spot by transfer to the French and English

Ordnance Maps, on the scales of which these plans are made.

The dotted lines across the valleys refer to the lines of section given in woodcuts

pp. 253, 258, and 259.

Note.—There is some obscurity in the shading, arising from a mistake of the artist in taking my rough MS.

sketch instead of the Ordnance Maps which accompanied it for his guide in these topographical details. I

must refer to the Ordnance Maps therefore for the more correct delineations of the surface. Some errors of

geographical detail have from the same cause crept into the Map.
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VIII. Experiments to determine the effect of Impact
,
Vibratory Action, and long-

continued Changes of Load on Wrought-iron Girders.

By W. Fajrbairn, LL.B., F.JR.S.

Received January 20,—Read February 4, 1864.

A question of great importance to science and the security, of life and property has

been left in abeyance for a number of years,—namely, to determine by direct experi-

ment to what extent vibratory action, accompanied by alternate severe strains, affects

the cohesive force of bodies. It is immaterial whether the body be crystalline,

homogeneous, or elongated into fibre, such as cast or wrought iron
;
the question to be

solved is, how long will a body of this description sustain a series of strains produced

by impact (or the repeated application of a given force) before it breaks 1 In the case

of bridges and girders, this is a subject on which no reliable information has yet been

given which may be considered as a safe measure of strength for the guidance of the

architect and engineer. It is true that regulations have been established by the Lords

Commissioners for Trade ; but they appear to have had their origin on limited data,

and in cases where the material and workmanship are good they may be relied upon

as sufficient for the public safety. What, however, is wanted is experimental data to

enable the engineer to comply satisfactorily with the conditions of the Board of Trade,

and cordially to unite with the Government in affording ample security to constructions

in cases where the lives of the public are at stake.

To remove all doubts on this question, I have been enabled, through the liberality

and at the request of the Board of Trade, to undertake a series of experiments to deter-

mine, or to endeavour to ascertain, whether a continuous change of load, and the

strains produced by those changes, have any effect (and to what extent) upon the ulti-

mate strength of the structure,—or, in other words, to ascertain the rate of endurance

the material is able to sustain under these trials.

To comply with this request, a wrought-iron beam was constructed, representing the

girders of a bridge of questionable strength, to be employed to determine, experi-

mentally, the strength and durability of such a structure. This beam was made of the

ordinary construction, of moderately good, but not the best quality of iron, and sub-

jected to vibration and a perpetual change of load until the cohesive powers of the

material were destroyed.

Of the resisting-powers of material under the severe treatment of a continuous change

of strain, such as that which the axles of carriages and locomotive engines undergo

when rolling over iron-jointed rails and rough roads, we are very imperfectly informed.

mdccclxiv. 2 u
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Few facts are known, and very few experiments have been made bearing directly on the

solution of this question. It has been assumed, probably not without reason, that wrought

iron of the best and toughest quality assumes a crystalline structure when subjected to

long and continuous vibration—that its cohesive powers are much deteriorated, and it

becomes brittle, and liable to break with a force considerably less than that to which

it had been previously subjected. This is not improbable ; but we are apparently yet

ignorant of the causes of this change, and the precise conditions under which it occurs.

In the year 1837 I instituted a long series of experiments to determine an important

quality in the strength of materials, viz. the powers of crystalline bodies to sustain

pressure for an indefinite period of time, and to ascertain whether cast iron, when sub-

jected by a given weight to long-continued transverse strain, would or would not be

subject to fracture.

It appears that former writers on the transverse strength of materials had come to

the conclusion that the bearing-powers of cast iron were confined within the limits of

that force which would produce a permanent set, and that it would be unsafe to load

this material with more than one-third of the weight necessary to break it. This

assumption is incorrect, as in the experiments to which we refer some of the bars, six

in number, were loaded within one-tenth of the weight that would break them.

From these experiments it was ascertained that cast iron, when sound, is more to be

depended upon, and exhibits greater tenacity in resisting long-continued heavy strains,

than is generally admitted, and its bearing-powers have deserved a much higher repu-

tation than has at any former period been given to them. This is even more apparent

with wrought iron, as it is safer, being more tenacious and ductile, and less liable to

flaws and imperfections, which, too, should they exist, are much more easily detected

than in cast iron.

The experiments, as respects the effects of time, on loaded cast-iron bars 1 inch

square and 4 feet 6 inches between the supports, were exceedingly curious and interest-

ing. They embraced a period of seven years, from 1837 to 1844, when they were

discontinued,—the heaviest-loaded bars continuing to sustain their load without any

apparent increase in the deflection. The deflections were taken monthly and carefully

recorded, and the following Table exhibits the changes that took place in both the hot-

and cold-blast iron bars from June 1838 to June 1842. It is satisfactory to observe

that during the whole time of the experiments the bars, whether loaded with the

lighter or heavier weights, exhibited little or no change beyond what may be traced to

the variations of temperature. One of the bars was, however, found broken, but

whether from accident or the effects of continued strain I am unable to determine. I

am inclined to believe that the former was the case, as the corresponding bars retained

their position, indicating changes so exceedingly small as to be scarcely perceptible,

even when examined by the microscope and our best instruments.
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Deflections produced with permanent weights on hot- and cold-blast cast-iron bars

4 feet 6 inches between the supports.

Cold-blast,

Weight in

lbs.

Deflection,

in

inches.

Date of observation.
Temperature,

Eahr.

Hot-blast,

Weight in

lbs.

Deflection,

inches.

336 1-316 June 23rd, 1838. 78° 336 1-538

336 1-308 April 19th, 1842. 58° 336 1-620

392 1-824 June 23rd, 1838. 78° 392 1-803

392 1-828 April 19th, 1842. 58° 392 1-812

448 1-457 June 23rd, 1838. 78° 448
448 1-449 April 19th, 1842. 58° 448

From the above it will be seen that there is no increase in the deflection of the cold-

blast bar with the 336 lb. load, but a slight increase of -082 of an inch in the hot-

blast. With the 392 lbs. there is a slight and progressive increase in both bars, and in

those with a load of 448 lbs. there is no change but what is due to the difference of

20° of temperature between the month of June and that of April. As respects the

load of 448 lbs., it is proper here to observe that the hot-blast bars broke at once with

that weight, and one of the cold-blast bars also broke after sustaining the load 37 days,

but whether by accident or from vibration is not determined. It is, however, evident

from the breaking of the hot-blast bars, and one of the cold-blast, that the load of

448 lbs. approximated very close on the point of fracture, and that the slightest vibra-

tion of the floor would break the bar.

Viewing the subject in this light, it would appear from these experiments that time

is an element which in a greater or less degree affects the security of materials when

subjected to long-continued pressure. It may at first sight appear that the cohesive

powers and the resistance may be so nicely balanced as to neutralize each other, and in

this state would continue to sustain the load in that condition ad infinitum
,
provided

there be no disturbing force to produce derangement of the parts, and thus destroy the

equilibrium of the opposing forces. This cannot, however, be expected, and I think we

may reasonably, under ordinary conditions of disturbance, conclude that long-continued

strain will tend to lessen the cohesive force which unites the particles of matter

together, and ultimately destroy that power of resistance so strongly exemplified in the

above experiments. (Vide Report, Transactions of the British Association for 1842.)

As the object of this inquiry is to ascertain the limit of safety in structures, such as

railway bridges, subjected to vibration and impact from a rolling load, it may be

necessary, for the purpose of illustration, to refer to experiments made by the Com-

mission appointed in 1848 to inquire into the application of iron to railway structures.

In these inquiries the late Professor Hodgkinson and Professor Willis entered elabo-

rately into the experimental as well as the mathematical investigation; but the

experiments which bear more directly upon the present inquiry are those of Captain

Henry (now Sir Henry) James and Captain Galton, for determining the effects pro-

2 u 2
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duced by passing weights over bars with different velocities, and subjecting others to

reiterated strain corresponding to loads equal to some fractional part of the breaking-

weight. The latter experiments were made with cams, caused to revolve by steam

machinery, which depressed the bars and allowed them to resume their natural

position for a large number of times. Two cams were used ; one communicated a highly

vibratory motion to the bar during the deflection, and the other greatly depressed the

bar subjected to it, and released it suddenly when the ultimate deflection due to the

load had been obtained, the rate of deflections being from four to seven per minute.

Three bars, subjected by the first-mentioned cam to a deflection equal to what would

have been produced by one-third of the statical breaking-weight obtained from similar

bars, received 10,000 successive depressions, and when afterwards broken by statical

pressure, bore as much as similar bars subjected to dead weight only. Of two bars sub-

jected to a deflection equal to what would have been caused by half the statical breaking-

weight, one broke with 28,602 depressions, the other withstood 30,000, and did not

appear weakened to resist statical pressure.

Of the bars subjected to the second cam, three bore 10,000 depressions, each giving

it a deflection equal to what would be produced by one-third of the statical breaking-

weight, without having their strength to resist statical pressure apparently at all

impaired; one broke with 51,538 such depressions, and one bore 100,000 without any

apparent diminution of strength
;
whilst three bars, subjected by the same cam to a

deflection equal to what would be produced by half the statical breaking-weight, broke

with 490, 617 and 900 depressions respectively. It must therefore be concluded that

iron bars will scarcely bear the reiterated application of one-third their breaking-weight

without injury.

A bar of wrought iron 2 inches square in section and 9 feet long between the sup-

ports, was subjected to 100,000 depressions, by means of the first-mentioned or rough

cam, each depression producing a strain corresponding to about f ths of the strain that

permanently injured a similar bar. These depressions only produced a permanent set

of -015 inch.

Three wrought-iron bars were subjected to 10,000 depressions each from the step-

cam, depressing them through ^ inch, f inch, and f inch respectively, without pro-

ducing any perceptible permanent set. A bar depressed through 1 inch obtained

a set of '06 inch, and one depressed 300 times through 2 inches acquired a set of

TO 8 inch. The largest deflection which did not produce any permanent set appears,

by an experiment on a similar bar, to be that due to rather more than half the statical

weight which permanently injured it.

A small box girder of boiler-plate riveted, 6 in. by 6 in. in section and 9 ft. long,

was also subjected to depressions by means of the rough cam, principally with the view

of ascertaining whether any effect would be produced on the rivets by the repeated

strain; but a strain corresponding to 3752 lbs. repeated 43,370 times did not produce

any appreciable effect.
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From the experiments made by the Commissioners it may be inferred

—

1st. That cast-iron bars or girders are not safe when subjected to a series of deflec-

tions due to one-half the load that would break them.

2nd. That they are perfectly secure in sustaining a dead weight not exceeding one-

third of the weight that would break them ; and

3rd. That these reiterated deflections appear to have no injurious effect upon the

metal from which the bars were cast.

As respects wrought iron, it appeared from the experiments that a progressive increase

in the deflections and permanent set was observable during every depression produced

by the same cam as that employed on the cast-iron bars, exhibiting great deficiency in

its elastic powers. Where the bar retained its power of restoration up to 30,000 deflec-

tions, with 10,000 more changes it took a set of '06 inch, and from that number, with

810 additional depressions, the set increased to T84 inch, evidently showing that it

would have continued still further to increase until the bar was rendered useless.

Comparing these experiments with those obtained from the riveted wrought-iron

beam in the following experiments, it will be found that a load equivalent to one-fourth

the breaking-weight produced no visible change nor any permanent set after being sub-

jected to 1,000,000 depressions of T7 and *22 inch. By increasing the load from one-

fourth to two-fifths, it sustained 5175 additional deflections of ‘22 inch, when it broke.

The difference between the experiments on the wrought-iron bar and the wrought-iron

manufactured girder consists in the greater rigidity of the latter, and in its increased

power of resistance to vibration and the force of impact, the weight on the girder-

descending upon it by the force of gravity.

The institution of experiments for the purpose of ascertaining the value of wrought-

iron riveted plates, in the form of tubes, through which a railway train should pass, was

a conception which led to a new era in the history of bridges, and ultimately effected the

passage of the estuary of the Conway and the Menai Straits. These experiments not

only gave the form and strengths required for the construction of these colossal structures,

but they developed an entirely novel system of constructive art, and established the

principle on which wrought-iron bridges should in future be made. Since then some

thousands of bridges, many of them of great span, have been constructed, composed

entirely of wrought iron, and are now in existence supporting railways and common
roads to an extent hitherto unknown in the history of bridge-building, and such as

could not have been accomplished by any other description of material than malleable

iron or steel.

The construction of the Britannia and Conway bridges in the tubular form led to other

constructions, such as the tubular girder, the plate and lattice girder, and other forms, all

founded on the principle developed in the construction of the large tubes as they now
span the Conway and the Menai Straits. In the tubular bridges, it was first designed

that their ultimate strength should be six times the heaviest load that could ever be

laid upon them, after deducting half the weight of the tube. This was considered a
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fair margin of strength
;
but subsequent considerations, such as generally attend a new

principle of construction with an untried material, induced an increase of strength, and,

instead of the ultimate strength being six times, it was increased to eight times the

weight of the greatest load.

The stability and great success of these bridges gave increased confidence to the

engineer and the public, and for several years the resistance of six times the heaviest

load was considered an amply sufficient margin of strength.

Owing to the success of these undertakings, there was a general demand for wrought-

iron bridges in every direction, and numbers were made without any regard to first

principles, or to the law of proportion necessary to be observed in the sectional areas

of the top and bottom flanges, so clearly and satisfactorily shown in the early experi-

ments. The result of this was a number of weak bridges, many of them so dispro-

portioned in the distribution of the material as to be almost at the point of rupture

with little more than double the permanent load. These discrepancies, and the erroneous

system of contractors tendering by weight, led not only to defects in the principle of

construction, but the introduction of bad iron and, in many cases, equally bad work-

manship. Now there is no construction which requires greater care and more minute

attention to sound principles than wrought-iron girders
,
whether employed for bridges of

large or small span or for buildings. The lives of the public entirely depend upon the

knowledge and skill of the engineer, and the selection of the material which he

employs.

The defects and break-downs which followed the first successful application of

wrought iron to bridge-building led to doubts and fears on the part of engineers ; and

many of them contended for eight, and even ten times the heaviest load as the safe

margin of strength. Others, and amongst them the late Mr. Brunel, fixed a lower

standard ; and I believe that gentleman was prepared in practice to work up to one-third

or two-fifths of the ultimate strength of the weight that would break the bridge.

Ultimately it was decided by the authorities of the Board of Trade, but from what data

I am not informed, that no wrought-iron bridge should with the heaviest load exceed a

strain of 5 tons per square inch. Now on what principle this standard was established

does not appear ; and on application to the Board of Trade the answer is, that “ The

Lords Commissioners of Trade require that all future bridges for railway traffic shall

not exceed a strain of 5 tons per square inch.”

The requirement of 5 tons per square inch on the part of the Board of Trade is not

sufficiently definite to secure in all cases the best form of construction. It is well

known that the powers of resistance to strain are widely different with wrought iron,

according as we apply a force of tension or compression ; it is even possible so to dis-

proportion the top and bottom areas of a wrought-iron girder calculated to support six

times the rolling load, as to cause it to yield with little more than half the ultimate

strain or 10 tons on the square inch. For example, in wrought-iron girders with solid

tops it requires the sectional area in the top to be nearly double that of the bottom, to
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equalize the two forces of tension and compression ;
and unless these proportions are

strictly adhered to in the construction, the 5-ton strain per square inch is an error

which may lead to dangerous results. Again, it was ascertained from direct experiment

that double the quantity of material in the top of a wrought-iron girder was not the

most effective form for resisting compression. On the contrary, it

was found that little more than half the sectional area was required,

and, when converted into rectangular cells similar to «, a, a, was in

its powers of resistance equivalent to double the area when formed

of a solid plate. This discovery was of great value in the con-

struction of tubes and girders of wide span, as the weight of the

structure itself (which increases as the cubes, and the strength

only as the squares) forms an important part of the load to which

it is subjected. On this question it is evident that the require-

ment of the Board of Trade cannot be applied in both cases, and

is therefore ambiguous as regards its application to different forms

of structure. In the 5-ton per square inch strain there is not a

word said about the dead weight of the bridge ;
and we are not

informed whether the breaking-weight was to be so many times the

applied weight plus the multiple of the load, or, in other words, whether it included

or deducted the weight of the bridge itself.

These data are wanting in the railway instructions ;
and until some fixed principle of

construction is determined upon, accompanied by a standard measure of strength, it is

in vain to look for any satisfactory result in the erection of road and railway bridges

composed entirely of wrought iron.

I have been led to inquire into this subject with more than ordinary care, not only

on account of the imperfect state of our knowledge, but from the want of definite

instructions from the authorities whose duty it is to secure the safety of bridges and

to protect the public from malconstructions. To accomplish this, I have in the fol-

lowing experimental researches endeavoured to arrive at the extent to which a bridge

or girder of wrought iron may be strained without injury to its ultimate powers of

resistance. I have endeavoured to ascertain the exact amount of load to which a bridge

may be subjected without endangering its safety, or, in other words, to determine the

fractional strain of its estimated powers of resistance.

To arrive at correct results and to imitate as nearly as possible the strain to which

bridges are subjected by the passage of heavy railway trains, the apparatus specially

adapted for that purpose was designed to lower the load quickly upon the beam in the

first instance, and subsequently to produce a considerable amount of vibration, as the

large lever with its load and shackle was left suspended upon it in the second. The

apparatus was sufficiently elastic for that purpose, as may be seen on reference to the

drawings.
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The beam A, Plates VI. & VII., is composed of an iron plate riveted with angle-

irons 22 feet long, of an inch thick, and 16 inches deep.

It was supported on two brick piers 20 feet apart. Beneath the bottom flange is

fixed the lever B, which, by means of the link and shackle C, grasps the lower web of

the beam close to the fulcrum D. This fulcrum, on which the lever oscillates, is

formed of a vertical bar E, which acts as a standard, and has screw-nuts to regulate the

height from the cast-iron plate F to the fulcrum D. The machinery for lifting the

lever and scale at H consists of the shaft and pulley I, driven by a water-wheel
;
and

from this shaft the apparatus for lifting the load is worked by a strap from the pulley

on the pinion-shaft K, which drives the shaft and spur-wheel L, giving motion to the

connecting rod M. This rod has an oblong slot at its lower end, in which the pin at

the end of .the lever works. From this description it will be seen that, in turning the

spur-wheel L, the weight is not raised until the bottom of the slot comes in contact with

the pin of the lever, when the load is taken entirely off the beam. That being accom-

plished, the connecting rod descends, when the load is again laid upon the beam and

left suspended with a vibratory motion for some seconds, until the remainder of the

stroke is completed, when the connecting rod again rises for the succeeding lift. In

this way the weights are lifted off and replaced alternately upon the beam at the rate

of seven to eight strokes per minute. The apparatus is worked night and day by a

water-wheel, and the number of changes are registered by the counter attached to the

vertical post at G.

The girder subjected to vibration in these experiments is a wrought-iron plate beam

of 20 feet clear span, and of the following dimensions :

—

inches.

Area of top, 1 plate 4 inches xi inch 2-00

„ 2 angle-irons 2x2Xf^ 2*30

4-30

Area of bottom, 1 plate 4 inches x^ inch TOO

„ 2 angle-irons 2 X 2 X inch 1-40

2-40

Web, 1 plate 15|xi 1*90

Total sectional area 8-60

Depth 16 inches.

Weight 7 cwt. 3 qrs.

Breaking-weight (calculated) 12 tons.
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The beam having been loaded with 6643 lbs., equivalent to one-fourth of the ultimate

breaking-weight, the experiment commenced as follows :

—

Table I.

—

Experiment on wrought-iron beam with a changing load equivalent to one-

fourth of the breaking-weight.

Date, 1860.
Number of

changes of load.

Deflection pro-

duced by load.
Remarks.

March 21. 0 0-17

39 22. 10,540 0-18

23. 15,610 0-16

24. 27,840 Strap loose, and failed to lift the weight.

26. 46,100 o-ie

27. 57,790 0-17

28. 72,440 0-17

29. 85,960 0-17

30. 97,420 0-17

31. 112,810 0-17

April 2. 144,350 0-16

4. 165,710 0-18

99 7. 202.890 0-17

99 10. 235,811 0-17

99 13. 268,328 0-17

99 14. 281,210 0-17

99 17. 321,015 0-17

20. 343,880 0-17 The strap broke.

25. 390,430 0-17

99 27. 408,264 0-16

99 28. 417,940 0-16

May 1 . 449,280 0-16

3. 468,600 0-16

99 6. 489,769 0-16

99 7. 512,181 0-16

99 9. 536,355 0-16 /
9 11. 560,529 0-16

” 14. 596,790 0-16

The beam having undergone above half a million changes of load, by working con-

tinuously for two months, night and day, at the rate of about eight changes per minute,

without producing any visible alteration, the load was increased from one-fourth to two-

sevenths of the statical breaking-weight, and the experiment proceeded with till the

number of changes of load reached a million.

2 xMDCCCLXIV.
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Table II.—Experiment on tlie same beam with a load equivalent to two-sevenths of

the breaking-weight, or nearly 3-| tons.

Date, I860.
Number of

changes of load.

Deflection, in

inches.
Bemarks.

May 14. 0 0-22 In this Table the number of changes of load is

15. 12,623 0-22 counted from 0, although the beam had already

17.’ 36*417 0-22
undergone 596,790 changes, as shown in the pre-

ceding Table.

19. 53,770 0-21

22. 85,820 0-22

26. 128,300 0-22

29. 161,500 0-22

31. 177,000 0-22

June 4. 194,500 0-21

7. 217,300 0-21

9. 236,460 0-21

12. 264,220 0-21

16. 292,600 0-22
9ft A()Q 01 A A.90 f At this point the operations were suspended, the
25D. '±U0

5
25JLU U 250

[ beam having suffered a million changes of load.

The beam had now sustained one million changes of load without any apparent

injury ; it was then considered necessary to increase the load to 10,486 lbs., or two-

fifths of the breaking-weight, when the machinery was again put in motion. With

this additional weight the deflections were increased, with a permanent set of *05 inch,

from -23 to *35, and after sustaining 5175 changes, the beam broke by tension a short

distance from the middle. It is satisfactory here to observe that during the whole of

the 1,005,175 changes none of the rivets were loosened or broke.

Table III.—Beam repaired.

The beam fractured in the preceding experiment was repaired by replacing the broken

angle-irons on each side, and putting a patch over the broken plate equal in area to the

plate itself. Thus repaired, a weight of three tons was placed on the beam, equivalent

to one-fourth of the breaking-weight, when the experiments were again continued as

before.
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Date.
Number of changes

of load.

Deflection, in

inches.

Permanent set,

in inches.
Remarks.

1860.

August 9. 158

(

The load during these changes was equi-

valent to 10,500 lbs., or 4-6875 tons at the

centre. With this weight the beam took

a large but unmeasured set.

Aug. 11.

12.

12,950

25,742 0-22 9
During these changes the load on the

beam was 8025 lbs., or 3-58 tons.

Aug. 13. 25,900 0-18 0 Load reduced to2 -96tons, or^th of the

16. 46,326 0-18 0 breaking-weight.

20. 71,000 0-18 0
24. 101,760 0-18 0

yy 25. 107,000 0-18 0
31. 135,260 0-18 0-01

Sept. 1 . 140,500 0-18 0-01

8. 189,500 0-18 0-01

15. 242,860 ' 0-18 0-01

99 22. 277,000 0-18 0-01

30. 320,000 0-18 0-01

Oct. 6. 375,000 0-18 0-01

13. 429,000 0-18 0-01

99 20. 484,000 0-18 0-01

M 27. 538,000 0-18 0-01

Nov. 3. 577,800 0-18 0-01

99 10. 617,800 0-18 0-01

99 17. 657,500 0-18 0-01

y 23. 712,300 0-18 0-01

Dec. 1 . 768,100 0-18 0-01

99 8. 821,970 0-18 0-01

15. 875,000 0-18 0-01

22. 929,470 0-18 0-01

29. 1,024,500 0-18 0-01

1861.

Jan. 9. 1,121,100 0-18 0-01

99 19. 1,214,000 0-18 0-01

99 26. 1,278,000 0-18 0-01

Feb. 2. 1,342,800 0-18 0-01

99 11. 1,426,000 0-18 0-01

99 16. 1,485,000 0-18 0-01

23. 1,543,000 0-18 0-01

Marcli 2. 1,602,000 0-18 0-01

99 9. 1,661,000 0-18 0-01

J9 16. 1,720,000 0-17 0-01

23. 1,779,000 0-17 0-01

33 30. 1,829,000 0-17 0-01

April 6. 1,885,000 0-17 0-01

13. 1,945,000 0-17 0-01

99 20. 2,000,000 0-17 0-01

99 27. 2,059,000 0-17 0-01

May 4. 2,110,000 0-17 0-01

11. 2,165,000 0-17 0-01

99 20. 2,250,000 0-17 0-01

Sept. 4. 2,727,754 0-17 0-01

Oct. 16. 3,150,000 0-17 0-01

2x2
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At this point, the beam having sustained upwards of three million changes of load

without any increase of the permanent set, it was assumed that it might have con-

tinued to bear alternate changes to any extent with the same tenacity of purpose as

exhibited in the foregoing Table. It was then concluded to increase the load from one-

fourth to one-third of the breaking-weight
;
and having laid on 4 tons, which increased

the deflection to *20 inch, the work was proceeded with in the same order as in the

previous experiments.

Table IV.

Date. Changes of load.
Deflection, in

inches.

Permanent set,

in inches.
Remarks.

1861.

Oct. 18. 0 0-20

19. 4000 0-20 0*

Nov. 18. 126,000 0-20

Dec. 18. 237,000 0-20

1862.

Jan. 9. 313,000 Broke by tension across the bottom web.

From these experiments it is evident that wrought-iron girders of ordinary con-

struction are not safe when submitted to violent disturbances with a load equivalent to

one-third the weight that would break them. They, however, exhibit wonderful

tenacity when subjected to the same treatment with one-fourth the load; and assuming

that an iron girder bridge will bear with this load 12,000,000 changes without injury,

it is clear that it would require 328 years, at the rate of 100 changes per day, before its

security was aflected. It would, however, be dangerous to risk a load of one-third the

breaking-weight upon bridges of this description, as according to the last experiments

the beam broke with 313,000 changes; or a period of eight years, at the same rate as

before, would be sufficient to break it. It is more than probable that the beam might

have been injured by the previous three million changes to which it had been subjected

;

and assuming this to be true, it would then follow that the beam was progressing to

destruction, and must of necessity at some time, however remote, have terminated in

fracture.

The experiments throw considerable light on this very intricate and very important

subject. They are probably carried sufficiently far to enable us to state with certainty

what is the safe measure of strength ; and as much depends upon the quality of the

material and the skill with which the girders are put together, it becomes necessary

for the public safety that a measure of strength should be established without encum-

bering the structures with unnecessary weight. On this question it must be borne

in mind that every additional ton that is not required beyond the limits of safety, is

an evil that operates as a constant quantity tending to produce rupture; and hence

follows the necessity of a careful distribution of the material, in order that the tube or

girder shall be duly proportioned to the strains it has to bear, and that every part of the

structure shall have its due proportion of work to perform.
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I have assumed, for the sake of illustration, that every description of material, as re-

gards its cohesive properties, follows the same law as that which we have experimented

upon, or, in other words, in the ratio of its physical powers of resistance, that is to say,

any beam will follow the same law in regard to its ultimate powers of resistance, when

operated upon by a corresponding load due to that power. If this be true, we have

only to follow the same rule as observed in the experiments, by loading cast-iron or

wooden beams in the ratio of their cohesive powers of resistance, and their breaking-

weights respectively. This has not been proved experimentally, but I hope at some

future time to have an opportunity of extending the experiments, in order to determine

to what extent these views are correct.

The Lords Commissioners of Trade, in the exercise of their functions as conservators

of the public safety, have adopted the rule that no railway bridge composed of wrought

iron shall exceed with its heaviest rolling-load a strain of five tons per square inch of

section upon any part of the bridge. The formula for this maximum of strain upon

the material has been deduced from my own experiments on the model tube at

Millwall.

Assuming the top of the girder to be sufficiently rigid to prevent buckling by com-

pression, the formula for the strength of the bottom section derived from these experi-

ments is

adcw=—>
where the constant c= 8Q.

Applying this formula to the beam experimented upon, we have

a
,
the area of the bottom=2-4 inches,

d, the depth of' the beam=16 inches,

c, the constant deduced from the model tube=80,

Z, the span or distance between the supports=240 inches.

Hence W= ^-,-7:
——=12-8 tons,

240

the ultimate strength of the beam.

In order to determine the strain per square inch in these experiments, we find

where S represents the strain per square inch upon the section a, produced by the

greatest load w, laid upon the middle of the girder.

It is necessary to observe that in a girder properly proportioned, the greatest strain

per square inch will take place upon the bottom section ; so that if the strain upon the

bottom section of such a girder be within the Government Commissioner’s condition of

safety, the strain upon the top section will necessarily be within that limit also. In a

girder having the cellular structure at its top section, the area of the top section should

be very nearly once and a quarter that of the bottom section, or the areas of their
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sections should be respectively as 5 : 4 ;
and the strain per square inch upon these parts

will be respectively inversely as their areas ; that is, the strain per square inch upon

the top section will be fths of the strain per square inch upon the bottom section. In

one of the foregoing experiments, we have

l
,
the length of the girder=240 inches,

w, the weight laid on the middle=2-96 tons,

a, the area of the bottom section=2 -4 inches,

d, the depth of the girder=16 inches;

therefore S== ~

4x2-4 x 16
=4 '62 tons

’

the strain per square inch on the bottom section of the girder.

Applying this formula to the whole series of experiments, we obtain the following

summary of results :

—

Summary of Results.—1st Series of Experiments.

Beam 20 feet between the supports.

No of

experi-

ment.

Date.

Weight on
middle of

the beam,
in tons.

Number of

changes of load.

Strain per
square inch

on bottom.

Strain per
square inch

on top.

Deflection,

in inches.
Kemarks.

1
{

From March 21st to 1

May 14th, 1860 J

2-96 596,790 4-62 2-58 •17

2
{

From May 14th to
\

June 26th, 1860 J

3-50 403,210 5-46 3-05 •23

3
{

From July 25th to 1

July 28th, 1860 J

4-68 5,175 7-31 4-08 •35
|

Broke by tension at a

short distance from the

centre of the beam.

The number of 1,005,175 changes was attained before fracture, with varying strains

upon the bottom flange of 4-62 tons, 5-46 tons, and 7-31 tons per square inch.

Beam repaired.—2nd Series of Experiments.

4 August 9th, 1860 .

.

4-68 158 7-31 4-08 ...
{

, The apparatus was ac-

cidentally set in motion.

5 August 11thand 12th 3-58 25,742 5-59 3-12 •22

•1
From August 13th, 1

1860 to October l

16th, 1861
J

2-96 3,124,100 4-62 2-58 •18

’1
From October 18th, 1

1861 to January 1

9th, 1862
J

4-00 313,000 6-25 3-48 •20

|

Broke by tension as

before, close to the plate

riveted over the previous

fracture.

Here the number of 3,463,000 changes was attained when fracture ensued.
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From the above it is evident that wrought-iron girders, when loaded to the extent of a

tensile strain of seven tons per square inch, are not safe, if that strain is subjected to

alternate changes of taking off the load and laying it on again, provided a certain

amount of vibration is produced by that process ; and what is important to notice is,

that from 300,000 to 400,000 changes of this description are sufficient to ensure fracture.

It must, however, be borne in mind that the beam from which these conclusions are

derived had sustained upwards of 3,000,000 changes with nearly five tons tensile strain

on the square inch, and it must be admitted from the experiments thus recorded that

five tons per square inch of tensile strain on the bottom of girders, as fixed by the Board

of Trade, appears to be an ample standard of strength.

As regards compression, we have only to compare for practical purposes the difference

between the resisting-powers of the material to tension and compression, and we shall

require in a girder without a cellular top from one-third to three-fourths more material

to resist compression than to resist tension
;
and as the strength of wrought iron in a state

of compression is to its strength in a state of tension as about 3 to 4^, the area of the

top and bottom will be nearly in that proportion, or, in other words, it will require that

much more material in the top than the bottom to equalize the two forces.

In the experimental beam the area of the top was considerably in excess of that of

the bottom, it having been constructed on data deduced from the experiments on tubes

without cells, which required nearly double the area on the top to resist crushing. In

the construction of large girders, where thicker plates are used, this proportion no longer

exists, as much greater rigidity is obtained in the thicker plates, which causes a closer

approximation to equal areas in the top and bottom of the girder ; and from this we

deduce that from one-third to three-fourths, and in some cases one-third additional

area in the top has been found, according to the size of the girder, sufficient to balance

the two forces under strain.

The foregoing experiments, however, were instituted to determine the safe measure

of strength as respects tension, and it will be seen that in no case during the whole of

the experiments was there any appearance of the top yielding to compression.
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p.
The natural philosophy of the future must, I imagine, mainly consist in the investiga-

tion of the relations which subsist between the ordinary matter of the universe and the

ether, in which this matter is immersed. Regarding the motions of the ether itself, as

illustrated by the phenomena of reflexion, refraction, interference, and diffraction, the

optical investigations of the last half century have left nothing to be desired
; but as

regards the atoms and molecules whence issue the undulations of light and heat, and

their relations to the medium which they move, and by which they are set in motion,

these investigations teach us nothing. To come closer to the origin of the ethereal

waves—to get, if possible, some experimental hold of the oscillating atoms themselves

—has been the main object of the researches in which I have been engaged for the
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last five years. In these researches radiant heat has been used as an instrument for

exploring molecular condition, and this is the object which I have kept constantly in

view throughout the investigation which I have now the honour to submit to the Royal

Society.

The first part of these researches is devoted to the more complete examination of

a subject which was briefly touched upon at the conclusion of my Fourth Memoir

—

namely, the action of liquids, as compared with that of their vapours, upon radiant

heat. The differences which exist between different gaseous molecules, as regards

their power of emitting and absorbing radiant heat, have been already amply illus-

trated. When a gas is condensed to a liquid, the molecules approach and grapple

with each other by forces which are insensible as long as the gaseous state is main-

tained. But though thus condensed and enthralled, the ether still surrounds the mole-

cules. If, then, the powers of radiation and absorption depend upon them individually,

we may expect that the deportment towards radiant heat which experiment establishes

in the case of the free molecule, will maintain itself after the molecule has relinquished

its freedom and formed part of a liquid. If, on the other hand, the state of aggrega-

tion be of paramount importance, we may expect to find on the part of liquids a deport-

ment altogether different from that of their vapours.

Melloni, it is well known, examined the diathermancy of various liquids, but he

employed for this purpose the flame of an oil-lamp, covered by a glass chimney. His

liquids, moreover, were contained in glass cells ; hence the radiation from the source

was profoundly modified before it entered the liquid at all, for the glass was imper-

vious to a considerable part of the radiation. It was my wish to interfere as little as

possible with the primitive emission, and also to compare the action of liquids with

that of their vapours, when examined in a tube stopped with plates of rock-salt. I

therefore devised an apparatus in which a layer of liquid of any thickness could be

enclosed between two polished plates of rock-salt. It was skilfully constructed for me

by Mr. Beckek, and the same two plates have already done service in more than six

hundred experiments.

The apparatus consists of the following parts :—A B C (fig. 1) is a plate of brass,

3-4 inches long, 2T inches wide, and 0 - 3 of an inch thick. Into it, at its corners, are

rigidly fixed four upright pillars, furnished at the top with screws, for the reception of

the nuts qrst. D E F is a second plate of brass of the same size as the former, and

pierced with holes at its four corners, so as to enable it to slip over the four columns

of the plate ABC. Both these plates are perforated by circular apertures, m n and

op, l 1 35 inch in diameter. GHI is a third plate of brass of the same area as DEF,
and, like it, having its centre and its corners perforated. The plate G H I is intended

to separate the two plates of rock-salt, which are to form the walls of the cell, and its

thickness determines that of the liquid layer. Thus when the plates ABC and DEF
are in position, a space of the form of a shallow cylinder is enclosed between them, and

this space can be filled 'with any liquid through the orifice Jc. The separating plate
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G H I was ground with the utmost accuracy, and the surfaces of the plates of salt were

polished with extreme care, with a view to rendering the contact between the salt and

the brass water-tight. In practice, however, it was found necessary to introduce washers

of thin letter-paper between the plates of salt and the separating plate.

In arranging the cell for experiment, the nuts qrst are unscrewed, and a washer of

india-rubber is first placed on ABC. On this washer is placed one of the plates of

rock-salt. On the plate of rock-salt is placed the washer of letter-paper, and on this

again the separating plate GH I. A second washer of paper is placed on this plate,

then comes the second plate of salt, on which another india-rubber washer is laid.

The plate D E F is finally slipped over the columns, and the whole arrangement is

tightly screwed together by the nuts qrst. The use of the india-rubber washers is

to relieve the crushing pressure which would be applied to the plates of salt if they

were in actual contact with the brass plates
;
and the use of the paper washers is, as

already explained, to render the cell liquid-tight. After each experiment, the appa-

ratus is unscrewed, the plates of salt are removed and thoroughly cleansed
;
the cell is

then remounted, and in two or three minutes all is ready for a new experiment.

My next necessity was a perfectly steady source of heat, of sufficient intensity to

penetrate the most absorbent of the liquids to be subjected to examination. This was

found in a spiral of platinum wire, rendered incandescent by an electric current. The

frequent use of this source of heat led me to construct the lamp shown in fig. 2. A
is a globe of glass 3 inches in diameter, fixed upon a stand, which can be raised and

lowered. At the top of the globe is a tubulure, into which a cork is fitted, and through

the cork pass two wires whose ends are united by the platinum spiral S. The wires

are carried down to the binding screws a b, which are fixed in the foot of the stand

2 y 2
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so that when the instrument is attached to the battery no strain is ever exerted on

the wires which carry the spiral. The ends of the thick wire to which the spiral is

attached are also of stout platinum ; for when it was attached to copper wires, unsteadi-

ness was introduced through oxidation. The heat issues from the incandescent spiral

by the opening d
,
which is an inch and a half in diameter. Behind the spiral, finally,

is a metallic reflector, r, which augments the flux of heat without sensibly changing its

quality. In the open air the red-hot spiral is a capricious source of heat ; but sur-

rounded by its glass globe its steadiness is admirable.

The whole experimental arrangement will be immediately understood from the sketch

Pig. 3.

Grove’s battery of five cells. It is necessary that this lamp should remain perfectly

constant throughout the day
; and to keep it so, a tangent galvanometer and a rheocord

are introduced into the circuit.

In front of the spiral, and surrounding the tubulure of its globe, is the tube B with

an interior reflecting surface, through which the heat passes to the rock-salt cell C.

This cell is placed on a little stage soldered to the back of the perforated screen S S, so

that the heat, after having crossed the cell, passes through the hole in the screen, and

afterwards impinges on the thermo-electric pile P. The pile is placed at some distance

from the screen S S, so as to render the temperature of the cell C itself of no account.

C' is the compensating cube, containing water kept boiling by steam from the pipe p.

Between the cube C' and the pile P is the screen Q, which regulates the amount of

heat falling on the posterior face of the pile. The whole arrangement is here exposed

;
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but in practice the pile P and the cube C' are carefully protected from the capricious

action of the surrounding air.

The experiments are thus performed. The empty rock-salt cell C being placed on its

stage, a double silvered screen (not shown in the figure) is first introduced between the

end of the tube B and the cell C ; the radiation from the spiral being thus totally cut

off, and the pile subjected to the action of the cube C' alone. By means of the screen Q,

the total heat to be adopted throughout the series of experiments is obtained : say that it

is suffi cient to produce a galvanometric deflection of 50 degrees. The double screen used

to intercept the radiation from the spiral is then gradually withdrawn until this radiation

completely neutralizes that from the cube C', and the needle of the galvanometer points

steadily to zero. The position of the double screen, once fixed, remains subsequently

unchanged, the slight and slow alteration of the source being neutralized by the rheo-

cord. Thus the rays in the first instance pass from the spiral through the empty rock-

salt cell. A small funnel, supported by a suitable stand, dips into the aperture which

leads into the cell, and through this the liquid is poured. The introduction of the liquid

destroys the previous equilibrium, the galvanometer needle moves, and finally assumes a

steady deflection ; and from this deflection we can immediately calculate the quantity oi

heat absorbed by the liquid, and express it in hundredths of the entire radiation.

For example, the empty cell being placed upon its stand, and the needle being at 0°,

the introduction of iodide of methyl into the cell produced a deflection of 30°-8. The

total radiation on this occasion was 44°-2. Taking the force necessary to move the

needle from 0° to 1° as our unit, the deflection 30°’8 corresponds to 32 such units,

while the deflection 440,
2 corresponds to 58 -3 such units. Hence the statement

58-3:100 = 32:54-9,

which gives an absorption of 54" 9 per cent, for a layer of liquid iodide of methyl 0-07 oi

an inch in thickness.

§ 2 .

The following Table contains the results obtained in this manner with the respective

liquids there mentioned. It embraces both the deflection produced by the introduction

of the liquid, and the quantity per cent, intercepted of the entire radiation. It has

been intimated to me by some of my Continental friends that the publication of such

details as would enable a reader to judge of the precision attainable by my apparatus

would be desirable. In this paper I shall, to some extent, endeavour to satisfy this

desire, making use, however, of my ordinary experiments.

Table I.—Radiation of heat through Liquids. Source of heat, red-hot platinum spiral.

Thickness of liquid layer 0-07 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Iodide of Methyl .... 30-8 54-9

Iodide of Ethyl 33-0 60-4
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Table I. (continued).

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Benzol ..... . . . 35-3 67-0

Amylene .... . . . 37-7 74-8

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 39-0 79-4

Acetic Ether . . . . 39-6 81-6

Alcohol .... . . . 41-0 86-6

Water* .... . . . 43-3 91*4

Total heat .... . . . 44-2 100

In these experiments I employed a less delicate galvanometer than that used in my
former researches. The experiments were made on the 29th of September, and on the

following day I repeated them with the following results

Table II.—Radiation of heat through Liquids. Source of heat, red-hot platinum spiral.

Thickness of liquid layer (H)7 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Iodide of Methyl . . . 33-5 53-7

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . 35-5 58-7

Benzol . . . 37-5 64-4

Amylene .... . . . 39-5 . 70-7

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 41-0 75-4

Acetic Ether . . . . . . 41-5 76-9

Formic Ether . . . . . . 42-4 80-0

Alcohol . . . 43-5 84-2

Water . . . 44-7 90-5

Total heat .... . . . 46-7 100-0

On the 28th of October my most delicate galvanometer was at liberty, and with it I

executed the experiments performed with the coarser one. The following are the

results :

—

Table III.—Radiation of heat through Liquids. Source, red-hot platinum spiral.

Thickness of liquid layer 0-07 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Bisulphide of Carbon
O

.
9-0 12-5

Chloroform . 25-2 35-0

Iodide of Methyl . 36-0 53-2 54-3

Ditto, strongly coloured with iodine . . 36-0 53-2

Iodide of Ethyl . 38-2 59-0 59-6

* To prevent the water from attacking the cell, it was always first saturated with the substance of the cell

itself, namely, transparent rock-salt.
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Table III. (continued).

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Benzol . . 39-2 62-5 65-7

Amylene . . 42-0 73-6 72-3

Sulphuric Ether . . 42-6 76T 77-4

Acetic Ether . . 43-4 78-0 79-3

Formic Ether . . 43-3 79-0 80-0

Alcohol . . 44-4 83-6 85-4

Water . .
45-6 88-8 90-9

Total heat ........ . . 48-0 100-0

I have here placed beside the results obtained with the delicate galvanometer, the

means of those obtained with the coarser one. It is not my object to push these

measurements to the last degree of nicety; otherwise the ssatisfactory agreement here

exhibited might be made still better.

To render the experiments on liquid transmission more complete, I operated with

layers of various thicknesses, employing throughout my most delicate galvanometer.

The results of these measurements are recorded in the following series of Tables :

—

Table IV.—Radiation of heat through Liquids. Source, red-hot platinum spiral.

Thickness of liquid layer 0-02 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Bisulphide of Carbon . .

O
4-0 5-5

Chloroform 12-0 16-6

Iodide of Methyl 26-0 36-1

Iodide of Ethyl .... 27-5 38-2

Benzol 31-3 43-4

Amylene 38-0 58*3

Boracic Ether .... 39-0 61-8

Sulphuric Ether .... 39-5 63-3

Formic Ether .... 40-0 65-2

Alcohol 40-5 67-3

Water 43-7 80-7

Total heat 48-0 100-0

Table V.—Thickness of liquid layer 0-04 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 6-1 8-4

Chloroform . . 18-0 25-0

Iodide of Methyl . 33-0 46-5

Iodide of Ethyl .... . 35*0 50-7
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Table Y. (continued).

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100,

Benzol ...... . . 37-0 55*7

Amylene . . 40-0 65*2

Boracic Ether . . . . . 41-0 69*4

Sulphuric Ether . . . 42-0 73*5

Acetic Ether .... . . 42-1 74*0

Formic Ether . . . . . 42-5 76*3

Alcohol...... . . 43-2 78*6

Water . . 45-0 86*1

Total heat .... . . 48-0 100*0

Table VI.—Thickness of liquid layer 0T4 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Bisulphide of Carbon . .

O

. 11*0 15*2

Chloroform . 28*6 40*0

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 40*0 65*2

Iodide of Ethyl .... . 40*9 69*0

Benzol . 41*5 71*5

Amylene . 43*0 77*7

Sulphuric Ether .... . 43*2 78*6

Acetic Ether ..... . 44*0 82*0

Formic Ether ..... . 44*5 84*0

Alcohol ....... . 44*8 85*3

Water . 46*3 91*8

Total heat ...... . 48*0 100*0

Table VII.—Thickness of liquid layer 0'27 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption per 100,

Bisulphide of Carbon , . 12*5 17*3

Chloroform . 32*3 44*8

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 40*8 68*6

Iodide of Ethyl .... . 41*5 71*5

Benzol . 42*0 73*6

Amylene ...... . 44*1 82*3

Sulphuric Ether .... . 44*8 85*2

Acetic Ether ..... . 45*0 86*1

Formic Ether ..... . 45*2 87*0

Alcohol ....... . 45*7 89*1

Water ....... . 46*1 91*0

Total heat . 48*0 100*0
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The foregoing results are collected together in the folloing Table :

—

Table VIII.—Absorption of heat by Liquids. Source, platinum spiral heated to a bright

redness by a voltaic current.

Liquid. Thickness of liquid in parts of an inch.

0 -02 . 004. 0 -07. 0 -14 . 0 -27.

Bisulphide of Carbon 5-5 8-4 12-5 15*2 17*3

Chloroform 16-6 25-0 35-0 40-0 44-8

Iodide of Methyl 36*1 46-5 53'2 65*2 68*6

Iodide of Ethyl 36*2 50-7 59-0 69-0 71*5

Benzol 43-4 55*7 . 62-5 71-5 73-6

Amylene 58-3 65-2 73-6 77*7 82*3

Sulphuric Ether 63-3 73-5 76-1 78-6 85-2

Acetic Ether 74-0 78*0 82-0 86-1

Formic Ether 65-2 76-3 79-0 84-0 87-0

Alcohol 67-3 78-6 83-6 85-3 89*1

Water 80*7 86-1 88-8 91-8 91*0

Had it been desirable to push these measurements to the utmost limit of accuracy, I

should have repeated each experiment, and taken the mean of the determinations. But

considering the way in which the different thicknesses check each other, an inspection

of the Table must produce the conviction that the results express, within small limits

of error, the action of the bodies mentioned.

§ 3.

As liquids, then, those bodies are shown to possess very different capacities of inter-

cepting the heat emitted by our radiating source
; and we have next to inquire whether

these differences continue after the molecules have been released from the bond of

cohesion. We must, of course, test the vapours by waves of the same period as those

applied to the liquids ; and this our mode of experiment renders easy of accomplishment.

The heat generated in a wire by a current of a given strength being invariable, it was

only necessary, by means of the tangent compass and rheocord, to keep the current con-

stant from day to day in order to obtain, both as regards quantity and quality, an

invariable source of heat.

The liquids from which the vapours were derived were placed in a small long flask, a

separate flask being devoted to each. The air above the liquid, and within it, being first

carefully removed by an air-pump, the flask was attached to the experimental tube in

which the vapours were to be examined. This tube was of brass, 49 -6 inches long,

and 2 ‘4 inches in diameter, its two ends being stopped by plates of rock-salt. Its

interior surface was polished. At the commencement of each experiment, the tube

having been thoroughly cleansed and exhausted, the needle stood at zero*. The cock

of the flask containing the volatile liquid was then carefully turned on, and the vapour

allowed slowly to enter the experimental tube. The barometer attached to the tube
was finely graduated, and the descent of the mercurial column was observed through a

magnifying lens. When a pressure of 0-5 of an inch was obtained, the vapour was cut

* It is hardly necessary to remark that the principle of compensation described in my former memoirs was
employed here also.
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off and the permanent deflection of the needle noted. Knowing the total heat, the

absorption in lOOths of the entire radiation could be at once deduced from the deflec-

tion. The following Table contains the results of the first series of experiments made

with the platinum spiral as source.

Table IX.—Kadiation of heat through Vapours. Source, red-hot platinum spiral

Tension, 0*5 of an inch.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption per ]

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 17-0 4-7]v Mean.

[4-7
Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 16-8 4-6J

Chloroform . 22-5 6*2|

J-

6-3
Chloroform . 22-8 6-3J

Iodide of Methyl.... . 34*0 9-7'j

[

9-7
Iodide of Methyl.... . 34-0 9-7J

Iodide of Ethyl .... . 46-0 18*0]
tl7*8

Iodide of Ethyl .... . 45-5 17-6J

Benzol . . 48-5 20-4]
j-20-4

Benzol ....... . 48-5 20-4J

Amylene . 56-3 27*3]
j>27*3

Amylene ...... . 56-2 27-2J

Total heat . 78-3 100-0

The absence of all caprice or uncertainty in the measurements is, I think, demon-

strated by the foregoing Table, which is simply an average sample of the degree of coin-

cidence obtained in separate measurements. Two determinations were made in each

case ; and it will be seen that while, in some instances, the second experiment yielded

the same result as the first, in one instance only does the difference amount to half a

degree of the galvanometer.

The foregoing measurements were executed on the 5th of October. On the 7th they

were in part repeated, with the following results.

Table X.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . .
16° 5 4-7

Chloroform .... . . 22-8 6-5

Iodide of Methyl . . . . . 33-0 9-6

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . . 45-0 17-7

Benzol . . 48-0 20-6

Amylene . . 55-3 27-5

Alcohol . . 55-7 28-1

Formic Ether .... . . 58-2 31-4

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 58-5 31-9

Acetic Ether .... . . 59-9 34-6

Total heat . . 78-0 100-0
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Placing these results beside those recorded in Table IX., the manner in which they

check each other will appear.

Comparison of Tables IX. and X.—Absorption.

Table IX. Table X.

Bisulphide of Carbon ... 4-7 4*7

Chloroform . . . ... 6-3 6-5

Iodide of Methyl . . ... 9-7 9-6

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . . 17*8 17-7

Benzol . . . 20-4 20-6

Amylene . . . . . . . 27-3 27-5

The agreement, it will be seen, is as perfect as could be desired.

Augmenting the opening through which the heat passed from the source into the

experimental tube, the total heat was increased, and the experiments with a few of the

vapours were repeated. The total heat in the last case produced a deflection of 78°,

which is equal to 350 units; the total heat now employed produced a deflection of

83°, which is equal to 605 units. It is easy to see that the experiments now to be

recorded furnish a direct check on the calibration of the galvanometer. As long as

the quality of the heat remains unchanged, the absorption ought to be the same with a

high total heat as with a low one. But if experiment show that this is the case, it

proves also that the calibration on which the calculation of the absorption depends,

cannot be in error. The following results were obtained on the 8th of October

Table X «.

Deflection. Absorption.

Amylene . . . . ... 6-0 28-7

Alcohol . . . 66-4 29-2

Formic Ether . . . . . . 68-5 32-5

Formic Ether . . . . . . 68-5 32-5

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 69-2 33-6

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 69-1 33-4

Acetic Ether . . . . . . 69-7 34-5

Acetic Ether . . . . . . 69-7 34-5

Total heat .... . . . 83-0 100-0

Placing the results beside those recorded in Table X., we have the following com-

parison

Comparison of Tables X. and X a.

Amylene .... . . . 27’5 28-7

Alcohol..... . . . 28*1 29-2

Formic Ether . . . . . . 31-4 32-5

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 31-9 33*5

Acetic Ether . . . . . . 34-6 34-5

2 z 2
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The differences here are inconsiderable, and lean to neither side ; within these limits,

therefore, the calibration must be correct ; it shall be tested more severely in another

part of this paper.

H-
We are now in a condition to compare the action of a series of volatile liquids with

that of the vapours of those liquids upon radiant heat.

Commencing with the substance of the lowest absorptive energy, and proceeding to

the highest, we have the following order of absorption :

—

Liquids.

Bisulphide of Carbon.

Chloroform.

Iodide of Methyl.

Iodide of Ethyl.

Benzol.

Amylene.

Sulphuric Ether.

Acetic Ether.

Formic Ether.

Alcohol.

Water.

Vapours.

Bisulphide of Carbon.

Chloroform.

Iodide of Methyl.

Iodide of Ethyl.

Benzol.

Amylene.

Alcohol.

Formic Ether.

Sulphuric Ether.

Acetic Ether.

Here, as far as amylene, the order of absorption is the same for both liquids and

vapours. But from amylene downwards, though strong liquid absorption is in a general

way paralleled by strong vapour absorption, the order of both is not the same. There

is not the slightest doubt that next to water alcohol is the most powerful absorber in the

list of liquids ; but there is just as little doubt that the position which it occupies in the

list of vapours is the correct one. This has been established by reiterated experiments.

Acetic ether, on the other hand, though certainly the most energetic absorber in the

state of vapour, falls behind both formic ether and alcohol in the liquid state. Still,

on the whole, I think it is impossible to contemplate these results without arriving at

the general conclusion that the act of absorption is in the main molecular, and that the

molecule maintains its power as an absorber and radiator when it changes its state of

aggregation. Should, however, any doubt linger as to the correctness of this conclusion,

it will speedily disappear.

A moment’s reflection will show that the comparison here instituted is not a strict

one. We have taken the liquids at a common thickness, and the vapours at a common
volume and pressure. But if the layers of liquid employed were turned bodily into

vapour, the volumes obtained would not be the same. Hence the quantities of matter

traversed by the radiant heat are neither equal nor proportional to each other in the

two cases; and to render the comparison strict they ought to be proportional. It is

easy, of course, to make them so ; for the liquids being examined at a constant volume,

their specific gravities give us the relative quantities of matter traversed by the radiant
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heat, and from these, and the vapour-densities, we can immediately deduce the corre-

sponding volumes of the vapour. Calling the quantity of matter g, the vapour-density d,

and the volume V, we have

Dividing, therefore, the specific gravities of our liquids by the densities of their vapours,

we obtain a series of volumes proportional to the masses of the liquids employed. The

densities of both liquids and vapours are given in the following Table

Table of Densities.

Vapour. Liquid.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 2-63 1-27

Chloroform .... . . 4-13 1-48

Iodide of Methyl . . . . . 4-90 2-24

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . . 5-39 1-95

Benzol . . 2-69 0*85

Amylene . . 2-42 0-64

Alcohol . . 1-59 0-79

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 2-56 0*71

Formic Ether .... . . 2-56 0-91

Acetic Ether .... . . 3-04 0-89

Water . . 0*63 1-00

Substituting for q the numbers of the second column, and for d those of the first, we

obtain the following series of vapour volumes, whose weights are proportional to the

masses of liquid employed.

Table of Proportional Volumes.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . . 0-48

Chloroform ....... 0*36

Iodide of Methyl 0*46

Iodide of Ethyl 0'36

Benzol 0 -32

Amylene 0’26

Alcohol 0’50

Sulphuric Ether 0-28

Formic Ether O’36

Acetic Ether 0*29

Water 1*60

Employing the vapours in the volumes here indicated, the

obtained :—

-

following results were
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Table XI.—Radiation of heat through Vapours. Mass of vapour proportional to

mass of liquid.

Tension in parts

Name of vapour. of an inch. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 0*48 I 8 *4
)

.

\ 8-5 J

4-3

Chloroform . 0-36 P'°) 6-6
113-0 J

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 0*46 {20-0
j

120-4 J

10-2

Iodide of Ethyl .... . 0-36
f 30*6 1

130-6 J

15-4

Benzol ....... . 0-32 if
4
}

16-8
133-1 J

Amylene ...... . 0/26 37-7 19-0

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 0-28
f 42-5 1

21-5
142-6 J

Acetic Ether . 0-29
144-0 1

22-2
144-0 J

Formic Ether .... . 0-36 J 44-5 1
22-5

144-7 J

Alcohol . 0-50
{45-01

22-7
144-9 J

Here the discrepancies revealed by our former series of experiments entirely disappear,

and it is proved that for heat of the same quality the order of absorption for liquids and

their vapours is the same. We may therefore safely infer that the position of a vapour

as an absorber or radiator is determined by that of the liquid from which it is derived.

Granting the validity of this inference, the position of water fixes that of aqueous

vapour. From the first seven Tables of this memoir,
,
or from the resume of results in

Table VIII., it will be seen that for all thicknesses water exceeds the other liquids in

the energy of its absorption. Hence, if no single experiment on the vapour of water

existed, we should be compelled to conclude, from the deportment of its liquid, that,

weight for weight, aqueous vapour transcends all others in absorptive power. Add to

this the direct and multiplied experiments by which the action of this substance on

radiant heat has been established, and we have before us a body of evidence sufficient,

I trust, to set this question for ever at rest, and to induce the meteorologist to apply

without misgiving the radiant and absorbent property of aqueous vapour to the pheno-

mena of his science.

§ 5 .

The order and relative powers of absorption of our vapours, when equal volumes are

compared, are given in Table X. : the chemical formulae of the substances, and the

number of atoms which their molecules embrace, are as follows :

—
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Bisulphide of Carbon .

Formula.

. cs2

Number of atoms in molecules.

3

Chloroform . . . . . C H Cl
3 5

Iodide of Methyl . . . . C H3 1 5

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . c2
h5 i 8

Benzol . c
6
h

6 12

Amylene • C5 H10 15

Alcohol . C2 h6 0 9

Formic Ether . . . . . c3 h6
o

2 11

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . c4
h

10 o 15

Acetic Ether . . . . . c4
h

8 09 14

Boracic Ether . . . . . bc
6 h15 o3 25

Here, for the first six vapours, the radiant and absorbent powers augment with the

number of atoms contained in the molecules. Alcohol and amylene vapours, however,

are nearly alike in absorptive power, the molecule of amylene containing 15 atoms, while

that of alcohol embraces only 9. But in alcohol we have a third element introduced,

which is absent in the amylene ; the oxygen of the alcohol gives its molecule such a

character as enables it to transcend that of the amylene, though the latter contains the

greater number of atoms. Here the idea of quality superadds itself to that of number.

Acetic ether also has a less number of atoms in its molecule than sulphuric ether ; but

whereas the latter has but one atom of oxygen, the former has two. Formic ether and

sulphuric ether are almost identical in their absorptive powers for the heat here employed;

still formic ether has but 11 atoms in its molecule, while sulphuric has 15. But formic

ether possesses two atoms of oxygen, while sulphuric possesses only one. Two things

here suggest themselves as influential on the absorbent and radiant power, which may

be expressed by the terms multitude and complexity. As a molecule of multitude, amy-

lene, for example, exceeds alcohol; as a molecule of complexity, alcohol exceeds

amylene ;
and in this case, as regards radiant and absorbent power, the complexity is

more than a match for the multitude. The same remarks may be made with refer-

ence to sulphuric and formic ether ; the former excels in multitude, the latter in com-

plexity, the excess in the one case almost exactly balancing that in the other. Adding

two atoms of hydrogen and one of carbon to the formic ether, we obtain acetic ether,

and by this addition the balance is turned ; for though acetic ether falls short of sul-

phuric ether in multitude, it transcends it in absorbent and radiant power. Outstand-

ing from all others, when equal volumes are compared, and signalizing itself by the

enormous magnitude of its absorption, we have boracic ether, each molecule of which

embraces no less than 25 atoms. The time now at my disposal enables me to do little

more than glance at these singular facts ;
but I must direct the attention of chemists to

the water molecule : its power as a radiant and an absorbent is perfectly unprecedented

and anomalous, if the usually recognized formula be correct.
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§ 6 .

In Table III. a fact is revealed which is worth a little further attention. The mea-

surements there recorded show that the absorption of a layer of iodide of methyl,

strongly coloured with iodine (which, doubtless, had been liberated by the action of

light), was precisely the same as that of a perfectly transparent layer of the liquid.

The iodine, which produced so marked an effect on light, did not sensibly affect the

radiant heat emitted by the platinum spiral. Here are the numbers :

—

Absorption.

Iodide of Methyl (transparent) : 53-2

Iodide of Methyl (strongly coloured with iodine) . . . 53*2

In this case, the incandescent spiral, or a flame, was visible when looked at through

the liquid; I therefore intentionally deepened the colour (a rich brown), by adding

iodine, until the layer was of sufficient opacity to cut off wholly the light of a brilliant

jet of gas. The transparency of the liquid to the radiant heat was not sensibly affected

by the addition of the iodine. The luminous heat was of course cut off ; but this, as

compared with the whole radiation, was so small as to be insensible in the experiments.

It is known that iodine dissolves freely in the bisulphide of carbon, the colour of the

solution in thin layers being a splendid purple ; but in layers of moderate thickness it

may be rendered perfectly opaque to light. I dissolved in the liquid a quantity of the

iodine sufficient, when introduced into a cell O07 of an inch wide, to cut off wholly the

light of the most brilliant gas-flame. Comparing the opaque solution with the transpa-

rent bisulphide, the following results were obtained ;

—

Deflection. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon (opaque) .... 9‘0 12‘5

Bisulphide of Carbon (transparent) . . . 9’0 12 '5

Here the presence of a quantity of iodine, perfectly opaque to a brilliant light, was with-

out measureable effect upon the heat emanating from our platinum spiral. The liquid

was sensibly thickened by the quantity of iodine dissolved in it.

The same liquid was placed in a cell 0-27 of an inch in width ; that is to say, a solu-

tion which was perfectly opaque to light, at a thickness of 0-07 was employed in a layer

of nearly four times this thickness. Here are the results :

—

Deflection. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon (transparent) . . . 13-6 18-8

Bisulphide of Carbon (opaque) .... 13-7 19-0

The difference between the two measurements lies within the limits of possible error.

Bisulphide of carbon is commonly used to fill hollow prisms, when considerable dis-

persion is sought for in the decomposition of white light. Such prisms, filled with the

opaque solution, intercept entirely the luminous part of the spectrum, but allow the extra-

red rays free passage. A heat-spectrum of the sun, or of the electric light, may be thus
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obtained entirely separated from the luminous one. By means of a prism of the trans-

parent bisulphide, I determined the position of the spectrum of the electric light upon

a screen, and behind the screen placed a thermo-electric pile so that when the screen

was removed the extra-red rays fell upon the pile. I then substituted an opaque prism

for the transparent one : there was no visible spectrum on the screen ;
but the removal

of the latter at once demonstrated the existence of an invisible spectrum by the thermo-

electric current which is generated, and which was powerful enough to dash violently

aside the needles of a large lecture-room galvanometer.

To what, then, are we to ascribe the deportment of iodine towards luminous and

obscure heat \ The difference between both qualities of heat is simply one of period

:

in the one case the waves which convey the energy are short and of rapid recurrence

;

in the other case they are long and of slow recurrence. The former are intercepted by

the iodine, and the latter are allowed to pass. Why \ There can, I think, be only one

answer to this question—that the intercepted waves are those whose periods coincide

with the periods of oscillation possible to the atoms of the dissolved iodine. Sup-

posing waves of any period to impinge upon an assemblage of molecules of any other

period, it is, I think, physically certain that a tremor of greater or less intensity will

be set up among the molecules; but for the motion to accumulate so as to produce

sensible absorption, coincidence of period is necessary. Briefly defined, therefore, trans-

parency is synonymous with discord
,
while opacity is synonymous with accord between

the periods of the waves of ether and those of the molecules of the body on which they

impinge. The opacity, then, of our solution of iodine to light shows that its atoms are

competent to vibrate in all periods which lie within the limits of the visible spectrum

;

while its transparency to the extra-red undulations demonstrates the incompetency of

its atoms to vibrate in unison with the longer waves.

This simple conception will, I think, be found sufficient to conduct us with intel-

lectual clearness through a multitude of otherwise perplexing phenomena. It may of

course be applied immediately to that numerous class of bodies which are transparent

to light, but opaque in a greater or less degree to radiant heat. Water, for example, is

an eminent example of this class of bodies : while it allows the luminous rays to pass

with freedom, it is highly opaque to all radiations emanating from obscure sources. A
layer of this substance one-twentieth of an inch thick is competent, as Melloni has

shown, to intercept all rays issuing from bodies heated under incandescence. Hence we
may infer that, throughout the range of the visible spectrum, the periods of the water-

molecules are in discord with those of the ethereal waves, while beyond the red we have

coincidence between both.

What is true of water is, of course, true in a less degree of glass, alum, calcareous

spar, and of all the substances named in the first section of this paper. They are all in

discord with the visible spectrum
; they are all more or less in accord with the extra-

red undulations of the spectrum.

MDCCCLXIV. 3 A
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Thus also as regards lampblack : the blackness of the substance is due to the accord

which reigns between the oscillating periods of its atoms and those of the waves

embraced within the limits of the visible spectrum. The substance which is thus im-

pervious to the luminous rays is moreover the very one from which the whitest light of

our lamps is derived. It can absorb all the rays of the visible spectrum, it can also

emit them. But though in a far less degree than iodine, lampblack is also to some

extent transparent to the longer undulations. Melloni was the first to prove this ; and

in an experiment described in a former memoir, I myself found that 30 per cent, of the

radiation from an obscure source found its way through a layer of lampblack, which

cut off totally the light of the most brilliant jet of gas. I shall have occasion to show

that, for certain sources of heat of long period, between 40 and 50 per cent, of the

entire radiation is transmitted by a layer of lampblack which is perfectly opaque to our

most brilliant artificial lights. Hence, in the case of lampblack, while accord exists

between the periods of its atoms and those of the light-exciting waves, discord, to a con-

siderable extent, exists between the periods of the same atoms and those of the extra-

red undulations.

$ 7.

The power of varying at will the temperature of the platinum spiral, renders it pecu-

liarly suitable for the examination of the influence of temperature on the transmission

of radiant heat. To obtain sources of different temperatures, Melloni resorted to

lamps, to spirals heated to incandescence by the flame of alcohol, to copper laminae

heated by flame, and to the surfaces of vessels containing boiling water. No conclu-

sions regarding temperature can, as will afterwards be shown, be drawn from such

experiments ; but by means of the platinum spiral we can go through all those changes

of temperature, retaining throughout the same vibrating atoms
,
and we can therefore

investigate how the alteration of the rate of vibration affects the rate of absorption.

The following series of experiments were executed on the 9th of October, with a pla-

tinum spiral raised to barely visible redness, and vapours at a tension of 0*5 of an inch.

Table XII.—Radiation of heat through Vapours. Source of heat, platinum spiral

barely visible in the dark.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption

Bisulphide of Carbon . . .
7*5 6-5'

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 7-45 6-4.

Chloroform .... . . 10-5 9-T

Chloroform .... . . 10-5 9-1.

Iodide of Methyl . . . 14-5 12-5'

Iodide of Methyl . . . 14-5 12*5.

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . .
24-2 20-9'

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . . 24-5 21-1
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Table XII. (continued).

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption per 100.

Benzol . . . .... 31-0 26-71

Benzol .... 30-0 25-9J

Amylene . . .... 37-6 35-6'l

Amylene . . . .... 37-8 35-9/

Sulphuric Ether .... 41-1 43-41

Sulphuric Ether .... 41-0 43-4J

Formic Ether .... 41-7 45-01

Formic Ether .... 41-8 45-3J

Acetic Ether . . . . 43-6 49-81

Acetic Ether .... 43-4 49*3 J

On the 10th of October the following results were obtained with the same platinum

spiral, raised to a white heat :

—

Table

Name of vapour.

Bisulphide of Carbon

Bisulphide of Carbon

Chloroform .

Chloroform . .

Iodide of Methyl .

Iodide of Methyl .

Iodide of Ethyl . .

Iodide of Ethyl . .

Benzol ....
Benzol ....
Total heat . . .

Amylene ....
Amylene ....
Formic Ether . .

Formic Ether

Sulphuric Ether

Sulphuric Ether

Acetic Ether . .

Acetic Ether . .

Total heat . .

Source, white-hot platinum spiral.

Absorption per 100.

3-5. 2-91

3-4 2-8/

6-7 5-61

6-7 5-6

J

9-2 7-71

9-4 7-9J

15*4 13-01

15-0 12*6 J

19-3 16-61

19-0 16-4J

59-2 100-0

27-6 22-61

27-7 22-7J

30-5 25-01

30-

7 25*2 J

31-

4 25-71

31-7 26-OJ

33-0 27-01

33-2 27-3J

60 0 100-0

XIII.—Radiation of heat through Vapours.

Deflection.

3 a 2
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With the same spiral, brought still nearer to its point of fusion, the following results

were obtained with four of the vapours :

—

Table XIY.—Radiation through Vapours. Source, platinum spiral at an intense white

heat.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 14*5 • 2-51

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 14-5 2-5)

Chloroform .... . . 23*0
.

' 3-9)

Chloroform .... . . 23-0 3
s
* 91*

Formic Ether . . 60*4 21*3)

Formic Ether . . . . . 60*5 21-3)

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 62*3 23-6)

Sulphuric Ether . . 62*5 23-8)

Total heat .... . . 82*7 100*0

In the experiments recorded in the foregoing Table, a total heat of 82°*7, or 588

units, was employed ; and to test whether the absorption calculated from this high total

agreed with the absorptions calculated from a low total, a portion of the current was

diverted, the branch passing through the galvanometer producing a deflection of 490,
4.

This corresponds to 77 units. The source, it will be observed, is here quite unchanged

;

the rays are of the same quality, and pass through the tube in the same quantity as

before ; but in the one case the absorption is calculated from the deflection among the

high degrees, and in the other case it is calculated from deflections among the low

degrees of the galvanometer.

The experiments were limited to formic and sulphuric ether, with the following

results :

—

Deflection. Absorption. Absorption from Table XIY.

Formic Ether . . 17*7

Sulphuric Ether . . 19T
23 21*3

24-8 23-7

The agreement is such as to prove that no material error can have crept into the cali-

bration.

Placing the results obtained with the respective sources side by side, the influence of

temperature on the transmission comes out in a very decided manner.
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Table XV.—Absorption of heat by Vapours. Tension 0 -5 of an inch.

Name of vapour. Source, platinum spiral.

Barely visible. Bright red. White hot. Near fusion.

Bisulphide of Carbon . 6-5 4-7 2-9 2-5

Chloroform . . . 9-1 6-3 5-6 3-9

Iodide of Methyl . 12-5 9-6 7-8

Iodide of Ethyl . . . 21-0 17-7 12-8

Benzol . 26-3 20-6 16-5

Amylene .... . 35-8 27-5 22-7

Sulphuric Ether . . 43-4 31-4 25-9 23-7

Formic Ether . . . . 45-2 31-9 25-1 21-3

Acetic Ether . . . . 49-6 34-6 27-2

The gradual augmentation of penetrative power as the temperature is augmented is

here very manifest. By raising the spiral from a barely visible heat to an intense white

heat, we reduce the absorption, in the cases of bisulphide of carbon and chloroform, to

less than one-half. At barely visible redness, moreover, 56’6 and 54’8 per 100 get

through sulphuric and formic ether respectively ; while, of the intensely white-hot spiral,

76-3 and 78-7 per 100 pass through the same vapours. By augmenting the tempera-

ture of solid platinum, we introduce into the radiation waves of shorter period, which,

being in discord with the periods of the vapours, get more easily through them.

What becomes of the more slowly recurrent vibrations as the more rapid ones are

introduced \ Do the latter take the place of the former 1 This question is answered

by experiments made with an opaque solution of iodine, and with lampblack. As the

temperature of the platinum spiral increases from a dark heat to the most intense white

heat, the absolute quantity transmitted through both these bodies steadily augments.

But this heat is wholly obscure, for both the solution and the lampblack intercept all

the luminous heat. Hence the conclusion that the augmentation of temperature which

introduces the shorter waves augments at the same time the amplitude of the longer

ones, and hence also the inference that a body like the sun must of necessity include in

its radiation waves of the same period as those emitted by obscure bodies.

§8.

Eunning the eye along the numbers which express the absorptions of sulphuric and

formic ether in Table XV., we find that, for the lowest heat, the absorption of the latter

exceeds that of the former; for a bright red heat they are nearly equal, but the formic still

retains a slight predominance ; at a white heat, however, the sulphuric slips in advance,

and at the heat near fusion its predominance is decided. I have tested this result in

various ways, and by multiplied experiments, and placed it beyond doubt. We may at

once infer from it that the capacity of the molecule of formic ether to enter into rapid

vibration is less than that of sulphuric. By augmenting the temperature of the spiral

we produce vibrations of quicker periods, and the more of these that are introduced, the
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more transparent, in comparison with sulphuric ether, does formic ether become. Thus

what I have called its complexity tells upon the vibrating periods of the formic ether

;

the atom of oxygen which it possesses in excess of sulphuric ether renders it more

sluggish as a vibrator. Experiments made with a source of 212° Fahr. establish more

decidedly the preponderance of the formic ether for vibrations of slow period.

Table XVI.—Radiation through Vapours. Source, Leslie’s cube, coated with lamp-

black. Temperature, 212
c
’ Fahr.

Name of vapour. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . . 6-4

Iodide of Methyl .... . 18-4

Chloroform . 19-5

Sulphuric Ether .... . 54-8

Formic Ether . 60-9

For heat issuing from this source, the absorption by formic ether is 6T per cent, in

excess of that by sulphuric.

Deeming the result worthy of rigid confirmation,

obtained the following deflections :

—

I repeated the experiments, and

Table XVII.

Name of vapour. Deflections.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . . 9 3

Iodide of Methyl .... . 25-0

Chloroform . 26-5

Iodide of Ethyl . 34-0

Benzol . 35*5

Amylene
. 46*8

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 47*31

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 47*7)

Formic Ether . 49*7)

Formic Ether . 49-9)

Acetic Ether . 51-4

When the absorptions were calculated from these deflections, the absorption of formic

ether was found to be 6*3 per cent, in advance of that of sulphuric.

But in both Tables XVI. and XVII. we notice another case of reversal. In all the

experiments with the platinum spiral recorded in Table XV., chloroform showed itself

less energetic as an absorber than iodide of methyl ; but in Tables XVI. and XVII.
chloroform shows itself to be decidedly the more powerful of the two. Cases of this

kind have, in my estimation, a peculiar significance, and I therefore take care to verify

them. The experiments with all the vapours were therefore repeated, with the follow-

ing results :

—
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Table XVIII.—Radiation through Vapours. Source, Leslie’s cube at 212° Fahr.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . 15*0 6*6

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 38-3 18*8

Chloroform . . . . 40-7 21*6

Iodide of Ethyl . . .
46-2 29*0

Benzol .... . . . 50*0 34*5

Amylene . . . . . . 57*8 47*1

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 60-3 54*1

Formic Ether . . . . . 62-1 60*4

Acetic Ether . . . . 64-3 69*9

Total heat . . . . 71-4 100*0

The absorption by formic ether is here also 6*3 per cent, in excess of that effected
1

sulphuric ether ; while, as in the last two Tables, chloroform excels iodide of methyl.

Preserving the quality of the heat unchanged, but reducing its quantity from 71
c

=227 units to 52°*3=86*5 units, the following results were obtained :

—

Table XIX.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 16*5 18*3

Chloroform . . . . . 18*5 20*6

Iodide of Ethyl . . . 24*4 27*1

Benzol .... . . .
30*0 33*3

Amylene . . . . . . 38*6 48*6

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 40*3 53*2

Formic Ether . . . . 42*8 60*0

Placing the figures of Tables XVI., XVIII. and XIX. side by side, we have an oppor-

tunity of seeing how results obtained on different days check each other.

Table XX.—Source, blackened cube of boiling water.

Name of vapour. Absorptions from
A

Table XYI. Table XVIII. Table XIX?

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 6*4 6*6

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 18*4 18*8 18*3

Chloroform .... . . 19*5 21*6 20*6

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . 29*0 27*1

Benzol . ... . . 34*5 33*3

Amylene .... . . 47*1 48*6

Sulphuric Ether . . . 54*8 54*1 53*2

Formic Ether . . . . . 60*9 60*4 60*0

Acetic Ether . . 69*9
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Were it essential to my purpose, I should certainly be able to make even the small

differences which here show themselves to disappear. But the agreement is such as to

place the reliability of the experiments beyond doubt. It will be seen that
,
contrary to the

results obtained with a white-hot spiral, in all three cases
,
where a blackened cube of boil-

ing water was the source, chloroform exceeds iodide of methyl, and formic ether exceeds

sulphuric in absorbent power. To confirm the demonstration, I once more resorted to

the white-hot spiral, and obtained the following results :

—

Table XXI.—Radiation through Vapours. Source, white-hot platinum spiral.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Chloroform . . . ... 9-8 4-5

Chloroform . . . ... 9-5 4*5

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 16-0 7-3

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 15-8 7-3

Formic Ether . . . . . 42-1 24-2

Formic Ether . . . . . 42-3 24-5

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 43-6 26-3

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 43-5 26*2

Total heat . . . . . . 70-9 100-0

Here chloroform retreats once more behind iodide of methyl, and formic ether behind

sulphuric.

The^ positions of sulphuric and formic ether are reversed within the range of the

experiments made with the platinum spiral, but this is not the case with the chloroform

and the iodide of methyl. Even when the spiral was at a barely visible heat, the iodide

was decidedly the most opaque of the two ; the same result was obtained with a spiral

heated under redness, as proved by the following figures :

—

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Chloroform . . ... 8-5 12-14

Chloroform . ... 8-5 12-14

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 10-0 14-28

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 10-0 14-28

Total heat . . . . . . 47-3 100-0

Here the iodide is still predominant. Is it, then, a question of temperature merely 1

or is there a special flux emitted by the lampblack, to which chloroform is particularly

opaque 1 In other words, is there a special accord between the rates of vibration of

lampblack and chloroform 1 To answer this question I operated thus :—The platinum

spiral was heated by only two cells, and the strength of this current was lowered by the

introduction of resistance. When decidedly below a red heat, the spiral was plunged

into boiling water. Bubbles of steam issued from it, proving that its temperature was
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above 212° Fahr. By augmenting the resistance its heat was lowered, until it was no

longer competent to produce the least ebullition. It was then withdrawn from the

water, and employed as a source : the following are the results :

—

Table XXII.—Source, platinum spiral at 100° C.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.
O

Bisulphide of Carbon . . 5 -

7 7'03

Chloroform 14 -0 16 -8

Iodide of Methyl . . . . 15-3 18-0

No reversal was here obtained. The temperature was then reduced so that the total

heat fell from 81 units to 59 units ; but not even in this case (when the temperature was

considerably below that of boiling water) could the reversal be obtained. The absorp-

tions approach each other, but the iodide has still the advantage of the chloroform.

Table XXIII.—Source, platinum spiral, heated under 100° C.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 5-2 9 -2

Chloroform KM) 17‘3

Iodide of Methyl .... 10-8 18-2

It is not, therefore, temperature alone which determines the inversion : the experiments

prove that there is a greater synchronism between the vibrating periods of chloroform

and lampblack than between those of chloroform and platinum raised to the tempera-

ture of the lampblack. It will be seen, however, that as the temperature of the plati-

num falls, the opacity of the chloroform increases more quickly than that of the iodide

:

with an intensely white-hot spiral, as shown in Table XXI., the absorption of chloro-

form is to that of the iodide as 100 : 162, while, with the spiral heated to a temperature

of 212° Fahr., the ratio of the absorptions is as 100 : 105.

§9.

We have hitherto occupied ourselves with the radiation from heated solids: I will

now pass on to the examination of the radiation from flames. The first experiments

were made with a steady jet of gas issuing from a small circular burner, the flame being

long and tapering. The top and bottom of the flame were excluded, and its most

brilliant portion was chosen as the source. The following results were obtained :

—

3bMDCCCLXIV.
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Table XXIV.—Radiation of heat through Vapours. Source, a highly luminous jet

of gas.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption. White-hot spiral.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . .
8*9 9-8 2-9

Chloroform . 10-9 12-0 5-6

Iodide of Methyl . 15-4 16-5 7-8

Iodide of Ethyl . 17-7 19-5 12-8

Benzol . 20-0 22-0 16-5

Amylene . 27-5 30-2 22-7

Formic Ether . 31-5 34-6 25-1

Sulphuric Ether . 32-5 35-7 25-9

Acetic Ether . 34-2 38-7 27-2

Total heat . 53-8 100*0

It is interesting to compare the heat emitted by the white-hot carbon with that

emitted by the white-hot platinum ; and to facilitate the comparison, I have placed

beside the results in the last Table those recorded in Table XIII. The emission from

the flame is thus proved to be far more powerfully absorbed than the emission from the

spiral. Doubtless, however, the carbon, in reaching incandescence, passes through lower

stages of temperature, and in those stages emits heat more in accord with the vapours.

It is also mixed with the vapour of water and carbonic acid, both of which contribute

their quota to the total radiation. It is therefore probable that the greater accord

between the periods of the flame and those of the vapours is due to the slower periods

of the substances which are unavoidably mixed with the body to which the flame mainly

owes its light.

The next source of heat employed was the flame of a Bunsen’s burner, the tempera-

ture of which is known to be very high. The flame was of a pale-blue colour, and

emitted a very feeble light. The following results were obtained :

—

Table XXV.—Radiation of heat through Vapours.

Bunsen’s burner.

Source, pale-blue flame of

From Table XXIY.
Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption. Luminous jet of gas.

Chloroform
O.... 5-0 6-2 12*0

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . . 9-0 11*1 9*8

Iodide of Ethyl . . .... 11-3 14-0 19*5

Benzol .... 14*5 17*9 22-0

Amylene .... .... 19-6 24-2 30*2

Sulphuric Ether . . .... 25*8 31-9 35*7

Formic Ether . .... 27-0 33-3 34*6

Acetic Ether . . . 36-3 38*7

Total heat .... , . . . 50-6 100*0 100*0
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The total heat radiated from the flame of Bunsen’s burner is greatly less than that

radiated when the incandescent carbon is present in the flame. The moment the air is

permitted to mix with the luminous flame, the radiation falls so considerably that the

diminution is at once detected, even by the hand or face brought near the flame. Com-

paring Tables XXIV. and XXV., we see that the radiation from the Bunsen’s burner

is, on the whole, less powerfully absorbed than that from the luminous gas jet. In some

cases, as in that of formic ether, they come very close to each other ; in the case of amy-

lene, and a few other substances, they differ more markedly. But an extremely inter-

esting case of reversal here shows itself. Bisulphide of carbon, instead of being first,

stands decidedly below chloroform. With the luminous jet, the absorption of bisul-

phide of carbon is to that of chloroform as 100 : 122, while with the flame of Bunsen’s

burner the ratio is 100 : 56; the removal of the carbon from the flame more than doubles

the relative transparency of the chloroform. The case is of too much interest to be

passed over without verification : here is the result obtained with a different total heat :

—

Deflection. Absorption.

Chloroform . 16-5 8-4

Chloroform . 16-0 8-2

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 19-0 9-7

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 19-4 9-9

Total heat . 68*4 100-0

And again, with an intermediate total heat,

—

Deflection. Absorption.

Chloroform . 10-2 8-4

Chloroform . 10-0 8-4

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 12-0 9*8

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 11-8 9-7

Total heat . 60-0 100-0

There is therefore no doubt that, while in the case of a platinum spiral at all tempera-

tures, of a luminous gas flame, and, more: especially, in the case of lampblack heated

to 212° Fahr. the absorption of chloroform exceeds that of bisulphide of carbon, for the

flame of Bunsen’s burner the bisulphide is the more powerful absorber of the two. The

absorptive energy of the chloroform, as shown in Table XX., is more than three times

that of the bisulphide, while in Table XXV. the action of the bisulphide is nearly twice

that of the chloroform. We have here, moreover, another instance of the reversal of

formic and sulphuric ether. For the luminous jet the sulphuric ether is decidedly the

more opaque
; for the flame of Bunsen’s burner it is excelled in opacity by the formic.

§ 10 .

The main radiating bodies in the flame of a Bunsen’s burner are, no doubt, aqueous
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vapour and carbonic acid. Highly heated nitrogen is also present, which may produce

a sensible effect : the unburnt gas, moreover, in proximity with the flame, and warmed

by it, may contribute to the radiation, even before it unites with the atmospheric oxygen.

But the main source of the radiation is, no doubt, the aqueous vapour and the carbonic

acid. I wished to separate these two constituents, and to study them separately. The

radiation of aqueous vapour could be obtained from a flame of pure hydrogen, while

that of carbonic acid could be obtained from an ignited jet of carbonic oxide. To me
the radiation from the hydrogen-flame possessed a peculiar interest ; for notwithstand-

ing the high temperature of such a flame, I thought it likely that the accord between its

periods of vibration and those of the cool aqueous vapour of the atmosphere would still

be such as to cause the atmospheric vapour to exert a special absorbent power upon the

radiation. The following experiments test this surmise :

—

Table XXVI.—Radiation through Atmospheric Air.

Deflection.

O

Dry air 0

Undried air .... 2T5
Total heat 60*4

Source, a hydrogen-flame.

Absorption.

0

17-20

100-0

Thus, in a polished tube 4 feet long, the aqueous vapour of our laboratory air absorbed

17 per cent, of the radiation from the hydrogen-flame. A platinum spiral, raised by

electricity to a degree of incandescence not greater than that obtainable by plunging a

wire into the hydrogen-flame, was used as a source of heat ; of its radiation, the undried

air of the laboratory absorbed

5-8 per cent.,

or one-third of the quantity absorbed when the flame of hydrogen was employed.

The plunging of a spiral of platinum wire into the flame reduces its temperature
; but

it at the same time introduces vibrations which are not in accord with those of aqueous

vapour : the absorption by ordinary undried air of heat emitted by this composite

source amounted to

8-6 per cent.

On humid days the absorption of the rays emitted by a hydrogen-flame exceeds even

the above large figure. Employing the same experimental tube and a new burner, the

experiments were repeated some days subsequently, with the following result :

—

Table XXVII.—Radiation through Air. Source, hydrogen-flame.

Absorption.

Dry air 0

Undried air .... 20*3

The undried air here made use of embraced the carbonic acid of the atmosphere ;
after

the foregoing experiments, the air was conducted through a tube containing a solution
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of caustic potash, in which the carbonic acid was intercepted, while the air charged

itself with a little additional moisture. The absorption then observed amounted to

203 per cent.

of the entire radiation. The exact agreement of this with the last result is, of course,

an accident ; the additional humidity of the air derived from the solution of potash

happened to compensate for the action of the carbonic acid withdrawn.

The other component of the flame of Bunsen’s burner is carbonic acid ; and the radia-

tion of this substance is immediately obtained from a flame of carbonic oxide. With the

air of the laboratory the following results were obtained :

—

Table XXVIII.—Radiation through Atmospheric Air. Source, carbonic-oxide flame

(very small).

Deflection. Absorption.

Dry air 0 0

Undried air .... 10-0 16

T

Of the heat emitted by carbonic acid, 16 per cent, was absorbed by the common air

of the laboratory. After the air had been passed through sulphuric acid, the aqueous

vapour being thus removed while the carbonic acid remained, the absorption was 13 -8

per cent.

An india-rubber bag was filled from the lungs; it contained therefore both the aqueous

vapour and the carbonic acid of the breath. The air from the bag was conducted through

a drying apparatus, the mixed air and carbonic acid being permitted to enter the expe-

rimental tube. The following results were obtained :

—

Table XXIX.—Air from the lungs containing C 02 . Source, carbonic-oxide flame.

Tension in inches. Deflection. Absorption.

1 7-2 12-0
O
O 15-0 25-0

5 20-0 33-3

30 30-8 50-0

Thus the tube filled with dry air from the lungs intercepted 50 per cent, of the entire

radiation from a carbonic-oxide flame. It is quite manifest that we have here a means

of testing with surpassing delicacy the amount of carbonic acid emitted under various

circumstances by the act of expiration.

That pure carbonic acid is highly opaque to the radiation from the carbonic-oxide

flame, is forcibly evidenced by the results recorded in the following Table.
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Table XXX.

Radiation through dry Carbonic Acid. Source, carbonic-oxide flame.

Tension in inches. Deflection. Absorption.

1-0 33-7 53-0

2-0 37-0 61-7

3-0 38-6 66-9

4*0 39-4 70-0

5-0 40-0 72-3

10-0 41-4 78-7

About four months subsequent to the performance of these experiments they were

repeated, using as a source a much smaller flame of carbonic oxide. The absorptions

were found somewhat less, but still very high. They follow in the next Table.

Table XXXI.

Radiation through dry Carbonic Acid. Source, small carbonic-oxide flame.

Tension in inches. Deflection. Absorption.

1-0
O

17-3 48-0

2-0 .20-0 55-5

3 -0 21-7 60-3

4-0 22-8 65-1

5-0 24-0 68-6

10*0 26-0 74-3

For the rays emanating from the heated solids employed in all my former researches,

carbonic acid proved to be one of the most feeble absorbers
;
but here, when the waves

sent into it emanate from molecules of its own substance, its absorbent energy is enormous.

The thirtieth of an atmosphere of the gas cuts off half the entire radiation
; while at a

tension of 4 inches, nearly 70 per cent, of the whole radiation is intercepted.

The energy of olefiant gas, both as an absorbent and a radiant, is well known
;
for

the solid sources of heat just referred to, its power is incomparably greater than that of

carbonic acid ; but, for the radiation from the carbonic-oxide flame, the power of olefiant

gas is feeble when compared with that of carbonic acid. This is proved by the experi-

ments recorded in the following Table :

—

Table XXXII.

Radiation through dry Olefiant Gas. Source, carbonic-oxide flame.

Tension in inches. Deflection. Absorption.

1 17-0 24-2

2 26-0 37-1

4 33-0 49-1

Potal heat . . 47-3 100-0
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Four months subsequent to the performance of the above experiments, a second series

were made with olefiant gas, and the following results obtained :

—

Table XXXIII.

Radiation through dry Olefiant Gas. Source, small carbonic-oxide flame.

Tension in inches. Deflection. Absorption. From Table XXXI.

1-0 ii-4 23-2 48-0

2-0 17*0 34-7 55-5

3’0 21-6 44-0 60-3

4-0 24-8 50-6 65-1

5-0 27-0 55-1 68-6

10-0 32-1 65-5 74-3

Beside the absorption by olefiant gas, I have placed that by carbonic acid derived

from Table XXXI. The superior power of the acid is most decided in the smaller

tensions ; at "a tension of an inch it is twice that of the olefiant gas. The substances

approach each other more closely as the quantity of gas augments. Here, in fact, both

of them approach perfect opacity ; and as they draw near to this common limit, their

absorptions, as a matter of course, approximate.

The temperature of a hydrogen-flame, as calculated by Bunsen, is 3259° C., while that

of a carbonic-oxide flame is 3042° C. The foregoing experiments demonstrate that

accord subsists between the oscillating periods of these sources and the periods of

aqueous vapour and carbonic acid at a temperature of 15° C. The heat of the flame

goes to augment the amplitude, and not to quicken the vibration.

Sent through carbonic oxide,

following absorptions :

—

the radiation from the carbonic-oxide flame

Table XXXIV.

Radiation through Carbonic Oxide. Source, carbonic-oxide flame.

Tension in inches. Deflection. Absorption.

1 18-0 29-0

2 27-0 43-5

4 34-0 56-4

10 37-3 65-5

The absorptive energy is here high—greater, indeed, than that of olefiant gas ; it

falls considerably short, however, of that exhibited by carbonic acid. This result shows

us that the main radiant in the flame is its product of combustion, and not the carbonic

oxide heated prior to combustion.

Wishing to examine the radiation from a flame whose product of combustion is

sulphurous acid, through sulphurous acid, I resorted to the flame of bisulphide of carbon.
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Here, however,
1 we had carbonic acid mixed with the sulphurous acid of the flame.

Of the heat radiated by this composite source, the absorption by an atmosphere of

sulphurous acid amounted to
60 per cent.

The gas was sent from its generating retort through drying-tubes of sulphuric acid into

a glass experimental tube 2-8 feet long. The comparative shortness of the tube, and

the mixed character of the radiation, rendered the absorption less than it would have

been had a source of pure sulphurous acid and a tube as long as that used in the other

experiments been employed.

I subsequently caused' the radiation from the carbonic-oxide flame to pass through a

few of our vapours, with the following results :

—

Table XXXY.

Eadiation through Vapours (tension 05 inch). Source, carbonic-oxide flame.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . .
5*5 9-8

Chloroform . 6-0 10-7

Formic Ether . 14-5 25-8

Sulphuric Ether .... . 18-0 32T

Total heat . 43-0 100-0

The same vapours were employed to test the radiation from the hydrogen-flame,

the following results :

—

Table XXXVI.

Eadiation through Vapours (tension 0‘5 inch). Source, hydrogen-flame.

Name of vapour. Deflection. Absorption.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 8-8 11-9

Chloroform *
. . 9-9 13-4

Sulphuric Ether .... . 32-0 42-2

Formic Ether . 35-0 49-3

Total heat . 48-5 100-0

We here find that, in the case of every one of the four vapours, the synchronism

with hot aqueous vapour is greater than with hot carbonic acid. The temperature of

the hydrogen-flame is higher than that of the carbonic oxide ; but the radiation from the

more intense source is most copiously absorbed. It has been already proved that, for

waves of slow period, formic ether is more absorbent than sulphuric ether
; while for

waves of rapid period, the sulphuric ether is the more powerful absorber. For the

radiation from hot carbonic acid, the absorption of sulphuric ether, as shown in Table

XXXV., is between 6 and 7 per cent, in excess of that of formic ether ; while for the

radiation from hot aqueous vapour, the absorption by formic ether, as shown in Table

XXXVI., is 7 per cent, in excess of that by sulphuric. That the periods of aqueous
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vapour, as compared with those of carbonic acid, are slow, may therefore be inferred

from these experiments.

The two following Tables illustrate the action of carbonic acid gas and olefiant gas

respectively, on the radiation from a flame of hydrogen :

—

Table XXXVII.—Eadiation through Carbonic Acid Gas. Source, hydrogen-flame.

Tension in inches. Deflection. Absorption.

1 5-5 7-4

2 9-5 12-8

4 11-0 14-9

30 19-0 25-7

Total heat . . . . 48-5 100-0

Table XXXVIII.-•Eadiation through Olefiant Gas. Source, hydrogen-flame.

Tension in inches. Deflection. Absorption. From Table XXXYII.

1 12-0 16-2 7-4

2 18-0 24-3 12-8

4 24-0 32-4 14-9

30 38-5 58-8 25-7

Total heat . . 48-5 100-0 100-0

A comparison of the last two columns, one of which is transferred from Table

XXXVII., proves the absorption of the rays from a hydrogen-flame by olefiant gas to

be about twice that of carbonic acid; while, when the source was a carbonic oxide

flame, the absorption by carbonic acid at small tensions was more than twice that effected

by olefiant gas.

§n.
Water at moderate thickness is a very transparent substance; that is to say, the

periods of its molecules are in discord with those of the visible spectrum. It is also

highly transparent to the extra-violet rays ; so that we may safely infer from the deport-

ment of this substance its incompetence to enter into rapid molecular vibration. When,
however, we once quit the visible spectrum for the rays beyond the red, the opacity of

the substance begins to show itself: for such rays, indeed, its absorbent power is

unequalled. The synchronism of the periods of the water-molecules with those of the

extra-red waves is thus demonstrated. I have already proved that undried atmospheric

air manifests an extraordinary opacity for the radiation from a hydrogen-flame, and from

this deportment I inferred the synchronism of the cold vapour of the air and the hot

vapour of the flame. The vibrating-period of a molecule is, no doubt, determined by
the elastic forces which separate it from other molecules, and it is worth inquiring how
these forces are affected when a change so great as that of the passage of a vapour to a

liquid occurs. The fact established in the earlier sections of this paper, that the order

of absorption for liquids and their vapours is the same, renders it extremely probable

mdccclsiv. 3 c
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that the period of vibration is not materially affected by the change from vapour to

liquid ;
for, if changed, it would probably be changed in different degrees for the

different liquids, and the order of absorption would be thereby disturbed *. The follow-

ing Table, in which the deportment of our series of liquids towards the radiation from

a hydrogen-flame is recorded, will throw additional light upon this question :

—

Table XXXIX.—Radiation though Liquids. Source, hydrogen-flame. Thickness

of liquid layer 0 -07 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Absorption. Transmission.

Bisulphide of Carbon . 27-7 72-3

Chloroform . 49-3 50-7

Iodide of Ethyl .... . 75-6 24-4

Benzol . 82*3 17-7

Amylene . 87-9 12-1

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 92-6 7-4

Formic Ether .... . 93-5 6-5

Acetic Ether .... . 93-9 6-1

Water . 100-0 0-0

Through a layer of water 9-21 millimetres thick, Melloni found a transmission of

11 per cent, of the heat of a Locatelli lamp. Here we employ a source of higher tem-

perature, and a layer of water only one-fifth of the thickness used by Melloni, and

still we find the whole of the heat intercepted'!’. A layer of water, 0'07 of an inch in

thickness, is sensibly opaque to the radiation from a hydrogen-flame. Hence we may

infer the coincidence in period between cold water and aqueous vapour heated to a

temperature of 3259° C.; and inasmuch as the period of the water-molecules has been

proved to be extra-red, the period of the vapour-molecules in the hydrogen-flame must

be extra-red also.

Another point of considerable interest may here be adverted to. Professor Stokes has

demonstrated that a change of period is possible to those rays which belong to the violet

and extra-violet end of the spectrum, the change showing itself by a degradation of the

refrangibility. That is to say, vibrations of a rapid period are absorbed, and the

absorbing substance has become the source of vibrations of a longer period. Efforts, I

believe, have been made to obtain an analogous result at the red end of the spectrum, but

hitherto without result ; and it has been considered improbable that a change of period

can occur which should raise the refrangibility of the light or heat. Such a change, I

* The general agreement, in point of colonr between a liquid and its vapour, favours the idea that the period,

at all events in the great majority of cases, remains constant when the state of aggregation is changed.

t From the opacity ol water to the radiation from aqueous vapour, we may infer the opacity of aqueous

vapour to the radiation from water, and hence conclude that the very act of nocturnal refrigeration which

causes the condensation of water on the earth’s surface gives to terrestrial radiation that particular character

which renders it most liable to he intercepted by the aqueous vapour of the air.
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believe, occurs when we plunge a platinum wire into a hydrogen-flame. The platinum

is rendered white by the collision of molecules whose periods of oscillation are in-

competent to excite vision. There is in this common experiment an actual breaking

up of the long periods into short ones—a true rendering of unvisual periods visual.

The change of refrangibility differs from that of Professor Stokes, firstly, in its being in

the opposite direction—that is, from low to high
; and secondly, in the circumstance that

the platinum is heated by the collision of the molecules of aqueous vapour, and before

their heat has assumed the radiantform. But it cannot be doubted that the same

effect would be produced by radiant heat of the same period, provided the motion of the

ether could be raised to a sufficient intensity. The effect in principle is the same, whe-

ther we consider the platinum wire to be struck by a particle of aqueous vapour oscil-

lating at a certain rate, or by a particle of ether oscillating at the same rate. And

thus, I imagine, by a chain of rigid reasoning, we arrive at the conclusion that a degree

of incandescence, equal to that of the sun itself, might be produced by the impact of

waves, of themselves incompetent to excite vision *.

The change of quality produced in the radiation by the introduction of a platinum

spiral into a hydrogen-flame is illustrated by a series of experiments, executed for me by

my assistant, Mr. Barrett, and inserted subsequently to the presentation of this memoir.

Table XXXIX. a .—Radiation through Liquids. Sources: 1. hydrogen-flame;

2. hydrogen-flame and platinum spiral.

Transmission.

(
; ;

Name of liquid. Thickness of liquid 0-04 inch. Thickness of liquid 0-07 inch.

Bisulphide of Carbon .

Flame only.

. 77-7

Flame and spiral.

87-2

Flame only.

70*4

Flame and i

86-0

Chloroform .... . 54-0 72-8 50-7 69-0

Iodide of Methyl . . . 31-6 42-4 26-2 36-2

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . 30-3 36-8 24-2 32-6

Benzol . 24-1 32*6 17-9 28-8

Amylene . 14-9 25-8 12-4 24-3

Sulphuric Ether . . . . 13-1 22-6 8-1 22-0

Acetic Ether .... . 101 18-3 6-6 18-5

Alcohol . . . . . .
9-4 14-7 5-8 12-3

Water ....... . 3-2 7-5 2-0. 6-4

Here the introduction of the platinum spiral changed the periods of the flame into

others more in discord with the periods of the liquid-molecules, and hence the more

* Some time after this was written I learned that Dr. Axnsr had previously inferred, from the paucity of

luminous and extra-violet rays in the hydrogen-flame, that its periods must he extra-red. And he deduced from

this that the heating of a platinumwire in a hydrogen-flame must consist of a change of period. A very inter-

esting communication from Dr. Axnsr on this and kindred subjects, will be found in the ‘ Deader ’ for the 26th

of September 1863.—April 5th, 1864.

3 c 2
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copious transmission when the spiral was employed. It will be seen that a transmission

of 2 per cent, is here obtained through a layer of water O'07 of an inch in thickness.

Another series of experiments, also executed by my assistant, gave the following

results of the radiation of a hydrogen-flame through layers of water of five different

thicknesses :

—

Radiation through Water. Source, hydrogen-flame.

Thickness of liquid.

C ; ^ \
0-02 inch. (M)4inch. (LOT inch. O'ldinch. 0 -27inch.

Transmission per 100 . . . 5 -8 2-8 IT 0-5 0-0

Wishing to compare the radiation from a flame of ordinary coal-gas with that of our

hydrogen-flame, I reduced the former to the dimensions of the latter. The flame thus

diminished, had a blue base and bright top, and the whole of it was permitted to radiate

through our series of liquids. The following results were obtained :

—

Table XL.—Radiation through Liquids. Source, small gas-flame. Thickness of

liquid layer (H)7 of an inch.

Name of liquid. Deflection. Absorption. From Table XXXIX.

Chloroform .... . . . 28-7 39-8 49-3

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 36-0 53-2 27-7

Iodide of Ethyl . . . . . 41-7 72-3 75-6

Benzol . . . 43*4 79*4 82-3

Amylene .... . . . 45-0 86-1 87-9

Sulphuric Ether . . . . . 46-6 93-3 92-6

Formic Ether . . . . . 46-6 93-3 93-5

Alcohol . . . 46-8 94*1

Acetic Ether . . . . . . 46*9 94-4 93-9

Water . . . 47-4 97T 100-0

Total heat .... . . . 48-0 100-0

I have placed the results obtained with the hydrogen-flame in the third column of

figures. For some of the liquids it will be observed that the absorption of the heat

issuing from the small gas-flame is nearly the same as that of the heat issuing from the

flame of hydrogen. A very remarkable difference, however, shows itself in the deport-

ment of bisulphide of carbon, as compared with that of chloroform. For the small gas-

flame chloroform is the most transparent body in the list ; it is markedly more transpa-

rent than the bisulphide of carbon, while for the hydrogen-flame the bisulphide greatly

excels the chloroform in transparency. The large luminous gas-flame previously experi-

mented with differs also from the small one here employed. With the large flame, the

absorption by the bisulphide is to that by the chloroform as

100 : 121
,
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while with the small flame the absorptions of the same two substances stand to each

other in the ratio of

100 : 76.

Numerous experiments were subsequently made, with a view of testing this result, but

in all cases the bisulphide was found more opaque than the chloroform to the radiation

of the small gas-flame. The same result was obtained when a very small oil-flame was

employed ; and it came out in a very decided manner when the source of heat was a

flame of bisulphide of carbon. It wasfound moreover that, whenever two liquids under-

went a change of position of this kind, the vapours of the liquids underwent a similar

change

;

in its finest gradations, the deportment of the liquid was imitated by that of

its vapour.

§ 12 .

And here we find ourselves in a position to offer solutions of various facts which have

hitherto stood as enigmas in researches upon radiant heat. It was for a time generally

supposed that the power of heat to penetrate diathermic substances augmented as the

temperature of the source of heat became more elevated. Knoblauch contended against

this notion, showing that the heat emitted by a platinum wire plunged into an alcohol

flame was less absorbed by certain diathermic screens than the heat of the flame itself,

and justly arguing that the temperature of the spiral could not be higher than that of

the body from which it derived its heat. A plate of glass being introduced between his

source and his thermo-electric pile, the deflection of his needle fell from 35° to 19°

when the source was the platinum spiral
; while, when the source was the flame of

alcohol, when the glass was introduced the deflection fell from 35° to 16°, proving

that the radiation from the flame was intercepted more powerfully than that from the

spiral—showing, in other words, that the heat emanating from the body of highest

temperature possessed the least penetrative power. Melloni afterwards corroborated

this experiment.

Transparent glass allows the rays of the visible spectrum to pass freely through it

;

but it is well known to be highly opaque to the radiation from obscure sources—in other

words, to waves of long period. A plate 2-6 millimetres thick intercepts all the rays

from a source of 100° C., and allows only 6 per cent, of the heat emitted by copper

raised to 400° C. to pass through it*. Now the products of the combustion of alcohol

are aqueous vapour and carbonic acid, whose waves have been proved to be of slow

period, and hence of that particular character which are most powerfully intercepted by

glass ; but by plunging a platinum wire into such a flame, we virtually convert its heat

into heat of higher refrangibility
; we break up the long periods into shorter ones, and

thus establish the discord between the periods of the source and the periods of the dia-

thermic glass, which, as before defined, is the physical cause of the transparency. On
purely a priori grounds, therefore, we might infer that the introduction of the platinum

Meeloni.
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spiral would augment the penetrative power of the heat through the glass. Melloni,

with two plates of glass of different thicknesses, found the following transmissions for

the flame and the spiral :

—

For the flame. For the platinum.

41-2 52-8

5-7 26-2

The same remarks apply to the transparent selenite examined by Melloni. This sub-

stance is highly opaque to the extra-red undulations ; but the radiation from an alcohol

flame is almost wholly extra-red, and hence the opacity of the selenite to this radiation.

The introduction of the platinum spiral shortens the periods and augments the trans-

mission. Thus, with two specimens of selenite, of different thicknesses, Melloni found

the transmission to be as follows :

—

Flame. Platinum.

4-4 19-5

1-7 8-5

So far the results of Melloni correspond with those of M. Knoblauch ; hut the Italian

philosopher pursues the matter further, and shows that M. Knoblauch’s results, though

true for the particular substances examined by him, are far from being applicable to

diathermic media generally. Melloni shows that in the case of black glass and black

mica, a striking inversion of the effect is observed ;
that is to say, that through these

substances the radiation from the flame is more copiously transmitted than the radiation

from the platinum spiral. For two pieces of black glass of different thicknesses, he

found the following transmissions :

—

From the flame. From the platinum.

52-6 42*8

29-9 27T

And for two plates of black mica the following transmissions were found

From the flame. From the platinum.

62-8 52-5

43-3 28-9

These results were left unexplained by Melloni
;
but the solution is now easy. The

black glass and the black mica owe their blackness to the carbon incorporated in

them, and the blackness of this substance, as already remarked, proves the accord of its

vibrating periods with those of the visible spectrum. But it has been proved that

carbon is in a considerable degree pervious to the waves of long period—that is to

say, to such waves as are emitted by a flame of alcohol. The case of the carbon is there-

fore precisely antithetical to that of the transparent glass—the former transmitting the

heat of long period most freely, and the latter transmitting the heat of short period

most freely. Hence it follows that the introduction of the platinum wire, by converting
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the long periods of the flame into short ones, augments the transmission through the

transparent glass and selenite, and diminishes it through the black glass and the black

mica.

§ 13.

Lampblack, as already stated, is in accord with the undulations of the visible spec-

trum ; it absorbs them all
;
but it is partially transparent to the waves of slow period.

As, therefore, the waves issuing from a flame of hydrogen have been proved to be of

slow period, we may with probability infer that its radiation will penetrate the lamp-

black. A plate of rock-salt was placed over an oil-lamp until the layer of soot deposited

on it was sufficient to intercept the light of the brightest gas-flame. The smoked plate

was introduced in the path of the rays from the hydrogen-flame, and its absorption was

measured
;
the plate was then cleansed, and its absorption again determined. The

difference of both gave the absorption of the layer of lampblack. The results were as

follows:

—

Table XLI.

Deflection. Absorption.

Smoked rock-salt . . 44-2 82-7

Unsmoked plate . . 15 '8 24-0

The difference between these gives us the absorption of the lampblack; it is 58’7 per

cent. ;
and this corresponds to a transmission of

41-3

per cent, of the radiation from the hydrogen-flame.

Iodine, in a solution sufficiently opaque to cut off the light of our most brilliant

lamps, transmitted of the heat of the hydrogen-flame

99 per cent.

In experimenting on liquids with heat of slow period, I noticed that the introduction

of the empty rock-salt cell caused the needle to move through a much larger arc than

when the source was a luminous one. This suggested to me that a greater proportion

of the heat of slow period was absorbed by the rock-salt. I made a few experiments to

test the diathermancy of the salt, with the following results :

—

For the heat of a hydrogen-flame, the transmission through a perfectly transparent

plate of rock-salt was
82 ’3 per cent.

For a spiral of platinum wire heated to whiteness by an electric current, the trans-

mission was
87 per cent.

For the same spiral lowered to bright redness, the transmission was

84-4 per cent.
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For the same spiral lowered to moderate redness, the transmission was

83*6 per cent.

Nothing was changed in these experiments but the heat of the spiral ; the direction

of the rays, and the size of the radiating body, remained throughout the same ; still we

find a gradually augmenting opacity on the part of the rock-salt as the temperature of

the source is lowered. There cannot, I think, be a doubt that MM. De la Provostaye

and Desains are right jn their conclusion that rock-salt acts differently on different calo-

rific rays, and is not, as Melloni supposed, equally transparent to all. For the heat of

the hydrogen-flame it is more opaque than for that of the moderately red spiral.

§14.

This memoir ought perhaps to end here ; I would, however, ask permission to make

a few additional remarks on a subject which was briefly touched upon towards the con-

clusion of the first of this series of memoirs. I make these remarks with diffidence, for

I have reason to know that authorities for whom I entertain the highest respect do not

share my views regarding the connexion which subsists between the radiation and con-

duction of heat.

Let us suppose heat to be communicated to the superficial stratum of the molecules

of any body ; say, the molecules at the extremity of a metal bar. They vibrate, and

the motion communicated by them to the external ether is dispatched in waves through

space. The vibrating superficial molecules must also set in motion the ether within the

body, and a portion of this motion will be transferred to the stratum of molecules next

adjacent to the superficial ones, heat as a consequence appearing to penetrate the mass.

But irrespective of the ether, the molecules of the body occupy positions which are deter-

mined by their attractive and repulsive forces ; so that if any one molecule be forcibly

moved from its position of equilibrium, it "will of necessity disturb its neighbours. In

a system of molecules so related, it is manifest that motion could be transmitted inde-

pendently of the ether which surrounds them. If we could imagine the ether entirely

away, the motion that we call heat would still be propagated from molecule to molecule

through such a body. Conduction would manifest itself, while radiation would be absent

through want of a medium.

In matter, however, as we have it, molecular motion is only in part transmitted imme-

diately from molecule to molecule, being in part transmitted mediately by the ether.

Now the quantity of motion transmitted by the ether to our second stratum of mole-

cules cannot be the whole of that which the first or superficial stratum imparted to the

ether. The ether must retard and indeed squander the internal molecular motion;

and were the medium absent—were the cushion removed which interferes with the

direct propagation of motion from molecule to molecule—conduction would be freer

than at present ; the heat would penetrate further into the mass than when the ether

intervenes.
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The reasoning just employed leads to the inference that those molecules which expe-

rience most resistance from the ether, must be the least competent to transfer the motion

of heat from one to the other. The direct power of communication is enfeebled by the

ether, and the motion obtained indirectly cannot make good the loss. We are thus led

to the conclusion that the best radiators ought to prove themselves the worst con-

ductors.

A broad consideration of the subject shows that the conclusion is in general harmony

with observed facts. Organic substances are all exceedingly imperfect conductors of

heat, and they are all excellent radiators. The moment we pass from the metals to

their compounds we pass from a series of good conductors to bad ones, and from a series

of bad radiators to good ones *.

In the earlier memoirs of MM. De le Provostaye and Desains^, and in that of MM.
Wiedemann and Franz, I find the following facts :—The radiative power of platinum is

five times that of silver ; its conductive power is one-tenth that of silver. Platinum has

more than twice the radiative power of gold; it has only one-seventh of the conducting-

power. Zinc and tin are almost equal as conductors, and they are also nearly equal as

radiators. Silver has about six times the conductive power of zinc and tin ; it has only

one-fourth of their radiative powers. Brass possesses but one-half the radiative energy

of platinum ; it possesses more than twice its conductivity. Other experiments of

MM. De la Provostaye and Desains £ confirm those hitherto referred to. Taking the

absorbent power, as determined by these excellent experimenters, to express the radiating

power, and multiplying their results by a common factor to facilitate comparison

* And we also pass, as a general rule, from a series of bodies which vibrate in accord with the visible spec-

trum to a series which vibrate in discord with the spectrum. The lowering of the rate of vibration is a con-

sequence of chemical union. The comparative incompetence of compound bodies to oscillate in visual periods

has incessantly declared itself in these researches. I would here refer to a most interesting illustration of the

same kind, derived from the experiments of MM. De la Pkovostate and Desains. These distinguished experi-

menters were the first to record the important fact that the qualities of heat emitted by bodies at the same tem-

perature may be very unlike. Two experiments illustrate this fact. The first is recorded in the Comptes Rendus,

vol. xxxiv. p. 951. One half of a cube was coated with lampblack, and the other half with cinnabar. The cube

being filled with oil at a temperature of 173° C., it was found that the emission from the cinnabar was more

copiously absorbed by a plate of glass than that from the lampblack. In the second experiment, they found that,

while 39 per cent, of the radiation from a bright surface of platinum was transmitted by a plate of glass, only

29 per cent, of the radiation from the opposite surface of the same plate, which was coated with borate of lead,

was transmitted. These results are quite in harmony with the views which I have ventured to enunciate. We
may infer from them that the heat emitted by the respective compounds—the cinnabar and the borate of lead

—

is of slower period than that emitted by the elements
;
for experiment proves that as the periods are quickened

the glass becomes more transparent. At a temperature of 100° C., moreover, the emission from borate of lead

was found equal to that from lampblack (Comptes Rendus, vol. xxxviii. p. 442), while at a temperature of 550° C.

it had only three-fourths of the emissive power of the lampblack. With reference to the theoretic views which

these researches are intended to foreshadow, the results ofMM. De la Peovostaye and Desains are of the highest

interest.

f Comptes Rendus, 1846, vol. xxii. p. 1139. + Annales de Chimie, 1850, vol. xxx. p. 442.

MDCCCLXIV. 3 D
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with those of MM. Wiedemann and Franz on conduction, we obtain the following

Table :

—

Table XLII.—Comparison of Conduction and Radiation.

Name of metal. Conduction. Eadiation.

Silver . . ,. . . 100 11

Gold . . ,. . . 53 27

Brass . . . . . 24 42-

Tin ... ., . . 15 90

Platinum . . . 8 100

We here find that, as the power of conduction diminishes, the power of radiation

augments—a result, I think, completely in harmony with that to which a consideration

of the molecular mechanism leads us. There is but one serious exception known to me
to the law here indicated

; this is copper, which MM. De la Provostaye and Desains

place higher than gold as a radiator, though it is also higher as a conductor. When,

however, the immense change in radiative power which the slightest film of oxide can

produce, and the liability of heated copper to contract such a film, are taken into account,

the apparent exception will not have too much weight ascribed to it. I have had a

cube of brass coated electrolytically with copper, silver, and gold ; and, of all its faces,

that coated with copper has the least emissive power. This is probably due to some

slight impurity contracted by the silver. What we know of the deportment of minerals

also illustrates the law. Rock-salt I find to be a far better conductor than glass, while

MM. De la Provostaye and Desains find the relative emissive powers of the two

substances to be as 17 to 6 : the radiant power of the salt is little more than one-third

that of the glass. So also with regard to alum : as a conductor it is immensely behind

rock-salt
;
as a radiator it is immensely in advance of it.

Royal Institution
,
March 1864.
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Section I.

—

Introduction
,
and Summary of known Principles.

(1.) Plane Water-Lines in two Dimensions defined.—By the term “Plane Water-Line in

two Dimensions ” is meant a curve which a particle of liquid describes in flowing past

a solid body, when such flow takes place in plane layers of uniform thickness. Such

curves are suitable in practice for the water-lines of a ship, in those cases in which the

vertical displacements of the particles of water are small compared with the dimensions

of the ship ; for in such cases the assumption that the flow takes place in plane layers

of uniform thickness, though not absolutely true, is sufficiently near the truth for prac-

tical purposes, so far as the determination of good forms of water-line is concerned. As

water-line curves have at present no single word to designate them in mathematical

language, it is proposed, as a convenient and significant term, to call them Neoids (from

vrioc, the Ionic genitive of vavc).

(2.) General Principles of the Flow of a Liquid past a Solid.—The most complete

exposition yet published, so far as I know7

,
of the principles of the flow of a liquid past

a solid, is contained in Professor Stokes’s paper “ On the Steady Motion of an Incom-

pressible Fluid,” published in the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society

for 1842. So far as those principles will be referred to in the present paper, they may

be summed up as follows.

When a liquid mass of indefinite extent flows past a solid body in such a manner that

as the distance from the solid body in any direction increases without limit, the motion

of the liquid particles approaches continually to uniformity in velocity and direction,

the condition of perfect fluidity requires that the three components u, v, w of the velo-

city of a liquid particle should be the three differential coefficients of one function of the

coordinates (<p) ; viz.

(1 )

and the condition of constant density requires that the said function should fulfil the

following condition,

<P$
. ,

ds
f q

(
2
)

By giving to the function <p a series of different constant values, a series of surfaces are

represented, to which each water-line curve is an orthogonal trajectory, so that if U=
3 d 2
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constant be the equation of a series of surfaces each containing a continuous series of

water-line curves (and one of which surfaces must be that of the solid body), the function

U must satisfy the following condition,

dV dp c?U dp dXJ dp
q.

dx ' dx' dy dy' dz dz * (3)

or if ds' be an elementary arc of a water-line curve, and x', y', z' its coordinates, the

following conditions must be satisfied,

dad dy' dz1

.
dp dp dp

ds' ’ ds' ds'
'

' dx ' dy ' dz’ (4)

and these are the most general expressions of the geometrical properties of water-line

curves in three dimensions.

When the inquiry is restricted to motion in two dimensions only, x and y, the terms

containing dz and dz' disappear from the preceding equations; and it also becomes

possible to express the same conditions by means of equations of a kind which are more

convenient for the purposes of the present investigation, and which are as follows.

Conceive the plane layer of liquid under consideration of thickness unity, to be divided

into a series of elementary streams by a series of water-line curves, one of which must

be the outline of the solid body; let U= constant be the equation of any one of those

curves, U being a function of such a nature that is the volume of liquid which flows

in a second along a given elementary stream ; then the components of the velocity of a

particle of liquid are

JU
dx ’ (5)

the condition of continuity is satisfied ; and the condition of perflect fluidity requires

that the function U should fulfil the following equation,

fU fU__
dx2 ' dy9 ’ (

6
)

(When the motion of the liquid is not subject to the condition of being uniform in

velocity and direction at an infinite distance in every direction from the solid, it is

sufficient that

<T-U . d*U , , TT
^+'a^= functlonofII:

but cases of that kind do not occur in the present paper*.)

(3.) Notation .—It is purely a question of convenience whether the infinitely distant

particles of the fluid are to be regarded as fixed and the solid as moving uniformly, or

* Professor William Thomson, in 1858, completed an investigation of the motion of a solid through a perfect

liquid, so as to obtain expressions for the motion of the solid itself, involving twenty-one constants depending

on the figure and mass of the solid and the density of the liquid
;
but as that investigation, though on the eve

of publication, has not yet been published, I shall not here refer to it further.
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the solid as fixed, and the infinitely distant particles of the fluid as moving uniformly

with an equal speed in the contrary direction. Throughout the present paper, the solid

will be supposed to move along the axis of x ; so that v will represent the transverse com-

ponent of the velocity of a particle of liquid on either supposition. The longitudinal

component of the velocity of a liquid particle relatively to the solid will be denoted by u ;

and when that particle is at an infinite distance from the solid, by c; so that when the

infinitely distant part of the liquid is regarded as fixed, the solid is to be conceived as

moving with the velocity — c; and the longitudinal component of the velocity of a

liquid particle relatively to the indefinitely distant part of the liquid will be denoted by

u—c.

It is convenient to regard the function U as equivalent to an expression of the

following kind,b
V=bc, (7)

c being the uniform velocity of flow at an infinite distance, and b what the value of y
would be for the water-line under consideration if the solid were removed ; in which

case that line would become a straight line parallel to the axis of x. This enables us

to substitute for equations (5) and (6) the following, in which proportionate velocities

only are considered :

—

u db v db , Q .

r. dn ’ c d.x’ ' '

dfb dfb_
dy*+dx*— U ‘

(
9
)

(4.) General Characteristics of Water-Line Functions .—Since at an infinite distance

from the solid body we have u=c, v=0, it follows that, if the origin of coordinates be

taken in or near the solid body, b must be a function of such a kind that, when either

x=co
,
or y=oo

,

b-y.

Hence in a great number of cases that function is of the form

b=y+F(x,y); (10)

where F is a function which either vanishes or becomes constant when x or y increases

indefinitely.

It is plain that when the function b takes this form, the term F is the function for

the motions of the liquid particles relatively to still water

;

that is to say,

u—c db - dF
'

V db dF
c ~dy~ dy * c

~ dx dx ’ (H)

and also that the term F fulfils the equation

d?F dfF
dy2 dx2 (12)
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When the solid is symmetrical at either side of the axis of x (as it is in all the cases

that will be considered in this paper), the axis of x itself, so far as it lies beyond the

outline of the solid, is a water-line. Hence it is necessary that the equation of that

axis, viz.

y= o,

should be one of the solutions of the equation
• (

13
)

b=y+ F(ff, y)= °,

and consequently that F should vanish with y.

The vanishing of F when y—oo
,
indicates that every straight line given by the equa-

tion y—b either forms part of, or is an asymptote to, a water-line curve.

The vanishing of F when x—oo
,
indicates that the further the water-lines are from

the generating solid, the more nearly they approximate to parallel straight lines.

Every water-line curve is itself the outline of a solid capable of moving smoothly

through a liquid.

(5.) Water-Line Curves generated by a Circle
,
or Cyclogenous Neoids .—Conceive that

a circular cylinder of indefinite height, and of the radius l
,
described about the axis of

z, moves through the liquid along the axis of x. Then it is already known that the

general equation of the water-line curves is the following,

*=y(i-??p). (14)

giving a series of curves of the third order. When b=0 this equation resolves itself

into two, viz.

y— 0; x2
-\-y

2—l2
;

the first of which represents the axis of #, and the second the circular outline of the

cylinder. For each other value of b, equation (14) represents a curve having two

branches : one of them is an oval, contained- within the circle, and not relevant to the

problem in question ; the other, being the real water-line, is convex in the middle and

concave towards the ends, and has for an asymptote in both directions the straight line

y=b.

For brevity’s sake, let x2
-\-y

2=r2
. Then the component velocities of a particle of water

relatively to the solid are given by the equations

u db P
,
2/V _ ,

IHyt-x2
)

y (is)
v__ db_ 2Pxy

[

c dx r4 ’ J

and the square of their resultant by the equation

while the component and resultant velocities relatively to still water are given by the
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following equations :

—

u
j

l
2
(y

i—x‘2
)

. v 2l
2xy. \/{(u— c)

2+ fl
2
} If

c r
A

c r4 c r* '
'

As a convenient name for water-line curves of this sort, it is proposed to call them

Cyclogenous Neoids, that is, sliijg-shape curves generated from a circle.

The water-line surfaces generated by a sphere are known
;
but no use will be made

of them in this paper. (See paper by Dr. Hoppe, Quart. Journ. Math., March 1856.)

Section II.

—

Properties of Water-line Curves generated from Ovals
,
or Oogenous Neoids.

(6.) Derivation of other Water-Line Curves from Cyclogenous Neoids.—When a form

of the function F has been found which satisfies equation (12) of art. 4 (that is to say,

which fulfils the condition of liquidity), an endless variety of other forms of that function

possessing the same property may be derived from the original form by differentiation

and integration.

The original form, and also the derived forms, must possess the properties of vanish-

ing for x=co and for y=oo
,
and of becoming =0 or a constant for y= 0. The first of

those properties excludes trigonometrical functions, and consequently exponential func-

tions also, which are always accompanied by trigonometrical functions, and leaves avail-

able functions of the nature of potentials. The second property excludes derivation by

means of differentiation and integration with respect to y, and leaves available differen-

tiation and integration with respect to x.

The original form of the function F which will be used in this paper is that appro-

priate to cyclogenous neoids, or water-line curves generated from a circle, as given in

equation (14) of art. 5, viz.

—

F=-^X constant.

When one or more differentiations with respect to x are performed on this function, and

the results substituted for F in equation (10), there are obtained curves which are real

water-lines, but which are not suitable for the figures of ships, some of them being lemnis-

cates, others shaped like an hour-glass, and others looped and foliated in various ways.

It is otherwise as regards integration with respect to x; for that operation, being performed

once, gives the expression for the ordinate in a class of curves all of which resemble

possible forms of ships, and which are so various in their proportions, that every form of

ships’ water-lines which has been found to succeed in practice may be closely imitated by

means of them. As that class of curves consists of certain ovals, and of other water-lines

generated from those ovals, it is proposed to call them Oogenous Neoids (from ’Qoyevvc).

(7.) General Equation of Oogenous Neoids.—The integration with respect to x, already

referred to, is performed as follows :—The coordinates of a particle of water being x and

y, let x’ denote the position of a moveable point in the axis of x

:

then the function to

be integrated is

y . .

(x—x’f+y'2
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for all values of od between two arbitrary limits. Let 2a denote the distance between

those limits: the most convenient position for the origin of coordinates is midway

between them, so as to make the limits

ou
1=+ «, sd——d respectively.

Then the following is the integral sought

:

ydod
, , a—

x

, , , a+x— = tan
-1

V£ _ „ (x-df+y
c
‘

tan'
y

(18)

This quantity evidently denotes the angle contained between two lines drawnfrom the

'point (x, y) to the points (+«, 0) and (— a
, 0). For brevity’s sake, in the sequel that

angle will be occasionally denoted by 6 ; the points ( + a, 0) and (—a, 0) will be called

the foci

;

and their distance a from the centre will be called the excentricity.

Substituting this integral in the general equation (10), we find, for the water-line

curves now under consideration, the following equation, which is the general equation

of oogenous neoids :

—

.... (19)*=y-/fl=y-/(tan'‘~ + tau"

The coefficient/ denotes an arbitrary length, which will be called the parameter.

(8.) Geometrical Meaning of that Equation.—The equation (19) represents a curve at

each point of which the excess (y—b)
of the ordinate (y) above a certain minimum

value
(b) is proportional to the angle (0) contained at that point between two straight

lines drawn to the two foci. Except when b— 0, the curve has an asymptote at the

distance b from the axis of x, and parallel to that axis. Since the value of b is not

altered by reversing the signs of x, and is only changed from positive to negative by

reversing the sign of y,
it follows that each curve consists of two halves, symmetrical

about the axis of y ; and that there are pairs of curves, symmetrical about the axis of x.

In Plate VIII. fig. 1, therefore, which represents a series of such curves, one quadrant

only of the space round the origin or centre O is shown, the other three quadrants being

symmetrical. A is one of the foci, at the distance OA=« from the centre; the other

focus, not shown in the figure, is at an equal distance from the centre in the opposite

direction. BL is one quadrant of the primitive oval ; and the wave-like curves outside

of it are a series of water-lines generated from it, having for their respective asymptotes

the series of straight lines parallel to OX, and whose distances from OX are a series

of values of b.

The equation (19) embraces also a set of curves contained within the oval, and all

traversing the two foci ; but as these curves are not suited for the forms of ships’ water-

lines, no detailed description of them needs be given.

(9.) Properties of Primitive Oval Neoids .—When in equation (19) b is made =0, so

that the equation becomes

y-f6= 0 , (
20

)

there are two solutions; one of which, viz. y=. 0, represents the axis of x, agreeably to
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the condition stated in article 4, equations (13). The other solution represents the

oval LB.

The greater semiaxis of that oval, OL, will be called the base of the series of water-

lines generated by the oval, and denoted by l ; its value is found as follows

:

db
.
»d / , y ,

. y \ a—x
,

a+ x )= 1 +/^(tan + tan ^-x)
=1+f\(a-xr+f+ J^V)>+j*\ ;

but at the point L we have

and therefore

whence

*=*;*= °i fy=°-

0=1+/(*L+«v?) ;

l
2
=a?-\-2af. . . . (

21
)

To find the parameter f when the base l and excentricity a are given, we have the

formula
P-a*
2a

’ (
2 -

The half-breadth, or minor semiaxis of the oval, OB=y0 ,
is the root of the following

transcendental equation, found by making #=0 in equation (19),

y.-2/tan-£=0, (23)

which may be otherwise written as follows :

—

tan|-^=0 (23 a)

When the minor semiaxis y0 and excentricity a are given, the parameter /’is found by

the equation

f=—Vi—
a

-, (24)
2 tan

Vo

and thence the base l can be computed by equation (21).

When the base l and half-breadth y0 are given, the excentricity a is found by solving

the following transcendental equation :

—

°yo—(F—«2)tan- 1 ^-=0 (24 a)
Vo

An oval neoid differs from an ellipse in being fuller towards the ends and flatter at

the sides
; and that difference is greater the more elongated the oval is.

(10.) Varieties of Oval Neo'ids, and extreme cases.—The excentricity a may have any
value, from nothing to infinity; and the base l may bear to the half-breadth yQ any
proportion, from equality to infinity. When the excentricity a= 0, the two foci coalesce

with the centre O
; the base l becomes equal to the half-breadth b

;

the oval becomes a

mdccclxiv. 3 e
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circle of the radius l ; and the water-lines generated by it become cyclogenous neoids,

already described in article 5.

As the excentricity increases, the oval becomes more elongated. In Plate IX. fig. 3,

PL is an oval whose length is to its breadth as \/3 : 1, its focus being at A0 . The oval

BL in Plate VIII. fig. 1 is more elongated, its length being to its breadth as 17 : 6 nearly.

When the excentricity is infinite, the centre O and the further focus go off to infinity,

leaving only one focus. The parameterf becomes equal to the focal distance LA. The

oval is converted into a curve bearing the same sort of analogy to a parabola that an

oval neo'id bears to an ellipse*; but instead of spreading to an infinite breadth like a

parabola, it has a pair of asymptotes parallel to the axis of x, and at the distance +^/'

to either side of it ; and each generated water-line has two parallel asymptotes, at the

respective distances b and b+nf from the axis of x. The properties of thesp curves

may be easily investigated by placing the origin of coordinates at the focus A, and sub-

stituting, in equation (19), tan
_1

-|- for 6; but as their figure is not suitable for ships’

water-lines, it is unnecessary here to discuss them in detail ; and the same may be said

of a class of curves analogous to hyperbolas, whose equation is formed by putting —
instead of + between the two terms of the right-hand member of equation (18).

(11.) Graphic Construction of Oval and Oogenous Neoids.—For the sake of distinct-

ness, the processes of drawing these curves are represented in two figures,—fig. 2 show-

ing the preliminary, and fig. 1 the final processes (see Plate VIII.).

The axis OY is to be divided into equal parts of any convenient length (which will

be denoted by by in what follows), and through the divisions are to be drawn a series of

straight lines parallel to OX. (It is convenient to print those lines from a copper-plate

divided and ruled by machinery.) They are shown in fig. 1 only, and not in fig. 2, to

avoid confusion.

Suppose, now, that the problem is as follows :

—

The base OL and excentricity OA
being given

,
it is required to construct the oval neo'id and the water-lines generated by it.

Through the focus A (Plate VIII. fig. 2) draw AD perpendicular to OX ; about O,

with the radius OL, describe the circular arc LD, cutting AD in D ; from D draw DE
perpendicular to OD, cutting OX in E ; then (as equation (22) shows) AE will be =2\f
the double parameter

.

About A, with the radius AE=2/ thus found, describe a circle cutting AD in F.

Then commencing at F, lay off on that circle a series of arcs, each equal to 21

y

(the

double of the length of the equal divisions of the axis OY). Through the points of

division of the circle draw a series of radii, AGj
,
AG2 ,

&c., cutting the axis OY in a

series of points (some of which, from G3 to G12 ,
are marked in fig. 2) f .

(These radii

make, with the line AD, a series of angles, &c.)

* This curve is identical with the quadratrix of Tschirnhatjsen.

t When the parameter is small, it is sometimes advisable to use a circle (such as a protractor) with a radius
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Then about each of the points in the axis OY thus found, with the outer leg of the

compasses starting from the focus A, describe a series of circles (shown in Plate VIII.

fig. 1) ACn AC2 ,
AC3 ,

&c.

Each of those circles traverses the two foci ; and the equation of any one of them is

— 'F=f0=nhy, (25)

where 6 denotes the angle made at any point of the circle by straight lines drawn to the

two foci, and n has the series of values 1, 2, 3, &c. Since F, as explained in article 4,

is the characteristic function for the motion of the liquid particles relatively to still water,

it is plain that each of the circles for which F= constant is a tangent to the directions

of motion of all the particles that it traverses.

The paper is now covered, as in fig. 1, with a network made by a series of straight

lines whose equations are of the form y=n'! ty, crossed by a series of circles whose equa-

tions are of the form f6=nby.

Consequently any curve drawn like those in Plate VIII. fig. 1, diagonally through the

corners of the quadrangles of that network, will have for its equation

y-ft=(ri-n)ly=b,

and will accordingly be an oogenous neoid, having for its asymptote the line y=b.

The primitive oval is drawn by starting from the point L, and traversing the network

diagonally. As many curves as are required can be drawn by the eye with great pre-

cision, and the whole process is very rapid and easy (see Appendix).

When the problem is with a given base and excentricity to draw an oogenous neoid

through a given point in the axis OY, such as P, the process is modified as follows :

—

The axis OY must be so divided that P shall be at a point of division. Then, up to the

describing of the circle about A with the radius AE, the process is the same as before.

Then join AP (Plate VIII. fig. 2), and draw Ag making the angle PAy=APO, and cut-

ting the axis OY in a point (such as G 10)
which will be the centre of the circle traversing

A and P. Then on the circumference of the circle about A, from g towards F, lay off a

series of arcs each =2ty; through the points of division draw radii cutting the axis OY
in the points G

9,
G 8 ,

&c., and complete the process as before.

(12.) Graphic Construction of Cyclogenous and Parabologenous Neoids .—When the

excentricity vanishes and the oval becomes a circle, all the circles composing the net-

work become tangents to OX at the point O. They pass through the points where the

primitive circular water-line is cut by the equidistant parallel lines. Their radii are in

harmonic progression ; the equation of any one of them is of the form

(26 )

•which is a larger multiple of the parameter than double, the length of the divisions being increased in the same

proportion
; or the points on the axis OY may be laid down by means of their distances from 0, calculated by

the formula 00= a . cotan 0.

3 e 2
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n having the series of values 1, 2, 3, See.

;

and its radius is given by the formula

P
(26 a)

When there is but one focus, as in the infinitely long curve described in article 10,

the network of circles is changed into a set of straight lines radiating from the focus,

and making with AX the series of angles given by the formula

(
27

)

(13.) Component and Resultant Velocities of Gliding.—The component and resultant

velocities with which the liquid particles glide along the water-lines are given by the

following equations, in terms of the excentricity a, the parameter f and the coordi-

nates :

—

udb f[a— x) f(a+ x) v_ db__ fy fy
c dy ' (a—xY+ y

12
' {a+ x)‘

2 -\-y‘2 ’ c dx (a— x)* + y*' (a+ x)*1 -\-y2
’

j

u2+ t>
2 dip db2 2f(a—x) 2f(a + x) If*a*

f*

c
2 dy2 ^~ dx2 (a— tf)

2+ y
2 ^~ (a+ #)

2+ {
(a— #)

2+ t/
2
} .

{(a + xY + y
2
)

’ J

(28)

At the point of greatest (breadth that is, at the axis of y) these expressions take the

following values :

—

!=1+
2/a

=1+
P-*_P+ t£ m

v0_=0 . (28 a)
a?+yl ' cp+ yl a2+ y

2 ’ c

These equations are applicable to a whole series of water-lines (such as those shown in

fig. 1), including the generating oval, and are the best suited for solving questions

relating to such a series.

But when one particular water-line is in question, it is sometimes more convenient to

use another set of equations, formed from the equations (28) by the aid of the following

substitutions, in which 6, as before, denotes --b
f

:

4a2 ?/
2

.

>

{(a-xy+y*}.{(a+xf+y*}=
sinH

{(a—xf+tf}+ {(a+xf+if} =2a2+2x2+2y*= 4a2+4ay cotan 6 ;

x2-\-y*=a2
-\-2ay cotan d; x= </{a2—

y

2
-\-2ay cotan 6).

These substitutions being made in the equations (28), give the following results

(29)

-=1 +- sin
s
6—-- cos*sin«=l+f-^-^

c ' a y
1 2a 2a 2y

-
c
=—^sm2 0=—^ </{ a

2—y2+2ay cotan 6} sin
2
0;

-~
2 = 1+— sin

2 6——cos 6 sin 6 sin
2
6cay y

-l+t+n^(t+^\
' a'2y2 \a'2y<2

J

f f*\ f- 1 ’ cos 2Q— — sin 20.
y

(
30)
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(14.) Trajectories of Normal Displacement
,
and of Swiftest and Slowest Gliding.—By

the “ trajectory of normal displacement ” is meant a curve traversing all the points in a

series of water-lines at which the directions of motion of the liquid particles relatively

to still water are perpendicular to the water-lines; or, speaking geometrically, a curve

traversing all the points at which the circles AC,, AC2 ,
&c. of fig. 1, Plate VIII. cut the

water-lines at right angles. To find the form of that trajectory, it is sufficient to make

vr+vz u ^
c
2

~
c
~ U

’ (31)

employing the values of these ratios given by the equations (28). This having been done,

it appears, after some simple reductions, that the equation of the trajectory of normal

displacement is the following,

x*—y*—l\ (32)

being that of a rectangular hyperbola LM, fig. 1, having its vertex at L, and its centre

at O. Hence that curve is similar for all oogenous and cyclogenous neoids whatsoever
,

being independent of the excentricity, and is identical for all oogenous and cyclogenous

neoids having the same base l.

By the “ trajectory of swiftest and slowest gliding ” is meant a curve traversing every

point in a series of water-lines at which the velocity of gliding, s/

u

2
-\-v

2
,
is a maximum

or a minimum for the water-line on which that point is situated. To find the equation

of that curve, it is necessary to solve the following equation,

(33)
A,iv? 4- vf

\ j

(u d V d\
\ |

/m2+ v2\

cdV
)

1
—

!

" dx'c ' dy
J

1 1

the expression employed for being that given by the third of the equations (28).

After a tedious but not difficult process of differentiation and reduction, which it is unne-

cessary to give in detail, an equation is found which resolves itself into three factors, viz.

tf=0, (34)

being the equation of the axis OY, and

•J^+y'+y+VF+?=o, (35)

being the equations of the two branches LN and LP of a curve of the fourth order.

This curve, too, is independent of the excentricity, and therefore similar for all ooge-

nous and cyclogenous neoids whatsoever
,
and identical for those having the same base l.

It has also the following properties:—The straight line joining L with P makes an

angle of 30° with the axis OX; there are a pair of straight asymptotes through O,

making angles of 30° to either side of OX ; and the two branches of the curve cut OX
in the point L, at angles of 45°.

(15.) Graphic Construction of those Trajectories.—The curves described in the pre-

ceding article are easily and quickly constructed, with the aid of the series of equi-

distant lines parallel to OX, as follows:—In fig. 2, Plate VIII., let ST be any one of
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those lines. With the distance SL in the compasses, lay off SH on that line ; H will be

a point in the hyperbola LM. Also from S lay off, on the axis of y ,
SI and SJ, each

equal to the same distance SL. About the centre O, with the radius 01, draw a circular

arc cutting ST in K ; this will be a point in the branch LN. About the centre O, with

the radius OJ, draw a circular arc cutting ST in 1c

;

this will be a point in the branch LP.

(16.) Properties of the Trajectory of Swiftest and Slowest Gliding.—The branch LN
traverses a series of points of slowest gliding, where the water-lines are furthest apart

;

the branch LP traverses a set of points of swiftest gliding, where the water-lines are

closest together ; from O to P the axis of y traverses points of slowest gliding, and

beyond P, points of swiftest gliding.

Hence every complete oogenous neoid which cuts the axis of y between O and P,

contains two points of swiftest and three of slowest gliding; and every complete ooge-

nous or cyclogenous neoid which cuts the axis of y at or beyond P, contains only one

point of swiftest and two of slowest gliding.

(17.) Water-Lines of Smoothest Gliding
,
or Lissoneoids.—At the point P itself, situated

at the distance j

op=vs
from the centre, two maxima and a minimum of the velocity of gliding coalesce

; and

therefore not only the first, but the second and third differential coefficients of the

velocity of gliding vanish
; from which it follows that the velocity of gliding changes

more gradually on those water-lines which pass through the point P, than on any other

class of oogenous or cyclogenous neoids.

It is proposed therefore to call this class of water-lines Lissoneoids (from \iaa6c,).

The oval neoid whose length is to its breadth as 3 : 1 is itself a lissoneoid
; and

every series of water-lines generated by an oval more elongated than this contains one

lissoneoid; for example, in the series of water-lines shown in fig. 1, the lissoneoid is

marked PQ.

The excentricity of the oval lissoneoid is computed by solving equation (24 a) of

article 9, when y0—-^= ; and it is found to be

a=-732l, or nearly (^3—1jl (36 a)

By giving the excentricity values ranging from *732£ to l, there are produced a series of

lissoneoids ranging from the oval PL in fig. 3, Plate IX., whose focus is at A0 ,
to the

straight line PN, whose focus coalesces with L. J)Q 1 ,
PQ2 , and PQ3

are specimens of

the intermediate forms, having their foci respectively at A15 A2 ,
and As . For a reason

which will be explained in Section III., those curves are not shown beyond the trajec-

tory of slowest gliding.

The greatest speed of gliding, for a lissoneoid, is found by making yl=^ in equation

(28 a) of article 13 ; that is to say,

u0_ W
c 3a2+ Z

2 (
37

)
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(18.) Orbits of the Particles of Water.—The general expressions for the components

of the velocity of a liquid particle relatively to still water have been given in equation

(11) of article 4 ;
and to apply those to the case of oogenous neoids, it is only neces-

sary to modify the equations (28) of article 13, by introducing the expression for

- instead of that for - » as follows :

—

c c

— c (P— a2) .
(a2—x2+ y'2

) v — 2{P—cP)xy

c ~ {{a-x) 2+ y
2
} .

{{a+ x)9-+y2

}
’ c~ {(a—xf+if) .

{{a + x)2+

y

2
}

’

(a— c)
2+ v2 (P—

a

2
)

2

c
—

{{a—xY+ y
2
}
.{(a + xf+ if}

'

(38)

From the last of these equations it appears that the velocity of a 'particle relatively to

still water is inversely as the product of its distancesfrom the two foci.

The only other investigation which will here be made respecting the orbit of a par-

ticle of water, is that of the relation between its direction and curvature at a given

point, and its ordinate y.

It has already been explained, in article 11, that the direction of motion of a particle

is a tangent to a circle traversing it and the two foci. The radius of that circle is

a a

. y—b sin Q
’

Sin

~f~

and if <p be taken to denote the angle which the direction of the particle’s motion rela-

tively to still water makes with the axis of x, it is easily seen that

cos<p = cos0—
|
sin 6 (39)

While that angle undergoes the increment d<p, the particle moves through an arc of its

orbit whose length is ; consequently the curvature of that orbit at the arc in ques-

tion is

1 sin

?

d . cos f
dy dy ~(f+ l)

s[nd+jL COS&=P^'^l^- sirid+y cosd
}- (

40
)

For cyclogenous neoids, we obtain the value of this expression by making

sin 6-
y-b

f
5 COS 0=1,

substituting l
2—

a

2
for 2fa, and then making a— 0 ; the result being as follows,

(40a)

that is to say, the curvature of the orbit varies as the distance of the particlefrom a line

parallel to the axis of x, and midway between that axis and the undisturbed position of
the particle. This is the property of the looped or coiled elastic curve

; therefore, when
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the water-lines are endogenous, the orbit of each particle of water forms one loop of an

elastic curve.

The general appearance of such an orbit is shown in fig. 6, Plate VIII. The arrow D
shows the direction of motion of the solid body. The dotted line AC is supposed to

be at the distance b from the axis of x. The particle starts from A, is at first pushed

forwards, then deviates outwards and turns backwards, moving directly against the

motion of the solid body as it passes the point of greatest breadth, as shown at B. The

particle then turns inwards, and ends by following the body, and coming to rest at C,

in advance of its original position.

When the water-lines are oogenous, the equations (39) and (40) show that the orbit

is of the same general character with the looped elastic curve in fig. 6, but differs from

it in detail to an extent which is greater the greater the excentricity a\ and the

difference consists mainly in a flattening of the loop, so as to make it less sharply curved

at B.

When the excentricity increases without limit, the orbit approximates indefinitely to

a “ curve of pursuit,” for which

*=*,!= !“• (40B)
§ f

(19.) Trajectory of Transverse Displacement.—Of Speed of Gliding equal to Speed of

Ship.—Orthogonal Trajectories.—The trajectories described in this article differ from

those described in articles 14, 15, and 16 by being dependent upon the excentricity,

and therefore not similar for all sets of oogenous neoids.

By the “trajectory of transverse displacement” is meant the curve traversing all the

points at which the liquid particles are moving at right angles to the axis OX, rela-

tively to still water. It is determined from the first of the equations (28), by making

-— 1= 0 ;
c

from which is easily deduced the following equation,

x>-f=a\ (41)

being that of a rectangular hyperbola, with its centre at O and its vertex at the focus A.

The trajectory of the points where the speed of gliding is equal to the speed of the

solid body, is found from the third of the equations (28), by making

Its equation is

w2 -fv2- 1= 0 .

(42)

being that of a rectangular hyperbola, with its centre at O and its vertex between A and

L, at a distance from O equal to half the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle whose

other sides are equal to the base and the excentricity respectively.

Let q= constant be the equation of one out of an indefinite number of orthogonal
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trajectories to a set of oogenous neo'ids. The function q, as is well known, must satisfy

the equation

dq db
,

dq db
q

dx dx dy dy

Referring to equation (19) of article 7 for the value of b
,
it is easily seen that this con-

dition is fulfilled by the following function,

*=•+£** ** | <
43

)

which has also the following properties,

dq db u dq db v d*q dfq „—= -— — -—— - :

dx dy c ’ dy dx c’ dx2 1 dy2
v ' *'’***

Every orthogonal trajectory has a straight asymptote parallel to the axis of y, and

expressed by the equation x=q.

The perpendicular distance between two consecutive orthogonal trajectories, like

that between two consecutive water-lines, is inversely proportional to the velocity of

gliding; hence, if a complete set of orthogonal trajectories were drawn on fig. 1, they

would divide it into a network of small rectangles, the dimensions and area of any one

of which would be expressed as follows :

—

cdb cdq __ cHbdq

a/m2+ v2 VvP+ v2 (45)

For a series of cyclogenous neoids, the equation of the orthogonal trajectories takes the

following form,

(45a)

(20.) Disturbances of Pressure and Level.—Let h denote the head at a given particle

of liquid, being the sum of its elevation above a fixed level and of its pressure, expressed

in units of height of the liquid itself. In a mass of liquid which is at rest, the head

has a uniform value for every particle of the mass ; let that value be denoted by h0 .

Then when the mass of liquid is in the state of motion produced by the passage of a

solid through it, the head at each particle, according to well-known principles, under-

goes the change expressed by the following equation,

d2— 7/2—
h—L—

2y (46)

being the height due to the difference between the squares of the speed of the solid body

and of the speed of gliding ; and in an open mass of water with a vessel floating in it, that

change will take place by alterations in the level of surfaces of equal pressure. The tra-

jectory of slowest gliding, LN (Plate VIII. fig. 1), will mark the summit of a swell thus

produced, and so also will the axis ofy between O andP ; while the trajectory of swiftest

gliding OP, and the axis ofy beyond P, will mark the bottom of a hollow. These are the

principal vertical disturbances, which, throughout this investigation, have been assumed

MDCCCLXIV. 3 F
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to be so small, compared with the dimensions of the body, as not to produce any appre-

ciable error in the consequences of the supposition of motion in plane layers.

(21.) Integral on which the Friction depends .—Suppose a portion of an oogenous

neoid to be taken for the water-line of part of the side of a vessel, which part is of the

depth cte, and that the resistance arising from friction between the water and the vessel

is to be expressed—the law of that friction being, that it varies as the square of the

velocity of gliding, and as the extent of rubbing surface.

That resistance is to be found (as already explained in a paper on Waves, published

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1863) by determining the work performed in a

second in overcoming friction, and dividing by the speed of the vessel ; for thus is taken

into account not only the direct resistance caused by the longitudinal component of the

friction, but the resistance caused indirectly through the increase of pressure at the bow,

and diminution of pressure at the stern, assuming the vertical disturbance to be unim-

portant.

Then for a part of the water-line which measures longitudinally dx, the extent of

surface is

u

the friction on the unit of surface is

KW(«2+®2
)

*9 '

where W is the weight of a unit of volume of water, and K a coefficient of friction

;

and that friction has to be overcome through the distance \/

u

2+v2
,
while the vessel

advances through the distance c, giving as a factor

VvP+ v2

Those three factors being multiplied together, and the result put under the sign of

integration, give the following expression for the resistance,

KWC\R=—S 6Z
29 sm~ dx. (46 a)

Another form of expression for the same integral is obtained by putting - dy or f- d@

instead of
c
- dx

;

and a third form by putting for the elementary area of the rubbing sur-

face the following value,

dz.—c
- dg;

where dg is the distance between the asymptotes of a pair of orthogonal trajectories, as

explained in article 19. This gives for the resistance

t) KWc2

E=-ir fe (47)
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In preparing these formulae for integration, it is necessary to express the function to

be integrated in terms of constants and of the independent variable only, x, y, 0, or q,

as the case may be ; for example, if y or 6 is the independent variable, the expression

of the function to be integrated is to be taken from the equations (30) of article 13.

Owing to the great complexity of that function, its exact integration presents diffi-

culties which have not yet been overcome, although a probable approximate formula

for the resistance has been arrived at by methods partly theoretical and partly empirical,

as to which some further remarks will be made in the third section of this paper*.

There is one particular case only in which the exact integration of equation (46 a) is

easy, that of a complete circular water-line of the radius l

;

and the result is as follows :

—

.......... (48)

(22.) Statement of the General Problem of the Water-Line of least Friction.—It is

evident that, by introducing under the sign of integration in equation (18) of article 7

an arbitrary function of x', the integral may be made capable of representing an arbi-

trary function of x and y, and will still satisfy the condition of perfect liquidity; and

thus the equation

i=y+)-.¥=w+f =0 (48a)

may be made to represent an arbitrary form of primitive water-line.

To find therefore, by the calculus of variations, the water-line enclosing a given area

which shall have the least friction, will require the solution of the following problem :

—

To determine the function <p(x') so that, with a fixed value of the integral jxdy, the inte-

gral in equation (46 a) shall be a minimum.

(22 a.) Another Class of Plane Water-Line Equations.—A mode of expressing the

conditions of the flow of water in plane layers past a solid, differing in form from that

made use of in the preceding parts of this paper, consists in taking for independent

variables, not the coordinates of the water-lines themselves, x and y, but the coordi-

nates of their asymptotes
(
b), and of the asymptotes of their orthogonal trajectories (q).

These new variables are connected with x and y, and with the velocity of gliding, by

the following equations :

—

id+v2 dq db dq db

c
2 dx ’ dy dy * dx' ‘dx dy

dq * db

dy dx

dq db

It can be shown that in order to satisfy the condition of liquidity we must have

y-
Tl

’

db

(49)

(50)

* See the Civil Engineer and Architect’s Journal for October 1861, the Philosophical Transactions for 1863,

the Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects for 1864, and a Treatise on Shipbuilding, published in

1864.
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where ip denotes a function of b and q, such that

x
d\ n .

’ ‘ ‘ ’

and consequently that

c2 ( (Pty \ 2 /dq^\ 2

u^+ v2 \dbdq) ~^~\db'2)
'

(51)

(52)

The curves to which this method of investigation leads are inferior to oogenous neoids

as water-lines for ships, because they have comparatively sharp curvature amidships,

which causes them to have small capacity for their length and breadth, and would give

rise to comparatively sudden changes in the speed of gliding. They will therefore not

be further discussed in the present paper, except to state that the simplest of them is

the well-known cissoid.

Section III.

—

Remarks on the Practical Use of Oogenous Water-Lines.

(23.) Previous Systems of Water-Lines.—Owing principally to the great antiquity of

the art of shipbuilding, and the immense number of practical experiments of which it

has been the subject, that part of it which relates to the forms of water-lines has in many

cases attained a high: degree of excellence through purely empirical means. Excellence

attained in that manner is of an uncertain and unstable kind ; for as it does not spring

from a knowledge of general principles, it can be perpetuated by mere imitation only.

The existing forms of water-lines, whose merits are known through their practical

success, constitute one of the best tests of a mathematical theory of the subject; for if

that theory is a sound one, it will reproduce known good forms of water-line ; and if it is

a comprehensive one, it will reproduce their numerous varieties, which differ very much

from each other.

The geometrical system of Chapman for constructing water-lines is wholly empirical
; it

consists in the use of parabolas of various orders, chosen so as to approximate to figures

that have been found to answer in practice, and it has no connexion with any mechanical

theory of the motion of the particles of water.

The first theory of ships’ water-lines which was at once practically useful, and based

on mechanical principles, was that of Mr. Scott Russeel, explained in the first and

second volumes of the Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects. It consists

of two parts ; the first has reference to the dimensions of water-lines intended for a given

maximum speed, and prescribes a certain relation between the length of those lines and

the length of a natural wave which travels with that speed ; the second part relates to

the form of those lines, and prescribes for imitation the figures of certain natural waves,

as being lines along which water is more easily displaced than along other lines. The

figures thus obtained are known to be successful in practice but it is also well known

that there are other figures which answer well in practice, differing considerably from

those wave-lines; and it is desirable that the mathematical theory of the subject should
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embrace those figures also. It may further be observed that the figure of the solitary

wave, as investigated experimentally by Mr. Scott Bussell (Keports of the British Asso-

ciation, 1845), and mathematically by Mr. Earnshaw (Camb. Trans. 1845), is that of a

wave propagated in a canal of small breadth and depth as compared with the dimen-

sions of the wave, and in which particles of water originally in a plane at right angles

to the direction of motion continue to be very nearly in a plane at right angles to the

direction of motion, so as to have sensibly the same longitudinal velocity. This state of

things is so different from the circumstances of the motions of the particles in the open

sea, that it appears desirable to investigate the subject with special reference to a mass

of water of unlimited breadth and depth, as has been done in the previous sections of

this paper.

(24.) Variety ofForms of Oogenous Neoids, and their likeness to good known Forms of

Water-Line.—The water-lines generated from ovals which have been described in the

second section of this paper, are remarkable for the great varieties of form and propor-

tions which they present, and for the resemblance of their figures to those of the water-

lines of the different varieties of existing vessels. There is an endless series of ovals,

having all proportions of length to breadth, from equality to infinity ; and each of those

ovals generates an endless series of water-lines, with all degrees of fulness or fineness,

from the absolute bluffiiess of the oval itself to the sharpness of the knife-edge. Fur-

ther variations may be made by taking a greater or a less length of the curve chosen.

The ovals are figures suitable for vessels of low speed, it being only necessary, in

order to make them good water-lines, that the vertical disturbance (as explained in

art. 20) should be small compared with the vessel’s draught of water. At higher speeds

the sharper water-lines, more distant from the oval, become necessary. The water-lines

generated by a circle, or “ cyclogenous neoids,” are the “ leanest ” for a given propor-

tion of length to breadth ; and as the excentricity increases, the lines become “ fuller.”

The lines generated from a very much elongated oval approximate to a straight middle

body with more or less sharp ends. In short, there is no form of water-line that has been

found to answer in practice which cannot be imitated by means of oogenous neoids.

(25.) Discontinuity at the Bow and Stern.—Best limits of Water-Lines.—Amongst the

endless variety of forms presented by oogenous water-lines, it may be well to consider

whether there are any which there are reasons for preferring to the others. One of the

questions which thus arise is the following :—Inasmuch as all the water-line curves of a

series, except the primitive oval, are infinitely long and have asymptotes, there must

necessarily be an abrupt change of motion at either end of the limited portion of a

curve which is used as a water-line in practice, and the question of the effect of such

abrupt change or discontinuity of motion is one which at present can be decided by

observation and experiment only. Now it appears from observation and experiment,

that the effect of the discontinuity of motion at the bow and stern of a vessel which has

.an entrance and run of ordinary sharpness and not convex, extends to a very thin layer

of water only, and that beyond a short distance from the vessel’s side the discontinuity
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ceases, through some slight modification of the water-lines of which the mathematical

theory is not yet adequate to give an exact account*.

Still, although the effect of the discontinuity in increasing resistance may not yet

have been reduced to a mathematical expression, and although it may be so small that

our present methods of experimenting have not yet detected it, it must have some

value ; and it is desirable so to select the limits of the water-line as to make that value

as small as possible. In order that the abrupt change of motion may take place in as

small a mass of water as possible, it would seem that the limits of the water-line

employed in practice should be at or near the point of slowest gliding

;

that is, where

the water-line curve is cut by the trajectory of slowest gliding LN, in Plate VIII. fig. 1,

and Plate IX. fig. 3, as explained in articles 14, 15, and 16 ; and that conclusion is borne

out by the figures of many vessels remarkable for economy of power.

(26.) Preferable Figures of Water-Lines.—In forming a probable opinion as to which,

out of all the water-lines generated by a given oval, is to be preferred to the others,

regard is to be had to the fact, that every point of maximum disturbance of the level

of the water, whether upwards or downwards, that is to say, every point of maximum
or minimum speed of gliding (see article 20), forms the origin of a wave, which spreads

out obliquely from the vessel (as may easily be observed in smooth water), and so

transfers mechanical energy to distant particles of water, which energy is lost. Hence

such points should be as few as possible ; and the changes of motion at them should be

as gradual as possible; and these conditions are fulfilled by the curves described in

article 17, by the name of “ Lissoneoids,” being those which traverse the point P in

the figures, and which may have any proportion of length to breadth, from y/3 to

infinity.

(27.) Approximate Pulesfor Construction and Calculation.—The description of those

curves, already given in article 17, has been confined to those properties which are

exactly true. The following rules are convenient approximations for practical purposes,

when the proportion of length to breadth is not less than 4 : 1 (see Plate IX. figs. 3 & 4).

I. A tangent to the curve at Q, the point of slowest gliding, passes very nearly through

the point P of greatest breadth.

II. The area PQR enclosed within the water-line is very nearly equal to the rectangle

of the breadth PR, and excentricity a. (When the length is not less than six times the

breadth, this rule is almost perfectly exact.)

* In confirmation of this, experiments made on the steamers ‘ Admiral ’ and ‘ Lancefield,’ by Mr. J. E. Na-

pier and the author, may be specially referred to. The water-lines of the ‘ Admiral 5 are complete trochoids,

and tangents to the longitudinal axis at the how and stem. The engine-power required to drive her at her

intended speed was computed from the frictional resistance, according to principles explained in publications

already referred to in the note to article 21 ; and the result of the calculation was closely verified by experiment.

The water-lines of the ‘ Lancefield ’ are only partly trochoidal, being straight from the point of contrary flexure

to the how, so that, instead of being tangents there to the longitudinal axis, they form with it angles of about

13§°. Yet the same formula which gave the resistance of the ‘Admiral ’ has been found to give also the resist*

ance of the ‘ Lancefield ’ without any addition on account of the discontinuity of motion at the how.
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III. For the trajectory of slowest gliding, LN, there may be substituted, without

practical error, a straight line cutting the axis OX in L at an angle of 45°
;
and when

this has been done, the excentricity OA or a is almost exactly equal to the length

x-634 (=i77l) ;

and this of course is also the ratio of the area to the circumscribed rectangle. The base

OL or l also is very nearly equal to (the sum of the length and breadth) X '634.

IV. Hence the following approximate construction. Given, the common length QR
of a set of water-lines of smoothest gliding which are to have a common termination at

Q, and their breadths RP 1? RP2 ,
RP3 ,

&c. : required, to find their areas, bases, and foci.

Through Q and R draw the straight lines QU and RU, making the angles RQU=45°,
QRU=30°. Through their intersection U draw UY perpendicular to RQ. All the

required foci will be in UY ; and RY will be the length of the rectangles equivalent to

each of the water-line areas ; so that

area Pj QRj=RV X RPi

,

area P2 QR2=RV X RP2 »

&c. &c.

Through P1? P2 ,
P3 ,

&c. draw lines parallel to RU, cutting QU in Lj
,
L2 ,

L3 ,
&c. : these

points will be the ends of the bases required, through which draw the bases L,
,

L2 02 ,
L3 03 ,

&c. parallel to QR, and cutting YU in Aj
,
A2 ,

A3 ,
&c. : these will be

the required foci.

The bases and foci and the points Pj
,
P2 ,

P3 ,
&c. being given, the water-lines are to be

constructed by the rules given in article 11.

(28.) Lissoneoids compared with Trochoids.—In fig. 5, Plate IX., the full line PQ is a

lissoneoid, and the dotted line Pq a trochoid of the same breadth and area. The curves

lie very near together throughout their whole course—the only differences being, that

the trochoid is slightly less full and more hollow than the lissoneoid, but at the same

time the trochoid is the longer and has a greater frictional surface. Had the entrance

of the trochoid consisted of a straight tangent from its point of contrary flexure (as in

the bow of the ‘ Lancefield,’ mentioned in the note to article 25), the two curves

would have lain still closer together. The same likeness to a trochoid is found in all

lissoneoids whose length is more than about 3^ times the breadth.

(29.) Combinations of Bow and Stern.—Although there is reason to believe that

water-lines of equal length and similar form at the bow and stern, such as are produced

by using one neoid curve throughout, are the best on the whole, still the naval archi-

tect, should he think fit, can combine two different oogenous neoids for the bow and

stern; or, according to a frequent practice, he may adapt the figure of the stern to

motion of the particles in vertical layers instead of horizontal layers
;
provided he takes

care in every case that the midship velocity of gliding
(
u0„, as given by equation (28 a)

of article 13) is the same for each bow water-line and stern water-line at their point of

junction.
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(30.) Provisional Formula for Resistance .—Until the difficulty of integration, men-

tioned in article 30, shall have been overcome, or until more exact experimental data

than we have at present shall have been obtained, the following provisional formula,

analogous to that which has been found to agree with the results of experiment on

trochoidal and nearly trochoidal lines, as well as some others, may be considered as a

probable approximation for lissoneoids,

K=^.(i+4<^)lG; (53)

where G is the mean girth of the vessel under water ; L her total length ; u0 the mid-

ship velocity of gliding, found, for a lissoneoid, by equation (37) of article 17 ; c the

speed of the ship; W the heaviness of water; and K a coefficient of friction (=about

•0036 for a clean surface of paint).

Appendix.

Note to Article 11.—The general process of constructing a series of curves whose

equation is <p(#, y)-\-\p(tv, y) = constant, by drawing lines diagonally through a network

consisting of two sets of curves whose equations are respectively <p(tc, y) — constant and

y)= constant, is due to Professor Clerk Maxwell.

Art. (1.)

(
2 .)

(3.)

(
4.)

(
5 .)

Art. (6.)

(?•)

(
8 .)

. (
90

(
10 .)

(
11 .)

(12 .)

(130

(14.)

Summary op the Contents.

Section I.

—

Introduction
,
and Summary of known Principles.

Plane Water-Lines in two Dimensions defined.

General Principles of the Flow of a Liquid past a Solid.

Notation.

General Characteristics of Water-Line Functions.

Water-Line Curves generated by a Circle, or Cyclogenous Neoids.

Section II .—Properties of Water-Line Curves generatedfrom Ovals,

or Oogenous Neoids.

Derivation of other Water-Line Curves from Cyclogenous Neoids.

General Equation of Oogenous Neoids.

Geometrical Meaning of that Equation.

Properties of Primitive Oval Neoids.

Varieties of Oval Neoids, and extreme cases.

Graphic Construction of Oval and Oogenous Neoids.

Graphic Construction of Cyclogenous and Parabologenous Neoids.

Component and Resultant Velocities of Gliding.

Trajectories of Normal Displacement, and of Swiftest and Slowest Gliding.
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Art. (15.) Graphic Construction of those Trajectories.

(16.) Properties of the Trajectory of Swiftest and Slowest Gliding.

(17.) Water-Lines of Smoothest Gliding, or Lissoneoids.

(18.) Orbits of the Particles of Water.

(19.) Trajectory of Transverse Displacement.—Of Speed of Gliding equal to Speed

of Ship.—Orthogonal Trajectories.

(20.) Disturbances of Pressure and Level.

(21.) Integral on which the Friction depends.

(22.) Statement of the General Problem of the Water-Line of least Friction.

(22 a.) Another Class of Plane Water-Line Equations.

Section III .—Remarks on the Practical Use of Oogenous Water-Lines.

(23.) Previous Systems of Water-Lines.

(24.) Variety of Forms of Oogenous Neoids, and their likeness to good known

Forms of Water-Line.

(25.) Discontinuity at the Bow and Stern.—Best limits of Water-Lines.

(26.) Preferable Figures of Water-Lines.

(27.) Approximate Buies for Construction and Calculation.

(28.) Lissoneoids compared with Trochoids.

(29.) Combinations of Bow and Stern.

(30.) Provisional Formula for Kesistance.
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XI. On the Joint-Systems of Ireland and Cornwall
,
and their Mechanical Origin.

By the Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D., Fellow of Trinity College
,
Dublin.

Eeceived February 8,—Eead February 25, 1864.

Contents.

Introduction.

Part I. On the Joint-Systems of the co. Donegal.

Part II. On the Joint-Systems of the Mourne and Newry Mountains.

Part III. On the Joint-Systems of Cornwall.

Part IY. On the Joint-Systems of the co. Fermanagh.

Part Y. General Conclusions from the foregoing Observations.

Part VI. Mechanical Theory of Eock Joints, and its comparison with the conclusions drawn in Part Y. from

observation.

INTEODUCTION.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1858, I have given an account of the Joints of the

Old Eed Sandstone of the co. Waterford, and demonstrated in it the existence of the

following Systems of Joints (page 848) :

—

A . . 81 observations .

C . . 49

A' . .135 observations .

a . . 47

A" . . 14 observations .

C" . . 12

A'" . . 1 observation .

C'" . . 6 observations .

First Conjugate System.

7° 46' N. of E. (Mag.)

6° 57' W. of N. „

Second Conjugate System.

38° 31' N. of E. (Mag.)

35° 23' W. of N. „

Third Conjugate System.

30° 30' S. of E. (Mag.)

29° 10' E. of N. „

Fourth Conjugate System.

10° 0' S. of E. (Mag.)

9° 30' E. of N. „

32° 26' N. of E. (True.)

31° 37' W. of N. „

58° 11' N. of E. (True.)

60° 3' W. of N. „

5° 50' S. of E. (True.)

4° 30' E. of N. „

Since the publication of the foregoing account, I have found the system (A, C) in

Donegal, Mourne, Cornwall and elsewhere, and have reason to believe it to be the

most important of all the joint-systems of Waterford. I. shall therefore call it the

Primary System of Conjugate Joints, and the systems (A', C') and (A", C") I shall call

3 g 2
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correlated Secondary Systems of Conjugate Joints, as I believe that they can be shown

to be simple mechanical consequences of the Primary System (A, C).

Neglecting for the present the system (A"', C'"), the whole of the Joints of Water-

ford may be represented by the following diagram (fig. 1), to which 1 shall frequently

have occasion to refer.

Fig. 1.

It will be observed that the Primary System (A) divides somewhat unequally the

angle between (A') and (A").

Angle between A and A' . . 25 45)

„ C and C' . . 28 26)

Angle between A and A" .
coco 16

1

„ C and C ' . . 36 7)

Mean = 27 5.

Mean = 37 11.

Part I.—ON THE JOINT-SYSTEMS OF THE CO. DONEGAL.

The following Tables give the bearings of all the joints observed, arranged according

to their azimuths, together with the locality, and a statement of the rock in which the

joint was observed. In each locality several joints of the same bearing were measured,

but only one is recorded.

Table I.—East and West Joints in Donegal.

1 No. Bearing. Dip. Locality. Rock.

1 45 N. of E. Between Dunglow and Doocharry. Granite.

2 45 Culdaff. Quartzite.

3 35 The Mintiaghs. „
4 35 Urrismenagh. Granite.

5 30 90 Gweebarra, South. „
6 30 The Mintiaghs. Syenite.

7 30 Gap of Mamore. Quartzite.

8 20 Barnesmore. Granite.

9 20 Barnesbeg. „
! 10 15 80 N. Doocharry Bridge. ”
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Table I. (continued).

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality. Eock.

11 10 N. of E.
o

Glenleheen. Granite.

12 10 Between Glenties and Gweebarra. ,,

13 7 Barnesbeg. „
14 7 Lackagh Bridge. „
15 5 Barnesbeg. „
16 5 Lackagh Bridge. „

17 5 Milford. Quartzite.

18 0 E.W. 90 Annagary. Granite.

19 0 „ Fanad. „
20 5 S. of E. M°Swyne’s Gun. Syenite.

21 10 „ Barnesmore. Granite.

22 10 Malin. Quartzite.

23 10 „ Moville. Mica-slate.

24 10 Shalwy. Carb. Limestone.
25 10 90 Between Doocharry and Fintown. Granite.

26 35 90 Shalwy. Old Red Conglomerate.

27 35 The Mintiaghs. Quartzite.

28 40 „ The Mintiaghs. Syenite.

29 40 Barnesbeg. Granite.

Table II.—North and South Joints in Donegal.

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality. Eock.

1 40 E. of N.
°

Culdaff. Quartzite.

2 30 „ 90 Shalwy. Old Red Conglomerate.
3 15 „ Meen Banad. Granite.
4 10 „ Shalwy. Carb. Limestone
5 10 „ 80 E. Sheskina Roan. Granite.
6 7 „ 90 Annagary Hill. „
7 5 „ McSwyne’s Gun. Syenite.

8 5 „ Glen (North). Granite.

9 5 „ Fanad. 9y

10 5 „ The Mintiaghs. Syenite.
11 0 N.S. Barnesbeg. Granite.
12 0 „ Glen (North). „
13 0 „ Sheskina Roan.
14 5 W. of N. Barnesbeg. „
15 5 Milford. Syenite.
16 5 Glenleheen. Granite.
17 5 90 Lough Anure. „
18 7 „ Lackagh Bridge.
19 10 Between Glenties and Gweebarra. ,,

20 10 Gweebarra (South).
21 10 „ 80 E. Doocharry Bridge. „
22 10 „ 90 Annagary Hill. „
23 10 Between Dunglow and Doocharry. „
24 10 90 Between Doocharry and Fintown. „
25 10 Glen (North).
26 10 Lackagh Bridge. „
27 10 „ Ards. Quartzite.
28 15 „ Fintown Gap. Gneiss.
29 20 „ Urrismenagh. Granite.
30 20 Glen (North). „
31 22 „ Urrismenagh. „
32 25 „ Fanad.
33 25 „ Barnesbeg. »
34 40 Gap of Mamore. Quartzite.
35 42 „ Barnesbeg. Granite.
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If we arrange the 64 observations recorded in the preceding Tables according to their

azimuths and the number of observations corresponding to each, we shall obtain the

following :

—

Table III.—Joints of Donegal, arranged according to azimuths and number

of observations.

Azimuth. No. of observations.

42 W. of N. 1

40 „ 1

25 „ 2
22 „ 1

20 „ 2

15 „ 1

10 „ 9

7 1

5 4

0 N.S. 3

5 E. of N. 4

7 „ 1

10 2

15 „ 1

30 1

40 „ 1

45 N. of E. 2

35 „ 2

30 „ 3

20 „ 2

15 „ 1

10 „ 2

7 „ 2
5 „ 3
0 E.W. 2

5 S. of E. 1

10 5

35 „ 2
40 „ 2

Total 64

An inspection of this Table shows that, of the 64 observations, 24 are included in the

angle between 10° E. of N. and 10° W. of N., and that 15 are included in the angle

between 10° N. of E. and 10° S. of E.,—making a total of 39 in 64, or 61 per cent, of

the whole number of observations contained between these two limits. Dividing the N.S.

observations equally between those that lie to the E. and W. of North, we find the

following mean azimuths :

—

I. 7° 33' W. of N. from 15^ observations =24 per cent.

II. 5° 32' E. of N. from 8J observations =13 per cent.

In like manner, dividing the E.W. observations equally between those that lie to the

N. and S. of East, we find the following mean azimuths:

—

III. 6° 7' N. of E. from 8 observations =12^ per cent.

IV. 7° 51' S. of E. from 7 observations =11 per cent.
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From Table III. it also appears that between 30° and 35° North of East, there are

five observations, whose mean is

V. 32° O' N. of E. from 5 observations = 8 per cent.

The accompanying diagram (fig. 2) is a graphical repre- 2 -

sentation of Table III., and shows sufficiently well the

five systems of joints that have been deduced from that

Table.

Of the joints themselves, I. and III., II. and IV. are

evidently conjugates, being nearly at right angles respect-

ively, while V. belongs to a system different from the others.

Adopting the notation used by me already * in my paper

on the Joints of the co. Waterford, and comparing the results

there obtained with those here found, we may construct the

following Table :

—

Table IV.—Comparison of the Joints of Donegal and Waterford.

(C).

West of North (Magnetic).

(A).

North of East (Magnetic).

(C).

West of North (true bear-

ings f).

(A).

North of East (true bear-

ings).

Donegal. Waterford. Donegal. Waterford. Donegal. Waterford. Donegal. Waterford.

7° 33' 6° 57' 6° 7' 7° 46' 34° 13' 31° 37' 32° 47' 32° 26'

Angle of Axes = {
g* 0 f*/ Waterford }

from East to North>

(C"').

East of North (Magnetic).

(A"').

South of East (Magnetic).

(C"').

West of North (true bear-

ings).

(A"').

North of East (true bear-

ings).

Donegal. Waterford. Donegal. 1 Waterford. Donegal. Waterford. Donegal. Waterford.

5° 32' 9° 30' 7° 51' 10° 0' 21° 8' 15° 10' CTiOO 14° 40'

Angle of Axes = •

{ 9<C 30' Waterford }
from East *° North -

(A').

North of East (Magnetic).

(A').

East of North (true bearings).

Donegal. Waterford. Donegal. Waterford.

32° 0' 33° 31' 31° 20' 31 49'

The agreement between the respective systems A, C and A' is very remarkable
;
that

between A'" and C"', in the two localities, is perhaps as good as can be expected from the

* Philosophical Transactions, 1858, p. 333.

t The magnetic variation in Donegal was 26° 40' W. and in Waterford- 24° 40' W.
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limited number of observed planes, which was 15^ in Donegal, and only 7 in Waterford,

where this conjugate system is very subordinate in -p-g g

importance.

The annexed diagram (fig. 3) shows the Donegal

joints divided into two conjugate systems, (A, C) and

(A'", C'"), together with one plane (A') of a third

system ; all of which are represented in the co.

Waterford.

Of the whole 64 joints recorded, 44, or 69 per cent.,

are involved in these five planes ; and the number of

observations belonging to each is placed beside its

designation in the diagram.

If we combine together the systems (A, A'") and

(C, C'"), we obtain the following as the most simple

combination of joints observable in Donegal.

No. of observations. Magnetic bearing.

I. Primary System (A—A'") . . 15 . .
0° 24' S. of E.

II. Conjugate Primary (C—0") . 24 . .
2° 55' W. of N.

III. Secondary System (A') ... 5 . . 32° 0' N. of E.

True bearing.

26° 16' N. of E.

29° 35' W. of N.

58° 48' N. of E.

The angle between the Primary System and its Conjugate (A, C) is therefore found

to be 93° 19'.

And the angle between the Primary and Secondary Systems (A, A') is 32° 24'.

The angle between (A, C) and (A', C') in the co. Waterford has been already stated

to be 27° 5'.

Part II.—ON THE JOINT-SYSTEMS OE THE MOURNE AND NEWRY MOUNTAINS.

The following Tables contain the observed joint-planes of the Moume and Newry

mountain district.

Table V.—North and South Joints of the Mourne and Newry Mountains.

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality. Eock.

1 45 W. of N.
°

Railway cutting *. Granite.

2 45 70 N.
3 45 90 Back of Eagle Mountain. „
4 45 65 N. Campbell’s Quarry, Newry.
5 45 90 » ,,

6 30 „ 90 Summit of Eagle Mountain.
7 30

4

„ 55 E. Killowen. Slate.

8 30 60 E. ” ”

* The railway cuttings are from the Main Line Station of the Dublin and Belfast Junction Railway to the

open plain under Slieve Gullion.
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Table V. (continued).

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality. Eock.

9 25 W. of N.
0

Railway cutting. Granite.

10 25 90 Killowen. Slate.

11 20 80 E. Eagle Mountain (summit). Granite.

12 15 Railway cutting. „
13 15 75 E. ,,

14 15 „ 80 E. „
15 15 „
16 15 90 to 65 E. Wellington Inn *. „
17 15 90 to 65 E. „ „
18 15 Rostrevor. Slate.

19 15 „ Eagle Mountain (summit). Granite.

20 15 90 Slieve Bingian. „
21 10 70 E. Railway cutting. „
22 10 90 Rostrevor. Slate.

23 5 90 Back of Eagle Mountain. Granite.

24 5 90 Campbell’s Quarry, Newry. „
25 5 „ 80 E. „
26 0 N.S. 90 Eagle Mountain. „
27 0 „ 90 „ „
28 o „ 90 ,, „

29 5 E. of N. 80 E. Campbell’s Quarry, Newry. „
30 10 Railway cutting.

. j »

31 15 90 Rostrevor. Slate.

32 15 90 Killowen. „
33 15 „ 90 Eagle Mountain. Granite.

34 15 90 Campbell’s Quarry, Newry. „
35 15 90 95 99 n
36 15 80 E. 99 99

37 20 90 99

38 20 Railway cutting. „
39 20 „ 65 E. Rostrevor. Slate.

40 20 „ 70 W. „
41 22 „ Slieve Bingian. Granite.

42 25 90 Railway cutting. „
43 30 90 „ „
44 30 5)

45 30 90 n n
46 30 90 „
47 40 90 Campbell’s Quarry, Newry.
48 40 Railway cutting. „
49 45 „
50 45 80 E.
51 45
52 45 90 Summit of Eagle Mountain f.
53 45 90
54 45 „

|

90 » „ l9
55 45 80 W. Campbell’s Quarry, Newry. ”

* These joints are beautifully curved.

f These joints form the faces of the splendid granite columns, 150 feet in height, for which this mountain is

celebrated.

MDCCCLXIV.
II
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Table VI.—East and West Joints of the Mourne and Newry Mountains.

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality. Rock.

1 40 N. of E. 90 Columns at summit of Eagle Mountain. Granite.

2 40 90 „ „ „

3 35 Railway cutting.

4 30 90 Summit of Eagle Mountain.

5 30 65 N. Rostrevor. Slate.

6 30 „ 90 Railway cutting. Granite.

7 20 65 N.

8 20 45 S. Rostrevor. Slate.

9 15 Railway cutting. Granite.

10 15 „

11 15 „

1 12 15 90 Campbell’s Quarry.

:
13 10 >>

14 10 90 Rostrevor. Slate.

; 15 10 60 N. „ „

16 10 90 Eagle Mountain. Granite.

17 5 „ 25 N. Rostrevor. Slate.

18 0 E.W. 80 S. Railway cutting. Granite.

19 0 „ „
20 0 „ 90

"
„

21 0 „ 60 N. Eagle Mountain.

22 0 „ 90 ,,

23 5 S. ofE. 90 „
24 5 80 N. Campbell’s Quarry.

25 5 „ 85 N. Slieve Bingian.
*9

26 20 „ „

27 22 „

28 25
”

„ yy

29 25 „ 70 N. Campbell’s Quarry. „
30 25 „ Railway cutting.

31 30 „ 90 Eagle Mountain.

32 30 „ 70 N. Railway cutting.

!

33 40 „ 90 „

!

34 40 70 N. Campbell’s Quarry. »

Collecting together into one Table the 89 observations, and arranging them

azimuths and the number of observations belonging to each, we find the following
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Table VII.—Joints of the Mourne and Newry Mountains, arranged according to

azimuths and number of observations.

Azimuth. Number of observations.

45 W. of N. 5

30 „ 3

25 „ « 2

20 „ 1

15 9
10 2

5 3

0 N.S. 3

5 E. of N. 1

10 „ 1

15 „ 6

20 „ 4 •

22 „ 1

25 „ 1

30 „ 4

40 „ 2

45 „ 7

40 N. of E. 2

35 „ 1

30 3

20 „ 2

15 „ 4

10 „ 4

5 „ 1

0 E.W. 5

5 S. of E. 3
20 „ 1

22 „ 1

25 „ 3

30 „ 2
40 „ 2

Total ...... 89

The accompanying diagram (fig. 4) represents graphi-

cally the preceding Table.

From an examination of Table VII., it appears that 71

per cent, of the total observations may be included in six

systems of joints, each contained within limits of 10°.

1. Between 5 and 15 W. of N. . . . 14 observations.

2. „ 15 and 25 E. of N. . . . 12

3. „ 40 and 50 E. of N. . . . 7

4. „ 10 and 20 N. of E. . . . 10
5 1

5. „ 5 N. of E. and 5° S. of E. 9

6. 45 and 20 W. of N. . . . 11 55

Fig. 4.

6

3

or 71 per cent, of 89 observations.

3 h 2
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The precise bearings of these systems are

—

1. 12 8 W. of N. . . .
. (C).

2 # 18 5 E. of N. . . .
. (C";

3. 45 0 E. of N. . . .
. (A').

4. 14 0 N. of E. . . . . (A).

5. 1 6 S. of E. . . . . «
6. 46 26 W. of N. . . .

.
(O').

Of these systems of joints, 1 and 4, 3 and 6 are evidently conjugates, and neither

system closely corresponds with those of Waterford and Donegal, although that named

(A, C) comes within a few degrees of (A, C) of those localities.

The Conjugate Joint-Systems of the Mourne and Newry Mountains are therefore as

follows :

—

Table VIII.—Conjugate Joints of the Mourne and Newry Mountains.

Designation. Magnetic bearing. True bearing*.
Angle from

East to North.

A 14 ON. ofE. 39 40 N. of E.

J
88 8

C 12 8 W. of N. 37 48 W. of N.
A' 45 0 E. of N. 19 20 E. of N.

j
88 34

C' 46 26 W. of N. 17 54 S. of E.

In addition to
;

the foregoing systems, which are evidently conjugate, we have the

other systems, 2 and 5.

Magnetic bearing. True bearing.

System No. 2 (C").

System No. 5 (A 1
').

18 5 E. of N.
1 6 S. of E.

7 35 W. of N.
24 34 N. of E.

The accompanying diagram (fig. 5) exhibits the

six systems of joints just described, with the num-

ber of observations on which each is founded.

A very remarkable system of trap dykes pene-

trating the granite is exhibited in the railway cut-

tings from the Goragh Wood station to Slieve Gul-

lion, in the Newry Mountains.

They are twenty-five in number, and are given in

the following Table, numbered in order from Goragh

Wood to Slieve Gullion. It appears evident from

the Table that they are all reducible to four systems,

two of which have directions closely corresponding

with the joint-systems (C) and (C') already found.

* The magnetic variation of the Mourne district was 25° 40 f W.
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Table IX.—Trap Dykes in Granite between Goragh Wood and Slieve Gullion.

System (A")'?

No. Bearing. Dip.

15 10 S. of E. 60 S. Dolerite.

17 20 „ 50 S. Dolerite.

System C.

No. Bearing. Dip.
j

1 10 W. of N.
°

5 15 „ — E.

7 5 „ 90

9 15 „ 90
13 15 „ 70 E.

16 15 „ 70 E. Basalt.

18 15 „ 45 E.

19 20 „ 70 E.
20 15 „ 90
21 15 „ 70 E.

22 15 65 E.

23 15 70 E.

24 10 90
25 10 70 E.

Mean 13
0
34' W. of N.

System A'.

No. Bearing. Dip.

10 30 E. of N. 65 W.
12 55 „ 90

System C'.

No. Bearing. Dip.

2 45 W. of N.
°

3 45 70 N.
4 35 „ 70 N.
6 45 90
8 50 65 S.

11 50 „ 75 N.
14 35 45 S.

Mean 43
0
34' W. of N.

The trap dykes, with which other and distant parts of the Mourne district are inter-

sected, correspond in general direction with the joint-systems already found, as is shown

by the following, among other examples :

—
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Trap Dykes of Systems A and A".

Bearing. Dip. Rock. Locality.

5 N. of E. 50 S. Felstone (fyke in slate. Rostrevor.

E.W. 90 Greenstone dyke (19 feet wide) in slate. Rostrevor.

5 N. of E. 90 Greenstone dyke (12 feet wide) in slate. Killowen.

10N. of E. Greenstone in slate. Clogh More.
I 15 N. of E. Dolerite in slate. Slieve Bawn.

5 S. of E. 85 N. Felstone porphyry in granite. Slieve Bingian (little).

10 S. ofE. 90 Felstone in slate. Armer’s Hole.

20 S. of E. 90 Elvan in granite. Slieve Bingian.

Trap Dykes of System C.

Bearing. Dip. Rock. Locality.

|

°
N.S.

10 W. of N.
5 W. of N.

90
80 W.
30 W.

Basalt dyke in granite.

Greenstone dyke in slate.

Syenite in slate.

Ballymacilreiny.

Carlingford Mountain.
Carlingford Pier.

We have therefore evidence of the existence of the following systems of Joints and

Dykes in the Mourne and Newry Mountains :

—

I. Primary System :

—

(A). Joints. . . 14° O' N. of E. (Mag.)=39° 40' N. of E.

II. Conjugate of Primary :

—

(C). Joints. . . 12° 8 ' W. of N. (Mag.)=37° 48' W. of N.

Dykes. . . 13° 34' „ „ =39° 14' W. of N.

III. First Secondary System :

—

(A'). Joints ... 45° 0' E. of N. (Mag.)=19° 20' E. of N.

IV. Conjugate of First Secondary :

—

(C). Joints. . . 46° 26' W.ofN. (Mag.)=17° 54'S. ofE.

Dykes ... 43° 34' „ „ =20° 46' S. of E.

V. Second Secondary System :

—

(C"). Joints . . 18° 5' E. of N. (Mag.)=7° 35' W. of N.

The angles between the Primary and Secondary Systems are

Between Primary and First Secondary Systems

—

A—A' 31° 0' 7

C—C' (Joints) 34° 18' 1= 3

1

° 46 '.

C—C' (Dykes) 30° 0 '
J

Between Conjugate to Primary and Second Secondary-^

—

C—O' (Joints) 30° 13' 1 0

C—C" (Dykes and Joints) . . .
31° 39' J

“
3° 5 '
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Pabt III.—ON THE JOINT-SYSTEMS OF CORNWALL.

The following notice of the Joint-Systems is founded on my own observations, with

the exception of the two sets of observations made by Sir H. De la Beche and Mr. N.

Whitley, which I was permitted to copy by tracing from the diagram deposited in the

Museum of the Geological Society of Cornwall, in Penzance.

Sir H. De la Beche and other observers have noticed the relation between the direc-

tions of the lodes and of the joints in Cornwall. This relation is even more intimate

than they supposed, and extends to the Secondary Joints, which are well represented in

the mines by the Caunter Lodes, while the Conjugate Joints are represented by the

Cross Courses.

Joint-Planes observed in Cornwall.

System A.

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality. Bock.

1 10 N. of E. 90 Land’s End. Granite.

2 E.W. 90 Carn Bosavern. „
3 E.W. 90 Carn Marth. ”

From the MS. observations of Sir H. De la Beche and Mr. N. Wihtley,
in the Geological Society of Penzance.

4 24 N. of E. Land’s End. Granite.

5 21 „ ,, „
6 3 „ „
7 6 „ Gunnis Lake
8 8 S. of E.*

9 8 N. of E. „
10 14 „
11 6 „
12 9 a 5?

13 10 S. of E. Trincomlee Hill. »

Mean 6° 23 ' N. of E.
|

System C.

|

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality. Rock.

1 10 W. of N. 90 Land’s End. Granite.

2 N.S. 90 Carn Bosavern, St. Just. ,,

3 N.S. 90 Carn Brea. ..

4 N.S. 90 Carn Marth.
5 N.S. 90 Portreath. Slate.

From the MS. observations of Sir H.Dela Beche and Mr. N. Whitley,
in the Geological Society of Penzance.

6 1

0

W. of N. Pedn maen du. Granite.

7 10 Carn Clog.

8 15 Carn Creis.

9 21 Mill Bay.
10 17 Carn Barra.
11 7 Carn Mellyn. „
12 17 Tol pedn penwith. „
13 7 Porth Chaple.
14 13 Pedn maen an mear. ”

I Mean
|

9
0
4' W. of N.
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Other systems of Joint-Planes occur in the granite of Cornwall,

observed at Gunnis Lake the following joint-planes:

—

21° E. of N. (Mag.V
16°

99°
55 55 55

95 55 55

19
0
40' E. of N.

and at Trincomlee Hill, 13° E. of N.

Mr. Whitley has

And I observed at Carn Brea well-marked joints, which seem to be conjugate to the

foregoing, viz. 20° S. of E.

These joint-planes may possibly indicate the System (A"—C") observed in the co.

Waterford.

At Carn Marth 1 found joints bearing 40° W. of N., as in the Mourne Mountains.

The relation between the directions of the lodes and joints in Cornwall has been long

known. I was desirous of testing it in the Carn Brea district, and therefore asked per-

mission of the officers of Carn Brea, Dolcoath, and North Roskear Mines to make use

of their maps for the purpose
; the permission was readily granted, and I have here

tabulated the results of my investigation.

Direction of Main Lodes (Mag.), 1840.

System A.

No. Bearing. Name of lode. Mine.

I 15 N. of E. Highbarrow. Carn Brea.

2 9 „ Druid’s.

3 5 J> J, Teague’s. »
4 16 „ Western part. Dolcoath.

5 5 „ Eastern part.

6 11 „ South lode. „
7 16 „ „ Entral, western. „
8 5 „ Entral, eastern. 99

9 10 „ „ Main lode. North Roskear.

10 E.W. » »
11 5 N. of E. 99 99 99

Mean 8° 45
' N. of E.

Direction of Cross Courses conjugate to Main Lodes.

System C.

No. Bearing. Name of lode.

1
°
N.S. Carn Brea.

2 14 W. of N. 99 99

3 6 i> „ Great Cross Course, dividing Dolcoath from Cooks Kitchen.

Mean 6 ’ 40 ' W. of N.
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Direction of Caunter Lodes (A" '?).
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No. Bearing. Lode. Mine.

1 16 S. of E. Barncoose. Carn Brea.

2 22 „ „ Vigors’ Caunter. „ „
3 39 „ „ Caunter. Dolcoath.

4 40 „ „ Caunter. N. Roskear.

Cross Course, conjugate to the Caunters.

(C") 20° E. of N, in Carn Brea.

The following Systems may be regarded as fully established in Cornwall:

—

I. Primary System.

(A) Joints . .
6° 23' N. of E. (Mag.)* =30° 20' N. of E.

Lodes . .
8° 45' „ „ =34° 45' „

II. Conjugate of Primary.

(C) Joints . .
9° 4' W. of N. (Mag.) =33° 4'W. ofN.

Cross Courses 6° 40' „ „ =32° 40'
,,

The following System exists also, but is not so prominent.

III. Secondary System.

(A") Joints and Cross Courses 20° 0' S. of E. (Mag.) =4° N. of E.

IV. ' Conjugate of Secondary.

(C") Joints ... 18° O' E. of N. (Mag.) 6° W. of N.

Caunter Lodes 19° O' „ „ 7° „

The angles between the Primary and Secondary Systems are as follows :

—

Between Primary and Conjugate of Secondary,

(A—A")

(C-C")

(Joints . . .

(Lodes . . .

|
Joints . . .

(Cross Courses .

26° 23'

30° 45'

27° 4'

25° 40'

Mean 27° 28'

* I have assumed the mean variation in Cornwall to be 24° W. in 1860, and to have been 26° W. in the

year 1840.

3 iMDCCCLXIV.
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Part IY.—ON THE JOINT-SYSTEMS OF THE CO. FERMANAGH.

I have made the following observations on the Joints of the Carboniferous limestone

of the co. Fermanagh.

System A.

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality.

1 5 N. of E. 90 Belmore Mountain.
2 E.W. 90 „ „
3 15 S. of E. 90 Dunbar Quarry.
4 8 S. of E. 90 ”

Mean 4° 30' S. of E.

System C.

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality.

1 5 E. of N. 90 Dunbar Quarry.

2 N.S. 86 E. „ „
3 5 W. of N. 80 W.
4 7 E. of N. 90 „ „
5 15 E. of N. 90 „ „
6 10 W. of'N. 90 Belmore Mountain.

7 N.S. 90
8 10 W. of N. 90 „ „
9 N.S. 90 „ „

10 N.S. 80 E. ”

Mean o° 12 ' E. of N.

System A'.

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality.

1 20 N. of E.
O

90 Carrickreagh Quarry.

2 35 „ „ 90 » »
3 27 „ 90 Belmore Mountain.

4 30 „ 90 >5

Mean 28° 0 ' N. of E.

System C'.

No. Bearing. Dip. Locality.

1 23 W. of N. 84 E. Carrickreagh.

2 30 „ „ 78 W. „
3 32 „ „ 80 W. ”

Mean 29
0 20 ' W. of N.
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System (X).
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No. Bearing. Dip. Locality.

1 45 N. of E. so Carrickreagh,

2 45 „ 90
3 45 90 „
4 45 „ 76 S.E. Dunbar.

5 45 90 Belmore.

Mean 45
0 N. of E.

In these observations there is distinct evidence of a Primary and Secondary Conjugate

System, and of a third series of planes (X), which is well represented in the Mourne

Mountains.

I. Primary System . .

II. Conjugate to Primary

III. Secondary System

IV. Conjugate to Secondary

V. (X)

4° 30' S. of E. (Mag.) =21° 30' N. of. E.

0° 12' E. of N.

28° O' N. ofE.

29° 20' W. of N.

45° N. of E. .

=25° 48' W. of N.

= 54° 0'N. ofE.

=r55° 20' W. of N.

=19° 0'E. ofN.

The angle between the Primary and Secondary Systems is thus found

:

A—A' ... 32° 30')
„ ,

C—C' ... 29° 32')
31 1 '

Part Y.—GENERAL CONCLUSIONS FROM THE FOREGOING OBSERVATIONS.

Collecting together into one Table the results of the preceding observations, we find

the following :

—

Table X.—Primary and Secondary Joints (True Bearings).

Waterford. Donegal. Mourne. Cornwall. Fermanagh.

Primary System (A)
j

Conjugate to Primary (C) ...
<j

First Secondary (A')
<j

Conjugate to First Secondary 1

(C') ..1

Second Secondary (A")
<j

Conjugate to Second Secondary
(C")

,

y
<

r

r

r

F

r

N. of E.
32° 26'

W. of N.
31° 37'

N. of E.
58° 11'

W. of N.
60° 3'

S. of E.
5° 50'

E. of N.
4° 30'

N. of E.

26° 16'

W. of N.
29° 35'

N. of E.
58° 40'

N. of E.
39° 40'

W. of N.
38° 31'

N. of E.
70° 40'

W. of N.
70° 40'

W. of N.
7° 35'

N. of E.
32° 34'

W. of N.
32° 55'

(
1

N. of E.
4° 0'

W. of N.
6° 30'

N. of E.
21° 30'

W. of N.
25° 48'

N. of E.
54° 0'

[and 71° O'] ?

W. of N.
55° 20'

The only remarkable agreement as to direction of Joints disclosed by the preceding

3 1 2
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Table, is that between Waterford and Cornwall. If we compare together the primary

and secondary joints in each locality, we find the following Table:

—

Table XI.—Angle between Primary and Secondary Joints.

Waterford. Donegal. Mourne. Cornwall. Fermanagh.

Primary (A, C) and First Secondary (A', C')

+
27° 5'

+
32° 24'

+
31° 46'

+ +
31° 1'

Primary (A, C) and Second Secondary (A", C") 37° 11' 30° 56' 27° 28'

This Table discloses a very interesting and unexpected result, viz. that, in Waterford,

Donegal, Mourne, and Fermanagh, the angle between the Primary and First Secondary

Joint-Systems ranges between the narrow limits of 27° 5' and 32° 24', and that in

Waterford, Mourne, and Cornwall the angle between the Primary and Second Secondary

Joint-Systems ranges from 27° 28' to 37° 11'.

I hope to be able to show that this important result of observation is an easy con-

sequence of the mechanical theory of Joints; but before doing so, I shall prove by the

following Table, that the theory of Conjugate Joints used in my paper on the co.

Waterford applies equally well to the other districts examined by me.

Table XII.—Angles between Conjugate Joints, measured from East to North.

Systems. Waterford. Donegal. Mourne. Cornwall. Fermanagh.

Primary (A, C)
Secondary (A 1

, C')

Secondary (A". C"'!

89° 11'

91° 52'

91° 20'

93° 19'

CO

QO

O

00 CN

©

90° 21'

92° 30'

94° 18'

91° 20'

The tendency of Conjugate Joints to place themselves at right angles is plainly shown

by the foregoing Table.

Paet VI.—MECHANICAL THEORY OF ROCK JOINTS.

Rock masses are always arranged in sheets, whose dimensions in two rectangular

directions are much greater than in the third direction at right angles to the first two.

Hence, when a system of forces acts upon such a mass, its first effect will be to produce

a system of fissures at right angles to the plane of the resultant force. When other

forces are subsequently applied to the rock mass, already divided into bands by the

parallel fissures, their effect upon these rock bands will be different according as they

have a large vertical or large horizontal component. In the first case the bands of rock

will simply bend and break across along new fissures at right angles to the original

fissures. This cause produces the phenomena of conjugate joints, which have been

described and accounted for by several writers, and have been fully discussed by myself

in the paper, “ On the Physical Structure of the Old Red Sandstone of Waterford,” so

often referred to by me.
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I shall therefore direct my attention at present to the phenomena of Secondary Joints,

which have been shown to take place along directions inclined at about 30°, on each

side of the primary direction of the original joints. Let
^

xy, x'y' be the directions of two primary parallel joints,
5

and let a force P, acting horizontally, tend to produce
r .

a fracture in some unknown direction, ab, making an x > y'

angle 0 with the directions xy. x'y
1

;
if the band of rock

were capable of bending, this direction would be at right angles to the direction xy

;

but if, from the pressure of superincumbent rock masses, or other cause, it be prevented

from bending, it will fracture along the line ab, which is the plane of easiest fracture,

and whose direction 0 is thus found.

Let K denote the coefficient of cohesion of the rock, l the length of ab, and h the

perpendicular distance between xy and ody', and let p= tan X denote the coefficient of

friction of the rock.

The mechanical condition of equilibrium is evidently as follows :

—

P cos 0=z'Kl-\-yJ¥ sin 0,

or K i

?cos0=£Q+[,T>sm0 (1 )

Differentiating this equation, regarding P as a minimum and therefore (ZP=0, we find

—Psm0=—

^

5j-+/aPcosA (2)

Equating the values of P deduced from (1) and (2), we find

sin 0 (sin 0-{-yj cos 0)=cos 0 (cos 0— / sin 0) ;

from which follows

cos 20=^ sin 20 (3)

or

cot 20=tanX

;

and, finally,

20+X=9O° (4)

The values of X, determined for various kinds of rock, limestone, sandstone, and slate,

vary from 30° to 38°, thus giving for 0 corresponding values from 30° to 26°. These

values agree very well with the angles between the systems of Primary and Secondary

joints determined by the preceding observations in different localities ; and I believe that

the mechanical cause I have assigned is the true cause of these joints.

From this it follows that a single hypothesis as to the direction of a system of forces

is sufficient to account for the existence of three conjugate systems of joints, involving

six directions
; and it also explains the rudely hexagonal jointing of many rocks, if the

coefficient of friction be such as to render the angle 0 nearly 30°.

Many other consequences flow from the preceding investigations, into which I have

not time to enter, but which may be readily found and turned to practical use by the

field geologist who prefers one hypothesis to many.
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XII. On the Spectra of some of the Fixed Stars. By William Huggins, F.R.A.S.

,

and W. A. Miller, M.D., LL.D ., Treas. & V.P.B.S. , Professor of Chemistry
,

King's College, London.

Received April 28,—Read May 26, 1864.

§ I. Introduction.

1. The recent discovery by Kirchhoff of the connexion between the dark lines of

the solar spectrum and the bright lines of terrestrial flames, so remarkable for the wide

range of its application, has placed in the hands of the experimentalist a method of

analysis which is not rendered less certain by the distance of the objects the light of

which is to be subjected to examination. The great success of this method of analysis

as applied by Kirchhoff to the determination of the nature of some of the constituents

of the sun, rendered it obvious that it would be an investigation of the highest interest, in

its relations to our knowledge of the general plan and structure of the visible universe, to

endeavour to apply this new method of analysis to the light which reaches the earth from

the fixed stars. Hitherto the knowledge possessed by man of these immensely distant

bodies has been almost confined to the fact that some of them, which observation shows

to be united in systems, are composed of matter subjected to the same laws of gravita-

tion as those which rule the members of the solar system. To this may be added the

high probability that they must be self-luminous bodies analogous to our sun, and pro-

bably in some cases even transcending it in brilliancy. Were they not self-luminous, it

would be impossible for their light to reach us from the enormous distances at which,

the absence of sensible parallax in the case of most of them shows, they must be placed

from our system.

The investigation of the nature of the fixed stars by a prismatic analysis of the light

which comes to us from them, however, is surrounded with no ordinary difficulties. The

light of the bright stars, even when concentrated by an object-glass or speculum, is

found to become feeble when subjected to the large amount of dispersion which is

necessary to give certainty and value to the comparison of the dark lines of the stellar

spectra with the bright lines of terrestrial matter. Another difficulty, greater because

it is in its effect upon observation more injurious, and is altogether beyond the control

of the experimentalist, presents itself in the ever-changing want of homogeneity of the

earth’s atmosphere, through which the stellar light has to pass. This source of difficulty

presses very heavily upon observers who have to work in a climate so unfavourable in

this respect as our own. On any but the finest nights the numerous and closely approxi-

mated fine lines of the stellar spectra are seen so fitfully that no observations of value
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can be made. It is from this cause especially that we have found the inquiry, in which

for more than two years and a quarter we have been engaged, more than usually

toilsome ; and indeed it has demanded a sacrifice of time very great when compared with

the amount of information which we have been enabled to obtain.

2. Previously to January 1862, in which month we commenced these experiments,

no results of any investigation undertaken with a similar purpose had been published.

With other objects in view, two observers had described the spectra of a few of the

brighter stars, viz. Fraunhofer in 1823*, and Donati, whose memoir, “ Intorno alle

strie degli spettri stellari,” was published in the Annali del Museo Fiorentino for 1862.

Fraunhofer recognized the solar lines D, E, b, and F in the spectra of the Moon,

Venus, and Mars ; he also found the line D in Capella, Betelgeux, Procyon, and Pollux

;

in the two former he also mentions the presence of b. Castor and Sirius exhibited

other lines. Donati’s elaborate paper contains observations upon fifteen stars ; but in

no case has he given the positions of more than three or four bars, and the positions

which he ascribes to the lines of the different spectra relatively to the solar spectrum do

not accord with the results obtained either by Fraunhofer or by ourselves. As might

have been anticipated from his well-known accuracy, we have not found any error in

the positions of the lines indicated by Fraunhofer.

3. Early in 1862 we had succeeded in arranging a form of apparatus in which a few

of the stronger lines in some of the brighter stars could be seen. The remeasuring of

those already described by Fraunhofer and Donati, and even the determining the

positions of a few similar lines in other stars, however, would have been of little value

for our special object, which was to ascertain, if possible, the constituent elements of the

different stars. We therefore devoted considerable time and attention to the perfecting

of an apparatus which should possess sufficient dispersive and defining power to resolve

such lines as D and b of the solar spectrum. Such an instrument would bring out the

finer lines of the spectra of the stars, if in this respect they resembled the sun. It was

necessary for our purpose that the apparatus should further be adapted to give accurate

measures of the lines which should be observed, and that it should also be so con-

structed as to permit the spectra of the chemical elements to be observed in the instru-

ment simultaneously with the spectra of the stars. In addition to this, it was needful

that these two spectra should occupy such a position relatively to each other, as to

enable the observer to determine with certainty the coincidence or non-coincidence of

the bright lines of the elements with the dark lines in the light from the star.

Before the end of the year 1862 we had succeeded in constructing an apparatus which

fulfilled part of these conditions. With this some of the lines of the spectra of Alde-

baran, a Orionis, and Sirius were- measured ; and from these measures diagrams of these

stars, in greater detail than had then been published, were laid before the Royal Society

in February 1863. After the note was sent to the Society, we became acquainted with

some similar observations on several other stars by Rutherfurd, in Silliman’s Journal

* Gilbert’s ‘ Ann a,Ian/ vol. Ixxiv. p. 374.
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for 1863*. About the same time figures of a few stellar spectra were also published by

SECCHif. In March 1863, the Astronomer Royal presented a diagram to the Royal

Astronomical Society, in which are shown the positions of a few lines in sixteen stars

Since the date at which our note was sent to the Royal Society our apparatus has

been much improved, and in its present form of construction it fulfils satisfactorily

several of the conditions required.

§ II. Description of the Apparatus and Methods of Observation employed.

4. This specially constructed spectrum apparatus is attached to the eye end of a

refracting telescope of 8 inches aperture and 10 feet focal length, which is mounted

equatorially in the observatory of Mr. Huggins at Upper Tulse Hill. The object-

glass is a very fine one, by Alvan Clark of Cambridge, Massachusetts ; the equatorial

mounting is by Cooke of York ; and the telescope is carried very smoothly by a clock

motion.

As the linear spectrum of the point of light which a star forms at the focus of the

object-glass is too narrow for the observation of the dark lines, it becomes necessary to

spread out the image of the star ; and to prevent loss of light, it is of importance that this

enlargement should be in one direction only
; so that the whole of the light received by

the object-glass should be concentrated into a fine line of light as narrow as possible,

and having a length not greater than will correspond to the breadth of the spectrum

(when viewed in the apparatus) just sufficient to enable the eye to distinguish with ease

the dark lines by which it maybe crossed. No arrangement tried by us has been found

more suitable to effect this enlargement in one direction than a cylindrical lens, which

was first employed for this purpose by Fraunhofer. In the apparatus by which the

spectra described in our “Note” of February 1863 were observed, the cylindrical lens

employed was plano-convex, of 0*5 inch focal length. This was placed within the focus

of the object-glass and immediately in front of the slit of the collimator.

The present form of the apparatus is represented in Plate X. figs. 1 & 2, where the

cylindrical lens is marked a. This is plano-convex, an inch square, and of about 14

inches focal length. The lens is mounted in an inner tube, b, sliding within the tube c,

by which the apparatus is adapted to the eye end of the telescope. The axial direction

of the cylindrical surface is placed at right angles to the slit d
,
and the distance of the

lens from the slit within the converging pencils from the object-glass is such as to give

exactly the necessary breadth to the spectrum.

In consequence of the object-glass being over-corrected, the red and, especially, the

violet pencils are less spread out than the pencils of intermediate refrangibility
; so that

the spectrum, instead of having a uniform breadth, becomes slightly narrower at the red

end, and tapers off in a greater degree towards the more refrangible extremity §.

* Vol. xxxv. p. 71. f Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1405, March 3, 1863.

t Monthly Notices, Eoy. Astron. Soc. vol. xxiii. p. 190.

§ The experiment was made of so placing the cylindrical lens that the axial direction of its convex cylin-

MDCCCLXIV. 3 K
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In front of the slit d
,
and over one half of it, is placed a right-angled prism e, for the

purpose of reflecting the light which it receives from the mirrorf through the slit. In

the brass tube c are two holes : by one of these the light is allowed to pass from the

mirror to the reflecting-prism e ; and by means of the other, access to the milled head

for regulating the width of the slit is permitted. Behind the slit, and at a distance

equal to its focal length, is placed an achromatic collimating lens g,
made by T. Boss

;

this has a diameter of 0’6 inch and a focal length of 4^ inches. These proportions are

such that the lens receives the whole of the light which diverges from the linear image

of the star when this is brought exactly within the jaws of the slit.

The dispersing portion of the apparatus consists of two prisms, A, each having a

refracting angle of about 60°
; they were made by T. Boss, and are of very dense and

homogeneous flint glass. The prisms are supported upon a suitable mounting, which

permits them to be duly levelled and adjusted. Since the feebleness of the light from

the stars limits the observations for the most part to the central and more luminous

portions of the spectrum, the prisms have been adjusted to the angle of minimum devia-

tion for the ray D. A cover of brass, k, encloses this part of the apparatus
;
and by this

means the prisms are protected from accidental displacement, and from dust.

The spectrum is viewed through a small achromatic telescope .1, furnished with an

object-glass of 0-8 inch diameter and 6 "75 inches focal length. This telescope has an

adjustment for level at m. The axis of the telescope can be lowered and raised, and the

tube can be also rotated around the vertical axis of support at n. At the focus of the

object-glass are fixed two wires, crossing at an angle of 90°. These are viewed, together

with the spectrum, by a positive eyepiece p, giving a magnifying power of 5'7 diameters.

As the eyes of the two observers do not possess the same focal distance, a spectacle-lens,

corresponding to the focal difference between the two, was fitted into a brass tube, which

slipped easily over the eyepiece of the telescope, and was used or withdrawn as was

necessary.

This telescope, when properly adjusted and clamped, is carried by a micrometer-screw

q ,
which was constructed and fitted to the instrument by Cooke and Sons. The centre

of motion about which it is carried is placed approximatively at the point of intersec-

tion of the red and the violet pencils from the last prism ; consequently it falls within

drical surface should he parallel with the direction of the slit. The line of light is in this case formed by the

lens
;
and the length of this line, corresponding to the visible breadth of the spectrum, is equal to the diameter

of the cone of rays from the object-glass where they fall upon the slit. With this arrangement, the spectrum

appears to he spread out, in place of being contracted at the two extremities. Owing to the large amount of

dispersion to which the light is subjected, it was judged unadvisable to weaken still further the already feeble

illumination of the extremities of the spectrum
;
and in the examination of the stellar spectra the position of

the cylindrical lens with its axis at right angles to the slit, as mentioned in the text, was therefore adopted.

A plano-concave cylindrical lens of about 14 inches negative focal length was also tried. The slight advan-

tage which this possesses over the convex form is more than balanced by the inconvenience of the increased

length given to the whole apparatus.
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the last face of the prism nearest the small telescope. All the pencils therefore which

emerge from the prism are, by the motion of the telescope, caused to fall nearly centri-

cally upon its object-glass. -The micrometer screw has 50 threads to an inch; and

each revolution is read to the hundredth part, by the divisions engraved upon the head.

This gives a scale of about 1800 parts to the interval between the lines A and H of the

solar spectrum. During the whole of the observations the same part of the screw has

been used ; and the measures being relative, the inequalities, if any, in the thread of this

part of the screw do not affect the accuracy of the results. The eye lens for reading the

divisions of the micrometer-screw is shown at s.

The mirrorf receives the light to be compared with that of the star-spectrum, and

reflects it upon the prism e, in front of the slit d. This light was usually obtained from

the induction spark taken between electrodes of different metals, fragments or wires of

which were held by a pair of small forceps attached to the insulating ebonite clamp

r. Upon a moveable stand in the observatory was placed the induction coil, already

described by one of us*, in the secondary circuit of which was inserted a Leyden jar,

having 140 square inches of tinfoil upon each of its surfaces. The exciting battery,

which, for the convenience of being always available, consisted of four cells of Smee’s

construction, with plates 6 inches by 3, was placed without the observatory. Wires, in

connexion with this and the coil, were so arranged that the observer could make and

break contact at pleasure without removing his eye from the small telescope. This was

the more important since, by tilting the mirror f, it is possible, within narrow limits,

to alter the position of the spectrum of the metal relatively to that of the star. An
arrangement is thus obtained which enables the observer to be assured of the perfect

correspondence in relative position in the instrument of the stellar spectrum and the

spectrum to be compared with it.

5. The satisfactory performance of this apparatus is proved by the very considerable

dispersion and admirably sharp definition of the known lines in the spectra of the sun

and metallic vapours. When it is directed to the sun, the line D is sufficiently divided

to permit the line within it, marked in Kirchhoff’s map as coincident with nickel, to

be seen. The close groups of the metallic spectra are also well resolved.

When this improved apparatus was directed to the stars, a large number of fine lines

was observed, in addition to those that had been previously seen. In the spectra of all

the brighter stars which we have examined, the dark lines appear to be as fine and as

numerous as they are in the solar spectrum. The great breadth of the lines in the

green and more refrangible parts of Sirius and some other stars, as seen in the less per-

fect form of apparatus which was first employed, and which band-like appearance was

so marked as specially to distinguish them, has, to a very great extent, disappeared

;

and though these lines are still strong, they now appear, as compared with the strongest

of the solar lines, by no means so abnormally broad as to require these stars to be placed

in a class apart. No stars sufficiently bright to give a spectrum have been observed to

* Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 141.

3 k 2
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be without lines. The stars admit of no such broad distinctions of classification. Star

differs from star alone in the grouping and arrangement of the numerous fine lines by

which their spectra are crossed.

6. For the convenience of reference and comparison, a few of the more characteristic

lines of twenty-nine of the elements were measured with the instrument. These were

laid down to scale, in order to serve as a chart, for the purpose of suggesting, by a com-

parison with the lines measured in the star, those elements the coincidence of the lines

of which with stellar lines was probable.

For the purpose of ensuring perfect accuracy in relative position in the instrument

between the star-spectrum and the spectrum to be observed simultaneously with it, the

following general method of observing was adopted:—The flame of a small lamp of

alcohol, saturated with chloride of sodium, was placed centrally before the object-glass

of the telescope, so as to furnish a sodium-spectrum. The sodium-spectrum was then

obtained by the induction spark, and the mirror/was so adjusted that the components

of the double line D, which is well divided in the instrument, should be severally coin-

cident in the two spectra. The lamp was then removed, and the telescope directed to

the sun, when Fraunhofer’s line D was satisfactorily observed to coincide perfectly with

that of sodium in the induction-spark. Having thus ascertained that the sodium lines

coincided in the instrument with the solar lines D, it was of importance to have assurance

from experiment that the other parts of the solar spectrum would also accurately agree

in position with those corresponding to them in the spectrum of comparison. When
electrodes of magnesium were employed, the components of the triple group character-

istic of this metal severally coincided with the corresponding lines of the group b.

C and F also agreed exactly in position with the lines of hydrogen ; the coincidence of

several of the principal lines of iron was also observed. The stronger of the Fraunhofer

lines were measured in the spectra of the moon and of Venus, and these measures were

found to be accordant with those of the same lines taken in the solar spectrum.

Before commencing the examination of the spectrum of a star, the alcohol-lamp was

again placed before the object-glass of the telescope, and the correct adjustment of the

apparatus obtained with certainty. The first observation was whether the star contained

a double line coincident with the sodium line D. When the presence of such a line

had been satisfactorily determined, we considered it sufficient in subsequent observations

of the same star to commence by ascertaining the exact agreement in position of this

known stellar line with the sodium line D.

Since from flexure of the parts of the spectrum apparatus the absolute reading of the

micrometer might vary when the telescope was directed to stars differing greatly in alti-

tude, the measure of the line in the star which was known to be coincident with that of

sodium was always taken at the commencement and at the end of each set of measures.

The distances of the other lines from this line, and not the readings of the micrometer,

were then finally registered as the measures of their position ; and these form the numbers

given in the Tables, from which the diagrams of the star-spectra have been laid down.
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The very close approximation*, not unfrequently the identity, of the measures

obtained for the same line on different occasions, as well as the very exact agreement of

the lines laid down from these measures with the stellar lines subsequently determined

by a direct comparison with metallic lines the positions of which were known, have

given the authors great confidence in the minute accuracy of the numbers and drawings

which they have now the honour of laying before the Society.

§ III. Observations on the Moon and Planets.

7. It is well known that in the solar spectrum many additional remarkable lines

make their appearance when light from the sun seen near the horizon reaches the

observer, after having traversed a much greater length of our atmosphere than when the

sun is viewed at greater altitudes. This circumstance suggested to us the importance

of a careful examination of the solar light after reflexion from the moon and planets, in

reference to the extent and analogous constitution of atmospheres possibly surrounding

these bodies. As far as practicable, the spectra of the moon, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn have been observed on several occasions with this special object in view.

8. The Moon .—All the astronomical phenomena in which we should expect to dis-

cover indications of an atmosphere about the moon, if such exist, agree in proving the

non-existence of a lunar atmosphere of sensible amount. From the absence of appre-

ciable refraction at the moon’s limb, and from the sudden extinction during a total

lunar eclipse of stars of even the tenth and eleventh magnitude at the limb of the moon,

“we are,” writes Sir John Herschel, “entitled to conclude that no amount of appre-

ciable vapour is suspended near the surface of the moon, and the non-existence of

an atmosphere at the moon’s edge having the 1980th part of the density of the earth’s

atmosphere ”f.

As by direct observation we know that the solar light is reflected from the surface of

the moon, the light which reaches the earth after having undergone this reflexion must

have passed through a length of lunar atmosphere, if such exist, at least equal to double

the height of such atmosphere above that surface of the moon which is visible to us.

From some parts of the moon, when the whole or a large part of its illuminated surface

is turned towards the earth, the length of the column of lunar atmosphere which the

solar light would have to traverse would be considerably greater.

The examination of lunar light by the spectroscope, and the comparison of the light

reflected from different portions of the moon’s illuminated surface with each other by

this method, would take place under conditions favourable to the detection of an atmo-

sphere of considerable extent, if such exist.

The moon was examined by us on April 12 and November 26, 1862, March 31 and

* These measures, on repeated observation, seldom varied more than a single division of the scale, or -j-g^-yth

of the distance between A and H.

f Outlines of Astronomy, 7th edition, par. 431, p. 284. See also a paper by Professor Chaxjjs in the

Monthly Notices of the Eoy. Astron. Soc., vol. xxiii. p. 254, June 1863.
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December 31, 1863, March 15 and 19, and April 12, 1864. The solar lines were per-

fectly well seen, appearing exceedingly sharp and fine. The line D was well divided,

and its components were observed to coincide with those of sodium. Coincidence of

the magnesium group with the three lines forming b was also observed. The lunar

spectrum is indeed full of fine lines, and they were well seen from B to about halfway

between G and H. On all these occasions no other strong lines were observed than

those which are visible in the solar spectrum when the sun has a considerable altitude.

Previously to the observations of March 15 and 19 and April 12, 1864, the appa-

ratus was directed to the sun when near the horizon, and the relative positions and

characteristic appearances of the atmospheric lines in the orange and red were carefully

observed. These portions of the spectrum were closely scrutinized when the moon’s

light was afterwards examined ; but no indication of similar lines could be detected. On
each of the three evenings just mentioned successive portions of the moon’s illuminated

surface from the centre to the circumference were brought before the slit of the spec-

trum apparatus. The quantity of light from different parts was observed to be very

different, but not the smallest change in the lines of the spectrum could be perceived,

either in respect of relative intensity or the addition or disappearance of any lines*.

The result of this spectrum analysis of the light reflected by the moon is wholly

negative as to the existence of any considerable lunar atmosphere f.

9. The Planets Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn .—The very sensible and rapidly

changing appearances of the disk of Jupiter, other than those due to the rotation of the

planet, present very strong evidence of the existence of a very considerable atmosphere

about Jupiter. The same, though in a much less marked degree, is probably true of

Saturn and Mars. In addition, the diminished brightness of the disk of Jupiter near

the periphery supports the inference that an atmosphere exists about that planet.

The planet Jupiter was observed on April 12, 1862, and April 14 and May 1, 1863.

* [With, the spectrum apparatus described at page 421, the spectra of particular and very limited regions of

the moon’s surface can be examined. The opening of the slit of the apparatus corresponding to a spectrum that

can be separately observed is about gyy inch x inch. The image of the moon formed by the object-glass

of the telescope has a diameter of 1-04 inch. Practically it is found that the light reflected from an area upon

the surface of the moon of about one-third that of Tycho can be analyzed in the instrument.

The particular spot of the moon’s surface under observation can be ascertained by means of the finder attached

to the telescope. Eor this purpose, however, a special set of wires, accurately adjusted, and an eyepiece of

considerable power are necessary. When the part of the moon’s surface under observation presents marked

inequalities of illumination, the spectra of these differently illuminated portions can be easily recognized by the

differences in their comparative brightness. In these observations the cylindrical lens may be removed.

—

August 31, 1864.]

f [A remarkably favourable opportunity of observing the effect upon the solar spectrum of transmission

through a very large extent of the earth’s atmosphere presents itself on the occasion of an eclipse of the moon.

We had made preparations to observe the copper-coloured light reflected from the moon during the eclipse of

June 1, 1863. The small altitude of the moon on this occasion rendered the observation impossible, from the

circumstance that the eye end of the telescope, increased in length by the spectrum apparatus, came too near

the wall of the observatory.—August 31, 1864.]
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The solar lines B, C, D, E, b, F, and G were seen, with numerous fine intermediate lines,

and D, E, b, and F were measured ; but no marked lines other than those usually pre-

sent in the solar spectrum were detected.

[Since these observations were made, we have had a spectrum apparatus constructed

by Mr. Browning, optician, of the Minories, which is similar in general arrangement to

that already described, but possesses much less dispersive power. In this apparatus the

cylindrical lens, the collimating lens, and the object-glass of the small telescope corre-

spond exactly in diameter and in focal length with those of which a description has

been given ; but the eyepiece of the telescope is of less power, and has a magnifying

power of about three diameters. A second eyepiece was occasionally used, magnifying

nine diameters. Two prisms are employed ; one has a refracting angle of 35°, the other

a refracting angle of 45°.

With this apparatus, in the spectrum of Jupiter a strong line in the red is seen

which is scarcely distinguishable with the more powerful instrument, and was from this

cause overlooked in our earlier observations. The remarkable increase of visibility of

this line is due to the much greater brilliancy of the spectrum in this apparatus ; and

this is much more than inversely proportional to the diminution of the dispersion, since,

on account of the greatly reduced obliquity of incidence, the loss of light at the surfaces

of the prisms by reflexion is much less. This saving of light in the spectrum apparatus

is of very great importance in observations of the planetary spectra. The image of a

planet in the telescope is not a point, but forms a disk of considerable magnitude rela-

tively to the image of a star. Of this image, enlarged in one direction by the cylindrical

lens, a very narrow section only, corresponding to the breadth of the slit, passes on

through the collimating lens to the prisms ; and this portion only of the total light

collected by the object-glass becomes available to form the spectrum. On this account

we have found the observations of the planets much more difficult than would be obser-

vations of stars possessing an equal apparent brilliancy.

This band of which we are now speaking in the spectrum of Jupiter occurs in a rather

obscure part of the spectrum ; moreover, by the instrument of greater dispersive power,

it appears to be resolved into two or more lines, which are severally very faint, and are

less visible than a single stronger line. The altitude of Jupiter being small (about 22°

above the horizon) at the time of observation, it was of great importance to have satis-

factory evidence that this band was not due to absorption by our atmosphere.

On June 16, 1864, the moon and Jupiter being near each other in the sky, the oppor-

tunity was seized to compare directly the moon’s light with that of Jupiter under precisely

similar conditions of atmosphere. The observations of this evening were decisive in

showing that this band in the spectrum of Jupiter was due to a modification suffered by

the solar light before reaching our atmosphere, and therefore due probably to absorp-

tion by the atmosphere of Jupiter.

On June 20, and on July 12 and 14, an observation still more crucial was obtained.

The length of the opening of the slit is much greater than the diameter of the tele-
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scopic image of Jupiter, even after elongation by the cylindrical lens. If, therefore, at

the time of observation the light from the sky is sufficiently intense to form a visible

spectrum, the spectrum of the sky is seen in the instrument together with the spectrum

of Jupiter, and much exceeding it in breadth. When the period is so chosen that the

degree of illumination of the sky is suitable in proportion to the intensity of the light

of Jupiter, the solar lines and those due to our atmosphere are well seen in close con-

tiguity with the lines in the spectrum of Jupiter, and occupying exactly similar relative

positions. The sky-spectrum is seen under precisely similar conditions of altitude and

of state of atmosphere. To the light of Jupiter under these circumstances of observa-

tion is added the light reflected from the small area of sky immediately between the

observer and the planet. This light is, however, too faint in proportion to that of

Jupiter to become a source of error. In the diagram, fig. 3, Plate X., the position

of this band is shown relatively to the spectrum of the sky. The band at 914 of the

scale appears to be coincident with, but much stronger than, a faint band in the sky-

spectrum. This increase in the strength of the band is probably due to an absorptive

action exerted by the atmosphere of the planet.

The bands at 882 and 1033 of the scale are less intense in the spectrum of Jupiter

than in the spectrum of the light of the sky. This variation of intensity is probably

due to the circumstance that the light from the southern sky, before it is reflected to the

observer, on account of the position of the sun, which is then near the horizon, has had

to traverse a very much larger amount, and a more dense portion, of our atmosphere

than that traversed by the light received from Jupiter. It is in accordance with this

explanation that these bands are also less intense in the spectrum of the moon when

similarly compared with those of the sky.

Other lines less refrangible were perceived in the spectrum of Jupiter, but were not

sufficiently distinct to be measured. The bands in the orange and the red to which we

have referred, when examined in the spectrum apparatus of greater dispersive power,

and with a much stronger illumination by directing the apparatus to the sun when near

the horizon, are resolved into groups of lines. The stronger of these lines are repre-

sented in the upper spectrum of the diagram. The relative position of the band in the

red due to lines of oxygen and nitrogen when the induction spark is taken in air, is

shown below the spectrum of Jupiter. This band is in a small degree more refrangible

than the strong band due to Jupiter.

If this band, at 914 of the scale, in Jupiter’s spectrum consists of lines severally coin-

cident with the lines composing the faint atmospheric band with which it appears to

correspond in position, it would seem entitled to be regarded as an evidence of the

similarity of Jupiter’s atmosphere with our own, with respect at least to one of its con-

stituents, or to one of the vapours diffused through it. The smaller intensity of the

bands 882 and 1033 would appear to oppose the supposition that Jupiter’s atmosphere

is identical with our own. This negative evidence, however, cannot be regarded as of

much weight, since telescopic observations show that the light which we receive from
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Jupiter is for the most part reflected from clouds floating in its atmosphere at an eleva-

tion above the planetary surface. The solar light, therefore, would not traverse the lower

and denser portions of Jupiter’s atmosphere, corresponding to those of our own atmo-

sphere in which the vapours, which probably produce these lines, appear to be chiefly

present. The band about C, and that a little more refrangible at 838 of the scale,

appear quite as strong in Jupiter as in the light from the sky. It may therefore be

supposed that these bands are in part due to absorption at Jupiter, since the light from

Jupiter suffers less absorption from our atmosphere than does the solar light reflected

from the sky under the circumstances in which the observations were made.

With the exception of these bands in the orange and the red, the spectrum of

Jupiter appeared to correspond exactly with that of the sky.—August 31, 1864.]

Saturn was observed on April 12, 1862, April 14, 1863, and April 12, 1864. Several

solar lines were seen, but the spectrum was too faint to permit of any satisfactory deter-

mination as to the presence or absence of atmospheric lines.

[The spectrum of Saturn was observed with the apparatus and in the manner described

when speaking of Jupiter, on June 13, 16, and 20. The spectrum was more difficult of

observation, on account of the feebler brilliancy of Saturn, and its less favourable posi-

tion. Bands in the red and orange were seen similar to those in the spectrum of Jupi-

ter, and by measurement these bands were found to occupy positions in the spectrum

corresponding to those of the bands of Jupiter.—August 31, 1864.]

The spectrum of Mars was observed on November 6, 1862, and April 17, 1863. The

principal solar lines were seen, and no other strong lines were noticed.

[On August 10 and 29, 1864, we re-examined Mars, using the new spectrum apparatus.

No lines in the red, similar to those of Jupiter and Saturn, were observed; but in the

extreme red, probably about B and a
,
two or three strong lines were seen. With the

exception of these, no lines were detected in the red, orange, yellow, and green portions

of the spectrum, other than those of the solar spectrum. At about F the brilliancy of

the spectrum diminishes in a remarkable manner, in consequence of a series of strong

and nearly equidistant bands, which commences at F and continues towards the more

refrangible end as far as the spectrum can be traced. The absorption of these bands is

evidently the cause of the predominance of the red rays in the light of this planet.

The spectrum apparatus of greater power resolves these bands in the blue into groups

of lines.—August 31, 1864.]

The light of Venus gives a spectrum of great beauty. The observations were chiefly

made on April 17, 22, and 26, 1863. The line D was seen double. B, C, and nume-

rous solar lines to a little distance beyond G, were distinctly visible
;
and the principal of

these were measured and found to agree with corresponding lines in the solar spectrum.

Lines other than these, and in the position in which the stronger atmospheric lines pre-

sent themselves, were carefully looked for, but no satisfactory evidence of any such lines

has been obtained. Venus was observed as early in the evening as possible, and while

a considerable amount of daylight still remained.

mdccclxiv. 3 L
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The imperfect evidence which analysis by the prism affords of the existence of atmo-

spheres around these planets, notwithstanding the high probability, amounting almost

to certainty in the case of Jupiter, that such atmospheres do exist, may receive an ex-

planation in the supposition that the light is chiefly reflected, not from the planetary

surfaces, but from masses of cloud in the upper strata of their atmospheres. In this

case the length of atmosphere which the light would have to traverse would be con-

siderably lessened. With perhaps the exception of Mars, telescopic observations are in

favour of such a supposition.

§ IV. Observations on the Fixed Stars.

10. The number of fixed stars which we have, to a greater or less extent, examined

amounts to nearly 50. We have, however, concentrated our efforts upon three or four

of the brighter stars, and two only of these have been mapped with any degree of com-

pleteness. These spectra are, indeed, as rich in lines as that of the sun, and even with

these it may be advantageous to compare the spectra of additional metals when the season

is again favourable. The few really fine nights that are available whilst the star is well

situated for such observations, in respect of altitude and the time of sun-setting, neces-

sarily make the complete investigation even of a single star the work of some years.

11. Aldebaran (a Tauri) (Plate XI.).—The light of this star is of a pale red. When
viewed in the spectroscope, numerous strong lines are at once evident, particularly in

the orange, the green, and the blue portions. The positions of about seventy of these

lines have been measured, and their places have been given in the Table. Besides these,

numerous other strong lines are visible, particularly in the blue, but they have not been

measured, owing to the feebleness of the light
; we have therefore not inserted them in

the Table or in the diagram. A similar remark is applicable also to the results of our

examination of a Orionis and (3 Pegasi.

We have compared the spectra of sixteen of the terrestrial elements by simultaneous

observation with the spectrum of Aldebaran, of course selecting those in which we had

reason, from the observations, to believe coincidence was most likely to occur. Nine of

these spectra exhibited lines coincident with certain lines in the spectrum of the star.

They are as follows :—sodium, magnesium, hydrogen, calcium, iron, bismuth, tellurium,

antimony, and mercury.

(1 )
Sodium.—The double line at D was coincident with a double line in the stellar

spectrum.

(2) Magnesium.—The three components of the group at b, from electrodes of the

metal, were coincident with three lines in the star-spectrum.

(3) Hydrogen.—The line in the red corresponding to C, and the line in the green cor-

responding to F in the solar spectrum, were coincident with strong lines in the spectrum

of Aldebaran.

(4) Calcium.—Electrodes of the metal were used ;
four lines in its spectrum were

observed to coincide with four of the stellar lines.
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(5) Iron.—The lines in the spectrum of this metal are very numerous, but not remark-

able for intensity. There was a double line corresponding to E in the solar spectrum,

and three other more refrangible well-marked lines coincident with lines in the star.

(6) Bismuth .—Four strong lines in the spectrum of this metal coincided with four in

the star-spectrum.

(7) Tellurium.—In the spectrum of this metal also four of the strongest lines coin-

cided with four in the spectrum of the star.

(8) Antimony.—Three of the lines in the spectrum of antimony were observed to coin-

cide with stellar lines.

(9) Mercury.—Four of the brightest lines in the mercury-spectrum correspond in

position with four lines of the star.

It must not be supposed that other lines in all the spectra of the elements above

enumerated do not possess corresponding lines in the star-spectrum. Comparisons of

this kind are extremely fatiguing to the eye, and are necessarily limited to the stronger

lines of each spectrum. In no case, in the instances above enumerated, did we find any

strong line in the metallic spectrum wanting in the star-spectrum, in those parts where

the comparison could be satisfactorily instituted.

Seven other elements were compared with this star, viz. nitrogen, cobalt, tin, lead, cad-

mium, lithium, and barium. No coincidence was observed. With nitrogen three strong

double lines were compared, with cobalt one strong single line and a double line, with

tin five lines, with lead two strong lines, with cadmium three lines, with barium two of

the strongest in the green, and with lithium the line in the orange, but were found to

be without any strong lines in the star-spectrum corresponding with them. The positions

of these several lines relatively to the star-spectrum are given in the diagram.

12. u Orionis (Betelgeux) (Plate XI.).—The light of this star has a decided orange

tinge. None of the stars which we have examined exhibits a more complex or remark-

able spectrum than this. Strong groups of lines are visible, especially in the red, the

green, and the blue portions. In the blue comparatively few of these lines have been

measured with accuracy ; we have therefore not inserted them in the Table or the dia-

gram. We have measured the position of about eighty lines in the brighter portions of

this spectrum.

In the interval between the divisions 890 and 920 of the scale adopted in the diagram,

is a shading as of fine lines. A fainter shading of the same character is observed between

990 and 1010, also from 1050 to 1069. A stronger similar shading occurs from 1145

to 1170, and from 1280 to 1300. A similar shaded band commences at 1420, and

another at 1557.

The spectra obtained from sixteen elementary bodies were observed simultaneously

with the spectrum of a Orionis. In five of these, viz. sodium, magnesium, calcium, iron,

and bismuth, lines corresponding with certain stellar lines were found to exist.

(1) Sodium.—The lines coincident with D are fainter in this star than in Aldebaran.

(2) Magnesium.—Decided group of three stellar lines coincident with the group at b.

3 l 2
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(3) Calcium.—Four lines of this metal were on two different occasions seen to be

coincident with four lines in the spectrum of the star.

(4) Iron.—The double line of this metal at E, and three other more refrangible bright

lines, coincide with lines in the star-spectrum.

(5) Bismuth.—In the spectrum of this metal also four lines were found to coincide

with four in the stellar spectrum.

Thallium.—The bright green line so characteristic of this metal appears to coincide

with one of the lines seen in the star-spectrum ; but this line may be due to calcium,

since the small difference between the position of the thallium line and that of one of

the calcium lines very close to it would not be distinguishable with the dispersive power

of the apparatus employed.

In the spectra of the other elements which we compared with that of the star, no

coincidences occur.

Hydrogen.—There is no line coincident with the red line C of hydrogen ;
but in the

star are two strong lines, one on either side of the position of C : there is also no line

coincident with F. It is strikingly confirmatory of this method of analysis, that in all

the stars hitherto examined by us in which a line corresponding to C exists, that corre-

sponding to F is also found. When F is absent, C is also wanting.

In nitrogen three strong double lines were compared. In tin five lines, and in lead

two bright lines were compared, but no coincidence was found.

Gold.—The strongest of the gold lines approximates closely in position to one in the

spectrum of the star, but it is probably not coincident.

Three of the strong lines of cadmium
,
two of silver

,
four of mercury

,
two of barium ,

and one (the orange line) of lithium were observed to be not coincident with any of the

lines visible in the star. In these comparisons, when barium was used, it was employed

in the form of a nearly solid amalgam.

The opening of the slit was maintained at the same width (not more than the -g-jjoth

of an inch) for all the observations, both with Aldebaran and a Orionis. In the case of

the fainter star which follows, it was very slightly widened.

13. (3 Pegasi.—The colour of this star is a fine yellow. In the general arrangement

of the groups, in the gradation of the strength of the lines composing the groups, and

in the absence of the hydrogen lines, this spectrum, though much fainter, is closely

analogous with the spectrum of a Orionis, as figured in the Plate.

This star was carefully observed on many different occasions ; but the faintness of the

star, and the unfavourable state of the atmosphere on many of the nights of observa-

tion, did not permit the same number of lines to be measured, nor allow a comparison

with an equal number of terrestrial elements. From November 10, 1862, when twelve

lines were observed, to the present year, we have scrutinized the star carefully.

Nine of the elements were compared with the spectrum of (3 Pegasi. Two of these,

viz. sodium and magnesium
,
and perhaps a third, viz. barium

,
furnish spectra in which

there are lines which coincide with lines in the spectrum of the star.
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The spectra of iron and manganese were also compared with that of the star, but the

state of the atmosphere prevented any certain conclusion.

The lines in the spectra of nitrogen
,
tin

,
and mercury were not coincident with any

definite lines in the star-spectrum. Neither of the hydrogen lines corresponding to C

and F was present.

At the end of the paper we have given a Table of such measures of the lines in the

spectrum of this star as we can depend upon. Although it appears to be as full of lines

as either of the preceding stars, the observations are attended with great difficulty,

owing to the insufficient amount of light.

The absence in the spectrum of a Orionis, and also in the spectrum of /3 Pegasi, which

so closely resembles it in character, of lines corresponding to those of hydrogen, is an

observation of considerable interest. It is of the more importance since the lines C and

F are highly characteristic of the solar spectrum and of the spectra of by far the larger

number of the fixed stars to which our observations have been extended.

These exceptions are further interesting as they seem to prove that the lines C and F
are due to the luminous bodies themselves. Of this some doubt might be entertained,

and it might be suspected that they are in some way due to our own atmosphere, if

these lines were present in the spectra of all the stars without exception.

•This absence of the lines corresponding to hydrogen is also the more entitled to con-

sideration since it is so rare to find them wanting, amongst the considerable number of

stellar spectra which we have observed.

14. Sirius.—The spectrum of this brilliant white star is very intense ; but owing to

its low altitude, even when most favourably situated, the observation of the finer lines is

rendered very difficult by the motions of the earth’s atmosphere. For the present we

do not give any details of our measures. The lines in the green and blue appeared, in

the less perfect form of spectroscope which we employed in the early part of 1863, of

very great breadth, and were so figured in the diagram of the spectrum of this star given

in our “Note” of February 1863. With our present instrument, possessing much

greater dispersive power and a very narrow slit, these bands appear but little broader

than F and G are at times seen in the solar spectrum. In February 1863, the breadth

of the band corresponding to F measured 1^ unit of the scale we then adopted ; each

unit corresponded to 15'5 units of our present scale. The micrometric measurement of

this line in Sirius, in terms of our present scale, is only 3 -7—that is, only about one-

seventh of the breadth as seen with the wider slit and a dispersing arrangement having

little more than one-third of the power of the present apparatus.

Three if not four elementary bodies have been found to furnish spectra in which lines

coincide with those of Sirius, viz. sodium, magnesium, hydrogen, and probably iron.

(1) Sodium.—A double line in the star, though faint, coincides in position with the

line of this metal.

(2) Magnesium.—Three lines in the star-spectrum coincide with the triple group of

magnesium.
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(3) Hydrogen.—Both the lines corresponding to F and C have intensely strong lines

in the star-spectrum.

(4) Iron.—No direct comparison with this metal was made ; hut the cross wires having

been set to a position corresponding with E of the solar spectrum, a faint line in the

star was seen exactly to bisect the wires when the telescope was turned upon Sirius.

The whole spectrum of Sirius is crossed by a very large number of faint and fine

lines.

It is worthy of notice that in the case of Sirius, and a large number of the white stars,

at the same time that the hydrogen lines are abnormally strong as compared with the

solar spectrum, all the metallic lines are remarkably faint.

On the 27th February, 1863, and on the 3rd of March of the same year, when the

spectrum of this star was caused to fall upon a sensitive collodion surface, an intense

spectrum of the more refrangible part was obtained. From want of accurate adjust-

ment of the focus, or from the motion of the star not being exactly compensated by the

clock movement, or from atmospheric tremors, the spectrum, though tolerably defined

at the edges, presented no indications of lines. Our other investigations have hitherto

prevented us from continuing these experiments further but we have not abandoned

our intention of pursuing them.

15. a Lye^e (Vega).—This is a white star having a spectrum of the same class as

Sirius, and as full of fine lines as the solar spectrum. Many of these we have measured,

but our investigation of this star is incomplete.

We have ascertained the existence, in the stellar spectrum, of a double line at D
corresponding to the lines of sodium

,
of a triple line at b coinciding with the group of

magnesium
,
and of two strong lines coincident with the lines of hydrogen C and F.

16. Capella.—This is a white star with a spectrum closely resembling that of our

sun. The lines are very numerous
; we have measured more than twenty of them,

and ascertained the existence of the double sodium line at D,but we defer giving details

until we have completed our comparison with the spectra of other metals.

From this star we obtained (on February 27, 1863) a photograph of the more refran-

gible end of the spectrum ; but the apparatus was not sufficiently perfect to exhibit any

stellar lines.

17. Aectueus (aBootis).—This is a red star the spectrum of which somewhat resem-

bles that of the sun. In this also we have measured upwards of thirty lines, and have

ascertained the existence of a double sodium line at D ; but our comparisons with other

metallic spectra are not yet complete.

18. Pollux.—In the spectrum of this star, which is rich in lines, we have measured

twelve or fourteen, and have observed coincidences with the lines of sodium
, magnesium,

and probably of iron. At any rate there is a line which we believe occupies the posi-

tion of E in the solar spectrum.

a Cygni and Procyon are both full of fine lines. In each of these spectra we observed

a double line coincident with the sodium D.
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19. The following stars have also been observed: numerous lines are seen in the

spectrum of each ;
and in some, several of the lines were measured ; but we have not

instituted any comparisons with the metallic spectra as yet.

Castor ; s, and t] Ursee majoris ; a, and s Pegasi ; cs, (3, and y Andromedce, the last

an interesting spectrum
; Bigel, a spectrum full of fine lines ; n Ononis ;

a Trianguli ;

y and g Cygni ; a, (3, y, s, and fj Cassiopeice; y Geminorum; (3 Canis majoris
;

(3 Canis

minoris ; Spica

;

y, <5, and g Virginis ; a Aquilce ; Cor Caroli
; [3 Aurigce ;

Begulus
; (3 , y,

h, s, £, and n Leonis.

§ Y. General Observations.

20. On the Colours of the Stars.—From the earliest ages it has been remarked that

certain of the stars, instead of appearing to be white, shine with special tints ; and in

countries where the atmosphere is less humid and hazy than our own, this contrast

in the colour of the light of the stars is said to be much more striking. Various

explanations of the contrast of colours, by Sestint and others, founded chiefly on the

difference of the wave-lengths corresponding to the different colours, have been at-

tempted, but as yet without success. Probably in the constitution of the stars as

revealed by spectrum analysis, we shall find the origin of the differences in the colour

of stellar light*.

Since spectrum analysis shows that certain of the laws of terrestrial physics prevail in

the sun and stars, there can be little doubt that the immediate source of solar and stellar

light must be solid or liquid matter maintained in an intensely incandescent state, the

result of an exceedingly high temperature. For it is from such a source alone that we

can produce light even in a feeble degree comparable with that of the sun.

The light from incandescent solid and liquid bodies affords an unbroken spectrum

containing rays of light of every refrangibility within the portion of the spectrum which

is visible. As this condition of the light is connected with the state of solidity or

liquidity, and not with the chemical nature of the body, it is highly probable that the

light when first emitted from the photosphere, or light-giving surface of the sun and

of the stars, would be in all cases identical.

The source of the difference of colour, therefore, is to be sought in the difference of

the constituents of the investing atmospheresf . The atmosphere of each star must

* In connexion -with this subject we quote the following passage from Smyth’s ‘ Speculum Hartwellianum,’

4to, I860, p. 315:—“Sir David Brewster observes that there can he no doubt that in the spectrum of every

coloured star certain rays are wanting which exist in the solar spectrum ; hut we have no reason to believe that

these defective rays are absorbed by any atmosphere through which they pass. And in recording the only

observation perhaps yet made to analyze the light of the coloured stars, he says, ‘ In the orange-coloured star of

the double star £ Herculis, I have observed that there are several defective hands. By applying a fine rock-

salt prism, with the largest possible refracting angle, to this orange star, as seen in Sir James South’s great

achromatic refractor, its spectrum had the annexed appearance [in the Campden Hill Journal], clearly showing

that there was one defective hand in the red space, and two or more in the blue space. Hence the colour of

the star was orange, because there was a greater defect of blue than of red rays.’
”

t The presence in the atmospheres of Aldeharan and a Orionis of metals, such as iron, which require an
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vary in nature as the constituents of the star vary ; and observation has shown that the

stars do differ from the sun and from each other in respect of the elements of which

they consist. The light of each star therefore will be diminished by the loss of those

rays which correspond in refrangibility to the bright lines which the constituents

of each atmosphere would, in the incandescent state, be capable of emitting. In pro-

portion as these dark lines preponderate in particular parts of the spectrum, so will the

colours in which they occur be weaker, and consequently the colours of other refrangi-

bilities will predominate.

Of this the spectrum of a Orionis affords a good example. The green and blue parts of

the spectrum are comparatively dark, from the numerous and close groups of dark lines.

In the orange they are less strong. Hence it might be anticipated that the light of the

star would be characterized by “ an orange tinge,” as noted by Smyth. (3 Pegasi is

described by Smyth as “deep yellow;” and the appearance exhibited by its spectrum,

which closely resembles that of a Orionis, though much fainter, supports the same

view.

Aldebaran is recorded by Smyth as of a “ pale rose tint.” In the spectrum of this star,

with the exception of the hydrogen line C, there are but few strong lines in the red,

whilst the orange portion is considerably subdued by dark lines, which are less nume-

rous in the green and blue. Sirius, on the contrary, is “brilliant white” (Smyth); and

the continuous brightness of the spectrum, with the exception of five strong lines, is, as

compared with Aldebaran and a, Orionis, unaffected by the dark lines which cross it.

The spectrum is indeed crowded with numerous fine lines ; but the intensity of these

lines is extremely feeble as contrasted with those of the stars just mentioned. It may

be that the length of the stellar atmosphere through which the light passes is less,

relatively to the intensity of radiation from the photosphere, and so is insufficient to

produce lines of the same degree of blackness as would be produced if the atmosphere

were denser. The great intensity, however, of the light of Sirius would rather lead to

the conclusion that the atmosphere of vapours is itself highly incandescent. If so,

might it not to some extent replace with its own light, the light which it has absorbed

from the photosphere behind it ? It matters little, however, for the present purpose,

whether or not either of these suppositions be adopted. There is at all events a most

striking difference between the effect on the colour of the star of the closely grouped

and very dark lines in the green and blue portions of the spectrum of a Orionis and of

the corresponding portion of the spectrum of Sirius, in which the dark lines are faint

and wholly unequal to produce any noticeable subduing of the blue and green rays.

We have not yet had an opportunity of testing by experiment whether this hypo-

exceedingly high temperature to convert them into vapour, renders untenable the supposition, which might

otherwise have been entertained, that the orange and red tints of the light of these stars might be due to an

inferior degree of incandescence of the photosphere as compared with the temperature of the stars the light of

which is white.
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thesis of the origin of the colours of the light of the stars is also applicable to the

remarkable exceptional class of stars the light of which is of a decided green, blue, or

violet colour. Such stars are usually very small, and they are always so closely approxi-

mated to other more brilliant stars, that it is scarcely possible, with the apparatus which

we employ, to obtain separate images of the two spectra : and even were such separation

easily practicable, the light of the strongly coloured star is usually so feeble that its

satisfactory prismatic analysis would be a matter of great difficulty.

[One of the objects proposed in the construction of the spectrum apparatus with

which the additional observations on Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars were made, and which

has been described (p. 421) in connexion with those observations, was to make it avail-

able for the prismatic observation of some double and multiple stars.

Before commencing the observation of the spectra of the components of a double star,

it is necessary that the position-angle of the stars should be approximatively known.

The spectrum apparatus has then to be rotated upon the end of the telescope until the

direction of the slit becomes perpendicular to a line joining the stars. When the instru-

ment is in this position, the images of the stars are elongated by the cylindrical lens

into two short lines of light parallel with the slit, and separated from each other by a

small interval. If the telescope be now moved in a direction at right angles to that of

the slit, either of the elongated stellar images can, at pleasure, be made to fall upon the

slit and form its spectrum in the instrument. By adopting this method of observation,

the spectra of the components of f3 Cygni were separately examined. These spectra,

especially that of B, are so faint that the lines are seen with difficulty, and scarcely

admit of being measured. Since, however, on account of the strongly contrasted colours

of these stars, considerable interest attaches to a comparative examination of their

spectra, we have represented in fig. 4, Plate X., the appearances which these spectra

present to the eye, though we have not yet measured the lines and bands in them.

These figures must be regarded as eye-estimations only of the general features of the

two spectra. The spectra contain, doubtless, many other lines
;
and the positions of the

lines inserted in the drawings, with the exception of b and D, were not measured, but

only roughly estimated. The distinctive characteristics of these spectra are in accord-

ance with the theory of the origin of the colours of the stars proposed in the foregoing

paragraphs. In the case of both stars, the portions of the spectrum which correspond

to the colours which are deficient in the light of the star, are those which are most

strongly shaded with bands of absorption. Thus in the spectrum of A, the light of

which is yellow tinted with orange, the absorption is greatest in the violet and blue

;

for the strong lines in the orange and red, since they are narrow, would diminish in a

much smaller degree the light of these refrangibilities. The yellow and part of the

green are free from strong lines.

The light of the star B appears to us to be blue, though in some states of the atmo-

sphere the star becomes greenish blue, green, and even greenish white. These changes

are probably due to the comparatively greater absorptive action of the vapours in the
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air upon the more refrangible portions of the spectrum ; in proportion to which absorp-

tion the other parts of the spectrum become relatively exalted, and thus predominate

more or less in the eye.

This inequality of the absorptive action of the vapours of the atmosphere upon

different parts of the spectrum becomes very evident if the eyepiece of the telescope

be put out of focus (without the focus) so as to bring the blue and red rays to a focus

in the centre of an expanded image of the star. In the case of B of /3 Cygni, the centre

appears purple, surrounded with a margin of green. In proportion to the changes in

the atmosphere by the passage of masses of vapour or thin cloud, will be the variations

of these colours. The green becomes greener
;
but the blue and the violet are affected

in a much greater degree, at times fading almost completely ; then the colours resume

their former tints and brightness. Several such changes may sometimes occur during

one observation.

The spectrum B observed under conditions of atmosphere in which the colour of the

star was blue, was remarkable for the faintness of the orange and yellow portions com-

pared with the rest of the spectrum. The diminished brightness of these parts appears

to be produced by several groups of closely set fine lines, while towards the more refran-

gible limit of the spectrum a few strong lines separated by considerable intervals are

seen.

The observation of this star, on account of the faintness of its spectrum, is so difficult

and fatiguing to the eye that we have not been able to examine it more accurately or

in greater detail.

We have by the same method of observation examined the spectra of the components

of a Herculis. The spectrum of A is remarkable for the great strength of the groups

of lines in the green, blue, and violet
; fainter bands are visible in the yellow and orange,

also two strong bands in the red. This arrangement of the bands of absorption agrees

with the orange colour which strongly predominates in the light of this star.

B is bluish green in colour. The more refrangible portions of its spectrum are

very bright in consequence of the absence of any strong bands. The yellow and the

orange parts are crossed by several groups of lines.—August 31, 1864.]

The suggestive fact that stars of these more highly refrangible colours are always

observed in close contiguity with much brighter stars, generally of an orange or red tint,

would afford countenance to the supposition that these exceptional colours are due to

some special physical conditions essentially connected with the stellar systems of which

they seem to form a part.

Arago* remarks, “Among the sixty or eighty thousand isolated stars, the positions

of which are to be found in the catalogues of astronomers, there are none, I think,

inscribed with any other indications in regard to colour, than white, red, and yellow.

The physical conditions which determine the emission of blue and green light appear,

then, to exist only in multiple stars.”

* Popular Astronomy, translated by Smyth and Grant, vol. i. p. 295.
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These stars are without exception feeble in the intensity of their light. The expla-

nation is not admissible, that the faint blue or violet light is due to a less intense

incandescence of the radiating surface, since it is precisely these more refrangible rays

which would be the first to fail as the temperature diminished, and upon this supposi-

tion the star should be dull red. It is of course to be supposed that in the process of

gradual cooling some bodies which are less volatile than others would cease to exist in

the atmosphere at an earlier period than others, or that they might enter into new

combinations more readily than others, and so modify the tint of the light emitted.

The existence around these blue stars of an extended atmosphere of “fog” will not

explain the absorption of the less refrangible portion of the luminous spectrum.

21. These spectrum observations are not without interest also when viewed in con-

nexion with the nebular hypothesis of the cosmical origin of the solar system and fixed

stars. For if it be supposed that all the countless suns which are distributed through

space, or at least those of them which are bright to us, were once existing in the con-

dition of nebulous matter, it is obvious that, though certain constituents may have

been diffused throughout its mass, yet the composition of the nebulous material must

have differed at different points ; otherwise, during the act of agglomeration, each

system must have collected and condensed equal proportions of similar materials from

the mass around. It cannot be supposed that similarity in physical properties has caused

the association of the different elements : we find, for example, some of the least volatile

of the metals, such as iron, associated with highly volatile elements, such as mercury

and tellurium, in the same star.

If we may so say, there seems to be some analogy between this irregular distribution

of the elements in different centres in space, and the manner in which the components

of the earth’s crust are distributed. Upon the earth there are certain very generally

diffused elements, such as oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, silicon, iron, aluminium, and

calcium, which occur in all parts
;
whilst there are others which, like silver, tin, lead,

and other metals, are accumulated at particular points only. Whatever may have been

the physical causes which may have produced this separation, we see abundant evidence

of the advantage of this distribution in their application to the purposes of man—small-

ness in relative amount being compensated for by the accumulation of the material in

denser deposits, which allow of their comparatively easy extraction to supply the wants

of mankind. If this arrangement be admitted as designed in the case of the earth, is it

going beyond the limits of fair deduction to suppose that, were we acquainted with the

economy of those distant globes, an equally obvious purpose might be assigned for the

differences in composition which they exhibit \

22. The additional knowledge which these spectrum observations give us of the nature

and of the structure of the fixed stars, seems to furnish a basis for some legitimate specu-

lation in reference to the great plan of the visible universe, and to the special object and
design of those numerous and immensely distant orbs of light.

The closely marked connexion, in similarity of plan and mode of operation, in those
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parts of the universe which lie within the range of experiment, and so of our more

immediate knowledge, renders it not presumptuous to attempt to apply the process of

reasoning from analogy to those parts of the universe which are more distant from us.

Upon the earth we find that the innumerable individual requirements which are con-

nected with the present state of terrestrial activity, are not met by a plan of operation

distinct for each, but are effected in connexion with the special modifications of a general

method embracing a wide range of analogous phenomena. If we examine living beings,

the persistence of unity of plan observable amidst the multiform varieties of special

adaptation of the vertebrate form of life may be cited as an example of the unity of

operation referred to. In like manner the remarkably wide range of phenomena which

are shown to be reciprocally interdependent and correlative of each other, by the recent

great extension of our knowledge in reference to the relation of the different varieties

of force and their connexion with molecular motion, exhibits a similar unity of opera-

tion amidst the changes of the bodies which have not life.

The observations recorded in this paper seem to afford some proof that a similar unity

of operation extends through the universe as far as light enables us to have cognizance

of material objects. For we may infer that the stars, while differing the one from the

other in the kinds of matter of which they consist, are all constructed upon the same

plan as our sun, and are composed of matter identical, at least in part, with the mate-

rials of our system.

The differences which exist between the stars are of the lower order
,
of differences of

particular adaptation, or special modification, and not differences of the higher order of

distinct plans of structure.

There is therefore a probability that these stars, which are analogous to our sun in

structure, fulfil an analogous purpose, and are, like our sun, surrounded by planets,

which they by their attraction uphold, and by their radiation illuminate and energize.

And if matter identical with that upon the earth exists in the stars, the same matter

would also probably be present in the planets genetically connected with them, as is the

case in our solar system.

It is remarkable that the elements most widely diffused through the host of stars are

some of those most closely connected with the constitution of the living organisms of

our globe, including hydrogen, sodium, magnesium, and iron. Of oxygen and nitrogen

we could scarcely hope to have any decisive indications, since these bodies have spectra

of different orders. These forms of elementary matter, when influenced by heat, light,

and chemical force, all of which we have certain knowledge are radiated from the stars,

afford some of the most important conditions which we know to be indispensable to the

existence of living organisms such ‘as those with which we are acquainted. On the

whole we believe that the foregoing spectrum observations on the stars contribute

something towards an experimental basis on which a conclusion, hitherto but a pure

speculation, may rest, viz. that at least the brighter stars are, like our sun, upholding

and energizing centres of systems of worlds adapted to be the abode of living beings.
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Table op Stellar Spectra.

Aldebaran. a Orionis. /3 Pegasi.

822-5 H 1107 840 1139-5 896
855-5 1112 Te 860 1144 923
872-5 1117-5 Sb 870 1145.5 1000 lxTQ

1002 J
Na

880 1 1 43 of 881 1148
893-5 1158 887 1151 1014

900 1164 Hg 890 1158-5 1165
903-5 1171*5 899 1167 1220
907-5 1178 911 1169-5 1276-5

915 1187 918 Ca 1176-5 1291-5 1

918 Ca 1192 920 1183-5 1297-5 >Mg
923 Hg 1202 929 1187 1300-5 J
933 Ca 1210 933 Ca 1191-5 1350-5

945-5 Sb 1224-5 936 1198 1392-5

951-5 1240 946 1201-5 1425
954-5 1241-5 966 1210 Te 1515

956 1250 968-5 1214 1732
966-5 Sb 1252 Fe 976 1220-5 1835
972-5 1269-5 Fe 983 1225

976 Te 1272 992 1237
982 1277 Bi 1000 1

^

Na 1243
986-5 1282 1002 J

1252 Fe
993 1291*5

1

1010-5 1262
1000

'

[Na 1297-5 fMg 1013 Ca 1269-5 Fe
1002 1300-5 Jf 1030 1277 Bi

1013 Ca 1314 Bi 1040 1280-5

1023 1323 1050-5 1285-5

1028 1328 1062 Bi 1291-51
|

1031 1351 1069-5 1297-5 j>Mg
1036-5 Hg 1420 Fe 1079-5 1300-5 J

1040 1442-5 Fe 1085-5 1303
1044 Hg 1483 H 1090 1314 Bi

1058 1091-5 1334
1062 Bi 1099 1350
1067 Te 1105 Ca 1356
1076 1109-5 1361
1086-5 Te 1116-5 1416
1095 1123-5 1420 Fe
1100 1132 1442-5 Fe
1105 Ca 1135-5 1557
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XIII. On the Spectra of some of the 'Nebulae. By William Huggins, F.B.A.S. A

Supplement to the Paper “ On the Spectra of some of the Fixed Stars. By William.

Huggins, F.B.A.S., and W. A. Miller, M.B., LL.B., Treas. and V.P.B.S.”

Communicated by Professor W. A. Miller, M.D.
,
LL.B.

Received September 8, 1864, and printed in continuation of the paper preceding.

The concluding paragraphs of the preceding paper refer to the similarity of essential

constitution which our examination of the spectra of the fixed stars has shown in all

cases to exist among the stars, and between them and our sun.

It became therefore an object of great importance, in reference to our knowledge of

the visible universe, to ascertain whether this similarity of plan observable among the

stars, and uniting them with our sun into one great group, extended to the distinct

and remarkable class of bodies known as nebulae. Prismatic analysis, if it could be

successfully applied to objects so faint, seemed to be a method of observation specially

suitable for determining whether any essential physical distinction separates the nebulae

from the stars, either in the nature of the matter of which they are composed, or in the

conditions under which they exist as sources of light. The importance of bringing

analysis by the prism to bear upon the nebulae is seen to be greater by the consideration

that increase of optical power alone would probably fail to give the desired information ;

for, as the important researches of Lord Rosse have shown, at the same time that the

number of the clusters may be increased by the resolution of supposed nebulae, other

nebulous objects are revealed, and fantastic wisps and diffuse patches of light are seen,

which it would be assumption to regard as due in all cases to the united glare of suns

still more remote.

Some of the most enigmatical of these wondrous objects are those which present in

the telescope small round or slightly oval disks. For this reason they were placed by

Sir William Herschel in a class by themselves under the name of Planetary Nebulae.

They present but little indication of resolvability. The colour of their light, which in

the case of several is blue tinted with green, is remarkable, since this is a colour

extremely rare amongst single stars. These nebulae, too, agree in showing no indication

of central condensation. By these appearances the planetary nebulae are specially

marked as objects which probably present phenomena of an order altogether different

from those which characterize the sun and the fixed stars. On this account, as well as

because of their brightness, I selected these nebulae as the most suitable for examination

with the prism.

The apparatus employed was that of which a description was given at page 421. A
second eyepiece was used in these observations, having a magnifying power of nine
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diameters. For the greater part of the following observations on the nebulae, the cylin-

drical lens is not necessary, and was removed from the instrument. The numbers and

descriptions of the nebulae, and their places for the epoch 1860, January 0, included

within brackets, are taken from the last Catalogue of Sir John Herschel*.

[No. 4373. 37 H. IV. R.A. 17h 58m 20 s
. N.P.D. 23° 22' 9"-5. A planetary nebula

;

very bright; pretty small; suddenly brighter in the middle, very small nucleus.]

In Draco.

On August 29, 1864, I directed the telescope armed with the spectrum apparatus to

this nebula. At first I suspected some derangement of the instrument had taken place

;

for no spectrum was seen, but only a short line of light perpendicular to the direction

of dispersion. I then found that the light of this nebula, unlike any other ex-terrestrial

light which had yet been subjected by me to prismatic analysis, was not composed of

light of different refrangibilities, and therefore could not form a spectrum. A great

part of the light from this nebula is monochromatic, and after passing through the

prisms remains concentrated in a bright line occupying in the instrument the position

of that part of the spectrum to which its light corresponds in refrangibility. A more

careful examination with a narrower slit, however, showed that, a little more refrangible

than the bright line, and separated from it by a dark interval, a narrower and much

fainter line occurs. Beyond this, again, at about three times the distance of the second

line, a third, exceedingly faint line was seen. The positions of these lines in the spec-

trum were determined by a simultaneous comparison of them in the instrument with

the spectrum of the induction spark taken between electrodes of magnesium. The

strongest line coincides in position with the brightest of the air lines. This line is due

to nitrogen, and occurs in the spectrum about midway between b and F of the solar

spectrum. Its position is seen in Plate Xl.f

The faintest of the lines of the nebula agrees in position with the line of hydrogen

corresponding to Fraunhofer’s F. The other bright line was compared with the strong

line of barium 2075 J: this line is a little more refrangible than that belonging to the

nebula.

Besides these lines, an exceedingly faint spectrum was just perceived for a short

distance on both sides of the group of bright lines. I suspect this is not uniform, but

is crossed with dark spaces. Subsequent observations on other nebulae induce me to

regard this faint spectrum as due to the solid or liquid matter of the nucleus, and as

quite distinct from the bright lines into which nearly the whole of the light from the

nebula is concentrated.

In the diagram (fig. 5, Plate X.) the three principal lines only are inserted, for it would

be scarcely possible to represent the faint spectrum without greatly exaggerating its in-

tensity.

The colour of this nebula is greenish blue.

* Philosophical Transactions, Part. I. 1864, pp. 1-138.

t See also Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 156, and Plate I. ± Ibid. p. 156.
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[No. 4390. 2000 h. X 6. R.A. 18b 5“ 17s *8. N.P.D. 83° 10' 53"-5. A planetary nebula;

very bright ;
very small ; round

;
little hazy.] In Taurus Poniatowskii.

The spectrum is essentially the same as that of No. 4373.

The three bright lines occupy the same positions in the spectrum, which was deter-

mined by direct comparison with the spectrum of the induction spark. These lines

have also the same relative intensity. They are exceedingly sharp and well defined.

The presence of an extremely faint spectrum was suspected. In connexion with this

it is important to remark that this nebula does not possess a distinct nucleus.

The colour of this nebula is greenish blue.

[No. 4514. 2050 h. 73 H. IV. R.A. 19b 41m 7s-5. N.P.D. 39° 49' 41"-7. A planetary

nebula with a central star. Bright
;
pretty large ; round ; star of the 11th magnitude in

the middle.] In Cygnus.

The same three bright lines were seen. Their positions in the spectrum were verified

by direct comparison with the induction spark. In addition to these a spectrum could

be traced Rom about D to about G of the solar spectrum. This spectrum is much

stronger than the corresponding spectrum of 4373. This agrees with the greater bright-

ness of the central star, or nucleus. The opinion that the faint continuous spectrum is

formed alone by the light from the bright central point was confirmed by the following

observation. When the cylindrical lens was removed, the three bright lines remained

of considerable length, corresponding to the diameter of the telescopic image of the

nebula ;
but the faint spectrum became as narrow as a line, showing that this spectrum

is formed by light which comes from an object of which the image in the telescope is a

point.

Lord Posse remarks of this nebula, “ A very remarkable object, perhaps analogous

to H. 450”*.

The colour of this nebula is greenish blue.

[No. 4510. 2047 h. 51 H. IY. R.A. 19h 36m 3s -0. N.P.D. 104° 28' 52"-5. A planet-

ary nebula. Bright
; very small

; round.] In Sagittarius.

This nebula is less bright than those which have been described. The two brighter of

the lines were well defined, and were directly compared with the induction spark. The

third line was seen only by glimpses. I had a suspicion of an exceedingly faint spectrum.

The colour of this nebula is greenish blue.

Lord Rosse remarks, “ Centre rather dark. The dark part is a little north pre-

ceding the middle ”f

.

[No. 4628. 2098 h. 1 H. IY. R.A. 20b 56 in 31 s -2. N.P.D. 101° 55' 4"-8. An
exceedingly interesting object. Planetary; very bright; small; elliptic.] In Aqua-

rius.

The three bright lines very sharp and distinct. They were compared for position

with the induction spark. Though this object is bright, an indication only of the faint

* Philosophical Transactions, Part III. 1861, p. 733. For a figure of H. 450 see Philosophical Transactions,

1850, Plate XXXVIII. fig. 15.

f Ibid. 1861, Part III. p. 732.
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spectrum was suspected. This nebula contains probably a very small quantity of matter

condensed into the liquid or solid state.

The colour of the light of this nebula is greenish blue.

Lord Rosse has not detected any central star, nor any perforation, as seen in some

of the other planetary nebulse. He represents it with ansae, which probably indicate a

nebulous ring seen edgeways*.

[No. 4447. 2023 h. 57 M. R.A. 18h 48m 20s
. N.P.D. 57° S' 57"-2. An annular

nebula; bright; pretty large; considerably elongated.] In Lyra f.

The apparent brightness of this nebula, as seen in the telescope, is probably due to

its large extent, for the faintness of its spectrum indicates that it has a smaller intrinsic

brightness than the nebulae already examined. The brightest of the three lines was

well seen. I suspected also the presence of the next in brightness. No indication what-

ever of a faint spectrum. The bright line looks remarkable, since it consists of two

bright dots corresponding to sections of the ring, and between these there was not dark-

ness, but an excessively faint line joining them. This observation makes it probable

that the faint nebulous matter occupying the central portion is similar in constitution to

that of the ring. The bright line was compared with the induction-spark J.

[No. 4964. 2241 h. 18 H. IV. R.A. 23h 19m 9 s-9. N.P.D. 48° 13' 57"*5. Planetary

;

very bright; pretty small, round, blue.]

With a power of 600 this nebula appears distinctly annular. The colour of its light

is greenish blue§. The spectrum formed by the light from this nebula corresponds with

that of 37 H. IV. represented in fig. 5, Plate X.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1850, p. 507 and Plate XXXYIII. fig. 14.

f Lord Rosse, in his description of this nebula, remarks, “ The filaments proceeding from the edge become

more conspicuous under increasing magnifying power within certain limits, which is strikingly characteristic of

a cluster ; still I do not feel confident that it is resolvable.”-—Philosophical Transactions, 1844, p. 322 and

Plate XIX. fig. 29.

In 1850 Lord Rosse further remarks, “ I have not yet sketched it with the 6-feet instrument, because I

have never seen it under favourable circumstances : the opportunities of observing it well on the meridian, are

comparatively rare, owing to twilight. It was observed seven times in 1848, and once in 1849. The only addi-

tional particulars I collect from the observations are that the central opening has considerably more nebulosity,

and there is one pretty bright star in it, s. f. the centre, and a few other very minute stars. In the sky round

the nebula and near it there are several very small stars which were, not before seen; and therefore the stars

in the dark opening may possibly be merely accidental. In the annulus, especially ,at the extremities of the

minor axis, there are several minute stars, but there was still much nebulosity not seen as distinct stars.”

—

Philosophical Transactions, 1850, p. 506.
' “Nothing additional since 1844, except a star s. f. the middle.”—Philosophical Transactions, 1861, p. 732.

• t Already in 1850 Lord Rosse had discovered a connexion in general plan of structure between some of the

nebulse which present small planetary disks in ordinary telescopes, and the annular nebula in Lyra. His words

are, “There were but two annular nebulse known in the northern hemisphere when Sir Johx Heksohel’s

Catalogue was published
; now there are seven, as we have found that five of the planetary nebulse are really

annular. Of these objects, the annular nebula in Lyra is the one in which the form is the most easily recog-

nized.”—Philosophical Transactions, 1850, p. 506.

§ Eor Lord Rosse’s observations of this nebula, see Philosophical Transactions, 1844, p. 323; ibid.. 1850,

p. 507 and "Plate XXXYIII. fig. 13 ;
ibid. 1861, p. 736 and Plate XXX. fig. 40.
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In the spectrum of this nebula, however, in addition to the three bright lines, a fourth

bright line, excessively faint, was seen. This line is about as much more refrangible

than the line agreeing in position with F as this line is more refrangible than the

brightest of the lines, which coincides with a line of nitrogen.

[No. 4532. 2060 h. 27 M. R.A. 19h 53™29 s-3. N.P.D. 67° 39' 43." Very bright ; very

large ; irregularly extended. Dumb-bell.] In Vulpecula.

The light of this nebula, after passing through the prisms, remained concentrated in a

bright line corresponding to the brightest of the three lines represented in fig. 5, Plate X.

This line appeared nebulous at the edges. No trace of the other lines was perceived,

nor was a faint continuous spectrum detected.

The bright line was ascertained, by a simultaneous comparison with the spectrum

of the induction spark, to agree in position with the brightest of the lines of

nitrogen.

Minute points of light have been observed in this nebula by Lord Posse, Otto Struve,

and others ; the spectra of these bright points, especially if continuous like those of

stars, are doubtless invisible from excessive faintness.

By suitable movements given to the telescope, different portions of the image of the

nebula formed in the telescope were caused successively to fall upon the opening of the

slit, which was about inch by -

3^ inch. This method of observation showed that

the light from different parts of the nebula is identical in refrangibility, and varies alone

in degree of intensity.

In addition to these objects the following were also observed:

—

[No. 4294. 92 M. P.A. 17 1
' 12™ 56 s -9. N.P.D. 46° 43' 31"-2.] In Hercules. Very

blight globular cluster of stars. The bright central portion was brought upon the slit.

A faint spectrum similar to that of a star. The light could be traced from between C
and D to about G.

Too faint for the observation of lines of absorption.

[No. 4244. 50 H. IV. R.A. 16h 43™ 6 s -4. N.P.D. 42° 8' 38"-8. Very bright; large;

round.] In Hercules. The spectrum similar to that of a faint star. No indication of

bright lines.

[No. 116. 50 h. 31 M. R.A. 0h 35™ 3s-9. N.P.D. 49° 29' 45"-7.] The brightest part

of the great nebula in Andromeda was brought upon the slit.

The spectrum could be traced from about D to F. The light appeared to cease very

abruptly in the orange
;

this may be due to the smaller luminosity of this part of the

spectrum. No indication of the bright lines.

[No. 117. 51 h. 32 M. R.A. 0h 35™ 5S, 3. N.P.D. 49° 54' 12"*7. Very very bright

;

large
; round

;
pretty suddenly much brighter in the middle.]

This small but very bright companion of the great nebula in Andromeda presents a

spectrum apparently exactly similar to that of 31 M.

The spectrum appears to end abruptly in the orange; and throughout its length

3k2
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is not uniform, but is evidently crossed either by lines of absorption or by bright

lines.

[No. 428. 55 Androm. R.A. l h 44m 55 s -9. N.P.D. 49° 57' 41"*5. Fine nebulous

star with strong atmosphere.] The spectrum apparently similar to that of an ordinary

star*.

[No. 826. 2618 h. 26 IV. E.A. 41
' 7m 50 s -8. N.P.D. 103° 5' 32" -2. Very bright clus-

ter.] In Eridanus. The spectrum could be traced from the orange to about the blue.

No indication of the bright lines.

Several other nebulae were observed, but of these the light was found to be too faint

to admit of satisfactory examination with the spectrum apparatus.

It is obvious that the nebulae 37 H. IV., 6 2., 73 H. IV., 51 H. IV., 1 H. IV., 57 M.,

18 H. IV. and 27 M. can no longer be regarded as aggregations of suns after the order to

which our own sun and the fixed stars belong. We have in these objects to do no longer

with a special modification only of our own type of suns, but find ourselves in the presence

of objects possessing a distinct and peculiar plan of structure.

In place of an incandescent solid or liquid body transmitting light of all refrangibili-

ties through an atmosphere which intercepts by absorption a certain number of them,

such as our sun appears to be, we must probably regard these objects, or at least their

photo-surfaces, as enormous masses of luminous gas or vapour. For it is alone from

matter in the gaseous state that light consisting of certain definite refrangibilities only,

as is the case with the light of these nebulae, is known to be emitted.

It is indeed 'possible that suns endowed with these peculiar conditions of luminosity

may exist, and that these bodies are clusters of such suns. There are, however, some

considerations, especially in the case of the planetary nebulae, which are scarcely in

accordance with the opinion that they are clusters of stars.

Sir John ITerschel remarks of one of this class, in reference to the absence of central

condensation, “ Such an appearance would not be presented by a globular space uni-

formly filled with stars or luminous matter, which structure would necessarily give rise

to an apparent increase of brightness towards the centre in proportion to the thickness

traversed by the visual ray. We might therefore be inclined to conclude its real con-

stitution to be either that of a hollow spherical shell or of a flat disk presented to us

(by a highly improbable coincidence) in a plane precisely perpendicular to the visual

ray”f. This absence of condensation admits of explanation, without recourse to the

supposition of a shell or of a fiat disk, if we consider them to be masses of glowing gas.

For supposing, as we probably must do, that the whole mass of the gas is luminous,

yet it would follow, by the law which results from the investigations of Kirchhoff,

that the light emitted by the portions of gas beyond the surface visible to us, would

* “ Looked at eight times, but saw no nebulous atmosphere.”—Lord Eosse; Philosophical Transactions,

1861, p. 712.

f Outlines of Astronomy, 7th edit. p. 646.
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be in great measure, if not wholly, absorbed by the portion of gas through which it

would have to pass, and for this reason there would be presented to us a luminous sur-

face only*.

Sir John Herschel further remarks f, “Whatever idea we may form of the real

nature of the planetary nebulae, which all agree in the absence of central condensa-

tion, it is evident that the intrinsic splendour of their surfaces, if continuous, must

be almost infinitely less than that of the sun. A circular portion of the sun’s disk,

subtending an angle of 1', would give a light equal to that of 780 full moons, while

among all the objects in question there is not one which can be seen with the naked

eye.” The small brilliancy of these nebulae is in accordance with the conclusions sug-

gested by the observations of this paper; for, reasoning by analogy from terrestrial

physics, glowing or luminous gas would be very inferior in splendour to incandescent

solid or liquid matter.

Such gaseous masses would be doubtless, from many causes, unequally dense in

different portions
;
and if matter condensed into the liquid or solid state were also

present, it would, from its superior splendour, be visible as a bright point or points

within the disk of the nebula. These suggestions are in close accordance with the

observations of Lord Rosse.

Another consideration which opposes the notion that these nebulae are clusters of

stars is found in the extreme simplicity of constitution which the three bright lines

suggest, whether or not we regard these lines as indicating the presence of nitrogen,

hydrogen, and a substance unknown.

It is perhaps of importance to state that, except nitrogen, no one of thirty of the

chemical elements the spectra of which I have measured has a strong line very near the

bright line of the nebulae. If, however, this line were due to nitrogen, we ought to

see other lines as well ; for there are specially two strong double lines in the spectrum

of nitrogen, one at least of which, if they existed in the light of the nebulae, would be

easily visible J. In my experiments on the spectrum of nitrogen, I found that the

* Sir 'William Heeschel in 1811 pointed ont the necessity of supposing the matter of the planetary nebulae

to have the power of intercepting light. He wrote :
—

“

Admitting that these nebulae are globular collections

of nebulous matter, they could not appear equally bright if the nebulosity of which they are composed consisted

only of a luminous substance perfectly penetrable to light Is it not rather to he supposed that a certain

high degree of condensation has already brought on a sufficient consolidation to prevent the penetration of light,

which by this means is reduced to a superficial planetary appearance ?”

“ Their planetary appearance shows that we only see a superficial lustre such as opaque bodies exhibit, and

which could not happen if the nebulous matter had no other quality than that of shining, or had so little

solidity as to be perfectly transparent.”—Philosophical Transactions, 1811, pp. 314, 315.

t Outlines of Astronomy, 7th edit. p. 646.

+ Philosophical Transactions, 1864, p. 154 and Plate I.

For the purpose of ascertaining whether the absence of the other bright lines of nitrogen might he con-

nected with the presence of hydrogen, I arranged an apparatus in which, while the spectrum of the induction-

spark in a current of nitrogen was being observed, a current of hydrogen could be introduced, and the propor-
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character of the brightest of the lines of nitrogen, that with which the line in the nebulae

coincides, differs from that of the two double lines next in brilliancy. This line is more

nebulous at the edges, even when the slit is narrow and the other lines are thin and

sharp. The same phenomenon was observed with some of the otherelements* *. We
do not yet know the origin of this difference of character observable among lines of

the same element. May it not indicate a physical difference in the atoms, in connexion

with the vibrations of which the lines are probably produced 1 The speculation pre-

sents itself, whether the occurrence of this one line only in the nebulae may not indi-

cate a form of matter more elementary than nitrogen, and which our analysis has not

yet enabled us to detect.

Observations on other nebulae which I hope to make, may throw light upon these

and other considerations connected with these wonderful objects.

tion of the two gases to each other easily regulated. With this apparatus the fading out of the bright lines of

nitrogen, as the proportion of this gas to hydrogen was diminished, and again their increase in brilliancy when

the current of nitrogen was made stronger, were carefully observed, hut without detecting any marked variation

in the relative brightness of the lines.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1864, pp. 143, 150.
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The principal part of the following communication was presented to the Royal Society

of London, in November 1859, and formed the subject of the Croonian Lecture for 1860.

An abstract of it was published in the ‘ Proceedings ’ of the Society for April of that

year. It was subsequently withdrawn for extension and revision, and I have to express

my regret that the time occupied in this work has, from various unforeseen causes, been

much longer than I anticipated.

The paper, as now presented, consists of four parts or sections,—the first section

being devoted to the anatomy of the ventricle of the fish ; the second to the anatomy of

the ventricle of the reptile ; the third and fourth treating of the ventricles of the bird

and mammal. I have adopted this arrangement, because the structure of the ventricle

in the fish and reptile is to a certain extent rudimentary, and a knowledge of it forms

an appropriate introduction to the more intricate structure met with in the ventricles

of the bird and mammal.

Of the ventricles more particularly examined in the fish, may be enumerated those of

the salmon, shark, sunfish, fishing frog, turbot, and cod ;
in the reptile, those of the frog,

turtle, tortoise, snake, and alligator ; in the bird, those of the duck, goose, swan, turkey,

capercailzie, eagle, and emu
; and in the mammal, those of man, the mysticetus, dugong,

porpoise, seal, armadillo, lion, giraffe, camel, horse, ox, ass, sheep, hog, hedgehog, dog,

and deer.

VENTRICLE OF THE FISH.

In the fish, as is well known, the heart consists of two portions, one auricle and one ven-

tricle. The shape of the ventricle in the salmon, which has been selected as typical of this

division of vertebrate animals, is that of a three-sided pyramid, the base of which is per-

forated by two openings. These openings conduct to a conical-shaped ventricular cavity

of comparatively small dimensions, the capacity of which is increased by its giving off

numerous canals, which tunnel the ventricular wall in all directions, particularly towards

the apex. The walls of the ventricle are accordingly of great thickness, and destitute of

that solidity which characterizes the walls of the ventricles of the bird and mammal.
MDCCCLXIV. 3 o
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The fibres composing the ventricle of the fish consist of three layers—an external

layer, a central transverse layer, and an internal one. The fibres of the external layer

issue from the auriculo-ventricular opening and the opening for the bulbus arteriosus

—

some arising from the tendinous rings surrounding these apertures, others being con-

tinuous with corresponding fibres in the interior. Their course on the base is from

before backwards, and is more or less circular
; i. e. they flow in curves from either side

of the auriculo-ventricular and arterial openings, towards the basal margin, over which

they bend in graceful folds, to appear on the anterior and posterior borders and surfaces.

On the borders, especially the posterior ones, they arrange themselves in parallel lines,

and are continuous with each other at the angles and at the apex, where they are also

continuous with the fibres of the internal layer. On the surfaces, the fibres of the

superficial layer pursue a somewhat vertical direction, a certain number of them curving

slightly upon themselves, and dipping beneath others having a more superficial position.

The object of this arrangement is, to permit the superficial layer to furnish fibrous fila-

ments which traverse the wall of the ventricle in a direction from without inwards, and

which from this circumstance may be designated the perforating fibres. These perforating

fibres connect the external and internal layers with each other, and with the fibres of

the transverse or circular layer. Their function is obviously to approximate the various

layers during the contraction of the ventricle, this' approximation being rendered neces-

sary by the ventricular walls of the fish, as has been explained, being tunnelled in various

directions by canals proceeding from the ventricular cavity—these requiring to be emptied

of blood during the systole.

When the external layer, which in the fish is comparatively thin, is removed, the

transverse layer, with here and there the cut ends of the perforating fibres, is exposed.

The fibres of the transverse layer are more or less circular, and differ from the fibres of

the superficial layer in running at right angles to them ;
they moreover occur in fasciculi

arranged in parallel lines, and may be readily separated from each other. The trans-

verse layer is of considerable thickness, and is connected with the external and internal

ones by fibres which it gives off to, and receives from both. The appearance presented

by the ventricle of the fish, when the transverse layer is taken away, is somewhat porous,

owing to the ends of the perforating fibres, and the orifices of the canals which permeate

the substance of the ventricle from within, being at this stage of the dissection exposed.

On tracing the perforating fibres whose ruptured extremities are thus brought into view,

their connexion with the fibres constituting the internal layer may be clearly made out.

The fibres of the internal layer are continuous, in many instances, with the external

fibres at the base, apex, and other portions of the ventricular wall, and are best exposed

by cutting into the ventricular cavity, and dissecting from within outwards. They pro-

ceed in well-marked fascicular bundles from apex to base, and resemble in their general

character the carnese columnse of the ventricles of the bird and mammal. They differ,

however, from the carnese columnse in question in having a more highly reticulated struc-

ture. Situated within the reticulations, are a vast number of minute orifices commu-
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nicating with the ventricular cavity, and conducting to canals of various sizes. These

canals freely unite with each other, and, as they penetrate the ventricular wall only to

certain depths, may on this account be denominated terminal canals. They serve to

increase the size of the ventricular cavity, and render the ventricle lighter than it

would otherwise be.

The ventricle of the fish may be regarded as a conical-shaped muscular bag; the fibres

of which are curiously interwoven to secure the greatest amount of strength with the

least possible material, and, what is not less desirable in a physiological point of view,

to ensure that the organ shall contract in all directions, the more thoroughly to eject

the blood from its interior. There is, however, in the ventricle under consideration, as

far as I have been able to discover, no principle in the arrangement similar to that

which, as I shall endeavour to explain, occurs in the ventricles of the higher vertebrata.

VENTRICLE OE THE REPTILE.

The form of the ventricle of the reptile’s heart is intermediate between the well-

defined pyramidal shape in the fish, and the finely rounded conical form of the ven-

tricles in the bird and mammal. Thus it has the dorsal surface flattened, as in the fish,

while the two anterior surfaces present a somewhat convex outline.

The arrangement of the fibres in the ventricle of the reptile is so similar in many

respects to that met with in the ventricle of the fish, that a separate description appears

unnecessary. There are, however, points of difference deserving of notice. The fibres

composing the external and internal layers in the ventricle of the reptile are more

decidedly vertical than in that of the fish, and run with fewer interruptions from the

base to the apex, and from the apex to the base. This difference is well seen in the

ventricle of the python and alligator, and is an approach to what is found in similar

layers in the ventricles of the bird and mammal. The external layer in the ventricle

of the reptile is thinner than in the ventricle of the fish, the internal layer being com-

paratively much thicker. The transverse layer, in the ventricle of the reptile, is also

thinner than in the ventricle of the fish, the perforating fibres which run between the

external and internal layers being on the contrary increased both in number and size.

The perforating fibres have further a tendency to split up and give offsets to run athwart

the ventricle in the direction of the transverse layer, and in this manner supply the

deficiency in its thickness. The ventricular cavity of the reptile is smaller than in the

fish, while the number of terminal canals which proceed from it to ramify in the ventri-

cular wall is greater. This circumstance renders the wall of the ventricle of the reptile

at once thicker and less dense than that of the fish. Lastly, the ventricular cavity

of the reptile is variously shaped, according as the septum is absent or present and
partially or fully developed.

VENTRICLES OF THE BIRD.

The ventricles of the bird so closely resemble those of the mammal in appearance
and structure, that one description will suffice for both. Care however will be taken,

3 o 2
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when explaining the construction of the right ventricle of the mammal, to discuss at

length the peculiar fleshy valve which in the bird occupies the right auriculo-ventri-

cular orifice. This valve constitutes, I may remark, the distinguishing feature between

the ventricles of the bird and mammal.

* VENTRICLES OE THE MAMMAL.

The ventricles in the mammal are subject to considerable variation as regards shape.

In the porpoise they have their dorsal or posterior surface flattened, and their anterior

surface very slightly rounded, as in the higher reptiles.

In the mysticetus the ventricles are compressed laterally, and so resemble those of

the higher fishes. In the dugong and rhytina, they are characterized by having two very

distinct and widely separated apices, as shown in Plate XIV. fig. 42.

The general appearance presented by the ventricles of the mammal is familiar to all,

it being that of an irregular cone slightly twisted upon itself. The posterior surface of

the cone is flattened, as in the ventricle of the fish and reptile, and on account of the

obliquity of the base is shorter than the anterior surface. The anterior surface, which

is divided into two by an oblique sulcus or furrow, is, on the contrary, rounded and

prominent, and presents a characteristic convex outline. Two margins or borders are

usually described—a right inferior or acute margin (margo acutus), and a left superior

or obtuse one (margo obtusus). As, however, these margins vary somewhat in different

hearts, no general description concerning them can be strictly applicable. In the hearts

of the ass, American elk, and deer tribe generally, the ventricles are rounded and taper

towards the apex, so that the right margin appears almost as obtuse as the left ; while

in those of the armadillo and carnivora, the ventricles, which are not taper but purse-

shaped, have likewise the right side very obtuse*. The idea therefore of an acute

margin ought perhaps to be confined to the right side of the human heart and a few

others, such as the heart of the seal and hog, both of which bear a considerable resem-

blance to that of man.

The base of the cone formed by the ventricles of the mammal, as is well known, is

perforated by four openings. These openings are surrounded by fibrous rings, and con-

duct to conical-shaped spiral cavities f, which vary somewhat in size according as the

carnete columnse are absent J or present, and the musculi papillares feebly or fully

developed.

Considered as a muscle, the heart, and especially the ventricular portion of it, is

peculiar. Being in the strictest acceptation of the term an involuntary muscle, its

fibres nevertheless possess the dark colour, and transverse markings, which are charac-

* Between these extremes in shape may be ranted the ventricles of the camel, horse, ox, giraffe, calf, hare,

rabbit, &e.

t See photograph of a wax cast of the interior of the ventricles of a deer’s heart, Plate XII. figs. 16 & 17,

and transverse sections, Plate XY. figs. 49 to 53 inclusive.

+ The ventricles of the American elk are devoid of carnese columnas, as are likewise those of the red deer

(Plate XY. fig. 48).
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teristic of the voluntary muscles. Unlike the generality of voluntary muscles, on the

other hand, the fibres of the ventricles, as a rule, have neither origin nor insertion ; i. e.

they are continuous alike at the apex of the ventricles and at the base. They are

further distinguished by the almost total absence of cellular tissue as a connecting

medium *—the fibres being held together partly by splitting up and running into each

other, and partly by the minute ramifications of the cardiac vessels and nerves f.

The manner in which the fibres are attached to each other, while it necessarily

secures to the ventricles considerable latitude of motion, also furnishes the means

whereby the fibres composing them may be successfully unravelled ; for it is found that

by the action of certain reagents, and the application of various kinds of heat, as in

roasting and boiling $, the fibres may be prepared so as readily to separate from each

other, in layers of greater or lesser thickness.

The crowning difference, however, and that which it is the especial object of the

present paper to treat, is the arrangement of the fibres themselves—an arrangement so

unusual and perplexing, that it has long been considered as forming a kind of Gordian

knot in anatomy. Of the complexity of the arrangement I need not speak, further than

to say that Vesalius, Albinus, Haller §, and De Blainville
[|

all confessed their

inability to unravel it.

Of those who have written more particularly on the structure of the mammalian

heart, may be mentioned Lower *)[ (1669), Baetholin ** (1678), WiNSLOwff (1711),

* The little cellular tissue there is, is found more particularly at the base and apex of the ventricles, and is

so trivial as to be altogether, though wrongly, denied by some. See article “ On the Eibres of the Heart,” by

Mr. Seakle, in the ‘ Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology,’ p. 652.

t When the vessels of the ventricles are injected in the cold state with some material which will stand heat

(as, for example, a mixture of starch and water), and the heart boiled, the larger trunks from either coronary

artery are found to give off a series of minute branches which penetrate the ventricular wall in a direction from

without inwards—these branches, when the dissection is conducted to a certain depth, appearing like so many
bristles transfixing the ventricular wall. As, moreover, the cardiac nerve-trunks accompany the trunks of the

coronary vessels, while the nerve-filaments cross the smaller branches of the vessels, and the muscular fibres,

(to both of which they afford a plentiful supply of nerve-twigs,) the influence exerted by the vessels and nerves,

in muting or binding the muscular fibres to each other, is very considerable. Tide Inaugural Prize Dissertation

by the author, “ On the Arrangement of the Cardiac Nerves, and their connexion with the Cerebro-spinal and

Sympathetic Systems in Mammalia,” deposited in the University of Edinburgh Library, March 1861.

+ Of the various modes recommended for preparing the ventricles prior to dissection, I prefer that of con-

tinued boiling. The time required for the human heart, and those of the small quadrupeds, as the sheep, hog,

calf, and deer, may vary from four to six hours
; while for the hearts of the larger quadrupeds, as the horse, ox,

ass, &e., the boiling should be continued from eight to ten hours; more than this is unnecessary. A good plan

is to stuff the ventricular cavities loosely with bread crumbs, bran, or some pliant material before boiling, in

order, if possible, to distend without overstretching the muscular fibres. If this plan be adopted, and the

ventricles soaked for a fortnight or so in alcohol before being dissected, the fibres will be found to separate with
great facility. Vaust recommended that the heart should be boiled in a solution of nitre

;
but nothing is gained

by this procedure.

§ El. Phys. tom. i. p. 351.
||

Corns de Physiologie, &c. tom. ii. p. 359.

If Tractatus de Corde, &c. London, 1669. ** Dissert, de Cordis structura et usu. Hafniae, 1678.

ft “ Sur les Eibres du Cceur et sur ses Valves,” Mem. de l’Acad. Roy. de Paris, 1711.
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Senac* (1749), Haller! (1757), Wolfe $ (1780-1792), Gerdy § (1823), and Reid
||

(1839). The writings of these investigators, although differing in minor matters, agree

on the whole, as may be seen by a hasty reference to the more prominent views enter-

tained by them. As early as 1669, Dr. Richard Lower promulgated the idea that the

external fibres of the ventricles of the mammal proceed in a spiral direction from left

to right downwards; the internal fibres proceeding from left to right upwards. The

fibres, according to this author, are continuous at the apex, and form an imperfect figure

of 8. In this opinion Lower was followed by Gerdy, who, however, maintained that

the external and internal fibres make a more perfect figure of 8 than that given by

Lower, and added that all the fibres of the heart form loops, the apices of which look

towards the apex of the heart. This idea of Gerdy’s with reference to the looped

arrangement of the fibres at the apex was combated in recent times by Dr. Duncan,

jun., of Edinburgh ^[, who says, Gerdy commits a grave error when he asserts that all

the fibres of the heart form loops the apices of which look towards the apex of the heart
,

since the number of tops (and by this Dr. Duncan means loops) which look in the opposite

direction, or towards the base ,
is not less. Adopting the suggestion of Dr. Duncan, it

follows that the fibres composing the ventricles form twisted loops, which look alike

towards the apex and the base. Frederick Caspar Wolff furthered the investigation,

by showing the possibility of dividing the muscular substance composing the ventricles

into bands; whilst Senac in the last century, and Dr. John Reid in this, gave a new

interest to the subject, by showing that the fibres of the external and internal surfaces

of the ventricles are more vertical in direction than the deeper or more central fibres,

which more approach to the circular. Such are a few of the more important facts ascer-

tained by successive investigators.

Having myself in the summer of 1858 made numerous dissections, upwards of 100 of

which are preserved in the Anatomical Museum of the University of Edinburgh**, I

have arrived at results which appear to me to throw additional light on this complex

question, and which seem to point to a law in the arrangement, simple in itself, and

apparently comprehensive as to detail. This law will be adverted to subsequently.

Summary of Facts established in the present Memoir.

The following are a few of the more salient points demonstrated, which the reader

* Traite de la structure du Cceur, de son action, &c. Paris, 1749.

t Elementa Physiologic, tom. i. 1757.

t
“ Dissertationes de ordine fibrarum muscularium Cordis,” in Acta Acad. Petropolit. 1780-1792.

§ Recherches, Discussions et Propositions d’Anatomie, Physiologie, &e. 1823.

||
Cycl. of Anat. and Phys., article “Heart.” London, 1839.

IT See extract from Dr. Duncan’s unpublished manuscript, given by Dr. John Reid in Cycl. of Anat. and

Phys., article “Heart,” p. 592.

** These dissections obtained the Senior Anatomy Gold Medal of the University, in the winter of

1859.
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may corroborate by a reference to the accompanying Plates, engraved from photograph s

taken by myself from the dissections.

I. By exercising due care, I have ascertained that the fibres constituting the ventricles

are rolled upon each other in such a manner as readily admits of their being separated

by dissection into layers or strata, the fibres of each layer being characterized by having

a different direction.

II. These layers, owing to the difference in the direction of their fibres, are well

marked, and according to my finding, are seven in number—viz. three external, a fourth

or central, and three internal.

III. There is a gradational sequence in the direction of the fibres constituting the

layers, whereby they are made gradually to change their course from a nearly vertical

direction to a horizontal or transverse one, and from the transverse direction, back again

to a nearly vertical one. Thus, in dissecting the ventricles from without inwards, the

fibres of the first layer, which run in a spiral direction from left to right downwards, are

more vertical than those of the second layer, the second than those of the third, the

third than those of the fourth—the fibres of the fourth layer having a transverse direc-

tion, and running at nearly right angles to those of the first layer. Passing the fourth

layer, which occupies a central position in the ventricular walls and forms the boundary

between the external and internal layers, the order of arrangement is reversed, and the

fibres of the remaining layers, viz. five, six, and seven, gradually return in an opposite

direction, and in an inverse order, to the same relation to the vertical as that maintained

by the fibres of the first external layer. This remarkable change in the direction of the

fibres constituting the several external and internal layers, which is observed to occur

in all parts of the ventricular walls, whether they be viewed anteriorly, posteriorly, or

septally, has in part been figured by Senac *, and imperfectly described by Reid f ,
but

has not, so far as I am aware, been prominently brought forward by any one. A few

arrows will illustrate the gradation in direction referred to.

External layers proceeding from left to right downwards of the spectator (posterior aspect)

.

-> Fourth or circular layer occupying a central position in the ventricular walls.

Internal layers proceeding from right to left upwards of the spectator (posterior aspect).

* Op. cit. tom. i. and Appendix to tom. ii. f Op. cit. p. 591.
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IV. The fibres composing the external and the internal layers are found at different

depths from the surface, and from the fact of their pursuing opposite courses cross each

other,—the fibres of the first external and last internal layers crossing with a slight

d eviation from the vertical, as in the letter X ; the succeeding external and internal

layers, until the fourth or central layer, which is transverse, is reached, crossing at

s uccessively wider angles, as may be represented by an placed horizontally :

—

V. The fibres composing corresponding external and internal layers, such as layers

one and seven, two and six, &c., are continuous in the left ventricle at the left apex, and

in the right ventricle in the track for the anterior coronary artery, the fibres of both

ventricles being for the most part continuous likewise at the base *.

VI. From this distribution of the fibres, it follows that the first and seventh layers

embrace in their convolutions those immediately beneath them, while these in turn

embrace those next in succession, and so on until the central layer is reached—an

arrangement which may in part explain, alike, the rolling movements and powerful

action of the ventricles.

VII. The fibres of the right and left ventricles anteriorly and septally are to a certain

extent independent of each other
; whereas posteriorly many of them are common to

both ventricles
; i. e. the fibres pass from the one ventricle to the other,—an arrange-

ment which induced Winslow f to regard the heart as composed of two muscles enve-

loped in a third. It will be evident from this distribution of the fibres, that while the

ventricles are for obvious reasons intimately united, they nevertheless admit of being

readily separated.

VIII. If the hinge-like mass of fibres (common fibres) which unite the right ventricle

to the left posteriorly be cut through, and the right ventricle with its portion of the

septum detached, the left ventricle will be found to be nearly as complete as it was

before the separation took place, and to consist of four sets of conical spiral fibres—two

external and two internal sets.

On the other hand the right ventricle, and its share of the septum, consists only of

conical-shaped spiral fragments of fibres, or at most of flattened rings—a circumstance

which, when taken in connexion with others to be mentioned presently, has induced me

* The late Dr. Duncan, jun., of Edinburgh, was aware of the fibres forming loops at the base, but seems to

have had no knowledge of the continuity being occasioned by the union of the fibres of corresponding external

and internal layers, or that these basal loops were prolongations of like loops formed by similar corresponding

external and internal layers at the apex—a view which the author believes is here set forth for the first time,

t Memoires de l’Academie Royale des Sciences, 1711, p. 197.
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to regard the left ventricle as the typical or complete one, the right ventricle being a

mere segment or portion nipped off at some period or other from the left.

IX. If the right ventricular walls be cut through immediately to the right of the

track for the anterior and posterior coronary arteries, so as to detach the right ventricle

without disturbing the septum, and the septum be regarded as forming part of the left

ventricular wall, it will be found that the fibres from the right side of the septum, at no

great depth from the surface, together with the external fibres from the left ventricular

wall generally, enter the left apex in two sets ; and if their course in the interior be traced,

they are observed to issue from the left auriculo-ventricular opening, also in two sets ; in

other words, the left ventricle is bilateral. I would particularly direct the attention of

investigators to this bilateral distribution of the fibres, as it has been hitherto overlooked,

and furnishes the clue to the arrangement of the fibres of the left ventricle.

X. The double entrance of the fibres at the left apex, and their exit in two portions

from the auriculo-ventricular opening at the base, are regulated with almost mathema-

tical precision
; so that while the one set of fibres invariably enters the apex posteriorly,

and issues from the auriculo-ventricular opening anteriorly, the other set as invariably

enters the apex anteriorly, and escapes from the auriculo-ventricular opening posteriorly.

But for this disposition of the fibres, the apex and the base would have been like the

barrel of a pen cut slantingly or lopsided, instead of bilaterally symmetrical as they are.

XI. The two sets of fibres which constitute the superficial or first external layer of

the left ventricle, and which enter the left apex in two separate portions or bundles, are

for the most part continuous in the interior with the musculi papillares, to the free

ends of which the chordae tendineae are attached. These columns occupy different

portions of the left ventricular cavity, and give a very good idea of the symmetry which

prevails throughout the left ventricular walls.

Lastly. The apex is opened into and enlarged, and the auriculo-ventricular orifice

widened, by the removal of consecutive external and internal layers, from the fact of

the left ventricular cavity tapering in two directions and forming a double cone.

There are other points worthy of mention, such as the construction of the septum,

fleshy pons, and conus arteriosus, the varying thickness of the right and left ventricular

walls, the shape of the right and left ventricular cavities, &c. To these, however,

allusion will be more conveniently made subsequently.

As the structure of the ventricles, with one or two exceptions, is the same in all

mammals, man included
,
I have chosen to describe the arrangement of the fibres in the

ventricles of the sheep and calf, from the readiness with which the hearts of these animals

may be obtained. My descriptions, however, will by no means he confined to them.

Points to be attended to in the dissection of the left or typical ventricle. The points

to be kept more particularly in view when dissecting the left ventricle are these

1st. The different angles made by the fibres of the several layers, with an imaginary

vertical line drawn from base to apex, as they issue from the auriculo-ventricular open-

ing and enter the apex.

mdccclxiv. 3 p
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2nd. The varying direction of the fibres on the body of the ventricle, produced by the

different angles which the fibres of the several layers make with the imaginary vertical

referred to.

3rd. The double entrance of the fibres at the apex, and their exit in two sets from

thq left auriculo-ventricular opening.

4th. The manner in which the apex is opened into, and enlarged, by the removal of

successive layers.

5th. The gradual increase in the thickness of the layers when the dissection is con-

ducted from without inwards. This is in all probability owing to the more internal or

deeper layers being the first formed. Thus the seventh or deepest internal layer, which I

am inclined to think is developed before the sixth, goes on increasing pari passu with

it ;
while the seventh and sixth increase equally with the fifth, which is a later forma-

tion ; and so on until the first, which is the thinnest layer, is reached. That this

explanation has its foundation in truth, is probable from the fact that, in imitating the

process by which I believe the left ventricle is formed, the seventh or most internal

layer supplies a basis of support for the more superficial layers—-just in the same way

that the smaller and more central turns of a shell form the basis of support for the

peripheral or more superficial turns*.

External layers of the left ventricle of the Mammal.

Superficial or first external layer. On looking at the left auriculo-ventricular opening

of the sheep and calf posteriorly (Plate XII. fig. 1, b, and Plate XV. fig. 46, b), when

the serous membrane, fat, vessels, and nerves have been removed, the fibres are seen to

issue from it in fascicular bundles, and to curve over its margin all round (d,f).

The fibres on leaving the opening lose to a considerable extent their fascicular

character, and naturally arrange themselves in two sets,—the one set proceeding from

the anterior portion of the opening
(
d), and the anterior half of the septum (e)

;

the other

from the posterior portion of the opening
(f), and the posterior half of the septum (g).

On the body of the ventricle the fibres spread out to form a smooth muscular sheet,

both sets pursuing a spiral nearly vertical direction from left to right of the spectator.

In their course they gradually change their position on the ventricular wall, the fibres

from the anterior portion of the opening and the anterior half of the septum winding

round and appearing on the posterior surface ,
the fibres from the posterior portion of

the opening and the posterior half of the septum, on the contrary, winding round and

appearing on the anterior surface. On nearing the apex, which they do in graceful

curves (Plate XII. fig. 9), the two sets of fibres become more strongly defined, the fibres

of either set converging and overlapping to a greater or less extent. At the apex

both sets
(fg,

e d) curve rapidly round and form a whorl or vortex of great beauty,—the

fibres from the anterior portion of the opening and septum curving into those from

* For a detailed account of this view, see p. 484.
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the posterior portion of the opening and septum, and entering the apex posteriorly

(Plate XII. fig. 10, d), to become continuous with the fibres of the carne® column®

and anterior musculus papillaris (Plate XII. fig. 13, y) ;
the fibres from the posterior

portion of the opening and septum curving into those from the anterior portion of the

opening and septum, and entering the apex anteriorly (Plate XII. fig. 10, g), to become

continuous with the fibres of the carne® column® and posterior musculus papillaris*

(Plate XII. fig. 13,#).

The fibres, therefore, which issue from the auriculo-ventricular orifice anteriorly,- enter

the apex posteriorly, and vice versa—an arrangement which is accounted for by the fibres

of the superficial or first external layer, from the time they leave the base until they

reach the apex, making one turn and a half of a spiral. As the fibres of the carne®

column® and musculi papillares, which constitute the seventh or last internal layer,

also make a turn and a half, from the time they leave the apex until they reach the base,

the external and internal fibres always return to points not wide of those from which

they started. It was, no doubt, this circumstance which induced Lower and Gerdt

to describe the external and internal fibres as forming a more or less perfect figure

of 8f, these investigators differing as to the completeness of the figure from having, in

all probability, described different and deeper layers J. The bilateral distribution of

the fibres, which extends to all the layers, has hitherto escaped observation, but is

clearly established by my dissections. Viewed in connexion with the musculi papillares

and the segments of the bicuspid valve, it is, as I shall endeavour to show, of consider-

able physiological importance. The object of the two sets of fibres curving into each

other at the apex §, is evidently threefold : first, to secure symmetry, structural and

* The fibres of the carnese columnse and musculi papillares pursue a spiral nearly vertical direction, from

right to left upwards, so that they cross the fibres of the superficial or first external layer ; for an explanation

of the course and direction of the fibres of the first and seventh layers, see A, B, C, D, E of diagrams 3 & 4,

Plate XVI.

t Wmsiow altogether, though wrongly, ^denied the crossing of the external and internal fibres (Memoires

de l’Acad. Roy. 1710, p. 197).

t Great assistance may be obtained in comprehending the scheme of the arrangement of the fibres, by occa-

sionally referring to the diagrams contained in Plate XVI. In these diagrams the fibres are represented by lines

drawn at intervals, the object being to furnish the reader with a transparent ventricle, which will enable bim

to analyze its structure by tracing the fibres composing the several layers throughout their entire extent. Thus
at A A' of diagram 4, the fibres of the superficial or first external layer are indicated, the fibres of the seventh

or last internal layer being seen at E E' of diagrams 4 & 6. In diagram 5 the fibres of the second layer are

represented by the lines marked B B', the fibres of the sixth or corresponding layer being marked D D'. In
diagram 4 the fibres of the third and fifth layers are marked B and D, and the fibres of the fourth or central

layer are seen at C of diagrams 4 & 6, and at C C' C” of diagram 5. In diagram 3 the lines are drawn at still

wider intervals, and show how the external fibres A, B, become internal (D, E) by turning upon themselves at

"the apex C, where they also enter the interior. Diagrams 7 & 10 show how the external fibres A B, CD enter

the apex in two sets at opposite points, viz. at E and E, while diagram 11 shows how the internal fibres are
arranged in two sets (X and V) in the interior.

§ The auriculo-ventricular orifice at the base is also closed by two symmetrical structures, viz. the anterior
and posterior segments of the bicuspid valve.

3 p 2
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functional ;
second, to obtain for the apex, which is the weak part of the ventricular

wall, great strength with comparatively little material *
; and third, to procure for the

fibres constituting the external and internal layers, which envelope all the others, a lati-

tude and universality of motion which go far to account for the freedom and force with

which the left ventricle contracts.

The fibres of the superficial or first external layer arise, as a rule, from the fibrous

ring surrounding the aorta (Plate XII. fig. 1, a, and Plate XY. fig. 46, a), and from the

auriculo-ventricular tendinous ring (Plate XV. fig. 46, n). A few, however, are con-

tinuous, beneath the auriculo-ventricular tendinous ring, with the fibres of the carneae

columnse f (Plate XY. fig. 47, d).

The fibres of the superficial or first external layer, with their internal continuations the

fibres of the seventh or last internal layer, overlap and embrace the fibres of all the other

layers, viz. those of two, three, four, five, and six,—an arrangement due, not, as was sup-

posed, to the greater length of the fibres composing the first external and the last internal

layers, but to the direction and position of the fibres of these layers on the ventricle—the

fibres of the superficial or first external layer and those of the seventh or last internal one

pursuing an almost vertical spiral direction on the body and wider portion of the ventricle,

and appearing longer by twisting rapidly round the apex or narrow part, the fibres of the

deeper layers pursuing a more oblique spiral direction on the body or wider portion of

the ventricle, and appearing shorter from not reaching to the apex or narrow portion.

Second external layer of the left ventricle {Mammal). The fibres of the second

external layer (Plate XII. fig. 2), like those of the first, advance spirally from left to

right downwards in two separate sets (fg, d d! e),—the one set proceeding from rather

more than the anterior half of the septum, and the anterior and inner portion of the

auriculo-ventricular opening
(
d) ; the other from rather less than the posterior half

of the septum, and the posterior and outer part of the opening (f). At the apex the

fibres from the anterior portions of the opening and septum go to form the posterior

half of the apicial orifice (Plate XII. figs. 2 & 11, Jc), where they become continuous

with the anterior fibres of the sixth layer (Plate XII. fig. 6, nn"); while those from the

posterior portions of the opening and septum enter into the formation of the anterior

half of the apicial orifice (Plate XII. fig. 11, l), and become continuous with the posterior

fibres of the sixth layer (Plate XII. fig. 6, o o'). I use the term apicial orifice, because

the apex is opened into when the two sets of fibres which constitute the first layer

* The apex in the ventricle of even the horse does not exceed the eighth of an inch in thickness. This

deficiency in the thickness of the ventricular wall, which, during the dilatation of the organ and the first stage

of contraction, ensures great freedom of motion, is prevented from operating injuriously during the latter stages

of contraction, by such portions of the musculi papillares as are situated at the apex plaiting into each other so

as entirely to obliterate the apicial cavity.

f It is a great mistake to imagine that all the fibres of the ventricles arise from the auriculo-ventricular

tendinous rings, the fact being that, with the exception of the fibres of the first and seventh layers, they are con-

tinuous beneath them. These rings are more fully developed anteriorly than posteriorly, and the ring which

belongs to the left ventricle is stronger than that which belongs to the right.
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(Plate XII. fig. 11, fg), are removed. The fibres of the second layer are similarly

arranged at the apex to those of the first ; i. e. they converge slightly and curve upon

each other prior to doubling upon themselves to alter their direction and enter the

interior. The fibres of the second layer differ from those of the first in being more

fascicular, and in issuing from the auriculo-ventricular orifice and entering the apex

more obliquely, the effect of which is to render their direction on the body of the

ventricle slightly more transverse. They vary also somewhat from the fibres of the first

layer in not quite extending either to the apex (Plate XII. compare Jc and l withf g

of fig. 11) or the base (Plate XII. compare n! n" with q of fig. 6)—an arrangement

which, as it also prevails in the deeper layers, satisfactorily accounts for the ventricular

wall tapering towards the apex and the base respectively, as shown in a vertical section

(Plate XII. figs. 13 & 14, s). The varying thickness of the ventricular wall towards the

apex was well known to Geedy*, Duncan f, and Reid J, and wrongly, as I think, attri-

buted by them to a supposed difference in the length ofthe fibres composing the different

portions of it, rather than to the position and direction of the fibres themselves, which

appear to me to afford the true explanation. The fibres of the second layer further

differ from those of the first in their arrangement at the base, most of them being con-

tinuous in this direction with the fibres of the sixth layer (Plate XII. fig. 6
,
o n). The

continuity of the fibres of the second external layer at the base with corresponding

internal fibres, is strictly analogous to the continuity of the external fibres with the

internal ones at the apex—the only difference being that at the apex the external fibres,

in order to become internal, involute or turn in, whereas at the base the internal fibres,

in order to become external, evolute or turn out. That the same principle which turns

in the external fibres and secures their continuity with corresponding internal ones at

the apex, also turns out the internal fibres and renders them continuous with correspond-

ing external fibres at the base, is probable from the fact, that the borders formed by the

union of the external with the internal fibres at the base and at the apex are convex, and

identical as regards structure
; in other words, the fibres composing both borders advance

spirally, the external fibres winding from above downwards and bending over the circular

edge, forming the apicial orifice in a directionfrom without inwards (Plate XII. fig. 11, Jc l,

and Plate XVI. fig. 55, ef), the internal winding from below upwards and bending over

the convex border surrounding the auriculo-ventricular or basal orifice in a direction

from within outwards (Plate XII. fig. 7, n', and fig. 8, o"). The borders which limit the

ventricle towards the apex and the base when the first layer is removed are consequently

composed of loops or doublets of fibres (Plate XVI. fig. 55, ef, and Plate XV. fig. 47 d).

Dr. John Reid§, in speaking of the left apex, says, “when the point is removed the

circular edge is left entire, and is formed of another series of fibres, which, like those

taken away, advance spirally from the base to the apex, and turning over the edge ascend

in the opposite direction, continuing their course after being reflected.” The converse

of these remarks holds true of the fibres at the base.

* Op. cit. f Loc. cit. p. 591. i Loc. cit. p. 591. § Loc. cit. p. 592.
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Third external layer of the left ventricle {Mammal). The fibres of the third external

layer (Plate XII. fig. 3) resemble in their more important features the fibres of the

second layer just described, and advance spirally from the base to the apex and from

left to right in two distinct sets
(fg ,

d d! e). They differ, however, from those of the

second layer in their position on the ventricle. The set which enters more particularly

into the formation of the anterior half of the apicial orifice proceeds from the posterior

third of the septum, and the posterior half and anterior third of the auriculo-ventricular

opening
;
while that which enters into the formation of the posterior half of the apicial

orifice (k) proceeds from the remaining anterior part of the auriculo-ventricular opening,

and the anterior two-thirds of the septum. Arrived at the apex, which is now greatly

widened, they bend or double upon themselves in a direction from without inwards, and

reverse their course to enter the interior, where they become continuous with the two

sets of fibres forming the fifth layer (Plate XII. fig. 5, o o', nn!). The fibres of the third

layer differ from those of the second in being arranged in smooth fascicular bands, and

in issuing from the auriculo-ventricular opening and entering the apex very obliquely

—an arrangement which causes the fibres on the body of the ventricle (fdl) to pursue

an almost transverse direction. They differ also from the fibres of the second layer, in

not extending quite so far either towards the apex (Plate XII. compare k of fig. 3 with

k of fig. 2) or the base (compare n! n" of fig. 5 with n' n" of fig. 6), and in being confined

to more central portions of the ventricle—a circumstance which, as has been already

explained, accounts for a vertical section of the ventricular wall tapering towards the

apex and the base. The fibres of the third layer further differ from those of the second

in exhibiting a less degree of crowding at the apex—for the very obvious reason that the

apicial orifice, on account of the conical shape of the ventricle, becomes larger and larger

with the removal of each successive layer.

Fourth or central layer of the left ventricle {Mammal). When the three external layers

have been removed, the fourth or central layer (Plate XII. fig. 4) is exposed. This

layer may be denominated the circular layer, or layer of transition, from the fact that

the fibres entering into its formation are circular, and form the boundary between the

external and internal layers. It differs from the other layers as regards the quality and

the direction of its fibres, and as regards its position in the ventricular wall—the fibres

composing it being aggregated into strong fascicular bands, whose course is neither from

left to right downwards as in the external layers, nor from right to left upwards as in

the internal ones, but horizontal or transverse. This peculiarity in direction, which

causes the fibres of the fourth layer {fg, d d' e) to run at nearly right angles to those

of the first {j) and seventh layers (Plate XII. fig. 7, o n), is accounted for by the fact

that in the fourth layer, the fibres of the third layer terminate or double upon them-

selves, while the fibres of the fifth layer (Plate XII fig. 4, k) begin. In other words,

the fourth layer, while it belongs neither to the third layer nor the fifth, forms the con-

necting or transition link to both, as may be seen by a reference to Plate XII. fig. 4,

where the fibres {d d' e) are seen to turn directly upon themselves {k).
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The fibres of the fourth layer, like those of the other layers, are composed of two sets

(fg ,
dd'e), the one proceeding from the entire septum and a limited portion of the auriculo-

ventricular opening on either side of the septum anteriorly and posteriorly, the other

from the outer aspect of the auriculo-ventricular opening and its remaining anterior and

posterior portions. Although the fibres of the fourth or circular layer form the boun-

dary between the external and internal layers, they do not on this account occupy the

centre of the ventricular wall, as may be seen on transverse section (Plate XV. fig. 50).

On the contrary, the circular layer
(
e
)

is found considerably nearer the exterior (c) than

the interior (d) of the ventricular wall—an arrangement which was to be expected, since

the layers, as was stated, increase in thickness from without inwards. The aggregate

of the external layers, or those to the outside of the circular layer, is consequently much

less than the aggregate of the internal ones. The fibres of the fourth layer are from

their position embraced by the fibres of all the other layers—viz. those of one and seven,

two and six, and three and five. The amount of spiral made by them is rather less than

one full turn (Plate XII. fig. 4,fg, d d! e).

Internal layers of the left ventricle of the Mammal.

Fifth layer. When the. three external and the fourth or central layer are removed, one

is immediately struck with the change, or rather complete reversal, in the direction of

the fibres. Thus the fibres of the fifth layer (Plate XII. fig. 5), which are the internal

continuations or counterparts of those forming layer three, instead of proceeding in a

spiral direction from base to apex and from left to right, proceed in a spiral direction

from apex to base and from right to left ; the reason of which is obvious when it is

recollected that the fibres of the fifth layer, when the layers are numbered from without

inwards, form the first of the internal layers

—

i. e. of those layers found to the inside of

the central layer, where, as has been explained, the order in the arrangement of the

fibres is reversed.

The fibres of the fifth layer, like the other layers described, consist of two sets (o, n)

;

they, however, pursue a very oblique course, and in this respect resemble the fibres of

the third layer, which they cross at a very obtuse angle. They moreover fold or double

upon themselves in an outward direction at the base (Plate XII. compare n! with n"

of fig. 5 *), and in so doing alter their direction (n"), and become continuous with the

two sets of fibres forming the third external layer (Plate XII. fig. 3,fg, de). The
fibres of the fifth layer are also continuous with the two sets of fibres forming the third

layer at the apex (Plate XII. fig. 3, Jc). The amount of spiral made by them from the

time they leave the apex until they reach the base, rather exceeds one full turn (Plate

XII. fig. 5, o o', nn' n"). The fibres of the third and fifth layers embrace or overlap the

fibres of the fourth or central layer, they themselves being embraced by the fibres of
the first and seventh and the second and sixth layers.

Sixth layer of the left ventricle {Mammal). The fibres of the sixth layer (Plate XII.

* In this figure the internal fibres (n
r

) are seen twisting or bending over in an outward direction to become
continuous with the external fibres (n").
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fig. 6) are the internal continuations of the twofold set of fibres forming the second

external layer. They wind in two portions (o, n), in a spiral slightly vertical direction

from right to left upwards, or from apex to base, so that they cross the fibres of the

second layer at a somewhat acute angle. At the base they fold upon themselves in

an outward direction, and form flattened bands
(n' n"), which become continuous with

corresponding bands belonging to the second layer (Plate XII. fig. 2,fg, d d! e). The

amount of spiral made by the fibres of the sixth layer from the time they leave the

apex until they reach the base, is rather under a turn and a half. Taken together, the

fibres of the second and sixth layers embrace in their convolutions the fibres of the

third, fourth, and fifth layers, they themselves being overlapped by the fibres of the

first and seventh layers.

Seventh or last internal layer of the left ventricle {Mammal). The fibres of the

seventh or last internal layer (Plate XII. figs. 7 & 8), as was stated when describing

the first or superficial layer, form the carne® column® and musculi papillares, especially

the latter. When the two sets of fibres which constitute the superficial or first external

layer are traced from above downwards, the anterior set, as was explained, is found to

enter the apex posteriorly (Plate XII. fig. 10, d), to become continuous with the fibres

of the anterior musculus papillaris (Plate XII. figs. 12 & 13, y) and those of the came®

column® next to it—the posterior set entering the apex anteriorly (Plate XII. fig. 10, g),

and becoming continuous with the fibres of the posterior musculus papillaris (Plate XII.

figs. 12 & 13, x) and the adjoining carne® column®. The musculi papillares and

carne® column® therefore occupy a variable position in the interior of the ventricle,

—

the anterior musculus papillaris winding in a spiral almost vertical direction from below

upwards, and from right to left, from the interior of the apex posteriorly to occupy an

anterior position ; the posterior musculus papillaris winding in a corresponding direction

from the interior of the apex anteriorly, and curving round to occupy a posterior position.

The musculi papillares, as will be seen from this description, are not the simply vertical

columns usually represented (Plate XII. fig. 14, x,y), but vertical spiral columns (Plate

XII. fig. 13, x
, y). The musculi papillares are seen to advantage in the ventricle of

the giraffe, camel, lion, horse, ox, ass, deer, seal, and dog. They occur in various stages

of development*.

Most commonly they appear as conical-shaped spiral bodies, which project into the

ventricular cavity and extend, in moderate-sized hearts, from the extreme apex to within

half an inch or so of the base. At the apex, where they may be said to originate, and

where they project least into the cavity, their spiral nature is very distinct f.

Towards the base, where their spiral direction is less marked, and where they project

most into the ventricular cavity, they terminate in free blunted extremities, which are

obliquely cut from below upwards, and from within outwards. As the chord® tendine®

connect the blunted extremities in question with the segments of the bicuspid valve,

* In the American elk (Plate XY. fig. 48, y) they are so rudimentary as scarcely to attract attention.

t To see the spiral course pursued by the musculi papillares, the ventricle should he opened anteriorly, the

incision being carried not quite to the apex, as represented at Plate XII. fig. 13, x y.
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and through them with the auriculo-ventricular tendinous ring, the musculi papillares

may be said to be continuous at the apex and the base respectively. On some occa-

sions the musculi papillares spring from the interior of the apex in two fascicular

bundles, the fibres of each bundle radiating and rapidly increasing in number as the

apex is receded from
;
in others they spring from several smaller fasciculi, the fibres of

the fasciculi being arranged in two sets and remaining more or less distinct, so that each

musculus papillaris has a bifid appearance (Plate XII. fig. 15, x,yy'). The musculi

papillares are principally of use in regulating the spiral action of the bicuspid valve,

which they do through the instrumentality of the chordae tendinese. They are also

useful, from projecting into the ventricular cavity, in reducing the blood to a state of

quiescence during the diastole. During the systole they act as spiral lavers, and scoop

the blood out of the interior of the ventricle by communicating to it a gliding spiral

movement.

Situated between the musculi papillares, and, in fact, occupying the spiral interspaces

or hollows occasioned by their projecting into the ventricular cavity, are the carnese

columnse. The carnese columnse, like the musculi papillares, proceed in a spiral nearly

vertical direction from right to left upwards. They are more developed in some

instances than in others. In the camel, red deer, and American elk they may be said

to be altogether wanting (Plate XV. fig. 48). In the lion, leopard, horse, ox, and

ass they are more or less rudimentary
;
while in the mysticetus, armadillo, giraffe, and

sheep they attain a size which almost entitles them to rank with the musculi papillares

themselves. In the human heart (Plate XII. fig. 15, z) the carnese columnse consist of

irregularly shaped, rounded muscular bands, arranged so as to form an intricate network

—some of the bands being attached at both extremities, others throughout their entire

extent. A portion of the fibres of the carnese columnse are continuous with the fibres

of the external layer at the base ; others derive attachment from the fibrous ring sur-

rounding the aorta, and from the auriculo-ventricular tendinous ring. Running between

the carnese columnse and the musculi papillares are a series of delicate fibrous stays

(Plate XII. figs. 13 & 14, r, and Plate XV. figs. 47 & 48, r), which hang loosely in the

ventricular cavity. They vary in thickness with the size of the heart, and probably

assist in coordinating the movements of the structures between which they are found.

The spiral interspaces or hollows occupied by the carnese columnse, to which a passing

allusion has been made, are two in number, a larger and a smaller. They both extend

from the extreme apex to the extreme base. The larger groove or interspace proceeds

from the outward or lateral aspect of the apex
,
and winds in an upward and inward

or septal direction, until it reaches the apex of the inner segment of the bicuspid valve
,

where it bifurcates—the one portion conducting to the aortic orifice, with which it com-
municates, the other to the base of the segment, where it terminates. The smaller

groove or interspace proceeds from the septal side of the apex
,
and winds in an upward

and outward or lateral direction, until it reaches the base of the outer segment of the

bicuspid valve
, where it likewise terminates.

mdccclxiv. 3 q
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These grooves are important physiologically; for I find that in them the blood is

arranged in spiral columns during the diastole, and that towards the end of the diastole

and the beginning of the systole, it is made to advance in spiral waves from beneath on

the segments of the bicuspid valve, and communicates to these structures a distinctly

spiral upward movement, the amount of upward motion being regulated by the chordae

tendineae to prevent retroversion and regurgitation. As the systole advances and the

musculi papillares contract with the other portions of the ventricular wall, the seg-

ments of the valve are gradually drawn down by the chordae tendineae in an opposite

direction to that by which they ascended and tightened upon the rapidly diminishing

columns of blood, so that they form a spiral dependent cone, whose apex is directed

towards the apex of the ventricle*.

Cast of the interior of the left ventricle {Mammal).

That the fibres of the seventh layer have a spiral direction and enclose a conical-

shaped spiral cavity, may be readily ascertained by a reference to Plate XII. fig. 17,

which is taken from a photograph of a wax cast of the interior of the left ventricle of

the deer. On carefully examining the engraving in question, the cavity will be found

to taper and twist towards the apex (z), and also, though to a less extent, towards the

base
(
b). The diminution of the cavity towards the base is so slight that it might be

overlooked, were it not that it renders the auriculo-ventricular orifice more easily closed

than it would otherwise be.

Transverse sections of the left ventricle {Mammal).

The amount of spiral made by a cast of the left ventricular cavity, as ascertained by

transverse sections, rather exceeds a turn and a half. This is proved by dividing the

ventricle transversely into six unequal portions, by placing the sections in exactly the

same positions, and by comparing the long axes of such portions of the cavity as are

found in the sections with each other, and with the long axis of the cavity of the right

ventricle. It is necessary to make the sections unequal, as the spiral formed by the

cavity is much more rapid towards the apex than the base—the success of this demon-

stration depending on making the section in such positions as will intersect the spiral

at every half turn of its progress. I have given views of five of the sections alluded to

;

and it will be observed that in the first two sections towards the base (Plate XV.
figs. 49 & 50), the long axis of the cavity {b) of the left ventricle is at right angles to

the long axis of the cavity of the right ventricle {l). In the third section (Plate XV.

fig. 51), the long axis of the cavity {b) of the left ventricle is parallel with the long axis

of the cavity of the right ventricle {l), showing that the left ventricular cavity has made

half a spiral turn. In the fourth section (Plate XV. fig. 52), the long axis of the left

* For a detailed account of the action of the mitral and tricuspid valves, see paper by the author “ On the

Relations, Structure, and Function of the Yalves of the Vascular System in Vertebrata,” Transactions of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxiii. p. 761.
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ventricular cavity {b) is again at right angles to the long axis of the cavity of the

right ventricle, making it evident that the cavity of the left ventricle has made a full

spiral turn; and in the fifth section (Plate XV. fig. 53) the long axis of the left ven-

tricular cavity is again parallel with the long axis of the cavity of the right ventricle,

showing that the left ventricular cavity has made an additional half turn. If another

section had been made at the extreme apex, probably an eighth of a turn more would

have been obtained, as the spiral in this direction is very rapid. The object of the cavity

twisting suddenly upon itself at the apex is obviously to protect the ventricular wall,

where thinnest, from undue pressure; for it is plain that a fluid injected into a conical-

shaped spiral and therefore tortuous cavity will not be transmitted to the apex with the

same degree of force as it would if the cavity were not spiral.

Vertical section of the left ventricular wall {Mammal).

On making a vertical section of the left ventricle between the musculi papillares

(Plate XII. figs. 13 & 14), the ventricular wall (s), like the ventricular cavity, is observed

to form a double cone, the apices of which point towards the apex and base of the ven-

tricle respectively, the bases, which are united in the upper portion of the middle third,

corresponding with the thickest part of the ventricular wall. The varying degree of

thickness in the ventricular wall is traceable to the fact, that the outermost and inner-

most layers extend further towards the apex and base than those which come next, and

these, again, further than those which succeed them, and so on until the central layer is

reached—this being of least extent, and confined indeed to about the middle third of

the ventricle. Thus into the apicial portion of the ventricular wall, where thinnest, only

one layer enters, viz. the superficial or first external*. Into a second portion, a little

above the apex, two layers enter, the first and the seventh ; into a third or higher portion

four, viz. the first and the seventh, the second and the sixth ; while into a fourth, or still

higher portion, which corresponds with the upper part of the middle third, the whole

seven layers enter. Tracing the thickness of the ventricular wall in an opposite direc-

tion, i. e. from the base towards the upper part of the middle third, the same changes

present themselves, although in a less marked degree. Thus the extreme base consists

of two layers, the continuations in fact of those forming the second part of the apex

;

the second portion of four, the third of six, and so on—an arrangement which accounts

for the ventricular wall being thicker towards the base than towards the apex f.

Recapitulation offacts connected with the left ventricle {Mammal). Before leaving

the left ventricle, it may be well to recapitulate briefly the points more particularly

dwelt upon. They are the following :

—

* Tins portion of the ventricular wall is formed by the external fibres turning round in a circular direction,

to alter their direction and become continuous with the internal, the external and internal fibres, in virtue of

their spiral direction, not crossing each other until removed an appreciable distance from the apex.

t The septum also tapers in two directions, more particularly when, as in the present demonstration, it is

regarded as forming part of the left ventricle.

3 Q 2
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1st. It has been shown that the walls of the left ventricle, when the septum is

included, are composed of four systems of spiral fibres, two external and two internal

;

the external systems running from left to right downwards from base to apex; the

internal systems from right to left upwards from apex to base.

2ndly. That these spiral fibres are arranged in layers or strata, which increase in

thickness from without inwards, and that the fibres composing them have each a differ-

ent course, whereby they change their direction from the nearly vertical to the hori-

zontal, and from the horizontal back again to the nearly vertical.

3rdly. That the fibres composing the strata alluded to are as nearly as may be of the

same length, and enter the apex and issue from the auriculo-ventricular orifice at the

base in two distinct parcels or bundles.

4thly. That the two sets of fibres forming the external layers are continuous at

the apex and at the base with the two sets of fibres forming the internal layers, and

give rise to twisted continuous loops, pointing to the apex and base respectively;

the more superficial loops embracing in their convolutions the deeper or more central

ones.

5thly. That the apex is opened into, and the apicial and basal orifices (on account

of the double cone formed by the ventricular cavity) widened, by the removal of such

strata as are found to the outside of the central stratum.

6thly. That the ventricular wall, like the ventricular cavity, tapers towards the apex

and the base, the tapering towards the apex being very considerable, that towards the

base being less appreciable.

7thly, and lastly. That the septum is of nearly the same thickness as the left ventri-

cular wall, and must be dissected pari passu with it, if the left ventricle is to be con-

sidered complete in itself.

The right and left ventricles
,
septum

,
&e. considered relatively (Mammal).

By far the simplest way to regard the right ventricle is, to consider it as a segment

of the left one—a view which is favoured both by the actual structure, and all that is

at present known of the foetal development of the organ. In works on embryology

it is stated that at first the heart consists of a mass of nucleated cells ; that by and by

it assumes the form of an elongated sac or dilated tube

;

that about the fourth week a

septum begins to arise up internally
,
which proceedsfrom the right side of the apex and

anterior wall of the cavity, in the direction of the base, where the arterial bulb leads off

;

and that about the eighth week this interventricular septum is complete. It is further

stated that the walls of the ventricles are, comparatively speaking, very thick, the thick-

ness of both being about the same ; but that on approaching the full period the left

begins to be the thicker of the two—a change which was a priori to be expected, seeing

that after birth the left ventricle has to perform nearly twice as much labour as the

right.

Beginning therefore with the left or typical ventricle constructed as described, it
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appears to me that in order to produce the right ventricle, and explain the relation

existing between the right and left ventricles anteriorly, posteriorly, and septally, all

that is necessary is to push in the anterior wall (Plate XVI. diag. 15, a) in an antero-

posterior direction until it touches the posterior one (B), in imitation of the constructive

process. As however, in pushing in the anterior wall until it touches the posterior one

a double septum is produced which is unattached posteriorly, it is necessary, to complete

the structure, to suppose the fibres forming the posterior border of the septal duplica-

ture as coalescing with corresponding fibres of the posterior wall, until the central layer is

reached (Plate XVI. diag. 17, K) ;
whilst the fibres of the two halves of the duplicature

itself pass through and are blended with each other to the same extent (E J). If the

constructive process be so imitated, it will be seen that not only are two ventricles (C, D)

produced, each of which has fibres peculiar to itself (I H, F E), but, what is remark-

able, that these ventricles are united to each other posteriorly (K) and septally (E J) by

a series of fibres, which are common to both, i. e. fibres which belong partly to the one

ventricle and partly to the other, precisely as in the ventricles themselves. The fibres

moreover of the left or principal ventricle form four systems of conical spirals, two

external and two internal—the former winding from above downwards from left to

right, to twist rapidly round in a whorl at the apex, where they are continuous with the

two internal systems *, winding in an opposite direction, from below upwards and from

right to left.

The fibres of the right ventricle, on the other hand, form only segments of spirals

—

they being continuous with each other not at one point as in the left ventricle, but

throughout the track for the anterior coronary artery (A). That the foregoing arrange-

ment approaches very closely to, if it is not identical with, that occurring in the

ventricles of the adult heart, may be ascertained in various ways.

1st. When the right and left ventricles (Plate XIII. figs. 18, 21, & 24) are dissected

from without inwards, the layers constituting the right ventricular wall (ff") gradually

increase in thickness, and pass through the several changes in direction met with in the

layers of the left ventricular wall (d d'), clearly showing that the right and left ventricles

are constructed on the same type. As, however, the left ventricle, as will be shown

presently, is the more complete of the two, it is more natural to suppose that the right

ventricle is a segment of the left one, than the reverse.

2ndly. When both ventricles are dissected at the same time, the fibres forming the

external layers posteriorly (Plate XIII. fig. 21) are for the most part common alike to

the one ventricle and the otherf; in other words, the fibres on the back part of the left

ventricle (/) cross over the posterior coronary track (j), and pass on to the right

* The external and internal systems, as has been explained, are rendered continuous at the base by bending

over until they meet each other. Similar remarks apply to the fibres at the base of the right ventricle.

f The fibres forming the left apex are peculiar to itself, and belong exclusively to the left ventricle. This

distribution of the fibres is accounted for by the fold which I believe forms the right ventricle beginning fully

half an inch above the apex in question.
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ventricle
(ff"); whereas in front, with the exception of a large cross band at the base

(Plate XIII. fig. 20, n), which is evidently for the purpose of binding the ventricles

more securely together anteriorly, the fibres of the right and of the left ventricle

respectively dip in (Plate XIII. fig. 23, r
)

at the anterior coronary track (o o'), as if

altogether independent of each other.

3rdly. When the fibres on the anterior aspect which belong to one or other of the

ventricles are traced into the septum, and the ventricles forcibly separated (Plate XIV.

fig. 45) in a line corresponding with the course which the fibres peculiar to each ven-

tricle naturally take, the right ventricle (Jc) claims, as its share of the partition alluded

to, rather less than one-third of its entire breadth
(
l), the remaining two-thirds (n)

going to the left ventricle (m). Why the right ventricle should claim less than a third

of the septum is difficult to explain, unless it be that this portion of the septum, belong-

ing as it does more particularly to the right ventricle, represents the right half of the

septal fold atrophied to half its original dimensions (Plate XVI. diag. 16, K), in common

with the other portions of the right ventricular wall (F) *. The right ventricular wall

after birth, it will be remembered, is only half the thickness of the left (Plate XV.
compare c"d" with c d of fig. 51). This view seems probable from the fact, that the sep-

tum in some places (Plate XV. fig. 50, c'd
')

is nearly a third thicker than the left ven-

tricular wall (c d) between the papillary muscles (x, y)—an excess in breadth which very

nearly corresponds with what would be obtained when allowance is made for the right

and left halves of the septal duplicature passing through each other, until the central

layer in either is reached, and for the atrophy of the right half of the septal fold as

suggested.

4thly. When the cut ends of the common fibres found on the left ventricle, i. e. those

to the outside of the central layer (Plate XIII. fig. 25,/), are applied to the fibres form-

ing the two-thirds of the septum (/ which belong to this ventricle, they are ascertained

to agree in direction, and would, if united, give rise to four complete systems of conical

spirals (two external and two internal), these conical spiral fibres being continuous with

each other at the apex and also at the base ; whereas the fibres of the right ventricle

and its share of the septum, treated in the same way, although likewise continuous at

the base and in the track for the anterior coronary artery, consist merely of spiral frag-

ments (Plate XIV. fig. 35,// d d), and represent only a part of a more complete system

* In this explanation I have supposed that the right ventricle and the right half of the septal fold have

become atrophied to half their original bulk, in accordance with the law that structure and function are related

to each other as cause and effect—the efforts required for maintaining the pulmonic circulation being probably

about half those required for the maintenance of the systemic. The converse, however, of this explanation is

equally true, and might he adopted with the same result as far as the comparative thickness of the ventricles

is concerned. Thus, instead of supposing that the right ventricle and its half of the septal duplicature becomes

atrophied, it might be assumed, in accordance with the same law, that the left ventricle and its half of the

septal duplicature becomes hypertrophied to twice its original dimensions, the right ventricle and its share of

the septum remaining stationary.
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-—a portion nipped off as it were from the perfect cone. (Compare c"d"d with cdd' of

fig. 50, Plate XV., and EF with H I of diag. 17, Plate XVI.)

5thly. When casts of the interior of the ventricles are taken, the left ventricular

cavity (Plate XII. fig. 17), in accordance with the more perfect arrangement of the

fibres forming the left ventricle, supplies a highly symmetrical double conical screw, the

right ventricular cavity (Plate XII. fig. 16), although it has the same twist, furnishing

only an incomplete portion.

6thly. When the so-called common fibres posteriorly (Plate XIII. fig. 21,ffi) are dis-

sected, layer after layer, synchronously with the independent anterior fibres (Plate XIII.

fig. 23, p q), both sets are seen to pass through the same changes in direction
; in other

words, they proceed from left to right downwards, gradually becoming more and more

oblique as the central or transverse layer is reached.

7thly, and lastly. When the fibres of the septum (Plate XIII. figs. 19, 22, & 25, g e)

are dissected, layer after layer, with the other portions of the ventricular walls (Plate

XIII. figs. 18, 21, & 24, ffi), they are observed to pass through the same changes in

direction ; i. e. they pursue a spiral course from left to right downwards, becoming more

and more oblique as the central layer (Plate XIII. fig. 28, fg, d e) is reached, after

which they reverse their course and become more and more vertical in an inverse order.

They consist moreover of three kinds : first, such as, properly speaking, belong to the

right ventricle (Plate XV. fig. 45, l) ; secondly, such as belong more particularly to the

left ventricle
(n)

;

and thirdly, such as belong partly to the one ventricle and partly to

the other (Plate XV. fig. 50, e'). Thus, in dissecting the septum from the right side,

the fibres first met with belong almost exclusively to the right ventricle. These fibres,

if traced from below upwards like the other internal fibres of the right ventricle, proceed

from right to left. Traced from above downwards, their direction is just the reverse, or

from left to right ; and it is important to note this circumstance, as the internal fibres

of the right ventricle become mixed up on the septum, at no great depth from its sur-

face, with fibres belonging exclusively to the left ventricle *, the direction of which is

also from left to right downwards. There is therefore a portion of the septum in

which the internal fibres of the right ventricle are mingled with the external fibres of

the left, and where the two sets pass through each other as the fingers of the one hand

might be passed between those of the other. The fibres found still deeper, and which

in fact constitute the left two-thirds of the septum, belong exclusively to the left

ventricle. These points may be readily established by dissection.

External lagers of the right and left ventricles
(
Mammal).

Superficial orfirst external layer. If the ventricles are dissected together (Plate XIII.

figs. 18 & 20), the fibres of the superficial or first external layer posteriorly (Plate XIII.

* The existence of these fibres in the right third of the septum induced me, when describing the left

ventricle, to regard the septum as forming a part of its walls.
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fig. 18) run in a spiral almost vertical direction* from left to right downwards, some of

them proceeding to the left apex (d"), others to the right ventricle (f) ; and if an inci-

sion be made through the right ventricular wall (Plate XIII. fig. 19), a little to the

right of the posterior coronary track, and the breach dilated to expose the septum and

the interior of the right ventricle, it will be seen that the fibres on the right side of the

septum (g) follow a similar course. On the anterior aspect of the ventricles (Plate XIII.

fig. 20) the fibres also pursue a spiral nearly vertical direction from left to right down-

wards f; but there is a great difference between them and the fibres on the posterior

aspect.

On the posterior of the ventricles (Plate XIII. fig. 18) the fibres from the left

auriculo-ventricular opening and the left ventricle generally (df) cross the track for

the posterior coronary artery (j), and are found also on the right ventricle
(f'f

hence the epithet common fibres ;
whereas on the anterior of the ventricles (Plate XIII.

fig. 20) the fibres, with the exception of the cross band at the base already referred

to
(
n), dip in at the anterior coronary track (o), to appear on the right third of the

septum (Plate XIII. fig. 19, g ,
A), where they are continuous with fibres having a corre-

sponding direction. The fibres occurring on the right side of the septum (Plate XIII.

fig. 19,g,h), as well as those lining the interior of the right ventricle generally, are,

for anything I can discover to the contrary, segmental portions lopped off or isolated

by the primary notch or reduplication (Plate XVI. diag. 15, A ; Plate XV. compare k l

with mn of fig. 45) from the spiral nearly vertical fibres originally lining the interior of

the left or typical ventricle. If this explanation be adopted, the great structural resem-

blance presented by the internal fibres of the right and left ventricles respectively is at

once accounted for.

Septum Ventriculorum composed oftwo elements {Mammal). That two elements enter

into the composition of the septum is probable for the following reasons :

—

1st. If the right ventricle be detached a little to the right of the tracks for the ante-

rior and posterior coronary arteries, and the septum dissected from the right side (Plate

XII. figs. 1, 2, 3, & 4), many of the fibres {g e
)
at no great depth from the surface proceed

without breach of continuity to the anterior wall (Plate XII. fig. 10, f) and apex (g) of

the left ventricle, thus showing that they belong exclusively to the left ventricle ; whereas

a certain number of them, as has been stated, are ascertained to be continuous with the

fibres on the outside of the right ventricular wall (Plate XIII. fig. 21, ff"), proving

them to belong more particularly to the right ventricle.

* The superficial fibres from the right and left ventricles converge in the track for the posterior coronary

artery in a manner resembling the letter V (ff'j)—an arrangement which is confined to the upper or basal

third of the first layer. Ultimately these fibres curve round to enter the left apex anteriorly.

f In the superficial layers of the right ventricle anteriorly, the fibres at the root of the pulmonary artery

interweave to a considerable extent, and are matted together. As a similar arrangement exists in the super-

ficial layers of the left ventricle at the root of the aorta, it is just possible that the large vessels are thereby

supplied with more secure points of attachment.
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2ndly. The fibres of the right side of the septum, especially the right third of it, are

densely matted together, and separate with greater difficulty than the fibres of the other

portions of the septum and ventricular wall generally.

3rdly. The exact width of the septum (Plate XV. fig. 50, c' d'), as compared with the

left ventricular wall (c d) between the musculi papillares {x, y), is in some parts nearly

one-third greater—this increase in bulk affording a redundancy of material, which was

to be anticipated, since the two halves of the septal fold (Plate XVI. diagram 16, H K)

are supposed to have passed partially through, and become blended with each other

(Plate XVI. diagram 17, E J).

4thly. Such of the fibres as are found near the centre of the right third of the septum

cross each other slightly towards the base, and give rise to a curious Y-shaped arrange-

ment at a point corresponding to the crossing which would be produced by the redupli-

cation.

There are other arguments in favour of the septum being formed of two elements by

a septal reduplication.

When, for example, the common fibres are dissected posteriorly, more or less inter-

ruption is experienced in their separation (particularly in the deeper layers) in a line

corresponding with the track of the posterior coronary artery (Plate XV. fig. 54, c </),

where the fibres of the border of the reduplication (Plate XYI. diagram 16, G) are

believed to have united with the fibres of the posterior wall (B).

The external fibres of the right ventricular wall moreover (Plate XIII. fig. 20, d'f,

and fig. 23,p g) enter the track for the anterior coronary artery (o) throughout its entire

extent, for the purpose of appearing on the septum (Plate XIII. figs. 19 & 22, g), the

track referred to corresponding with the rut which would be produced by the junction

of the two halves of the septal duplicature (Plate XYI. diagram 16, A).

Lastly, the external fibres of the right ventricular wall enter the interior by simply

bending or folding upon themselves (Plate XIY. figs. 34&35, de,fg, and Plate XY.
fig. 45, Jc, o, l)—an arrangement which presupposes a corresponding reduplication or

folding in of the anterior wall at some period or other, and one which is altogether

different from the arrangement of the external fibres of the left ventricle at the apex,

where the fibres enter the interior in two divisions in a regular whorl (Plate XII. fig. 10,

g ,
d, and Plate XYI. fig. 55, e,f).

Cameos columns and musculi papillares of the right ventricle {Mammal). The carneee

columnse of the right ventricle (Plate XIY. figs. 43 & 44) are in general better marked,

and the musculi papillares more numerous than in the left—a modification traceable

partly to the shape of the right ventricular cavity (Plate XV. fig. 49, l), and partly to

the greater number of fixed points required for the attachments of the chordae tendineee

distributed to the tricuspid valve.

In the right ventricle, as in the left, the carnese columnse pursue a spiral nearly vertical

direction from right to left upwards, and are subject to great variation as regards size,

number, and general appearance. The musculi papillares in this ventricle, although

mdccclxiv. 3 R
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usually consisting of two as in the left (Plate XIV. fig. 43, pp
1

),
are not necessarily limited

to this number. In the camel and American elk the carne® column® are altogether

wanting, the musculi papillares (two in number) being alone present. In the heart of

the armadillo and red deer the carne® column® are feebly developed, the musculi papil-

lares being generally three in number and small. In the heart of the sheep the carne®

column® are more fully developed than in the preceding, the musculi papillares being

sometimes two in number, and sometimes three (Plate XIII. fig. 19, h). In the heart

of the pig, leopard, and calf (Plate XIY. fig. 43) the carne® column® are still more

strongly developed, and appear in the form of thick muscular spiral ridges (o), which

slightly intersect each other and cross the floor of the ventricle (r
1

), the musculi papil-

lares being sometimes two (h h!), sometimes three, and sometimes four in number. In

the porpoise, dugong, mysticetus, and human heart (Plate XIV. fig. 44) the carne®

column® are more or less reticulated, particularly in the two latter, the musculi papil-

lares varying from two to four (h h! h" h!"). This increase in the number of papillary

muscles in the right ventricle, which might at first sight seem to interfere with the

bilateral distribution of the fibres in the primary or typical ventricle, is accounted for

by the fact that in the right ventricle the muscular fasciculi, from which the papillary

muscles spring, do not always coalesce as in the left ventricle, but remain permanently

apart. The musculi papillares of the right ventricle are less distinctly spiral than those

of the left, and are somewhat flattened to suit the concavo-convex shape of the right

ventricular cavity. They occupy the septal wall posteriorly (h" h!"), and the right

ventricular wall anteriorly (h h!). In the right ventricle, as in the left, many of the

fibres of the carne® column® (Plate XIY. fig. 43, o') are continuous at the base with

corresponding external fibres
(d'f), such of them as are not continuous, together with

the musculi papillares, being rendered so by the intervention of the right auriculo-

ventricular tendinous ring (Plate XIY. fig. 43, and Plate XY. fig. 46, n'), the chord®

tendine®, and the segments of the tricuspid valve (Plate XIY. fig. 44, i').

Muscular valve of the right ventricle of the bird
,
how formed ?

Distinction founded thereupon. In the right ventricle of the bird, where the tricuspid

valve of the mammal * is supplied by a fleshy one, the continuity of the external with

the internal fibres at the base is complete. This valve, as has been stated, forms the

distinguishing characteristic between the ventricles of the bird and mammal, and differs

essentially in its structure from all the other valves of the heart.

It consists of a solitary fold of muscular substance (Plate XIY. figs. 38, 40, & 41, i),

which extends from the edge and upper third of the septum posteriorly (Plate XIV.

* The tricuspid valve, as its name implies, consists of three leaves or segments. As, however, the anterior

segment, or that nearest the pulmonary artery, is larger than the posterior and internal segments, from which

it is divided by a deeper notch than divides the posterior and internal segments from each other, some investi-

gators regard the valve as consisting of two portions only ; and I am inclined to assent to this view, from the

bilateral nature of the left ventricle, and from my conviction that the right ventricle and every thing pertaining

to it is a segment of the left.
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fig. 39, g) to the fleshy pons anteriorly (e). The fold opens towards the interior of the

ventricle (Plate XIV. fig. 40, i), in a direction from above downwards (Plate XIV.

fig. 41, i), and is deepest at the edge of the septum posteriorly (Plate XIV . figs. 39 & 40, g).

As it gradually narrows anteriorly (i), it is somewhat triangular in shape, its dependent

and free margin (g) describing a spiral which winds from behind forwards, and from

below upwards. The valve, from its substance and structure, may be appropriately

termed the musculo-spiral valve, and is seen to advantage in the right ventricle of the

emu (Plate XIV. fig. 41), swan (Plate XIV. figs. 38&39), turkey (Plate XIV. fig. 40),

capercailzie, and eagle. It is composed of fibres from all parts of the floor and lower

third of the right ventricle interiorly (Plate XIV. fig. 40, j), and from the upper third

of the left ventricle and septum posteriorly (Plate XIV. figs. 39 & 40, g). The fibres

from the lower third of the right ventricle interiorly, are spread over a large surface,

and pursue a more or less vertical and slightly spiral direction. They gradually detach

themselves in two portions (Plate XIV. fig. 40, h,j) from the right ventricular wall, and

converge towards the centre of its middle third, where they form a flattened spindle-

shaped muscular band (Plate XIV. fig. 40, h). Arrived at this point and continuing

their spiral course, they diverge or spread out to assist in forming the inner and free

leaf (i g) of the muscular fold (Plate XIV. figs. 39, 40, & 41, g)—one portion bending

over in graceful spiral curves (Plate XIV. fig. 40, i) in a direction from within outwards

and from below upwards, to become continuous with the superficial or external fibres at

the base, a second portion bending over in like manner
(e") to become continuous with

certain fibres from the upper third of the second layer of the septum and left ventricle

posteriorly, a third portion
(e

"') pursuing a similar course to unite with the fibres from

the upper third of the third layer of the septum and from the left ventricle. If that

surface of the dependent or free leaf of the valve which is directed towards the right

ventricular wall be examined, a fourth portion (g) is found to be continuous with the

fibres of the upper third of the fourth or transverse layer. The muscular valve of the

bird may therefore be said to be composed of the fibres entering into the formation of

the several layers of the right ventricular wall, (the ventricular wall in fact bifurcates

or splits up towards its base,) the external layers forming the outer wall of the valve,

the internal layers, which are slightly modified, forming the inner. It is to this splitting

up of the right ventricular wall towards the base (Plate XIV. fig. 41, Jc
)
that its greater

tenuity in this direction, as compared with the right ventricular wall of the mammal
(Plate XV. fig. 49,y), is to be traced. If the muscular valve be regarded as an inde-

pendent formation, which it can scarcely be, it will be best described as a structure

composed of fibrous loops, these loops being of three kinds and directed towards the

base—the first series consisting of spiral nearly vertical fibres forming a somewhat acute

curve, the second series consisting of slightly oblique spiral fibres forming a larger or

wider curve, and the third series consisting of still more oblique fibres and forming a

still greater curve. As the fibres composing the different loops act directly upon each

other during contraction, the object of the arrangement is obviously to supply a move-

3 e 2
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able partition or septum which shall occlude the right auriculo-ventricular opening during

the systole. The manner in which the several loops act is determined by their direc-

tion. Thus the more vertical ones, in virtue of their contracting from above down-

wards, have the effect of flattening or opening out the valvular fold, and in this way

cause its dependent or free margin to approach the septum. The slightly oblique fibres,

which contract partially from above downwards, but principally from before backwards,

assist in this movement by diminishing the size of the right auriculo-ventricular orifice

in an antero-posterior direction,—it remaining for the very oblique and transverse fibres,

which contract from before backwards, and from without inwards, to complete the move-

ment, by pressing the inner leaf of the fold directly against the septum—an act in which

the blood plays an important part, from its position within the valve, this fluid, according

to hydrostatic principles, distending equally in all directions and acting more immedi-

ately on the dependent or free margin of the valve, which is very thin and remarkably

flexible. When a vertical section of the fold forming the valve of the bird is made,

that portion of it which hangs free in the cavity is found to be somewhat conical in

shape, the thickest part being directed towards the base, where it has to resist the

greatest amount of pressure—the thinnest corresponding to its dependent and free

margin, where it is applied to, and supported by, the septum. The upper border of the

fold is finely rounded, and in this respect resembles the convex border which limits the

right ventricle of the mammal towards the base.

The spindle-shaped muscular band (Plate XIV. fig. 40, h), which from its connexion

may be said to command the upper (e") and lower (j) portions of the right ventricle

interiorly, is obviously for the purpose of coordinating the movements of the muscular

valvular fold ; and as its position and direction nearly correspond with the position and

direction of the musculus papillaris situated on the right ventricular wall of the mammal
(Plate XIV. fig. 44, h!), it is more than probable that it forms the homologue of this

structure. Indeed this seems almost certain from the fact that, if the ventricles of the

bird be opened anteriorly (Plate XIV. fig. 40), and the band referred to contrasted with

the anterior musculus papillaris of the left ventricle (y), both are found to occupy a

similar position. The fleshy band therefore may be said to be to the muscular valve of

the right ventricle, what the anterior musculus papillaris and its chordae tendineae are

to the segments of the mitral valve. Compared with the tricuspid valve of the mammal,

the muscular valve of the right ventricle of the bird is of great strength. As, more-

over, it applies itself with unerring precision to the septum, which is slightly prominent

in its course, its efficiency is commensurate with its strength. The prominence on the

septum alluded to is very slight, and might escape observation, were it not that immedi-

ately below it the septum is hollowed out to form a spiral groove of large dimensions (d
1

e").

This groove, like the valve, runs in a spiral direction from behind forwards, and from

below upwards, and, when the valve is applied to the septum during the systole, con

verts the right ventricular cavity into a spiral tunnel, through which the blood is forced,

on its way to the pulmonary artery. Such of the fibres of the superficial or first external
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layer of the right ventricle of the mammal as are not continuous with corresponding

external fibres at the base arise in two divisions (Plate XIV. fig. 30, d,f),—the one from

the fibrous ring surrounding the pulmonary artery (Plate XV. fig. 46, Jc) and aorta (a),

and the anterior half of the fibrous ring surrounding the right auriculo-ventricular

opening (l), together with a corresponding portion of the septum (<?) ;
the other from the

posterior half of the fibrous ring
(
n

')
surrounding the right auriculo-ventricular opening,

the posterior half of the septum, and a limited portion of the left auriculo-ventricular

tendinous ring posteriorly
(
n). In this layer, consequently, comparatively few of the

fibres belonging to the left ventricle (Plate XIII. fig. 18,/) cross the posterior coronary

groove (j) to become continuous with the fibres on the right (/') ; and it is worthy of

observation, that as the dissection advances the number of the so-called common fibres is

augmented. This increase of the common fibres, which is gradual and follows a certain

order, is referable to the source and direction of the fibres constituting the several layers.

In the first layer, as has been explained, the common fibres proceed from a limited por-

tion of the left auriculo-ventricular opening posteriorly ;
and as their direction is little

removed from the vertical, few of them cross the posterior coronary groove to appear on

the right. In the second layer, however, the common fibres proceed from the posterior

and outer portion of the left auriculo-ventricular opening (Plate XIII. fig. 21, /), and,

their direction being more oblique, a considerable proportion cross the posterior coronary

groove (j ). In the third layer (Plate XIII. fig. 24,f d!) the direction is still more

oblique, and a greater number of the fibres consequently cross the groove referred to.

In the fourth layer the direction of the fibres is horizontal (Plate XIII. fig. 27,/ d), and

the fibres almost all cross the groove in question. In the last-mentioned layer the fibres

may be said to emanate from the left auriculo-ventricular opening all round. In speaking,

therefore, of the fibres which are common to both ventricles posteriorly, it will faci-

litate the comprehension of their arrangement, to say that they radiate from different

portions of the left auriculo-ventricular opening at different levels, these levels corre-

sponding with the depth of the layer involved.

Peculiarities of the right ventricle of the mammal—fleshy pons—infundibulum—bone

of the heart
,
&c. In the right ventricle, as in the left, the layers increase in thickness

from without inwards
; but there is this difference : the layers of the right ventricle are

comparatively thinner than those of the left, owing to the fibres constituting them being

more delicate. The greater delicacy of the fibres of the right ventricle may be explained

either by an arrest of growth after birth, or to their becoming subsequently atrophied.

The fibres of the right ventricle, as a rule, form only curves or segments of spirals

(Plate XIV. figs. 36 & 37), a certain number of them anteriorly (especially those of the

internal layers *) bending over and uniting with corresponding fibres from the right side

of the septum to form a fibrous archway (Plate XIII. figs. 18, 21, 24, & 27, to), which

* The fibres of the external layers which enter into the formation of the fleshy pons, arise in many instances

from the root of the pulmonary artery and aorta, and from the anterior portion of the right auriculo-ventricular

opening.
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separates the right auriculo-ventricular opening (l) from that of the pulmonary artery (k).

This fibrous archway has been appropriately denominated the fleshy pons, and is more or

less spindle-shaped, from the fact of its forming the boundary between the auriculo-

ventricular and pulmonic orifices, the former of which is oval, the latter circular. It

varies in size according to the dimensions of the heart. In the sheep, calf (Plate XIV.

fig. 43, m), hog, leopard, deer, and seal it is usually about half an inch in breadth at

its narrowest portion, and rather less than a quarter of an inch in thickness
;
while in

the giraffe, camel, and horse it increases to twice these dimensions.

Another peculiarity in the right ventricle of the mammal, to which a passing allusion

is due, appears in the form of a conical-shaped projection (Plate XIV. fig. 37, w), the

so-called infundibulum (Cruveilhier), or conus arteriosus (Wolff*), situated at the

upper and anterior portion (p) of the ventricle. This projection, which communicates

above or at its summit with the pulmonary artery (#), has the effect of lengthening the

right ventricle towards the base to the extent of half an inch or so in moderate-sized

hearts, and in this way makes up the deficiency of the right ventricle towards the apex.

The vertical measurement of the right and left ventricles is consequently nearly equal.

The conus arteriosus is composed externallyf of fibres which arise more immediately

from the fibrous ring surrounding the orifice of the pulmonary artery (Plate XV.
fig. 46, k)—these fibres having a plicated or tortuous arrangement (c), similar to that

which occurs in the superficial layer of the ventricle of the fish and reptile. As, how-

ever, the fibres alluded to are separable into layers (Plate XIV. figs. 30 & 31, k), and

are continuous with the fibres of the external layers of the right ventricle generally, with

which they correspond in direction
(fd), they are not entitled to a separate description.

The more internal portions of the conus arteriosus are composed of the internal layers

of the right ventricle. An additional peculiarity in the right ventricle of the mammal
consists in the existence, in a large number of quadrupeds, of a curiously shaped bone

(Plate XIV. figs. 30 & 31, c) which is imbedded in the right side (a) of the fibro-cartila-

ginous ring surrounding the aortic orifice. The bone in question, on account of its being

more fully developed in some instances than in others J, varies considerably as regards

* “ This author drew a distinction between the conus arteriosus and the infundibulum, applying the former

epithet to that portion of the ventricle from which the pulmonary artery springs, and which is prolonged up-

wards above the level of the rest of the ventricle. In the term infundibulum he included a larger portion of

the ventricle, apparently that portion placed above a line drawn from the upper and right margin of the ven-

tricle obliquely downwards to the anterior fissure. As the upper part of the right ventricle becomes gradually

narrower, he supposed that it increases the velocity and impetus of the blood as it is drawn from the ventricle.”

(Acta Acad. Imper. Petropol. pro anno 1780, tom. v., vi. p. 209, 1784.)

f The arrangement of the fibres entering into the composition of the conus arteriosus interiorly is described

at p. 479.

t Blttmemach (Comparative Anatomy, translated by Mr. Lawrence, p. 138) speaks of two bones as existing

in the heart of the stag and the larger adult bisulca. According to Mr. W. S. Savory, two principal bones (a

larger and a smaller), together with several irregular fragments, are found in the hearts of the larger ruminants.

(Observations on the Structure and Connexions of the Yalves of the Human Heart, 1851.) The author of the

present paper has occasionally seen the fragments alluded to by Mr. Savory.
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form. Usually it resembles the mould of a ploughshare ; i. e. it is more or less trian-

gular, and slightly bent or twisted upon itself to suit the curve of the aorta. That it per-

forms no very important function, and is not necessary for the attachment of the fibres

of the septum, is abundantly proved by its absence in a great number of instances.

The os cordis
,
as it has been termed, is generally met with in the hearts of the horse,

ox, sheep, and deer, and very rarely in man, the seal, pig, dog, hedgehog, hare, rabbit,

and cat.

Lastly, the shape of the right ventricle is peculiar. Viewed vertically, it forms two

irregular cones, a larger and inferior cone, and a smaller and superior one (the conus

arteriosus). They spring from a common base and have widely separated apices. The

bases of the cones correspond with a line drawn from the posterior portion of the right

auriculo-ventricular opening (Plate XIV. fig. 31, c) to a point in the track for the

anterior coronary artery, midway between the apex
(d)

of the right ventricle and the

root of the pulmonary artery (Jc). The apex of the larger or inferior cone (Plate XIV.

fig. 31) corresponds with the apex of the right ventricle
(
d), and the apex of the smaller

or superior one with the root of the pulmonary artery (Jc). Viewed transversely or by

means of transverse sections, the right ventricle is found to be concavo-convex (Plate XV.

figs. 49, 50, & 51, £),its concavity being turned towards the convexity of the left (h) ; in

other words, the right ventricle is as it were flattened out and applied to or round the

left one. Viewed from before backwards, or in an antero-posterior direction, the right

ventricle is found to be twisted upon itself (Plate XII. fig. 16, and Plate XIV. figs. 34,

35, 36, & 37), the two cones of which it is composed twisting in opposite directions

—

the larger or inferior cone (Plate XII. fig. 16, lh m, and Plate XIV. fig. 37, p' q q')

in a direction from left to right downwards, the smaller or superior one (Plate XII.

fig. 16, h Jc, and Plate XIV. fig. 37, p w Jc) in a direction from right to left upwards.

Second external layer of tJie right and left ventricles (Mammal). When the superficial

or first external layer, which in the mammal is comparatively thin, is removed, the

second layer (Plate XIII. fig. 21), composed of fibres similarly arranged to those taken

away, is exposed. The fibres of the second layer posteriorly proceed in a spiral direc-

tion from left to right downwards, and are for the most part * common to both ventri-

cles (ff") ; i. e. the fibres found on the left ventricle (f) cross the posterior coronary

track (/), and are found also on the right ventricle (ff") ;
while the fibres on the

anterior aspect, which also proceed in a spiral direction from left to right downwards,

with the exception of a broad band at the base, dip in at the anterior coronary track to

appear on the right third of the septum, where they are continuous with fibres having a

corresponding direction (Plate XIII. fig. 22, g). The fibres of the second layer differ from

those of the first in being slightly fascicular, and in issuing from the auriculo-ventricular

openings (Plate XIII. fig. 21, b l) and entering the left apex and anterior coronary

groove more obliquely. They further differ in having a more oblique direction. The
fibres of the second layer are arranged in two sets, the one ofwhich proceeds from rather

* A few of the fibres of the second layer proceed to the left apex only.
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more than the anterior half of the septum and right anriculo-ventricular opening (l),

and from the root of the pulmonary artery (k) ; the other from rather less than the

posterior half of the septum and right auriculo-ventricular opening (l), and from the

posterior and outer half of the left auriculo-ventricular opening (b). The number of

fibres, consequently, which proceed from the left ventricle (f) to cross the track of the

posterior coronary artery (j), to become continuous with fibres having a similar direction

on the right ventricle
(ff "), is greater in the second layer than in the first.

Second layer of the septum—curious Y-shaped arrangement of thefibres—fibres of the

right ventricle continuous anteriorly and posteriorly. The direction of the fibres of the

second layer of the septum (Plate XIII. fig. 22, g) corresponds with the direction of

the fibres of the second layer on the anterior and posterior aspects (ff, d d’) of the left

ventricle, and with the direction of the fibres of the second layer of the right ventricle

(Plate XIV. fig. 31,ff, d d'). In addition, the fibres of this and the succeeding layer

diverge from each other at the upper third of the septum, and occasion an arrangement

resembling the letter Y, the one portion bending over to assist in the formation of the

fleshy pons anteriorly, the other, curving round to become continuous with the fibres of

the right ventricle, having a like direction posteriorly (Plate XIY. fig. 31, fd). The

fibres of the right ventricle (Plate XIV. fig. 35,/ d), as was shown, are continuous in the

trackfor the anterior coronary artery (o) with fibres having a similar direction on the

septum (g e’). They are likewise in many instances continuous with fibres from the sep-

tum, in the trackfor the posterior coronary artery (Plate XIII. apply ge tof d’ of fig. 22),

and form flattened rings. These points are best seen when the left ventricle is detached

from the right, and the septum is dissected from the left side.

Third external layer of the right and left ventricles (Mammal). The fibres of the third

layer (Plate XIII. fig. 24) resemble in their course and general configuration the fibres

of the second layer, and proceed in a spiral direction from left to right downwards

anteriorly, posteriorly (ff, d1

d"), and septally (Plate XIII. fig. 25, g e). They differ,

however, from those of the second in being slightly more fascicular, in forming a thicker

layer, and in having a direction which is almost transverse. The number of common

fibres posteriorly (Plate XIII. fig. 24,ff", d1

d") is greater in this layer than in the

second, partly on account of their very oblique direction, and partly from their pro-

ceeding from the left auriculo-ventricular opening nearly all round. Such of the fibres

as cross the posterior coronary track to appear on the right ventricle* posteriorly (f d"),

curve round in an anterior direction until they reach the track for the anterior coronary

artery. Arrived here, they dip in at the anterior coronary groove (throughout its entire

extent) to assist in forming the third layer of the septum (Plate XIII. fig. 25,ge).

They also contribute to the Y-shaped arrangement of the fibres alluded to in layer two,

the one arm or process giving off fibres to assist in building up the fleshy pons, the other

giving off fibres to become continuous posteriorly with such as belong to the right

* In this layer, as in the last, a certain number of the fibres do not cross the posterior coronary groove, but

proceed at once to the left apex.
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ventricle. The fibres of the third layer (Plate XIII. fig. 24) are continuous with

corresponding internal fibres at the base, and proceed from two sources—the one set

from the posterior third of the septum and the posterior half and anterior third of the

right and left auriculo-ventricular openings (

b

/), the other from the remaining ante-

rior portions of the auriculo-ventricular openings and the anterior two-thirds of the

septum.

Fourth or central layer of the right and left ventricles [Mammal). The fibres of the

fourth layer (Plate XIII. fig. 27,fd), unlike the fibres of the other layers, run athwart

the ventricles, or at right angles to an imaginary line drawn from the base to the apex.

Their direction, which from this circumstance is more or less circular, is accounted for by

the external fibres, which run in a spiral direction from left to right downwards, turning

abruptly upon themselves in this layer (Plate XII. compare fg ,
d e, with k of fig. 4)

to reverse their course and proceed in an opposite direction, viz. from right to left

upwards (Plate XIII. fig. 27, p q). The fourth layer consequently forms the boundary

between the external and internal layers in both ventricles* ; and when it is removed the

order of arrangement is reversed: the fibres, instead of proceeding from left to right down-

wards, becoming more and more oblique, proceed from right to left upwards, gradually

returning to an imaginary vertical in an inverse order. The fibres of the right ventricle,

it may be observed, pass through the several changes in direction referred to, more

rapidly than those of the left; in other words, the fibres of the right ventricle, when
the dissection is conducted from without inwards, change from the nearly vertical to

the horizontal, and from the horizontal back again to the nearly vertical at compara-

tively slight depths from the surface, an arrangement evidently occasioned by the greater

tenuity of the right ventricular fibres. The difference in the depths at which the layers

of the right and left ventricles are found, introduces important changes in the appear-

ance presented by the ventricles at different stages of the dissection. Thus, when the left

ventricular wall is half dissected through posteriorly (Plate XV. fig. 54), the right

ventricular one is quite dissected awayf. I say posteriorly, because, as was explained,

the left ventricular wall anteriorly is but little affected, owing to the manner in which

the fibres common to both ventricles radiate from the latter. The fibres of the fourth

layer proceed in flattened fascicular bands from the auriculo-ventricular orifices all round

(Plate XIII. fig. 27, bl), and illustrate very well the comparative depths at which the

layers of the right and left ventricles are found. On transverse section the outer half

of the central layer of the left ventricle posteriorly is ascertained to be on the same
level with the internal layers of the right ventricle. Such of the fibres of the fourth

layer as are common to both ventricles proceed from left to right, and, having crossed

the posterior coronary groove, curve round on the right ventricle until they reach the

groove for the anterior coronary artery (Plate XIII. fig. 23, oo'), where they dip in (r)

to traverse the septum (Plate XIII. fig. 28, g e) in an antero-posterior direction, and so

* The fourth layer of the right ventricle is represented at Plate XIII. fig. 28, p q.

t The right ventricle is only half the thickness of the left.

MDCCCLXIV. 3 s
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return to the posterior wall, where many of them are continuous with the fibres of the

fourth layer of the right ventricle. The fibres which are not common, and which belong

more particularly to the left ventricle, dip in at the posterior coronary groove to tra-

verse the septum (Plate XV. fig. 54, g) in an opposite direction, or from behind for-

wards, where they are continuous with the fibres of the left ventricular wall.

Internal layers of the right ventricle {Mammal).

When the fourth or central layer of the right ventricle (Plate XIII. fig. 23, p q),

which is on the same level with the more superficial portions of the central layer of the

left one (Plate XIII. fig. 27, fd), is removed, there is no longer any continuity between

the fibres of the right and left ventricles posteriorly ; in other words, the common fibres,

or those which pass from the one ventricle to the other, are dissected away, and the

layers beyond or to the inside of the layer in question belong exclusively to one or other

of the ventricles. This arrangement is apparently occasioned by the fibres of the poste-

rior border of the septal duplicature (Plate XVI. diag. 16, G) passing through and be-

coming blended with those of the posterior wall, only until the central layer in either

ventricle is reached (Plate XVI. diag. 17, K). The internal layers of the right ventricle

(Plate XIII. figs. 26 & 29, and Plate XIV. figs. 32, 33, 36, & 37), as has been partially

explained, are, according to my belief, segmented portions of similar layers isolated from

the left or typical ventricle by the primary notch or reduplication. This hypothesis is,

I may observe, countenanced by their possessing the general characters of the internal

layers of the left ventricle without being so complete. The fibres of the internal layers

of the right ventricle proceed in a spiral direction from right to left upwards (Plate XIV.

fig. 32, ypf , q q'), the fibres of the several layers, when the dissection is conducted from

without inwards, becoming more and more vertical (Plate XIV. fig. 33, ypf, q q') as the

interior is reached. They therefore pass through all the changes in direction through

which those of the left ventricle pass—the fibres of the seventh or last internal layer

crossing the- fibres of the superficial or first external layer at an acute angle, the fibres of

the second and sixth layers at a slightly obtuse angle, and the fibres of the third

(Plate XIV. fig. 31) and fifth (Plate XIV. fig. 32) layers at a very obtuse angle. When,

however, the spirals formed by the fibres of the internal layers of the right ventricle

(Plate XIV. figs. 36 & 37) are examined or compared with the spirals formed by the

fibres of the internal layers of the left ventricle (Plate XII. figs. 6 & 7), the segmentary

nature of the former is at once apparent, these in no instance forming complete double

conical spirals similar to those found in the left ventricle, but only spiral fragments, or

at most flattened rings, such as would be obtained by isolating or detaching a portion

of a perfect cone composed of the double conical spirals described.

Fifth layer of the right ventricle {Mammal). The fifth layer of the right ventricle

(Plate XIV. fig. 32), from the fact of its being immediately to the inner side of the

fourth central or transverse layer (Plate XIII. figs. 23 & 28, p q), is the first of the in-

ternal ones (Plate XIV. fig. 32, ypf, q c[). The fibres composing it proceed in a very
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oblique spiral direction from behind forwards and from right to left upwards; and

are aggregated into well-marked fascicular bundles which are continuous anteriorly

(Plate XIV. fig. 36, o) and for the most part posteriorly with fibres having a like direc-

tion on the right third of the septum (p'q'). They are continuous also with the fibres

of the third external layer at the base. As the common fibres do not extend to, or im-

plicate the internal layers, the fibres of the right third of the septum readily become

continuous with internal fibres on the posterior wall having a corresponding direction

(Plate XIV. fig. 32, p q). The fibres of the fifth layer (Plate XIV. fig. 32) split up or

bifurcate at a point corresponding with the fleshy pons, into the formation of which they

enter, the one half bending over in a direction from without inwards (to) to become

continuous with fibres from the septum having a similar direction—the other half curving

round the infundibuliform portion of the right ventricle anteriorly (p') to dip in at the

track for the anterior coronary artery (Plate XIII. fig. 26, o), from which they emerge

with the septal fibres referred to. The fibres of the fifth layer seldom make more than

one turn of a spiral, many of them, from terminating at the root of the aorta and septum

anteriorly, making less.

Sixth layer of right ventricle (Mammal). The fibres of the sixth layer of the right

ventricle (Plate XIV. fig. 33) agree in their more important features with the fibres of

the fifth layer
; i. e. they proceed in a spiral direction from right to left, or from behind

forwards and from below upwards (pp
1

, q #'), the fibres bifurcating (to (f) to assist in form-

ing the fleshy pons (to) and the infundibulum (q'). The fibres of the sixth layer agree

with those of the fifth in being continuous anteriorly (Plate XIV. * fig. 37, w) and

posteriorly (Plate XIV. fig. 33, p q) with fibres having a similar direction on the septum

(Plate XIV. fig. 37, p'q'), and with corresponding external fibres (the fibres of the second

layer) at the base (Plate XIV. fig. 31,ff, dd'). The fibres of the sixth layer differ from

those of the fifth in pursuing a slightly more vertical direction, and in not being quite

so fascicular. They form the homologues of the fibres of the second layer.

Seventh or last internal layer of right ventricle (Mammal). The fibres of the seventh

or last internal layer of the right ventricle are those principally engaged in the forma-

tion of the carnese columnse and musculi papillares of the right ventricle, and have been

already described.

The points established with reference to the right ventricle are these :

—

1st. Many of the fibres entering into the formation of the right ventricular wall pro-

ceed from the left auriculo-ventricular opening, so that the right ventricle is to a certain

extent dependent for its existence on the left.

2ndly. The external fibres of the right ventricle, with the exception of a broad band

at the base, limited to the first two external layers, dip in at the track for the anterior

coronary artery, to appear on the septum.

3rdly. Many of the fibres, especially of the deeper layers, are continuous anteriorly

* In Plate XIII. fig. 29, the fibres in question (p q) are seen dipping in at the anterior coronary track

(oo').

3 s 2
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and posteriorly, and form flattened rings, which accommodate themselves to the shape

of the ventricle.

The points in which the fibres of the right ventricle differ from those of the left are

the following :

—

1st. They are more delicate.

2ndly. They form segments of spirals and flattened rings, instead of double conical

spirals.

3rdly. The external fibres enter the anterior coronary groove to become internal, not

at one particular point, as in the apex of the left ventricle, but throughout its entire

extent, the broad band at the base excepted.

4thly. The fibres of the right ventricle form a constriction anteriorly (the so-called

fleshy pons). This constriction separates the pulmonary artery from the auriculo-ven-

tricular opening, and does not exist in the left ventricle, unless the septal segment of

the bicuspid valve is taken to represent it.

Vertical section of the right ventricle {Mammal).

When a vertical section of the right ventricle is made posteriorly (Plate XIV. figs.

43 & 44, s), it is found to taper in two directions, as in the left. It differs, however,

from a similar section of the left ventricular wall in being comparatively much thicker

towards the apex. This arises from the manner in which the right apex is formed, and

is readily explained according to the segmentary process which is believed to separate the

right apex from the left in utero. Into the extreme apex of the left or typical ventricle,

as was shown, only one layer enters ; whereas into successive portions of the left ventri-

cular wall (at slight removes from the extreme apex) two, three, and four layers enter.

But the right apex is known to be separated from the right side of the left apex at a

part considerably above its extreme point, and where the left ventricular wall is some-

what thickened ; so that probably two or even three layers enter into the construction

of the right apex.

Transverse sections of the right and left ventricles {Mammal).

What has been said with reference to the difference in direction of the several exter-

nal and internal layers of the right and left ventricles and septum, the common nature

of the fibres posteriorly, and their independent nature anteriorly, the varying thickness

of the right and left ventricular and septal walls, the conical shape of the right and left

ventricular cavities, &c., is fully borne out by transverse sections. When a transverse

section of the ventricles of the deer is made half an inch or so from the base (Plate XV.
fig. 49), the following phenomena are observed :

—

1st. The cut ends of the more vertical fibres exteriorly {cdd') and interiorly {d d'd")

are nearly equal in number, and are seen to the outside and inside of the deeper or

more central fibres. The prevailing direction of the central fibres, on the septum {d)

and left ventricular wall {e), is more or less circular, owing probably to many of the
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internal fibres changing their direction at this point to become external. On the right

ventricular wall the fibres composing the more central layers are distinctly seen to cross

each other (f).

2ndly. The fibres which are common to both ventricles posteriorly, can be traced pass-

ing from the left ventricle to the right (g).

3rdly. The large fascicular bundles of fibres which constitute the camese column®

(oo'o"), and the free ends of the musculi papillares with their chord® tendine® attached

(xy), may be recognized surrounding the ventricular cavities (b l).

4thly. The shape of the left ventricular cavity at this point is oval
(
"b), and of the

right cavity concavo-convex
(
l).

5thly. The thickness of the left ventricular wall (c d) and the septum (c'd
1

)
is as nearly

as possible equal, that of the right ventricular wall
(
c"d")

being only half the thickness

of either of the former.

6thly. The thickness of the ventricular walls, as a whole, is not quite so great in this

section as it is three-quarters of an inch nearer the apex (Plate XV. fig. 50).

In a transverse section rather less than an inch and a half from the base (Plate XV.

fig. 50) the same phenomena are repeated, with the following slight differences:

—

1st. The aggregate of the external fibres
(c c") is considerably less than the aggregate

of the internal ones
(
d d"), out of which the carne® column® (o) and musculi papillares

(x y, hh') spring—an arrangement necessitated by the external fibres requiring in this

instance to crowd together, in order to accommodate themselves to the diminished

calibre of the cone interiorly.

2ndly. The common fibres posteriorly (g) pass from the left to the right ventricle, and

dip or bend in at the track for the anterior coronary artery, to become continuous with

fibres having a similar direction on the septum (m).

3rdly. On account of the great preponderance of the internal fibres, and the project-

ing of the musculi papillares into the interior, the appearance of the ventricular cavities

is considerably changed. Thus the left ventricular cavity (b) is triangular—the right

ventricular one
(
l

)

being concavo-convex, and having two constrictions init caused by the

anterior (b!) and posterior (A) musculi papillares.

4thly. The thickness of the septum (c'd') is nearly one-sixth greater than that of the

left ventricular wall
(c d), between the papillary muscles (xy), the thickness of the right

ventricular wall
(c"d") being only half that of the latter.

5thly. The thickness of the ventricular walls is greater in this section than in any

other.

When a transverse section is made about two inches and a quarter from the base

(Plate XV. fig. 51), the thickness of the ventricular walls
(
cd

, c'd', d'd") is found to have

diminished slightly. The peculiarities of this section are these :

—

1st. The preponderance of the internal (d d") over the external (c c") fibres, especially

in the left ventricle, is more marked than in the two preceding sections.

2ndly. The circular nature of the more central fibres is also better defined (e e'), the

fibres being observed to cross each other (/).
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3rdly. The musculi papillares (xy) of the left ventricle (b) are very prominent, the

left ventricular cavity
(
b
)
from this circumstance being more triangular in shape than in

the second section (Plate XV. fig. 50).

4thly. The right ventricular cavity (l), from its proximity to the right apex, is more-

over greatly reduced in size.

In a transverse section three and a half inches from the base, and fully half an inch

from the left apex (Plate XV. fig. 52)—the right apex is now removed—the subjoined

results are obtained :

—

1st. The preponderance of the internal
(
d d') over the external (c c') fibres is still more

marked, illustrating the necessity for the internal fibres overlapping and crowding on

their appearance in the interior, more especially at the apex, where the cavity is greatly

reduced.

2ndly. The circular nature of the more central fibres (e e') is still better defined, many

of the external fibres at this point reversing their direction to become internal.

3rdly. The musculi papillares are very prominent, the external fibres which have just

entered the interior being seen to curve into them
(xy).

4thly. The left ventricular cavity (£), from the comparatively large dimensions of the

musculi papillares, is greatly diminished *; and the form of the left ventricular cavity is

more or less bayonet-shaped.

In a transverse section a quarter of an inch from the extremity of the left apex

(Plate XV. fig. 53), the peculiarities of the preceding section (fig. 52) are found exagge-

rated. Thus the quantity of the internal as compared with the external fibres is in-

creased—the more central fibres (e <?'), from the great number of external ones which at

the apex change their direction to become internal, curving round in a regular whorl,

many of them entering directly into the composition of the musculi papillares (xy);

the left ventricular cavity is now all but closed.

Casts of the interior of the right and left ventricles (Mammal).

When casts of the interior of the ventricles are taken, the left ventricular cavity

(Plate XII. fig. 17), as has been stated, yields a highly symmetrical conical screw whose

spiral runs from left to right downwards, the right ventricular cavity (Plate XII. fig. 16)

yielding a more unsymmetrical one—unsymmetrical in this sense, that it is flattened out

and applied to or round the left. The amount of spiral made by the left ventricular

cavity is rather over a turn and a half ; that made by the right ventricular cavity rather

under a turn.

* In this and the following section, the cavity of the left ventricle, towards the apex, would he at once obli-

terated by a slight approximation of the musculi papillares—this approximation ef the papillary muscles being

effected by the contraction of the spiral nearly circular fibres which constitute the apex. By this arrangement,

the apex, which is the weak part of the ventricle, can be readily converted into a solid muscular wall capable

of resisting any amount of pressure.
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Shape of the right and left ventricular cavities
,
as shown hy casts and transverse sections.

As it is difficult to obtain a correct idea of the shape of the ventricular cavities, a

detailed description of them may prove not unacceptable. The left ventricular cavity in

the fresh heart of the deer, at the extreme base (if the aortic opening is not included),

is more or less circular in form (Plate XII. fig. 17, h). Half an inch or so from the

base (Plate XV. fig. 49, h) it changes from the circular to the oval, and is slightly in-

creased in size from the fact of the left ventricular cavity tapering from its middle

third towards the base (Plate XII. fig. 17, h). In this portion of the left ventricular

cavity (Plate XV. fig. 49), the chordae tendineae and the segments of the bicuspid valve

hang loosely.

Receding from the base to the extent of fully an inch (Plate XV. fig. 50, h), the

appearance of the left ventricular cavity again changes—the change in this instance

being caused by the projection into it of the flattened oblique heads of the papillary

muscles (x,y), which convert it from an oval shape into an irregularly triangular one

(Plate XII. fig. 17, w).

Proceeding an inch or so nearer the apex, the left ventricular cavity (Plate XV.
fig. 51, h) becomes smaller and more decidedly triangular, and is, from the prominence

of the carnese columnse and musculi papillares (Plates XII.&XV. figs. 17 & 51, xy), some-

what bayonet-shaped. The bayonet-shaped appearance of the cavity becomes better

defined as the extreme apex is reached (Plate XV. figs. 52 & 53, h), the cavity itself

becoming smaller and smaller until it terminates in a point (Plate XII. fig. 17, z).

The right ventricular cavity (Plates XII. & XV. figs. 16 & 49, l), which is as it were

applied to or round the left one (Plates XII. & XV. figs. 17 & 49), is also conical-

shaped (Plate XII. fig. 16). It agrees with the left in having nearly the same vertical

measurement, but differs from it in having a considerably greater antero-posterior

measurement, and a decidedly less transverse one (Plate XV. compare h and l of fig. 49).

Its shape at the extreme base, owing to the spindle-shaped constriction (fleshy pons)

which separates it from the opening for the pulmonary artery, is oval * (Plate XV.
fig. 46, l). Half an inch from the base it is concavo-convex (Plate XV. fig. 49, l), and,

from the protruding of the carnese columnse and musculi papillares (h) at this point,

more or less irregular. The chordae tendinese and the segments of the tricuspid valve

hang loosely in this portion of the right ventricular cavity.

Receding from the base in the direction of the right apex an inch and a half or so

(Plate XV. fig. 50), the shape of the right ventricular cavity
(l

)

is still concavo-convex

;

it is moreover slightly diminished in its antero-posterior and transverse diameters, in

conformity with its conical nature (Plate XII. fig. 16). Proceeding to within a quarter

of an inch of the right apex, the right ventricular cavity (Plate XII. fig. 12, m, and

Plate XV. fig. 51, l
)
is seen to maintain its concavo-convex shape, and to taper gradually

until it terminates in a blunted extremity (Plate XII. fig. 16, m).

* In this description the infundibulum, or conus arteriosus, is regarded as projecting beyond what is com-

monly regarded as the base.
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The comparative size of the right and left ventricular cavities has been the subject of

considerable discussion, and is not likely soon to be set at rest, from the yielding nature

of the ventricular parietes.

Inference deduced from a consideration of the Arrangement of the Fibres

in the Ventricles of the Bird and Mammal.

Without presuming dogmatically to assert that the ultimate arrangement of the fibres

of the ventricles of the bird and mammal is reducible to any known mathematical law, I

cannot omit mentioning the fact that the arrangement in question can be so thoroughly

imitated, even in its details, by certain mechanical contrivances about to be explained,

that I would consider the present communication incomplete, were I not shortly to

direct attention to them.

If a sheet of paper, parchment, or any flexible material * whose length is twice that

of its breadth, be taken, and parallel lines drawn on either side of it in the direction of

the length, to represent the course of the fibres (Plate XV. diag. 1), all that requires to

be done, in order to convert it into a literal transcript of one-half of the left or typical

ventricle, is to lay it out lengthwise across a table, and, catching it by the right-hand

distant corner, to roll or turn in towards one’s self a conical-shaped portion (C), and con-

tinue the rolling process in the direction of the opposite or oblique corner (U), until

three and a half turns of the sheet have been made and a hollow cone produced, as

shown at diagrams 4 & 5, Plate XVI. If the sheet be so manipulated, it will be found

that every line in it is converted into a double conical spiral,—the one-half of the spiral

being external to the other half, and running from base to apex and from left to right

(Plate XVI. diag. 3, A B), precisely as in the left ventricle (Plate XII. compare with the

direction of the fibres in figs. 1 & 9) ; the remaining half, which is internal, running from

apex to base, and from right to left (Plate XVI. diag. 3, D E ; Plate XII. compare with

the direction of the fibres in figs. 7 & 8). Tracing the external spirals to the apex, they

are seen to turn abruptly upon themselves at this point (Plate XVI. diagrams 3 & 4, C,

diagrams 8 & 13, D ; Plate XII. compare with apex of fig. 10), to reverse their direction

and enter the interior, where they are continuous with the internal spirals (Plate XVI.

diagrams 4 & 6, DEE'; Plate XII. compare with the fibres marked k of fig. 4); and

if the corners of the sheet be folded out at the base, as has been done at Plate XVI.

diagrams 3, 4, 5, & 6, and the internal spirals traced from the apex, or from below up-

wards (Plate XVI. diag. 3, H I J), they will be seen again to reverse their direction to

become continuous with the external spirals (F G H),—an arrangement coinciding in

* Very beautiful transparent models of the left ventricle may be made, by employing sheets of net of a large

pattern, with threads of wool drawn through the interstices at intervals of an inch or so. Sheets of this

nature have been photographed to illustrate this part of the paper. Yery convenient opaque models may be

constructed by employing portions of newspapers, the reading of which represents the parallel lines. The

author strongly recommends the use of these models, as a few minutes with such aids will throw more light on

the course and direction of the fibres than hours of abstract reasoning without them.
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the most perfect manner with the structure exhibited in the left ventricle (Plate XII.

compare the fibres marked ff of fig. 1 with those marked o o' o" of fig. 8). Nor

does the coincidence stop here. If the cone composed of the spiral lines constructed

as above (Plate XVI. diagram 4) be examined in a direction from without inwards, it

will be seen that its walls on the one aspect consist of four distinct layers—two external

(A A', B, compare with the direction of the fibres in Plate XII. figs. 1 & 3) and two

internal (D, E E', compare with the direction of the fibres in Plate XII. figs. 5 & 8)

;

and on the other (Plate XVI. diagram 5) of three—one external (B B', compare with

the direction of the fibres in Plate XII. fig. 2), one internal (D D', compare with the

direction of the fibres in Plate XII. fig. 6), and one central (C C' C", compare with the

direction of the fibres in Plate XII. fig. 4) ; and, what is remarkable, that the lines

entering into the formation of the external layers run in different directions, and cross

those forming the internal layers as in the ventricle itself (Plate XII., compare the

direction of the external fibres in figs. 1, 2, & 3 with that of the internal fibres in figs. 5,

6, & 7). Another point of resemblance, deserving of particular attention, is the regional

distribution of the layers themselves, that side of the cone which is composed of four

layers (Plate XYI. diagram 4) showing how one layer enters into the formation of the

extreme apex (C), two into the extreme base (A E') and the portion of the ventricular

wall immediately above the apex (B D), three into the portion of the wall immediately

below the base, and four into the upper and more central portion (B' D'),—the other or

remaining side which is composed of three layers (Plate XYI. diagram 5), showing

that one layer enters into the extreme apex (C), two into the extreme base (R), and

three into the upper and central portion (C C"). This arrangement proves, curiously

enough, that the model ventricular wall, like the true one, tapers in two directions, viz.

towards the base (Plate XII. compare with s of figs. 13, 14, & 15) and towards the apex

(Plate XII. compare with s/ of figs. 13, 14, & 15). There are other points of resem-

blance. If the marginal line* (Plate XVI. diagram 3, ABODE) of the sheet rolled

up as described (and which may be taken to represent the first and seventh layers of the

left ventricle) be traced, it will be found to proceed in a spiral nearly vertical direction,

and to run from the extreme base (A) to the extreme apex (C), at which point it reverses

its course and enters the interior, after which it returns to the extreme base, making one

turn and a half of a spiral in either direction, as in Plate XII. figs. 1 & 8. It in this

manner embraces in its convolutions all the other lines, the initial letters of which are

HM R Y, in the same way that the first layer and its internal continuation, the seventh

layer, overlaps or embraces all the deeper layers (Plate XII. vide figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6),

all of which are included within and embraced by figs. 1 and 7). If, on the other hand,

a second line a little removed from the marginal line (Plate XV. diagram 1, F G H I J),

* I have chosen to speak of individual lines, as admitting of more precise description
; hut it would he equally

correct to speak of the lines confined to any particular portion of the sheet, for it is the aggregate of the lines

in certain portions of it which constitutes the layers. Thus the lines composing one-third of the sheet go to

form the first external layer and the last internal (Plate XYI. diagram 4, A A' & E E').

MDCCCLXIV. 3 T
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and which when the sheet is rolled up represents two deeper layers (Plate XVI. diagram

3, F GH I J), be taken, it will be found to pursue a similar though slightly more oblique

course, and to extend from the extreme base (F) to a point somewhat short of the

extreme apex (H), where it turns abruptly upon itself at a much wider part of the cone,

to change its direction and enter the interior ; after which, like the other, it gradually

regains the base (J),—an arrangement which proves that the apex of the artifical cone

or ventricle is opened into or enlarged by the removal of successive lines, precisely in

the same way that the apex of the left ventricle is opened into, or enlarged, by the

removal of successive layers (Plate XII. compare fg, e d, of fig. 9 with kl of fig. 11).

It further shows that many of the lines, like the fibres themselves, return to points not

wide of those from which they started. If another line, about the middle of the sheet

(Plates XV. & XVI. diagrams 1 & 3, K LM N O), be taken, and traced in the same

manner, it will be seen to proceed from the extreme base K (Plate XII. compare with

fibres markedf in fig. 3), and to turn upon itself or reverse its direction and enter the

interior at a still wider portion of the cone M (Plate XII. compare with fibres marked

Jc in fig. 3)

—

i. e. at a point still further removed from the original apex (C)—and so on

until the opposite marginal line (Plates XV. & XVI. diagrams 1 & 3, UVW) is reached,

which confines itself entirely to the base, or upper portion of the cone (Plate XII.

compare with fibres marked fg, d! e, fig. 4), and makes only one turn of a spiral. This

disposition of the lines reveals what to me is a very interesting fact, viz. that certain

lines, like certain layers, are confined to certain localities or regions. (The first layer

of the left ventricle, as was pointed out, extends from the extreme base to the extreme

apex (Plate XII. fig. 1), while the fourth layer does not quite extend to either (Plate

XII. fig. 4). It further shows, what is scarcely less important, that, of the lines origin-

ally of the same length, some, from the fact of their winding very partially round the

base or wider portion of the 'cone (Plate XVI. diagram 3, A) while they twist rapidly

round the apex or narrow part (B C), make one turn and a half of a spiral, whereas

others, which are confined to and wind round the base or wider portion of the cone,

make only one turn of a spiral (Plate XVI. diagram 3, U V W)—an arrangement which,

as I endeavoured to point out (see p. 456), prevails also in the left ventricle. When the

interior of the cone, fashioned as recommended, is examined, the marginal lines are

observed to twist out of the apex (Plate XVI. diagram 9, Y) and assume a more or less

vertical direction (Plate XVI. diagram 6, E E', and diagram 8, Y), in a manner which

wonderfully accords with the direction of the fibres composing one or other of the mus-

culi papillares (Plate XVI. compare Y of diagram 9 withy of figs. 12 & 13, Plate XII.).

Having constructed one half of the typical ventricle, it is necessary, to complete the

other, to lay a second sheet upon the original one, at a slight angle, as represented

in diagram 2, Plate XV. *, after which the sheets are rolled up (the one within the

* In the diagram adverted to, it will be observed I have represented on the comers of the sheets two imagi-

nary papillary muscles (X, Y), for the purpose of showing the positions they occupy in the interior of the cone

when the sheets are rolled up.
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other), as was recommended when manipulating the single sheet. The additional sheet,

which is thus made to pass through the same changes as the first, in nowise complicates

the arrangement, and has the effect of doubling the layers, while it does not increase

the number of spiral turns made by the lines composing them*. The object of having

two sheets set at an angle is to ensure that the lines will enter the apex, and issue from

the base, in two places, so as to render the cone bilaterally symmetrical, as it exists in

the undissected left ventricle ;
forit is found that, if only one sheet is employed, the

apex of the cone, from its being composed of spiral lines, is lopsided, or like the barrel

of a pen cut slantingly (Plate XVI. diagram 6, D). This difficulty is at once obviated

by the employment of the second sheet ; for the one sheet being made by the angle of

difference to wind from behind forwards (Plate XVI. diagram 10, C D), and the lines

to enter the apex anteriorly (E), while the other winds from before backwards (A B), the

lines entering the apex posteriorly (F), the apex, as every other portion of the cone,

is rendered bilaterally symmetrical (Plate XVI. compare abe with c df of fig. 55

;

Plate XII. compare also fg and ed of figs. 9, 10, and xy of figs. 12, 13, & 14). When
sheets adjusted as represented in Plate XV. diagram 2 are rolled up into a cone, as

may be closely and conveniently imitated by placing the cone marked 5, Plate XVI.,

inside of that marked 4f,
it will be found that a cone bilaterally symmetrical (Plate XVI.

diagrams 7, 10, 11, 12 & 14), having a symmetrical apex (diagrams 7, 10, & 12, E F,

diagram 11, XY, and diagram 14, DK) with walls consisting of seven layers, each

having a different direction (Plate XVI. diagram 4, A, B, D, E, and diagram 5, B C D),

is at once produced. Of these layers three are external, three internal, and one central,

precisely as in the left ventricle itself (Plate XII. compare with figs, from 1 to 8

inclusive).

If the foregoing arrangement were reduced to a principle and applied to
- the fibres of

the left ventricle of the bird and mammal, it would be stated in something like the fol-

lowing terms.

By a simple process of involution and evolution
,
the external fibres become internal

at the apex, and the internal ones external at the base ; so that whether they be traced

from without inwards, or from within outwards, they always return to points not wide

of those from which they started. The fourfold set of fibres, viz. the two external sets

and the two internal, being spirally arranged round a cone, and running in two diame-

trically opposite directions, it follows that, in order to involute and evolute, certain preli-

minary changes are necessary. Thus the two sets of external fibres, which wind from

the base of the cone to the apex in a direction from left to right downwards, make

* Another effect produced by the two sheets being set at an angle and rolled within each other, which finds

a counterpart in the ventricle itself, is the following. The lines composing the several anterior layers are rela-

tively more vertical than those composing the posterior ones.

f Strictly speaking the sheet composing the one cone should he rolled within that composing the other, so

that, when the unwinding of the cones takes place, alternate coils or layers from either cone are removed in

constant succession.

3 t 2
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smaller and smaller curves as they approach the apex, where they involute or turn in

;

whereas the two sets of internal ones, which"wind from the apex of the cone to the base

in a direction from right to left upwards, make larger and larger curves as they approach

the base, where they evolute or turn out. The external and internal fibres have therefore

different directions in different parts of their respective courses ; and as the spirals formed

by the external and internal sets cross and overlap at every half turn of their progress,

we are in this way furnished not only with fibres having different degrees of obliquity,

but also with different layers or strata of fibres.

Since the artificial ventricle, constructed as described, presents all the peculiarities of

the typical or left ventricle, it is obvious that if, beginning a little above its apex, a por-

tion of the anterior wall is pushed in (Plate XVI. diagram 15, A ;
Plate XV. compare

with m of fig. 50, and with o l,pn of fig. 45) until it touches the posterior one (Plate

XVI. diagram 15, B ; Plate XV. compare with g of fig. 50), and allowance made for the

passing through and blending of the lines posteriorly (Plate XVI. diagram 16, G) and

septally (Plate XVI. diagrams 16, HK; also diagrams 17 &18, H E), as recommended

at page 464, and indicated by the division of the primary tube in the embryo, two ven-

tricles (C & D) would be produced, resembling the true ventricles (compare with b l of

figs. 49, 50, & 51, and op of fig. 45, Plate XV. more particularly; also with o of fig. 23,

Plate XIII.) as closely as the artificial single ventricle resembles the left or typical

ventricle. This is so evident that further explanation is unnecessary.

With these remarks I finish the description of an avowedly difficult structure ; and, in

taking leave of the subject, I trust I may not be charged with forcing analogies and

instituting resemblances where none exist. Having no theory to serve, my sole aim

throughout the investigation has been the elucidation of truth ; but where that is so

cunningly, and, it may be added, so successfully concealed, it has often been exceedingly

difficult to arrange the materials with which my numerous dissections supplied me, so

as to preserve a sequence in the description while I at the same time contrasted the

direction of the fibres composing the several layers with each other. The method

employed in demonstrating the ventricles in the present instance, viz. by consecutive

layers, while it is by far the most natural yet proposed, is, I believe, the best calculated

to afford intelligible results
; for as layers or strata of fibres unquestionably exist, and

these intersect each other at various angles, and are found at different depths from the

surface, it follows that all attempts to display in any individual heart, what can only be

shown in a series of hearts, must prove abortive. The great advantage of conducting

the dissection from without inwards by the removal of consecutive layers consists in its

preserving the relation of the several layers to each other, and in showing how the fibres

of each are continuous at the base and at the apex. This is well seen in the first seven

figures of Plate XII., where the layers of the left ventricle are exposed posteriorly ;
for

by placing fig. 7 within 6, figs. 7 & 6 within 5, and so on until all the figures are placed

within fig. 1, not only are the relations of the several layers to each other maintained,

but the ventricle is as it were rendered transparent, so that one may trace in imagina-
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tion, or by the aid of diagrams 4 & 5, the fibres of figs. 8 & 7 crossing those of fig. 1,

the fibres of fig. 6 crossing those of fig. 2, and those of fig. 5 crossing those of fig. 3.

The minutely reticulated structure to which this disposition of the fibres gives rise,

although very simple when the layers are regarded separately or apart from each other,

becomes very perplexing when they are placed in apposition or as they occur in the

undissected ventricle
; and to the partial dissection of the layers perhaps more than to

any other cause, is to be attributed that numerous class of complicated diagrams

which represent the fibres of the ventricles as running in all directions without either

law or order. In those diagrams that beautiful gradation in direction by which the

fibres diverge from an imaginary vertical, and gradually return to it after having inter-

sected each other in all directions, finds no place. In conclusion, the scheme of the

course and direction of the fibres as summed up, while it greatly facilitates the com-

prehension of the general principle involved in the ultimate structure of the ventricles,

harmonizes in the most perfect manner with all that is at present known of the heart’s

movements—those movements apparently so simple, and yet so difficult of analysis.

Explanation op the Plates.

In the engravings the same letters have been employed, as far as possible, to designate

corresponding portions of the ventricles. The description of the figures in Plate XIII.

from 22 to 29 inclusive does not follow in strictly numerical order. Thus the description

of fig. 24 follows the description of fig. 22, and precedes that of figs. 25, 27, & 28 ; while

the description of fig. 23 follows that of fig. 28, and precedes that of fig. 26. The object

of this arrangement is to ensure that the description may be read as a connected narra-

tive. In the figures of the right ventricle some of the layers have not been represented,

from a desire to curtail the number of figures. This, however, can occasion no diffi-

culty, as portions of the unrepresented layers may be seen in other figures. A portion

of the second external layer of the right ventricle (one of the omitted layers) is seen at

f of fig. 22, while the greater portions of the two other unrepresented layers, viz. layers

four and seven, are seen at Plate XIII. fig. 23, p, q, and Plate XIV. fig. 43, o, h.

PLATE XII.

Fig. 1. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the superficial or

first external layer. See pages 454, 455, & 456.

Fig. 2. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the second layer.

See pages 456 & 457.

Fig. 3. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the third layer.

See page 458.
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Fig. 4. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the fourth or trans-

verse layer, which occupies a central position in the ventricular wall, and

divides the external from the internal layers. The fibres of this layer are in

the act of doubling or turning upon themselves. See pages 458 & 459.

Fig. 5. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the fifth layer. See

page 459.

Fig. 6. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the sixth layer. See

pages 459 & 460.

Figs. 7 & 8. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Show the seventh or

last internal layer, the fibres composing which extend from the extreme base

to the extreme apex. See pages 460, 461, & 462.

Fig. 9. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, as seen posteriorly from above. Shows the

course pursued by the two sets of fibres constituting the superficial or first

external layer. See pages 454, 455, & 456.

f g. Posterior set of fibres of first layer, winding in a spiral direction from

base to apex to enter the apex anteriorly.

e d. Anterior set of fibres of the first layer, winding in a spiral direction from

base to apex to enter the apex posteriorly. As the convexity of the

posterior set of fibres fits accurately into the concavity of the anterior

set, they are linked or twisted into each other so as completely to close

the apex and render it bilaterally symmetrical. The internal continua-

tions of the major portions of the two sets of fibres forming the first layer

are seen at x and y of figs. 12, 13, 14, & 15, where they appear as the

anterior and posterior musculi papillares.

Fig. 10. Bird’s-eye view of the apex of the left ventricle of the sheep’s heart. Shows

the two sets of fibres constituting the superficial or first external layer, sepa-

rated from each other, and entering the left apex to become internal without

breach of continuity. See pages 454, 455, & 456.

e d. The anterior set of fibres, curving or twisting into or round the posterior

set.

f g. The posterior set of fibres, curving or twisting into or round the anterior

set.

Fig. 11. Bird’s-eye view of the apex of the left ventricle of the sheep’s heart. Shows the

appearance presented by the left apex when the two sets of fibres composing

the first layer have been removed. See pages 456 & 457.

f g. Undissected portion of the anterior set of fibres of the first layer.

1. Anterior set of fibres of the second layer, preparing to enter the left apex

posteriorly.

Jc. Posterior set of fibres of the second layer, preparing to enter the apex ante-

riorly.

Fig. 12. Transverse section of the left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, half an inch above
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the apex. Shows the anterior and posterior sets of fibres forming the seventh

or last internal layer, twisting out of the interior of the left apex, in an oppo-

site direction to that by which the anterior and posterior sets of fibres forming

the first layer (with which they are continuous) entered. See pages 460, 461,

& 462.

y. Anterior musculus papillaris, cut across.

x. Posterior musculus papillaris, cut across.

m. Right apex. Shows comparative absence of spiral twist in the fibres com-

posing it.

Fig. 13. Left ventricle of the heart of a deer, opened anteriorly. Shows the anterior

and posterior musculi papillares in situ. See pages 460, 461, & 462.

y. The anterior musculus papillaris, winding in a spiral nearly vertical direc-

tion from the apex to within a short distance of the base, where it ter-

minates in a more or less flattened uneven head, the irregular surface

being occasioned by muscular prominences which give off chordae tendinese

to be inserted into the segments of the bicuspid valve.

x. The posterior musculus papillaris, twisting from behind the anterior one,

and winding in a spiral nearly vertical direction from the apex to within

a short distance of the base, where it terminates like the anterior, in a

flattened uneven head.

s. Vertical section of the left ventricle, showing how the ventricular wall

tapers towards the apex and the base.

r. Fibrous stay connecting the posterior musculus papillaris with the septal

side of the left ventricular cavity.

Fig. 14. Left ventricle of the heifer’s heart, opened laterally. Shows the musculi papil-

lares and the bicuspid valve as usually displayed, the spiral twist peculiar to

the musculi papillares being inadvertently destroyed. See pages 460 & 461.

v. Anterior or outer segment of the bicuspid valve, with the chordae ten-

dineae (t) which proceed from each musculus papillaris terminating in it.

s s'. Vertical section of ventricular wall, tapering towards the apex and the

base.

w. Termination of the spiral groove which forms one of the two hollows found

between the spiral musculi papillares. This groove, or rather the cast

taken from it, is seen throughout its entire extent at z w b of fig. 17.

r. Fibrous stays connecting the anterior and posterior musculi papillares with

the septal side of the ventricular cavity.

z. Reticulated arrangement of the fibres lining the interior of the ventricle

and forming the carnese columnse.

Fig. 15. Left ventricle of a human heart, opened laterally. Shows a tendency on the part

of the fascicular bundles forming the musculi papillares to remain separate,

also the highly developed nature of the carnese columnae. See page 461.

a. Aorta.
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v. Posterior and inner segment of the bicuspid valve, attached by its chord®

tendine® to the musculi papillares.

y y The anterior musculus papillaris, consisting in this instance of two

portions, from the fibres composing it never having fully united.

x. Posterior musculus papillaris, likewise terminating in muscular processes.

z. Carnese column®, forming a rich network which lines the interior of the

ventricle.

s s'. Vertical section of the ventricular wall, showing how it tapers towards

the base and the apex.

Fig. 16. Wax cast of the interior of the right ventricle of a deer’s heart, seen anteriorly.

Shows the spiral nature of the cavity. See page 482.

l. Eight auriculo-ventricular opening.

7c. Conical-shaped spiral infundibulum or conus arteriosus, with the spiral

grooves occasioned by the projection of the carnese column® into it.

These grooves facilitate the passage of the blood towards the pulmonary

artery during the systole.

h. Depression caused by the head of the right anterior musculus papillaris.

m. Eight apex, the peculiarity of which consists in its being more blunted,

and less distinctly spiral, than that of the left apex.

Fig. 17. Wax cast of the interior of the left ventricle of a deer’s heart. Shows the

peculiar spiral twist of the left ventricular cavity, and how, like the wall, it

tapers towards the base and the apex. See pages 462 & 482.

b. Left auriculo-ventricular opening.

x. Spiral track of the posterior musculus papillaris.

y. Spiral track of the anterior musculus papillaris.

z w b. Projecting spiral ridge, corresponding to one of the spiral grooves or

hollows found between the spiral musculi papillares.

z . Left apex, twisting rapidly upon itself and terminating in a point. The

left ventricular cavity is widest at the upper part of its middle third (w),

and the amount of spiral made by it rather exceeds a turn and a half.

Note.—Figs. 16 & 17 give the exact shape of the ventricular cavities, and

consequently the precise form assumed by the blood, prior to the systole.

PLATE XIII.

Fig. 18. Eight and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the

superficial or first external layer of both ventricles. See pages 467 & 468.

Fig. 19. Eight and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly, the right ventri-

cular wall being divided and separated to expose the septum. Shows how

the direction of the fibres of the first layer of the septum corresponds with

the direction of the fibres of the first layer of the right and left ventricles.

See pages 468 & 469.
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Fig. 20. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen anteriorly. Shows the direc-

tion of the fibres of the superficial or first external layer of both ventricles,

the track for the anterior coronary artery, &c. See page 468.

Fig. 21. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the direc-

tion of the fibres of the second layer of the right and left ventricles. See

pages 475 & 476.

Fig. 22. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart with the septum exposed, seen

posteriorly. Shows how the fibres of the second layer of the septum corre-

spond in direction with those of the second layer of the right and left ventricles

generally. See page 476.

Fig. 24. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the

direction of the fibres of the third layer of the right and left ventricles. See

pages 476 & 477.

Fig. 25. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart with the septum exposed, seen

posteriorly. Shows how the direction of the fibres of the third layer of the

septum corresponds with the direction of the fibres of the third layer of the

right and left ventricles generally. See pages 476 & 477.

Fig. 27. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows the

fourth or central layer of the left ventricle, and the fifth layer of the right

one. The fourth layer of the right ventricle is seen at pq of fig. 23. See

pages 477, 478, & 479.

Fig. 28. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart with the septum exposed, seen

posteriorly. Shows that the direction of the fibres on the septum corresponds

with that of the deeper fibres of the fourth or central layer of the left

ventricle. See pages 477 & 478.

Fig. 23. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen anteriorly. Shows the

direction of the fibres of the fourth or central layer of the right ventricle (p q),

as compared with the direction of the fibres of the undissected left ventricle

(dd”). They run at nearly right angles. See pages 477 & 478.

Fig. 26. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen anteriorly. Shows the

direction of the fibres of the fifth layer of the right ventricle (pq) as compared

with the direction of the fibres of the third layer of the left one (d d'). See

pages 478 & 479.

Fig. 29. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart, seen anteriorly. Shows the

direction of the fibres of the sixth layer of the right ventricle (p q) as com-

pared with the direction of the fibres of the fourth layer of the left one (d d').

See page 479.

PLATE XIV.

Fig. 30. Right ventricle of the sheep’s heart. Shows the bone of the heart (c) in situ
,

direction of the fibres of the first layer, &c. See pages 467, 468, 474, & 475.

mdccclxiv. 3 u
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Fig. 31. Right ventricle of the sheep’s heart. Shows the bone of the heart in situ
,
the

direction of the fibres of the third external layer, &c. See page 476.

Note.—The fourth or central layer of the right ventricle is seen atp q of

fig. 23, Plate XIII.

Fig. 32. Right ventricle of the sheep’s heart. Shows the direction of the fibres of the

fifth layer of the right ventricle, fleshy pons, &c. See pages 478 & 479.

Fig. 33. Right ventricle of the sheep’s heart. Shows the direction of the fibres of the

sixth layer of the right ventricle. See page 47 9.

Fig. 34. Right ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen anteriorly and from the left side.

Shows the first layer of the septum dissected from within, or from the left

side, and how the fibres of the first external layer of the right ventricle bend

or double upon themselves to become continuous with fibres having a similar

direction on the septum. See page 468.

Note.—The second layer of the right ventricle is omitted. (Seef d' of

fig. 22, Plate XIII.)

Fig. 35. Right ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen anteriorly and from the left side.

Shows the fibres of the third layer of the septum dissected from within or

Horn the left side, and how the fibres of the third layer of the right ven-

tricle bend or double upon themselves, anteriorly and posteriorly, to become

continuous with those on the septum having a similar direction. See

page 476.

Note .—The fourth or central layer of the right ventricle is omitted. (See

pq of fig. 23, Plate XIII.)

Fig. 36. Right ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen anteriorly and from the left side.

Shows the fibres of the septum dissected from within or from the left side, as

in the two preceding figures, also how the fibres of the fifth layer of the right

ventricle are continuous on the septum, anteriorly and posteriorly. See pages

478 & 479.

Fig. 37. Right ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen anteriorly and from the left side.

Shows the fibres of the septum dissected from within or from the left side, as

in the three preceding figures, also how the fibres of the sixth layer are con-

tinuous on the septum, anteriorly and posteriorly. See page 479.

Note .—The seventh or last internal layer is omitted.

Fig. 38. Bird’s-eye view of the base of the ventricles, of the swan’s heart. Shows the

right and left auriculo-ventricular openings, with the muscular and bicuspid

valves in situ. See pages 470, 471, & 472.

Fig. 39. The ventricles of the heart of the swan, seen from the right side. Shows the

right side of the septum and the posterior portion of the muscular valve in

position
(g), also how the fibres from the upper third of the septum and left

ventricle posteriorly enter into the formation of the inner half of the muscu-

lar fold. See pages 470, 471, & 472.
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Fig. 40. Right and left ventricles of the turkey’s heart, opened anteriorly. Shows the

somewhat triangular shape of the muscular valve
(i) of the right ventricle of

the bird, with its spindle-shaped muscular band (A), as contrasted with the

anterior and inner segment of the bicuspid valve
(v)

of the left ventricle,

with its chordae tendineae and musculus papillaris (y). The spindle-shaped

muscular band is to the muscular valve of the right ventricle of the bird

what the anterior musculus papillaris and its chordae tendineae are to the ante-

rior segment of the bicuspid valve of the left ventricle. See pages 470, 471,

& 472.

Fig. 41. Transverse section of the ventricles of the heart of the emu, half an inch from

the base, seen from below. Shows the shape of the right and left ventricular

cavities, and the appearance presented by the muscular valve (gi) when viewed

from beneath. See pages 470, 471, & 472.

Fig. 42. The heart of the dugong, seen anteriorly. Shows the peculiar plaited arrange-

ment of the fibres of the ventricles, and the bifid or double apex. See page 448.

a. Aorta.

k. Pulmonary artery opened into, so as to expose the sigmoid or semilunar

valves.

c. Left auricle opened into.

d d'. Plicated arrangement of the external fibres.

z. Plicated arrangement of the internal fibres.

i. Segment of the tricuspid valve.

p. Anterior musculus papillaris of the right ventricle.

y. Portion of the left ventricular wall and posterior musculus papillaris with

chordae tendineae.

m. Right apex.

n. Left apex.

Fig. 43. Right and left ventricles of the heifer’s heart, seen posteriorly, the right

ventricle being opened into, to show the arrangement of the carneae columnae,

musculi papillares, &c. See pages 469 & 470.

Fig. 44. Right and left ventricles of the human heart, seen posteriorly, the right ventri-

cular wall being opened into, to show the distribution of the carneae columnae

and musculi papillares. Shows the comparatively reticulated structure of

the carneae columnae and the bifid nature of the musculi papillares, See. See

page 470.

PLATE XV.

Fig. 45. Right and left ventricles of the sheep’s heart split up or separated from each

other anteriorly. Shows how the fibres of the right and left ventricles are con-

tinuous with fibres having a similar direction on the septum. See page 466.

k. External fibres of the right ventricle becoming continuous, in the track for

3 u 2
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the anterior coronary artery (o o), with fibres having a similar direction

on the septum
(
l
)
by simply bending upon themselves.

n. Fibres of the septum passing from above downwards to become continuous

in the track for the anterior coronary artery (pp) with the external

fibres of the left ventricle
(
m), these fibres winding in a spiral direction

from above downwards to enter the left apex, not by simply bending

upon themselves, but by twisting rapidly round in a whorl.

Fig. 46. Base of the ventricles of the heifer’s heart, as seen from above, posteriorly.

Shows the relative position and shape of the auriculo-ventricular openings

and the orifices of the large blood-vessels. It also shows how the external

fibres curve out of the former all round. See pages 454, 470, 472, 473,

& 483.

Fig. 47. Bight and left ventricles of the heifer’s heart laid open, seen posteriorly.

Shows the position and shape of the musculi papillares and carne® column®.

See pages 460, 461, 469, & 470.

Fig. 48. Left ventricle of the heart of the American elk, inverted. Shows the complete

absence of carlie® column®, and the undeveloped condition of the musculi

papillares. See page 461.

Fig. 49. Transverse section of the right and left ventricles of the deer’s heart, half an

inch from the base. Shows the shape of portions of the right and left ventri-

cular cavities, and how the right ventricular cavity curves round, or is applied

to the left. See pages 480 & 481.

Fig. 50. Transverse section of the right and left ventricles of the deer’s heart, rather

less than an inch and a half from the base. Shows the same as last sec-

tion, and in addition how the fibres of the right ventricle dip in at the ante-

rior coronary groove
(
m

)
to become continuous with fibres having a similar

direction on the septum
(e'). See page 481.

Fig. 51. Transverse sections of the right and left ventricles of the deer’s heart, two

and a half inches from the base. Shows the same as the two preceding

sections. See pages 481 & 482.

Fig. 52. Transverse section of the left ventricle of the deer’s heart, three and a half

inches from the base, and fully half an inch from the apex. See page 482.

Fig. 53. Transverse section of the left ventricle of the deer’s heart, a quarter of an

inch from the apex. See page 482.

Fig. 54. Left ventricle of the sheep’s heart, seen posteriorly. Shows how the fibres

composing the inner half of the central layer of the left ventricle (f) pass

through the septum
(g). See page 478.

Diagram 1, Plate XV. Sheet of net with threads of wool drawn through it at intervals

to represent the fibres, laid out lengthwise or across the body. Shows how by

folding in a portion of the sheet (B C) and rolling it obliquely upon itself in

the direction of the arrow marked E, until three and a half turns have been
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made, a cone is produced whose anterior wall consists of four layers (the poste-

rior wall consists of three), the lines composing these layers having different

directions, as represented at Plate XVI. diagrams 4 & 5, and at Plate XII.

figures from 1 to 8 inclusive. See pages 484, 485, & 486.

Diagram 2, Plate XV. Double sheet of net, the one sheet (F G Y) being laid upon the

other (A B X) at a slight angle. Shows how when the two sheets thus arranged

are rolled up together the cone produced is bilaterally symmetrical, as might

be imitated (Plate XVI.) by placing the cone marked diagram 5 within that

marked diagram 4. It also shows how the lines composing the sheets enter

the apex in a whorl in two distinct sets (Plate XVI. diagrams 7, 10, & 12, E F),

after which they wind from the apex towards the base, likewise in two sets

(Plate XVI. diagram 11, X Y). See pages 486 & 487.

G. Point which when the sheets are rolled into a cone corresponds to its

apex, that portion of the uppermost sheet marked X assuming the

position of the anterior musculus papillaris (Plate XVI. diagrams 8, 9,

& 11, Y), that portion of the lower or undermost sheet marked X
taking the place of the posterior musculus papillaris (Plate XVI. dia-

gram 11, X).

PLATE XVI.

Diagram 3. Sheet of net with threads of wool drawn through it at wide intervals, rolled

up in a cone as explained, the cone being placed upon its apex. Shows how
lines originally of the same length make fewer turns of a spiral from winding

round wider portions of the cone. It also shows how the apex of the cone

may be enlarged by removing in succession the lines which make the greatest

number of spiral turns, and which, curiously enough, overlap the lines which

make the fewest number of turns. See pages 484, 485, & 486.

Note .—The lines in this diagram correspond with the lines in diagram 1,

Plate XV., bearing similar letters.

Diagrams 4 & 5. Anterior and posterior views of a cone produced by rolling a sheet of

net upon itself, similar to that figured in Plate XV. diagram 1. In the

cone marked 5, that portion of the sheet which forms the base (KB) has

been folded upon itself in an outward direction, to cause the internal lines

to reverse their direction and become parallel with the external ones, with

which they unite.

Note.—These diagrams show how by one portion of the sheet overlapping

another several layers are produced, the lines composing these layers having

different directions. They also show how the layers or overlappings are con-

fined to different regions or localities, just as in the left ventricle, and satis-

factorily account for the ventricular wall tapering towards the base and the

apex respectively. See pages 484, 485, & 486.
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A A', diagram 4. Lines winding in a spiral nearly vertical direction from

above downwards, and forming the first layer (Plate XII. fig. 1, com-

pare with the fibres marked ff' and d d’). These lines are continuous

at the base and the apex with the lines forming the seventh or corre-

sponding internal layer E E' (Plate XII. fig. 8, compare with the fibres

marked o and n).

B B', diagram 5. Lines winding in a spiral oblique direction from above down-

wards, and forming the second layer (Plate XII. fig. 2, compare with the

fibres marked fd1

). These lines are continuous at the apex and the

base with the lines forming the sixth or corresponding internal layer D D'

(Plate XII. fig. 6, compare with the fibres marked on),

B B', diagram 4. Lines winding in a spiral very oblique direction from above

downwards, and forming the third layer (Plate XII. fig. 3, compare with

the fibres marked /V). These lines are continuous at the apex and

the base with the lines forming the fifth or corresponding internal layer

D D' (Plate XII. fig. 5, compare with the fibres marked o n).

C C' C", diagram 5. Lines winding in a circular or transverse direction and

forming the fourth or central layer, which divides the three external

from the three internal layers (Plate XII. fig. 4, compare with the fibres

markedfd1

). It is in this layer that the three external layers terminate,

and the three internal ones (diagram 6, DE E') begin.

Diagram 6. A cone similar to that figured at diagram 4, with the external layers uncoiled.

Shows the fourth, central or transverse layer, and the three internal layers.

See pages 484, 485, & 486.

Diagram 7. Symmetrical cone produced by the rolling of portions of two sheets within

each other. Shows the double entrance of the lines at the apex, and how

closely the position and shape of the musculi papillares may be imitated. The

interior of this cone is seen at diagram 11, and should be compared (Plate

XII.) with the interior of fig. 13. See pages 486 & 487.

AB. Portion of posterior sheet, the lines composing which enter the apex

anteriorly at E, to represent the posterior musculus papillaris X (Plate

XII. fig. 14, compare with y). See pages 486 & 487.

C D. Portion of anterior sheet, the lines composing which enter the apex

posteriorly at F, to represent the anterior musculus papillaris Y (Plate

XII. fig. 14, compare with x). See pages 486 Sc 487.

Diagram 8. Symmetrical cone produced by the rolling of two sheets of net within each

other, similar to those figured at Plate XY. diagram 2. Shows the position

and track of the anterior papillary muscle (Y). See pages 486 & 487.

Diagram 9. Interior of a single sheet of net rolled up as explained. Shows how the

spiral almost vertical direction pursued by the anterior musculus papillaris

(Y) may be imitated (Plate XII. fig. 13, compare with y). See page 484.
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Diagram 10. Symmetrical cone produced by rolling two sheets of net within each other.

Shows how the symmetry of the cone is maintained by the sheets winding

from opposite points, the one, the anterior (A B), winding from before back-

wards, or from right to left, to enter the apex posteriorly (F), the other, the

posterior (C D), winding from behind forwards, or from left to right, to enter

the apex anteriorly (E) (Plate XVI. fig. 55, compare with ef\ Plate XII.

fig. 11, compare with Jcl). See pages 486 & 487.

Diagram 11. Interior of symmetrical cone, as seen at diagram 7, formed by the rolling

of two sheets of net within each other. Shows how the position and shape

of the spiral nearly vertical anterior (Y) and posterior (X) musculi papillares

may be imitated (Plate XII. figs. 12 & 13, compare with y x). See pages

486 & 487.

Diagram 12. Two sheets of paper with parallel lines drawn upon them, rolled within

each other, and then permitted to spring open (seen from above). Imitates

the double entrance of the fibres at the left apex. Compare the direction of

the lines on the sheet ABE with the direction (Plate XVI. fig. 55) of the

fibres a b e, and also the direction of the lines in the sheet CDF with the

direction of the fibres c df of the same figure.

Diagram 13 represents the course pursued by a single fibre, how it winds from the

base to the apex in one direction, and from the apex to the base in another,

so as to return to the point from which it set out. It also shows how the

fibre is continuous towards the apex and the base. See page 485.

ABC. External portion of the fibre winding from above downward, or from

the base to the apex.

D. Point at which the fibre enters the apex and alters its direction.

E F. Internal portion of the fibre winding from below upward, or from the

apex to the base, to return to the point A.

Diagram 14 represents the course pursued by two fibres, each of which is similar to

that figured at diagram 13. In this diagram the external portion of one of

the fibres (ABC) winds from behind forwards and enters the apex ante-

riorly (D), the external portion of the other fibre (GHIJ) winding from

before backwards and entering the apex posteriorly (K). The external por-

tions of the fibres are therefore symmetrically disposed with reference to each

other. Similar remarks apply to the internal continuations of these fibres

(E G H, LA M), which are only partially seen. The external and internal

portions of the fibres are continuous, and when seen from above appear to

form complete circles. See pages 486 & 487.

Fig. 55. Sheep’s heart separated into its bilateral elements. See pages 457, 486, & 487.

a b. Anterior fibres entering the left apex posteriorly (e).

c d. Posterior fibres entering the left apex anteriorly (f).
Diagram 15 shows how by pushing in the anterior wall (A) of the typical or left
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ventricle, in imitation of the constructive process in the embryo, a double

septum unattached posteriorly (B) is produced, this septum dividing the

ventricle into two, a right or rudimentary ventricle (D), and a left or more

complete one (C). It also shows how the fibres may be continuous or common

to both ventricles posteriorly (B), while anteriorly (A) they dip in at the

track for the anterior coronary artery and are to a certain extent independent

of each other (Plate XV. fig. 50, compare with g and m). See pages 464, -

465, 466, 467, & 488.

Diagram 16 shows how the posterior fold (G) of the septal duplicature, by passing

through the posterior wall (B) until the central layer in either is reached,

completely isolates the right ventricle (D) from the left (C), and how, by

the atrophy of the right ventricular wall (F) and its share of the septum (K),

after birth, to half their original dimensions, the right ventricle (F) is reduced

to half the thickness of the left (I) ; while the septum (H K) is three times

as thick as the right, and a third thicker than the left. See pages 465, 466,

467, & 488.

Diagram 17 shows how, by the partial absorption of the posterior fold of the septal

duplicature (K), and the passing through and blending of the right half of

the reduplication (E) with the left (H), the ventricles are more intimately

united, and the septum reduced until it is only a sixth greater than the left

ventricle,—an arrangement which very nearly corresponds to the measurement

of the actual septum between the musculi papillares at the thickest part

(Plate XV. fig. 50, compare d

d

1 with c d). It also shows how the septum

is composed of two elements, and how one portion of it (E E) belongs exclu-

sively to the right ventricle, a second portion (H) to the left ; while a third

portion (J J) belongs partly to the one ventricle, and partly to the other. See

pages 465, 466, & 467.

Diagram 18 shows how the right portion of the septum, as seen at EE of diagram 17,

may become absorbed, so as to reduce the septum (H) to the thickness of

the left ventricular wall (I) and half the thickness of the right (F) (Plate XV.
figs. 49 & 51, compare c d with d d\ and c d

,
d d', with d1

d").
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XV. On the Brain of a Bushwoman ; and on the Brains of two Idiots of European

Descent. By John Marshall, F.B.S., Surgeon to University College Hospital.

Received June 18,—Read June 18, 1863.

The chief purpose of the present paper is to describe the convolutions of a Bushwoman’s

brain, and also those of the two smallest human idiot brains yet on record, belonging

respectively to a microcephalic woman and boy of English parentage. But other points

of interest, such as the weight, size, general form, and internal structure of these brains

and their several parts, are likewise noticed; and, in the case of the idiots, such

information is prefixed as could be collected concerning their feeble mental and bodily

powers.

The attention which has recently been directed to the study of the cerebral anatomy

of man, as compared with that of the quadrumanous animals, and the acknowledged

scantiness of our information concerning the brain in the various races of mankind,

induced me to request several medical friends residing in our colonies, to endeavour to

procure certain specimens for me.

From my former pupil, Mr. John Edward Dyer, now practising in Cape Town, I

received in April last, in part fulfilment of a promise made to me in the previous

August, the entire head of a Bushwoman duly prepared according to my instructions.

I most cordially acknowledge my obligations to him.

As a guarantee of the authenticity of the specimen, the entire head was to be sent

with the brain in it. For this purpose, the neck was divided below the larynx; some

strong spirit was injected into the carotid and vertebral arteries ; the skull was trephined

over each parietal bone, and the dura mater carefully slit open, so as to allow the

spirit to percolate into the cranial cavity. The head was then put into a tin case, which

was filled with spirit, hermetically closed by soldering, and despatched to England

without delay. On opening the case on its arrival, no decomposition was apparent in

any part of the preserved head
; but the cerebellum was afterwards found to be some-

what softer than the cerebrum, owing probably to an accidental want of success in

injecting the vertebral arteries, so that less spirit had been directly conveyed to the

posterior parts of the encephalon.

Having secured, for further identification, a plaster cast of the entire head, and four

photographic views of it, half the size of nature, viz. a front, back, and two profile views,

I proceeded, by means of a longitudinal and other sections of the skull, to remove a

sufficient portion of the left half of the cranium and dura mater to expose the corre-

sponding side of the brain, still covered by the cerebral arachnoid and pia mater and

mdccclxiv. 3 x
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shrunken within the cranium, but having undergone no observable flattening or dis-

tortion.

The membranes being dissected off, a photograph was taken of this side of the head,

with the brain and spinal cord in situ
,
so as to put on record the bondJide relationship

between them. The brain being now removed with the medulla, and both cleared

of their remaining membranes, nine photographs, the size of nature, were taken of it.

These views included the base and vertex, the frontal and occipital aspects, both sides,

a section showing the inner surface of the left half of the encephalon, the under surface

of the left cerebral hemisphere, and, lastly, the left lateral ventricle and its contents.

The right half of the encephalon was left undissected, to serve as a museum specimen,

or for further investigation. The weight of this right half of the preserved brain being

ascertained, the separated pieces of the left half, all of which had been preserved, were

weighed in three portions, so as to give the respective weights of the left cerebral

hemisphere, and of the left half of the pons, cerebellum and medulla oblongata. By

adding all these weights together, the total weight of the preserved brain was found ;

and by allowing proportionate values for the several parts of its undivided right half, a

sufficiently near approximation was obtained to the respective weights, in the preserved

condition, of the entire cerebrum, cerebellum, and pons with the medulla oblongata.

In proof of the satisfactory character of these weighings, it may be stated that the right

and left halves of the brain differed in weight only 20 grains, the advantage being on

the right side, in which, however, a part of the choroid plexus was necessarily included.

The left half was probably, as has been observed in European brains by Dr. Boyd*,

somewhat the heavier.

To determine from the preceding data the probable weight of the recent brain and

its parts, two modes were had recourse to—the first depending on the ascertained loss

of weight in brains preserved in spirit, the second having reference to the cubical

capacity of the cranium measured by means of water. It cannot be assumed that such

calculations are quite correct ; but I have given the subject careful consideration, and

have recorded the actual weights, taken from the preserved brain, with all other data

which have been employed.

A plaster cast of the interior of the cranium, taken after putting its several pieces

together, before the membranes were removed from the right half, assisted in determining

the general form, dimensions, and relative position of the parts of the recent encephalon.

The fissures, lobes, and convolutions were studied on the preserved brain, and are

illustrated in the several photographic views. They are compared, in the paper, with

the same parts in the European brain, with the brain of the so-called Hottentot Venus f,

who, there seems reason to believe, was of the Bosjes race, and with the brains of the

higher Apes. The commissures, ventricles, and ganglionic masses were also examined

and measured on the preserved brain, and are nearly all shown in the photographs.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1861, vol. cli. p. 261.

t Gratiolet, ‘Mem. snr les Plis Cerebraux de PHomme,’ &c. Paris. No date (1854?).
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Various measurements of the Bushwoman’s brain are tabulated at the end of this

paper, with similar measurements taken from an average female English brain, the

intracranial cast corresponding with which is in my possession. Furthermore it has

been thought that additional interest would be given to the subject by introducing into

the same Table the comparative measurements of a young Chimpanzee’s brain, described

by me elsewhere*, and also those of the two idiots’ brains hereinafter investigated.

With regard to these idiots’ brains, the larger one, that of the woman, has been

temporarily placed at my disposal, for special description of the convolutions, by my
friend Mr. R. T. Gore of Bath, who has given a general account of this brain to the

Anthropological Society of London f. I have also had access to a cast of the interior of

the cranium taken by Mr. Goke, from whom I have likewise received additional infor-

mation relating to the woman herself.

The smaller of the two idiots’ brains, and indeed the smallest yet described, that of the

idiot boy, has been lent to me from the Anatomical Museum of University College, Lon-

don, by the recommendation of Professor Shakpey. It had been presented to that Mu-

seum by Professor Jenner, who supplied to the Catalogue a very full and circumstantial

account of the appearances observed at the post-mortem examination $. When living,

this idiot was under the observation of Dr. Begley, of the Lunatic Asylum, Hanwell,

who has kindly given me information concerning the mental manifestations of the boy

during life. It is to be regretted that, of the skull of this idiot, nothing but the calva-

rium is preserved, so that I could only obtain a cast of the upper half of the interior

of the skull. Unfortunately, though this includes the part which lodged the posterior

lobes of the cerebrum, it scarcely extends to the posterior border of the cerebellum.

So far as was practicable, the same method of examination was followed with the two

idiots’ brains as with the Bushwoman’s brain. Nine photographs of the Bushwoman’s

brain, nine of the idiot woman’s brain, and eight of the idiot boy’s were taken by Mr. Her-

bert Watkins. Lithographs from these accompany and illustrate this paper.

I. THE BRAIN OF THE BUSHWOMAN.

a. General Account. The Face and Head.

Mr. Dyer states that the height of the Bushwoman was 5 feet, and her age doubtful

;

but she was certainly aged. It is fair to assume that she presented no remarkable

departure in either direction from the ordinary intellectual and moral condition of her

race. Her height being somewhat unusual (that of the Hottentot Venus was 4 feet

9 inches §), the question arose whether she was a Hottentot, not a Bushwoman proper.

* Nat. Hist. Review, July 1861. + Anthropological Review, vol. i. 1863.

+ I recently submitted these facts to the Anthropological Society of London, as will appear in the Anthropo-

logical Review for August 1863.

§ See Wailly’s figures, one-fourth the height of nature, in G. Cuvier’s account of the Hottentot Yenus,

* Hist. Nat. des Mammiferes,’ &c., par I. St. Hilaire et F. Cuvier. Paris, 1826.

3x2
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But a friend, long resident at the Cape, who also knows Mr. Dyer, tells me that no

mistake between these two people is likely to be committed by a Colonist, their habits^

mode of life, and language being quite distinct ;
and moreover, from a mere glance at the

cast and photographic portraits, he unhesitatingly pronounced the head to be that of a

genuine Bushwoman.

The colour of the skin is brownish black, with pale freckles on both cheeks ; the hair,

scattered in little tufts over the scalp, is mixed grey and black. There is no trace of

moustaches or beard, and the hairs of the eyebrows and the eyelashes are very scanty.

The skin of the face is much wrinkled, partly from the effect of the spirit, but also from

old age. The eyebrows are not heavy. The distance between the inner angles of the

eyelids is great, being equal to the width of the eyelids themselves. The conjunctive

are slightly stained with pigment. The root of the nose is broad and remarkably flat

;

the nose itself is short, small, and also flattened, the nostrils being visible from the front.

The cheeks are prominent and wide ; there is great breadth opposite the angles of the

lower jaws. The chin is square and somewhat prominent. The lower part of the face

is only slightly prognathous; the mouth is large and projecting; the lips are thick, but

rather straight in outline, the peculiar curves of the upper lip, as seen in the European,

not being well pronounced. The ears are long, but tolerably flat to the head ; the right

one is equal in length to the vertical distance between the eyebrows and the mouth

;

the left one is shorter ; their cartilaginous forms are well developed ; the lobe is short

and wide, and its posterior border glides without distinction into that of the rest of the

ear ; the external auditory meatus is smaller than in the European, and somewhat com-

pressed from before backwards. The incisor and canine teeth are small ; the upper

ones are inserted somewhat obliquely, the lower ones nearly vertically. All the molars

are wanting in both jaws, as is also the upper left premolar. The existing teeth are

much worn, so as to appear short, the canines being quite level with the incisors, a

proof of advanced age. The tongue is small, and the frsenum scarcely distinguishable.

Considered as a whole, the face is characterized by the width and flatness of the

cheeks, the extreme flatness and small size of the nose, the full mouth, and^ the mode-

rate amount of prognathism. The general shape of the cranium, seen from above, is a

long flattened ovoid—the greatest transverse diameter being placed a good way behind

the ears, from which line the cranium is suddenly rounded backwards, but gradually

narrowed off towards the forehead, the left half of which projects a little in advance of

the right. The front, although narrow, is well elevated, so that the line of the vertex

is evenly curved from before backwards—there being a total absence of the depressed

forehead often observed in Negro heads.

Subjoined are a few measurements of the head, by which it will be seen that it is by

no means small, as regarded from without :

—

inches.

Total height of the head and face 7T5

Extreme length of the head and face 7 ‘25
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inches.

Extreme width at the parietal eminences 5*5

Extreme depth of the cranium, from beneath the occiput

to the vertex 5 "5

From one external auditory meatus to the other . . . 12*5

From the root of the nose to the occipital protuberance 12

Circumference close above the ears ....... 21

The proportions between the length and breadth of the cranium, which are as 100 to

76, show that it is not nearly so dolichocephalic as the Negro skull. In its thickness,

however, it resembles the latter. The thinnest part on the median section is over the

vertex, and measures 3 of an inch
;
passing backwards, the thickness of the parietal

bone increases to *35 of an inch, whilst the occipital protuberance exceeds •5 of an inch;

passing forwards, the average thickness of the frontal bone is about ’35 of an inch,

increasing at the forehead itself to ‘5 of an inch. The diploe is scarcely distinguishable,

owing to the closeness of the bony texture. There is no appearance of frontal sinuses.

The foramen magnum measures 1*4 inch in its antero-posterior diameter and T3 inch

transversely; its anterior border corresponds with a line passing across *375 of an inch

behind the internal auditory meatuses. All the sutures at the top of the skull are

closed; the line of the fronto-parietal is quite obliterated, that of the sagittal suture

nearly so, whilst the lambdoidal suture can still be traced. The squamous part of the

left temporal bone is also absolutely joined to the frontal and parietal. The petrosal

and other ridges in the base of the cranium are prominently marked
;
the crista galli is

large, and the sella turcica deep. The internal surface of the cranium is more strongly

marked than usual by the convolutions, especially in the orbital, frontal, temporal, and

occipital regions, but much less distinctly so along the vertex. The auditory meatuses

and optic foramina are small ; the cribriform lamellae are of moderate extent
; the other

foramina are of average size. On the outer surface of the cranium the zygomatic arches,

though of well-marked curvature, are slender; the mastoid processes are very small,

and the styloid processes also slender.

The right half of the cranium, as defined by the falx, which, together with the tento-

rium, was left undisturbed, holds nearly exactly 17‘5 oz. avoirdupois of water; so that

the total capacity of the entire cranial cavity is about 35 oz. of water, which are equal

to 6064 cubic inches. Thus the actual capacity of the cranial cavity proved to be less

than its external dimensions would have led one to anticipate. The capacity of the

largest skull measured by Morton* was 114 cubic inches. The largest examined by

Wagnerf was 115 cubic inches ; the smallest, that of an adult female, 55*3 inches. As

measured in ounces of water, the capacity of the male Hottentot’s skull has been given

as high as 75 cubic inches; whilst that of the Negro’s ranges from 69*3 to 60-5 cubic

inches, that of the Malay’s skull from 62*2 to 57T cubic inches, and that of the Hindoo’s

* Crania Americana. Philadelphia, 1839.

t Yorstudien zu einer Morph, und Phys. des menschlichen Gehims. Leipzig, 1860.
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as low as 46 '7 cubic inches *. Between all these examples, however, the stature having

been neglected, comparisons, to say the least, must be inexact ; and the height of the

Bushwoman, a fair average one even for a European female, must not be forgotten in

any estimate of the dimensions of her cranial cavity.

In the Bushwoman’s head no evidence of arrested development exists, either in the

character of the bones, or in the sutures, or in the features of the face, though a suppo-

sition of that kind has been entertained, yet not generally assented to, in regard to the

so-called Hottentot Venus. Certain infantile characters are undoubtedly present in the

cranium of the Bushwoman—such as the slight elevation of the nasal bones, the absence

of the frontal sinuses, the small size of the mastoid processes, the slenderness of the

styloid processes, and the markings on the inner surface of the cranium; but these

characters should probably be regarded rather as belonging to sex or race than as indi-

cative of any arrest of development in the individual, especially as the general propor-

tions between the face and the cranium, the dolichocephalic form of the latter, the

prominent cheek-bones, the square jaw, and the well-marked chin would lead to the

opposite inference of a perfected individual development.

b. Weights of the Encephalon and its parts.

The entire encephalon of the Bushwoman, hardened in spirit and deprived of its mem-

branes, weighed 21*77 oz. The loss of weight in specimens of brain preserved in a similar

way I find to be from one-third to one-fourth, i. e., as a mean, -^ths of their original

weight, on which calculation the recent Bushwoman’s brain, deprived of its membranes,

would weigh exactly 30*75 oz. With the membranes, the weight would be about 31*5 oz.

The capacity of the skull, as already stated, was equal to 35 oz. avoirdupois of water,

or 60*64 cubic inches. If the brain, in its natural state, filled the cranial cavity as com-

pletely as water will afterwards, it would be easy, by taking the specific gravity of

nervous substance as compared with water, to estimate the quantity of brain which once

occupied any given skull ; but the fact that this is not the case, especially in regard to

the base of the brain, and the difficulty of determining the weight of the membranes,

the amount of blood which the vessels may contain, and the quantity of cerebro-spinal

fluid which fills the ventricles and all otherwise unoccupied spaces, render it impossible

thus to arrive at so definite an estimate as in the other way.

Now the smallest healthy European female brain recorded by Wagner weighed about

31*7 oz.f ; and the smallest observed by Dr. Reid, in the case of an aged woman, 32 oz.J

These numbers, however, are unsatisfactory, as neither the heights nor the weights of

the individuals are on record. But Dr. Boyd’s valuable Tables § supply this omission,

and thus enable us to appreciate the comparative size of the Bushwoman’s brain.

Among 149 females between the ages of 60 and 70 years, the minimum weight of the

* TrEDEmjsrN and Huschee, quoted by Schaafhausen, Muller’s ‘ Archiv,’ 1858.

t Loc. cit. J London and Edinburgh Monthly Journal, &c., April 1843.

§ Philosophical Transactions, vol. cli. p. 251.
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entire encephalon, as found by Dr. Boyd, was 32-5 oz.; but then the minimum stature

in 148 women at the same period of life was only 4 feet 6 inches; whilst the average

weight ofthe encephalon, in the same groups ofindividuals, was 42-96 oz., and the average

height 5 feet 1^ inch. Deducting the odd 2-96 oz. for the 1^ inch over 5 feet, which is

more than enough, the European female brain at that stature, and between 60 and 70

years of age, would weigh 40 oz. ; or, again, by adding 7*5 oz. to the minimum weight

for the difference between the minimum height and that of the Bushwoman, which

would be about a proper allowance, we should again obtain a European average of

40 oz. for the brain of a female measuring 5 feet at the above-named age
;
whilst the

weight of the Bushwoman’s brain, including the membranes, was probably, as shown,

not more than 31*5 oz.

Considering, therefore, on the one hand, the stature of the Bushwoman, and allowing,

on the other, for her advanced age (the former justifying the expectation of a large

brain, the latter of some comparative waste in that organ), the safe general conclusion

is that her entire encephalon was, for her height, decidedly small.

In the absence of positive information, it is impossible to do more than speculate

on the ratio between the weight of the entire brain and the body in the Bushwoman ;

but, considering her height, 90 lbs. would not be an exaggerated estimate for the latter

quantity in health. The ratio in that case would be 1 to 45 ; whereas the mean pro-

portions usually given for the European, dying from a sudden cause, are as 1 to 37.

The weight of the preserved encephalon being, as already stated, 21*77 oz., the left

half of the preserved cerebellum weighed 1*22 oz., and the left half of the pons and

medulla oblongata *25 oz. Doubling these halves, we have 2*44 oz. for the total weight

of the preserved cerebellum, and -5 for the total weight of the preserved pons and

medulla oblongata. Their joint weights, 2-94 oz., being deducted from the weight of

the preserved encephalon above mentioned, gives 18*83 oz. for the total weight of the

cerebrum. On these data, the weight of the cerebrum to the cerebellum is as 7*7 to 1.

In the adult female European, according to Dr. Reid, the average ratio is 8*25 to 1; but

by Dr. Boyd’s Tables it is, between 60 and 70 years of age, also 7*7 to 1.

The actual weights above given, being increased in the proportion of 17 to 24, to

allow for the loss by maceration in spirit, we arrive at a total weight of 3*44 oz. for the

recent cerebellum, and of *7 oz. for the recent pons and medulla oblongata; and lastly,

by deducting their joint weight, viz. 4*14 oz. from 30*75 oz., the estimated weight of the

entire fresh encephalon, we have 26*61 oz. as the weight of the recent cerebrum.

Distributing the estimated weight of the membranes in relative quantities, we obtain

27*25 for the recent cerebrum, 3*45 for the cerebellum, and *8 for the pons and medulla

oblongata, enveloped in their respective shares of membranes, making, as above shown,

31*5 oz. for the entire encephalon. The average weights of the same parts in 134 Euro-

pean females, between the ages of 60 and 70, and measuring 5 feet 1\ inch high,

according to Dr. Boyd, are 37*13 oz. for the cerebrum, 4*68 for the cerebellum, and *83

for the pons and medulla oblongata, making 42*64 oz. for the entire encephalon.
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The ratio of the cerebrum to the body in the Bushwoman, assumed with a height of

5 feet to weigh 90 lbs., would therefore be as 1 to 52, whilst that of the cerebellum to

the body would be as 1 to 418; whereas, allowing 6 lbs. additional weight (96 lbs.) to

the average European females of 5 feet 1J inch high, the corresponding ratios would be

1 to 41, and 1 to 328.

Without claiming for these numbers a perfect accuracy, and even subjecting them to

certain small corrections, they support the statement that, in reference to the body, the

cerebrum and cerebellum are both inferior in the Bushwoman as contrasted with the

European aged female ; and it will be seen that both organs are about equally defective,

i. e. in a proportion of about *78 to 1.

Judging from the restored figure of the Hottentot Venus’s brain, the Bushwoman’s

brain was in its recent state only a very little smaller than it (see Plate XX. and its

explanation).

c. The general Form, Dimensions, and relative Position of the Parts of the Encephalon.

The Bushwoman’s brain, injected with spirit, and hardened within the cranium, had,

as already stated, undergone very little change of form, although it had shrunk from

the cranial walls, chiefly over the vertex, and slightly at either end. This subsidence of

the brain was less marked before the veins passing from its upper surface into the

longitudinal sinus were divided. Even when removed from the cranium and denuded

of its membranes, the brain maintained its shape, and the relations of its several parts

;

but in describing these reference is made to the intracranial cast, and the dimensions of

the organ are also given from that source.

When viewed from above, the Bushwoman’s cerebrum (Plate XVII. fig. 1), like her

cranium, presents a long and narrow ovoid form. The line of greatest width corresponds

with the parietal eminences, and is placed rather far back, viz. at two-thirds the total

length of the cerebrum from its anterior border, so that one-third only is behind those

eminences. From this prominent parietal region the cerebrum slopes or falls away in

all directions—very suddenly backwards, and rather so forwards, as far as the entrance of

the Sylvian fissure, where, like the foetal brain, it appears remarkably constricted, and

then widens again a little (Plate XVII. fig. 2) at the outer angles of the frontal region,

which is nevertheless decidedly narrow. The left hemisphere, as seen from above, is

*2 of an inch longer than the right, the increase being almost entirely behind. This

relative greater length of one hemisphere backwards (usually the left, so far as I have

observed) is very common in European brains.

Viewed laterally (Plate XVIII. fig. 3), the parietal region is salient ;
the vertex is

low and flattened, its highest point being placed far back ; the frontal region is shallow,

but ends in a nearly upright anterior border, whilst the beak-like projection of its median

portion next to the longitudinal fissure is very marked, and its outer corner projects

over the entrance to the Sylvian fissure. The temporal lobe is narrow, the line from

its point to the tip of the posterior lobe being very long ; the curve formed by the under
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border of the cerebrum, above the cerebellum, is slighter, and its direction more oblique

upwards and backwards than in the European brain, owing apparently to a want of

downward development of the occipital region, which is very shallow.

Viewed in front, the narrowness and want of depth of the frontal region, accompanied,

however, by the singular projection of its outer angles and the depth of its beak-like

projections, again strike the eye. Besides this, the orbital borders are strongly curved,

the orbital surfaces deeply excavated, and the median beak-like portions very narrow

and wedge-shaped; the angle formed by the meeting of the two orbital surfaces is

smaller than in the European
;
and the tips of the temporal lobes are pointed and much

incurved towards the middle line. Altogether this is an unfavourable, and indeed

ape-like aspect of the Bushwoman’s brain, the promise given by the better elevation of

the frontal region of the skull being disappointed in consequence of the thickness of its

walls.

Seen from behind, the comparative prominence of the parietal regions gives an

angular outline to the cerebrum, in comparison with its usual fuller form. The

deficiency of height at the vertex is very striking, as well as the upward inclination of

the posterior border of the cerebrum, owing to the tapering of the posterior lobes.

On the base view (Plate XVII. fig. 2) the general form is again that of a long narrow

cerebrum, the details concerning each region being such as have been already pointed

out in speaking of the lateral, front, and hind views. The orbital surfaces are espe-

cially contracted, but have a square or human, and not a pointed or ape-like shape.

The median section of the cerebrum (Plate XVIII. fig. 4) again shows its low, flat-

tened, elongated form. The portions of hemisphere in front, above, and behind the

corpus callosum measure respectively 1*3, T25, and T9 inch; whereas in the European

they measure T4, T6, and 2 -2 inches.

Imaginary lines drawn from the centre of the medulla oblongata, where it intersects

the pons, to the extreme occipital, frontal, parietal, and vertical points of the cerebrum,

lines which I have elsewhere designated cerebral radii*, measure, in the Bushwoman,

respectively 34, 40, 35, and 41 tenths of an inch; whilst in a European female they

measure 33, 43, 39, and 46 tenths. Accordingly the occipital radius, owing evidently

to the length of the temporal lobe backwards, is slightly in excess, the frontal radius is

a little defective, the parietal a little more so, whilst the vertical radius is the most so,

as compared with the European brain.

The final result of these measurements, as well as of others given in Table I. at the

end of this paper, and of the facts elicited by the examination of the several aspects

of the brain, is to show that in this Bushwoman the cerebrum is small but long,

defective in width, and especially so in height
;
that its outlines and surfaces are angular

and flat, instead of rounded and full as in the European ; that, of its several regions,

the frontal, though long, is very narrow and shallow, much excavated below, and com-

pressed laterally in a remarkable manner behind its angles, in front of the Sylvian

* Nat. Hist. Review, 1861, p. 304.

3 YMDCCCLXIV.
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fissure ;
that the parietal region is low ,

though, relatively to the surrounding parts,

prominent ;
that the occipital region is long, but narrow, and also remarkably defective

in height ;
and, lastly, that the temporal region is long, though somewhat narrow.

As to the relations between the posterior lobes of the cerebrum and the cerebellum,

the latter is entirely concealed by the former in the upper view of the brain (Plate

XVII. fig. 1). In the base and lateral views (Plates XVII. & XVIII. figs. 2 & 3), the

backward projection of the cerebrum beyond the cerebellum is equal to *5 of an inch on

the left side, and a little more than -3 on the right, where the cerebral hemisphere is

shorter. The actual amount of overlapping is therefore as great as in the European;

but the relative overlap, as compared with the length of the cerebrum, of which it

equals one-thirteenth part, is rather less, owing to the disproportionate length of the

cerebrum in the Bushwoman. On the base view, less of the posterior part of the cere-

brum is seen on each side of the cerebellum than usual. The cerebellum itself, judging

from the intracranial casts, is more prominent at the sides, and proportionally wider

and longer than in the European ; but its outline is not so full and rounded, so that its

actual bulk is smaller. It is, however, quite human and not ape-like in shape,

d. The Fissures
,
Lobes, and Convolutions of the Cerebrum.

The Fissures.—The fissure of Sylvius (Plate XVIII. fig. 3, e-e) in the Bushwoman’s

brain extends well backwards, but inclines more upwards than in the European brain,

and its course is marked, soon after its commencement, by a peculiar horizontal step.

It measures 3 inches in length on both sides; in the European brain it is 3’5 inches.

On the left side, it sends off a branch near its summit, which nearly reaches the vertex.

Its depth opposite the island of Beil is *75 of an inch, instead of 1 inch (the usual depth)j

Its margins are not very closely adapted together, especially opposite the hinder border

of the frontal lobe, which is here very defective. The fissure, indeed, is so patent that,

without any separation of its margins, a portion of the island of Beil, or central lobe

(C), though small, is distinctly visible. This condition recalls to mind the foetal state of

the human cerebrum *, but, so far as I am aware, is not present in any adult quadruma-

nous brain. The defect in the frontal lobe explains the remarkable constricted form of

the Bushwoman’s brain, already mentioned as existing at that point, a form whieh we

may perhaps assume is a characteristic of the Bosjes brain, as it is equally present in

the brain of the so-called Hottentot Venus, where it has also been noticed by Gratiolet

as a foetal character f. Coupled with the infantile features noticeable in the Bush-

woman’s skull, this peculiarity becomes very interesting.

The fissure of Bolando (Plates XVII. & XVIII. figs. 1 & 3, d-d) commences T25 inch

behind the tip of the temporal lobe, instead of l
-375 as in the European, just above the

horizontal step of the Sylvian fissure, from which it is separated as usual. It terminates

* Compare Teedem:ann’s figures, Anatomie, &c. des Gehirns, &c. Niirnberg, 1816, taf. y. ; and Leuret’s plateB

29 and 30, Anatomie Comparee du Systeme Nerveux, &c. Paris, 1837.

t Op. cit. plates 1 and 2, and p. 66.
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considerably beyond the middle of the long axis of the cerebrum, nearly as far back as

the line of greatest width of that organ ; so that it passes proportionally further back than

in the Hottentot Venus, or indeed than in the European, as illustrated in the outlines

of the three brains given in Plate XX. figs. 7, 8, & 9. The left fissure reaches a little

further back than the right.

The external perpendicular fissures (Plates XVII. & XX. figs. 1 & 9, h, h
)
can be

traced as easily as in the Hottentot Venus (Plate XX. fig. 8), but are soon interrupted

by the external connecting convolutions (a, /3). Towards the sides, these fissures are cer-

tainly more easily followed than in the European—a circumstance which imparts a

lower character to this part of the Bosjes brain ; at the same time they are far more

interrupted than in the Chimpanzee or Orang-outang (Plate XXIII. fig. 20). These

short external perpendicular fissures join, as usual, the summits of the internal perpen-

dicular fissures (Plate XVIII. fig. 4, k), and, together with the fissures of Rolando,

divide the upper surface of the cerebrum into three regions. Supposing the total

length of the hemispheres, as seen vertically, to be represented by 100, the region in

front of the point of the V formed by the two fissures of Rolando is equal to 65

;

thence to the perpendicular fissures equals 17 '5; and thence to the tips of the poste-

rior lobes, also 17 -

5. The proportions in the European are 57, 23, and 20 ; in the Chim-

panzee, 49, 28, and 23. Measured longitudinally over the vertex, the relative spaces

occupied by these regions are, in the Bushwoman, as 60, 15, and 25 ; in the European,

as 54, 23, and 23; in the Chimpanzee, as 46, 28, and 26. So that the fronto-parietal

region in the Bushwoman appears lengthened backwards, with a proportionate want of

development in the purely parietal and occipital regions.

The remarkable irregular and very deep fissure (Plate XVIII. fig. 3, c-c) always seen

on the outer side of the frontal lobe
(
antero-parietal

,
Huxley) is very strongly marked.

It commences about one inch behind the entrance of the fissure of Sylvius, with which

it is more nearly continuous than in the European brain, except in the foetal condition;

passes more obliquely backwards than usual ; and corresponds with the place of deficient

width in this region already twice alluded to.

The parallelfissure (f-f) on the side of the temporal lobe is more tortuous on the

left side than in the Hottentot Venus, though less so than in ordinary European brains.

The inferior temporalfissure (g—g) is comparatively short and simple.

On the internal surface of the hemisphere, the greatfissure of thefronto-parietal lobe

(Plate XVIII. fig. 4, i-i), or calloso-marginal fissure,
is twice interrupted by convolu-

tional bridges, once (as usual) in front of the corpus callosum, and once (unusually)

above the middle of that body. As in ordinary European brains, it reaches the surface

of the hemisphere, well behind the hinder border of the corpus callosum.

The internal perpendicular fissure (Plates XVIII. & XIX. figs. 4 & 5, k-k) is more
vertical than in the European, but much less so than in the Chimpanzee—the angle

formed by this fissure and a base-line drawn through the corpus callosum being in the

European 123°, in the Bushwoman 115°, and in the Chimpanzee 93°. As in the Euro-

3 y 2
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pean brain, however, this fissure joins the fissure of the hippocampi below (Plate XIX.

fig. 5), whilst in the Quadrumana it usually stops short of that fissure, owing to the

development of a superficial connecting convolution in that situation.

The fissure of the hippocampi (Plates XVIII. & XIX. figs. 4 & 5, l-l, m) is nearly

horizontal. Its outer or calcarine portion (l-l) ends in two shallow sulci, or notches, on

the tip of the posterior lobe; it extends a little further forwards than is customary

beneath the corpus callosum, but is separated, as usual, from the inner or dentate portion

(m) of the fissure by a ridge of cerebral substance (#=), which connects the convolution

of the corpus callosum (is) with the uncinate convolution (19). The dentate fissure (m)

is shallow. The inferior middle temporal
,
parallel or collateral fissure (Plate XIX-

fig. 5, n-n) is very long and simple, and may be traced further upwards on to the

hinder surface of the occipital lobe than usual.

On the whole, the fissures of the left hemisphere are rather more complex than those

of the right, which would seem to be not only smaller but inferior in organization.

This want of symmetry is itself, however, a mark of comparative elevation.

With a few exceptions, these primary fissures are somewhat more complex than those

represented in Gratiolet’s figures of the brain of the Hottentot Venus ;
but neverthe-

less they are far more simple and more easily distinguished amongst the numerous

secondary sulci than in the ordinary European brain. In this greater simplicity and

definition of the fissures generally, in the slightly more vertical direction and step-like

course of the Sylvian fissure, and in the decidedly more upright position of the internal

perpendicular fissure, the Bushwoman’s brain approaches somewhat the quadrumanous

characters; but it deviates more widely from them by the special interruption of the

external perpendicular fissure, by the greater length and inclination backwards of the

fissure of Rolando, by the more marked want of symmetry on the two sides of the

brain, and by the greater number and complexity of the secondary sulci.

The lobes.—Regarding the more important fissures as the true lines of subdivision

between the cerebral lobes, we find that the frontal lobes (F), though contracted in

width and depth, are proportionally long, that the parietal lobes (P), though high, are

relatively contracted from before backwards, especially behind, that the occipital lobes

(O) are very shallow from above downwards, and very pointed, that the temporal lobes

(T) are long and narrow, and that the island of Reil, or central lobe (C), is small and

partly visible at the entrance of the Sylvian fissure.

The convolutions and secondary sulci.—The orbital sulci and convolutions of the frontal

lobe (Plate XVII. fig. 2) are certainly remarkably simple. The olfactory sulcus, which

lodges the so-called olfactory nerve
(
0), has its ordinary length

;
but, owing to the short-

ness of the frontal lobe, it reaches to within half an inch of the tip of that lobe, whilst

in the European it does not reach within one inch of that point. On the inner side

of this sulcus is seen, as usual, the edge of the great marginal convolution (17) of the

inner surface. To its outer side, the deep triradiate sulcus, which cuts up the rest of

the orbital surface into a posterior convolution (hi) limiting the Sylvian fissure, an
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internal convolution (mi) bounding the olfactory sulcus, and an external curved convolu-

tion (mu) forming the outer border of the frontal lobe, consists of three short simple

curved branches, very like those found in the Ape, instead of the tortuous sulci seen

in the European brain. The forms of the surrounding orbital convolutions themselves,

including the proper supraorbital (u), are so broad and simple, that their subordinate

divisions, which are so complex in the European brain, can hardly be said to exist.

The frontal convolutions (Plates XVII. & XVIII. figs. 1 & 3) are, as usual, arranged

in three stages or rows, separated from each other by two deep secondary sulci. The

lower row (i-i) (le premier etage, Gratiolet ; infero-frontal, Huxley) is well defined,

and intermediate in complexity between its condition in the Hottentot Venus and an

average European brain. The middle row (2-2r) (le second etage, Gr. ; medio-frontal, H.)

resembles, in its simplicity of form and detail, that of the Hottentot Venus much more

than that of the European brain, especially as seen from above. Posteriorly (21) it

joins the upper end of the first ascending parietal convolution (4), as in the Hottentot

Venus, whilst in the European the continuity is usually interrupted by a secondary

sulcus ; but instead of being continuous, as in the former, in front of the Sylvian fissure,

with the lower frontal, it is there separated from it, as in the latter. The upper row (3-31)

of frontal convolutions (le troisieme etage, Gr. ; supero-frontal, H.), in its proportion to

the other two rows and its subordinate divisions, approaches nearer to the European

type ; but it is simpler, and in the upper view (Plate XVII. fig. 1) much narrower,

narrower even than those figured in the Hottentot Venus. As usual, it joins
(

3/) the first

ascending parietal convolution (

4

1), behind and above, in front of the fissure of Rolando.

Along the border of the longitudinal fissure, where it is blended with the great marginal

convolution, it is less frequently notched than in the European brain ; so that one par-

ticular notch (in front of 31) becomes very evident. In this respect the resemblance is

very close to the Hottentot-Venus brain; but the left notch is further back than the

right, instead of the reverse. In the European brain these notches are symmetrically

placed on the two sides (see Plate XX.).

The first,
or anterior ascending parietal convolution (Plates XVII. & XVIII. figs.

1 & 3, 4-4/) (premier pli ascendant, Gr. ; antero-parietal, H.) is larger and more pro-

nounced in its form than in the Hottentot Venus ; in its general mass it approaches the

European character; but it has fewer secondary sulci, and, as already stated, joins

anomalously the middle frontal row. It is broader on the right side than on the left.

As usual, it forms the anterior border of the fissure of Rolando, joins at its lower end

the supramarginal convolution
(
4 /r

—

5//) which limits that fissure below, and at its upper

end runs forwards into the upper row of frontal convolutions, and backwards around

the upper end of the fissure of Rolando into the second or posterior ascending parietal

convolution (5). In the brain of the Hottentot Venus (see Plate XX.), this last-named

connexion is almost concealed within the longitudinal fissure ; whereas in the European

brain it is superficial, owing to the greater upward development of this part of the brain.

In the former case the hinder end of the fissure of Rolando loses itself in the longitudinal
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fissure, whilst in the latter it stops short of that fissure. On the left side the Bush-

woman’s brain presents the European character, whilst on the right side it has the

Hottentot-Venus character. As in the case of the deep notch in the upper frontal con-

volutions, the fissure of Rolando extends further back on the left hemisphere than on

the right. In the Hottentot-Venus brain the reverse is the case. From all this it may

be deduced that in the Bushwoman’s brain the left frontal region is developed further

backwards than the right, whilst in the Hottentot Venus the condition is reversed.

The posterior ascending parietal convolution (Plates XVII. & XVIII. figs. 1 & 3, 5-5)

(deuxieme pli ascendant, Gr.
;
postero-parietal, H.) holds, as regards size and complexity

of modelling, a position between the Hottentot and the European brain, but on the

whole is nearer to the former than the latter (Plate XX.}. But, as seen in the lateral

view (Plate XVIII. fig. 3), its lower and posterior border is joined, as in the European

brain, by a superficial connecting convolution (#) with the lobule (a-a) of the supramar-

ginal convolution above and near the upper end of the Sylvian fissure, whilst in the

Hottentot-Venus brain this is not the case. On the left hemisphere this posterior

ascending convolution is broader and more complex in form than in the Hottentot

Venus, or indeed than in many European brains ; but on the right side it is quite simple

and unusually narrow. It ends posteriorly, as is the rule, in its so-called “ lobule ” (51-51)

(lobule du deuxieme pli ascendant, Gr.
;

postero-parietal lobule, H.), a triangular mass

of secondary convolutions more or less variable in different brains, and even on the two

sides of the same brain. In the Bushwoman’s brain these lobules are, in point of size

and complexity, intermediate between those of the Hottentot Venus and the ordinary

European, but are nearer to the latter than the former. On the left side, however, the

hinder border of the lobule is absolutely defined on the surface, owing to the deep position

there within the external perpendicular fissure of the upper external connecting convo-

lution (a), or first external “ pli de passage ” of Gratiolet. In this point the Bush-

woman’s brain is more ape-like than even that of the Hottentot Venus (see Plate XX.).

The supramarginal convolution (Plate XVIII. fig. 3, 4//-5//) connects, as usual, the two

ascending parietal convolutions below the lower end of the fissure of Rolando, and there

forms the step-like border of the Sylvian fissure already alluded to, which is now seen

to depend on the great downward development of the two ascending parietal convolu-

tions. The anterior part of the supramarginal convolution, which overhangs the island

of Reil, and is continued into the inferior frontal and adjacent orbital convolutions, is

scantily developed, in correspondence with the open state of the Sylvian fissure, and the

constricted form of the brain at this point.

The central lobe
,
or island of Reil (C), is small on both sides of the brain, but is some-

what larger on the right side than on the left; its total length is 1*75 inch on the

left side and 1*5 inch on the right, whilst its average length, in an ordinary European

brain, is from T75 inch to 2 inches. On the left side it is subdivided into three chief

radiating convolutions, the middle one of which is partially subdivided by a slight sulcus;

on the right side this middle portion is more deeply subdivided ; so that there are four
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radiating convolutions on both sides, but on the right side these appear larger than on

the left. In the European brain these radiating convolutions again subdivide along

their upper and outer borders, so as to appear still more numerous.

The hinder end of the supramarginal convolution expands, as usual, into its so-called

“ lobule ” (Plates XVII. & XVIII. figs. 1 & 3, a-a), which is described by Gratiolet

as a part peculiar to Man—a statement undoubtedly true if the lobule be regarded

merely as an expanded or highly developed portion of the supramarginal convolution

itself, but not to be accepted as implying that the lobule is an entirely new part of the

cerebrum, wholly unrepresented in the quadrumanous brain. Even as regarded in the

former light, the condition of this lobule of the supramarginal convolution in the Bush-

woman’s brain is of special interest. It protrudes in her brain in the form of a large

nearly quadrangular mass, situated exactly beneath the parietal eminence of the skull,

and corresponding therefore with the line of greatest width of the cerebrum ; it overhangs

the upper part of the Sylvian fissure ; it is connected in front, by a partially concealed

convolution (#) already mentioned, with the posterior ascending convolution, above

with the lobule of that convolution, and behind with the bent convolution ( 6 ) ; and

it is marked by several secondary sulci. In all these particulars it resembles the part in

the European brain, but it is somewhat smaller. On the other hand, it is decidedly

superior to that of the Hottentot-Venus brain, being larger and more complex, pro-

jecting more over the Sylvian fissure, and having a more superficial connexion with the

posterior ascending convolution. Relatively it is one of the most developed parts of the

Bushwoman’s brain.

The bent convolution (6-6) (pli courbe, Gr.), which limits the summit of the Sylvian

fissure, is connected in front with the lobule of the supramarginal convolution, and,

turning downwards, sinks in between the upper external temporal (Plate XVIII. fig. 3
, 7 )

and middle temporal (s) convolutions, on the left side, as is usual; whilst on the right

it continues superficial, but does not join the superior temporal convolution as in the

Hottentot-Venus brain; in the latter brain it is a simple though somewhat tortuous

convolution, whilst in the European brain it is represented by two or more convolutional

folds. It is decidedly defectively developed in the Bushwoman’s brain.

The three rows of external temporal convolutions (Plates XVII. XVIII. & XIX. figs. 2,

3, & 5) are intermediate in character between the European and Hottentot condition. On
the left side they are more complex than on the right, where they resemble more nearly

those of the Hottentot Venus. The upper temporal, or inframarginal convolution (7-7)

|

(pli temporal superieur, Gr. ; antero-temporal, H.) is bent, and somewhat constricted,

opposite the ends of the ascending parietal convolutions, at the peculiar horizontal step

of the Sylvian fissure. It is separated from the bent convolution, as usual, by a secondary

sulcus. As in the Hottentot Venus, it is proportionally wider than in the European

brain. The middle temporal convolution (s-s) (pli temporal moyen, Gr., medio-tem-

poral, H.) is narrower, more tortuous, and slightly more complex than in the Hottentot

brain, but not nearly so wide or so much intersected with secondary sulci as in the
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European. The lower temporal convolution (9-9) (pli temporal inferieur, Gr.
;
postero-

temporal, H.), which is not well defined along its upper border, also approaches the

European rather than the Hottentot type, but is much less complicated than the former.

The three rows of occipital convolutions (Plates XVII. & XVIII. figs. 1 & 3, 10, n, 12
)

(plis occipitaux, superieur, moyen, et inferieur, Gr. ;
super-, medio-, and infero-occi-

pital, H.), which in quadrumanous brains of moderate complexity (as in Cercopithecus)

are simple and easily distinguishable, but which in the anthropoid Apes assume a

puzzling complexity, become, as is well known, in the human brain so highly complicated

and involved with the external connecting convolutions, that a detailed description of

them is almost impossible. Considered generally, they are remarkably defective in total

depth and in individual complexity, in the Bushwoman’s brain. The vertical depth of

the three rows, and of their connecting convolutions, in the European brain is 2*75 inches

;

in the Hottentot-Venus brain 2-25 inches; in the Bushwoman’s brain only 2 inches.

This deficiency affects all three rows of occipital convolutions, but is especially notice-

able in the inferior row, along the lower border and extreme point of the occipital lobe.

This is perhaps the most defective region of the Bushwoman’s cerebrum.

Of the external connecting convolutions already mentioned, four in number, which in

Man interrupt the external perpendicular fissure, the upper one (a) (premier pli de

passage externe, Gr. ; first external annectent, H.) is on the left side superficial behind,

but sinks beneath the bent convolution in front. On the right side it is superficial

throughout, so as speedily to obliterate the external perpendicular fissure, and is very

tortuous. The three remaining connecting convolutions, viz. the second (|3), third (y), and

lowest (ci) are remarkably simple and small, occupying so little space as, together with

the deficiency in the bent and occipital convolutions, to account for the slight depth of

the cerebrum in this region. They are all continuous posteriorly with the several rows

of occipital convolutions, but are less directly connected anteriorly with the middle and

inferior temporal convolutions than in the European, or even in the Hottentot-Venus

brain, on the left side, whilst on the right side they are easily traceable into those con-

volutions.

On the inner surface of the hemisphere (Plate XVIII. fig. 4), the great marginal con-

volution (17-17) (pli de la zone externe, Gr.) is proportionally narrow. As usual, it is

thicker opposite the beak-like prominence of the frontal lobe, where it is subdivided

into two parallel convolutions by an unusually simple longitudinal secondary sulcus. It

is intersected above the corpus callosum by transverse radiating sulci, which divide it

into short secondary convolutions, arranged like the stones of an arch. In both hemi-

spheres it is twice connected (#, *), in front of and above the middle of the corpus callo-

sum, across the great fronto-parietal fissure (i-i), with the convolution of the corpus

callosum.

The convolution of the corpus callosum (is—is) (pli du corps calleux, Gr. ;
circonvolu-

tion de l’ourlet, Eoville
; callosal, H.) presents its usual characters, turning round the

posterior end of the corpus callosum (<?), and becoming continuous beneath the cerebral
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peduncle (Plate XIX. fig. 5), by a narrow ridge (*), with the middle internal or unci-

nate convolution (19) of the temporal lobe. The callosal convolution is large, and its

crested upper border is well marked posteriorly. The marginal convolution is relatively

rather harrow, and its secondary convolutions are simple. Altogether these internal con-

volutions are less complex than in the European.

The quadrilateral lobule (Plates XVIII. & XIX. figs. 4 & 5, is/) (lobule quadrilatere,

Foville; quadrate lobe, H.), the extension backwards and upwards of the callosal

convolution, is very well marked
;
but it is short, and, in accordance with the more

upright direction of the internal perpendicular fissure (already described), is not quite so

much inclined backwards as in the European. It is smoother and narrower above than

below, instead of being wider than, or of equal width as, in the European—a condition

which coincides with the backward extension of the ascending parietal convolutions and

the fissure of Kolando.

Of the three internal temporal convolutions (Plate XIX. fig. 5), the upper one, con-

cealed in the dentate fissure, m, and corresponding with the corps godronne of authors

(the dentate convolution, H.), is present, but very small, the fascia dentata being only

just recognizable. The middle internal temporal convolution (19-19) (pli temporal moyen

interieur, Gb. ;
uncinate, H.), continuous upwards by the narrow ridge (*) with the

convolution of the corpus callosum, and ending forwards in the unciform lobule (w)

(lobule de l’hippocampe, Gb. ; and crochet of Vicq d’Azyb), is relatively narrow and less

prominent in the Bushwoman’s brain, the crochet being particularly small. The lower

temporal convolution (9-9), which in fact is the same as the lower external temporal, and

is marked off from the middle one by the parallel fissure of Geatiolet (n-n) (collateral

fissure, H.), is very broad, though smooth. The secondary sulci of these convolutions

are chiefly longitudinal, and more simple than in the European brain. The middle con-

volution (19), that above the collateral fissure, is traceable round the very tip of the

occipital lobe, and, curving upwards on its hinder aspect, joins the middle and lower

occipital convolution; the lower one (9) unites more directly with the lower occipital

row.

The bottom of the calcarine portion (l—l) of the fissure of the hippocampi corresponds

with the hippocampus minor in the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle. Deeply

seated between its two short branches behind is a ridge of cerebral substance, repre-

sentative of the calcarine lobule of Flowee.

The triangular occipital lobule (Plates XVIII. & XIX. figs. 4 & 5, 25-25) (lobule occipital,

Gb.) is of small size, and has its anterior and inferior margins more even, and its surface

less complex than in the European brain. Owing to the less inclined position of the

internal perpendicular fissure, this lobule approaches somewhat nearer to the vertex

than is customary.

Lastly, the lower internal connecting convolution (Plate XIX. fig. 5) (pli de passage

inferieur interne, Gb.) which joins the lower and anterior angle of the occipital lobule

with the adjacent part of the quadrate lobule, is represented, as usual, by a ridge con-

mdccclxiv. 3 z
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cealed (near s) within the perpendicular fissure, which accordingly joins superficially

the fissure of the hippocampi. The upper internal connecting convolution
,
which in

the Apes commonly crosses higher up between the occipital and quadrate lobules

(opposite Q, is, as customary in Man, completely absent ; so that the development of

these internal connecting convolutions, like that of the external ones, is perfectly

normal.

From a general consideration of the above detailed convolutional characters of the

Bushwoman’s brain, the following conclusions may he announced.

1. All the primary convolutions which exist in the human brain, viz. the orbital con-

volutions, the three frontal rows, the two ascending parietal and the parietal lobule, the

supramarginal with its lobule and the bent convolution, the three external temporal,

the three occipital rows, those of the island of Reil, the marginal and callosal convolu-

tions, the quadrate and occipital lobules, and the three internal temporal convolutions,

are present in the Bushwoman’s brain
; but, as compared with the same parts in the

.

ordinary European brain, they are smaller, and in all cases so much less complicated as

to be far more easily recognized and distinguished amongst each other. This compa-

rative simplicity of the Bushwoman’s brain is of course an indication of structural infe-

riority, and indeed renders it a useful aid in the study of the more complex European

form. On contrasting the several regions of the cerebrum, the primary convolutions of

the upper frontal and outer parietal regions are, on the whole, the best developed ; those

of the middle and lower frontal regions, the temporal region, the central lobes, and the

inner surface the next ; whilst those of the orbital surface and occipital lobe are the least

developed.

2. Of the connecting convolutions, those highly important and significant folds, the

external connecting convolutions are, in comparison with those of the European brain,

still more remarkably defective than the primary convolutions. All four of these con-

volutions are present ; but all are characteristically short, narrow, and simple, instead

of being complex, and occupying a large space
; hence, though the external perpendicular

fissure is soon filled up, the parietal and occipital lobes are more easily distinguishable

from one another than in the European brain. The upper external connecting con-

volution on the left side does not superficially join the parietal lobule, but sinks beneath

it and the bent convolution. Of the internal connecting convolutions the arrangement

is normal.

The numerous secondary sulci and convolutions, which so complicate the larger ones

in the European brains, are everywhere decidedly less developed in the Bushwoman

—

but especially so in the occipital and orbital regions, on the bent convolution, and on

the external connecting convolutions. This is a further sign of structural inferiority.

3. Compared with the brain of the Hottentot Venus, as that is represented by

Gratiolet, the Bushwoman’s brain is, in nearly all cases where comparison is possible, a

little, though a very little, more advanced and complex in its convolutional development

—

the one exception being in regard to the size of the occipital and external connecting
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convolutions, which are smaller in the Bnshwoman. It is possible, however, that some

of the apparent simplicity of the Hottentot-Venus brain may be due to the unavoidable

loss of form and detail incidental to its long period of preservation, as compared with

the more recent and comparatively uninjured Bushwoman’s brain. This may account,

for example, for the comparative breadth and smoothness of the upper frontal and of

the middle and lower temporal convolutions in the figures of M. Gratiolet. Allowance

being made for this, the resemblance between the convolutions of the two brains is very

close, and serves to confirm the demonstration by that author of the relative simplicity

of the Hottentot-Venus brain—a simplicity which he has only seen partially paralleled

in normal European brains, but which, in my own more limited experience, I have

never even seen approached in healthy brains.

4. Whilst, then, the difference between the Bushwoman’s brain and the European

brain, not merely as to size, but as to convolutional development, is very marked, that

between the Bushwoman and the Hottentot Venus is very small
;
and indeed if we regard

the relative general development of the convolutions as a gauge of proximity or separa-

tion, it is turned into a near resemblance ; and since no suspicion either of idiocy or other

defect exists as concerns the Bushwoman, this would go far towards proving that the

inferiority in the cerebrum of the Hottentot Venus is not due, as has been suggested, to

an arrest of development of a personal or individual kind, but that, whilst undoubtedly

both brains show an infantile or foetal leaning, this is to be attributed partly perhaps to

sex, but in the main to the characterization of the race itself.

5. As regards the question of the symmetry of the convolutions, it may be said that,

although it is certainly easier to compare those of the two hemispheres in the simpler

brains of the Bushwoman and Hottentot Venus than in the more highly developed

European brain, still a very cursory examination shows that in numerous particular

points, already mentioned in our description, there is just as frequent an occurrence of

asymmetry in the two former as in the latter, by which circumstance therefore they

manifest a truly human character.

6. Although not only in size, but in every one of the signs of comparative inferiority

manifested in the lower convolutional development of the Bushwoman’s cerebrum, it

leans as it were to the higher quadrumanous forms, yet, as regards the sum of its con-

volutional characters, judged of by the presence or absence, the individual and relative

size and position, the comparative complexity or simplicity, and the symmetry or asym-

metry of particular fissures and convolutions, there is a greater difference between it and

the highest Ape’s brain yet described, viz. the adult Orang’s brain, than between jt and

the European brain (compare Plates XX. & XXIII. figs. 7, 9, & 20). This difference

is, as one evidently would expect, especially marked in the regions peculiarly deve-

loped in Man, viz. in the anterior outer and upper parts of the frontal lobe, in the pro-

minent part of the parietal lobe (that is, in the characteristically human supramarginal

lobule), and in the regions of the external connecting convolutions, especially of the

two upper external ones. It is almost needless to add that there is far less difference,

3 z 2
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in convolutional development, between the Bushwoman’s brain and the European brain,

than between the lowest and highest quadrumanous brains. If, indeed, we disregard

the general differences of size and complexity, and look only to those which have been

considered as special peculiarities, such as the existence of the supramarginal lobule,

and the joint relative development of the two upper connecting convolutions, there is

less difference between the Bushwoman and the European than between the Chimpanzee

and the Orang. But perhaps it is premature yet to decide this latter point. It is cer-

tain, however, that there is less difference in convolutional development between the

Bushwoman and the highest Ape, than between the latter and the lowest quadrumanous

animal.

7. Finally, the establishment of the conformable development of the brains of the

Bushwoman and Hottentot Yenus (herself believed by G. Cuvier to have been a Bush-

woman of small stature) is a step gained in cerebral anatomy; and their common infe-

riority to the European brain may justify the expectation that future inquiries will

show characteristic peculiarities in degree of convolutional development in the different

leading races of mankind.

e. Internal Structure of the Cerebrum and Cerebellum. The Commissures
,
Cavities

,

Ganglionic masses, and Laminae
, studied on the Preserved Brain.

The cerebrum.—The general depth of the sulci in the Bushwoman’s brain is rather

more than half an inch ; they are deepest on the parietal region, shallower in the frontal,

and, with the exception of the posterior part of the fissure of the hippocampi, are shal-

lowest on the occipital lobe. They are deeper on the outer than on the inner surface

of the cerebrum ; they are very shallow on the under surface near the tip of the tem-

poral lobe, and also on the orbital surface of the frontal lobe. In these respects the

Bushwoman’s brain conforms to the usual conditions.

The average thickness of the grey matter is nearly -g^-ths of an inch, the extremes

being -^ths and .nearly -
3%ths of an inch. The thickest grey matter is in the frontal and

parietal regions, the thinnest at the tip of the occipital lobe, as usually found in both

human and quadrumanous brains. The proportion of white matter in the centre of the

hemisphere (see Plate XIX. fig. 6), which forms, on a horizontal section, the centrum

ovale, appears smaller than in the European—a condition which coincides with the

comparative narrowness of the brain. Both the grey and the white substance are

darker than in the European, having a peculiar yellow tint. There was much pigment

here and there in the membranes.

The corpus callosum (Plate XVIII. fig. 4, c) is long, but is wanting in general depth

and in thickness at each end. As measured in the hardened brain, in thirtieths of an

inch, its length, its greatest thickness, its least thickness, and its average thickness are

represented by the numbers 78, 13, 5, and 6 ; whilst in the European the corresponding

dimensions are 93, 16, 6, and 13; in the Chimpanzee I found them to be 51, 6, 2, and

4*5. The sectional area of the longitudinally divided corpus callosum is therefore in the
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Bushwoman of a square inch, whilst in the European it amounts to an<^ in

the Chimpanzee to of a square inch. Compared with the area of the internal sur-

face of one hemisphere, the sectional area of the corpus callosum is in the Bush-

woman’s brain as 1 to 25, in the European as 1 to 12'5, and in the Chimpanzee as 1 to

28-5
; so that the corpus callosum, thus estimated in proportion to the cerebrum, is in the

Bushwoman only halfas large as in the European, and not much larger proportionally than

in the Chimpanzee. The anterior commissure (a) is also singularly small
;
the posterior

commissure is very slender ; whilst (probably an individual peculiarity only) there is no

trace of the so-called soft commissure. On the whole, therefore, the system of transverse

commissural fibres is defective ; and as the size of the medulla oblongata, in proportion

to the unusually narrow cerebrum, is larger even than in the European (so that the

radiating system is probably not so much diminished), it would seem as if the relative

deficiency of white substance within the hemispheres was owing in a great degree to the

fewness of the transverse, as well, perhaps, as of other commissural systems of fibres. I have

elsewhere pointed out the same condition in the Chimpanzee’s brain
;
and it doubtless

is associated, in the Bushwoman’s brain, with its inferior bulk and less convoluted sur-

face. The proportional size of the corpus callosum, thus considered, offers, I believe, a

not inconvenient test of the relative perfection of any given normal brain of certain plan.

Comparative anatomy supports this view. Of the longitudinal system of commissures,

the fornix is thin, the taenia semicircularis slender, and the striae longitudinales plainly

visible.

The septum lucidum, with its intervening ventricle, is large, both in depth and extent

from before backwards. The lateral ventricle in the left hemisphere (Plate XIX. fig. 6)

proved to be a very large cavity; the body
(
a

)

measured 1*5 inch in length, the anterior

cornu (h) between ’6 and *7, the posterior cornu (c) 1*8, the descending cornu
(
d)

1*5

;

the corresponding numbers in an ordinary example of a European brain were 2*1, 1*4,

1*2, and 2*6. Comparing these dimensions with the total lengths of the two cerebra

respectively, viz. 5’ 8 inches for the Bushwoman, and 6 '5 for the European, we get the

following proportions: -25, *11, *31, and *43 to 1 in the Bushwoman, and in the Euro-

pean ‘32, *21, T84, and *4 to 1. In the former, therefore, the body is short, the ante-

rior cornu very short, the descending cornu long, and the posterior cornu very long, the

proportion being as 5 to 3. The width and depth of the posterior cornu are as remark-

able as its length; the width varies from ’3 of an inch, opposite the projection of the

hippocampus minor, to upwards of *4 in the wide recess behind that eminence
; the

depth of the cornua at its deepest part, is *4 of an inch. From the end of the posterior

cornu to the extremity of the occipital lobe is *5 of an inch, that is, a little more than

-jQ-th of the total length of the brain, showing an unusual proximity of the posterior

cornu to the apex of the posterior lobe. The hippocampus major
(
e) is narrow, it

expands at its lower end, on the anterior border of which is a single prominence, but

otherwise there is no trace of indentation. The hippocampus minor (f )
is of large

dimensions, projecting boldly into the middle of the posterior cornu, and subsiding
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gradually backwards, being 1-1 inch in length, and *4 inch in greatest breadth. The

eminentia collateralis (g) is represented by a broad triangular and elevated surface

between the two hippocampi.

On the method employed by Mr. Flower to determine the ratio between the antero-

median and posterior portions of the cerebrum, measured forwards and backwards from

the point of junction of the hippocampi, I find that the antero-median portion measures

3*75 inches, and the posterior 2-05 inches, showing a ratio of 100 to 54*6
;
whilst the

ordinary ratio in the European is said by Mr. Flower to be 100 to 53 ;
in the Chim-

panzee it is as 100 to 52 ; so that in the Bushwoman the posterior region (thus measured

on its under surface) is proportionally longer, or the antero-median region propor-

tionally shorter than in the European or Chimpanzee’s brain
; but in other Quadrumana

the posterior region is stated to be longer still (in Hapale 100 to 62).

As seen in the body of the ventricle, the corpus striatum
(h)

and optic thalamus (a)

occupy about the same relative spaces from before backwards as in the European ; but

both, especially the optic thalamus, appear narrower from side to side. In an ordinary

European brain, the exposed part of the corpus striatum measured *9 inch long and

•5 inch wide; the optic thalamus T3 inch long and *5 inch wide. In the Bushwoman

the corpus striatum is *9 inch long and *3 inch wide, and the optic thalamus T2 inch by

*45 inch.

The corpora quadrigemina (Plate XVIII. fig. 4, q) are rather small, even in propor-

tion to the brain
;
the anterior one, as usual, is the more prominent, and the posterior

one the wider of the two. The corpora geniculata are both well marked, though of

moderate size. The pineal body is small ; its habenulae are well developed. The

corpora albicantia are prominently developed. The pituitary body is of moderate size.

The pons Varolii seems proportionally large : from its upper to its lower border it

measures *9 inch, whilst in the European brain it is about 1 inch ; the mean thickness

of its section is, in the Bushwoman’s brain, *8 inch; in the European, *9 inch.

The medulla oblongata is relatively wide, and so are the cerebral peduncles. The

medulla oblongata is *85 inch wide at its widest part, offering the ratio of 1 to 6,

instead of the ordinary ratio of 1 to 7, to the width of the cerebrum. Upon the medulla

oblongata the anterior pyramids are well pronounced, and the corpora olivaria are narrow

but prominent : the corpus dentatum within the latter is neatly defined and waved.

The cranial nerves generally appear small ; the olfactory nerves, however, are well

developed. The optic nerves, commissure, and tracks are small and flattened, even

the nerves having an unusually thin oval section. The small size of the optic tracks and

corpora quadrigemina is interesting in connexion with the defective development of

the occipital lobes of the cerebrum, a part to which many of their fibres have been traced

by Gratiolet.

The cerebellum .—Every part of the cerebellum (Plates XVII. & XVIII. figs. 2, 3, 4, Ce)

is present. The lateral portions or hemispheres are especially wide. On the upper sur-

face the square lobes are not so square as usual, but are elongated laterally, and narrow
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externally ; the upper posterior lobes are also narrower and less curved than in the ordi-

nary European brain ; the superior vermiform process is long, but relatively narrow. On
the under surface, the amygdalae are not more than half the usual size, and are narrow

and oblong, not broad and pyramidal in shape
;
the biventral lobes are, on the contrary,

large, and, owing to the small size of the amygdalae, are placed nearer to the middle

line and have their laminae more vertical ; the slender lobes are also large and broad

;

lastly, the lower posterior lobes, separated from the upper posterior by the usual deep

horizontal fissure, are likewise very broad. In the vallecula, the pyramid, uvule, and

nodule are clearly defined, but somewhat narrow ; the posterior velum is very well

developed. The floccules, or subpeduncular lobes, are small, being both short and com-

pressed. On the whole, therefore, the median parts of the cerebellum are relatively

small, whilst its hemispheres are relatively large.

The transverse commissural, or middle peduncular fibres appear, even to the eye, pro-

portionally more abundant than in the European, and likewise more so than in the

Chimpanzee. A comparison of the sectional area occupied by these fibres in the pons,

with the weight of the cerebellum, confirms this observation. The oval surface (Plate

XXIII. fig. 23,^), which includes the ends of these transverse fibres, as divided in the

median plane of the pons, is in the European '95 inch long by -65 inch wide, giving

a sectional area of -6175 square inch, which, as the total weight of the cerebellum is

4-68 oz., gives about T3 square inch of surface to each ounce of cerebellum. In the

Bushwoman, the corresponding’ oval surface (fig. 24, p) measures 1 inch by ’6 inch; its

area equals therefore '6 square inch, which, divided by the weight of the cerebellum,

3’45 oz., gives T73 square inch of surface to each ounce of cerebellum. In the Chim-

panzee the equivalent measurements are ‘55 by ’4 inch ; the area is
-22 square inch

;

the weight of the cerebellum is 2 -02 oz., and the ratio of cut surface to each ounce of

cerebellum is nearly T1 square inch. This is an important point in which the brain of

the Bushwoman does not stand intermediately between the European and the Ape, but

surpasses even the European brain. The inferior peduncles, and also the superior

peduncles of the cerebellum, appear relatively small ; but no precise method of measure-

ment could be adopted in regard to them.

It is difficult also to devise any satisfactory mode of determining the number of

lamina; in any given cerebellum. If the superficial laminae be counted, they are found

to vary so in length, that, whilst some pass round the whole surface or border of the

cerebellum, others disappear between adjoining laminae at various points, so that no

single line can be drawn over the surface which will cross the edges of all the super-

ficial laminae. On the other hand, if the deep as well as the superficial laminae be

counted, then it is difficult to determine how small or short a fold shall be considered a

distinct lamina, some of them being very short. Furthermore, the larger ones are

often slightly grooved along their edge, and might be reckoned or not as consisting of

two. Malacarne *, who gives the number of laminae in the healthy cerebellum at as

* Neuro-encefalotomia. Pavia, 1791, p. 7.
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high numbers as 600 and 780, evidently counted all the laminae he could find. I have

adopted the plan of counting the superficial laminae only in the principal lobes and

superior vermiform process ; whereas in the smaller parts of the organ, and in the infe-

rior vermiform process, all the laminae have been counted. The following Tables show

the results in the European, the Bushwoman, and the Chimpanzee, for the left half of

the cerebellum.

Superficial laminae only counted.

Median
portion.

Lateral parts.

Total

laminae in

lateral

parts.

Superior
vermiform
process.

Square
lobe.

Posterior

superior

lobe.

Amygdala.
Biventral

lobe.

Slender

lobe.

Posterior

inferior

lobe.

European 18 21 13 9 6 5 16 70
Bushwoman 23 21 14 8 9 5 14 71
Chimpanzee 20 23 10 8 4 11 5 63

Superficial and deep laminae counted.

Median portion. Lateral parts.

Inferior

vermiform
process.

1 viz. Pyramid

j
and uvula.

Nodule. Amygdala. Floccule.

European 37 = 28 + 9 21 18
Bushwoman 33 = 24 + 9 20 17
Chimpanzee 34 = 29 + 5 22 17

As thus counted, the number of laminae in the Bushwoman’s cerebellum agrees very

closely with that in the European, the differences being probably only such as might be

met with between individuals of either race. The total number in the lateral parts or

hemispheres is nearly identical. The differences between the upper and lower posterior

lobes nearly compensate each other, as do those between the amygdalae and biventral

lobes
; the square and slender lobes exactly agree. In the median portion the chief

point of difference is found, viz. in the larger number of laminae in the upper vermiform

process of the Bushwoman
;
but then there is a smaller number in the pyramid and

uvula of the lower vermiform process : the nodules coincide. It is worthy of note that,

in the Bushwoman, the amygdala and floccule show but a slight defect in the number of

their laminae, although both those parts are so remarkably small. Indeed the total

deficiency in weight, which has previously been shown to exist in the Bushwoman’s

cerebellum, depends essentially, not on the absence of any parts or laminae, but on the

narrowness of these latter ; for they are obviously much finer than in the European

brain.

In the Chimpanzee the square lobe occupies more of the upper surface of the hemi-

sphere than in the European cerebellum, whilst the Bushwoman’s cerebellum presents

an intermediate condition. The upper posterior lobe is consequently straighter in the
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Ape, and forms less of the outer border of the hemisphere ;
in this respect the Bush-

woman also occupies an intermediate position. On the other hand, the amygdalae,

which are very small in the Bushwoman, are very large in the Ape ; whilst the biventral

lobes are large in the former and small in the latter. The slender lobes are very broad

in both
; the lower posterior lobes, broad in the Bushwoman, are very narrow in the Ape.

The superior and inferior vermiform processes, especially the latter, are proportionally

more marked in the Ape than in the Bushwoman, in whom they are smaller than in

the European. The floccules, small in the Bushwoman, are well developed in the Ape.

In none of these particulars, then, is the Bushwoman’s cerebellum intermediate between

that of the European and the Chimpanzee ; nor is this the case in regard to the number

of the laminae, for there are fewer on the whole in that animal even than in the Euro-

pean, the particular excesses and deficiencies not appearing to be reducible to any rule.

In accordance with the smaller bulk of this organ in the Ape, the laminae themselves

are very much finer even than in the Bushwoman.

In the Bushwoman the corpus dentatum is represented by a comparatively small

oblong mass of grey matter, almost destitute of foldings, and having its internal white

substance ill defined. Is this connected with the small size of the quadrigeminal bodies 1

In the Chimpanzee this body is long and narrow, but its foldings are distinct.

On the whole it may be said, judging from its transverse commissural fibres and its

laminae, that, with the exception of the amygdala and floccule, and the grey matter of

the corpus dentatum, the cerebellum in the Bushwoman is very well developed, and

that, as an organ, it is far more completely evolved than the cerebrum.

II. THE IDIOTS’ BRAINS,

a. General Account of the Idiots.

The female idiot came of a healthy family, and died at the age of 42, of phthisis.

Her height was about (probably below) 5 feet; her weight is unknown, but she was

well proportioned, with shapely limbs, and small well-made hands and feet
; she was

never fat, and did not become emaciated until phthisis occurred. The general appear-

ance of her microcephalic head, the form, size, and condition of the cranium, with other

particulars, are described in Mr. Gore’s paper*. From that source, and from informa-

tion since supplied by him, it appears that her senses were perfect, including the appre-

ciation of heat and cold. She had memory both of persons and things ; she could say

“child,” “mamma,” “morning,” and “good” with tolerable distinctness; in the report

of Mr. Gore’s paper it is added, “ but without connexion or clear meaning.” In explain-

ing this he writes, “ I think she had some, though probably a very imperfect knowledge

or conception of the meaning of the words she used ; she certainly knew Avhat was the

meaning of ‘ good,’ in relation to her own acts and conduct ; she was, however, quite

incapable of anything like conversation.” It is stated that she could not count, and did

* Anthropological Review, vol. i. 1863.

4 AMDCCCLXIV.
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not know the value of money. She was obedient to those around her, affectionate, and

fond of carrying and nursing a doll. She never manifested any sexual propensity, though

she menstruated regularly. She was not passionate, nor violent, but was susceptible

of joy and fear. She could not feed herself with any degree of method or precision,

nor could she dress herself ; in walking her gait was unsteady and tottering, the heels

not bearing with any firmness on the ground. As already stated, her articulation was

imperfect. There is no reason to suppose that she had any sense of religion, or idea

of futurity.

The idiot boy was born of healthy parents. They, however, were first cousins, and

met with great vicissitudes of fortune, accompanied, as regards the mother, with other

causes of grief. No ancestral relative, on either side, was known to have exhibited any

mental defect ; but a second child, also a boy, one year younger, was likewise idiotic,

though able to walk and to talk pretty distinctly. Both children were born at their

full time; the mother was not frightened when pregnant with either of them. The

brother is also dead now*.

The boy whose brain we are about to describe did not notice persons or things till

he was 6 months old, and then very little. He lived in London till he was 4 years of

age, and was then sent into the country, but he could not be taught anything ; he could

not articulate, nor walk, nor feed himself, and was regarded as unimprovable.

When about 10 years of age he is described as having a remarkably small head, and

a large face
; he had a fine set of teeth, large eyes, prominent nose, receding forehead,

and features resembling those of the male Aztec. His hands and arms were perfectly

formed. He often put his hands into his mouth, like an infant ; he was invariably fed,

cleaned, and dressed by others. He smiled and cried ; he could not talk, but uttered

inarticulate sounds. Even at this age he was unable to walk, or even stand; and

though he grew taller and stouter, he never gained strength to move about, but sat all

day in a chair with a rail in front, to prevent him from sliding out. At the age of

10-^ years he weighed, with his clothes, 37 lbs., the weight of the clothes being 3 lbs.

8|-oz. At the age of 11 he is said to have known persons, plucking at their garments,

looking up in their face, laughing, and clapping his hands. By wriggling his chair

about he contrived to move it a little way from its place; still he required to be

dressed and fed, and could not handle anything. Subsequently he became irritable,

fretful, and noisy, crying much, and striking the sides of his chair* or bedstead. He
never manifested any further signs of intelligence, emotion, or will, or any power of

articulate speech. It is said that the head did not grow larger during the last two

years of his life. He died at the age of 12 from spinal abscess, followed by abscess in

the lung. At his death the body measured, from vertex to sole, 39^ inches. Various

measurements of the body and cranium, with other particulars, will be found in a

paper in the ‘ Anthropological Review’ f. His incapability of walking was a true accom-

* Dr. Down, of Earlswood Asylum, intends to publish an account of this boy’s brain.

t For August 1863.
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paniment of the idiotic condition, for it existed years antecedently to any spinal affec-

tion.

In neither the female nor the male idiot was there found any diseased state of the

substance of the brain.

b. Weights of the Idiots' Encephala and their parts.

The recent brain of the female idiot, after removal of the membranes, weighed 10 oz.

5 grs. In the idiot boy the brain, with the membranes, weighed 8^ oz. The normal

weight of the female brain at 42 years of age would be about 42 oz., and that of a boy

12 years of age about 44 oz. Idiots’ brains have already been noticed weighing 20*25 oz.

(Todd*), 19*88 oz. (Tiedemann f),
13*125 oz. (OwenJ); and the lightest brain, not

altered by disease, previously recorded (Theile’s case), weighed 10*6 oz.§

The weight of the body of the female idiot, seeing that she was of good proportions,

about 5 feet high, but deficient in about 2 lbs. of brain, may be assumed to have been

about 88 lbs. The idiot boy, at 10^ years old, weighed 33t? lbs. At his death, 19 months

afterwards, his stature having increased though his growth was slow, for his ultimate

height was only 39^ inches, his weight, independent of the effects of disease, may be

taken at 36 lbs.

In the idiot woman the weight of the brain, after preservation in spirit for many

years, was found by Mr. Gore to be 7^oz., but, as subsequently weighed by myself, it

proved to be 7 oz. 102 grs., or 7*23 oz. This weight was made up as follows:—cere-

brum, 5*52 oz. ; cerebellum, 1*41 oz.
;
pons and medulla oblongata, *3 oz. Maintaining

similar proportions for the several parts of the recent brain, which weighed 10 oz. 5 grs.,

the recent cerebrum would weigh 7*63 oz.; the cerebellum, 1*95 oz.; and the pons and

medulla oblongata *42 oz.

In the idiot boy the preserved brain weighed 5*1 oz., which total weight was thus com-

posed:—cerebrum, 3*51 oz.; cerebellum, 1*35 oz.; pons and medulla oblongata, *24 oz.

Taking 8*5 as the ascertained weight of the recent brain, the recent cerebrum would

weigh 5*85 oz. ; the cerebellum, 2*25 oz. ; and the pons and medulla oblongata *4 oz.

The average weight of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and pons with the medulla oblon-

gata, observed by Dr. Boyd in 94 females between the ages of 40 and 50, was 37*12 oz.,

4*69 oz., and *89 oz. ; whereas the average weight of the same parts in 22 males between

the ages of 7 and 14 was 40*36 oz., 4*84 oz., and *76 oz.

Assuming 90 lbs. to be the weight of a healthy female 5 feet high, between 40 and

50 years of age, and 88 lbs. to have been the weight of the idiot woman ; and again,

taking 42 lbs. to be the weight of a healthy boy between 7 and 14 years of age, and

36 lbs. as the weight of the idiot boy, we have the following results :—

* Cyclop. Anat. and Phys. vol. iii. p. 719. f Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxxvi. 1836, p. 502.

% Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. i. p. 343. § Wagner’s Yorstudien, ut supra, Th. 2.

4 a 2
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Female (Boyd)
40 to 50 years.

Idiot woman.
Boy (Boyd)

7 to 14 years.
Idiot boy.

F.npephalon to body 1 to 33
1 to 38

1 to 307
7*9 to 1

1 to 140

1 to 184

1 to 722
3-9 to 1

1 to 14

1 to 16

1 to 140
8*3 to 1

1 to 67
1 to 98
1 to 256
2-6 to 1

Cerebrum to body
Cerphpllum to body
Cerebrum to cerebellum ...

The relative amount of brain to body in both idiots, 1 to 140 in the woman, instead

of 1 to 33, as in the healthy female at the same age, and 1 to 67 in the boy, instead of

1 to 14, is very small. Absolutely, as we have seen, the idiot boy had a brain smaller

than the idiot woman’s, in the ratio of 8'5 to 10 ; but his brain was more than twice as

large, in proportion to his body, as that of the idiot woman was to hers. It must be

observed, however, as is well shown in the Table, that the ratio of brain to body is far

greater in the growing individual than in the adult ; and, allowing for that, the pro-

portion of brain to body in both idiots was somewhat less than one-fourth of what it

would have been at corresponding ages in health. In neither case is the ratio between

the idiotic and the healthy condition exactly as 1 to 4, being in the idiot woman 1 to

4’24, and in the idiot boy 1 to 4 -78; so that, thus tested, instead of the boy’s brain

being twice as much developed as the woman’s, the woman’s was comparatively a little

larger than the boy’s.

Again, the idiot boy’s cerebrum, absolutely smaller than the woman’s in the ratio of

5’85 to 7‘63, was, as compared with the idiot woman’s, about twice the proportionate

weight in reference to the body, the one being equal to -^-th part by weight of the body,

the other being only yyyth. But if the two idiots be compared with the healthy con-

dition in persons of corresponding age, then they are nearly equal in this respect ; for,

thus studied, the idiot woman’s cerebrum is about 1 to 5 as compared with the ordinary

proportion to the body, and the idiot boy’s about 1 to 6, the actual ratios being, in the

idiot woman’s case as 1 to 4*84, in the boy’s as 1 to 6T2. Hence a greater superiority

is manifested, as regards the cerebrum, in the woman, than existed in reference to the

entire encephalon. In her the cerebellum, as we shall next show, was below its due

size.

Thus, the idiot boy’s cerebellum, absolutely larger than the woman’s in the ratio of

2‘25 to T95, is, in proportion to his body, three times as large as the idiot woman’s to

her body—the boy’s being jxgth part of his body, and the woman’s only y^-nd part of

hers; but, again allowing for the normal differences in the proportions between the

cerebellum and the body at different ages and in the two sexes, this extreme inferiority

of the idiot woman is somewhat, though not entirely redressed. For in the idiot woman

the ratio of the cerebellum to the body, as compared with the healthy ratio, is nearly as

1 to 2 (actually 1 to 2'35), whilst in the idiot boy it is rather less than 1 to 2 (actually

1 to T8). In other words, the woman’s cerebellum reached yfrds of the natural

standard, and the boy’s y-yths. Thus the idiot boy had not merely a cerebellum larger,
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in proportion to his body, than the idiot woman, i. e. in the ratio of 3 to 1, but also

larger in proportion to the healthy standard at the same age—the ratio in his favour then

being, however, only as 4 to 3.

Lastly, as shown in the Table, in the idiot woman the ratio between the cerebrum and

cerebellum is 3'9 to 1, in the idiot boy 2-6 to 1. Hence the idiot woman’s cerebrum, in

proportion to the cerebellum, is superior to the idiot boy’s in the ratio of 3 to 2. But

comparing these abnormal proportions with those observable in healthy persons of cor-

responding sex and age, the proportion of cerebrum to cerebellum in the idiot woman

is to the natural proportion as 1 to 2, and in the idiot boy as about 1 to 3. In other

words, the cerebrum in the woman, when compared with the cerebellum, has half the

normal proportion, whilst in the boy it has only one-third. These figures show, not

merely the exceedingly small relative size of the cerebrum in both idiots, but a marked

superiority on the side of the woman
;
for whet her we compare the actual ratios between

the cerebrum and cerebellum in the woman and in the boy, or whether we contrast

their respective ratios with the healthy standards, the superiority of the female’s cere-

brum, as compared with her cerebellum, is to the boy’s, in either case, as 3 to 2.

The general conclusions may thus be stated. These idiots fell remarkably short in

both cerebral and cerebellar mass : in each the deficiency in cerebral mass was greater

than in cerebellar : the idiot boy had more cerebellum than the idiot woman : the idiot

woman had more cerebrum than the idiot boy.

c. The general Form
,
Dimensions

,
and relative Positions of the Parts of the

Idiots' Encephala.

Judging from the intracranial cast, the general form of the cerebrum in the idiot

woman, as compared with the normal human cerebrum, is, when seen from above, a

short oval rather than a long ovoid,—the greatest transverse diameter being about the

middle of the mass, and having a ratio to the length of 1 to 1T4 instead of 1 to 13.

Far from being concealed, the cerebellum projects largely behind the cerebrum, and

thus gives a long figure to the whole encephalon. Seen laterally, the entire brain has a

low, contracted, globular outline, except of course below. The cerebellum appears to

form about a fourth part of the mass, and projects beyond the cerebrum '35 of an inch.

In the base view, the relative preponderance of the cerebellum is again the most striking

feature. The temporal portions of the cerebrum appear full and prominent ; no part

of the parietal region is seen on either side of them, and no part of the occipital either

behind or at the sides of the cerebellum. The frontal region is singularly short, narrow,

and pointed, instead of square, in front. The orbital surfaces are much excavated, the

beak-like prominence of their median portions is well marked, and a slightly obtuse

angle is formed by the meeting of their planes in the middle line.

In size and general form, the encephalon of the idiot woman, as represented by the

intracranial cast, resembles at first sight that of the young Chimpanzee but a nearer
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examination reveals great differences in every aspect, as is illustrated in the subjoined

outline figures.

a e e'

a. Upper view of the intracranial cast of the cranium of the Idiot Woman.

a 1
. Ditto of a young Chimpanzee. b, V . Left sides of the same two casts.

c, c’. Front views of the same. d, d1
. Back views of the same. e, e\ Base views of the same.

N.B. All these figures are reduced to one-third of the proper linear dimensions.

Viewed from above (a), the general mass is more nearly oval, its greatest transverse

diameter being opposite its centre, whilst in the Chimpanzee (a
1

)
it is further back. The

frontal region is not so pointed. The cerebrum does not project beyond the cerebel-

lum, as in the Ape. Seen laterally (b, b
1

), when the idiot’s brain is placed in its natural

position, the base line of the encephalon slants obliquely upwards and forwards, whilst

the Ape’s is nearly horizontal. The vertex in the idiot is turned backwards and up-

wards, instead of directly upwards
;
the frontal lobe has a smaller beak-like projection,

and in its general mass is deeper from its orbital margin upwards. The temporal lobe

is much larger in all directions than in the Ape ; the parietal lobe is less prominent

;

the occipital lobe is shorter. The cerebellum, in this view, appears very much larger

than in the Ape, seeming to occupy an area more than twice as great. In front
(
c

,
d),

the general resemblance between the two casts is the most striking,—the differences
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being, on the part of the idiot’s brain, a slightly more elevated and broader frontal

region ; a shorter beak-like process ;
less excavated orbital surfaces, so that the angle

formed by their meeting-point in the middle line is more obtuse ; and larger, less in-

curved, and more widely separated temporal lobes. On the posterior aspect
(
d

,
d') the

casts, on the other hand, are very different,—the cerebrum of the idiot being of less width

in the parietal region ; attenuated in length, width, and depth in the occipital region

;

and having the cerebellum projecting at each side, and so large as to appear to tilt the

cerebrum upwards, and to occupy in this aspect an area equal to one-third of the whole

encephalon
; whilst in the Ape the cerebellum is overhung by the cerebrum, and forms

a mass not more than one-fourth of the visible part of the encephalon. Seen on the base

(e, e'), the oval shape of the entire mass, the greater width and flatness of the frontal

lobes, the size of and width between the temporal lobes, and the complete concealment

of the posterior lobes of the brain by the voluminous cerebellum, distinguish the idiot’s

from the Ape’s brain.

The preceding description, and the tabulated measurements of the brains, given at

the end of this paper, show that in the idiot woman the temporal regions manifest the

greatest relative size, whilst the parietal, occipital, and frontal are very small
;
whereas

in the Chimpanzee’s cerebrum the occipital lobes have a larger relative development

;

the frontal lobes stand next, whilst the temporo-parietal are defective.

The cerebrum of the idiot boy, as seen from above, the only view of which we have

an intracranial cast, differs from that of the idiot woman in being at once narrower and

somewhat angular in its outlines. The frontal region is more pointed (indeed, singu-

larly so), the occipital region flatter, and the parietal regions longer and more com-

pressed. The widest part corresponds with the centres of the parietal regions, and is

somewhat behind the middle of the mass. The ratio between the width and length of

the cerebrum is 1 to T23; so that the idiot boy’s cerebrum is longer, in proportion to

its width, than the idiot woman’s—not from any actual superiority as to length, but

rather owing to a deficiency in width of the whole cerebrum. As in the idiot woman,

the cerebellum is not covered by the cerebrum behind ; but probably it was not so much

exposed. In shape the idiot boy’s brain is so long and narrow as not to be comparable

with the Ape’s.

In the idiot woman the forms of the convolutions are scarcely traceable at any part

of the intracranial cast, excepting some slight undulations about the frontal region. In

the idiot boy they are remarkably distinct on the parietal regions, whilst the frontal and

occipital regions are perfectly smooth. Gratiolet regards this marking of the cra-

nium by the convolutions as a sign of inferiority or degradation. This would appear

to be, to a certain extent, an individual character, as it is not noticeable in the idiot

woman.
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d. The Fissures
,
Lobes, and Convolutions of the Idiots’ Cerebra.

The Fissures.—The fissure of Sylvius (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 12 & 16, e-e) is not

only absolutely, but relatively short, measuring l - 3 of an inch in the idiot woman, and

l’l in the idiot boy. In both brains it is comparatively shallow. In the idiot woman

its direction is nearly vertical ; in the idiot boy it is more oblique, being pressed back

by the large parietal lobe. Its posterior margin is well defined ; but the anterior mar-

gin in the idiot boy, on the left side, is interrupted, and gives otf a long branch towards

the vertex. At the entrance of the fissure in the idiot woman is seen a slight elongated

ridge, which runs transversely inwards and joins the feebly developed eminence (C)

which represents the island of Reil
;
in the idiot boy this ridge is very narrow, and there

is scarcely any insular eminence. In the idiot woman its upper end is simple on the

left side, slightly bifurcated on the right ; in the idiot boy it is more deeply bifurcated

on the two sides.

The fissure of Rolando (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 10, 12, 14, & 16, d-d), in both

these brains, is better marked on the right hemisphere. In the female idiot, on that

side, it forms a simple sulcus, commencing, by a slight curve, in front of the Sylvian

fissure, and then running, less obliquely than usual, backwards towards the longitudinal

fissure. On the left side, the symmetry of this fissure is interfered with, in a remark-

able manner, in both brains, by the upward intrusion of a triangular convolution, which

appears to be the rudiment of the intended perfect anterior border of the fissure. In

the idiot boy, on the right side, the anterior margin of this fissure is also irregular.

It may be noticed, then, thus early, in our examination of the cerebral surface of the

idiots’ brains, that they are at once distinguishable from the quadrumanous brains, and

assert, even in their imperfect condition, their human character by an absence of sym-

metry in primary fissures and convolutions, so nearly symmetrical in the highest Apes.

The external perpendicular fissure (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 10 & 14, h) can be

traced, in the case of the idiot woman, on each side for -75 of an inch on to the surface

of the hemisphere, defining accurately the parietal from the occipital lobe. It then

divides into two deep sulci, the hinder one being the continuation of the fissure, which

is not prolonged over the side of the hemisphere. In the idiot boy the external per-

pendicular fissure cannot be traced so far outwards from the longitudinal fissure, being

sooner interrupted by the connecting convolutions.

The great parallel fissure (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 12 & 16,/-/) of the tem-

poral lobe is well marked in the idiot woman’s brain, running at first nearly vertically,

and then backwards on the occipital lobe. It is of unequal extent on the two sides of

the brain, reaching, on the right side, completely to the posterior border of the occi-

pital lobe. It presents a curious wavy course. In the idiot boy this fissure is not

quite so extensive, and ends, on both sides, further forward on the occipital lobe; on

the left side it presents a simpler outline than on the right.

On the internal surface of the hemispheres, the calloso-marginal or fronto-parietal
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fissure (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 13 & 17, i-i), in the idiot woman, curves as usual

around the corpus callosum, but sooner reaches the upper border of the hemisphere,

a little short of the hinder margin of that commissure. It is interrupted, as usual, by a

convolution (#) just above the front of the corpus callosum. In the idiot boy’s brain this

fissure has a similar course, and is also interrupted (#) immediately in front of the corpus

callosum ; but it reaches the upper border of the hemisphere opposite the hinder end

of the corpus callosum. This fissure is nearly symmetrical, in both idiots, on the two

sides.

The internal perpendicular fissure (h) in the idiot woman is short and simple, and

inclines backwards from a point about half an inch behind the corpus callosum ; it

joins the fissure of the hippocampi below, but a rudimentary connecting convolution

exists in this situation. In the idiot boy this fissure has precisely the same arrange-

ment.

The fissure of the hippocampi (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 13 & 17, l-l, m), in both

brains, is less horizontal than usual. In the idiot woman its calcarine portion (fig. 13, l)

terminates on the very point of the occipital lobe, in an open notch. On the right

hemisphere, its anterior portion passes, as usual, a short distance beneath the cerebral

peduncle
;
but on the left side it curves outwards on the under surface of the temporal

lobe, and joins a deep sulcus which represents an irregular collateral fissure. In the idiot

boy, on the left side, the fissure of the hippocampi is simple in outline and oblique in

direction, reaches the tip of the occipital lobe, and extends forwards to the side of the

cerebral peduncle. On the right side this fissure is represented by two deep parallel

sulci (fig. 17, l-l), separated by a thin ridge
(
26

)
of convolutional substance. A further

development of the convolutions above and below would have concealed this ridge, and

left a single fissure.

The collateralfissure (Plate XXII. fig. 17, n-n) is normal but simple in both idiots,

except, as above alluded to, on the left hemisphere in the idiot woman.

On comparing the fissures of the idiots’ brains with those of the healthy human brain

on the one hand, and those of the Chimpanzee on the other, the following points deserve

notice. The Sylvian fissure is both shorter and much more vertical in the idiots’ than in

either the human or quadrumanous brain, owing evidently to the defective development

of the fronto-parietal region of the cerebrum in its ordinary backward direction, and

to the disproportionate size of the temporal region. In respect to the former region,

the idiots’ brains manifest a marked inferiority even to the Ape ; for, whilst the masses of

brain seen on the lateral aspect in the Chimpanzee, in front of and behind the Sylvian

fissure, appear nearly equal, or even show a preponderance in front, in the idiots’ brains

the quantity in front is only about half the quantity behind. In the healthy human
brain, the preponderance is decidedly in the fronto-parietal region. The fissure of

Rolando, so complex and zigzag in the healthy human brain, is in the idiots’ brains,

even on the side where it is most clearly traceable, a simple oblique sulcus, a little

curved at its outer end, where, like the Sylvian fissure, and for the same reason, it is

mdccclxiv. 4 B
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more vertical than in the healthy cerebrum. The angle formed by the two fissures of

Rolando posteriorly is a little more acute than in the perfect brain, owing to the

narrownes of the brain in front of them. These fissures are far more simple in the

idiots than in the highest Apes.

The external perpendicular fissure is traceable further on the upper surface of the

cerebrum than in the perfect state, but cannot be followed at. all on the lateral aspects

of the hemispheres as in the quadrumanous brain.

Assuming the total length of each cerebrum to be 100, the relative lengths of the

three regions, in front of the fissure of Rolando, between it and the external perpen-

dicular fissure, and behind that fissure, when seen from above are in the preserved

brain of the idiot woman about 46, 30, and 24 ; in the idiot boy 38, 34, and 28. In

the healthy brain, the proportionate dimensions of these regions are 54, 23, 23. Mea-

sured longitudinally over the vertex in the cranial casts, the same regions occupy the

following relative spaces: in the idiot woman, 46, 29, 24; in the idiot boy, 42, 32, 26

;

in the healthy brain, 54, 23, 23. In both idiots the frontal region is therefore strikingly

defective, the parietal region is proportionally increased, whilst the occipital region

exceeds somewhat the healthy ratio. The frontal region is larger in the idiot woman,

the parietal and occipital regions are larger in the boy. The preponderance of the

parietal region in the boy is very remarkable. In the Chimpanzee, the corresponding

spaces are 46, 28, and 26 ; so that the idiot woman presents nearly similar proportions

;

whilst in the idiot boy the frontal region still exhibits a marked deficiency
;
whilst the

parietal region is in exactly corresponding excess, and the occipital region equal.

The parallel fissure is at first more vertical, and extends further back than in the per-

fect brain. The internal perpendicular fissure, short and simple in its course, still

approaches the human type in its inclination backwards, contrasting very remarkably

with its vertical direction in the Ape. The fissure of the hippocampi is less horizontal

than in the perfect brain, slanting upwards behind, in accordance with the want of

depth in the occipital lobe—in this respect approaching the quadrumanous character.

In the idiot woman, on the left side, this fissure is anomalous in its junction with the

collateral fissure, which is elsewhere regular.

The Lobes .—Considered as defined by the several fissures, and compared with the per-

fect brain, the frontal lobes (Plates XXI. & XXII. F), in both idiots, are remarkably

contracted both in length, in width, and in vertical height, being very short, pointed,

and shallow, especially in the idiot hoy. The parietal lobe (P) is defective in the

antero-posterior direction in the idiot woman, and in the transverse direction in the idiot

boy ;
whilst it is comparatively long in the boy, and wide in the woman. The occipital

lobe (O) is much and equally contracted in the two, especially in its vertical measure-

ment. The temporal lobes (T) are larger proportionally than any other part of the

cerebrum, and are fuller and rounder in the idiot woman than in the idiot boy. The

central lobe, or island of Reil (C), lies on the surface, but is slightly developed in the

idiot woman, and scarcely recognizable as an eminence in the idiot boy. As regards
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mass, the temporoparietal region predominates in both brains, whilst the occipital and,

especially, the frontal are defective.

Contrasting the idiots’ brains with the Orang-outang’s or the Chimpanzee’s brain, the

frontal lobe is still small, especially in the idiot boy ; the parietal lobe occupies, on the

whole, proportionally a larger space, whilst the occipital lobe occupies less. The tem-

poral lobes are relatively much larger and fuller, but shorter than in the Chimpanzee’s

brain. The central lobe is much less developed ; for in the Chimpanzee this part, com-

pletely concealed as in Man, has five radiating convolutions ; whilst in the idiot woman’s

brain it consists only of a slight smooth eminence ; and in the idiot boy no very distinct

elevation of the surface can be detected.

The Convolutions.—The orbital convolutions (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 11 & 15, u—um)

are remarkably simple, being only slightly marked off from one another, and very

smooth. In the i’diot woman’s brain (Plate XXI. fig. 11), the sulci which lodged the

olfactory nerves are very short and shallow, especially that (o) on the left hemisphere
; they

are represented in the idiot boy’s brain (Plate XXII. fig. 15) by a slight linear depres-

sion only on the right hemisphere, and a still smaller depression on the left. The deep

triradiate sulci which cut up the orbital surfaces in the perfect cerebrum in so complex

a manner, are much simplified in both the idiots’ brains
;
they are more developed in the

woman’s than in the boy’s brain, and in both cases are more developed on the right

than on the left hemisphere. On the right hemisphere of the female idiot brain alone

is this sulcus distinctly triradiate ; on the left hemisphere it is more irregular. In the

idiot boy it is represented on the right by a shallow longitudinal sulcus, on the left by

a slightly curved one. Accordingly the orbital surfaces are much less complex and

smoother even than in the Ape ; at the same time, with all their simplicity, the want

of symmetry of the two sides is remarkable.

The three rows offrontal Convolutions (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 10, 12, 14 & 16)

can be distinguished on each side, above the orbital border, in both the idiots’ brains. In

the idiot woman (figs. 10 & 12), the inferior row (
i )

is represented by a short, simple,

horizontal convolution, which speedily joins the anterior ascending convolution behind

and the middle frontal row in front. This middle row (2) consists likewise of a single

convolution bent once outwards. The upper row ( 3 ), as usual, larger and more complex

than the others, occupies half the frontal lobe, but is still remarkably simple in form.

The upper frontal row, as ordinarily, blends with the upper end of the anterior ascend-

ing parietal convolution; the middle row is joined to that convolution near its lower

end, by the same connecting ridge as the third row. In the idiot boy (figs. 14 & 16)

the three rows can be distinguished, but are still more simple in their form and direc-

tion. The three rows are more equally developed, the inferior row being relatively well

pronounced, giving a proportional breadth and squareness to that part only of the frontal

lobe, not noticeable in the female brain. Easily discriminated in the idiots’ brains,

both as to their position and connexions, chiefly owing to their great simplicity, these

frontal convolutions are singularly short and defective as compared with their wonder--

4 b 2
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fully tortuous and complex character in the perfect brain. In comparison even with the

Orang’s (Plate XXIII. fig. 20) or Chimpanzee’s brain, they are far more simple. They

are rather better developed in the idiot woman than in the boy.

The two ascending parietal convolutions (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 10, 12, 14 & 16,

4-4i & 5-5
)
commence, in both idiots, very far forward on the cerebrum, just above the

entrance to the Sylvian fissure, instead of, as in the perfect human brain and in the

higher Apes, a little in front of the middle of that fissure ; they thus resemble the con-

dition found in Cercopithecus and other similar Quadrumana. In the perfect human

brain these ascending convolutions, as pointed out by Gratiolet, are interposed between

an anterior and a posterior set of longitudinal ones, which occupy the rest of the cere-

brum—the portions in front and behind the slanting line of the ascending convolu-

tions being nearly equal, the occipital region preponderating slightly. On the other

hand, in the idiots’ brains the portion in front of these ascending convolutions, as seen

either laterally or from above, is by far the smaller; indeed it is not a fourth as large

as that behind. In the Orang and Chimpanzee it is about one-third. (Compare Plates

XX. & XXIII. figs. 7, 18, 19 & 20.)

As usual, these ascending parietal convolutions arise from the supramarginal convo-

lution, which unites them below the outer end of the fissure of Rolando. In the idiot

woman, on the right side, where the fissure of Rolando is a simple sulcus, the two

ascending parietal convolutions are also simple, forming two oblique ridges instead of

the zigzag bands seen in the perfect human brain. On the left side, the anterior con-

volution is represented partly by the intrusive triangular mass
(

4/) before spoken of, as if

by an arrest of development. In the idiot boy it is curious that the same condition exists

on the same side of the cerebrum, whilst on the right side the anterior ascending con-

volution is developing itself, as it were, into its more perfect but still simple form of an

even oblique ridge. The symmetry between the two sides is thus again effectually de-

stroyed in both brains. In both the idiots’ brains, as usual, the anterior ascending pari-

etal convolution (4-4i) joins, or would have joined, at its upper end, the upper frontal row,

whilst the posterior convolution (5-5) expands into its so-called lobule
(
51-51

), which is pro-

portionally large, has its customary lozenge-shape, and extends backwards to the exter-

nal perpendicular fissure (h). In the idiot woman (Plate XXI. fig. 10), on the left side,

this lobule is notched by a single deep sulcus running from the longitudinal fissure ;
on

the right side it has this sulcus placed further forwards, and another slight triradiate one

besides, but its surface is remarkably smooth in comparison with its complex form in the

perfect brain, or even in the Orang (Plate XXIII. fig. 20) or Chimpanzee. In the idiot

boy’s brain (Plate XXII. fig. 14) the lobule of the posterior ascending parietal convo-

lution is on both sides proportionally larger, and slightly more complex in form, in

accordance with the greater development of the parietal region in the idiot boy. In both

the idiots’ brains the outer border and angles of the lobule are distinctly defined on the

left hemisphere, whilst on the right hemisphere it blends at the outer border with the

neighbouring convolutions—that is to say, with the lobule of the supramarginal convo-
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lution (a), the bent convolution (e), and the second connecting convolution (/3 ). This

better definition of the lobule of the left side, it is worthy of remark, is not uncommon

in perfect European brains. In the Bushwoman’s brain, too (Plate XVII. fig. 1),

described in the first part of this paper, the lobule in question is better defined on the

left than on the right hemisphere. In the brains of the higher Apes (Plate XXIII.

fig. 20) the parts are more nearly symmetrical ; so that in this region again the idiots’

brains manifest the human want of symmetry.

In both the idiots’ brains the Sylvian fissure is so short that the supramarginal convo-

lution (ni-mi), its so-called lobule (a), and the bent convolution (e) are all three necessarily

very small, and, indeed, are represented only by a simple convolutional band, turning

round the front and upper end of the nearly vertical or slightly oblique Sylvian fissure.

Nothing can show more clearly the fundamental unity of these parts, especially of the

supramarginal convolution and its so-called lobule
; whilst the bent convolution is a

sort of connecting convolution between the supramarginal and one of the temporal con-

volutions. Thus understood, the very short supramarginal convolution ultimately joins,

in both idiots, the lower frontal row anteriorly. In the idiot woman it sends downwards

and inwards a short process to the transverse smooth eminence, lying partly exposed at

the entrance of the Sylvian fissure, which expands into the rudimentary central lobe
, or

island of Beil (C). In the idiot boy this process is a mere ridge, and the eminence

itself is not distinctly recognizable. The so-called convolutions of the island of Reil, or

central lobe, are absent, even in the idiot woman, whilst in the idiot boy a plain indi-

stinctly elevated surface occupies its usual situation.

The supramarginal lobule (a), if defined to be a largely developed part of the convo-

lution so named, overhanging the Sylvian fissure and helping to depress its hinder end, is

certainly absent in both the idiots’ brains ; but it is doubtless really represented by the

part of the supramarginal convolution just in front of the hindmost bifurcation of the

upper end of the Sylvian fissure. The structure of this part of the idiots’ brains is exceed-

ingly simple, as simple indeed as in the Cercopithecus, far simpler than in the higher

Apes (Plate XXIII. fig. 20). It is smaller and more simple in the idiot woman than in the

idiot hoy, is larger in both on the right than on the left side, and is largest on the right

side in the idiot boy. In the idiot woman the supramarginal lobule is connected, on the

right side, with the lobule of the posterior ascending parietal convolution, and also with

the second external connecting convolution
;
on the left side only with the latter. In

the idiot boy it is, on both sides, connected only with the latter, but by a larger and

more tortuous band.

The bent convolution (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 10, 12, 14 & 16, 6), turning, as usual,

behind the summit of the Sylvian fissure, is connected posteriorly, in both the idiots’ brains,

with the second connecting convolution, and joins below the upper external temporal or

inframarginal convolution (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 12 & 14, 7), instead of being sepa-

rated from that by a secondary sulcus and running between it and the middle external

temporal ( « ) ; this peculiarity is found only in the simplest quadrumanous brains, and
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indicates a very great degree of simplicity in the idiots’ brains. The bent convolution

itself, also, is very simple and symmetrical. The two correspond, in both brains, to the

most prominent parts of the parietal regions, and therefore to the widest part of the cere-

brum, lying beneath the parietal eminences of the skull
;
whereas in the perfect human

brain it is the large and peculiar supramarginal lobule which occupies this post.

The temporal convolutions (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 12 & 16) in both the idiots’

brains are simple in form, but large, and, indeed, in the female enormously developed. On
both sides in the latter (Plate XXI. fig. 12) the middle temporal (&-b

)
is the largest, the

upper temporal or inframarginal (7-7) is the next in size, whilst the lower temporal (9-9)

is rather more moderate in size. In the idiot boy (Plate XXII. fig. 16), on both sides,

the middle temporal is still the largest, but the difference is not so marked. In both

brains there is a want of symmetry in the convolutions of the two sides, those of the

right side being bounded by more tortuous furrows, and having a few secondary sulci ;

whilst on the left side they are nearly smooth. They are all continued backwards into

the diminutive occipital lobe by simple, but, in the woman, serpentine connecting con-

volutions.

The occipital lobe is so small in both idiots, and so slightly marked by rudimentary

sulci, that its three ordinary stages or rows (Plates XXI. &XXII. figs. 12, 14& 16, 10
,
11

,
12
)

can scarcely be separately recognized ;
but it may be described as consisting of a shallow,

smooth edge of cerebral substance, so blended on the outer side with the second, third,

ancl lowest external connecting convolutions, and on its under side with the internal tem-

poral, as almost to lose its identity in those aspects, and to appear like a mere narrow

continuation backwards of the temporal lobe itself. It is defined only on its inner bor-

der, and for a short distance on its upper surface.

The upper external connecting convolution in the idiot woman (Plate XXI. fig. 10, a)

does not completely bridge over the external perpendicular fissure on either side, but

is more nearly superficial throughout on the right hemisphere ; in the idiot boy (Plate

XXII. fig. 14, a) this convolution dips downwards into the internal perpendicular fissure,

becoming partly concealed on both sides. In the perfect brain (Plate XX. fig. 7) it is

quite superficial throughout. In the female idiot, on the left side, the second connecting

convolution (Plate XXI. fig. 10, (3-[3) is massive and double, one part ending in the bent

convolution, and the other in the upper temporal
; the third (y) ends in the middle tem-

poral, and the lowest one (&) both in that and the lower temporal
;

on the right side

the second, also double and very tortuous, runs by its upper part into the parietal lobule

and the supramarginal lobule, and by its lower part into the upper temporal, whilst the

third and fourth are blended, and end in the middle and lower temporal. In the idiot

boy (Plate XXII. fig. 14), on the left side, the second connecting convolution (/3-j3), very

broad and tortuous, runs into the bent convolution, the upper temporal, and the middle

temporal ;
the third (y) and fourth (b) connecting convolutions join the middle and lower

temporal ; on the right side they are more tortuous, and serve to connect the same parts,

the second one also joining the parietal lobule. In both idiots the second ((3), third,
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and lowest external connecting convolutions, though broad and superficial (the second

being especially massive), are so simple, in comparison with their singular complexity

and extraordinary tortuosity in the perfect brain, as to form mere bands between the

temporal and occipital lobes. Nevertheless this part of the brain, more deeply furrowed

in the woman than in the boy, but larger from before backwards in the boy than in the

woman, is relatively well developed, and has perfectly human characters
;
for all four

connecting convolutions exist, instead of there being defects in one or other of the two

upper ones, as is found in the higher Apes. They are also, as seen above, singularly

asymmetrical.

On the inner surface of the hemisphere the marginal convolution (Plates XXI.
%

& XXII. figs. 13 & 17, 17-17)
pursues its usual course, and terminates just behind the

upper ends of the two ascending parietal convolutions. Like these convolutions, and

owing also to a defective development backwards of the frontal lobe, it does not extend

so far back as in the perfect brain, but, becoming very narrow, stops, in the idiot woman,

on the left side (Plate XXI. fig. 13) at a point opposite the hinder border of the corpus

callosum
(c), on the right side somewhat short of that point. In the idiot boy (Plate

XXII. fig. 17) it is on both sides arrested at a point a little in front of the hinder border

of the corpus callosum. In the idiot woman, instead of the numerous radiating secondary

sulci which in the perfect state cut up this convolution into little quadrangular lobes,

only two or three such sulci exist, passing horizontally forwards in front of the corpus

callosum
;
below the anterior border of the corpus callosum is another rudimentary lon-

gitudinal sulcus, and a little depression indicative of a second ; above the corpus callo-

sum this marginal convolution is joined, as usual (#), to the convolution of the corpus

callosum (is—is), and then becomes very wide, and faintly marked with a slight depres-

sion. In the idiot boy’s brain the same description would suffice. In both brains its

forms and subdivisions, simple as they are, imitate closely its general features in the per-

fect state, but are wanting in complexity. As compared with its condition in the Apes,

it is less uniform in width, and far less frequently subdivided by secondary sulci.

The convolution of the corpus callosum (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 13 & 17, is-is) occu-

pies its customary position around that commissure, but differs from its condition in the

perfect brain by the absolute smoothness of its surface and the absence of the peculiar

crest-like upper margin posteriorly. It is equally smooth in both the idiots’ brains. Its

surface is more complex in the higher Apes. In the idiots’ brains the marginal convo-

lution
(
17
) greatly exceeds in width the subjacent convolution of the corpus callosum (is),

especially in the region in front of and below the corpus callosum—a character well

marked also in the perfect European brain—whereas in the Ape the proportionate space

occupied by the two convolutions is nearly equal. The connecting bridge of convolu-

tional substance (#) passing from one to the other in both the idiots’ brains, on both

hemispheres, is usually present also in the human brain, but not in the brains of the

higher Apes.

The guadrilateral lobule in both the idiots’ brains (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 13
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& 17, is/—is?), the prolongation "upwards and backwards of the callosal convolution, . is,

owing to the deficient development of itself and of the portions of the cerebrum in front

and behind it, less compressed than in the perfect state, so that it has a roundish and not

angular outline, and forms a perfectly smooth, bent or knee-like, and not quadrate lobule,

ascending in front of the internal perpendicular fissure (k). Though thus rudimentary

and smooth, it has the oblique direction backwards characteristic of this part in the

human brain, and not the nearly vertical position which it exhibits in the Apes. Indeed

the angle which its posterior border, bounding the internal perpendicular fissure, forms

in both idiots with a base line passing through the corpus callosum is nearly 145°, i. e .

greater than in the perfect brain, owing probably to the very scanty development of the

occipital lobule behind it.

The triangular occipital lobule (Plates XXI. & XXII. figs. 13 & 17, 25), like the qua-

drilateral lobule, is so feebly developed in both the idiots’ brains, that it does not appear

to fit closely in between the parts in front and behind it, but forms a mere ridge of

cerebral substance, widening as it passes from below upwards and backwards to the tip

of the occipital lobe, interposed between the internal perpendicular fissure
(
Jc
)
and the

posterior part
( l

)

of the fissure of the hippocampi. This simple, smooth, but slightly

flexuous ridge takes the place then of the triangular and complexly convoluted lobule

seen in the perfect brain. This condition coincides with the simplicity of the upper

external connecting convolution, with the region of which this occipital lobule corre-

sponds. It is far less developed than in the Apes.

On the under surface of the idiots’ brains, the convolution of the corpus callosum

(Plate XXII. fig. 17, is) is, as usual, continued beneath the cerebral peduncle by a ridge

of cerebral matter (#) into the middle internal temporal convolution, or uncinate convolu-

tion (19). This connecting ridge is proportionally wider than in the perfect cerebrum ;

it is said by Gratiolet to be peculiar to the human brain ; it certainly does not exist in

every Chimpanzee’s brain, though it is met with again in lower Quadrumana.

Of the internal temporal convolutions,
the upper

,
or dentate convolution

,
is very narrow,

and on neither idiot’s brain can the fascia dentata be traced. In the idiot woman, how-

ever, the parts are much damaged here, and in the idiot boy somewhat injured also.

The middle internal temporal convolution (Plate XXII. fig. 17, 19), ending anteriorly in

the unciform lobule (19/), is proportionally well developed. On the right hemisphere of

the idiot woman’s brain, the unciform termination, or crochet, is well marked
;
on the

left hemisphere this convolution is much narrower, and the crochet scarcely recognizable.

In the boy this convolution is very broad on both sides, and the crochet neatly defined,

though small. The lower internal temporal convolution (9—9), which is the same as the

lower external one, is also well marked. On both sides these two last-named convolu-

tions are proportionally more simple than in the perfect human brain, or even than in

the higher Apes. They are continued, as usual, backwards into the occipital lobe, and,

owing to the imperfect development of that lobe, seem to extend almost to its tip.

They are broader in the idiot boy.
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It has already been stated that within the double fissure of the hippocampi, in

the right hemisphere, in the idiot boy’s brain (Plate XXII. fig. 17, l-l), there is pre-

sent a projecting ridge of cerebral substance
(26),

which appears to be the analogue of

the calcarine lobule
,
described by Mr. Flower in the brains of Cercopithecus, Macacus,

and Cebus, but which is absent in the highest and lowest Quadrumana. It is not pre-

sent on the left side of the idiot boy’s brain, nor on either side in the idiot woman’s

brain. In the perfect human brain, I have sometimes found it as a superficial ridge

extending along the posterior two-thirds of the fissure, sometimes as a well-marked

concealed ridge ; sometimes it is altogether absent. It is continuous backwards with

the lowest occipital convolutions.

The lower internal connecting convolution (Plate XII. fig. 17, s) is feebly represented

in both idiots, being, as usual, concealed in the idiot woman, but superficial in the idiot

boy ; the upper one is absent, as usual, in both idiots.

In the preceding account of the cerebral convolutions in the idiots’ brains, constant

comparisons have been made between them and the perfect brain, between the brains

of the one and the other idiot, and between both and the brains of the higher Apes.

Notwithstanding, it is necessary to state some further general conclusions from the

facts above recorded.

1. In the first place it is obvious that the idiots’ cerebra are not merely diminutive

brains possessing every convolution, both primary and secondary, proper to the perfect

human cerebrum, each having its natural shape, proportion and position, though on a

diminished scale ; but, on the contrary, that they are profoundly modified in their con-

volutional forms, which are not merely smaller in bulk, but are fewer in number, of

simpler shape, and different in proportion and position, as compared with those of the

perfect cerebrum.

2. Nevertheless all the primary and connecting convolutions belonging to the perfect

cerebrum are represented by definite corresponding parts in these brains, mostly by

actual convolutional foldings of the cerebral substance of a comparatively more simple

kind, but sometimes by scarcely convoluted, or even by entirely smooth though slightly

elevated portions of the cerebral substance.

3. The parts which can be easily detected as actual convolutions in the idiots’ brains

are the three frontal rows, the two ascending parietal convolutions, with the lobule of

the posterior one, the supramarginal and bent convolutions, the external and internal

temporal convolutions, the marginal and callosal convolutions on the inner surface, with

the quadrilateral and occipital lobules, and all the connecting convolutions proper to

the human cerebrum. The parts which are less easily distinguished are the orbital

convolutions and, especially, the three rows of occipital convolutions. The central lobe,

or island of Reil, is distinguishable, as a distinct smooth eminence, in the idiot woman,

but only as a smooth indistinctly elevated surface in the idiot boy. In neither does

there exist such an expansion of the supramarginal convolution as would form a pro-

minent supramarginal lobule, a part so characteristically human.

mdccclxiv. 4 c
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On the whole, the temporal convolutions, in both brains, are the boldest and best

marked ; then the convolutions of the parietal lobes, especially in the idiot boy ; next

stand the connecting convolutions and frontal rows, and those of the inner surface

;

afterwards the orbital and occipital convolutions ; and lastly the island of Beil.

4. On contrasting the idiots’ brains with one another, the convolutions generally are

seen to be decidedly more developed in the idiot woman than in the idiot boy—the

marked exception being in the parietal region of the latter, where the lobule of the

posterior ascending parietal convolution, the supramarginal convolution on the left side,

the bent convolution, and the adjacent second external connecting convolution are more

fully developed.

5. Agreeably to the opinions already expressed by other anatomists in regard to

similar examples, the condition of the cerebra in these two idiots is neither the result

of atrophy, nor of a mere arrest of growth
,
but consists essentially in an imperfect

evolution of the cerebral hemispheres or their parts, dependent on an arrest of develop-

ment (agenesie, asthenie-genie
)
occurring at some stage or other of their metamorphosis

from a simpler to a higher form.

6. On comparing the condition of the cerebral convolutions of these brains with the

representations of the brains of two foetuses at about 6^ and 7 months, published by

Leuret and Gratiolet*, it would appear that in both idiots the convolutions are

more complex than in the former, but less so than in the latter foetus. From this, one

might hastily suppose that in both idiots the development of the convolutions, and

indeed of the entire cerebra, had been arrested in the latter part of the seventh month

of intra-uterine life; those of the idiot boy a little earlier than those of the idiot

woman.

But on further reflection such a supposition does not appear to be tenable, and it is

not supported by facts. It necessarily assumes that, up to a certain period of develop-

ment, the evolution of all the parts of the cerebrum had been normal in rate and in

character ; whereas, in the first place, there is nothing at present to show why that rate

may not, in such cases as these, be more or less retarded, so that any given stage is

attained at a much later period than usual, and the ultimate condition of development

be reached perhaps some time after birth ; and, in the second place, there is evidence in

the brains themselves, of such a disproportionate development of parts as to prove that

the normal character of the evolutional changes has been profoundly disturbed at some

period or other, by at least one local departure from, or interference with the regular

mode and order of development.

A comparison of the size of the cerebellum and cerebrum in the idiots’ brains, and in

the brain of a foetus at the seventh month, shows most strikingly that the development of

the former organ had continued to progress long after the latter had experienced its final

arrest ; but, what is more essential to the present inquiry, even within the idiots’ cerebra

themselves there is proof that all the parts are not equally and normally developed.

* Op. cit. pi. 30. figs. 1, 2, 3 ;
pi. 31. figs. 1, 2.
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In the two foetal brains represented by Leuret and Gratiolet, already alluded to, the

parts in front of the fissure of Rolando, comprising the frontal lobe and the so-called

anterior ascending parietal convolution (which latter should, I think, be associated

with the frontal region itself), form a far larger proportion of the entire cerebrum than

they do in the idiots’ brains. In the brain of the human foetus between the fourth and

fifth months (Plate XXIII. figs. 21 & 22), in which the fissure of Rolando
(
d-d), the

great parallel temporal fissure (/), and the perpendicular fissure (h) are clearly traceable,

the same fact is well illustrated. In foetal brains at still earlier periods* the same thing

is observable, whilst at later periods than the seventh month the parts in front of the

fissure of Rolando become still longer in proportion to those behind it. Indeed, in the

normal course of development, there is no period at which the frontal part seems, as it

were, to stand still, or retrograde relatively to the rest of the cerebrum ; but after once the

fissure of Rolando is formed, there is a variable but progressive relative increase of the

parts in front of that fissure. It is certain, therefore, that the frontal lobes of the idiots’

cerebra are not proportionally developed in comparison with the temporo-parietal regions.

The same appears to me to be true likewise of the occipital lobe ; but we may confine

the argument here to the defective state of the frontal lobes.

Fully to appreciate the importance of the diminutive size of these last-named lobes,

we must take into account certain facts to be hereafter stated in detail, regarding the

internal structure of the cerebral hemispheres. The corpora striata in the idiots’ brains

are very small ;
not merely absolutely, but also relatively to the size of the optic thalami,

the ordinary proportions between these two ganglia being actually reversed, the former

being usually much larger than the latter, whilst in the idiots’ brains they are much

smaller. Since in a series of normally developed foetuses the corpora striata, at all

periods, form larger masses than the optic thalami, we have further evidence, within the

idiots’ brains themselves, of the fact already announced of an irregular and dispropor-

tionate development of their parts. There is, indeed, an obvious correspondence between

the diminutive size of the corpora striata and that of the frontal lobes; whilst the

relatively larger optic thalami are associated with a larger growth of the hinder portion,

especially of the temporo-parietal regions.

The conclusions which we would draw from the preceding facts are these :—First.

Instead of the idiots’ cerebra having been uniformly and normally developed up to a

certain date (say the latter part of the seventh month), and having then been subjected

to a general cessation of development, they have experienced an inequality or irregu-

larity of evolution in certain of their parts. Secondly. Whilst all parts have been more

or less arrested, the frontal and occipital lobes have suffered more than the temporal

and parietal. Thirdly. Whilst both the large ganglia at the base of the cerebrum

(those cores or nuclei of the cerebral hemispheres, the corpora striata and optic thalami)

have participated in this disturbance of the ordinary course and degree of evolution,

* See Leuret, loc. cit. pi. 29, from fig. 10 ;
and also Tiedemajvn, Anat. Bildungsgeschichte des Gehirns.

Niimberg, 1816.
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the corpora striata have been more especially involved. Fourthly. The original vice of

formation, in all probability, affected these two pairs of ganglia primarily; and this

entailed, as a necessary consequence, an interrupted, irregular, defective, and perhaps

retarded evolution of the convolutions of the hemispheres themselves. Fifthly. The

primitive starting-point of the future idiotic condition dates from a period far earlier than

that at which all further evolution ceases ; and in fact, as regards the optic thalami and,

especially, the corpora striata, probably from a very early period of development indeed.

This conclusion is obviously more acceptable to the physiologist (because more consistent

with the radical deficiency in cerebral power manifested by idiots) than the supposition

that the idiotic state should be due to a sudden arrest of a previously normal develop-

ment at some later period of foetal life. Sixthly. The anatomical connexion which, by

the comparison of these idiots’ brains with healthy foetal brains, has been shown to exist

(in human brains, at least) between the development of the corpora striata and the frontal

lobes, and the optic thalami and the temporal and parietal lobes, has a considerable

general interest, and probably has a physiological significance which may hereafter

throw light on the functions of the convolutions of those several parts. Lastly. The

deficiency in the corpora striata and the associated frontal lobes becomes particularly

interesting when we reflect on the special connexion of those ganglia with the anterior

or motor columns of the cord, and on their probable intimate concern in the execution of

voluntary movements, i. e. in the mechanical expression by the body of those numerous

acts which are the outward exponents of that important psychical faculty commonly

designated “ the will.” Now, it is the inadequate performance or entire abrogation of

those acts, whether locomotive, manipulative, or articulate, which constitutes one of the

most striking characteristics of the idiotic state.

7. It is impossible, in the present state of our knowledge, to determine the interesting

question whether some parts of the idiots’ cerebra had undergone, after the general

arrest of ordinary morphological changes, further local development, as the result of

use or ordinary training.

8. There are, however, certain evident grounds for inferring that, after the cessation

in these cerebra of all further evolutional changes, they experienced an increase of size,

or a mere growth of their several parts. Thus the idiots’ cerebra are considerably larger

than foetal cerebra in which the convolutional development is at a similar stage ; whilst

the individual convolutions themselves, the same in number, are necessarily broader and

deeper. Again, from Dr. Boyd’s observations, it appears that in a certain number of

foetuses prematurely born, with an average height of 14 inches for males and 13 ‘5 for

females, whose brains would about correspond with the idiots’ degree of convolutional

development, the average weight of the cerebrum in the former was 5*33 oz., and in the

latter 4*42 oz. ; whereas, as we have seen, the idiot boy’s cerebrum weighed 5-85 oz.,

and the idiot woman’s 7*63 oz. The greatest difference is in the case of the woman, who

lived to the adult age
; whilst the boy, it must be remembered, died at the age of 12.

9. It has been shown that the temporal region preponderates in the idiot woman,
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and the parietal in the idiot boy
; the frontal lobe is also relatively a little larger in the

woman. There can be no doubt also that the emotions, intelligence, and voluntary power

of the woman were in advance of those of the boy ; but at present it would be premature

to attribute too much importance to these probably individual anatomical differences, or

to endeavour to associate them with peculiarities of psychological endowment.

10. On contrasting the cerebral convolutions of the two idiots’ brains with those of a

female and male idiot, each four years of age, represented by Leuret*, there appears a

very close and remarkable resemblance between them. There is the same paucity, sim-

plicity, and breadth of the convolutions, the same deficiency in the frontal lobes, though

in one of them (the second referred to in the foot-note) to a less degree. The details of

the convolutions are also nearly similar
; but in some slight particulars they are superior

to those of the idiot woman, and especially so to those of the boy. For example, in both,

the anterior ascending parietal convolution has passed beyond the stage of an intrusive

convolution to that of an oblique smooth ridge of cerebral substance. There are also

more numerous secondary sulci in most regions of the cerebrum, and the convolutions

themselves are somewhat more tortuous.

11. Lastly, on comparing the convolutions of the idiots’ cerebra with those of the

Orang and Chimpanzee, they appear, in the human idiots, to be fewer in number than

in the Apes, because, although the primary foldings correspond in each, they are indi-

vidually less complex, broader, and smoother in the former than in the latter. In

this respect the idiots’ brains are even more simple than the brain of the Gibbon, and

approach that of the Baboon (Cynocephalus) and Sapajou (Ateles)f.

As special and interesting results of this general simplicity of the primary convolu-

tions, are the absence, as in the quadrumanous brains, of such a development of the

supramarginal convolution as to constitute its so-called lobule, and the partial conceal-

ment of the upper external connecting convolution, as well as the imperfect develop-

ment of the anterior ascending parietal convolution, and the extreme simplicity of the

bent convolution. Of these, the non-development of a distinct supramarginal lobule is

the most interesting defect, since it indicates the late appearance in the brain of a part

whose presence is regarded by Gratiolet as peculiarly characteristic of Man.

On the other hand, the points of special difference between the idiots’ and the qua-

drumanous brains, both general and particular, are even more numerous. First, as a

general difference, there is a remarkable want of symmetry even in these imperfectly

developed cerebra, as if already preparations were being made to establish that higher

and almost exclusively human character
; this point has been so frequently exemplified

in the previous descriptions that we may refer to them for abundant illustration of it.

Secondly, the special differences, which likewise exhibit the decidedly human character,

are the superficial position of all four of the external connecting convolutions ; the con-

sequent speedy interruption of the external perpendicular fissure, and complete oblitera-

tion of its posterior border or operculum ; the concealed position of the lower internal

* Op. cit. pi. 24. fig. 4; pi. 32. figs. 1 to 5.

t Gbaiiolet, pi. 4. figs. 1 & 2; pi. 9. figs. 1 & 4; pi. 10. figs. 1 & 2.
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connecting convolution, and the absence of the upper one ; and lastly, the great breadth

of the connecting ridge which joins the callosal and uncinate convolutions.

Although, therefore, so defective in developmental detail, these microcephalic cerebra

are still human, and differ as much from the Ape’s cerebrum, or constitute as little an

intermediate step towards it, as any other bodily defect in man is found to differ from

a truly quadrumanous form, or manifest a serial approximation to it. Just as in a case

of webbed human fingers the digits are still human and not gorilla-like, and just as in

the deformity named talipes valgus, though the foot is inverted and the weight of the

body is supported on its outer border, still the member is human and not ape-like, so

these brains, though simplified by defect, possess characteristics which distinguish them

as imperfectly human yet not quadrumanous. The community of plan observable in

the brains of all the Primates, including Man himself, necessitates a general conformity

to that plan, even in these defective human brains ; but the special marks of human

divergence from that plan have already been set upon them at some very early, probably

at the earliest moment of their development.

e. Internal Structure of the Idiots’ Cerebra and Cerebella, The Commissures
,

Cavities
, Ganglionic Masses, and Laminae.

Excluding the great fissures, the depth of the sulci (or, in other words, the prominence

of the convolutions) in the idiots’ brains is greatest in the lateral temporal region, next

in the frontal and parietal regions, and least in the occipital region, where many of the

sulci are mere marks or notches. The average depth of the sulci is, in the idiot woman’s

brain, -5 inch, in the idiot boy’s '4 inch. In the idiot boy the thickness of the grey

matter in the recent brain varied between -^ths and ^ths of an inch ; in the preserved

brain it varies from -g^-ths to -
3%ths of an inch, averaging -

3%ths. In the idiot woman it

ranges between -^-ths and g^-ths, averaging about -^ths ; in both brains it is, as usual,

thickest in the frontal and parietal regions, and thinnest in the occipital. Unlike what

is found in the Chimpanzee’s brain, the quantity of white matter in proportion to the

grey is very large, in accordance, as we shall find, with the relatively full development

of the transverse commissural system of fibres.

The corpus callosum, in both the idiots’ brains, is proportionally shorter though thicker

than in the perfect human brain, but it is relatively longer than in the Chimpanzee. In

the recent brain of the idiot boy it measures '75 inch long. Its length, greatest thickness,

least thickness, and average thickness in the preserved brain of the idiot woman are

46, 13, 6, and 7 thirtieths of an inch; in the idiot boy 41, 7, 4, and 5 thirtieths of an

inch. The sectional area of this part in the idiot woman is about §-Q-§ths of an inch,

in the idiot boy only fifths of an inch. Comparing these numbers with the area of

the internal surface of one cerebral hemisphere, we find that in the idiot woman the

ratio is as 1 to 18-3, in the idiot boy as 1 to 14*5, whereas in the perfect human brain

the ratio is 1 to 12*5, and in the Ape as 1 to 28*5
; so that in respect of the transverse

commissural fibres of the corpus callosum, the idiots’ brains, diminutive as they are, are

truly human in their structure. The anterior and posterior commissures likewise are

r
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well developed in both brains ; the soft commissure is very large in both. Of the longi-

tudinal commissures the fornix is proportionally large ; the tsenia semicircularis and

striae longitudinales, very distinct in the boy, are also easily traceable in the woman.

The septum lucidum and middle ventricle are small in both the idiots’ brains, the interval

between the fornix and the corpus callosum being narrow. The lateral ventricles in

both brains, in accordance with the restricted development of the frontal and occipital

regions, are comparatively short and wide cavities. The general direction of the body

of the ventricle is not parallel with the median line, but divergent outwards and back-

wards—a condition owing evidently to the optic"thalamus being proportionally large, or

at any rate well developed, whereas the corpus striatum is relatively very small, the

eminence formed by it within the ventricle being short and narrow, whilst the compara-

tively large optic thalamus carries the back part of the body of the ventricle outwards.

This part of the ventricle in the idiot woman’s brain measures 8-5 thirtieths of an inch

;

the anterior cornu 4, the posterior cornu 8, and the descending cornu 9 thirtieths. In

the idiot boy the same parts measure respectively 6, 2*5, 7*5, and 8 thirtieths of an inch

;

the body of the ventricle is therefore in both cases shorter than in the perfect brain,

being shorter in the idiot woman than in the idiot boy, the length of whose parietal

region has already been noticed ; the anterior cornu is also proportionally short, parti-

cularly so in the idiot boy ; the posterior cornu is likewise short but wide, directed

almost immediately backwards in the idiot boy, but divergent outwards in a remarkable

manner in the idiot woman. The thickness of cerebral substance, between the end of

the posterior cornu and the hinder edge of the cerebrum, is disproportionally great,

being *4 inch in the idiot woman and *7 in the idiot boy. In the idiot woman the

divergent direction of the point of the cornu makes it impossible to compare its rela-

tive proximity to the apex of the posterior lobe with that observed in ordinary brains

;

in the idiot boy the distance from the point of the cornu to the end of the posterior

lobe, viz. *7 inch, is more than one-fifth of the total length of the brain, whereas the

ordinary proportion is about one-eighth. The descending cornu, in correspondence

with the size of the temporal lobe, is well and equally developed in both the idiots’ brains.

The hippocampus major is large and wide in form, and terminates in front in an

expanded and slightly sulcated extremity. The hippocampus minor is very wide, though

short, in both brains ;
in the idiot boy it is directed backwards, in accordance with the

direction of the posterior horn ; whilst in the idiot woman it branches off outwards, in

harmony with the divergent course of that cavity. The length of the hippocampus

minor in the idiot woman is ‘8 inch, its greatest breadth - 35 ; in the idiot boy the length

is *5 inch, and the greatest breadth ‘3. The eminentia collateral^ is distinctly visible

in both brains.

Measuring off the antero-median from the posterior portion of the cerebrum on

Mr. Flower’s method, the ratio between the former and the latter is, in the idiot

woman, 100 to 62‘2, in the idiot boy 100 to 61*9; so that the occipital region, as thus

estimated, i. e. in its inferior layers, is proportionally longer in the idiots’ brains than in

the perfect brain, or even than in the Chimpanzee’s brain, in which the proportions are
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100 to 53 and 100 to 52 respectively. This apparent relative increase in the posterior

portion of the brain should rather be interpreted as due to a comparatively undeveloped

condition of the antero-median region.

It has already been mentioned that the corpora striata are in both idiots’ brains very

small, whilst the optic thalami are relatively large. The part of the corpus striatum

seen in the left lateral ventricle is, in the idiot woman, -35 inch long and T5 inch

wide ; in the idiot boy '25 inch long and '15 inch wide. The visible portion of the

optic thalamus in the woman is *8 inch long by *3 inch wide, in the idiot boy -65 inch

long by -4 inch wide. It has been previously noted that the large size of the optic

thalamus corresponds with the great development of the temporo-parietal region in both

the idiots’ brains, and the diminutive corpus striatum with the wasted form of the frontal

region ; but besides the mere relative size of the two ganglionic masses, another condi-

tion doubtless concurs to produce this correspondence, viz. the relative number of the

radiating fibres which spring from them to branch out into the corresponding parts of

the hemisphere. The corpora quadrigemina are quite of proportional size to the rest of

the brain in both idiots, the superior one being larger as usual. The corpora geniculata

are likewise well developed in both. In the idiot woman the corpora albicantia are

separate but not prominent ;
in the idiot boy the corpora albicantia are broad and some-

what fused together. The pineal gland is proportionally large in the idiot woman ;

in the idiot boy it was not found, having probably been destroyed. The habenulas

could not be traced in either brain. The pituitary body in the idiot woman is very

large
;
in the idiot boy it has not been preserved, but the infundibulum is present and

large. The cerebral peduncles in the idiot woman appear long and narrow, and the

interval between them is deep
;
in the idiot boy, on the other hand, they are broad

and flat, and the interval between them is shallow. This may be due to elongation of

the woman’s brain occurring as the effect of long suspension in spirit after complete

removal of the membranes.

In the preserved brains the pons Varolii is broader from before backwards in the idiot

woman than in the idiot boy, measuring in the former nearly *6 inch deep, but only -5

inch thick, in the latter only -4 inch deep and '5 inch thick: this appears remarkable,

as the cerebellum of the boy is larger than the cerebellum of the woman.

The medulla oblongata is large in both idiots : in the woman its greatest width is

•7 inch, in the boy '6 inch; its proportions to the entire width of the brain are as 1 to

5T4 in the former and 1 to 5'3 in the latter, instead of 1 to 7, the normal ratio. The

olivary bodies are large, but especially so in the idiot boy ; the grey matter in their inte-

rior is folded, as usual. In other respects the medulla is normal.

The cranial nerves, so far as can be judged from those which remain in the preparations,

are of full size, and, indeed, large in proportion to the size of the cerebral mass.

The Cerebellum (Plates XXI. &XXII. figs. 10-16, Ce).—As already shown, this organ

in both idiots, though more highly developed than the cerebrum, is still small, especially

in the idiot woman. All its parts, however, are present, though more or less reduced in

size and in complexity of structure.
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In the idiot woman the hemispheres are proportionally large and well shaped, whilst

the median portion is not quite so well developed. In the idiot boy the hemispheres

are relatively larger, projecting laterally, and preponderating still more over the median

portion.

In the idiot woman the square lobe is normal in shape and proportions, the posterior

superior lobe is narrow and shallow, the amygdala and biventral lobe are strikingly

large ; the slender lobe is very small, the posterior superior lobe is, on the contrary, well

developed ; the pyramid and uvula are prominent, but narrow ; the nodule is small ;
the

posterior velum is exceedingly thick ; the floccule is very small. In the idiot boy the

square lobe is of ordinary shape and proportions, the posterior superior lobe is wide and

deep
;
the amygdala, contrary to its condition in the idiot woman, is small, and partly

concealed beneath the biventral lobe, which is large ; the slender lobe is of moderate

size, and the posterior inferior lobe again large
; the pyramid, uvula, and nodule are

small ; the posterior velum, as in the idiot woman, is exceedingly thick, suggesting the

idea that it usually becomes attenuated as development advances; the floccules are

small, but not so small as in the female idiot.

The middle peduncular (or transverse commissural) fibres are defective, not merely in

comparison with the perfect organ, but also in relation to the size of the idiots’ cere-

bella, especially considering the great development of their hemispheres. The oval

surface occupied by the divided ends of these fibres, as seen on a median section through

the pons, is shorter and much smaller than usual. In the idiot woman (Plate XXIII.

fig. 25, p) it measures -6 of an inch long by -325 inch wide, its sectional area being

therefore T95 square inch, whilst in the idiot boy (fig. 26, p) the dimensions of the same

part are *45 inch by -28 inch, and the sectional area T26 square inch. The idiot woman’s

recent cerebellum having weighed 1*95 oz., and the idiot boy’s 2 -25 oz., there would be

to each ounce weight of that organ T square inch of commissure in the woman, and only

•05 square inch in the idiot boy. The healthy proportion, as shown at a previous page,

is T3 square inch. In this point of view, then, the cerebellum is very defective in both

idiots, but especially in the idiot boy ; which is remarkable anatomically, since in him

this organ is so much larger than in the woman. The imperfect gait and feeble power

of control over the muscles generally, always associated with true idiocy, were noticeable

in the case of both idiots
;
and this might appear to be in part explicable, on the ordinary

hypothesis that the cerebellum is concerned in coordinating the voluntary muscular move-

ments, by the obvious deficiency in the bulk of that organ in both these cases ; but, on

the other hand, the fact that the cerebellum is larger in the idiot boy, though his powers

of locomotion were altogether absent, and though he could not handle anything, nor

articulate any words, seems contradictory and inexplicable. Under these circumstances

it is at least interesting to find that one of the cerebellar commissural systems of fibres

is so much more deficient in him than in the idiot woman ; and whether we adopt the

view that the office of the cerebellum is directly to coordinate the muscular movements,

or that it indirectly aids in this coordination, by registering the various muscular sensa-

mdccclxiv. 4 D
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tions indicative of the manifold conditions of the muscles, such a deficiency of these com-

missural fibres may be equally supposed to interfere with the functions of the organ.

In both idiots the inferior and superior peduncles likewise appear small
;
but no exact

computations could well be made concerning these parts.

On counting the total number of laminae in the cerebellum of an idiot, Malacarne

found that they numbered only 324*, whilst in a healthy cerebellum there were from

700 to 780. In another case he found 362 laminae, 240 on the upper surface, and 122

on the under surface^. It appears that he afterwards met with a third example, in

which a similar deficiency in the number of the laminae was likewise noted $.

For reasons already stated in describing the cerebellum of the Bushwoman, I have

limited myself to counting the superficial laminae only of certain parts, and the deep and

superficial ones of others. The following are the results.

Superficial laminae only counted.

Median
portion.

Lateral parts.
Total

la.minfp in

Superior

vermiform
process.

Square
lobe.

Posterior

superior

lobe.

'Amygdala. Biventral

lobe.

Slender

lobe.

Posterior

inferior

lobe.

lateral

parts.

Healthy brain 18 21 13 9 6 5 16 70
Idiot woman 15 14 9 7 7 4 12 53
Idiot boy 19 14 11 5 7 4 12 53

Superficial and deep laminae counted.

Median portion. Lateral parts.

Inferior 1 • -n i

—*»•» v
td
TS,a

process. J

Nodule. Amygdala. Floccule.

Healthy brain 37 = 28 + 9 21 18

Idiot woman 25 = 17 + 8 18 8

Idiot boy 20 = 15 + 5 11 11

The preceding numbers confirm the interesting observations made by Malacarne

eighty years ago ;
and it is to be noted that when both the superficial and deep laminae

are counted, the difference between the healthy and idiots’ cerebellum is greater, and

approaches more nearly the proportions shown by Malacarne’s. numbers. The total

number of superficial laminae counted is the same in both idiots, and their distribution

in the several lobes is equal, with the exception of the posterior superior lobe, which

has two more laminae in the idiot boy, and of the amygdala, which has two less. As

compared with the healthy cerebellum, the greatest deficiency is in the square lobe ; the

* Op. cit. p. 7. t P. 226.

X C. Bonnet, Palingenesie Philosophique, part 2, chap. iv. vol. vii. of his collected works in 4to.
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next in the two posterior lobes, and the least in the amygdala. A loss in the slender

lobe is balanced by a gain in the biventral. In the median parts the whole of the

laminae are counted, and there is a more marked deficiency, as compared with the

healthy condition, especially in the idiot boy. The floccule, however, presents an excep-

tion to this, being more complicated in him than in the woman. The laminae of the

cerebellum in both idiots are not only fewer in number, but are shorter and narrower

than in the healthy cerebellum.

The corpus dentatum is represented merely by an elongated streak, differing in colour

and consistence from the surrounding medullary substance, but presenting no indented

outline, and no white mass in its interior.

In a foetal brain the convolutions of whose cerebrum correspond with the idiot con-

dition, the cerebellum is strikingly small, and would measure transversely not more than

T5 inch, whereas in the idiot woman its transverse diameter is 3T5 inches, and in the

idiot boy 3 inches. At the same period of development the laminse visible on its under

surface are only twenty in number, whilst in the same parts in the idiot woman there

are thirty, and in the idiot boy twenty-eight. It is obvious, therefore, that in these

idiots the cerebellum was not arrested in its development cotemporaneously with the

cerebrum, but continued to increase greatly in size, and to undergo further changes of

an evolutional character long after the cerebrum had ceased to be affected in the latter

way. At the same time, from the small relative size of the cerebellum to the body in

both idiots as compared with the healthy standard at corresponding ages, from the un-

doubted paucity, shortness, and narrowness of its laminse, from the deficiency in its

transverse commissural fibres, and from the ill-defined condition of its corpus dentatum,

it had at length, as well as the cerebrum, succumbed from want of developmental

energy. In other words, though more evolved than the idiots’ cerebra, the cerebella are

still imperfectly developed. The date of their final arrest of development is uncertain

;

it was probably retarded to a period several years after birth ; it may be assumed to

have corresponded with the condition attained by the healthy cerebellum at about the

end of the second year of life.

Postscript. (August 6, 1863.)

Since the preceding paper was written I have had opportunities of inspecting the

exterior of two idiots’ brains in the Museum of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, and of

examining, besides a wax model and two drawings of an idiot’s brain, a most interesting

series of models in wax of human foetal brains, from the second month to the full term,

in the Anatomical Museum at Guy’s Hospital.

a. Of the two idiots’ brains preserved at St. Bartholomew’s, the smaller one (Catalogue,

Series A. 123) is that mentioned by Professor Owen as weighing 13 oz. 2 dr. avoirdu-

pois*. It was the brain of a male idiot, aged 22. The larger brain (Series A. 121)

was that of a female idiot, also aged 22.

* See p. 527.

4 d 2
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In both cerebra the fissures and convolutions are readily comparable with those of

the idiots’ brains of which an account is given in this paper, and so resemble them as

to suggest a similarity in their mode of evolution. Like them, too, they present indi-

vidual peculiarities, and a disproportional development of their component parts. In

a few points they are more advanced than even the idiot woman’s brain described above.

An examination of them serves to confirm in every particular the explanations ventured

upon in the preceding pages. The fissures present nothing remarkable
; but the convo-

lutions require some notice.

In the smaller or male brain (A. 123) the orbital convolutions are extremely simple,

the triradiate sulcus being only a linear mark
;
the frontal are very simple also

; both

ascending parietals are preesnt on the right side, whilst on the left only the posterior

one exists, but the intrusive convolution is seen largely developed, forming nearly a

complete anterior ascending convolution ;
the parietal lobules are plain, short, and wide

;

the supramarginal and bent convolutions are simple, and there is no developed supra-

marginal lobule
;
the temporal are short and thick

;
the occipital are simple ; the external

connecting are very short.

In the larger or female brain (A. 121) the orbital convolutions are not quite so rudi-

mentary ; the frontal are large and few ; the two ascending parietals are present on both

sides, but are plain narrow bands ; the parietal lobules are large, the left one being more

defined than the right ; the supramarginal and bent convolutions are large, and so well

formed as to remind one of the condition of the parts seen in the Orang’s brain, but

there is no overhanging supramarginal lobule ; the temporal are very large, and espe-

cially long; the occipital are broad, shallow, and coalesced; the external connecting

are short and simple.

The ridge leading to the island of Reil is prominent and exposed in the female brain,

but not so much so in the other. Both brains exhibit in special details a decided want

of symmetry.

It is interesting to find that the variable conditions of the anterior ascending parietal

convolution establish the correctness of the explanation given above of the ultimate

conversion of the intrusive convolution into that gyrus. It must not escape notice that,

in the smaller or male brain, this intrusive convolution is again present on the left side,

as in our idiot woman and idiot boy. The two brains, moreover, differ, not only in

the parietal convolutions, but also in the orbital region, in the shape of the temporal

lobes, and in other respects to be presently mentioned. There is evidence of a defective

and therefore disproportional size of the frontal lobe in both brains, in the fact that,

taking the total length of the cerebrum as 100, the part in front of the fissures of

Rolando, the part between them and the perpendicular fissures, and the part behind

the latter, as seen from above, measure in the smaller or male brain 29, 42, and 29,

and in the larger or female brain 40, 35, and 25. The frontal region, in front of the

fissure of Rolando, as compared with the parts lying behind that fissure, is therefore in

the former as 29 to 71, and in the latter as 40 to 60. In both idiots the frontal region
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is therefore defective, but unequally so in the two. It is scarcely possible to doubt that

dissection would establish the fact of a coincident want of development in the corpora

striata of these brains.

In both these idiots also the cerebellum is, comparatively to the cerebrum, enor-

mously developed. In the smaller brain, only one-third of it is covered by the cere-

brum
;
in the larger brain, the two parts reach back to exactly the same level ;

in both,

the laminae appear to be few, only twenty being distinguishable on the under surface of

one hemisphere in each.

The skull of the male idiot is thin, and appears to be much marked on its internal

surface with the convolutions
; that of the female idiot is thicker, and not so much marked

in that way.

b. Assuming the accuracy of the dates assigned to the several models of foetal brains

in the Museum at Guy’s, the effect would be to place the period at which the idiots’

cerebra reached their ultimate stage of evolution, at from one month to even six weeks

later than that given in the preceding paper. But it is notoriously difficult to deter-

mine the age of any given foetus. An examination of the entire series shows that, if

the dates be correct, the cerebrum does not, either in size, or in the condition of deve-

lopment of its convolutions, always attain exactly the same point at exactly the same

period of intra-uterine life.

The condition of the convolutions in these models confirms the history above given

of the conversion of the intrusive convolution into the anterior ascending parietal
;
for

the change is traceable through a certain number of the foetal brains. It also supports

the views expressed as to the early arrest of the evolution of the corpora striata, and

of the special effect of this on the development of the frontal lobes; for, with certain

fluctuations, the corpora striata, where shown in the models, are always larger than the

optic thalami
; and the proportions of the frontal to the hinder regions of the cerebrum,

as marked off by the fissures of Kolakdo, vary, from the first appearance of this fissure

to the full term of development, between the ratios of 37 to 63 and 58 to 42. Lastly,

these models show that idiot brains must grow a little after they have ceased to be

further evolved
; for the convolutions, and indeed the cerebral hemispheres themselves,

are broader and larger in the idiot 'brains than in the models of brains of equally for-

ward convolutional development. It is certainly true that, taking the four idiots’ brains,

viz. the two hereinbefore described and the two in the Museum at St. Bartholomew’s,

their respective sizes and their degrees of evolution correspond ;
but this does not dis-

prove the occurrence of a growth in them after the cessation of development, an event

shown to occur on other grounds.

The model and drawings of the idiot’s brain at Guy’s also confirm all our previous

notions
; and indeed it may be concluded that the idiotic condition is produced in all

cases by conformable influences, affecting the cerebrum in slightly different degrees in

different examples.
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Table II.—Eatios between the Dimensions of different parts of the Encephalon, in the

European, in the Bushwoman, in the two Idiots, and in the Chimpanzee.

Explanation of the Plates.

With the exception of figures 7, 8, and 20, which are taken from Gratiolet, and of

figure 23, which is merely a tracing from nature, the illustrations to this paper have

been lithographed from Mr. Herbert Watkins’s photographs, aided by reference to the

objects themselves. All the figures agree in size with the preserved brains, excepting

figure 9, which, as well as figures 7 and 8, taken from Gratiolet, is reduced to three-

fourths of the proper linear dimensions. The references to the cerebral convolutions

are alike in all the Plates; and a common explanation of these is appended to the

general description. Eeferences to a few other details are given under each Plate.

PLATE XVII.

Fig. 1. Upper surface of the preserved brain of the Bushwoman.

Fig. 2. Base of the same brain : o, olfactory nerve ; a, corpora albicantia.

PLATE XVIII.

Fig. 3. Left side of the same brain.

Fig. 4. Vertical median section of the same brain, showing the inner surface of the left

hemisphere of the cerebrum, with the cut surfaces of the cerebral peduncle,

the corpus callosum, the cerebellum, ponsVarolii (p), medulla oblongata, and

other parts : a, anterior commissure
; q, corpora quadrigemina.

* These ratios are calculated from measurements taken on .the intracranial cast
;
the rest of the ratios, in

the case of the idiot boy, are taken from measurements of the preserved brain.
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;
AND

PLATE XIX.

Eig. 5. The left hemisphere of the same brain, detached from its peduncle, showing the

under surface with the inner surface foreshortened.

Fig. 6. Horizontal dissection of the same hemisphere, showing the left lateral ventricle

laid open : a, body of the ventricle and optic thalamus ; b
,
anterior cornu

;

c
,

posterior cornu ; d, commencement of middle cornu
; e, hippocampus

major; /, hippocampus minor; g, eminentia collateralis
;

A, corpus striatum.

PLATE XX.

Fig. 7. Convolutions of the upper surface of a European brain, shown in outline (from

Gratiolet).

Fig. 8. Corresponding view of the brain of the Hottentot Venus (from Gratiolet).

Fig. 9. Corresponding view of the brain of the Bushwoman. To suit the size of the

page, these comparative views of the upper cerebral convolutions in the

European, the Hottentot Venus, and the Bushwoman, are reduced to three-

fourths of their proper linear dimensions. But it must be observed that the

originals of figures 7 and 8 are of the full size of the recent or restored brains
;

whilst the original figure of the Bushwoman’s brain (figure 1 of this memoir)

is of the size of that organ after it had become shrunk from maceration in

spirit. Judging from the measurements of the interior of the Bushwoman’s

skull, this reduced figure of her brain should be about x^-th of an inch

shorter than that of the brain of the Hottentot Venus.

PLATE XXI.

Fig. 10. Upper surface of the preserved brain of a female idiot, aged 42 years.

Fig. 11. Under surface, or base, of the same brain: o, olfactory sulcus.

Fig. 12. Left side of the same brain.

Fig. 13. Vertical median section of the same brain, showing the inner surface of the

left hemisphere of the cerebrum, with the cut surfaces of the corpus

callosum (c), cerebral peduncle, cerebellum, pons Varolii
(jp), medulla oblon-

gata, and other parts.

PLATE XXII.

Fig. 14. Upper surface of the preserved brain of a male idiot, aged 12 years.

Fig. 15. Under surface, or base, of the same brain : o, olfaotory sulcus.

Fig. 16. Left side of the same brain.

Fig. 17. Bight hemisphere of the same brain, detached from its peduncle, showing the

internal and under surfaces. The frontal region is turned to the left hand of

the observer. The section of the corpus callosum (c) is also shown.
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PLATE XXIII.

Fig. 18. Convolutions of the upper surface of the brain of the female idiot.

Eig. 19. Convolutions of the upper surface of the brain of the male idiot.

N.B. In both of these figures a few additional markings, not represented

in figures 10 and 14, have been put in from careful examinations of

the brains themselves.

Fig. 20. Convolutions of the upper surface of the brain of an Orang-outang (after

Gratiolet’s restored figure).

Fig. 21. Outer surface of the left hemisphere of the cerebrum of a human foetus, at

probably between the fourth and the fifth month.

Fig. 22. Median vertical section of the same foetal cerebrum, showing the inner surface

of the same hemisphere.

Fig. 23. Vertical median section of the medulla oblongata and pons Varolii of a pre-

served European brain, to show the area (p) occupied by the divided trans-

verse fibres of the pons.

Fig. 24. The same parts from the brain of the Bushwoman.

Fig. 25. The same parts from the brain of the female idiot.

Fig. 26. The same parts from the brain of the male idiot.

References to the Lobes, Fissures, and Convolutions.

The names here given to the fissures and convolutions are, for the most part, founded

on M. Gratiolet’s nomenclature.

Ce. The cerebellum.

Lobes.

C. Median lobe, or Island of Reil.

F. Frontal.

P. Parietal.

O. Occipital.

T. Temporal.

Fissures.

c-c. Antero-parietal (Huxley).

d-d. Rolando’s.

e-e. Sylvian.

/-/. Parallel.

g-g. Inferior temporal.

h, h. External perpendicular.

i-i. Fronto-parietal
(calloso-marginal

,

Huxley).

Jc-Ic. Internal perpendicular.

4 EJJDCCCLXIV.
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l-l
, m. Hippocampal.

l-l. Outer or calcarine portion (Huxley).

m. Inner or dentate portion (Huxley).

n-n. Inferior middle temporal or great collateral.

Convolutions.

a. Supraorbital.

hi. Posterior orbital,

i //,. Internal orbital.

m. External orbital.

1-

i. Lower frontal.

2-

2'. Middle frontal.

3-

3/. Upper frontal.

4

-

4 '. Anterior ascending parietal.

5-

5. Posterior ascending parietal.

5/—5/. Lobule of the posterior ascending parietal.

4ii-sii. Supramarginal.

a-a. Lobule of the supramarginal.

6

-

6 . Bent, or angular.

7-

7. Upper external temporal, or inframarginal,

s-s. Middle external temporal.

9-9. Lower external temporal, which is the same as the lower internal temporal.

10-

io. Upper occipital.

11-

n. Middle occipital.

12-

12. Lower occipital.

<*—*. First or upper external connecting.

P-P. Second external connecting.

y-y. Third external connecting.

s-s. Fourth or lowest external connecting.

17-

17. Great marginal.

18-

is. Callosal.

is/—is/. Quadrilateral lobule.

19-

19. Middle internal temporal or uncinate.

19'. Unciform lobule or crochet.

20. Dentate (not shown in any figure).

e. Place of lower internal connecting, here (as usual) concealed.

?. Place of upper internal connecting (present only in Quadrumana).

25-25. Occipital lobule.

26. Calcarine (Flowek). Shown only in figure 17 .
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XVI. A Second Memoir on Skew Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls. By A. Cayley, F.B.S.

Received April 29,—Read May 26, 1864.

The principal object of the present memoir is to establish the different kinds of skew

surfaces of the fourth order, or Quartic Scrolls ; but, as preliminary thereto, there are

some general researches connected with those in my former memoir “ On Skew Surfaces,

otherwise Scrolls”*, and I also reproduce the theory (which may be considered as a

known one) of cubic scrolls
;
there are also some concluding remarks which relate to

the general theory. As regards quartic scrolls, I remark that M. Chasles, in a footnote

to his paper, “ Description des courbes de tous les ordres situees sur 'les surfaces reglees

du troisieme et du quatrieme ordres ”f, states, “ les surfaces reglees du quatrieme ordre

.... admettent quatorze especes.” This does not agree with my results, since I find only

eight species of quartic scrolls ;
the developable surface or “ torse ” is perhaps included

as a “ surface reglee but as there is only one species of quartic torse, the deficiency is

not to be thus accounted for. My enumeration appears to me complete, but it is possi-

ble that there are subforms which M. Chasles has reckoned as distinct species.

On the Degeneracy of a Scroll
,
Article Nos. 1 to 5.

1. A scroll considered as arising from any geometrical construction, for instance one

of the scrolls S(m, n,jp), S(m2
,
n), S(m3

)
considered in my former memoir, or say in

general the scroll S, may break up into two or more inferior scrolls S', S", . .; but as long

as S', S", . . are proper scrolls (not torses, and a fortiori not cones or planes), no one of

these can be considered, apart from the others, as the result of the geometrical construc-

tion, and we can only say that the scroll S given by the construction is the aggregate of

the scrolls S', S", . . ; and the like when we have the scrolls S', S", . .
. ,

each repeated any

number of times, or say when S=S'“S"A . . Suppose however that the scrolls S', S", .

.

are any one or more of them a torse or torses—or, to make at once the most general sup-

position, say that we have S= 2S', where 2 is a torse, or aggregate of torses (2=2'“2"/5
. . .),

and S' is a proper scroll or aggregate of proper scrolls
;
then, although it is not obliga-

tory to do so, we may without impropriety throw aside the torse-factor 2, and consider

the original scroll S as degenerating into the scroll S', and as suffering a reduction in

order accordingly.

2. As an illustration, consider the scroll S(m, n, q>) generated by a line which meets

three directrix curves of the orders m, n, jp respectively
;
and assume that the curves

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. cliii. (1863), pp. 453-483.

f Comptes Rendus, t. liii. (1861), see p. 888.

4 E 2
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m, n, p are each of them situate on the same scroll 2, the curve m meeting each gene-

rating line of 2 in a points, the curve n each generating line in (3 points, and the curve

p each generating line in y points. Each generating line of % is a(3y times a generating

line of S, and we have S=S‘fSy
S', where S' may be a proper scroll ; it is however to be

noticed that if the curves to, n, p any two of them intersect, S' will itself break up and

contain certain cone-factors, as will presently appear. And if X, instead of being a

proper scroll, be a torse, then we may consider S as degenerating into S', the reduction

in order being of course =a(3yX order of £.

3. But this is not the only way in which the scroll S(to, n, p) may degenerate
; for sup-

pose that two of the directrix curves, say n and p, intersect, then the lines from the

point of intersection to the curve to form a cone of the order to which will present

itself as a factor of S ; and generally if the curves n and p intersect in a points, the

curvesp and to in (3 points, and the curves to and n in y points, then we have a cones

each of the order to, (3 cones each of the order n, and y cones each of the order p, or

say S=CS', where C is the aggregate of the cone-factors; and the scroll S degenerates

into S', the reduction in order being =am-\-(3n-{-yp. It is hardly necessary to remark

that if a point of intersection of two of the curves is a multiple point on either or each

of the curves, it is, in reckoning the number of intersections of the two curves, to be

taken account of according to its multiplicity in the ordinary manner.

4. There is yet another case to be considered : suppose that the curves n and p lie on

a cone, and that the curve to passes through the vertex of this cone ; this cone, repeated

a certain number of times, is part of the locus, or we have S=C"S', so that the scroll S

degenerates into S', the reduction in order being =dx order of cone. If, to fix the ideas,

the curves n and are respectively the complete intersections of the cone by two sur-

faces of the orders g,
h respectively (this implies n=gk, p=hk, if k be the order of the

cone), which surfaces do not pass through the vertex of the cone, and if, moreover, the

vertex of the cone be an a-tuple point on the curve to, then 6=.agh, and the reduction

in order is —aglik.

5. The foregoing causes of reduction, or some of them, may exist simultaneously ; it

would require a further examination to see whether the aggregate reduction is in all

cases the sum of the separate reductions. But the aggregate reduction once ascertained,

then writing S(to, n, p) for the order of the reduced scroll, we shall have

S(to, n, p)=2mnp— Reduction.

In particular, in the case above referred to, where the curves n and p, p and to, to and n

meet in a, (3, y points respectively, but there is no other cause of reduction,

S(to, n
, p)=2mnp—am—(3n—yp,

which is a formula which will be made use of.

The foregoing investigations apply, mutatis mutandis,
to the scrolls S(m2

,
n), S(to3

) ;

but I do not at present enter into the development of them in regard to these scrolls.
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Scrolls with two directrix lines, Article Nos. 6 to 11.

6. Consider now a scroll having two directrix lines : it may be assumed that these do

not intersect ; for if they did, then any generating line, qua line meeting the two direc-

trix lines, would either lie in the plane of the two lines, or else would pass through

their point of intersection ; that is, the scroll would break up into the plane of the two

lines, considered as the locus of the tangents of a plane curve, and into a cone having

for its vertex the point of intersection of the two lines. Each generating line meets

any plane section of the scroll in the point where such generating line meets the plane

of the section ; the plane section constitutes a third directrix
;
or the scrolls in question

are all included in the form S(l, 1, m), where m is a plane curve. The order of the scroll

S(l, 1, m) is in general =2m; hut if the one line meets the curve a times, that is, in

an os-tuple point of the curve, and the other line meets the curve (3 times, that is, in a

/3-tuple point of the curve, then by the general formula (ante, No. 5) the order of the

scroll is =2m—a—(3; and in particular if a+/3=m, then the order is =m.
7. We may without loss of generality attend only to the last-mentioned case. To

show how this is, suppose for a moment that the two lines do not either of them meet

the curve ; the scroll is then of the order 2m. Call the point' in which each line meets

the plane of the curve the foot of this line, then the line joining the two feet meets the

curve in m points ; and it is in respect of each of these points a generating line of the

scroll ; that is, it is an m-tuple generating line : the section of the scroll by the plane of

the curve m is in fact this line counting m times, and the curve m; m+m=2m, the

order of the scroll. And in like manner the section by any plane through the m-tuple

line is this line counting m times, and a curve of the order m not meeting either of the

directrix lines. But the section by any other plane is a curve of the order 2m meeting

each of the directrix lines in a point which is an m-tuple point of the section (each direc-

trix line is in fact an m-tuple line of the scroll) ; and by considering, in place of the par-

ticular section m, this general section, we have the scroll of the order 2m in the form

S(l, 1, 2m), where the two directrix lines each meet the section m times; so that the

order is 4m—m—m=2m.
8. And so in general, m being a plane curve, when the scroll S(l, 1, m) is of an order

superior to m, say =m-\-k, this only means that the section chosen for the directrix

curve m is not the complete section by the plane of such curve, but that the line join-

ing the feet of the two directrix lines is a &-tuple generating line of the scroll, and that

the complete section is made up of this line counting Jc times and of the curve m. So

that taking, not the section through the multiple generating line, but the general sec-

tion, for the plane directrix curve, the only case to be considered is that in which the

section is a proper curve of an order equal to that of the scroll ; or, what is the same

thing, we have only to consider the scrolls S(l, 1, m) for which the order is depressed

from 2m to m in consequence of the directrix lines meeting the plane section os times

and /3 times, that is, in an os-tuple point and a /3-tuple point respectively, where

a-b/3=m.
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9. It is clear that in the case in question the directrix lines are an a-tuple line and a

/3-tuple line respectively. The generation is as follows : Scroll S(l, 1, to) of the order

to ;
the curve to being a plane curve of the order to having an a-tuple point and a

/3-tuple point, where a-j-/3—m: the directrix lines, say 1 and 1', pass through these

points respectively, and they do not intersect each other. The generating lines pass

through the directrix lines 1 and 1' and the curve to, and we have thence the scroll

S(l, 1, to). Taking at pleasure any point on the curve to, we can through this point

draw a single line meeting each of the directrix lines 1, 1'
;
that is, the curve to is a

simple curve on the scroll. Taking at pleasure a point on the directrix line 1, and

making this the vertex of a cone standing on the curve to, this cone has an a-tuple line

(the line 1) and a /3-tuple line (the line joining the vertex with the foot of the line 1') ;

the line 1' meets this cone in the foot of the line 1', counting /3 times, and besides in

to—

/

3, = a points; the lines joining the vertex with the last-mentioned points respect

ively (or, what is the same thing, the lines, other than the /3-tuple line, in which the

plane through the vertex and the line 1' meets the cone) are the a generating lines

through the assumed point on the line 1 ; and the line 1 is thus an a-tuple line of the

scroll. And in like manner, through an assumed point of the directrix line 1', we con-

struct /3 generating lines of the scroll
;
and the line 1' is a /3-tuple line of the scroll.

10. The scroll S(l, 1, to) now in question has not in general any multiple generating

line
;
in fact a multiple generating line would imply a corresponding multiple point on

the section to ; and this section, assumed to be a curve having an a-tuple point and a

/3-tuple point, has not in general any other multiple point. But it may have other

multiple points; and if there is, for example, a y-tuple point, then the line from this

point which meets the two directrix lines counts y times, or it is a y-tuple generating

line; and so for all the multiple points of m other than the a-tuple point and the

/3-tuple point which correspond to the directrix lines respectively. It is to be noticed

that the multiplicity y of any such multiple generating line is at most equal to the

smallest of the two numbers a and /3; for suppose y> a, then, since a+/3=m, we

should have y+/3>m, and the line joining the y-tuple point and the /3-tuple point,

would meet the curve m in y+/3 points, which is absurd. In the case of several

multiple lines, there are other conditions of inequality preventing self-contradictory

results *.

11. The general section is a curve of the order to, having an a-tuple point and a

/3-tuple point corresponding to the directrix lines respectively, and a y-tuple point,

&c. . . . corresponding to the other multiple points (if any). A section through the

directrix line 1 is in general made up of this line, counting a times, and of /3 generating

lines passing through one and the same point of the directrix line 1'
;

if the section pass

* Suppose, for example (see next paragraph of the text), that there were a y-tuple generating line and a

S-tuple generating line lying in piano with the line 1; these lines counting as (y+$) lines, must he included

among the /3 generating lines through the plane in question; this implies that y+£;J>/3, a conclusion which

must he obtainable from consideration of the curve m irrespectively of the scroll.
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also through a y-tuple generating line, then, of the (3 generating lines in question, y

(which, as has been seen, is ^>/3) unite together in the y-tuple generating line ; and so

for the sections through the directrix line 1\ The general section through a y-tuple

generating line is this line counting y times, and a curve of the order to

—

y, which has

an (a— y)tuple point at its intersection with the directrix line 1, and a (/3—y)tuple point

at its intersection with the directrix line 1'
; it has a ^-tuple point, &c. . . at its inter-

sections with the other multiple generating lines, if any.

Scrolls with a twofold directrix line, Article Nos. 12 to 16.

12. But there is a case included indeed as a limiting one in the foregoing general

case, but which must be specially considered
; viz. the two directrix lines 1 and 1' may

coincide, giving rise to a twofold directrix line. To show how this is, I return for the

moment to the case of the scroll S(l, 1, to) with two distinct directrix lines 1 and 1',

and, to fix the ideas, I suppose that the directrix lines do not either of them meet the

curve to, so that the order of the scroll is =2to. Through the line 1 imagine the series of

planes A, B, C, . . . meeting the line 1' in the points a!, b\ d . . ;
the generating lines through

the point a! are the lines in the plane A to the points in which this plane meets the

curve to ;
the generating lines through the point V are the lines in the plane B to the

points where this plane meets the curve to ; and so for the generating lines through the

points c', d' . . . . And it is clear that the points a', b', c\ . . correspond homographi-

cally with the planes A, B, C, . . . This gives immediately the construction for the

case where the two directrix lines come to coincide. In fact, on the twofold directrix

line 1= 1' take the series of points a,b,c.., and through the same line, corresponding

homographically to these points, the series of planes A, B, C, . . ; the generating

lines through the point a are the lines through this point, in the plane A, to the

points in which this plane meets the curve to; and so for the entire series of points

b,c, . . of the line 1= 1'; the resulting scroll, which I will designate as the scroll S (1, 1, to),

remains of the order =2m. If there is given a point of the curve to, then the plane

through this point and the directrix line is the plane A; and the point a is then also

given by the homographic correspondence of the series of planes and points, and the

generating line through the given point on the curve to is the line joining this point

with the point a.

13. We may say that, in regard to any point a of the line 1, the corresponding plane

A is the plane of approach of the coincident line 1'
; and that in regard to the same

point a and to any plane through it, the trace on that plane of the plane of approach is

the line of approach of 1'
; that is, we may consider that the coincident directrix line 1'

meets the plane through a in a consecutive point on the line of approach. In particular

if the point a be the foot of the directrix line 1 (that is, the point where this line meets

the plane of the curve to), and the plane through a be the plane of the curve to, then

the intersection of the last-mentioned plane by the plane A which corresponds to the

point a is the line of approach, and the foot of the coincident directrix line 1' is
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the consecutive point to a along the line of approach. The expression “ the line of

approach,” used absolutely, has always the signification just explained, viz. it is the inter-

section of the plane of the curve m by the plane corresponding to the foot of the direc-

trix line.

14. Suppose now that the line 1 meets the curve m, or, more generally, meets it a

times, that is, in an a-tuple point ; it might at first sight appear that the coincident

line 1' should also be considered as meeting the curve a times, and that the resulting

scroll should be of the order 2m— a—a=2m— 2a. But this is not the case; so long

as the direction of the line of approach is arbitrary, the line 1' must be considered as a

line indefinitely near to the line 1, but nevertheless as a line not meeting the curve at

all; and the order of the scroll is thus =2m— a. If, however, the line of approach is

the tangent to a branch through the a-tuple point—that is, if the plane corresponding

to the a-tuple point meet the plane of the curve in such tangent, then the coincident

line 1' is to be considered as meeting the curve m in a consecutive point on such branch,

and the order of the scroll is =2m— a— 1. And so if at the multiple point there are

/3 branches having a common tangent, then the coincident line 1' is to be considered

as meeting the curve m in a consecutive point along each of such branches, or say

in a consecutive /3-tuple point along the branch, and the order of the scroll sinks to

2m— a— /3. The point spoken of as the a-tuple point is, it should be observed, more

than an a-tuple point with a /3-fold tangent ; it is really a point of union of an a-tuple

point and a /3-tuple point, or say a united a(+/3)tuple point, equivalent to

ia(«-l)+ i/3(/3—
1)

double points or nodes; and the case is precisely analogous to that of the scroll

S(l, 1, m), where the two directrix lines pass through an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple

point of the curve m respectively. It may be added that if at the multiple point in

question, besides the /3 branches having a common tangent, there are y branches having

a common tangent, then the point is, so to .speak, a united a(+(3, -|-y)tuple point

equivalent to |a(a— 1)+ ^/3(/3— l)-j-^y(y— 1) double points or nodes; but the order of

the scroll is still =2m— a

—

(3.

15. In the same way as the scrolls S(l, 1, m) are all included in the case where the

order of the scroll, instead of being =2m, is =m, so the scrolls S(l, 1, m) are all

included in the case where the order of the scroll, instead of being =2m, is =m. That

is, we may suppose that the curve m has a united a(+ /3)tuple point (a+/3=m), and may

take the directrix line to pass through this point, and the line of approach to be the

common tangent of the (3 branches ; and this being so, the order of the scroll will be

2m—a— /3, =m. It may be added that if the curve m has, besides the a(-{-/3)tuple

point, a y-tuple point, then the scroll will have a y-tuple generating line, and so for

the other multiple points of the curve m.

16. We may, in the same way as for the scroll S(l, 1, m), consider the different

sections of the scroll S(l, 1, m) of the order m. The general section is a curve of the

order m, having an a(+/3)tuple point at the intersection with the directrix line, and a
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y-tuple point, &c. corresponding- to -the multiple generating lines, if any. A section

through the directrix line is in general made up of this line counting a times, and of /3

generating lines through the point which corresponds to the plane of the section ;
if

the section pass also through a y-tuple generating line (y>*/3, in the same way as for

the scroll S(l, 1, m)), then, of the {3 generating lines, y unite together in the y-tuple

generating line. The general section through a y-tuple generating line breaks up into

this line counting y times, and a curve of the order m—y
,
which has on the directrix

line an a— y(+|3— y)tuple point and a cS-tuple point, &c. at its intersections with the

other multiple generating lines, if any.

Equation of the Scroll S(l, 1, m) of the Order m
,
Article Nos. 17 & 18.

17. Taking for the equations of the directrix lines (#=0, y=0) and (z= 0, w= 0),

and supposing that these are respectively an a-tuple line and a /3-tuple line on the scroll

u-\-P=m, it is obvious that the equation of the scroll is

(*X®, y)\z, ™y= o.

In fact starting with this equation, if we consider the section by a plane through the

line (#=0, y= 0), say the plane y='hx, then the equation gives

i,*)“0, w
)
p=0

>

that is, the section is made up of the line (x=0, y=0) reckoned a times, and of /3 other

lines in the plane y=7^x; and the like for the section by any plane through the line

(z= 0, w= 0), say the plane z=vw. Hence the assumed equation represents a scroll of

the order m, having the two lines for an a-tuple line and a /3-tuple line respectively,

and conversely such scroll has an equation of the assumed form.

Case of a y-tuple generating line.

18. The multiple generating line meets each of the lines (#=0,y= 0) and (z= 0, w=0)

;

and we may take for the equations of the multiple generating line x-\-y= 0, z-\-w= 0.

This being so, the foregoing equation of the scroll may be expressed in the form

(fX>, y)
a
(z, z+wy*= 0,

or say

(u, v, w, ..)(*, z+v>y= o,

where U, V, W, . . . are functions of the form (*fx, yf. Hence (y$>a or /3), if the func-

tions U, V, W, ... contain respectively the factors (x-j-y)7
,
(x+y)7-1

, (x-\-y)
v~ 2

,
. .., the

equation will be of the form

z+w)7= 0

(the coefficients being functions of x, y ,
z and z-\-w

,
or, what is the same thing, x,y

,
z, w,

of the order a 4-/3— y), and the scroll will therefore have the line x-\-y=0, z-\-w= 0 as

a y-tuple generating line.

MDCCCLXIV. 4 F
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Equation of the Scroll S(l, 1, m) of the Order m, Article Nos. 19 to 24.

19. We may take x=0, y=0 for the equations of the twofold directrix line, z=

0

for the equation of the plane of the curve m (an arbitrary plane section of the scroll).

•Then (a-f-j3=m), if the curve m have at the point (#=0, y= 0), or foot of the directrix

line, an a(+(3)tuple point, and if moreover we have y=0 for the equation of the

common tangent of the (3 branches (viz. if the plane y=0, instead of being an arbitrary

plane through the directrix line, be the plane through this line and the common tangent

of the (3 branches), the equation of the curve m will be of the form

yr^'= o,

where the summation extends to all integer values of |3' from 0 to (3 ,
both inclusive.

20. Taking y—\x for the equation of any plane through the directrix line, then the

corresponding point on the directrix line will be the intersection of this line (#=Q,

y=0) by the plane z=dw, where 0= ;
the foot of the directrix line is given by the

value 0=0, or X=— -? and the equation of the line of approach is therefore y=—^x;

this should coincide with the line y— 0, which is the common tangent of the (3 branches;

that is, we must have 5=0; I retain, however, for the moment the general value of 5.

21. The equations of a generating line will be

y=\x, z=0w—px;

and then taking X, Y, (Z=0) and W for the coordinates of the point of intersection

with the curve m, we have

Y=xX, O=0W-^X,
2(YWf(*XX, Y)“+^'=0,

and thence

s(^)%ii^r'-2"=o,

or, what is the same thing,

(*X1 ,
*.)“

+^'=0
;

which equation, substituting therein for 0 its value in terms of X, gives the parameter p
which enters into the equations of the generating line ; or, what is the same thing, the

equation of the scroll is obtained by eliminating X, 0, p from the equation just mentioned

and the equations

. . a\ -)- b
y=™’ 6=

~i

22. These last three equations give

. y a __ay+ bx 6w—s (ay + bx)w— {cy + dx)s .

x cy-\- ax x x

and substituting these values, we find for the equation of the scroll

1,{ay+bxf~pf[(ay+ bx)w— (cy+dx)z~f\*Jx, y)
a+p~2p'=0,
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which is of the order a+2|3, =2m—u, so that the a(-f-/3)tuple point, in the case

actually under consideration, produces only a reduction —a. If however the line of

approach coincides with the tangent of the [3 branches, then 5=0 ; the factor y
3 divides

out, and the equation is

%{ayw— cyz- dxzf( y
y+P-w—

which is of the order «+/3, =m, so that here the reduction caused by the a(-f/3)tuple

point is =a+/3. We may without loss of generality substitute ax for cy+dx,
and

then, putting also a=l, we find that when the equation of the curve m is as before

X(ywY(*Xx, yY+^'= 0,

but the plane through the directrix line (#=0, y= 0), and the point on this line, are

respectively given by the equations x—Xy, z=xw, the equation of the scroll is

2(yw-xzf'(*X^ y)
a+p~^= 0.

23. The result maybe verified by considering the section by any plane y—Xx through

the directrix line. Substituting for y this value, we find

X^x^'ikw-zf(*X1 ,
x)«+^=0,

which is of the form

x«(fXx, Xw—zf=0;

so that the section is made up of the directrix line (x=0, y= 0) reckoned a times and

of (3 lines in the plane y—Xx=0, the intersections of the plane y—Xx=0 by planes such

as z-Xw—px.

Case of a y-tuple generating line.

24. The equation of the scroll may be written

(U, V, W, . . .XI, yw-xzf= 0,

where U, V, W, . . . are functions of x
, y of the forms

(*)>> y)
m

> (* y)
m~\

(*0O> y)
m~\

• • •

Assuming that these contain respectively the factors

(y—zxy, (y-zxy~\ (y—zxy-2
. . .,

where then the equation takes the form

(U7
,
V', W' . . -Xy—xx, w(y—zx)-\-x(zw—z))y= 0,

where the coefficients TJ', Y', W', . . . are functions of x, y, z, w of the orders m— y,

m—y— 1, m—y— 2, . . .

;

or, what is the same thing, the equation is

(U", V", W", .
.. Jg-xx, zio-zy= 0,

where U", Y", W", . . . are functions of x, y, z, w of the order m— y. The scroll has

thus the y-tuple generating line

y
—zx=0. zw—z=0.

4f2
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Cubic Scrolls
,
Article Nos. 25 to 35.

25. In the case of a cubic scroll there is necessarily a nodal* line; in fact for the

TO-thic scroll there is a nodal curve which is of the order to— 2 at least, and of the order

\{jfi— 1)(to

—

2) at most, and which for to= 3 is therefore a right line. And moreover

we see at once that every cubic surface having a nodal line is a scroll ; in fact any plane

whatever through the nodal line meets the surface in this line counting as 2 lines, and

in a curve of the order 1, that is, a line; there are consequently on the surface an

infinity of lines, or the surface is a scroll. We have therefore to examine the cubic

surfaces which have a nodal line.

26. Let the equations of the nodal line be #=0, y= 0; then the equation of thfe

surface is

U2+Yw+Q=0,

where U, V, Q are functions of (x, y) of the orders 2, 2, 3 respectively. Suppose first

that U, Y have no common factor, then we may write

Q=(ax -}-(3y)TJ+(y#+ ty)Y

;

and substituting this value, and changing the values of z and w, the equation of the

surface is of the form
Vz+Yw=0,

or, what is the same thing,

y)\z, w)=0;

so that, besides the nodal directrix line (#=0, y— 0), the scroll has the simple directrix

line (2=0, w=0): it is clear that the section by any plane whatever is a cubic curve

having a node at the foot of the nodal directrix line (x=0, y=0), and passing through

the foot of the simple directrix line (2=0, w=

0

) ; that is, it is a cubic scroll of the kind

S(l, 1, 3); and since for to= 3 the only partition TO=a-f- j3 is to= 2+ 1, there is only

one kind of cubic scroll S(l, 1, 3), and we may say sim/pliciter that the scroll in question

is the cubic scroll S(l, 1, 3).

27. If however the functions U, V have a common factor, say (Xx-^-py), then

2U+wY will contain this same factor, and the remaining factor will be of the form

z{ccx+ (fyy+w(yx+ ty), =y(Pz+$w)+x(uz+yw\

or, changing the values of z and w, the remaining factor will be of the form yw—xz
,

and the equation of the scroll thus is

{7,x+py)(yw—xz)+(*)>, yf= 0,

where it is clear that the section by any plane whatever is a cubic curve having a node

at the foot of the directrix line x=0, y= 0. The scroll is thus a cubic scroll of the

form S(l, 1, 3), viz. it is the scroll of the kind where the section is a cubic curve with

a 2(+l)tuple point (ordinary double point, or node), the line of approach being one

of the two tangents at the node; and since for to— 3 the only partition TO=a+/3 is

* The nodal line of a cubic scroll is of course a double line, and in regard to these scrolls the epithets ‘ nodal’

and 4 double’ may be used indifferently.
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m=2+1? there is only one kind of cubic scroll (1, 1, 3), and we may say simpliciter

that the scroll in question is the cubic scroll S(l, 1, 3). The conclusion therefore is

that for cubic scrolls we have only the two kinds, S(l, 1, 3) and S(l, 1, 3). The fore-

going equations of these scrolls admit however of simplification; and I will further

consider the two kinds respectively.

The Cubic Scroll S(l, 1, 3).

28. Starting from the equation

(*Jx,yf(z,w)=0,
or, writing it at full length,

z(a, b, cjx, y)
2
-\-w(a!, V, djx, yf= 0,

we may find 0
X ,

02 so that

(a, b, cjx, yf+O^a’, b', djx, y)
a
=(ihff+2tf)

s

,

(a, b, cjx, yf-\-62{a\ b', djx, yf={p^-\-q2y)
2
,

and 02 being unequal, since by hypothesis (a, b, c\x, y)
2 and (a

1

,
V, d^x, y)

2 have no

common factor. This gives

(a
,
b , c ^)2=a(i?i^+M) 2+/3(^+M)2

5

(a', b', djx, yY=y{PiX-\-q>yy+ ^(p.x+q.y)2
;

or the equation becomes

(uz+ yw)(p,x+ J+(fiz+lw){p2x+q,yf=

0

;

or changing the values of
(x, y) and of (z, tv), the equation is

x2
z-\-y

2w= 0,

which may be considered as the canonical form of the equation. It may be noticed

that the Hessian of the form is x2

y
2
.

29. We may of course establish the theory of the surface from the equation

x2
z-\-y

2w= 0; the equation is satisfied by x=Xy, w= —X2
z, which are the equations

of a line meeting the line (x—0, y= 0) (1) and the line (z= 0, w=0) (1'). The gene-

rating line meets also any plane section of the surface ; in fact, if the equation of the

plane of the section be ux-\-fiy-{-yz-\-'hw= 0, then we have at once

x:y:z: w='bX3— yX : bx
2—

y

: aX-{-/3 :
— aX3—

fix
2

|

I for the coordinates of the point of intersection.

30. The form of the equation shows that there are on the line 1 two points, viz. the

points (#=0, y— 0, 2=0) and (#=0, y— 0, w=0), through each of which there passes

a pair of coincident generating lines : calling these A and B, then, if the coincident

lines through A meet the line 1' in C, and the coincident lines through B meet the line

1' in D, it is easy to see that #=0, y— 0, 2=0, and iv= 0 will denote the equations of

the planes BAC, BAD, BCD, and ACD respectively.
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31. We obtain also the following construction: take a cubic curve having a node,

and from any point K on the curve draw to the curve the tangents ~Kp, Kg'

;

through

the points of contact draw at pleasure the lines g?AC and gBD ; through the node draw

a line meeting these two lines in the points A, B respectively, this will be the line 1

;

and through the point K a line meeting the same two lines in the points C and D
respectively, this will be the line V

;

and, the equations x=-§,
;g
= 0, z— 0, w= 0

denoting as above, the equation of the surface will be x*z+y2w= 0.

The points A and B are cuspidal points on the nodal line
; any section of the scroll

by a plane through one of these points is a cubic curve having at the point in question

a cusp.

32. It is to be noticed however that the cuspidal points are not of necessity real
; if

for x, y we write x-\-iy, x—iy, and in like manner z-\-iw, z—iw for z, w, then the equa-

tion takes the form
(x

2—y*)z— 2xyw= 0

,

which is a cubic scroll S(l, 1, 3) with the cuspidal points imaginary.

In the last-mentioned case the nodal line is throughout its whole length crunodal

;

in the case first considered, where the equation is x2
z-\-y

2w=. 0, the nodal line is for that

part of its length for which z, w have opposite signs, crunodal
; and for the remainder of

its length, or where z, w have the same sign, acnodal. There are two different forms,

according as the line is for the portion intermediate between the cuspidal points cru-

nodal and for the extramediate portions acnodal, or as it is for the intermediate portion

acnodal and for the extramediate portions crunodal.

Cubic Scroll S(l, 1, 3).

33.

Starting from the equation

(\x+t*y)(yw—xz)+ (*X^> yY= 0,

then putting w—[hz for w and Xz for z
,
this may be written

(Xx+^iyw- z(Xx-\-py)} +(*X\x-\-py,y)
3=0,

or, what is the same thing,

x(yw—xz)+(*$x, yy=z0

;

and then, if (#X^> y)
3
=(«, /3, y, vY-> this may be written

x{y(w-\- fix+ yy)—x(z— ax) } +^/
3=0

;

or changing the values of w and z, we have

x(yw—xz) +?/
3=0

for the equation of the scroll S(l, 1, 3)*.

* It is somewhat more convenient to change the sign of z, and take cc{yw-]-xz)-\-'>/=0 as the canonical

form.
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34. The Hessian of the form is #4
,
and it thus appears that the plane x=0 is a deter-

minate plane through the double line. But y=0 is not a determinate plane; in fact,

if for y we write y-\-Xx, the equation is

—x2
z-\-xw(y-\-Xx)+ (y-irXx)

3= 0,

that is,

—x\z— 7M)— 3X2y—

X

3x)+xy{

w

-f- 3Xx) -\-y
3= 0

,

which, changing z and w, is still of the form x(yw-xz)-\-y3= 0.

The planes z— 0, w= 0 will alter with the plane y— 0, but they are not determined

even when the plane y=0 is determined; in fact we may, without altering the equa-

tion, change w, z into w-\-dy, z-\-dx respectively.

35. In the equation x{yw-xz)-\-y3= 0, writing y=Xx, we find for the equations

of a generating line, y= Xx, z= Xw-\-X3
x. Considering the section by the plane

ux-\-fiy-{-yz-\-lw=§, we have

X : y : z : w=

—

yX— § :
— yX2— tA : — cA

3
+(3?t

2
-j-a\ : yX

3
-f-(3X+a

for the coordinates of the point where the generating line meets the section.

The generating line meets the nodal line at the intersection of the nodal line by the

plane z=Xw; that is, the points z=Xw on the nodal line correspond to the planes y—Xx
through the nodal line. In particular the point w=0 on the nodal line corresponds

to the plane x=0 through the nodal line: the point yz -(- biv= 0 on the nodal line

(that is, the point where this line is met by the plane ux-\-fiy-{-yz-\-'bw= ti) corre-

sponds to the plane yx-\-'6y=Q through the nodal line; the intersections of the plane

a#-f-j3^+y2+($w=0 by this plane y#+ciy=0, and by the plane x—0, are the tangents

of the section at the node.

Quartic Scrolls
,
Article Nos. 36 to 50.

36. We may consider, first, the quartic scrolls S(l, 1, 4). The section is a quartic

curve having an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point, where a-f-/3=4; that is, we have

a=2, /3=2, a quartic with two nodes (double points), or else a=3, (3=1, a quartic

I with a triple point. But the case a=2, /3=2 gives rise to two species: viz., in general

the quartic has only the two double points, and we have then a scroll with two nodal

(2-tuple) directrix lines, and without any nodal generator ; the section may however

have a third double point, and the scroll has then a nodal (double) generator. For the

case K= 3, (3=1, the section admits of no further singularity, and we have a quartic

scroll with a triple directrix line and a single directrix line.

37. Next for the quartic scrolls S(l, 1, 4). The section is here a quartic curve with

an a(+|3)tuple point, where a+/3=4; that is, a=2, (3=2, or else a= 3, (3=1. In

the former case the section has a 2(+2)tuple point, that is, a double point where the

two branches have a common tangent—otherwise, two coincident double points: say

the curve has a tacnode; the line of approach is the tangent at the tacnode. We have

here a scroll with a twofold double line; there are however two cases: viz., in general
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the section has, besides the tacnode, no other double point
; that is, the scroll has no

nodal generator : the section may however have a third double point, and the scroll

has then a nodal (double) generator. In the case a=3, /3=1 the section has a triple

point, and the line of approach is the tangent at one of the branches at the triple point;

the scroll has a twofold, say a 3(+ l)tuple directrix line: as the section admits of no

further singularity, this is the only case. The foregoing enumeration gives three species

of quartic scrolls S(l, 1, 4), and three species of quartic scrolls S(l, 1, 4), together six

species, viz. these are as follows :

—

Quartic Scroll, First Species

,

S(l 2 ,
1 2 , 4), with two double directrix lines

,

and without a nodal generator.

38. Taking (#=0, y=0) and (5=0, w= 0) for the equations of the two directrix

lines respectively, the equation of the scroll is

MOj y)*fa w)

2=o.

Quartic Scroll
,
Second Species, S'(l 2 ,

12 , 4), with two double directrix lines, \

and with a double generator.

39. This is in fact a specialized form of the first species, the difference being that

there is a nodal (double) generator. Supposing as before that the equations of the

directrix lines are (#=0, y—0) and (5=0, w=0) respectively; let the equations of the

nodal generator be (x-\-y—§, 5+w= 0) ; then, observing that for the first species the

equation may be written {*fx, y)\z, 5+w)2=0, it is clear that if the terms in 5
2 and

z{z-\-w
)
are divisible by {x-\-yY and (x-\-y) respectively, the surface will have as a new

double line the line (#-f-?/=0, 5-J-w=0), which will be a double generator; and we

thus arrive at the equation of the second species of quartic scrolls, viz. this is

(0+y)!> (%+y)(x, y\ {x,y)2Jz,z+wy= o.

Quartic Scroll, Third Species, S(l 3 , 1, 4), with a triple directrix line

and a single directrix line.

40. Taking (#=0, y= 0) for the equations of the triple directrix line, and (5=0, w= 0)

for the equations of the single directrix line, the equation is

(*3>5 y)\z >
®)=o.

Quartic Scroll, Fourth Species, S(l 2 ,

1

2 , 4), with a twofold (2(+2)tuple) directrix line,

and without a nodal generator.

41. Taking (#=0, y— 0) for the equations of the directrix line, 5=0 for that of a

plane section of the scroll, y= 0 for the equation of a plane through the tangent at the

tacnode of the section, and supposing (see ante, No. 22) that the plane through the

directrix line and the corresponding point on this line are respectively given by the

equations x—\y and z=Xw, the equation of the scroll is

(yw-xzf+(yw-xz)(x, yf+(x, yf= 0.
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Quartic Scroll
, Fifth Species

,

S'(l
2 ,

1

2 , 4), with a twofold (2(+2)tuple) generating line,

and with a double generator.

42. Let the equations of the double generator be x-\-y= 0, z-\-w= 0 ;
then the line in

question must be a double line on the surface represented by the last-mentioned equa-

tion, and this will be the case if only the second and third terms contain the factors

{x-\-y) and {x-\-y)
2
respectively. The equation for the fifth species consequently is

{yw-xzy+Z(yw-xz)(x+y)(x, y)+(x+yf(x, yf= 0.

Quartic Scroll, Sixth Species, S(l 3 , 1, 4), with a twofold (3(+l)tuple) generating line.

43. Taking
(
x=0,y=0) for the equations of the directrix line, z=0 for the equation,

of a plane section, and assuming that the plane y= 0 passes through the tangent which

is the line of approach, and that the plane through the directrix line and the corre-

sponding point on this line are respectively given by the equations x=-"Ky and z—\w,

the equation of the scroll is

(yw-xz)(x, y)
2+(x, y)

4= 0.

I refrain on the present occasion from a more particular discussion of the foregoing

six species of quartic scrolls. I establish two other species, as follows :

—

Quartic Scroll
,
Seventh Species, S(l, 2, 2), with nodal directrix line

,
and nodal directrix

conic which meet, and with a simple directrix conic which meets the nodal conic in

two points.

44. We see, a priori, that the scroll generated as above will; be of the order 4, that

is, a quartic scroll. In fact using the formula [ante, No. 5),

Order =2mnp—am— fin
—

yp,
we have here

Nodal conic, m= 2
, a =0.

Simple conic, n =2, 0=1,

Line
, P= 1, 7=2,

and hence

Order =8-2-2, =4.

45.

Take (x=0, y=0) for the equations of the directrix line, z~ 0 for the equation of

,
the plane of the simple conic, w= 0 for that of the plane of the nodal conic; since the

conics intersect in two points, they lie on a quadric surface, say the surface U= 0 ; the

equations of the simple conic thus are 2=0, U=0 ; those of the nodal conic are w=0,
U=0. The directrix line #=0, y=0 meets the nodal conic

;
that is, U must vanish iden-

I

tically for x=0, J/=0, w— 0 ; and this will be the case if only the term in z
2
is wanting;

that is, we must have
U =(a, b, 0, d,f g, h, l, m, njx, y, z, w)\

But we may in the first instance omit the condition in question, and write

U={a, b, c, d,f g, h, l, m, nfx, y, z, w)2
;

\ this would lead to a sextic instead of a quartic scroll.

apcccLxiv. 4 g
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46. The equations of a generating line (since it meets the directrix line #=0, y~0)
may be taken to be

x=oty, z=p(y—jy>

the condition in order to the intersection of the generating line with the nodal conic is

at once found to be
ay2+2hy+

b

-f 2/3(/+go.)+ c/3
2— 0,

and that for its intersection with the simple conic

aa2+2/ia+5+ 20(m+/a)+«?02=O ;

and writing the equations of the generating line in the form

the elimination of a, (3, 6 from these four equations gives the required equation of the

scroll. Writing for a moment
0 =«a2+2/w+/3,

F =gcc +f
M=la, -\-m ,

we find

c/3
2 +2F/3 +9=0,

(0y
2+2Myw+dw2

)(.3
2-2(Qyz+Mwz)fi+ 0z2= 0

;

©
or, introducing at this place the condition c=0, the first equation gives j3=— ,

and

we thence obtain

0 (0^
2+ 2Myw+ dvf)+4F(Qyz+Mwz)+4FV= 0

,

or, what is the same thing,

(0^+2Fz) 2+2Mw(0^+2F*)+0<Zw2=O

;

^_ ax'
2 -\-2hxy+ by*

^ ^ ffx+fy
, ^._ljc+wy.

the equation of the scroll is

(ax2+2hxy+ by2+2gzx+ 2fyzf

+ 2(ax2+2hxy+ by2+2gzx+ 2\fyz)(lx-\-my)w

+ (ax2+2hxy+by2)dw2=Q.

And we see from the equation that the surface contains the line (#=0, y= 0) as a double

line, the conic

w=0, ax2+2hxy+ by2+ 2gzx+ 2fyz=

0

as a double curve, also the conic

2= 0, ax?+ 2hxy+ fo/
2+ 2Ixw+2myw+dvf=

0
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as a simple curve on the surface,—the complete intersection by the plane z— 0 being in

fact the last-mentioned conic, and the pair of lines

2=0, ax2
-\-2hxy-\-by

2=0.

Quartic Scroll
,
Eighth Species

,
S(l, 32

), with a directrix line
,
and a directrix skew

cubic met twice by each generating line.

47. We see, a priori, that the scroll is of the order 4, that is, a quartic scroll ;
in fact

for the scroll S(l, m2

)
the order is = [m]2+M (first memoir, p. 457), and we have here

m— 3, M=A— i[m]2= 1— 3=— 2 ; that is, order =6—2, =4.

48. The equations of the cubic curve may be taken to be

x, y,
2

y, 2, w

= 0 ,

or, what is the same thing,

xz—y2= 0, xw—yz= 0, yw—z2— 0;

those of the directrix line may be represented by

ax +/3y -j-yz =0,

ot!x-\-fiy-\-^z-\-'tiw=Q

;

or, what is the same thing, if

j3y'— /3'y=a, al'— a'h =f,

ya—y'a=b, 'b=g,

aj3'—a'(5=c, yb'— y
l'h=h

(and therefore identically af-\-bg-\-ch= 0), the line is defined by means of its “ six coor-

dinates ” (a, b, c,f, g, h).

49.

The equations of the cubic curve are satisfied by writing therein

x:y:z:w=l:t:t2
:f,

and therefore the coordinates of any two points on the curve may be represented by

(1, 0, Q
2
,
0
3

)
and (1, <p, <p

2
, <p

3

); hence, if x, y, z, w are the coordinates of a point in the

line joining the last mentioned two points, we have

x:y:z: w=l-\-m: : l6
2
-\-m<p

2
: l6

3
-\-m<p

3

,

which equations, treating therein l, m as indeterminate parameters, give the equations

of the line in question. And putting moreover

p—yw—z2

,
q=yz—xw, r—xz—y2

,

we have identically

p : g : r—Q<p : — ($+<p) : 1.

50.

In order that the line in question may meet the directrix line, we must have

l(a+p0+y02+l03)+m(u+p<p+y?2+b<p3)=O,

l(u'+p'0+ yd2+ l
!P) +m(a'-(- (3'<p+ y'f+ l'<p

3
)= 0 ;
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that is, eliminating l and m, we must have

a +/3 ^+7 0
2+^3

,
a -\-p<p-\-y <p

2
-\-}><p

3 = 0 ,

a'+/3^+7^2+^^3

,
a'4-/3'?)+7'<p

2+By
or, developing,

(fif/3'— «'/?)(<£

—

0)+ (a/— a'y)( (P
2—

^

2

)+

(

a^

—

ct!b)(<p
3—

$

3

)

the several terms in (0, <p), each divided by <p— $, give respectively

i, <m (^+^)
2-^, 0?, 0p(p+t), ey,

which are equal to

(V
2
, — yr, q

2—pr,pr, —pq, _p
2
);

hence replacing also aj3'— a'/3, &c. by their values c, See., we find

(c, -b,f;
a, y, A)(r

2

,
-yr, q

2—p>r,pr, -q>q, f)= 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(A,/, c, b
, «-/, y, r)

2=0,

where the coefficients («, b, c,f y, A) satisfy the relation af-\-bg-\-ch= 0; y>, y, r stand

respectively for

yw—z2

,
yz—ccw

,
xz—y2

.

Writing for greater convenience

(A,/, c, b, a —/, —y)=(a, b, c, 2f, 2g, 2h),

or, what is the same thing,

(a, b, c,f, y, A)=(b+2g, 2f, c, b, — 2h, a),

then we have
y/’+Jy+cA=ac+b2+2bg— 4fh=0.

And hence finally we have for the equation of the scroll S(l, 32

),

(a, b, c, f, g, h\yw-z2
,
yz—xw

,
xz—y2

)
2— 0,

where the coefficients satisfy the relation

ac+b2+2bg— 4fh=0.

The equations of the directrix cubic are of course

yw—z2= 0, yz—xw= 0, xz—y2= 0;

and the directrix line is given by its six coordinates,

(b+2g, 2f, c, b, — 2h, a)

On the general Theory of Scrolls, Article Nos. 51 to 53.

51. I annex in conclusion the following considerations on the general theory of

scrolls. Consider a scroll of the nt\i order
; the intersection by an arbitrary plane, say

the plane w= 0, is a curve of the nt\i order {*fx, y, z
)

n= 0 ;
any point (x, y, z , 0) where

(x, y, z) satisfy the foregoing equation, is the foot of a generating line ;
and we may
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imagine this generating line determined by means of the coordinates (X, Y, Z, W), given

functions of (x, y, z) of a point on the line. This being so, the “ six coordinates,” say

(p, q, r, s, t, u), of the line are

I

X, Y, Z, W
I

x, y, z, 0
VIZ.

p=Yz— Zy
,
s=—Wx,

q—Zx—YLz, t = —Wy,
r=X.y—Yx, u= —Wz;

or, writing for greater convenience — v in the place of W, the six coordinates of the line

are p, q, r, vx, vy, vz, where p, q, r are functions of (x, y, z), connected by the relation

px-\-qy-j-vz= 0 ;
and v is also a function of (x, y, z).

52. Consider the intersection of the surface by an arbitrary line the six coordinates

whereof are (A, B, C, F, G, H); then for the generating lines which meet this line we

have

?;(A#+By+ Gs)+F^+G#+Hr= 0

.

And this equation, together with the equation y, z)
n= 0, determines (x, y, z), the coor-

dinates of the foot of a generating line which meets the arbitrary line (A, B, C, F, G, H)-

Since the order of the scroll is equal n, the number of such generating lines should be

=n,
that is, there should be n relevant intersections of the two curves,

v(Aa?-f-By -fCz)+Fp+Gq+Hr= 0,

(*Xr, y, z)
n= 0.

But if
(p , q, r, vx, vy, vz) are each of the order k, the number of actual intersections

is =kn, which is too many by \k— l)n.

53. Suppose that the curves

p— 0, q= 0, r=0, vx=0, vy= 0, vz= 0,

or say the curves

p=0, q— 0
, r=0, r=0

have in common 6 intersections, and let these be points of the multiplicities a„ a2,
ot3 ...ct9

on the curve
V->

z)
n— 0 (viz. according as the curve does not pass through any one

of the intersections in question, or passes once, twice, &c. through such intersection, we
have for that intersection a,= 0, 1, 2, &c., as the case may be, and so for the other inter-

sections); then the kn points of intersection include the a,+ a2 +a
fl ,

or say the %<z,

intersections
; but these, being independent of the line (A, B, C, F, G, H) under considera-

tion, are irrelevant points, and the number of relevant points of intersection is kn—Xu;
that is, if we have Xu=(k— 1)n, then the scroll in question, viz. the scroll generated by

a line which meets the plane w=0 in the curve (*$x, y, z)
n=0, and which has for its

six coordinates (p, q, r, vx, vy, vz), will be a scroll of the nth. order.

4 HMDCCCLXIV.
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XVI. AlgebraicalResearches, containing a disquisition on Newton’s Rulefor the Discovery

of Imaginary Roots, and an allied Rule applicable to a particular class ofEquations,

together with a complete invariantive determination of the character of the Roots of

the General Equation of the fifth Degree
,
&c. Ry J. J. Sylvester, M.A., F.R.S.,

Correspondent of the Institute of France, Foreign Member of the Royal Society of

Naples, etc. etc., Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy
,
Woolwich.

Eeceived April 6,—Read April 7, 1864.

Turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name.

(1) This memoir in its present form is of the nature of a trilogy ; it is divided into

three parts, of which each has its action complete within itself, but the same general

cycle of ideas pervades all three, and weaves them into a sort of complex unity. In

the first is established the validity of Newton’s rule for finding an inferior limit to the

number of imaginary roots of algebraical equations as far as the fifth degree inclusive.

In the second is obtained a rule for assigning a like limit applicable to equations of the

form ^X{ax-\-b)
m=^, m being any positive integer, and the coefficients a, b real. In the

third are determined the absolute invariantive criteria for fixing unequivocally the

character of the roots of an equation of the fifth degree, that is to say, for ascertaining

the exact number of real and imaginary roots which it contains. This last part has

been added since the original paper was presented to the Society. It has grown- out

of a foot-note appended to the second, itself an independent offshoot from the first part,

but may be studied in a great measure independently of what precedes, and constitutes,

in the author’s opinion, by far the most valuable portion of the memoir, containing as it

does a complete solution of one of the most interesting and fruitful algebraical questions

which has ever yet engaged the attention of mathematicians
(

1

). I propose in a subse-

quent addition to the memoir to resume and extend some of the investigations which

incidentally arise in this part. The foot-notes are numbered and lettered for facility of

reference, and will be found in many instances of equal value with the matter in the

text, to which they serve as a kind of free running accompaniment and commentary.

(') I owe my thanks to my eminent friend Professor De Morgan for bringing under my notice, in a marked

manner, the original question from which all the rest has proceeded. As all roads are said to lead to Rome, so

I find, in my own case at least, that all algebraical inquiries sooner or later end at that Capitol of Modern

Algebra over whose shining portal is inscribed “ Theory of Invariants.”

MDCCCLXIV. 4 I
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Part I.—ON NEWTON’S RULE FOR THE DISCOVERY OF IMAGINARY ROOTS.

(2) In the ‘Arithmetica Universalis,’ in the first chapter on equations, Newton has given

a rule for discovering an inferior limit to the number of imaginary roots in an equation

of any degree, without proof or indication of the method by which he arrived at it, or the

evidence upon which it rests

(

2
). Maclaurin, in vol. xxxiv. p. 104, and vol. xxxvi. p. 59

of the Philosophical Transactions, Campbell(3

)
in vol. xxxviii. p. 515 of the same, and

other authors of reputation have sought in vain for a demonstration of this marvellous

and mysterious rule(4
). Unwilling to rest my belief in it on mere empirical evidence, I

(
2

) It appears to be the prevalent belief among mathematicians who have considered the question, that

Newton was not in possession of other than empirical evidence in support of his rule.

(
3

) Campbell’s memoir is rather on an analogous rule to Newton’s than on the rule itself, to which he refers

only by way of comparison with his own. In it the same singular error of reasoning is committed as in the

notes of the French edition of the ‘ Arithmetica,’ viz. of assuming, without a shadow of proof, that if each of a

set of criteria indicates the existence of some imaginary roots, a succession of sets of such criteria must indicate

the existence of at least as many distinct imaginary pairs of roots as there are such sets (see par. at foot of

p. 528, Phil. Trans., vol. xxxv.)—much as if, supposing a number of dogs to be making a point in the same

field, the existence could be assumed of as many birds as pointers.

(
4

)
Mr. Archibald Smith has obligingly called my attention to Waring’s treatment of the question of New-

ton’s rule in the ‘ Meditationes Analyticse.’ On superficial examination the reader might be induced to suppose

that in part 9, p. 68, ed. 1782, Waring had deduced a proof of the rule from the preceding propositions
; but on

looking into the ease will find that there is not the slightest vestige of proof, the rule being stated, but without

any demonstration whatever being either adduced or alleged. In fact, on turning to the preface of this (the

last) edition of the 8 Meditationes,’ the reader will find at p. 11 an explicit avowal of the demonstration being

wanting. After referring in order to Campbell’s, Maclaurin’s, and Newton’s rules, as well as his own, for

discovering the existence of impossible roots, he adds these words

:

“ At omnes hse regulie prasdictae perraro invenerunt verum numerum impossibilium radicum in sequationibus

multarum dimensionum et adhuc demonstratione egent

;

vulgares enim demonstrationes solummodo probant impos-

sibiles radices in data aequatione contineri, non vero quod saltern tot sunt quot invenit regula.”

Vera resolutio problematis est perdifficilis et valde laboriosa; cognitum est radices ex possibilitate per

eequalitatem transire ad impossibilitatem
;
ergo in generali resolutione hujusce problematis necesse est invenire

casum in quo radices datse aequationis evadunt aequales ;
resolutio autem hujus casus valde laboriosa est ; et

consequenter resolutio generalis praedieti problematis magis erit laboriosa.”

Written in Latin, and when the proper language of algebra was yet unformed, it is frequently a work of

much labour to follow Waring’s demonstrations and deductions, and to distinguish his assertions from his

proofs. I find he agrees with the opinion expressed by myself, that Newton’s rule will not “ pene,” as stated

by Newton, but only “ perraro,” give the true number of imaginary roots. Like myself, too, in the body ofthe

memoir Waring has given theorems of probability in connexion with rules of this kind, but without any clue

to his method of arriving at them. Their correctness may legitimately be doubted.

[Since the above was sent to press, I have been enabled to ascertain that the great name of Euler is to be

added to the long list of those who have fallen into error in their treatment of this question : see Institutiones

Calculi Differentialis, vol. ii. cap. xiii. He says (p. 555, edition of Prony), “ videndum est utrum haec duo

criteria (meaning Newton’s criteria of imaginariness) sint contigua necne
;

priori casu numerus radicum

imaginarium non augebitur; posteriori vero quia criteria litteras prorsus diversas involvunt, unumquodque

binas radices imaginarias monstrabit.”

The force of the supposed argument is contained in the words in italics. It is sufficiently met by the ques-

tion, why or how the conclusion follows from them ? Moreover the letters of two non-contiguous criteria are not

necessarily prorsus diversce

;

for two criteria with but a single other intervening between them will contain

one letter in common.]
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have investigated and obtained a demonstration of its truth as far as the fifth degree

inclusive, which, although presenting only a small instalment of the desired result, I am
induced to offer for insertion in the Transactions in the hope of exciting renewed atten-

tion to a subject so intimately bound up with the fundamental principles of algebra.

Before commencing the inquiry I ought to state that, in addition to the rule for

detecting the existence of a certain number of imaginary roots, Newton has given a

remarkable subsidiary method for dividing this number into two parts, representing

respectively how many of the positive and how many of the negative roots indicated by

Descartes’s rule are, so to say, absorbed, and thereby obtains two distinct limits to the

number of positive and the number of negative roots separately : of the grounds of this

method, as far as I am aware, no one has even attempted an explanation, nor do I pro-

pose here to enter upon it ; the rule, as I treat it, may be stated, not in Newton’s own

words, but most simply as follows :

—

If the literal parts of the coefficients of an equation affected with the usual binomial

coefficients be a, b, c, d, e . .

.

h, k, 1, and if weform the successive criteria b 2— ac ; c
2— bd

;

d2— ce ; . . .

;

k2— hi, or, which is the same thing differently expressed
, if we write down

the determinants (f) of all the successive quadratic derivatives of the given equation
,
then

as many sequences as there are of negative signs in the arithmetical values of these criteria,

so many pairs of imaginary roots at least there will be in the given equation. If we

choose to consider a2 and Z
2
also as criteria, appearing at the beginning and end of the

series, then we may vary the expression of the rule by saying that there will be at least

as many imaginary roots as there are variations of sign in the complete series so formed.

It will, however, be found more convenient for our present purpose to confine the

designation of criteria to the determinants above alluded to.

(3) I shall deal with the homogeneous equation f(x, y)— 0 so that the question of the

reality of the roots is that of the reality of the ratios - or It is obvious, from known
y x

principles, thatf cannot have fewer imaginary roots than exist in j^f or ^/(
6

), or, more

generally, than in
(J^

Jr^'^'jf> from which it immediately follows
(
7

) that iff have all its

roots real, and the quadratic derivatives off be called Q, , Q2 , Q„_ 1? and the coeffi-

(
5

) To avoid the possibility of misapprehension, I state here once for all, that in the discriminant of a form of

any degree I suppose the sign to he so taken as to render positive the term which is a power of the product of

the first and last coefficients
;
and it may be well to remember that with this definition the number of real roots

in any equation ^0 or 1 to modulus 4 when the discriminant is positive, and =2 or 3 when the discriminant

is negative ;
whereas the Determinant of a Quadratic form is to be taken in the same sense as that in which

it is used by Gauss, and is the same for such form as the Discriminant with the sign changed.

(
6

) This rule I find merges in the following more general and symmetrical one. Let /, (p be any two quan-

tics in x, y

;

call the Jacobian of/, p J; then the difference between the number of real roots in /and the like

number in <p, taken positively and augmented by unity, cannot exceed the number of real roots in J. "When <p

is made equal to y, this theorem recurs to the familiar one alluded to in the text.

(
7

)

By operating upon / successively with any (n—2) distinct factors each of the form
(

d

L d_\

Xjdoe^^'dy)

4 i 2
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cients of any function F of two degrees lower thanf whose roots are also all real, be

2>!, jPn- 15 the quadratic function p^Q\+P2Q2+ • •• +jV-iQ»-i must have its roots

real, i. e. its discriminant must be positive : a particular consequence of this is, that by

causing F to consist successively of the single terms xn
~ 2

, x
n~3

y, .... xyn
~ 3

, y
n~2

,
we see

that the determinants of Q,, Q2 ,
... Q„_, must each of them be positive; or, in other

words, if any of the Newtonian criteria of an equation are negative, it must have some

imaginary roots, which is all that Maclauein, Campbell, and others have succeeded in

proving.

(4) The labour of proof of the cases hereinafter considered will be much lightened by

the following rule of induction, viz., granting Newton’s rule to be true for the degree

n— 1
,
it must be true for all those cases appertaining to the degree n in which the series

of the signs of the criteria does not commence with —j- and end with -\ : to prove

this, we have only to remember that f must have at least as many imaginary roots as

% or and that the criterion-series corresponding to and to ~ will be found by
dx dy ^ & dx dy

J

cutting off from the series off one term to the right and left respectively
(
8
). If, now,

the series forf begins with ++ or or -j— ,
the number of negative sequences is

the same as when the left-hand sign is removed
;
so that it is only necessary to prove that

the number of imaginary roots in/
1

is not less than the number of negative sequences in

but this, by hypothesis, is not greater than the number of pairs of imaginary roots

in and, a fortiori, not greater than the number of such in f. In like manner, if

the two last criteria off are not -\— ,
it may be shown that the truth of the rule for

such form of/
1

is implied in what is supposed to be known to be true for

We may therefore limit our attention, as we ascend in the scale of proof, to those

forms of/* in which the criterion-series begins with 1- and ends with -j . Accord-

ingly, since the rule is a truism for n— 2, it is at once proved, by virtue of the above

considerations, for w=3(9
).

(
s

) E°r ^ (a, b, . . . Tc, Tfx, y)
n= n(a, b, ... 7c fx, yf

1
,

and

jy(a,b, ... Tc, Vfx, y)
n=n[ b, ...Tc, TJx, y)

n~ l
.

(
9

) The theorem for the case of cubic equations may he also proved directly as follows

:

Writing the equation ax3
-\-3bx

2y-\-3cxy2+dy3=0, the two criteria are L=b2— ac, M=c2—bd; and the

discriminant is a2
e?

2+ 4ae
3+ 4c2&

3—36V—6abcd= A.

1. Let L and M he of opposite signs, so that one and only one of them is negative. Then

&.=(ad—bcf—4(b
2—ac)(c2—bd)=(ad—bcy—4LM,

and is therefore positive.

2. Let L and M he both negative. The equation may evidently, hy writing x and y for aix, diy, be brought

under the form „ „
x3+ 3sx3

y+ 3i)xy
3+y3= 0,

with the conditions e
2<ij, ij

2<g ; from which we may deduce that e and y are both positive, and ey<l and >0.
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If all the criteria are zero, it is evident that, whatever n may be, all the roots are real.

In every other case we shall find that zero may be made positive or negative at will.

Thus in the case before us, if the two criteria are 0+ or 0—
,
there will be a pair of

imaginary roots, as the first may be read as (- and the second as .

To prove this, we have only to observe that in either case ^ will have two equal roots;

so that /will be of the form {ax-\-byf-\-cy
3
,
which obviously, for any real values of

a, b, c
,
has only one real root.

(5) We may now pass to the case of n= 4, and excluding for the moment the con-

sideration of zeros, limit our attention to the criterion series 1 .

Let ax4+ ibx3

y -f- 6cx^y
1+ idxy3

-J-e/=0 be the equation for which the signs of the

criteria b
2—ac, c

2— bd, d2—ce are —1— . Call these criteria L, M, N respectively. It

has to be proved that all four roots are imaginary, since there are two distinct negative

sequences, each sequence consisting of a single — . Let x become x-\-zy{^°), where g is

an infinitesimal quantity, and transformed into one between u and y

;

then we have

obviously,
e$«=0, hb=ae, hc=2bs, }>d=3ce, le=4:ds,

&L= 2bhb— dbc= 0, &M= 2che—bM— dlb—{be— ad)g,

m=(Mc+c^-«M)g=2(52-«c)g2=2Lg2
;

so that ei
2M is essentially negative, since L is so.

Hence, by continually augmenting x by an infinitesimal variation, we may, leaving L
unaltered, so choose the sign of g as to decrease M : nor can this process stop when be—ad

becomes zero, by reason that £
2M is negative. Hence we may reduce M to zero. Now,

Also we have

A= 1+ 4(s
3+

ij

3
)

—

6ey—3e
2
ij
2

>1+ 4(e+ — 6sij—

3

e
2
ij
2

>1— 6sij+ 8(£ij)f—3f2
ij
2

;

or, writing sr)=q2
, A>1

—

6q
2+ 8q

3—3q*,

>(l-q)\l+3q);
but 1>9'>0. Hence A is positive.

Hence in either case two of the roots of the cubic are impossible. Or the same thing may be shown more

immediately from the identities

a2A-(a2d+2b3-3abef+ 4(ac- b2f,

d2A=

(

ad2+ 2c3-3bcdf+4(bd-c2
)
3
,

so that A must he positive, and therefore two roots imaginary, if either bd,x? or ca>b2
. It may he noticed

that the square and cube in these identities are semi-invariants, being in the first of them unaffected by the

change of x into x-\-7iy, and in the second by the change of y into y+ hx.

(i°) qq^g method of infinitesimal substitution is that which I applied in my memoir “ On the Theory of Forms,”

in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, to obtain the partial differential equations to every possible

species of invariants (including covariants and contravariants) of forms, or systems of forms, with a single set or

various sets of variables, proceeding upon the pregnant principle that every finite linear substitution may be

regarded as the result of an indefinite number of simple and separate infinitesimal variations impressed upon

the variables. M. Aronhold has erroneously ascribed to others the priority of the publication of these equations.
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in the course of this reduction, either N retains its sign or changes it ; and if the latter

is the case, N must have passed through zero. If whenM becomes zero N is still nega-

tive, the criteria of the linearly transformed equation become —0—
; and it may be

noticed that its first, middle, and last coefficients must have the same sign, by virtue

of the negativity of the two last criteria, and the second and fourth the same signs, by

virtue of the zero middle criterion ; consequently the equation will take the form

(X
2+ e

4
)x

4+ 4<?
3
sx3

y+ beh*ot?y*+ 4e?xy3

+(+
2+ g

4

)^
4= 0

,

or

XV+jtA2

^
4
+(^4;gy)

4=0,

which obviously has all its roots impossible. This being true of the transformed equa-

tion, will also, on the suppositions made, be equally so of the original equation.

Let us next suppose that N changes its sign either at the instant when, or before M
becomes zero. If M and N both become zero together, so that the criteria of the

dl?
transformed equation bear the signs — 0 0, calling the transformed equation F=0,

will have all its roots equal, and F will therefore be of the form (ax-\-by)
4
-\-lcx

4

,
with

the condition (a
3bf-(a4

-\-/c)(a
2
b
2
)< 0.

Hence Jc is positive, and consequently F=0 has all its roots imaginary ; and the same,

as before, must hold good of the original equation /==0.

It remains then only to consider the case when N becomes zero before M vanishes.

When this is the case, as soon as N is reduced to zero, in lieu of the substitution of

x-\-zy for x, we must leave x unaltered, and continue substituting y-\-zx for y. We
thus start from the sequence 0 ; N will then always remain zero, and we must

either come to the series — 0 0, which we know, from what has been shown above, cor-

responds to four imaginary roots, or to the sequence 0+ 0, which I shall proceed to

consider.

Since the first and last coefficients must have the same sign, we may, by giving

either variable a proper multiple
(
u
), make these two coefficients alike, and with the first,

(ii) (a) The form ("1, e> e) y~y may be regarded as a new and, for many purposes, useful canonical

form of a binary quartic. It may be made to comprise within its sphere of representation all forms correspond-

ing to two or four imaginary factors, but excludes the case of four real factors. The ordinary canonical form

(l, 0, 6m, 0, 1]$+, yY comprises within its spheres of representation those forms for which the factors are all

real or all imaginary, but, so far as real transformations are concerned, excludes the case of two real and two

imaginary factors [that case is met by the form 1, 0, 6m, 0, — 1'£oc, ?/)
4

],
as may easily be established either

by decomposing the form first named into its factors, or by the consideration that its discriminant A is

(1—9m2
)
2
,
and is therefore always positive; whereas if a form which it is used to represent have two real

and two unreal factors, its discriminant is negative. If now the determinant of transformation be D, and the

discriminant corresponding thereto be called A', we have A'=D6A, showing that D2 is negative, and the trans-

formation therefore unreal.

(
b
) The reality ofm for each of these cases (usually assumed without proof) may be demonstrated as follows

:

Calling the cubic invariant and the discriminant of any cubic form T, D, we shall have, using the ordinary canonical

form, (~
jV_ 9m2

)
2=ip showing that when D is positive, which is the case of four real or unreal factors, there will
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second, and third, as well as the third, fourth, and fifth coefficients form geometrical

series
; hence it is obvious that the transformed equation may be reduced to one or the

other of the two following forms, viz.

aA+ iex2

y+ Qe
2x2

y
2— iexy2+ <y

4= 0, (
a)

or
0 , (6)

with the condition in the latter case that e
4— e

2
is positive, i. e. e

2 >l.

be one real value of m, and when D is negative, a real value of im. Tbe former case possesses over tbe latter a

striking distinction, which is that all the roots of m will he real
;
for, as I have shown elsewhere, if m is one root

1—2m 1 -\-2m .

the complete system of roots will he +m, + p
%~
n , + Y—3

m

: m ^a^er case the reahty of the two values

+ im does not seem necessarily to imply the reality of the other 4 valued of the system.

(
c

) Analogy suggests the establishment of an analogous canonical form or forms for ternary cuhics, of which,

as is well known and is even dimly foreshadowed in Newton’s Enumeration of Lines of the Third Order, the

theory runs closely parallel to that of binary quartics. This will be effected by assuming the form

F(x, y, z)= + 3eLoc2

y+ Qgxyz,

and assuming g so as to make the discriminants of

dF dF dF
dx dy dz

all zero. This gives rise to a quadratic equation in g, of which the roots areg=e, g= 2e2— e. When g=e, I find

S=e(l— e)
3
,

T= (1— e)
4
(l+ 4e— 8e2

), A=T2+64S3=(l+8e)(l-e)8
.

When g=2ei—e, I find A= (1— e)*'(l— 4e)i(l +2e)k
, where i,j, h are integers to he determined. These forms

will, I think, be found important in the future perspective discussion of curves of the third degree. Whilst I

yield to no one in admiration of the surpassing genius with which Newton has handled these curves, I cannot

withhold the expression of my opinion that every theory of forms in which invariants are ignored must labour

under an inherent imperfection, and that Newton, from want of acquaintance with the indelible characters which

their invariants stamp upon curves, has in the parallel which he has drawn between the generation by shadows

of all conics from a common type, and of all cubic curves from a limited number of forms, either himself fallen

into error of conception, or at least used language which could scarcely fail to lead others into such error. Eor

no species whatever of cubic curve can be formed for which an infinite number of individuals cannot be found

which defy linear or perspective transformation into each other ; whereas all conics proper may he propagated

as shadows from a single individual. It should be noticed in connexion with this subject, that the indelible

s
3

characters of quartic binary, and cubic ternary forms are two in number, viz. the value of - (where s, t are the

two fundamental invariants in either case) and the sign of t. The indelibility of the sign of s being implied in

s
3

the invariability of the value of - ,
does not constitute a distinct character. Of course all symmetrical invariants

have an invariable sign ; but this is not the case with skew invariants, as ex. gr. M. Heemite’s octodecimal inva-

riant of a binary quintic, which will change its sign with that of the determinant of transformation.

(
a
) Whilst upon this subject of invariants, I may allow myself to make a remark bearing upon what will be

noticed further on in the text about a ease of equality between roots not necessarily being a mark of transition

from real to imaginary roots. If a, b, c, d being the roots of a binary quartic we form a secondary cubic, of

which the roots are (a— b)(c—d), (a—c)(d—b), (a—d)(b—c), it may be easily shown that two of these quan-

tities become equal, or, in other words, the roots of the original equation mark out a harmonic group of points

when t (the cubinvariant) is zero. Notwithstanding which a change of sign in t will not command a change of

character in the above three roots of the secondary (nor consequently of tjie original equation), because it is not

an odd but an even power of t, viz. f, which enters into the discriminant of the secondary.
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It must be remembered that we know, from the form of the criteria-series to the

derivatives in respect to either x or y (indifferently), that the equation must have some

imaginary roots ; and the question therefore lies between its having two or four. If the

discriminant is negative, the former will be the case, if positive, the latter. 1 shall show

that in each equation the discriminant is positive.

Let s, t represent in general the quartic invariants, then we have to show that s
3— 2 7i?

is positive.

In case (a), s=l + 4e2+3e4

=(1+0(1+30
t=

—e

1

=e2—e4— e
i—e2—e6—e2

= - e
2_2e4-e6

= -01+02

,

so that

s
3-27f=(l-03 {(l+303- 2Ml+0}=(l+03

(l+ 90>

and is positive.

In case
(
b),

s=(l— 4e2+30= (1-0(1- 30

and

t=

lee2

e e
2

e

e
2
e 1

=e2+e4+e4— e
2—

e

6—

e

2

= -e2+2e4-e6=-e2(l-e2

)
2
,

s
3— 2 7^

2= (1—

0

3

((
1—303— 27^4

(1—O)
=(i-03(i-90-

The above can only be negative when e
2
lies between 1 and ^ ; but in the case supposed

e>l. Hence the discriminant is positive, and the roots are all imaginary
(

12
). Thus,

then, the theorem is established for n= 4, as well as for the cases where the criteria

are zero (as will have been observed in the course of the demonstration), as for those

where they are plus or minus ; and it should be observed that the demonstration proceeds

upon our being able to show that the quartic, in the case where it resists reduction to

the case of the cubic, viz. where the criteria are negative at the two extremes and positive

in the middle, may by real linear transformations be changed into a form where either

the middle criterion is zero and the two extremes negative, or the two extremes zero,

and the middle one positive.

(
12

) The reader conversant only with ordinary algebra may easily verify this result. For writing

y x

the equation becomes z2+4ez+ 6e2—2=0, and this will have its roots impossible unless 4e2^~6e2—2, or 2e2—2
negative, which it cannot be, since e

2>l, and consequently cc : y has all its roots impossible. Moreover

the same conclusion would (as before shown) hold good unless (? lay between 1 and
-J- ;

for on making z=2,

the function above written in z becomes 2+8e-f 6<r, or 2(l+e)(l-f-3<?) ;
and making z=— 2, it becomes

2—8e+6e2
,
or 2(1— e)(l— 3e), which two quantities evidently have both positive signs unless e lies between

1 and 1, or between —1 and — -i; so that the first and third Sturmian functions are (except on that supposition)

respectively positive and negative for z=2, and also for z=—2, showing that no root of z can lie between

2 and —2, and consequently that all the roots of oc : y remain impossible.
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Observation .—To make the foregoing demonstration quite exact, it should be noticed

that when the criteria L, M, N have been brought to the form 1-0, and the series

of substitutions of y-\-z x for y has set in, we have

N=0, SN=0, m=(cd-be)e, W=Ns=0, S
8M=0.

Consequently if cd— be should become zero, we can no longer go on decreasing M. But

as soon as cd—be— 0, since we have also d2—ce, b
,
c, d, e come to be in geometrical pro-

gression, and the transformed equation takes the form

ax*+ 4ux\j+ 6u2x2

y
2+ 4afxy3+u*xi= 0,

with the condition u2—au2 negative, or a>l. Hence we have q
txi+(x-\-ay)i= 0, which

obviously has all its roots impossible
(
13

).

(6) We may now pass on to equations of the fifth degree, in which the case resisting

induction will be that where the criterion-series bears the signs

- + + -•

Let the criteria be called L, M, N, P, so that writing the equation

ax5

-J- 5bx
4y-\-I0ca?y2+

1

0dx2

y
3+ 5exy

4

-\-fif= 0,

L=52-«c, M=c2-bd, N=d2-ce, Y=e2-df,

and writing for x, x-\-zy, we have, as before,

SL=0, m=(bc-ad)e, M=Ls2
,

so that M may be continually diminished.

If M becomes zero before either N or P changes its sign, the criterion-series for the

transformed equation becomes — 0-1
,
and for its derivative in respect to x, the series

is 0 + —
,
which proves the existence of four imaginary roots in the transformed, and

consequently also in the given equation. In like manner, if N becomes zero before M
or P have changed their signs, the criterion-series becomes — -f- 0 —

,
which obviously

leads to the same result. So likewise the same inference may be drawn if L and M, or

M and N, or L, M, N become zeros all at the same time, and we have only to consider

the case when, L and M retaining their signs, N becomes zero. At this moment the order

of the substitutions must be reversed, and for y must be written y-\-zx ; we shall then have

P=0, SP=0, m={de-cf)z ;

(
13

) From the first and third criteria it follows that in the form (a, b, c, d, ej£x, yy, a, c, e have the same sign

. b2 d 2

and may be regarded as all positive
; so that writing a——=h2

, e——=P, the form becomes h2x2+F-\-Jc2y
2
,

where

F=— x*+ 4ba?y+ bca?y2+ 4dxy3+— y
4
,

and consequently the given form will have all its roots imaginary when this is true for F, so that we might

have proceeded at once to deal with the forms marked (a), (b) at p. 585 ; but as the method of homographic

transformation by infinitesimal substitutions appears to be necessary in passing to the corresponding forms

in the case of the fifth degree, and as in treating that case reference is made to what appears above, I have

thought that no object would be gained by altering the text.

MDCCCLXIV. 4 K
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and reasoning as in the preceding case for n=

4

(with the sole difference, that if &N

vanishes by virtue of de—cf vanishing, we should have P=0, N= 0, and the criterion-

series — +00, which at once indicates the existence of four imaginary roots), we see

that there remains only to consider the case where the criterion-series takes the form

OH—f* 0. It is scarcely necessary to observe that all the criteria can never vanish

simultaneously; for that would indicate the equality of all the roots in the transformed,

and therefore in the given equation, whose own criteria, contrary to hypothesis, would

also be all zero. The zero values of the two extreme criteria indicates that the three first

and the three last literal parts of the coefficients are in geometrical progression, from

which it will immediately be seen that the equation to be considered may be thrown (by

substituting in lieu of x and y suitable multiples of x and y, which will not affect the

characters of the criteria) into the convenient form

x5+ 5sx4

y+ 1OeVy2+ 10qVy3+ 5v\xy4+/=0,

with the two conditions s
4— zrf positive, rf—m3

positive.

The form of the criterion-series, apocopated from either end, shows that two of the

roots must be imaginary
; and consequently, in order to establish the existence of two

imaginary pairs of roots, it is only necessary to show that the discriminant of the above

equation, subject to the above conditions, must remain always positive. That discrimi-

nant I proceed to determine; but as a guide to the form under which it is to be

expressed, the following observation is important. Let us take the more general form

ax5+ bx4

y+ cx3

y
2+ dx2

y
3+exy4

-
\-fy

5= 0

,

where
a=l, b=Xs, c—(jijs

2
, d=(Aif, e=\?i, f— 1,

X,
ft
being any numerical quantities.

The discriminant will evidently be a symmetrical function of e and e.

Let apbqc
rds

e
t be the literal part of any term in the discriminant. By the law ofweight

we must have
q-\-2r-\-3s~\-4t=5 X 4=20.

But in the equation before us, apbqcrds
e

t
(to a numerical factor pres

)
is s

?+2Vs+<
,
and

(g+2r)—(2s+t)=(g+2r+3s+4t)—5(s+t)

=5(4—s+t).

Hence the difference between the indices of e and y in each term is a multiple of 5,

and consequently, since the discriminant is a symmetrical function in e and q, it will be

a rational integral function of s
5

H~^
5 and zr\. Moreover, as no such term as c

4d4 can figure

in the discriminant, which, as we know, must in all cases contain one or the other of the

two final and of the two initial coefficients, we see that no term can be of higher than

the 14th degree in s, n, nor yet so high, for the only terms that could be of that degree

would be bc
3d3

e ; but making a and/‘each zero in the original form, it becomes obvious
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that all the terms free from a andy contain b
2
e
2
as a factor

(

14
). Hence, in fact, the

discriminant will be only of the twelfth degree in g, rj, and being therefore of only the

second degree in g
5+^5

,
will admit of comparatively easy treatment.

(7) Before proceeding to the calculation of this discriminant, it will be useful to

investigate, as a Lemma ancillary to the subsequent discussion, under what conditions

four of the roots of the supposed equation will become imaginary when g =>7.

In this case writing \-
V
~=-z, the equation

^y(l, g, g
2

,
g
2

, g, 1X^, ^)
5=°

becomes
Z
2— 2—Z+ l+ 5g(2— l)+ 10g2=;z2

-|-(5g— l)z-j-10g
2— 5g— 1= 0,

or say/z=0.

The determinant of f{z) is thus (5g— l)
2— 40g2+ 20g+y, i. e. 5(1— g)(l+ 3g) ; and all

the roots of z, and consequently of (x, y), will be impossible, unless z lies between

1 and — ij.

Now /(2)=1 +5g+10g2
,

/(2)=3+5«;

so that when z has any real roots, i. e. when g lies between 1 and — /(2), f(2) are

both positive, and the Sturmian functions are of the signs ++ +•
Again,

/(_2)=5-15g+ 10g2=5(l-g)(l-2g),

/(-2)=-6+5«;

so that, on the same supposition as before, the Sturmian functions are +—j-
, viz.

H b when |>g> — if,

1- when l>g>^.

In the former case two real roots, in the latter one real root of z lies between 2, —2.

Hence in the former case no real roots of z lie between the limits 00, 2, and the limits

—2, — 00, and in the latter case one real root lies between those limits. Hence x, y
will have four imaginary roots, unless g lies between 1 and and two such roots in

every other case.

Thus the discriminant of (1, g, g
2
, f, q, Y$x, y)

5

,
when g=j?, is negative when g lies be-

tween 1 and but for every other value of g is positive, save that it vanishes when

g=l, or s=^(15

), or g=— J.

(8) I now proceed to calculate the discriminant of the form

xs+ 5gx4

y+ 10gV^2+ 10jfafy
3+ 5qxy* -\-y

5

(
14

) For the discriminant of i/)=the discriminant of <p(as, y) multiphed hy the square of the product of

the resultant of
(x, <p) and of (y, <p).

(
l6

) When e=g the discriminant of f(z) does not vanish, but z= —2 satisfies the equation in z, and con-

sequently <2 has two equal roots — 1, so that the discriminant of the original equation vanishes.
y

4 e2
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for general values of g, y. This will be accomplished most expeditiously by taking the

resultant of the two derivatives of the above form, say U and V, where

U=#4

-J- 4sx
3

y -f- 6aV
2

_y

2

-f- 4 ri

2xy3+

^

4
,

V =.zxiJf-^z
2x3y-\-Wx1

y
2jr^xy3

-\-y
i

;

so that

gU—V =6(s3— tf)x
2

y
2
-\-k{ztf— ri)xy

3
-\-(zri— l)y

4=yP,

-U+^V=(g^-l>4+4(^2-g)^+6(^3-g>y=r!Q.
Hence

Resultant of (U, V)=^^x Resultant of (y
2P, x2Q)=Resultant of (P, Q);

where
P=6(g3-^)f+4(g^-^-f(g^-l)^2

,

Q= (gpj— l)#
2+ 4(??g

2— s)xy -f- 6(fj
3—

z

2

)y
2
.

Hence, calling A the discriminant of the original form, we obtain by the well-known

formula for the resultant of two binary quadratics, writing for the moment

P=(B, 4?jA, AXx, y)\ Q=(A, 4gA, B';$>, y)\

A= (4gA2— 4 jjAB') (4^A2— 4gAB )+ (

A

2—BB')2

=

(

1—

1

6 g;?)A4+

1

6 (g
2B+ p?

2B f

)
A3— 1 6g^BB'A2— 2BB'A2+

B

2
B'

2
.

Plence writing zr\—^ g
5 —|-

?

7

5= S,

A=(l-16^-l)4+96(S-2^2)^-l) 3-72(8^+l)y+^-S)(^-l)2

+ 362

fe
3+f-S)2

.

Let ^>—q2—y3=a, q—l=ja, so that

S— 2q
2=ff—

q

2+q3=(T+(p+ l)
2
p.

Then
A=36V+ 72(8^+9)y<r+96y<r+96(p+l)y-(16^+15)^

=1296^2+ (648y+672p3>+96/+176p5

+81i)
4
,

=i{108<r+27y+28y) 2+729y+1584y+864^6-(27y+28y)2
},

or

9A=(108(r+27y+28p 3

)
2+72y+80/.

(9) Hence we see at once that A can be negative only when jp lies between 0 and

—Ti) ? *• e • when zv\ (which is y)-fl) lies between 1 and y^. Accordingly when A is

negative, g and yj must be both positive or both negative. The latter supposition may

easily be disproved as follows : treating the equation A=0 as a quadratic equation in <r,

in order that A may be capable of becoming negative, its discriminant in respect to a

must be negative, and its value when c= — oo is positive. Now

S=g5+„5

,
p+l=fy, V=S— (jp+1)

2—Q?+l)3
;

so that when g and p? are real we have

S>2Q»+1)*(“). i. e. <r>-(i>+ l)
2
+2(i>+l)^-(i)+l)

3

(
16

) It is of course understood that (_p+ l)^ is to he taken positive.
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when g, )] are both positive, and

S<-2(i>+ l)f(16bis
), i. e. <r<(p+l)2-(i? +l)

3
-2(_p+ l)f

when g, ri are both negative.

If now we substitute (p -\-l)
2
-\-{p -\-lf— 2(j?+l)* for <r in A, I say that the resulting

value will be positive whatever positive value be given to (^+ 1); in fact, if we write

p—v2— 1, and make <r=—v4
-\-2v

5—v6
,
so that A becomes a function of the twelfth degree

in v, this function is what the discriminant of the equation in x, y becomes when we

have s=)]=v; but in the antecedent Lemma it has been shown that this discriminant is

only negative when the two equal quantities g or q, or, which is the same thing, when v

lies between 1 and ^ ; hence A is positive when v is negative, and consequently when

Thus A, a quadratic function in <r, and its discriminant are respectively + and — for

this value of a, as well as for <r=— oo . Hence no real root of a lies between such value

of <r and —qq ,
and consequently A must be always positive when g and n are both negative.

Hence, if A is negative, we must have l>g?j >ro 5 s>0 ; n> 0. But our criteria give

g
4— g^

2 >0, v\
4— ye

2 >0,

which, when g>0, q>0, imply s
3
>tf, > g

2
,
and consequently g??> 1, which is in con-

tradiction to the inequality 1 > s/j. Hence when these criteria are satisfied the determi-

nant is necessarily positive
,
and all the roots are imaginary, which completes the proof

of Newton’s rule for equations of the fifth degree.

(10) It follows as a corollary to the Lemma employed in the preceding investigation,

that if in Awe write <r=— (v
2—

i/

3

)
2 andy)=^2— 1, and distinguish this particular value by

the symbol (A), then (A) ought to break up into the product of odd powers of v— 1,

of some even power of and of a factor incapable of changing its sign, and remain-

ing always positive. This may be easily verified
;
for dividing (A) by (v— l)

4
,
we obtain

1296»'8(648(v+1)2
-1-24(v

2

-1Xj'+1)
2)/+96(i/2-1)2

(
v+1)4+176(^2

-1X«'+1)
4+81(v+ 1)

4
;

and collecting the terms 1296v8— 648^6
(>'+1)

2+81(j'+ 1)
4 whose sum contains the factor

(
v— 1), we have

(^)5= 64:S(v7 -\-V
6
-\-V

5
-\-V

4
-\-V

3
-\-V

2+ V-\-l)

— 1296( ^q-^+Z+^+^+vH-l)

— 648( >
5
+i>

4 +v,+v2
+j'+ 1)

T- 81( v
3
-|-5v

2+lL+15)
- 24(»'

7+ 3 j>
6+ 3*

5 -f v
4

)

+ 96(v7
H- 5v

6+ 9^
5

-f- 5^
4— 5v3- 9v

2-5v— 1)

+ 176( 10y3
-t-10i/

2+5v+l)

= 72(V— 24(Vi— 328^5+ 40v4+ 65^+ 5^
2-5i/- 1.

Hence
(

A

)=

(

v~ l)
5
(2v- 1)

3

{ 90r
4+ 105*3+ 49*2+ 1L+ 1

}

=(v-l) 5(2y-l) 3(3v+l)2 {10^
2+5t'+l};

(i6 bis

)
jj. ^ 0£ course understood that (p+1)^ is to be taken positive.
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showing, agreeably with what was seen in the Lemma, that the discriminant of

(1, £, s
2

,
s
2
,

e, lXar, yf

vanishes then, and then only, when

6=1, or «=£, or £=— f,

but does not change its sign, except as £ passes through the limits 1 and and only

within those limits can become negative
(

17
).

(11) Although the theory of the possibility of the roots of (1, s, £
2

, ??

2

,
tj, ljjv, y)

5^=0

has now been completely investigated, so far as is necessary for the proof of Newton’s

theorem applied to equations of the fifth degree, it will be found that the labour will not

be ill spent of considering more closely the real nature of the criteria which separate

the case of one pair from that of two pairs of impossible roots in the above equation.

Newton’s criteria being constructed so as to cover every possible case for equations of

every degree, will always be found to fit loosely, so to speak, upon each case treated

'per se

;

so that more precise conditions can be assigned in each particular case than those

which are furnished by his rule. So, ex. gr., it may be remembered that in the equation

(1, e, e\ e
,
l\x, y)

4=Q, Newton’s rule implies only that when e>l, the roots are all

impossible; but we have found further that unless l>e>j$ (a much closer condition),

the same thing takes place.

It is obvious from what has been demonstrated above, that if we treatp and <r, which

are respectively £?j— 1 and £
5
+*?

5—sV— £V, as the abscissa and ordinate of a variable

point in a plane, the curve A= 0, i. e. (108<r+27
jp

2

-l-28p
3

)
2+ 72j?

5+ 80^6=0 will be

the line of demarcation between those values of £, n which correspond to one pair, and

those which correspond to two pairs of imaginary roots.

For all values of £, jj corresponding to internal points of the curve A there will be two

imaginary and three distinct real roots ; for all such as correspond to external points

there will be four imaginary roots, and for points on the curve two imaginary and two

equal roots.

The curve A is a curve of the 6th degree whose form will presently be discussed.

But there is an important remark to be made in the first instance. Not all the points

(
1?
) In general the case of equal roots of an equation is the state of transition of two real roots into imaginary,

or vice versa. But we see by the above instance that this is not necessarily the case always, for A vanishes on

making e=—y, and two roots become equal without any change in the nature of the roots when s passes

from being greater to being less than —r. In such case, however, there is a sort of unstable equilibrium in

the form of the equation, by which I mean that the effect of any general infinitesimal change performed upon

the coefficients of the equation would be either to cause the real roots in the neighbourhood of e=—i to dis-

appear by the factor (s+ i)
2 becoming superseded by a quadratic function of e with impossible roots, or else a

region in the neighbourhood of s—— -i- would reappear, for which the equation would acquire two real roots,

owing to (e+ y)
2 becoming superseded by a quadratic function of s with real roots, in which case there would

be two values in the neighbourhood of e=— for each of which there would be a pair of equal roots in tbe equa-

tion. Tbe above is probably the first instance distinctly noticed of this singular obliteration of tbe usual effect

upon real and imaginary roots of a passage through equality, owing to the appearance of a square factor in the

discriminant.
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within the curve A will correspond to real values of s, q. In order that these quantities

may be real, we must have

••+«•> 2(«,)*

i. e. <r-\-q
2+q3 >2qfI

,
where q=p + 1,

or

(d-\-2(q2 -\-q
3)G+q*— 4^

s+g6>0.

Writing this inequality under the form R>0, we see that the curve R=0 will repre-

sent a second sextic curve intersecting the former. A may be called the curve of

the discriminant or discriminatrix, and will be a close curve, and R the curve of equal

parameters or equatrix, and will consist of a single infinite branch. All points on the

latter correspond to equal values of s, q, those on one side of it to real values of s, q,

and those on the other side of it to conjugate values of the form a +?//,, X—ip respectively.

Thus the area confined within the curve A will be divided into two portions by the

equatrix, and it is impossible to shut one’s eyes to the inquiry as to the meaning of the

variable point lying in that portion which gives conjugate values to s, q. It becomes

clear by analogy that some kind of distinction must be capable of being drawn between

the nature of the roots of the equation (1, s, s
2
, q\ q, l^x, y)

5= 0 when s, q are conjugate,

-

in some sense similar or parallel to that which we know to exist between them when s, q

are real ; and obviously this inference cannot be confined to equations of the particular

form and degree ofthat above written ; in a word, equations whose coefficients are not real

but conjugate, must have roots of two kinds, one analogous to the real, the other to the

imaginary roots of equations with real coefficients. This inference will be justified

in the sequel ; but in the meanwhile it will be desirable to complete the investigation

of the special equation under consideration, by a discussion of the forms and relations

of the two curves A and R. These curves we know a priori^ from what has been already

demonstrated, can only meet in the three points corresponding to

e=q—l, i=q=%, ;

and since p=sq— 1, the abscissae of these three points will be 0, — j, — f.

Moreover the 3rd point will be distinguished from the other two by the circumstance

that A does not change its sign as p passes through the value — f. Consequently

the two curves must touch each other at this point.

Since when A= 0 y? lies between 0 and — the curve A is confined to the negative

side of the axis of a. It is also confined to the negative side of the axis ofp.

For between the limits p

—

0, p= — ,

648p2+672p3
,

i. e. 24(27j»
2
+28j?3

)
is obviously positive,

and

96j?
6+176p5

-|-81^>
4= ~-{(24^)+22)2

-{-2} is always positive.

Hence the two values of a are both negative throughout the extent of the curve A.

Thus e
5
+*7

5—sV—sV being negative, s
3— q

2 and q
3— s

2 have the same signs when g, q
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are real, as should be the case ; for in order that A may be capable of vanishing, g(g
3—

J

7

2

)

and q(q
3— s

2

)
must, by Newton’s rule, be both negative, which could not be the case if

either g or q were negative; so that g
3—

if' and q
3— g

2 must have the same signs, in fact

each must be negative.

The curve A under consideration has a multiple point of the 4th order of multiplicity

at the origin, where it is touched by the axis of p. Its distance from the axis for the

extreme value ofp, viz. p=—yo, is 2 qo o-

It has three real maxima and minima, two belonging to its upper portion and one to

the lower portion at the points, for which p has the approximate values —rs, — |f,

and -f(
18
).

The curve R, i. e. <r=((j?+l)drQ?+l)3
)

2

,
has the values 0 and —4 at the origin, a

cusp at its extremity corresponding to p—— 1
,
where both of its branches meet and

touch the axis ofp, and a negative maximum in its upper branch at the point where

P- — Q-

At all points within the curve R, s and q are conjugate, and for the points outside real.

Its lower branch will meet and touch the lower portion ofA at the point where jp
=— f,

and its upper branch will intersect and pass out of the upper branch of A at the point

where^=— f. The only part of the area A therefore which corresponds to real values

of g, q, is that which is included between the upper segment of A and the upper branch

of R, and extends only fromp=0 to^>=— f, i. e. from g^=l to g^=f. Hence we may
easily find an inferior limit to the values of g and q when the equation (g, q) has two real

roots; for we have in that case g, q, q
2—e3

,
s
2—q3

all positive. Hence

*?

5>sy>£3
, rf < gV< y

2
.

Consequently g, q must each of them always lie between qf, qf

;

and since the least value

of q is g, q must each be always greater than i. e. than ’33499
(
19

).

(
18
)
The large numbers which enter into A may be usefully reduced, and the equation A=0 made more

2*7v Qxc
manageable, by aid of the simple substitutions <r=—

-

gj-, p=— The equation A=0 then becomes

(v—3m2+

7

u3
)
2=2v?— 5u6

,

whose maxima and minima will he given by the equation

(v—3v?+ 7

w

3)(— 6u+21u2
)=5u4—15us

;

which, making 1—

3

u=ca, becomes
270w3-46w2-9w+l=0,

whose roots are all real, and are one just a little greater than —J, another a little less than A, and the third

a very little less than -Jj- respectively; whence _p=-|(a;—l) will have the approximate values given in the text.

(
19

) g : q will have a maximum value, which can he found by writing Se : Sq : : £
: q

;

and consequently, remem-

bering that q=p+ l, S=e5+ ij
5
,
<r=S—q2—q3

,

JS : Sq : ; 5S : 2q,
and therefore

S<r : Sp :: 5<r+q2—q3
: 2q : : 5(r+p(p+ l)2

: 2(p+l).

Substituting the values of Sir: Sp in JA=0, and combining the result with the equation A=0, p and cr may be

.found by the solution of a numerical equation of the 5th degree, and then s and q may be found by the solution
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There is a third curve not undeserving of notice, of only the 3rd degree, which

embodies the joint effect of the two middle criteria (the two extremes being supposed

to be each zero) in the two cases where Newton’s rule will prove all the roots of the

equation under consideration to be impossible. These criteria are Cj=s4— £??
3

,
c2—r?—

*

7s
3
.

But
c

1
,‘+ c/=2(22

s-S)=2(22
!-

2
>-

2
a-*)=2(2

a-
2
a
-,x),

which for all values of q on the positive side of the linep—— \ (i. e. ^= 0
)
will have the

same sign as q
3—

q
2— <r, which we may call K(20

); and K positive will evidently imply

that c„ c2 are one or both of them positive. The whole plane will be divided by the

curve K into an upper region (commencing at a= 00), for which K is negative, and a

lower region, in which K is positive. For any point of the curve K, a=q3—
q
2
,
which

within the limits of q with which we are concerned, viz. those within which A lies,

is negative
; for any point of the curve R, the smaller absolute value of <7 is

-<?-?+ 22i= 2
a-

2
a+2(2t-2

a

),

which <q3—
q
2 within the limits in question. So that, remembering that each of these

values of a is negative, we see that the portion of the area A corresponding to real values

of s, n will be completely above the curve K, i. e. in the negative region of K, and that

accordingly A for real values of s, >7 can never vanish when K is positive, as should be

the case. This remark does not, however, apply to the conjugate region of A
;
for the

curve K will pass through
(

21

)
the lower or conjugate portion of the area A.

(12) I may now say a few words on the signification of that portion of A in which s

and 7j are conjugate imaginary quantities.

of a quadratic and the extraction of 5th roots. To find the maxima and minima values of s and y themselves

exactly would lead to the solution of an equation of a degree quite unmanageable.

But we may first find the greatest maximum and least minimum values of S, i. e. £°+ijs
,
by making

Str= (2q-\-3q*)8q in 5A=0, which leads to an equation (I forget whether) of the 3rd or 5th degree (it is one of

the two) : calling this maximum and minimum m, fx respectively, and naming
^
(which 'of course must exceed

unity) the greatest quotient of - or we shall have
V s

i+p"^E! ’=-\/

i

t?*-
These limits will he tolerably near to the absolute maximum and minimum values of s or y. It may be noticed

that we know, from what has gone before, that j> can never exceed
5

; and consequently cannot exceed 4,

since q is always >1.

(
20
) I call K the Indicatrix, as exhibiting the joint effect of the indicia or criteria of the Rule.

(
21

) This may easily he verified
;

for at the pointp= —J it will be found that the ordinate in K and the lower

ordinate in A are equal, and at the point p=— -fa
the lower ordinate in A is —gwow, and in K is —zhon >

which shows that the curve K entering the area A when at the lower half of the curve, at a point wherep= —f,

must pass through its upper contour in order to cut the line p=—T
9
7 as it does above the point where A

is touched by that line.

The curve K has its negative maximum at the point <?=§•, i. e. p——1. It passes through the origin, and

begins with sweeping under the curve A, which it enters exactly under the point where R quits A, and passes

MDCCCLXIV. , 4 L
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In general, let

[a-\-ia, b-\-ifi, c-\-iy, , c— iy, b—ifi, a—iafx, 0

be an equation in which all the coefficients, reckoning simultaneously from the two ends,

are conjugate to one another, and the central coefficient, if there is one, which can only

be when n is even, real.

Let fy satisfy this equation. Then evidently |=p— ig will also satisfy it; or,

which is the same thing, will satisfy it.

Now either this root will be identical with the former one, or a distinct root ; in the

former case we must have y>
2
-|-y

2:=l, and the root will be of the form cos a-\-i sin a
;
in

the second casejp
2+#2

will differ from unity, and there will be a pair of imaginary roots

of the form £>(cos sin cc), -(cos a-j-i sin a), in which the real parts g,
^
are reciprocal

to one another, and the directive parts e~ia
identical. Moreover, if we write the given

equation under the form U+«V= 0, and suppose, as can always be done, that U and V
have been divested of any algebraical common factor, it may easily be shown that the

equation so prepared, and which may be called a Conjugate Equation proper, can have

no real roots and no pairs of imaginary roots in the sense in which that term is employed

in the theory of equations with real coefficients ; but the distinction between simple or

solitary and twin or associated roots reappears in the theory of conjugate equations,

under a different form. It will of course be understood that the class of simple roots

for which the modulus is unity is quite as general as that of twin roots, for each of

which the modulus may be anything different from unity, just as in the ordinary theory

the case of real is quite as general as that of imaginary roots, although the former may

be represented by points on a fixed straight line, whilst the points representing the

latter may be anywhere in the plane, this liberty of displacement being balanced, so to

say, by the constraint of coupling. The general geometrical representation of the roots

of a real equation is a system of points in a line, and a system of pairs of points at equal

distances on opposite sides of the line. So the general geometrical representation of the

roots of a conjugate equation will be system of points in the circumference of a circle to

through A at a point very close indeed to the horizontal extremity of A. It may he noticed that when

j>=—f ,
the smaller ordinates of R and A are each —gj, the ordinate of K and the larger ordinate of A being

each —
I have found the points of contact of K with A by actually substituting <p— <f, i. e. y>(p+l)2 for a in A=0.

This gives the equation

2064p4+ 7352p3+9823p2+583%+ 1296=0,

one factor of which is 4p+3, dividing out which we have

516p3+ l-451p2+ 1368p+432= 0.

The Newtonian criterion applied to the three first coefficients of the above gives —1362^, showing that two of

the roots are impossible
; the remaining real root I find to be ’8946, &c. It does not appear to be a rational

number.
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radius unity, and of points situated in pairs in the same radii at reciprocal distances from

the centre. In a word, in each case we may say that the roots can be geometrically

represented by points on a circle, and pairs of points electrical images of each other in

respect to the circle, but the radius of the circle in the one case will be infinity, in the

other unity. Conjugate like real equations will have all their invariants of an even

degree real, and those of an odd degree will be pure imaginaries, or real quantities

affected with the multiplier i. Their morphological derivatives (covariants, contra-

variants, &c.) will be also conjugate forms. The whole doctrine of equations, as regards

the separation of real from imaginary roots, and the determination of the limits within

which the former lie, will reproduce itself with suitable modifications in the theory of

conjugate equations, in which simple, on the one hand, and coupled or twin roots, on

the other, will correspond respectively as analogues to the real and imaginary roots of

the ordinary theory. Thus the following theorem may be demonstrated without diffi-

culty, viz., in any conjugate equation the number of coupled roots is congruent to 0 in

respect to the modulus 4 when the discriminant is positive, and to 2 in respect to the

same modulus when the discriminant is negative (
22

). We see now how to interpret the

(
2
?) (

a
) A very simple linear transformation shows the immediate connexion between the solitary and asso-

ciated roots of conjugate with the real and paired imaginary roots of ordinary equations. Ror iff(x, y)= 0 he

a conjugate equation, writing

y=v+iu, x=v— iw,

f(x, y) becomes R(m, v), a real form in u, v.

When u, v are real, we have

y v+iu ( v\ . f v\——
1 — cosl tan-1 - l+tsml tan- 1 -

X V—IW \ V W/

V
when —=c+ iy, the two values correspond to

y c+iy+i
fy\'

C—iy+ i

x~c+iy—i’ \xj —c—iy—i'
Thus

|
: (|)' ::^+(y+if:^+(y-if;

also

y (y\_$-l+yi+2ti

x \xj c
2—1+y2—2ci

of which the modulus is obviously unity.

(”) Now it is known that if t be the number of real, and r ofimaginary roots in the real form, (u, v)n, its dis-

*(*-D
criminant, hears the sign (— )

2 . Hence the sign of the discriminant of the conjugate form (x, y)
n (since the

determinant of v+iu, v— iu is 2i) will be (—)?, where

„_»(»-!)
,

t(t 1) (i+ r)(J—1+ r) +£(£—1) _ „ , . .

^ 2 +
2 2 —t(t—l)+tr+

g
•

r(f— ij

Hence since t and t(t— 1) are both even, (—)?=(—) 2
,
and the sign of the discriminant of a conjugate

form is + or — according as the number of imaginary roots does or does not contain 4 as a factor.

It must he remembered that the sign of the discriminant is not in general the same as that of the zeta or

squared product of differences of the roots. The sign of the zeta for real equations follows precisely the same
law as the sign of the discriminant for conjugate ones.

4 l 2
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effect of the variable point whose coordinates are e
5
+??

5 and lying within the area A,

in that portion of it for which s, jj became imaginary ; viz. it is that in such case the

equation (g, tj), which then becomes of a conjugate form, will have three simple and two

twin roots ;
and thus the unity of the interpretation is restored if we choose, as we very

well may, to extend the use of these terms to the real roots and the paired imaginary

roots of ordinary equations. We may neglect the curve of reality R altogether, and

affirm that all over the area A, g, jj will have such values as will give rise to three simple

and two coupled roots.

(13) That part of the theorem of Newton which had received a demonstration from

Maclaurin and Campbell in the generalized form in which I have enunciated it in this

paper, may be easily extended to the case of conjugate equations. It will, as applied

to them, read thus: If the (n— 1) quadratic derivatives of a conjugate form of the nth

degree, all whose roots are simple, be multiplied respectively by the coefficients of any

other conjugate form, all whose roots are also simple
,
of the degree (n— 2), and the sum

of these products be taken as a new quadratic form, the discriminant of this latter must

be positive, or, which is the same thing, its determinant must be negative.

(14) So much for the case ofn=5. If we were to proceed to the consideration of equa-

tions of the 6th degree, two cases of resistance would present themselves in the demon-

stration of Newton’s rule, viz. one in which the signs of the criteria are f-+ H—

,

the other —|
1— . In the latter it would only be necessary to show that the

discriminant is necessarily negative, since we know from the derivatives that the equa-

tion must have four imaginary roots, and the choice would lie between the alternatives

of there being four or six. In the former case the derivatives only indicate the neces-

sary existence of two real roots, and it would become requisite to prove that there must

be four or six—an alternative which depends not on the sign of one function of the

coefficients, but on the nature of the signs of two such functions given by Sturm’s or

any equivalent theorem. It would thus become requisite to prove that two functions

of the coefficients, say L, M, could not both be negative ; and this might be shown by

demonstrating the existence of two quantities, L', M', other functions of the coefficients

incapable of assuming any but the positive sign such that L'L-j-M'M would be necessarily

positive.

Past II.—ON THE LIMIT TO THE NUMBER OE REAL ROOTS IN EQUATIONS
OE THE FORM 2(ax+b)".

(15)

I shall now proceed to the consideration of a theorem relating to a particular

class of ordinary equations, which occurred to me in the course of and in connexion

with the preceding investigations. The theorem itself, but unaccompanied by proof, has

appeared in the ‘ Comptes Rendus’ of the Academy for the month of March 1864.

Both as regards its nature and the processes involved in the proof, it stands in close

relation to Newton’s rule, my study of which in fact led me to its discovery. It will

therefore take its place most appropriately in this paper.
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Certain preliminary properties of circulation introducing some new notions of polarity

must be first established, by way of Lemmas to the proof in question.

By a type let us understand a succession of symbols of any subject matter whatever

susceptible of receiving the signs H— ,
or any suchlike indications of opposite polarity.

Let a,b,c
,
... I

,
k, l be any such type, where the elements a,b,c

,
... may be regarded

either as points in a line or rays in a pencil affected respectively with the signs of +
and —

.

Then by a per-rotatory circulation of such type, I mean the act of passing from the

first element to the second, from the second to the third, &c., from the last but one to

the last, and from the last to the first.

By a trans-rotatory circulation of the same, I mean the act of passing from the first

to the second, the second to the third, &c., from the last but one to the last, and from

the last to the first, with its sign reversed.

A type considered subject to per-rotatory circulation may be termed a Per-rotatory

Type ; one subject to the other sort of circulation, a Trans-rotatory Type.

If #, b, c, d, e be a per-rotatory type, its direct phases are

a
,

b, c, d, e,

b
,

c,
d, e, a

,

c, d, e, a
,

b
,

d, e, a, b, c,

e, a, b, c
,

d,

and its retrograde phases

a, e, d, c, b
,

e, d
,

c, b, a
,

d, c, b, a, e,

c, b, a
,

e, d
,

b, a
, e

,
d, c.

If, on the other hand, a
,
b, c, d, e be a trans-rotatory type, its direct phases will be

a, b
,

c, d, e,

b , c
,
d

, e, «,

d, e, a, b
,

d, e, a, b
,

c,

e, a
,

b, c, d,

and its retrograde phases

a, e , d
, c, b,

e, d, e,
b, a,

d
, c, £>, a

, 0,

c, «, 0, d,

e. d c.
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where the sign (— ) is, for greater convenience of writing, placed over instead of before

the elements which it affects ; and so on in general a type of n elements, whether per-

rotatory or trans-rotatory, will admit of n direct and n retrograde phases.

If we count the number of variations of sign in the circulations of any phase of a

per-rotatory type, this number will be the same for all the phases, and will be an even

number ; this even number may be termed the variation-index of the type.

So, again, if whatever be the original signs of the element in a trans-rotatory type, we

count the number of variations in the circulation of any of its phases, this number also

will be constant and will be odd, and this odd number may then be termed the variation-

index of the type.

(16) Let any phase be taken of a per-rotatory type, and out of such phase let any

element be suppressed

;

then we obtain a type one degree lower in the elements, which,

if we please, we may consider as a trans-rotatory type, and such trans-rotatory type

may be termed a derivative of the original per-rotatory one.

In like manner any phase being taken of a trans-rotatory type, one element may be

suppressed, and the reduced type treated as a per-rotatory one, and termed a derivative

of the original trans-rotatory one.

We may now enunciate the following important general proposition, viz.

Any trans-rotatory type or any per-rotatory type whose variation-index is different

from zero being given, a per-rotatory derivative of the one and a trans-rotatory deri-

vative of the other may be found such that the variation-index of the derived types in

either case shall be less by a unit than the variation-index of the types from which they

are derived.

Case (1). Let the given type be per-rotatory. Then by hypothesis, since it has some

variations, we may find a phase of it beginning with + and ending with —
,
by which

I mean beginning with an element that is positive and ending with one that is negative.

This gives rise to two sub-cases.

T, the phase, in question, will be +..... 4

—

0, the phase in question, will be 4- •

In either sub-case let the last sign be suppressed, and the result treated as a trans-rotatory

type ; then T, 0 become respectively T', 0', where

T' is + +
and

0' is 4- -
and evidently the variation-index of T — variation-index of T'= number of changes of

sign in H 1- less changes of sign in 4 =2—1=1; and again variation-index of

0— variation-index of 0'= number of changes of sign in — (- less changes of sign in

=1— 0=1. Hence the theorem is proved for the case where the given type is

per-rotatory.

Case (2). Let the given type be trans-rotatory.

Then, again, there must either be a phase of the form P, or one of the form O, where
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P represents a continual succession of signs ofthe same name as + + . .
. + or ... —

,

and O represents a succession beginning with one sign as + and ending with one or

more signs —
,
or else beginning with — and ending with a succession of signs + .

Essentially, then, as a change of signs throughout a whole succession does not affect

the variation-index, we may suppose

P=+ + +,

the signs intervening between the two expressed signs — in being filled up in any

manner whatever, and those between the two signs + with signs exclusively + .

Let now that phase of O be taken which commences with the first sign of the final

succession of + . Then O becomes

(<&)=+...++....+,
which is of the form

+ .....++,

so that P is only a particular case of (O). If the last sign in (ff>) be suppressed and

the result treated as a per-rotatory type be called (<3>)', so that (+)'=+ + ,
we

have variation-index in (+)— variation-index in (T>)'= changes of sign in \- less

changes of sign in ++= 1— 0= 1.

Hence the proposition is established for both cases.

(17) The theorem to which this Lemma-proposition is to be applied concerns equa-

tions of the form

gi<+s2<+ 0 . .
. +g„C=0,

where w15 u2, . . ., un are any linear functions of x, y, m is any positive integer, and

g 1? g2 ,
. . . sn are each respectively and separately, either plus unity or minus unity.

Such an equation for convenience of reference may be termed a superlinear equation,

and the function equated to zero a superlinear function.

Every superlinear function may be conceived as having attached to it a pencil of rays

constructed in a manner about to be explained.

1. We may conceive the function to be prepared in such a manner, that supposing

ax-\-by to be any one of the n linear elements u, every b shall be positive. If m is even,

this can be effected by writing when required for ax+ by, —ax—by without further

change. If m is odd, we may write when required —ax— by in place of ax-{-by,

changing at the same time the factor g, which appertains to
(
ax—by)m from +1 to —1,

or vice versa
,
from — 1 to +1.

Now take in a plane any two axes of coordinates 0|, Of], and consider a, b as the £

and f] coordinates of a point. All the n points thus obtained, on account of every b being

positive, will lie on the same side of the axis Or,, and thus the entire n linear functions

will be represented by a pencil of n rays, the two extreme rays of which make an angle

less than two right angles with each other ; but each term of the superlinear function

contains, besides
(ax-\-by)

n
,
a definite multiple +1, or —1, and we must accordingly, to
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completely express such term, conceive every ray affected with a distinct sign + or —

.

A pencil thus drawn with its rays so polarized will give a complete representation of

any given superlinear function, and may be called its type-pencil
(

23
).

I am now able to state the following proposition

:

(18) The number of real roots in a superlinear equation cannot exceed the variation-

index of its type pencil
,
regarded as a per-rotatory type

, if the degree of the equation be

even, and as a trans-rotatory type if the degree of the equation be odd. I prove this

inductively as follows.

1. Suppose the theorem to be true when the variation-index of the type-pencil is

not greater than the even number v, and consider an equation of the odd degree (2«'-|-l),

for which the type-pencil viewed as trans-rotatory has the variation-index p+1.

Let a phase of this type be taken, say corresponding to the rays §n , §n_ 1 ... &, such

that the per-rotatory type obtained by striking out the term has the variation-index v

(as we know may be done by virtue of the Lemma).

Take for new axes 0£', Of when 0|' coincides with § x ; then it is clear that the

pencil gn_ 1
. .

. g2 ,
will still serve as a type-pencil to the given function, the only

change being that some of the rays, namely those that did lie on one side of f 15 have

been inverted in direction and changed in sign (corresponding to a change in the coeffi-

cient a, b, accompanied with a change in the sign of the corresponding g), whilst the

rays on the other side of g x
have been left unaltered.

The points (a„ bx), {a2 ,
b2) . .

.

(
an ,

bn) corresponding to the rays g x , g>2 , . .
. gn will, with

respect to the new axes, change their values, becoming converted into (a15 0), (ce2 , /32),

(a3, /33), . .
.
(a„, j3n), where (32, /33 , . .

. (3n will still all be positive, the angle between § x

and gn being the same as between the two extreme rays in the original figure of the type-

pencil, and the superlinear equation may now be written in the form

F(w, v)=i
l
{u

luf+l
-\-z2{ot2u-\- /32v)

2i+i
-\-s3(oi3u-^-(33v)

2i+1
-]rsn(anu-\-l3nv)

2i+1 =0,

where u, v are real linear functions of x
, y.

(
23
) Let a circle be imagined pierced by a pencil containing any number of rays protracted in both directions,

say in the opposite points a, a ; b, ; c, y ; d, 8 ;
and let these points, taken in order of natural succession from

left to right, or right to left, be a, b, c, d, a, /3, y, 8. Then, commencing with any point c, a complete circulation

will be represented by the succession of transits

do d, d to a, a to /3, /3 to y, y to 8, £ to a, a to b, b to c.

But whether a, /3, y, 8 bear respectively the same signs or signs contrary to those of a, b, c, d, the transit be-

tween any two points /3 to y will be of the same nature, as regards continuance or change of sign, as the transit

from b to c, and thus we see that the complete cycle or total revolution above indicated is only a reduplication

of, and may be fully designated by the hemicyclic succession c to d, d to a, a. to /3, /3 to y, for which the num-

ber of variations therefore will be the same as for any similar succession obtained by commencing with any other

element in the original system of points instead of c. If the opposite points bear like signs, the above succession

of transits may be indicated by the order c, d,a,b,c; if they bear contrary signs by the order c, d, a, b, c, and thus

it is that the idea arises of the two kinds of so-called circulation, but which are in fact only more or less dis-

guised species of semicirculation.
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Let the derivative of this function be taken in regard to v, and we have

¥'(u,v)=/3^(a2u+ /32vf+ /33j3(
a3u+ .

. +[5nsn(anu+[3nv)
2i

,

where i32s2 , (53e3 . .
. (3nsn have the same signs as s2, s3, . . . sn respectively.

Now the pencil-type of F'(u, v
)
will be the per-rotatory type gn , . .

.
g>2 ,

of which

by construction the variation-index is v. Hence by hypothesis F\u, v
)

has not more

than v real roots, i. e. at least 2i—v imaginary roots. Hence F(u,v) has at least that

number of imaginary roots, i. e. at most (2t+l)— (2i— v), i. e. y+1 real roots. Hence if

the theorem is true for v an even number, it is true for j/+ 1 .

In like manner let us proceed to show that when it is true for v an odd number, it

would remain true for I'+ l.

The reasoning will be precisely similar to that followed in the antecedent case. We must

find a phase of the per-rotatory type g>„, g>re_ 15 . .
.

g>2 ,
having the variation-index v such

that the trans-rotatory reduced type gn , §n_ y , . .
. f2 shall have the variation-index v— 1

;

the new pencil will still continue to be a type-pencil of the given superlinear function,

the change of direction in the bunch of rays one on side of being now unaccompanied

with change of sign, such change corresponding to z(ax-{-by)
2i becoming changed into

s{—ax— by)
21 without e undergoing a change of sign.

As before, the axes of coordinates are transformed from |, tj into ?/, and we obtain

F(u, v')=e
l
(u

1
u)21

-\-e2(a,2u-}- fi2vy‘

s

n(oc,nu-{- (^nv)
2n+1

,

^ F'O, v)=f32z2(a2u+(32vf
- 1

-\-. . .+pnen(cinu-t-f3nv)
2i

.

for which the type-pencil is the trans-rotatory type gn, . .
. §2 ,

of which by construction

the variation-index is v—

1

,
so that its number of imaginary roots is 2i— (v— lj, and con-

sequently the number of real roots of F(u,v) will be v+1.

Thus, then, if the theorem be true for v, whether v be even or odd, it will be true for

*'+!•

But when v=0, the superlinear function becomes a sum of even powers of linear func-

tions of x, y, all taken with the same sign, of which the number of roots is evidently 0.

Hence, being true for this case, the proposition is true universally.

It will be noticed that the algebraical part (as distinguished from the purely polar-

tactic part of the above demonstration) depends on the same principle of which such

abundant use has been made in the former part of this dissertation, viz. that the num-

ber of imaginary roots in any ordinary algebraical equation in x cannot be increased

when we operate any homographic substitution upon x, and take the derivative of the

equation thus transformed in lieu of the original(24
).

(
24

)
For greater clearness I present in an inverted order of arrangement a summary of the foregoing argu-

ment.

By an ith derivative of f(x, y) is meant any derived form

MDCCCLXIV.
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(19) The proposition above established leads immediately to the theorem and corollary

following, viz.

Theorem. If c15 c2 , . . . cn be a series of ascending or descending magnitudes, and m
any positive integer, the equation

Xi(#+Ci)
m+X2(#+c2)

m+. •

cannot have more real roots than there are changes of sign in the sequence X15 X2 ,
...

K, (-)%•
For obviously (1, Cj), (1, c2), ... (1, cn) will be points corresponding to rays within a

semirevolution, and therefore forming a type-pencil.

Corollary. If the above equation be transformed by any real homographic substitu-

tion into the form
^i(^+7i)

m
+//,2(3'+72)

m+ • • • +^«(y+7»)
m=0?

where y1; y2 , ... yn are taken in ascending or descending order, the number of changes

of sign in the series p,, [a2 , . .
. (*„, (— )

m
[M is invariable

(

25
); for the effect of any such

formation will be to leave the type-pencil unaltered except in its phase.

(20) If we look to the undeveloped form of the superlinear function

S == g
X
U™ -f- -]-... -J-

and are supposed to possess no knowledge of the coefficients which enter into the linear

elements u, we may still draw some general inferences as to the limit of the number of

real roots in S=0. Thus if the number of positive units g is j, and of the negative

units k, and j is not greater than k, it is obvious that, whatever may be the form of

the type-pencil to S, its variation-index cannot be more than 2j when m is even, nor

more than 2j -f-1 when m is odd ; for the arrangement the most favourable to the large-

ness of the number of the real roots is that where every two rays with the signs belong-

tlie X, jj quantities being any real quantities whatever. Then I say

—

1. If T is the type-pencil (per-rotatory or trans-rotatory) of any superlinear form E, every derivative of T of

the contrary name is the type-pencil of some first derivative of E, as shown in art. (18).

2. A derivative of T of contrary name may he found such that its variation-index shall he less hy a unit

than that of T itself, as shown in art. (16).

3. Hence if i is the variation-index of the type-pencil of E, an ith derivative of E may he found such that

its variation-index shall he zero, and consequently having no real roots.

Hence, finally, since the number of real roots of any rational integral homogeneous function in x, y cannot

exceed by more than i the number of the real roots in any of its ith derivatives, F cannot have more real roots

than there are units in the variation-index of its type-pencil.

The subtle point of the argument, it will be noticed, lies in forming the conception of the variation-index to

a trans-rotatory pencil, in which the singular phenomenon occurs of a reversal of relative polarity in passing

from the last ray to the first, whereas in a per-rotatory pencil any ray indifferently may be regarded as the

initial ray, no such reversal in that case taking place.

(
25
) It may be noticed that, contrariwise, the limit to the number of real roots given by Newtox’s criteria

is not an invariant
;

it fluctuates with the homographic transformations operated upon the equation ;
and a

question suggests itself as to the maximum value the number of imaginaries indicated by the rule can attain. I

presume this maximum is not in all cases necessarily the actual number of the imaginary roots possessed by

the equation.
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ing to the j group of s are separated by one or more of the rays with a contrary sign to

themselves. Thus it appears that when only the units
,

s2 ,
. . . s„ are given, we may

impose a maximum upon the number of real roots in the superlinear equation ; this

limit may be called the absolute maximum
,
being the double of the inferior number

of like signs in the series slf e2 , . . . sn when the degree is even, and one more than such

double when the degree is odd
(

26
).

The specific maximum,
on the other hand, will depend on the form of the type-pencil,

and cannot be ascertained until the coefficients of the linear elements are given. It can

never exceed, but may be less than the absolute maximum. It may, indeed, be easily

proved that in general the specific maximum will be less than the absolute maximum.

Thus, by way of example, suppose the degree to be even, and the inferior number of

like signs to be 2 ; the absolute maximum number of real roots will be four, but the

specific maximum will more generally be only two. For let the number of linear terms

in the superlinear function be 2-}-n, n being 2 or any greater number; and first, to fix

the ideas, suppose n= 2. The type-pencil, which is to be read per-rotatorily, consists of

four rays, say a
,
b

,
c, d, following each other in uninterrupted circular order, of which

two are to bear positive and two negative signs. If the two negative signs fall on a, c

or on b, d, the variation-index will be 4, but in the other four cases of incidence such

index will be only 2. Consequently the chance is 2 to 1 (

2T

)
that the specific maximum,

which may be 4, is not greater than 2 ; and consequently the chance that there will be

four real roots in the equation will be only a chance (too difficult to be calculated, but

which is a function of the degree of the equation) of the chance that there will be as

many as four real roots in the equation un
l -\-ul—ul—u

n
i= 0, where u

1 ,
u2 , u3 ,

u4 are

(
26

)
(a) jf a SUperlinear form of an odd degree contains an odd number of terms, say 2k 1, the greatest value

of the inferior number of like signs is Tc, and the extreme limit to the number of real roots mil be 2&+1.

If it contain an even number of terms, say 21c, the greatest value of the inferior index is lc

;

but for this par-

ticular case it mil readily be seen that a limit may be assigned to the variation-index closer than that given by

the rule in the text; in fact the variation-index cannot in that case exceed 21c— 1
,
which will therefore be the

extreme limit to the number of real roots. Now suppose the canonizant of an odd-degreed function of x, y to

have all its roots real, then it may be expressed by a superlinear form of which the number of terms will be

2i+l or 2i, according as the degree is 4i+l or 4i— 1. In the one case the number of real roots cannot exceed

2i+l, in the other 2i— 1. Hence the following somewhat curious theorem

:

(
b
) If the canonizant of an odd-degreed quantic in x, y, of the degree 4i+ 1, has no imaginary roots, the quan-

tise itself must have at least i pairs of imaginary roots. From the fact that when the roots of the canonizant ofa

quintic are all real there must be one pair at least of imaginary roots, we can infer that when the discriminant

of a quintic is positive and that of its canonizant is negative, the equation has one real and four imaginary roots.

This observation has led to a long train of reflections, which will be found embodied in the 3rd part of the

memoir.

(
27
)
This, in fact, is identical in substance with the noted problem of determining the chance that two straight

’ines drawn on a black board will cross. Hr. Cayley, of whom it may be so truly said, whether the matter

he takes in hand be great or small, “nihil tetigit quod non ornavit,” suggests the following independent proof

of this. Taking unity as the length of the contour, fixing the extremity of one of the lines, and calling s the

distance of its other end from it measured on the contour, the chance of the second line crossing this is easily

seen to be 2s(l— s), which, integrated between s=0, s=l, gives -I, as before obtained.

4 M 2
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unknown linear functions of x : thus we are entitled to say that in general the number

of real roots in such an equation is not the maximum four, but a less number. This

remark is of importance, as showing that on this subject it is possible to speak with

scientific certainty, and on other than empirical grounds, of what may in general be

expected to take place. Thus we find Newton declaring twice over in the chapter

quoted, that in general his rule will give not merely the maximum, but the actual

number of the imaginary roots in an equation. I am strongly inclined to doubt the

truth of this assertion; but it is important to be satisfied by analogy that such an

assertion may rest on a scientific and demonstrative basis, and not on the utterly falla-

cious foundation of arithmetical empiricism
(

2S
).

(
28
) A few additional words on this question of probability may not be unacceptable. In order to meet the case

of the degree of the superlinear form or equation being odd as well as even, let it be supposed known under the form

the values of the quantities Cj being supposed to be left wholly indeterminate, and only the signs of the quanti-

ties X to be given. Let w be the inferior number of like signs in the X series, meaning thereby that the num-

ber of signs of one sort is to, and of the other sort u>, or more than to.

Let the probability oT the specific maximum of real roots being 21c when m is even, be represented by y>2*,

and of its being 27c+ 1 when m is odd by 7r2/c+i ; also let s2*, o-2 /f+1 represent the number of cases when w and n

are given which correspond to the specific maximum being 2k, 2Jc+1 respectively. Suppose u=l, then obvi-

ously, when m is even, we have s
2
=n, j?2=l. But when n is odd a

t
=2 (for when either extreme element alone

is negative the trans-rotatory cycle has the variation-index unity), and <r3
=n—2, so that

2 n-2

Again, suppose w—2, m being even; then obviously s
2

is the number of contiguous duads in a cycle of n

elements, and s
i
is the remaining number of duads ;

hence

so that

n— 1 n—3

iv
2 n-

3

—V 2*—n— 1*

2nd. Suppose w=2, m being odd, so that <rv <r
3 , a. will have to be separately estimated. To fix the ideas,

let the X series be termed a, b, c, d, e, f, g, in which two of the elements are supposed of one sign, say negative,

and the rest of the opposite sign, say positive
;
then the only dispositions of sign which correspond to the specific

maximum being 1 are those in which a, b or else/, g are both negative. Hence u
x
—2. Again, the dispositions

of sign which make the specific maximum equal to 3 are those in which a, g are both negative, those in which

a and c, d, e, orf are negative, those in which g and e, d, c, or b are negative, and, finally, those in which

any two contiguous elements except the a and g are negative. Hence <r
3
=l+ 2(rc— 3)+ («—3)=3n— 8 ;

and

it should be observed that this result cannot be prejudiced in its generality by the supposition of any of the

components of a
3
becoming negative, since w=2 implies that n is at least 4. Hence, finally,

so that

4 6)1—20 n~— 7n+ 16
1 n1—

n

71-3

tt
2—

n

’ n2—

n

This example serves to show how much more difficult is the computation of the respective probabilities when m
is odd than when rn is even, owing to the break of continuity in the cycle of readings on passing from the last

to the first term.
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NOTES TO SECTION II.

Received May 7, 1864.

On the probability of the specific superior limit to the number of real roots in a

superlinear equation equalling any assigned integer.

(21) The question comes to that of determining the probability of a per-rotatory or

trans-rotatory pencil with a definite number of rays of each kind possessing a given

variation-index.

probability in question in general terms, as follows.

1. For a per-rotatory pencil of (Jj positive and v negative rays. Let [p, v, g~] be the

probability of the rays being so disposed as to give rise to 2g variations of sign in

making a complete revolution. Then there will be g distinct groups of positive, and g
of negative rays. The number of partitions with permutations of the parcels inter se

of gj elements in g parcels is
(^~ 1

) (^~ + 1
)

?
and of v elements into g parcels is

(y-l)(y-2)..(y-ff + l)

If we combine each parcel with each in every possible way, and then imagine the

combined parcels let into a circle containing m-j-n places and shifted round in the circle

through a complete revolution, we shall obtain

i „K/ ^— — — <7+1)1 (v— l)(y— 2)..(y—0+1)^+ )x lXR 1.2..(g 1)

arrangements ; but on examination it will be found that every arrangement so produced

will be repeated g times
;
moreover it is obvious that no other arrangement giving rise

to g groups of each sort can be found. Hence the true number of distinct groupings

of the sort in question is

±JH fc-l)(|*-2)-(,*-</ + !) (v 1) (y— 2) .. (y—

g

-f- 1)

9 \.2..{g-\)

It seems hardly worth while to pursue this subject in greater detail. I will only notice that when m is even

the chance of the specific maximum attaining the absolute maximum, i. e. becoming 2oj, will depend on the pro-

portion of the ways in which in a cycle of n elements w of them may be marked with a distinctive sign in such

a way that no two of such signs shall come together. Accordingly I find by a computation of no great difficulty

(understanding ixx to mean 1.2.3. ..x),

n-(n— ii>— 1)
“ 7rui7r(ri.

—

2w

)

and hence, since the total number of combinations of n elements m and w together is
r(n)

r(n-w)7r(n-w-l)

7r(n— l)7r(n— 2w)

— oi)
,
I deduce

Thus when n has its minimum value, viz. p2oi
= 7rw~^~—

f-, and becomes very small as u increases. When
Jr

(
w 1)

again n increases towards infinity approaches indefinitely near to unity, and the chance approaches near to

certainty of the specific not beoming less than the absolute maximum of real roots.
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And the total number of arrangements, which is the number of ways in which [Jj things

can be distributed over (p-\-v) places, is Hence we obtain

r r(i*-l)(f*-2)»0*-^+ l)x(v-l)(v-2).. (v-^+ l
) 1^-^+ v_i)| 1.2,(^-l)(1.2..y) j

7TfA7r(|X— l)7TV7r(v— l)

~irgz(g— l)z{g.—g)w{v—g)z{^+ v—l)

[Throughout these investigations ir(x) is used in the same sense as n.r, to signify the

factorial 1.2.3...#.]

If there should appear any obscurity in the statement of the method by which has

been obtained the number of distinct distributions of the p, v elements into g groups

of each, the reader is referred to the equation in differences obtained further on in this

Note, by which all doubt of the correctness of the result will be removed.

(22) For a trans-rotatory pencil of rays, to ascertain the probability of the variation-

index being 2<7+1.

Imagine a circular arrangement of (x positive elements and v negative elements con-

taining 2y variations.

Let this circle be supposed opened out at any point and the variations of the open

pencil so formed to be reckoned according to the trans-rotatory law, which is that in

passing from one extremity to the other a change is to be seen as a variation, and a

variation as a change. If the break is made between two negative or between two

positive elements, the number ofvariations obviously becomes increased by one unit; but

if between a positive and a negative element, that number becomes decreased by one

unit. The number of these latter intervals is 2y, and of the former 2y.

Hence the probability of the index becoming 2y+ l is and of its becoming
ft + K

2rv

If, then, we denote the probability to be calculated by [g,, v, g-\-\\ it is obvious that

we shall have

h 9+¥\= '

+
[X, +V

9
9\+ ~uT+ v

^ S'+l]-
JU. + V

But by the formula previously obtained it will easily be seen that

Hence

v
’ 5

,+ 1]— ^
g(g + 1)^ tf

6
’ 9]’

2ip-g^-g)

=(^- 1
)
&s^] (,)

9 (zg.)
2(zv)

z
z[x.Tr(g.— l)Trvz(v—l)

*{9— l)v{g+l)n(p+ v)n{g,—g)z{y—g) z(g— \)zgz{g.+ v— g)z{v—g)
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When <7=0 the above expression fails
;
but reverting to the equation from which it is

derived, we obtain

(23)

These combined results admit of an easy corroboration, for

Hence the equation marked * gives

7r(^ + v)^V+ V
+ W ^ l>* v

> ffl -i
; n , V 7rfjL7rv 7r(ju.+ v)

g)TtgTt{y-g)%g~

which is true, since the left-hand side of the equation is ^+ ••• ?

which is obviously the coefficient of xv
in + l

)
v

,
i. e. in (l+^),i+ ‘'.

(24)

If we wish to find the chance of the specific superior limit becoming equal to the

absolute superior limit, we must write g in the above formulae equal to v, that one of the

two quantities (a, v which is not greater than the other, and we shall obtain

r -i

— 1)

b V
J 7r(/X-|-V— l)7r(|X— v)’

r I in 7r[X7r([x,— l)

[^’ I'+a]--(--+v^ (

”~
vZT)

so that, in fact, \ja, v, v-\-^]=\ja, v+1, t'+l], which relation may also be obtained by

a priori considerations.

(25)

With reference to the remark made concerning the mode of obtaining the value

of \ja, v, g\ I proceed to show how it may be obtained directly by the integration of an

equation in differences, and by a method analogous in idea to that by which \ja, v,

was made to depend on \ja, v, g~\. For as in that case we conceived an open pencil to

be closed and then reopened, so we may imagine one of the rays to be withdrawn and

then reinserted. In this way, observing that the effect of introducing a negative sign

into a circle of (a positive and n negative signs consisting of v distinct groups of each is

to produce no change in the number of the groups if inserted between two negative

signs, but to increase that number by unity if inserted between two positive signs, we

may infer that the probability of v becoming v-j-1, in consequence of such insertion, is

and of v remaining unaltered, is
p+ v b ’ g.+n

Hence we obtain the equation in differences,

l>> b g]=
v— 1 +g
fA+ V—1 Db #] +

p-g+i
p + v—1 l>> ^— !]»

in which g, may be considered constant, and v and g to vary.
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The integral must satisfy the further condition that [//<, 1, g] shall be unity when g is

1, and zero for all values of g greater than 1.

Assume the value of [//», 1, g] obtained by the method given in art. (21). This

obviously satisfies the initial conditions corresponding to g=l. Moreover we may easily

deduce from it the equalities

(g-Vg (v-l)v

O, »-l, y-l]=
(

--

_^+ i )(y
_

ff)
0, *-l, 9l and 0, r, ?]= fct+>_ I)(,_g)

[>, ?]•

Hence the equation in differences will be satisfied if it be true that

(v-l)v

v-g (—1+9)+
(g~ l )g

?

v-g

which is obviously the case, since v
2—v—g

1—g—{v—g)(v-\-g— 1).

Since, then, the assumed value of v, g~\ is correctly determined when v—1, it is

obvious, from the form of the equation, that it holds good] for all other values of v, as

was to be shown.

(26) From the equation

0, v, + i]
_
y—g){v—g)

[p> g]
~ g(g+ 1)

making {^—g){v~g)—g{gJr^-) or (!—^jrV jr p we may readily infer that the value of g

for which the probability \jjj, v, g\ is greatest is the integer part of p if that quan-

tity is non-integer, or the quantity itself and the number next below it (indifferently) if

it is an integer.

(27) If we apply a similar method to [po, v, g-\~i], we obtain by aid of the formula

above given,

+ 2f4v— (^+y)y (^+ 1)- v(y+ l— y)

[?>’', g— i] 2y,v + p + v- (it + v)y 7*

and equating this ratio to unity, we obtain

2g.V— (fJ,+ y)ry y
2

.

2/ttv+ft+y— (p+v)y («.+ l)(v + 1) — (f* + v + 2)7

or writing gj-j-v=_p, [Av=q,

(f +y>)y
2- (3pg-+ 4q+f+p)y+2q(q+p+ 1)= 0.

The roots of this equation will be both of them real, for its determinant is

ft+ 1 +

1

6q
2

+(p
2

+_p
3

)(^
2+ J'

2

),

which is necessarily positive. Hence it follows that there are two positive roots of the

equation. Whether there will exist values of g which give actual maxima or minima

values, or one and the other to [gu, v, g-\~Y\, depends on the further condition being

satisfied that the values of g in the above equation shall come out, one or both of them,

not greater than either of the two numbers v. The inquiry connected with the satis-

faction of this condition may be conducted by means of repeated applications of the
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processes of Sturm’s theorem
; but I shall not enter upon it, as it appears to lead to

calculations of complexity disproportionate to the interest of the result.

(28) It may be noticed that the average value of [fA, v, g~\ can be calculated without

any difficulty. This will be 2(</[fA, v, <7]), or

7r(,x,+

7r/x.7rv

(f,- i)(v_r

1

7r(ju.+ v— 2)

7TV
["n ,

(fA— l)(v— 1) ,
(ft— l)(ft—

2

)
(v— l)(v 2) ,

-]

v-l)L +
1

+
1 .

2

2 +**-J
ftV

7r(ft + v— 1) ?r(ft— 1 )tt(v— 1) (/a + v— 1)’

so that the average number of variations of sign in a per-rotatory pencil with fA positive

and v negative signs is — or a little more than the harmonic mean between fA, v.

In like manner, for a trans-rotatory pencil this number will be

2(2?+l)|>, >, g+i]=D», », fl+2((2j+l)(^-l)[>> ,, y]),

which, observing that 2 [ft, v, g]= 1, and (ft, v, + 2^ -̂ =2, gives as the average

number of variations of sign pi.&
1A + V ft + v-1fA + V ft+ 1

Received May 10, 1864.

(29) The simplest mode of calculating the value of [ft, v, g] is the following:

Let [ft, v
, <7),

|jt, v, (g
—

-|-)j
denote the probability that an arrangement in open line (in

which, as is the case in applying Des Cartes’s rule of signs, no account is taken of the rela-

tion of the extreme signs to each other) shall contain respectively 2g and 2g— 1 variations.

Conceive a circular arrangement ofy groups of positive and y groups of negative signs. If

this circle be opened out into a line at an interval between a positive and negative sign (of

which there are 2y), one variation will be lost; but if at any of the remaining fA-J- v—

y

intervals, the number of variations remains unaltered. Hence we derive immediately

l>> 9)=
fA + V-

p+ rW>y] and

But we may find [ja, v, g— by counting the arrangements which give fA, v, 2g—

1

variations of sign. These may be all obtained, and without repetition, by intercalating

every distribution of fA into g groups with every distribution of v into the same ; and the

intercalation may be performed in two ways, according as the parcels of the fA signs, or

those of the v signs, are taken first in order. Hence we have

r 1 \_ 2
(f
4~ 1 )(^-— 2

) (fA—g + l) (»—!)(»— 2) ... (v— ff + 1) ny.-rcv

2)
~

1.2 ... (ff-1) 1.2 ... (g-1) 7r(^+ v)

27TjU.7T (fA— 1 )
7TV7T (v— 1

)

—
7r{(^+ y)w(g-l)r{g— !)*([*—g)*{y—g)’

and thus

r -l 'r I-!
' f* « X)-nrn\* J-

j

\-t
/j,t>, 9j 2g 9 2 J 7r(m + v+ l)7ign[g— l)7r (jut.

—

g)ir(y—g) ’

7 — l)7rv7r(v— 1)

as previously found
; also

r
v

\ (^+ v-2^VfA7r(fA-l)7rv7r(v-l)
_

4 NMDCCCLXIV.
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(30) Moreover, we thus see that the average number of variations in an open line

with ^ positive and v negative signs, which is

2(2*-l)[>,^-i)+22^F,^

will be equal to

2%|> ; ^]-2

22#([>, v, #-|)+|>, v, $0)— 2[>, v - 9— \)

;[>> ^]= : 22^[jW-, i», ^]=-
2jU-V

'|U, + V

The total number of variations and continuations together is p-\-v— 1. Hence the

(/*-

; so that the averagedifference between the two is — (uj 4-v

—

1), or —
P + v

vr
p + v

number of variations is greater than, equal to, or less than that of the continuations,

according as the difference between the numbers of the two sets is less than, equal to, or

greater than the square root of the entire number of signs. Obviously the average

should be the same for the variations as for the continuations if the number of signs,

say n-{- 1, is given, and each is supposed equally likely to be positive or negative. This

is easily verified ; for multiplying the probable value of each distribution of signs by the

probable value of the number of variations corresponding thereto, we obtain the series

I fi / . 1 \ , n/ IV , I\ n , cy, n ^{n+ l)n.{n— l)
, j n(n+l)2n~ 1 n

(n+l)2»{
1 •W '(w+ 1)+ 2(^- 1 )(w+ 1

)2+ 3
(W~ 2

) fX3 + * *

* j-
_

(
ra + l) 2»

=
2

'

This is the final average of the number of variations of sign, and will be equal to that

of the continuations, since the entire number of the two together is n.

Received October 27, 1864.

Past III.—ON THE NATURE OF THE ROOTS OF THE GENERAL EQUATION OF THE
FIFTH DEGREE.

(31) In a foot-note, Part II. of this memoir, I have shown that when the discriminant

of the canonizant (constituting an invariant of the twelfth order) of an equation of

the fifth degree bears a particular sign, the character of the roots becomes completely

determined by the sign of the discriminant of that equation.

This has naturally led me to investigate de novo the whole question of the character

of the roots of an equation of that degree ; and I have succeeded in obtaining under a

form of striking and unexpected simplicity the invariantive criteria which serve to

ascertain in all cases the nature of the equation as regards the number of real and

imaginary roots which it contains ; then passing to the expression for these criteria in

terms of the roots themselves, I obtain expressions which exhibit the intimate connexion

between this subject and a former theory of my own relative to the construction of the

conditions for the existence of a given number and grouping of equal roots, which can

hardly fail to lead eventually to the extension of the results herein obtained to equations

of any odd degree whatever. It is the more needful that these results in a question of

so high moment to the advancement of algebraical science should be made public, inas-

much as they do not seem to accord with those obtained by my eminent friend M. Hermite,

who has preceded me in this inquiry in a classic memoir, published in the year 1854 in
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the ninth volume of the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, since which time

I am not aware that the subject has been resumed by any other writer. The discrepancy

between our conclusions may be only apparent ; but there can be no doubt of the supe-

riority of the form in which they are herein presented, inasmuch as only three functions

of the coefficients are required by my method, and five by M. Hermite’s. The solution

offered by M. Hermite is confessedly incomplete, but to this great analyst none the less

will always belong the honour, not only of having initiated the inquiry, but of having

emitted the fundamental conceptions through which it would seem best to admit of suc-

cessful treatment. The arrow from my hand may have been the first to hit the mark,

but it was his hand which had previously shaped, bent, and strung the bow.

Our methods of procedure, however, are widely dissimilar, and by employing my well-

known canonical form for odd-degreed binary quantics, long since given to the world, I

have succeeded in evading all necessity for the colossal labours of computation required

in M. Hermite’s method, and am able to impart to my conclusions the clearness and

certainty of any elementary proposition in geometry, not scrupling to avail myself for

such purpose of that copious and inexhaustible well-spring of notions of continuity which

is contained in our conception of space, and which renders it so valuable an auxiliary to

Mathematic, whose sole proper business seems to me to be the development of the three

germinal ideas—of which continuity is one and order and number the other two*.

Section I.

—

Preparation of the General Binary Quantie of the Fifth Degree.

(32) Let (a, b
, c, d, e

, ifx, ff—F(#, y\
a cubic covariant of F is the canonizant C, where C represents the determinant

a b c dbed e

c d e i

y
3 —y2x yx2 —x3

.

Let us first suppose that this form does not vanish identically, and has at least two

distinct factors |, r\ linear functions of x, y, where of course f, yj are each of them

determinate to a constant factor pres; giving any value to the constant factor for either

of them, we may write F(x, ^)=<E>(g, ??)=(«, (3, y, S, e, ?i)
s

,
and the canonizant of <P

with respect to |, tj becomes the determinant T, where T represents

a (3 y $

(3 y & s

y § s

v
3 -r.

* Herein. I think one clearly discerns the internal grounds of the coincidence or parallelism, which observa-

tion has long made familiar, between the mathematical and musical eOos. May not Music be described as the

Mathematic of sense, Mathematic as Music of the reason? the soul of each the same ! Thus the musician feels

Mathematic, the mathematician thinks Music,—Music the dream, Mathematic the working life—each to receive

its consummation from the other when the human intelligence, elevated to its perfect type, shall shine forth

glorified in some future Mozart-Dirichlet or Beethoven-Gauss—a union already not indistinctly foreshadowed

in the genius and labours of a Helmholtz !

4 n 2
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Hence since T to a constant factor pres is identical with C, the coefficients of j?

3and £
3 in

the above determinant must vanish in order that gj? may be contained in T.

Hence the two determinants

a (3 y j3 y c5

(3 y b and yd g

y ci £ & g /

both vanish.

Hence either a, /3, y, or otherwise y, &, g, or else the first minors of

(5 y

y &

§ g

are each zero.

The first two suppositions must be excluded, since either of them would lead to the

conclusion of T, and therefore C, being a perfect cube, contrary to hypothesis. The last

supposition implies either that j3, y, &, or otherwise that y, &, g, or else that (3^—

y

2 and

ye—h2 are each zero.

If (3, y, § are each zero, T becomes a multiple of jj

2
! ; if y, &, s are each zero, T becomes

a multiple of ; that is to say, T, and consequently C, contains a square factor ; and

obviously the converse is true, so that when C contains a square factor F is reducible to

y
2 82 y

3

the form au&
-\-5euv*-\-fv

5
. When this is not the case g=— = ^* Hence

which is of the form <y
5+®5

+\|/
5

, <p, 41 being linear functions of x, y.

(33) We have supposed C not to be a perfect cube. When it is a perfect cube, say

|
3

,
we may assume q any second linear function of x, y ; and expressing F in the same

manner as before in terms of |, 77,
it is clear that all the first minors of

a (3 y d

(3 y & s

y § g /,

except the one obtained by cancelling the last column in the above matrix, must vanish,

consequently cS, g, i must all vanish, so that O, and consequently F, must contain a cube

factor identical with the canonizant itself.

Lastly, if the canonizant vanish entirely, every first minor in the above matrix, when

we write again a, b, c, d
, e, i in lieu of a, j3, y, d, g, /, will be zero. Hence either

a
,
b, c

,
d, or b, c, d, e

,
or c, d

,
e, i must each vanish, or else that must be the case with

the first minors of abed
b c d e,
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or of

or of

b c d e

c d e i,

abed
c d e i.

Under the first or third supposition F must contain four equal factors ; under the

second becomes a^-\-irf‘; under the fourth or fifth it is readily seen that the form

becomes

respectively, so that the second, fourth, and fifth suppositions conduct alike to the form

<y
5
+<p

5

,
a particular case of the preceding one.

It remains only to consider the sixth supposition, viz. that the first minors of

are all zero.

In this case if we write

abed
c d e i

\/ax-\-y/cy=u,

ax—y/cy=v,

A+B= 4:

A—B=

and if neither a nor c is zero, it will readily be seen that F(x, y) becomes Am5+Bw5 by

virtue of the relations

If a=0 or c=0, the preceding transformation fails.

But unless also i=0 or e=0 at the same time as a— 0 or c— 0, a legitimate transforma-

tion similar to the above may be performed by interchanging «, c, X, y with i, a, y, x.

If now
«= 0, it will easily be seen that a, b

,
c, d or else a, c, e are each zero.

Similarly, if

i=0, it will easily be seen that i, e, d, c or else i, d, b are each zero.

Again, if

c=0, it will easily be seen that a, b, c, d or else c, e
.
are each zero

;

’ and if

^=0, it will easily be seen that c, d, e, i or else d, b are each zero.

(
29

) Thus -we see that the equation ax5 \-hbxA -\-\Qacx2+ lObcx^+oa^x+ he
2— 0 belongs to the class of soluble

forms.
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Thus, then, if a— 0 and *= 0, all the coefficients, or else all except one, viz. b or e,
are

zero;

if a=

0

and ^= 0
,
all the coefficients, or else only not e and i or only not h

or only not i are zero

;

so if i= 0 and c= 0
,
all must be zero except b and a or e or a;

if c=0 and d— 0
,
only e and i or else a and b or else a and i will differ

from zero.

Hence, then, in any case there will be at least four equal roots, or else F is of the form

ax5Jritf.

Thus, then, for the first time has been here rigorously demonstrated, free from all

doubt and subject to no exceptions, the following important proposition:

Every binary quantic function not containing three or more equal roots is reducible to

one or the other, of the two following forms,

w5+fl5
-J-w

5

,
or au5

-\~5euv
4
-\-fv\

The former is the case when the discriminant of the canonizant is different from zero,

the latter when it is equal to zero
; for it will be observed that, whether the canonizant

has equal roots or totally disappears, its discriminant in both cases alike is zero.

(34) It has been seen that when the quintic has three equal roots the canonizant becomes

a perfect cube ;
and it may not be out of place here to point out what the conditions

(necessary and sufficient) are to ensure the quintic having four equal roots. These are

all comprised in that of the quadratic covariant vanishing. To prove this, let n be a factor

of F(,£, y), so that

F(#, y)=<&(x, *?)=(«, 0, y, &, e, OX#, rif-

Then, since the similar covariant quoad x, y must also vanish, we have

as— 4/3§+y
2=0, — 3j3s+2y&=0, — 4ys+3^2=0.

If s=0, then &=0, y— 0 by virtue of the two extreme equations, and O, and therefore

F, contains four equal factors. If s is not zero,

382 83 584 5s /§ \
4

7—47 ’ P= 2?’
a
=l6T3’

and O becomes -ix(-x+2}}) ;

so that, as before, there are four equal factors. Conversely, it is obvious that if there

are four equal factors u, so that <P=au5
-\-5bu

4
v, the quadratic covariant ofO disappears.

(35) The quadratic covariant also it was which led me to perceive the transformation

applied in the antecedent article. For when the first minors of

abed
c d e f
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are all zeros, the quadratic covariant becomes

4(c
1— ld)x2+ 4(d

2— ce)vf.

Supposing neither of those coefficients to vanish, and calling its two factors u and v, and

making
F(x, y)<P(u, v)=(a, (3, y, i, g, iXu, v),

it is clear that the minors of

a (3 y

y'bsi
can no longer all be zero, since in that case we should have

4(y
2—

(3tyu
2+ 4(§

2— ys)v
2

containing u, v as factors. Consequently the canonizant of <E> must vanish under one

or the other of those remaining suppositions which had been previously shown to con-

duct to the form au5+ bv
5

,
or else to the case of three or more equal roots. When the

quadratic covariant vanishes, we know that there must be four equal roots
;
and when

it becomes a perfect square but does not vanish, it will be found on examination that

the equation has three equal roots.

(36) Returning to the general case, where <P=u5
-j-v

5
~l-w

5

,
and making "r+w+p

. U V TV

identically zero, and writing u’, v
1

, w’ for respectively, T> becomes rul5
-{-sv'

5
-\-tw'

5
,

or, if we please, rvJ’-\-sv‘-\-tw
5

,
with the condition u-\-v-\-w=-Q.

Moreover u, v, w will all three be factors of the canonizant of F. For taking the

canonizant of F with respect to w, v, it becomes

r—t -t -t -t 1 0 0 0

-t -t —t —t
or rx <

-1 -1 -1 -1

—t -t —t s—t -1 -1 -1 1

v3 —v2u vu2 —u\ v3 —v2u vu2 -u3

or rst(uv2+w2

), i. e. —rst(uvw).

Hence if x-\-ey, x-\-fy, x-\-gy are three distinct factors of the canonizant of F with

respect to x, y, if we choose the ratios X : y* : v so that X+|U>+!>:=0, eX-\-fyj-\-gv=0, we

may make u=X(x-\-ey) ; v=y,(x-j-fy) ; w—v{sc-\-gy) ; and shall then have

F(^, y)—rv?-\-sv5
-\-tw

5

,
with the condition u-{-v-\-w—§,

where r, s, t may be found from three equations obtained by identifying any three of

the six terms in F with the corresponding terms ru5
-\-sv

5
-\-tw

5 expressed as a function

of x, y. These equations being linear, it follows that ru% sv
5

,
tw5 form a single and

unigue system of functions of x, y.
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So when the canonizant has two equal roots and is of the form C{x-\-]py){x-\-gyY

;

in

which case the reduced form is au5
-\-heuv

4 The canonizant in respect to u, v

becomes
a 0 0 0

0 0 0 e

0 0 e f
v3 —vhi vu2 —u3

.

i. e. ae3uv\ Hence, writing

u=.x-\-jpy
, v=x-\-qy, F=au3

-\-heuv
4+fv5

,

a
,
e,f may be obtained, as before, by means of three linear equations, and the terms

au5

,
5euv4

, fv* form a single and unique system.

Finally, when the canonizant vanishes entirely, so that the form becomes au5
-\-fv

5

,

the quadratic covariant will take the form C(x-\-ey)(x-\-fy)

;

and making u=x-\-jyy,

v=x-\-yy
, a,f become determined by means of two linear equations, so that an5

, fv
5

form a single and unique system, as in the preceding cases.

(37) When the canonizant has three distinct roots, they may be all real, or one real and

the other two imaginary. In the former case, in the expression nf-\-sv3
-\-tw

5

, u, v, w may

be considered as all real functions of x, y ,
and r, s, t will then also all of them be real.

In the latter case w may be taken as a real function of x, y, u, v as conjugate imaginary

functions ; and consequently it is easy to see that, except when r, s are equal to each

other, they will constitute a pair of conjugate imaginary quantities : in this case we may

take for our canonizant form

or, if we please,

r(=^y+s(=^y+tu‘;

rtf+sVi+ tw5

understanding by up v
t
—u

-
+ w

,
—u w

respectively. And it should be noticed that

the determinant of up v
t
in respect to u, v will be

1 [
2 2

_1 -i
2 IT

which is i.

(38) Let us proceed briefly to express the invariants of ru3
-\-sv

5
-\-tw

5

,
which call O,

with respect to m, v; the corresponding ones of ru3
-^-sv

3
-\-tw

5

,
which call <t>

;
,
in respect

to the same variables u, v will be found by attaching to these suitable powers of i.

0=(r— t, —t, —t, —t, —t, s— t'Jfcu, v)\
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Hence its quadratic covariant is the quadratic invariant of

(jr—t)u—tv, —tu—tv, —tii— tv, —tu—tv,
— tu-\-(s— t)v$y!, v'j

,

which is obviously
—rtu2—stv

2+ (rs—rt— st)uv.

Of this the quadratic invariant is

rt . st—^(rs—rt— st)
2

;

or writing g=st, a—tr
,
r—rs, and calling this invariant (I),

(I)= — V—2<w— 2*?).

Again, the cubic covariant or canonizant has been already shown to be rst(ii
2
v-\-uv

2
).

Calling the discriminant of this (L), we have

(L)= -JyrW(30)= ygW.

Again, to find the discriminant (D) in respect to u, v.

When ru5
-{-sv

5
-\-tw

b= 0 has two equal roots, and w+'y+w=0, it is easy to see that

we have ru4
-\-’K= 0, A= 0, tw4

-\r'k= 0.

Hence to a constant factor pres (D) will be the Norm of

{stf-{-(trf+(rs)%, i. e. of g*-fo^+r^(
31

).

To find the value of this norm, suppose ^+ o^+ r^= 0, then

?
+<r+r=2(?

M+<tV +T*
S*),

and

§
2
fi-o-

2
-)-r

2— 2pv— 2§
r— 2ffr=8

g
V® r*(g^+ o'

21

-J- r*)

.

Hence

(g
2

-b<7
2
-|-T

2— 2g<r— 2gr— 2<7r)
2
=64g<rr{(gfi-<7-}-r)-}-2(g%^-|-ff

if

r*-f-‘r
5

g
ls

)} =128g<7r(gfi- c+v).

Hence (D) must contain (J)
2— 128g<rr(g -fir+r) as a factor; and since when £=0, £=0,

<r=0, and (D)=r4=(J)2

,
it is clear that (D)= (J)

2— 128(K), where

(K)=g<rr(g+ff+r).

(39) Although in the investigation in view (K) will only figure as an abbreviation of

,
it may not he amiss to indicate a direct process for finding it. Let us for this

purpose act upon the Hessian of <b, treated as a function of u, v twice with the canoni-

zant of O converted into an operator by substituting —~ in place of u and v.

(30) por this is (0, O'jfcu, v)3
,
and the discriminant of (a, b, c, d^u, v)3

is

a?d2+ 4ac3+ 4db3—36V— 6abed.

(
31

) It is worthy of observation that (J) is also a Norm, viz. of gi+tri+ri, so that (J) is the discriminant of

rv?+sv3+twz
. I have not been able to perceive the morphological signiflcancy of this relation.

MDCCCLXIV. 4 O
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The Hessian of <J> may be obtained without difficulty under the form

rsu3v3+ stv
3w3+ trw3u3 or ru3v3

-|- pv\v 3+aw3u3

(
32

).

Operating upon this with

wli-l (4~D)\\dv du \du dvj /

we obtain + C<r), where

and as we know that this quantity must be of the form h(K)-f- f/-(J)
2

,
we have /k<= 0,

h=— 72 ;
so that, denoting the operator corresponding to the canonizant by T, and the

Hessian by H, we have (K)=—y^PHO
(

33
). This gives a ready practical method for

finding the discriminant of a general quintic F by means of the identity D=

J

2+^T2H,

where D is the discriminant, H the Hessian, T the canonizantive operator, and J the

quadratic invariant of F in respect to its own variables.

(40) If now we suppose the determinant of u, v in respect to x, y to be where ^
is by hypothesis a real quantity, and if we call the

Quadratic invariant in respect to x, y . . —J J,

Discriminant of primitive „ „ . D,

Discriminant of the canonizant „ . .
— -^-L,

we have obviously

J 2
-j-r

2— 2g<r— 2qr— 2<rr), 1

K==|&sog<rr(g+ff+r), D=J2— 128K, [invariants of <E>.

L =^30

?
Vr2

, )

This applies to the case where the reduced form is <F, i. e. where the roots of the cano-

nizant are all real, and consequently where —L is negative, i. e. L positive.

When L is negative and the reduced form is <3>
y
,
then, since the determinant of up v,

in respect to u
t
v is i, we have

J =—

^

10

(g
2
+<J'

2+’'2— 2g<r— 2qr— 2 <rr), 1

K= D=J2— 128K, [invariants of

L=-rtVr2

, J

L K
By means of the ratios p’ ^ it is obvious that in either case alike the ratios of §, <r,r

(
32
) It will be the quadratic invariant of nt3

g
2 +s2/3

ij
2
+fcc/

3
5
2 with respect to rh Z+v)+Z being zero; just as

the quadratic covariant of $ is the quadratic invariant of ru^+svtf+ twtf with regard to the same variables.

This latter is in fact rsuv -f stviv+ trwu.

(
33
) The intervening covariantie form of degree 3 in the variables and 5 in the coefficients, viz. TH<fi, will

easily be seen to be
rstf(y?v—

w

2

)+ str
2
(v

2w—vw2

)+ trsr(w2u—ww)

.
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become determinable by means of the same cubic equations, viz.

03_K02+KWL0_L2=o .

g, cr, t will be to each other as the roots of this equation
(

34
).

(41) Since ru5
-\-sv^-\-tu

5 represents a function in x, y with real coefficients, it follows

that when L is positive, u, v as well as w being real, a
:
(3

: y are ratios of real quantities,

and the roots of the preceding cubic will be real ; when L is negative, u, v becoming

conjugate imaginary functions of x, y, whilst w remains real, r, s, unless they are equal,

must become conjugate imaginary constants. When r, s, t are all real, g, a, r will be so

too ; and when r, s are imaginary and t real, g, a will be imaginary and r real. Thus

according as L is positive or negative the roots of 0 are or are not all real. Hence

understanding by A the discriminant of the preceding equation with respect to 6 and 1,

jy must be always either zero or negative. We see a priori that must be integer,

because when L=0 the cubic has two equal roots, To compute its value more con-

veniently, write K=6#, J=12\j. Then the equation becomes

(1, 2*, W-jL, L2

X0, -l) 3

,

of which the discriminant is

L4+ 4(3£
2-;L)3+ S2k3L2-12k2(3k2-jL)2-12icL%U2-jL).

Hence

£=L3— 108^'+ 36^/L-4/L2+32^L

+ 72tj-12k2fL -36£3L+12/£L2

=L3— 36£*/+24F/L- 4/L2- 4/;
3L+12j/TL2

.

Accordingly, multiplying the above equation by — 3T22 in order to avoid fractions,

replacing Jc,j by their values in terms of K, J, and naming G the quantity —432

(
34
) For since the absolute values of g, a-, r are not in question, we may consider §, <r, r as the roots of

—K02+29— r, so that
§ + <r+r=K. We have then

jW
which gives r=L2

. Again,
(?

<rr)
3

(? + er+ r)3 K3

(K2~4qf
r

As regards the sign to be given to JL in q, since

ftrrK2 _ K2

(K2—42)

2= P’ or

r L2

°r
K3~K3 ’

J2
,

or (K2-42)
2= L2J2

, or .

we have (K2— 42')
3=J3L3

. Hence

Consequently

J3 (K2—4§)
3 _(K2— 4q)

3

L~ r2 D ’

k2-Hjl

K2-JL , K2+ JL
q=.—^— ,

and not

4 o 2

4 4
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positive, or to speak more strictly non-negative, we have

G=JK4+8LK3— 2J2LK2— 72JL2K— 432L3+

J

3L2

(

35
).

It is evident that G must be identical to a positive numerical factor pres with the

function which M. Hermite denotes by I
2

(

36
).

(
3S

) It will be observed tbat when J=0 and L=0, G vanishes. This is easily verifiable a, priori-, for when

J=0 and L=0, the reduced form, has been seen to be axs+5exy4
,
of which the canonizant is

a 0 0 0

0 0 0 e

0 0 e 0

y
3 —y

2x yx2 —x3

which equals aexy2
.

Hence the form and its canonizant have a common factor x, and consequently their resultant vanishes

;

hence 1=0 and G=I2=0. G also vanishes when K=0 and L=0, which is also easily verifiable; for then

the reduced form becomes u5+ vs
,
of which the canonizant vanishes, and consequently the resultant of the form

and its canonizant becomes intensely zero
;
which accounts for the high power of K in (JK4

), the sole term of

G in which L does not appear.

(36) Compare expression for 16I2
,
Cambridge and Dublin Journal, p. 203. This will be found to contain

nine terms, and to rise as high as the fifth power in A (which to a constant factor pres is identical with my J);

whereas in there are only six terms, and no power of J beyond the third. This seems to indicate that the

K and L are more fortunately chosen than M. Hermite’s J
2 , J3 , which are invariants of the like degrees 8 and

12. It is of course evident that the following relations exist between M. Hermite’s A 1? J2 , J3
and the J, K, L

of this paper,

J
2
=mP +nK,

J
3
=pJ3+

q

JK+ rL,

where Z, m, n, p, q, r are certain numerical quantities. Until these are ascertained, it is impossible to con-

front H. Hermite’s results with my own, to ascertain whether or not they are identical in substance, and, if

not, wherein the difference consists. I therefore subjoin the necessary calculations for effecting this important

object.

Let us first take the form x3+5exyi+y3
. The quadratic covariant of this is x(ex+y).

Accordingly, to obtain M. Hebmite’s A, B, C, C', B', A' (Cambridge and Dublin Journal, vol. ix. p. 179), we
must make

x—JL ; ex+y—Y,
which gives (vide C. and D. J. p. 180)

E=X5+5eX(Y— eX)A+(Y-eX)5

= (A, B, C, C', B', A'JX, Y)5
,

where
A=l+4e5

,
B=—3e4

,
C=2e3

, C'=—e2
,
B'=0, A'=l.

Accordingly (vide C. and D. J. p. 184),

AA'-3BB'+ 2CC'=l + 4e5- 4e5=l = Va,

AA'+ BB'- 2CC'=l+4e5+ 4e5=l+ 8e5=JL_
2VA3 ’

AA'+ 5BB'+ 10CC'= 1 + 4e5—20e5= 1- 1 6e5

Hence

I2
=

2VAS

A=l, Il=2+16e
s
, I

3
=2—32e5

.

Again (vide C. and D. J. p. 186. § vii.),

8J
x
= Ij—

A

2= 1 + 16e5
,

24J
2
=I

2
—2I

l
A+ A3=-l-64e5

;
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(42) In fact M. Hermite’s octodecimal invariant is most simply obtained as the result-

ant of the primitive quartic and its canonizant. Using the reduced forms for these two

but Jj, J
2
are subsequently without warning (compare expressions for AA', BB', CC', pp. 186, 192) renamed

A ,
J

3 ; so that 8J
2
=l+ 16e5

, 24J
3
= — 1— 64e5

.

Tbe corresponding values of J, K, L have been already calculated, and we have found

J=l, K=-2e5
, L=0.

Hence

Thus

A=l, g+2e5=B-2Ce5
, -^-^e3=J)-2Z

A=l, B=J, C=— 1, D=-^r, E=1
o 24 6

To find E, take another form convenient for the purpose, as a;
5+10dx2

y
3+y3

.

Taking the emanant of this (a?, 0, cly, clx, y'^xt

, y')
4
,
the quadratic covariant is obviously xy+ 3d2

y*, so that

J=l.

Also its discriminant is 10 0 d

0 0 d 0

0 d 0 1

y
3 -y2x yx? -a?

of which the discriminant is

viz . d3

y
3—d(—dx3+y

2x)=d3

y
3—dy-x+ d\v3

,

dw+4d2
\(w)‘=

d10-^d3
,

Hence by definition » L=e— ^-d10+d5
.

Again, to find A, B, C, C', B', A', we must write

x+ 3d2
y—N,

y=Y,
and we have then

(X— 3cZ
2Y)5+ 10c?(X — 3cZ2Y)2Y3+

Y

5= (A, B, C, C', B', A'JX, Y)5
.

Since J=1 and K is of the eighth order only in the coefficients, it is obvious that neither J3 nor JK can contain

a term involving d 10
. In order therefore to find E, it will be sufficient to compare the coefficient of c£

lu in J3
and in L.

Now A=l, B=-3d2
,

C=9d4
, C'=27d5+d, B’=81d8-12d3

,
A'=243cP+ 90cZ6+l.

Also A=J=1. Hence neglecting all but the terms which bring in d10
,
24J

3 (p. 186, Memoir) is tantamount

to I„, and I
2 (p. 186) is tantamount to

which is

2(243cZ10— 5 . 3 . 81cZIO+ 10 . 9 . 27cP),

12 x 243d10
.

Hence in J3 the term containing cP is

Hence -MF=2M or F=-18.
4 2 7

Hence we have, finally,

A=J,

J
2
=-K+1P,

J3=-18L+|JK-^J3
;
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functions,

ruh
-\-sv

5— t{u-\-v)
5

’, rstuv(u-\-v),

and conversely,

J=A,

K=—*+he
2 8

1=
—il

—^aJi+
b

a!i

TJnliappily a farther step is . wanting to bring M. Heemite’s results to the final test of comparison
;
for the

value of AA' (p. 192) does not agree with that given for AA' (p. 186) by simply changing J13 J2
into J2 ,

J
3

respectively
;

a further change of A into 2A becomes necessary to make the ratios of AA', BB', CC' (p. 192)

accord with the ratios of the same quantities at p. 186. Finally, even after making this change the expression

for 16I2
(p. 203) does not accord (even to a constant coefficient prbs) with that with which it is meant to be

identical, viz. 16I
3 (p. 187); so that after great labour I am still baffled in my attempt to ascertain the agree-

ment or discrepancy of my conclusions with those of my precursor in the inquiry. As will appear hereafter,

the two sets of conclusions are undoubtedly discrepant in form
;
but whether they are so in substance or not, or

rather whether they are or not in contradiction to each other, requires a close examination to discover, the more

especially because, as will hereafter be shown, there is a certain necessary element of indeterminateness in the

scheme of invariantive conditions which serve to fix the character of the roots. It is greatly to be lamented that

so valuable a paper as M. Heemite’s should be to some extent marred, in respect of the important end it would

serve as a term of comparison, by the existence of these numerical and notational inaccuracies. I have spent

hours upon hours in endeavouring to reconcile these several texts of the same memoir, and, after all my labour,

the work is left unperformed without which the truth as between the two methods cannot be elicited. I feel,

however, as confident of the correctness of my own conclusions as of the truth of any proposition in Euclid.

(
b
) It is worthy of notice that there is a failing case in H. Heemite’s process for finding I2 in terms of A, J

2 ,

J3 ,
just as there is one in mine for finding Gr in terms of J, K, L,—the failure of the process, however, in neither

case entailing any corresponding defect in the results obtained. The process employed in this memoir fails

when L=0 : for then the general form ru3
-\-sv

3 -\-tw3
is superseded by the supplementary one, au3+ 5euv4+fv5

,

M. Heemite’s fails when J (the J of this memoir) = 0 ;
for then the quadratic invariant becomes a perfect square,

and the substitution of its factors in place of the original variables becomes inadmissible, since the two former

coincide.

(°) It may be as well here to notice the form which M. Heemite’s two linear covariants assume when

referred to the canonical form above written. The quadratic covariant being rsuv+ stvw -f- trwu, if we operate

with the correlative of this obtained by writing in it ^ > L—lL in lieu of u, v, w, viz.
dv du du dv

*s LI -stL(±-L]+trl(L-L)
du dv du\du dv) dv\du dv)

rst

upon the primitive, we obtain to a factor pres the canonizant rstuvw, which has been already obtained
; repeating

the process, it is easy to see that the first linear covariant of the fifth degree in the coefficient assumes the simple

form rst(stu+ trv+ rsw), or rst(^u+ <xv -\-rw). Taking again the correlative of this, viz.

d _ d / d _ <A\
%dv °du \du dv))’

and operating with it upon rsuv+stvw+trwu, it will be found without difficulty that the second linear covariant

of the seventh degree in the coefficients becomes

rst{((r—r)((r+r—f)w+(r—f)(r+f— <r)v+(f— o-)(f+ (r—r)«/},

which is distinguishable in species from the former one by its symm etry being only of the hemihedral kind.

(
a
) It may not be out of place to notice here that the Hessian of the canonical form will be found to be

vhc3+ tiv
3u3+ tu3v3

.
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their resultant in respect to u, v is obviously

(rsty(r-s)(s—t)(t- r)n

(
e
) Again, if we write

rst(gu+ <rv+7w)=

£

rst(w— r)(<r+r—f)w+ (r—f)(v+ g
— <r)v+ (g

— cr)(g + <r—r)w)—
7J>

u-\-v+w = 0
,

and from these equations deduce the values of u, v,w, and substitute them in rid -(- sv'a -f tw
s
, we shall obtain

M. Hermite’s “ forme-type ” expressed in terms of the parameters of the reduced form, and every coefficient

therein will be invariantive.

The resultant of the equations above written (on making £=0, £=0) will appear in the denominator of each

such coefficient. Hence it appears, from M. Hermite’s expressions (Camb. and Dubl. Math. Journal, vol. ix.

p. 193), where J3
will be seen to enter into the denominator of A, B, C, C', B', A', that this resultant to a factor

pres is his J
3 . Its value may easily be calculated, and will be found to be

j errfy+ cr

+

t)3—
4(j + cr+ r)fy s-+ f

v+ err)+ 9^>or=JK+ 9L.

Accordingly as L (to use Dr. Salmon’s convenient elliptical expression) is the condition of the failure of my
general reduced form, so is 9L+JK the condition of the failure of M. Heemite’s “forme-type.” As particular

cases of this last failure, we may suppose J=0, L=0, or H=0, L=0. In the former case the reduced form is

axs +5ecc*y, of which the simplest quadratic and cubic covariants are respectively aex2 ; ae2y
2x. Thus to find

L, the first linear covariant, we have to operate upon ae2y\v with ael
d\ 2

—J ,
which gives a?e3x; and to find L

a,
we

cl'
have to operate on (aexr

)
2 with ae2^—

j
— , or, if we please (according to M. Heemite’s method), with ^a?e3-^-^

on aex2
,
showing that L2

vanishes, but Lj continues to subsist. When, secondly, K=0, L=0, the reduced form

is ax’+ ey5, and the canonizant disappears entirely, so that the first, and consequently also the second, linear

covariants, each of them becomes a null.

(
37
) By aid of the reduced forms of the invariants J, K, L, I given in the text, it is easy to prove that every

other invariant, say £2 of a quintic, is a rational integral function of these four. In what follows, let a paren-

thesis enclosing the symbol of any invariant signify its value when any two of the quantities u, v, w in the

reduced form ru5+ sv° -f tvd ;
[u+v+w= 0] are taken as the independent variables. We have then

(J)=f
z +cr2+T2— 2g<r—2gt— 2crr, (K)=f(rrfy + cr+r), (L)=fW, (I)=pWfy— cr)(<r—r)(r— g),

g, cr, r meaning st, tr, st.

The degree of £2 must be of the degree 4m or 4m+2. 1. Let it be of the form 4m. Then, since the in-

terchange of any two of the variables u, v, w must leave (£1) unaltered, (£1) will be unaltered by the interchange

of any two of the letters r, s, t, and is consequently a symmetric function of
g,

cr, r, the roots of the equation

Hence

fl3

_(K)
62+0MJ)(L)_

(Li

(L)3 (L)

^
' (L)2m

F denoting a rational integral function-form of the quantities it affects.

£2=F(J, K, L)

L2™

Consequently

Hence since £2 cannot become infinite when L=0, which merely implies that the general form reduces to

{a, 0, 0, 0, e, C^x, y^,

£2=$(J, K, L), a rational integral function of J, K, L.

2. If the degree £2 is of the form 4m+2, (£2) will be a function of r, s, t, which changes its sign when u and v
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and consequently, if we call I the resultant in respect to x
, y, we have

4-1 =p,45gW(<r— §)(r

—

a)(q— r2),
and

I
2= fi

90gVV((r—

q

)

2
(r— <r)

2

(g
— r)

2

==
P'

3
°((r

?)
2

(
r ff

)

2

(?
t)

2L2
.

(43) Thus we see that the two quantities G, I2

,
which are both rational integral

functions of the degree 36 in the coefficients of F(x, y), cannot one vanish without the

other, at all events when L is not equal to zero. This is sufficient to show that they are

identical to a numerical factor pres, whatever L may be, zero or not zero(38

), and con-

sequently that the quantity called G, proved to be positive upon the supposition of L
not being zero, must also remain positive when L is zero, because it is in fact the square

of a rational function of the coefficients. But we may also prove this independently

by virtue of the supplementary reduced form ait
5
-\-c>euv

4
-\-fv

5 applicable to the case of

L zero.

For when L=0, G becomes JK4

; so that the condition “G not negative” implies

simply that J is positive unless K vanishes.

Now the canonizant, when it does not vanish, i. e. when e is not zero, contains v2u as

a factor, and, its coefficients being real, u, if are both of them necessarily real functions

of x, y. Consequently J, which by definition is — 4 X discriminant of quadratic cova-

riant, becomes — 4^
10 X discriminant of au(eu-\-fv) in respect to u, v, which =yJ

10a2f2

,
[h

being real. Consequently J is positive, since the reality of u, v implies that of a, e, f.\

when e is not zero. When e is zero u, v may be either real or imaginary ; for u5
-\-v

5 may

be real whether u
,
v be real or conjugate imaginary functions of x, y ; but in that case

K, which is found by operating twice upon the Hessian with a canonizant turned into an

operator, vanishes, since then all the coefficients of the canonizant vanish
(

39
). Hence

the rule that G cannot be negative is seen to be true, whatever L may be.

or any two of its quantities u, v, w, are interchanged, such interchange having the effect of introducing as a

multiplier the 5(2m+l)th power of the determinant of substitution (— 1). Hence (£2) is of the form

which again is of the form

so that £2 is of the form

(§
— <r)(<r—v)(r—f)E(f, cr, r), i. e.

T)
;

(L)*

(I).F((J), (K), (L))

(L)2m-8

I.F(J, K, L)

L^-8

Hence since, as before, £2 cannot become infinite when L=0, and since, furthermore, I does not vanish (for if

so then G, which is I2
, would vanish) when L=0, £2 must be of the form Ll>(J, K, L). Q. E. D.

(33) For if Q2=KF for an indefinite number of systems of values of a, b, c, cl, e, f, of which Q, I are rational

integral functions, Q2 and KI2 must he absolutely identical
;
this of course is the case when Q2 and KI2

,
as proved

in the text, are known to he identical for all values of a, b, c, d, e, f which do not make L zero.

(39) jn thg more general form au’’+ 5euvi +fv5
,
taking y—l. The canonizant is aehcv2

;
this squared and
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It may be said that the case of three or more equal roots existing in F
(x, y)

has been

turned into an operator becomes are‘
(£)’(:

which, applied to the Hessian, viz. 3aeu4v2 afu3v3—eV, after

multiplying by —-Jg-, gives X—

—

2a3
e
3
,
so that D=<F—128K=a4

/
4+256«3

e
5
,
which is capable of easy verifi-

cation. In fact D becomes the resultant of au4
-\-ev

4 and v\4eu-\-fv); v3 introduces the factor a3 into D
;
and

further, making u:v:: —f: 4e and substituting in au4+ev4
,
we obtain the other factor a/ 4+256e5

.

If we adopt u5 +5euv5+v4 as the reduced form for the failing case (a form analogous to the well-known one,

w4+6cwV+v4
,
for the general quartic), to find e we have J=^ 10

, K=— Hence e
5= —

;

thus when

K=0, «=0.

(
b

)

By a linear transformation we may always take away any two (except the two first or last) coefficients of

a given quintic, but the vanishing of more than two coefficients always corresponds to some invariantive con-

dition. Thus, ex. gr., in the form

ax3+ 5exy4

+fy
3 II o

ax3
+fif L=0 K=0

ax5+ bexy4 L=0 oII
t-5

ax3+ 10dx2

y
3 J= 0 K=0

ax5 5bx4

y+ 10cx?y“ L=0 «-i

II o

(
c
) The condition for the existence of four equal roots in a quintic is the vanishing of the quadratic covariant

;

that is to say, we must have

ae—46cZ+3c2=0, af—3be+2cd=0, bf—4ce+ 3cZ'
2=0.

The three quantities equated to zero are not separately invariants, but constitute in their ensemble an invarian-

tive plexus.

(
d
) [It may here be noticed incidentally that the conditions for equal roots in the biquadratic form are

as follows. For two equal roots, of course, the discriminant is zero, for three equal roots the two lowest in-

variants are each zero, and for two pairs of equal roots the Hessian (A, B, C, D, Ej£A’, y)
4 becomes to a factor

prls identical with the primitive (a, b, c, d, ejfcx, y)
4
,
so that all the first minors of the matrix

|

a, b, c, d
,

e, f

I

A, B, C, D, E, F

vanish. Qucere, whether the character of the five-rayed pencil (centre at origin), in which a, A ;
b, B ;

c, C

;

d, D
;

e, E mark points, may not serve to distinguish between the case of four real and four imaginary roots.}

(
e

)

When J=0 and K=0, but not L=0, it is obvious that p : <r : r : : 1 : < : t
2
,

i being any imaginary cube root of

unity, and the reduced form is m5+ <i>
5+ (

2
m>

5
, with the relation u-\-v -\-w=0.

J and K being zero, D will be so too, and accordingly the equation v? nf' Fw r'—Q will have two equal

roots. It will easily be found that these equal roots correspond to the system of ratios u=l, v=;3
, w—i.

In fact, if we write i/=<2 +ts, w=<+ j
2
p, the equation becomes u5 -{ tv

3+

i

2w3=^(30§ +3^3)=0.

Hence, understanding by a either of the two prime sixth roots of unity, the complete system of ratios of u, v, w
may be expressed as follows :

—

u= l

n= l

u= 1— -v^lO

U— 1 -)- v^lOa

w=1+ x/lOe5

v=i

v=t"

v=i2— -v^lO

v=z4— Vio

w=a4+ v'lOg

w=i
w=i

w=i—P \/10

w=e3
-\- v^lOa5

w=s3— x/10.

Thus, when J=0 and K=0, u, v, w (with the relation u+v -fw=0) may first be'found, in terms of x, y, by

MDCCCLXIV. 4 P
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lost sight of ; but we know, and it is capable of immediate verification by taking as the

solving the cubic equation, obtained by equating to zero the canonizant of (a, b, c, d, e,f^oc, y), and then x, y
will be known from the above system of values for any two of the quantities u, v, w.

0 It is obvious that the form ax’+ dx2

y
3 gives J=0andK=0 ;

but it seems desirable to prove the converse,

viz. tbatwben J=0 and K=0, but not L=0, the form is always reducible to aw5+ 10Su2vB
,
which maybe done

as follows. Since J=0 and K=0 the discriminant is zero, and we may assume

E

=

ax'+ 5bx4

y+ 10cafiy
1+ 10daPy3

,

and we have J= discriminant of

Hence
(
-4bd+ 3c

2

)f+ 2cd£y)+ 3d2
rj
2
.

3d\3c2—450

—

<?d?= 0 ;

d cannot be zero, for then we should have J =0, K=0, L=0, contrary to hypothesis. Hence 8c2— 12bd= 0.

* . 2c2
If 6=0 and c=0, P is already reduced to the desired form; but if not, d=— , and P becomesj ’

* 35

aoc‘+
5b

or, making

Gx2y

5b
a

g =

,

12c 2 .
8c2

3+-V*f+W y
3

x \

~cn

.

X+-.
P=x r> + 10 x3v3

,
as was to be shown.

The corresponding converses for the case of J= 0, L=0, and of K=0, L=0 have been already established.

(
s
) It will be observed that under a certain point of view L for binary quintics is the analogue of A the discri-

minant for binary quartics, the condition of failure in the general reduced form in the two cases being L= 0

and A= 0 respectively. The mere vanishing of the discriminant in the case of the quintic function, unattended

by any other condition, does not affect the nature of the reduced form.

(
h
) It has been shown previously in the text that when L=0 the primitive is reducible to the form

(a, 0, 0, 0, c, fyjv, y)
5

.

Hence if I
12

is any duodecimal invariant which vanishes when 5=0, e=0, d— 0, I
]2
must vanish whenever L

vanishes, and consequently, since L is of as high a degree as I
12 ,

I
12
must be a numerical multiple of L. In

Mr. Cavley’s Third Memoir on Quintics, “ No. 29 ” represents a duodecimal invariant calculated by M. Fa!

de Bntnsro, and characterized morphologically by Mr. Cayley as being that duodecimal invariant in which “ the

leading coefficient a does not rise above the fourth degree.” On examining No. 29 it will be found to contain

no term in which 5, c, d are all simultaneously absent. Hence it is, by virtue of the above observation, a mul-

tiple of my L : to determine the numerical factor, let all the coefficients in the primitive except a
,
d be supposed

zero
;
then the canonizant becomes

a 0 0 d

—d?yz -\-ad?a?.

y* —y*x yaf —x6

Hence L becomes —27a2clw
,
but “No. 29” becomes 27a?d}°. Hence we have the important relation

“ No. 29” = — L, so that No. 29 is a discriminant, an intrinsic property of the calculated invariant, which, I

believe, was not suspected.

0 It will at once be recognized that “ No. 19 ” given in Mr. Cayley’s Second Memoir upon Quantics is iden-

tical with the J of this memoir, whence it follows from Mr. Cayley’s equation (No. 26)= (No. 19)
2— 1152

No. 26, that K=9 (No. 25). Thus abstraction made of a mere numerical factor, Mr. Cayley and myself agree

upon perfectly distinct grounds in recognizing K and L as the true simplest invariants of their respective

degrees, an accordance as satisfactory as it was unexpected, and which must be considered as setting at rest the

question of what should be deemed the, so to say, staple invariants of the Binary Quintic.
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reduced form au5
-\-5bidv+10 V, that on such hypothesis all the invariants J, K, L

must vanish, so that JK4
is still non-negative

(

40
).

(44) It is most important to notice that G can only become zero by virtue of two of

the quantities g, <7, r, and therefore of r, s, t becoming equal. When u, v are imaginary,

it is the coefficients r, s which must become equal, as otherwise the reduced form would

not be a real function of x, y. By equating r to s, and using as an auxiliary variable

the ratio y or y, we shall be able to study the composition and inward nature of G with

the utmost clearness and facility.

Section II.

—

On the Criteria which decide the Number of Meal and Imaginary Moots.

(45) Since in the preceding section we have supposed that u, v are always real linear

functions of x, y, it is obvious that the character of the roots of the given quintic in x, y

is completely identical with that of the roots in the reduced form, and it has been shown

that only one reduced form corresponds to a given system of values of J, D, L(41
).

Let us suppose J, D, L to be taken as coordinates of a point in space ; when J, D, L
are so related that the condition G non-negative is satisfied, the point will correspond

to an equation with real coefficients, and may be termed a facultative point. But

when G is negative it will correspond to an equation of the kind alluded to in the

recent section of this paper, and there called conjugate : such a point may be termed

non-facultative. Thus the whole of space will be divided into two parts, separated by

the surface G=0, which may be termed respectively facultative and non-facultative (as

being made up of facultative or non-facultative points
(
42

) ). It is clear that these two

portions will be exactly equal, similar, and symmetrical with regard to the axis of D

;

by which I mean that, if two points be taken in any line perpendicular to the axis of D
at equal distances from that axis, one will be facultative and the other non-facultative,

as is evident from the fact that when J, L become — J, —L (K, and therefore D or

J2— 128K, remaining unaltered), G is converted into — G. Thus by a semirevolution

(4°) \yhen the form is au5
-f 5euv

4 +fvs so that L=0, the canonizant, as has been seen before, is ae~v2u; the

resultant of these two is as
e
wa?f=a7e10f. Again, J=<r/ 2

, K= —2a3
e
5
; thus the square of the resultant = 1

LJK4
;

so that if we call this resultant, which we may take as the definition of the Octodecimal Invariant I, we have

G=16I2
.

(
41

) It should be well noticed that the mere ratios ^ ^ do not suffice to determine the character of the roots.

When these ratios are given, it is true that the ratios r, s, t in the reduced form are given, but according as L
is positive or negative, the arguments u, v in rus

-f- sv
5
-f tiv

s (supposing w to be the real linear function of x, y)

will be real or imaginary. When J, L, D are all given absolutely, then the character of the roots is completely

determined. The indelible marks of a quintic function are three in number, viz. the ratios ~ ,
~ and the sign

O

s3

of L or J, as for a quartic function they are two in number, viz. — and the sign of s.

(
42

) It will also be convenient to call the coordinates J, D, L corresponding to any facultative point a facul-

tative system of invariants, and 5 corresponding to the same (for a given sign of J) a facultative system of
J" J*

5

invariantive ratios.

4 p 2
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round the axis of D the facultative and non-facultative portions may be made to exchange

places.

(46) The axis of D itself lies on the surface of G, and like every other portion of this

surface is facultative, for there is no reason for disallowing G to become zero. Con-

versely, if, instead of a real equation, we take one of the conjugate class (described in

the second section), the whole of the facultative portion of space (except the separating

surface G) becomes non-facultative, and the non-facultative part becomes facultative,

hut G itself remains facultative. When the invariants, or any of them, become imagi-

nary, we are put out of space altogether, and the system can belong neither to a real

nor to a conjugate family, but to one with coefficients at the same time imaginary and

non-conjugate. G=Q(43
), it may be remarked, will in all cases be the condition of

an equation capable of linear transformation into one of recurrent
(

44

)
form ; for the

reduced form then in general becomes ruh
-\-rv

5— t(u-\- v)
5
. The case when G becomes

zero by virtue of J=0 and L=0, that is to say when the function is reducible by real

or imaginary linear substitutions (see footnote
(

39

) (

f
)) to the form u(u4+v4

), is the

one which might for a moment be supposed to offer an exception to the rule ; but only

the exception is only apparent, since u[u'
4—

v

4

), on writing u—p-[-q, v=jq— q, becomes

1

6

(j?+M/+2
s
).

(47) To every point in space, it has been remarked, will correspond one particular

family of equations all of the same character as regards the number they contain of

real or imaginary roots, because capable of being derived from one another by real

linear substitutions, such family consisting of an infinite number of ordinary or con-

jugate equations according as the point is facultative or non-facultative; but it may be

well to notice that, conversely, every point does not correspond to a distinct family. In

fact every point in the curves D=pJ2

,
~L=qJ3

(y>, q being constants) will denote a curve

divided into two branches by the origin of coordinates, one of which will be facultative

and the other non-facultative
; but in each separate branch every point will represent

the very same family. Any such separate branch may be termed an isomorphic line

;

and we see that the whole of space may he conceived as permeated by and made up of

such lines radiating out from the origin in all directions.

(48) The origin at which J= 0, D=p 0, L=0, as already noticed, corresponds to the

case of three equal roots. The theorem that, when more than half as many roots are

equal to each other as there are units in the degree of any binary form, all the inva-

riants vanish, was remarked by myself originally in the very infancy of the subject,

before Mr. Cayley’s paper, alluded to by M. TIermite, appeared in Crelle. The method

of proof which then occurred to me is the simplest that can be given. For instance, in

(
43

)
I shall hereafter allude to the surface denoted by G=0 under the name of the Amphigenous Surface,

as being the locus of the points which give birth to real and conjugate forms indifferently.

(
44
) The roots of recurring equations, geometrically represented, in general go in quadruplets, A, A'

;
B, B f

,

where A and B, as also A', B', are mutual optical images of each other in respect to a fixed line, and A, A', as

also B, B', are electrical images of each other in respect to a circle of which the fixed line is a diameter—with

liberty, of course, for the images taken in either mode of combination to coalesce so as to reduce the quadruplet

to a simple pair.
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the case before us, if the quintic have three equal roots, we may reduce it to the form

ax5
-j- 5bxSj+10czhf.

Suppose now, if possible, an invariant of the degree m ; the weight of each term therein,

say ar
b*c\ in respect to x or y would be the same ^viz. so that we should have

5r+4s+3£=^=s+2£, or 5s+3s+£=0,

and therefore r=Q, s— 0, £=0, m= 0. So for a sextic with three equal roots reduced

to the form
(
a

,
b

,
e

, 0, 0, 0]$+, y)

6
. Supposing any term in one of its invariants to be

ar
b
s
c\ we should have

6r+5s+4£=^=s+2£, or 6r+4s+2£=0,

which is absurd, unless r— 0, 5= 0, tf=0, m= 0, and so in general for a binary form of

any degree. If in the above example for the degree m only three roots were equal

inter se (the form assumed being (a, b, c, d, 0, 0, 0%x, y)
s
,
any term in a supposed inva-

riant being ar
b
s
c

tdu
,
where r+s+£+w=m, we should have

and, as before,

6r+5s+4£+3w=3»i=s+2£+3w,

6r+4s+2£=0, r— 0, s=0, t— 0;

no longer, however, m= 0, but m=u, which is left undetermined.

(49) Before proceeding further it will be proper to consider under what circumstances

a variation (in the coefficients of any equation) arbitrary, except that the coefficients are

to remain real, can affect the character of the roots.

Let F(#)=0 be any algebraical equation with real coefficients, and let ?5(F#) be the

variation of F due to the variation of the coefficients, dF(x) the variation due to the

change of x into x-\-dx. If, now, r be a root of F#=0, and r-\-dr the corresponding

root of F(tf)+&F(tf)=0, we have

Fr=0, F(r+c7r)+5F(r)=0, or SF(r)+^ F(r)dr+-L(^X¥r(dry+8cc.=0.
civ I . L \ar /

Hence, unless = 0, i. e. unless there are two equal roots r, we shall have

dr- = a real quantity; so that the character of the root r-\-dr will be the

same as that of r.

But if

?=0, *?=o, ...
dr i dr2

F=0,

so that there are i roots r, i being any integer greater than zero, then to find dr we

have the equation

WS+^f=0 '

a
Thus dr will have i distinct values ;

of these, if i is odd, all but one will be imaginary,

but if i is even they will be all imaginary, or only all but two imaginary and the remain-
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ing two real, according as the sign of cSF(V) is the same as or the contrary to that of

Accordingly, if r is real
(

45

)
and i even, the nature of the ensemble of the i

roots r-\-dr will not be the same when ^F(r) is positive as when e>F(r) is negative,

(50) So, further, ifF^=0 have 2m equal roots r, 2n equal roots s, and so on, the deduced

corresponding groups of roots in F(#)+t5F(^):=0 will, or may at least each of them,

undergo a change of character to the extent of one pair of the r group changing their

nature with the sign of c$F(r), one pair of the s group changing their nature with the

sign of &F(s), and so on ;
but in no case, except F(#) possess some equal roots (i. e.

unless its discriminant be zero)
,
can an infinitesimal variation in the constants affect the

character of the roots
(

46
).

(51) To every facultative point corresponds a certain set of values of J, D, L; and when

these are given, it has been shown that the equation (a, b, c, d, e,fjx, yf is reducible to

the form nt5 +st;5-Hw5

,
where w+v+w=0, or to the form ru]-\-sv]-\-tw5

,
where

, , _ i
—w+ iv —w—iv

w
;
+v

;
+w=0, and u

t

——^— > v,=—^—

5

or to the form au5 -\-beuv4
u, v, w being always real linear functions of x, y, with

the sole exception that when J=0, K=0, L=0, the reduced form is

au5

-J- 5bu
4
v+ 10cv?y2

.

When these three invariants are not all zero, the coefficients in the reduced form r
,
s, t

or a, e,f are known functions of J, D, L, and the character of the roots is perfectly deter-

minate
; so that to every facultative point corresponds an infinite family of equations

with real linear coefficients all deducible from each other by real linear substitutions.

Thus then, with the sole exception of the origin, every facultative point corresponds to

a determinate character of equation, viz. to an equation with four, or two, or no imagi-

nary roots
; so that by a bold figure of speech we may be permitted to speak of every

point but one in facultative space having a determinate quality, as masculine, feminine,

or neuter. The origin alone is exempt from this law, and may be considered to be of

epicene gender, since the factor £m2 -j-55m;+10t;2 may have its roots real or imaginary.

As we travel continuously from point to point in the facultative portion of space we

pass from family to family, or, if we please, from an individual of one family to an indi-

vidual of another family, differing from the former individual by an infinitesimal varia-

tion of the constants.

(
45

) r, although, supposed to he one of a group of equal roots, is not necessarily real, for it may belong to a

factor (a?+ 2e cos 0+ e
2

)
2

.

(
46

) Compare this statement with the corresponding one given by M. Hekmite, Camb. and Dub. Journal, vol. ix.

p. 204, where only one parameter is supposed to undergo a change. I think that greater breadth and at the

same time greater precision and clearness are gained by the mode of exposition employed in the text above. It

will be observed that for a change of character to he possible when the function passes through a phase of equal

roots, it is not enough that there shall exist a group of equal roots r, hut there must be an even number of

such roots in the group, and, furthermore, the equal roots must he real

;

when this last supposition is, not

satisfied, no change in the character of dr will affect the character of r-\-dr: an instructive exemplification of

this remark will occur in the sequel.
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(52) If, then, we insulate any portion of facultative space, and in the block so insulated

it is possible to pass from one point to any other—that is to say, if we can draw a con-

tinuous curve of any sort from one point to another without passing out of the block, and

without cutting or touching the plane D=0, then by virtue of the principle just laid

down, we see that all the points in such block have the same character, and the nature

of the roots will be the same in the infinite number of families, each containing an

infinite number- of individuals which the points in that block severally represent. Now
imagine a block taken so extensive as to admit of no further augmentation, except

accompanied with a violation of the condition of the capability of free communication

between point and point without cutting or touching the surface D ;
such a block may

be termed a region, and the whole of facultative space will be capable of subdivision

into a certain number of these regions. This being supposed effected, the character of

each region will be known when we know the character of a single point in it ; that is

to say, every region will have a determinate character of positive, negative, or neuter.

It will presently be shown that the number of such regions is only three
(

47

)
(the least

number it could be to meet the three cases of four, two, or no imaginary roots), one

masculine, one feminine, one neuter; and consequently there will be but three cases to

consider when the invariantive coordinates J, D, L are given ; according as J, D, L
belong to one or the other of these three regions, the equation to which they belong

will have all its roots real, or only one real, or three real and two imaginary. The

origin, it need hardly be added, constitutes a region per se
,
in which, so to say, the

characters of masculine and feminine are blended.

(53) Let it be observed that we can see a priori that, were it not for the distinction

between facultative and non-facultative portions of space, it would be impossible for

each point corresponding to a given system of invariants to possess an unequivocal

character ;
for in such case there would necessarily be free continuous communication

possible between all the points on each side of D inter se, and consequently we should

be landed in the absurdity of conceiving the general equation of the fifth degree not

to admit of division into cases of four, two, or no imaginary roots ; D being negative,

we know, would imply two roots, and not more than two, being imaginary ;
and accord-

ingly D positive would imply either that four roots are imaginary or none—not sometimes

one and sometimes the other, but in all cases alike four imaginary, to the exclusion of the

supposition of the roots being all real, or else of all the roots being real and never four

imaginary. Thus we see that the mere fact of a given system of invariants communi-

cating a definite character to the roots, implies the necessity of the invariants exercising

a restraining action over each other’s limits, and that where this restraint does not exist

it is impossible that the character of the roots can be determined by the values of the

invariants.

(
47
) It is clear from tlie definition, that a region can only he bounded by G the amphigenous surface, and D

the plane of the discriminant : and granted (as mil he shown hereafter) that G and D touch each other in only

one continuous line, it becomes obvious a priori that there can be but two regions on one side of D and a single

region on the other.
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(54) This is precisely what happens in biquadratic equations. In such we know the

fundamental invariants t, s, or, if we please, t, A (where A=s3+27£2

), are perfectly inde-

pendent and subject to no equation of condition; so that if we consider t
,
A as the

coordinates of points in a plane, the whole of the plane will be made up of facultative

points. When A is negative, i. e. for representative points lying on one side of the line

A, it is true we know that there is just one pair of imaginary roots constituting what

may be termed the neuter case ; but when the representative points lie on the other side

of this plane, they cannot be said to be either masculine or feminine, but will every one

of them possess that epicene character which is peculiar to the origin alone in the case

of quintic forms. A single example will make this clear.

Take the two reduced forms

u4+ 6 (1+ s)wV

+

v4
,

a4+6(l-g>2
0
2-H4

,

where u, v are real linear functions of x, y, and a, 6 conjugate imaginary ones of the

same ; and suppose s, the quadrinvariant in respect to x,y, to be the same for both forms.

For greater convenience of computation consider g to be infinitesimal.

Then in the one case the t is of the same sign as

(l+f)(l— (l+£)=),i.e. -26,

and in the other the t is of the contrary sign to

(1

—

g)(l— (1

—

s)
2

)’ i- e - 26,

so that t is of the same sign (viz. negative) in each case.

Again, in the two cases respectively

s3~ l+3(l+e) 2
“ 4£ *

Hence t as well as s, and consequently t and A are alike for both forms.

But in the one first written the roots are of the same nature as those of u4
-\-6wV-{-?;4

,'

i. e. are all impossible, and in the other of the same nature as in

where u, v are real linear functions of x, y and i=\/—1, in which case the roots are

all possible. Thus we see that the very same values of t
,
A may correspond either to

the case of four real or four imaginary roots, showing that the point t
,
A is what we

have termed epicene. If we choose to take s, t as the coordinates, the same remarks

would apply, except that A instead of a straight line would become a semicubical para-

bola. All the points on one side of this curve would have a definite neuter character,

but those on the opposite side would be neither masculine nor feminine, but epicene.

(55) With a view to its subsequent distribution into regions, I now proceed to ascertain

the form of that moiety of space which I have termed facultative.
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Let J2=<£K, J3=*L. Then

G J , _8 2 72 432.

§
4

vg3 vq* v
2
g v

3 1J 9
and

J 2 Q

We may for the moment make abstraction of the section of G made by the plane of L;

that being done, and J, K, L being referred to the form nt5+sri+£M;5 or nt*+sw®+#M>5

,

calling +°, M, and, as before, using g, <r, r to denote st, tr
,
rs, we have

+ J =M(g 2 +<r2+r2—
2 g<r— 2gr— 2or),

K=

M

2
g<7r(§+ <r+ r),

+L=M3gW.
Now when G=0, we may suppose

We have then

g=<r,
T=l=0+ 4, 0 being a new auxiliary variable.

?
<r

+J=M(r2-4gr) =M
f
r0,

K=MYr(2s+r)=M’f
v(l+

#
-|i).

+ L=M*gV =M3gV JL

,

and consequently

* =^=04+403

,
Li

/y J2
5
2(A+4)

_

1 K 0 + 6

(56) In general we have 5
4 -|-45 3—v= 0.

By a well-known corollary to Descartes’s rule this equation can never have more

than two real roots ; when v is positive there will always be two real roots of opposite

signs ; but when v is negative and inferior to a certain negative limit, all the roots become

imaginary. When v lies between zero and that limit, two roots of 0 will be real and

both negative. To find that limit we may make 40 3+1202=O, or 0= — 3, which gives

*=81—108=— 27.

(57) When D=0, <£=-=128, i. e. 0
3+402-1280-768= O, or (0+8)

2(0-12)= O ;

so that the roots of 0, when D=0, are — 8, — 8, 12, and the corresponding values of *

are 2 U
, 2

11

,
2 10

27.

If now we make 0
4+ 403= 2 u

,
one of the real values of 0 we know is — 8, and the

other will be the real root of the cubic equation 0
3— 40

2+320— 256= 0.

j

When 0= 5, the left-hand side of the equation =125+160— 100—256=— 71.

j

When 0= 6, the left-hand side of the equation =216+192—144—256= 8.

Hence the real root lies between 5 and 6, and q lies between ^ and Thus

<£<30 and ^=1—^ is negative.

Again, if we take 0
4+403=27'2 10

,
and take out the root 0=12, the resulting cubic

becomes
0
3+1602+1920+23O4=O,

j

where it will easily be seen the real root lies between —12 and —16.

mdccclxiv. 4 Q
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When fl= -12,

*=*JtS*=144 x|=192;

and when 5=— 16,

2=256x^=3071.

Moreover, when q is a maximum or minimum, it will readily be found that

$
3+ll0-j-24=O; so that 0= — 3, or Q= — 8. Hence for the value of & found from the

D 128 .

above cubic y<192 andp= 1— - is positive.

(58) When J=0, v=0 ; and when L=0, v—co .

For these two cases it will he more simple to dispense with the auxiliary variable 0, and

to revert to the original equation between J, K, L.

Accordingly, when J=0, we find 8LK3— 432L3=0. Hence

L=0, or K3=54L2
,

i. e. V=54L2
;’

’ \ 128 /

so that the complete section of G made by the coordinate plane J becomes a straight

line, viz. the axis of D, and a semicubical parabola whose axis is the negative part ofD

.

When J is very nearly zero, v becomes a positive or negative infinitesimal in the equa-

tion 0
4
-f 40

3=i\

One real root of this equation is 0=^ j
.

The other is — 4+S, where (4(— 4)
3+12(— 4)

2]B=v,

Now

64

K3_/my
L2 v+ 4/

^ + ' ~(0 + 4)

The first value of 6 gives K3=54L2
to an infinitesimal pres ;

the other value gives

or, to an infinitesimal pres,

J3
so that D passes from +oo to — oo

,
i. e.

yj
passes through

zero.

(59) In the annexed figure
(

48

), the plane of the paper repre-

sents the plane of D, i. e. the plane for which D=0 ;
JOJ is

the axis of J, OJ being the positive and OJ the negative

direction ; LOL is the axis of L, OL being the positive and

OL the negative direction. In order to avoid any appearance

of an attempt at a practicably impossible accuracy of drawing, I use straight lines to

(
48
) I shall refer, when I have occasion to do so, to this figure, which contains a synopsis of the whole theory,

under the name of the Dial figure.
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denote cubical parabolas, and pay no attention whatever to relative magnitudes, but only

to the order or progression of magnitudes, using the lines which are drawn in the figure

not as copies but as symbols of the actual curves which are to be mentally imagined.

Thus the line JOJ is used to represent the straight line L=0 ;
A'OA' the cubical

parabola J3= 27 -2
10L; AOA the cubical parabola J3=2nL; HOII the cubical parabola

J3= — 27L(49
).

It will be observed that certain combinations ofplus, zero
,
minus

,
positive and nega-

tive infinity are placed along the lines and inside the sectorial spaces. The meaning of

these will be sufficiently obvious from what has preceded. They refer to the signs of

the two values of D in the surface G for each point in the line or sector along or within

which they are placed. At every point along the line OJ, ^ has only one value, and that

positive ; along A'OA', ^ has two values, one positive and the other zero. Along AOA,

has two values, one positive the other negative. Immediately below LOL two values,

one + oo, the other finite and negative. Immediately above LOL two values, one — oo,

the other finite and negative. Along 11011 one value, finite and negative.

Moreover D has been shown to be never zero, except along A'OA', AOA. Hence it is

obvious that inside A'OJ and the opposite sector D has two values, both plus

;

inside the

next pairs of opposite sectors two values, one plus
,
the other minus

;

inside the next

pair of sectors also two values, one plus, the other minus ; inside the next pair of sectors

two values both minus
,
and in the pair of sectors left vacant, for which v< — 27, it

has been shown that D becomes impossible.

(
49

) It has been shown in the preceding articles that corresponding to the line JOJ and to the line Eton,

the vertical ordinate D of the amphigenous surface (G=0) has only one value positive for the former, negative

for the latter ;
along the line A'OA' two values, one positive the other negative ; for the space between AOA',

LOL indefinitely near to the latter two values, one positively infinite, the other negative ; and for the space

indefinitely near to the same on the opposite of it, two values, one negatively infinite, the other negative. These

results are collected and represented symbolically in the Table annexed.

J A' A L n

+ 0 (+ oo)~^
+ —

0 (-»)
Thus, corresponding to the upper sheet of 0, we have the succession

+ + 0 (+°°) ~ —
and to the lower sheet

+ 0 — — (— °°) —

the two sheets coming together at a cuspidal edge above JOJ and below ITOH.

Moreover these are the only positions of the line revolving in the plane of D corresponding to which a change

in the nature of D can take place, and thus we can without further examination fill up the Table, giving the

nature of D for the intervening spaces, and may thus obtain the Table embodied in the dial-figure above, viz.,

J A' A L n

+ + + 0 + (+l>) -
+

+ 0 - - _ _(_co) -

4 q 2
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(60) Thus it will be seen that the surface G consists of two opposite portions precisely

similar and symmetrical in respect to the axis of D.

Let us trace that one of these whose ground-plan is comprised within the sector ITOJ.

It will consist of two sheets coming to a cuspidal edge (a common parabola) in the

superior part of the plane of L. The upper sheet will touch the plane of D in OA(50

),

and, remaining above the plane of D, approach continually to the plane of J as an

asymptotic plane. The lower sheet will cut the plane of D in OA', pass under the

plane of H, cut the plane of J, progress to a maximum distance from it, and then

approach indefinitely to J as its asymptotic plane. This will become apparent by

taking a vertical section of this portion, cutting the lines OL, OJ; for the nature

of the flow of the two branches of the section will evidently be as figured below,

where/, a
,
X', l

,
K represent the points in which the lines OJ, OA', OA, OL, OJI are cut

by the secant plane. [It should be particularly

noticed that this figure is only intended to exhibit,

under its most general aspect, the nature of the

flow of the two branches of the curve ; it is drawn

in other respects almost at random, and makes

no pretension whatever to giving a representation

of the actual form of the curve.]

No part of the surface G lies under or above the

sector nOJ, except the axis of D. The cusp C,

where the two branches meet, is the intersection of

the cutting plane with the parabola J=D2 lying in

the plane of L, and there will be another cusp at t,

the point ofmaximum recession from the plane of J.

(61) I now proceed to discriminate, by aid of

this surface, the facultative from the non-facul-

tative portion of space.

If in the expression for G as a function of J, K, L we substitute for K its value

— we G— - ^y
4
D 4+ terms involving only lower powers of D ; so that,

calling Dj, D2 the two real values ofD in the upper and lower sheets of G respectively

corresponding to any point J, L,

G=J(D-D
1
)(D-D2)Q,

Q being a quantity essentially positive.

Hence when J is negative the facultative points in any line parallel to D will be

those for which D lies between D 1? D2 ,
but when J is positive, the facultative points

must be exterior to the segment DjD2 ; I denote this difference in the figure by placing

a colon between the signs in each sector for which J is positive, indicating thereby that

the facultative points lie between -j-oo and Dn and between D2 and — oo
; but where no

(5°) ]7or the value of D for this sheet is zero all along OA, and positive on either side of it.
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colon is interposed, then it is to be understood that the facultative points lie between

and D2 . Thus, if we turn back for a moment to the section of G last drawn, the whole

of the space included between the two branches and the asymptote is facultative, because

up to the asymptote J is negative, and beyond the asymptote the whole of the space

not included between the asymptote and the lower branch is facultative, because beyond

the asymptote J becomes positive. Thus, then, we see that the whole of that portion of

the plane which lies on the left-hand side of the entire curve is facultative, and the

portion on the right-hand side of the same non-facultative ; the curve separating facul-

tative from non-facultative space as a coast-line, indefinitely extended, separates land

from water ; so that there is, as of course we might have anticipated, no break of conti-

nuity in passing through the plane J.

If we take a corresponding section of the opposite portion of space corresponding to

the ground-plan JLFI, it is obvious that precisely the contrary takes place, because the

sign of J is opposite in the opposite sectors ; so that what was facultative becomes non-

facultative, and vice versd.

(62) It is now clear that the whole of the facultative part of space is divided into

three, and only three of the regions previously defined. One region will consist of that

portion of it which is entirely under the plane of D : the second region will be so much

of the upper portion as stands upon the acute sector JOA ;
and the third of so much of

the remainder of this portion as stands on the sector AOJJQn(51
). Again, as regards

the second region, the line OA' is quite inoperative against its unity, because we have

vertical ordinates above OA' through which free communication can take place between

the blocks over JOA' and A'OA; but when we come to OA, where G touches the plane

of D, there we have an effective line of demarcation between the adjoining blocks above

the plane of D ; for it is impossible to pass from one into the other without going under

D and coming up again through that plane, or else descending to the line OA and so

meeting the plane of D
(

52
).

(
51

) It will be borne in mind that the whole of the infinite prism, both above and below, standing on nOJ
belongs to facultative space : the prism standing on the opposite section JO II, or, to speak more strictly, on the

inside of this last-named sector, is wholly unfacultative. The facultative line D which passes through 0 is com-

pletely isolated from the facultative portion which stands over AOJ, except at the point 0 (which we are for-

bidden to pass through if we would remain in the same region), and is of course a rectilinear edge to the facul-

tative prism above referred to.

(52) Two superior regions we know d priori must exist to correspond respectively to the two cases of five and

of one real root. Moreover we know a priori that two regions can only meet on the plane of D, and an inspec-

tion of the dial-figure shows that only OA can be such line. Thus without completely making out the geometry

of the question as regards the remarkable line (J=0, L=0) (the axis of D) which lies on the surface G, we may

feel assured that the upper part of this line (which is easily found to belong to the 1 -real-root region) cannot

have any point except the origin in common with the 5-real-roots region, since otherwise these two regions

would communicate along this line and merge into one. When it is considered that G is a surface of the ninth

order in J, D, L, it will not appear surprising that some difficulty arises in forming a mental conception of cer-

tain of its local properties
;
on the contrary, the subject of wonder rather is that enough can be ascertained about

it in a very brief compass to shed all the needful light upon the analytical problem which it illustrates.
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(63) It remains only to fix the characters of the several regions; but this requires

no calculation to effect, for we know that when D is negative there is one and only one

pair of imaginary roots. This disposes of the first of the regions above enumerated.

Again, we know that when L is positive so that the reduced form is the superlinear

equation ri<!‘ -f si>
5
-}- tuf

—

0 ,
u, v, w being real functions, D being also positive, there

must be four imaginary roots, as follows from the theory of the second section. Hence

the third region has for its character two pairs of imaginary roots ; and consequently

the only remaining region, the second described, must correspond to the case of no

imaginary roots, since otherwise we should be absurdly assuming the impossibility in

any case of a quintic equation having all its roots real,

(64) It may, however, be an additional satisfaction to see how the change of character

comes to pass at the critical line OA from one to five real roots.

Along the line OA we have found that, calling the reduced form ru*-\-svf-\-tw
5
,

r=s -~=y=0+4=-4.
q St t '

Hence the equation becomes

4«q
5+ 4v*+(w

y+vf= 0,

up v

i

being of the form — ^
W

-
•> because L is negative.

Hence ^+^=0, or

4(u*—n)v
i -f u*vj—up]+ v*)+ (urf ^)

4=0,

i. e. 5^+lOw^+v^O,

i. e. 0;

so that there are two pairs of equal roots of viz.+/ ; to these values of^ correspond

u—iv u— iv

u+ iv u-\-iv
l '

Hence
(1— l)v, or (1 +/)z^=(/+ l)v

;

so that the two pairs of equal roots of
|

are +1, the outstanding root corresponding to

u.-\-v,= 0 being -=0.

Now, still keeping upon the surface G, which we know is facultative, let & become
— 8 -{-4s, where s is an infinitesimal, then

=^=(403+1202)^= —5120s ;

also the supposed equation becomes

(4- 4s)(u]+v))+

(

u,+vf

=

0,

or

v
(iv—uj—(w+w) 5

-f 8(l+s)w
5=0;

or, calling -=§
(,?-l)

5-(,
§
+l)*+8(l+s)=0.
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Let g=+l+<r, where a is an infinitesimal. Hence

(_10(+/-l) 5+10(+/+l) 5y-8s=0,
or

20(1— 10+5)<r2— 8e=0,
or

ff2=
io

e=
+Hloo B (r)-

Hence calling <r„ <r2 the two values of <r, the four roots that at OA were 1, 1, —1, — 1

become 1+<71? 1 -f-o-2 ,

—
l-J-<7], — l-fff2 ,

when
jj

becomes varied by and conse-

J3
. _ J3

quently become all real if
jj

is increased, and all imaginary if
jj

is decreased, i. e. be-

come real or imaginary according as the line OA sways towards or away from OJ, con-

formably with what has been shown on other grounds.

It will be noticed that in the line OA produced in the opposite direction, i. e. along

the line OA, L being positive, the reduced form is

4(w5+v
5

)+

(

u+ v)
5= 0,

and the roots of - become -=— 1, -= +/, -= +/ : so that, according to the canon laid

down at the commencement of this discussion (see foot-note
(

46
)), no change in the cha-

racter of the roots can possibly take place along OA, and accordingly we have seen that

this curved line does not correspond to any demarcation of regions.

(65) It is easy to express the conditions to be satisfied by the coordinates of a point

according as it lies in one or another of the three regions which have now been mapped

out, and it is clear that' we have the following rule

:

When D is negative the equation has two imaginary roots.

When D is positive the equation has no imaginary roots, provided the two criteria J and

2 UL—

J

3 are both negative(53
); but if either of these is zero or positive, there are two

pairs of imaginary roots

(

54
).

The duodecimal criterion-invariant, 2nL—

J

3

,
and the invariants of the like order,

27'2 l6L—

J

3

,
—27L—

J

3
,
I shall henceforth call A, A', n respectively. It has been just

above shown that the three invariants J, D, A of the 4th, 8th, and 12th orders re-

spectively are sufficient for ascertaining the character of the roots of the quintic to

which they appertain.

J3 J3

(
53
) Observe that this implies L also being negative ; so that 211— -- is positive and —«<2U .

Ju -L

(
54
)

(a) Observe that in general when 2nL— J is zero there are no facnltative points above the plane of D, but

when J and 2nL— J, and consequently L and J are both simultaneously zero, a facnltative right line springs

into existence, viz. the axis of D extending both above and below the plane of D. The reduced form of equa-

tion (as previously demonstrated) corresponding to this singular line is ui+uvi=0.

(
b
) It may further be noticed that on each side of the line OA the limits of D are between positive infinity

and a positive quantity, and between negative infinity and a negative quantity
;

so that as we pass from OA to

either side of it no facultative point can be found lying in the plane of D, showing that we cannot pass by a

real infinitesimal variation of coefficients from an equation with two pairs of equal imaginary roots to an equa-

tion with a single pair of equal roots, as is apparent also on purely analytical grounds.
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(66) The assertion that the whole of facultative space is divisible into three regions, in

strictness requires a slight modification. It is obvious that the plane of D itself cannot

be said to belong to any of the regions ; and in order to make our theory quite complete,

so as to furnish criteria applicable to equations having equal roots, and to enable us to

distinguish between the case of the unequal roots being all three real, or two imaginary

and one real, we must examine what takes place in this plane, and under what circum-

stances a passage from one point of it to another will or may be accompanied with a

change of character in the roots.

If the roots of/(#)=0 are supposed to be a
, «, c, d, e, where c, d, e are unequal,

on varying the constants offx in such a manner that the variation of the discrimi-

nant D is zero, the two equal roots a, a will remain equal. Now in general we have

» if this, under the particular supposition made, continued to obtain,

da would have two distinct values, and the two equal roots would cease to continue to

be equal, contrary to hypothesis. Hence we see that D=0, ^D=0 necessarily implies

£/(«)=0(55
), and consequently lf(a-\-da) is no longer Ifa, but If'ada; so that we obtain

da— 0, or da— — 2Ifa
and no change of character in the five roots results. If, however,

the original roots are a, a, c, c, e, then, as shown in the general case, oc will have two

distinct values, which will be both real or both imaginary. Accordingly we see that in

(
t5
)(

a
) This is a somewhat curious theorem (whether new or otherwise I know not) thus incidentally established

in the text, viz. that if D(/) represent the discriminant of/, and if D(/)=0 and SD(f)=0, then when/=0 we
must have $(/)=0. The very simplest example that can be chosen will serve to illustrate this proposition. Let

f=aoc?+2bxy+cif.
Suppose

D(/)=ac

—

b2= 0,

and also

SD(f)=aSc+c$a—2bSb=0,
we have

8(f)=x2Sa,+2xy8b+y2
$c.

Now if/=0 we may write x=b, y=—a, and Sf becomes

b2Sa— 2abSb+ a?Sc

= b2Sa—2abSb+ 2abSb— acSa

=(b2—ac)Sa—0,
according to the theorem.

Ifwe make/=(a7, 1)", D we know becomes a syzygetic function off and/'^meaning by the latter Hence

since £D vanishes when/r=0, D=0, and 8f(x)=0, we learn that S(D) is a syzygetic function of (/,/', Sf).

The theorem thus stated easily admits of extension to the higher variations of D, and so extended takes I

believe the following form

:

£‘(D)= a syzygetic function of (f, f, f", . . . ./*’, of).

(
b
) Professor Cayley has since informed me that the theorem in

(
5S
) (

a
), about whose originality I was in doubt,

will be found in Schlafli’s £ De Eliminatione.’ This is not the first unconscious plagiarism I have been guilty of

towards this eminent man, whose friendship I am proud to claim. A much more glaring case occurs in a note

by me in the £ Comptes Rendus,’ on the twenty-seven straight lines of cubic surfaces, where I believe I have

followed (like one walking in his sleep), down to the very nomenclature and notation, the substance of a por-

tion of a paper inserted by Schxafli in the £ Mathematical Journal,’ which bears my name as one of the editors

upon its face

!
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the plane of D no change can possibly take place except in crossing the line which

corresponds to a family of two pairs of equal roots.

(67) It has already been pointed out, in a foot-note, that we cannot pass facultatively

from OA to either side of this curve line. Hence the separation of the plane of D into

subregions can only take place along the line OA, and it remains but to ascertain the

character of the points on either side of this line, which we know, therefore, a priori,

must possess opposite characters, since otherwise we should be admitting the absurd

proposition of its being impossible to construct an equation of the fifth degree having

two equal roots without the remaining three being always of one character
,
either all

real or all not real. Let us, then, ascertain the character of the points in OJ for which

D=0, L=0, and J is positive
(

56
).

Since L=0, the reduced form is u5-^beuv* -\-v
5
.

This equation, by Descartes’s rule, must contain imaginary roots. Hence in the sector

AOJ the roots are all real, and in the remainder of the facultative portion of the plane

(from which it may be noticed the sector AOJ is excluded) two of the roots are imagi-

nary.

Along OA itself there are, as already observed, two pairs of real equal roots, and

along OA two pairs of imaginary equal roots. Thus, finally, we have the complete rule.

If D is negative, 2 roots imaginary.

If D is positive.

When J, A are both negative, 0 roots imaginary.

„ J, A are not both negative, 4 roots imaginary.

If D is zero.

When J, A are both negative, 0 roots imaginary! . „ ,

t a , , ,, ,

. 0 ,
. . 11 pair of equal roots.

„ J
,
A are not both negative, 2 roots imaginary J

„ J is negative, A zero, 0 roots imaginary! _ . .

T . ... . , ,
. . 12 pairs of equal roots.

„ J is positive, A zero, 4 roots imaginary J

„ J is zero, A zero, 3 equal roots(56bi3
).

Thus we see that our space referred to an arbitrary origin, and with the invariants

J, D, A for the coordinates, has been first divided into facultative and non-facultative

space. The former has then been resolved prismatically into two regions above and one

below the plane of D. The plane of D itself, or the facultative part of it, into two

(56) yye could not take J negative, for the facultative points of D in J are two positive quantities. See dial

figure.

(56 bis) D= o, A=0, there are two pairs of equal roots. If J is negative these pairs are both real. If

J is positive they are both imaginary. When J is zero there are no longer two pairs, but a single triad of equal

roots. This perfectly explains what at first sight has the air of a paradox, viz. that the discrimination between

the two kinds of double equality of an apparently equal order of generality that may subsist between the roots

of an equation, depends on the fulfilment or failure of an algebraical equality. The fact is, as shown above,

that there are not, as commonly supposed, two, but three kinds of double equality, according as there are two

pairs of real, two pairs of imaginary, or one triad of equal roots ; and the last is a sort of transition case between

the other two.

4 RMDCCCLXIY.
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planar regions on opposite sides of the line AOA ; and again this line into two linear

regions on either side of the origin O, which last corresponds to the case of three equal

roots, and constitutes a region or microcosm in itself.

(68) It may as well be noticed here that the ambiguity of character in the points

representing the different families of biquadratic forms when t and I) are taken as the

coordinates (and the same would be true if s and D were employed), which prevails

when these points lie above the line D= 0, equally obtains along this line itself. For

the reduced form, when D=0, is ax4,+ ibx^y+

6

cxhf. In that case, calling the deter-

minant of transformation [x, we have s= 3^
12

<?
2
,
D=

—

[x
2i
c
3

; and thus, whatever s and

D may be, the character of the unequal roots is left undecided.

It may also be noticed that the blending of characters at the origin for the quintic

form is not precisely of the same nature as that for the points above the line D in

the biquadratic form ; for at these points it is the cases of 4 and 0 imaginaries which

become undistinguishable invariantively
; whereas at the origin for quintics the re-

duced form becomes axs
-j-

5

hx4

y -j- 1O^y3

,
and the characters left undistinguished are

those of 4 and of 2 imaginary roots—unless, indeed, we consider equal real roots as

belonging indifferently to the class of real and imaginary ; on which supposition all the

three genders (so to say), masculine, feminine, and neuter, become blended together at

that point. But if we consider equal real roots as exclusively of the real class, then the

origin for quartics ceases to be epicene ; for when there are three equal roots all of them

must be real. Thus the origin in quintics is the only epicene point, and in quartics

the only non-epicene point—understanding by epicene the blending of the masculine

(4 imaginary roots) and feminine [no imaginary roots
)
characters.

(69) We may draw some further important inferences from an inspection of the

“ dial figure,” or the section of facultative space which follows it.

Within the prism JOA'
(
57

)
it will be observed D is always positive

(

58
). Hence, when

J is negative and A' is negative, all the roots must be real, and the necessity for using

the criterion D is done away with.

Again, when J and L are both negative, D is always negative, so that just two of the roots

must be imaginary ; and in this case also it becomes unnecessary to apply the criterion D.

Again, since there is no facultative prism corresponding to IIOJ, the combination

of L and D, both negative, can never occur unless n is negative.

When L is negative, but J not negative, there may be two or four imaginary roots,

according to the sign of D ; but all the roots cannot be real.

(70) M. Hermite’s rule is as follows. For remarks on the relation between his A,

J2 ,
J3 and the J, K, L of this paper, see foot-note

(
36

). D is still the discriminant.

If D is negative (of course) two roots are imaginary.

If D is positive.

(
57
) By which I mean within the facultative prism of which JOA' is the section made by the plane of D.

(
58

) phg vertical seetion of facultative space in this supposition (see figure) is the area ACx', which lies wholly

above the plane of D.
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When A is negative, 25A3— 3.2
10J3 negative and J3 positive, no roots are imaginary.

A is negative, 25A3— 3.

2

10J3 positive, 25A3—

2

nJ3 negative, no roots are imaginary.

A is positive, four roots are imaginary.

A is negative, 25A3— 3.2 10J3 positive, 25A3—

2

nJ3 positive, four roots are imagi-

nary(59
).

(71) What is the effect of the condition “ A positive or negative,” as the case may

be
1

? or rather, how does this condition arise
1

? The ground of it is simply this, that A=0
represents a cylindrical surface passing through the curve OA (see dial figure), which

curve is the edge of separation between two regions of opposite characters above the

plane of D ; the cylinder in question cuts the facultative position of space below the

plane of D, but above this plane (except along the vertical line J=0, L=0, i. e. the

axis of D) it passes exclusively through non-facultative space, never again cutting or

meeting the surface G (the facultative boundary). Now it is clear that any surface

whatever which passes through OA and never meets the surface G above the plane

D=0, except along the axis of D (i. e. the line J= 0, L=0), may be substituted for

A(60

)
and will serve equally well with A to distinguish between the masculine and femi-

nine regions of space. A— g>JD will fulfil the condition of passing through the line OA,

(69)
(a)

last four conditions ought totally (and he in effect coextensive) with the two given by me for

the case of D positive. The third of them, viz. the case of D positive A positive, I have already noticed, as

inferences from the dial figure
;
for M. Hermite’s A, if not identical with my J, is at all events a positive mul-

tiple of it. I do not see how the case of A negative, 25

A

3—3.210J
3
negative with D positive, is met by this

system of criteria, since J
3 ,

as well as A, may he negative consistently with the second condition. I have not

been able to ascertain whether in the memoir such a combination is shown to be impossible. M. Hermite

admits, and indeed has been always aware of, the existence of a lacuna in the conditions above stated, which, I

understand from him, it is his intention at some future time to fill up, and thus to complete his original solution.

In the meanwhile he has been led to study the question from a different point of view, and has succeeded in

obtaining a new set of criteria adequate to a complete solution of the question without calling in the aid of the

principle of continuity. In this new system my A criterion is replaced by an invariant of the twenty-fourth

degree, which is of course an objection as far as it goes, but in no wise diminishes the extraordinary interest

that attaches to this altered mode of approaching the question, which bears to his original method and my own

the same relation as the proof of Sturm’s theorem by the law of inertia for quadratic forms bears to that given

by Sturm himself.

(
b
) It is apparentfrom the fact that when D=0, G (M. Hermite’s I2

) becomes (25A3—3.210J
3)(25A

3—

2

UJ
3)

2

(Camb. and Dub. Journal, vol. ix. p. 206), that the factors of this product are respectively of the form aA'-f&JD,

cA+eJD, a, b, c, e being certain numerical quantities. This gives rise to a singular reflection, to wit, that my
own criteria for the case of D positive may be varied by the addition of a term ADJ to A (X being a numerical

coefficient), provided A lies within certain limits, the form of the criteria in all other respects remaining un-

changed. This proposition, fraught with the most important consequences, and not unlikely to lead to an

entire revolution in the mode of attacking the general problem of criteria, I proceed to establish in the text.

(
60
) The surface to be employed will be A— f

JD, which call M. A andM (or at least their upper portions above

the plane of D) may then be regarded as the two sides of a sack, of infinite dimensions, open at the top, and

seamed together at the bottom, along the curved line D=0, A=0, and in the vertical direction along the

straight line J=0, L=0. The surface A serving as a screen of separation between the two upper regions, it is

"clear that M will serve equally well as such screen, provided no superior facultative points lie in the interior

of the sack.

4 R 2
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whose equation is A=0, D=0, and obviously is the only invariant not exceeding the

twelfth order capable of so doing ; it only remains to ascertain within what limits the

numerical coefficient g> must be taken so as to fulfil the condition that the combined equa-

tions A—g>JD=0, G=0 shall be incapable of being satisfied by any positive value of D.

(72)

Substituting for A and D their values, the equation to be combined with G=0
becomes

J3—

2

uL+gJ(J2— 128K)=0.

Returning to the notation of art. (55), and dividing by JK, this equation, when G=0,
becomes

<?-2"f+f(2-128)=0,
or

(l+e)qv-2uq=128gv,

which, substituting for q, v in terms of 6, gives

or

(l + §)0
5(0+4) 2

ni

0 + 6 —

^

0
3+ 402

0 + 6
128^3

(0+4-),

(fl+4)0
2

(3+ 8)((3
3-432+323-256)+(33-432-960)g)=O.

When 5
-f-8= 0, D=0, see art. (57); neglecting, then, this factor, the condition to be

satisfied is that when from the equation

(3+4)3
2

((3
3-432+323-256)g+(3 3-4S2

-963))= 0

a value of 3 has been deduced, the values of D corresponding thereto shall not be a

positive finite quantity.

(73)

Now
D_

i
128(0 + 6) 0

3 + 402— 128(0 + 6) (0 + 8)
2(0-12)

J2~
i—

0
2
(0 + 4) 0

2
(0 +4)

—
0
2
(0 + 4)

If 0=0, or 3+4=0, since D cannot be infinite, we have J=0, so that A—gJD be*

comes identical with the original criterion A. Hence the factor (3+ 4)5
2 in the quantity

just above equated to zero may be neglected, and the condition to be fulfilled by
g
is that

if 3 be any root of the equation

— 0
3+ 402— 320+ 256

0
3—402— 960

3 shall be between — 4 and 12 ; this equation on making 3= — 4<p, so that l>p>— 3,

becomes
_ <?

3 + p
2 + 2<? + 4

_ j
^ <p

3+ <p
2— 6<p

5

or, writing a=

—

2<p + 1 2<p+

1

<r—
f +f— 6f“(«p-2)f(<p + 3)’

(74)

We wish to ascertain what values of a will be incompatible with the violation of

the limits just assigned to <p, and accordingly we must inquire what is the range of values

assumed by <r when <p> 1 or <p< — 3 ;
any values of <r not included within this range will

be admissible for the purpose in view.
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When <p< — 3, <r is always positive, and proceeds continuously from oo to 0 as <p passes

from — 3— g (a being infinitesimal) to — oo. Consequently <r must not be allowed to

have any positive value. When ® = oo, <r=0, and when <p= 1, <r=—f.

Hence, if no minimum value of <r (i. e. no maximum value of — a) occurs between

p=l, ®=go
,

o' may have any value between 0 and —f ;
but if such a minimum value,

—M, where M>f, should exist, the admissible values of <r would become more enlarged,

and might be taken between 0 and —M.

Making then 0, we have
2 3f+ 2<p-

6

2<p+ l <p
3+f2— 6<p’

or

4<p
3+5p2 -}-2<p—6=0

;

which, substituting 1+^ for <p, becomes

4^3+17^2+24^+5=0;
so that there can be no real root of the equation in <p greater than unity.

Hence the admissible values of cr are defined by the inequalities 0><r> — f,

i. e. 0>- 1

-^>-f, or 0>— (l+ g)> — 3, or 2> ?
>- 1.

(75) We have thus obtained the complete solution of the problem of assigning inva-

riantive criteria, such that their signs (positive, negative, or zero) shall serve to fix the

nature of the roots. These criteria we now see are

J, D, A+^JD,

where p (the negative, it must be noticed, of §) is any numerical quantity intermediate

between 1 and — 2(
61

).

(76) This important modification of the original criteria J, I), A I proceed to apply

to the problem of obtaining the simplest and most symmetrical expression for the criteria

in terms of the roots of the equation. Let a
, 5, c, d, e be the roots, and write

Z=%{{a-b)\a-c)\b-c)\a-d)\a-e)\b-d)\l)-e)\c-d)\c~ey},
or say

*-={«“. <*2

1

)"-

(
61

) Strictly it has only been proved that the surface A+ /xJD, which passes through the line A, D, contains

no superior facultative points except those comprised in the line L=0, J=0. It is, I think, not difficult to see

from this, that, if in the “sack” formed between A and A+jmJD any such points were contained, L=0, J=0,

i. e. the axis of D would he a double or multiple line on the surface G, which is easily disproved by examining

the algebraical form of G in art. 41, where K represents -

;

any obscurity, however, which may be sup-

posed to cling to this view is immaterial, as a demonstration capable of being followed in piano and leaving

nothing to be desired in point of perspicuity, will be found in the Note appended to this Part.

(
62

)
Agreeable to the meaning assigned to £ and to a couple of rows of letters in my memoir on Syzygetic Re-

lations, in the Philosophical Transactions.
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Then, since each letter occurs the same number of times (12) in each term, Z will be an

invariant.

(77) Again, suppose any two roots to become equal, say that e becomes d, then Z

reduces to the single term £ (a, b, c)^ ^
;
for any such factor as £(«, b

,
d) will be

accompanied with the factor
^ ^ which vanishes.

If, further, we suppose any two of the letters a, b, c to become equal, then Z disap-

pears entirely, since on that supposition £(a,
b, c) vanishes. Hence Z is an invariant of

the twelfth order, possessing the property of vanishing when the equation to which it

belongs has two pairs of equal roots. Hence Z is of the form ^A+gJI), and it be-

comes of importance to ascertain the value of the ratio -

To do this let us suppose e=0, a=—b
,
c=—d.

The ten terms in Z correspond to the following ten partitions :

—

(1) (2)

abc abd

de ce

(5)

abe

cd

(7) (8)

ace bde

bd ac

(3) (4)

acd bed

be ae

(6)

cde

ab

(9) (10)

ade bee

be ad

(78) The corresponding values of the terms will be

4a\a2-c2

)
2
. 16(aV)82(a

2—

c

2

)

4
; 4a2(a2-c 2

)
216a2

c
2
(a

2-c2

)
4

; 4c\a2-&)2
. 16a2c\a2-c2

)
4

;

4c2(a2—c2

)
216a2

c
2(a2—c2

)
4

; 4a6
c
8(a2—c2

)
2
; 4

c

6a8(a2—c2

)
2

;
(a — c)

2256a4
c
4
(a-\-cf;

a2
c
2(a—c)2256a4

e
4
.a

4
c
4
(a-\-c)

8

;
(a+c)2256a4

c
4(a—c)B

; («+ c)
225

6

a4
c
4
(a— cf.

Collecting and simplifying these terms, and observing that

(a—c)2(a+c)8-\-(a+c)2(a—c)8=(a2—c2)((a+c)6-\-(a—c)6')=4(a4—ciXa4
-{-14a

2
c
2
-\-c

4

),

we find

Z= 128(a
2+ c

2
)a8

c
8(a2—

c

2

)
6+ 4(a2+ c

2)a?c\a2—c2

)
8

+ 102 4(<z
2+

c

2

) («
4+

1

4a?c
2+ c

4
)(a

2—

c

2

)
2a10

c'°.

Let (a2-c2

)

2=p, a2
c
2=g, and let Z,=

firms'
Then

Z /= 1 6 384^2
3+ 1024p

2

^
2+ 128^

3

^+ 4p
4

= 2yg3+

2

10

fq
2+ 27fg+22

f.
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(79) We must now calculate J, D, L

:

c, —c, 0)

~,Mc6(a2-cJ ;

or writing

D=»,
r

D,=Ŵ-

x’—(a?-\-c
2
)x

3

y
2+ a2

c
2xy4

,

jtf
2

0 —
10 ’ ’ 5

so that the coefficients of the biquadratic Emanant are

(1, o,-^
2

, 0, 0\x, yy

x;
flj+C2

10

ffl
2+ C

2 a2c2 «2c2

y\ -no -s-yj

Hence the quadratic covariant becomes

A2

5UT^
2+ ^(«

2+c2)«W+ ihd(«
2+ c2)v

20«2c2+ 3 (a
2
4- c

2
)

2
.

,
2, „ . 2V 2 2 , 2=

loo ^+25(«
2+c2)(aV)/.

Hence, by definition, J (which =— 4 x Discriminant of the Quadratic Covariant)

=-x4o («VX«2+

c

2

) (3(a
2- c

2

)
2+ 32aV)

;

and making

T J
J /-(a2+ C

2
) g

’

T 6 64 6 28

J;— 625^ 625 ^ 54^ 55
^"

Finally, to calculate L. The canonizant of the form

1 0 A 0

0 A 0 B

A 0 B 0

3/
3

; —xy2
; a?y; —x3

is

(A3—AB)x
3+ (B2—

A

2B)^?/2
,

of which the discriminant is
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where

A=-*±£ b=**-
10 5

Hence, by definition,

L=AB3(A2—B)
4= -

i25ho9(a
a+5!)(aV)((aa-i7-16«2

5
2
)

;

and making

T
(«2+ c2)2

3’

L/=i25
1
w(i’-162)--^-P- 162)‘-

(80) Now let us write

^Z=j?L+^JI)(63)+gJ3
.

This gives

5i2Z
/

=^J
/
D

;
+g(^+4^)J,3 +?jL,

or

4p
4+128^y+10242y+1638%3

= 125(256i-¥+2V2)e+(i)+42)(62)+642)>s
+i(#-162)

4
),),

by means of which identity we can obtain linear equations for finding the values of e, s, sj.

Thus, equating the coefficients ofy, q
4

,^p
3

q respectively, we obtain

4=216s++
4.643s+-27*j=0,

which gives jj= — 2n s (as it ought to do),

128=(24x125>+(4x216+ 108x64)s+ 64 2n s

= 3000e+ 8800s.

Hence
] 2 10

200e=4, .=
35, 1=-2S’

3000^=128—176= — 48, e=-^ and++
In order to verify the value of e, letjo=— 4, q=-\

;

then, assuming the correctness of

the above determinations, we ought to find

45-128.43+1024. 16+16384=125(256. 16-24.64). LL?+

.

160000 . -2U
. ,

or

2 10
(1— 8+16— 64)=(— 32.256+ 48.64)— Jj: X160000,

or

2 10(-55)= -5120-25.2048=2 10(-5-50),
which is right.

(
63
) Since Z has been proved to be of the form pA+ gLD, we know a priori the value of £; but I have

thought it safer to determine s, rj independently, as an additional check upon the accuracy of the computations.
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(81) Thus
5 10 / 4 \

-Z=+2"L-P+fjD)

=t(a+»
and accordingly we have proved that —Z is of the form (A+ fJD); and consequently,

since f lies within the allowed limits 1 and — 2, —Z may be used to replace A in the

system of criteria.

(82) On examining the composition of Z, it will be found to have a remarkable relation

to the lower criterion J.

J we know is, to a numerical factor pres, of the form

2{(d— e)%{a, b, c)},

% denoting, as usual, the squared product of the differences of the quantities which it

affects ; and Z, it will readily be seen, is of the form

(£(«, b, c, d, e
)) ^^ajb)C^d_ e^

and the squared factor is always positive whatever the roots maybe, for £ is always real.

Hence the essential part of our rule thus transformed comes to this, that if

2(£(«, b
, c)x(d— ey'j and 2j(£(<z, b, c)) \d- e)~

4

j

are both of them positive, then when the discriminant is positive, so that the case of two

of the five quantities a, b
,

c, d, e being conjugate and the other three real is excluded,

and the choice lies between supposing all or only one of them real, we are able to affirm

that they will all be real. Nothing could be easier than to multiply tests expressed by

simple symmetric functions of differences of the roots, any infringement of which would

contradict the hypothesis of all the five letters denoting real quantities ; the difficulty

consists in discovering a system of the least number that will suffice of decisive tests,

such that not only their infringement shall contradict the hypothesis of imaginary roots,

but whose fulfilment shall ensure the roots being all real. This is what has been proved

to be effected by means of the invariants J, D, A+fJD.

In the case before us it is clear that when the roots are all real, each of the sums

above written must be positive and greater than zero. That their being both positive and

greater than zero is inconsistent with four of the letters a
,
b, c, d, e being imaginary

would probably not admit of an easy direct demonstration.

Z we have seen is only a particular value of the general invariant A+^JD, which

may be called M, where p is an arbitrary constant limited to lie between 1 and —2.

(83) It may be well to notice the effect of using as a criterion
,
in conjunction with

J and D, the value of M corresponding to either extreme value of In such case,

supposing M to become zero, it might for a moment appear doubtful to which region

mdccclxiv. 4 s
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that point representing the family of forms is to be referred. But since the doubt can

only arise when J is negative and D positive, and since by. hypothesis we have A=—yJD,

we see that A takes the sign of [m ; and consequently the sign of M, when it becomes

zero, is to be understood as following the sign of p, i. e. as positive when (m is 1 and

negative when [h is —2.

(84) The method above given for ascertaining the nature of the roots of a quintiq

involves the use of only three criteria. It may be inquired how many would become

needful in applying Sturm’s method. In the case of a cubic equation only the last of

the two Sturmian criteria comes into use ; and it seems therefore desirable to ascer-

tain whether all four of the Sturmian criteria applicable to that case are required, or

whether a smaller number are sufficient. I speak of four criteria, inasmuch as the lead-

ing termsfx and f'x cannot be considered as such, their signs being fixed; so that we

are at liberty to consider them both positive. Suppose all six Sturmian functions to be

written down, includingfx (a function of x of the fifth degree) and f'x, and let us cha-

racterize by the index (r, s\ any succession of signs of the leading coefficients which con-

tain r continuations and s variations, and which therefore will correspond to the case of

(
r— s

)
roots.

The total number of cases to be considered are the sixteen following

:

(5, 0) + + + + + +

f

+ + + + + —

(4, 1)

j

+
+
+

+
+

+ —

i + + — — — —

(
+ + + + - +

!

+ + + — + +

(3, 2)-
+ + + — — +
+ + — + + +
+ + — — + +
+ + — — — +

r
+ + + — + —

(2, 3) i
!

+

!

+
+
+

— +
+

+
:

l + + - — + —
(i

5 4) + + - + — +
the successions corresponding to the indices (2, 3), (1, 4) will become impossible, a$

corresponding to a negative number of real roots. An inspection of the eleven cases

corresponding to the indices (5, 0), (4, 1), (3, 2) will show that no ternary combination

of signs in the third, fourth, and sixth columns belongs to any of the three characters

(5, 0), (4, 1), (3, 2) exclusively, and consequently all four signs must be used; and there-

fore, if the method of Sturm is employed, four criteria are indispensable for determining,
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effectually the character of the roots in an equation of the fifth degree
(
64
) ; whereas in

the symmetrical and invariantive method which I have employed three have been seen

to suffice.

In an equation of the seventh degree the case of 0 or 4 will be distinguishable from

that of 2 or 6 imaginary roots by the sign of the discriminant, and then again the case

of 0 from that of 4, and of 2 from that of 6, by other invariantive criterion-systems. So

for an equation of the ninth degree, the first separation will be that of the 0, 4, or 8

case from that of 2 or 6 ; then it may be conjectured the 2 case will be invariantively

separated from the 6, and the 0 or 8 from that of 4, and, finally, 0 and 8 from each

other—the reduction of cases apparently depending upon the relation of the index of

the equation to the powers of the number 2. This much we know (from art. 49) as

matter of certainty, that no single criterion other than the discriminant can ever serve

to distinguish one form of roots -from another so that all other criteria must accom-

pany each other in groups ; and accordingly the scheme of criteria, established in the

foregoing investigation is in kind the very simplest a ’priori conceivable.

(M) ^ por an eqUation of the nih. degree there are n— 1 variable criteria, each capable of being + or —
,
and

thus giving rise to 2n~ l conceivable diversities of combination. The actual number possible, however, is consider-

ably less than this
;
and I find by an easy method that this number, when n is odd, is 2n

~‘1
-\
—2^——~-

9 , and

when n is even, is 2n~2
-f-

n(n—l)

„ n fn , \
n
2
n(r-\)

(
b
) Not quite foreign to this subject is the inquiry as to the comparative probability of each different succes-

sion or each different family of successions possessing equivalent characters ;
and, as connected therewith, the

comparative probability of a certain specified number of the roots of an equation of a given degree being real

and the remainder imaginary. In the simplest case of a quadratic equation of which the coefficients are real

but otherwise arbitrary, I find that upon the particular hypothesis of the squares of the three coefficients being

limited by one and the same quantity, the probability of the roots being imaginary is ~j|~ ’
or "3727932,

a little less than -§ , this being the value of the integral da(\—

;

but we are not at liberty to infer

from this the value of the probability in question when the coefficients are left absolutely unlimited. A case

in point, as illustrating the effect of imposing a limit in questions of this kind, occurs in the problem (which I

raised in my lectures on Partitions) of finding the probability that four points placed at hazard in a plane will

form the angles of a reentrant quadrilateral, which Professor Cayley has shown is exactly l in the absence of

any limit. For if ABCD be the four points, and ABC the greatest of the four triangles of which they may be

regarded as the angular points, and if through A, B, C be drawn lines parallel to BC, CA, AB respectively, the

triangle ajSy so formed will be four times as great as ABC, and the point D must be somewhere within a/3y,

otherwise ABC would not be less than each of the three other triangles ABD, BCD, CAD ; and consequently,

since D must lie within ABC when the quadrilateral is reentrant, the probability in question is or
ccpy

Now it is easy to see, by using the very same construction, that if any contour whatever be imposed as a limit

upon the positions of the four points, the probability referred to will exceed i by a finite quantity—a result

somewhat paradoxical, since d 'priori one would have supposed that the value of it for the case of no limit would

be the mean of the values corresponding to the respective suppositions of every possible form of limit.

4 S 2
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Note on the arbitrary constant which appears in one of the criteria for distinguishing the

case offourfrom that of no imaginary roots
,
and on the curve whose coordinates ex-

press the limiting relations of all the octodecimal invariants of a binary quintic, &c.

(85) The appearance of an arbitrary constant in a criterion is a circumstance so unex-

ampled and remarkable that I have thought it desirable to give a more complete, or at

least a more palpable proof of the validity of the substitution of A+^JD for A than

that furnished in the foregoing text, where some indistinctness arises from the diffi-

culty of raising up in the mind a clear conception of the form of the amphigenous

surface, and the two portions of space which it separates. That difficulty is entirely

obviated, and the theory rendered palpable to the senses by the following investigation,

where the problem is so handled as to involve the contemplation of two dimensions only

of space. We have in general

D=P— 128K, A=2048L—

J

3

,

and at the amphigenous surface (see art. 57)

Let

Then

K 0+ 6 L 1

J2“
(6 + 4)6*’ J

3_
(0+ 4)0

3
*

. ,
D A

0=4:<p, y= j2 , x=j-3 -

y=1-128
6+ 6

(6+4)6*~
8<p + l2 _ (p + 2)

2(p-3 )

?% + !)“ ?(<P+ 1
)

’

and consequently

_ 2048 _ 8
x~ 1 +

(0+ 4)0
3-

f+<g

4(<p + 2)(4<p + 3) v

-(<p+ 2)(f-f+ 2v-4) .

8(4<p+3K f+ 2 <p

>%+ !)* 2

x, y may be considered as the coordinates (inclined to each other at any angle) of a curve

of the fourth order, whose form, so far as is essential to the object in view, I proceed to

determine. It is obvious, furthermore, that this curve will be a section of the amphi-

genous surface made by the plane J=l.

(86) This curve will be seen to consist of four branches, coming together in pairs or

two cusps, so as to form two distinct horns(65
). For when <p= oo ,

or <p=— f, ty,
will

(
65

)(
a
) Since f+ 0,

we see at once, from Descartes’s rule, that <p can never have more than two real values to one of or con-

sequently of x, and consequently there can only he two values of y to each of x.

(”) When J=0, the cusp of the left-hand horn and the two points of intersection of the dexter horn with

the axis of L coincide at the origin
; the upper branch of the latter and the linear of the former become the

lower and upper parts of the axis of D, whilst the lower and upper branches of the same respectively become

the left, and right-hand branches of the semicubical parabola 27.2s2 L2= —

D

3
.
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each of them be zero. Hence there is a cusp at the point where #=— 1, y= 1(
66
), and

again at the point where

y=(M=_ 25 .

8X256 __ _m~l

U

X— -L+ gl-XOg— <0275 y— (5)21

(87) When ^>=0, and also when <p= — 1, x and y each become infinite; when <p=+co
,

x and y each become unity.

As <p passes from -f-oo to 0, by is always negative, and x always positive ; so that there

will be one branch of the curve (CMP in Plate XXV.) extending from x=—l to

x— -J-co
,
for which y commences at y— 1, which cuts the axis of x when <p= 3, i. e.

x=—fy(
67
), and which, for the remaining part of its course, lies completely under the

axis of x, becoming infinite when x becomes indefinitely great.

Again, as <p passes from — oo to — 1, bx remains always positive, but by is negative so

long as <p<— 2 vanishes when <p=2, and ever afterwards continues positive. Thus

there is a second branch, COQ, which starts from the cusp C, touches the axis of x at

the origin, ever afterwards remaining positive, and increasing up to positive infinity.

Since when <p=oo
,

^=co
,
the tangent at C is parallel to the axis of y, and conse-

quently the two branches which start from C lie on the same side of the tangent, so

that the cusp at this point is of the second or ramphoidal kind ; in Professor Cayley’s

nomenclature a cusp-node, and equivalent to the union of a double point and a cusp

of the first kind.

There remains to account for the values of <p in the interval between 0 and — 1.

Throughout this interval y and x remain both of them negative, and —^”t^(68 > 69

)

is always positive.

There will thus be two branches, in each of which x and y increase simultaneously

in the negative direction, coming to a cusp necessarily of the first kind at the point

x—— 76-ff-, y—— 25, one branch corresponding to the values of <p from —f to 0, the

other to the values of <p from — f to — 1, both of them lying completely under the axis

of x, and becoming respectively infinite at the extreme values of <p (0 and — 1).

(66) \y]iere this branch, cuts the axis of y we haye <p
3—

<p

2
-\-2<p—4=0, of which the real root will be a trifle

less than -|.

(«7) From this it is easily seen that, whatever may be supposed to be the inclination of the axes x, y, the

ds
curve in question is rectifiable by means of elliptic functions; for^ will be expressible as a rational function of

<p and the square root of a quartic function of <p. The same conclusion will hold for the curve obtained by

making J constant when J, together with any invariant of the eighth and any of the twelfth order, are taken as

the coordinates of the amphigenous surface.

(68) Fo ascertain which range of <p gives the superior and which the inferior outline of the sinister horn,

let <p=s, an infinitesimal; then (p*-\-<p
3=£3

,
and the other value of <3 is — 1

—

y, where ij=s3
. Hence the two

values of y corresponding to <p nearly zero and <p nearly —1 respectively will be

12e 12 , _4(-l-») 4
v,=——=r= s- and y„= i
-? 1

£3 £2 £3 £
3

Thus y x
is negative for s positive or negative, but y2

is positive in the one case and negative in the other, as
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Again,

%j-x+5=^±((2^-2^+2<p)+(^-^+2<f-4))+5

=5±-2
(
3^- 6?- 4)+ 5 :

Hence when <p= — 1, for which value of $ x and y both become infinite, %y—#+5= 0 ;

hence the straight line 2y—#-j-5=0, represented by AN in the diagram, will be an

asymptote to the curve
(

70
).

If now we draw the straight line 2y—#=0, represented by OB in the figure and join

OC, the curvilinear triangle OCM will be completely under OC, and the curvilinear

infinite sector XOP completely under OB.

(88) What we have to prove is, that so long as p lies between 2 and 1, so long may

A+^JD be substituted as a criterion in lieu of A, it being remembered that A only

plays the part of a criterion when D is positive and J is not positive. Hence, since when

J=0 A+^JD and A coincide, we have only to show that, so long as D is positive and

J is negative, A+y.JD and A will bear the same sign for all such values of J, D, L as

constitute a facultative system, i. e. coordinates to a facultative point in space.

Now at any facultative point G (the function of the amphigenous surface), or say

rather G(J, K, L)>0, or G^l, >0, and consequently considering 5^ ^ as

the coordinates of a plane curve, the line G^l, 5, =0 (the sign of J being fixed)

will separate those points for which J, K, L constitute a facultative system from those

already seen for tlie dexter Lorn. We see .also that y2
becomes indefinitely greater than yl , so

<

that it, is the

value of <p near to — 1 which gives the inferior branch ; and consequently the superior branch of the sinister

horn belongs to the range from — | to 0, and the inferior to the range from —
-J

to — 1.

(
69

) It may further be noticed that each horn so called is a true horn, being destitute of any point of contrary

flexure, except at infinity
; for otherwise we should have

d ty-

<Py__d<P' dx dtp (<p+l)Y_
da? dx dtp dx^ '

8(4<p +3)
’

which implies tp=0 or <p=— 1, for each of which values of <p x and y become infinite. It will be seen here-

after that it is only for the value corresponding to <p=0 that there does exist at infinity a point of inflexion.

(
70
) The two points where the asymptote cuts the curve will be found by writing

P+ 1

which gives

1+ </5

P
=-=

2

The superior sign corresponds to a point x, y in the inferior branch of the dexter horn, and the lower sign, for

which <p>-—
-J,

to the superior branch of the sinister horn. It is easy to see that there can be no other asymptote;

for x, y only become infinite when <p— — 1, or <p= 0; so that if Kx+yy+ v is an asymptote, it must contain

(tp-\-iy, or tp
2 as a factor. The first condition is only satisfied when A : a : v : : — 1:2:5; and the latter cannot

be satisfied at all.
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in which J, K, L constitute a non-facultative one. But the curve above traced is obvi-

for G is the resultant of
J 2 (Q+4)^

ously a homographic derivative of that line

L I

J 3“
(0 + 4)0

3

,

Hence this latter curve will also separate systems of values of J, D, A corresponding

to facultative from those corresponding to non-facultative points. Moreover when J is

negative and D positive, it has been shown (see dial figure) that the values of D (in

facultative systems) corresponding to finite values of J are limited in magnitude ;
hence,

upon the same suppositions, facultative systems of J, D, A will correspond to the inte-

rior and contour of the curve we have been considering.

(89) Accordingly, since D is supposed positive, our sole concern will be with the

curvilinear triangle CMO and the infinite sector QOX, and we have to show that for all

points not exterior to those areas A and A-j-^JD have the same sign; that is to say,

1-f^, or lfi-^
|

is positive.

When y and x have opposite signs (as is the case in the triangle CMO), all negative

values of
|

to, and when y and X have the same signs (as is the case in the sector XOQ)>

all positive values of (m obviously make 1 4-^ - positive. But furthermore which is

— 1 for the line OC, is greater than —1 for all points in the triangle just named; and

again, |,
which is \ for OB (the parallel to the asymptote through O), will be less than \

for all points in the sector QOX. Thus, then, as regards points either in the triangle or

in the sector, is always intermediate between — 1 and \ ; so that when ^ lies between

1 and — 2,
- will be always positive, and A and A-f-^JD will bear the same sign O,

so that A+pJD may be used to replace A as a criterion. Q.E.D.

(90). It is apparent from the nature of the preceding demonstration that A may be

replaced by an invariant containing not one merely, but an infinite number of arbitrary

constants (limited), provided we are indifferent to the degree which the substitute for A
may assume. To this end we have only to draw any algebraical curve F(#, y)= 0 passing

through the origin, and with its parameter subject to such conditions of inequality as

will ensure the mixtilinear triangle and sector COM, XOQ lying on opposite sides of

the curve. If its degree be n
,
the number of parameters in F left arbitrary within

limits will be
n ^”~~2

,
and eF(A, JD), where s means one of the two quantities + 1 or — 1,

may be used as a criterion in lieu of A. For instance, a common parabola with its axis

coincident with that of x and passing through O will obviously serve as a screen between

these figures ; its equation will be y
1—#=0, and the invariant D2—JA, which is of the

sixteenth degree in the coefficients, will serve together with J and D to fix the nature of

the roots ; so in general we may obtain invariants of any degree of the form 4i from twelve
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upwards. Thus M. Hermite, by a method not introducing the notion of continuity, has

found one of the twenty-fourth degree, which he has been so obliging as to communi-

cate to me, viz. (Dj—5AJ2)

2+(9D—25A2)J2 ,
where D

1
=16J3+25AJ2 ; and D is his

discriminant, which I cannot safely attempt to express in terms of x, y for want of

a certain knowledge of the arithmetical relations between his A, J2 ,
J3 D, and my own

J, K, L ; but were this transformation effected, the curve so represented must, ex neces-

sitate, pass clear between the triangle and sector above referred to, or else the invariant in

question could not be a criterion. I have ascertained without difficulty that it passes

through the origin and represents one of the principal species of Newton’s diverging

parabolas.

(91) The curve which we have been discussing will, on reference to Plucker’s ‘ Alge-

braischen Curven,’ p. 193, be seen to belong to his sixteenth species of curves of the

fourth order having two double points ; but as in reality one of these is tantamount to

the union of two, it may be considered as having three, the maximum possible number

of such points, and consequently comes under the operation of Clebsch’s rule, given in

the last Number of Crelle’s Journal, and accordingly its coordinates have been seen to

be rational functions of a single variable. The equation connecting x, y may of course

be obtained by means of a simple and obvious substitution operated upon the G of

art. 41, or it may be found directly by writing

x + \
1

y— 1 2<p + 3'

8 ^
<p
4 + <p

3 4
—

7i
~
~f3 + <p

2 ’

whence we obtain

p+p-|=°, a )

2f + 3<f,+j=0 (2)

Calling <p t(p2 the two roots of equation (2), making

and substituting the values of the symmetric functions of <p x , (p2 found from the same

equation, we obtain without difficulty

^__|^_8^+36r^+16r-27i3=0

for the equation in question. The curve thus denoted I propose to call the Bicorn.

Its figure is given in Plate XXV., in which j? are taken at right angles, but they may
of course be supposed to be inclined at any angle whatever. If we now assume at

pleasure any two new axes U, V in the place of the Bicorn, the coordinates u, v will be

always respectively proportional to two invariants of the twelfth order of the given

quintic, whose particular forms will depend upon the positions of the two new axes so

taken. If one of these axes, say that of u, be made coincident with the axis of v will

be proportional to JD, and u to some other invariant of the twelfth degree. When
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this is the case, then in general v, as u travels from one end of infinity to the other,

will sometimes have four, and sometimes two, or else sometimes two and sometimes no

real values, as will be obvious by inspection of the figure. There is, however, one

direction of the axis of v which will cause v in all cases to have two, and only two real

values. This direction is that of the line joining the two cusps. At the node-cusp, for

which <p=co, £=0, ?7=0; at the other cusp, for which <p=— f, §=—

^

7-, jj=—

-

3
-.

Hence the equation of the joining line is 9£— 8;j=0. Now ^|=—^ J^
=

256'
•^ence

along this line 9L+JK=0
; and consequently, if the axis of v be taken parallel to this

line and passing through the origin, whilst u is proportional to 9L+JK, v will be pro-

portional to JD ; and thus we see that for every value of 9L+JK, which is Hermite’s

J3 (see foot-note
(

34

)(
e
)), D at the amphigenous surface (i. e. when G=0, and therefore

when Hermite’s 1=0) will always have two, and only two real values. This perfectly

agrees with M. Hermite’s conclusion
(

71

), and in an unexpected manner confirms the

correctness of the concordance established, in the foot-note cited, between his J3 and

my J, K, L. Had M. Hermite employed any duodecimal invariant whatever other

than J3 ,
a mere inspection of the Bicorn shows that a similar conclusion could not have

obtained.

(92) The intersections of the curve whose equation is written in the preceding article

with infinity evidently lie in the lines fj
3= 0, v\— £= 0. This latter is the equation

to a line parallel to the asymptote which touches the highest and lowest of the four

branches of the curve, and corresponds to the value — 1 of <p. Thus we see that there

is a point of inflexion corresponding to the point at infinity at which the second and

third branches of the Bicorn may be conceived to unite. It is easy to show that the

Bicorn has no double tangent ; for we have seen that

and consequently the values of <p corresponding to the two supposed points of contact

may be regarded as the two roots <p2 of the equation <p
2
+2<p+2A=0, and we shall have

_-2fa+3 2fa+ 3 / 2 _ 2 \

fi+flVl+ Vt \tf+P
3

i <p2 + ?2/’

i. ^-(2^+3)(^+^)+(2^+3)(^+^)=(^+^)-(^+^)3

,

or

4\.(— 2)+ 4*+3(4—2x)+6(—2(4— 4x)-f(4-2x))= 0,

or

(_ 8-{-4—6-f-8—2>+12— 6—8+4=0,
i. c. —4x+2= 0, <p

2+2<p+l=0,

and the two values of coincide, contrary to hypothesis.

It is also easy to find its class ; for when ^ corresponds to any point in which the

(
n
) Lemma 3, p. 202, Cambridge and Dublin Journal, vol. ix.

MDCCCLXIV. 4 T
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curve is met by a tangent drawn from the point whose £, ^ coordinates are a, b, we have

but

hence

hence

\ */_j.
a )=0

+r

l= 22=-(^+2?);

+
lx if

+ 2)+(^+2y)«+i=0 ;

l+2ap3+&p2
-|-l= 0 ;

and <p having four values, four tangents (real or imaginary) can be drawn to the Bicorn

from every point in its plane. It is thus of the fourth order, fourth class, possesses a

common cusp and a cusp-node, no double tangent, and one point of inflexion at infinity.

These results accord with those given by Plucker (Algebraischen Curven, p. 222).

(93) The canonical form of the equation to the Bicorn is (i^+<f)
2

+P2'
3= 0, as seen

in Plucker, p. 193, where ]?=0, r— 0, ^=0 will obviously be the equations to the

tangent at the node-cusp, to the tangent at the common cusp, and to the line of junction

of the two cusps. This leads to a remarkable transformation of the invariant G of

art. (41). Thus we may write _p=|, ^=^(9^—8^); and to find r, we must draw the

tangent to the lower cusp, for which cp= — f, which gives

256 _ 32 <k_ 15 /72 ,

27
» *?— 3 ’ d£— 16 ( J;

consequently we may write r=X(144;?— 1351+256), and then proceed to satisfy, by

assigning suitable values to X, v, the identity

(x(144,|-135|a

+256|)+^(8»-94)t+f‘
s
l(8‘I- 9l)

3

|-8!j

,|+36s|
!+16|J

-27f)=» . 2”G.

On performing the necessary calculations it will be found that

, 1 __l 1

^ 2 12 ’ ^
26

’ V—

2

12
"

Hence we see that J3G may be expressed under the form (LLj+cJ^+eLJg, where

is a new duodecimal invariant, and c, e are two known numbers ;
in fact

J3G=(L(18JK+135L2-J3L)+(JK+9L)2

)

2+64L(JK+9L)3
.

I am indebted to my friend Dr. Hirst for these references to the immortal work of

Plucker.

(94) The existence has been demonstrated of a linear asymptote which is a tangent

(
72
)

I find, by a calculation which offers no difficulty, that the value of <p at the point where this tangent cuts

the curve will be given by the equation

-256<p4-256<p3+288f+432cp+135=0;

and taking away the factor (4p+3)3 which belongs to the cusp, there [remains p=f, which corresponds to a

point in the lower branch of the superior horn.
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at infinity to the first and fourth branch. A cubic asymptote touches the intermediate

branches in the point at infinity corresponding to <p=0. For we have

and writing v for — jj,

®=?(r£d=^3-p+ *’- * 1’- •)>

, 3*/ . 1 , ,
\ a 3*/o 3 . 13 . 27 _ \

ef
B+ ••••). ®t=

7(
3-2?+-8 ^ -Fs^ ••••)

Hence we may determine

A, B, C, I) so that-A#+Bw+C#+D—| shall ==W1+|&m/+ .—
and I find

A=\,
3T

B=- C=- D=-r6 72

Thus the cubic asymptote will have for its equation

which is a divergent cubic parabola with a conjugate point, viz. the point for which

v= — -? £+ -v-\--=0, or '/}=-•> £=——

•

8
5

6 9 8 ^ 128

(95) It is obvious from the preceding article, that we may expand f in terms of v by

the descending series

£=A#+Bv+C#+D+ ® + . . .

.

But we may also obtain an ascending series for £ in terms of v which will exhibit the

nature of the curve of the cusp-node at which point <p= oo. Let <p=- 3 then

l

<P

3
(<P + 1)

= 1— iv-\-co
2— jy

3
....),

Hence
V* —OJ4

(4:-{-4&)— 3<y
2
-j- 2 6t)

3
. .

.

).

#=^4

(
4N/2*+ 5,y2a,2

-f,v/2a,
3

... ),

v
3 =c% 8*

2+ 12a3
... ),

V^=u\ >/2a3
. .

.

),

&C.==&C.

4 t 2
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from which we may easily deduce

|=2 (I)- (|)M(|)

in which it will be observed that the indices of the powers of v are precisely comple-

mentary to those in the preceding expansion, the two series of indices together com-

prising all multiples of ^ from positive to negative infinity.

(96) We now see how, supposing the curve to be given with £ and ri at any angle,

K. L
the axes corresponding to —

,
— may be defined : viz., the origin of coordinates will be at

J J

the cusp-node
; q, along which - is reckoned, will be in the direction of the tangent at

that point
; and |, along which — is reckoned, will be the axis of that common parabola

which at the same point has the closest contact with the given curve.

It seems desirable, with a view to a more complete comprehension of the form of the

amphigenous surface, i. e. the limiting surface of invariantive parameters, to ascertain

the nature of the systems of plane sections of it, parallel to each of the three coordi-

nate planes. The sections parallel to J, which are curves of the fourth order, have

been already satisfactorily elucidated. It remains to consider briefly the sections parallel

to J and D, which will be curves of the ninth order.

(97) When L is constant, writing J=z, D=y, where for facility of reference we may

A3
conceive y horizontal and 2 vertical, and making we have

z
3=ky(<p-i-l), MH)_p (p-3)(p + 2)»

(1+#
8y_2 fo-l)(4f> + 3) v 8z 1 4p + 3 v

7-3
8* 1 (f + 1)*

y~3
(p + 2)(p-3)(<p + l)

0^ ly~2k (f
— l)(f + :

when tp—— 1

,

* = 0
,

y— qo,

„ P=-t, 0II Qyf

O

„ <P= 0
,

* - 0,
1
—

1

1
5m

„ <P= 1 >
0II

„ <p=H-co

,

z =+ 00
,

5*

^
II+8

„ <P=- 2, y = 0
, 8y~ 00

’

„ <p=— CO, S =+CO, y =+00 .

Hence it appears that the curve consists of three branches, two coming together at

an ordinary cusp at the point corresponding to p=— f, and the third completely sepa-

rate. The nature of the sign of k does not affect the nature of the curve. If, for

greater clearness, k be supposed positive, the first branch, having the negative part of
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the axis of y for its asymptote, lies entirely in the —y, —z quadrant, and is always

convex to the axis of y; the second branch, joining the first at a cusp corresponding to

cp=—
-f, is concave to the origin, cuts the axis of y negatively and of z positively, and

goes off to infinity ; the third branch, having the positive part of the axis of y for its

asymptote, lies in the +y, -\-z quadrant, is always convex to the axis of z, which it

touches at a point below that where it is cut by the second branch, and also goes off

to infinity, lying entirely under the second branch. A straight line, according to the

direction in which it is drawn, may cut the curve in one, three, or five real points.

(98) When D is constant, writing J=z, L=x, we have

D P
8
(P + i)

(?+ 2)*(f>—
3)’

Dz
+ 2 )

2
'

The form of the curve changes with the sign of D.

the plane of D, we may make

D=c2

,
T2=P±i, or <p=®-3’ r

For sections parallel to and above

3t2+ 1.

T2— 1
’

then the complete equation-system to the curve will be

(
t2-!)43t2+1

5t2— 1
X—&T

4(5t2— 1)

it being unnecessary to affect c with a double sign, since z and x change their signs with

that of t.

Also
lx (t2+ 1)(15t2 + 1)8t

x t(t2— 1)(5t2— 1)
5

V c
3 (t2 +1)(15t2 + 1)(t2-1)\

°X—
4 (5t2—

] )

4 '

dx c
2

(t
2 + l)(r2— ])

2

Tz~ 4 (5t2— l)
2

Iz (t
2— 1)(15t2+ 1)St

t(3t2 + 1)(5t2— 1)
’

(I5r2+ 1)(t2— 1)
St,

To the values of r included between +\/i a»d —\/\ will correspond one branch of

the curve passing through the origin, where it has a point of contrary flexure, and

extending to infinity in both directions.

When (5

r

2—
1) is positive — is always positive; and when r2=l,

&p=0, Zz= 0, |=0.

Hence there will be a cusp of the second kind when a?=0, z=+c, the axis of z being

a tangent to the curve at each cusp. One pair of branches has its cusp at the point

a;=0, z—c, and the values of x, z increase indefinitely in the respective branches as r

passes from 1 to -foo and from 1 to \/\. This pair lies in the -\-x
,
-j-z quadrant, and

there will be a precisely similar and similarly situated pair in the — x, —z quadrant.

Thus there will be in all one infinite J-formed branch passing through the origin, and
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two detached pairs of infinite branches lying in opposite quadrants
(

73
). The value for

t2
,
it will of course be seen, corresponds to —2 for (p, and gives, as it ought to do, the

position of the cusp.

(99) Finally, for sections parallel to the plane of the discriminant and lying below it,

making D=—k2
,

4-2 1 + 1?

3-p’ we obtain in like manner

T. 3F-1 7 (/
2 +l) 4 ^ (f-l)(15P-l) h (^+1)(15^-I)

x—Kl
4 {bt‘

2
+\f' x~t{t*+\)(5t*+\yv

' z-typ-iyw+iy

v F (*
2 -l)(15*2 -l)(*2 +l)3 ,(15<*-1)(<*+ 1) 8a: A* (**-l)(£+ l)*

8X~ 4 (5t* + l)
4 ’ (5^+l) 2 ’ lz~ 4 (5*

2+l)2

When f=-T5 there will be an ordinary cusp, and when f= 1, §^=0.

There will therefore be three branches,—one corresponding to the values of t between

—sj and -\-\/T5 ,
the other two to values of t between these limits and — and -f-

infinity respectively. The middle branch passes through the origin, where it under-

goes an inflexion, and comes to a cusp at a finite distance from the origin in two

opposite quadrants. The connected branch at each cusp crosses the axis of x, sweeps

convexly towards the axis of z, arrives at a minimum distance from it, and then goes off

to infinity.

The value for ^ corresponds to —f for <p, and gives, as it ought to do, the cusp-

node. In fact the values <p=— f, <p=— 2 correspond respectively to a cuspidal and to

a cusp-nodal line in the limiting surface whose sections we have been considering.

When the cutting plane is that of D itself, the section becomes a double cubic para-

bola and a single cubical parabola crossing each other at the origin.

(
73
) Let e be an infinitesimal, and 0

2=l-f s; then

fe=
4(4+fi«y^—82, lx

C
1
(2+ £)s

2
C
2 V 1

£
2

Hence at either cnsp the branch the further removed from the axis of x corresponds to the values of Q
2 be-

tween 1 and oo, and the inferior branch to its values between 1 and -l; so that the order of continuity of the

five branches of the curve may be read as follows from the infinite point in the higher branch of the upper

pair to its cusp ; thence to the infinite point in the connected branch, which is contiguous to the infinite point

in the opposite extremity of the middle branch ; thence along this branch to its contrary infinite extremity

;

thence to the infinite point in the upper branch of the inferior pair
; along that branch to its cusp

;
and thence,

finally, along the lower branch to infinity.
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Description of the Plates.

PLATE XXIV.

The (

g

, rf) equation is (1, g, g
2

, rf, rj, l^jv, y)
5=0, of which two roots are always imagi-

nary; its extreme criteria are 0, 0; its middle criteria s
4— s/i

2
, rf— riz

2
,

p=&ri—l, <r=(s3— rf)(i
2— rf)‘

Points (p, a) above the discriminatrix indicate 2 pairs of associated roots in the (g, n)

equation.

Points (p, <r) on the discriminatrix indicate 2 equal roots in the (g, rf) equation.

Points
(p ,

a) under the discriminatrix indicate 3 solitary roots in the (s, rf) equation.

Points (p, <r) above the equatrix indicate s, n real and unequal.

Points
(p

,

<r) on the equatrix indicate g, rj equal.

Points
(p ,

a) under the equatrix indicate g, n imaginary and conjugate.

Points
(p ,

<r) above the loop of the indicatrix indicate middle criteria not both positive.

Points
(p,

a
)
on the loop of the indicatrix indicate middle criteria of opposite signs.

Points
(p ,

a) under the loop of the indicatrix indicate middle criteria not both negative.

.

The discriminatrix is a closed curve, the whole of which is figured on the Plate, and

is shaped somewhat like a harp : it has a cusp of the fourth order at the origin.

The equatrix consists of two branches coming together at a cusp at the distance 1

from the origin ; the upper branch touches the horizontal axis at the origin ; the lower

branch, after touching the discriminant at a single point, sweeps out from and round it,

cutting the vertical axis at the distance 4 below the origin. Both branches go off to

infinity to the right, and lie completely under the horizontal axis. Where the lower

branch touches the discriminatrix, the discriminant of the (g, rf) equation passes through

zero without changing its sign.

The indicatrix consists of a single branch extending indefinitely in both directions.

It passes from infinity below and to the left until, at the distance 1 from the origin, it

touches the axis, which at the origin it crosses at an angle of 45°, after which it goes off

to infinity in the positive direction. Its loop extends from p= () top—— 1. The two

portions of it figured in the Plate join on together, coming to a maximum at a great

distance below the horizontal axis. The narrow tract marked “ Legion of Real para-

meters ” is that portion of the harp-shaped space for which alone, g, n being real, the

(g, rf) equation can have more than one real root. The areas of each of the three regions

into which the discriminatrix is divided by the equatrix and indicatrix may readily be

expressed numerically in terms of algebraic and inverse circular functions only.

I am indebted to Gentleman Cadet S. L. Jacob, of the Royal Military Academy, for

the tracing of the curves of which the above Plate is a somewhat imperfect reproduction.

PLATE XXV.

Described in text, p. 658.
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XVIII. On a New Series of Bodies in which Nitrogen is substituted for Hydrogen.

By Peter Geiess, Esq. Communicated by A. W. Hofmann.

Received June 2,—Read June 16, 1864.

In some former papers* I have had occasion to describe a peculiar class of nitrogen-

compounds, obtained by the action of nitrous acid upon amido-compounds, by the

exchange of some of the hydrogen of the latter for the nitrogen of the nitrous acid.

This substitution may be effected in two different ways ; accordingly every amido-com-

pound may give rise to two distinctly different series of bodies. By viewing the amido-

compounds as constructed according to the general formula C
r
H

y_ 2 (NH3
)" O

zf ,
the

changes may be expressed as follows :

—

I- 2[€. H,_ 2(N H3
)" OJ+NH ©2

=€
2a,
H

2(,_ 2)
(NH

3)" (N2)"0 2z+2H2 0.

H. -GxH(y_ 2)
(NH

3
)"©

z
+NH0

2
=G

x
H

(,_ 2)
(N2

)0"
2
+2tI

2 O.

In the first equation one atom of nitrogen is substituted for three atoms of hydrogen con-

tained in two atoms of the amido-compound, but in the second the substitution affects

only one atom of the latter. I have hitherto directed my attention more particularly to

the members of the first group, whether derived from amido-acids (such as diazo-amido-

benzoic acid), or whether corresponding to amido-bases (diazo-amidobenzol). The bodies

which I now shall have to describe in this communication are derived according to the

second of the above general equations, and I have restricted myself almost entirely to

the study of those which can thus be obtained from aniline and similar bases.

With regard to the chemical nature of these bodies, I may mention generally that

they are capable of combining with acids and bases, but that their basic character

preponderates. They are remarkable for the great variety of compounds which they

* Ann. der Cliem. und Pharm. Rd. exiii. p. 201 ; Bd. cxvii. p. 1 ;
Bd. cxxi. p. 257; Supplement I. 1861,

p. 100. Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. ix. p. 594 ; vol. x. p. 309.

f Chemists are not agreed upon the rational constitution of amido-compounds. They are frequently referred

to the ammonia-type, and almost as frequently to the same type to which the nitro-compounds from which they

are derived belong. In the latter case the group NH
2
is considered as replacing one atom, or NH

3
as taking

the place of two atoms of hydrogen. Aniline can thus he written in three different ways, and expressed by the

three formulae.

€
6
H

5
(H

2 N)', G6
H

4
(H

3
N)".

V
Phenylamine.

v“ rv J

Amidobenzol. Ammoniabenzol.

The two latter formulae appear to me to be capable of explaining

bodies in which nitrogen is substituted for hydrogen.

in the most natural manner the formation of

MDCCCLX1V. 4 U
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produce, such as is not met with in any other portion of the field of organic chemistry.

When in the free state they are remarkable for their instability ; their compounds, how-

ever, are somewhat more stable
;
and it is for that reason that the latter have chiefly

engaged my attention, and have been employed in the experiments to be described here-

after. The very striking physical properties of these bodies, as well as' the large num-

ber of products of decomposition to which they give rise, likewise deserve to be specially

noticed. Altogether they may be looked upon as one of the most interesting groups of

organic compounds. I have avoided, as much as possible, discussing their rational com-

position, and have abstained from theoretical speculation. I have, however, come to the

conclusion that the two atoms (or the molecule) of nitrogen, N
2 ,

they contain must be

considered as equivalent to two atoms of hydrogen, and it is in accordance with this

View that the names of the new compounds have been framed.

PAET I.—COMPOUNDS OE DIAZOBENZOL.

Nitrate of Diabenzol, G6
H

4
N2 ,

NHG
3 .

This substance can be prepared in various ways ; most readily, however, by acting

with nitrous acid upon a solution of nitrate of aniline. This salt of aniline is not very

soluble in cold water ; therefore, in order to obtain a concentrated solution of the new

compound, it is best to make a thick paste by grinding up a portion of the nitrate with

water and submitting it to the action of the gas, when the undissolved portion of the

aniline-salt rapidly disappears, and the whole is converted into the new body. The

reaction being accompanied by considerable increase of temperature, it is necessary to

keep the solution cool, and to guard against passing a too-rapid current of the gas. The

temperature of the solution should not rise much above 30° C. The operation is inter-

rupted as soon as the whole of the aniline has disappeared. This can be ascertained by

adding a little strong solution of potassa to a portion of the liquid on a watch-glass, tvhen,

if no more aniline is liberated, it may safely be inferred that the reaction is complete.

The nitrate of diazobenzol is almost insoluble in ether, and even in ether mixed with much

dilute alcohol, in consequence of which it may readily be obtained in a crystalline state

thus:—the solution is first filtered, to remove traces of a brown resin, then mixed with

about three times its volume of strong alcohol, and ether added until the precipitation is

complete. The crystals are allowed to subside, and then filtered from the mother-liquor.

The small quantity of the new body which remains in the mother-liquor may be neglected

altogether, as its recovery is accompanied with great difficulty. To remove the last

traces of colouring matter, the crystals are taken up with cold dilute alcohol and repre-

cipitated by the addition of ether, when they are obtained as long white needles.

Analysis, as will be shown further, proves that the new compound has the formula

G6
H4 N2 ,

NH93 . Its formation may be explained by the following equation:

—

€6
H

7
N, NHG3 + NHG

2 = G6
H4
N

2 ,
NH03 + 2H

2
G.

^ ^ \ ^
j -—,—

-

Nitrate of aniline. Nitrous acid. Nitrate of diazobenzol. Water.
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Another method of preparing nitrate of diazobenzol is based upon the action of nitrous

acid upon diazo-amidobenzol, a body described in a previous communication to the Royal

Society. On dissolving this latter compound in cold ether, and passing a current of

nitrous acid gas through the solution, long acicular crystals of the new substance soon

appear. The action should be continued as long as crystals form. The compound so

obtained is collected on a filter and washed with ether. The reaction is expressed by

the following equation :

—

Diazo-amidobenzol. Nitrate of diazobenzol.

However elegant and simple this method of preparation of the nitrate of diazobenzol

may appear, it will scarcely ever be employed, since it involves the previous preparation

of diazo-amidobenzol, a body which it is rather troublesome to obtain in large quantities.

Nitrate of diazobenzol can also be procured by the direct action of nitrous acid upon a

mixture of aniline with about four times its volume of alcohol. The gas is passed into

the alcoholic solution till, on the addition of ether to a small portion of it, a copious

precipitation of white acicular crystals is produced. When this point is reached, the

whole of the reddish-brown solution is mixed with ether, and the precipitate purified as

already described.

This method of preparing the nitrate, however, is not suitable when large quan-

tities have to be prepared. It is similar in principle to the preparation by means of

diazo-amidobenzol, since to all appearance the aniline is first converted into this com-

pound.

The methods just described, although simple, will only give favourable results when

strict attention is paid to the directions given above ; for it happens sometimes, and

especially when the temperature of the solution is allowed to rise too high, that a copious

evolution of nitrogen gas ensues, which cannot be stopped by any means before the whole

of the substance has been destroyed.

By employing the first of the above processes, it is sometimes found that, on the addi-

tion of ether to the weak alcoholic solution of the crude compound, no crystals separate,

but that an aqueous layer is deposited at the bottom of the vessel. This, however, only

happens when an insufficient amount of alcohol has been originally added to the solu-

tion, because in this case the ether, not being able to mix with the liquor, causes no

separation of crystals to take place. If this occurs, it is best to remove the ethereal

liquor, and to dilute the residuary aqueous solution with strong alcohol, when, on the

addition of ether, crystallization invariably ensues.

The nitrate of diazobenzol, by whatever method it may have been prepared, crystal-

lizes in long white needles, which have been obtained several inches in length and are

very soluble in water, less so in alcohol, and almost insoluble in ether and benzol. They
can be dried over sulphuric acid without undergoing any change. Heated even below
100° C., they explode with unparalleled violence, far surpassing that of fulminating mer-

4 u 2
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cury or iodide of nitrogen. About a gramme of this substance causes by its explosion

a concussion like that produced by firing a pistol.

The destructive action of such an explosion is likewise extreme. Iron slabs of several

lines in thickness were found smashed to atoms when a somewhat larger quantity was

exploded upon them. Friction, pressure, and concussion also cause it to explode. The

smallest particles of this substance, accidentally dropped upon the floor of a room, when
trodden upon when dry, gave rise to a series of explosions attended with flashes of light.

The properties of the nitrate of diazobenzol render it absolutely necessary that the

greatest precaution should be observed when manipulating it. The portion of the sub-

stance required for analysis having been well washed with ether*, was placed in a pla-

tinum crucible and dried over sulphuric acid. Concussion or pressure had to be care-

fully avoided, especially with the dry substance, on account of its great explosiveness.

For the above-mentioned reasons I abstained from analyzing this compound in the

usual manner, especially as I had opportunities of ascertaining the composition of

analogous but less dangerous compounds by the ordinary analytical method. I have,

however, been enabled to arrive at a knowledge of the composition of nitrate of diazo-

benzol by the very interesting change which an aqueous solution undergoes by the action

of heat. By ebullition the compound is transformed under the influence of the water

into carbolic acid, nitrogen, and nitric acid ; and by estimating the quantities of the two

latter products I have arrived at the true composition of the explosive substance.

9
6
H

4
N

2 ,
NH9

3+H2
0=€

6
H

6 0+NH03
+N

2 .

Nitrate of diazobenzol. Carbolic acid.

The method employed for the determination of the quantity of nitrogen evolved by

the ebullition of the aqueous solution of the explosive compound is as follows :—The

solution was introduced into a flask and a stream of carbonic acid gas passed through it.

When the air was expelled, the delivery-tube was placed under a graduated cylinder

containing solution of potassa, and the contents of the flask heated to ebullitionf

.

* When it is intended to recover the ether employed in the preparation of nitrate of diazobenzol, it is

advisable, in order to avoid explosions, to shake the ethereal mother-liquor first with a little water, so as to

dissolve any traces of the diazo-compound suspended in it. I have had a most dangerous explosion by neglecting

this simple precaution. A large quantity of ether, which had been employed for the precipitation of the new

compound from its alcoholic solution, had accumulated. From this liquid a few crystals had been observed

to have separated. Their number seemed, however, to be so small, that it was deemed unnecessary to remove

them from the vessel containing the ethereal liquid for distillation. As soon as the vessel became warm in the

water-bath, and before the boiling-point of the ether had been reached, a fearful explosion took place, shattering

the whole of the distilling apparatus to pieces and setting fire to the ether, the flame of which spread most

alarmingly through the laboratory. The gas-flames, which were burning at the time in the room, were suddenly

extinguished by the violent pressure upon the atmosphere, and all those working in the laboratory (who

fortunately escaped unhurt) were for a moment deprived of their breath. The explosive properties of the

nitrate of diazobenzol may perhaps at a future period find practical application.

t In all analyses mentioned herein the analyzed substances are understood to be desiccated by Sulphuric acid

previously, unless the contrary is distinctly stated.
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I. 0’605 grm. of the compound, treated as above, gave 80 '4 cub. centims. of nitrogen

at 0°, and 760 millims. bar. pressure= 0T01 grm. of nitrogen, or 16-70 per cent.

Theory. Experiment.

N=16-77 16-70

II. -492 grm. of substance, dissolved in water and boiled, required for neutralization

29-5 cub. centims. of alkali solution, corresponding to 0-185 grm. of nitric acid, or 37*77

per cent.

Calculated. Found.

/ ^
,

96
H4 N2 190 62-27

NH9
3 63 37-73 37-77

253 100-00

Sulphate of Diazobenzol, €6
H4 N2 ,

SH
2 04

.

Acid sulphate of aniline, when Treated with nitrous acid, is converted into sulphate of

diazobenzol according to the equation

/ /
*G6

H
7
N, SH2 O4+NH02

=€6H4N2,
SH2 04+2H2 0.

Acid sulphate Sulphate of diazobenzol.

of aniline.

On account of the slight solubility of sulphate of aniline, and in order to avoid

employing a large quantity of liquid, it becomes necessary to suspend the salt in water,

and to expose it in this state to the action of nitrous acid. The reaction, however, is

very slow, and the salt is only gradually converted into the diazo-compound. I found

it therefore more convenient to prepare the sulphate from the nitrate of diazobenzol,

by treating a concentrated aqueous solutionf of the latter with a sufficient quantity of

sulphuric acid, previously diluted to avoid rise of temperature upon addition.

The solution thus obtained is then mixed with three times its volume of absolute

alcohol, and lastly with a sufficient amount of ether, which causes the sulphate of

diazobenzol, together with some water, to separate in a layer at the bottom of the vessel,

the liberated nitric acid, together with the excess of sulphuric acid, remaining mixed with

the supernatant alcohol and ether. This latter is decanted, and the solution of the sul-

phate (with a view to the removal of a further quantity of water) is once more treated

with absolute alcohol and reprecipitated by means of ether. The precipitated liquid is

then placed in flat dishes over sulphuric acid, when it soon solidifies to a magma of

white crystals. In order to purify these crystals completely, they are washed on a filter

with a mixture of alcohol and ether, which removes any trace of sulphuric and carbolic

acids which may have been produced by a partial decomposition of the sulphate of

diazobenzol, then dissolved in weak’ cold alcohol, and precipitated by the addition of

* Ordinary sulphate of aniline containing excess of free sulphuric acid is understood by this formula,

t The crude solution obtained by the action of nitrous acid upon nitrate of aniline may be employed.
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ether. The crystals are separated without delay from the mother-liquor and dried over

sulphuric acid.

0-4848 grm. of substance gave 0-6278 grm. of carbonic acid gas and 0T397 grm. of

water, corresponding to 35 ‘32 per cent, of carbon and 3-20 per cent, of hydrogen.

04185 grm. gave, on boiling with water, 44-7 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 14°.C. and

763 millims. bar. pressure =44*9 cub. centims., at 0° and 760 millims. bar. pressure

=0-05642 grm., or 13-49 per cent.

Calculated. Pound.

G6
72 35-65 35-32

H
6

6 2-97 3-20

n
2

28 13-86 13-49

s 32 15-83 —
o4

64 31-69 —
202 100-00

For the estimation of the sulphuric acid Q‘558 grm. of substance, precipitated by

chloride of barium, gave 0-647 grm. of sulphate of barium, corresponding to 48'76 per

cent, of sulphuric acid.

Calculated.
a

Pound.

104 51-49 —
98 48-51 48-76

202 100-00

Sulphate of diazobenzol crystallizes in prisms, which readily dissolve in water, but are

soluble with difficulty in absolute alcohol and insoluble in ether. The aqueous as well

as the alcoholic solution is decomposed on boiling with evolution of gas. Exposed to

the air, this compound attracts moisture very rapidly and becomes liquid, and gradually

decomposes. Heated alone, it deflagrates feebly at about 100° C.

Hydrobromate of Diazobenzol
,
G

6
H

4
N

2,
HBr.

This compound is prepared by the action of bromine upon diazo-amidobenzol.

When an ethereal solution of bromine is gradually added to a rather concentrated solu-

tion of the diazo-amido-compound, each drop of the bromine-solution is seen to produce

a precipitation of the hydrobromate of diazobenzol. When no more crystals are formed

the precipitate is separated from the mother-liquor, washed with ether till quite white,

and then dried over sulphuric acid. All these operations must be performed as speedily

as possible, since the new compound is of a very unstable nature and rapidly decom-

poses.

Should it be found necessary to recrystallize the precipitate, it must be dissolved in

the least possible quantity of cold alcohol, and ether added to the solution till no more

precipitation takes place.
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0-3025 grm. of the substance gave, on precipitation with nitrate of silver, 0-304 grm.

of bromide of silver, corresponding to 43-3 per cent, of hydrobromic acid.

Calculated. Found.

,
104 56-22 —

rHOO 43-78 43-30

185 100-00

Hydrobromate of diazobenzol crystallizes in white nacreous scales, which, like the

compound previously described, are readily soluble in water, less so in alcohol, and inso-

luble in ether. The solution of this compound is distinguished by a strong acid reac-

tion. Heat, friction, and pressure cause the crystals of the hydrobromate to explode

with the same violence as the nitrate of diazobenzol. Even when in a perfectly dry

state this compound can only be kept for a short time without undergoing decomposition

(which is accompanied by the production of a peculiar aromatic odour), the decomposition

being complete in a few days. It is formed according to the equation

G12Hn N3+6Br=G6
H4 N2 ,

HBr+G
6
H

4
Br

3 N+2HBr.

Diazo-amido- Hydrobromate of Tribromaniline.

benzol. diazobenzol.

Tribromaniline remains in the ethereal mother-liquor, from which it crystallizes on

evaporation.

It is most likely that, by the action of chlorine upon diazo-amidobenzol, hydrochlorate

of diazobenzol may be obtained. An aqueous solution of this latter compound, how-

ever, may also be prepared by treating a solution of the hydrobromate with moist chloride

of silver.

Perbromide of Biazobenzol, G6
H4 N2 ,

HBr, Br
2 .

On adding a small quantity of bromine-water to an aqueous solution of the nitrate of

diazobenzol, a white crystalline precipitate of tribromophenylic acid is usually obtained,

owing to the presence of a small quantity of phenylic acid formed by the spontaneous;

decomposition of the nitrate by water. On removing the tribromophenylic acid as

quickly as possible by filtration, and on the addition of a large excess of bromine-water

containing free hydrobromic acid to the filtrate, the new bromine-compound separates

as a brownish-red oil, which solidifies to a crystalline mass soon after the supernatant

liquor has been removed. The crystals are obtained pure for analysis by washing with

a little ether.

I. 0-7154 grm. gave 0-5504 grm. G02 ,
corresponding to 20-98 per cent, of carbon and

1-60 of hydrogen.

II. 0-4805 grm. of this substance, digested with excess of aqueous ammonia'*, gave, on

expulsion of the excess of ammonia and precipitation with nitrate of silver, 0-8005 grm.

of bromide of silver, corresponding to 70-68 bromine per cent.

* The transformation which this substance thus undergoes, and which renders it possible to determine the

bromine in this manner, will be fully explained further on.
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Calculated. Eound.

g6 72 20-87 20-98

H
5 5 1-45 1-60

N, 00CM 8-12 —
Bl-3 240 69-56 70-89

345 100-00

Perbromide of diazobenzol, which crystallizes in yellow plates, is insoluble in water,

rather difficultly soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in ether. It is comparatively stable

when in a dry state. Its alcoholic solution, on the other hand, rapidly decomposes,

even in the cold, with evolution of gas. For this reason it is impossible to recrystallize

it without loss. In order to purify this unstable perbromide, it is most advantageous

to dissolve it in cold alcohol, and to allow the solvent to evaporate spontaneously in

shallow vessels in the open air. Very fine crystals are usually obtained in this manner,

but contaminated with trifling quantities of an oily product of decomposition, which,

however, may be removed by washing with a little cold ether. On application of heat

this compound deflagrates at a comparatively low temperature. The constitution of

the perbromide of diazobenzol seems the same as the periodide of tetrethylammonium

and similar compounds of other bases.

Platinum-salt of Hydrochlorate of Diazobenzol, G
6
H4 N2 ,

H Cl, Pt Cl
2 ,

is obtained by the addition of bichloride of platinum to a rather concentrated aqueous

solution of the nitrate of diazobenzol. The fine yellow prisms which are precipitated

are almost insoluble in alcohol and ether. They are rather stable
;
when kept for

some time, however, they acquire a brownish colour, and are gradually but completely

decomposed. On heating they deflagrate, hence it is impossible to estimate the platinum

by simple ignition.

0-760 grm., ignited with carbonate of sodium, gave 0-241 grm. of platinum, corre-

sponding to 31-71 per cent.

G
6 H4 N2 ,HC1, Pt Cl

2
.

Theory. Experiment.

Pt=31-82 31-71

Gold-salt of Hydrochlorate of Diazobenzol, €6
H

4
N

2 ,
HC1, AuC1

3
.

By the addition of terchloride of gold to a dilute aqueous solution of the nitrate of

diazobenzol, this compound is obtained in the form of a light-yellow crystalline precipi-

tate, insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol, especially when warm, from which,

on cooling, it is deposited in the form of small golden-yellow plates. This salt cannot,

however, be recrystallized without some loss, especially when the alcoholic solution

is heated to boiling. The decomposition is indicated invariably by an evolution of

gas; continued boiling with alcohol destroys it completely. 0*6965 grm. of this salt
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gave, on precipitation with sulphuretted hydrogen and ignition of the tersulphide of

gold, 0-309 grin, of gold, corresponding to 44-36 per cent, of that metal.

C
6
H4
N

2
,HC1, Au Cl

3
.

Theory. Experiment.

Gold .... 44-37 44-36

It is well known that when bromine, chlorine, or hyponitric acid is substituted in

organic compounds for certain hydrogen atoms, the product formed is distinguished from

the original compound, if the latter be an acid, by stronger acid properties, or if a base,

by less pronounced basic characters ; and also that the contrary is observed in the case

of substitution of potassium, NH
2 ,

&c. for the same hydrogen atoms.

Nitrogen, however, exhibits in this respect a peculiar double nature, since it is found

only slightly (or not at all) to affect the basic properties of a compound, whilst at the

same time it exerts so decided an acidulating action as to impart to strong bases an acid

nature. I have already clearly shown that diazobenzol has all the characters of an

organic base, capable, like aniline, of forming with acids saline compounds. It possesses,

at the same time, the property of combining with metallic hydrates, playing, to a certain

extent, the part of an acid. These metallic derivatives are, as a rule, distinguished by

the same instability as the compounds of diazobenzol with acids. They are less affected,

however, by heat. Their aqueous or alcoholic solutions can be heated to boiling for

some time without suffering complete decomposition. Heated alone they explode,

although at a much higher temperature, and not with so great violence as the bodies

previously described. The compounds which are soluble in water are mostly well

crystallized, whilst the insoluble ones, such as those formed with silver and lead, are

obtained as amorphous precipitates.

Compound of Hydrate of Potassium with Diazobenzol, G
6
H4 N2 ,

KHO.

By introducing a very concentrated solution of nitrate of diazobenzol into an excess

of an equally concentrated solution of caustic potash, drop by drop, a yellowish liquid

is obtained possessing a peculiar aromatic odour, and solidifying, by evaporation in the

water-bath, to a crystalline mass. This is a mixture of the compound of hydrate of

potassium with diazobenzol and nitre, together with a brownish-red amorphous body

—

the result of a secondary reaction, which a portion of the original substance undergoes,

and which is always indicated by the evolution of gas. In order to separate these bodies

it is necessary to remove the excess of caustic potash. This is best done by putting the

crystalline mass into a strong linen cloth and squeezing it powerfully between porous

stones. The dry cake is then treated with absolute alcohol, which readily dissolves the

compound of hydrate of potassium with diazobenzol, leaving the nitrate of potassium

insoluble
; it is then separated by filtration. The alcoholic filtrate (which, on account

mdccclxiv. 4 x
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of the above-mentioned secondary product of decomposition, possesses an intense reddish-

brown colour) is then evaporated on the water-bath. The residue is once more pressed

and washed with a mixture of alcohol and ether to remove the reddish-brown substance,

when the compound is obtained nearly white. By again pressing and dissolving the

dry cake in a small quantity of absolute alcohol, filtering, and adding a sufficient amount

of ether, the substance is obtained in white plates, which must be dried at once over

sulphuric acid.

0*735 grm. gave 0*3992 grm. of sulphate of potassium, corresponding to 35*00 per

cent, of KIIO.
Calculated. Found.

g
6
h

4
n2 104 64*92^ —

KH0 56*2 35*08 35*00

160*2 100*00

The compound of hydrate of potassium with diazobenzol crystallizes in small, white,

soft plates, which become reddish by exposure to the air
; they are very readily soluble

in water and alcohol, but insoluble in ether. The solution has a strong alkaline

reaction. A freshly prepared aqueous solution is but slightly coloured ; but by keeping

for a short time it rapidly acquires a yellow colour, and ultimately a reddish-yellow

substance is precipitated. Ebullition does not seem to accelerate this decomposition

materially. The dry substance is very stable, and can be kept a long time unchanged.

Heated alone it explodes at a little above- 130°; the explosion is accompanied by a

slight report.

Compound of Hydrate of Silver with JDiazobenzol, 06
H4
N

2 ,
Ag HO*.

This is obtained as a white or slightly chocolate-coloured precipitate, by treating a

freshly prepared solution of the previous compound with a solution of nitrate of silver.

After removing the mother-liquor, the precipitate is thoroughly washed with water,

dried by pressing between filter-paper, and finally over sulphuric acid.

0*5830 grm. gave 0*6772 grm. of CO and 0*126 grm. of water, corresponding to 31*68

per cent, of carbon and 2*40 per cent, of hydrogen.

0*9645 grm. gave 0*5955 grm. of chloride of silver, corresponding to 46*46 per cent,

of silver.

* It deserves notice that diazo-amidobenzol and the analogous double compounds likewise combine with bases.

When speaking of these bodies (Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. Bd. cxxi, p. 362) I have pointed out that they all

possess the property of forming insoluble precipitates with nitrate of silver. Without examining these pre-

cipitates more closely, I then came to the conclusion that (judging from the manner in which they were ob-

tained, and taking a few silver-determinations into consideration), they were simply combinations of the re-

spective diazo-amido-compound with nitrate of silver. This view has proved erroneous
;

for, on closer exami-

nation, it was found that these bodies contain no nitric acid, but must be regarded as combinations of silver

with diazo-amido-compounds, viz. G
12
HuN3 ,

Ag. I intend subsequently to refer to this subject.
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Theory.
X

Experiment.

72 '31-44 31-68

H
s 5 2-19 2-40

n2 28 12-23 —
Ag 108 47-16 46-46

0 16 6-98 *

229 100-00

The compound of hydrate of silver with diazobenzol is insoluble in all the ordinary

neutral solvents. Nitric acid even when cold dissolves it with great facility. It is

distinguished by great stability; for even after having been kept for weeks, not the least

sign of decomposition could be discovered. Exposed to a higher temperature it explodes

with some violence. Since the constitution of the two compounds just described affords

sufficiently fixed data for establishing the composition of other combinations of metallic

hydrates with diazobenzol, I have not thought it necessary to extend my analyses to the

other salts.

Their preparation and constitution, moreover, present no important characteristics,

and I will therefore describe them very briefly.

Compound of Hydrate of Barium with Biazobenzol

is obtained when a solution of a very soluble barium-salt is added to a rather concern

trated solution of the potassium-compound. It is precipitated in the form of white,

microscopic, indistinct needles or plates, which become yellowish in consequence of a

gradual decomposition. It is difficultly soluble in water.

The compound of diazobenzol with hydrate of zinc is a white amorphous powder

insoluble in water. The compound with hydrate of lead is also a white powder, but

acquiring rapidly a yellow colour. With sulphate of copper a brown precipitate changing

to green is obtained. Mercurial chloride gives no precipitate.

Biazobenzol
,
G6
H

4
N

2 .

This remarkable substance is obtained when an aqueous solution of the compound of

hydrate of potassium with diazobenzol is treated with a sufficient quantity of acetic acid.

A thick yellow oil is liberated, which possesses a peculiar odour, and is remarkable for

its extraordinary instability. Its existence is very ephemeral, and after a short time

nitrogen gas begins to be evolved, and the oil is rapidly converted into a brownish-red

substance. The heat which is produced when larger quantities of the oil undergo this

spontaneous decomposition is sufficient to give rise to dangerous explosions.

The addition of ether to the oil dissolves it instantaneously, producing a red solution,

a tumultuous evolution of gas taking place. It combines with nitric and sulphuric acids,

and with hydrate of potassa, terchloride of gold, &c., forming the compounds previously

described.

4x2
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COMPOUNDS OF DIAZOBENZOL WITH ORGANIC BASES.

Diazo-amidobenzol, as is well known, is formed by the action of nitrous acid upon an

alcoholic solution of aniline, according to the equation

2C6
H

7
N+NH0

2
=€

12Hn N3
+2H

2
O.

Aniline. Diazo-amidobenzol.

By viewing this body as a double compound of diazobenzol and aniline,

€12
Hu N3

= f€6H4
N2

1c6
h

7
n ’

I was led to prepare it by the direct action of aniline upon compounds of diazobenzol.

This reaction proceeds readily on mixing an aqueous solution of nitrate of diazobenzol

with aniline, when a viscid yellow mass is speedily produced, which becomes crystal-

line after a short time, and which can be obtained in a perfectly pure state by several

recrystallizations * from alcohol. The formation of the diazo-amidobenzol may be ex-

pressed as follows :

—

€6
H

4 N2 ,
NH03+2€6

H
7
N=€12Hn N3+€6

H
7
N, NHG3 .

Nitrate of diazobenzol. Aniline. Diazo-amidobenzol. Nitrate of aniline.

On referring to the equation given on page 669 for the formation of nitrate of diazo-

benzol from diazo-amidobenzol,

€12Hn N3 -fNH02+2NH03=2(06H4 N2 ,
NH03

)+2H
2 0,

it is seen that these two bodies may be readily transformed into one another.

Many other bases deport themselves with nitrate of diazobenzol exactly like aniline,

and we may therefore look forward to the discovery of a large number of double com-

pounds analogous to diazo-amidobenzol.

It is not my intention to give a full history of these compounds, as a few short state-

ments will show clearly how closely they are allied to their prototype diazo-amidobenzol.

H N )

Diazobenzol-amidobromobenzol, < ® TT
4

(06 H6
Br Nj

This compound is obtained by the action of bromaniline upon nitrate of diazo-

benzol. It crystallizes in very tine small yellow plates or needles, which are rather diffi-

cultly soluble in alcohol, but readily soluble in ether. Its platinum-salt,

€12
H10

BrN
3 ,
H

2
C12 ,

2PtCl2 ,

is obtained as a buff-coloured precipitate consisting of tine hair-like crystals. Nitrate of

silver produces, in an alcoholic solution, a yellow precipitate similar to that of the com-

pound previously described.

Any excess of aniline must be removed by means of acetic acid before crystallization.
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In the formation of the above bodies two atoms of base enter into chemical action

with one atom of nitrate of diazobenzol, forming, together with the diazo-amido-com-

pound, the nitrate of the base employed. Naphtalidine (amidonaphtol), however, com-

bines directly in equal numbers of atoms with nitrate of diazobenzol, giving rise to a

compound which has the formula

€i6
H14 N4 ©3 ,

and which, as will be shown, must be viewed as nitrate of diazobenzol-amidonaphtol.

This compound is obtained in an impure state as a violet crystalline precipitate on

adding an aqueous solution of nitrate of diazobenzol to an alcoholic solution of naphta-

lidine. It is purified by repeated washings with cold alcohol and recrystallization from

the same, forming beautiful green prisms.

0-2303 grm. gave 05235 grm. of carbonic acid and 00975 grm. of water, correspond-

ing to 61 ‘99 per cent, of carbon and 4-70 per cent, of hydrogen.

These numbers lead to the formula

g16h14n403=|
o

5^}nho3 .

Calculated.
>v

Found.

f " ”

©16 192 61-94 61-99

H
14

14 4-52 4-70

N4 . 56 18-06 —
©3 48 15-48 —

310 100-00

The new compound is formed according to the equation

€
6
H

4
N

2 ,
NH©5fG4oH9

N=0
16H14 N4 ©3

.

Nitrate of diazo- Naphtalidine. Nitrate of diazo-

benzol. benzol-amidonaphtol.

It is one of the finest bodies of which chemistry can boast. It crystallizes in well-

defined prisms, which by reflected light are of a magnificent grass-green colour, but

ruby-red by transmitted light. The crystals are almost insoluble in water and ether.

Hot alcohol dissolves them freely, and redeposits them almost entirely on cooling.

Diazobenzol-amidonaphtol, f?
2
j*

This compound is obtained from the previous substance by removing the nitric acid

by means of ammonia or potassa. It crystallizes in very brilliant ruby-red prisms, readily

soluble in alcohol and ether, forming yellow liquids. Acids impart a beautiful violet

colour to these solutions. Bichloride of platinum produces a purple-blue crystalline

precipitate ; nitrate of silver a yellow precipitate, which consists of small fine needles.

It is worth mentioning that these diazobenzol-amido-compounds can also be obtained

by acting with an aqueous solution of the salts of the respective bases upon the com-
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pound of hydrate of potassium with diazobenzol. The reaction which takes place may

be expressed by the following equation :

—

G6
h4 N2j KHG+G6

H
7
N, HC1=G12Hu N3+KC1+H2 0.

Hydrate of potassium HydroeMorate Diazoamido-

with diazobenzol. of aniline. benzol.

COMPOUNDS OE DIAZOBENZOL WITH AMIDO-ACIDS.

Amido-acids are likewise capable of entering into combination with diazobenzol. One

would have expected that the compounds to which this reaction gives rise would deport

themselves in an analogous manner to the sulphate or nitrate of diazobenzol, which,

like" the salts of organic bases, are capable of double decomposition. This, however, is

not the case. The compounds of diazobenzol with amido-acids behave more like

simple bodies, exhibiting much similarity to the diazo-amidobenzol, being capable, like

the latter, of forming, with bichloride of platinum, double compounds of the nature

of the potassio-bichloride of platinum. They possess, moreover, the property of com-

bining with metals, giving rise to bodies which correspond entirely to the salts of simple

acids.

Diazobenzol-amidobenzoic acid
, \

® 4 '1
.

l€7 H7
NG

2

This compound is obtained by simply mixing an aqueous solution of the nitrate of

diazobenzol (1 molecule) with a solution of amidobenzoic acid (2 molecules). It sepa-

rates as a yellow crystalline precipitate which is readily freed from the mother-liquor,

and when dry dissolved in ether and filtered. The ethereal solution deposits on

evaporation yellow crystals, which are obtained pure for analysis by washing with cold

alcohol.

0’8333 grm. of substance gave 0-785 grm. at C0
2 and 0-1458 grm. of water, corre-

sponding to 64-23 per cent, of carbon and 4 -

86 per cent, of hydrogen.

0-49 grm. gave 68-8 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 0° C. and 760 millims. pressure,

=17-4 per cent.

Theory.
_

Experiment.

(

—

^13 156 64-73 64-23

Hu 11 4-56 4-86

Ns 42 17-43 17-65

0
2

32 13-28 —
241 100-00

This body is formed according to the equation

Nitrate of diazobenzol. Amidobenzoic Diazobenzol-amido- Nitrate of amidoben-
acid. benzoic acid. zoic acid.

Diazobenzol-amidobenzoic acid forms small indistinct plates or crystalline grains. It
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is almost insoluble in water, very difficultly soluble in alcohol, and easily soluble in ether.

Solutions of ammonia, potash, or carbonate of potassium dissolve the acid readily, the

solution acquiring a yellow colour. On heating a little of the substance on platinum-

foil, it fuses and is rapidly decomposed, the decomposition being accompanied by a

violent evolution of gas.

Cold dilute mineral acids act upon it but slowly ; on heating, however, speedy decom-

position ensues. Acetic acid, even when highly concentrated, has no action in the cold,

but on the application of heat destroys it.

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazobenzol-amidobenzoic Acid
,

€ 13
Hn N3 02 ,

2HC1, 2Pt Cl
2 .

This compound forms small yellowish-white indistinct plates, and is obtained by adding

an alcoholic solution of bichloride of platinum to the ethereal solution of the diazo-

benzol-amidobenzoic acid.

07455 grm. of the substance gave, on ignition with carbonate of sodium, 0-234 grm.

of platinum.

€13H,^, H2 C12 ,
2Pt Cl

2
.

Calculated. Found.

Pt=30-80 31-39

Diazobenzol-amidobenzoic acid in its behaviour with bases is similar to a bibasic acid,

since it combines with metallic bodies in two ways. All the salts formed are compara-

tively stable ;
those, e. g., which are soluble in water, as the potassium-salt, will even bear

recrystallization. With the oxide of silver and barium it forms insoluble precipitates.

A more minute description of these compounds I must defer to a future time.

Compounds analogous to the diazobenzol-amidobenzoic acid are formed when amido-

dracylic acid (isoamidobenzoic acid), amidoanisic acid, &c. are made to react in the

manner previously described upon nitrate of diazobenzol. It is my intention to investi-

gate these compounds more specially, and I therefore abstain from entering further

upon their description, only noticing that they possess a remarkable resemblance to

diazobenzol-amidobenzoic acid.

IMIDOGEN COMPOUNDS OF DIAZOBENZOL.

By this name are designated a peculiar class of diazobenzol-compounds obtained by

the action of ammonia, ethylamine, and analogous organic bases upon perbromide of

diazobenzol (G4 H4
N

2 ,
HBr, Br

2). All the compounds hitherto described exist in a

solid state, and none of them can be volatilized without decomposition
; the new com-

pounds to be described, on the other hand, are liquors which can be distilled, and which

possess the narcotic odour of some vegetable bases, such as conidine and nicotine.

.Beyond this odour, however, they have nothing in common with these natural bases.

They are indifferent bodies, combining with neither acids nor bases.
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Diazobenzolimide
,
€6
H5 N3

=^ 6 H4^|n.

On treating perbromide of diazobenzol with aqueous ammonia, a speedy decompo-

sition ensues with evolution of much heat. The products of the reaction are, first,

bromide of ammonium, this passes into solution; secondly, diazobenzolimide, which

separates as a heavy oil, rather highly coloured by a brown substance simultaneously

produced in small quantity. By repeatedly distilling the oil with water it is obtained

perfectly pure, and of a slightly yellowish colour ; the substance which imparts to it the

intense brownish colour, not being volatile, is left behind in the retort. The purified

oil is separated from the water by means of a separating funnel, placed over chloride of

calcium, and then distilled once more from a water-bath in vacuo.

0T148 grm. gave 0-253 grm. carbonic acid and 0-0505 grm. of water.

Calculated.
A

Eonnd.

(

72 60*50 60-10

H5 5 4-20 4-88

n
3

42 35-30 —
119 100-00

Its formation is explained by the following equation :

—

€6
II

4 N2 ,
HBr, Br

2+4NH3
==^6

H<1
^"|n

+

3NH
4
Br *.

V y. t V y l

Perbromide. Diazobenzolimide.

Diazobenzolimide is remarkable for its narcotic, aromatic-ammoniacal odour. It is

volatilized by distillation with water, and also when heated in vacuo
,
as shown above.

Distilled at the ordinary atmospheric pressure, it is decomposed with explosive violence.

Alcohol and ether dissolve it rather difficultly. I could not -succeed in solidifying the

oil by using a frigorific mixture of nitre and sal-ammoniac. Hydrochloric acid, even

when concentrated, and aqueous potassa have no effect upon it. Strong nitric and

sulphuric acids dissolve it with decomposition.

Etliyldiazobenzolimide—
Ĉ2

1I
5 )

This body is obtained in a manner exactly similar to the one employed for the prepa-

ration of diazobenzolimide, viz. by acting with ethylamine upon the perbromide of

diazobenzol. It is likewise a yellowish-coloured oil, having a deceptive resemblance to

the previously described compound.

* This decomposition of the perbromide explains the method of analysis adopted for the estimation of the

bromine described in page 673.
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PRODUCTS OF DECOMPOSITION OF THE DIAZOBENZOL COMPOUNDS.

The transformations which the molecule of diazobenzol undergoes through the influ-

ence of various reagents are numerous, and there is probably no other body to be met

with in the large field of organic chemistry that surpasses it in this respect. The pro-

ducts of decomposition to which it gives rise frequently possess new and very distinctive

features ; more frequently, however, they belong to the benzol or phenyl group, in which

latter case their formation depends upon the great inclination which the two nitrogen

atoms of the diazobenzol exhibit to escape and to cede their place to other atomic groups

of the same value (HH).

Deportment of Diazobenzol Compounds when boiled in an aqueous solution.

The transformation of nitrate of diazobenzol, under the influence of boiling water,

has already been noticed. A similar change is observed with regard to its sulphate and

hydrobromate, as will be seen from the following equations :

—

Sulphate Pbenylic

of diazobenzol. acid.

Hydrobromate Pbenybc
of diazobenzol. acid.

On the other hand, the compounds of diazobenzol with metallic hydrates exhibit a very

different deportment with boiling water. By neutralizing the metal, however, with a

mineral acid, the decomposition takes place in accordance with the above equations.

Action of Alcohol upon Nitrate of Diazobenzol.

By gradually and cautiously introducing the nitrate of diazobenzol into a moderate

quantity of alcohol (previously warmed to about 50° C. in order to accelerate the solu-

tion), and submitting the whole to distillation in a water-bath, a yellow residue remains,

which solidifies to a crystalline mass on cooling, and dissolves readily in alkaline solu-

tions, whence it was inferred that it had the character of an acid. There was, in fact,

no difficulty in ascertaining that this body was nothing else than dinitrophenylic acid,

possessing all the well-pronounced properties of this compound
;
and to prove this most

conclusively, it was converted into the characteristic amidonitrophenylic acid. Dinitro-

phenylic acid, however, is not the only product to which this reaction gives rise ; for on

mixing the distillate with water an oily body separates, which collects upon the fluid,

especially when its specific gravity has been increased by the addition ®of a solution

of chloride of sodium. This oil may be removed by means of a separating funnel and

dried over chloride of calcium. It possesses, when rectified by distillation, all the pro-

perties of ordinary benzol. I have converted it into dinitrobenzol by the action of

fuming nitric acid, and have found this latter identical with that prepared from coal-tar

mdccclxiv. 4 Y
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benzol. The fusing-point of the dinitrobenzol was in both instances 89° C. The pro-

duction of dinitrocarbolic acid and of benzol can be expressed by the following equa-

tion :

—

Nitrate of diazobenzol. Alcohol. Dinitrophenylic Benzol. Aldehyde.

acid.

Sulphate of diazobenzol, when distilled with alcohol, is acted upon in a similar manner.

The alcoholic distillate contains the benzol, whilst the residue in the flask consists of

sulphuric acid and a small quantity of an organic acid.

Deportment of Nitric Acid and Nitrate of Diazobenzol.

Ordinary nitric acid, as well as the fuming acid, has no action upon this compound

in the cold. The diazo-compound was dissolved in the strongest fuming nitric acid,

allowed to stand for one hour, and cautiously diluted with water so as to prevent any

rise of temperature; solution of terchloride of gold was then added, which gave an

immediate precipitate. Analysis showed this precipitate to be identical with the gold-

salt of hydrochlorate of diazobenzol.

0-8295 grm. gave, on precipitation with sulphuretted hydrogen and ignition of the

tersulphide of gold, 0 -3685 grm. of gold, corresponding to 44*42 per cent.

€6
II

4
N

2
,HC1, Au Cl3 .

Calculated. Found.

Gold .... 44*37 44*42

On boiling the solution of nitrate of diazobenzol in fuming nitric acid, trinitrophe-

nylic acid is produced. By employing a somewhat weaker acid, an admixture of tri- and

di-nitrophenylic acid is obtained.

Action of Sulphuric Acid upon Sulphate of Diazobenzol.

On dissolving the sulphate in a small quantity of concentrated sulphuric acid, and

heating in a water-bath, a copious evolution of nitrogen gas ensues, and a brownish-

coloured liquid remains, consisting of a mixture of the excess of acid employed and a

new sulpho-acid. The separation of the two acids is readily accomplished by preparing

their barium-salts. After diluting the brownish liquid with a sufficient quantity of

water and adding carbonate of barium as long as the solution exhibits an acid reaction,

the insoluble sulphate of baryta may be separated by filtration from the barium-salt of

the new sulpho-acid. The filtrate is evaporated till a pellicle forms, when, on cooling,

a large quantity of crystals of the barium-salt of the new sulpho-acid appears. After

separating the crystals by filtration, and then evaporating the mother-liquor further and

cooling, a new quantity of crystals is obtained. A single recrystallization from water

renders them perfectly pure. This salt forms fine, white, well-developed prisms, attaining

frequently to the length of half an inch, when the solution is allowed to cool very

slowly. The crystals are readily soluble in hot, rather difficultly in cold water, and
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almost insoluble in alcohol and ether. The solutions have a neutral reaction. The

substance was dried at 160° C. ; and on analysis

0-4587 grm. gave 0-3067 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-0649 grm. of water.

0-4505 grm., precipitated with sulphuric acid, gave 0-2495 grm. of sulphate of barium.

0-321 grm., analyzed by Cakius’s method, gave 0*379 grm. of sulphate of barium*.

These numbers lead to the formula

€6 H6 Ba2 S2 08 .

Theory. Experiment.

r~'

72 17-70 18-23

h
6

6 1-47 1-55

Ba2 137 33-66 33-59

64 15-72 16-21

128 31-45 —
407 100-00

The salt, dried over sulphuric acid, contained 3| atoms of water of crystallization,

which escaped entirely at 130° C. No further loss of water was observed on heating

to a higher temperature.

I. 0-5435 grm. of substance, dried over sulphuric acid, and lastly at 130° C., lost

0-0755 grm. of water.

II. 0-5398 grm. was dried at 190° C. and lost 0-073 grm. of water.

C6
H

6
Ba2 S2

08
-j-3±H

2
O.

Calculated. Found.

t
\

I. II.

13*44 13-89 13*52

In accordance with the analysis of the barium-salt, the free acid must be expressed

by the formula G6
H

8
-S2 Og ,

and I propose to call it disulphophenylenic acid, since it

may be viewed as a compound of two molecules of sulphuric acid, with the hypothetical

hydrocarbon 06
H4

(phenylene), viz. 06
H

4 -S2
Ii4 08 . Its formation may be thus ex-

pressed :

—

foH4 N2 SH204+SH,O4
=0

6
H4 S2

H
4 08+N2

Sulphate of diazohenzol. Disulphophenylenic acid.

The free acid is easily prepared by dissolving the barium-salt in water, carefully pre-

cipitating the barium with sulphuric acid, and concentrating the filtrate on a water-bath

till it acquires a syrupy consistency
; when it is placed over sulphuric acid, it crystallizes

out in the form of warty crystals, which are exceedingly soluble in water and alcohol,

and deliquesce in a moist atmosphere.

* It is not even requisite to heat the substance with nitric acid in sealed glass tnbes ; for the sulphur in the

substance is entirely converted into sulphuric acid by the action of concentrated nitric acid at the ordinary

pressure. The acid is converted into a crystallized nitro-acid, resembling picric acid.

4 t 2
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Besides the compound just described, there exists yet another barium-compound of

disulphophenylenic acid of the composition G6
H

4
S2
Ba3 H 08 ,

formed by the exchange

of a third equivalent of the hydrogen for barium. It is obtained by digesting either the

barium-compound with two atoms of barium, or the free disulphophenylenic acid with

baryta-water for some time. The excess of baryta is neutralized by carbonic acid, and

the filtrate evaporated till it begins to crystallize. The new salt forms very thin white

plates, which, on being left for some time in contact with the mother-liquor, are like-

wise converted into well-formed prisms.

This salt differs, moreover, from the salt containing only two equivalents of barium,

by its greater solubility in water*, and the strong alkalinity of its solutions, which is

not destroyed by the carbonic acid. When freshly prepared, the crystals of this com-

pound are clear and transparent ; they soon, however, lose a portion of their water of

crystallization, and are reduced to a white powder. The substance employed for the

following analyses was dried at 160° C., at which temperature the water of crystalli-

zation is rapidly given off.

I. 0-4518 grm. of substance gave 0-261 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*0396 grm. of water.

II. 0-3025 grm. gave 0-2225 grm. of sulphate of barium.

Calculated. Found.

r~

i.

72 15-18 15-75

H5 5 1-05 0-97

s2
64 13-48 —

Ba3
205-5 43-31 —

o8
128 26-98 —
474-5 100-00

It is possible that two more barium-salts of disulphophenylenic acid exist, of the

respective formulae G6
H4 S2

Ba H3 Og
and G6

H
4
S2
Ba

4 G8
.

Disulphophenylenic acid is likewise capable of combining in two proportions with

other metals ; with lead it seems to combine even more freely, forming apparently no less

than five distinct salts, viz. G6 H4 S2H3 Pb 08 , G
fi
H4

-S
2
H2 Pb2 08 ,

G
6
H

4 S2
H Pb3 08 ,

G6
H4 -S2

Pb4 08 ,
and G

6
H

4
S
2 Pb4 G8+ Pb

2 O.

The description of the preparation and properties of these bodies will be reserved for

a future communication. The silver-salt of disulphophenylenic acid, however, may find

a place here, since it exhibits the peculiar chemical deportment of the new acid in a

striking manner.

Disulphophenylenate of Silver .—This salt is obtained by treating an aqueous solution

of the free acid with carbonate of silver, evaporating the filtrate first on the water-bath,

and lastly over sulphuric acid. It crystallizes either in warty masses or in small plates.

* On preparing the salt G
e
H

4
S

2
H

2
Ba

2 08 ,
as described above, with excess of carbonate of barium, a certain

amount of the second barium-compound is formed, which remains in the mother-liquor from which the first

salt has crystallized.
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It is easily soluble in water, difficultly so in alcohol, and almost insoluble in ether. It

does not contain any water of crystallization. After drying over sulphuric acid it does

not lose weight, even when heated to upwards of 160° C.

I. 0-5535 grm. of the salt, dried at 160°, gave 0-3112 grm. of carbonic acid and

0-0443 grm. of water.

II. 0-9153 grm. gave 0-5433 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-0726 grm. of water.

III. 0-502 grm. gave 0-3082 grm. of chloride of silver.

IY. 0-4975 grm. gave 0-302 grm. of chloride of silver.

These numbers lead to the formula G
6
H4 -S

2 Ag2 07
.

Theory.
Av

Experiment.

^6 72 15-39

'

I.

15-33
ii.

15-29
III. IY.

H4 4 0-85 0-89 0-88 —
s2

64 13-68 — — — —
Ag2 216 46-15 — — 46-20 45-69

0
7

112 23-93 — — —
468 100-00

To judge from the composition of the silver-salt of disulphophenylenic acid, it appears

to be bibasic (G6H4 -S2 H2 07),
whilst the formula deduced from its barium and lead salts

establishes its tetrabasic character (G6
H4 -S2 H4 08). The new acid exhibits therefore

the rare property of varying basicity, such as is possessed by phosphoric acid in the in-

organic, and by terebinic acid in organic chemistry, as shown by Ekman*.

Action of Sulphuretted Hydrogen upon the Gold-salt of Hydroehlorate of Diazobenzol.

By passing a current of sulphuretted hydrogen gas through cold water in which the

gold-salt has been suspended, all the gold is converted into the trisulphide, whilst the

diazobenzol is transformed into a volatile product. When the reaction is complete, the

liquid is submitted to distillation, when a very nauseous, heavy, yellowish oil is found to

pass over with the aqueous vapour. I have not pursued its examination further than

to convince myself that it is not the phenylmercaptan (G
6
II

6
-S) described by Vogt,

which at first sight it appeared to be. Its mercaptanic odour and its derivation from

the diazobenzol in the gold-compound (according to the equation

G6
H

4 N2+£H2=G6 H6
S+N2)

rendered this view very probable. Neither basic acetate of lead, however, nor nitrate of

silver, even in the presence of ammonia, gave precipitates with the oil, which proved

convincingly that it differed entirely from phenylmercaptan.

On examining the residue in the retort after the oil had been distilled off, it was

found to consist of tersulphide of gold and an aqueous liquid ; the latter is found to con-

tain chloride of ammonium, together with a little free hydrochloric acid, and a small

* Limpricht, Lehrbuch der Chemie, p. 1016.
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quantity of the hydrochlorate of a base which is no other than aniline. The occurrence

of these bodies shows that a small portion of the diazobenzol is decomposed as follows :

—

G
6
H4 N2+3SH

2
=€

6
H

7
N+NH3+ 3£.

The same products of decomposition are met with when an alcoholic solution of the

gold-salt is treated with sulphuretted hydrogen.

On passing the latter, however, over the dry gold-compound, it speedily causes an

explosion. By employing only a very small quantity of the substance, and by spreading

it in a thin layer in a glass tube, it is possible to avoid explosion and secure a quiet

decomposition. The reaction is over when no more hydrochloric acid fumes escape

with the current of sulphuretted hydrogen. The black residue which is left behind in

the glass tube appears to contain, besides tersulphide of gold, free diazobenzol. I was

not able to isolate this latter. The explosive nature of the residue and its deportment

with ether, which speedily produces a rapid evolution of gas, leave, however, little doubt

of its presence. Hydrochloric acid, tersulphide of gold, and diazobenzol are therefore

the products of decomposition of the gold-salt by means of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Action of Nascent Hydrogen upon Liazobenzolimide. .

If hydrogen is generated by means of zinc and sulphuric acid in an alcoholic solution

of this body, a point is reached in a comparatively short time when, on the addition of

water, no more turbidity occurs, indicating that the diazobenzolimide has completely

disappeared.

By removing the excess of zinc and evaporating the alcohol on a water-bath, the

residue, when treated with potassa, evolves much ammonia, and an oily base simultane-

ously separates ; this is purified by distillation, and is found identical with ordinary

aniline. The decomposition may be thus expressed :

—

G6
H

5 N3+8H=C6
H

7
N+2NH3 .

Diazobenzolimide. Aniline.

Action of Carbonate of Barium upon Nitrate of Biazobenzol.

By treating a cold aqueous solution of this salt with levigated carbonate of barium, a

feeble evolution of gas is observed, which lasts for several days. A reddish-brown mass

is produced insoluble in water, which remains with the excess of carbonate of barium

when the reaction is over. The residue is a mixture of two distinct bodies. By filtering

off the solution containing nitrate of barium and removing the excess of carbonate by

means of dilute hydrochloric acid, these two products can be readily separated by

treatment with cold alcohol, in which they are very unequally soluble. In order to

obtain the more soluble one in a pure state, the alcohol is evaporated and the residue

treated with ammonia. An intensely yellow-coloured solution is produced, which must

be filtered to remove a small quantity of a resinous substance, and decomposed with

hydrochloric acid, when the new compound is precipitated in crystals. These are

obtained perfectly pure for analysis by repeated crystallization from weak alcohol.
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0*250 grin, of substance gave 06679 of carbonic acid and 0*1135 grin, of water, corre-

sponding to 72*52 per cent, of carbon and 5*04 of hydrogen.

0*307 grm. gave 35*7 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 0°C. and 760 millims. bar. pressure,

= 0*04461 grm. of nitrogen, or 14*52 per cent.

The following formula is deduced from these numbers :

—

G12H10 N2 O.

Calculated.
yV

Found.

r

—

Gl* 144 72*7? 72*52

Hio 10 5*05 5*04

n2 28 14*14 14*52
0”

16 8*08 —
198 100*00

The formation of this compound may be expressed by the following equation :

—

2(G6H4 N2 ,
NH03)+H20=G12H10 N2 0+2NH03+2N.

V

v
' '

Nitrate of diazobenzol. New compound.

It will be readily seen that this formula contains the elements of phenylic acid and

diazobenzol *

G6H4 N2+G6
H

6
0=G12H1ON2 0,

and I will therefore call it phenol-diazobenzol without prejudging its rational constitu-

tion. This body usually crystallizes from alcohol and ether (in which it is very easily

soluble) in brittle brownish-yellow warts. It is almost insoluble in cold water, slightly

so in boiling water, from which, on cooling, it crystallizes in small yet well-formed

rhombic prisms of a fine yellow colour, with a tinge of violet. These crystals fuse at

148° C. to a brownish-yellow oil, which cannot be volatilized without decomposition,

and is destroyed at a higher temperature with formation of yellow vapour. Although

plienol-diazobenzol has the properties of an acid, forming with certain metals saline

compounds, its acid character is so slightly pronounced, that it is not even capable

of decomposing carbonates. On evaporating a solution of phenol-diazobenzol with

aqueous carbonate of potassium to complete dryness, the former will be left behind

unaltered. Evaporated with aqueous ammonia, the whole of the ammonia is driven off.

Treated with nitrate of silver, a scarlet-red silver compound precipitates, which appears

specially suited to serve for the determination of the atomic weight of this compound.

It deserves mention that phenol-diazobenzol is isomeric with azoxybenzide. The pro-

perties just described show conclusively, however, that it has nothing in common with

the latter compound beyond the formula.

The second product of the above-mentioned reaction may usually be obtained per-

* Nitrosoethyline, recently described by Gettther. and Kkeutzhage, will probably come under tbe same class

of compounds, since its composition may be expressed by tbe addition of tbe hypothetical diazohydride of ethyl

and alcohol, viz.,

H. N„ +€„HftQ=G ,
Hin N0 O.
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fectly pure by recrystallizing it once or twice from strong alcohol, afterwards dissolving

it in ether, and allowing the solution to evaporate spontaneously. Sometimes, however,

the crystals are slightly contaminated with traces of a body which has to be removed by

means of caustic potassa*, in which the new compound is completely soluble, whilst the

foreign substance remains behind as a brown resin. Hydrochloric acid precipitates it

from the alkaline solution, and it can now be completely purified by crystallization from

alcohol or ether.

I. 0-2155 grm. gave 0-564 grm. of carbonic acid and 0‘096 grm. of water, corre-

sponding to 71-31 per cent, of carbon and 4-95 of hydrogen.^

II. 0-33 grm. gave 47-6 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 0° C. and 760 millims. bar.

pressure, =0-059813 grm. of nitrogen, equal to 18*12 per cent.

III. 0*4605 grm. gave 66*5 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 0° C. and 760 millims. bar.

pressure, =0-08356 grm. of nitrogen, equal to 18 -14 per cent.

These numbers led to the formula

Calculated.

d18
h

14 n4 o.

Found.
yv

( (

I. ii. III.'

^18 216 71-52 71-38 — —
H14

14 4-63 4-95 — —
n4

56 18-55 — 18-12 18-14

0 16 5-30 — — —
302 100-00

Its formation is explained by the equation

3(€
fi
H4 N2 ,

NHG
3
)+H2

0=€18
H

14
N

4 0+N2+3NH0s
.

v

v t \

v ;

Nitrate of diazobenzol. New compound.

It may likewise be viewed as composed of phenol and diazobenzol, viz.

2€„ H4
N2+G6

H
6 0=

G

18
H

14
N4 ©,

and I would therefore propose the name phenol-bidiazobenzol.

This new compound crystallizes in brownish-red needles or plates ; it is readily soluble

in ether, difficultly soluble in cold alcohol. Hot water dissolves it but very slightly.

On heating, it deports itself like the compound previously described. It fuses at 113° C.

Phenol-bidiazobenzol is an almost perfectly neutral body. Its deportment with potassa

(in which it dissolves readily, forming a ruby-red solution) reminds one, however, of the

properties of an acid. Ammonia-water dissolves it with difficulty, and aqueous carbonate

of potassa not at all. Dilute acids exert likewise no solvent action ; concentrated acids,

however, dissolve it with a blood-red colour. Decomposition ensues when the latter

solutions are heated.

* Instead of treating the mixture of the crude products of decomposition and carbonate of barium with

hydrochloric acid in order to remove the latter, the new compounds may be extracted with potassa, then pre-

cipitated with hydrochloric acid, and lastly separated, as already described, by means of alcohol.
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Action of Potassa upon Nitrate of Diazohenzol.

On mixing diluted aqueous solutions of these two bodies*, a yellow liquid is obtained,

which possesses a peculiar aromatic odour and soon begins to evolve nitrogen gas, a red-

dish-brown neutral substance being simultaneously formed. At the common temperature

this reaction is very slow, and requires several weeks to be completed. If, however,

heat is employed, the decomposition proceeds rapidly, and the reddish-brown substance

is separated as a resinous, semifluid mass, quite insoluble in water, and only very slightly

soluble even in boiling alcohol. Ether dissolves it readily. I have not been able to

obtain this substance in crystals. By allowing its ethereal solution to evaporate spon-

taneously it is left behind in a resinous state. As a powder it is very electric. Boiling

with nitric acid produces a new yellowish crystalline body.

In order to purify the amorphous product of decomposition, I have first washed it

thoroughly with water, then boiled with alcohol, and finally dissolved it in ether ; the

substance remaining after the evaporation of the ether was submitted to analysis.

I. 0-2958 grm., dried in vacuo
,
gave 0-8888 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1447 grm.

of water.

II. 0-220 grm. gave 0-6667 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1082 grm. of water.

III. 0-3926 grm. gave 29*8 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 0° C. and 760 millims. pressure.

IV. 0-5054 grm. gave 32-0 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 0° C. and 760 millims. pressure.

These numbers agree best with the formula

€24
H18N2 0.

Calculated. Round.

II. III. IY.

^24 288 82-29 81-95 82-68 — —
H18 18 5-14 5-44 5-45 — —
n

2
28 8-00 —

—

— 9-53 7-66

0 16 4-57 — — —
350 loMO

The formation of this substance can be expressed by the following equation :

—

4(G
6
H4 N2 ,

NH0
3)+H2 0=C24

H
18
N

2 0+4NH03+ 6N.

If instead of an aqueous, an alcoholic solution of potassa be added to the nitrate of

diazobenzol, dissolved in water, the reaction which takes place is much more compli-

cated. In this case, in addition to the reddish-brown body, two volatile substances are

formed, viz. benzol and phenyl, 012 H10 ,
the hydrocarbon recently discovered by FiTTiGf

.

When the reaction is conducted in a retort, on the application of heat the benzol passes

over with the alcohol, and may be separated from it by the addition of water. The

* The compound of hydrate of potassium and diazobenzol (page 675) does not seem to he formed in this case,

as I was only able to separate this substance when very concentrated solutions of the nitrate of diazobenzol and

potassa had been employed in its preparation,

t Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. Bd. cxxi. p. 363.

4 ZMDCCCLXIV.
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phenyl being less volatile, is obtained after the whole of the alcohol has distilled over

;

it condenses into a crystalline mass in the receiver. Repeated recrystallizations from

alcohol render it quite pure, in white plates, resembling naphtaline, and fusible at

70° C. These properties leave no doubt as to its identity with the phenyl of Dr. Fittig,

to whom I am indebted for a small portion of his substance, which resembles in every

respect the body obtained as mentioned above.

The third product of the decomposition in question, viz. the amorphous brown sub-

stance, is left behind in the retort as a resinous mass.

From the foregoing observations it will be seen that potassa, in the presence of

alcohol, causes simultaneously three different decompositions of the diazobenzol-mole-

cule, which may be expressed as follows :

—

I.

Diazobenzol. Alcohol. Benzol. Aldehyd.

II. 2G
6
H

4
N

2+G2
H

6
O = G12

H 10+G2 H4 0+N4
.

Phenvl.

Beddish-brown
substance.

Action of Ammonia upon aqueous Nitrate of Biazobenzol.

On adding diluted ammonia to an aqueous solution of this diazo-compound, a similar

reaction takes place as when the potassa is employed. On treating the brown mass,

however, with alcohol, it becomes evident that it consists of two bodies. The difficultly

soluble portion is absolutely identical with the nitrogenous body previously described,

as was proved by the following analysis :

—

0-245 grm. gave 0-744 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1237 grm. of water. Carbon =82-75,

and hydrogen 5-60 per cent.

c24h18 n2 o.

Calculated. Bound.

G 82-29 82-75

H 5T4 5-60

The body accompanying it, and which is readily soluble in alcohol, is obtained, by

repeated crystallization, in the form of small, light-yellow plates which detonate on

heating, and whose alcoholic solution gives precipitates with nitrate of silver and

bichloride of platinum. This compound is, in fact, no other than the diazo-amidobenzol

previously mentioned. The coincidence with this latter was so complete, that it appeared

to me loss of time to analyze it. With regard to the first of the two products of decom-

position, it is clear that its formation must be expressed by the same equation which

illustrated the reaction with caustic potassa upon nitrate of diazobenzol, whilst the

formation of the latter (the diazo-amidobenzol) is explained by assuming that a portion
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of the original compound is decomposed, in the following manner :

—

2(G6
H4 N2 ,

NHO3H3NH
3
=G12Hn N3+N2+2(NH4 ,

N03 ).

Hitrate of diazobenzol. Diazo-amidobenzol.

Two atoms of nitrogen in two equi valents of diazobenzol have, therefore, been simply

replaced by one of ammonia.

Decomposition of the Platinum-salt of Diazobenzol
,
and of the Perbromide of Diazobenzol,

by the action of heat.

When speaking of the platinum-salt, I had occasion to mention that it detonates

when heated. By mixing it, however, with a large excess of perfectly dry carbonate of

sodium *, and heating the whole in a retort on a sand-bath, it is quietly decomposed.

The decomposition begins at a moderate heat, and is marked at first by the evolution

of gas, and subsequently by the distillation of an oily body. The residue in the retort

consists of carbonate of sodium, metallic platinum, and chloride of sodium. The oily

distillate contains chlorine. It is obtained perfectly pure by distilling once with chlo-

ride of calcium, and forms an almost colourless oil, which is heavier than water and has

the odour of benzol. These properties, as well as the chlorine determination, which

was made by igniting the substance with caustic lime, prove that it is chloro-benzol,

€6
H5 Clf.

0-205 grm. gave 0-268 grm. of chloride of silver.

A>h5
ci.

Calculated. Pound.

Chlorine . . 31-56 32-34

The formation of chlorohenzol may be expressed by the following equation :

—

G
6
H4 N2 ,

HC1, PtCl
2 = €6

H
5 C1+Pt+Cl2

+N
2

.

Platinum-salt. Chlorobenzol.

The platinum-salt of the bromide of diahenzolj is decomposed in. an exactly similar

manner. The resulting bromobenzol differs in no way from the bromobenzol obtained

by Couper by the action of bromine upon benzol, as may easily be shown by converting

it into nitrobromobenzol, which possesses all the properties of nitrobromobenzol pre-

pared from coal-tar oil.

Bromobenzol can also be produced by the decomposition of perbromide of diazobenzol

by heat, according to the equation

G6
H

4 N2 ,
H Br, Br

2= G6 H5
Br+

N

2+Br2 .

Perbromide of diazobenzol. Bromobenzol.

* It is self-evident that other carbonates, such as carbonate of barium, calcium, &c., may be used instead of

carbonate of sodium.

f In all probability it is identical with chlorobenzol obtained from benzol or phenol.

+ This compound is obtained as an insoluble reddish-yellow precipitate, on mixing bibromide of platinum

with an aqueous solution of nitrate of diazobenzol.

4 z 2
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In order to decompose larger quantities of the perbromide of diazobenzol in this manner,

it is likewise requisite to mix it first with a sufficient quantity of carbonate of sodium,

to avoid a violent explosion.

By heating the mixture in a retort bromobenzol is obtained almost perfectly pure.

The perbromide, when heated with alcohol, likewise gives rise to a decomposition in

accordance with the previous equations. Bromobenzol separates as a heavy oil on the

addition of water to the alcoholic solution.

It deserves to be mentioned that all these reactions are very well defined, and that

the amount of the products of decomposition corresponds almost theoretically with the

quantities employed.

Appendix.

It may be of some interest to mention an experiment I made to obtain ethylated

diazobenzol compounds. For this purpose I submitted nitrate of ethylaniline to the

same reaction which produced from nitrate of aniline the nitrate of diazobenzol. I

obtained a body crystallizing, like the latter, in long needles. If this body had really

been nitrate of ethyldiazobenzol, I expected to obtain, by boiling with water, a reaction

according to the equation

e6
h

3 (g2h5) n2 , nho3+h2 o=g6
h

5 (
g2h5 ) g+nho3

+n
2

.

v— J K—— v~ J

Nitrate of ethyldiazobenzol. Ethylphenylic acid.

It soon became evident, however, that the oily body produced was nothing else than

ordinary phenylic acid ; and since no other organic product of decomposition could be

traced, I had to come to the conclusion that the above-mentioned crystals were nothing

else than ordinary nitrate of diazobenzol. In order to decide this question the gold-salt

was prepared, and, after being purified by recrystallization from alcohol, the well-known

golden, brilliant crystals were obtained, which gave, on analysis

—

0-759 grm., decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen and ignition of the tersulphide of

gold, left 0-337 grm. of gold.

G
6
H4 N2 ,

HC1, Au Cl
3 .

Calculated. Found.

Gold . . . 44-37 44-40

The compound G6
H

3 (G2
H

5)
N

2 ,
HC1, AuC13 ,

requires 41*74 per cent, of gold.

The action of nitrous acid upon nitrate of ethylaniline may therefore be expressed by

the equation

G6
H

6 (G2H5
)N, nho3+nho2

=g
6
h4 n2 ,

nho
3+g2h6

o+h
2
G.

Nitrate of ethylaniline. Nitrate of diazobenzol. Alcohol.
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PABT II.

The peculiar and somewhat remarkable properties of the compounds derived from

aniline in the manner previously described, have induced me to try whether bromani-

line, nitraniline, &c., when similarly treated, would be converted into the corresponding

substituted diazobenzols.

This I have succeeded in doing, and the new substances thus obtained exhibited all

the properties which I found so characteristic of the normal diazobenzol-compounds.

They are, if anything, more stable, owing, if I may so express myself, to the compara-

tively larger amount of more solid and stable materials which are more firmly combined

with the extremely volatile and easily disturbed nitrogen. This property renders them

more fit for many experiments in which the non-substituted diazobenzol-compounds are

liable to give rise to dangerous accidents. They are likewise remarkable for great

beauty, a property which certainly encourages a closer acquaintance.

Nitrate of Diazobromobenzol, €6H3
BrN

2 ,
NH0

3 .

This compound may be prepared either by the action of nitrous acid gas upon nitrate

of bromaniline or upon diazo-amidobromobenzol, and in an exactly similar manner to the

nitrate of diazobenzol. If an aqueous solution of nitrate of bromaniline be employed,

nitrous acid gas must be passed through very rapidly at first, or else diazo-amidobromo-

benzol (even in the presence of much free nitric acid) begins to sep'arate. This it is

very difficult to convert into the desired compound in an aqueous solution. Nitrate of

diazobromobenzol remaining comparatively constant in aqueous solutions, it is possible

to concentrate them, without any great loss, by spontaneous evaporation in the open air.

In this manner solutions which are too dilute may be concentrated before precipitating by

means of alcohol and ether. It can be obtained perfectly pure by repeatedly dissolving

in alcohol and precipitating with ether, when it is obtained in the form of purely white

scales which, when crystallizing out rapidly, present themselves in the form of regular

rhombic plates. These crystals, like those of nitrate of diazobenzol, are exceedingly

soluble in water, difficultly so in strong alcohol, and almost insoluble in ether. They

explode when they are heated, struck, or compressed, though not so readily nor with

the same violence as the nitrate of diazobenzol, and they can therefore be mixed without

danger with oxide of copper and burnt in the usual mode of organic analysis.

04692 grm. of the substance gave 0503 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-0745 grm. of water.

These numbers correspond with the formula

€
6
H

3 BrN2
,NH0

3 .

Calculated.
A.

Eound.

4 72 29-27" 29-24

h4
4 1-63 1-76

Br 80 32-53 —
n3

42 17-07 —
€>3 48 19-50 —

246 100-00
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The formation of nitrate of diazobromobenzol may be represented by the following

equations :

—

I. G6
H

6
BrN, NH03 + HN0

2 = 0
6
H

3
BrN

2 ,
NHO

s+2H2
O.

Y — V Y-“ J

Nitrate of bromaniline. Nitrate of diazobromobenzol.

II. G12 H9
Br

2 N3+HN02+2NH03
=2(G6

H
3
Br

N

2 ,
NH0

3)+2H2 0.

.

v Y ' ^ 7~V
'

Diazoanrdobromobenzol. Nitrate of diazobromobenzol.

Sulphate of Diazobromobenzol, G6
H

3
BrN

2 ,
-SH

2 04 .

The preparation of this compound from nitrate of diazobromobenzol and sulphuric

acid corresponds so closely with that of the non-substituted (abromous) sulphate, that

it may suffice simply to refer to the description already given of the preparation of

the latter, and I will therefore restrict myself to a few remarks on its properties.

Sulphate of diazobromobenzol crystallizes in very fine colourless prisms, which are

very soluble in water, very difficultly soluble in alcohol, and almost insoluble in ether.

The new body is comparatively stable, and can be crystallized from water without

suffering the least decomposition, by allowing its solution to evaporate over sulphuric

acid. Boiling water decomposes the compound, and heat causes it to explode. Its

formula has been* established by a determination of the sulphuric acid only.

0377 grm. gave 0-315 grm. of sulphate of barium.

Calculated.
-A.

Found.

G6H3
BrN

2
183 65-12 —

SH
2 04

98 34-88 35-15

281 100-00

Hydrobromate of Diazobromobenzol, G6
H

3
Br N2 ,

HBr.

This compound is prepared either by decomposing an aqueous solution of the previous

salt by means of a sufficient quantity of bromide of barium and spontaneous evaporation

of the filtrate, or by the action of an ethereal solution of bromine upon an ethereal solu-

tion of diazo-amidobromobenzol. If prepared by this latter method the new compound

speedily separates in crystals, on account of its insolubility in ether, and is obtained pure

by filtering off from the mother-liquor and washing the crystals with ether. Its forma-

tion may be expressed by the following equation :

—

G12 H9
Br

2
N

3+4Br=G6 H3
Br N

2
HBr+G

6
H

4
Br3 N+HBr.

Diazoamidobromo- Hydrobromate of diazo- Tribromaniline.

benzol. bromobenzol.

The hydrobromate of diazobromobenzol forms pearly white shining scales which

dissolve very readily in water ; like the hydrobromate of diazobenzol, they are more

difficulty soluble in alcohol and quite insoluble in ether. In the dry state it can be

preserved a long time without undergoing decomposition. On heating, it explodes
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almost as violently as the corresponding nitrate. By treating an aqueous solution with

freshly precipitated chloride of silver, the hydrobromate is converted into the hydro-

chlorate of diazobenzol.

0-5315 grin, of substance, precipitated with nitrate of silver, gave 0-379 grm. of

bromide of silver.

Calculated.

,
^

s

G6
H3 BrN2

69-32

Round.

HBr 30-68 30-72

100-00

Perbromide of Diazobromobenzol, G6
H

3
BrN

2 ,
HBr, Br2 .

By treating an aqueous solution* of any one of the previously-described diazobromo-

benzol-compounds with excess of bromine-water, a crystalline orange precipitate speedily

falls, increasing rapidly till all the diazobromobenzol has been precipitated. If too

much bromine has been added the precipitate becomes generally of an oily consistency,

solidifying, however, to a yellow crystalline mass as soon as the mother-liquor has been

removed and the excess of bromine allowed to evaporate spontaneously. In order to

obtain the perbromide, thus prepared, in fine crystals, it is dissolved in the smallest

possible quantity of warm, not boiling, alcohol, from which it separates on cooling in

yellow monoclinic prisms. A small portion only remains in the alcoholic mother-liquor,

from which evaporation rarely recovers it, since it usually undergoes decomposition. It

will, however, be seldom necessary to run this risk of losing part of the substance by

recrystallization, for the compound is almost perfectly pure from the very first, and at

all events quite fit to be employed for the experiments to be described further on.

Under certain circumstances this perbromide is formed during the preparation of

hydrobromate of diazobromobenzol from diazo-amidobromobenzol, in which case the

two compounds are readily separated from one another by washing with cold water.

Perbromide of diazobromobenzol crystallizes, as has been already remarked, in orange

monoclinic prisms, insoluble in water, freely soluble in warm, difficultly so in cold

alcohol, and very difficultly soluble in cold ether.

On boiling an alcoholic solution decomposition ensues, and on heating the crystals

alone they explode feebly, with disengagement of bromine vapour and nitrogen gas.

Analysis gave the following results :

—

0-558 grm. of substance gave 0-304 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-054 grm. of water.

0 4551 grm., ignited with caustic lime, gave with nitrate of silver 0-8135 grm. of

bromide of silver.

These numbers lead to the formula

G
6
H3 BrN2 HBr3 .

* The crude aqueous solution obtained by the action of nitrous acid upon the nitrate of bromaniline may

conveniently be employed.
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Theory. Experiment.

e6
72

‘

16*98 17*11

H
4

4 0*94 1*08

n2 28 6*60

Bi-4 320 75*48 76*06

424 100*00

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazobromobenzol, 06
H

3
BrN

2 ,
HC1, PtCl

2 .

Bichloride of platinum, even from a very dilute solution of the nitrate or sulphate

of diazobromobenzol, separates a mass of small yellow crystals, which appear under the

microscope as fractured plates, and which are almost insoluble-in every neutral solvent.

They are stable at 100° C.

0*568 grm. gave, on ignition with carbonate of sodium, 0*1447 grm. of platinum.

€6
H

3
BrN

2 ,
HC1, PtCl2 .

Calculated. Pound.

Platinum . . 25*36 per cent. 25*47

Gold-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazobromobenzol
,
C6
H

3
BrN2 ,

HC1, Au Cl
3 .

This compound is precipitated from an aqueous solution of nitrate of diazobromo-

benzol on the addition of terchloride of gold, at first as a yellow oil, which, however,

rapidly solidifies to a crystalline mass. The crystals are insoluble in water, but can be

recrystallized from warm alcohol without much loss, and are thus obtained in the form

of splendid small golden-yellow shining plates.

0*469 grm. of substance, dissolved in alcohol and decomposed with sulphuretted

hydrogen, gave, after ignition of the tersulphide of gold, 0*1763 grm. of gold.

G
6
H

3
BrN

2 ,
HC1, Au Cl3 .

Calculated. Pound.

Gold . . . 37*67 per cent. 37*59

Compound of Hydrate of Potassium with Diazobromobenzol
,
€6
H3

BrN
2 ,
KHG.

On the addition of caustic potash to a concentrated solution of nitrate of diazobromo-

benzol a lemon-yellowish precipitate of diazobromobenzol separates at first, but is soluble

in excess of potash. On evaporation by means of a water-bath, the solution solidifies,

when sufficiently concentrated, to a reddish-coloured crystalline paste of nitre and the

new compound of hydrate of potassium and diazo-bromobenzol.

The latter is separated and purified exactly in a similar manner to the analogous

compound of diazobenzol. It differs from this compound in being precipitated from its

alcoholic solution by means of ether as a white gelatinous mass, and not in the form of

crystals. White plates are obtained by allowing its aqueous solution to evaporate on a
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watch-glass over sulphuric acid, which, however, turn red on keeping, owing to a partial

decomposition.

Compound of Hydrate of Silver with Diazobromobenzol
,
9

6
H3

BrN
2 ,
AgHG.

This body is obtained as an almost white insoluble precipitate, very similar to the

hydrate of silver with diazobenzol. I abstain from describing any more of the com-

pounds of diazobromobenzol with metallic hydrates, since they entirely resemble the

corresponding diazobenzol-compounds in every respect.

Diazobromobenzol
,
€6
H

3
Br N2

.

This compound is obtained in slender, bright-yellow needles by adding weak acetic

acid to the compound of hydrate of potassium with diazobromobenzol, or as a bright

yellow amorphous precipitate on the addition of dilute potassa to the aqueous solution

of the nitrate of diazobromobenzol. In either case it is necessary to remove it speedily

from the mother-liquor, and to dry it rapidly over sulphuric acid.

Diazobromobenzol is an exceedingly dangerous compound ; for the slightest pressure,

or even touch with a rough object, causes it to go off in a fiery explosion almost exceed-

ing in violence that of the nitrate of diazobenzol. Although much more stable than

diazobenzol, it can, however, be kept only for a short time in a perfectly unchanged

condition. After being kept for some time, a reddish-brown residue is left, which no

longer explodes even on heating, and it seems that the nitrogen has been gradually

eliminated. Ether dissolves diazobromobenzol and causes a violent evolution of gas,

frequently of such intensity as to give rise to explosions. When freshly prepared, this

body is soluble in caustic potassa as well as in mineral acids, with formation of the

previously-described saline bodies.

COMPOUNDS OP DIAZOBROMOBENZOL WITH AMIDO-COMPOUNDS.

Diazobromobenzol, like diazobenzol, can enter into combination with amido-bases and

amido-acids. Since, however, these new bodies possess absolutely no fresh chemical

interest, but resemble in every respect the amido-compounds of diazobenzol, it may

suffice to mention a few only, as briefly as possible.

Diazo-amidobromobenzol,

separates in yellow needles or small plates when a concentrated aqueous ' solution of

nitrate of diazobromobenzol is treated with an alcoholic solution of bromaniline. This

compound was obtained by me on a former occasion * by the action of nitrous acid upon

alcoholic aniline.

It needs no further proof that both methods furnish a product of identical properties.

* Annalen der Chem. und Pharm. Bd. cxxi. p. 273.

MDCCCLXIV. 5 A
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The action of aniline upon nitrate of diazobromobenzol gives rise to diazobromo-amido-

benzol, which not only has the same empirical composition as the diazobenzol-amido-

bromobenzol(G12H10Br N3)
(page 678), but resembles it in every other respect. It would,

no doubt, be of interest to determine whether both compounds are identical or only

isomeric. I must, however, defer answering this question till a future opportunity.

Diazobromobenzol-amidobenzoic acid
,

I^^Bi N
2
1

Ig
7
h

7
no

2 J

This body is obtained as a yellow crystalline precipitate on mixing an aqueous solution

of nitrate of diazobromobenzol and amidobenzoic acid, according to the equation

G
fi
H, Br N2NH03-|-2G7 H7 NG2=(

Ge H3
Br N4+G7

H
7
N02 ,

NH03 .
6 3 2 3U 7 7 2 J-T 7 7 2, 3

Nitrate of diazobromo- Amidobenzoic Diazobromobenzol- Nitrate of amidoben-
benzol. acid. amidobenzol. zoic acid.

Recrystallized from ether it forms roundish lumps of small needles or plates. In

every other respect it is identical with diazobenzol-amidobenzoic acid.

IMIDOGEN COMPOUNDS OF DIAZOBEOMOBENZOL.

Diazobromobenzolimide
,

(G
6
H3̂

rN
2

)''J

K

On mixing the yellow crystals of perbromide of diazobromobenzol with solution of

ammonia, they are speedily converted into a yellowish oil, which, after a single distilla-

tion with water, is obtained in an almost colourless condition. This oil is diazobromo-

benzolimide in a perfectly pure state.

If the temperature of the atmosphere be not too high, the oil usually solidifies after

a short time. If this does not take place, artificial cold must be resorted to. The new

compound is obtained for analysis by removing the water and drying over sulphuric acid.

0-432 grm. of substance gave 0-5803 grm. of carbonic acid and 00958 grm. of

water.

0-3213 grm. gave 53-8 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 0° C. and 760 millims. barom.

pressure = 0-06704 grm. of this gas.

Calculated. Found.

r~
72 36-36 36-63

h
4

4 2-02 2-45

Br 80 40-40 —
n3 42 21-22 21-04

198 100-00
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The formation of this compound is expressed by the following equation

G6 H3
Br N

2
HBr

3+4NH3
=€6 H;3 Bi

^
2}n+ 3NH4

Br.

Perbromide. Diazobromobenzolimide.

The quantity of diazobromobenzolimide and bromide of ammonium which is obtained

from a given quantity of perbromide corresponds accurately with the theoretical pro-

portions.

08305 grm. of perbromide of diazobromobenzol, after decomposition with ammonia,

gave with nitrate of silver T0945 grm. of bromide of silver, corresponding to 56T per

cent, of bromine.

According to the above equation, one equivalent of the perbromide gives rise to

the production of three equivalents of bromide of ammonium ; the quantity of

bromine capable of precipitation after the action of ammonia will therefore be 56 - 6

per cent.

Diazobromobenzolimide presents itself generally as a white or slightly yellowish mass

of small crystalline plates, which melt at about 20° C. to a heavy oil. It is insoluble

in water, rather difficultly soluble in alcohol, and easily soluble in ether and benzol. It

distils readily in the presence of water ; heated alone it explodes feebly. Left exposed

to the open air it appears gradually to volatilize, giving off the same aromatic ammo-

niacal odour which characterizes diazobenzolimide. It resembles the latter, moreover,

in its behaviour with various reagents ; caustic potassa, hydrochloric acid, and bromine

have no action upon it, strong sulphuric and nitric acids decompose it readily.

By the action of ethylamine, aniline, &c. upon perbromide of diazobromobenzol,

corresponding substitution-compounds of diazobromobenzolimide are obtained.

Ethyldiazobromobenzolimide,
G

2
h5

solidify even when cooled much below 0° C.

|N, forms a yellowish oil which does not

Phenyldiazobromobenzolimide,

crystals.

(€6H3
BrN2)"-l

€
6
H5

J

N, is obtained in the form of orange

REMARKS ON THE PRODUCTS OE DECOMPOSITION OF THE COMPOUNDS OF
DIAZOBROMOBENZOL.

The great similarity existing between the properties of the diazobromobenzol-com-

pounds and those of the corresponding abromous bodies, is likewise encountered in

their products of decomposition obtained under similar circumstances ; and I have

therefore generally abstained from verifying the latter by analysis, having restricted

myself to bringing forward analytical numbers in a few cases only.

On heating an aqueous solution of nitrate or hydrobromate of diazobromobenzol,

5 a 2
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an evolution of nitrogen gas takes place, bromophenylic acid (which separates as a

brownish oil of the odour of creosote) being simultaneously produced.

€6
H

3
BrN2 ,

H Br+H
2 0=€6

H5
BrO+HBr+N

2
.

Hydrobromate of diazo- Bromophenylic
bromobenzol. acid.

Ebullition of nitrate of diazobromobenzol with alcohol gives rise to the formation of

bromobenzol, which distils over with the vapour of alcohol, a yellow acid (probably

bromodinitrophenylic) being left behind. Ammonia forms a yellow body with the simul-

taneous production of diazo-amidobromobenzol, which, owing to its greater solubility

in alcohol, can be readily separated from the former. The formation of diazo-amido-

bromobenzol takes place according to the formula

2€
6 H3

BrN
2 + NH3 = €12

H
9
Br2N3 + N

2
.

Diazobromobenzol. Diazo-amidobromobenzol.

Sulphate of diazobromobenzol, when heated with sulphuric acid, is converted into a

sulpho-acid, which is most probably disulphobromophenylenic acid, G6H3 Br, S2
H

4 Og .

Nascent hydrogen, generated by the action of zinc upon sulphuric acid, in the presence

of an alcoholic solution of bromobenzolimide converts the latter into bromaniline and

ammonia.
C-6 H4

BrN3+8H=€6
H

6
Br N+2H3 N.

Diazobromoben- Bromaniline.

zolimide.

When the addition of water no longer gives rise to a precipitate, indicating that the

whole of the imide has been decomposed, the bromaniline is most easily isolated by

evaporating the alcoholic solution on a water-bath, and distilling with caustic potassa.

Bromaniline passes over in oily drops, which quickly solidify, and may be crystallized

from alcohol in octahedra. These crystals, as well as the properties of the platinum-

salt, prove it to be identical with the ordinary bromaniline.

0-2584 grm. of the latter left on ignition 0-0661 grm. of platinum, corresponding

to 26-5 per cent.

€
6
H

6
BrN, HC1, PtCl

2
requires 26-1 per cent.

By heating the platinum-salt of diazobenzol with carbonate of sodium, chlorobenzol

was obtained; so in like manner by the action of heat on the platinum-salt of hydro-

chlorate of diazobromobenzol, chlorobromobenzol is produced, according to the following

equation :

—

€
6H3

BrN2,
HC1, PtCl

2=C6
H4 BrCl+ Pt+ Cl

2
+N

2
.

Platinum-salt of diazobromo- Chlorobro-

benzol. mobenzol.

By pressing the crystals which condense in the neck of the retort between filter

paper, and after a second distillation and crystallization from alcohol, they are obtained

sufficiently pure for analysis.

0-441 grm. of substance gave 0-6072 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-0832 grm. of water.
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These numbers lead to the formula 06
H

4
Br Cl.

Calculated.

(
'

€6
72 37-60

H4
4 2-09

Br 80 41-77

Cl 35-5 18-54

191-5 100-00

Found.

37-52

2-10

Chlorobromobenzol is rather difficultly soluble in alcohol, readily so in ether, and

crystallizes in white needles or plates from a hot saturated alcoholic solution on cooling,

or by evaporation of the ethereal solution. The crystals possess a peculiar odour,

resembling that of benzol.

The double salt of dibromide of platinum and hydrobromate of diazobromobenzol is

obtained in the form of ruby-red crystals, by mixing a tolerably concentrated aqueous

solution of the diazo-salt with dibromide of platinum. This compound shows, as might

be expected, a similar deportment. Like the previous platinum-salt, it breaks up

according to the equation

C
6
H

3
Br N2

HBr, Pt Br
2=C6

H4 Br2+Br2+N2
+Pt.

Platinum-salt of the hydro- Dibromo-
bromate of diazobromobenzol. benzol.

Dibromobenzol is readily prepared also from the perbromide of diazobromobenzol

by heating the latter alone *, or with carbonate of sodium, when it is decomposed

according to the equation

G6
H

3
Br N2 HBr3=G6

H4 Br2+Br2+N2 .

Perbromide of diazo- Dibromobenzol.

bromobenzol.

A still more convenient method of preparing dibromobenzol consists in the decom-

position of the perbromide with alcohol, which is completed after a few minutes’ boiling

;

and if too much alcohol has not been employed, a large portion of the dibromobenzol

separates at once in the form of crystals. The remaining portion is precipitated on the

addition of water, in the form of a thick oil, which soon solidifies to a crystalline mass.

After washing with a little alcohol and pressing between bibulous paper, this mass,

together with the crystals first precipitated, is subjected to distillation. Dibromobenzol

distils over as an almost colourless oil, which speedily solidifies.

Dibromobenzol resembles very much chlorobromobenzol in its various physical pro-

perties. It crystallizes from ether in the form of rectangular prisms or small plates,

which are frequently very regular and well formed, sometimes, however, agglomerated

in various ways. It fuses at 89° C.

* Only small quantities must be employed, in order to prevent violent explosions. By heating the perbro-

mide in a long-necked flask the dibromobenzol condenses in the cold part of the vessel.
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The properties of the dibromobenzol prepared in the manner just described can

leave no doubt that it is identical with the dibromobenzol described by Couper, obtained

by the action of bromine upon benzol. Although large quantities of dibromobenzol can

be prepared by Couper’s method with perhaps greater facility, it is always difficult to

obtain the dibromo- quite free from tribromo-benzol, which is simultaneously formed.

The above method might be preferred in all cases when absolutely pure dibromo-

benzol is required, as, for instance, for certain physical purposes—the more so, since it

invariably yields theoretical quantities. The same may be said of several other deriva-

tives of benzol and its homologues, which are obtained from diazo-compounds to be

described hereafter.

DIAZODIBROMOBENZOL COMPOUNDS.

Nitrate of Diazodibromobenzol, G6H2
Br

2
N2 ,

NH0
3

.

This compound is readily obtained by the action of a rapid current of nitrous acid .

upon an aqueous solution of nitrate of bromaniline containing free nitric acid. The

liquid is allowed to evaporate spontaneously, the residue taken up with weak alcohol,

and the new compound precipitated by means of ether. It can be recrystallized with-

out loss from water or alcohol by evaporating the respective solutions below their boil-

ing-points. Its aqueous solution remains remarkably constant. Continued boiling even

for hours frequently leaves some of the substance undecomposed.

Nitrate of diazodibromobenzol crystallizes in fine white prisms, or elongated hexa-

gonal plates. It does not detonate with the same violence as the corresponding bodies

previously described.

Perbromide ofDiazodibromobenzol, 06
H2

Br
2 N2 ,

HBr3 .

This compound is formed by the addition of bromine-water to an aqueous solution of

the nitrate of diazodibromobenzol, when it is precipitated in the form of fine long needles.

On boiling with alcohol, and the subsequent addition of water, an oily substance is

thrown down which soon solidifies, and can be obtained perfectly pure by pressing the

precipitate between bibulous paper, then distilling, and finally crystallizing from alcohol.

Thus purified it presents itself in the form of fine long silky needles. This substance

is evidently tribromobenzol, presenting all the properties of that compound obtained

by the distillation of G6
H

6
Br

6
with alkalies by Lassaigne*.

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazodibromobenzol,
C6
H

2
Br

2
N

2 ,
HC1, Pt Cl

2
.

It separates in small orange oval plates, which are difficultly soluble in water, on adding

dichloride of platinum to the hydrochlora.te.

0*722 grm. gave 0*154 grm. of platinum.

G
6
H

2
Br

2
N

2 ,
HC1, PtCl

2
.

Calculated. Found.

Platinum . . . 21*08 per cent. 21*33

* Rev. Scient. vol. v. p. 360.
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Diazodibromobenzolimide
,

(G
6
H

2
Br

2 NJ'|N

This compound is easily obtained in crystals by mixing the perbromide,

€
6
H

2
Br

2
N

2 ,
HBr

3 ,

with ammonia. Kepeated recrystallization from hot alcohol yields it in the form of

white needles, which fuse at 62° C., and which detonate slightly at a higher temperature.

It is very little soluble in water, more soluble in hot alcohol, and very readily so in ether.

DIAZOCHLOEOBENZOL COMPOUNDS.

Perfect analogy exists between these bodies, as well as between the diazodichlo-

robenzol compounds, and the compounds I have just described, with regard not only to

the modes of preparation from chlorine and dichloraniline, but also in respect to their

various physical properties. I therefore abstain from entering into a minute description,

and will simply enumerate some few experiments, which I hope will satisfactorily prove

their great similarity.

'Nitrate of Diazochlorobenzol, G6
H

3
C1N2 ,

NH0
3

.

This substance crystallizes in small white plates, which yield on boiling with water

chlorophenylic acid in the form of a brownish oil possessing the odour of creosote.

Perbromide of Diazochlorobenzol, C6
H3

Cl N
2 ,
HBr

3 ,

forms yellow columns which are decomposed in boiling alcohol with formation of

bromochlorobenzol, the composition of which is thus expressed, 06
H4 Cl Br *.

0-2005 grm. of the perbromide was decomposed with ammonia, and when precipitated

with nitrate of silver gave 0-2952 grm. of bromide of silver.

€
6
H

3
C1N2 ,

HBr
3

.

Calculated. Pound.

Bromine .... 63-24 62-64

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazochlorobenzol, CG
H3

C1N
2 ,
HC1, PtCl2 ,

forms fine yellow needles. On heating with carbonate of sodium it yields dichloro-

benzol, which is obtained, according as it crystallizes slowly or rapidly, in long fine

needles, or in elongated four-sided plates, possessing the same peculiar aromatic odour

as the dibromobenzol.

Diazochlorobenzolimide, (G
6
H

3
Cl N2)"l

H N, forms readily fusible crystals.

* I leave it undecided whether the bromochlorobenzol thus obtained is identical with the body described on

page 702 as derived from C6
H

3
BrN

2 , HC1, PtCl
2,

and possessing the same elementary composition. Some
observations, which shall be fully described when treating of the products of decomposition of diazonitrobenzol,

do not favour the view of their identity.
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NiazocUorobenzol,
G

6
H3

C1N2 ,
is obtained as a highly explosive lemon-yellow

precipitate.

DIAZODICHLOBOBENZOL COMPOUNDS.

'Nitrate of diazodichlorobenzol presents itself in the form of white plates. The per-

bromide, G6
H

2
Cl

2
N2 ,

HBr
3 ,
which is formed by the action of bromine-water, crystallizes

in yellow prisms ; the platinum-salt in small, beautiful, yellow, very brilliant plates.

0-3975 grm. of the latter compound gave 0-1015 grm. of platinum.

(G
6
H2

C12
N

2 ,
HC1, PtCl2 ).

Calculated. Found.

Platinum .... 26-01 per cent. 25-54.

DIAZOIODOBENZOL COMPOUNDS.

It will suffice if I give likewise only a short outline of these bodies, owing to the

great resemblance which usually exists between them and the compounds of diazobro-

mobenzol, both in regard to their preparation and chemical deportment, and also with

respect to their physical properties.

Nitrate of Niazoiodobenzol, G6 H3
XN2 ,

NHG
3 ,

is prepared from nitrate of iodaniline, precisely like the corresponding bromo-com-

pound, and crystallizes in white needles or prisms, which are exceedingly soluble in

water.

Sulphate of Niazoiodobenzol
,
G

6
H

3
IJST

2 ,
SII

2 04 ,

crystallizes in small plates, which are easily soluble in water, difficultly so in alcohol.

0-5665 grm. of substance gave 0-4025 grm. of sulphate of barium.

g6
h

3
in

2 230

Calculated.

70-12

Found.

sh
2 o4

98 29-88 29-92

328 100-00

Perbromide of Niazoiodobenzol
,
G6H3

IN2 ,
HBr

3 ,

forms small lemon-yellow slender plates.

0-4395 grm. of substance, decomposed with solution of ammonia, gave 0-525 grm. of

bromide of silver.

G
6
H

3
IN

2 ,
HBr3 .

Calculated. Found.

Bromine . . . . 50-95 per cent. 50-83

On boiling this compound with alcohol it yields bromoiodobenzol, G6
H4 Br I, which

crystallizes from ether or alcohol in large white plates, which are volatile without

decomposition.
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0*453 grm. of bromoiodobenzol gave 0*4082 grm. carbonic acid and 0*0612 grm. water.

[Calculated. Pound.

I

^6 72 25*44 24*58

h4 4 1*41 1*50

Br 80 28*27 —
I 127

283

14*88

100*00

—
Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazoiodobenzol

, €6
H

3
IN

2 ,
HC1, Pt Cl2 ,

forms small bright yellow clusters of needles.

Diazoiodobenzolimide,
(G6H3

IN
2
)"

H.
N,

forms yellowish-white crystals, which are readily fusible, and pass over on distilling

with water as a yellowish oil, soon solidifying. This likewise is of a peculiar aromatic

ammoniacal odour.

Diazoiodobenzol
,
€6
H

3
IN

2 ,

is obtained as a yellow explosive precipitate.

DIAZONITEOBENZOL COMPOUNDS.

The remarkable isomerism observed between a and j3 nitraniline, and hitherto left

unexplained by any chemical theory, likewise extends, as I have shown upon a former

occasion, to the double compounds which I have described as a, and (3 Diazo-amidonitro-

benzol. This isomerism, however, is somewhat less striking, since these bodies retain

one-half the nitraniline required for their formation in the original condition, as will be

clearly seen on examining the rational formula

r€
6
H3

(NG
2
)N2 )

l€6
H4 (N02

)H
2 Nj

which I assign to these bodies. The simple diazo-compounds derived from these isomeric

nitranilines cannot, however, be viewed similarly, and it was impossible therefore to

decide a 'priori the question of their isomerism. The experiments presently to be

described nevertheless leave no doubt that a similar isomerism exists between the

several members of both series, and that, although of identical composition, differences

in their physical properties become manifest, which are as striking as those observed

between the original bases.

5 BMDCCCLXIV.
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a Diazonitrobenzol compounds *.

Nitrate of Diazonitrobenzol
,
€6
H3 (N02) N2

HNOs .

The preparation of this compound by the action of nitrous acid upon a nitraniline

differs in no way from that of the analogous bodies already referred to. By gradually

adding ether to its alcoholic solution till crystallization commences, it is obtained in

fine long needles, which, however, do not exhibit any distinct form of crystallization.

This compound, like all the rest of the like bodies, is very readily soluble in water,

more difficultly so in alcohol, and insoluble in ether, and explodes with the same

violence on heating.

Perbromide of a Diazonitrobenzol
,
€6
H3 (N92

)N
2 ,
HBr

3 .

On mixing an aqueous solution of the former compound with bromine-water, this
?

new body is speedily thrown down in slender orange prisms, which are almost insoluble

in water, and scarcely soluble in ether. They dissolve, however, readily in warm alcohol,

from which they are deposited, on cooling, in well-defined crystals.

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of a. Diazonitrobenzol
,
€6 H3

(N02) N2,
HC1, Pt Cl

2
.

On the addition of chloride of platinum to a hot aqueous solution of the hydrochlorate

of diazonitrobenzol, this double salt, which crystallizes in long yellow needles, is

precipitated. On recrystallizing it from boiling water, in which it is soluble (although

difficultly), the crystals are obtained as prisms, frequently very well formed.

a Diazonitrobenzolimide, |n.

This compound is prepared by the action of ammonia upon perbromide of a diazo-

nitrobenzol, By repeated recrystallization from alcohol it may be obtained in a

perfectly pure state in the form of very brilliant yellow, rounded plates, which are so

soluble in hot alcohol that a magma of crystals separates on cooling from a saturated

solution. The crystals dissolve as readily in ether. In boiling water they fuse, pro-

ducing a yellow oil but slightly soluble in water, the portion dissolved yields very

fine, almost white crystals on cooling. The fusing-point of the crystals obtained by

recrystallization from alcohol was found to be 71° C. The substance explodes when

heated a little above the fusing-point.

0’3392 grm. of substance gave 0548 grm. of carbonic acid and 0805 grm. of water.

* The a nitraniline employed for these experiments was obtained according to Arppe’s method, by the

action of alkaline liquids upon nitrated anilides.

The /3 nitraniline was prepared according to IIofmann and Muspkatt’s method, from dinitrobenzol by the

reduction with sulphuretted hydrogen.
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Calculated. Found.

^6 72 43-90 44-06

H4 4 2-44 2-64

n
4 56 34-15 —
g2 32 19-51 —

164 100-00

(3 Diazonitrobenzol compounds.

Nitrate of (3 Diazonitrobenzol
,
€6
H3 (N02)N2 ,

HN03 ,

is obtained from the nitrate of (3 nitraniline. The (3 does not differ much from the

corresponding a compound in solubility
;
they however exhibit perceptible differences in

the forms of their crystals, which in the (3 compound are columns, frequently approach-

ing the cubical form, whilst the crystals of the nitrate of a diazonitrobenzol are long

needles of a somewhat unpronounced character.

Perbromide of (3 Diazonitrobenzol
,
€6
H3

(NG2
)N2 ,

HBr3 .

On treating an aqueous solution of the nitrate of (3 diazonitrobenzol with bromine-

water the new compound is thrown down generally as an oil, which soon solidifies.

It forms small plates or prisms of an orange colour, which seem to differ from the

crystals of the a compound by their want of stability when treated with warm alcohol,

and which I have scarcely ever been able to recrystallize. I have obtained the per-

bromide of (3 diazonitrobenzol also by the action of bromine upon (3 diazo-amidonitro-

benzol by suspending the latter in water and adding bromine till the whole is converted

into a heavy brownish-red oil. The supernatant aqueous mother-liquor is decanted and

the excess of bromine allowed to evaporate spontaneously, when the oil solidifies to a

crystalline mass.

Before, however, complete solidification occurs, thick yellowish-red prisms are fre-

quently seen to shoot out, of about an inch in length, which consist of almost pure

perbromide containing mere traces of tribromnitraniline, a body which forms in the

reaction to nearly the same extent, as will be seen from the following equation :

—

€12H9
(N0

2)2
N

3+ 8Br=96H3 (NOa) N2,
HBr

3+06
H3

(NG2)
Br

3
N+ 2HBr.

y—- ' ' v— ' ' '

/3 diazoamidotribenzol. /3 perbromide. Tribromnitraniline.

The adhering tribromnitraniline* can be removed by washing the finely pulverized

crystals with ether, in which the perbromide is almost insoluble.

* In order to obtain the tribromnitraniline in a pure state the ethereal solution is evaporated to dryness, and

the residue dissolved by warm alcohol. Water is then added to the alcoholic solution till it becomes milky and

deposits crystals. These are thrown upon a filter, and then pressed between sheets of filter paper, in order to

remove any adhering bromonitrobenzol, and purified further by recrystallization from weak alcohol. Tribrom-

nitraniline crystallizes in small, slightly yellowish plates, which cannot be sublimed without decomposition.

The analysis of this compound will be found in another place.

5 b 2
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If no crystals are formed after the bromine has evaporated in the manner described,

but only a crystalline mass of perbromide and tribromaniline, the latter is pressed

between bibulous paper, and then washed with ether in order to separate the two

compounds. This, however, cannot be done without incurring a considerable loss of

perbromide, since by the action of the ether it is partly converted into the nitrobromo-

benzol. Thus prepared it gave on analysis the following results :

—

0-548 grm. gave 0*3895 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-0565 grm. of water.

0-363 grm. gave, on ignition with lime, 0-5275 grm. of bromide of silver.

Theory.
A

Experiment.

72 18-46 19-38

H4
4 1-03 1-14

n
3

42 10-77 —
Br3

240 61-54 61-85

e
2

32 8-20 —
390 100-00

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of (3 Diazonitrobenzol, €6
H

3 (N02)N2 ,
HC1, PtCl

2
.

This compound crystallizes likewise in needles or prisms resembling much the crystals

of the a compound.

0-847 grm. left, on ignition with carbonate of sodium, 0-236 grm. of platinum =27*86

per cent.

€
6 H3 (N02)

N
2 ,
HC1, Pt Cl2 .

Calculated. Found.

Platinum .... 27*79 per cent. 27-86

1
3 Piazonitrohenzolimide

, (€6
H3 (N02)

N
2
)"l

HP
differs from the a compound by crystallizing invariably in orange-coloured needles which

fuse at 52° C., and consequently much below the fusing-point of the a compound. It

is likewise somewhat soluble in hot water, from which it crystallizes on cooling in

whitish needles, which closely resemble those of the a diazonitrobenzolimide recrystal-

lized also from hot water. It somewhat possesses the odour of nitrobenzol.

0-4317 grm. of substance gave 0*6927 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*1008 grm. of water.

Calculated. Found.

(

@6 72 43-90 43-76

H4 4 2-44 2-59

n4 56 34-15 —
o2 32 19-51

164 100-00
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ON THE PRODUCTS OF DECOMPOSITION OF THE DIAZONITROBENZOL COMPOUNDS.

These substances, as far as my observations go, are decomposed under the influence

of reagents like the other diazobenzol compounds; and their transformations may be

expressed by corresponding equations. The nature of their products of decomposition

may in fact be safely predicted beforehand, as the same isomerism which characterizes the

compounds already described is observable. It appeared of sufficient interest to trace them

somewhat more fully. I could not have given the comparative history of the products

of decomposition, however, without deviating too far from the main direction of this

investigation, and I must therefore reserve for a future opportunity a more intimate

acquaintance with these interesting bodies. A few illustrations will show how promising

a harvest of interesting results may be expected from such an investigation. One

peculiar fact deserves mention here. I had taken it for granted that the same relations

would be exhibited between the isomeric diazonitrobenzol compounds and the isomeric

acids of the formula €6
H

5 (NG2) 0 (the nitrocarbolic acid of Hofmann and the isonitro-

carbolic acid of Fritsche) as that observed between the compounds of diazobenzol and

carbolic acid, and that their deportment would be represented by the formula

€
6
H3 (NG2)

N
2,
NHG3+H2G=€6

H5 (NG2)G+NHG3+N2 .

V ) V.
.

)V
m

V
a-f

3

Nitrate of diazonitro- a-/3 Nitrocarbolic

benzol. acid.

The assumption has not been verified. On boiling these diazonitrobenzol compounds

with water, they are certainly decomposed, after some time, with evolution of nitrogen

gas, but neither the a nor (3 compound furnishes under these circumstances either of

the well-known phenylic substitutes. In both cases a brownish and easily fusible sub-

stance is obtained, which readily dissolves in alcohol and ether, but which can in no

manner be made to crystallize. I have not ascertained whether this substance deports

itself differently according to its origin (from the a or /3 compound), nor have I analyzed

it, but I presume that, judging from the progress of its formation, and also from the

weak acid properties it exhibits (dissolving in potassa and being reprecipitated by hydro-

chloric acid), its composition is probably represented by the formula

€6
H5 (NG2)G.

On heating an alcoholic solution of the perbromide of a diazonitrobenzol, it is readily

decomposed according to the equation

€6H3
(NG

2) N2 ,
HBr

3
=G

6 H4 (NG2)Br+N2
+Br

2
.

V -V ' '

V
’

a perbromide. Bromonitrobenzol.

A portion of the bromonitrobenzol formed in this manner separates in crystals on

cooling, provided the amount of alcohol employed has not been too large ; the rest is

precipitated on the addition of water. The crystals are purified by pressure between

filter paper and distillation, when they pass over as a slightly yellowish oil, which soon

solidifies to a crystalline mass. The bromonitrobenzol thus prepared is.difficultly soluble
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in cold, readily in hot alcohol and ether. It crystallizes from these solvents in long

almost white needles, which fuse at 126° C., and which possess the odour of nitrobenzol.

A bromine-determination gave the following results :

—

0-3355 grm. was ignited with lime and gave 0-317 grm. of bromide of silver.

€6
H

4 (N02)Br.

Calculated. Found.

Bromine .... 39-61 per cent. 40-19

If the perbromide of /3 diazonitrobenzol is decomposed in a similar manner with

boiling alcohol, and the solid product of decomposition which forms purified as described

before, a compound is obtained to which the formula 06
H

4 (N02)
Br must likewise be

assigned, which, however, differs greatly in its physical appearance and properties from

the former bromonitrobenzol. It crystallizes from alcohol and ether, in which it seems

to be more easily soluble, in the form of well-made, slightly yellowish, or almost white

rhombic prisms, sometimes also in plates, and fuses at 56° C., or 70° below the fusing-

point of the bromonitrobenzol derived from the a compound. The analysis of this body

gave the following results :

—

0-2745 grm. of substance gave 0-361 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-0535 grm. of water.

0-3365 grm. of substance gave, on ignition with caustic lime, 0-3145 grm. of bromide

of silver.

Calculated. Found.

^6 72 35-64 35-87

H4 4 1-98 2-16

Br 80 39-61 39-77

N 14 6-93 —
02 32 15-84 —

202 100-00

The existence of these bromonitrobenzols suggests the question whether one of them

be not identical with the bromonitrobenzol prepared by Coupee by the action of

fuming nitric acid upon bromobenzol. Coupee’s description of this body appeared to

me scarcely conclusive of its nature
; and in order to decide this question I have treated

bromobenzol, prepared from coal-tar naphtha, with fuming nitric acid, and have com-

pared the perfectly pure product, after repeated recrystallizations from alcohol, with the

bromonitrobenzols prepared by my method. The striking coincidence between the

crystalline form of Coupee’s compound and of the bromonitrobenzol corresponding to

the a, nitraniline, which I will now call a bromonitrobenzol, became at once perceptible ;

and since both compounds crystallize in white needles that could by no means be

distinguished from one another, I felt justified in coming to the conclusion that both

are identical. In order, however, to make quite sure I have also determined the fusing-

point of the respective compounds, and have found it uniformly at 120° C.*

* Coupee states (Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. [3] vol. lii. p. 309) that his compound fused below 90° C. This

is evidently erroneous.
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They are acted upon in a like manner by various reagents. When reduced in alcoholic

solutions by sulphide of ammonium, they are both converted into bromaniline, which crys-

tallizes in octahedra, and proves itself to be completely identical with that obtained

from bromisatine or bromacetanilid by distillation with potash. Very different from

this is the deportment of bromonitrobenzol (/3 bromonitrobenzol) prepared from perbro-

mide of (3 diazonitrobenzol. On treating this compomid with sulphide of ammonium, it

is certainly also converted into bromaniline, but this base differs greatly from the above-

described bromaniline. Ordinary bromaniline (which I would now designate as a brom-

aniline) crystallizes, as is well known, in octahedra which fuse at 57° C. The new

base, however (the (3 bromaniline), forms an oil which does not solidify even in winter.

The chemical deportment of both compounds is the same ; they form, under like condi-

tions, a series of derivatives which are of the same composition, and differ only in their

physical properties.

In order to establish the composition of the (3 bromaniline experimentally, I have

analyzed the hydrochlorate and its platinum-salt. The hydrochlorate of (3 bromaniline

forms white, nacreous, brilliant plates, which are readily soluble in water and alcohol,

and which are rapidly coloured red when exposed to the air.

0-2605 grm. of substance gave 0T76 grm. of chloride of silver.

€
6
H6

Br N, HC1.

Calculated. Found.

Chlorine .... 17-02 per cent. 16-71

The Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of (3 Bromaniline,
€6 H6

Br N, HC1, Pt Cl
2 ,

crystallizes in yellow, often well-formed prisms, which are far more soluble in water

than the slender highly lustrous plates of the platinum-salt of a bromaniline.

0-3735 grm. gave 0-097 grm. of platinum.

€
6
H

6
BrN, HC1, PtCl

2
.

Calculated. Found.

Platinum .... 26-12 per cent. 25-97

I need scarcely state that nitrochlorobenzol compounds corresponding to a, and (3 nitro-

bromobenzol can readily be obtained by submitting the platinum-salts of a and (3 diazo-

nitrobenzol to distillation with carbonate of sodium. These two bodies differ likewise

most characteristically
;
a nitrochlorobenzol crystallizes invariably in long, almost white

needles which fuse at 83° C., whilst (3 nitrochlorobenzol crystallizes from its ethereal

solution in thick columns which fuse at 46° C. The former is converted by sulphide of

ammonium into the ordinary (a) chloraniline, the latter into a new base (f3 chloraniline),

which is distinguished by its remaining an oil at the common temperature. The plati-

num-salt presents itself in the form of yellow crystals, which differ likewise considerably

in form and solubility from the small slender plates of the platinum-salt of a bromaniline.
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It may, I think, be safely deduced from these facts that two distinctly different series of

compounds are obtained by the substitution of two atoms of hydrogen in benzol by two

different elements, or groups of atoms, according as this substitution is accomplished,

and that these two series differ most distinctly in their physical properties, although their

chemical composition is the same. The great differences between the fusing-points

form one of the most important means of distinction between the members of the two

series. The fusing-points of series a lie considerably higher than those of the (3 series

;

sometimes a difference of 70° C. is observable, as will be seen by the accompanying Table.

a. Series. /

3

Series.

Bromonitrobenzol . . . 126° C. 56° C.

Chloronitrobenzol . . .
83° C. 46° C.

Nitraniline . 141° C. 108° C.-

Bromaniline .... .
57° C. Liquid at the ordinary temperature.

Chloraniline .... Liquid at the ordinary temperature.

Diazo-amidonitrobenzol . 245° C. 195° C.

Diazonitrobenzolimide . . 71° C. 53° C.

The compounds to which the experiments just described gave rise belonged exclu-

sively to the aniline group. Now there could be little doubt that the homologues of

aniline, and the similarly constituted bases, migh the also converted into diazo-com-

pounds. This I have confirmed by experiment, the more readily since it was to be

foreseen that the decomposition of some of these compounds would give rise to the

formation of certain bodies which could not have been obtained by the ordinary

methods, e. g. naphtylic alcohol, the existence of which, however, could not be doubted

for a moment.

DIAZOTOLUOL COMPOUNDS.

These compounds exhibit considerable analogy with regard to preparation, solubility,

and many other properties to the corresponding aniline derivatives. They seem, how-

ever, to be somewhat more constant, and to crystallize more readily.

Nitrate of Diazotoluol, €7
H

6
N

2 ,
NH0

3 .

This substance is best prepared by the action of nitrous acid upon an aqueous solution

of nitrate of toluidine, but it can also be obtained from diazo-amidotoluol. It forms

long white needles, which are decomposed on boiling with water, according to the follow-

ing equation :

—

€
7
H

6
N

2,
NH03+H

2
0=€

7
H

8
O+NHOg+N2

.

Nitrate of diazotoluol. Cresyl-

alcohol.

The other compounds are readily obtained from the nitrate in the ordinary manner.
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Sulphate of Diazotoluol
,
€

7
H

6
N2,

SH2 04 ,

is obtained in brilliant needles, plates, or prisms, according to the circumstances

under which it crystallizes. On heating with sulphuric acid in the manner described

when speaking of the sulphate of diazobenzol, it is converted into a sulpho-acid.

The barium-salt of this acid crystallizes in long white needles, and is disulpho-

toluylenate of barium, which, according to the subjoined analysis, has the formula

©
7
Hg S

2 Ba2 0 7
.

0-530 grm. dried at 140° gave 0-276 grm. of sulphate of barium.

©
7
H

6
S

2
Ba

2 ©7
.

Calculated. Eound.

Barium .... 33-99 per cent, 33-74

Perbromide of Diazotoluol, €7
H

6
N

2 ,
HBr, Br

2 ,

is thrown down as a yellow oil, which, after evaporation of the excess of bromine, soli-

difies to a crystalline mass.

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazotoluol,
©

7
H

6
N2 ,

HC1 Pt Cl2 ,

is precipitated from a dilute solution of the hydrochlorate of diazotoluol by means of

bichloride of platinum, and forms fine yellow prisms. When ignited with soda it yields

an aromatic oil, chlorotoluol (C
7
H

7
Cl). It remains to be seen whether this oil be

identical, or only isomeric with the chlorobenzyl discovered by Canizzako.

0-360 grm. of substance gave 0-5765 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1315 grm. of water.

0-6305 grm. gave, on ignition with carbonate of sodium, 0-1925 grm. of platinum.

Calculated. Found.

(

€7 84 25-92 26-20

h
7

7 2-16 2-43

n
2

28 8-63 —
Cl

3
106-5 32-85 —

Pt 98-7 30-44 30-53

324-2 100-00

Diazotoluol-amidobenzol,
1C6

H5 (H2
N).

This body is obtained by the action of aniline upon nitrate of diazotoluol. It crystal-

lizes in beautiful long yellow needles.

DIAZONITEANISOL COMPOUNDS.

These compounds are nearly related to the diazonitrobenzol-compounds, both with

regard to physical properties and their deportment with reagents. They are prepared

also in a similar manner, and it is only necessary therefore to refer respecting their

preparation to these analogous bodies.

mdccclxiv. 5 c
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Nitrate of Diazonitranisol, 07
H

5
(N0

2)
N2 0, NH03 ,

is obtained from nitrate of nitranisol. It separates from an alcoholic solution on the

addition of ether, forming small white plates, which are difficultly decomposed on

heating with water, giving rise to the formation of a brownish-red substance.

Perbromide of Diazonitranisol, G
7
H

g
(N02)

N
2 0, HBr3 ,

forms small yellow plates, which, on boiling with alcohol, furnish bromonitranisol

(07
H

6
(N02)

Br), crystallizing in light-yellow opake needles, which may be sublimed,

and possess the odour of nitrobenzol.

Diazonitranisolimide

,

(€7
H5 (N02

)N2 O)'') n
H i

:

crystallizes in light-yellow needles, and possesses the odour of bitter almonds.

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazonitranisol
,
0

7
II5 (N02)

N2 0, HC1, Pt Cl
2

.

When precipitated from a moderately concentrated solution, it forms a yellow powder,

which under the microscope is found to consist of fine needles. Recrystallized from

boiling water, it is obtained in orange-red, well-formed prisms. On heating with carbo-

nate of sodium chloronitranisol (07
H

6
(N0

2)
Cl 0) distils over, which crystallizes in fine,

almost white needles.

0*8795 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0*222 grm. of platinum.

0
7
H5 (N02)

N2 0, HC1, Pt Cl
2 .

Calculated. Found.

Platinum .... 25*62 per cent. 25*24

DIAZONAPHTOL COMPOUNDS.

„
Nitrate of Diazonaphtol, 01O H6 N2 ,

NH0
3 ,

is prepared by the action of nitrous acid on moist nitrate of napthalidine (amido-

naphtol); an amorphous reddish-brown substance* is formed at the same time, which

must be separated by filtration when the reaction is over. As nitrate of diazonaphtol

is not precipitated from its aqueous solution by alcohol and ether, it is not so easily

obtained in a solid state as the corresponding bodies previously described ; if, however,

its aqueous solution be allowed to evaporate spontaneously in a shallow vessel, long

white needles are formed, which are very soluble in water and alcohol, and likewise

very explosive.

Perbromide of Diazonaphtol, 01O
H

6
N

2 ,
HBr

3 ,

is obtained in the form of orange crystals by the action of bromine-water upon the crude

solution of the nitrate.

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Diazonaphtol, 01O H6
N2 ,

HC1, PtCl
2 ,

forms truncated, yellowish crystals, which are almost insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether.

* Probably impure nitrate of diazonaphtol-amidonaphtol.
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T0565 grm. of substance gave 02887 grm. of platinum.

€10 H6
N

2 ,
HC1, Pta2 .

Calculated. Found.

Platinum . . . 2 7 '40 per cent. 27*33

Diazonaphtolimide, ^ 10 j-N,

passes over as a yellowish-coloured oil (which becomes brown when exposed to the air)

by distilling with water the substance obtained by the action of ammonia upon the per-

bromide. It possesses somewhat the odour of naphtaline.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PRODUCTS OF DECOMPOSITION OF THE DIAZONAPHTOL
COMPOUNDS.

After being convinced that the products of decomposition of the diazonaphtol com-

pounds so much resembled those of the other diazo-bodies, I could not entertain for a

moment the intention of pursuing their study in all directions, especially since known

bodies would frequently have formed the subject of such study. The decomposition of

the perbromide, for instance, by means of alcohol gives rise to the formation of bromo-

naphtaline, that of the platinum-salt when ignited with carbonate of sodium to the

formation of chlornaphtaline. I thought it, however, of sufficient importance to ascer-

tain whether nitrate of diazonaphtol would split up according to the equation

€10 H6 N2 ,
NH0

3
+H2 0=01OH8

0+N
2+NH03 ,

since the possibility of obtaining the long-sought-for naphtyl-alcohol presented itself.

On boiling the solution of the nitrate of diazonaphtol, an immediate evolution of gas

takes place, and a viscid violet-brown mass separates which remains on the filter when

the solution is. filtered hot.

The filtrate deposits generally small white plates, retaining, however, a portion of

the substance dissolved, which can be recovered by shaking the aqueous solution with

ether. On evaporating the ether it remains behind as a violet-coloured oil which

quickly solidifies. This latter, as well as the plates first deposited, is in fact almost

pure naphtyl-alcohol, whilst the violet-brown mass on the filter contains, besides naphtyl-

alcohol, a considerable quantity of a reddish-brown body. In order to purify the

naphtyl-alcohol, the united portions are treated with a cold solution of potassa, the

residuary brown-red body* is filtered off, and the filtrate treated with acetic acid as

long as precipitation ensues. Naphtyl-alcohol separates first as an oil, soon solidifying

to a network of small plates, which are still somewhat violet-coloured. They are thrown

on a filter, washed with cold water (which removes the mother-liquor), and then submitted

to distillation.

* This body is soluble in alcohol, to. which it imparts a blood-red colour. On concentrating the alcoholic

solution, reddish-brown indistinct crystals are deposited, which, on rubbing, acquire a green metallic lustre.

5 c 2
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This process must be repeated until the mass of crystals, which is invariably found

deposited in the condensing-tube, is quite white, and fuses, on heating, to a limpid oil.

This body gave on analysis the following results :

—

0-2003 grm. of substance gave 0-6138 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1047 grm. of water.

Calculated. Pound.

^10 120 83-33 83-57

h8
8 5-56 5-81

o 16 11-11 —
144 100-00

Naphtyl-alcohol crystallizes in small white shining plates, fusing at 91° C. to a colour-

less, highly refractive oil which may be volatilized without decomposition. It is but

slightly soluble in water, readily soluble in alcohol, ether, and benzol. When inflamed

it burns with a thick smoky flame. Its formation and its physical properties prove its

relationship with phenylic alcohol ; it possesses a similar burning taste, and a creosote-

like odour somewhat resembling that of naphtaline. The relation between it and phe-

nylic alcohol is likewise indicated by its chemical deportment. It stands on the same

narrow boundary line between acid and alcohol ; and naphtyl-alcohol may, in like manner

with phenol, be classified with alcohols or with acids. The strong bases form with the new

alcohol (acid) a series of salts which are as unstable as those of phenylic acid, and are

mostly decomposed even by the carbonic acid of the air. The potassium- or sodium-salt

may also be obtained by the action of the respective metals upon the fused naphtylic

acid with evolution of hydrogen. In both cases a crystalline saline mass is obtained

which dissolves in water and alcohol. Basic acetate of lead produces in a solution of

naphtyl-alcohol a white voluminous precipitate. An ammoniacal silver solution is

decomposed, metallic silver being deposited. Nitric acid of sp. gr. T4 dissolves naphtyl-

alcohol in the cold with evolution of red fumes. If the solution be boiled for some time

and water added, a diflicultly-soluble yellow acid precipitates, whilst a second readily-

soluble acid is deposited in yellow crystals on evaporating the mother-liquor. The latter

appears to be the picric acid of the naphtyl group. By treating the aqueous solution of

naphtyl-alcohol with bromine-water, it deposits bromonaphtylic acid in the form of an

oil which speedily crystallizes.

Many of the experiments described here and in the previous part of this investiga-

tion, have been made in the laboratories of the Royal College of Chemistry, London,

and the University of Marburg; and it gives me great pleasure to express my sincere

thanks to Professors Hofmann and Kolbe for the kind manner in which the laborato-

ries of these institutions have been placed at my disposal.
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PART III.

All the diazo-compounds which have formed the subject of Parts I. and II. of this

inquiry are derived from monoamido-compounds. If the composition of the latter be

again expressed by the general formula H
(y_ 2)

(NH
3
)"0

z
(see page 667), it is at once

perceived that the process of formation of the diazo-compounds is similar to the reaction

which takes place by the action of nitrous acid on ammonia

:

I. GxH(j
,_2)

(NH
3
)"0

z + NHG
2 = GxH(y_2)

(N2)"Oz+2H20 *.

^ yy ' ''

V *

Monoamido-compound. Diazo-eompound.

II. (NH3)" + NH02
=(N

2)" + 2H
2 0.

Ammonia. Nitrogen.

By viewing the diamido-compounds in like manner as represented by the general

formula GxH(y_4)
(NH

3 )2
", 0

z ,
it is evident that the action of nitrous acid may give rise

to two decompositions

:

I- GxH(y
_4)
(NH

3
)- 0

2
+NH&2=GxH(y

_4;
(NH3 )" (N2

)" 0
2
+2H

2 0.

II. G.H
(y-4)

(NH3
)- 0,+2NH0

2=<3,H(y_4)
(N4f0z+ 4H2 0.

The hydrogen contained in one atom of ammonia can thus be replaced by nitrogen,

or both atoms of ammonia present in the original compound may be replaced by nitro-

gen, giving rise to a tetrazo-compound.

Although this theory has not been fully confirmed by the action (presently to be

described) that nitrous acid exerts on benzidine, since an intermediate compound

according to equation I. could not be obtained, it is nevertheless highly probable that

nitrogenous compounds in accordance with equation I. exist, and that further experi-

ments with other diamido-compounds will confirm this view.

Action of Nitrous Acid upon Benzidine.

Benzidine, which Zinin, its original discoverer, expressed by the formula

G6
H

6
N,

has been found, on further investigation by P. W. Hofmann, to have double the atomic

weight first assigned to it, and to be a base capable of combining with two molecules of

acid. Very recently Fittig has shown that it must be viewed as the diamido-compound

of his newly discovered hydrocarbon-phenyl, and that it ought to be expressed by the

rational formula G12H8 (NH2)2,
or G

12
H

6
(NH

3
)"

2 . I entirely abide by Fittig’s view,

but find it necessary to select for both compounds a somewhat modified nomenclature,

in order to avoid the use of the same names for some derivatives of these bodies (which

I shall have occasion to describe) already employed for several long-known derivatives

* It must be borne in mind that nitrous acid acts upon the nitrates of the amido-compounds ;
if otherwise,

the reactions would frequently give rise to the formation of diazoamido-compounds formerly described by me.
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of phenylic acid. I propose, therefore, to designate Fittig’s hydrocarbon, G
12
H

10 ,
as

diphenyl, and to call benzidine diamidodiphenyl.

Nitrate of Tetrazodiphenyl, €24H6
N

4 ,
2NH03 .

This compound is most readily and copiously obtained by passing nitrous acid through

a cold concentrated aqueous solution of nitrate of diamidobenzidol, when only traces of

a brown amorphous body are formed, whilst from an alcoholic solution the latter is

deposited in considerable quantities. When a sufficient current of gas has been passed

through the solution, the brown body is separated by filtration, the filtrate mixed with

twice its volume of strong alcohol, and ether added as long as any white crystals are depo-

sited. By once more dissolving the crystals in a very small quantity of water, and

reprecipitating with alcohol and ether, they are obtained perfectly pure : it will be readily

perceived that this mode of preparation closely resembles that for the preparation of

nitrate of diazobenzol, which body presents a striking analogy to the nitrate of tetrazo-

diphenyl. The latter crystallizes in white or slightly yellowish-tinged needles, which

are readily soluble in water, more difficultly so in alcohol, and insoluble in ether. On
heating they explode with the same violence as the analogous diazo-compound.

Sulphate of Tetrazodiphenyl, C
12
H

6
N4 ,

3SH2 04 .

After mixing a concentrated aqueous solution of the nitrate of tetrazodiphenyl with a

sufficient quantity of cold sulphuric acid, diluted previously with its own bulk of water,

this new body separates, on the addition of strong alcohol, either in the form of a white

crystalline powder, or in white needles. If alcohol does not completely precipitate it,

ether must be added to complete its separation. It is very soluble in water. On heating

in a dry state an explosion ensues.

I. 0'820 grm. of substance gave, on direct precipitation with chloride of barium,

0-811 grm. of sulphate of barium.

II. 0-441 grm. gave 0-4355 grm. of sulphate of barium.

Calculated. Found.

2G12
H

6
N4

412'

’

i

58-36

'
i. ii.'

3SH2 04 294 41-64 41-60 41-54

706 100-00

This compound partakes of the nature of an acid salt.

Platinum-salt of the Hydrochlorate of Tetrazodiphenyl
,
€

12
H

6 N4 ,
2HC1, 2Pt Cl2 .

This salt is precipitated from a moderately dilute solution of the nitrate or sulphate

by means of bichloride of platinum. It forms light-yellow very small narrow plates.

By employing a very dilute solution^ it falls slowly, in small, elongated, well-formed
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hexagonal plates. These crystals are almost insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether.

Exposure to light during drying causes them to assume a slightly brown colour.

0-6125 grm. gave 0-5252 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-0915 grm. of water.

0-6065 grm. gave 44-1 cub. centims. of nitrogen at 0° C. and 760millims. bar. pres-

sure, = 0-055415 grm.

0'739 grm. gave on ignition with carbonate of soda 0-232 grm. of platinum.

Calculated. Found.

€12 144 23-29 23-38

h
8 8 1-30 1-66

n4 56 9-05 9-44

Pt2
197-4 31-92 31-40

Cl4 213 34-44 —
618-4 100-00

Perbromide of Tetrazodiphenyl, G
12
H

6
N4 ,

2HBr, Br4 .

This compound is formed on the addition of bromine-water to an aqueous solution of

the nitrate of the tetrazodiphenyl, being precipitated in the form of round reddish

crystals, which are collected on a filter, thoroughly washed with water, and dried without

delay over sulphuric acid and caustic lime. They are thus obtained sufficiently pure

for analysis. Further purification indeed is impossible, since this body is decomposed

by dissolving in alcohol, with evolution of gas. Even at the ordinary temperature it

undergoes a gradual decomposition and evolves bromine, which is recognizable by its

odour. For this reason the bromine-determinations, which were made with portions of

this body that had been left for several days under the desiccator, were found a little too

low.

I. 0 -583 grm., decomposed with alcoholic potash, gave 0-931 grm. of bromide of silver

=67-96 per cent.

II. 0-742 grm. gave, on ignition with caustic lime, 1-192 grm. of bromide of silver

=68-36 per cent.

€
12
H

6 N4,
2HBr, Br4 .

Found.

t
'A

"i

Calculated. I. II.

Bromine 69-77 67-96 68-36

f^2H6
N4l

Tetrazodiphenyl-amidobenzol, J G
6
H

7
N >•

hi H
7
N J

By adding aniline to an aqueous solution of nitrate of tetrazodiphenyl, this complex

substance, corresponding to the diazo-amidobenzol in the diazobenzol series, is at once

separated as a yellow crystalline mass; by repeatedly washing with alcohol it is easily

obtained in a pure state for analysis.
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0*2693 grm. gave 0*7233 grin, of carbonic acid and 0*1315 grm. of water.

These numbers correspond to the above formula, G24 H20 N6
.

Calculated. Pound.

S
24

288 73*47' 73*24

H20 20 5*10 5*42

n6 84 21*43 —
392 100*00

The formation of this new substance can be expressed as follows

:

Nitrate of tetrazo- Aniline. Tetrazodiphenyl- Nitrate of aniline,

diphenyl. amidobenzol.

Tetrazodiphenyl-amidobenzol is insoluble in water, and, although very little soluble

even in boiling alcohol and ether, can be recrystallized from them. By this means

lance-shaped crystals are obtained, which are generally grouped together in a star-like

form. When heated they explode ; boiled with mineral acids they are decomposed

with evolution of nitrogen gas.

Dijphenylimide
,

|n2
.

This body is obtained in crystals when the perbromide is acted upon by solution of

ammonia. The crystals are purified by repeated recrystallization from strong alcohol,

when they are obtained in small very brilliant white, or slightly yellowish plates, inso-

luble in water, very difficultly soluble in cold alcohol, and only moderately soluble in

ether. Boiling alcohol, however, dissolves them very readily, and yields on cooling a

mass of crystals. The compound fuses at 127° C. to a yellow oil, which is decomposed

at a higher temperature, giving rise to slight explosions. It does not combine with

acids or alkalies, and is perfectly neutral to test-paper. No change is produced even by

boiling with concentrated hydrochloric acid, nor with aqueous or alcoholic potash. It

is decomposed, however, by nitric or strong sulphuric acid.

I. 0*2503 grm. of substance gave 0*5577 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*0816 grm. of

water.

II. 0*3118 grm. gave 0*6918 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*0983 grm of water.

Calculated. Pound.
A

r

'
l. II.'

^12 144 61*02 60*76 60*51

H
8 8 3*39 3*62 3*50

n
6

84

236

35*59

100*00

— —
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The formation of this compound may be expressed by the following equation :

—

€12H6
N

4 ,
2HBr, Br

4*+ 8NH3
=€

12
H

8
N

6+6NH4
Br.

^ V 1 y V 1

Perbromide. Tetrazodiphenylimide.

It has been my endeavour to study somewhat more closely the compounds which

tetrazodiphenyl forms with metallic hydrates, but all my attempts to obtain them more

definitely have failed, and their preparation seems indeed to be beset with insurmount-

able difficulties. I omit a lengthened description of the unsuccessful attempts, and will

merely show by one instance how tetrazodiphenyl can play the part of an acid. An
aqueous solution of nitrate of tetrazodiphenyl, when mixed with caustic potash, yields a

yellow liquid exhibiting such properties as might be looked for in absolution of the com-

pound of hydrate of potassa with tetrazodiphenyl. On treating it with chloride of pla-

tinum, it gives rise to the formation of the platinum-compound above described, a proof

that the tetrazodiphenyl remains unchanged in the alkaline solution. It is invariably

decomposed on the application of heat, with evolution of gas and separation of a reddish-

brown amorphous substance.

PRODUCTS OE DECOMPOSITION OE THE COMPOUNDS OF TETRAZODIPHENYL.

By applying the laws of classification just now accepted by chemists to the tetrazotized

derivatives of benzidine, specially taking into account their manner of formation and

combination, these bodies must be classified with the diatomic compounds, whilst the

respective diazo-compounds belong to the monatomic bodies. It has been of late a

favourite subject of chemical research to trace the analogies which monatomic bodies

exhibit under the influence of certain agents with polyatomic bodies. In illustration of

this I may refer to the results obtained in the comparative study of the products of

decomposition of the ethyl- and ethylene-alcohols in order to show how simple are the

laws which regulate these chemical transformations. The experimental results which

I am able to adduce prove likewise that the decomposition of the tetrazo-compound

gives rise to derivatives which differ in nothing from those obtained under similar

circumstances from diazo-compounds, beyond the distinctive features imparted to them

by the polyatomic nature of the compound from which they are derived.

Action of Water upon Nitrate of Tetrazodiphenyl.

An aqueous solution of this body, when left in a cold place, gradually undergoes a

spontaneous decomposition. When heated it gives rise to a copious evolution of nitrogen

gas with separation of two substances—one an amorphous brown, and the other a white

crystalline body. An additional quantity of the latter is obtained when the liquid has

* Leaving aside the hydrobromic acid, this compound may be looked upon as the bromide of a tetratomic

radical (G
12
H

6
N

4)
IV Br4 .

MDCCCLXIV. 5 D
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become quite cold. It is easy to separate these two bodies by filtering off the acid

mother-liquor, pressing the residue between bibulous paper, and repeatedly extracting

with dilute alcohol, which takes up the crystalline substance and leaves the brown

body undissolved : this latter being very probably identical with the brown compound

obtained as a by-product in the formation of nitrate of tetrazobenzidol, and being

moreover of a very unpromising nature, I have not pursued its study any further. The

crystalline product of decomposition dissolved by the alcohol is obtained on evaporation

as a yellowish crystalline mass, from which the least traces of the brown body are removed

by repeatedly dissolving in ether, and lastly recrystallizing from dilute alcohol.

0-3037 grm. of substance gave 0-8603 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-154 grm. of water.

Qualitative tests showed the absence of nitrogen ; these numbers correspond therefore

with the formula G12H10 02 ,
as will be seen from the following calculations :

—

Theory.
A

Experiment.

012 144 77-42 77-26

H10
10 5-38 5-63

02
32 17-20 —

186 100-00

The formation of this compound, for which I propose the name of diphenyl-alcohol

or diphenylic acid, takes place according to the equation

G12H6
N4 ,

2NH03 + 2H2 0 = G
12H1O 02 + 2NH0

3 + 4N.

Nitrate of tetrazodiphenyl. Diphenyl-alcohol.

Diphenyl-alcohol (diphenylic acid) crystallizes in small white, or slightly tinged plates

or needles, which possess slight solubility in water, but are soluble to any extent in

alcohol and ether. It fuses on heating, and can be sublimed in small quantities by

heating it cautiously in a test-tube. It is thus obtained in the form of soft, white,

very lustrous plates. The chemical deportment of diphenyl-alcohol shows it to be

most closely allied to the class of compounds the best-known representative of which

is phenylic alcohol. It may in fact be considered as the first biatomic representative

of this peculiar group of chemical compounds. The new alcohol is readily soluble in

potash, and can be reprecipitated by the addition of an acid. Concentrated ammonia

also dissolves it. On heating an ammoniacal solution with basic acetate of lead, a white

voluminous precipitate ensues. Heated with ordinary strong nitric acid it is changed

into a nitro-acid, which crystallizes out in yellow roundish crystals ; the ammonium-salt

of this acid crystallizes in beautiful long needles.

Action of Alcohol ujpon Sulphate of Tetrazodiphenyl.

On heating an admixture of alcohol and sulphate of tetrazodiphenyl, violent decom-

position takes place. The products formed are nitrogen, sulphuric acid, and a solid sub-
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tance, which separates in small indistinct plates on mixing the alcoholic fluid (after the

reaction is entirely over) with a large quantity of water. In order to free the precipi-

tate from a trace of a brown substance, which likewise forms in the reaction, it is filtered

off from the mother-liquor, dried, and then sublimed through paper, according to the

method proposed by Gorup-Besanez. The substance is thus obtained in the form of

perfectly white plates, which dissolve easily in ether and hot alcohol, and which crystal-

lize from the latter very much like naphtaline. The new compound fuses, at 70° C. to

an oil, which distils at a higher temperature without decomposition. It possesses a

peculiar aromatic odour like that of cinnamol and benzol combined.

0T787 grm. of substance gave 0-607 grm. of carbonic acid and 0TQ7 grm. of water.

These numbers lead to the formula C12H10
.

Calculated.

0^ 144 93-50

H10 10 ' 6-50

154 100-00

Its chemical composition, combined with the before-mentioned physical properties,

prove that the hydrocarbon is identical with the diphenyl described by Fittig*. Its

formation may be described by the following equation:

—

2(012H6
N

4 ,
3SH2 04)

-1- 4€
2H6 0 = 2G12 H10 + 4G2H4 0 + N

8 + 6S1I
2 04 .

V ; 1 v j *

V i K V J

Sulphate of tetrazodiphenyl. Alcohol. Diphenyl. Aldehyde.

Nitrate of tetrazodiphenyl is decomposed in a similar manner by boiling alcohol, but

simultaneously the formation of a yellow nitro-acid takes place, which stands probably

to the diphenylic alcohol in the same relation as the nitrophenol to phenylic alcohol

(compare also the corresponding decomposition of nitrate of diazobenzol, p. 683).

Action of Sulphuric Acid upon Sulphate of Tetrazodiphenyl.

On heating sulphate of tetrazodiphenyl dissolved in a small quantity of oil of vitriol,

a violent evolution of nitrogen gas is observed. The brown liquid which remains after

the reaction Has ceased contains, besides the excess of sulphuric acid employed, two new

sulpho-acids, which can be separated by means of their barium-salts. For this purpose

the brown liquid is diluted with at least thirty times its volume of water, boiled, and

saturated with carbonate of barium. The precipitated sulphate of barium is then fil-

tered off, the saline solution evaporated to dryness on the water-bath, and the residue

several times extracted with hot water. The portion remaining undissolved is the

* If the diphenyl, prepared according to my method, has not been previously sublimed through paper as

described, it crystallizes only in the form of small indistinct silvery white plates, which are so different from

the large naphtaline-like plates described by Fittig, that they appear at first sight to be crystals of quite a dif-

ferent compound.

Found.

92-70

6-65

5 d 2
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barium-salt of a new acid which I will call tetrasulphodiphenylenic acid; the soluble

portion contains another new acid, for which the name trisulphodiphenylenic acid may

be adopted.

I will first endeavour to give a brief description of the former. The barium-salt of

this acid, obtained as before mentioned, being only very slightly soluble in water, could

not well be purified by recrystallization ; I preferred therefore to convert it into the

ammonium-salt, which served me as a starting-point for the preparation of all the saline

compounds presently to be described. The ammonium-salt is readily obtained by

decomposing the barium-salt with a solution of carbonate of ammonium. The mixture

is heated for a short time, the insoluble carbonate of barium filtered off, and the filtrate

concentrated on a water-bath till the ammonium-salt crystallizes out on cooling. One

recrystallization from alcohol renders it in the form of perfectly pure white prisms.

Barium-salt of Tetrasulphodiphenylenic Acid
,
€12H6 , -S4 H2 Ba4 015 .

To a rather concentrated boiling solution of the ammonium-salt chloride of barium is

added, when this salt is precipitated as white needles or prisms ; the crystals are allowed

to subside, and, after the mother-liquor has been separated by filtration, repeatedly

washed with cold water ; in this manner they are obtained quite pure. The substance

employed for the following analyses was dried between 150° and 160°.

I. 0*612 grm. gave 0*4055 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*070 grm. of water.

II. 0*365 grm., decomposed by nitric acid, gave 0*4327 grm. of sulphate of barium,

corresponding to 16*28 per cent, of sulphur.

III. 0*2845 grm., treated with sulphuric acid, gave 0*177 grm. of sulphate of barium

= 34*14 per cent, of barium.

IV. 0*6185 grm., treated as before, gave 0*4327 grm. of sulphate of barium= 34*77

per cent, of barium.

These numbers lead to the formula

Calculated.

144 18*14

8 1*00

128 16*21

274 34*51

240 31*35

794 100*00

Dried over sulphuric acid, the salt retains four molecules of water of crystallization.

0*452 grm., dried as above, lost between 150° and 160° 0*037 grm. of water.

€
12
H

8 Ba4
S

4
O

15
+4H

2 0.

€12

h
8

$4

Ba
4

Ci2H8
S
4 Ba4 015 .

Pound.

r \

I. II. III. IY.

18-07

16-28

34*14 34*77
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Calculated. Found.

4H2 0 . . . . 8 ;08 8-00

If the ammonium-salt of tetrasulphophenylenic acid be, instead of chloride of barium,

treated with baryta-water, another barium-salt is formed, which, according to the sub-

joined barium-determination, has the composition G12H6 ,
S4 Ba6 015 . It is precipitated

as a white amorphous powder, which, on washing with water, is converted into small

prisms.

0-6085 grm., dried at 150°, gave 0-4585 grm. of sulphate of barium.

Gi 2
H

g , S4
Ba

6 0 15
.

Calculated. Found.

Ba . . . . 44-24 44-29

Silver-salt
,
0

12
H6 ,

S4 H3 Ag3 015
.

On mixing a concentrated solution of the ammonium-salt with an equally concen-

trated solution of nitrate of silver, separation of warty crystals of this salt takes place

after some time. They may be purified by recrystallization from water, in which they

are easily soluble. The concentration of their solution must be conducted in vacuo.

0-3955 grm., dried at 150°, gave 0-2025 grm. of chloride of silver.

€12H9
S4 Ag3 -G15 .

Calculated. Found.

Ag . . . . 38-34 38-50

0-

4205 grm. of silver-salt, dried over sulphuric acid, lost at 150° 0-025 grm. of water.

€12H9 S4 Ag3 015+3H2
0.

Calculated. Found.

3H2
0 . . . . 6-00 5-95

When describing disulphophenylenic acid (page 687), it was shown that it is capable

of forming two series of salts exhibiting an analogous relationship to each other, as

metaphosphates to ordinary phosphates. Tetrasulphodiphenylenic acid behaves in a

similar manner. Thus the salts previously described point most naturally to the con-

clusion that it is hexabasic, while the salts which will be presently mentioned indicate

its capability of assuming also an octabasic character.

Lead-salt
,
€12

Hg, £4 Pb8 C16
.

When a boiling solution of tetrazodiphenylenate of ammonium is mixed with a solu-

tion of neutral acetate of lead, this salt is precipitated in the form of white needles.

Repeated washings with water render it quite pure.

1-

0195 grm., dried at 150°, gave 0-3797 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*054 grm. of water.
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0-3135 grm.* gave 0-2755 grm. of sulphate of lead, corresponding to 60-04 per cent,

of lead and 9-28 per cent, of sulphur.

•g
12 h,3

S4 Pb8 0 16
.

Calculated. Found.

r~
©12

144 10-57 10-16

h6
6 0-45 0-59

Pb
8

828 60-79 60-04

s4
128 9-39 9-28

^16 256 18-80 —
1362 100-00

Basic Lead-salt
,
G12H 6 ,

-S4
Pb

8 ^16+^4 0;

This salt is obtained by treating the hot solution of the ammonium-salt with basic

acetate of lead. It is a white amorphous precipitate.

0-5935 grm., dried at 150°, gave 0-592 grm. of sulphate of lead.

€12
H

6
S4 Pb12 018 .

Calculated. Found.

Pb . . . . 68-69 68-14

Tetrasulphodiphenylenic acid is easily to be obtained in a free state, either by decom-

posing the lead- or silver-salt with sulphuretted hydrogen, or by treating the barium-salts

with an equvalent quantity of sulphuric acid. The filtered aqueous solution is evapo-

rated on a water-bath to a syrupy consistence, and placed over sulphuric acid; after

some time white needles or plates are obtained, which are very soluble in water and

alcohol, but not deliquescent in the air. I have not yet analyzed this acid ;
but accord-

ing to the above-mentioned salts it seems very probable that it can exist in two different

states, as expressed by the formulte ©12H6 ,
S
8
H

6 0 15 and C
12H6 ,

-S
8
H

8 0 16 .

The second compound (trisulphodiphenylenic acid) to which the reaction of sulphuric

acid or sulphate of tetrazobenzidol gives rise deserves likewise a few passing remarks.

The separation of its barium-salt from the barium-salt of tetrasulphodiphenylic acid

by means of hot water has already been described. The aqueous extracts thus obtained,

sufficiently evaporated and allowed to cool, will generally solidify to a gelatinous mass

from which distinct crystals cannot be obtained, even by repeated solution and evaporation.

Crystallization may, however,. be effected thus; The gelatinous salt is converted into the

ammonia-compound, by boiling with an aqueous solution of carbonate of .ammonium.

* This substance was boiled with concentrated nitric acid till red fames ceased to be evolved, and evapo-

rated to dryness. The sulphate of lead was then collected on a filter and well washed with alcohol ;
the alco-

holic filtrate contains neither a trace of lead nor sulphuric acid.
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The excess of ammonia is removed by evaporation, and the crystalline residue dissolved

in a little hot water and treated with a solution of chloride of barium. On cooling,

warty crystals, or globular groups of small plates, of the barium-salt are obtained,

which can be freed from the difficultly-soluble tetrasulphodiphenylenate of barium with

which it may still be contaminated, and also from the mother-liquor, by repeated

crystallization from water.

The analysis of this salt (dried at 130° C., at which temperature it turns to a dirty

green colour owing to the loss of water of crystallization) gave the following numbers

:

0*526 grm. of substance gave 0*4403 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*0766 grm. of water.

0*453 grm. gave 0*2535 grm. of sulphate of barium.

0*3605 grm. gave 0*388 grm. of sulphate of barium.

These amounts lead to the formula

^12 S3 H Ba
3 On .

Calculated.
X

Pound.

^12 144 22*91 22*80

h
7

7 1*11 1*60

Ba
3

205*5 32*70 32*80

s3
96 15*28 14*78

176 28*00 —
628*5 100*00

Lead-salt
,
G

12
H6 ,

-S3 Pb60]2
.

White amorphous precipitate obtained by treating a hot solution of the barium-salt

with a solution of neutral acetate of lead.

0*711 grm., dried at 130°, gave 0*604 grm. of sulphate of lead.

€
12H6 ,

S3re-
calculated. Bound.

,

Pb . . . . 58*63 58*05

0*7375 grm., dried over sulphuric acid, lost at 130° 0*0265 grm. of water.

G
12 H6

S3 Pb6 0 12+ 2H
2 0.

Calculated. Pound.

4H
2 0 . . . . 3*29 3*52

Basic Lead-salt
,
G

12H6 ,
-S3 Pb6 012 ,

Pb
4 02 ,

is precipitated from a solution of the ammonium- or barium-salt with basic acetate of

lead. It scarcely differs in its properties from the previous salt.

0*750 grm., dried at 130°, gave 0*2483 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*0557 grm. of water.

0*5395 grm., dried at the same temperature, gave 0*532 grm. of sulphate of lead.
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Calculated.
A

Pound.

(

«12 144 9-57 9-03

h
6 6 0-40 0-82

96 6-38 —
Pb

10 1035 68-77 68-59

©14 224 14-88 —

—

1505 100-00

Trisulphodiphenylenic Acid

is obtained in a free state in exactly the same manner as tetrasulphodiphenylenic acid,

which it resembles in every other respect. It is evident at a glance that its composition

may also be expressed in two different ways, viz. C
12
H

6 ,
S3
H

4 0n ,
or C12

H
6 ,
S
3
H

6 0 12 .

In accordance with the experiment just described, the decomposition which the tetrazo-

diphenyl undergoes by the action of sulphuric acid may be expressed by the following

equations :

—

I- «12 H6 N4+S4H8 G16
=€

12 H6
S4 H8 0„+N4 .

'
-V

' V
“V

Tetrazodiphenyl. Tetrasulphodiphenylenic

acid.

II. €12H6
N4+S8

H
6Q12

=G12H6 ,
fi

3
H

6 P12+N4
.

Tetrazodiphenyl. Trisulphodiphenylenic acid.

Decomposition of the Platinum-salt of Tetrazodiphenyl and of the Pevbromide.

On mixing the platinum-salt of tetrazodiphenyl with from four to six times its weight

of carbonate of sodium, and heating the mixture in a retort, a copious evolution of gas

speedily ensues ; and on increasing the heat an oily body distils, which solidifies in the

neck of the retort to a white mass. By pressing this body between bibulous paper, and

by repeated recrystallization from boiling alcohol, it is obtained perfectly pure. Analogy

leads to the supposition that the formation of this body takes place according to the

equation

€12 H6
N

4 ,
2HC1, 2PtCl

2
=€

12
H

8
Cl2+ Cl4+ Pt

2
+N

4 .

v V J V V
Platinum-salt. New body.

The following chlorine-determination corroborates this transformation :

—

0-235 grm. gave 0-2938 grm. of chloride of silver = 30-93 per cent, of chlorine.

Calculated. Pound.

Chlorine = 31-84 per cent. 30-93.

This new body, which I will call dichlorodiphenyl, crystallizes in white, usually well-

formed prisms
; it is difficult of solution even in boiling alcohol, but readily soluble in
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ether, and quite insoluble in water. It fuses at 148° C. to a yellowish oil, which can be

distilled without decomposition.

On heating in like manner the perhromide of tetrazodiphenyl with carbonate of

sodium, a mixture of bromine and nitrogen gas is evolved, and on heating more strongly

an oily substance distils over, which quickly solidifies. It is obtained pure for analysis

by repeated recrystallization from ether.

0-322 grm. gave 0-5513 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-082 grm. of water.

These numbers correspond, as might be expected, with the formula

^12 Hg Br
2 •

Theory. Experiment.

^12 144 46-15 46-69

Hg 8 2-57 2-84

Br
2

160 51-28 —
312 100-00

This compound, which may be called dibromodiphenyl, resembles the previously

described chlorine-compound ; it crystallizes likewise in well-formed prisms, which appear

to be even more insoluble in alcohol and ether than the above, and which fuse at 164° C.

This substance is obtained, moreover, by boiling the perhromide with alcohol, as in the

following equation :

—

£12Hb
- N4 H2

Br
2
Br^ = €12H8

Br^ + N4+Br4
.

Perhromide. Dibromodiphenyl.

The substance separates from the alcoholic solution on cooling in crystals; it is best

purified by distillation.

Dr. Fittig informs me that he obtained a compound of like composition by acting

with bromine upon diphenyl. The description of this new compound given by him

applies so entirely to the dibromodiphenyl prepared by me, that no doubt remains of

the identity of the bodies obtained by different methods.

5 EMDCCCLXIV.
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XIX. On the Differential Equations which determine theform of the Roots of Algebraic

Equations.

By George Boole, F.R.S. ,
Professor of Mathematics in Queen's College

,
Cork.

Received April 27,—Read May 26, 1864.

1. Mr. Harley* has shown that any root of the equation

y
n—ny+ (n— 1)x=

0

satisfies the differential equation

y-

3n— 2

n
D-

-ra+ L

D(l)-l) .
.
(D—»+l)

e
(n~ 1)9 y=0, .

(
1
)

in which e
e
=oc, and D=~, provided that n be a positive integer greater than 2. This

result, demonstrated for particular values of n, and raised by induction into a general

theorem, was subsequently established rigorously by Mr. Cayley by means of Lagrange’s

theorem.

For the case of n— 2, the differential equation was found by Mr. Harley to be

y-^*y=W- (2)

Solving these differential equations for the particular cases of n— 2 and n= 3,

Mr. Harley arrived at the actual expression of the roots of the given algebraic equation

for these cases. That all algebraic equations up to the fifth degree can be reduced to

the above trinomial form, is well known.

A solution of (1) by means of definite triple integrals in the case of n=4 has been

published by Mr. W. H. L. Bussell
; and I am informed that a general solution of the

equation by means of a definite single integral has been obtained by the same analyst.

While the subject seems to be more important with relation to differential than with

reference to algebraic equations, the connexion into which the two subjects are brought

must itself be considered as a very interesting fact. As respects the former of these

subjects, it may be observed that it is a matter of quite fundamental importance to

ascertain for what forms of the function <p (D), equations of the type

u-\-<p(D)e
n6u=0 (3)

admit of finite solution. We possess theorems which enable us to deduce from each

known integrable form an infinite number of others. Yet there is every reason to think

* Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, No. 12, Session 1861-62.
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that the number of really primary forms—of forms the knowledge of which, in combi-

nation with such known theorems, would enable us to solve all equations of the above

type that are finitely solvable—is extremely small. It will, indeed, be a most remark-

able conclusion, should it ultimately prove that the forms in question stand in absolute

and exclusive connexion with the class of algebraic equations here considered.

The following paper is a contribution to the general theory under the aspect last

mentioned. In endeavouring to solve Mr. Harley’s equation by definite integrals, I

was led to perceive its relation to a more general equation, and to make this the subject

of investigation. The results will be presented in the following order :

—

First, I shall show that if u stand for the mth power of any root of the algebraic

equation

y
n—xyn~ l— 1= 0,

then u, considered as a function of x, will satisfy the differential equation

[D>+[^D+f-l]-(~~l)^=0.

in which e
e=x

,
D= and the notation

[a]
6=a(a-l)(a-2)..(a-b+l)

is adopted.

Secondly, I shall show that for particular values of m, the above equation admits of

an immediate first integral, constituting a differential equation of the n— 1th order, and

that the results obtained by Mr. Harley are particular cases of this depressed equation,

their difference of form arising from difference of determination of the arbitrary con-

stant.

Thirdly, I shall solve the general differential equation by definite integrals.

Fourthly, I shall determine the arbitrary constants of the solution so as to express

the mth power of that real root of the proposed algebraic equation which reduces to 1

when x=0.

The differential equation which forms the chief subject of these investigations certainly

occupies an important place, if not one of exclusive importance, in the theory of that

large class of differential equations of which the type is expressed in (3). At present, I

am not aware of the existence of any differential equations of that particular type which

admit of finite solution at all, otherwise than by an ultimate reduction to the form in

question, or by a resolution into linear equations of the first order. It constitutes, in

fact, a generalization of the form

,

a(D-2) 2 ±rc2

W+~D(D-1) e w=0

given in my memoir “ On a General Method in Analysis ” (Philosophical Transactions

for 1844, Part II).
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Formation of the Differential Equation.— Generalfinite integral.

2. Proposition.

—

If u represent the mth power of any root of the algebraic equation

y
n-xyn~ 1-1=0,

then u, considered as a function ofx, satisfies the linear differential equation

[D]"m+

in which ee=x, and D=-^*

And the complete integral of the above differential equation will be

w=C$r+C2
y” • • +CnyZ,

y„ y2 , ..yn being the n roots of the given algebraic equation.

Representing y
n by z, we may give to the proposed algebraic equation the form

n-1

z=b-\-xz n
, . . . (1)

in which 5=1. Hence by Lagrange’s theorem

m m n-1 J / m\ J / 2(n-l) J m\ r2

|s-)^+&c„ .. ... (2)

the general term of the expansion being

(®)
d «

5 * db
6 ’

1.2 ..r (3)

which, on effecting the operations indicated, becomes

m+ r(n— l)

» J

w[r] r

We see then that w is expanded in a series of the form

w0 -f-w 1
;r+w2#

2+ &c. ad inf.

in which, since 5=1,

(4)

|-
m + (ra— l)r

^ x(l)-

n [r] r (5)

and this expression will represent the first term as well as the succeeding coefficients

of the Lagrangian development, provided that we interpret the form \_p~f by 1, and

1_
'

~i

As 1« admits of n distinct values, the above development may be made to represent

the wth power of any one of the n roots of the given algebraic equation. In particular,
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if we give to l n the particular value 1, we have

rm+(n—l)r r
n [r]

7

and the expansion then represents the mth power of that particular root which, when
‘

#=0, reduces to 1. The law of the series upon which the formation of the differential

equation depends is, as we shall perceive, independent of these determinations.

Changing r into r—n, we have

rm+(n— l)r 2=T+1

_“L

—

n~n
J

xi -

whence the law of the series is seen to be

(6)

and therefore, by what is shown in my memoir “ On a General Method in Analysis,” the

differential equation defining u will be

[d>+[^M—i]r
,

(5_5_ 1)^=0 ,
...

.
(i)

in which e
e=x and D=~ •

3. As u may here represent the mth power of any of the roots of the given equation,

it is evident that the general integral of the above differential equation will be

w=C$r+C2^.- + (7)

exception arising, however, in the case in which for a particular value of m the n parti-

cular integrals y y%, .
.

y™ cease to be independent. In such cases the above value of u

constitutes an integral, but not the general integral of the differential equation.

For instance, ifm=— 1, and if we reduce the given algebraic equation to the form

(y~
lY+xy~ l-i=o,

it is evident that, except when n= 2, we shall have

1= 0-

Here then

n=C
1yT'+C^-h.+C^" 1

may be reduced to the form

\u=(C- CJyf 1+ (C2-Qn)y~' .
.
+(C„_-Cn)y~l„

virtually involving but n— 1 arbitrary constants.

Such cases of failure may, however, be treated by giving to the integral a form which

for the particular value ofm shall become indeterminate, and then seeking the limiting
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value. In the above example we may write

11=0$?. . +C„_ 13C_1+C„
y?+y +*C

;m+ 1

the last term of which becomes a vanishing fraction when m=— 1.

form is seen to be

The true limiting

u= Ctfi
*•

• +On- lyni l
+Cn(y

- 1 log#.
.
+y~ x log#) (8)

This is the complete integral of (I.) when m—— 1.

4. The theory of these failing cases may be viewed also in another aspect. When

u=Ciy?+C2y?..+Cny: (9)

is an integral, but not the general integral of the differential equation (I), it must be

the general integral of a differential equation involved in (I), but of a lower order. We
may in fact conclude that such reduced differential equation will be deducible from the

higher one by a process of integration. Let us apply this consideration to the foregoing

example.

When m—— 1, the equation (I) becomes

D(D-l). ,(D-»+l)»+i[2=i D-i-l]”"‘(D-M+lK«=0.

Hence operating on both members with (D

—

n-\- 1)
_1

,
we have

D(D-l)..(D-»+2)»+i[^=iD-i-l]"'>«=Ce<»-'>».

It must then be possible to determine C so as to cause this differential equation to be

satisfied by (9). First let us seek to determine C so as to cause the equation to admit

of any of the particular integrals y?, y?, .
.
y™. Substituting for u the Lagrangian expan-

sion reduced by making m=— 1, and giving to b any of the particular values included

in the form 1% we shall, on equating coefficients, find

c_
-[”- 3]

n~\
n

whence it appears that if n be greater than 2, C=0. Thus the reduced differential

equation becomes

. .... (
10

)

and this, when n is greater than 2, is satisfied by

w=C,#- 1+C2
#- 1

. .+Cny-\

which in effect contains n— 1 arbitrary constants, and so constitutes the complete inte-

gral of the differential equation.

If n= 2, the differential equation becomes

Djt+i(iD-f)e“w==V, (
11 )
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which is satisfied by u=y~ l and by u—y^\ but, as is evident from its unhomogeneous

form, not by «t=C
1yf

1+Cayj'
1
. In this case, in fact, the condition 0 not

being fulfilled, the primary differential equation (I) suffers no change in the form of its

general solution.

Mr. Harley’s results are in effect transformations of (10) and (11). Since u=y~\

it is seen that u will satisfy the algebraic equation

un-\-xu— 1= 0 .

Transform this by assuming
1— re 1-re 1 __1

x= —n(A—n) n x! 71

,
u=(l—n)~ n x? n u\

and we have

v!
n—mi-\-(n— 1 )#'=(),

which is Mr. Harley’s algebraic equation in form. Hence, if ci—e9’

and D f=^, we

shall have

e
9=—n(l—n)~e~\ u=(l—n)~”e~

6

'u', D=~— D'.

And (10) will become

Multiply by f(
n

and we have

Now
1—n

e(n-wu'-\_-B'+n-2]n-\-n)n-\l-ny-nu'=0.

and

Hence

or

[_n+rc— 2]»- i =(-i)”- ipy]’1- 1

.

IWV-(5V1
)*“[i=I

D'-^]”V*->V=0,

which is Mr. Harley’s equation (1), art. 1. When n= 2, we obtain from (11), by the

same transformations, Mr. Harley’s second equation (2), art. 1.

Not only for the particular value ra=— 1, but apparently for all integer values of m,

the general differential equation (I) admits of one integration. It may be said that

while the differential equation determining the form of the mth power of a root of the

algebraic equation is in general of the nth order, this equation may, when m is an integer,

be reduced to an equation of the n— 1th order; not, however, like the higher equation,
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unvarying in its type. I have thus verified some other particular forms obtained by

Mr. Harley.

Solution of the Differential Equation by Definite Integrals.

5. On account of the difficulty of the investigation, I propose to employ two distinct

methods leading to coincident results.

First Method.—Operating on both sides of the given differential equation (I) with

{[D]”}
-1

, we have

u+
r?=i D+“_ 1i-Y5_!
L n n J \ n

[DT
e
n6u=C0+CA. +Cn_f . . (1)

C0 , Cj
,

. . Cn_! being arbitrary constants. Let us represent

L n n J \n n J n

[Dr
e
neU,

whatever the nature of the subject U, by pU, then the differential equation becomes

u+g u=C0+C1
e
e

•
• +Cn_1e

(n~ 1)0

,

or

(l+
ff
>=C0+C^.. +Cn_fn-"e

;

«=(i +?)-*{C0+C/. • +Cn_ 1d
n-'»}=%C

i
(l+g)-'ei9

,

Now

But if

we have

m L n n J \n n )

[or

ge
ie =<p(D)en9

e
id

,

?V9=^(D>”V(I>> (” +!
'

;0=^(H)^(D-w)e(2re+!r
feie= <p(D)p(D

—

n) . . <p(D—

(

q>— 1 )n}e
{pn+i)9

.

But from the form of <p(D) it is easily seen that

V n~ 1
-q ,

m
_D m ^l 2

tiPMP-n)= -L^ "~
ŷn

and generally

f(D)p(D—n). .<p(D-(^-l>)=
[?=l D+ “_ll

n 1 n H D m
Jn ^ J

LUi]p»

•. g
pe

ie=
n— 1 ^ m

1
‘jpC»- 1)rD m

^
n ' n J j

n n
'•

[Dp (
2
)

5 FMDCCCLXIV.
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Now
[a]

b=a(a—l). .(«—5+ 1)

I>+1)—
r(a-i+l)’

provided that a-\- 1 and a—h-\- 1 are positive. This law we can extend symbolically to

expressions in which D appears, provided that, in the application of the symbolic forms

thence arising, D shall admit of an interpretation which shall effectively make the sub-

jects of the symbol T to be positive numerical magnitudes. Under this condition we

have then

iY—D+

where

Now

\ n n J \n n J

/n—l „ m . „ /D m \

s "'r(D+i)

O(D)

T(D—pn+ 1)

=O(D)T(D)^+i)0
,

r(—d+-W5-”\
\ n n J \n n J

|1(D + 1)

T(D—pn + 1)

r
C-^

D+^- 1

0
r^^)

T(Dypn+i)6='¥(pn+iypn+i)a

r(i+i)

\ n n J \ n J
We see then that the conditions

(n— l)«+m>0, i—m>0 (3)

must be satisfied. For «=0 these conditions are inconsistent, and the proposed employ-

ment of r therefore unlawful. For values of i greater than 0 the conditions will be

found to amount to this, viz. that m must lie between the limits — (n— 1) and 1. We
shall suppose m thus conditioned, and shall consider first the case in which z> 0.

Here then we have, interpreting D by pn-\-i in T(D), but leaving it unchanged in

®(D)>

feie=: A n nj \n n) r(*+i)

rcD+i) 1. m\ (i—m\
r(—’+»>(—

)

— s>(pn+i)8

— m\ e ’ (4)

it being seen that if we similarly interpreted D in <E>(D) the conditions relative to T
would be satisfied throughout.
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Hence if we $rite
r(i+l)C,_ A

we shall have
\ n nJ \ n J

r('i3_
1
D+”'\r('5_“')

\ n n J \n n J

T(D + 1)

<n— 1 ^ m\ „ /D

Ai(e
i0- e

(n+i <d+e(2n* &c.

)

and therefore

D +-W---)_ \ n nj \n n) A^9

F(D + 1) 1+e”

iY2=Id+=W5_“')
S,C,{l+f)-V=S, > ”

r(U-/i)

"
”e™

1+1”

the summation extending from i=1 to i—n—1.
Consider next the case in which i— 0. We have, when p is not less than 1,

g
pC0=f~'sCQ

=rwc„

=Cn<p(n)p
p- l

e
ne

.

But changing in (4)p into^?— 1, and i into n,

T>r(^D+™W5_™\
-P-:i V n n

/ \ n n J
S

_______ r(»+i)

Hence, if we write

r( n-l+

c0<pO)-

r(n+ 1)

we have for all positive integral values of^>,

;)
r(”)

=—An, .

ppn9

ec,=
r /»=lD+ »\ r

/D_m\
A V n n) \n n]^

T(D+1) ’

and therefore

(1—gAg
2—

£

3+ &c.)C0—

C

0+

(1+f) 'C0—

C

0+.

?UiJ.d + ^\ r —

—

n n \ n n

(
5
)

(S')

(D + l)

_+-V,
n n / \n n ) Ane

(Ane
n0—A„e2”9+A„e3”0— &c.)

;

n~ 1D + -\]V—

—

m

r(D + i)

5 f 2

l+e”
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Combining this with (5), we find

1
/«= lD+»\ r

/D_»\

\ n n) \n n

)

[A,

iW+l) 1”
ed+ A2e

29
. . + Ane

\ + e
n

(AAd+-']
y n njl

r
i

(D m\

l n nj
'.-.JfA,e9+ A2e

29
. . +Ane

nd
\

r(D)
i[

1 +ene
j

u—Q>+

=C0+.

Now, resolving the rational fraction, we have

T^_ 1
A/+A2e

20 ..+A„e»9 TW f
N^9 N2e

9 N„e9
)D

1 +en9 ~D
ll—u1

e9 'l—u2e
t> ”~t~l-ane

0

j

=B
1
log(l—

a

x
e
9)+B2 log(l— a/).. +Bn log(l—ane

e

),

N;
Hencea15 a2 ,

. . un being the nth roots of —1, and B*

(Bj log (1—a^
9
) .

.
+B

ra
log (1— une

6
)}. .

. (6)

r/^D+™W---^
«_n . V 71 nj \n nj

°0+— F(D)

In this expression B 1? .. B„, being generated from the arbitrary constants C0 ,
C1? .. C„_,,

may themselves be regarded as arbitrary constants. And this being done, C0 will become

a dependent constant, the form of which it will be necessary to determine.

First, however, let ns endeavour to interpret by a definite integral the symbolic

function of D.

We know that a and b being positive quantities,

!»).
F(<?+ b)

dt t
a~

If we employ the second of these forms, we shall have

r/'5=*D+”W---i
\ » n) \n n J

F(D)

by a known symbolical form of Taylor’s theorem. Hence if

t n =T
1 +*

’

‘

^Co+B, dtt» log (1— «
;
Te9

)
•

• +B„i dt log(l— c5„Te
0
). . . (7)

do Jo

we have
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6. In determining C0 the following theorem will be of use, viz. :

—

If r be a positive integer, and & positive and less than r, then

(8 )

This may be proved as follows :

—

Let i be the greatest integer in a, and let a—i= a'. Then

r(a)T(r-a)=[a-l]T(a') x [r-a-lJ-^Til-a').

But a' being a positive proper fraction,

and

Hence

But

T(a')T(l-a')=-r-^,
K J ' sin (a'ir)

[a—lj=(a— l)(a— 2) .
. (
a—i

)

= (_l)<(i_0)(i_ a_l) .
.
(1- a),

[r—a—l] ,
'~ i~ 1=(r—a—l)(r—a—2 ) .

.
(i—a-j- 1) ;

\r—a— l]
r-i-1[a—1J=(— l)‘(r—a— 1)

.

. (i— a-\-l)x(i— a) .
.
(1 —a)

r(a)r(r-«)=(-l)‘[r-a-l]'-^.

sin (a'x)= sin (ax— «V)= (— 1 )' sin (<2w),

v ' v ' sin («7r)

as was to be proved.

Now in the instance before us we have by (5')

(

, m\ „ fn—m\

r(n+l)<p(ra)

where

C„=—A„

<p(n)=-

Hence, since r(w+l)=[w]“,
M"

Cn= A,

r n— 1 +
?)

r(‘-£)

n+ 2 x —
L n J n

wherefore 1— - being a positive quantity, and n a positive integer, we have, by the
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above theorem,

Accordingly

But since

we have

Therefore, finally,

r(.-i^ri-’)=
mr\n-

”-2+
»]

• /i m \sin( 1
)
i

\ n )

[”-2+ 7t]

71—1

7r

sin
|(;•:)

p ^n7t

0 m . nrn— sin-

—

n n

Nje9
, N„ee Aje® • • +Ane

nB

1 -«/" ' 1

—

cine
9 1+^® 5

A
re=(-1) (— +^j aici2 ...an

= (-!)” (B.-.+BJxC-ir

= B
2

• • + B„ .

p B
1 + B,.. +B re

0 m . m%— sin—
n n

Substituting in (7), and replacing e° by x, we have

l=&±lilL^L+B rdt fi-log(l-^T) +B,f“^ ^-log(l-«
J
^T),

. (9)
oin ^0 0

wherein, it must be remembered, that a
1 ,

a2 ,
. . ccn are the several nth roots of — 1, and

ihrT=
i + t

And this is the general integral of (I), B
x ,
B2 ,

. . B„ being the arbitrary constants of

the solution.

Second Method.—1

.

For the finite solution of differential equations of the form

/.(D>+/,(D)«*V=0,

it is usually convenient to reduce them to the form
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which falls under the general type

u+cp(D)en0u=\J, (1)

U being a function of 6 when the inverse operation { ^(D)}
-1
0 has been performed.

The theory of equations of the above type has been discussed fully in my memoir
“ On a General Method in Analysis.” In particular it is there shown that the above

equation can be converted into another of the same type,

by assuming

where

v-\-^{D)en6v—Y

,

u—p ? (P) vu—r
*t(P)

v’ (
2
)

p <p(D) <p(D)<p(D— n)<p(D— 2n) . . ad inf.

~\J/(D)4/(D— ra)\f/(D- 2n) . . ad inf.

'

This theory I shall apply here, not to the ordinary finite solution, but to the solution

by definite integrals of the differential equation (I). In doing this I shall give to U and

V the particular values 0. We are justified in doing this by the canons relating to the

arbitrary constants which are laid down in the memoir ; but it will suffice here to direct

attention to the fact that while the processes employed are strictly speaking particular,

they lead to a solution involving the requisite number of arbitrary constants, and at

the same time of the proper form, as manifested by the succession of the indices in its

development.

Giving then to (I) the form

u-\--

~n— 1-q

n n
r-V2_“-

A

-1 V" "

assume as the transformed equation

[D]»
e
n9u=0,

w+[Dp^=0-
Then by (2)

Now
(

2-^- 1)},

since representing ij by <p(D), the first term in the factorial expression

of <p(D—n) will so follow the last term in that of <p(D) as to leave the law of factorial

succession unbroken. Again, if Afi
19 be any term in the development of v, we have,

i being a positive integer,

=A.cr(==*<+=)*
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C being a constant, the value of which does not change with i. Hence we may write

and in like manner

>J2=iD+^-iT-
,

=cr(^=iD+=')
>”

|_ n ' n J \ n 1 n y
5

>J2_?_i\ =c'r(£--').” \n n J \nn)
The legitimacy of the introduction of T depends upon the condition

n— 1 . ,
m _ i m _®+-> 0

,
> 0

,n ' n ’ n n 5

so that the value i— 0 is inadmissible, as we have already assumed. Moreover m must

lie between the limits —(n— 1) and 1 .

Since e
6=x, the equation for v is equivalent to

dnv n
d^+v~ 0

’

whence
v=c

l
e“

lX
-\-c2e

v
. . -\-cne*

nX
,

in which a2 , . ,an are the nth roots of —1. This value of v can be expanded in

ascending powers of x in the form

v= v0 -f- vx
x -\-v2x

2
-f- &c.

=^0+^1e8+v2e
20+&c.

Hence u—u0 representing that part of u which contains positive and integral powers

of x,
we shall have

fn— 1,. m\ -r, /D m\ , .“-“.=CCT(— D+-)r(---)(B-*c) .

Now v—v0=C^e011*— 1 )+

C

2(<e^— 1 ) .
. +Cre(

e*n
*— 1

)

=2Q(^-1),

the summation extending from i— 1 to i—n. Hence, merging CC' in the arbitrary con-

stants C„ . . Cn ,
we have

“=“.+SCi
r(^ D+f)r(?-f)(^-i), ...... (3)

in which x=ee
. This expression we now propose to interpret by definite integrals.

Now eH*— 1= I afi
aih

dJi.

J 0

Substituting and merging a
t
in the arbitrary constant Q, we have

.=«,+sqr(5=! D+|)r

=m0+SQ I dse~s
s n

,
r*“ D m

J
dte-'i

»"»'

teH dh
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on interpreting the T functions in the usual manner. We may therefore write

n—l _i_

u=un -\-%Qi f f dsdte~(s+t)
s»

_1
1
~

»

_1
f e“

ih dh,
Jo Jo Jo

since by the symbolical form of Taylor’s theorem

tt-i-p 5 / i_\d / n-i _i\

s n t n <p(x)= [s n t n
)

<p(x)=<p[xs n t n
j.

Let us now transform the double integral relative to s and t by assuming

s=vt,

and making v and t the new system of variables. We shall have

dsdt=tdvdt
,

while the limits of v and t will be 0 and oo. Hence

u=u0
-|-£C

£
f f dvdte~ (1+v)1v n e*

ih dh.
Jo Jo Jo

Again, transform the double integral relative to t and Ji
,
by assuming h=ty. We shall

have dh=tdy, and the limits of y will be 0 and xv~

.

Whence

u=u0 -HSCjf f f dvdtdye~ l
'l+

Jo Jo Jo

Integrating with respect to t, we have

m
j

u=u0-\-%C\ dv I dy — - .

JO Jo 1+V— UiV

-1 .

Now integrating with respect to y ,
and merging— in the arbitrary constants,

w=w0+2 dv ^_1
|log^l+v— log(l+w)|

,+2cJ dw^logn-^—
(
4 )

It remains to determine u0 .

Developing the function under the sign of integration in ascending powers of x, and

effecting the integration for each term separately, we find, for the coefficient of xn
,
the

expression

Un=mAn—

—

nj
wr(ra) ’

5 GMDCCCLXIV.
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but from the law of the series as expressed in (6), art. 2

E+—]'"*(-;)
un—

Equating these values,

u0==m

M*

m\
n)

, „T_1

n\^+ n- 2
\

=2C,lm . vm— sin—
n n

by the reductions of art. 6.

Hence, finally, ,

— sin— *^°
\n n '

which agrees with the previous result.

(II)

Determination of the Constants.

8. I propose here to determine the constants of the general integral (II), so as to

obtain an expression for the mth power of that particular (real) root of the equation

y
n—xyn~

’— 1 = 0

which becomes unity when x=0.

We have
m

,

«=2C«— +2CA dv log(l— a^V), ..... (1)m . mn J 0
ov ' ' '

-2cu

where V=L_L
,
and a* represents in succession the different nth roots of —1.

1 +v L

The coefficient of xr
in the expansion of this value of u in ascending powers of x will

be found to be

r
^

m+ (n— l)r

^
r

T-r(r)

and its coefficient in the expansion of y
m by Lagrange’s theorem is, for the particular

root in question,

* ’ 9

n[f]
r

2c,«r=-
m
^m+(n—\)r

^
r-1

nrt
m+ (n— l)r^

!

r
l

(r
—m\

.

- K n !

equating which we have
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But by the theorem of art. 6,

Hence

(
2 )

Giving, in this equation, to r any particular system of n values, we shall obtain a system

of n linear equations for the determination of the n constants C 1? C2 ,
.. Cn . We shall

form this system by giving to r the values 1, 2, . . n.

Now ^representing any particular root selected from the series a„ a2 ,
. . an ,

multiply

the above typical equation by a,j~
r
,
and then, giving to r the successive values 1, 2 . . n,

form the sum of the equations thus arising. The result may be expressed in the form

(
3 )

the summations with respect to i and r being both from 1 to n inclusive.

But
%ru

r
i
otj~

r— 1

-j-a”

= 1+ .
. +«r)

a?— «r*— 05j-— —•
Uj- CCi

Now when a
;
is not equal to this expression vanishes^ since af=a”=— 1. When,

however, the fraction ^—— becomes indeterminate, and its true limiting value is

seen to be nctf— — n. Hence (3) becomes

We have thus solved the linear system of equations. We have still to reduce this solu-

tion by effecting the summation in the second member.

3/+V A-!

Now to ccj we may give the form e n
,
which will represent all the nth. roots of —-l

in succession if we give to j the series of values 1, 2, .. n. Hence substituting for a,

5 G 2
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the above value, and giving to sin its exponential form, we have

-r-(2;+ l)r T /_, -Qn-tQ-Cgj+l)^ ,
^

%r sin

Now in general

2v/-i
mir

v'-l„
~2Q'+ !>" /_, m-7r V-l -2?Vir

c ra Zre » — e * 5Ve «

2 v' — 1

g pkrrr ^—1
1

j

^2fcnV—
1 |

^nkit-J-

e(n+ \)kirj-l gfor//— 1

gkir ij— 1 — J

knit

k(n+\)ir ,_j g 2

=0 2 x-

Putting therefore

we have

and putting

. kmr

*J2L+2W- 1

Sm ~
2
~

= e 2 x—IT'sm-

n

,^V-i — ~°'+
y

”+l)
ff^- 1 sinQ' + l)^

sinU±i&

*=«=£,

Hence

Now

-V-x aKttiW-x sinjV

sin>’
n

2r sin
. /m— r \ _r Im =2^-1

C7+ l)(«+l)_ /_, • / •
, ,\— 1 sin (j + 1 )tt

sin
n

-m-j(n+l)
v

sin (j+ l)ff n

for all values of j taken from the series 1, 2, . . n except the value n— 1, for which the

expression becomes indeterminate in form, and has for its true value

ir cos ms n cos ms

mr cos ti

— +W,

as n is odd or even.
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So too
sin jit=0

for all values ofj taken from the series 1, 2, . . n except the value n, for which its true

value is

n cos nit

~^r = ±n

as n is odd or even.

Hence whenj stands for any of the integers 1, 2, . . n— 2, we have

Whenj=n— 1, we have

,in(^)*r=°.

X sin
(

m— r \

2\/-V

the upper or lower sign being taken according as n is odd or even. To the second

member we may give the form

—2^-1 en ^ 1

(
cos

(w+ 1
)
,r—V/— 1 sin(w+l)T)=2^^ye» V_1

since sin (w+1)^=0, cos + as n is odd or even.

Thus whenji'=%— 1, we have

v . fm—r \ _r
n ™5 v_i2'sm(,~*)“< =27=i e

In the same way when^=?i, we find

fm—r \ _r
n

—2V-l en •X sin

It results therefore that, according as ji is less than n— 1, equal to n— 1, or equal to

n, we shall have

C,=0, or * or
3 nit 2V-1 nit 2 \f— \

In the general integral (II), art. 7, we shall therefore have

2C,=-
=V-i _=v- :

1

nit\ 2 V — }

-j* dv

v

n
~ l

log(l— a„_jiry)— ^«’”
_1
log(l-a^Y)|, (5)

where V=
l + w
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Now

therefore, finally,

g(2(»- 1)+ l)irV- 1_ g(2n-l)«V- 1_ g-*V-

1

^(2tt+I)nV-l _ gif'/— 1 •

^=l+
2^

v ’j* dv v n 'log^l— e
n>J 'xV^—e n v

'J*.

dv v n 'log

It is seen, from the form of this expression, that it represents a real value.
1

If we substitute v for vn
,
a change which does not afifect the limits, there results

u=ym= l+ 0

™
1

|

dv fl
m_4og(l— — dv 'y

m~ 1 log^l

—

e7i
^~ 1

in which V=^ -
n

• This expression we shall now reduce to an equivalent real form.

(l-e^-'xV^

xV

Reduction of the expressionfor y
m

.

9. We shall somewhat simplify the general expression above found for y
m by inte-

grating by parts. The integrated portion will be found to vanish at both limits.

Representing ~ by V', we have

log xY\ dv=vmlog (f—

e

1*'/'~ 1

xV') +#e"’r
''/-I

P—v Vdv

Now, expanding the logarithm in the integrated portion, and putting for V its value

—— , we see that that portion will consist of a series of terms of the form1+0 r

J±vm+(n-l)r

(l+«") r ’

r being for each such term a positive integer.

All these terms vanish when ir=0, since, by the conditions to which m is subject,

m-\-(n— l)r is positive.

Again, they vanish when v is made infinite, since in this case

p^vm+{n-l)r

(1+0
=Avn

and, by the conditions relative to m, the index m—r is negative.

We have, then, on applying: the above reduction to the terms of the general value

oitf
"V’dv

xNe~n ^- 1 f -
Jo l

.

nV'dv

xVe^-'J
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Now substitute for the imaginary exponentials their trigonometrical value, and there

results

|sn ~^ —asV sin vm\'dv

1— 2asV cos -+ #2V2

n

=i+?r
Jo

As x enters this expression only in combination with V, it is suggested to us to repre-

sent xV by V. If we do this the final theorem will be

Theorem. If y
m represent the mth power of that real root of the equation

y
n—xyn~ l—1=0

which reduces to 1 when x=0, then
,
supposing m to he between the limits 1 and —n+1,

the value of y
m will he

_« / • /»*— 1 \ , 7 • mir\ dV

if (
sm(~v n

zrjh*’
1 — 2Y cos - +V2

n

(IV)

in which

V=
1 +vn

10. Hence too we have the value of a remarkable definite integral, viz.

„ / . m— 1

C ( sin 7r—
\ »

Tr . mir\dV ,

-V sin— -t— vmdv
n J dv

1 — 2V cos-+Y2

n

under the above conditions and with the above interpretations.

It may be desirable to verify this result.

Since

we shall have

V=Tj-n ,l+vn

dV (n-l)V _nV*
dv v x

so that the definite integral is resolvable into

(n- 1
)

i

17/ * I)?" if •

V I sin Y sin
mir\

-*) V'dv

1 —2V cos -+

V

2

\ n n )
dv

1— 2V cos-+

V

2

n

• (V)

— n
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Now it may be shown that

(

m— 1 \ ,T . nut
7T

)
— V sin— .

, >

- L =% sin (

m
tt)Yr

,

1— 2Y cos - +V2 '
n

'

the summation with respect to r extending from r= 0 to r=oo . Hence the first mem-

ber of (V) may be developed in the form

[n— 1 vm
~ 1 sin

^ ^V
r+1dv

f" . ,TT , + , 7
£«>v™+{r+l){n-l)dv

J,
* V *=(!f

J„
(!+»")'+'

r
^

?n + (r+ l)(w— l)

^
r
^

r—m+1
^

wr(r+l) ’

and

Now

r r
i

1 v
m
'V

r+1dv—xr+

2

(m+ 1 + (r+ 2)(n— 1)\
!

r
l

(r—m+ l)\

{
n ) l » /

Jo nT(r+2)

n(r+l)

Hence the total coefficient of xr+l in (V) is

r

r /«+(r + ])(»-l)\ r /r-m+l\
+ (r,+ !)(»-!) V n ) \ n )

nr(r+ 1)

(m—r— 1)tt

,/>»+ (r + l)(n— l) \ r
/r—m + l \

'4t!)
‘

.
(m—r— \)ir /m+ (r+ l)(n— 1) \ p/r— m-\- 1 \

V n / V n ) „ ->

m+ (r+l)(n— 1)

i(r+ l)

nT(r + 1) r+

1

and therefore that of xr
is

nT(r) ^ r

,+r(n— 1) \ p/r~m\ r(r~m\r( ._ r~m\
n / \ » /

1

\ n / \
_ n /

Now
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Therefore the coefficient of xr
is

and this is, by art. 2, equal to nur in the expansion of y
m
in ascending powers of x.

Hence, the lowest value of r in the expansion of the definite integral being unity, we see

that the value of that integral will be expressed by iriyf
1— 1), as was to be shown.

It will be observed that the function under the sign of definite integration does not

become infinite within the limits. Ordinary methods of approximation might there-

fore be applied. I apprehend, however, that it is not in this direction that the value

of such results is to be sought.

5 HMDCCCLXIV.
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS

FOE THE YEAE 1864.

A.

Absorption and radiation of heat by gases, 201, 327 (see Tyndall).

Alloys, influence of temperature on the electric conducting-power of, 167 (see Matthiessen).

Amphigenous surface, 629 (see Sylvester).

Aniline, action of nitrous acid on, 668 (see Griess).

B.

Bakerian Lecture, 327 (see Tyndall).

Benzidine, action of nitrous acid on, 719 (see Griess).

Boole (G.). On the Differential Equations which determine the form of the Roots of Algebraic Equa-

tions, 733.

Brain of Bushwoman, and of idiots, 501 (see Marshall).

Bushwoman, brain of, 501 (see Marshall).

C.

Cayley (A.). On Skew Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls, 559.

Clusters of stars, catalogue of, 1.

Conducting-power, electric, of alloys, 167 (see Matthiessen).

D.

Biazobenzol, 668 (see Griess).

Diazobromobenzol, 695.

5 iMDCCCLXIV.
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Diazochlorobenzol, 705.

Diazodibromobenzol, 704.

Diazoiodobenzol, 706.

Diazonaphtol, 716.

Diazonitranisol, 715.

Diazonitrobenzol, 707.

Diazotoluol, 714.

Differential equations, 733 (see Boole).

Dynamic radiation of heat by gases, &c., 216.

E.

Equations, real and imaginary roots of, 579; theory of a general class of, 591 (see Sylvester).

Ethaniline, action of nitrous acid on nitrate of, 694.

F.

Fairbairn (W.). Experiments to determine the effect of Impact, Vibratory Action, and long-continued

Changes of Load on Wrought-iron Girders, 311.

Flint implements, geological age of deposits containing, 247 (see Prestwich).

G.

Girders, wrought-iron, effect of impact, &c. on, 311 (see Fairbairn).

Griess (P.). On a new Series of Bodies in which Nitrogen is substituted for Hydrogen, 667.—

Part I. Compounds of diazobenzol, 668 ;
compounds with organic bases, 678 ;

with amido-acids,

680; imidogen-compounds, 681; products of decomposition of diazobenzol -compounds, 683.

Part II. Compounds similarly derived from bromaniline, &c., diazobromobenzol, &c., 695.

Part III. Investigation of the possibility of forming similar derivatives from diamido-compounds,

719; action of nitrous acid upon benzidine, 719.

II

.

Haig (R. W.). Account of Magnetic Observations made in the years 1858-61 inclusive, in British

Columbia, Washington Territory, and Vancouver Island, 161.

Haughton (S.). On the Joint-systems of Ireland and Cornwall, and their Mechanical Origin, 393.

(For Contents, see p. 393.)

Heart, arrangement of the muscular fibres in the ventricles of the vertebrate, 445 (see Pettigrew).

Herschel (J. F. W.). Catalogue of Nebulae and Clusters of Stars, 1.

Huggins (W.). On the Spectra of some of the Chemical Elements, 139.

On the Spectra of some of the Nebulae, 437.

— and Miller (W. A.). On the Spectra of some of the Fixed Stars, 413.—Introduc-

tion, 413; apparatus and methods, 415; observations on the moon and planets, 419; on the fixed

stars, 424; general observations, 429.

I.

Idiots, brains of, 551 (see Marshall).
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J.

Joint-systems of Ireland and Cornwall, 393 (see Haughton).

L.

Loess, 247 (see Prestwich).

M.

Magnetic disturbances, comparison of, at Kew and at Nertschinsk, 227.

Magnetic observations in Columbia, Washington Territory, and Vancouver Island, 161.

Marshall (J.). On the Brain of a Bushwoman; and on the Brains of two Idiots of European Descent}

501.—Brain of the Bushwoman, 503; the idiots’ brains, 525; postscript, brains of other idiots,

551 ;
explanation of the plates, 555.

Matthiessen (A.) and Vogt (C.). On the Influence of Temperature on the Electric Conducting-Power

of Alloys, 167.—Alloys composed of two metals, 167 ;
of three metals, 189; method of deducing

the conducting-power of a pure metal from that of an impui'e one, 190.

Miller (W. A.) and Huggins (W.). On the Spectra of some of the Fixed Stars, 413 (see Huggins).

Molecular Physics, 327 (see Tyndall).

N.

Nebulae, catalogue of, 1.

-, spectra of, 437.

Neoids, 369 (see Rankine).

Newton’s rule for the discovery of imaginary roots, 579 (see Sylvester).

Nitrogen, substitution of, for hydrogen, 667 (see Griess).

P.

Pettigrew (J. B.). On the Arrangement of the Muscular Fibres in the Ventricles of the Vertebrate

Heart, with Physiological Remarks, 445.—Ventricle of the fish, 445 ;
of the reptile, 447 ; of the

bird, 447; of the mammal, 448; summary of facts established, 450; inferences deduced from a

consideration of the arrangement of the fibres in the ventricles of the bird and mammal, 484

;

explanation of the plates, 489.

Prestwich (J.). Theoretical Considerations of the Conditions under which the Drift Deposits con-

taining the Remains of extinct Mammalia and Flint Implements were accumulated, and on their

Geological Age
;

also, on the Loess of the Valleys of the South of England, and of the Somme and

the Seine, 247. (For Contents, see p. 309.)

R.

Radiation of heat by gases, 201, 327 (see Tyndall).

Rankine (W. J. M.). On Plane Water-Lines in two Dimensions, 369. (For Contents, see p. 390.)
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S.

Sabine (E.). A Comparison of the most notable Disturbances of the Magnetic Declination in 1858 and

1859 at Kew and at Nertschinsk; preceded by a brief Retrospective View of the Progress of the

Investigation into the Laws and Causes of the Magnetic Disturbances, 227.

Scrolls, 559 (see Cayley).

Spectra of the stars, &c., 413; of the nebulae, 437 (see Huggins).

Spectra of some of the chemical elements, 139.

Surfaces, skew, 559 (see Cayley).

Sylvester (J. J.). Algebraical Researches, containing a disquisition on Newton’s Rule for the Discovery

of Imaginary Roots, and an allied Rule applicable to a particular class of Equations, together with

a complete invariantive determination of the character of the Roots of the General Equation of the

fifth Degree, 579. (For Contents, see p. 666.)

T.

Tetrasodiphenyl, 720.

Tyndall (J.). On the Absorption and Radiation of Heat by Gaseous and Liquid Matter.—Fourth

Memoir, 201.—Absorption by gases at different thicknesses, 202 ;
of heat already sifted by gaseous

absorption, 206 ; dynamic radiation, 216.

The Bakerian Lecture. Contributions to Molecular Physics. Being the Fifth

Memoir of Researches on Radiant Heat, 327. (For Contents, see p. 327.)

y.

Vogt (C.). Conducting-power of Alloys, 167 (see Matthiessen).

Water-lines, 369 (see Rankine).
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES.

Amsterdam :

—

Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen. Afdeeling The Academy.

Letterkunde. Deel II. 4to. Amsterdam 1863.

Yerslagen en Mededeelingen. Afdeeling Xatuurkunde. DeelXY. &XYI.
8vo. Amsterdam 1863-64. Afdeeling Letterkunde. Deel YII. 8vo.

Amsterdam 1863.

Jaarhoek voor 1862. 8vo. Amsterdam.

Catalogue du Cabinet de Monnaies et Medailles de l’Academie Eoyale. 8vo.

Amsterdam 1863.

Over de Magt van het zoogenaamd onhestaanhare in de Wiskunde. Rede-

voering door D. Bierens de Haan. 8vo. Deventer 1863.

De Lehetis materie et forma ejusque tutela in Machinis vaporis vi agen-

tibus, Carmen. 8vo. Amsterdam 1863.

Basel:—Yerhandlungen der Xaturforschenden Gesellschaft. Theil III. Heft The Society.

1. 8vo. Basel 1863.

Batavia :

—

Yerhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Weten- The Society,

schappen. Deel XXIX. 4to. Batavia 1862.

Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land-, en Yolkenkunde. Deel XI. & XII.

8vo. Batavia 1861-62.

Xatuurkundig Tijdschrift voor Xederlandsch Indie, uitgegeven door de The Union.
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Serie, Deel IY. Aflevering 1-4 ; Zesde Serie, Deel. I. Afl. 1 & 2. 8vo.

Batavia 1863.
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Berlin :

—

Abhandlungen der Konigliehen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1861 & 1862.

4to. Berlin 1862-63.

Monatsbericht. March to December 1863. 8vo. Berlin.

Die Eortschritte der Physik im Jahre 1861, dargestellt yon der physikali-

schen Gesellschaft. XYII. Jahrgang. 8vo. Berlin 1863.

Berwick:—Berwickshire Naturalists’ Club. Proceedings. Yol. Y. No. 1. 8vo.

Birmingham:—Institution ofMechanical Engineers. Proceedings, November

1862 ;
January, May, and August 1863. 6 parts. 8vo. Birmingham.

Bombay :
—

Geographical Society. Transactions, from June 1860 to December 1862.

Yol. XYI. 8vo. Bombay 1863.

Medical and Physical Society. Transactions for the year 1862. No. 8, new

series. 8vo. Bombay 1863.

The Bombay University Calendar, 1863-64. 8vo. Bombay 1863.

Bordeaux:—Memoires de la Societe des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles.

Tome II. cahier 2. 8vo. Paris 1863.

Boston, U.S. :

—

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Proceedings. Yol. Y. Sheets

49-58 ; Yol. YI. Sheets 1-10. 8vo. Boston 1862.

Society of Natural History. Proceedings. Yol. IX. Sheets 4-11. 8vo.

Boston 1862-63.

Journal of Natural History. Yol. YII. Nos.

2 & 3. 8vo. Boston 1861-62. Constitution and By-Laws. 8vo. Boston 1855.

Breslau :

—

Abhandlungen der Schlesischen Gesellschaft fiir vaterlandisehe Cultur.

Abtheilung fiir Naturwissensehaften und Medicin. 1862, Heft 2. 8vo.

Breslau 1862.

Yierzigster Jahresbericht. 8vo. Breslau 1863.

Calcutta :

—

Asiatic Society of Bengal. Journal, 1863, Nos. 1-4 and Suppl. No. 8vo.

Calcutta 1863.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. Palaeontologia Indiea : II. 4r-6.

The Eossil Elora of the Eajmahal Series; III. 1. The Eossil Cephalopoda

of the Cretaceous Bocks of Southern India. 4to. Calcutta 1863.

Annual Beport of the Geological Survey and of the Museum of Geology for

1862-63. 8vo. Calcutta 1863.

Cambridge (Mass.) :

—

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Memoirs. New series. Yol. YIII.

Part 2. 4to. Cambridge 1863.

Harvard College. Catalogue of the Officers and Students, 1862-63. 8vo.

Cambridge 1862.

Annual Beports of the President and Treasurer, 1861-62. 8vo. Cambridge

* 1863.

Beport of the Committee of the Overseers. 8vo. Boston 1863.

Addresses at the Inauguration of Thomas Hill, D.D., as President. 8vo. Cam-

bridge 1863.

Donors.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Club.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

B. S. Sinclair, LL.D.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Museum of Geology..

The Academy.

J. L. Sibley, Esq.
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Catania:—Atti dell’ Aecademia Gioenia di Scienze Natural! Serie seconda.

Tomi XVII. & XVIII. 4to. Catania 1861-62.

Christiania :

—

Nyt Magazin for Natuxvidenskaberne. Bind XII. Heft 1-3. 8vo. Christiania

1863.

Forhandlinger i Videnskabs-Selskabet. Aar 1862. 8vo. Christiania 1863.

Aegyptische Chronologie, ein kritischer Versnch yon J. Lieblein. 8vo.

Christiania 1863.

Besultate magnetischer, astronomischer und meteorologischer Beobachtun-

gen, von C. Hansteen nnd Lieutenant Due. 4to. Christiania 1863.

Peter Andreas Munch, yed P. B. Hansen. 8vo. Christiania 1863.

Norske Vsegtlodder fra fjortende Aarhundrede, beskreyne af C. A. Holmboe.

4to. Christiania 1863.

Det Kongelige Norske Erederiks Dniversitets Aarsberetning for Aaret 1861.

8vo. Christiania 1862.

Index Scholarum in Universitate Regia Erederieiana, Jan. & Aug. 1863.

4to. Christiania 1863.

Det Kongelige Erederiks Universitets Halvhundredaars-Eest, September

1861. 8vo. Christiania 1862.

Columbus :—Sixteenth Annual Report of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture

for 1861. 8vo. Columbus 1862.

Copenhagen :

—

Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabemes Selskabs Skrifter. Eemte Rsekke.

Naturvidenskabelig og Mathematisk Afdeling. Bind V. 4to. Kjobenhavn

1861.

Oversigt . . . i Aaret 1 861. 8vo. Kjobenhavn.

Dijon:—Memoires de l’Acadeinie Imperiale des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Let-

tres. Serie 2. Tome X. 8vo. Dijon 1863.

Dresden:—Nova Acta Academiae Caesarese Leopoldino-Carolinae Germanicse

Naturae Curiosorum. Tomus XXX. 4to. Dresdce 1864.

Dublin :

—

Royal Dublin Society. Journal. No. 30. July. 8vo. Dublin 1863.

Royal Irish Academy. Transactions. Vol. XXIV. Science, Part 3
;
Anti-

quities, Part 1 ;
Polite Literature, Part 1. 4to. Dublin 1864.

Proceedings. Vol. VIII. Parts 1-6, & pp. 313-448,

plates 4-19. 8vo. Dublin 1861-64.

Edinburgh :

—

Royal Society. Transactions. Vol. XXIII. Part 2. 4to. Edinburgh 1863.

Proceedings. Session 1862-63. 8vo. Edinburgh 1863.

Royal Physical Society. Proceedings. Sessions 1858-59, 1859-60, 1860-61,

1861—62. 8vo. Edinburgh.

Royal Scottish Society of Arts. Transactions. Vol. VI. Part 3. 8vo. Edin-

burgh 1863.

Falmouth :—Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society. Thirtieth Annual Report.

8vo. Falmouth 1862.

Frankfurt a. M. :—Abhandlungen herausgegeben yon der Senckenbergischen

Naturforschenden Gesellschaft. Band V. Heft 1. 4to. Frankfurt 1864.

«2

Donors.

The Academy.

The University.

The Board.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Freiburg im Breisgau :

—

Beitrage zur Bheiniscben Naturgeschiehte, herausgegeben von der Gesell-

scbaftfiir Beforderung der Naturwissenschaften. Hefte 1-3. 8vo. Frei-

burg 1849-53.

Berichte iiber die Yerbandlungen. Hefte 1-4; Band II. Hefte 1-4. 8vo.

Freiburg 1855-62. [The title of the Society was changed in 1858 to

Naturforschenden Gesellschaft.]

Geneva:—Memoires de la Societe de Physique et d’Histoire Naturelle.

Tome XYII. Partie 1. 4to. Genbve 1863.

Goteborg:—Kongl. Yetenskaps och Yitterhets Samhalles Handlingar. Ny
Tidsfoljd. 7-8 Haftet. 8vo. Goteborg 1861-63.

Gottingen :

—

Abhandlungen der Koniglichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. Band XI.

4to. Gottingen 1864.

Nachrichten von der Georg-Augusts Universitat und der Konigl. Gesell-

schaft der Wissenschaften, vom Jahre 1863. 8vo. Gottingen.

Halle :—Zeitschriftfiir die gesammtenNaturwissenschaften, herausgegeben von

dem Naturw. Yereine fiir Sachsen und Thiiringen, redigirt von C. Giebel,

W. Heintz und M. Siewert. Bande XX. & XXI. 8vo. Berlin 1862-63.

Hamburg :—Abhandlungen aus dem Gebiete der Naturwissenschaften, heraus-

gegeben von dem Naturwissenschaftlichen Yerein. Band IY. Abth. 3.

4to. Hamburg 1862.

Hermannstadt :—Yerhandlungen und Hittheilungen des Siebenbiirgischen

Yereins fiir Naturwissenschaften. Jahrg. II. Nr. 1-12. 8vo. 1860.

Hobart Town :—Boyal Society of Tasmania. Beports for 1859 and 1860. 8vo.

Hobart Town 1860-61.

Jena:—Medicinisch-naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft. Jenaische Zeit-

sehrift fiir Medicin imd Naturwissenschaft. Band I. Heft 1. 8vo. Leipzig

1864.

Kiel:—Schriften der Universitat, aus dem Jahre 1862. Band IX. 4to. Kiel

1863.

Klausenburg :

—

Az Erdelyi Muzeum-Egylet Evkonyvei. Kotet II. Eiizet 2. 4to. Kolozsvartt

1863.

Erdely a Bomaiak Alatt, Kutfok Nyoman irta Yass Jozsef. 8vo. Kolozsvdrtt

1863.

Leeds :—

-

Philosophical and Literary Society. 5th, 6th, 11th, 14-17th, 19th, 21-23rd,

31st, 32nd, 34~36th Beports. 8vo. Leeds 1825-56.

The Physical Condition of the People in its bearing upon their Social and

Moral Welfare. By Bishop Bickersteth. 8vo. Leeds 1860.

Inaugural Address, by Professor Owen, on the opening of the New Philoso-

phical Hall. 8vo. Leeds 1862.

The Belations of Science to Modern Civilization. By Professor Hennessy.

8vo. Leeds 1862.

Geological and Polytechnic Society of the West Biding of Yorkshire. Be-

ports of the Proceedings. Yol. I. (pp. 1-52), Yol. II. (6 nos.), Yol.III.

(5 nos.). 8vo. Leeds 1840-63.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Union.

The Union.

The Union.

The Society.

The Society.

The University.

The Transylvanian Museum.

The Society.

The Society.
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Leipzig :

—

Abhandlungen der Konigl. Sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Math.-Phys. Classe, Band YI. (Ueber den Bau von Angiopteris) ; Phil.-

Hist. Classe, Band, IY. Hr. 4. 8vo. Leipzig 1863.

Bericbte iiber die Yerbandlnngen. Math.-Pbys. Classe, 1862; Phil.-Hist.

Classe, 1862. 8vo. Leipzig 1863.

Liege :—Memoires de la Soeiete Royale des Sciences. Tome XYIII. 8vo. Liege

1863.

Lisbon :

—

Historia e Memorias da Academia Real das Sciencias. Classe de Sciencias

Moraes Politicas e Bellas Lettras. Hova serie. Tomo II. parte 2. 4to.

Lisboa 1861.

Lendas da India, por Gaspar Correa. Livro terceiro, Tomo III. partes 1 & 2.

4to. Lisboa 1862-63.

Corpo Diplomatico Portuguez contendo os actos e relagoes politicas e diplo-

maticas de Portugal com as diversas potencias do Mundo. Tomo I. 4to.

Lisboa 1862.

Portugal]!se Monumenta Historica. Leges et Consuetudines : Yol. I. fasc. 3.

fol. Olisipone 1863.

Liverpool :—Literary and Philosophical Society. Proceedings. Ho. 17. 8vo.

Liverpool 1863.

London :

—

Anthropological Society. Anthropological Review. Hos. 1-3. 8vo. London

1863.

Board of Trade. Report of the Meteorologic Office. 8vo. London 1864.

British Association. Report of the Thirty-second Meeting, held at Cam-

bridge in October 1862. 8vo. London 1862.

British Horological Institute. The Horological Journal. Hos. 59-70. 8vo.

London 1863-64.

British Meteorological Society. Proceedings: Yol. I. Ho. 8; Yol. II. Hos.

9-12. Institutes. 8vo. London 1863-64.

British Museum. Inscriptions in the Himyaritic Character, discovered chiefly

in Southern Arabia, oblong. London 1 863.

Inscriptions in the Phoenician Character, discovered on

the site of Carthage during the researches of Hathan Davis, oblong.

London 1863.

Chemical Society. Journal. July to December 1863; January to June

1864. 8vo. London.

College of Physicians. List of Fellows, Members, Extra-Licentiates, and

Licentiates. 8vo. London 1864.

Entomological Society. Transactions. Third series. Yol. I. Parts 5-9.

8vo. London 1863-64.

Geological Society. Quarterly Journal. Hos. 75-78. 8vo. London 1863-64.

Address delivered at the Anniversary Meeting, February

19, 1864, by Professor A. C. Ramsay. 8vo. London 1864.

Linnean Society. Transactions. Yol. XXIV. Part 2. 4to. London 1863.

Journal of the Proceedings. Yol. YII. Hos. 27 & 28.

8vo. London 1863-64.

The Society.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.

The Board.

The Association.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Trustees.

The Society.

The College.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.
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London :

—

Pathological Society. Transactions. Yol. XIY. 8vo. London 1863.

Photographic Society. The Photographic Journal. Yol. YIII. Nos. 135-

142 ; Vol. IX. Nos. 143-146. 8vo. London 1863-64.

Eoyal Agricultural Society. Journal. Yol. XXTY. Part 2. Yol. XXY.

Part 1. 8vo. London 1863.

Eoyal Asiatic Society. Journal. Yol. XX. Parts 3 & 4. 8vo. London 1863.

Eoyal Astronomical Society. Memoirs. Yol. XXXI. 4to. London 1863.

Monthly Notices. Yol. XXIII. Nos. 7-9;

Yol. XXIY. Nos. 1-6. 8to. London 1863-64.

Eoyal College of Surgeons. Descriptive Catalogue of the Pathological Spe-

cimens contained in the Museum. Supplement 1. 4to. London 1863.

Eoyal Geographical Society. Journal. Yol. XXXTI. 8vo. London 1862.

Proceedings. Yol. YII. Nos. 3-5 ;
Yol. YIII.

Nos. 1-3. 8vo. London 1863-64.

Eoyal Horticultural Society. Proceedings. Yol. III. Nos. 7 & 8 ; Yol. IY.

Nos. 1-9 and Index. 8vo. London 1863-64.

Eoyal Institute of British Architects. Sessional Papers, 1862-63, 3 parts.

List of Members 1863-64. Part 1. Nos. 1-4; Part 2. Nos. 1-6; Part 3.

Nos. 1-4. 4to. London.

Eoyal Institution. Proceedings. Yol. IY. Part 2. No. 38. 8vo. London

1863.

List of Members, &c. 1863. Additions to the Library

:

No. 6.

Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical Society. Medico-Chirurgieal Transactions.

Yol. XLYI. 8vo. London 1863.

Proceedings. Yol. IY. No. 4. 8vo.

London 1863.

Eoyal Society of Literature. Transactions. Second series. Yol. YII.

Part 3. 8vo. London 1863.

Eoyal United Service Institution. Journal. Yol. YII. Nos. 26-29. 8vo.

London 1863—64.

Society of Antiquaries. Archseologia : or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to

Antiquity. Yol. XXXIX. Part 1. 4to. London 1863.

Proceedings. Second series. Yol. I. No. 8 ; Yol.

II. Nos. 1-3. 8vo. London 1861-63.

Society of Arts. Journal. Yol. XI. Nos. 552-573; Yol. XII. Nos. 574-603.

8vo. London 1863-64.

Society for the Suppression of Mendicity. The Forty-fifth Eeport. 8vo.

London 1863.

University College. Proceedings at the Annual General Meeting of the

Members of the College, February 24, 1864. 8vo. London 1864.

Calendar for 1863-64. 8vo. London 1863.

London University Calendar, 1864. 8vo. London.

Zoological Society. List of Fellows, Annual Subscribers, &e. 8vo. London

1864.

Luxembourg :—Societe des Sciences Naturelles. Tome YI. 8vo. Luxembourg

1863.

Donors.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Council.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The College.

The Senate.

The Society.

The Society.
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Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Lucerne :—Yerhandlungen der Sdrweizeri.sdh.en Naturforschenden Giesellscliaft

bei ihrer Yersammlung zu Luzern den 23. 24. und 25. September 1862,

,

46. Yersammlung. 8vo. Luzern.

Mantua Accademia Yirgiliana di Scienze, Belle Lettere ed Arti, anno 1863,,

8vo. Mantua.

Melbourne:—University Calendar for tbe Academic Year 1863-64, 8vo,

Melbourne 1863.

Milan :

—

Memorie del Reale Istituto Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Yol. IX.

fasc. 3. 4to. Milano 1863.

Atti. Yol. III. fasc. 11-14. 4to. Milano 1863.

Rendiconti. Classe di Scienze Matematiche e Natural! : Yol. I. fasc. 1-3,

Classe di Lettere e Scienze Morali e Politicbe : Yol. I. fasc. 1 & 2. 8vo.

Milano 1864.

Atti della Society Italiana di Scienze Natural! Yol. Y. fasc. 1-3. 8vo.

Milano 1863.

Montreal :—The Canadian Naturalist and Geologist. Yol. VIII. Nos. 1—6.

8vo Montreal 1863.

Moscow:—Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes. Annee 1862.

Nos. 1-4. 8vo. Moscou 1862.

Munich :

—

Abhandlungen der Mathemat.-Physikalischen Classe der Kcinigl. Bayeris-

chen Akademie der Wissenschaften : Band IX. Abtb. 3. Philos. -Philol.

Classe: Band IX. Abth. 3; Band X. Abth. 1. 4to. Munchen 1863-64.

Sitzungsberichte : 1863, I., Hefte 3 & 4 ; II., Hefte 1-4
; 1864, I., Hefte

1 & 2. 8vo. Munchen 1863-64.

Ueber die Deutschen Einbeitsbestrebungen im 16. Jahrhundert, von Dr.

Cornelius. 4to. Munchen 1862.

Rede zur Eeier ihres einbundert und vierten Stiftungstages, von J. von

Liebig. 4to. Munchen 1863.

Denkrede auf Job. Andreas Wagner, von Dr. C. F. P. von Martius. 4to.

Munchen 1862.

Ueber die Stellung und Bedeutung der patbologiscben Anatomie, von L.

Buhl. 4to. Munchen 1863.

Naples :—Societa Reale di Napoli. Rendiconto dell’ Accademia delle Scienze

Fisicbe e Matematiche: Anno II. fasc. 1-3 & 5-8, 1862-63. Rendi-

conto delle tomate e dei lavori dell’ Accademia di Scienze Morali e Poli-

ticbe anno 1862 : Anno II. Gennaio, Febbraio, Marzo 1863. 4to. Napoli

1862-63.

Neucbatel:—Bulletin de la Societe des Sciences Naturelles. Tome YI.

deuxieme cahier. 8vo. Neuchatel 1863.

Newcastle-on-Tyne :

—

North of England Institute of Mining Engineers. Transactions 1852-62.

Vols. I.-IY. & VI.-XI. 8vo. Newcastle 1860-62.

Tyneside Naturahsts’ Field Club. Transactions. Yol. YI, Part 1. 8vo.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1863.

A Synopsis of tbe Geology of Durham and part of Northumberland. By
R. Howse and J. W. Kirkby. 8vo. 1863.

The Society.

The Academy.

The University.

The- Institute.

The Society.

The Natural History So-

ciety.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society,

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Club.
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

New Haven :—The American Journal of Science and Arts. Yol. XXXVII.

Nos. 109 & 110. 8vo. New Haven 1864.

New York :

—

American Geographical and Statistical Society. Proceedings. Yol. I.

Nos. 1-4; Yol. II. No. 1. 8vo. New Yorlc 1862-64.

Lyceum of Natural History. Annals. Yol. VII. Nos. 13-16. 8vo. New

York 1862.

Paris :

—

Memoires de 1’Academic des Sciences. Tome XXYI. 4to. Paris 1862.

Comptes Eendus Hebdomadaires des Seances de l’Academie des Sciences.

Tomes LII.-LVI. 4to. Paris 1861-63.

Memoires de l’Academie des Sciences Morales et Politiques. Tome XI. 4to.

Paris 1862.

Memoires presentes par divers Savants a l’Academie des Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres. Deuxieme serie. Tome IY. 4to. Paris 1863.

Annales des Mines. Sixieme serie. Tomes III. & IY. 3e-6e livraisons

de 1863 ;
Tome V. lre

livr. de 1864. 8vo. Paris 1863-64.

Le Bureau des Longitudes. Connaissance des Mouvements Celestes pour

1864 et 1865. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris 1863.

Annuaire pour 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1861,

1862, 1863, 1864. 8 vols. 8vo. Paris.

L’Ecole Imperiale Polytechnique. Journal. Cahier 40. Tome XXIII. 4to.

Paris 1863.

Observatoire Imperiale. Bulletin International. November 19, 1863, to June

10, 1864. folio. Paris.

Soeiete de Biologie. Comptes Bendus des Seances et Memoires. Serie 3.

Tome IY. Annee 1862. 8vo. Paris 1863.

Soeiete d’Encouragement pour l’Industrie Nationale. Bulletin. Tome X.

April to December. 4to. Paris 1863.

Soeiete de Geographic. Bulletin. Serie 5. Tomes Y. & YI. 8vo. Paris

1863.

Soeiete Geologique de Erance. Bulletin. Tome XX. feuilles 13-48, 3 parts

;

Tome XXI. feuilles 1-5. 8vo. Paris 1863-64.

Pest :

—

Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia. Evkonyv. Kotet X. Darabja 6-14. 4to.

Pest 1862-63.

: Magyar Tortenelmi Tar. Kotet IX.-

XI. 8vo. Pesten 1861-63.

Ertesito. A Nyelv es szeptudomanyi

Osztaly Kozlonye, Kotet II. (3 parts). 8vo. Pest 1861-63.

A Philosophiai, Torveny-es

Tortenettudomanyi Osztalvok Kozlonve. Kotet H. & III. 1, 2. 8vo. Pest

1861-62.

A Mathematikai es Termes-

zettudomanyi Osztalyok Kozlonye. Kotet II. & III. 1, 2. 8vo. Pest 1862.

Nyelvtudomanyi Kozlemenyek. Kotet I.

& II. 1. 8vo. Pesten 1862-63.

Donors.

The Editors.

The Society.

The Lyceum.

The Institute.

L’Ecole des Mines.

Le Bureau des Longitudes.

L’Ecole Polytechnique.

The Observatory.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Hungarian Academy of

Sciences.

1
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Pest :

—

Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia. Archseologiai Kcizlcmenyek. Kotet II.

8vo. Pesten 1861, and Keratlasz 4to.

Statistikai Kozlemenyek. Kotet II. 2,

& III. 8vo. Pesten 1862.

Mathematikai s Tesmezettudomanyi Koz-

lemenyek. Kotet II. 8vo. Pesten 1863.

Monumenta Hungariae Historica. Irok,

Kotet XY. ;
Okminytarak, Kotet VIII. & IX. 8vo. Pest 1862-63.

Torok-Magyar-Kori Tortenelmi Emle-

kek. Kotet I. & II. 8vo. Pest 1863.

Budapesti Szemle. Eiizet 41-57. 8vo.

Pest 1861-63.

Hunfalvy, Chrestomathia Eennica. 8vo. Pest 1861.

Eabian, Einn Xyelvtan. 8vo. Pest 1859.

Yass, Hazai es Kiilfoldi Iskolazas. 8vo. Pest 1862.

Armin, Abuska. 8vo. Pest 1862.

Pbiladelpbia :

—

Academy of Natural Sciences. Journal. New series. Yol. Y. Parts 3 & 4.

4to. Philadelphia 1863.

Proceedings. Nos. 1-7. 8vo. Philadelphia

1863.

American Philosophical Society. Proceedings. Yol. IX. No. 69. 8vo. Phi-

ladelphia 1863.

Eranklin Institute. Journal. Yol. LXXY. No. 450; Yol. LXXVI.

Nos. 451-456 ; Yol. LXXYII. Nos. 457-460. 8vo. Philadelphia

1863-64.

Prague :—Sitzungsberichte der Konigl. Bohmischen Gesellschaft der Wissen-

schaften. Jahrgang 1863, 2 parts. 8vo. Prag 1863-64. Personalstand

im Januar 1863. 4to.

Borne :

—

Atti dell’ Accademia Pontificia de’ Xuovi Lincei. Anno YII. Sess. 3-5

;

Anno XIY. Sess. 3-7 ;
Anno XY. Sess. 1-8

;
Anno XYI. Sess. 1-5. 4to.

2loma 1864-63.

Bullettino Meteorologico dell’ Osservatorio del Collegio Bomano. Yol. II.

Nos. 18, 20, 22-24. Yol. III. Nos. 1-4. 4to. Roma 1863-64.

St. Louis :—Academy of Science. Transactions. Yol. II. No. 1. 8vo. St. Louis

1863.

St. Petersburg:

—

Memoires de l’Academie Imperiale des Sciences. Tome IY. Nos. 10 &11

;

Tome Y. No. 4 ; Tome YI. No. 7. 4to. St. Petershourg 1862-63.

* Bulletin. Tome IY. Nos. 7-9
;
Tome Y.

Nos. 1 & 2. 4to. St. Petersbourg 1862.

Positiones mediae Stellarum fixarum in Zonis Begiomontanis a Besselio

inter +15° et+ 45° declinationis observatarum, auctore M. Weisse. 4to.

Petropoli 1863.

MDCCCLXIY. b

Donors.

The Hungarian Academy of

Sciences.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Academy.

The College.

The Academy.

The Academy.
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES
(continued).

San Eranciseo:—California Academy of Natural Sciences. Proceedings.

Yol. II. 1858-62. 8vo. San Francisco 1863.

Stockholm :

—

Kongliga Svenska Yetenskaps-Akademiens Handlingar. Ny Foljd. Bandet

IY. Haftet 1, 1861. 4to. Stockholm 1862.

Ofversigt af Kongl. Yetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar. Nittonde

Argangen, 1862. 8vo. Stockholm 1863.

Meteorologiska Jakttagelser i Sverige, .bearbetade af Er. Edlund. Bandet

III. 1861. 4to. Stockholm 1863.

Anteckningar till Spetsbergens Eogel Eanna af A. J. Malmgren. 8vo.

Stockholm 1863.

Jakttagelser ocb anteckningar till Einmarkens ocb Spetsbergens Dagg-

djursfauna. 8vo. Stockholm 1863.

Crustacea decapoda podopbtbalma marina Sueciae, interpositis speciebus

Norvegicis aliisque vicinis, ennmerat A. Goes. 8vo. Stockholm 1863.

Toronto :—Canadian Institute . TheCanadianJournal ofIndustry, Science, and

Art. Nos. 45-51. 8vo. Toronto 1863-64.

Toulouse:—Memoires de l’Academie Imperiale des Sciences, Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres. 6e
serie. Tome I. 8vo. Toulouse 1863.

Turin:—Memorie della Beale Accademia delle Scienze. Serie seconda.

Tomo XX. 4to. Torino 1863.

Utrecht:—Koninklijk Nederlandsch Meteorologisch Instituut. Meteorolo-

gischeWaarnemingen in Nederland en zijne Bezittingen. 4to. Utrecht 1863.

Yenice :

—

Memorie dell’ I. B. Istituto Yeneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Yol. II.

parte 1. Venezia 1862.

Atti. Tomo YIII. disp. 4-9. 8vo. Venezia 1862-63.

Yienna :

—

Denksehriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Mathema-

tiseh-Naturwissenschaftliche Classe. Band XXI. 4to. Wien 1863.

Sitzungsberichte. Math.-Naturw. Classe, erste Abtheilung : Band XLYI.

Hefte 1-5, & 3-5, zweiteAbth.; BandXLYII. Heftel-3, & 1-4, zweite

Abth. Phil.-Hist. Classe: Band XL.|Hefte 3-5; Band XLI. Hefte

1 & 2. Begister zu den Banden 31. bis 40. 8vo. Wien 1862-63.

Sitzungsberichte. Jahrg. 1864. Nr. 1-10, 12, 13. 8vo. Wien.

Physicalische Yerhaltnisse und Yertheilung der Organismen im Quarne-

rischen Golfe, von J. B. Lorenz. 8vo. Wien 1863.

Genesis und Exodus nach der Milstater Handschrift, heransgegeben von J.

Diemer. 2 vols. 8vo. Wien 1862.

Geographischen Gesellschaft. Mittheilungen, Jahrgang YI. 8vo. Wien

1862.

Geologischen Beichsanstalt. Jahrbuch, 1863. Band XIII. Nr. 2 & 3. 8vo.

Wien 1863.

Zoologisch-Botanischen Gesellschaft. Yerhandlungen. Jahrgang 1863.

Band XIII. 8vo. Wien 1863.

Monographie der Oestriden, von Friedrich Brauer. 8vo. Wien 1863.

Donors.

The Academy.

The Academy . .

The Institute.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Institute^

The Institute.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Society.
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Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Washington:—

Smithsonian Institution. .
Annual Report of the Board of Regents for 1861.

8vo. . Washington 1862.

,

Miscellaneous Collections. 4vols. 8vo. Washing-

ton 1862.

Bibliography of 1STorth American Conehology pre-

vious to the year 1860, by W. G. Binney. Part 1. 8vo. Washington 1863.

Classification of the Coleoptera of ISTorth

America, by J. L. Leconte. 8vo. 1861. Monographs of the Diptera

of North America, by H. Loew. Part 1. 8vo. 1862. Dictionary of the

Chinook Jargon, by G. Gibbs. 8vo. 1863. List of Eoreign Correspondents.

8vo.,1862.

Comparative Vocabulary. 4to. Washington 1863.

Wurzburg:—Physikalisch-MedicinischeGesellschaft. WiirzburgerMedicinische

Zeitsehrift. Band III. Heft 1 ;
Band IV. Hefte 3-6

;
Band V. Heft 1.

Naturwissenschaftliche Zeitsehrift. Band II. Heft 3; Band IV. Heft 1.

8vo. Wurzburg 1861-64.

York :-r—Yorkshire Philosophical Society. Annual Reports for 1829, 1835,

1838-1852. 1863. 8vo. TorJc.

ADLER (M. N.) Some Considerations on the Government Life Annuities and

Life Assurances Bill. 8vo. London 1864.

AIRY (G. B., E.R.S.) Astronomical and Magnetical and Meteorological Obser-

vations made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in 1861. 4to. London

1863.

ALEMBERT (D’) Traite de Dynamique. Nouvelle edition. 4to. Paris 1758.

ANDREW (J. A.) Address to the two branches of the Legislature of Massa-

chusetts, Jan. 9, 1863. 8vo. Boston 1863.

ANONYMOUS

-

Abstracts of Magnetical Observations made at the Magnetical Observatory,

Toronto, 1853-1862. 4to. Toronto 1863.

Almanaque Nautico para 1864, 1865, calculado en el Observatorio de Marina

de San Eernando. 8vo. Cadiz 1862.

Annual Report of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, 1862.

8vo, Boston 1863.

Anuario del Real Observatorio de Madrid
;
quinto ano, 1864. 8vo. Madrid

1863.

Artificial Clock-Maker, a Treatise of Watch and Clock-Work, the second

edition, by W. D[erham]. 8vo. London 1700.

Astronomical and Meteorological Observations made at the United States Naval

Observatory during the year 1862. 4to. Washington 1863.

Catalogue of the American Philosophical Society Library. Parti. 8vo. Phila-

delphia 1863.

Certamen Religiosum, or a Conference between the late King of England and

the late Lord Marquesse of Worcester concerning Religion. 4to. London

1651.

Closet for Ladies and Gentlewomen, or the Art of Preserving, Conserving and

Candying. 18mo. London 1654.

The Smithsonian Institu-

tion.

The Society.

The Society.

The Author.

The Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty.

H. Dircks, Esq.

Professor Agassiz,Eor. Mem.

R.S.

The University of Toronto.

The Observatory.

Professor Agassiz, For.Mem.

R.S.

The Observatory.

H. Dircks, Esq.

The Observatory.

The Society.

H. Dircks, Esq.

b 2
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Donors.Presents.

ANONYMOUS (
continued).

Copies Photographiees des Miniatures des Manuscrits Grecs conserve's a la

Bibliotheque Synodale, autrefois Patriarcale de Moscou. folio. Moscou 1862.

Delights for Ladies, to adorn their persons, tables, closets, and Distillatories.

18mo. London 1654.

Effemeridi Astronomiche di Milano, 1853—1860, 1862—1864. 11 vols. 8vo.

1852-1863.

Eifteenth Annual Report of the Committee of the Royal Museum, Library and

Park, Borough of Salford. 8vo. Salford 1863.

Eifth Report of the Medical Officer of the Privy Council, with Appendix. 8vo.

London 1863.

Elora Batava, Afbeelding en beschrijving van Nederlandsche Gewassen, door

J. Kops en E. A. Hartsen, 186. Aflevering. 4to. Amsterdam.

Insanity and Crime : a Medico-Legal Commentary on the case of George Yictor

Townley, by the Editors of the “ Journal of Mental Science.” 8vo. London

1864.

International Exhibition, 1862. Jurors’ Reports. Chronometers, Watches

and Clocks. 8vo. London.

Jahresbericht am 14. Juni 1863 dem Comite der Nicolai-Hauptsternwarte.

8vo. St. Petersburg 1863.

Judicial Statistics, 1862 : England and Wales. 4to. London 1863.

Mahabhashya, Dr. Ballantyne’s unfinished edition, oblong.

Margarita Philosophica. 4to. HeydeTbergce 1496.

Maupertuisiana (a Collection of Tracts relating to Maupertuis). 8vo. Ham-

bourg 1753.

Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris for 1867. Supplement:

Ephemerides of the Minor Planets for 1864. 8vo. London 1863.

Notitia utraque cum Orientis turn Occidentis ultra Arcadii Honoriique Csesarum

tempora : illustre Yetustatis Monumentum, imo thesaurus prorsum incompa-

rabilis. fol. Basileoe 1552.

Observations Meteorologiques faites a Nijne-Taguilsk. Annees 1861 et 1862.

8vo Paris 1863.

Rolazione della Direzione Tecnica alia Direzione Generale delle Strade Eerrate

dello Stato. 4to. Torino 1863.

Report of Progress of the Geological Survey of Canada from its commencement

to 1863. 8vo. Montreal 1863.

Report of the Streets Committee, Metropolitan Board of Works. 8vo. London

1864.

Report upon Metropolitan Railway and other schemes of Session 1864, by J. W.
Bazalgette. 8vo. London 1864.

Report on the Madras Military Eund, containing New Tables of Mortality,

Marriage, &c., deduced from the fifty years’ experience 1808 to 1858, by

S. Brown, P. Hardy, and Colonel J. T. Smith. 8vo. London 1863.

Reports of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, showing the progress of

the Survey during the years 1859 and 1860. 4to. Washington 1860.

Results of Meteorological Observations made, under the direction of the United

States Patent Office and the Smithsonian Institution, from 1854 to 1859

inclusive. Yol. I. 4to. Washington 1861.

The Public Museum, Mos-

cow.

H. Dircks, Esq.

The Observatory, Milan.

The Committee.

John Simon, E.R.S.

The Netherlands Minister of

the Interior.

The Authors.

C. Erodsham, Esq.

The Observatory.

The Secretary of State for

the Home Department.

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

H. Dircks, Esq.

The Lords Commissioners of

the Admiralty.

H. Dircks, Esq.

The Prince Demidoff.

Italian Secretary of State for

Public Works.

Lord Monck.

The Board of Works.

Colonel J. T. Smith, F.R.S.

The Coast Survey Office,

Washington.

The Smithsonian Institu-

tion.
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Doxous.Peesents.

ANONYMOUS (continued).

Some Papers proper to be read before the E 1 Society, concerning the

Terrestrial Chrysipns, Golden-foot, or Guinea, collected by Petrus Gualterus.

[Ey H. Yielding.] 8vo. London 1743.

Statistical and MedicalEeports of the Army Medical Department for 1861.

8vo. London 1863.

Statistique de la Prance. Mouvement de la Population pendant 1858, 1859

et 1860. 4to. Strasbourg 1863.

Tables of Heights in Sind, the Punjaub, N.W. Provinces, and Central India,

determined by the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India. 8vo. Calcutta

1863.

Trabalhos do Observatorio Meteorologico do Infante D. Luiz na Escola Poly-

technica (8. Anno, 1862). folio. Lisboa 1863.

Yollstandiges Mathematisches Lexicon [Wolff’s]. 2 vols. 8vo. Leipsic 1734.

AEGELANDEE (E. W. A., For. Mem. E.S.) Astronomische Beobachtungen auf

der Sternwarte zu Bonn. Band Y. 4to. Bonn 1862.

— Atlas des Nordlichen gestimten

Himmels fur den Anfang des Jahres 1855. Lief. 5. folio. Bonn 1859.

ASHE (Lieut. E. D.) The Motions of the Top, Teetotum, and Gyroscope

explained. 8vo. Quebec 1864.

AYEZAC (D’) Coup d’CEil Historique sur la Projection des Cartes de Ge'o-

graphie. 8vo. Paris 1863.

BABBAGE (C., E.E.S.) A chapter on Street Nuisances. 8vo. London 1864.

BABINGTON (John) Pyrotechnia, or a Discourse of Artificial! Eire-Works.

folio. London 1635.

A short Treatise of Geometrie. folio. London 1635.

BACHE (A. D., Eor. Mem. E.S.) Discussion of the Magnetic and Meteorological

Observations made at the Girard College Observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840,

1841, 1842, 1843, 1844 and 1845. Parts 2-6. 4to. Washington 1862.

Eeport of the Superintendent of the United

States Coast Survey. Appendices Nos. 16-25. 4to. Washington 1861.

Plaster Model to illustrate the diurnal variation

of the Magnetic Decimation, in a wooden box 1862.

BATED (W.) A Cyclopaedia of the Nautical Sciences. 8vo. London 1858.

BANTING (W.) Letter on Corpulence, addressed to the Public. 8vo. London

1863.

BATE (C. S., E.E.S.) Catalogue of the Specimens of Amphipodous Crustacea in

the Collection of the British Museum. 8vo. London 1862.

BAYLIE (Tho.) Certamen Eeligiosum : or a Conference between Charles I.

and the late Marquess of Worcester. 8vo. London 1649.

BEKE (C. T.) A Lecture on the Sources of the Nile. 8vo. London 1864.

Who discovered the Sources of the Nile? A Letter to Sir

Eoderick I. Murchison. 8vo. London 1863.

BELAYENETZ (Capt.) Deviations of the Compass and the Compass Observatory

(in Eussian). 8vo. St. Petersbourg 1863.

BJEEON (P.) La Decouverte de rOrigine de la Pesanteur. 8vo. Paris 1863.

BEETHELOT (—) et EEAN DE SAINT GILLES. Eecherches sur les

Affinites. Partie 3e
et 4e

. 8vo. Paris 1863.

Professor De Morgan.

Dr. T. G. Balfour, F.E.S.

Unknown.

The Secretary of State for

India.

The Observatory.

H. Dircks, Esq.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

H. Dircks, Esq.

Dr. Bache.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

H. Dircks, Esq.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Authors.
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BETTINUS (Marius) Apiaria Universse Philosophise Mathematicse. fol. Bononice

1642.

.

BEZOIJT (—) Cours de Mathematiques a l’usage des gardes du Pavilion, de

la Marine, et des Eleves de l’Ecole Polytechnique. 4e partie. 2 yols. 8vo.

' Paris 1800.

BIRCH (S.) Description of the Papyrus of Nas-Rhem, Priest of Amen-ra, dis-

covered in an excavation made by direction of His Royal Highness the Prince

of Wales in a tomb near Gournah at Thebes. 8vo. London 1863.

BOCKLERUS (G. A.) Theatrum Maehinarum Novum ... ex Germania in

Latium recens translatum opera H. Schmitz. folio. Colonice Agrippmaz 1672.

BOHM (J. G.) und ALEE (M.) Magnetische und meteorologisehe Beobachtungen

zu Prag. Jahrgange 23 & 24. 4to. Prag 1863-64.

BOND (G. B.) On the new form of the Achromatic Object-glass introduced by

Steinheil. List of New Nebulse and Star Clusters seen at the Observatory

of Harvard College 1847-63. (Excerpt from Proc. Amer. Acad.) 8vo.

Cambridge, N.E. 1863.

BOUTON (L.) Rapport presente a la Chambre d’Agriculture sur les diverses

especes de Cannes a sucre cultivees a Maurice. 8vo. Maurice 1863.

BRAYLEY (E. W., F.R.S.) An Account of some of the recent Observations and

Researches of Astronomers and Physicists on the Physical Constitution of the

Sun. 8vo. London 1863.

BREEN (H.) Corrections to Lunar Observations. (Excerpt from Edinb.

Astron. Obs. voL 12.) 4to. Edinburgh 1862.

BROWN (Robert) Prodromus Florae Novae Hollandiae et Insulae Yan Diemen.

8vo. Londini 1810.

BROWNE (R. G. S.) The Mosaic Cosmogony, a Literal Translation of the first

chapter of Genesis, with Annotations and Rationalia. 8vo. London 1864.

BUCKNILL (J. C.) Unsoundness of Mind in relation to CriminalAets. Sugden

Prize Essay. Second edition. 8vo. London 1857.

The Psychology of Shakespeare. 8vo. London 1859.

The Medical Knowledge of Shakespeare. 8vo. London 1860.

BUCKNILL (J. C.) and TUKE (D. H.) A Manual of Psychological Medicine.

Second edition. 8vo. London 1862.

CARLINI (F.) Tavole della equazione del centro e riduzione all’ eclittiea pei

quattro nuovi pianeti. 8vo. Milano 1818.

Osservazioni della lunghezza del pendolo semplice fatte all’

altezza di mille tese sul livello del mare. 8vo. Milano 1823.

Considerazioni sulle ineguaglianze a lungo periodo che alterano

le epoche della longitudine della luna. 8vo. Milano 1824.

Esposizione delle osservazioni di segnali a polvere nuovamente

accesi sul monte Baldo e sul monte Cimone nell’ anno 1825. 8vo. Milano.

Memorie sulle irregolarita che si osservano nei livelli a holla

d’ aria. 8vo. Milano 1826.

— — Esposizione delle operazioni eseguite per assicurare coll’ erezione

di due piramidi di granito i termini della base trigonometrica della triango-

lazione in Lombardia. 8vo. Milano 1836.

Osservazioni astronomiche istituite nell’ occasione dell’ Ecclisse

Donoes.

. H. Dircks, Esq.

His Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales.

H. Dircks, Esq.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

Dr. Boott.

The Author.

The Author.

Dr. Bueknill.

The Observatory, Milan.

dell’ 8 Luglio. 8vo. Milano 1842.
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Presents.

CARLIN! (F.) Alcune considerazioni sul Calcolo delle Orbite delle Comete. 8vo.

Milano 1846.

Nuova determinazione della rifrazione astronomica pel clima

di Milano. 8vo. Milano 1849.

Sulle proprieta delle funzioni algebriche conjugate. 8vo. Wien

1854.

Sopra alcune funzioni esponenziali comprese nella formola xxn .

4to. Milano 1819.

Algoritmo pel calcolo delle perturbazioni lunari. 4to. Milano

1838.

Dell’ orbita ellittica della cometa ultimamente osservata e di

alcune leggi cbe appariscono nella distribuzione de’ corpi del sistema solare.

4to. Milano 1844.

Descrizione d’ una macebinetta cbe serve a risolvere il problema

di Keplero ossia a trovare P anomaba eccentrica data 1’ anomalia media

qualunque sia 1’ eccentricita. 4to. Milano 1852.

Intorno le misure per la determinazione della differenza di

altezza frail mar Nero ed ilCaspio. 4to. Milano 1853.

Presentazione di, varii documenti relativi alia costruzione del

barometro Campione. 4to. Milano 1855.

Descrizione di due barometri di nuova forma. 4to. Milano

1855.

CARRINGTON (R. C., E.R.S.) Observations of tbe Spots on tbe Sun from

November 9, 1853, to March 24, 1861, made at Redhill. 4to. London

1863.

CARSON (J.) Essays on Digestion, written in 1834. 8vo. Liverpool 1863.

CARDS (C. G.) Zur vergleichenden Symbolik zwisehen Menschen- und Affen-

Skelet. folio. Jena 1861.

CASATUS (Paulus) Mecbanicornin bbri octo. 4to. Lugduni 1684.

CADTLET (Sir P. T., F.R.S.) Report on tbe Ganges Canal Works from tbeir

commencement until tbe opening of the canal in 1854. 2 vols. 8vo, and

Yol. III. 4to. London 1860.

Plans to illustrate tbe Report on tbe Ganges

Canal Works, fobo. London 1860.

A Reply to Statements made by Sir Arthur Cotton

on tbe Projection of tbe Ganges Canal Works. 8vo. London 1863.

A Disquisition on tbe Heads of tbe Ganges and

Jumna Canals, 'N.W. Provinces, in reply to Strictures by Major General

Sir Arthur Cotton. 8vo. London 1864.

CLAUSIUS (R.) Ueber einen Grundsatz der mechanischen Warmetheorie. 8vo.

1863.

Ueber den Unterscbied zwisehen activem und gewohnhehem

Sauerstoffe. 8vo. 1863.

COLBURN (Zerah) Steam Boiler Explosions. 8vo. London 1860.

COLNET D’HUART (De) Physique du Globe. Determination de la loi du

mouvement d’uii point materiel sur un plan inchne a une latitude quelcon-

qne, en ayant egard a l’influence exercee par la rotation diurne de la terre.

8vo. Luxembourg 1860.

Donobs.

Tbe Milan Observatory.

The Author.

Tbe Pubhsher.

Tbe Author.

H. Direks, Esq.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Author.
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Presents.

COLNET D’HUART (De) Physique Mathematique. Determination de la re-

lation qui existe entre la chaleur de conductibilite et la chaleur latente.

8vo. Luxembourg 1863.

Nouvelle Theorie Mathematique de la Chaleur et

de l’Electricite. Premiere partie. 8yo. Luxembourg 1864.

CTJRLING (T. B., P.R.S.) Observations on Sterility in Man. 8vo. London

1864.

DANA (J. D.) On Parallel Relations of the Classes of Yertehrates. The

Classification of Animals based on the principle of Cephalization. 8vo. New

Haven 1863.

The Classification of Animals based on the principle of Cepha-

lization. On Fossil Insects from the Carboniferous Formation of Illinois.

Note on the position of Amphibians among Yertehrates. (Excerpts from

American Journ.) 8vo. 1864.

DATTINO (Giambattista.) Arringhe Officiose. 8vo. Napoli 1863.

DAYY (M.) Recherches Theoriques et Experimentales sur l’Electricite con-

sideree au point de vue mecanique. 2 parts. 8vo. Paris 1862.

DAWSON (J. AY., F.R.S.) Air Breathers of the Coal Period : a descriptive

Account of the Remains of Land Animals found in the Coal Formation. 8vo.

Montreal 1863.

DELESSE (—) La Machoire Humaine de Moulin-Quignon. Proces-verbaux

des seances du congres reuni a Paris et a Abbeville. 8vo.

et LAUGEL. Revue de Geologie pour l’annee 1861. 8vo.

Paris 1862.

DESLONGCHAMPS (E.) Etudes critiques sur des Brachiopodes nouveaux ou

peu connus. Fasc. 1 & 2. 8vo. Caen.

Notes pour servir a la geologie du Calvados. 8vo. Caen

1863.

DEWALQDE (G.) Note sur les fossiles Siluriens de Grand-Manil, pres de

Gemhloux. (Excerpt from Bull. Acad. Roy. Belg.) 8vo. Bruxelles.

DRACH (S. M.) On the Circle-area and Heptagon-chord. 8vo. London

1864.

On deducing the Parallax of Mars, and thence that of the

Sun : 1864. On the Geometry of my eighth decimal Approximation to the

Circular Circumference : 1864. (Excerpts from Phil. Mag.) 8vo.

DURAND (A.) La Toscane : Album pittoresque et archeologique. Livraison

4e
et 5e

. folio. Paris 1862.

EDMONDS (R.) The Land’s End District: its Antiquities, Natural History,

&c., with a Memoir of R. Trevithick. 8vo. London 1862.

St. Michael’s Mount and the Phoenicians. 8vo. Edinb. 1863.

The Bee-hive British Dwellings at Bosphrennis and Chapel

Enny, near Penzance. 8vo. Edinb. 1863.

EDWARDS (G. N.) and WILLETT (A.) Statistical Tables of the Patients under

treatment in the Wards of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital during 1863. 8vo.

London 1864.

ENCKE (J. F., For. Mem. R.S.) Berliner Astronomisches Jahrbuch fur 1865,

1866; Ephemeriden der seit 1845 entdeckten Planeten fur das Jahr 1864.

8vo. Berlin 1862-64.

Donors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author, by Admiral

FitzRoy, F.R.S.

The Author.

The Author.

The Authors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Prince Demidoff.

The Author.

The Hospital.

The Author.
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ESCHEll (P.) Die Berechmmg vom Flaeheninhalt der Kugelzone : ein Beitrag

zu jedem Lehrbuch der Stereometrie. 8vo. Zurich 1859.

Gemeinfasslichc Anleitung zur praktischen Losung der bei Kapi-

talien- und Renten-Vei’sicherungen vorkommenden Rechnungs-Aufgaben.

8vo. Wien 1864.

EUCLIDIS Optica et Catoptrica nunquam antehac Greece sedita ; eadem Latirie

reddita per Joannem Penam. 4to. Parisiis 1587.

EVAN'S (E. J., F.R.S.) and SMITH (Arcb., F.R.S.) Admiralty Manual for

ascertaining and applying the Deviations of the Compass caused by the Iron

in a Ship. Second edition. 8vo. London 1863.

EVAN'S (J., F.R.S.) The Coins of the Ancient Britons. 8vo. London 1864.

FENICIA (S.) Copia dei primi due libri della Politica. 8vo. Napoli 1862.

FERGUSSON (Commander E. F. T.) Magnetical and Meteorological Observa-

tions made at the Government Observatory, Bombay, in the year 1862. 4to.

Bombay 1863.

FLED (Robertus) Opera. 3 vols. folio. Francofurti 1623-31.

GALTON (F., F.R.S.) Meteorograpbica, or Methods of Mapping the Weather,

oblong. London 1863.

GANT (F. J.) The Principles of Surgery, Clinical, Medical, and Operative. 8vo.

London 1864.

GARRIGOU (F.) L’Homme Fossile : historique general de la question et dis-

cussion de la decouverte d’Abbeville. 8vo. Paris 1863.

Memoire sur les Cavernes de Lherm et de Bouicheta (Ariege).

(Excerpt from Bull. Soc. Geol. de France.) 8vo. Paris 1863.

GODWIN (G., F.R.S.) Another Blow for Life. 4to. London 1864.

GRAHAM (Lieut.-Colonel J. D.) Report on Mason and Dixon’s Line. 8vo.

Chicago 1862.

GULLIVER (G., F.R.S.) The Hunterian Oration delivered at the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons Feb. 14, 1863. 8vo. London 1863.

GUTHRIE (F.) Letters on the Sugar-Cane and on Cane-Sugar. 8vo. Mauritius

1863.

GUY (Dr. W. A.) On the Sanitary Condition of the British Army. 8vo. London

1858.

On the Production and Identification of Crystals of Arsenious

Acid and Crusts of Metallic Arsenic. (Excerpt from Beale’s Archives of

Medicine.) 8vo. London 1858.

On the Microscopic Characters of the Crystals of Arsenious

Acid. (Excerpt from Trans. Micros. Soc.) 8vo. London 1861,

On the Colour-Tests for Strychnia and the Diagnosis of the

Alkaloids. (Excerpt from Pharmaceutical Journal.) 8vo. London 1861.

On the immediate Effect produced on the Revenue by the

remission or increase of Taxes : 1852. On the immediate and remote Effect

of the remission of Customs and Excise Duties : 1853. On the relation of

the Price of Wheat to the Revenue derived from Customs and Excise Du-

ties : 1854, On the Annual Fluctuations in the Number of Deaths from

various Diseases : 1857. (Excerpts from Statistical Journal.) 8vo. London.

HAAST (J.) Reports on the Coal Measures and Lignitiferous Beds of the River

Kowai. folio. Canterbury, N. Z. 1863.

MDCCCLXIV. C
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The Author,
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The Authors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Secretary of State for
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H. Dircks, Esq.
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The Author.
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The Author.

The Author.

The Author.
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HALIBURTON (R. G.) New Materials for tlie History of Man, derived from

a Comparison of the Calendars and Festivals of Nations. Nos. 1 & 2. 8vo.

Halifax, N. S. 1863-64.

HALL (FitzEdward) A Contribution towards an Index to the Bibliography of

the Indian Philosophical Systems. 8vo. Calcutta 1859.

HANSEN (P. A., For. Mem. E.S.) Heher die Bestimmung der Bahn eines Him-

melskorpers ans drei Beobachtungen. 8vo. 1863.

Analyse der ecliptischen Tafeln. 8vo. 1863.

HANSTEEN (C., For. Mem. E.S.) Magnetiske Jagttagelser paa Island og

Spitsbergen. 8vo. 1861.

HAETNTJP (J.) Report of the Astronomer to the Marine Committee, Mersey

Docks and Harbour Board. 8vo. Liverpool 1863.

HAUGHTON (Eev. S., F.E.S.) On the Natural Constants of the Healthy

Urine of Man. 2 parts. 8vo. Dublin 1860-62.

— Review of Dr. Parkes’s Work on the Urine.

8vo. Dublin 1860.

On the Phenomena of Diabetes Mellitus.

2 parts. 8vo. Dublin 1861.

Notes on Diabetes Insipidus. 8vo.

Outlines of a New Theory of Muscular Action.

8vo. London 1863.

HAWKSHAW (J., F.E.S.) Suez Canal : Report to the Egyptian Government,

3rd February, 1863. folio. London.

HEKEKYAN BEY. A Treatise on the Chronology of Siriadic Monuments.

8vo. London 1863.

HERSCHEL (A.) Method of Determining the Path of a Meteor. (Excerpt from

Proc. Brit. Meteor. Soc.) 8vo. London 1863.

HERSCHEL (Sir J. F. W., F.R.S.) An Essay, entitled The Yard, the Pendu-

lum, and the Metre considered in reference to the choice of a Standard of

Length. 8vo. London 1863.

HINTON (J.) Life in Nature. 8vo. London 1862.

HOGG (J., F.R.S.) Notes on the Byhlus-Rush and the Byblus-Bok. (Excerpt

from Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist.) 8vo. London 1864.

On some Old Maps of Africa, in which the central equato-

rial Lakes are laid down nearly in their true positions. 8vo. London

1864.

HOPE (A. J. B. Beresford) The Art-Workman’s Position : a Lecture delivered

in behalf of the Architectural Museum. 8vo. London 1864.

HOW (H.) On Natro-boro-calcite and another Borate occurring in the Gypsum

of Nova Scotia. 8vo. 1863.

HUME (Rev. A.) Ancient Meols, or some Account of the Antiquities found

near Dove Point on the Sea-coast of Cheshire. 4to. London 1863.

HUNT (J.) Anniversary Address delivered before the Anthropological Society

of London. 8vo. London 1864.

ISBISTER (A. K.) The School Euclid, comprising the first four hooks, chiefly

from the Text of Dr. Simson. 8vo. London 1863.

JEYONS (W. S.) Pure Logic, or Logic of Quality apart from Quantity. 8vo.

London 1864.
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The Author.

The Asiatic Society of Ben-

gal.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.
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The Author.

The Author.

The Author.
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JOLT (N.) Examen critique du Memoire de M. Pasteur, relatif aux Genera-

tions spontanees. (Excerpt from Moniteur Scientifique Quesneville.) 4to.

Paris 1863.

JOURNALS :

—

Cosmos. Tome XXII. livr. 25 & 26 ;
Tome XXIII.; Tome XXIY. liyr. 1-24.

8vo. Paris 1863-64.

Giomale per l’Abolizione della Pena di Morte : diretto da Pietro Ellero.

8yo. Bologna 1863.

Journal d’Agriculture de la Cote d’Or. Tome XXIY. 8vo. Dijon 1862.

Les Mondes. Tome I. liyr. 19-25; Tomes II.-IY.; Tome Y. liyr. 1-6. 8vo.

Paris 1863-64.

Nederlandsch Kruidkundig Archief, onder redactie yan W. E. R. Suringar en

M. J. Cop. Deel Y. Stuk 3. 8vo. Leeuwarden 1863.

Notes and Queries." Third series. Yol. III. Nos. 75-78, Index; Yol. IY.;

Yol. Y. Nos. 105-128. 4to. London 1863-64.

Sveriges Geologiska Undersokning, nagra ord till Upplysning om Bladet

“Westerns,” “Arboga,” “ Skultuna,” “ Sodertelge,” “Eskilstuna.” 5 parts.

8vo. Stockholm, 1863.

The American Journal of Science and Arts. Yol. XXXYI. & XXXYII. 8vo.

Newhavcn 1863-64.

The Athenaeum. June to December 1863; January to May 1864. 4to.

London.

The Builder. Nos. 1064-1114. folio. London 1863-64.

The Calcutta Journal of Natural History, conducted by J. McClelland.

Yols. I.-IY. 8vo. Calcutta 1841-43.

The Chemical News. Nos. 185-236. 4to. London 1863-64.

The Entomologist’s Annual for 1864. 8yo. London 1864.

The Intellectual Observer. July to December 1863 ; January to June 1864.

8vo. London.

The Journal of Mental Science. July and October 1863. 8yo. London 1863.

The London Review. July to December 1863 ;
January to June 1864. folio.

London.

The Mining and Smelting Magazine, edited by H. C. Salmon. Yol. IY. Nos.

19-24
;
Yol. Y. Nos. 25-29. 8vo. London 1863-64.

The Philosophical Magazine. July to December 1863 ;
January to June 1864.

8vo. London.

The Quarterly Journal of Science. No. 1. 8vo. London 1864.

The Reader. July to December 1863
;
January to June 1864. folio. London.

KIRCHHOFF (G.) Researches on the Solar Spectrum and the Spectra of the

Chemical Elements : translated by H. E. Roscoe. Second part. 4to. Cam-

bridge 1863.

KIRKMAN (Rev, T. P., P.R.S.) The Complete Theory of Groups, being the

Solution of the Mathematical Prize Question of the French Academy for

1860. 8vo. 1863.

KLEIN (E. H.) The Foretelling of the Weather in Connexion with Me-

teorological Observations : translated by A. Adriani, M.D. 8vo. London

Donors.

The Author.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editors.

The Editor.

The Geological Board

of Sweden.

The Editors.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor, by Sir William

Hooker, E.R.S.

The Editor.

H. T. Stainton, Esq.

The Editor.

The Editors.

The Editor.

The Editor.

W. Francis,. Esq,

The Editors.

The Editor.

Professor Roscoe, F.R.S.

The Author.

The Translator.
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KNOBLAUCH (Dr. H.) Ueber den Durcbgang der strahlenden Warme durch

polirtes, mattes und berusstes Steinsalz, und iiber die Diffusion der Warme-

strahlen. 8vo. Berlin 1863.

KOLLIKER (A., For. Mem. R.S.) Weitere Beobacbtungen iiber die Wirbel der

Selaebier insbesondere iiber die Wirbel der Lamnoidei, nebst allgemeinen

Bemerkungen iiber die Bildung der Wirbel der Plagiostomen. 4to. Frank-

furt 1864.

LAMONT (Dr. J., For. Mem. R.S.) Annalen der koniglicben Sternwarte bei

Miinchen. IY. Supplementband. 8yo. Miinchen 1863.

LANIS (F. Tertius de) Magisterium Naturae et Artis : opus physieo-mathemati-

cum. 3 vols. folio. Brixice 1684.

LEA (Isaac) Observations on tbe Genus Unio, and Descriptions of new Genera

and Species of tbe Melanidae. Yol. IX. 4to. Philadelphia.

List of bis Publications on recent Concbology. 8vo. Philadelphia

1863.

LEJEUNE-DIRICHLET (P. G.) Yorlesungen iiber Zablentbeorie : herausgege-

ben von R. Dedekind. 8vo. Braunschweig 1863.

LINDSAY (W. L.) Tbe Flora of Iceland. 8vo. Edinburgh 1861.

Tbe Place and Power of Natural History in Colonization,

witb special reference to Otago. 8vo. Edinburgh 1863. (Excerpts from

Edinb. New Phil. Journ.)

On the Toot-Poison of New Zealand. On tbe Geology of

tbe Gold Fields of Auckland, New Zealand. (Excerpts from Brit. Assoc.

Proc.) 8vo. 1862.

LITTROW (C. von) Annalen der li.-k. Sternwarte in Wien. Dritter Folge

Band XI. Jabrgang 1861. 8vo. Wien 1862.

und HORNSTEIN (C.) Meteorologiscbe Beobacbtungen an

der k.-k. Sternwarte inWien von 1775 bis 1855. Band III. (1810-22.) 8vo.

Wien 1862.

LOBATTO (R.) Memoire sur une Methode d’approximation pour le Calcul des

Rentes Yiageres. 4to. Amsterdam 1864.

LONGO (G.) Ricerche storicbe sulla Legatura delle Yene e delle Arterie da

Celso a Dionis. 8vo. Torino 1864.

LOWE (E. J.) Our Native Ferns and their Varieties. Parts 14-18. 8vo. London.

History of tbe Earthquake of 1863, October 6. (Excerpt from

Proc. Brit. Meteorol. Soc.) 8vo. London 1864.

LUBBOCK (J., F.R.S.) Notes on Spbserularia Bombi. (Excerpt from Nat. Hist.

Rev.) 8vo. London 1864.

MCCLEAN (J. R.) Address on bis Election as President of the Institution of

Civil Engineers. 8vo. London 1864.

MAGNUS (G.) Notiz iiber die Beschaffenheit der Sonne. 8vo.

MAILLY (E.) Essai sur les Institutions Scientifiques de la Grande Bretagne et

de l’lrlande : IY. 8vo. Bruxelles 1864.

MAIN (Rev. R., F.R.S.) Astronomical and Meteorological Observations made

at tbe Radcliffe Observatory in 1861. Yol. XXI. 8vo. Oxford 1864.

MALTHUS (Thomas) A Treatise of Artificial Fire-Works, both for Warres

and Recreation. 8vo. London 1629.

Donoks.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Observatory.

H. Dircks, Esq.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Editor, by Dr. Hirst,

F.R.S.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Observatoiy.
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Tbe Author.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Author.

The Author.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Author.

Tbe Radcliffe Trustees.

H. Dircks, Esq.
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MAPS, ENGRAVINGS, Ac.

Caspar Hennenberger’s grosse Landtafel von Preussen in 9 Blattern, 1576.

(Photolithograph copies of- the originals.) folio. Konigsberg 1863.

Map of the Cities of London and Westminster and the Suburbs, 1658, by

Richard Newcourt. Reprinted ;
mounted in 4to case.

Bronze Medal of Dr. J. E. Gray and Mrs. Gray, in morocco case. 1863.

Plaster Cast of the Bust of the late William Hey, Esq., E.R.S., by Chantrey.

A Plaster Cast from a Bust of Oersted, by Bissen of Copenhagen.

MARSDEN (J. H.) A Brief Memoir of the Life and Writings of the late

Lieut.-Colonel William Martin Leake. 4to. London 1864.

MARTINS (C.) Du Refroidissement Nocturne et de l’EchaufFement Diurne

pendant l’hiver de Montpellier des diverses especes de terres cultivees. 4to.

Montpellier 1863.

La Reunion de la Societe Helvetique des Sciences Naturelles

en Aout 1863 a Samaden. 8vo. Paris 1864.

MARTIUS (C. E. P. von, For. Mem. R.S.) Glossaria Linguarum Brasiliensium.

Glossarios de diversas lingoas e dialectos, que fallao os Indios no Imperio do

Brazil. 8vo. Erlangen 1863.

MILLER (W. A., Treas. R.S.) Elements of Chemistry. Part I. Chemical

Physics. Third edition. 8vo. London 1863.

MILNER (Rev. T.) The Gallery of Geography. Parts 1-8. 8vo. London 1864.

MIQUEL (F. A. G.) Annales Musei Botanici Lugduno-Batavi. Tom. I. fasc.

1-3. folio. Amsterdam 1863.

MITCHESON (P. W.) and FERGUSSON (E. E. T.) Magnetical and Meteoro-

logical Observations made at the Government Observatory, Bombay, in 1861.

4to. Bombay 1862.

MORIN (A. S.) Dissertation sur la legende Virgini Pariturae. 8vo. Paris 1863.

MUELLER (E., F.R.S.) Fragmenta Phytographke Australias. 3 vols. 8vo.

Melbourne 1858-63.

MULDER (G. J.) Scheikundige Verhandelingen en Onderzoekingen. Deel III.

Stuk 3. 8vo. Rotterdam 1864.

NOBLE (W. H.) Report on Ballistic Experiments. 8vo. London 1863.

NORDMANN (A. von) Palaeontologie Suedrusslands. 4 parts. 4to.Helsingfors

1858-60, Plates, folio.

OWEN (R., F.R.S.) Monograph on the Aye-Aye. 4to. London 1863.

PARLATORE (P.) Considerations sur la Methode Naturelle en Botanique. 8vo.

Florence 1863.

PEACHAM (H.) The Compleat Gentleman. 4to. London 1627.

PECHMANN (E.) Die Abweichung der Lothlinie bei astronomischen Beobach-

tungsstationen und ihre Bereehnimg als Erfordemiss einer Gradmessung.

4to. Wien 1863.

PENGELLY (W., F.R.S.) and HEER (Rev. 0.) On the Lignite Formation of

Bovey Tracey, Devonshire. (Excerpt from Phil. Trans.) 4to. London 1863.

PERAZZI (C.) Esposizione Italiana 1861. Relazioni dei Giurati. Classe 6.

Sezione 2, Industria, Mineraria e Metallurgica. 8vo. Londra 1863.

PETIT (F.) Annales de l’Observatoire de Toulouse. Tome I. 4to. Toulouse

1863.

PHILLIPS (J., F.R.S.) A Guide to Geology. 8vo. London 1864.
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PLANA (J., Por. Mem. E.S.) Memoire sur la Loi du Eefroidissement des Corps

Spheriques et 'sur 1’expression de la Chalenr Solaire dans les latitudes cir-

cumpolaires de la terre. 4to. Turin 1863.

PLANTAMQUB (E.) Besume Meteorologique de Pann.ee 1861 pour Geneve

et le Grand St. Bernard. 8vo. Geneve 1862.

Du Climat de Geneve. 4to. Geneve 1863.

PLAT (Sir II.) The Jewel House of Art and Nature. 4to. London 1653.

PLATEAU (F.) Sur un mode particulier de production de bulles de savon.

Note sur une recreation arithmetique. Sur un phenomene de couleurs

juxtaposees. (Excerpts from Bull. Acad. Boy. Belg.) 8vo. Bruxelles.

POUCHET (F. A), JOLY (N.), et MUSSET (Ch.) Experiences sur l’Hetero-

genie, executees dans l’interieur des glaciers de la Maladetta (Espagne-

Pyrenees). 4to. Paris.

Q.UETELET (A., For. Mem. E.S.) Etoiles Filantes de la periode du 10 Aout,

1863. 8vo. Bruxelles.

EECOEDE (E.) The Castle of Knowledge, containing the Explication of the
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of the Erebus and Terror : Mammalia, Part 2, Cetaceous Animals (pp. 13-

53); Eeptiles (pp. 1-8); Birds, Parts 2 & 3; Insects of New Zealand
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Fishes (pp. 33-139), 4 parts. 4to. London 1845-48.

EOBEETS (G. E.) Bemarks upon the present Condition of Geological Science.

8vo. London 1864.

SAFFOED (T. H.) The Observed Motions of the Companion of Sirius con-
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SAYOEY (AY. S., F.E.S.) On Life and Death : Four Lectures. 8vo. London
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jects of Buddhist AYorship. folio. Leipzig 1863.

SCHLAGINTAYEIT (H. A. and E. de) Eesults of a Scientific Mission to India

and High Asia. Yol. III. 4to. Leipzig 1863. Atlas, Part 3. folio. 1863.

SCHMIDT (C.) Die AYasserversorgung Dorpat’s, eine hydrologische Unter-

suchung. 8vo. JDorpat 1863.

SCHYAECZ Gyulatol. Foldtani Kiserletek a Hellense'gnel Nagy Sandor Koraig.

Kotet I. 8vo. Pest 1863.
'

SCLOPIS (F.) Della vita di Giovanni Plana, discorso letto alia classe di Scienze

Fisiche e Matematiche della E. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino. 4to. To-
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SCOTT (J.) Spirit Teaching : the Progress of Man’s Development. 8vo.
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SIMONIDES (C.) Concerning Horus of Nilopolis, the Hierogrammatist of his The Author,

native place, Son of Ammouthis and Thessais, with_Notiees of his Works.

4to. London 1863.

SMITH (C. Roach) On the Scarcity of Home-grown Eruits in Great Britain, The Author.

with remedial Suggestions. 8vo. Liverpool 1863.

SMYTH (Admiral W. H., F.R.S.) Addenda to the iEdes Hartwellianse. 4to. The Author.

London 1864.

SMYTH (C. P., E.R.S.) Astronomical Observations made at the Royal Obser- The Observatory.

vatory, Edinburgh. Yol. XII., for 1855-59. 4to. Edinburgh 1863.

SPRAT (Thomas) Observations on Mons. de Sorbier’s Yoyage into England. H. Dircks, Esq.

8vo. London 1665.

STAINTON (H. T.) The Natural History of the Tineina. Yol. YIII. 8vo. Lon- The Author.

don 1864.
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STEPHENSON (Sir M.) Report upon the feasibility and most effectual means The Author,
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Map. folio. London 1864.

STRICKLAND (H. E.) Rules for Zoological Nomenclature. 8vo. Edinburgh Sir W. Jardine, E.R.S.

1863.

STRUYE (W.) Yergleichungen der Wiener Masse mit mehreren auf der kai- The Author,

serl. Russischen Hauptsternwarte zu Pulkowa beftndliehen Masseinheiten.

8vo. Wien 1861.

STUBBE (Henry) A Censure upon Certaine Passages contained in the History H. Dircks, Esq.,

of the Royal Society, as being destructive to the Established Religion and
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STUDER (B.) De POrigine des Lacs Suisses. (Excerpt from Bibl. Univ.) 8vo. The Author.

Geneve 1864.

SYKES (Colonel, F.R.S.) Comparison in detail of English and French Military The Author.
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TATE (G.) Geology and Archaeology of the Borders. (Excerpt from Berw. Nat. The Author.
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YERNON (G. Y.) On the Irregular Barometric Oscillations at Geneva, and on The Author.
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the Great St. Bernard. (Excerpt from Mem. Lit. Phil. Soc. Manchester.) 8vo.
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YIETHSUS (Franciscus). Opera Mathematica, in quibus tractatur canon mathe- C. W. Merrifleld, F.R.S.

maticus. folio. Londini 1589.

YITRUYIUS. Zehen Bucher von der Architectur und kiinstlichem Bawen .... H. Dircks, Esq.

durch Gualtherum H. Rivium. folio. Basel 1548.

YOLPICELLI (P.) Sulla Elettrostatica Induzione, ottava comunicazione. 4to. The Author.

JRoma 1863.

WALLICH (Dr. G. C.) Six Papers on Amoeba. 8vo. London 1863. The Author.

On the Process of Mineral Deposit in the Rhizopods

and Sponges as affording a distinctive character. 8vo. London 1863. (Ex-

cerpts from Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.)

WATTS (H.) ' Dictionary of Chemistry. Parts 5-16. 8vo. London 1863-64. The Editor.

WHITEHEAD (J.) The Rate of Mortality in Manchester. Second and third The Author,

editions. 8vo. London 1863-64.
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WINKLER (T. C.) Musee Teyler: Catalogue Systematique de la Collection

Paleontologique. Livr. I. 8vo. Harlem 1863.

WINNECKE (Dr. A.) Ueber die Sonne. 8vo. St. Petersburg 1861.
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